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U. S. COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES, 
Washington, May 30, 1884. 
In July, 1879, an arrangement was made with General Fra~cis A. Walker, Superintendent of 
the Tenth Census, by which an investigation of the fisheries of the United States was undertaken 
as the joint enterprise of the United States Fish Commission and of the Census Bureau. It was 
decided that this investigation should be as exhaustive as possible, an_d that both the United 
States Fish Commission and the Census should participate in its results. The preparation of a 
statistical and historical monograph of the :fisheries, to forni one of the series to .be presented 1'y 
the Superintendent of the Census in his report, was from the first .the main object of the work,. 
but in connection with this work extensive investigations into the methods of the :fisherieis, into 
the distribution of the :fishing-grounds, and the natural history of useful marine animals were 
inaugurated and carried on. 
The direction of this investigation was placed in the ha~ds of Mr. G. Brown Goode, Assistant 
Director of the National Museum, who had already been engaged for a number of years in a 
systematic, historical, and statiRtical investigation of the American _fisheries, and.who as early as 
1877 had drawn up a scheme for an exhaustiv~ exploration of the coast, quite as elaborate as that 
now adopted and not essentially different. 
The first step taken was to secure the co-operation of as many as possible of those persons 
who had i]?. the past given attention to the subject of the :fisheries, and this was so successfully 
accomplished that it is safe to say that every one who has been of late years prominent in such 
studies has taken part in the preparation of this report. 
The plan o.f the proposed investigation was drawn up by Mr. Goode before. beginning the work, 
and was published in an octavo pamphlet of fifty-four pages, entitled "Plan of Inquiry into the 
History and Present Condition of the Fisheries of the United States." Washington: Government 
Printing Office; 1879. 
The scheme of investigation divided the work in to the following departments : 
I. Natural history of marine products.-Under this head was to be carried on the study of the 
_. useful aquatic animals and plaqts of the country, as well as of seals, whales, turtles, fishes, 
lobsters: crabs, oysters, cla~s, etc., sponges, and marine plants and inorganic products of the 
sea with reference to (A) geographical distribution, (B) size, (0) abundance, (D) migrations and 
movements, (E) food and rate of growth, (F) mode of reproduction, (G) economic value and uses. 
II. The fishing groitnds.-Under this head were to be studied the geographical distribution of 
all animals sought by fishermen, and the location of the fishing-grounds; while, with refereMee 
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to the latter, are considered: -(A) location, (B) topography, (0) depth of water, (D) character of 
bottom, (E) temperature of water, (F) currents, (G) character of invertebrate life, etc. 
III. The fishermen and fishing toicns.-Here were to be considered tbe coast districts engaged 
in the fisheries, with reference to their relation .1 , ~he fisheries, historically and statistically, and 
the social, vital, and other statistics relating to tbe fishermen. 
IV. Apparatus and methods of capture.-Here were to be considered all the forms of apparatus 
used by fishermen; boats, nets, traps, harpoons, etc.,, and the methods employed in the various 
branches .of the ~shery. Here each special kina of fishery, of which there are more than fift.y 
in the United States, is considered separately with regard to its methods, its history, and .its 
statistics. 
V. Products of fisheries.-Under this head were , to_be studied the statistics of the yield of 
American fisheries, past and present. 
VI. Preparation, care of, and mamifacture of fishery products.-Here were to be considered 
the methods and the various devices for utilizing fish after they are caught, with statistics of 
' capital and men employed, etc.: (A) -preservation of live fish, (B) refrigeration, (0) sun-drying, 
(D) smoke-drying, (E) pickling, (F) hermetically canning, (G) fur dressing, (H) whalebone prep-
aration, (I) isinglass manufacture, (K) ambergris manufacture, (L) fish guano manufacture, (M) oil 
rendering, etc. 
VII. Economy of the .fisheries.-Here were to be studied: (A) financial organization and 
methods, (B) insurance, (0) labo~ and capital, (D) markets and market prices, (E) lines of traffic, 
(F) exports, imports, and duties. 
The fishery industry is of such great importance, and is undergoing such constant changes 
that a visit of a few days or weeks to any locality, even by the most competent experts, lias 
invariably proved unsatisfactory. We were able therefore to collect only the most important 
fa~ts, selected with special reference to the needs of the report i~ contemplation, leaving many 
subjects of interest undiscussed. 
The field-work, and the correspondence in connection with it, was carr~ed on by the following--
named special agents, and approximately between the dates below mentioned: 
I.-Coast of Maine, east of Portland. Mr. R. Edward Ea_rll and Captain J. W. Collins, 
August 1 to October 31, 1879; July 29 to October 20, 1880; January 1, 1881, to 
January 1, 1883. 
IL-Portland to Plymouth (except Cape Ann) and eastern side of !3uzzard's Bay. W. A. 
Wilcox, September 2, 1879, to March 1, 1881. 
III.-Cape Ann. A. Howard Clark, September 1, ~879, to November 1, 1880; July, August, 
and September, 1883. 
IV.-Cape Cod. Frederick W. Trne, July 1 to October 1, 1879; September 1 to October 31, 
1880; Vinal N. Ed~ard,, October 1, 1880, to July 31, 1882. 
V.-Provincetown. Captain N. E. Atwood, August 1, 1879, to August 1, 1880. 
VI.-Rhode Island and Connecticut, west to the Connecticut River. Ludwig Kumlien, August 
16 to October 16, 1880. 
VII.-Long Island and north shore of Long Island Sound, and west to Sandy Hook. Frederick 
Mather, August 1, 1879, to Julv 1, 1881. 
VIII.-New York City. Barnet Phillip, , January t, 1880, to July 1-, 1881. 
lX.-Coa t of :rew Jer ey. R. Edward Earll, December, 1880. 
X.-Philade1phia. C. W. Smiley and W. V. Cox, November, 1880. 
XI.-Coast of Delaware. Captain J. W. Collin , December, 1880. 
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XII.-Baltimore and the oyster industry of Maryland. R. H. Edmonds, October 1, 1879, to 
October 1, 1880. 
XIII.-At1antic coast of Southern States. R. Edward Earll, January 1 to July 25, 1880. 
XIV.-Gulf coast. ~ilas Stearns, August, 1879, to July, 1880. 
XV.-Coast of California, Oregon, and Washington. Professor D. S. Jordan and 0; H. Gil-
bert, January, 1880, to January, 1881. 
XVI.-Puget Sound. James G. Swan, January, 1880, to January, 1881. 
XVII.-Alaska fisheries. Dr. T. H. Bean, June to October, 1880. 
XVIII.-Great Lakes fishery. Ludwig Kumlien, August, 1879, to August, 1880. 
XIX:-River fisheries of Maine. 0. G. Atkins, January 1, 1880, to July 3, 1882. 
XX.-The shad and alewife fisheries. Colonel Marshall MacDonald, October, 1879, to January 
1, 1883. 
XXL-Oyster fisheries. Ernest Ingersoll, October 1, 1879, to July 1, 1881. 
XXII.-Lobster and crab fisheries. Richard Rathbun, January 1, 1880, tQ January 1, 1882. 
XXIII.-Turtle and terrapin fisheries. Frederick W. True, October 1, 1880, to January 1, 1882. 
XXIV.-The seal, sea-elephant, and whale fisheries. A. Howard Clark, November 1, 1880, to 
February 1, 1881. 
In addition to the field assistants alre_ady mentioned a staff of office assistants were employed 
in carrying on correspondence, searching past rec_ords, and preparing the report for publication. 
Mr. C. W. Smiley, Mr. James Temple. Brown, and Mr. George S. Hobbs were connected with the 
work from its start, and subsequently Mr. J. E. Rockwell, Mr. C. W. Scudder, Mr. R. I Geare, Mr. 
G. P. Merrill, Mr. W. S. Yeates, and others were thus employed. A number of clerks were 
temporarily detailed for this work by the Superintendent of the Census; at one time as many as 
twenty . 
.A portion of the clerical force was placed under the immediate direction of Mr. C. W_. Smiley, 
who bad in special charge the distribution of circulars and the compilation of their results, and the 
compilation of summary tables from the records o'f the Treasury Department. 
The expense of the field-work from July 1, 1879, to July 1, 1881, was for the most part borne 
by the Census, together with a large amount of compilation office-work carried on ·by clerks 
detailed from the Census Office in Washington. 
The expense of the preparation of the report, final tabulation of statistics of production, and 
preparation of illustrations has been mainly at the cost of the Fish Commission. Since February, 
1881, Mr. Goode's relation to the work has been that of a volunteer, and . his services in the 
preparation of the reports and in connection with their publication have been rendered without 
compensation, in addition _ to his regular duties as Assistant Director of the National Museum. 
In the same manner a large share of the most important work upon special parts of the report 
has been done as volunteer labor by offic~rs of the National Museum and Fish Commission, in 
addition to their regular duties. A number of employees of the Fish Commission have been 
detailed from time to time for special work upon this report, for perion.s varying from four months 
to two years. 
The participation of the Census Office and the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries has involved 
the expenditure of probably nearly equal amounts of money, and the division of the results, so 
far as they are represented in reports ready for the printer, has been arranged to the sati~faction 
of both. The extent of the material collected has, howe-ver, been much greater than was antici-
pated, and the portion assigned to the Fish Commission being too bulky for publication in the an-
nual reports, application was made to Congr.ess for permission to ·print as a separate special report 
an illustrated work in quarto upon the Food Fishes and Fisheries of the United States. 
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This permission was granted in a joint resolution, worded as follows, which passed the Senate 
July 16, __ 1882 : 
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the Public Printer be, and 
is hereby, instructed to print, in quarto form, a report by the U.S. Commissioner of Fish and Fish-
eries, upon the food fishes and fisheries of the United States, the engravings to be in relief, and to be 
contracted for by the Public Printer, under the direction of the ,Toint Committee on Printing, and to 
receive the approval of the Oommissi@er before being accepted; the work to be stereotyped, and 
10,000 e~tra copies printed, of which 2,500 shall be for the use of the Senate, 5,000 for the use of 
the House, and 1,500 for the use of the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. There shall also be 
printed 1,000 extra copies for sale by the Public Printer, under such regulations as the Joint 
Committee on Printing may prescribe, at a price equal to the additional cost of publication and 10 
per cent. thereon added. 
The manuscript for the -entire report is for the most part ready for the printer, and several 
hundred drawings for the illustr~tions are finished. Part I was placed in the hands of the printer 
in August 1882, and would have been published more than a year ago but for the absence of Mr. 
Goode in England. The contents of these reports, it is proposed, shall be approximately as fol-
lows, though it is probable that other topics may be added to the discussion before the work is 
completed: 
THE FOOD FISHES AND FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 
PART I.-The Natural History of Useful Aquatic Animals. 
PART IL-The Fishing-Grounds. 
PART III.-The Fishing-Towns, containing a geographical review of the Coast, River, and Lake Fisheries. 
PART IV.-The Fishermen. 
PART V.-The Apparatus of the Fisheries and the Fishing-Vessels and Boats. 
PART VI.-The Fishery Industries, a discussion of methods and Mstory. 
PART VIL-The Preparation of Fishery Products. 
PARTVIII.-Fish Culture and Fishery Legislation. 
PART IX.-Statistics of Production, Exportation, and Importation. Summary Tables. 
PART X.-'l'he Whale Fishery ; a special monogmph. 
PART XI.-A Catalogue of the Useful and Injurious Aqua.tic Animals and Plants of North America. 
PART XII.-A list of Books and Papers relating to the Fisheries of the United States. 
PART XIIL-A general Review of the Fisheries with a statistical summary. 
The report prepared for the Superintendent of the Census, the manuscript of which is now 
for the most part in his possession, is divided into the foJlowing sections: 
A REPORT UPON TTIE STATISTICS 01<' THE FISHERIES AND FISH '!'RADE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
INTRODUCTION (giving a comprehensive abstract of the matter contained in the quarto report referred to aboYe). 
PART L-A Review of the Fisheries of the Atlantic Seaboard, with statistics of production and manufacture. 
PART IL-A Review of the Fisheries of the Pacific Coast, with statistics of production and manufactures. 
PART III.-A Review of the Fisheries of the Great Lakes, with statistics of production and manufactures. 
PART IV.--A Review of the River Fisheries of the United States. (Prepared by C. W. Smiley.) 
PART V.-A Review of the Consumption of Fish by Counties, with an estimate of the extent and value of 
the inland fisheries . (Prepared by C. W. Smiley.) 
PART VI.-.A. Review of the Fish Trade of cities of the United States having a population of more than 10,000 
in 1 80. (Prepared by C. W. Smiley.) 
PART VIL-Statistics of Importation and Exportation of Fishery Products from 1730 to 1880. · 
PART VIII.-Li t of the Fishing-Ve el. of the United tates in 1880, giving tonnage, value, number of crew, 
nam of owner, branche of fif;b ri s engaged in, together with other important detai1s. 
RT IX.- Ionorraphofthe' allslaud ofAla ka. ByHenryW.Elliott. (A1readyintype; 171pages. 4to.) 
PART X.- 1onorrr, ph of tb y t r :E i . h ·rif' ·. By Ern t Ingersoll. (Alr ady in type ; 251 pages.) 
Th l1 to in ·luc1 all compilation from circulars, and the results 
1 t il fr m th n u Office, together with much derived from 
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the archives of the Fish Commission. The first three sections are mainly made up from the 
material collection by the special agents in the field, and the form is as nearly as possible that in 
which it was originally collected; much, however, has bee~ added from the archives of the 
Commission. 
By the plan just detailed, the statistical matter gat~ered by the joint efforts of the two 
organizations is assigned to the Census, together with a sufficient amoun_t of descriptive and 
explanatory text to make the statistics fully intelligible, while the descriptive, historical, and 
natural history papers are taken by the Fish Commission, these being enriched by a sufficient 
amount of statistical detail to render them as useful as possible for the class of readers and students 
for whom they are intended. 
The statistical results of the investigation have already been pu hlished in a preliminary way. 
A series of special statistical tables appeared in the Bulletins of the Census Office, as follows: 
(1.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 176.-[Preliminary Report upon the Pacific States and Territories] prepared by Mr. Goode 
from returns of Special Agents Jordan, Swan, and Bean. Dated May 24, 1884. 4to. Pp. 6 ( + 2). 
(2.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 261.-Statistics of the :Fisheries of the Great Lakes. ~repared by Mr. Frederick W. Trne 
from notes of Special Agent Kumlien. Dated September 1, 1881. 4to. Pp. 8. 
(3.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 278.- St,atistics of the Fisheries of Maine. Prepared by Mr. R. E. Earll from his own notes 
and those of Capt. J. W. Collins and Mr. C. G. Atkins. Dated November 22, 1881. 4to. Pp.A7 ( + 1). 
( 4.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 281. - Statistics of the Fisheries of Virginia. Prepared by Colonel Marshall.- Mn,cDonal<l.. 
Dated December 1, 1881. 4to. Pp. 8. 
(n.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 295.-Statistics of the Fisheries of Massachusetts. Prepared by Mr. A. Howard Clark from 
returns of Special Agents Wilcox, Clark, True, Collins, and Atwood. Dated March 1, 1882. 4to. Pp. 35 + 1. 
(6.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 291.-Statistics of the Fisheries of New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.· Pre-
pared by Mr. A. Howard Clark. Dated April 5, 1882. 4to. Pp. 7 ( + 1.) 
(7.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 297.- Commercial Fisheries of the Middle States. Prepared by Mr. R. E. Earll and Colonel 
M. MacDonald. Dated .June 5, 1882. 4to. Pp. 14. 
(8.) CENSUS BULLETIN No. 298.-Commercial Fisheries of the Southern Atlantic States. Prepared by Mr .. R. E. Earll 
and Colonel M. MacDonald. Dated June 5, 1882. 4to. Pp. 18. (This bulletin includes statistics of No. 4 (C. 
B., No. 281). 
In all 148 pages, quarto. In addition to these certain special tables have appeared. 
(10.) STA'l'ISTICAL TABLE,-Statistics of the Fisheries of the United States in 1880. [Prepared by Messrs. Goode and 
Earll from the reports of special agents. J Printe~ in Compendium of the Tenth Census, p. 88. Pp. -. 
Republished in Bulletin of the United States Fish Commission, Vol, III, 1883_, pp. 270-71, and in Preliminary 
Catalogue, International Fisheries Exhibition, January, p. 5. 
(11.) STATISTICAL TABLE.-Table showing by States the quantity of Spanish mackerel taken in 1880, and the total 
catch for the United States. By R. Edward Earll. Report United States Fish Commission. Part VIII, 
1880, p. 416. 
(12.) STATISTICAL SUMMARY.-Statistics of the Davis Strait Halibut Fisheries. By Newton P. Scudder. , Report 
United States }.,ish Commission. Part VIII, pp. 190-192. 
(13,) STATISTICAL SUMMARY.-Statistics of the Swordfish Fishery. By G. Brown Goode. Report United States Fish 
Commissioners. Part VIII, pp. 361-367. 
(14.) STATISTICAL SUMMARIES.-Statistics of the Mackerel Fishery in 1880 . . By R. Edward Earll. Report United 
States Fish Commission. Part IX, pp. [124J-[127. J 
[Statistics of the Mackerel Canning Industry. J By R. Ed wa,rd Earll. Ibid, p. f131.] 
Statistics of the Inspection of Mackerel · from 1804 to 1880. By A. Howard Clark. 
Ibid, pp. [162]-[213.] 
Vessel~ in the Mackerel Fishery in 1880. Ibid, p. 418. 
Catch of Mackerel by Americans in Canadian wn,ters. 1873-'81. Ibid, p. [ 430.] 
(15.) INTRODUCTION to Section B., U. S. Catalogue International Fisheries E xhibttion, London. (Collection of Eco-
nomic Crustaceans, Worms, Echinoderms, and Sponges.) By Richard Rathbun,. Pp. [3]-[20.] Crabs, p, [3]: 
Lobsters, p. [6]: Crayfish, p. [10]: Shrimp and Prawns, p. [11]: Sponges, p. [lBJ, etc . 
• 
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(16.) INTRODUCTION to Section D., U. S. Catalogue Int. Fisheries Exhibition. (Catalogue of the Economic Mollusca 
and the apparatus and appliances used in their capture and preparation for market, exhibited by the U. S. 
National Museum.) By Lieut. Francis Winslow, U. S. N., pp. [3] to [58]. Aggregate table of p1·oduction, 
p. [3]: Special tables and statistical statements throughout. 
(17.) INTRODUCTION to Section E., U.S. Catalogue Int. Fisheries Exhibition. (The Whale Fishery and its Appliances. ) 
By James Temple Brown, pp. [3]-[25.] 
(18.) Statistics of the Whale Fishery. By A. Howard Clark, in the preceding, pp. [26]-[29.] 
(19.) A Review of the Fishery Industries of the United States, etc. By G. Brown Goode. An address at a conference 
of the International Fisheries Exhibition, June 25, 1883. 8vo., pp. 84. Numerous statistical statements, 
summaries, and tables. 
(20.) ADMINISTRATIVB REPORT.-Method and results of an effort to collect statistics of the :fish trade, and consump-
tion of :fish throughout the United States. By Chas. W. Smiley. Bulletin U. S. Fish Commission, vol. ii, 
1882, pp. 247-52. 
Two special reports have also been published, as follows: 
(21.) A Monograph of the Seal Islands of Alaska. By Henry W. Elliott. 4to., illustrated. Pp. 172. An edition of this 
report with substitutions on l.>P· 102-9 was also issued as a Special Bulletin of the Fish Commission, No. 176. 
(22.) The Oyster Industry. By Ernest Ingersoll. 4to., illustrated. Pp. 2f,2. 
The general results of the investigation, from the statistician's stand-point, may be briefly 
summarized as follows : 
In 1880 the number of persons employed in the fishery industries of the United States was 
131,426, of whom 101,684 were fishermen, and the remainder shoresmen. The fishing fleet con-
sisted of 6,605 vessels (with a tonnage of 208,297.82) and 44,804 boats, and the total amount of 
capital invested ;was $37,955,349, distributed. as follows: Vessels, $9,357,282; boats, $2,465,393; 
minor apparatus and outfits, $8,145,261; other c~pital, including shore ,property,· $17,987,413. 
The value of the fishr.ries of' the sea, the great rivers, and the Great Lakes, was placed at 
$43,046,053, and that of those in minor inland waters at $1,500,000-in all $44,546,053. These values 
were estimatedupon the basis of the prices of the products received by the producers, and if average 
wholesale prices bad been considered, the value would have been mucb. greater. In 1882 the yield 
of the fisheries was much greater than in 1880, and prices both '' at first hand" and at wholesale 
were higher, so that a fair estimate at wholesale market rates would place their value at the 
present time rather above than below the sum of -$100,000;000. 
The fisheries of the New England States are the most important. They engage 37,043 men 
2,066 vessels, 14,787 boats, and yie1d products to the value of $14,270,393. In this district the 
principal fishing ports in order of importance are: Gloucester, New Bedford, the center ot the 
whale fishery, Eastport, Boston, Provincetown, and Portland. 
Next to New England in importance are the South Atlantic States, employing 52,418 men, 3,014 
vessels (the majority of which are small, and engaged in the shore and bay fisheries), 13,331 boats 
and returning products to the value of $9,602,737. 
Next are the Middle States, employing in the coast fisheries 14,981 men, 1,210 vessels, 8,293 
boats, with products to the amount of $8,676,579. 
Next are the Pacific States and Territories with 16,803 men, 56 vessels, 5,547 boats, and products 
to the amount of $7,484,750. The fisheries of the Great Lakes employ 5,050 men, 62 vessels, and 
1,594 boats, with products to the amount of $1,784,050. The Gulf States employ 5,131 men, 197 
ves els, and 1,252 boats, yielding pl'oducts to the value of $545,584. 
W .A.SHINGTO , May 30, 1884. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Commissioner of Fisheries. 
I • 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 
UNITED STATES NATION.AL MUSEUM, 
Washington, July 18, 1882. 
SIR : I have the honor to transmit herewith, for approval and for publication, Section I of 
a genera.I work upon THE Frnmrnrns AND FIS:1IBRY INDUSTRIES OF 1.'HE UNITED STATES, 
consisting of an illustrated history of the useful aquatic animals of the United States. This 
work is intended especially for the use of the reading public, and technical zoological discussions 
and descriptions have therefore been intentionally avoided. 
I desire, in this place, to express my high appreciation of the manner in which the gentlemen 
associated with me in the preparation of this work have performed the tasks which they had -
undertaken, their work having been in large degree voluntary and unremunerated. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
G. BROWN GOODE. 
Professor SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. 
xi 
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47. The Arctic Flounder, Ple1ironectes gla.cialis Pallas ...................................................... _. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27947, U.S. National_ Museum, collected at Kotzebue Sound, September 2, 1880, by Dall 
and Bean. · 
48. The Rough Limanda, Lim'anda aspera (Pallas) Bean . . ........................................... : . .... _. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27944, U.S. National Museum, collected at Sitka, .Alaska, 1880, by Dr. T. H. Bean. 
49. The Rusty Dab, Lirnanda JerTuginea (Storer) Goode & Bean ............................................. . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21020, U.S. National Museum, collected at Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 4, 1877, 
by U. S. Fish Commission. 
50. The California "Sole," Lepidopsetta bilineata (Ayres) Gill ....... _ .............................. _ ....... _ .. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27602, U.S. National Museum, collected at Saint Paul's, Kodiak Island, Alaska, 1880, 
by Dr. T. H. Bean. 
51. The San Francisco "Sole," Psettichthys melanostictus Girard .. .. .... .. ................. _ .••. ....... _ ..... . 
· Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 24167, U.S. National Museum, collected at San Francisco, California, January, 1880, 
by Professor D. S. Jordan. 
52. The Alaska Sand Dab, Hippoglossoides elassodon J. & G ............................... ~ _ ... __ ............ . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27938, U. S. National Museum, collected at Humboldt Harbor, Shumagins, .Alaska, 
July 19, 1880, by Dr. T. H. Bean. 
53. The Atherestes Flounder, Atheresthes stomias J. & G ...........• .. .......... ... . _ ..................... _ ... _ 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27186, U.S. National Museum, collected at Point Reyes, California, 1880, by Jordan 
and Gilbert. · 
54. The Halibut, Hippoglossus vulgaris Fleming ..................... _ .............. _ .... _ .. _. _ ... _ ..•.... __ . _. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10439, U.S. National Museum, collected at Eastport, Maine, 1872, by U.S. Fish Commis-
sion. 
55. The Saud Dab, Hippoglossoides platessoides (Fa.b.) Gill ... __ ......... _. : ........ _· ................. ___ . _ .... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21002, U.S. National Museum, collected at Le Have Bank, .August 21, 1877, by U.S. 
Fish Commlsston. 
56. The Greenland Turbot, Platysomatiohthys hippoglossoides (Walb.) Goode & Bean.: ..•...................... 
Drawing by H. L. '.rodd, from a specimen obtained in Fulton Market, N~w York. 
57. The Pole Flounder, Glyptocephalus cynoglossus (L.) Gill ... _ .. _ ...••............ _ ............ _ .... _____ .. _ .. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd. r 
58. The Codfish, Gadus morrhua L . ...... .... ..... . ....... _ ......... _. __ ... ___ • _ . ___ . .. ... . 
Draw~ng_ by H. L. Todd, from No.10444, U. S. National Museum, collected at Eastport, Maine, 18;2~ b; U. s: 0Fi~h-C~~: 
m1ss1on. 
The Atlantic Tom Cod, Microgadus torncod (Walb.) Gill. ......... _. _ ... __ ... ____ . _ . __ .... ____ . __ 
Drawing by H_, L. Todd, from No.17733, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl Massachusetts ~-e~~.:U-b~~ ·;3· 
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59. The Haddock, Melanograrnm'lti wglefinus L. Gill - - - - - -· - · - - - - · _._ - - · - - · - · · · ·: · · - - · - · ·: · · - - · · - - - · · · - - -_- · · - - - · 




The Saida Cod, Borcogadus saida (Lepechin) Bea11 .. . - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · · · - - - - · - - - 0 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21746, U.S. National Museum, collected at .Annanactook Harbor, Cumberland Gulf, 
October 19, 1877, by .Ludwig Kumlien. 
60. The Pollock, Pollachius carbonarius (LJ Gill ....... - .... - - - .. - .. - . - 0 - - • - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - ~ - - 228 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10443, U.S. National Museum, . collecfod at Eastport, Maine, 1872, by Professor S. F. 
Baird. · 
The Alaska Pollock, Pollachius chalcograinmus (Pallas)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ - - ......... -..... - . . 232 
Drawing by ILL. Todd, from No. 27637, U.S. National Museum, collected at Pirate Cove, Shumagin Islands, Alaska, 
1880, by William H. Dall. 
61. The Cusk, Brosmius brosme (Muller) White ........................ --~ ............ - .................... - . . . 233 
Drawing by H.L. Todd, from No.2ll967, U.S. National Museum, collected at Boston Market, Ja!rnary 11, 1882, by W. A. 
Wilcox. 
The Burbot or "Fresh \'rater Cusk," Lota maculosa (Le Sueur) C. and O .............. -... - - . - ... - . - - .. - - - - 235 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, frQm No.10553, U.S. National Museum, collected at Ecorse, Michigan, by J. W. Milner. 
62. The Common Hake, Phycis chuss (Walb.) Gill. ................. ... ............. - - . - ... - ....... - . - - .. - ~ - - . 234 
Drawing by,H. L. Todd, from No. 28707, U.S. National Museum, cyllected at Mal'tha's Vineyard, July 16, 1881, by U.S. 
Fish Commission. · 
The Squirrel or White Hake, Phycis tenuis (Mitchill) De Kay .......................................... - - 234 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No'. 21029, U.S. National Museum, collected in Halifax Harbor, November 30, 1877, by U.S. 
Fish Commission. 
63, The King Hake, Phycis regius (W alb.) Gill.. ...... - . - . - ........... - .. - .. - - -, . - - - : - . - - - - . , - - - - . - - - - - - · - - - - - 234 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20923, U.S. National Museum, collected at New ·York Aquarium, 1878, by E.G. Black-
ford. · 
Earl's Hake, Phycis Earllii Bean . . .......... .................. .. . . . ... ................. . .. - - . - ... - - - .. - . - 234 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 25207, U.S. National Museum, collected at Charleston, South Carolina, March 25, 1880, 
by R. E. Earll. 
64, Chester's Hake, Phycis Cheste1'i Goode & Bean.... - - ......... ~ ............................. ~ ......... - - - - 234 
Drawn l)y H. L. Todd from 
The Blue Hake, Haloporphyrus viola Goode & Bean ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21887, U.S. National Museum, collected on Le Have Bank, August 26, 1878, by Captain 
J. W .. Collins, schooner Marion. 
65. The Merluccio, Merlucius prod1wtus (Ayres) Gill .............................................. __ .. _ . ... . _. 243 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26638, U.S. National Museum, collected at Seattle, Washington Territory, 1880, by 
Colonel F. W. Prosser. 
The Silver Hake or New England Whiting, Merlucius bilinearis (Mitch.) Gill..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21016, U.S. National Museum; collected at Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 8, 1877, 
by the U. S. Fish Commission. 
66. The Sand Cusk, Ophidi1Mi marginatum De Kay ..... ~ .. _._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ . _ .... ____ . . _ ..... _ . __ . _ .. _. . . . . 243 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10762, U.S. National Museum, collected at Tompkinsville, New York, by C. L. Copley. 
The Onion-fish or Grenadier, Macrurus rupestris (Muller) Bloch ............ _ ..... ___ .. ___ ... _ ..... _....... 244 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 15608, U.S. National Museum, collectedat Saint George;s Bank, October 27, 1875. Pre-
sented bv E. G. Blackford. 
The Lant or Sand Eel, Amnwdytes aniericanus De Kay ...................... _ . __ . _. _ .. _ . _ . __ . . . __ .... _. . . . . 244 
Drawing by H. L. Todcl, from No.16500, U.S. National Museum, collected at Nantucket., Massachusetts, August 12, by 
U.S. Fish Commission. 
67. The Mutton-fish, Zoarces anguillaris (Peck) Storer .... ................ . ........... _. _ .. _ ... . _ ........ _ . . . 247 
Drawing by H . L. Todd, from No.10438, U.S. National Museum, collected at Eastport, Maine, 1872, by U.S. Fish Com· 
mi sion. 
Vahl's Lycodes, Lycocles Vahlii Reinhardt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ..... _.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247 
Drawing by H . L. Todcl, from No. 21991, U.S. National Museum, collected on Le Ha"'e Bank, bj Captain Z. Hawkins, 
schooner Gwendolen. 
-68, The Common Catfish or \Volf~fish, Anarrhicas lupus L ....................... _ .. .. _ .................... _.. 248 
Drawing by . .ELL. Todd, from No. 21846, U.S. National Museum, collected on George's Bank, September 27, 1878, by Cap-
tain John Gourville. 
The Spotted Catfish, Anarrh.icas 11iin01· Olafsen . . . . . . . .. .................................. _ ......... _.... 249 
Drawing by H. L. Todd,.from No. 21618, U.S. National Museum, collected at sea November, 1878, by Captain R.H. Hurl- . 
bert. 
~9. The Gulf Toadfi.sh, or " apo," Batrachus pardus Goode & Bean . ........ _ ....... .. ......... _. _ .... . .. __ .. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from .i:To. 22237, U.S. National Museum, collected at Pensacola, Florida, 1878, b.v Silas Stearns. 
"The Nak d 'tar-gazer," Asti-oscopus anoplus (C. & V.) Brevoort .................... __ .. .... . _ ....... _. _. 
Drawing by II. L. Todd, from .. :"o. 4622, U. . National .Museum, collected at Norfolk, Virs;inia. 
10, The Lump-fl h, 'yclopl U!I lumpus L ...................... _ ..... . _ ... . .. .. _. __ . . ... _ . .. __ ... ___ .. __ .. __ .. 
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71. The Sea Robin or Wingfish, Prionotus palmipes (Mitch.) StoreP
0 
••••••••••• ~ •••• ~ ••••• : •••••••••••••• _ ~_ ••••• • 256 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 774, U.S. National Museum, coJlected at Beesley's Point, New Jersey, 1858; by Pro-
fessor S. F. Baird. • 
The Striped Sea Robin, Prionotu,sevolans (L.) Gill........................................................ 256 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. ~556,-U. S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, by Vinal N. 
Edwards. · 
72. The Northern or European Sculpin, Cottus scmpiu,s L ............. . ... ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Drawfng by H. L. Todd, from No. 21989, U.S. National MuseY.m, collected at Cumberland Gulf, September 25, 1877, by 
~udwig Kumlien. _ 1 
The Common Sculpin, Cottus scorj)ius L., subspecies gramlandicus (C. & V.) Bean . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 258 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10441, U.S. National Museum, collected at Eastport, Maine; 1872, by U.S. Fish Com• 
mission. 
73. The Alaska Sculpin, Cottus polyacanthocephalus Pallas .................... .......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 23499, U.S. National ~useum, collected at Unalashka, 1879, by William H. Dall . 
. The Southern Sculpin, Cot_tus octtJdecimspinosus Mitch , .......... . ............................ _... . . . . . . . . 258 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 4552, U.S. National Museum, collected at Bees1ey's Point, New J ersey, 1858, by Pro-
fessor S. F . Baird. 
74. The Sea Raven, H emit1·ipterus amel"ican,us (Gmelin) C. & V ............................ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 23199, U.S. N atio.!_lal Museum, collected at Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 13, 1877, by 
. U. S. Fish Commission. . 
Jordan's Cabezon, Bemilepidotus Jordani Bean ............................... . ... ..... . ':-.. _ .. . .. _.. . . . . . . 258 
~rawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27598, U.S. National Museum, collected at Iliuliuk, Unalashka Island, 1880, by Dr. T. 
H.Bean. 
75. The Rose-fish or Norway Haddock, Sebastes rna1·inus (L.) Ltitken .... . ..... . ........ ~................. .. . . 260 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10442, U.S. National Museum, collected at Eastport, Maine, 1872, by U.S. Fish Com-
mission. 
76. The Black-banded Rockfish, S ebastichthys nigrocinctus (Ayres) Gill ............ . ................... _...... 263 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.27285, U.S. National Museum, collected at Puget Sound, 1880, by Jordan and Gilbert. 
77. T~e Tree-fh;h, Se_bastichthys serriceps J. & G.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 263 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27041, U.S. National Museum, collected at Monterey, California, 1880, by Jordan and 
Gilbert. 
78. The Yellow-backed Rockfish, Sebastichthys rnaliger J. & G ...... ~ .................................. _... .. . 264 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27713, U.S. National Museum, collected at Sitka, .Alaska, June 2, 1880, by Dr. T. H. 
Bean. · 
79. The Corsair, Sebastichthys rosaceus ( Grd.) Lock ........... .'...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26961, U.S. National Museum, collected at Santa Barbara, California, 1880 (1), by Jor-
dan and Gilbert. · 
80, 'rhe Orange Rockfi_sh, Sebastichthyspinniger (Gill.) Lock ~................... ..... .... .... ...... ...... .... 265 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27488, U.S. National Museum, collected at Neeah Bay, Wyoming Territory, December, 
1860, by James G. Swan. 
81. The Black Rockfish, Sebast-ichth11s mystinus J. & G ................................ : ............... .. _.. .. 266 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27031, U.S. National Museum, collected at Monterey, California, 1880, by Jordan and 
Gilbert. 
82. The Spotted Black Rockfish, Sebastichthys melanops (Grd.) J. & G ......................... __ .... _ ... _ _ _ _ ~66 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27628, U.S. National Museum, collected at Sitka, .Alaska, May 28, 1880, by Dr. T. H. 
Bean. 
83. The "Black Cod," '' Black Candle-ti.sh/' or Beshow, Anopfopoma fimbria (Pallas) Gill...................... 268 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27745, U.S. National Museum, collected at Sitka, Alaska, December, 1880, by Com-
mander L . .A. Beardslee, U. S. N. 
The "Atka Mackerel" or Yellow-fish, Pleu1·ograrnrnus rnonopterygius (Pallas) Gill.................. . . . . . . . . . 268 
Drawing by H. L . Todd. from No. 27954, U. S. N ational Museum, collected at Iliuliuk, Unalashka, 1880, by Dr. T. H. 
Bean. 
84. Steller's Rock-trout, Hexagrammus aspe1· Steller . . ......................................... ___ .... _.. . . . . . 268 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. '21530, U.S. National Museum, collected at Saint Micha,el's, .Alaska, June, 1875, by 
L. M. Turner. 
The Cult us Cod, Ophiodon elongatus Girard ............................ _ .... __ ....• _ .......... __ . _. _ ..... _ _ 267 
Drawing by H. L. 'l'odd, from No. 65727, U.S. National Museum, colleeted at Sitka, .Alaska, June 7, 1880, by Dr. T. H. 
Bean. 
85. The Tautog, Tautoga onitis (L.) Gthr . .................................. __ .. _ ................... __ ... __ .. 268 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 17738, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, December 13, 
1875, by Vinal N. Edwards. · 
86. The Chogset or Cunner, Ctenolabrus adspm·sus (Walb.) Goode ......... _ ..... · ... _ .... _ .. ___ ...••... _. _. __ .. 274 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 17741, U.S. Natio11al Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, December 11. 
1875, by Vinal N. Edwards. · 
87. The Fat-bead or Redfish, Pimelometopon p1iloher (Ayres) Gill. = Trochocopus pulcher .... _ .... _ ...... __ ... _ _ _ 275 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 24890, U.S. National Museum, collected at San Diego, California, .January 1880 by 
Jordan and Gilbert. ' ' 





The Hogfish or Capitaine, Lachnolremus falcatus' (L.) C. & V ........... --· .. --- · · - ...... - ··· .. · -··. - - .... 275 · 
Drawing by H. L. Todd. 
The Alfi one ~hacochilus tox~tes Agassiz ......................... -... - . -- .............................. - - .. . 277 
Dra~ing byH .. L. Todd, from No. 27015, U.S. National Museum, collected at Monterey, California, 1880, by Jordan and 
Gilbert. 
90. The Spanish Pompano, Gerres olisthostoma Goode & Bean ....... - ... - - - ...... - - .... - - ..... - . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . 279 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 25118, U.S. National Museum, collected at Indian River, Florida, March 8, 1880, by 
R. E. Earll. 
91. The Mackerel, Scomber scombrus L .............................. ....... : ..... ~ ................... --- . .. . .. 281 
Drawing by H. L. Toqd, from No. 25256, U.S. National Museum, collected at Provincetown, Massachusetts, September, 
/ 1879, by U. S. Fish Commission. · 
The Chuh Mackerel or "Thimble Eye," Scomber colias De La Roche ...................................... · 30.3 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 23480, U.S. National Mu~eum, collected at Provincetown, Massachusetts, Sept{\mber, 
1879, by U. S. Fish Commission. 
92. The Frigate Mackerel, Auxia tha,zard Lacepede.... ... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... .. ..... . 305 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 25757, U. S. National Museum, collected at Newport, Rhode Island August, 1880, by 
U. S. Fish Commission. 
The Bonito, Sarda mediterranea (Schn.) J. ·& G ..................... -- - - ...... ...... .•.... .... .... .... .. .. 316 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10419, U. S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1871, by 
U.S. Fish Commission. 
93. The Spanish Mackerel, Scomberomorus maculatus (Mitch.) J. & G ... ·..... ...... .. .... .. .... .... ... ... .... .. 307 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 15582, U.S. National Museum, collected at Fulton Market, New York, by E. G.,Black-
ford. 
94. The Spotted Cero, Scombei·omorus 1·egalis (Bloch) J. & G, ... ... .. . .. .. . . .. ... .... . .. .. . .. .... . . .. .. .... .... 316 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 12527, U.S. National Museum, collected at .Key West, Florida, by E.G. Blackford 
T
0
he Cero or Kingfish, Scomberomorus caballa (C. & V.) J. & G. . .... ...... .. . .... . ... ...... ...... .... .... 316 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 19418, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1875, by U. 
S. Fish Commission. 
95. The Alalonga or Long-finned Tunny, Orcynus ala long a ( GJ:Uel.) Risso ......................... _ ... _. . . . . . . 320 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21884, U.S. Nationai Museum, collected at Banquereau, September 10, 1878, by Capt-
tain William Thompson, schooner Magic.
1 
The Striped or Oceanic Bonito, Euthynnus pelamys (L.) Li.it ken ..... _. __ .. : ... ___ . _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ..... _. 319 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20762, sent from Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, ·Massachusetts. 
96. The Horse Mackerel or Tunny, 01·cynus thynnus (L.) Poey ... _____ .. __ . _ ..... · .. _ .... _. •. _ . . . _ .. __ .. _ .. _ _ _ 320 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from specimen collected in Vineyard Sound by U.S. Fish Commission. 
97. The Horsefi:sh or Blunt-nosed Shiner, Selene setipinnis (Mitch.) Lutken ..... _ . _. _. ___ .. ____ ... _____ ... __ .. 322 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 16252, U. S. National Museum, collected in Fulton Market, New York, by E. G. 
Blackford. 
98. The Silver Moonfish or "Look-down," Selene argentea Lacepede _ .... ,_ ............ __ ........ __ . . .. .. . .. .. 323 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22279, U.S. National Museum. 
99. The Cavally or Crevalle, Caranx hippos (L.) Gthr ............ , .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 323 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10481 U. S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1871, by U.S. 
Fish Commission. 
100. The Goggler or "Goggle E ye,'' Caranx crumenophthalmus (Block) Lac ................................... ~ 324 
Drawing from H. L. Todd, from No. 20681, U. S. ~ational Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, October 3, 
1877, by Vinal N. Edwards. ' · 
101. The Jurel or Har<l. Tail, Caranx pisquetus C. & V. = C. chrysos Gthr __ .. _ .. ____ ..... _ ..... _ .... __ ..... _..... 324 
Drawing by R. L. Todd, from No. 16512, U. S. -National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, by U. S. 
Fish Commission. 
102. The Round Robin or Cigar-fish, Decapterus punctatus (Ag.) Gill. ___________ .. _ ... __ .. . _ .. ___ ... _ ... ____ .. 325 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20639, U. S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, September 11, 
1871, by Vinal N. Edwards. 
103. The Scad or Dutch Marse banker, Trachurus saurus Raf. ____________ ...... __ .. _____ .......... __________ ... 326 
Drawing by.H. L. Todd, from No. 28421, U.S. National Mustium, collected at Newport, Rhode Island, by S. Powell. 
104. The Common Pompano, Trachynotus carolin1is (L.) Gill ...... __ .. ____ .. ____ . _____ .. __ . _ .. _. ____________ . 327 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.15178, U.S. National Mnseum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, October 5, 1871, 
by Professor S. F. Baird. 
105. The Short Pompano, Trachynotus ovatus (L.) Gthr. __ .......... ___ .. ___ ... _ ... _ ............... _ .. _.. . .. . .. 329 
Drawin!; from No. 26585, U.S. National Museum, collected at Florida by Silas Stearns. 
106. The Bann r Pompano, Tl'achynotus glaucus C. & V ............ __ ..... ________ .. _____ ........... __ ........ 329 
Drawing by Il. L . Todd, from ~o. 80176, U.S. National Museum, collected at Pensacola., Florida, January 7, 1882, by Silas 
t arns. 
107. The Pilot-f1 b, J. aucralesJ clllctor ( L. ) Raf . . ..... _. ____ . ________________________ . ___ . ____ . ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 330 
Drowini; by Il. L. Todd, from No. 23197, U .. National Museum, collected at New Bedford, Massach11Setts, September 27, 
1 1 , by William . Ban ett. 
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108. The California Yellow-tail, or Amber-fish, Seriola dorsalis C. & V .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - -- -· --
Drawing by H. L, Todd, fro~ No. 26835, U.S. National Museum, collected at San Pedro, Califomia, 1880 ( 1 ), by Jordan 
and Gilbert. 
109. The Dolphin, Coryphama hippurus L., __ ........ -- __ ... -- . -- .... - -- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - -.- - - -- - - - - - -_ - - - - - - -
(Male.)_ Drawing by H. L. Todd, from specimen in Fulton Market, New York, collected by E.G. Blackfor'd, September 
18, 1875 . 
. (Female.) Drawing by H. L. Todd, from specimen in Fulton Market,, New York, collected by E.G. Blackford, Septem-
ber 18, 1875. 
110. The Harvest-fish, Stromateus alepidotus (L.) J. & G ....... --·· .: .. -··. -- - --· - .. - -·. - -.-· .. - - - - - -- - - -· -- -··· 
Drawing by ::s;:. L. Todd, from No. 15234, U.S. National Museum, collected at_New York, by Mr. Sutherland. 
111. The Butterfish or Dolfar-fish, Stromateus triaoanthus Peck ................................ - - . - ..... - . -- .. - . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 787, U.S. National Museum, collected at Beesley's Point, New Jersey, 1858, by Pro-
fessor S. F. Baird. 
The Log-fish or Black Rudder-fish, Lirus percij',ormis (Mitch. )-J. & G ......... -- - . -- - .... - - - ... - - - . - -- . - - -
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22650, U.S. National Museum, collECted at Le Have Bank, by Captain James Hawkins. 
112. The Pomfret, Bra ma Rayi Schn .......................... " ...................... -.................... - . - . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26234, U.S. National Museum, collected at west end of Grand Bank, May, 1881, by· 
Captain Andrew McKinney. 
113. The Boar Fish, Zenopsis ocellatus (Storer) Gill. ..... _". : _ ....... -. . . . . . . . . . . . .... ........... - ..... - .. ·_ .. -
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from specimen taken at Provincetown, Massachusetts, in museum of Boston Society of Natural 
History. 
114. The Cutlass-fish, Tr-ichiu1·us lepturus L ........................................................... ~ - ...... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 18028, U. S. National Museum, collected at Saint Augustine, ~lorida, 1877, by Dr. 
Janeway, U. S. N. 
115. The Swordfish, Xiphias gladius L ............................ .' ...... . .... . ................. . .. : ......... . 
(A.dult.) Drawing by H. L. Todrl, from No. 16126, U.S. National Museum, collected at New Bedford, Massachusetts,· 
July 17, 1875, by U.S. Fish Commission. · 
(Young.) Drawing by H. L. Todd, from plate 225, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Histoire Naturelle des Pois·sons. 
116. The Sail-fish, Histiophorus gladius (Brown) Gthr ... .' ................. ." .................................. . 
The Spear-fish, Tetraptui·us albidus Poey .................... ____ ---~ ...... --···- .... . ... · ......... . .... . 
117. The Tilefish, Lopholatilus chammleonticeps Goode & Bean .............. _ ..... _ .................. • ......... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22899, U.S. National Museum, collected 80 miles south by east of No ,~fan's Land, 
May, 1879, by Captain Kirby. 
118. The Gulf Blanquillo, Caulolatilus microps Goode & -Bean ...... ___ ...... ______ .. _. __ ._ ... ____ .... ~ ........ . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20971, U.S. National Museum, collected at Pensacola, Florida, March 18, 1878, by Silas 
' Stearns. 
The Roncbil, Bathymaster signatus.Cope . ................ __________________ ............ ____________ ..•••. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27646, U. S. National Museum, collected at Shumagins, .Alaska, 1880, by E. P. Herendeen. 
119. '!I'he Squirrel-fish, Holocentrum pentacanthmn (Block) Va{ll. & Bocourt. ______ .. ___ . _ .... __ .... __ .. _____ ... 
Drawing by H. L . Todd, from No. 26580, U.S. National Museum, collected at Key West, Florida, 1880, by Silas Stearns. 
120. The Spotted Squeteague, Cynoscion rnaculatum (Mitch.) Gill._ ... _ . _. _____ .. ______ ... __ . __ . ___ .......... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 15000, U.S. National Museum, collected at Norfolk, Virginia, 1872, by Mr. Sibley. 
The Common Sq ueteague, Cynoscion· regale ( Schu·.) Gill _______ . __ . ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. __ :. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .... _ . _ 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10421, U. S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1871, by 
U. S. Fish Commission. ,, 
121. The Drum, Pogonias chromis ( L.) C. & V __ ..... _ .... _ .... __________ . _ ~ ' ___ . __ .. : _ ...... _. ________ ....... . 
(Young.) Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 18036, U. S. National Museum, collected at Matanzas River Inlet, Florida, 
February, 1877, by John C. Willets. 
122. The Drum, Pogonias chromis (L.) C. & V .................. __________ .......... ______ .............. -:. .... . 
(Adult.) Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22936, U.S. National Museum. 
123. The Fresh-water Drum or Gaspergou, Haploidonotus grunniens Raf._ .... _____ .' . _. _ .. _. _ ....... _ ....... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10542, U.S. National Museum, collected at Ecorse, Michigan, by J. W. Milner. 
124. The Spot or Goody, Liostmnus xanthums Lac ... _ ..... _ . _ ~ _ .. __ .. _. _. __________ . __ . . . ____ :· __ . __ . _ .... _. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20222, U.S. National Museum, collected at Newport, Rhode Island, Nov~mber, 1875, 
by Samuel Powel. , 
125. The Red-fish or Bass of the South, Scimna ocellata (L.) Gthr .... _ _ __ .. _____ .. __ . _.. . ... _. ________ .. __ _ 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 622, U.S. National-Museum, collected at Indianola, 1858, by Major Emory. 
126. The Yellow Tail. Bairdiella chrysura (Lac.) ...... ____________ ...................................... .... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 771, U. S. National Museum, collected by Beesley's Point, New Jersey1 1858, by 
Professor S. F. Bair<l. 
127. The Kingfish or Sea Mink, Menticirrus nebulos,us (Mitch.) Gill ... _ .... _ _ _ _ _ .. _ .... _ •.... ____ ... _. ______ . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 25403, U. S. National Museum, collected at Charleston Harbor, South Carolina, 
March 25, 1880, by R. E. Earll. 
The Carolina Whiting, Menticirr11,s alburnus (L.) Gill .................................................. .. 

































Micropogon 1J,naulat11s (L. ). C. & V ............ ..................•............. ~ ...... ~ ...... · 378 128. The 
Dmwing byH. L. _Todd, f,;om No. 20742, U.S. Nati0nal Museum, collected at Newport, Rhode Islanrl, 1877, b,r Samuel 
Powel. · 
129. The Roncador·, Roncador Stea1·nsii (Steindachner) J. & G ............................... : .............. . 
Dmwing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26864, 1J. S. _N:ttional Museum, collected at Santa Barbara, California, 1880, by Pro. 
fessor D.S. Jordan. · · 
130. The Sheep's.head) Diplodus probatocephalus (Walb.) J. & G ....................... 7 ... . ................. . 
(Young). Dra.wing by E'. L. Todd, from specimen in U.S. National Museum. 
131. ·The Sheep's~head, Diplodus probtitocephalus ( Walh.) J. & G ... __ ...................... _ .. ___ ... _. _ ...... . 
(A.dnlt). Drawing by H. L. Todd. from specimen in U.S. Nation~! Museum . 
. 132. The ,Charleston Bream or Pin-fish, Diplodus Holl>roolcii Bean ..... _ ...... ....... .. ...... . _ ... _ .... __ .... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20979, U.S. Nation:tl Museum, collected at Charleston, South Carolina, March :!9, L878, 





133. The Scuppaug, Sgup, or Northern Porgy, Stenotomus chr,11sops ·(Mitch.) Be:rn ........................... - . 386 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10425, U. S. National Mrn,m1m, collected at Wood's Holl, lfassachusetts, 1871, by 
· Professor S. F. Baird. · • 
134. The Southern Scu.p, Stenotmnus Gm·de-ni Bean .•.......•............................................. - . . . . 387 
135. The Gi1lf Scup, or Goat's Head Porgy, Ste11otomns capri.nus. Goode & Bean_ ....... - . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 393 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 32683, U.S. National Museum, collected at P ensacola, Florida, by Silas Stearns. 
136. Milner's Pagell us, Pagellus Milnffi, Goode & Bean. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :393 
Drawing by H. L. 'rodd, from .No. 6134., U.S. National Museum, collected at Charlotte Harbor, Florida, by C. B. Baker. 
137. The Margate F.ish, Bastard Snapper of Charleston, or Porg~ of Pen Ra.cola, Sparus pagrus L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :394 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from specimen in U.S. National Musenm, collected at Charleston, South Carolina, b_y G. Brown 
Goode. ' 
138. The Sailor'u Choice, Lagodon rhomboides (L.) Holbrook . _ . .. .......... . . ... ~ __ ......... ___ ......... . . . . . . !-393 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21280, U.S. N r,,tional Museum, collected at Saint John's River, Florida, .A.pril, 1878, 
by G. Brown Goode. 
139. The Bermuda Chub, Cyphosus·Buscii (Lac.) J. & G.-............ ·····: · ........... .. · .... .... ·. ...... .. .. . . 394 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20635, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachtisetts, September 11, 
1877, by Vinal N. Edwards. 
140. 'fhe Medialu;rn, Scorpis californiensis Steill<faclmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26952, U.S. N.ttional Museum, collected at Santa Barbara, California, 1880 by .Jordan 
and Gilbert. ' 
141. Th,e Florida Rea Snapper, Lutja·nus Blackfordii Goode & Bea,n ................ . .................. _ ........ · 395 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from ~o. 21330, U.S. National Museum, collected at Pensacola, Fforida, May, 1878, by Silas 
Stearns. 
142. The Pensacola; Snapper, Lutjanus Stearnsii Goode & Bean ................ · .............. ~................ 396 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21337, U.S. National Museum, collt'cted at Pensacola, Florida, May, Hl78, by Silas 
Stearns. 
143. The Mangrove Snapper, RhombopHtes aurot>Ubens ( C. & V.) V a,illa.ut .......... " ........... ~ .......... '...... 396 
Drawing by H. L. 'l"orld, from No. 21338, U.S. National Museum, coll11cted at -Pensacola, Florida, May, 1878, by Silas 
Stearns. 
144 . . The Black Grunt, Hcemiilon Pliimieri (Ln.c:) J. & G ....... - ........................ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 398 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20980, U.S. National Museum, collected at Clmrleston, South Carolina, May 29, 1878, 
by G . Brown Goode. · 
14fl. The Striped Grunt,, Hannulon eleyans ~C . & V.) ·.... .... .... ..... ...... ...... ...... ....... .... .... .... .... 397 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from N o. 32603, U.S. National Museum, collected at Key_West, Florida, by Dr . .r. A. Henshall. 
146. The Pigfi.sh, Pomoc1asys fulvomactilatuB (Mitch.) J. & G.... . . ... . .................................... ... ~ 398 
· Drawing b y H . L. Todd, from No. 8113, U.S. National Museum, collected at Charlotte Harbor, Florida, by C. B. Baker. 
147. The Big-mouth Black Bass or Oswego Bass, MicropteruB salmoides (Lac.) Hensha,11. . ..... _. ............... 401 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.14143, U.S. National Museum, collected at Little Falls, Potomac River, 1874, by Major 
T . .J.Hobbs. 
148. The Small-mouth Black Bass, MicropteruB Dolomiei Lac. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 401 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10323, U.S. National Mu1,eum, collected at Sandusky, Ohio, by .r. W. Milner. 
149. The Rock-Bas or ;Red Ey , ..Ambloplites rupeBtriB (Ro,f.) Gill........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 404 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from :ro. 9401, U.S. National Museum, collected at Ecorse, Michigan, by George Cbrk. 
150. The Mud.Bass, ..AcantharchuB pomotiB (Bn.ird) Gill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 405 
Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 6475, U. S. National Museum, collected at Tarborough, North Carolina, by Mr. 
Brid •er. 
151. The acrament P rcb, .ArchopliteB interruptus (Girard) Gill ....................... _............ . . . . . . . . . . 405 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27187, U. S. National Musenm, collected at San Francisco, California, 1880, by Pro· 
fessor D. . .Jordan 
152. TheW r-m uthBa ·, licenobrytiuBguloBuB(C.&V.)Jordn.n ................. . .................•... ,. .. ... 405 
Dra~g by~- L. Todrl, from No. 17803, U.S. National Museum, collected at Jack,ion's L ake, Alabama, .July 14, 1876, 
,,y Komlien and Bean. 
• 
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153. The Pumpkin-Seed or Sunfish, Lepomis gibbosus (L.) McKay_ .......... __ ... " ___ . · .· __ . _. : .... - • - ~ ........ . 
Drawing ·by H. L. Todd, from No. 4163, U.S. National Museum, collected at Root River, Wisconsin, July 1853, by Pro-
fessor S. F. Baird. 
Page. 
406 
,154. The Long-eared Sunfish, Lepomis auritus (L.) Raf. .. ~ ..... _ ~ ................................. ~. . . . . . . . . . 406 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 15351, U. S. N ationaJ Museum, collected at Susquehanna ·River, Bainbridge, Pennsyl- . · 
vania, May, 1875, by Dr. T. H. Bean. 
il.55. The Blue Sunfish or Copper-nose, Lf'pomis pallidus (Mitch.) J. & G ............................ ~ ..... ~ ... _.. 406 
1 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 8448, U.S. National Museum, collected in Tennessee. 
156. The Chinquapin Perch, Lf'pornis punctatus (C. and V.) Jordan ....... · ........................... , ........ ' 406 
Drawing by H ,.L. Tod'd, from No. 4227-'46, U.S. Nati.oual Museum, collected in Florida .. 
157. The Broad-eared Sunfish, Lepomis obscurus Ag ................................................ : .... '...... .406 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20031, U.S. National Museum, collected at Cumberland River, Tennessee, by A. 
Winchell. 
158. The Rainbow Sunfish, Centrarchiis macrojJterug (Lac.) Jordan ....... : .. ..... · ............. " ...... ~ ....... ~. 406 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20395, U.S. National Museum, collected at K~nston, North Carolina, 1875; by Welsher 
and Hyatt. 
159. The Calico Ba,ss or Strawberry, Bass, Pomoxys sparoides (La,c.) Grd ......... _, .............. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10077, U.S. National Museum, collected at Rochester by J. W. Mil~er. , . 
160. The Crappie or Sac-a-lait, Pomoxys annula,ri8 Raf ................. . .................................. - .. 407 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10i87, U. S. National Museum, collected at Norfolk, Virginia, 1373, by Dr. H. C. 
Yarrow: · ' 
161. Th~ Black-banded Sunfish, Mesayonistius chmtodon (Baird) Gill ....................... : ...... . ... - . . . . . . . . 0 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20354, .U.S. Nationai' Museum, collected at Trenton, New Jersey, 1875, by Dr. C. C. 
Abbott. 
162. The Sea Bass, Serr anus atrarius ( L.) j. and G ................... ~ .....•.....•.•............. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . 407 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 14838, U.S. National Museum, collected at Nnank, Connecticut, 1874, by U.S. Fish 
Commission. 
163. The Squirrel-fish, Serranus Jascicularis C. and V .................. .' ....... - ..... - - ............. - ........ - . 410 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21543, U.S. National Museum, collected at Charleston, South Carolina, July, 1878, by 
C. C. Leslie. 
164. The Red Grouper, Epinephelus rnorio (Cuv.) Gill. .................... ·_ ........... : · ............ " ......... , 411 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22129, U: S. National Museum, obtained in the Washington Market, District of 
, Columbia, by G. Brown .Goode. · 
165; The Jew-fish or" Warsaw," Proinicrops guasa Poey ...... ·_ ..... .. ....... ....... : - ..... - ......... - - - - . . . . . 412 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22306, U.S. National Museum, collected at St. John's River, Florida. 
166. The West Indian Cabri11~, Serranus clathrritus(Grd.) Steind ·---~- .......... ·-·-·· .......... -~-- -----· ---- 413 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26574, U.S. National Museum, collected at Key West, Florida, May, 1.880, by Silas 
Stearns. 
:167. The Pensacola Black Gro1,1per, Trisotropis m.i~·olepis Goode and Bean ........... ; .. : ..... - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 413 
D~wing by H: L. Todd,, from No. 5137, U. S. National, Museum, colle(',ted at West Florida by Kaiser and Martin. 
il.68. The Yellow Perch, Perea amm·icana Schrank ..... -.............................................. -. - . . . . . . . . 414 
Drawing ·by H. L. Todd, from No. 25199, U. S. National Museum, collected at Washington Market, District of 
Columb/a, .April, 1880, by U. S. Fish Commission. . 
169. The Wall-eyed Pike or Dory, Stizostedium vitreum (Mitch.) Jordan and Copeland ..... ........... . --···-·· 4'21 
Drawing b,y H. L. '.rodd, from No. 22494, U. S. National Museum, collected at Port Deposit, Maryland, .April 7, 1879, 
by R. E. McClenahan. 
The Saugey or Land Pike, Stizostedi·uni canadense (Smith) Jordan ........ · ............. ......... , . . . . . . . . . . 424 
Drawing by ·H. L. Todd, from No. 10072, U.S. National Museum, collected at Rochester, New York,. by J. W. Milner. 
170. The Striped Bass or Rock:fi$h, Roccus lineatus (Bloch,J Gill (=Roccu.s saxatilis auctorum) . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 425 
. Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 25219, U.S. National Museum, collected at Washington Market, District of Columbia, 
April 24, 1880, by U. S. Fish Comwission. 
171. The White Bass, Roccus chrysops (Raf) Giff ................................... .. . _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.10326, U.S. National Museum. collected at Sandusky, Ohio, Ly J. W. Milner. 
, 172. The Yellow Bass, Roccus interrupt1ts (Gill) J. and G .................... __ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 431 
- Drawing by H. L. Todd, fropi specimens in National Museum. · • • 
J.73. The White_ Perch, Roccus americanus (Gml.) J. and G .... , ... ···-"· ... . .... ...... ...... •..... .... .... .... 431 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 15681, U.S. National Museum, collected at New York~ November 15, 1875, by E.G. 
Blackford. 
iJ.74. The Bluefish Pornatornus saltatrix (L.) Gill ......................... ___ ................. __ ........... .. . . 433 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, fron1 specimens in U.S. National Museum. 
The Cobia or Crab-eater, Elacate canada (L.) Gill. ...... ~ .. ~ .......... _ ....... _ .......... __ ..... _... . . . . 444 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 18563, U.S. National Museum. 
175. The Triple-Ta ii' or Black Grouper, Lobotes surin(l1)iensis (Bl.) Cuvier...... __ • _. __ ....... _ ••.. ______ ... __ . 444 
17'3. The Moon-fteh or Spade-fish, Chwtodipterus Jaber (-Brouss.) J. and G .............. ____ .' ..... ____ _-_____ ·--· 445 
,• 
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177. The Spear-fish Remora, Rhomboohirus osteoohir (Cuv.) Gill·--···---··· .............. ---···-············· --
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 19022, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1875, by U.S. 
Fish Commission. 
1 
The Sword-fish Remora, Remoropsis braohyptera Lowe .... - ........................... - . - - - - - ..... - . - - - - . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 233 74, U.S. National Museum, collected at ~ea in 250 fathoms of water by Daniel 
McEachran. 
178. The West Indian Barracouta or Senn et, Sphyrcena pfonda, Schn .......................... -.... - - . - - - . - - - - -
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No.14978, U.S. National Museum, collected at Florida by ·E. G. Blackford. 
The Northern Barracouta, Sphyrcena borealis De Kay ........................................ - ~ ... - - - - - . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 18862, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1876, by Vinal 
N. Edwards. 
179. The Striped Mullet, Miigil albula L ................... ···-·· ........................................... . 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 24456, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, December 15; 
1879, by Vinal N. Edwards. 
The White Mullet, Mugil brasiliensis Ag ass ................................................ · ............. . 
Drawn by Miss M. Smith, from No. 21498, U. S. National Museum, collected at Pensacola, Florida, 1878, by Silas Stearns. 
180. The Sand Smelt or Silversides, Menidia notata (Mitch.) J. and G ......................................... . 







The California '' Smelt" or Pescadillo, Atherinopsis oaliforniensis Girard...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 457 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26764, U.S. National Museum, collected at San Diego, Cali.fornia, 1880, by Professor D. 
S . .Jordan. 
181. The Two-spined Stickle-back, Gasterosteus aouleatus L ............... _ ........................... _.. . . . . . . 457· 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20871>, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massqchusetts, December 3, 
1877, by Vinal N. Edwards. · 
The Silver Gar-fish, Tylosurus longirostris (Mitch.) J. andG. ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... 458 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from specimens in National Museum. 
-The Skipper or Saury, Soomberesox sa11rus (Wall>.) Fleming ...................................... ·... ..... 460 · 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 19853, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, November 3, 
1875, by Vinal N. Edwards. 
lt:12. The Half Beak, Herniramphits unifasoiatus Ranzani ........................ ·: .... .... _ ... _. _ .... _.. . . . . . . . 461 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 16944, U.S. National Museum, collected in Chesapeake Bay, August, 1876, by Otto 
Lugger. 
The California Flyiug-:fish, Exoccetus oaUfornierisis Cooper................................................ 459 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26907, U.S. National Museum, collector at Santa Ba1bara, California, 1880, by .Jordan 
and Gilbert. 
183. The Pike, Esox luoius L .. ...... . ............................................... . ............. _. . . . . . . . . . 461 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 9289, U.S. National Museum, collected at Ecorse, Michigan, by George Clark . ... 
'rhe Pickerel or Federation Pike, Esox retioulatus Le Sueur ....................... _ ........ __ .. _ ........ _.. 464· 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20381, U.S. National Museum. 
184. 'rhe Western Brook Pickerel, Esox umbrosus Kirtland ......................... _ ............ _ ......... __ , .. 464 
Drawing by H. L. Todt.1, from No. 20708, U.S. National Museum, collected by E.G. Blackford. 
The Muskel1unge, Esox nobilior Thompson ..... . .. ..... .. ..................... __ ......... .'.............. 464 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10607, U.S. National Museum, collected at Ecorse, Michigan, by George Clark. 
185. The Mummi_chog, Fnnclnlu8 'fnajalis (Walb.) Gthr. (Female) ........................... _ .. .... .. . ... .. .... 466 , 
Drawing H. L. '.rodd, from No. 13788, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, Septembe1· 15, 
1871, by U.S. Fish Commission. 
The Black:fish of Alaska, Dallia peotoralis Bean ...................................................... _ . . . 466. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from 23498 A, U.S. National Museum, collected at Saint Michaels, Alaska, February, 1877, by 
L. M. Turner. 
186. The Atlantic Salmon, Sulriw salar L ................................ _.. ... ... .. . .. .. . ... . ... . .. ... . . . .. 468 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from sp cimen in the U.S. National Museum, taken in the Delaware River. 
The Quinnat or California. Salmon, Onoorhynohus ohouioha (Walb.) J. and G.... .... .... .... ... . ... .. . . .. . 479. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 24671, U.S. National Museum, collected at Neeah Bay, December, 1879, by .James G. 
h~ -
187. The Steel Hearl, Salmo Gairclneri Richardson ................................................ _ .......... _ 474 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 27218, U.S. National Museum, collected at Columbia River, 1880, by Professor D. s. 
Jordan. 
The Rainbow Trout, calmo irideus Gibbons .. .......... ... ..... __ .... __ ...................... _. _ ... ___ ... 475. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 29093, U.S. National Museum, collected at McCloud :River, California, 1881, by Livings-
ton tone. 
188. The Black-spotted Trout alnw purpuratus Pallas .... _. _ ..... 
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The Tope, or Oil Shark, Ga.leorhinus galeus (L.) Blain ville . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 676 
Drawing by H. L. T odd, from No. 26973, U. S. National Museum, collected at Mlonterey, California, 1880, by Jordan &. 
Gilbert. · 
251. The Sea Lamprey, Petromyzon mari,nus L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 677 
Drawing by II. L. 'l'odd, from No.10654, U.S. National Museum, collected at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, by Vinal N. 
Edwards. 
The Alaska Brook Lamprey, .AmmoclltP.s aureus Bea.n ...... ...•.. ...... ...... .. .. ...... ... . .. .... .... .... o 
Drawing by R. L. Todd, from No. 21524, U.S. National Mnseum, collected at Yukon River, Alaska, by L. M. Turner. 
'252. The Slime Eel or Hag, MyxineglutinoBaL .............................................................. 681 
Drawing by H . L. Todd. from No. 23466, U.S. National Museum, collected at sea, by Captain R. L . Morrison. 
·'253. The Short.finned quid, OnwiaBti-ephes illece.brosus (Le S.) Verrill . . .. . ... . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . ... .. . ... .... .... 687 
Drawing of younrr mnl from Provincetown, Massachusetts. 
The Giant quid Arcliite1,ll1is princeps V rrill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687 
Drawing by Prof sor .A.. E . Ven-ill, from specimen obtained at F~rt~·e·B~~," Ne-:;;o~dl~~~~ D;~~~;r~·l;;;.··· ••• • · 
Common quill Loli90 hal · (Le .)...... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .•.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ••••.. .. . 687 
Drnwin ff m ,le from Vinesard ~nod, Mas'!achusetts. 
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254. Sea Snails, Periwinkles, Drills, and Borers ......••••.........•••.......•...•...••.••...••...•....•..•.. 
FIG. 1. Luitatia heros. See Report U.S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 700. 
FIG. 2. Purpura lapillus. See Report U.S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 698. 
]!'IG. 3. Pitrpura lapillus, banded variety. 
FIG. 4. Neuerita duplicata. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. :Part I, p. 700. 
FIG. 5. Ilyanassa obsoleta. See Report U. S. Fish Commissio~. Part I, p. 696. 
FIG. 6. Tritia trivittata. 
FIG. 7. The Whelk, Buccinv,m undatum. See Report U.S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 699. 
FIG. 8. The Periwinkle, .Fulger carica. See Report U.S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 694. 
FIG. 9. Astyris zor_ialis. 
FIG. 10 . .Astyris lunata. 
FIG. 11. Rissoa aculeatus. 
FIG. 12. Tbe Drill or Borer, Urosalpinx cinerea, p. 697. 
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FIG. 1. Angulus tener . 
.Animal reduced one-half. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 677. 
FIG. 2. The Long Clam, Soft Clam, or Manninose, Mya arenaria. 
With animal in extension, reduced to one-half the natural size. 
FIG. 3. Tagelus gibbus. 
With animal, the siphon not fully extended. One-half natural size. See Report U. S .. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 675. 
FIG. 4. The Razor Clam, Ensatella .americana. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 707. 
"'it~ animal extended. One-half natural size. 
FIG. 5. Shows some of the terminal papillre enlarged. 
:FIG. 6. The Razor Clam, Ensatella an\ericana. 
Shell. Natural size. 
FIG. 7. The Ship Worm, Teredo navalis. 
Enlarged two diameters. 
FIG. 8. The Scallop, Pecten irradians. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 709. 
Natural size. 
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Natural size of large specimen. Drawn by J'. H. Emerton. 
FIG. 3. The Gaper Clam of the West Coast, Schizothcerus Nuttalli (Conrad). , 
(I.) Specimen of ordinary size, reduced about one-fourth in length. The siphons are somewhat contracted; the foot (F) 
expands about a~ usual. ' 
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(Il.) Qutline of the left valve of_ a larger specimen, reduced to the same extent. Drawn from nature by R. E. C. Stearns. 
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FIG. 1. The Beach Clam or Hen Clam, Spisula soli~issinia. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 70fil. 
Natural sizfl. 
FIG. 2. The Sea Clam, Cyp1·ina island·ica. 
Natural size. 
FIG. 3. The Black Mussel, Mytil1,s edulis. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 709 . . 
FIG. 4. The Black Horse Mussel, Mod'iola nigra. 
FIG. 5. The Rough Mussel, Modiola plicatula. See Report U. S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 709. 
FIG. 6. The Horse ~Iussel, Modiola modiolus. See Report U.S. Fish Commission. Part I, p. 709. 
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260. FIG. 1. The Rock Crab, Cancer irroratus Say; male one-half natural size . _ ......... _ ......... _ ... __ . __ .. 766 
FIG. 2. Zoea of the same, in the last stage before it changes to the megalops condition; lateral view, 
enlarged seventeep diameters. · 
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Drawings by J'. H. Emerton. · 
261. The Common Crab of the Pacific Coast, Cancer magister Dana; male, somewhat smaller than natural size .. 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 2553, U. S. National Museum. \California, William Stimpson. 
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Drawing by J. H. Emerton, from specimen obtained at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 1882. 
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271. The Amer~c~n Lo l.Jster, Ho mar us arneri_c_an us E~ wards; male, m~ch belo'; natural size ..........••... ___ .. 
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272. The River Cray-fish, Cambarus affinis Erichson; one and one-half times the natural size ............•..... 
Drawing by H.·L. Todd, from specimen obtained at Havre de Grace, Maryland. 
273. The Southern Shrimp, Penceus setiferus Ed w ards; about one-fifth larger than natural size .....•••........ 
Drawing by .J. H. Emerton, from specimen obtained on the coast of Louisiana. 
274. The Mantis Shrimp, Squilla ernpusa Say; _natural ~ize ......................................••............ 
Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 3752, U.S. Natio~l Museum. Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, V. N. Ed~ards. 
275. FIG. 1. The Common Shrimp, Cra·ngon vulgariB Fabr. ; male, natural size .....••.......................... 
FIG. 2. The Common Prawn, Palremonetes vulga1·is Stimpson; mule, enlarged one and one-half diameters. 
FIG. 3. 'l'he Deep-water Prawn, Pandal·us Montagui Leach; slightly smaller than natural size. 
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FIG. 9. The Horse-Shoe Crab, Limulu.s Polyphemus Latreille; much smaller than natural size. 
Drawings by J. H. Emerton, S. I. Smith, and O. Harger. 
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277. FIG. 1. The Sea-Cucumber, Pentaota frondosa J ooger; much smaller than natural size .•.•.•...• _ .. ___ .. _. _. 
Fm. 2. The Green Sea Urchin, Strongylocentrotue Drobachieneie A. Ag.; side view, much smaller than natural 
size. 
Fm. 3. The 'and Dollar, Echinarachnitte parma Gray; upp r surface, with the spines mostly removed, 
natnral ize; a, ambulacra1 zone ; b, inter-ambulacral zones. 
FIG. 4. Tq tar-fi h or "'Five inger," A eteriae Forbesii Verrill; much ~maller than natural size. 
FIG . 5, , 7. The Jelly i h . . I! ig . 5, Zygodactyla Gramlandica Agassiz; profile view, one-half natural size. 
Fig. 6, Aurelia jla~idula er n and Le neur; dorsal view, about one-fourth natural size. Fig. 7, 
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THE FISHERIES AND FISHE~Y INDUSTRIES OF 
THE UNITED STATES. 
MAMMALS. 
A.-'J:1 H E W H A L E S A N D P OR PO IS ES. 
1. THE SPERM WHALE. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The Sperm Whale, Physeter macrocephalus Linn., was first described bJ 
Clusius in 1605 from specimens cast up on the coast of Holland in 1598 and 1601. It is the Cachalot 
of the French, the Pottfisch of the Germans, Potvisch or Kazilot of Holland, Kaskelot or Pot:fisk 
of Scandinavia, and one of the most valuable of cetaceans. Sperm Whales occur in every ocean, and 
though preferring warmer waters, are to be found at times close to the limits of the arctic regions. 
In the Pacific they have been taken off Cape Omniany, Alaska, latitude 56° 12', and in the Atlantic 
as far north as Scotland and Orkney, and perhaps even Greenland: In both Pacific and Atlantic 
they range below the southern tips of the continents and are believed to pass freely from ocean to 
ocean, around Cape Horn, though they are said never to round the Cape of Good Hope. Murray 
states that they have been seen and captured in almost every part of the ocean between latitude 
600 south and 600' north. He mentions that they have been recorded as found off~ the north of 
Scotland but no further, though he giv~s some credence to ancient authors who mentioned their 
having been seen off Greenland. 
Beale, writing iµ 1836,1 gave a list of theii:: favorite resorts. It, is interesting to compare the 
range of the species as then understood with their present range as indicated by t~e locations, and 
this comparison has been carefully made by Mr. A. Howard Clark, in the chapter on THE WH.!.LE
0 
FISHERY, in a subsequent section of this report. In discussing the facts before him, Murray2 
expresses the opinion that almost every place which bas been mentioned as a favorite resort of the 
Sperm Whales, although out of soundings, bas claims to be considered the site of submerged lands. 
'The islands of Polynesia, which are .their special feeding ground, are the beacons left by the sub-
merged Pacific continent. "They are also to be seen," he c~:mtinues, ,~ a~out the equinoctial line in 
the Atlantic Ocean, but they would seem to be either straggling 'schools' which have rounded 
Cape Horn, or unprospering colonies. It is from these that the specimens which have been occa-
sionally met with in the North Atlantic or in the English seas have wandered. They have been 
now and then cast ashore, and then they are usually in an emaciated condition. They seem_ to be 
unprepared for, or not to be adapted for, shallow seas. Accustomed (perhaps not individually, but 
1 1836. BEALE, THOMAS: Natural Ristory of the Sperm Whale. London, 1836, p. 180. 
2 1866. MURRAY, ANDREW: The Geographical Distribution of Mammals. London, 1866, p. 212. 
(7) 
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by hereditary practice or instinct) to ~wim along the coral islands of the ~acific, within a stone's 
throw of the shore, they cannot understand, their instinct is not prepared to meet, shallow coasts 
and projecting headlands." 
Murray's views, though suggestive, are, perhaps, not entirely well founded. It, is certain, 
however, that the favorite haunts of the species have always been in the warmer seas, within or 
upon the verge of the tropics. 
ABUNDANCE IN FORMER DAYS ON THE OOAS1' OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES.-There is no _reason 
to doubt that Sperm Whales were at one time, nearly two centuries back, as abundant in the 
North Atlantic as in more recent years in the North Pacific. The vigorous prosecution of the 
whale :fishery since the eady part of the eighteenth century by American vessels has had much to . 
do with their present scarcity. The tradit10ns of the American whale :fishery all point to their con-
siderable abundance near _the eastern coast of the U ni~ed States. 
Macy, the historian of Nan~ucket, narrates that the first Sperm Whale known to that settle-
ment was found dead and ashore on the southwest part of the island, and that the first taken by 
Nantucket whalemen was captured about the year 1712 by.Chyistopher Hqssey, who, "cruising 
near the shore for Right Whales, was blown off some distance from the land by a strong northerly 
wind, where he fell in with a school ofthat species of whale, and killed one and brought it home." 1 
That Sperm Whales cannot at that time have been rare near the shore, may be inferred from the 
fact that the Nantucket Sperm Whale fleet which was then fitted out, and which three years late~ 
consisted of six sloops, producing oil to the value of $5,500 annually, were usually absent only 
six weeks, during which time they procured the blubber of one or two whales.2 The B~ston 
"News Letter" of October 2, 1766, stated: "Since our last a Number of Vessels have arrived from 
Whaling. They have not been successful generally. One of them viz: Capt. Clark on Thursday 
morning last dis~overed a Spermaceti. Whale near George's Banks, mann'd his Boat, and gave Chase 
to her & she coming up with her ~ aws against the Bow of the Boat struck it with such Violence 
that it threw a son of the Captain (who was forward, ready with his Lance) a considerable Height 
from the Boat, and when he fell the Whale turned with her devouring Jaws opened, and caught 
him. He was heard to scream, when she closed her Jaws, and part of his Body was seen out of 
her Mouth when she turned and went off." 3 
The log of the whaling sloop "Betsey,"· of Dartmouth, records that on August 2, 1761, her 
crew saw two Sperm Whales and killed one in latitude 45° 54', longitude 53° 57': this would be in 
. the gully betwQen the Grand Bank and Green Bank, about fifty miles west of Whale Deep, in the 
Grand Bank, and sixty miles south of the entrance to St. Mary Bay, Newfoundland. August 9, this 
< 
vessel and her consort killed two to the south and west of the Grand Bank in latitude 420 57'. In 
1822 Captain Atwood was on the "Laurel," of Provincetown, which took a Sperm Whale on the 
sixth day out, on the course to the Azores, just east of the Gulf Stream, and less than 500 miles 
from Cape Cod. The nearest grounds upon which Sperm Whales now regularly occur are those to 
the north and east of Cape Hatteras, the "Hatteras Ground," and a ground farther south known as 
the "Charleston Ground." The last one observed on the New England coast was very young, only 
sixteen feet long, and was taken near New Bedford, Mass., March 29, 184~} 
In Dougla '"North America," publi bed in 1755,itis stated that Spe;maceti Whales ''are to 
be found almo t everywhere, but are mo t plenty upon the coast of Virginia and Carolina." 
1 1ACY I z CCBEU : Hi tory of N autacket, p. 36. 
2 TARB CK, ALEXA.."'WER : in Report u. s. Fish Commission, part iv, 1878, p. £0. 
3 T RB CK, op. cit. p. 46-47. 
-q · JACK o ·,J.B .. : Bo ton Joarn. Nat. Hist., 1845, p. 138, pl. 16, fig. 1 (the stomach). 
SPERM 'WR.ALES-ABUNDANCE AND HABITS. 9 
A Sperm Whale came ashore in 1668 !n Casco Bay, an1 the circumstance seems· not to have 
been regarded as unusual in thos~-days.1 ' 
A person writing in 1741 discourses as follows: "Some Years since, there stranded on the 
Coast of New England a dead Whale, of the Sort which, in the Fishers Language, is called Trumpo, 
having Teeth like those of a Mill; it's Mouth at a good _Distance from and under the Nose, and 
several Partitions in the Nose, out of which ran a thin oily Substance that candy'd, the Remainder 
being a thick fat Substance, being scraped out, was said to be the Sperma Ceti; . it was said so, .and 
I believe that was all. Whales were often caught formerly ~etween New-England anq. New:York, 
and if the Sperma Ceti had really been in the Nose of that, it must have been more common, and 
, more cheap, than Experience· tells us, it has been even since this Discovery,. and at this present 
time. As to the Whale Fishery, 'tis now almost as much a Rarity in New as Old England; the 
Fishery of Co<l is at this time very great here, tho' still far short of that of Newfoundland." 2 
OCCURRENCE ·ON 1.'HE CO.A.ST OF EUROPE.-In the Eastern Atlantic, also, the occurrence of 
this ·species has been by no means unusual. Fleming, in '' British Anim¥s," 1828, states that "the 
Spermaceti Whale often comes ashore in Orkney." 3 In 1788, twelve males ran ashore in the Eng-
lish Channel.4 Other instances of their stranding on the English coast occ_urred in Feb~uary, 1689,5 
1795,6 1766,7 February 16, 1829,8 in 1825,9 and 1863,10 while others were obtained on the coast of 
Brittany in 1784,11 and in the Mediterranean, at St. Naz3:ire, in 1856,12 and on other occasioni3 for · 
which dates are not given. 
OCCURRENCE ON THE O.ALIFORNI.A. C0.A.ST.-Although Sperm Whales have occasionally been 
taken off the California coast for the past thirty years, it would appear that, few have been seen in 
those waters since 1874. Captain Scammon has cited in his book no instances of individuals per-
soualJy observed by him. 
SIZE .A.ND C0LOR.-The sexes differ greatly in size and form, t.,he female being slenderer and 
from one-fifth (Beale) to one-third or one-fourth (Scammon) as l'.1rge as the male. The largest 
males measure f;rom eighty to eighty-four feet in length, t,he head making up about one-third of the 
whole. In the head is the cavity known as the "case," from which is obtained the spermaceti and 
a _quantity of oil. The youngest Sperm Whale on record is the one measuring sixteen feet, already 
mentioned as having been taken near New Bedford.in 1842; its weight was 3,053 pounds. , 
· The Sperm Whale is black or brownish-black, lighter on the sides, gray on the breast. When · 
old it is gray about the nose and top of the head. 
HABITS OF ASSOCIATION, MOTION, BLOWING, ETC,:--Sperm Whales are gregarious a~d are • 
often seen in large schools, which are, according to Beale, of two kinds, (1) of females accompanied 
by the young and one or two adul_t males, (2) of the young and half-grown males; the adult males 
always go singly. Their manner of motion is well described by Scammon as follows: 
1 In 1668 a Spermaceti Whale of 55 foot long was cast up in Winter Harbor, near Casco Bay. The like hath hap-
pened in other places of the country at several times, when, for want of skill to improve it, much gain hath slipped ' 
out of the hands of the finders.-Hnbbard's History of New England, From the Discovery to 1680. Boston, 1848, p. 642. 
2 British Empire in America. London, 1741, vol. i, pp,' 188-189. 
3 FLEMING: British Animals, 1828, p. 29. 
4 GRAY: Catalogue of Seals and Whales, 1866, p. 203, 
5 SIBBALD: Pha1afoologia, 1773, p. 3:3, pl. 1. 
6 Mo.L YNEUX: Phil. Trans., xix, 1795, p. 508. 
7 RUTTY: fide Gray, op. cit. 
8 HUNTER and WOODS: Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1829, p. 197. 
9 THOMPSON : Mag. Nat. Hhit., ii, 1827, p. 477. 
10 GRAY: op. cit., p. 204. 
11 BLAINVILLE: Ann. fr. et etr. d' Anatomie et de Physiofogie, ii, p. 235, 
12 GERVAIS: Comptes-Rendus, 1864, p. 87~. 
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"Among the whole order of cetaceans there is none which respires with the same regularity as 
the Cachalot. When emerging to the surface, the first portion of the animal seen is the region of 
the hump; then it raises its head, and respires slowly for the space of about three seconds, sending 
forth diagonally a volume of whitish yapor like an escape of steam; this is called the' spout,' which, 
in ordinary weather, may be seen from the mast-head at a distance of three to five miles. In respir-
ing at its leisure, the animal sometimes makes no head way through the water; at other times it moves 
quietly along at the rate of about two or three miles an hour; or if' ~aking a passage' from one feed-
ing ground to another, it may accel~rate its velocity. When in progressive motion, after 'blowing,' . 
hardly an instant is required for inspiration, when the ,animal dips its head a little, and moment-
arily disappears; then it rises again to blow as before, each respiration being made with great 
regularity. * • • * With the largest bulls, the time occupied in performing one inspiration is 
from ten to twelve seconds, and the animal will generally blow from sixty to seventy-five times at 
a rising, remaining upon the surface of the sea about twelve minutes. As soon as 'his spoutings 
are out' he pitches headforemost downwards; then 'rounding out,' turns his flukes high in the air, 
and, when gaining nearly a perpendicular attitude, descends to a great depth, and there remains 
from fifteen minutes to an hour and a quarter. 
"When the Cachalot becomes alarmed or is sporting in the ocean, its actions are widely 
different. If frightened, it has the faculty of instantly sinking, although nearly in a horizontal 
attitude. ·when merely startled, it will frequently assume a perpendicular position, with the 
greater portion of its head above water, to look and listen; or, when lying on the surface, it will 
sweep around from side to side with its :flukes to ascertain whether there is any object within 
reach. At other times, when at play, it will elevate its flukes high in the air, then strike them 
down with great force, which raises the water int<;> spray and foam about it,; this is termed 'lob-
tailing.' Oftentimes it descends a few fathoms beneath the waves; then, giving a powerful shoot 
nearly out of the water, at an angle of 45° or less, falls on its side, coming down with a heavy 
splash,_ producing a pyramid of foam which may be seen from the masthead on a clear day, at 
least ten miles, and is of great advantage to the whaler when searching for his prey. * * * * 
When individually attacked it makes a desperate struggle for life, and often escapes after a hard 
contest. Nevertheless, it is not an unusual occurrence for the oldest males to be taken with but 
little effort on the part of the whaler. After being struck, the animal will oftentimes lie for a few 
moII1:ents on the water as if paralyzed, which affords the active man of the lance opportunity to 
dart his weapon effectually and complete the capture." 1 
Owing to the peculiar shape and position of the mouth, the Sperm Whale has to turn upon its 
side to seize large objects between its jaws, and when one of them attacks a boat, it is in a reversed 
position, holding its lower jaw above the object it is trying to bite, as is shown in many pictures of 
whaling adventure. 
Foon.-The food of this species consists of squids and of various kinds of fish. Couch tells 
of a young one, twenty feet long, taken on the coast of Cornwall, which had three hundred mack-
erel in its stomach. Captain Atwood states that when struck by the harpoon they eject from the 
stomach quantities of large squids. 
REPR.ODUCTION.-They are said to breed at all seasons of the :year. Scammon states that the 
tim of ge~tation i supposed to be ten months, that the number of cubs is rarely two, never more, 
an<.l that they are about one-fourth the length of their mother. In suckling the female ·reclines 
upon her ·ide in he water. 
1
_ A.mo.·, CHARLES 1.: The Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast of North America described and 
an illn rated, tog ther with an account 01 the American Whale Fishery. San Francisco, 187 4, pp. 7 ~-84. 
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USEFUL PR0DUCTS,--!.The peculiar products . of th~ head of this cetacean, the sperm oil and 
the sperrnaccti, render its capture particularly profitable. According to Captain Atwood about 
one-fifth of the yield of oil may be generally set down as the amount of spermaceti afforded by a 
Sperm Whale. The teeth are used by ivory cutters, and the ambergris is a substance valuable to 
dr'nggists and perfumers. The parts of the body are to be described in the chapter on oil making, 
where the manner of cutting away the blubber ~ill be discussed. The great lower jaws with their 
rows of bristling teeth are often brought home as trophies by whalers, and in Provincetown, New 
Bedford, or Nantucket rµay be seen gateways spanned by arches made of these bones.1 
The following stat;.ment of yield of oil from whales taken by New Bedford whalers was 
furnished by Capt. Benjamin Russell in 1875: 
Capt. 0. Allen captured one Sperm Whale, which tried out l 50 barrels. 
Captain Tilton captured one Sperm Whale, which tried out 154 barrels. 
· Captain Spooner captured one Sperm Whale, which tried out 130 barrels. 
Captain Knowles captured one Sperm Whale, which tried out 127 barrels. 
A number of captains report Sperm Whales yielding from 80 to 120 barrels each. 
THE PORPOISE SPERM WH.ALE.-A small cetacean rather closely allied to tp.e Sperm Whale, 
and called by certain authors the Porpoise Sperm Whale, o.ccurs in the w~imer parts of the Pacific. 
A specimen nine feet long was taken at Mazatlan, and was described by Professor Gill under the 
name Kogia Floweri.2 It is of no economic importance. Nothing i:3 known of its habits. .A 
sketch of the animal and its jaw are preserved in the National Museum. 
' 2. THE BLACKFISHES OR PILOT WHALES. 
DISTRIBU'.l'ION.-The Blackfisb, Globicephalus intermedius (Harlan) Gray, is one.of the most 
important and most' abundant of' the small whales of the east coast. It orc~rs in great numbers 
to the northeast of the Grand Bank, and off° the New England and Middle States. How far s-outh 
it ranges is not certainly known. A closely related species is the Pi)ot Whale or Caing Whale of 
Europe, G. svineval (Lac.) Gray, also called Black Whale, Social Whale, Blowing Whale, and 
Bottlehead, the Svine-hval of Scandinavia; abundant in the North Sea an~ the northeastern 
1 In Doug lass's North America (Boston and London, 1755, vol. i, p. 57), the products of the Sperm Whale are thus 
discoursed upon: 
"Sperma ceti Whales are to be found almost everywhere, they have no bone, so called; some may yield 60 to 
70 barrels oil called viscous oil, the fittest for lamps or a burnjng light. It is from this whale that we have the par-
macitty or spermaceti (very improperly so called). The ancients were at a loss whether it was an animal or mineral 
substance; SchroJ.er, a celebrated Pharmacopoeia writer JLbout the middle of last century, calls it .Aliud genus .. bitu-
minis quod sperm.a ceti officinae vocant, he describes it Pinguedo furfurosa producta; exhalatione terrae sulphureae. 
We now find that any part of its oil, but more abunda11tly the head-matter, as the whalers term it, if it stand at rest 
and jn the sun will shoot into adipous :fleakA resembli:rig in some manner the chrystalisation of salts: instead of sperma 
ceti, it ought to be called adeps ceti, in the mateiia medica. This same whale gives the ambergrease, a kind of per-
fume, as is musk: anciently it was by the natural historians described as a kind of bitumen, hence the name Ambra 
grisea. Dale, a noted author, in his pharmacologia not long since publishes it as such. · It is now fully discovered to 
be some production from this species of whale, for some time it was imagined some peculiar concreted juice lodged 
in a peculiar cystis, in the same manner as is the castoreum of the beaver or Fiber Canadensis, and the zibethum of the 
<livit-cat or hyena,· in cystis's both sides of the Ani rima; thus, not long since, some of our Nantucket whalers imag-
ined tha,t in some ( very few and rare) of these male or bull whales, thP-y had found the gland or cystis in the loins near 
the sperruatick organs: late and more accurate observations seem to declare it to be some part of the ordure, dung, 
or al vine excrement of the whale; squid-fish, one of the Newfoundland baits for cod, are sometimes in Newfoundland 
<iast ashore in quantities, ~md as they corrupt and fry in the sun they become a jelly or substance, of an ampergrease 
smell; therefore as squid bills are sometimes found in the lumps of ambergrease, it may be infe'rred, that ambergreasa 
is some of the excrement from squid-food, with some singular circumstances or dispositions that procure this quality, 
seldom concurring; thus the Nantucket whalers for some years last, have found no ambergrease in their whales. 
The Sperma ceti Whale has no bone or baleine in his mouth, but fine white teeth; they are most plenty upon the coast 
of Virginia an<l Carolina." 
2 GILL: Sperm-Whales, Giant and Pigmy, <American Naturalist, iv, p. 738, fig.167. 
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Atlantic. Another species is the Blackfish of the Eastern Pacific, G. Scamrnonii Cote, oLce 
abundant, according to Scammon, on the coast of Lower California, but now. usually found off 
Guatemala,, Ecuador, and Peru, though occasionally ranging to high northern and southern 
I . 
latitudes. 
SrzE.-The ordinary length of the New England Blackfish is fifteen' to eighteen feet, though 
they sometimes grow larger. The large1:;t ever seen by Capt. Caleb Cook, a veteran oil maker of 
Ca,pe Cod, measured twenty-five-feet and yielded five barrels of oil. The weight~of a fifteen-foot 
Blackfish is estimated at 800 to 1,000 pounds. 
MoVEMENTS.-They swim in large schools, sometimes several hundred together. They make 
little .commotion at the surfaoo of_ the water as they swim, not rolling like their little kindred, the 
Porpoises, but come up often to spout, the jet of spray rising three or four feet, and emitted with a 
low, deep, snorting sound. When at the surface they often remain in sight sev~ral minutes. Usu-
·ally their movements are sluggish, though at times energetic enough, as can testify any one who has 
seen a school of them driven up ?n the beach. They feed upon schooling fish, menhaden, mackerel, 
herring, and squids. Blackfish are in great terror of the Killer Whales, which drive them about 
mercilessly. In September, 1878, I saw a school of them which had for some days been hovering 
around the entrance to Provincetown Harbor :fleeing tumultuously before two large 'whales with 
high hack-fins. 
REPRODUCTION.-They breed in summer about Cape Cod. Out of one hundred and nineteen 
driven ashore at Dennis in August, 1875, fuHy eighty were females witlr young, or recently born 
calves of seven or eight feet. A fretus cut from a gravid Blackfish of eighteen feet was nearly 
seven feet long. All the females were yielding milk, and as the fishermen .cut into their sides the 
warm fluid poured out in copious stream_s. 
Watson records, in the case of a female on the British coast suckling its young, that the calf 
was four feet six inches long in December and sev~n feet in January. Scammon thinks that in the 
Pacific they breed at all seasons. He found mothers with young calves off the Gulf of Dulce, · 
Guatemala, in February, 1853. 
STRANDING OF THE BL.A.CKFISH SCHOOLS.-As will be told more in detail in another chaptert 
hundreds, and often thousands, of them are stranded yearly on the shores of Cape Cod. They 
occasionally run ashore at Nantucket, and instances have qccurred of their being driven in at Cape-
Breton. Althoq.gh there have been similar instances in Europe, especially at tbe Orkneys, I can-
not learn that such occurrences are sufficiently common anywhere else to be counted on by the 
people as a regular source ~f income. A Cape Cod fisherman occasionally wakes up in the morning 
to find two or three of these animals stranded in his back yard. "A pretty windfall," remarked 
one of them to me. Cape dod, projecting far out to sea, with its sloping, unbroken sandy shores, 
seems like a trap or, weir natura1ly adapted for their capture, and the Indians took advantage of 
this circumstance long before th:e European settlement. The Pilgrims, in 1620, found Indians on 
the shore at Wellfleet cutting up a Grampus, and in the shell-heaps of the surrounding region ~re-
yet to be found many evidences of their use of the smaller cetaceans for food. It is doubtful whether 
the Blackfi h, tupid as they eem, would ever run ashore if not frightened by such enemies as the-
Killer. In fact a large hare of those which become stranded are purposely driven up out of shoal 
water, into which hey have trayed, by men in boats. 
Littl can be aid a~ou the time when they are mo t abundant. It seems to depend on the· 
up1 ly f uit a 1 fo d. 'aptain Cook believe that they feed mostly or entirely upon squids, 
th th ir app arance mu t be regulated by the abundance of these animals. 
Th Y ar n v r ·e n arli r ban June or later than December. Thirty year, ago they were most 
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plentiful in August. Before 1874 they had never_ been ·seen before July. In July, 1875, a school 
of 120 came ashore at North Dennis. Those taken in the fall are usual]y the fattest. 
CAPTURE OF BLACKFISH.-Many years ago several Cape Cod w balers made a business of 
pursuing th:J Blackfish on the whaling grounds east of the Grand Bank. This enterprise, described 
in the chapter on the whale fishery, has been abandoned, ,but it is not uncommon for ordinary 
whalemen to kill them from their boats to obtain supplies of fresh meat, .and of oil to ~urn on 
shipboard. That the flesh is not unpalatable the writer maintains, and can summon as witnesses 
a number of persons who tasted one at the Smithsonian Institution in 18~4. There ·is a fishery 
for them at tbe Faroe Islands, and in the Pacific, says Scammon, small , vessels are occa~ionally 
fitted out for their capture. "Sperm whalers," he writes, '' do not lower their boats for Blackfish 
when on Sperm Whale ground, unless the · day is far spent and there-is little prospect of 'seeing 
whales.' The northern polar or whale~ships pay bu~ little attention to them, except, perhaps, when 
passmg the tim~ 'between seasons,' cruising within or about the tropics." . 
USEFUL PRODUC'TS.-The yield of oil from a Blackfish -varies, according t? the size and fatness 
of the animal, from ten ga11ons to ten barrels. This is dark in color, and is classed with the 
ordinary "body oil" or'' whale oil." The blubber varies from one to four inches in thickness, and 
is nea:·ly white. The jaws yield a fine quality of machine oil, .known as'~ porpoise jaw-oil'", of which 
however, a limited quantity suffices to supply the market. The value of a' stranded Blacl~fisli in 
Cape Cod varies from $5 to $40. 
As is related elsewhere, Blackfish are often taken by whaling vesseJs when on a cr:uise; to 
obtain oil for burning and a supply of fresh meat. The brains are made by the ship's cook into 
"dainty cakes," as the whalemen call them, and the livers are said to be delicate and appetizing.1 
Blackfish are harpooned by the Grand Bank ,cod-fishermen to ~e cut up and used for bait. 
3. THE GRAMPUSES OR COWFISHES. 
DISTRIBUTION.-Associated with the Blackfish on our east coast, though not so common, and 
rarely stranded, is the Cowfish, Grampus griseus · (Lesson) Gray, also found jn Europe, -south to 
the British channel or fa.rther, and there known as the "Grampus." 
COLOR AND srzE.-Its slate-colored sides are curiously variegated with white markings, very 
irregular in size, shape and direction, evidently the results of accidental scratches in the epidermis. 
1 1635, July 25 ( on the Newfoundland Banks ).-On Friday, in the evening, w.e had an hour or two of marvel-
lous delightful recreation, which also was a feast unto us for man'y days after, while we fed upon the :flesh of three 
huge porpoises, like to as many fat hogs, striked by. our seamen, and hauled with ropes into the ship. The :flesh of 
them was good meat, with salt, pepper and vinegar; the fat, like fat bacon, the lean like bull-beef; and on Saturday· 
eve.rung they took another also.-Richard Mather's journal. Young's Chronicles of the First Planters of Mass. Bay 
Colony. Boston, 1846, p. 466. • 
I cannot refrain from quoting the following passage from the journal of the ·Rev. Richard Mather, one of the 
earliest of the Massachusetts colonists: · 
"16:35, June 27, 28.-The :first Sabbath from Milford Baven, and the sixth on shipboard; a fair, -cool day; wind. 
northerly, good for our purpose. I was exercised in the forenoon, and Mr. Maud in the afternoon. This evening we 
saw PoTpoises about the ship, and some would fain have been striking, but others dissuaded because of tho Sabbath; 
and so it was let alone. 
"Monday morning, wind still northerly ; a fair, cool day. This morning, about seven of the clock, our seamen 
struck a great Porpoise, and hauled it with ropes into the ship; for bigness, not much less than a hog of 20 or 25 shil-
lings apiece, and no.t much unlike for shape, with :flesh fat and lean, like in color to the fat and lean of a hog; and 
being opened upon the deck, had within his entrails, as liver, lights, heart, guts, &c., for all the world like a swine. 
The seeing of him hauled into the ship, like a swine from the sty to the trestle, a,ml. 'opened upon the deck in view of 
all 01tr company, was wonderfµl to us all, and marvellous merry sport, and delightful to our women and chHdren. So 
good was our God unto us, in affording us the day before spiritual refreshing to our souls and this day morning also 
delightful recreation to our bodies, at the taking and opening of this huge and strange fish."-Young's Chronicles of 
the Fir.st Planters of Mass. Bay Colony. Bost.on, 1846, p. 460. 
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Captain Cook thinks that these are the marks of t~e teeth made by the animals in playing with 
each ot~er. It attaiµs the length of :fifteen or twenty feet, but is slenderer than the Black:fisb. Its. 
jaws are esteemed by the makers of fine oil. 
HABITS.-Regarcling this species, Captain Cook writes: "About the same-time that: the Black-
fish made their appearance in our waters, there was another of the whale kind made tht-"ir appear-
ance also, called by the :fishermen Cow:fish. These whales are very much in shape of _the Blackfish,. 
only smaller, not so fat, and not so dark colored. These fish have only made their ap_pearance in 
our waters three or four times for the last forty years, or about once in ten years. Probably not 
more than fifty have been taken in this period. The m~thod of taking them is the same as that used 
for Black:fish.'; 
Several specimens, old and young~- were o.btained by the Fish Commi~sion in 1875, November 
29, Novemb~r 30, and December 2,_ and their casts are in the National Museum. That this animal 
was known to the early colonists of New England appears probable from allusions in the early 
records.1 
PRODUCTs.-The oil of the Cow:fi.sh, particularly that of its jaws, is highly 'prJzed, though prob-
. ably no better than that of the Black:fish. The'' Barnstable Patriot" of :November 7, 1828, has this 
item: "A quantity of oil from the Grampus la.tely caught at Harpswell has been sold at Bath at 
$18 per barrel." It is very possible, however, that the Barnstable people of 1828 designate the 
Black:fish and the Grampus by the same name. Douglass' "North America," published in 1755, 
remarks: "Black:fish, i. e. Grampus, of six to ten barrels oil, Bottlenose of three or four barrels, may 
(like sheep) be drove ashore by boats." 
THE CALIFORNIA GRAMPUS.-On the California coast occurs the Whiteheaded or Mottled 
Grampus, G. Stearnsii Dall, described by Scammon as growing to the average length of ten feet. 
"They are gregarious," he writes, "and congregate frequently in large schools; at times two or 
three, or_ even a solitary individual will be met with, wandering about the coast or up _the bays in 
quest of food, which consists of :fish and several varieties of crustaceans .. It is rarely taken, as it is 
extremely shy." He refers also to four other forms, unknown to zoologists, but familiar to whale-
men: chief among these is the "Bottlenose," which .grows to be twenty-five feet long, and has 
occasionally been taken, though with much difficulty owing to its great strength and speed. Its 
oil is reputed to be equal in qualit.y to that of the Sperm Whale. 
4. THE HARBOR PORPOISES OR HERRING HOGS. 
DISTRIBUTION.-On the Atlantic coast occurs most abundantly the little Harbor Porpoise, 
Phocrena brachycion Cope, known to the :fishermen as "Puffer," "Snuffer," "Snuffing Pig," or 
"Herring Hog." The Bay Porpoise of California, P. vomerina Gill, and the Common Porpoise or 
Marsuin of Europe, are very similar j n size, shape, and habits: with the latter in fact it is probably 
specifically identical. The Atlantic species occurs off Nova Scotia and probably farther north-
ward, and ranges south at least to Florida. The California species, according to Scammon, has 
been found at Banderas Bay and about the mouth of the Piginto River, Mexico (latitude 200 30'), 
and north to the Columbia River (latitude 46° 16'). In the winter these Porpoises are seen off 
A toria and in Cathlamet Bay twenty mile above, but in spring and summer, when the river is 
fre h to it mouth, they leave the Columbia. The Atlantic Porpoise also ascends rivers. They go 
"Th n xt morning, Thursday, December 7, they divided themselves into two parties, eight in the shallop, and 
tbe ~ t ?n b_ r,, to mak fa1:'h r di covery of this place, which they found to be 'a bay, without either river or creek 
omm 10 . it. Tb Y~ ave 1 th name of Grampus Bay, because they saw maBy fish of that species."-Belknap's, 
1 gr phy, w York, 1 6, vol. ii, p. 318. 
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up the Saint John's in Florida to Jacksonville, and about 1850 one was taken in the Connecticut. 
at Middletown, twenty miles from brackj.sh water. In Europe they ascend the Thames, the Weser,. 
and other streams. 
SIZE AND MOVEMENTS.-They rarely exceed four or, four and a half feet in length. Every one 
has seen them rolling and puffing outside of the breakers or in the harbors and river mouths. The-
western Atlantic species swim in qroves of from ten to one hundred; but Scammon says that those 
of California 'are never found associated in large numbers, though six or eight are often seen together. 
Iri England, ·according to Couch; seldom more than two are seen at once. They never spring from 
the water like Dolphins, but their motion is a rolling one and brings the ,back-fin often into sight, 
this always appearing shortly after the head has been exposed and the little puff of spray seen and. 
the accompanying grunt heard. The rolling motion is caused by the fact that to breathe through 
the nostrils, situate on the top of the snout, they must assume a somewhat erect posture,- descending-
from which the body passes through a considerable portion of a circle. 
REPR0DUC1:ION.-Tb,e breeding season is in summer, in August and Seppember7 in Passama-· 
quoddy Bay, perhaps also at other times. The new-born young of an English Porpoise fifty-six 
inches long, measured twenty-six inches, and was sixteen inches in circumference. 
· Foon.-They feed on fish, particularly on schooling species like the herring and menhaden, 
and are responsible for an enormous destruction of useful food material. 
UsEs.-Though frequently taken in the pounds and seines along both coasts and off Massa-
chusetts in the gill-nets set for mackerel, they are of little importance except to the Indians of· 
Maine and our Northwestern Territories, who carry on an organized pursuit of them, shooting them 
from their canoes. This industry will be described in the chapter upon ABORIGINAL FISHERIES .. 
DESTRUCTIVENESS.-The Porpoise is pugnacious as well as playful. A fisherman in Florida 
told me that he once tried to pen a school of them in a little creek by anchoring his boat acrpss its--
eritr~nce. When they came down the creek they sprang over the boat against the sail, through 
which they tore their way and regained the river. · A correspondent, who~e name has been mislaid,. 
writes: "A very unusual event occurred at Far Rockaway on Tuesday morning, about four o'clock, , 
in front of the Nelson House. A school of Drnmfish were chased into shallow water by a school 
of Porpoises. The Drumfish tried t~eir best to get away, but the Porpoises pursued them so hotly 
t~at a number of the former were driven ashore. The people of the hotel were ~wakened by a . 
great splashing and a noise somewhat similar to .but less·distinct than the grunt of a frightened. 
hog. Looking out of the windows they saw the P_orpoises striking the Drumfish with their tails. 
Soon after the Porpoises tu·rnerl and left. The porters at the hotel and some of the fishermen. 
secured with boat-hooks about twenty-five dead Drumfish, and a large number are still floating · 
around Jamaica Bay. The Drumfish secured weighed from thirty to seventy pounds each. Some· 
were sen"t to Canarsie for exhibition and others to Fulton J\'.farket for sale." 
The Drum being an enemy of the Oyster, it_ is possible that the Porpoise by destroying them is.: 
a benefactor. It would be no more curious than the experience of the Canadian Government in 
decreasing their Sal~on fishery in the St. Lawrence by destroying the White Whales which preyed· 
upon the seals, the enemies of the Salmon. The story about the Porpoises killing drum seems .. 
incredible, but is supported by Sfr Charles Lyell's account of a battle between the Porpoises and the , 
Alligators in Florida: "Mr. Couper told me that in the summer of 1845 he saw a shoal of Por-
poises coming up to that part of the Altamah3: where the fresh and salt water meet, a space about . 
a mile in length, the favorite .fishing ground of the Alligators, where there is brackish water, 
which shifts its place according to the varying strength of the river and the tide. Here wer~ seen, 
aborit fifty Alligators, each with ~ead and neck raised above water, looking down the stream at; 
I • 
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their enemies, before whom they had fled terror-stricken and expecting an attack. The Porpoises, 
not more than a d~zen in number, moved on in two ranks, and were ·evidently complete masters of 
the :field. · So powerful indeed· are they that they have been known to chase a large Alligator to the 
bank, and, . putting their snouts under his belly, toss him ashore." 1 
The· authority referred to, Mr. Hamilton-Couper, of Hopeton, Ga., was a, gentleman of some 
prominence as a geological observer. 
5. THE DOLPHlNS. 
H.A.BITS.-The Dolphins constitute a large group of cetaceans, represented by many species, and 
abundant everywhere in temperate and tropical seas. They are often seen in mid-ocean sporting 
in large schools, pursuing the pelagic :fishes, but are still more common near the coast. They are 
from :five to fifteen feet long, gracefully formed, and very swift. Nowhere are they the objects of 
organized pursuit, though frequently caught in nets or harpooned from the bows of vessels at sea. 
Many cod schooners :fishing on the Grand Banks, especially those from Cape Cod, depend chiefly for 
bait, upon the Porpoises they can kill and the birds they can catch. The lJest known species on the 
Atlantic coast are the " Skunk Porpoise" or '' Ba.y Porpoise," Lagenorhynchus perspicillatus Cope, 
and related forms. Large schools are often seen in the sounds and along the shor/e. They are 
easily distinguished from the little Harbor Porpoise, just spoken of, by the broad stripes of white 
and yellow upon their sides. When schools of a hundred or ,more can be surrounded a~d driven 
ashore by the :fishermen, as is often done on Cape Cod, a large profit is made from the sale of the1r 
bodies to the oil-makers, though they are not so much prized as the Blackfish, so much larger and 
fatter. A closely related species is the Common Porpoise of California, Lagenorhynchus obliquidens 
Gill. "They are seen," writes Captain Scammon, "in numbers varying from a dozen up to many 
hundreds tumbling over the surface of the sea, or making arching leaps, plunging again on the 
same curve, or darting high and falling diagonally sidewise upon the water with a spiteful splash, 
accompanied by a report which may be heard to some distance. In calm weather they are seen in 
numerous shoals, leaping, plunging, lobtailing and finning, while the assemblage moves swiftly in 
various directions. They abound more along the coasts where small fish are found. Occasionally 
a large number of them will get into a school of fish, frightening them so much that they lose 
nearly all control of their movements, while the Porpoises fill themselves to repletion." 
T~e Right Whale Porpoise, Leu~orhamphus borealis (Peale) Gill, is found in the Pacific from 
Bering Sea to Lower California, though not so abundantly as the last. Tbe Right Whale Porpoise 
of the Atlantic, often spoken of by our whalers, is a related species, perhaps L. Peroni·i (Lac.) · 
Lilljebo1 g, abundant in the South Atlantic and Pacific, but not yet recorded by naturalists for our 
waters. Several species of the true Dolphins occur in the North Atlantic, but only one, Delphinus 
clyrnenis, has been found with us, Cope having secured it in New Jersey. Baird's Dolphin D. 
• Bairclii Dall, a pecie ix or even feet long and weighing 100 to 175 pounds, is frequent in Oali-
fornia. The Cowfi h of California, Tursiops Gillii Dall, is a sluggish species known to the whale-
m n of tbe lagoon ,2 and an allied species, T. erebennus (Cope) Gill, is known on the Atlantic coast. 
New form · of thi group are con tautly being di covered. .All are of commercial value when taken. 
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HABITS AND DISTRIBUTION.-The Killer Whales are known the world over by their destruc-
tive and savage habits. Although their strength and speed render ~t aimost impossible to capture 
them, they are of 1mportance to the :fisherman as ene·mies of. all large sea animals, often putting 
them to flight at inconvenient times. The Atlantic species, Orea gladiator (Bounaterre) Gill, was 
first brought to notice in 1671 in Martens' "Voyage to Spitzbergen." It is often seen on the New 
England coast in summer, driving before it schools of the black:fish or othersm all whales: it is a 
special enemy of the tunny or horse mackerel: Captain Atwood tells of the consternation shown 
by these enormous fishes when a number of them have gathered in Provincetown Harbor and the 
J{illers come in. They are a great annoyance to the Cape Cod people when they are trying to drive 
a school of blackfish ashore, and on the other baud often drive these ashore when they would not 
be accessible to the :fishermen. They prey largely, too, upon the white whale in northern seas. 
In the Pacific there are two species at least, the Low-finned Killer, Orea atra Cope, and the High-
finned Killer, Orea rect~pinna. The latter, though rarely more than twentJ' feet Jong, bas an 
enormous dagger-shaped fin, six feet high, upon its back, which towers above the surface when 
the animal swims high. In fact the Killer Whales all have these high back-fins, by which they 
may be recognized at any distance. 
DESTRUCTIVENESS,_:_Captain Scammon, in his "Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast," 
gives a long account of their habits, and of their fierce attacks upon the largest whales. The stories 
of the combats of the swordfish and the thresher shark upon whales have probably originated in 
such combats as these, witnessed at a distance and imperfectly understood,, Captain Scammon 
writes: '' ThA attacks of these wolves of the ocean upon their gigantic prey may be likened in some 
respects to a pack of hounds holding the stricken deer at bay. They cluster about the animal's 
head, some of their number breaching over it while others seize it by the lips and haul the bleeding 
monster under water; and when captured, should the mouth be open~ they eat out its tongue. 
,v e saw an attack made by three Killers upon a cow whale and her calf in a lagoon on the coast 
of Lower Califoruia, in the spring of 1858. The whale was of the California gray species, and her 
young was grown to three times the bulk of the largest Killers engaged in the contest, which lasted 
for an hour or more. They made alternate assaults upon the old whale and her offspring, finally 
killing the latter, which sunk to the bottor.n, where the water was five fathoms deep. During the 
struggle, the mother became nearly exha.ustecl, having received several deep wounds about the throat 
and lips. As soon as their prize had-e-Settled to the bottom, the three Orcas descended, bringing up 
large pieces of :flesh in their mouths, which they devoured after coming to the surface. While 
gorging themselves in this wh,e the old whale made her escape, leaving a track of f.!Ory water 
behind." 1 
ANNOYANCE 110 WHALEMEN.-Instances are given where whales which had been killed bywhale-
men and were being towed to the ship have been forcibly carried away by bands of Killers. They 
are also obnoxious as destroyers of the young fur seal, and often remain for ·a long time in the 
vicinity of the seal islands. Eschricht says that thirteen porpoises and fourteen seals were found 
iri the stomach of an Atlantic Killer, sixteen feet in length. They are pa.rticularly abundant in 
the bays and sounds of British Columbia and Alaska,, in search of seals and porpoises feeding there 
upon small fish. 'l'hey even attack the full-grown walrus and rob it of its young. 
UsEs.-Their range is cosmopolitan. They are never attacked by whale ships, and their only 
pursuers in America are the Makah Indians of Washingtou Territory, who, according to Scammon, 
2F 
1 SCAMMON: op. cit., pp. 89-90. 
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occasionally take them about Cape Flattery, considering their fat and flesh luxurious food. Tbefr 
jaws, studded with strong conical teeth, are often sold in our curiosity shons. 
7. THE SPERM WHALE PORPOISE. 
CAPTURE OF TWO INDIVIDU~LS IN NEW ENGLAND.-A specimen twenty-five feet long of this 
animal, Hyperaodon bid ens Owen, was found on the beach at N ortb Dennis, Mass., January 29, -
1869; another was obtained in 1866 or 1867 at Tiverton Stone Bridge, R. I. I am indebted to Mr. 
J. H. Blake for an outline of this cetacean, and the following notes, taken by him at the time, he 
having visited Dennis and obtained the skeleton for the Museum of Comparative Zoology: "When 
found," be writes, "the blood was still warm. It was twenty-five feet long, six feet high, and the 
tail was six feet across. The flippers were twenty-nine inches long, the snout twenty inches. The 
hump on the back was three or four inches high, thick at the base and narrowing toward the 
tip. The blubber was two and a half to four inches thick, and sold for $175. Squid'-beaks enough 
to fill two water-buckets were taken from the stomach." 
8. THE WHITE WHALE. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The White Whale, Delphinapterus catodon (Linn.) Gill, first described in 1671 
in Martens'" Voyage to Spitz bergen," resembles in form the other members of the Dolphin family, 
slender ~d graceful, with a small head and powerful tail. The adult, which attains a length of 
fifteen or sixteen feet, is creamy white in color; the young, five or six feet long when newly born, 
is lead-colored, passing through a period of mottled coloration before assuming the mature appear-
ance. The species is abundant in the North A.tlanti~, North Pacific, and Arctic Oceans. Stragglers 
have been seen in the Frith of Forth, latitude 56°, while on the .American coast several have been 
taken within the past decade on the north shore of Cape Cod. They are slightly abundant in New 
England waters, but in the Saint Lawrence River and on the coast of Labrador are plentiful, and 
the object of a profitable fishery. They abound in the Bering and Okhotsk Seas, and ascend the 
Yukon River, .Alaska, to a distance of 700 miles. The names in use are Beluga and Whitefish 
among whalers, Porpoise, Dauphin Blanc, Marsuin or Marsoon in Canada, and Keela Luak with the 
Greenland Eskimos. 
HABITS.-The species is familiar to many from having been recently exhibited in several aqua-
riums, and also by traveling showmen. When in captivity they feed on living eels, of which a grown 
individual consumes two or three bushels daily. They are also known to subsist on bottom fish, 
like flounders and halibut, on cod, haddock, and salmon, squids and prawns. They are, in their 
turn, tbe food of larger whales, such as the killer or orca. They swim in small schools, entering 
shallow sounds and rapid rivers in swift pursuit of their food. They spout inconspicuously, and 
are not easily distinguished when swimming. . 
The few which have been taken recently along our .Atlantic coast have been sold to aquariums 
or to natural bi tory museum , yielding good prices to their captors. Tbe fishery in the river 
Saint Lawrence i · of con 'ideral>le importance. 
Irr 'TORIOAL NOTE.-The first alln, ion to the occurrence of this cetacean in our waters was 
printell by Jo lyn in 1675, in hi " ·mmt of Two Voyage to New England": "The Sea-hare is 
as biO' a ramp , r II nin-hog and a· white a. a, beet; There hath been of them in Black-point 
ar our, & _. m way up the riYer, bu we could n ver take any of th m, several have shot sluggs 
ct th m ut l :t tb ir la nr." 
n ETT .-" ntth y arl 57,"write CaptainAtwoo<.l, "a species of 
r f urt n fe long wa killed in Provincetown Harbor, off' Long Point, which no 
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one knew. I examined it and found it to differ from all tbe others then known here. Not long 
after it was announced that there was a White Whale on exhibition at tht~ Aquaria! Gardens in 
Boston; that Mr. Cutting had brought alive from the River Saint Lawrence a species that had never 
been seen south of that river. Soon after I visited Bo:ston and called to see it. I pronounced it to 
be identical with the unknown species taken .at Provincetown. In 1875 or 1876 another was seen in 
the harbor, but the boats could not get it." 
October 11, 1875, two individuals, a cow about ten feet long and weiglling 700 pounds approx-
imately, and a calf nearly as large as its mother, weighing about _500 pounds, were taken in the 
Yarmouth River lJy Capt Benjamin Lovell. They were sold to the Boston Society of Natura] 
History.1 
UsEs.-Oertain oil manufacturers from· Cape Cod have agencies in Canada, from which they 
obtain the materials for the manufacture of an excellent machine oil, sold. under the name of 
"Porpoise-jaw oil." A large White Whale yields from eighty to one hundred gallons of ordinary 
oil, besides the more precious head oil. Porpoise leather is inade from the skins, a leather of almost 
indestructible texture, and peculiarly impervious to water. From this the Canadian mail-bags are 
made, and, to some extent, tourists' walking shoes. On our Alaska coast they are not unfrequently 
taken, chiefly by the natives, but the fishery has not yet become of commercial importance. In 
Eastern Siberia, according to Scammon, there are extensive fisheries carried on by the natives 
· from June to September, with nets and harpoons. They,eat the flesh and sell the oil, a considerable 
portion of which is no doubt secured by American whale ships.2 
9. THE NARWHAL. 
DISTRIBU'l'ION.-The Narwhal, Monodon monoceros Linn., whose long spiral tusk has always 
been an object of curiosity, and gave rise to the stories of the imaginary creature known as the 
Unicorn, is now found in only one part of the United States-along the northern shores of Alaska. 
It is still abundant in the Ar9tic Ocean, and many tusks are brought down yearly by American 
and European whalers, obtained from the natives of ~reenland and Siberia. It has long since 
ceased to appear on the coasts of Great Britain, the last having been seen off Lincolnspire in 1800. 
There is a record of one having been seen in the Elbe at Hamburg in 1736. 
SrzE, USES, ETC.-The Narwha.l is ten to fourteen feet long, somewhat resembling the white 
whale in form, is black, a-nd in old age mottled or nearly white. Tbe tusk, a modified tooth, 
grows out of the left side of the upper jaw, to the length of eight or ten feet. All its teeth, exc~pt 
its tusks, are early lost, and it is said to feed on fish and soft sea-animals. The Eskimos utilize it 
in many ways. , Its ivory, however, is the only product of value to civilized man, this being m~de 
'~ 
1 Yesterday morning Capt. Benjamin Lovell captured two fine specimens of the White Whale in th~ weir at 
Yarmouth, which is probably the first time t,his kind of fish bas been taken in the waters ,,f the United States on the 
Atlantic seaboard. The specimens captured are a cow and calf, the former about, ten feet, loug, perfectly white, and 
weighing about 700 pounds, and the latter some two feet less in length, of a dark gray color, and about 500 pounds 
weight, both being quite fat.-Evening Standard, New Bedford, October 12, 1875. 
2 At a meeting, in 1860, of the Polytechnic Association of the American Institute, in New York, a paper was read, 
prepared by D. H. Tetu, of Kamouraska, Canada, on the White Whale of the Saint Lawrence. The Canadians call 
it a Porpoise; H is found for a distance of 200 miles between Saint Hoch and Father Point, also in the rivers emptying 
into Hudson's Bay. Since the discovery of Canada, an article of commer~e, but the oil not very good and little use 
found for the skin; lately M. Tetu bas succeeded in puri(ying the oil and tanning the skin. The oil is equal to the 
best sperm oil. The average price of the animal ten years ago was $40, now it is $150. The avernge weight is 2,500 
pounds; the largest weigh 5,000 pounds, and are worth $200. The average length is twenty-two feet, and circumfer-
ence fifteen feet. M. Tetu caught the whale in nets near the river Saguenay. 
The skin does not make good sole-leather, being too pliable. Ordinary tanning processes are employ~d, except that 
the lining is omitted, and the "training" takes more time on account of the closeness of the fiber of the skin. The 
leather is very durable, and the skin of a whale is equal to the skins of twelve to twenty-four calves. The loather iij 
chiefly used in the British army. 
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into canes and other articles of ornament. The supply in this country is chiefly imported from 
Denmark. In New York City in 1~80 a good tusk sold for $50. 
10. THE GREENLAND, BOWHEAD, OR POLAR WHALE. 
CONFUSION BETWEEN THE B0WHE.A.D A.ND 1'HE RIGH1' WH.A.LE:-Much uncertainty has 
resulted from the manner in which the Bowhead of the arctic regions has been confused with the 
right whales of the adjoining temperate seas. Murray, writing in 1866,1 made no attempt to clear 
up the subject; previous writers were confused as well as vague, and it is only in Scammon's 
writings that a clear account of the distribution and habits of the species is to be found. The 
materials for _the following biographical sketch are derived in the main from the statements of this 
author, and quotation marks are omitted only because the facts are arranged in a new sequence.2 
DISTRIBUTION.-The range of the true Balmna mysticetus extends west from Nova Zembla to 
the coast of Eastern Siberia. Its northern limits yet remain undefined: it is seldom seen in Bering 
Sea south of the fifty-fifth parallel, which is about the southern extent of the winter ice, thongh in 
the Sea of Okhotsk it ranges south to the parallel of 54°. It was formerly found to the north of 
Spitzbergen, but it has been shown by Eschricht and Reinhardt that its habitat is, ans! always has 
been, confined to the polar seas, and that it has no claim to a place in the fauna of Europe.3 
Everything tends to prove that the Bowhead is truly an" ice-whale," for its home is among 
the scattered floes or about the borders of the ice-fields or barriers. It is true that these animals 
are pursued in the open water du:ring the summer months, but in no instance bas their capture 
been recorded south of where winter ice-fields are occasionally met with. In the Okhotsk Sea they 
are found throughout the season after the ice disappears, nevertheless they remain around the floes 
till these are dispelled by the summer sun, and they are found in the same localities after the 
surface of the water has again become congealed in winter. 
1 MURRAY: Geographical Distribution of Mammals, pp. 207-208. 
2 In "A Digression concerning Whaling," written in 1748, published iu Dougl::tss' North America, Boston and 
London, 1755, vol. i, p. 56, is the earliest discrimination I have met with of the Bowhead an<l. the Right Whale of the 
extra-polar regions. Some interesting facts are given: 
"The New-England whalers distinguish 10 or 12 different species of the whale-kind; the most beneficialis the 
black whale, whale-bone whale, or true whale, as they call it; in Davis's-Rtraits in N. lat. 70 D. and upwards they are 
very large, some may yield 150 puncheons being 400 to 500 barrels oil, and bone of 1,; feet and upwards; thej' are a 
heavy loggy :fish, and do not :fight, a5,1 the New-England whalers express it, they are easily struck and fastened, but 
not above one third of them are recovered ; by sin king and bewildering themselves under the ice, two thirds of them 
are lost irrecoverably; the whalebone whales killed upon the coast of New-England, Terra de Labradore, and entrance 
of Davis's-straits, are smaller, clo yield not exceeding 120 to 130 barrels oil, and 9 feet bone 140 lb. wt.; they are wilder 
more agile and do fight. 
"The New England whalers reckon so many ct. wt. bone, as bone is feet long; for instance, 7 foot bone gives 700 
wt. bone: New England bone scarce ever exceeds 9 feet; and 100 barrels oil is 1:mpposed to yield 1000 wt. of bone; 
whales killed in deep water, if they sink, never rise again." 
A few paragraphs below, however, he proceeds to mix the subject up again, speaking of the Finback, when it is 
quite evident that the Whale he bas in mind is not the right-whale but the "Right Whale." 
"The fin-back, beside two small side-fins, has a large :fin upon his back, may yield 50 to 60 barrels oil, his bone 
is brittle, of little or no use, he swims swifter, and is very wild when struck. The Bermudians some years catch 20 of 
these whale , not in loop , but in whale-boat from the shore a.s formerly at Cape-Cod. The governor of Bermuda.s 
ba a perquisite of 10£. out of each old whale. 
"~Vhale are gregarious," he continue , "and great travellers or passengers; in the autumn they go south, in 
the sprmg th Y r eturn northward. Tb y ·opolate like neat cattle, bnt the female in a supine posture. The true or 
wbal bon whale'. wallo"': is not ~uch hig~Pr than that of an ox, feeds upon small fish and sea insects that keep in 
sh~les, ha oul_ · one ·_ma11 fin a.ch 1<1 of 111 beacl of no great n e to him in swimming, but with a large horizon~al 
:a1l 11' cu\ bun: df m the water. The Torth .,ape (in N. Lat. 72 D. in Europe) whales, are of the same small kind 
• ar th w-En1tl:mc1, and ent~ance of Da is'.-. trait. : here we may again observe, that the high European latitudes 
ar not O cold~ th ., · ~e American lati1~1dcs, becan e 72 D. i the proper N. Lat. in Davis's-straits for the large 
. , ancl tlu. Dute n fi h for them long 1de of field or large islands of ice they use long warps not drudges as in 
w-En ~1 n .' ' ' 
3 E CilRICilT & R ll'IIARDT: Om ordhvalen, 1861. 
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REPRODUC'.l'ION.-The time and place of breeding are not cert~inly known, but it is supposed 
that the young are born in the inaccessible parts of the Arctic Ocean. In Tchantar Bay are found 
small -whales called" Poggys,'' which resemble the Bowhead, and are by many believed to be their 
young. 
The Bowheads of the Arctic are classed by Scammon as follows: (1) the largest whales of a 
brown color, average yield of oil 200 barrels; (2) smaller, color black, yield 100 barrels; (3) small-
est, color black; yield 75 barrels, and to these should perhaps be added ( 4) the "poggy,'' yield 20 to 
25 barrels. Those of the third class are generally found early in the season among the broken 
floes, and have been . known to break through ice three inches thick that had been formed over 
water between the floes. This they do by coming up under and striking it with the arched portion 
of their heads. Hence they have been called " ice-breakers." 
ECONOMIC IMP0RT.A.NCE.-The Bowhead is the most valuable of the whalebone whales, not so 
much by reason of its size, for it rarely exceeds fifty feet in length, never sixty-five, but because 
it yields so large an amount of oil and whalebone. It is short, bulky, and bloated in appearance. 
Like the sperm whale, it has a head the length of which is nearly one-third of the total, and which 
is its most striking feature. The caudal fin is immense, being sixteen to twenty feet in extent from 
tip to tip, and correspondingly thick and broad. 
SrzE.-Scammon gives measurements of two individuals. One, from the Arctic Ocean, August, 
1867,was forty-seven feet long, and yielded eighty barrels of oil. The other, from the same ocean, 
in 1870, was forty-five feet long, yielded sixty barrels of oil and 1,050 pounds of bone. Capt. David 
Gray, of Peterhead, also gives measurements of an individual taken in Greenland. Some of the 
most important dimensions of the~e three whales are presented here, in order to impart to the 
reader an idea of their proportions: 
Scammon, Scammon, 
"Captain Poole's '' Captain Smith's 
whale.". whale." 
Feet. in. Feet. in. 
Length .... --_-- ...................... . 47 0 45 0 




Lengthofhead-nosetoeye .............................. ···---····-··--···· · 17 8 
Breadth of body between fins ---. -..... --· - - -. -· - -· · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · - · · · · · · 11 O I 
Girth in largest place ..•...............• ___ . ___ . . . . . . . . . . . 28 0 ................. __ . 
Length of pectorals................... 8 0 7 3 ·--· ....... _ . .... _ .. 
Breaclthoftail ... -.................... 19 0 16 0 20 0 
Length of longest bone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 6 9 6 10 1 
Thickness of blubber.......... . ...... 11 9 ............ ··--·· .. 
Breadth of lip ....................................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 O 
Gapeofmouth ...... , ....... . ......... · ···-··--··········· ·-················· · 10 8 
MOVEMEN'.l.'S.-When not disturbed the animal remains up, generally to respire, from one and 
a half to two minutes, during which time it spouts from six to nine times, and then disappears for 
the space of ten to twenty minutes. The vo!ume of vapor is similar to that ejected by the right 
whale. Sometimes, when engaged in feeding, it remains down for twenty-five minutes or more. 
When struck by the whalemen they have been known to remain on the muddy bottom, at a depth 
of fifty fathoms or more, for the space of an hour and twenty minutes. Their movements and the 
periods of time they remain above or below the surface are, however, irregular. When going 
gently along or lying quietly, they show two portions of the body-the spout-holes, and a part of 
the back. 
BALEEN.--The baleen, or,, whalebone," of the Greenland and the Right Whales, being of so much 
importance commercially, it cannot be amiss to explain, by means of diagrams and a descripti011, 
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bow it is attached -to the mouth of the animal, and for what purposes it is used, even at the risk of 
being a trifle too elementary for many of the readers of this chapter. 
It is wrongly called "whalebone," since it is not bone, but a substance, resembling equally hair 
and horn, which grows in the mouth of the animal as a substitute for teeth,1 being, as anatomistR 
generally admit, a peculiar development of hair growing upon the palate.2 This substance is 
-·{teveloped into a sieve-like apparatus, consisting of extensive rows of compact, flexible, closely set 
plates or blades, growing from the thick gum at the circumference and palatal surface of t,he upper 
jaw, hanging down upon both sides of the tongue. 
Gapt. David Gray, of the whaling ship ·"Eclipse," of Peterhc:d, Scotland, has recently made 
a number of important observations upon these whales, one of the most important of which was the 
ascertainment of the manner in which the Baleen Whales operate the powerful sieve-like organs 
within their jaws. He has also published some very interesting diagrams of the interior of 
the moutll of the Greenland Whale.3 
''.Along the middle of the crown-bone," writes Captain Gray, "the blades of whalebone are 
~eparated from each other by three-quarters of an inch of gum, but the interval decreases both 
towards the nose and the throat to a quarter of a.n inch. The gum is always white; in substance 
it resembles the hoof of a horse,. but softer. It is easily cut with a knife, or broken by the hand; 
and is tasteless. The whalebone representing the pafate is lined inside the mouth with hair, for 
the purpose of coveriug the space between the slips, and prevents the food on which the Whale 
subsists from escaping. This hair is short at the roof of the mouth, but is from twelve to twenty 
inches long at the points of the whalebone. This it requires to be, because when the mouth is 
Cipened the bone springs forward, and the spaces are greatest at the points. I counted the number 
of blades of whalebone in a whale's head last voyage, and found 286 on the left, and 289 on the 
right side of the head. 
"Hitherto it has been believed that the whale bone- had room to hang perpendicularly from 
the roof of the mouth to the lower jaw, when the mouth was shut, but such is not the case. The 
bone is, however, arranged so as to reach from the upper to the lower jaw when the mouth is open; 
were it otherwise the whale would not be able to catch its food; it would all escape underneath 
tlrn points of the whalebone. 'rhe whale bas no muscular power over its whalebone, any more 
than other animals have over their teeth. When the animal opens its mouth to feed, the whale-
bone springs forward and downward, so as to fill the mouth entirely; when in the act of shutting 
it again, the whalebone being pointed slightly towards the throat, the lower jaw catches it and 
carries it up into a hollow in front of the· throat." 4 
1 The uu born Greenland Whale has undeveloped teeth (" sixty to seventy dental pulps on each side of each jaw"), 
but they never cut the gum, but are reabsorbed into the system. 
2 Buckland remarks: "Aristotle first remarked this fact: 'Mysticet1,s eiiarn pila,B in ore habet vice dentiurn s11is 
setis siniiles'-the whale has hairs ju his mouth, instead of teeth, like the hairs of a pig." Professor Owen has also 
remarked that "to a person looking into the mouth of a stranded whale, the concavity of the palate would appear to 
bo l>eset with coa.r e hair." 
3Land and Water, December 1, 1877, p. 468. 
• 
4 Capt. David Gray's observations upon the position of the whalebone in the mouth of the Greenland Whale am 
<p1ito nov 1, and of great interest. They arose, as the ca1>tain tells me in a letter just received, in consequence of a 
·onversation which we had together a few years ago, while looking at the keleton of the large Whale mounted in the 
fo um of the Coll ge of nrgcons. I a ked if he could explain, what bad always been to me, as to others who have 
n v r h d Captain Gray's opportunities of ob ervation, a great puzzle, viz, how the whalebone could be so much 
loo 7 r than_ th pa w~ich i occupie~ in the animal's mouth, supposing the blades to be placed, as usually repre-
nt .11, at n •ht a.n •_le w1_ h the lon_g axi · of th jaw . This difficulty occurred in looking at all the authentic figures, 
u ·b a cor by , m wb1ch th 11 1ght of th bead is far too small for the length as igned to the whalebone on the 
' ,.d • 1,oY , nd qnally in looking at the actual bony fram -work of the head. Captain Gray's explana-
l nd ·rend of th wbalebon blades fold backwards when the mouth is shut, the longer ones from the 
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Foon.-Tbe food of the Bowhead consists of floating animals, classed by the whalemen under 
tho names" right whale feed" and "brit." Many kinds of invertebrates are, of course, included 
under these general terms, one of the most abundant of which is, perhaps, a kind of winged or 
pteropod mollusk, the Olio borcal·is, which occurs in northern seas, floatiug in great masses. When 
the Bow head is feeding it moves with considerable velocity near the surface, its jaws being open 
to allow the passage of currents of water into the cavity of the mouth and through the layers o(1 .; 
baleen at the sides. All eatable substances are strained out by the fringes of the baleen and are · :: 
swallowed. 
FEEDING HABITS.-Tbe manner of feeding is well described by Captain Gray: "When the food 
is near the surface they usually choose a space between two pieces of ice, from three to four 
hundred yards apart, which we term their beat, and swim backwards and forwards, until they are 
sa1iisfied that the supply of their food is exhausted. They often go with the point of their uose so 
near the surface that we can see the water running over it just as it does over a stone in a shallow 
stream; they turn round before coming to the surface to blow, and lie for a short time to lick the 
food off their bone before going away for another mouthful. They often continue feeding in this 
way for hours, on and oft~ afterwards disappearing under the nearest floe, sleepin~, I believe, under 
the ice, and coming out again when ready for another meal. In no other way can this sudden 
reappearance at the same spot be accounted_ for. 
" Very often the food lies from ten to fifteen fathoms below the surface of the water. In this 
case the whales' movements are quite different. After feeding they come to the surface to breathe 
and lie still for a minute. One can easily see the effort they make when swallowing. They then 
raise their heads partially out of the water, diving down again, and throwing their tails up in the 
air every time they disappear. Their course below the water can often be traced from their eddy. 
This is .caused by _the movement of the tail, which has the effect of s~ootlling the water in circles 
immediately behind them. 
"More w bales have been caught when feeding in this way than in any other; they lie longer on 
the surface, often heading the same way every time the.r appear, which is yery important to whale 
fishers, because whales must be approached tail-on to give any certainty of getting near enough 
to have a chance of harpooning them, and the harpooner bas a better idea where to place his boat 
to be in readiness to pull on to them whenever they come to the surface. 
"Like all the other inhabitants of the sea, whales are affected by the tides, being most numerous 
at tlte full and change of the moon, beginning to appear three days before, and disappearing entirely 
three days after, the change. Often this will go on for months with the utrnoRt regularity, unless 
some great change in the ice takes place, such as the floes breaking up on the ice being driven off 
the ground; in either case they will at once disappear. 
"No don:bt whales are seen, and onen taken at any time of ~he tides; but if a herd is hunted 
middle of the jaw falling into the hollow formed by the shortness of the blades behind them, as seen in the side view, is 
perfectly clear and satisfactory. It shows, moreover, how, whether the mouth is shut or open, or in any intermediate 
position, the lateral spaces between the upper and lower jaw are alwa,ys kept :filled up by the marvelously constructed 
. hair sieve, or strainer, which adapts itself by its flexibility and elasticity to the v__arying condition of the parts between 
which it is, as it were, stretched across. If the whalebone had been rigid and depending perpendicularly from ·the 
upper jaw when the mouth was opened, a space would be left between the tips of the whalebone forming the lowe1 
edge of the strainer, which, as Captain Gray justly remarks, would complett:>ly interfere with its use, although the stiff: 
wall-like.lower lip, closing in the sides of the mouth below, may have the effect of remedying such a contingency 
to a certain extent; at least, it would do so if the whalebone were short and firm as in the :finners. The function of 
this great lip in supporting the slender and fl.exible lower ends of the blades of the Greenland Whale and preventing 
them beh1g driven outwards by t,he fl.ow of water from within when the animal is closing its mouth, is evident from 
Captain Gray's drawings and explanation. The whole apparatus is a most perfect piece of animal mechanism.-
FLOWER, W. H. : Land and Water, December 1, 1877, p. 470. 
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systematically, and they are attached· to a particular. feeding bank, this is . their usual habit . 
. Neither can 'this peculiarity in· th.eir -habits_ be easily accounted f<;>r; their food is as abundant 
during the neap as it is in the spring tides. . 
. ''The· principal food_9f the Greenlan<). Whale consists of a small crustacean, not larger than the· 
common house-fly, which is,~·ound in greatest abundance when the _temperature of -the sea is from 
34° to 35o; the ordinary te_mperature amongst ice bejng 2'9°,the color. of the water varying from 
dark brown to oliye green and clea~ blue, the blue water being the coldest. . _ 
"The crustacea live upo:0. the animalculre which -color ~he water. They are tra_nsparent, and 
the contents of their stomachs ca~ be easily seen to be dark brown or green as the case may be." 1 
11. THE RIGHT WHALES. 
DISTRIBUTION AND AFFINITIES,_:_There is no group of existing mammals so important as the 
. Right Whales; co~cei:ning which so little that is satisfactory is known. Zoologists have not yet 
determined how many species there are, nor what ~re the limits of their distrilmtion. All that 
can be certainly said is, that Right Whales-that is, the right kind to kill for the whalebone-
occur in, the North A.~lantic and the North _Pacific1 and also in the cooler waters of the southern 
hemisphere. In the northern hemisphere they never cross the Tropic of · Cancer, though in the 
south, both in the Pacific and the Atlantic, they· have occasionally been known to cross that of 
Capricorn. · · 
The Right Whales of the north have, until very recently, b·een confounded by whalemen and 
zoologists with the bow head, or polar whale, to which they are closely · related. There is one 
group of baleen-bearing whales, the rorquals; finners, or finbacks, which have a fin upon the 
back: the true Right Whales, however, have none. The rorquals, the largest of whales, are 
very swift and slender, and are believed to occur in tropical as well as temperate seas, all the 
world over. 
The Right Whale of the Western Atlantic has been described by E. D. Cope, under the 
name Eubalam,a cisarctica. This species, not remotely related to the Eubalmna · biscayensis, of the 
Eastern Atlantic, was formerly abundant on the coast of New England, and, as will be shown in 
the chapter · on the shore whale fishery of New England, its presence in such numbers about 
Cape Cod was one of the chief reasons for planting the early English settlements in this district. 
Captain Atwood informs me that ~hey are most abundant off Provincetown, in April and May, 
though occasionally seen at other seasons. One was killed in Cape Cod Bay, near P~ovincetown, 
in 1867; it was forty-eight feet long, and yielded eighty-four barrels of oil, as well a1:1 1,000 pounds 
of baleen, valued at $1,000. Two or three others have. since then been killed in th_e vicinity, but 
years now often pass by without any being seen.2 , 
A. Right Whale of forty to fifty feet was killed in the harbor of Charleston, S. C.,-January 7, 
1880, after it had been swimming about within the bar several days.3 
In evidence of the former abundance of this spec.ies, }!lay be mentioned the fact, that when, 
about the middle of the la t century, whales began to be scarce along the coast, a large fleet· was 
di ;patched to Davi Strait , where none but whalebone whales occur. E. cisarctica occurs at 
least far south a the Bermuda . A pecie of Right Whale is found also about the Azores. 
n the orth cur the ~cific Right Whale, or" Northwe t Whale" of the wµ{lilers, 
hr 
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Euba,lmna cullamach (Ob,amjsso) Cope. ·rts distriJ;)l1tioii is not well understood. DaJl gives it ~s 
occurring in the Arctic, Bering, and Okhotsk Seas, off Lo,ver .Oaiifornia, and, perhaps, in J ap3Jn.1 . 
Scammon writes that in former year~ they were fou~d on the c6ast of Oregon, -and · occasion-
ally in large numbers; but their chief resort was upon what is termed the· "Kodiak Ground," 
which extends northwestward from Vancouver's Island to the .Aleutian Isla1!d~., and 'Yestward to-
the one h1indredth and fiftieth· meridia~. · They also abounded in the Okhotsk and . Bering Seas, 
and along the Kamschatka coast . . H_e supposes that those which hav~' been observed Off the coast 
of California-were ~tragglers from the north. "Some, indeeel," . he· writes, "have been taken (from 
February to April} as far south ~s the Bay of San Sebastian Viscarrio,'ana"about Cedros, or Oevros,. 
Island, both piaces being ·near the parallel of 29° north latitude; while on the .northwestern coast 
they -are captured by the whalers from AprHto September inclusive.'' 2 
No:q.e appear to _have been killed on the Califo:r:nia coast, within thirty or forty years, if we may 
judge from Captain Scammon's failin&' to mention such instances. 
In the Antarctic Seas and the adjoining waters are other Right \Vhales. Eubalmna australis, 
the Cape Whale or Black Whale, abounds about the Cape of Good Hope, and is regarded by 
Murray as an inhabitant of the South Atlantic; f3outh Pacific, and Indian Oceans.3 E. antipodarum 
was described by Gray from New Zealand, and in Murray's map is designated as a, more antarctic 
form than the Cape Whale, though in the- text of his book he denies that this is · known to be a 
fact. 4 Owing to the fact tha~ the bowhead and .the -Rigqt Whales lia_ve until recently been con-
sidered identical, there is a deartl~ of reliable observations upon habits known to refer definitely . 
to these animals. · 
MOVEMENTS.-Their ma:µner of feeding and general mode of life are, as might be expected, 
very similar to those of the bowhead. I quote from Scammon: 
"They are~ften met with singly in their wanderings, at other times in pairs or triplets, and 
scattered o':er. the surface of the water as far as the eye can discern from the masthead. Toward 
the Jast of the season they are seen in large numbers crowded together. The herds are called 
'gams,' and they are regarded by experienced whalemen as an indication that the whales will soon 
leave the grounds. ,.. 
"Their manner of respiration is to blow seven to nine times at a 'rising,' then, 'turning flukes' _ 
(elevating them six or eight feet out of the water), they go down and rem~in twelve or fifteen 
minutes. It is remarked, however, since these whales have ~een ·so generally pursued, that ·th~ir 
action in this respect has somewhat changed. When frightened by the approach of a boat they 
have a trick of hollowing the back, which. causes the bfubber to become slack, thus preventing the . 
harpoon from penetrating. Many. whales · have beell missed, owing to t,he boat-steerer darting at 
this portion of the body. Having been chased every successive season for _yea:t:'s, these ~nimals have 
bec~me ':ery wild and difficult to get near to, 'especially in calm weather." '. 
REPRODUCTION.-The time of gestation is fixed by Scammon at about one year. Twins are 
occasionally though rarely born. The time and place of _calving is not known, b~t are. supposed to . 
be variable, as in the case of the sperm whale. These whales are said ·to resort to the Californian 
"bays" to bring forth their young, and formerly were sought for in , the inland waters of these 
high southern latitudes, where many a ship has in past years quickly completed her cargo by '' bay 
. whaling." 5 
1 DALL: Catalogue of the Cetaceans of the North Pacific Ocean. <SCAMMON: Marine Mammalia, p. 305. 
2 SCAMMON: op. cit., p. 67. , • 
3 MURRAY: Geographical Distribution of Mammals, p. 208, map. 
4 MURRAY: op. cit. . . , . · 
. 5 SCAMM;ON: op. cit., p. 67. 
• 
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SrzEs .A.ND· YIELD oF orL:-The following· statement of sizes of whales taken by New Bedford 
vessels, as indicated by their yield of oil, is very instructive. It was furnished by Capt. Benjamin 
Russell, in 1875. There is no means of distinguishing the bowheads from the Right Whales: 
Captain Devot took one Right Whale off Kodiac; made 290 barrels. 
Captain Devot took four Right Whales off Kodiac; made 920 barrels. 
Captain Clark. took one Right Whale off Kamtchat1rn; made 180 barrels. 
Captain Wood took one Right Wllale off Kamtchatka; made 230 barrels. 
Captain Rice, Qf New London, took ten Right Whales off K amtchatka; made 700 barrels. 
Captain Winston took one Right Whale off Kamtchatka; made 270 barrels. 
Captain Winston took two Right Whales off Kamtchatka; made 480 barrels . . 
Captain Spooner took one Hight Whale off Kamtchatk3.; made 260 barrels. 
Captain Cox took one Right Whale off Kodiac; . made 225 barrels. 
Captain West took_ two Right Whale3; made 508 barrels. 
Captain West took thirteen Right Whales; made 1,780 barrels. 
Captain Wood took one Right v_Vhale; made 280 barrels. 
A number of captains report one' each, from 80 to 200 barrels. 
12. THE HUMPBACK WHALES. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The Humpback Whales, also often called Bunch Whales by Europeans, occur 
in both Atlantic and Pacific. Captain Ross saw them a far south as latitude 71 ° 50'. In the 
Pacific they range to the Arctic Circle, an<..1 there is reason to believe that they occur also about 
Greenland. Our Atlantic species ts ]fegaptera osphyia Cope, that of the Oaliforuia region 111. ver: 
sabilis. As usual, the inquirer must go to Scammon for accurate observations, little being knowu 
about the species of tlle .Atlantic. 
MIGRATIONS,-;-They appear to resort periodically, and with some degree of regularity, to cer-
tain localities wJ?.ere the females bring forth their young. Scammon found them breeding in July 
and .August, 1852 ancl 1853, in the Gulf of Guayaquil, Peru; in December in the Bay of Valle de 
Banderas, Mexico, latitude 20° 30'; and in May, 1855, at Magdalena Bay, Lower California, lati-
tude 24P 30'. Captain Beckerman observed them at Tongataboo, Frien<l.ly Group, latitude.21 ° south, 
longitude 174° wost, in .August and September. Large numbers of both sexes migrate north in 
summer and south in winter. . 
SrzE.-'.l;hey attain the length of twent,y-five to seventy-five feet, and yield from eight to 
seventy-fi.ve barrels of oil. The largest taken iu 1871 by Captain Beckerman was seventy-five 
feet long, and produced seventy-three barrels, but the average yield was forty barrels, including 
the entrail fat, which amounted to about six barrels. One taken off the bay of Monterey, in 1858, 
yielded 145 barrels. 
The blubber, according to Bennett, is yellowish-white, five to fifteen inches thick, and the oil is 
said to be better than that of the right whale. 
The bal en po e a moderate commercial value. In a specimen fifty-two feet long, Scam-
mon r •cords 540 laminro, the longest two feet eight inches long and nine inches broad, and elsewhere 
h ' tinmt it · yi lcl at 400 pounds to 100 barrels of il.1 
D.-Th .ir food con i t of fi.'h and cnu~taceans cooped up at the surface. When feed-
ing h · ar mo t e< ily captur ll. lle tim and place of breeding· haYe already been spoken 
f. ammon ' they ar 11 t cl for their amorous antics. .At such 
f th mo. , urn inO' and nov l character, and the e performances have 
h ' fc 11 u · t~ l .- of he ,'worclfi.-11 an 1 thra her attacking whales. When 
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lying by the side of each other; the M egapteras frequently administer alternate blows with their 
long fins, which love-taps may on a still day be heard at a distance of miles. They also rub each 
other with these same huge and flexible arms, rolling occasionally from side to side, and indulging 
in other gambols." 
HUMPBACK WHALES IN NEW ENGL.A.ND.-The Humpback Whale was formerly a frequent 
visitor to the waters of New England, but of late years has not often been seen. -Captain Atwood 
tells me that a great many have been killed -near Provincetown witllin his recollection: that is to 
say, or since 1817. One harpooned in the harbor in 1840 yielded fifty-four b~rrels o( oil. Two 
were killed in the spring of 1879, with bomb-lances. 
This species is the most valuable of the ordinary whales of the region, though, of course, far 
inferior to the right whale. In addition to the oil, the baleen or whalebone is of some worth. In 
past years it has sold for as much as six and one-quarter cents a pound. It rarely exc~eds two 
feet in length and is not very elastic. The shore fishery of Cape· Cod, which was quite vigorously 
prosecuted in the early part of the last century, was probably largely concerned with this species. 
In 1879 the Humpbacks were abundant on the coast of Maine. One of the most successful 
whalers out of Provincetown this season is the "Brilliant," · a v~ry old pink-stern schooner of 
seventeen tons, which had been hunting this species off Deer Isle, Maine. Up to September 1, she 
had taken four whales, yielding one hundred and forty-five barrels. The-" Brilliant" carries but 
one whale-boat and tries out the oil upon shore, towing in the whales as they are killed. On 
the 14th of May, 1881, twenty Humpbacks were E:hot with bomb-lances in Provincetown harbor. 
"The Humpback," says Douglass, of the New England whales, in 17 48, '' has a bunch in the 
same part of his back, instead of a fin. The bone is not good; makes fifty to ~ixty barrels "oil." 
The oil of the Humpbacks is said by Bennett to be superior to that from the right whale,,. and 
but little- less valuable than sperm oil. 
13. THE SULPHUR-BOTTOM WHALES. 
Dim'RIBUTION AND M0VEMENTS.-The Sulphur-bottom Whale of the Pacific coast, Sibbaldius 
suljiireus Cope, is said to be the largest known cetacean.1 · Its name and that of its related .Atlan-
tic species, S. borealis (Fischer) Geoffroy, is derived from a yellowish tint upon the white belly. 
The .Atlantic Sulphur-bottom, which is also called by English whalers the "Flat Back," does not 
grow to the immense size characteristic of the Pacific form. In the .Atlantic, the Sulphur-bottom 
is not uncommon, though rarer than the humpback and finback. On the coast of the Califor-
nias, writes Scammon, it occurs at all seasons, and from May to September is often found in large 
numbers close in with the shore, at times playing about ships at anchor in the open roadsteads, near 
islands or capes, but, as a general rule, not approaching vessels with the same boldness as the 
fin backs. It glides over the surface of the ocean, occasionally displaying its entire length. When 
it respires its vaporous breath ascends to such a height that its immense size is evident to the 
observer. It is occasionally captured with a bomb-lance, but never except by aid of the oomb-
lance. Being considered the swiftest of all whales, it is seldom pursued, and still more rarely 
taken. 
The Sulphur-bottom of the Atlantic resembles the fin backs in shape and habits, and is probably 
often confounded with them by those who see it swimming. Captain Atwood informs me that 
none have been seen near Provincetown of late years. Professor Baird ~btained a fine skeleton 
at Nantucket in 1875 (No. 16039, U. S. N. M.). Captain Atwood writes: "Like the finback, it 
1 Captain Roys, quoted by Scammon, gives the following memorauda of an individual measurement by him: 
Length, ninety-five feet; girth, thirty-nine feet; length of jaw-bone, twenty-one feet; length oflongest baleen, four 
feet; yield of baleen, 800 pounds; yield of oil, 110 barrels; weight of whole animal by calculation, 294,000 pounds. 
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has on its .back.a very small dorsal fin. Being very ~uch· elop.gated, it is a swift runner and hurries 
through the water with a velocity so great that the whaleman cannot kill them in the same way 
that they take the other species. I have never seen_it dead .and know but little about it." 1 
14. THE FINBACK WHALES. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The Finback Whales of the Atlantic, Sibbaldius tectirostris Cope, and S. 
tuber-osits Cope, are closely related to· the sulphur-bottoms. The former is the most common of 
- the larger cetaceans in Massachusetts Bay, and half a dozen or more may be seen in an afternoon's 
cruise any sunny afternoon of summer. 'They become abundant in the Gulf of Maine soon after 
the beginning of April. They swim near the surface, often exposing the back for half its length, 
and I have several times seen them rise within fifty feet of the yacht on which I stood. Septem-
ber 12, 1879, four wP-re swimming and spouting in Provincetown Harbor. 
The skeleton obtained by the Fish Commission in 187Q (No. 16045, U. S. N. M.) belongs to 
the specie~ whose name heads this paragraph. The Museum of Comparative Zoology also has a 
specimen, taken at Provincetown, forty-seven feet long, which yielded eighty barrels and fourtee,n 
gallons of oil. 
MoVEMENTS.-Captain Atwood tells us that Finbacks are rapid swimmers and are not often 
attacked by the whale;s. They "run" so hard that the boats "cannot tow to th~m," and it is 
impossible to get up to tliem to lance them. Tlrny sometimes strand on the shore, and of late years 
a few are occasionally killed with a bomb-lance in the spring. One was lanced one' autumn, about 
the year 1868, by boats pursuing blackfi.sh. It was sixty feet long, and made about twenty barrels 
of oil. The "bone" -ii shorter than that of the humpback, and is of little value.2 When lanced, 
not being oily enough to fl.oat at once, they sink and remain at the bottom for a few days, during 
which time much of the blubber is eaten off by sharks. They yield very little oil. 
ADUND.A.NCE IN NEW ENGL.A.ND.-Two ran asho~e some years ago in Provincetown Harbor, 
one of which yielded fourteen, the other twenty barrels of oil. One killed at Provincetown, though 
fifty-four feet long and a good fat whale of its kind, yielded only twenty barrels of oil.3 
THE DUBERTUS.-An interesting question regarding the name by which this whale was 
known in the early days of the American coloni~s has recently been discussed. 
The charter of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, granted in 1663 by Charles II, · 
provides, among more importan't rights and privileges: 
"And :!further, for the encouragement of the inhabitants of our sayd collony of Providence 
Plantations to sett upon the businesse of takeing whales, itt shall bee lawefull ffor them, or any 
of them, having struck whale, DUBERTUS or other greate :ffish, itt or them to pursue unto any parte, 
of that coaste, and into any b,!LY, river, cove, creeke or shoare belonging thereto, and itt or them 
upon the sayd coaste, or in the sayd bay, cove, creeke or shoare belonging thereto, to kill and order 
to the be t advantage, without molestation, they makeing noe wilfull waste or spoyle, anything 
in the e pre ent conteync<l, or any other matter or thing, to the contrary notwithstanding." 
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In answer to a letter of inquiry fr<_>m Professor Baird, Professor Trumbull wrote. as follows: 
HARTFORD, February l, 1880. 
DEAR PROFESSOR BAIRD : Your query of January 29 just now comes to hand. _ Isn't that 
troublesome Diibertus rhodinsulensis satisfactorily disp'osed of yet~ Mor~ than twenty-one years 
· ago (in November, 1858) the Rev. S. ,O. Newman, of Pawtucket, questioned Professor Agassiz on 
the subject. His reply w~s, that having looked in the only work in which he supposed the·desired 
information was likely to be found-N emnich's Pollyglotten Lexicon-he could only say that it did 
not even contain the name "D_ubertus.'' The correspondence, so far unsa_tisfactory, was printed in 
the'' Providence Journal," December 9. The next day the Hon. Albert G. Greene wrote to the 
,, Journal" that "before and at the time of the granting of the charter of Rhode Island, 'Dubertus' 
was the word used to distinguish the sperm whale from the common or right whale," and referred 
for his authority to the description given by Sir Thomas Browne "of the spermaceti w.hale," 
which '' mariners (who are not the best nomenclators) called a Jubartas, or rather Gibbartas), Mr; 
Greene came very near being right, and undoubtedly was right in identifying the ''Dubertus" of 
the cl.tarter with the "Jubartas" or "Gibbartas" of the old whale :fi_shermen; but he was wrong on 
the main point that eit,het "Jubartas" or "Dubertris" was a _ distinctive name of the sperm whale, 
except by a "vulgar error" of the Norfolk mariners, who, as Sir Thomas Browne understood, "are 
not the best nomenclators." The "Jubartas," ''Gibbartas," or "Gubartas"-as the name which, by 
an error of the engrossing derk, appears as "Dubertus" in the Rhode Island _ charter, was 
variously written by naturaJists in the seventeenth century-was a Finba.ck, the '' Balcena Novm · · 
Anglim," as Klein calls it, the "Jupitervisch" of the Dutch· whalers, Balmnoptera Jubartes of 
Lacepede. (The last. na~e I heard for it was, I think, Sibbaldius tuberosus ; ·_ but this w&,s a year 
or two ago, and it may have been·rechristened a dozen times since then.) The name, however, has 
been applied to more than one species of Finback, for naturalists, when dealing with cetacea, were 
not, in the last century, much better "nomenclators" than the English mariners; but it has always 
been restricted to the Balcenopterid_ce, and has never designated ·any species of either sperm or 
right whales. 
The· history of the name is curious. Rondelet (" De Piscibns" lib. xvi, p. 482/ gives a :figure of 
a" Balama Vera" (d.rawn from life, he says) whic_h '' the whale fishers of Saintonge call Gibbar, a 
Gibbero Dorso, that is, raised in a hump, on which is the fin." From this provincial name came 
Gibbartas, Guba.rtas, Jub_art, Jubartes, Jupiter, and half a dozen other corruptions, introduced :first 
among mariners, and afterwards adopted or recognized as synonyms by naturalists, and distributed 
among three or four different species. 
Lacepede, under Balceno_ptera Jubartes, includes Balmna boops (Gmelin), and "probably the 
sulphur-bottom of .the west coast of North America," the Jubartes of Klein, and the Jupiter Fisch, 
described by Anderson, as well as Baleine Jubarte of Bormaterre (Encyc. Meth.). 
Klein ("Misc.Pisc.," 11, 13) says that the whale catchers have corrupted the name of the Jupiter, 
or Piscis Jovis, to Jubartes, which is reve 
"Whale of New England." 
g the actual process of corruption. He calls this the 
.Anderson, cited by Lacepede, in "N achrichten von Island, Gronland, etc.," p. 220, describes" the 
Jupiter ~r Jupiterflsch" as a kind of fin-fish, saying that its name, without doubt, comes from that 
of Gubartes or Gibbartas, which has been given it by_ others, and which is itself a corruption of 
the Biscayan Gibbar, 
But Lacepede makes "Balrena nodosa," "Humpback Whale of the English," and Balcena 
gibbosa," t,he Whales of New England, and refers to Bonnaterre, who separates le _ Gibba,r, Engl. 
Fin:fish, from la Jubarte B. boops. · Between Gibbar and Gibbosa, Jupiter and Gubartus, the things 
get rather mixed. 
\ 
Qklahoma te Libra. 
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Cranz, in his history of Greeuland (Engl. transl., vol. i, p. 110) describes '' the Jupiter Whale, 
which the Spanish whale :fishers call more properly Giibartas, or Gibbar, from a protuberance, 
gibbero, which grows towards.the tail, besides the :fin." 
Returning to the "Dubertus" of the ch'arter, Senator Anthony will see bow easy it was for an 
engrossing clerk to mist~ke the initial '' G," in seventeen~h century chancery-band, for a "D," in an 
unfamiliar name. A more troublesome mistake was made by the engraver of the seal of the 
Massachusetts ;Bay Company, which obliged Governor Winthrop always to describe himself, in 
official papers, as governor of the Company of Mattachusetts Bay, etc. 
J. HAMMOND TRUMBULL. 
THE P .A.CIFIC FINB.A.CK.~The Finback of the Pacific, Balmnoptera velifera Cope, also called 
the Oregon Finner, is common in Oregon and California, and is the rival of the sulphur-bottom in 
swiftness. Like the Atlantic Finbacks, it can be taken only with the bomb gun. Scammon gives 
the measurements of an individual sixty feet long which came ashore near the Golden Gate. He 
states that enormous quantities of codfish have been found in their stomachs. "The habitual 
movements of the Finback in several points are peculiar. When it respires, the vaporous breath 
passes quickly through its spiracles, and when a fresh supply of air is drawn into the breathing 
system, a sharp and somewhat musical sound may be heard at a considerable distance, which is 
quite distinguishable from that of other whales of the same genus. (We have ~bserved the intervals 
between the respirations of a large Finback to be about seven seconds.) It frequently gambols 
about vessels at sea, in mid-ocean, as well as close in with the coast, darting under them, or shoot-
ing swiftly through the water on either side; at one moment upon the surface, belching forth its 
quick, ringing spout, and the next instant submerging itself beneath the waves as if enjoying a 
spirited race with the ship darting along uuder press of sail. Occasionally they congregate in 
schools of fifteen to twenty or less." 1 _ 
"An instance occurred in Monterey Bay in 1865, of five being captured; a 'pod' of whales 
was seen in the offing, from their sh~re station, by the whalemen, who immediately gave chase. 
One was harpooned, and, although it received a mortal wound, they all 'run together' as before .. 
One of the gunners managed to shoofthe whole five, and they were all secured. 
"A Finback sixty-five feet long yielded seventy-five barrels of oil. T~e blubber was clear 
white, seven to nine inches thick. The largest baleen measured twenty-eight inches in length, 
thirteen in width, and was provided with a long fringe." 2 
Another related form, the Sharp-headed Finner, B. Davidsonii Scammon, has _habits similar to 
the Finback, but frequents more northern waters, where it is sometimes taken by the Indians of 
Cape Flattery. 
15. THE SCRAG WHALE. 
HISTORY OF TID~ SCRAG WH.A.LE.-The Hon. Paul Dudley, writing in 1809 of the whales of 
New England, remarked upon a certain kind in these words: "A Scrag Whale: Is near akin to the 
F·in Back, but in t a<.l of a :fin upon it, back, t.he ridge of the after part of its back is scragged with 
balf a doz n knob or knuckle . II i n are t the right whale in figure and quantity of oil. His 




of whale known by thi name, nearly allied to if not identical 
tak n b r . lt i the opinion of many of our whalemen that 
p cie:, but th' _young right whale that lo t its mother while very young, 
--------- -- - -- -. 
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and grew up without parental care, whjch has caused a slight modification. The most ptominent 
feature is that in its dorsal ridge, near the tail, there are a number of small p;ojections or bunches, 
having some resemblance to the teeth of a saw. It has no dorsal fin .or hump on its back." 1. 
Douglass,. writing in 1748, also mentioned the Scrag and the humps upon its body. 
Cope has formed for this whale the genus .Agaphelus, and it stands in the lists under the name 
Agaphel·us gibbosus [Erxl.] Cope. 
The Scrag is of special interest on account of its influence in first developi_ng the whaling 
industries of Nantucket. Macy, the historia~ of the island, states that in the very early days of that 
colony, prior to 1672, ." A whale of the kind called the Scragg came into the harbor and continued 
there three days. This excited the curiosity of the people and led them to devise measures to prevent 
bis return out of the harbor: They accordingly invented and caused to be wrought for them a 
harpoon with which they attacked and killed the whale. This first success encouraged them to 
. undertake whaling as a permanent business; whales being at that time numerous in the vicinity 
of the shores." 2 
Scammon remarks: "Our observations make it certain that there is a 'Scrag' Right Whale in 
the North Pacific which corresponds very nearly to that of the Southern Ocean, - - - and 
which yields a paltry amount of oil." 3 No identification of this form has yet been made. Dieffen-
bach states that in the. southern seas ''Scrags" is the whalers' name for the young of the right 
whale.4 
16. THE CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The California Gray Whale, Rhachfanectes glaucus Cope, called by whalemen 
"Devil-fish," "Hard Head," "Gray Back," "Rip Sack,7' and "Mussel Digger," though long known 
to :fishermen, was :first described in 1869, from specimens brought to the United States National 
Museum by Capt. W. H. Dall, of the United States Coast Survey. The only account of its habits 
is in Scammon's book, already often quoted. Its range is 'from the Arctic Seas to Lower Cali- · 
fornia. From November to May it is found on the California coast, while in summer it resorts to 
the Arctic Ocean and the Okhotsk Sea. In October and •November it is seen off Oregon and 
Upper California, returning to warm water for the winter. 
H.A.BITS.-They follow close along the shore, often passing through the kelp, and congregate 
in the lagoons of tlrn southern coast, where they are the objects of the extensive lagoon or bay 
whale :fishery. 
ABUNDANCE.-Their abundance.in former years and at present was thus discussed by Captafo 
Scammon in 1874: "It bas been estimated, approximately, by observing men among the shore 
whaling parties that a thousand whales pass_ed southward daily from the 15th of December to the 
1st of February, for several successive seasons after shore whaling was established, which occurred 
in 1851. Captain Packard, who has been engaged h1 the business for over twenty years, thinks 
this a low estimate. Accepting this number without allowing for those which passed off shore out 
of sight from the land, or for those which passed before the 15th of December, and after the 1st 
of February, the aggregate would be increased to 4 7,000. Captain Packard also states that at the 
present time the average number seen from the stations ·passing daily would not exceed forty. 
From our own observation upon _the coast, we are incUned to believe tha~ the numbers resorting 
annually to tho coast of California from 1853 to 1856 did not exceed 40,000-probably not over 
30,000; and at the present time there are many which pass off shore at so great a distance as to 
1 ALLEN: Mammalia of Massachusetts. <Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, 8, p. 203. 
2 MACY: History of Nantucket, p. 28. 
3 SCAMMON: loc. cit., p. 67. 
•DIEFFENBACH, E.: Travels in New Zealand, i, 1843, p. 45. 
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be fuvisible from theJookout stations; there are probably between 100 and 200.whales going south. 
. ward daily from the beginning to the end of the' down season' (from Decerrib.er 15 to February 1). 
I . 
The estimate of the minual herd visiting the coast is probably not large, as there is no allowance 
· made for those that migrate earlier and later in the season . . From what data we have been ahle 
to obtain, the whole number of'. California Gray Whales whicli have been captured or destroyed · 
. since the bay whaling commenced in 1846 would not exceed 10,800, and the number which now 
periodically visits the coast does not exceed 8,000 or 10,000."1 
On another page be writes: "None of our whales are so constantlJ' and variously pursued as 
this; and the large bays and lagoons where these mammals once congregated, brought forth and 
nurtured their young, are already ;nearly deserted. The mammoth bones of the California Gray lie 
bleaching on the shores of these silvery waters, and are scattered along the broken coasts from 
Siberia to the Gulf of California; and ere long, it may be questioned whether this mammal will 
not be numbered among the extinct species of the Pacific." 2 
SrzE,_:..The male attains the average length of thirty-five feet, while the female grows to forty 
or more. A female forty-four feet long and twenty-two feet in circumference is considered large, 
though some still greater have ·been caught, yielding sixty or seyenty barrels of oil. The average 
yield of the male is twenty to twenty-five barrels. The baleen is light brown or nearly white, 
coarse-grained, with a heavy, uneven fringe, the longest strips measuring from fourteen to sixteen 
inches. The blu~ber is solid and tough, reddish in color, and from six to ten inches thick. 
FooD .A.ND REPRODUCTION.-The nature of the food of the California Gray Whale is not 
satisfactorily known, though it is reasonable to suppose that it consists of surface animals, strained 
out by the baleen. 
They breed in the winter, the females entering the California lagoons, while the males remain 
outside. To their disturbance on their breeding grounds may be attributed the great diminution 
in numbers. The period of gestation i~ about a j7ear. After the young are born, male and female 
and calf _are s·een working north~ard together, and Scammon thinks that they bear young only 
once in two years. • 
C.A.PTURE.-The habit of frequenting shoal bays is peculiar to this one species. They are 
often seen among the breakers, where they are tossed about by the groundsweU, and where the 
water is hardly de~p enough to float them. The pursuit of thiR whale is very dangerous, owing 
to their savage disposition and the shoalness of the water into which they a.re followed. The 
Eskimos and Indians of the North west kill many, using their flesh for food and their skins for 
clothing. 
1 SCAMMON: op. cit., p. 23. 
2 SCAMMON: op. cit., p. 33. 
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B.-T HE SEALS AND W ALR U SE,S. 
NoTE.-The following biographies ()f the Seals and Walruses are, by the permissio_n of th~author, 
J. A. Allen, extracted from the" Monograph of the Pinnipeds ofNor1h America." _It is considered 
important to present in this Report, in a form conYenient for reference, biographies of all the im-
portant aquatic animals of the United StatP-s; and since it is manifestly impossible to secure from 
any other source so complete and reliable a discussion of the Seals as that given by Allen, it bas 
been thought allowable to reprint the biographical portion of his monograph. The material is here , 
published in such a different form, being divested of the great mass of technical matter, interesting 
chiefly to zoologists, with which it was originall~r surroimded, that it is to all intents a fresh pre-
sentation of the subject.> . . 
'J.1he Biography -of the Walruse~ has been condens~d and rewritten by Mr. Goode, during· the 
ill-health and absence-of Mr: Allen, the discussions in the monograph being too extended for the 
needs of this Report. For an exceedingly interesting biography of these most interesting animals 
th e reader is re,ferred to Mr. Allen's more detailed work1 
17. THE SEAL TRIBE IN GENERA:L. 
The Pinnipeds, or P.innipedia, embracing the Seals and Walruses, are commonly recognized by 
recent systematic writers as con~tituting a suborder of the order Ferm, or ·Carnivorous Mammals. 
They are, in short, true Oarnivom, modified for an aquatic existence, and have consequently been 
sometimes termed "Amphibio1ts Carnivora." Their whole form is modified for life in the water, 
which element is their true home. Here they display extreme actiYity, but on land their move-
• 
ments are confined and labored. · 
The existing Pinnipeds constitute three very distinct mi-nor groups or families, differing quite 
widely from each other in important characters: these are the y\T~alruses, or Odobmnidm, the Eared 
Seals, or Otariidm, and the Earless Seals, or Phocida:. The first two are far more nearly allied than 
are either of these with the third, so that the Oclobcenidm a11d Ota.riidm may be together contrasted 
with the Phocidm. The last named is the )owest or most generalized group, while the others appear 
to stand on nearly the same plane, and about equally remote from the P__hocidm. The Walruses 
are really little more than thick, clumsy. obese forms of the otarian type, with the canines enor-
mously developed, and the ·whole skull correlatively modified. The limb-structure, the mode of 
life, and th_e whole economy are essentia11y-the ·same in the two groups. and aside from the cranial 
modifications presented by the Odobmnidm, which are obviously related to the development of the 
canines as huge tuskR, the Walruses are merely elephantine Otariids, the absence or presence of 
an external ear being in reality a feature of minor importance. 
The Pinnipeds present a high degree of cerebral developme.nt, and are easily domesticated 
under favorable conditions. They manifest strong social and parental affection, and defend their 
young with great persistency and courage. They are carnfrorous (alp:iost without exception), 
subsisting upon fishes, mollusks, and crustaceans, of which they consume enormous quantiti~s. 
\ 
The Walruses and Eared Seals are polygamous, anil the males greatly exceed the females in size. 
The ordinary or Earless Seal8 are commonly supposed to be monogamous, and there is gen,erally 
little di:ffereince in the size of the sexes. The W a1ruses and Eared S-eals usual1y resort in large 
numbers to certain favorite breeding grounds, and during the, season of reproduction leave thA 
water, and pass a considerable period upon land. The Earless Seals, on the other hand, with the 
exception of the Sea Elephants, do not so uniformly resort to particular breeding grounds on land, 
1 1880. ALLEN, JOEL ASAPH .: History o~ North American Pinnipeds; a. moncgraph of the Walrusf.ls, Sea Li®s, Sea 
Bears, and Seals of North .America. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1880, 800 pp., xvi, 785. Miscellaneou s 
publications, No. 12, U. S. Geol. & Geog. Surv., F. V. Hayden, Geologist jn charge. 
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and leave the water only for very short intervals. _They usually bring forth their young on the ice, 
most of the species being confined to the colder latitudes. Only one of the various species of the 
I 
Pinnipedia appears to be s_trictly tropical, and very few of them ra.n_ge into tropical waters. As a 
group, the Pinnipeds are distinctively characteristic of the arctic, antarctic,' and,temperate portions 
of the globe, seteral of the genera being strictly arctic or subarctic in their distributio11. The 
Walruses are at present confined inainly within the Arctic Circle, and have no representatives south 
of the colder portions of the Northern Hemisphere. The Otariidm and Phocidm, on the other hand, 
are abundantly represented on both sides of the Equator, as will be noticed niore in detail later. 
· 1s. THE WALRUSES. 
DISCUSSION OF THE ATL.A.N'l'IC .A.ND p .A.CIFIC 
1
SPECIES.-Tbere are two species of Walrus, 
that of the Atlantic, Odobmnus rosmarus Malmgren, and that of the Pacific, 0. obesus (Illiger) Allen. 
These animals are found only in the ext.reme north, and it was for many years commonly supposed 
that there was but a single circumpolar species. Mr . .Allen has confirmed the viewR of Pennant, 
expressed . iu 1792 and emphasized since 1870 by Elliott and Gill. Their differeuces are thus 
described: 
The Pacific Walrus is similar in size, an<J. probably in general contour, to that of' the Atlantic 
(though possibly rather larger, and commonly described or depicted as m_ore robust or thicker at the 
shoulders), but quite different in its facial outlines. The tusks are longer and thinner, generally more 
convergent, with much greater inward curvatures, _tbe bristles upon the muzzle shorter and smaller. 
The chief externai difference appears to consist in the shape of the muzzle and the size and form 
of the bristly nose-pad, which has a vertical breadth at least one,fourth greater than in the 
Atlantic species. Very important differences between the two species are exhibited in the skulls, 
which are fully described in Mr. Allen's book. 
DISTRIBUTION OF 'l'HE .ATLANTIC w .A.LRUS.-The Atlantic Walrus is not now to be found 
within the limits of the United States, nor has it been within historic time, or during the last three 
hundred and fifty years, though, like the musk ox, the caribou, and the moose, if ranged during 
the great J ce Period much beyond the southern limit of its boundary at. the time the eastern coast 
of North America. was first visited by Europeami. During the la.st half of the sixteenth century 
they are known to have frequented the southern coast of Nova Beotia as well as the shores and 
islands to the northward, but this appears at that time to have been their southern limit of 
<listribution, and to these islands New England vessels seem occasionally to ha~e resorted to kill 
them for tlteir teeth and oil.1 In 1773 they were abundant in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, at the 
Magdalen Island , Saint John's, and .A.nticosti, where they congregated yearly to the number of 
seven or eight thousand, aud where they were .soon exterminated by the ".A mericans."2 
In 1866 and 1869 Packard and Gilpin recorded the killing of individuals near the Straits of 
Belle I le, and in 1 6 one wa driven ashore in Saint George Bay, Newfoundland. The last seen 
in the Gulf of aint Lawrenc . wa , according to Profe ' Or Packard, in 1841, when one was killed 
at aint Augu ' tine, Labrador. Dr. Bernard Gilpin peak, of the occurrence of their bones at 
... li ou, on th . Bay of Uhal ur, in u h numbers a to form artificial sea-beaches. These were,. 
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teenth century by the King of France, and whose ephemeral city of New Rochelle has passed 
away, leaving no sign. T:µe murdered Sea-horses have left a more enduring monument than their 
murderers. At the present time its distribution in the Western Atlantic seems to be limited on , 
the south by the parallel of latitude 65°, and on the west along the arctic coast by the niuety-
sev~nth meridian of longitude. It inhabits the shore ,of Hudson's Bay, Davis's Strait, and Green-
land, ranging north to Repulse Bay and Prince Regent Inlet. In the Old World it is found o.nly 
about the islands and in the icy seas of Eastern E~rope and the neighboring waters of Western 1 
Asia. It has rarely been met :with to the eastward of the Jenisei (longitude 82° E.), and has not 
been seen eastward of the one hundred'and thirtieth meridian. As lately as 1857 a straggler was 
seen at Orkney and another in Nor' Isles. The distribution of this species has been thus carefully 
noted because its destruction has been participated in, and th~ ·t,ime of its extermination doubtless 
to some extent hastened, by the efforts of American wh.alemen. 
The Walrus is the Morse or Sea-horse of ancient writers, many quaint extracts from whom, with 
reproductions of their figures, are given by Mr. Allen. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PACIFIC w ALRUS.-While the Atlantic Walrus has been famiii~r to \ 
our race since A. D. 871, when the Norman explorer Othere brought tusks of the" Horsewhale" 
from the Arctic Sea to King Alfred of England, that of the Pacrnc was not discovered until J..648, 
when the Cossack adventurer 8taduchin found •its tusks on the arctic coast of Eastern Asia; nor 
was it fairly known until the time of Steller, Cook, Kot~ebue, and Pallas, in the latter half of the 
eighteenth century. Its range is comparatively narrow, ,being confined on the one hand to a com-
paratively small stretch of the northern and eastern coasts of Asia, and to a still smaller portion of 
the opposite American coast. To the westward the Walrus appears not to have been traced beyond , 
Cape Schelatskoi (15~0 30' east longitude),, and to have occurred in larfe herds only as far west as 
Koljutschin Island (150° east longitude). On the eastern coast of Asia, as early as 1742, none had 
been seen south of latitude 60°, and of course their southern range in that direction is now still 
more limited. In the Arctic Sea, north of Bering Strait, they have been met with as' far north 
as sbips have pe-netrated, their westward range bein_g limited only by the unbroken ice sheet. On 
the .American. coast they have been traced eastward only as far as Point Barrow. They were 
formerly. abundant abo~1t the islands in Bering .Sea, but there is no evidence that they ever ranged 
as far south as the outermost islanils in the Aleutian chain. ' On ·the mainland they were found by 
Cook, at Bristol Bay, latitude 58° 4.2', where now, according to Elliott, they are more numerous. 
than at any point south of the Arctic C~rcle. Their immense de;truction, chiefly by American· 
whalers, renders it ·probable ·that before long they will be entirely exterminated in the territory of 
the United States. 
SizE.-The length of a full-~rown male Atlantic Walrus is given by Dr. Gilpin at twelve feet 
three inches, its weight being estimated at 2,250 pounds, while · Elliott gives the length of a. 
similar Alaska specimen at twelve to thirteen feet~ its girth ten to fourteen feet, and its weight; 
2,000 poun<ls, the skin alon
1
e weighing from 250 to 400, the head from 60 'to 80 pounds. ' · 1 
HABI'l'S.-The Walruses a.re at all times ~ore or less gregarious, occurring generally in large· 
or small companies, according to their abundance. Like the Seals, they are restricted in their'· 
wanderings to the neighborhood of shores or large masses of floating ice, being rarely seen far out-
in the open sea. Although mov_ing from one portion of their feeding ground to another, they are-
said to be in no sense a migrating animal. They delight in huddling together on the ice floes, or ont 
shore, to which places they resort to bask in the sun, pressing one against anotlwr like. so many." 
swine. They are also said to repair in large herds to favorable shores or islands, usually in May 
and June, to give birth. to their young, .at which tim~s they sometimes remain constantl~T on land! 
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for two weeks together, without ever taking foo<l. They are believed to be monogamous, and to 
bring forth usually but a single young at a time, and never more than -two. The period of gesta-
tion is commonly believed to be about nine months. The young are born from April , to June, the 
time probably varying with the latitude. The W~lrus, like the common Seal, is said to have its 
breathing hole in the ice. The tusks appear to be used for two purposes, to aid in landing upou 
icy and r~cky sho:ces, and in aid of their clnmsr locomotion, and also in. digging up the shell-fish 
and roots of marine plants upon which they feed. Their voice is a loud roaring or "hucking," aud 
tlle voices of a herd may be distinguished at the distance of several miles. Although savage in 
appearance, t~ey are inoffensive and harmless, except when attacked, but when enraged are fierce 
and vindictive, especially iu defense of their yonng, for which 'they exhibit much affection . They 
are wary and shy, however, and difficult to approach except under cover of darkng;ss. 
The hi<le the oil, and the tusks of the Walrus are of commercial value, and the walrus fishery 
/ ' 
of the Pacific is of considerable importance. 
4 ' In looking at this uncouth animal," writes a contributor to 'Scribner's :Monthly Magazine,' 
"the most natural question at once arises, What earthly service can such an ungainly, stupid beast 
render-? What, indeed, is the use of its existence, But the answer is swift and satisfactory: were 
Jt not for the subsistence furnished so largely. by the flesh and oil of the Morse, it is exceediugly 
doubtful whether the Esquimaux of North America, from Bering Strait clear around to Labrador, 
could manage to live. It is not to be inferred that walrus meat is the sole diet of these simple 
people, for that is very wide of the truth; but there are several months-of every year when the 
exigencies of the climate render it absolutely impossible for the hardiest native to go out and procure 
food, and then the value of the cache of walrus meat is appreciated, when for weeks and weeks it 
forms the beginning and end of every meal. The Walrus responds to as many demands of the 
Innuit as the camel of the Arab, or the cocoa-palm of the South Sea Islander. Its flesh feeds him; 
its oil illuminates and warms his dark hut; its sinews make his bird-nets; its tough skin, skillfully 
stretched over the light wooden frame, constitutes his famous kayak, and the serviceable oomiak, 
or bidarra,h; its intestines are converted into water-proof clothing, while the so'les to its :flippers are 
transferred to his feet; and, finally, its ivory is a source of endless utility to him in domestic use 
and in trade and barter. Walrus famines among the Esquimaux have been recorded in pathetic 
legends by almost all of the savage settlements in the arctic. Even now, as/I write (Nornmber, 
1880), comes the authentic corroboration of the harsh rumor of the starvation of the inhabitants of 
Saint Lawrence Island-those people who live just midway between the Old World and the ;:New, 
in Alaskan waters. The winter of 1879-'80 was one of exceptional rigor in the arctic, though in 
this country it was unusually mild and open. The ice closed in solid around Saint Lawrence 
Island, so firm and unshaken by the mighty powers of wind and tide that the Walrus were driven 
far to the south ward and eastward, out of reach of the unhappy inhabitants of that island, who, 
thus unexpectedly deprived of their ma.instay and support, seem to have miserably starved to death, 
with the exception of one small village on the north shore. The residents of the Poonook, Poogo-
vellyak, and Kagallegak settlements perished, to a soul, from hunger-nearly 300 men, women, 
-and children. I wa among these people in 1874, during the month of August, and remarked their 
manifold uperiority over the avage of the northwest coast and the great plains. They seemed 
then t liv , during nine month of the year, almost wholly upon the flesh and oil of the Walrus. 
Cl n-lim d, bright-eyed and jo ial, they profoundly impre sed one with their happy subsistence 
r lianc p nth walru h rd of Bering a; and it wa remarked th~n that these people had 
t t th t mptati n, and ub quent orrow, of putting their trust in princes; 
uuc.pi;:; u,1 n a go eart. ut Il W i app ars tha,t it will not suffice, either, to put 
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19. THE SEA LIONS AND FUR SEALS IN GENERAL. 
GENERAL CHARACTERS.-The largest species of the Otaries (genera Otaria and E_u1~etopias) 
are Hair Seals, while the smallest (genera Callorhinus· a~d Arctocepha~us) are Fur Seals; but the 
species of Za,lophus, although Hair Seals, are intermediate in size between the other Hair Seals and 
· the Fur .Seals. All the Hair Seals have coarse, bard, stiff hair, varying in length w'ith age and 
season, and are wholly without soft underfur. All the Fur Seals have an abundant soft, silky 
underfur, giving to the skins of the females and younger males great value as articles of commerce. 
The longer, coarser overl1air v;:iries in length and abunda~ce ~ith season and age. All the Hair 
Seals are yellowish' or reddish brown (in Zalophus sometimes brownish-black), generally darkest 
when young, and becoming lighter with age, and also in the same individuals toward the molting 
seasow There is also_ considerable range of individual variation in representatives of the same 
species, so that co~oration alone fa,ils to afford satisfactory diagnostic'cha~a;cters. All the 'Fur Seals 
are black when ,young, but they become lighter with age, through an abundant admixture of grayish 
hairs which ·v~ry from yellowish.gray to w uitish-gray. The southern Fur Seals are generally, when 
adult, much grayer than the northern. Thel'e is hence a wide range of color variation with age in 
the same species, as there is also :among con~peci:fic individuals of the same sex and age. WhHe 
some have the breast and sides pale yellowish-gray, otllers have these parts strongly rufous, the 
general tint also,sbowing to some extent these differences. 
There is 1 also a w~~derful disparity in size betw~en the sexes, the weight of the adult males 
being generally tbree to five times that of the adult females of the same species. 'There are also 
very grt-'at differences in the form of the skull, especial1y in re~pect to the development of crests 
and protuberances f9r muscular attachment, these being only slightly developed in females and 
enormously s~ in the males. With such rema~kable vari~tions in color and cranial charact(:'rs, 
dependent upon age and se~, it is not a matter,of surprise that many nominal sp'ecies have ari~en 
through a misappreciation of the real significance of these differences. 
' ,· · . . , .. 
HABITS.-The Eared Seals show also a remarkable resemblance in their gregarious and p()lyg-
amous habits. .fll the species, wherever occurring, like the Walruses and Sea Elephants, resort 
in great numbers to particular breeding stations, which, in sealers' parlance, bave acquired the 
strangely inappropriate name of "rookeries." The older males arrive :first at the breeding grounds, 
where they immediately select their .stations and await the arrival of the females. 'Ibey keep up a. 
perpetual warfare for their favorite sites, and afterward in cl efense of their harems. The nurn b,,er 
of females acquired by the successful males varies from a dozen to fifteen or more, which they guard 
with the utm<;>~t jealousy-might being with them the law of right. The strongest males are nat-
urally the most'successful in gathering about them large harems-:.. Tbe males, during the breeding 
season, remain wholly on land, and they will suffer death rather than leave their chosen spot. They 
thus sustain, for a period of se,reral weeks, an uninterrupted fast. They arrive at the breeding · 
stations fat and vigorous, and leave them weak and emaciated, llaving been nourished through 
their long period.of fasting wholly by the fat of their own bodies. The females remain uninter-
ruptedly on land for a mri.ch sho;ter period, but for a co11sidera ble time after, their arrival do not 
leave the harems. The detailed account given a century ago by Ste1ler, and recently confirmed by . 
BQ ant and Elliott, or the habits of the northern Fur and Hair Seals during the breeding season, 
is wen known to apply, in greater or less detail, to nearly all the species of the family, and 
presumably to all. As t,he observations by Messrs. Elliott and Bryant are presented later in this 
work at length, it is unnecessary to give further details in the present connection. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.-The most striking fact in respect to the distribution of the 
Otariidre is their entire absence from the waters of the North Atlantic. 
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As already noticed, the Eared Seals are obviously divisible, by the character of the pelage, into 
two groups, which are commercially distinguished as the "Hair Seals" and the "Fur Seals," which 
:are likewise respectively known as the '' Sea Lions" and the "Sea ;!}ears." The two groups have 
·nearly the same geographical distribution, and are commonly found frequenting the same shores, 
but generally living aparr-. Usually only one species of each is met 1Vith at the sa!)le localities, 
aud it is wortlly of note that, with the exception of the coast of California, no naturalist has ever 
'reported the occurrence together of two species of Hair Seals or two species of Fur Seals, although · 
-<;loubtless two species of Hair Seals exist on the islands and shores of Tasmania and Australia; as 
well as on the Californian coast. 
The Hair and Fur Seals are about equany and similarly represented on both sides of the 
Equator, but they are confined almost wholly to the temperate and colder latitudes. Of the nine 
species provisionally above recognized, two of the :five Hair Seals are northern and three sou,thern; 
of the four Fur Seals, three are southern and one only is northern; but the three southern are closely 
related (perhaps doubtfully distinct, at least two of them), and ·are evidently recent and but Rlightly 
differentiated forms of a common ancestral stock. Of the two Eared Seals of largest size (Eumetopias 
· Stelleri and Otaria jubata), one is northern and the other southern, and, though differing generically 
in the structure of the skull, are very similar in external charact'3rs, and geographically are strictly 
representative. Zalophus is the only genus occurring on both sides of the Equator, but the species 
are different in the two hemispheres. -The Fur Seals of the north are the strict geographical repre-
sentatives of those of the south. Phocarctos Hoolceri is Australasian. and has no corresponding form 
in the Northern Hemisphere. No spec~es of Eared Seal is known from the North Atlantic. Several 
-0f the southern species range northward into the equatorial regions, reaching the Galapagos Islands 
and the northern shores of Australia. 
"THE DISTRI~UTION OF THE FUR· SE.A.LS IN TH~ SOUTHERN SE.A.S.-They oecur not only 
on both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the South American continent, about its southern 
extremity, and on all the outlying islands, including not only the Falklands, the ·south Shetland 
and South Georgian, but at ot,her small islands more to the eastward, at Prince Edward's, the 
Crozets, Kerguelen, Saint Paul, an<J Amsterdam, the southern and western shores of Australia, 
Tasmania, New Zealand, and at the numerous smaller islands south of t_he two last named. They 
have been found, in fact, at all the islands making up the chain of pelagic islets stretching some-
what interruptedly from Cape Horn and the Falkland Islands eastward to Australia and New 
Zealand, including among others those south of the Cape of Good Hope, so famous in the annals of 
the seal-fishery. It has been stated by Gray aud others that the Cape of Good Hope Fur Seals 
(really tho e of the Crozets and neighboring islands) are far inferior in commercial value to those 
of other regions ; but in tracing the history of the sealing business I have failed to notice any 
reference to the inferior quality of tho~e from the last-named locality, or that there has bee~ any 
· difference in the commercial value of the fur seal skins obtained at different localities in the 
Southern Sea . The quality differ " at the same locality, wherever the Fur ~eals are found, with 
the ea on of the y ar and age of the animal , , o that skins may come not only from the Cape of 
Good ope, but from any other of the sealing place , that one" might feel convinced could not be 
dr ed ac:i fur, , being " without er., thick underfur." 
20. THE SEA LION. 
L DI 'TRIBUTION.-Tb known range of thi pecie , E umetopias Stelleri (Lesson) 
th w a t of :r or h m rica from the F arallone I lanus, in latitude 370 
· It n rth rn limit of di tribution i not definitely knowu, but 
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it does not appear to b~ve been met with north of about the latitude of Saint Matthew's Island 
(about latitude 61°). Neither Mr! W. H. Dall nor M~. H. Wt' Elliott has met with it above this 
point, and they have both informed me that they have no reason to suppose it extends any further 
north~ard or beyond the southern limit of floating ice. According to Steller, it existed in his time 
along the whole eastern coast of K~mtchatka and southward to the Kurile Islands. -He f9uml it 
abundant on Bering's and Copper Islands, where it is still well known to exist. If Dr. Gray's 
Eumetopias elongatus, as originally descr:ibed in 1873 (the same specimen was referred by ·him in 
1872 to E. Stelleri), be referable, as I b~lieve, to the female of E. S,telleri, the range of this species 
appears to extend southward on the Asiatic coast as far as Japan. 
Although the Sea Lions of the California -coast that have of l~,te years attracted so much 
attention appear to be the smaller species, Zalophus Californianus, th~ occurrence of the present 
species there is also fully established, where tt is resident the whole year, and where it brings forth 
its young, a·s proven by specimens transmitted some years since by Dr. Ayres to the Smjthsonian 
Institution. 
GENERAL HIST0RY.-The Northern Sea Lion was first described in li51 by Steller, who, under 
the name of Leo marinus, gave a somewhat detailed account of its habits and its geographical range, 
so far as known to him.' 
Captain Scammon, in 1874, publ~shed a very interesting account of the Sea Lions of the Alen- · 
tian Islands, particularly as respects the methods employed in their capture, portions of which will 
be quoted later. · His account is devoted largely, however, to the Sea Lions of the California coast, 
and certainly includes the history of the smaller species, if in fact this part does not relate mainly 
to the latter. About the same time appeared Mr. H. W. Elliott's more detailed history of the 
northern species, which is so full and explici~ that I transcribe it almost entire. 
The Sea ion, he say~, '' has a re.ally le?nine appearance and bearing, gre~tly enhanced by the 
rich golden-rufous of its coat, ferocity of expression, and bull-dog muzzle and cast . of eye, not 
round and full, but showing th_e white, or sclerotic coat, with a light, brigh€brown iris. 
"Although provided with flippers to all external view as the Fur Seal, he cannpt, howeve·r, lllake 
use of them in the t.:ame free manner. While the Fur Seal can be driven five or six miles in twenty-
four hours, the Sea Lion can barely go two, the conditions of weather and roadway being the sarnP-. 
The Sea Lions balance and swing their long, heavy necks to and fro, with every hitch up behind 
of their posteriors, which tliey seldom raise from the ground, tlrawing them up after the fore feet 
with a slide over the grass or sand, rocks, &c., as the case may be, and pausing frequently to take 
a sullen and ferocious survey of the field and the drivers. 
"The Sea Lion is polygamous, but does not maintain any such regular system and method in 
preparing for ·and attention to its harem like that so finely illustrated on the breeding-grounds of 
the Fur Seal. It is not numerous, comparatively speaking, and does not 'haul' more than a few 
rods back from the sea. It cannot be visited and inspected by man, being so shy and wary that! 
, ' 
on the slightest approa,ch a stampede into the water is the certain result. The males come out and 
locate on the narrow belts of rookery ground, preferred and selected by-them; the cows make their 
appearance three or four weeks after them (1st to 6th June), and are not subjected to that intense 
jeaious supervision so characteristic of the Fur Seal harem. The bulls fight savagely among them-
selves, and turn off from the breeding ground all the younger and weak males. 
'' The cow Sea Lion is not quite half the size of the male, and will measure from eight -to nine 
feet in length, with a weight of four and five hundred pounds. She has the same general cast of 
countenance and build of the bull, but as she does not sustain any fasting period of over a week 
. or ten _dayis, she never comes out so grossly fat as the male or 'see-catch.' 
,' 
'. 
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"The Sea Lion rookery will be found to consist of about. ten to fifteen·cows to the bull. Tbe 
cow seems at all times to have the utmost freedom in movjng from place to place, and to starl with 
its young picked up sometimes by the nape, into the water, and play together for spells iu tbe 
' -
surf-wash, a movement on the part of the mother never made by the ~ur Seal, and showiug·, in this 
respect, much more attention to its offspring. 
"They are divided up into classes, which sustaiu, in a general manner, but very imperfectly, 
nearly the same relation one to the other as do those of the Fur Seal, of which I have already spoken 
at length and in detail; but they cannot be approached, inspected, and managed like the other, 
by reason of their wild and timid,nature. They visit the islands in numbers comparatively small 
,(I can only estimate), .not over twenty or tw.enty-five thousand on Saint Paul and contiguous 
islets, and not more than seven or eight thousand at Saint George. On Saint Paul Island they 
occupy a small portion of the breeding ground at Northeast Point, in common with the Callorhinits, 
al ways close to. the water, and taking to it at the slightest disturbance or alarm. 
"The Sea Lion rookery on Saint George Island is the best place upon the Seal Islands f<,>r 
close observation of these animals, and tlte following note was made upon the occasion of one of · 
my visits (,June 15, 1873): . 
'' 'At the base of cliffs, over four hundred feet in height, on the east shore of tbe island, on a 
beach fifty or sixty feet in width at low water, and not over thirty or forty at flood tide, 1ies the 
only Sea Lion rookery on Saint George Island-some three or four thousand cows and bulls. The 
entire circuit of this rookery belt was passed over by _us, the big, timorous bulls rushing off into 
t be water as quickly as the cows, all leaving their young. Many of the females, perhaps half of 
them, had only just given birth to their young. · These pups will weigh at least twenty to twenty-
five pounds on an average wheu born, are of a dark chocolate-brown, with the eye as large as the 
adult, only being a suffused, watery, gray-blue where the sclero!iic coat is well and sharply defined 
in its maturity. They are about two feet in length, some longer and some smaller. As all the pups 
seen to-day were very young, some ·at this instant only born, they were dull and apathetic, not 
seeming to notice us much. There are, I should say, about one-sixth of the Sea Lions in number 
on this island, when compared with Saint Paul. As these animals lie here under the cliffs, they 
cannot be approached and driven; bu~ should they haul a few hundred rods up to the south, then 
they can be easily captured. They have hauled in this manner alwa.rs until disturbed in 1868, and 
will undoubtedly do so again if not molested. 
"' These Sea Lions, when they took to the water, swam out to a distance of fifty yards or so, 
and huddl~d all up together in two or three packs or squads of aQout five hundred each, holding 
thefr beads and necks up high out of water, all roaring in concert and incessantly, making such a 
deafening noi e that we could carcely hear ourselves iu conversation at a distance from them of 
over a hundred yard . This roaring of Sea Lions, thus disturbed, can only be compared to the 
hoarse ouncl of a tempe 't as it! bowls through the rigging of a ship, or the playing of a living 
gale upon th bare branches, lirn b , and trunks of a forest grove.' They commenced to return as 
oon a we left the ground. 
'The voi of th Sea Lion i a deep, grarnl r~ar, and does not have the flexibility of the Oal-
lorhim.t,· , b in c nfin d to a low, muttering growl or this bass roar. The pups are very playful, 
ut ar • almo:t alway ilent. When th y do u ter ound, it i a harp, short, querulous growiing. 
h natiY . hav av ry high appr iation f the ea Lion, or see-titehie, as they call it, and 
r ar<l n th up ri r uali y f the fl b, fat, and bide (for nm.king co-rnrs for their 
birforki s au bidarrahH) iute tin , &c. 
h• f r th l m haul ack far from the water, generalJy very 
. ,... 
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close to· the surf-margin, and in this position it becomes quite a difficult task for the natives to 
approach and get in between it and the sea unobserved, for, unless this silent approach is made, 
the beast will at once take the alarm and bolt into the water. 
"By reference to my map of Saint Paul's, a small point, near the head of the northeast neck 
of the island, will be seen, upon which quite a large number of Sea Lions are always to be 
found, as it is never disturbed except on the occasion of this annual driving. The natives step 
down on to the beach, in the little bight just above it, _and begi~ to crawl on all fours flat on 
the sand . down to the end' of the neck and in bet,ween the dozing sea-lion herd and the water, 
always selecting a semi-bright moonlight night. If the wind is favorable, and none of the men 
meet with an accident, the natives will almost always succeed in reaching the point unobserved, 
when, at a given signal, they all jump on their feet at once, yell, brandish their arms, and give a 
sudden start, or alarm, to the herd above them, for, just as the Sea Lions move, upon the first 
impulse of surprise, so they keep on. For instance, if the animals on starting up are sleeping with 
their heads pointed in the direction of the water, they keep straight on toward it; b11t if they 
jump up looking over the land, they follow that course just as desperately, and nothing turns 
them, at first, either one way or the other. Those that go for the water are, of course, ]o~t, but 
the natives follow the land-leaders and keep urging them on, and/ soon have them in their control, 
driving them back into a small pen, which they extemporize by means of little stakes, with flags, 
set around a circuit of a few hundred square feet, and where they keep them until three or four 
hundred, at least, are captured, before they commence their drive of ten miles overland down 
south to the village. 
"The natives, latterly, getting in this annual herd of Sea ~ions, have postpone·d it until late 
in the fall, and when the animals are scant in number and the old bulls poor. This they were 
obliged to do, on account of the pressure of their sealing business in the spring, and the warmth · 
of the season in .August and September, which makes the driving nry tedious. · In this way I 
have not been permitted to behold the best-conditioned drives, 'i. e., those in which a majorit,y of 
the herd is made up of fine, enormously fat, and heavy bulls, some four or five hundred fo number. 
"The natives are compelled to-go to the northeast point of the island for the animals, inas-
much as it is the only place with natural advantages where they can be approached for the purpose 
of capt1;].ring alive. Here they congregate in greatest number, although they can be found, two or 
three thousand of them, on the south west point, and as many more on 'Seevitchie Carn min' and 
Otter Island. 
"Capturing the Sea Lion drive is really the only serious business these people on the islands 
have, and when they set out for the task the picked men only leave the village. At Northeast 
Point they have a barrabkie, iu which they sleep and eat while gathering the drov~, the time of 
getting which depends upon the weather, wind, &c. .As the squads are captured, night after 
night, they are driven up close by the barrabkie, where the natives mount constant guard over 
them until several hundred animals shall have been secured and all is ready for the drive <lown 
overland to the village. 
"The drove is started and conducted iii the s~me general manner as that which I have tletailecl 
in speaking of the Fur Seal, only the Sea Lion soon becomes very sullen and unwilling to move, 
requiring spells of frequent rest. It cannot pick itself up from the ground and sbamble off on a 
loping gallop for a few hundred yards, like the Oo,..llorhinus, and is not near so free and agile in its 
movements on land_, or in the water for that matter, for I have never seen the Eumetopias leap from 
the water like a dolphin, or indulge in the thousand and one submarine acrobatic displays made 
constantly by the Fur Seal. 
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"This ground, over which the Sea Lions are driven, is mostly a rolling level, thickty grassed 
and mossed, over, with here and there a fresh-water pond into which the animals plunge with great 
apparent satisfaction, seeming to cool themselves, and out of which the natiYes have no trouble in 
driving them. · The distance between the sea-lion pen at N ortbeast Point and the village is about 
ten miles, as the Sea, Lions are driven, and occupies over five ,or six days under the most favorable 
circumstances, such as wet, cold weather; and when a little warmer, or as in J°uly or August, a 
few seasons ago, they were some three weeks coming down with a drove, and even then left a 
hundred or so along on the ~·oad. 
"After the drove bas been brought into the village on the killing-grounds, the natives shoot 
down the bulls and then surround and huddle up the cows, spearing them just behind the fore 
flippers. The killing of the Sea Lions is quite an exciting spectacle, a strange and unparalleled 
exhibition of its kind. The bodies are at once stripped of their hides and much of 
the flesh, sinews, intestines (with .. which. the native water-proof coats, &c., are made), in conjunption 
with the throat-linings (msophagus), and the skin of the flippers, which is exceedingly tough and 
elastic, and used fo~ soles to their boots or 'tarbosars.' 
"As the Sea Lion is without fur, the skin has little or no commercial value; the hair is sbort, 
and longest over the nape of the neck, straight, aud somewhat coarse, varying in color greatly as 
the seasons come and go. For instance, when the Eiimetopias makes his first appearance in the 
spring, and dries out upon the land, he has a light-brownish, r~fous tint, darker shades back and 
under the fore :flippers and on the abdomen; by the expiration of a mont}l or six "Yeeks, 15th June, 
he will be a bright golden-rufous or ocher, and this is just before shedding, which sets in by the 
middle of August, or a little earlier. After the new coat has fairly grown, and just before he leaves 
the island for the season, in November, it will be a light sepia, or vandyke-brown, with deeper 
shades, almost dark upon the belly. The cows, after shedding, do not color up so dark as the 
I 
bulls, but when they come "?ack to the land next year they are identically the same in color, so 
that the eye, in glancing over· a sea-lion rookery in June and July, cannot discern any noted 
dissimilarity of coloring between the bulls and the cows; and also the young males and yearlings 
appear in the same golden-brown and ocher, with here and there an animal spotted somewhat like 
a leopard, the yellow, rufous ground predominating, w~th patches of dark-brown irregularly inter-
spersed. I ham never sren any of the old bulls or cows thus mottled, and think very li!rely it is 
due to some irregularity in the younger animals during the season of shedding, for I have not 
noticed it early in the season, and fa1led to observe it at the close. Many of the old bulls have a 
gri~zled or slightly brindled look during the shedding period, or, that is, from the 10th August 
up to the 10th or 20th of November. The pups, when born, are of a rich, dark chestnut-brown; 
thi coat they shed in October, aml take one much lighter, but still darker than their parents', but 
not a great deal. 
'Although, a I have already indicated, the Sea Lion, in its habit and disposition, approxi-
mate th Fur eal, y tin no re pect does it maintain and enforce the system and regularity found 
on tll bre din<Y-grounu. of the Callorhinut The time of arrival nit, stay on, and departure from 
th i.'land i about, the ame; but if the winter i an open, mild one, the Sea Lion will te seen 
fr qu ntlJ' all thr ugh it and the native occa ionally boot them around the i land long after the 
• ur ' ak hav ntir ly di a.pp ar for th , ar. It al o doe not confine its landing to these 
h 
th al un u tioua ly doe· with reference to our continent, for it 
l 1tian I:lan and many rocky i l t of the northwest coast. 
th int lligen and agacity exhibited by 
C7h n xt in llatural order. I ha,e no hesitation 
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in putting this E-umetopias of the Pribylov Islands, apart from tbe Sea Lion common at Sau Fran-
cisco and Santa Barbara, as a distinct animal; and I call attention to the excellent d~scription of 
the California Sea Lion, made public in the April number for 1872 of · the Overland Monthly, by 
Capt. C. M. Scammon, in which the distingui~hing characters, externally, of this animal are well 
I 
defined, and by which the difference between the Eumetopias of Bering Sea and that_ of the ·coast 
of California can at once be Reen; and also I notice one more point iu which th~ ·dissi111ilarit;y is 
marked : the northern Sea Lion nev-er barks or howls like the animal at the Farralones [,pie] or 
Santa Barbara. Young and old, b9th sexes, from on-e year and upward, have only a deep bass 
growl, and prolonged, steady roar; while at San Francisco Sea Lioris break out incessantly ~ith a · 
~ honking' ba'1r or howl, and never roar. 
" I am not to be understood as saying that all the Sea Lions met with on the Californian coast 
are different from E. Stelleri of Bering Sea. I am well satisfied that stragglers from the north are 
down on the Farrallones, but they are not migrating ,back and forth every season; and I am further-
more certain that not a single animal of the species most common at San Francisco was present 
among those br¥eding on the Pribylov Islands in 1872-'73. 
"According to the natives of Saint George, some fifty or sixty years ago the Eumetopias held 
almost exclusive possession of tl!.e island, being there in great numbers, some two or three hundred 
thousand ; and that, as the Fur Seals were barely permitted to land by these animals, and in no 
. great number, the Russians directed them (the natives) to hunt and worry the Sea Lions off from 
the island, and the result was that as the Sea Lions left, the Fur Seals came, so that to-day they occupy 
nearly the same ground covered by the Eumetopias alone sixty years ago. This statement is, or 
seems to be, corroborated by Choris, in his description of the Iles S.-George's et S.-Paul's [sic], 
visited by him fifty years ago; 1 but the account given by Bishop Veniaminov, . differs 
entirely from the above, for by it almost as many Fur Seals were taken on Saint George, during the 
first years of occupation, as on Saint Paul, and never have been less than one-sixth of the number 
on the larger island. . . . I am strongly inclined to believe that the island of Saint George 
. -
never was resorted to in any great numbers by the Fur Seal, and that the Sea Lion wast.he dominant 
anin:ial there until disturbed and driven from its breeding-grounds by the people, who sought to 
encourage the coming of its more valuable relative by so doing, and making room in this way for it._ 
"The Sea Lion has but little value save to the natives, and is more prized on account of its 
flesh and skin, by the people living npon the islands and similar positions, than it would be else~ . 
where. The matter of its preservation and perpetuation should be left entirely to them, and it will 
be well looked after. It is singular that the fat of the Sea Lion should be so different in characters 
of taste and smell from that of the Fur Seal, being free from any taint of disagreeable flavor or 
odor, while the blubber of the latter, although so closely rel,ated, is most repugnant. The flesh of 
the Sea Lion cub is tender, juicy, light-colored, and slightly like veal;· in my opinion, quite good. 
As tlJe animal grows older, the meat is dry, tough, and without flavor." 
The food of the Sea Lion is well known to consist, like that of the other species of Eared 
Seals, of fish, mollusk/, and crustaceans, and occasionally birds. As shown by animals kept in 
confinement, they require an enormous quantity. Captain Scammon states that the daily allow-
ance of a pair kept in Wood ward's Gardens, San FranciRco, amounted to forty or fifty pounds of 
fresh fish. 
"From :fifteen to twenty thousand Sea Lions," says Captain Bryant, "breed annually on the 
· Pribylov or l!'ur Se~l Islands. They do not leave the islands in winter, as do the Fur Seals, to 
return in spring, but remain during the whole year. They bring forth their young a month earlier 
1 Voyage Pittoresqno antour du Monde. 
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than the Fur Seals, landing during the months of May and June. They advance but Httle above 
high tide-mark, and those of all ages land together. The strongest males driYe out the wea,ker and 
' monopolize the females and continue with them till September. They go with them into the water 
whenever they are disturbed, and also watch over the young: When in the water. trley swim about 
the young and keep them together until they have a~ opportunity to land again. The females also 
keep near, rushing hither and thither, appearing first on one side and then on the other of the 
groups of young, constantly uttering a deep, hoarse growl at the intruder whenever tht'Y come to 
the surface. When left undisturbed they all so_on land ~gain, preferring to spend the greater 
portion of their time at this season on the shore. During the breeding season they visit the same 
.parts of the shore as the i'ur Seals, but the Sea Lions, by their superior ·size an_d str~ngth, crowd 
out the Seals, the latter passively yielding their places without . presuming to offer battle to their 
formidable visitors. After having been disturbed the Sea Lions continue for some time in a state 
of unrest, occasionally uttering a low moaning sound, as though greatly distressec!, Even after 
the breeding season they keep close to the shore near the breeding station until the severe weather 
of January. After this time they are seen only in small groups till the shores ar.e free from snow 
and ice in the spring." 
21. THE CALIFORNIA SEA LION. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBU'l'ION.-The exact boundaries of ~?e habitat of Zalophits calijornianus 
cannot at present be given. The only specimens I have seen are from the coast of California and 
its islands, from San Diego and San Nicholas Island northward to the Ba31 of San Fra.nciseo. 
Captain Scammon (See infra, pp. 301, 302) twice alludes incidentally to its yresence "along the 
Mexican and Californian coasts," and Dr. Veatch states that "Sea Lions" (which he calls '' Otaria 
jubata," but which are, almost beyond doubt, the present-species) had populous breeding· stations 
twenty years ago, and doubtless have still, c,n Cerros or Cedros Island, in about the latitude of 
281°, off the Lower California coast. Whether they occur southward of this point at tl 1e present 
time I am unable to state, but should infer that such was the case from Scammon's allusion to 
their capture along the "Mexican" coast. In any case, it appears probable that in Dam pier's time 
they ranged as far south as th<", Cllametly and 1'res ~1arias Islands, respectively in latitude~, about 
23° and 21°, at which points he saw" Seals" in the year 1686. In describing the Chametly falands 
(the most northerly of the two groups mentioned by him under this name), situated off ~be west 
coast of Mexico in latitude 23° 11', be says, ''The Bays about the Islands are sometimes Yisited 
with Seals; and this was the first place where I had seen any of these Animals, on t.he North side 
of the Equator, in these Seas. For the Fish -0n this sandy Coast lye most in t-he Lagunes or ·Salt-
Lakes, and Mouths of Rivers ; For thit'l being no rocky Coast, where Fish resort most, there seems 
to be but little Food for the Seals, unles.s they will venture upon Cat-Ji'ish." i 
He also met with Seal at the Tres Marias Islands (in latitude'' 21 o 5"'), and conseqnei1tly 
two degree outh of the Chametly I land , in describing one of which islands, named by hiru St. 
George' I land, be ay : ~'The Sea is also prettJ well stored with Fish , and Turtle or Tortoi::-e, 
and S al. Thi i. the eco:od place on tbi ' Coast where I did see a11y Seal: a11d this place helps 
to confirm what I have ob erved, that they are el<lom e·en but ~here there is plenty of Fish."i 
It i. f ur e 110 certain that the eal h re alluded to are Zalophus cal-ifornianus, si11ee tile 
a El pliant of th alifornia oa t al ·o ccur a Cedro · I ·land, and probably still further south, 
h tw , ·i · having ar ntly , u th . ame rang . If they bad been the latter, Dampier 
w uld pr a ly h v m d . m alln ·i n t tllei.r large . ize. 
1 .~,~w Vo:;aMe round tb1! W rl<l Sth l. ·ol. i 1-0:\ pp. :l(>'.S 264. 
2 l bicl., p. '.!- ;_ 
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The species of Zalophus occurring in Japan has been by some writers considered to be the 
sam~ as the Californian one; but, though doubtless close!y allied, its affinities, as will be noticed 
later (see infra, p. 293), appear to be not a_s yet satisfactorily det~rmined. As Zalophus califor-
nianus has not yet been detected on the American coast north of California, its occurrence on 
the Asiatic coast seems hardly to be expected. 
This species has hitherto been believed to beiree from any se;rious complications. ofsynooymy, 
and to ham been first brought to the notice of the scientific world by McBain in 1858. Allen has, 
however, shown that it was noticed in 1822 by Ohoris a~d described by Lesson under the name of 
Otcirict californiana. 
HABITs.-Several'more or less full accounts of the ' habits of the Californian Sea Lions l,tave 
_been girnn by different writers, who have, however, failed to distinguish the two species occurriug 
along the Californian coast, and consequently their descriptions are not wholly satisfactory. The 
large northern specjes certainly occurs, and rears its young, as far south as the Farallones, but 
probably exists there only in small numbers, while I have seen no evidence of its presence at Santa 
Barbara Island. · Even Captain Scammon, in his account of the Sea-Lions of California,, has n9.t 
distinctly recognized the two species occurring there, and his description doubtless refers in pa'rt 
to both species, but unquestio~ably r_elates mainly to the present one.1 His "Sketch of a sealiri1g 
season upon Santa Barbara Island," in 1852, presumably relates exclusively to Zalophus cal{for-
n-ia.nus, but in addition to this I quote a few paragraphs from his general account of" the Sea Lion," 
since it is the testimony of a tru8tworthy e;ye!witness. 
"On approaching an island, or point, occupied by a uum~rous herd," he observes, "one first 
bears their long, plaintive howlings, as ifin distress; but when near them, the sounds become more 
varied and deafening. The old males roar so loudly as to drown the noise of the heaviest ~ur- -
among the rocks and caverns, and the younger of both sexes, together with the 'clapmatches,' 
croak hoarsely, or s~nd forth sounds like the bleatii,1g of sheep or the barking of. dogs; in fact, 
their tumultuous utterances are hoyond description. A rookery of matured animals presents a 
ferocious and defiant appearance; but usually at the approach of man they become alarmed, and, 
if not opposed in their escape, roll, tumble, litnd sometimes make fearful leaps from high precipitous . ' 
rocks to hasten their flight. Like all the others of the Seal tribe,. they are gregarious, and gath~r 
in the largest numbers during the 'pupping season,' which varie1:1 in different latitudes. On the 
California coast it is from May to August, inclusive, and upon the shores of Alaska it is said to be 
from June to October, during which period the females bring forth their young, nurse them, asso-
ciate with the valiant maleg, and both unite in the care of the little ones, -keeping a wary guard, 
and teaching them, by their own parental _actions, how to move over the broken, Rlimy, rock-
bound shore, or upon the sandy, pebbly beaches, and -to dive and gambol amid the surf and rolling 
groundswells. At first the pups manifest great aversion to the water, but soon, instinctiYely, 
become active and playfu'l in the element; so by the tin;ie the season is over, the juven~le creatures 
disappear with the greater portion of the old ones, only a few of the vast herd remaining _at the 
favorite resorts throughout the year. During the pupping season, both males and females, so far 
at we could ascertain, take but little if any food, particularly the males, though the females have 
been obsen·ed to leave their charges and go off, apparently in search of subsistence, but they do 
not venture far from their young ones. That the Sea Lion can go without food for a long time is 
unquestionable. One of the superintendents of Woodward's - Gardens informed me that in 
1 That Captain Scammon confounded the two species of northeru Sea Lions is evident not only from his published 
writings, but from his having transmitted to the National Museum specimens of Zalophus from Santa Barbara Island, 
labeled by him '' .Eurnetopias Stelleri." . 
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· numerous instances they have received Sea Lions into the aquarium which did not eat a morsel of 
nourh;hment during a whole month, and appeared to suffer but little inconvenience from their long 
fast_. 
"As· the time approaches_ for their annual-assemblage, those returning or coming from abroad 
are seen near the shores, appearing wild and shy. Soon after, however, the females gather upon 
the beaches cliffs or rocks when the battles among the old males begin for the supreme control 
' ' ' of the harems; these struggles often lasting for days, the fight being kept up until one or both. 
become exhausted, but is renewed again when sufficiently recuperated for another attack; and, really,. 
the attitudes assumed and the passes made at each other, equal the amplification of a professional 
fencer. The combat lasts'until both become disabled or one is d!:iven from the ground, or perhaps 
both become so reduced that a third party, fresh from his winter migration, drives them from the 
coveted charge. The vanquished animals then slink off to some retired spot as if disgraced. 
Nevertheless, at times, two or more will have charge of the same roo_k.ery; but in such instances 
frequent defiant growlings and petty battles occur. So ,far as we have observed upon the Sea 
· Lions of the California coast, there is but little attachment manifested between the sexes; indeed, 
much of the Turkish nature is apparent, but the females show some affection for their offspring, 
. yet if alarmed when t~pon the land, they will i~stantly desert them and take to the water. The 
young cubs, on the other hand, are the most fractious and savage little creatures imaginable, 
especially if awakened from their nearly continuous ·sleeping; and frequently, when a mother 
reclines to nurse her single w~elp, a swarm of others will perhaps contend for the same favor. 
"To give a more detailed and extended account of the Sea Lions we will relate a brief sketch 
of a sealing season on Santa Barbara Island. It was near the encl of May, 1852, when we arrived, 
and soon after the rookeries of 'clap matches,' which were scat,tered around , the island, began to 
augment, and large numbers of huge males made their appearance, belching forth· sharp, ugly 
howls, and leaping out of or darting through the water with ·surprising velocity, frequently diving 
outside the rollers, the next moment emerging from the crest-of the foaming breakers, and wad-
dling up the beach with head erect, or, with seeming effort, climbing some kelp-fringed rock, to 
doze in the scorching sunbeams, while others would lie sleeping or playing among the bt:ids ~f sea-
weed, with their heads and outstretched limbs abo-,e the surface. Bi1t a few days elapsed before 
a general contention with the adult males began for the maste_ry of the different rookeries, and the 
victims of the bloody encounter were to be seen on all sides of the island, with torn lips or muti-
lated limb and gashed sides, while now and then an unfortunate creature would be met with minus 
an eye or with the orb forced from its socket, and, together with other wounds, presenting a g·hastly 
appearance. As the time for '11auling-up' drew near, the island became one mass of animation; 
ev ry beach, rock, and cliff, where a Seal could find foothold, became its resting-place, while a 
countle herd of old males capped the summit, antl the united cla.morings of the vast assemblage 
could be heard, on a calm day, for mile at ~ea. The south side of the i l~nd is high and precipi-
tou , with a projectino- ledge hardly perceptible from the beach below, upon which one immense 
ea Lion managed to climb, and there remained for several weeks--until the season was over. 
How he a c n<letl, 01· in what manner he retired to the water, was a my tery to ou~ numerous ship's 
er w, a b . cam and w nt in tbe night; for 'Old Gray,' as named by the sailors, was closely 
wat ·h din hi levat d po ition during th time the men were engaged at their work.1 
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"1fone but the adult males, were captured, which was usually done by shoo'ting them in the 
ear or near it; for a ball in any other part of the body had no mqre effect than it would in a Grizzl.}~ 
Bear. Occasionally, however, they are taken with the club and lance, only shooting a few of the 
masters of ·the herd. This, is easily accomplished with an experienced cryw, if there is sufficient 
ground back from the beach for the animals to retreat. During our stay, an instance occurred, 
I . 
which not only displayed the sagacity of the animals; but ·also their yielding disposition, whe~ 
hard pressed in certain situations, as if naturally designed to be slaiQ in 1_mm bers equal to the 
demands of their human pursuers. On the south of Santa Barbara Island was a -plateau, elevated 
less tllan a hundred feet above the sea, stretching to the brink of a cliff that overhung the shore, 
and a narrow gorge leading up from the beach, through which the animal; crowded to their favor-
ite resting-place. As the sun dipped behind the hills, fifty to a hundred males would congregate 
upon the ~pot and there rt-main until the boats were lowered in the morning, when immediately the. 
whole herd would quietly slip oft' into the sea and gambol about during the- day, returning as they 
saw the boats again leave the island for the. ship. Several unsucce8sful attempts had been made 
to take them; but at last a fresh breeze commrnced blowing directly from the shore, and prevented 
their scenting the hunters, who landed some distance from the rookery. then cautiously adv-ans_ed, 
and suddenly yelling, and :flourishing muskets, clubs, and lances, rushed up within a few yards of 
them, while the pleading creatures, with lolling tongues and glaring e., es, ,were quite overcome 
with dismay, and remained nearly motionless. A.t last, two overgrown males broke through, the 
line formed by the men, but they paid the penalty with their lives before re~ching the water. A 
few moments passed, when all hands moved slowly toward the rookery, which as slowly retreated. 
This maneuv-_er is termed· ' turning t~em,' and, when once acc9_mplished, the disheartened creatures 
appear to abandon all hope of escape, and resign themselves to their fate. The herd at this time: 
numbered seventy-five, which were soon dispatched, by shooting the largest ones, and clubbing 
and lancing the others, save one young Sea Lion, which was spared to see whe~her be 'would make.-
any resistance by being driveu over the hills beyond. The . poor creature only moved along 
through the prickly pears tlrn,t covered the ground when compelled by his cruel pursuers; and! at 
· last, with an imploring look and writhing in pa111, it held out its fin-like arms, which were pierced 
with thorns, in such a manner as to touch the sympathy of the barbarous sealers, who instantly 
I 
put the sufferer out of its misery by a stroke of a heavy club. A.s soon as the animal is killed, the 
longest spires of its whiskers are pulled out, then it is skinned, aud its coating of fat,cut in sections 
from its body and transported to the vessel, where, after being 'minced,' ,the oil is ext,racted by 
boiliug. The testes are taken out, and, with the_ selected spires of \Yhiskers, find a market in 
China-the former being used medicinally, and the latter for personal ornaments. · 
'' A.t the ?lose of the season-which lasts about three months, on the California coast-a large 
majority of the great herds, both males and femal~s, return to the sea, and roam in all directions in 
quest of food, as but few o·f them could find sustenance about the waters contiguous to the islands,. 
or points on the mainland, which are their annual resorting places. 1hey Jive upon fish,1 mollusks-,, 
1 THE SEA LIONS DESTRUCTIV E OF FISH.-The Farallone Egg Company, several years ago, attempted to kill t he 
Sea Lions which freqnented those barren islands for their oil and skins. They built try works and went to considerable 
expense, but it was found th.nit the oil obtained from a carcass did not pay for trying it, and the only disposit.ion t hat 
could be made of the skins w~s to sell them to glue factories. The best r~turn they got from the carcass was from 
bristles or whisk ers and t he livers. Both of these were sold to Chinamen. The form er they make use of to clean their-
opium pipes, while the latter is chopped np, pnt into a mixture of alcohol and another fluid, and admiuistered as. 
a radical cure for many acute diseases. The company accordingly gave up the plan of sea-lion hunting, but the 
effect of t heir brief warfare upun these animals was to drive vast droves of them ov.er to the rocks about the Cliff House 
and the neighborhood of tlle Heads. In consequence of their being protected by law in these localities, ·they have 
doubled and trebled in nnmLer wit hin the past three years. The Sea Lions are a very expensive luxury. It is probabfo 
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crustaceans, and sea-fowls; always with the addition of a few pebbles or smo.oth stones, some of 
'Which are a pound in weight. 1 Their principal feathery food, however, is the penguin in the South-
ern Hemisphere, and the gulls in the Northern; while the manner in which they de~oy and catch 
the Ga,riota of the Mexican and California coasts displays no little degree of cunning. When in 
pursuit the animal dives deeply under water and swims some distance_from where it disappeared.; 
then, rising cautiously, it exposes the tip of its nose above the surface, at the same time giving it 
a rotary motion, like that of a water bug at play. The unwary bird on tbe wing, seeing the object 
near bu alig·hts to catch it while the Sea Lion at the same moment settles beneath the waves, and .,, ' 
at one bou.nd, with extended jaws, seizes its screaming prey; and instantly devours it.2 
"A fe~ years ago great numbers of Sea Lions were taken along the coast of Upper and Lower 
California, and thousands of barrels of oil obtained. 'J.1he number of Seals slain exclusivelJ~ for 
their oil would appear fabulous, when we realize the fact that it requires on an average, throughout 
the season, the blubber of three or four Sea Lions to produce a barrel of oil. Their thick, coarse-
grained skins were not considered worth p;eparing for market, in a country where manual labor 
was so highly valued. At the present time, however, they are valued for glue-stock, and the 
seal-hunters now realize more comparative profit from the hides than from the oil. But while 
the ci-vilized sealers, plying their vocation along the seaboard of California and Mexico, destroy 
the Lobo marino, for the product of its oil, skin, testes, and whiskers, the , simple Aleutians of 
the Alaska region derive from these animals many of their indispensable articles of domestic 
use. 
'Ihe whiskers are carefully saved and sent to China, where they are used for clea:ping opium 
pipes; the livers are also used in the Chinese pharmacopreia. 
Mr. Elliott, in referring to the differences between tlie Californian and Alaskan Sea Lions, calls 
attention to the di similarity of their voices. The Northern Sea Lion, he says, "never barks or 
- --------------------------- --------- - -
that they consnme more fish than are caught in the bay for food, and if they continue to increase in the future aR 
in the past, it will be but a few years before the waters of the bay will · be destitute of fish. Formerly these animals 
se1dom cam l:l within the Golden Gate, but now it is a very common thing for passengers on the Oakland boats to see 
their mischievons-looking heads rise from the water with a large fish in the mouth-they give it a shake, bite out a 
viece, drop it, and then, uiving again, catch it, and rising to the surface, take another nibble until jt is consumed. It 
is certain that something should be done to diminish their numbers. If the legisb,ture was to offer a royalty of from 
7f> cent. to $1 per skin, it is thought by many inter.:sted in our fish supply that it would be an economical act. As it 
iR now, the Sea Lions are protected by law-no one being allowed to molest or kill one within a mile of the Cliff Honse. 
An effort ha been maue ou several occa ions to repeal this law, but at the first intimation of anything in that direction, 
the lobby in Sacramento ha been re-enforced by delegations from a certain stratum of society which history tells us 
h~ had more or les influence with legislation since the days of Marc Antony. The consequence is, the law is still 
upon the staLute-book , and the Sea Lions continue to increase, while the fish 1mpply proportionately decreases.-San 
Francisco Call, November 13. 
1 ·Tt enormous quantity of food which would be required to maintain the hnd of many thousands, which, in 
io1mer year , annually a em bled at the mall island of Santa Barbara., would seem incredible, if they daily obtained. 
th allowance giv n to a male and female ea Lion on exhibition at Woodward's Gardens, San Francisco, California, 
wber the keeper inform d me that he fed them regularly, every day, forty pounds of fresh fish. " 
[That the de tructi n of fi h by the S a Lions on the coast of California is very great is indicated by the following 
item, which recently went th round of the newspapers: "In a recent meeting at Sau Francisco of the Senate 
'omnntt on Fi heri , the tate Fib Commi ioners, and a committee representing the fo1bermen of the coast, the 
(JO tiou a to the d tructive performances of the Sea Lions in the harbor was actively discussed. Oue of the fil!lhermen's 
r ~pr ntativ ·aid that it wa timated that th re were 25,000 ea Lion within a radius of a few miles, consuming 
from t n to forty P und •a h of fi h per day; the ea Lions were protected while the fishermen were harassed by the 
ame la, ·. Anoth _r witu . d clared that salmon captur din tbe acramento River often bore the marks of injury 
fiom ·a L10u , h a ·mg har, ly a.p d wit b lif ; but it was uppo d that the salmon le s frequently fell victims to 
ih1· a phibiau th:1-0 did otb,~r fi. h that anno swim a fast."-Country, January 26, 1 78.J 
[ Thi <>c un app r .d ri <rinally in Captain cammoo acoount of the "Islands off tlrn West Coast of Lower 
· li f~rni:, ~n .J. rown ' e our of tb Pacific lop , econd part, p . 130 (1869), and bas been quoted by 
. lr. urn · tn ll1 · l for 1· 1 . 27 2.] 
ffi ' Ii- pp. 1:· -13.J. 
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howls like the animal at the Farallones or .Santa Barbara. Young and old, both sexes, from one 
year and upward, have only a deep bass growl, and prolonged, steady roar j while at San Francisco 
· Sea Lio11s break out incessantly with a 'honking' bark or howl, and never roar." 
The California Sea Lion is no'Y a somewhat well-known animal with the public, various individ-
uals having been at different times on exhibition at the Central Park Menagerie in New York City, 
and at the Zoological Gardens at Philadelphia and Cincinnati, as well as Woodward's Gardens 
in San Francisco. They have also formed part of the exhibition of different traveling shows, 
especially that of P. T. Barnum. They have also been carried to Europe, where examples have 
lived for several years at the Zoological Gardens of-London, Paris, and elsewhere. Their peculiar 
"honking" bark, referred to by Mr. Elliott, is hence not unfamiliar to many who have neve'l' met 
with the animal in a state of nature. Their various attitudes and mode of life on the Farallones 
· have also been made familiar to many by the extensive sale of stereoscopic views of the animals 
anu their surroundi'ngs. The Sea Lions that have been exhibited in thi? country all, or nearly all, 
belong to the present species, although often wrongly labeled "EU1netopias Stelleri." The true E. 
Stelleri has, however, at least in on!3 instance, been exhibited in Eastern cities. 
22. THE NORTHERN FUR SEAL OR SEA BEAR. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DIS'fRIBU~ION A.ND MIGRA.TION.-The Fur Seal, Oallorhinus ursinus (Linne) 
• Gray, is well known to have been formerly abundant on th.e western coast of North America, 
as far south as California, but the exact southern limit of its range I have been unable to 
determine. Captain Scammon speaks of having seen them "on one of the San Benito Islands, on 
the coast of Lower California," and again says, " On the coast of California many beaches were 
found· fronting gullies, where [Fur] Seals in large numbers formerly gathered; and, as they there 
had plenty of ground to retreat upon, the sealers sometimes drove them far enough back to make 
sure of the whole herd, or that portion of them the skins of which were desirable.m He also states 
that the " Fur Seal and Sea Elephant once made the shores [ of Guadalupe Island J a favorite re-
sortiug place," and refers to their former occurreiwe on 0edros Island, in latitude 28°.2 Although 
at oue time abundant on the California coast, they are by no means numerous there now, having 
beeu nearly exterminated by unrestricted destruction by the scalers. The writer above cited refers 
ah;o to their capture by the Indians at the mouth of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The Seals appear 
here anu on the neighboring coast, he adds, "some years as early as the first of March, and more 
or less remaiu till July or August; but they are most plentiful in April and May. During these 
two mouths the Indians devote nearly all their time. to sealing when the weather will permit." He 
reports their increase there in later years, and that while only a few dozens were annually taken 
there from 1843 to 1864, fully fi,,e thousand were taken in 1869.3 Captain Bryant has given a 
similar report, referring especially to their abundance along the coasts of Oregon, Washington Ter-
ritory, and British Columbia in _1869, as compared with former years. He says those taken '' were 
mostly very youug Seals, none appearing to be over a year old. Formerly in March and April the 
nath:es of Puget Sound took large numbers of pregnant females,4 but no places where they ha,~e 
resorted to breed seem to be known off this coast." He thinks it probable, however, that they 
may occupy rocky ledges off shore wbich are rarely visited by boats.5 In bis MS. report just 
1 SCAMMON, C. M.: The Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast, &c., pp. 152, 154. 
2 BROWNE, J. Ross: Resources of the Pacific Slope, second part, p. 128. 
3 SCAMMON, C. M.: The Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast, &c., p. 154. 
4 Thero are six skulls in the National Museum from Puget Sound and the neighboring coast (collected at several 
different points by Messrs. Scammon and Swan), all of which arc females . . 
ii Bulletin Museum Comparative ~oi.Hogy, ii, p. 88. 
4F 
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received he states that a half-breed hunter told him that be found in summer," on Queen Charlotte's 
Island, groups of these animals consisting of two or more beach-masters with a dozen or more 
females and pups, but no half-grown males." 
As is well known, the Pribylov or so-called " Fur Seal Islan~s," off the coast of Alaska, form 
the great breeding-ground of the Fur s·eals, to which hundreds of thousands annually resort to 
briug forth their young. The Pribylov Group consists of four small islands, known respectively 
as Saint Paul's, Saint George's, Otter, and Walrus· Islands. The two last named are of small size, 
and are not used as breeding-grounds by the Seals, although Otter Island . is visited by a large 
number of "non-breeding Seals." Saint Paul's Island is the largest, containing an area of about 
thirty-three square miles, and having a coast line of about forty-two miles, nearly one ·half of which 
is sand beach. Of this, sixteen and a half miles, according to Mr. Elliott, are occupied in the 
breeding season by the Fur Seals. Saint George's Island is somewhat smaller, with only twenty-
nin · miles of shore line. It presents a bold coast, a grand wall of basalt extending continuously 
for ten miles, with no passagewaJ from· the sea. It has, in all, less than a mile of sand beach, and 
only two and a quarter miles of eligible landing grounds for the Seals. 
A few olu male Fur Seals are said to make their appearance at the rookeries on these islands 
bet,.Yeen the 1st and 15th of May, they acting, as it were, the part of pioneers, since their number is 
not much increased before the first of June. At about this date, . .and with the setting in of the 
. . 
humid, foggy weather of summer, the male Seals begin to laQd by "hundreds and thousands," to 
await the arrival of the females, which do not appear before abo1i.t July first. The young are born 
soou after, and toward the last of this month the rookeries begin to lose their compactness and 
definite boundaries, but they are not fully broken up till about the middle of Se:rtember. The 
Seals begin to leave the islands about the end of October, the greater proportion departing in 
November, while some remain till the end of the following month, and even later. 
The number of Fur Seals present on Saint Paul's Island in July, 1872, was estimated by Mr. 
Elliott to exceed three million, and on Saint George's Island in July, 1873, at about one hundred 
and sixty-three thousand. Although these islands form by far their most populous resorts, they 
are said to occur iu considerable numbers on some of the islands to the north ward, but I am unable 
to find definite statements as to their numbers or favorite stations. Mr. Elliott, after examining 
Saint Matthew's and Saint Lawrence Islands, became convinced that they were not only not resorted 
to _as breeding stations by the Fur Seals, but that these island~,-by their constitution and climatic 
colHlitions, were unsuitable for this purpose, and adds, " it may be safely said that no land of ours 
in the north i~ adapted to the wants of that animal, except that of Saint Paul and Saint George." 
Mr. W. H. Dall states that "ther have never been found in Bering Strait, or within three hundred 
miles of it." In early times these animals are well known to have been- abundant on Behring's and 
Copper Islands. According to Krascheninikow, they were so numerous upon Behring's Island 
about the middle of the last century as to cover the whole southern sibore of the island. Their 
range ou the A iatic coast is given by Steller and others as extending southward along the Kamt-
chatkan c a t to the Kurile Islands. Krascheninikow states that they appeared there, however, 
only in pring and in September, none being seen there from the beginning of June till the end of 
Auou t, at which time he ay they return from the south with their young. Von Schrenck speaks 
of th ir occurr nc in the Ochot k S a and the Tartarian Gulf as far outh as the forty-sixth degre~ 
oflatitucl r· to tb ·outh rn point of Saghalien I land. The nat,ives reported to him the occurrence 
f gr at num h r · of the nimal n tbe a tern coast of that i land. Captain Scammon also refers 
to their l n11<h n · ince on the ea tern ide of aghalien. 
th 
· n f r pr duction, th e animal appear to lead a wandering life, but 
f h ir migr ion are not yet w 11 known. Steller spoke of their migra-
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tiom, as being as reg·ular as those of the various kinds of sea-fowl, and they are recorded as arriving 
with great regularity at the Pribylov Islands, but where they pass the season of winter is still a 
matter of conjecture. 
SrzE.-Mr. Elliott has _given a table showing the weight, size, and rate of growth of the Fur 
Seal, from the age of one week to six years, oased on actual weight and measurement, with an 
estimate of the size and weight of specimens from eight to twenty years of age. From this ·table 
it appears that the pups when a week old have a length of from twelve to fourteen inches, and a 
weight of six to seven and a half pounds. At six months old the length is two feet and the weight 
about thirty pounds. At one year the average length of six examples was found to be thirty-eight 
inches, and the weight thirty-nine pounds, the males and females at this time being alike in size 
The average.weight of thirty males at the age of two years is given as fifty-eight pounds, and the 
length as forty-five inches. Thirty-two males at the age of three years were found to give an 
average weight of eighty-seven pounds, and an average length of fifty-two inches. Ten males at 
the age of four averaged one hundred and thirty-five pounds in .weight, and fifty-eight inches in 
length. !:,.. mean of five examples five years old is: weight, two hundred pounds; lEJngth, sixty-five 
inches. Three males at six years gave a weight of_ two hundr~d and eighty pounds, and a length 
of six feet. The estimated average weight of males from eight years and upward, when fat, is 
given as four hundred to five hundred pounds, and . the average length · as six feet three inches 
to six feet eight inches. Mr. Elltott farthe'r adds that the average weight of the female is from 
eighty to eighty-five pounds, but that they range in weight from seventy-five to one hundred· and 
twenty pounds, and that the five and six year old males, on their first appearance in May and 
June, when fat and fresh, may weigh a third more than in July, or at the time those mentioned in 
the table were weighed, which would thus indicate an average maximum weight of about three 
hundred and seventy-five pounds for the six-year-old males. According, however, to my own 
measurements of old males, from mounted and unmounted specimens, the length is between seven 
and eight feet, and of a full-grown female about four feet. Captain Br?ant states that the males 
attain mature size at about the sixth year, when their total length is from seven to eight feet, their 
girth six .to seven feet, and their weight, when in foll flesh, from five to seven hundred pounds. 
The females, he says, are full gr·own at four years old, w-hen they measure four feet in length, two 
and a half in girth, and weigh ejgbty to one hundred pounds. The yearlings, be says, weigh from 
thirty to forty pounds. The relative size of the adults of both sexes and the youug is well shown 
iu the accompanying illustration drawn by Mr. Elliott. 
GENER.AL HISTORY.-The northern Fur Seal was first made known to science by Steller, in 
1751, under the name of Ursus marinus. During his visit to Kamtchatka, and its neighboring 
islands, in 1742, he met with these animals in great numbers at Bering's Island, where he spent 
some time among them, and carefully studied their habits and anatomy, a detailed account of 
which appeared in his celebrated memoir entitled -"De Bestiis Marinis," in the Transactions of the 
Saint Petersburg Academy for the year 1749.1 This important essay was the source of nearly all of 
the accounts of this animal that appeared prior to the beginning of the present decade. The 
twenty-eight quarto pages of Steller's memoir devoted to this species gave not only a detailed 
account of its anatomy, with an extensive table of measurements, but also of its remarkable habits, 
and figures of the animals themselves. A lit,tle later Krascheninikow; in his Hiswry of Kamt-
chatka,2 under the name of "Sea Oat," gave also a long account of its habits, apparently based 
1 Nov. Comm. Acad. Petrop., ii, pp. 331-359, pl. xv, 1751. This, as is well known, is a po_sthnmous paper, pub-: 
lished six years after Steller's death, Steller dying of fever November 12, 1745, while on his way from Siberia to Saint 
Peterslm:g. The de:scription of the Sea. Bear ,ms written at Bering's Island iu May, 1742. 
2 Hist. Karntchn.tka (English edition), translated from the Russian by James Grieve, pp. 123-130, 1764. 
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mainly on Steller's notes,1 but it embraces a few particulars not given in '' De Bestiis l\farinis." 
Steller's description of the habits of this animal has been largely quoted by Buffon, Pennant, 
Schreber, Hamilton, and other general writers. 
Buffon, Pennant, Schreber, Gmelin, and nearly all writers on the _Pfonipeds, down to about 
1820 confoumled the northern Fur Seal with the Fui· Seals of the Southern Hemisphere, blending ' . 
their history as that of a single species. Peron, in 1816, first recognized it as distinct from its 
southern allies, as it was so treated somewhat later by'Demarest, Lesson, Fischer, Gray, and other 
systematic writers,2 but its distinctive characters were not clearly set forth till 1859, when Dr. J. 
E. Gray described and :figured its skull, aud showed that the northern species was not even con-
generic with the Sea Bears of the south. Vers few specimens of either the northern or southern 
Sea Bears appear to have reached European museums prior to about that date, so that naturalists 
had not previously been able to make a direct comparison of this species with any of its southern 
affines. 'Dr. Gray, in referring to this point in 1859, wrote as follows: "I had not been able to see 
a specimen of this species in any of the museums which I examined on the Continent or in England, 
or to find a skull of the genus [Arctocephalils] from the North Pacific Ocean, yet I felt so assured, 
from Ste1ler's description and the geographical position, that it must be distinct from the Eared 
Fur Seals from the Antarctic Ocean and Australia, with which it had usuaJly been confounded, 
that in my 'Catalogue of Seals in the Collection of the British Museum' [1850] I regarded it as a 
distinct species, under the name of Arctocephalus ursinus, giving an abridgment of Steller's descrip-
tion as its specific character." "The British Museum," he adds, "has just received, under the name 
Otaria leonina, from Amsterdam, a specimen { skull and ~kin] of the Sea Bear from Bering's Straits, 
which was obtained from Saint Petersburg" ;3 which is the specimen already spoken of as :figured 
by Dr. Gray. From the great differences existing between this skull and those of the Southern Sea 
Bears, Dr. Gray, a few weeks later, separated the northern species from the genus Arctocephalus, 
under the name Oallorhinus.4 
It seems, however, that there were two skulls of Steller's Sea Bear in the Berlin Museum as 
early as 1841,5 and three skeletons of the same species in the Museum of Munich in 1849,6 yet 
Dr. Gray appears to have been the first to compare this animal with its southern relatives, and to 
positively decide its affinities. 
Misled, however, by erroneous information respecting specimens of Eared Seals received at the 
British Mrn~eum from California, a skin of the Oallorhinus ursinus was doubtfully described by this 
author, in the paper in which the name Oallorhinus was proposed, as that of his ArctocephaliUJ 
monteri~nsis, which is a Hair Seal. This skin was accompanied by a young skull, purporting, by the 
label it bore, to b~long to it, but Dr. Gray observes that otherwise he should have thought it too 
small to have belonged to the same animal. Seven years later,7 he described the skull as that of 
a new species (Arctocephalus calijornianus), still associating with it, however, the skin of the 
1 Krascheninikow, it is stated, "received all of Mr. Steller's papers" to aid hjm in the preparatjou of his ''History 
of Kamtchatka." 
2 Nil on and Mlillcr in 1841, and Wagner in 1846 and 1849, on the other hand, still considered all the Sea Bears 
a belonging to a single specie.:i. Wagner, in 1849 (Arch. fiir Naturg., 1849, pp. 37-49) described the osteological char-
uct .rs of the northern species from three skeletons in the Munich Museum received from Bering's Sea. One of these 
wa apparently that of a. foll-grown femalo; a second wa believed to be that of a half-grown male, while the third 
h longed to av ry young animal, in which the permanent teeth were still not wholly elev loped. ,vaguer compares 
th•. p~cic with , t 11 r' , ea Lion, and with the figure of the skulls of the southern Sea Bears given by F. Cuvier, 
Illamv1llc and uo ' and Gaima.rd, and not various difference in the form of the teeth and skull but believes tha.t 
the e <liIB r nc:r urn t 1, r g· rde<l a merely variations dependent upon age. ' 
3 Gu, Y ,J . E. in th· Proc • ding of the Zoological ociety of London, 1859, p. 10-2 . 
.. n ·, ,J. I•,. in th r c ding f th Zoological ociet,y of London, 1859, p. 359 . 
• r hi· fur_· hug<• ·b., 1 L, p. 3:34. 
n Y, .J. l'.... in b Pr ·<ling f h<· Z ol gical Society of LondoJJ., 9, p. 3 . 
. B., · l •no f th· cal and Whal in th British fosenm, 1 66, p. 51. 
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Oallorhin-us ursinus. The skuH he subseq ucotly considered as that of a ;youug A. monteriensi.~ 
( =Eumetopias Stelleri); and referring his A. californianu,s to that species, he was consequent-.ly led 
into the double error of regarding the Eumetopias Stelleri as a Fur Seal (as already explained under 
that species and elsewhere in the present paper), and of excluding the Oallorhinus u.rsinus from the 
list of Fur Seals. To t-his I called attention in 1870, and in 1871 Dr. Gray correctly referred his A. 
monteriensis and A. californianus in part (the "skin only") to Oallorhinus itrsinits.1 
· What may be termed the second or modern epoch in the general history of this species began 
in 1869, when Captain 0. M. Scammon published a highly important contribution to its biology,2 he 
describing at considerable length, from personal observation, its habits, distribution, and pro~ncts, 
as we11 as the various methods employed for its capture. The following year lYir. W. H. Dall 
devoted a few pages8 to its history, in which he made many important suggestions relative to 
the sealing business. During the same year I was able to add not only_ something to its teelrnical 
history,4 but also to make public an important communication on its habits kindly place<l at my 
disposal by Captain Charles Bryant,5 government agent in cllarge of the Fur Seal Islands of 
Alaska. In 1874, Captain Scammon republished his above mentioned paper,6 adding tllereto a 
transcript of Captain Bryant's observations already noted. Almost simultaneously with this 
appeared Mr. H. Vl. Elliott's exhaustive Report on the Seal Islands of Alaska,7 in which the present 
species properly comes in for a large share of the author's attention. The work is richly 
illustrated witb photographic plates, taken from Mr. Elliott's sketches, about twenty-five of which 
are devoted to the Fur Seal. The text of tbis rare and privately distributed work has been since 
reprinted,8 with some changes and additions, and has· been widely circulated. It contains very 
little relating to the Fur Seal that is strictly technical, but the general history of its life at the 
Pribylov Islands is very fully told, while the commercial or economic phase of the subject is treated 
at length. A few minor notices of this species have since appeared (mostly popular articles in 
illustrated magazines, chiefly from the pen of Mr. Elliott), but nothing relating to its general history. 
requiring special notice in the present connection, i~ntil the publication, in 1881, by the Census 
Bureau and the Fish Commission, of the two editions of Mr. Elliott's elaborate monograph of 
the Seal Islands of AJaska.9 
FIGUREs.-Tbe first figures of the Northern Sea Bear were given by Steller, in his p,·,per already 
cited. They represent an adult male, in a quite natural attitude, and a female reclining on her back. 
In respect to details, these early figures were naturally more or less rude and inaccurate. They 
1 GRAY, J. E.: Supplementary Catalogue of the Seals ancl Whales, p. 15; Hanel-List of Seals, p. 32. 
2 SCAMJ\tON, C. M., in the Overland Monthly, vol. iii, Nov., 18n9: pp. 393-399. 
3 DALL, WILLIAM H.: Alaska and its Resourcei:;, 1870, pp. 492-498. 
4 Bu1letin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Caml>ridge, ii, pp. 78-89. 
0 Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, pp. 89-108. · 
6 SCAMl\ION, C. M.: The Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast, &c., 1874, pp.141-163. 
7 ELLIOTT, HENRY W.: Report on the Prybilov Group, or Seal Islands of Alaska, 4to, unpaged, 18'"/3 [1874]. 
8 ELLIOTT, HENRY W.: Condition of Affairs in Alaska, 1875, pp.107-151. 
9 1881. ELLIOTT, HENRY W.: Department of the Interior. I - I Tenth Census of the United States. I Francis A. 
Walker, I Superintendent. I - I The histo;ry and present condition I of the :fishery industries. I Prepared under the 
direction of Professor S. F. Baird, U.S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, by G. Brown Goode, Assistant Director, 
U.S. National Museum. I - I The Seal-Islands of Alaska, I by I Henry W. Elliott. I (Seal of Department of the Inte-
rior.) I Washington: I Government Print,ing Office: I 1881. Quarto,pp.176. Two maps; twenty-nine pfates. 
1881. ELLIOTT, HENRY W.: U.S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries. I Spencer F. Baird, Commissioner. I - J 17G. 
I Special Bulletin. I - I A Monograph I of the I Seal Islands of Ala.ska I by I Henry W. El}iott I - I Reprinted, with 
additions, from the Report on the Fishery Industries I of the Tenth Census. I Washington: I Government Printing 
Office. I 1882. Quarto, pp.176. Two maps; twenty-nine plates. 
These two editions differ in the fact that in the census edition, pp. 102. to HJ9, relating to "The Reproduction of 
the Fur Seal, Sea Lion, and vValrns," a.re replaced by" A Brief Review of the Officia.l Reports upon the Conduct of 
Affairs on the SNLl Islands." 
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were copied, however, by Buffon, Schreber, Pennant, and other early writers,· and are the only 
representations of this species known to me that were made prior to about the year 183!>, except 
Choris's plate of a group of these animals entitled" Ours marins dans l'ile de St. Paul," 1 published 
in 1822. This represents three old males, ~urrounded by their harems, a,nd indfoates vny faithfully 
the mode of grouping and th~ variety of attitudes assumed by these animals when assembled 
on the rookeries. Hamilton, in 1839, gave a figure of the" Sea Bear·of Steller (Otaria ursina)" 
which he tells us is ''from the engraving of the distinguished Naturalist of the Rurick," 2 the original 
of which I have not ·seen. This represents a male and female, the latter reclining on its side, with 
a, pup resting on its right flipper. 
The first figure of the skull is that published by Gray in 1859,3-a view in profile of the skull 
of an adult male. A wood-cut of the same was given in , 1866,4 and a fine lithographic plate in 
1874,5 representing the skull in profile, from above and from below.6 
In 1870 I gave figures of two adult male skulls (two views of each), of an adult female skull 
(three views), of a very young skull (three views), and of the scapula, dentition, etc. These~ so far 
as known to ine, are the only figures of the skull or other detrdls of structure thus far published. 
In 1874 Captain Scammon gave figures of the animal,7 a zincograph of an old male,8 from a 
sketch by Mr. Elliott, a wood-cut of the head of a remale seen from below (drawn by Elliott),9 
two outline figures representing the female as seen from below and in profile, and two others in 
outline illustrating "attitudes of the Fur Seals." Mr. Elliott·, in his first Report on the Seal 
Islands, in a series of over two dozen large photographic plates (from India ink sketches from 
nature), has given an exhaustive presentation of the phases of fur seal life so faithfully studierl 
by him at Saint Paul's Island. Amon~ these may be mentioned especially those entitled "Tile East 
Landing and Black Buttes-The beach covered with young Fur Seals"; ''The North Shore of Saint 
Paul's Island" (giving an extensive view of the rookeries); "Lukannon Beach" (Fur Seals playing 
. in the surf, aud rookeries in tbe distance); "Old male Fur Seal, or 'Seecatch"' (as he appears at 
the end of the season after three .months of fasting); "Fur-seal Harem" (showing the relative size 
of males, females, and young, various attitudes, positions, etc.); "Fur-seal Males, waiting for their 
'Harems'" (the females beginning to arrive); "Fur-seal 'Rookery"' (breeding-grounds at Polavina 
Point); "Fur-seal Harem" (Reef Rookery, foreground showing relative size of males and females); 
"Fur-seal Pups at Sleep and Play"; "Hauling Grounds" (several views at different points); 
"Capturing Fur Seals"; "Driving Fur Seals"; "Killing Fur Seals-Sealing gang at work," etc. 
The only other pictorial contl'ibutions to the history of the Fur Seal of noteworthy importance 
prior to the publication by the Census of Mr. Elliott's latest work, is Mr. Clark's colored plate, on 
wllich are rnpresented a nearly full-grown male, a female, and a pup, prepared from skins sent to 
the Briti h Mu eum by the Alaska Commercial Company. In these the attitudes are excellent and 
the coloring fair. 
For detailed di cu ions of this species, its capture and its commer0ial uses, the reader is 
re"D rred to Elliott's ''Monograph" and to the chapters on THE HABITS OF 'fHE FUR SE.AL, ancl 
'fHE FUR SE.AL F ISHERY, in ub equent pages of this work. 
Z -1 ical ci y of L n on, 1 , Zi' l , pl. x.x. 
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23. THE HARBOR SEAL. 
GENERAL HISTORY AND SYN0NYMY.-The common Seal, Phoca (Plwca,) vitulina Linne, is 
mentioned in the earliest works on natural history, having been described and rudely :fi.gur~d by 
. . 
various writers as early as the middle of the sixteenth century as well as during the seventeenth 
century. Even down to the time of Linne it was the only species recognized; or, more correctly, 
.all the species known were usually confounded as one species, supposed to be the same n.s the 
common Seal of the European coasts. Consequently almost tlown to the beginning of the present 
century the ,;common Seal" was generally supposed to inhabit nearly all the seas of the globe, 
Buffon, Pennant, Schreber, and others referring to it as an inhabitant of the Southern Hemisphere. 
Linne distinguished only a single species, even in the later edition8 of his "Systema Naturoo." As 
is well known, the smaller species of Seal are with difficulty distinguishable by external characters, 
particularly during their younger stages. Few, however, are so variable in color as the present, 
and none has so wide a geographical range. 
GEOGRAPHICAL J?ISTR:tBUTION.-The Harbor Seal ap1iears to have formerly been mu~h more 
numerous on portions of our eastern coast than it is at present.1 Dr. DeKay, writing in 1842, 
states that the "common Seali or Sea Dog," is "now comparatively rare in our [New York] 
waters," though "formerly very abundant." He adds, "A certain reef of rocks in the harbor of 
New York is called Robin's Reef, from the numerous seals which were accustomed to resort there; 
robin or robyn being the name in Dutch for Seal. At some seasons, even at the present day, they 
are very numerous, partfoularly about the Execution Rocks in the Sound; but their visits appear 
to be very capricious.'' He further alludes to their capture nearly every year fo the Passaic River, , 
in New Jersey, and states that a Seal was taken in a seine in the Chesapeake Bay, near Elko, 
Maryland, in August, 1824, supposed by Dr. Mitchill, who saw it, to be of this species.2 Although 
still occasionally appearingon the coast of the Atlantic States as far southward as North Oarolina,3 
it is of probably only accidental occurrence south of New Jersey, and rare south of Massachnsetts. 
In respect to its occurrence on the New Jersey coast, Dr. C. C. Abbott; the well-known 
naturalist of Trenton, N. J., kindly writes me, in answer to my inquiries on this point, as follows: 
,~Ingoing over my note-books, I find I have there recorded the occurrence of Seals ( Phoca 
vitulina) at Trenton, N. J., as follows: December, 1861; January, 1864; December, 1866;_February, 
1870; and December, 1877. In these five instances a single. specimen was killed on the ledge of 
rocks crossing the river here and forming the rapids. In December, 1861, three were seen, and 
two in February, 1870. ..A. week later one was captured down the river near Bristol, Bucks County, 
P~nnsylvania. My impression is that in severe winters they are really much more abundant in 
the Delaware River than is supposed. Considering how small a chance there is of their being seen 
when the river is choked with ice, I am disposed to belie,Te that an occasional pair or more come 
up the river, even as high as Trenton, the head of tide-water, and one htindred and thirty-eight 
miles from the ocean. 
1 The "Semi-W~ekly Advertiser," Boston, January 10, 1872, had the following: 
"The keeper of the Bird Island light-house at Marion reports that one day last week he saw over 300 Seals on the 
ice at one time. He shot one and obtainetl from it two gallons of oil. In eight years that he has kept the light he 
never saw more than three at a time until now." 
2 DEKAY, JAMES E.: New York Zoology, or the Fauna of New York, part i, 1842, pp. 54, 55. 
3 .A. recent record of its capture in North Carolina is the following, tbe reference, I think, unquestionably relating 
to the present species: 
"SounrnRN RDTGE OF, THE SEAL.-The Wilmington, N. C., 'Star' of February 28, mentions the capture, in New 
River, Onslow County, of a large female Spotted Seal, measuring · about seven feet in length, an<:l weighing 250 
pounds. This is an interesting note. The species must probably have been the common Harbor Seal ( Phoca vitnlina). 
The same newspaper says one was reportecl near Beaufort some time ago."-[\V. E. D. SCOTT,] "Country," vol. i, No 
21, p. 292, March lG, 1878. 
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"On examination of old local histories, I find reference to the Seals as not uncommon along 
our coast, an<l as quite frequently wandering up our rivers in winter. I can find n? newspaper 
references to the occurrence of Seals later than February or earlier than December, but as histor-
ical references to climate as well as the memory of aged men still living, show conclusively that 
. ' 
our winters are now much milder than they were even fifty years ago, it is probable that Seals did 
come up the river earlier in past years. 
"In conversation with an old fisherman, now seventy-six years old, who has always lived at 
Trenton, and has been a good observer, I learn that every winter, years ago, it was expected that 
one or more Seals would be killed; and that about 1840 two were killed in March, which it was · 
supposed had accompanied a school of herring up the river. 
"In my investigations in local archmology I have found, in some of the fresh-water shell heaps, 
or rather camp-fire and fishing-village sites along the river, fragments of bones which were at the 
time ideutifi.ed as those of Seals. I did not preserve them, as I had no knowledge of their being of 
interest. They were associated with bones of deer, bear, elk, and large wading birds, and then 
gave me the impression, which subsequent inquiry bas strengthened, that the Seal, like many of 
our large mammals, had disappeared gradually, as the country became more densely settled, and 
that in pre-European times it was common, at certain seasons, both on the coa_st and inland." 1 
In later communications ( dated January 25 and March 20, 1879) he inclosed to me newspaper 
slips and notes respecting the capture of eight specimens in New Jersey, mostly near Trenton, 
unring the winter of i878-'79. 
On the coast of Massachusetts they occur in considerable numbers about the mouth of the 
Ipswich River, where I have sometimes obse_rved half a score in sight at once. They are also to 
be met with about the islands in Boston Harbor, and along the eastern shore of Cape Cod. Captain 
N. E. Atwood states that they are now and then seen at Provincetown, and that in a shallow bay 
west of Rainsford Island "many hundreds" may be seen at any time in summer on a ledge of 
r9cks that becomes exposed at low water.2 
Fa,rther northward they become more numerous, particularly on the coast of Maine and the 
shores of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, Newfoundland, and Labrador, and are also common on the 
shores of Davis's Strait and ju Greenland, where, says Dr. Rink, "it occurs here and there 
throughont the coast," and is likewise to be met with at all seasons of the year. Mr. Kumlien 
says it is one of the "rarer species" in the Oumberland waters, but its exact northern limit I have 
not seen tated. 
On t.he European coasts it is said to occur occasionally in the Meditenanean, and to be not 
rare on the coa t of Spain. It is more frequent on the coasts of France and the British Islands, 
and thence northward along the Scandinavian peninsula is the commonest species of the family. 
It al o extend' northward and eastwaru along the arctic coast of Europe, but late explorers of 
tb pitzberg n and Jan Mayen Islands do not enumerate it among the species there met with. 
Malmgren ta di 'tinctly that it i not found there,3 and it is not mentioned by Yon Heuglin 
n r by the oth r G rman naturali. t who have recenJ..ly visited the e islands. From its littoral 
lia hit it ab nee th r might be naturally expected. It is al o said by ome writers to occur in 
th lack and a pian ea , and in Lake Baikal, but the tatement i seriously open to doubt, as 
· nn •ction with th hi tory of the inged S al. 
t of rth m rica it c •ur from Southern California northward to 
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Bering's Strait, where it seems to be an abundant species. I have examined. specimens from the 
Santa Barbara Islands, and various intermediate points to Alaska, and from Plover Bay, on the 
eastern coast of Siberia. The extent of its range on the Asiatic coast has not been ascertained. 
If it is the species referred to by Pallas under the name Phoca canina, and by Temminck, Von 
Schrenck, and other German writers, under the name Phoca nummularis, as seems probable, it 
occurs in Japan and along tbe Amoor coast of the Ochotsk Sea. Von Schrenck speaks of it, on 
the authority of the natives.!.. as entering the Amoor River.1 The late Dr. Gray referred a speci-
men from Japan to his "Halicyon Richardsi," which, as already shown, is merely a synonym of 
Phoca vitulina. It thus doubtless ranges southward along the Asiatic coast to points nearly cor-
responding in latitu<le with its southern limit of distribution on the American side of the Pacific. 
The Harbor Seal not only frequents the coast of the North Atlantic and the North Pacific, 
and some of the larger interior seas, but ascends ·an the larger rivers, often to a considerable dis-
tance above tide-water. It even passes up the Saint Lawrence to the Great Lakes, and has been 
taken in Lake Champlain. DeKay states, on the authority of a Canadian newspaper, that a Seal 
(in all probability of this species) was taken in Lake Ontario near Cape Vincent (J~fferson County, 
New York) about 1824, and adds that the same paper says that Indian traders report the previous 
occurrence of Seals in the same lake, though such instances are rare.2 Thompson gives two 
instances of its capture in Lake Champlain; one of the specimens he himself examined, and has 
published a careful description of it, taken from the animal before it was skinned.3 
They are also known to ascend the Columbia River as far as the Dalles (above the Cascades, 
and about two hundred miles from the sea), as well as the smaller rivers of the Pacific coast, nearly 
to their sources. Mr. Brown states that" Dog River, a tributary of the Columbia, takes its name 
from a dog-like animal, probably a Seal, being seen in the lake whence the stream rises." 4 
HABITS.-The Harbor Seal is the only species of the family known to he at all common on 
any part of the eastern coast of. the United States. Although it has been taken as far south 
as North Carolina, it is found to be of very rare or accidental occurrence south of New Jersey. 
Respecting its history here, little has been recorded beyond the fact of its presence. Captain 
Scammon has given a quite satisfactory account of its habits and distribution as observed by him 
on the Pacific coast of the United States, but under the supposition that it was a species distinct from 
the well-known Phoca vitulina of the North Atlantic. Owing to its rather southerly distribution, 
as compared with its more exclusively boreal affines, its biography has been many times written 
in greater or less detail. Fabricius, as early as 1791, devoted not less than twenty pages to its 
history, based in part on his acquaintance with it in Greenland, and partly on the writings of pre-
ceding authors; 5 and much more recently extended accounts of it have been given by Nilsson and 
1 VON SCHRENK: Reisen im Amoor-Lande, Bd. i, p. 180. 
2 DEKAY: New York Zoology, or the Fauna of New York, pt. i, 1842, p. G5. 
3 His record of the capture of these examples is as folJows: . 
"While seveml persons were skating upon the ice on Lake Champlain, a little south of Burlington, in February, 
1810, they discovered a living Seal in a wild state which had found its way through a crack and was crawling upon 
the ice. They took off their skates, with which they attacked and killed it, and then drew it to the shore. It is said to 
have been four and a half feet long. It must have reached our lake by way of the Saint Lawrence and Richelieu."-
Thompsons' Nat. and Civil Hist. of Vermont, 1842, p. 38. · 
"Another Seal was killed upon the ice between Burlington and Port Kent on the 23d of February, 1846. Mr. 
Tabor, of Keeseville, and Messrs. Morse and Field, of Peru, were crossing over in sleighs when they discovered it 
crawling upon the ice, and, attacking it with the butt end of their whips, they succeeded in killing it and brought it on 
shore at Burlington, where it was purchased by Morton Cole, esq., and presented to the University of Vermont, where 
its skin and skeleton are now preserved. * * * * At the time the above-mentionerl Seal was taken, the lake with 
the exception of a few cracks, was entirely covered with ice."-:-Ibid., Append., 1853, p. 13. ' 
4 Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1868, p. 412, foot-note .. 
6 Fabricius appears to have exhaustively presented its literary history, his references to previous authors, in his 
table of synonymy, occupying nearly four pages. 
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Lilljeborg, but unfortunately for English readers the first of these histories is written in Danish 
and the other in Swedish. It has, however, been noticed quite fully by Ben, Macgillivray, and 
other British authors, while lesser and more fragmentary accounts of it are abundant. On the New 
England coast, as elsewhere, it is chrefly observed about rocky islands and shores, at the mouths 
of rivers and in sheltered bays, where it is always an object of interest. Although ranging far 
into the arctic regions, it is everywhere said to be a sedentary or non-migratory specie~, being 
resident throughout the year at all points of its extended habitat . . Unlike most of the other 
species, it is strictly confined to the shores, never resorting to the ice-floes, and is consequently 
never met with far out at sea~ nor does it habitually associate with other species. On the coast of 
Newfoundland, where it is more abundant and better known than at more southerly points, it is 
said to bring forth its young during the last two weeks of May and the early part of June, resorting 
for this purpose to the rocky points and outlying ledges along the shore. It is said to be very 
common along the shores of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and of Newfoundland in summer, or during 
the period when the shores are free from foe, but in winter leaves the ice-bound coast for the re-
moter islands in the open sea. It is at all times watchful, and takes great care to keep out of reach 
of guns. Still, ·many are surprised whiie basking on the rocks, and fall victims to the seal-bunters, 
while considerable numbers of the young are captured in the seal-nets. They are described as very 
sagacious, and as possessing great parental affection. Mr. Carroll states that when an old one is 
found on the rocks with its young it will seize the · latter and convey it in its mouth so quickly to 
the water that there is not time to shoot it; or, if the young one be too large to be thus removed, it 
will entice it upon its back and plunge with it into the sea. The same writer informs us that this 
species is a great annoyance to the salmon-fishers, boldly taking the salmon from one end of the 
net while the fisherman is working at the other end. It is also troublesome in other ways, since, 
whenever the old ones get entangled in the strong seal-nets, they are able to cut themselYes free, a 
feat it is said no other Seal known in Newfoundland will do. 
This species is known to the inhabitants of Newfoundland as the ''Native Seal," in conse-
quence of its being the only species found there the whole year. The young are there also called 
"Rangers," and when two or three years old-at which age they are believed to bring forth their 
first young-receive the name of "Dotards." Here, as well as in Greenland, the skins of this 
species are more valued than those of any other species, owing to their beautifully variegated 
markings, and are especially valued for covering trunks and the manufacture of coats, caps, and 
gloves.1 Mr. Brown informs us that the natives of the eastern coast of Greenland prize them highly 
"as material for the women's breeches," and adds "that no more acceptable present can be given 
to a Greenland damsel than a skin of the 'Kassigiak,' as this species is there ca.llecV' The Green-
lander · also consider it flesh as "the most palatable of all 'seal-beef'".2 
According to Mr. Reek , the period of gestation is about nine months, the union of the sexes 
occurring, according to the te timony qf the Newfoundlanders, in September/1 Only rarely does 
th female give birth t more than a single young. Thi ~ agrees with what is stated by Bell and 
oth r En ·Ii h author re p cting it season of procreation. 
e pecting it general bi ·tory, I find the following from the pen of Mr. John Cordeaux, who, 
in wri ing of thi p i , o rv cl by him in Briti h waters, ays: "The Seal (Phocct vitulina) 
i n t un mrnou on that part of be Lincol hire oa t a joiuing tlie Wash. 'fbis immense 
tuary lying tw n Linc ln hir and orfolk, i in gr at part o cupied with large and dangerous 
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sand-banks, intersected by deep but narrow channels. At ebb the sands are uncovered; and at 
these times, on hot days, numbers of Seals may be found basking and sunning themselves on the 
hot sands, or rolling and wallowing in the shallow water along the ba~k. Sometimes a herd of 
fifteen or twenty of these interesting creatures will collect on some favorite sand-spit; their chief 
haunts are the Long-sand, near the centre of the Wash; the Knock, along the Lincoln coast; and the 
Dog'shead sand, near the entrance to Boston Deeps. In the first week of July, when sailing down 
. the Deeps along the edge of the Knock, we saw several Seals; some on the bank; otherswith their 
· bodies bent like a bow, the head and hind feet only out of the water. They varied greatly in .size, 
also in color, hardly any two being marked alike; one had the head and face dark colored, wearing 
the color like a mask; in others the upper parts were light gray; others looked dark above and 
light below, and some dark altogether. The female bas one young one in the year; 
and as these banks are covered at flood, the cub, when born, must make an early acquaintance with 
the water. In most of the Phocidm the young one is at first covered with a sort of wool, the second 
or hairy dress befog gradually acquired; and until this is the case it does not go.into the water. 
This, however, dues not appear to be the case with the common Seal, for Mr. L. Lloyd says (I be-
lieve in his 'Game Birds and Wild Fowl of Norway and Sweden,' but I have not the book to refer 
to) that the cub of the common species, whilst still in its mother'~ womb, casts this wooly covering; 
and when ushered into t4e wo!ld bas acquired its second or proper dress.1 If this is the case, it 
fully accounts for the cub being able to bear . immersion from the hour of its birth. The Seal, if 
lying undisturbed and at rest, can rema,in for hours without coming to the surface." 2 
I am informed by competent observers that on the coast of Maine they assemble in a similar 
manner on sand bars, but take to the water before they can be closely approached. 
Mr. Kumlien (in his MS. notes) observes: '~The so-called 'Fresh-water Seal' of the whalemen 
is one of t.he rarer species in the wat,ers of Cumberland Sound. They are mJstly met with far up 
in the fjords, and in the fresh-water streams and ponds, where they go after salmon. They are 
rather difficult to capture, as at the season when they are commonly met with they have so little 
blu hber that they sink when shot. The adult males often engage in severe com bats 
with each other. I have seen skins so scratched that they were nearly worthless. In fact, the 
Eskimo consider a' Kassiarsoak' (a very large 'Kassigiak') as having an almost. worthless skin, 
and seldom use it except for their skin tents. The skins of the young, on the contrary, are a grea,t 
acquisition." He further states that they do not make an excavation beneath the snow for the 
reception of the young, like Phoca fmtida, "but bring forth later in the season on the bare foe, fully· 
exposed." 
Under the name "Leopard Seal," Captain Scammon has given a very good account of the habits 
of this species as observed by him on the Pacific coast of North America. He speaks of it as dis-
playing no little sagacity, and considerable boldness, although exceedinglf wary. He says it is 
"found about outlying rocks, islands, and points, ·on sand-reefs made bare at low tide, and is 
frequently met with in harbors among shipping, and up rivers more than a hundred miles from the 
sea. We have often obserYed them," he .continues, "close to the vessel when under way, and 
likewise when at anchor, appearing to emerge deliberately from the depths below, sometimes only 
showing their heads, at other times exp6sipg half of t,heir bodies, but the instant any move was 
made on board, they would vanish like an apparition under water, and frequently that would be 
1 A statement to .this effect is also made by Mr. Carroll, but Mr. Robert Brown affirms, on the authority of Captain 
McDonald, that in the Western Isles of Scotland the young are "born pure white, with curly hair, like the young of 
Pagornys fmtidus, but within three days of its birth begins to take dark colors on the snout and tips of the flippers."-
Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1868, p. 413. 
2 CORDEAUX, JoHN, in Zoologist, 2d ser., vol. vii, 1872, pp. 3203, 3204. 
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the last seen of them, or, if seen again, they would be far out of gunshot." They come ashore, he 
observes, "more during windy weather than in calm, and in the night more than in the day;- and 
they have been observed to collect in the largest herds upon the beaches and r:ocks, near .the full 
and change of the moon. They delight in basking in the warm sunlight, and when no isolated rock 
or shore is at band, they will crawl upon any fragment of drift-wood that will flo~t the~. Although 
gregarious, they do not herd in such large numbers as do nearly all others of the Seal tribe; further-
more, they may be regarded almost as mutes, in comparison with the noisy Sea Lions. It is very 
rarely, however, any sound is uttered by them, but occasionally a quick bark or guttural whining, 
and sometimes a peculiar bleating is heard when they are assembled together about the period of 
bringing forth their young. At times, when a number meet in the neighborhood of rocks or reefs 
distant from the mainland, they become quite playful, aml exhibit much life in their gambols, 
leaping out of the water or circling around upon the surface. . . Its rapacity in pursuing 
and devouring the smaller members of the piscatory tribes is quite equal, in proportion to its size, 
to that of the orca. When grappling with a fish too large to be swallowed whole, it will bold and 
handle it between its fore flippers, and, with tbe united work of its mouth . . . the wriggling 
prize is demolished and devoured as quickly, and in much the same manner, as a squirrel would 
eat a bur-covered nut. . 
"Leopard Seals are very easily captured when on shore, as a si1:1gle blow with a club upon the 
head will dispatch them. The Indians about Puget Sound take them in nets made of large hemp 
line, using tllem in the same manner as seines, drawing them around beaches when the rookery is 
on shore. They are taken by the whites for their oil ~ml skins, but the Indians and Esquimaux 
make great account of them for food." He adds that the natives of Puget Sound singe them before 
a fire until the hair is consumed and the skin becomes crisp, when they are cut up and cooked as 
best suits their taste.1 ' 
The apparent fondness of this animal, in common with other species of the family, for music, 
has been often noted. 
The food of this species consists largely of fish, but, like other species, it doubtless varies 
its fare with squids and shrimps. That it aspires to more epicurean tastes is evidenced by its 
occa ional capture of sea-birds. This they ingeniously accomplish by swimming beneath them as 
they rest upon the water and seizing them. An eye-witness of this pastime relates an instance as 
observed by him on the Scottish coast. "While seated on the bents," he writes, "watching a flock 
of rherring] gulls that were fishing in the sea near Donmouth, I was startled by their jerking high 
in the air, and screaming in an unusual and excited manner. On no previ~us occasion have I 
ob erved uch a sensation in a gull-hood, not even when a black-head was being pursued, till he 
<lisgor(Y d hi newly- wallowed fish, by that black-leg, the skua. The excitement was explained 
by a al [pre umably Phoca vitulina, this being the only species common at the locality in ques-
tion] h wing above the water with a herring gull in his mouth. On his appearing the gullR 
b came fir ciou , an<l. truck furiou ly at the S al, who <l.isappeared with the gull in the water. 
'1 b ' ,al. p <l.ily reappear d, but on tbi occa ion r linqui 'hed his victim on the gulls renewing 
th ir attacl·. '11h liberat <.l gull wa di abled a. to b unable to fly, but it had . trength enongh 
tc hold up it h ad a. i <lrift d wi h t h tid ." 2 
Th Y ar' •vi<l. ntly di ·riminatinc, in th ir ta t , , an<l. not loath to avail themselves of a fine 
, lm n n w n 1 th n not f th ir wn cat hi er. Th ir habit of plundering th 11 t of the fisber-
m n u th• · . t f w~ un land ha b n alr ad allu<l d to ut thi p culiarity is evidently 
'. 1.: I riu ~1 mmal , ~tc., pp. 1 , 167. 
RA.IBE, in Z olo i t 2d r., vol. vi, 1871, p. 2762. 
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not confined t.o the Newfoundland representative of the species, as shown by the following incident 
related by the writer last quoted. "On a sunny noon in the autumn of 1868/' says this observer, 
"I observed a Seal not far from the same place with a salmon in his mouth, which he forced ' ' . 
through the meshes of a stake net. The struggling salmon, whose head was in the jaws of the 
Seal, struck t4e water violently with his tail, which gleamed like a lustre in the lessening ray. 
The Seal rose and sank alternately, keeping seaward to escape Eley's cartridges from the shore. 
When above the water he shortened the silver bar, which continued to lash his sides long after its 
thickest part had disappeared, by rising to his perpendicular, as if to allow the precious metal by 
its own weight to slip into bis crucible. The Seal evidently swallowed above, and masticated 
below, water-the process lasting about twelve minutes, during which the Seal had travelled a full 
half. rnile. 11 
In their raids upon the nets of the :fishermen they become sometimes themselves the victims, 
being in this way frequently taken along our own coast as well as elsewhere. They are, however, at" 
all times unwelcome visitors. DeKay states that formerly they.were taken almost every year in 
the "f.rke-nets" in the Passaic River, greatly to the disgust of the :fi_sherrnen, the Seals when 
captured ma,king an obstinate res\stance and doing much injury to the nets. Their accidental 
capture in this way often affords a record of their presence ·at localities they are not commonly 
supposed to frequent, as in the Chesapeake Bay, and at even more southerly localities on the · 
eastern coa1?t of the United States. · 
Owing to the difficulty of capturing this species, and its comparatively small numbers, it is of 
little commercial importance, although the oil it yields is of excellent quality, and its skins are of 
special value for articles of dress, and other purposes, in consequen~e of their beautifully variegated 
tints. Though not a few are taken in strong seal-nets, they are usually captured by means of the 
rifle or heavy sealing gun. On :rare occasions they are su~prised oil shore at so great a distance 
from water that they are overtaken and killed by a blow on the head with a club. Like other 
species of the seal family, the Harbor seal is very tenacious of life, and must be struck in a vital 
part by either ball or heavy shot,. in order to kill it on the spot. Says Mr. Reeks;" I have been 
often amused at published accounts of Seals shot in the Thames or elsewhere, but which 'sank 
immediately.' What Seal or other amphibious animal would not do so if 'tickled' with the greater 
part of, perhaps, an ounce of No. 5 shotf" He adds that it is only in the spring of the year that 
this seal will "float" when killed in the water, but says that he has never seen a Seal ,. so poor, 
which, if killed dead on the spot, would not have floated from five to ten seconds," or long enough 
to give "ample time for rowing alongside," supposing the animal to have been killed by shot, and 
the boat to contain" two hands." The oil of this species, according to the same writer, sells 
in Newfoundland for fifty to seventy-five cents a gallon, while the skins are worth one dollar each. 
Mr. Carroll gives the weight of the skin and blubber of a full-grown individual as ranging from 
eighty to one hundred pounds, while that of a young one averages, at ten weeks old, thirty to 
thirty-five pounds. The flesh of the young, the same writer quaintly says, is ''as pleasant to the 
taste as that of any description of salt-water bird." Its flesh, as already stated, is esteemed by the 
Greenlanders above that of any other species. Few statistics relating to the capture of this species 
are available, but the number taken is small in comparison with the "catch" of other species, 
particularly of the Harp or Greenland Seal. Dr. Rink states that only from one th~usand to two 
thousand are annually taken in Greenland, .which is about one to two per cent. of the total catch. 
1 They are _hunted to a considerable exte!).t, however, wherever they occur in numbers. 
The Harbor Seal received this name from its pretlilection for bays, inlets estuaries and fJ. ords 
' ' ' ' 
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from which habit it is also -often termed Bay Seal, and, on the Scandinavian coast, Fjord Sea, 
(Fjordskal), and also R?ck Seal (Steen-Kobbe).1 
24. THE HARP SEAL. 
GENERAL HISTORY AND NO:MENCLATURE.-The Harp Seal, Phoca (Pagophilus) grmnlandica 
Fabricius, like the Crested Seal, presents_ characters, at least in the male sex, that readily attract 
the attention of even the casual observer-the oiie by its ''saddle" or "harp-mark." of black on a 
light ground, the other by its inflatable hood. .Accordiugly both were mentioned by various early 
writers, but notably by Egede, Ellis, and Cranz, and the indications they gave of their existence 
enter into the technical history of the species, forming as thes do the basis of the first systematic 
names. Erxleben described the species in 1777, under the name Phoca grmnlandica, his descrip-
tion being founded mainly on information previously made public _by Cranz. 
Few Seals vary so much in color with age as the Harp Seal. This was long since mentioned 
by Cranz, who says: "All Seals vary annually their color till t.hey are full grown, but no sort so 
much as this [the Attersoak], and the Greenlamlers vary its name according to its age. They call 
the fcetu~ iblau; in this state these ~re white and wooly, whereas the other sorts are smooth and 
coloured. In the 1st year 'tis called Attarak, and 'tis a cream-colour. In the 2d year Atteitsiak 
then 'tis gray. In the 3d Aglektok, painted. In the 4th Milaktok, and in the 5th year Attarsoalf. 
Then it wears its half-moon, the signal of maturity." 
Dr. Rink states that at the present day the Greenlanders, as well as the Europeans, divide the 
"Saddle-backs" into four or five different classes according to their age, but that in familiar 
language they onl~, distinguish by different names the full-grown animals from the half-grown 
ones, the latter being called " Bluesides." 
The young, when first born, are called by the Newfoundland sealers ''White-coats"; later, 
during the first molt, "Ragged-jackets"; when they have attained the black crescentic marks 
they are terme?- "Harps," or" Saddlers," and also "Breeding Harps"; the yearlings and two-year-
olds are called "Young Harps" ?r ,~ '!'urning-Harps;' and also "BedlimerR" (or "Bellamers," also 
spelled "BedJamers"). The older and some recent writers state that the mature pattern of 
coloration is not attained till the fifth year, while ,Tukes, Brown, Carroll, and others state that it is 
acquired in the third or fourth year. There is also a diversity of statement respecting the sexual 
differences of color in the adults, some writers affirming that the sexes are alike, while others state 
that the female is without the harp-mark, or has the dark markings of the male only faintly indi-
cated. Mr. Carroll says: "The reason why they are called Harp Seals, or' Saddlers,' is, the male 
Seal, as well as the female, has a dark stripe on each side from the shoulders to the tail, leaving a 
muddy white stripe down the back. The male Harp Seal is very black about the bead as well as 
under the throat. . The female Harp is of a rusty gray about the head and white under 
the throat." Both Jukes and Reeks, however, refer to the absence of the harp-mark in the female. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.-Although the Harp Seal has a circumpolar distribiitiou, it 
1 Seals appear to be increasing in numbers in Massachusetts Bay. We observed them frequently near Race Point, 
Provincetown, in 1879, wh re they sometimes get into the gill-nets set fo1 mackerel. At Barnstable they have become 
Yery numerous and troubl on of late. They are often t:1hot or taken in the weirs at Barnstable and Yarmouth, and 
are accu ed of seriou ly depleting the fisheries in this locality, a well as at Plymouth, where they have been preserved 
f ta. numl> r of yea.rs. ro ing the ntra.nce t-0 Barnstable Harbor at sunset November 10, I counted eight or ten 
h ad above th surfac . The numb r here is estimated at sixty-five or seventy, and there are probably not less than 
thr. hundr <l in tbe ba . Th y ar re ident, di appearing for a, im in the spring and returning accompanied by 
h ir young, b u one-quart r a larg as their parent , in April or May. Capt. Gideon Bowley, of Provincetown, 
t 11 me tha h Y f· on' un squalls," or medusre, and that he has seen them "boil 'em up," or vomit them, when 
aught.-0. BROW.~ G D . 
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appears not to advance so far northward as the Ringed Seal or the Bearded Seal; yet the icy seas 
of the north are pre-eminently its home. It is not found on the .Atlantic coast of North .America 
in any numbers south of Newfoundland. .A few are taken at the Magdalen Islands, and while on 
their way to the Grand Banks some must pass very near the Nova Scotia coast. Dr. Gilpin, 
however, jncludes it only provisionally among the Seals that visit the shores of that Province. It 
doubtless occasionally wanders, like the Crested Seal, to points far south of its usual range, as I 
find a skeleton of this species in the collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, bearing 
the legend "Nahant, Mass., L . .Agassiz." I have at times felt doubtful about the correctness of 
the assigned localii.y, as this seems to be the only proof of the occurrence of this species on the 
Massachusetts coast. I have, however1 recently been informed by Dr. 0. C . .Abbott, of New Jersey, 
that a Seal, described to him as being about six feet long, white, with a broad black band along 
each side of the back, was taken near Trenton, in that State, during the winter of 1878-'79. This 
description can of course refer to no other spMies than Phoca grmnlandica, and as it cpmes from 
~1 wholly trustworthy source it seems to substantiate the occasional occurrence of this species as 
far south as New Jersey. Von Heug1in gives it as ranging "in den amerikanischen Meeren 
stidwarts bis New York," 1 but I know not on what authority. 
The Harp SealR are well known to be periodically exceedingly abundant along the shores of 
Newfoundland, where, during spring, hundreds of thousands are annually killed. In their migra-
tions they pass along the coast of Labrador, and appear with regularity twice a year off the coast 
of Southern Greenland. Capt. J. 0. Ross states that in Baffin's Bay they keep mostly "to the 
loose :floating floes which constitute what is termed by the whale-fishers 'the middle ice' of Baffin's -
Bay and Davis' Straits." He says he never met with them in any part of Prince Regent's Inlet, 
but states that they are reported by the natirns to be very numerous on the west side of the 
Isthmus of Boothia, but that they are not seen on the east side.2 They are well-known visitors to 
the shores of Iceland, and swarm in the icy seas about Jan Mayen and Spitzbergen. They also 
occur about Nova Zembla, and Payer refers to their abundance at Franz Josef Land. They occur 
in the Kara Sea,-and along the arctic coast of Europe. Malmgren, Lilljeborg, and Collett state 
that it is of regular occurrence on the coast of Finmark, where it occurs in bmall numbers from 
October and November till February. Although reported by Bell and others as having been taken 
in the Severn, and by Saxby as observed at Baltasound, Shetland, t~e capture of a specimen in 
Morecombe Bay, England, reported by Turner in 1874, Mr. E. R. .Alston says is "the first British 
specimen that has been properly identified." 
The distribution of this species in the North Pacific is not well known. Pallas (under the 
name Phoca dorsata) records _it from Kamtchatka, where its occurrence is also affirmed by Steller. 
Temminck mentions having examined three skins obtained at Sitka, but adds that it was not 
observed by "les voyageurs neerlandais" in Japan. In the collections in the National Museum 
from the North Pacific this species is unrepresented, the species thus far received from there being 
the following four, namely: Phoca vitulina, Phoca fmtida, Erignathus barbatus, ~nd Histriophoca 
fascia ta. 
HUNTING ..A.ND PRODUCTS.-.As so large a part of wha_t has been already said in the general 
account of the seal fishery of the North .Atlantic and .Arctic waters necessarily relates to the 
present species~ it is scarcely requj.site in the present connection to more than recall the leading 
points of the subject, with the addition of a few details not previously given. .As already stated, 
the sealing grounds par excellence are the ice-floes off the eastern coast of Newfou~dland and around 
1 VON HEUGLIN: Reisen nach dem Nordpolarmeer, p. 56. 
2 CARROLL: Seal and Herring Fisheries of Newfoundland, p. 26. 
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Jan Mayen Island, where the present species forms almost the sole object of pursuit. The sealing 
season lasts for only a few weeks during spring; the enterprise1 gives employment during this · 
time to hundreds of vessels and thousands of men, the average annual catch falling little short of 
a million Seals, valued at about three million dollars. While the pursuit is mainly carried on in 
vessels, sailing chiefly from English, German, and Norwegian ports·, or from those of Newfoundland 
and the other British Provinces, many ar-e caught along the shores of the countries periodically 
visited by these animals, as those of South Greenland, Southern Labrador, Newfoundland, and 
the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. ~he pursuit with vessels, and the various incidents connected 
therewith, have already been detailed, and sufficient allusions have perhaps also already been made 
to the Greenland method of seal-hunting. 
In consequence of the gregarious habits of the species, and t,he fact that one-half to two-thirds 
of those taken are young ones that are not old enough to make any effectual attempt to escape, 
the succeB~ of a sealing voyage depends almost wholly upon the mere matter of luck in discovering 
the herds. While the old Seals are mostly shot, the young are killed with clubs. In respect to 
the ease and facility with which they are captured it may be noted that it is not at all unusual, in 
the height of the season, _for the crew of a single small vessel to kill and take on board from five 
hundred to a thousand in a day. Mr. Brown states: '' In 1866 the steamer Camperdown obtained 
the enormous number of 22,000 Seals in nine days," or an average of 2,500 per day. "It is nothing 
uncommon," he adds, '' for a ship's crew to club or shoot, in one day, as many as from 500 to 800 old 
Seals, with 2,000 young ones." 2 Such slaughter is necessarily attended with more or less barbarity, 
but this seems to be sometimes carried to a needless extreme. The Seals are very tenacious of 
life, and, in the baste of killing, many are left for a long time half dead, or :ire even flayed alive. 
Jukes states that even the young are'' sometimes barbarously skinned alive, the body writhing in 
blood after being stripped of its skin," and they have even been seen to swim away in that state, 
as when the fh-st blow fails to kill the Seals their hard-hearted ·murderers "cannot stop to give 
them a second." "How is it," he adds, "one can steel one's mind to_ look on that which to 
read of, or even think of afterwards, makes one shudder1 In the bustle, hurry, and excitement, 
these things pass as a matter of course, and as if necessary ; but they are most horrible, a.nd 
will not admit of an attempt at palliation." Scoresby and other writers refer to similar heartless 
proceedings-as though the necessary suffering attending such a sacrifice of unreHisting creatures 
were not in it elf bad enough without the infliction of such needless cruelty. The young Seals 
not only do not attempt any resistance, but are said to make no effort to move when approached, 
quietly suffering themselves to be knocked on the head with a club. The old Seals are more 
wary, and are generally killed with fire-arms. Scoresby relates that "When the Seals are 
observed to be making their escape into the water before the boats reach the ice, the sailors give 
a long-continued shout, on which their victims are deluded by the amazement a sound so unusual 
produce and frequently delay their retreat until arrested by the blows of their enemies." 
The annual catch of Harp Seal in Greenland js stated by Rink to be 17,500 full-grown " Sad-
<.ll -back " and 15,500 "Bluesides," or 33,000 in all. The catch from the N ewfoun<lland ports alone 
ft n reach ·500,0 0, and in the Jan Mayen sea often exceeds 300,000, so tha,t tlrn total annual 
eatch .f thi p ci · alone doubtles ranges from 800,000 to 900,000. 
The commercial products are the oil-u din the lubrication of machinery, in tanning leather, 
nd in min n,' lamp -and th kin , which are employe<l. for the manufacture of various kinds of 
1 
For stati tic of the al fishery, see Allen's "North American Pinnipeds," pp. 497-502. 
i an. at. Rist., Geol., &c., Greenland, Mammals, p. 67, foot-note. 
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leather and articles of clothing. The. skins are said to be mostly sold to English manufacturers, 
who employ them in the preparation of a superior article of '' patent" or lacquered leather. The 
flesh is esteemed by the Greenlanders as superior to that of their favorite Neitsik (Phoca fretida). 
25. THE RINGED SEAL. 
GENERAL HIS'.I.'0RY AND N0MENCLA'.I.'URE.-The earliest notices of Phoca fmtida, Fabricius, 
in systematic works are based on the brief account given by Cranz in 1765, but there appear to be 
still earlier references to it by Scandinavian writers. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DIS1'RIBUTION.-Although the Ringed Seal is· a well-known inhabitant of the 
.Arctic Seas, of both hemispheres, the southern limit of its distribution cannot be given with certainty. 
Wagner 1 records specimens from Labrador, which is the most southern point on the eastern coast of 
North America from which it seems to ham been reported. It is not enumerated by Jukes or Carroll 
as among the species hunted by the Newfoundland sealers,2 nor is it mentioned by Gilpin3 as occurring 
in Nova Scotia. Its occasional presence here and in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence is doubtless to be 
expected. Further northward, and especially along the shores of Davis's Straits and Greenland, 
its abundance is well attested. It has also been found as far nort,h as explorers ·have penetrated, 
having been met with by Parry as high as latitude 82° 40'. J. 0. Ross states that. it is common 
on both sides of the Isthmus of Boothia, where it forms the chief means of subsistence to the 
inhabitants during eight or nine months of the year.4 It is common in Iceland, and Malmgren and 
Von H~uglin state it to be numerous at Spitzbergen. The last-named author gives it as abundant 
_ in summer in the Stor-Fjord and its branches, in Henlopen Strait, and in the bays of the northwest 
coast of Spitz bergen, occurring in gre~t herds as well as singly, in the open water along the shores 
and in the openings in the ice-floes. He states that it is also numerous about Nova Zeru bla, where 
great numbers are killed for their skins and fat. 5 It is a common species on the coast of Finland, 
and farther eastward along the arctic coast of Europe and doubtless also of Western Asia.6 It is 
ah:;o a common inhabitant of the Gulf of Botbnia and neigh boring waters, and also of the Ladoga 
and other interior seas of Fipland. It is said by Bla~ius to extend southward along the coast of 
Middle Europe to North Germany, Irefand, and the British Channel. Professor Flower bas recorded 
its capture on the coast of Norwich, England; it undoubt~dly occurs at the Orkneys and the 
Hebrides, where it is supposed to be represented by the species known there as "Boda.ch" or "Old 
Man.'' A specimen was also taken many years since on the coast of France, but here, as on the 
1 8CHREBER1S Saugethiere, vii, 1846, p. 31. 
2 Professor Jukes says four species are known on the coast of Newfoundland, namely, the "Bay Seal" (Phoca 
1: itu,l-ina), the Harp Seal (Phoca gramlandica), the Hooded Seal ( Cystophora cristata)i and the "Square Flipper" (probably 
Halichcerus grypus). The first he did not see on the iQe among the Seals pursued by the sealers. The second is the 
one that forms the principal object of the chase. The third seems not to be numerous, but occurs occasionally out on 
the ice-floes with the Harp Seahl. The fourth is referred to as very rare, and as being larger than the Hooded Seal. 
Not one was heard of or seen that season. He supposes it may be the Phoca barbata.-Extmrsions in Newfoundland, 
vol. i , pp. 308-312. 
Carroll states that the species of Seal that a,re taken on the coast of Newfoundland are the "Square Flipper Seal" 
(proba bly Halich rerus grypus), the "Hood Seal" ( Cystophora cristata), the "Harp Seal" (Phoca grcenlandica), and the 
"Dotard" or "Native Seal" (Phoca vitulina).-Seal and Herring Fisheries of Newfoundland, 1873, p.10. 
3 The species given by Gilpin as found on the coast of Nova Scotia are the Harbor Seal (Phoca vitulina), the Harp 
Seal (Phoca gramlamdica), the Gray Seal (Halichcerus grypus), and the Hooded Seal ( Cystqphora cristata) . 
4 Ross's Second Voyage, App., 1835, p. xix. 
5 Reise nach dem Nordpolarmeer, Th. iii, p. 50. 
6 In an account of I_>rofessor Nordenskjold's late arctic voyage, published in ''Nature" (vol. xxi, p. 40, November 
13, 1870), it is stated that Phoca fretida "was caught in great numbers, and along with fish and various vegetables 
forms the main food of the natives'' at Cape Serdze (about 120 miles from Bering's Straits), the point where the 
"Vega" wintered, this and the polar bear being the only mammals seen. 
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shores of the larger British Islands, it can occur as merely a rare straggler.1 Its fossil remains 
have been reported by Professor Turner as having been found in the brick clays of Scotland. It 
appear~ also to be a, common species in the North Pacific, there being specimens in the National 
Mnseurn, unquestiona,bly of this species, from the coast of Alaska, and from Plover Bay, on the Sibe-
rian side of Beriug's Stralt. Its southern limit of distribution along the shores of the North Pacific, 
on t'ither the American or the Asiatic side, cannot at present be given. Judging from its known 
di~trilmtion in other portions of the arctic waters, there is no reason to infer its absence from the 
northern shores of Eastern Asia and vVestern North America. 
II.A.BITS, PRODUCTS, .A.ND :fIUN1'ING.-The Ringed Seal is pre-eminently boreal, its home being 
almost exclusirnly the icy seas of the arctic regions. Its favorite resorts are said to be retired 
bays and fjords, in which it remains so long as they are filled with firm ice; when this breaks up 
they beta,ke themselYes to the floes, where they bring forth their young. It is essentially a littoral, 
or rather glacial species, being seldom met witll in the open sea. From its abundance in its chosen 
haunts it is a species well known to arctic voyagers, and frequent reference is made to it in most 
of the uarratives of arctic explorations.2 
Tl1e habits of the Ringed ·Seal, as observed in European waters, seem to agree with what bas 
already been relatt>:d respecting their life-history in Davis's Strait and Cumberland Sound. Malm-
gren, for example, states that the females bring forth their young on the western coast of Finland, 
on tbe ice, 11ea.r the edge of great openings, between the 24th of February and the 25th of March, or 
at the time given by Pabricius and later writers for the same event on the coast of Greenl~nd, and 
in no respect does their mode of life appear to differ ~n the icy seas about Spitzbergen from what 
bas already been related. 
The Ringed Seal is of far less commercial value than the Harp Seal, but in this respect may 
be considned as holding the second rank among the northern Phocids. Brown states that "it is-
chiefly looked upon and taken as a curiosity by the whalers, who consider it of very little commer-
cial importance and call it 'Floe-ra.t .. "' Von Heuglin, however, states that many t~ousands are 
annually taken by the sealers for their skins and fat, in the vicinity of Nova Zembla and Spitz-
bergeo. It is of the greatest importance, however, to the Esquimaux and other northern tribes,. 
by whom it is captured for food and clothing. Mr. Brown informs us that it forms, during the-
latter part of summer and autumn, "the principal article of food in the Danish settlements, and 
on it the writer of these notes and his companions dined many a time; we even learned to like it 
and to become quite epicurean connoisseurs in all the qualities, titbits, and dishes of the well-
beloved Neit 'ik ! The kin," he continues, i,forms the chief material of clothing in North Green-
land. All of the of 1ro,Uu't dress in N eitsik breeches and jumpers; and we sojourners from a far-
country 0011 enca 'ed our elves in the somewhat his11id but most comfortable nether garments. It 
i only high dignitarie like' Herr In pektor' that can afford such extravagance as a Kassi ofak . ~ 
( Oallocephalus vitulinus) wardrobe! The arctic belles monopolize them all." Rink states that the-
nuwber annually captur din South Greenland has been calculated at 51,000. Capt. J.C. Ross 
1 Rt- pecting the south rn limit of the habitat of thi species in Europe, Professor Flower has the following; 
'' rTil on p ales of it as being found on all the candinavia,n coa t , and as haviug been met with as far south as the 
'haun l, on lhe tr ngth of pecim us in the Paris Mu um from that 1oculity; but h e wa::; unable to find any proof:'.i-
of it having b en mE\t with on the coa t of England. Kor have I been able to discover any positive evidence that it 
can, at lhe pr · nt day, bo r eckon d a British pecie, although there is little <loubt that it must occa::;ionaUy visit our-
h r' , wh r iti:i occurr nee would b a ily ov rlook <l."-Proc. Zoo!. Soc. Lond., 1871, p.150. 
'oll ·tt, contrary to th t timony of 'il on xclud it from tbe mammalian fauna of Norway, and states that 
b ' not kn w of an authentic in tance of it captur on the :Norwegian coast.-Bemrerkninger til NorgesPattedyr-
f 1m , l . p. r;,7, f t- ot :l. 
1 1 llen_' Pin nip WI, l. c., i a long and inter ting ace unt of their ha.bits, from tho pen of Ludwig Kumlien. 
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states that the Esquimaux wholly depend upon it fo1· their wjuter food, and von Schrenck alludes 
to the great importance of this animal to the nati-ves of .A.moor Land. 
26. THE RIBBON SEAL. 
GENERAL HISTORY.-The first account of the present species was published by Pennant, 
un<ler the name" Uubbon Seal," in the first quarto edition of bis" History of Quadrupeds," in 1781 
(vol. ii, p. 523). 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBU'.l'ION.-According to Pallas, the preseut species, Histriophoca fas-
ciata (Zimm.) Gill, occurs around the Kurile Islands and in the Ochotsk Sea. Von Schrenek states 
that Hr. Wosnessenski obtained specimens that were killed ou the eastern coast of Kamtcbatka, 
and that lie himself saw skins of examples killed on the southern coast of the Ochotsk Sea, where, 
however, the species seems to be of rare occurrence. ~e further states that it occurs also in the 
Gulf of Tartary, between the island of Saghalien and the mainland, but apparently not to the 
~outhward of that island, the southern point of which (in latitude 4G0 N.) he believes to be the 
southern limit" of its distribution. Mr. Dall secured specimens taken at Cape Romanzoff.1 Captain 
Scammon states, "It is found upon the coast of .Alaska, bordering on Bering Sea, and the natives 
of Ounalaska recognize iL as an occasional visitor to the .Aleutian Islands. . . . The Russian 
traders who formerly visited Cape Romanzoff', from Saint Michael's, Norton Sound, frequently 
brought back the skins of the male Histriophoca, which were used for covering trl!nks and for other 
ornamental purposes." This writer also states that be "observed a herd of Seals upon the beaches 
at Point Reyes, California," in April, 1852, which, "without close examination, answered to the 
description given by Gill" of the present species. Probably, however, a" close examination" 
would have shown them to be different, as no examples are yet known from the Californian coast, 
and the locality is far beyoml the probable limits of the habitat. Its known range may, therefore, 
be given as Bering's Sea southward-on the American coast to the .Aleutian Islands, and on the 
Asiatic coast to the islarnl of Saghalien. 
HABITs.-.Almost nothing appears to have been as yet recorded respecting the habits of the 
Ribbon Seal. Von Schrenck gives us no iIJformation of importance, and we search equally in vain 
for information elsewhere. A.11 of the four specimens obtained by Wosnessenski were taken on 
the eastern coast of Kamtchatka, at the mouth of the Kamtchatka River, about the end of March. 
According to the report of hunters, it very rarely appears at this locality so early in the season,. 
being not often met with there before the early part of May. The natives use its skins, in common 
with those of other species, for covering their snow-shoes. 
27. THE WEST INDIAN SEAL. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.-Respecting the present geographical distribution of the 
West Indian Seal, JJiona.chus tropicalis Gray, I am indebted for valuable information to Mr. R. W. 
Kemp, who, under date of "Key West, Fla.., April 29, 1878," wrote me as follows: '' Some two or-
three years ago there were two seen near Cape Florida. It was supposed that they had strayed 
from some of the Bahama Islands, as there are some few to be 'found in that vicinity. I am 
informed by reliable parti~s that Seals are to be found in great numbers at the Anina Islands~ 
situated between the Isle of Pines and Yucatan. _One of my informants says that as he was sailing· 
about the islands fishing and wrecking, he and Ljs party discovered a number of SealR on one of 
them, and went on shore to kill some, merely 'for fun.; On nearing the shore the Seals got into 
'The National Museum possesi:;es four fine specimens, two ob1aiued by :\Ir. Dall, in 1880, and two by Mr. E. W· 
Nelson, as well as several large pouches, each made of an entire skin of this species by the Eskimos. 
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the water. They then hid themselves in the shrubbery along the beach, and in about ten or fifteen 
minutes the Seals came on the beach again. The men, armed with axes, sprang ti pon them, the 
" Seals trying to get into the water again. Two of them were killed, and another oHe, as one of the 
men came up to him, turned around and barked furiously at him, which frightened the poor man 
so badly (he having never seen one before, and knowing nothing- of their habits) that he almost 
fainted. -The Seals are said to be very easily killed or captured alive. They yield a great deal of 
oil. The skins are very large, but not easy to cure, on account of their fatty substance." In a 
later letter he refers to their great rarity on the_Florida coast, where he says they occur ''only 
once or twice in a life-time," but alludes to their comparative abundance on tl.te coast of Yucatan, 
and their occasional occurrence at the Bahama Islands. 
Mr. L. :B1. de Pourtales also informs me that there is a rock on Salt Key Bank, near the Bahamas, 
called H Dog Hock," presumably from its having been formerly frequented by the Seals. Also, that 
bis pilot, in 1868-~69, told him he bad himself killed Seals among the rocky islets of Salt Key 
Bank. 
I learn from Dr. S. W. Garman, who accompanied Mr. Agassiz during his dredging expedition 
. . 
in the Caribbean Sea, in the United States Coast Survey steamer "Blake," during the winter of 
1877-'78, that the Seal of those waters is well known to the wreckers and turtle-hunters of that 
region, and that they often kill it for its oil. He also informs me that these animals . had also been 
frequently seen ap.d killed by one of the officers of the "Blake," especially about the Isle of Pines, 
south of Cuba, an(\ at the Ala'3ranes, where, as already noted, they occurred in such abundance at the 
time of Dampier's visit i~ 1676 as to be extensively hunted for their oil. They are also known to 
the whalers who visit these waters. 
The specimens described by Messrs. Hill and Hosse were taken at the Pedro Kays, off . the 
southern coast of Jamaica, where thirty years ago they appear to have occurred in considerable 
numbers. 
On a "Chart of the Environs of Jamaica," published in 177 4,1 as well as on bter maps of this 
region, are indicated some islets off the Mosquito coast, in about latitude 12° 40', which bear the 
name "Seal Kays," doubtless in reference to the presence there of these animals. 
It therefore appears that the habitat of the West Indian Sea,l extends from the northern coast 
· of Yucatan northward to the southern point of Florida, eastward to the Bahamas and Jamaica, 
and southward along the Central American coast to about latitude 12°. Although known to have 
been once abundant at some of these localities, it appears to have now well nigh reached extinction, 
and is doubtless to be found at only a few of the least frequented islets in various portions of the 
area above indicated. Being still well known to many of the wreckers and turtle-hunters, it seems 
trange that it should have so long remained almost unknown to naturalists. The only specimen 
~xtant in any mmseum seem:s to be the imperfect skin transmitted by Mr. Gosse to the British 
Mu eum thirty years ago. Consequently, respecting none of the Pinnipeds, at least of the northern 
hemisphere, is information still so desirable. 
28. THE HOODED SEAL. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND MIGRATIO~S.-The Hooded or Crested Seal, Oystophora 
e,-rfatata (End.) ils ., i r tricted to the colder parts of the North Atlantic and to portions of the 
retie ea. It rang from Gre nland a tward to Spitzbergen and along the arctic coast of 
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other pelagic species, stragglers are sometimes met with far to the southward of the usual range 
of the specieR. On the North .American coast it appears to be of uncommon occurrence south of the 
point already mentioned, as it is said by Gilpin 1 to be" a rare visitor to the shores of Nova Scotia." 
Like.the Harp Seal, it appears also to be regularly migratory, but owing to its much smaller numbers 
and less commercial importance, its movments are not so well known. Carroll states that it visits 
the coast of Newfoundland at the same time as the Harp Seal, or about the 25th of February, the 
time, however, varying with the state of the weather. He further states that Hooded Seals al ways 
keep to the eastward of the Harp Seals, amongst the heavy ice; also that they are quite numerous 
in spring in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, where "many of them are killed by persons who reside 
on Saint Paul's Island." 2 Dr. Packard states th~ it" is not uncommonly, during the spring, killed 
in considerable numbers by the sealers'; along the coast of Labrador. 3 Rink says, "It is only occa-
8ionally found along the greater part of the coast [of Green1and], but visits the very limited tract 
between 60° and 61 ° N. lat., in great numbers, most probably in coming from and returning to the 
east side of Greenland. The first time it visits us i~ from about May 20 till the end of June, dur-
iug whicL it yields a very lucrntive catch." 4 Robert Brown observes, "With regard to the favorite 
localities of this species ot Seal, Uranz and the much more accurate Fabricius disagree-the former 
affirming- that they are found most]y on great ice islands where they sleep in an unguarded manner, 
while the latter states that they delight in the high seas, visiting the land iu .April, May, and June. 
Tliis appears contradictory and confusiug; but in reality both authors are right, though not in an 
exclusive sense." Again Le says: '· This Seal is not common anywhere. On the shores of Green-
land it is chiefly found beside large fields of ice, and comes to the coast, as was remarked by Fa.bri-
cius long ago, at certain times of the year. They are chiefly found in South Greenland, though it, is 
erroneous to say that·they are exclusively confined to that s~ction . I have seen them not-uucom-
monly about Disco Bay, and have killed them in Melville Bay, in the most northerly portiou of 
Baffin's Bay. They are principally killed in the district of Jnlianshaab, and then almost solely in· 
the most southern part, on the outermost islands, from about the 20th of J\fay to the last of Juue; 
bnt in this short time they supply a great portion ot the food of the natives arnl form a third of 
the colony's yearly production. In the beginning of July the Klapmj,ds leaves, but retnri js iri 
August, when it is much emaciated. Then begins what the Danes iu Greenland can the maigre 
Klapmydsefang~t, or the 'lean-Klapmyds-catching,' which lasts from three to four weeks. -Very 
seldom is a Klapmyds to be got at other places, and especially at other times. The na.ti"ves eall a.· 
Klapmyds found single up a fjord by the name of Nerimartont, tbe meaning of which is 'go11c 
after foo<l.' They regularly frequent some small islands not far from Julianshaab, whete a, good 
number are caught. After this they go farther north, but are lost sight of, and it is not kuown 
where. tbe;y go to (Rink, l. c.). Those seen in North Greenland are mere strag~lers, wandering from 
· the herd, and are not a continuation of the migrating flocks. Johannes (a very knowing man of 
Jakobshavn) informed me that generally about the 12th of July a few are killed in Jakobshavn 
Bay (lat. G9° 13' N.). It is more pelagic in its habits tLan the other Seals, with the exception of 
the Saddleback." 5 
I conclude the account of the geographical distribution of the Hooded Seal in Baffin's Bay 
with the following from Mr. Kumlien's account: 
i Proceedi.ngs and Transations Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sciences, vol. iii, pt. 4, p. 884. 
2 Seal and Herring .Fisheries of Newfoundland, pp.13, 14. 
3 Proc. Bost Soc.Nat. Hist., vol. x, p. ~71. 
4 Danish ·Greenlandf etc., 1877, µ. 126. 
6 Proc. Zoo!. Soc. Lond., 1868, pp. 436, 437; Man. Nat. Hist., etc., Greenland, Mam., pp. 65, 66. 
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"The Bladder-nose appears to be very rare in the upper Cumberland waters. One specimen 
was procured at Annanactook in autumn, the pnly one I saw. The Eskimo bad no name for it, and 
said they had not seen it before. I afterward learned that they are occasionally taken about the 
Kikkerton Islands in spring and autumn. I found their remains in the old kitchenmiddens at 
Kingwab. A good many individuals were noticed among the pack-ice in Davis's Straits in July.'' 1 
Ou the European coast this species is said to be of not very common occurrence on the northern 
coast of Norway, but more to the southward only stragglers appear to have been met with. 2 In 
March and April, according to Malmgren, they are seen about Jan Mayen, and they are said to 
occur on the coast of Finmark, and at the mouth of the White Sea. Von Baer 3 and Schultz also 
:state that it i8 rarely fou:o.d not only in the White ·sea, but along the 'l'imanschen and Mou rm an 
-coasts. Von Heuglin says it appears to be found in the Spitzbergen waters only on the western 
eoast of these islands,• and states that it is not known to occur at Nova Zembla. He gives 
its principal range as lying more to the westward, around Iceland and Greenland. 
It thus appears that the range of the Crested Seal is restricted mainly to the arctic waters of 
the North Atlantic, from Spitzb~rgen wes\ward to Greenland and Baffin's Bay, and thence south-
ward to Newfoundland. · Stragglers have been captured, however, far to the .southward of these 
limits, on both sides of the Atlantic. Thus Gray observes: 
"A young specimen bas been taken in the river Orwell; at the mouth of the Thames; and at 
the Islan_d of Oleron, west coast of France, but I greatly doubt if it had not escaped from some ship 
coming from North America; there is no doubt of the determination of the species. The one caught 
on the River Orwell, 29th June, 1847, is in the Museum of Ipswich, and was described by Mr. W. 
B. Clarke, on the 14th August, 1847, in 4to, with a figure of t,he Seal and skull. The one taken on 
the Isle ·d'Oleron is in the Paris Museum, and is figured, with the skull, in Gervais, Zool. et Paleont. 
Fran9., t. 42, and is called Phoca Isidorei, by Lesson, in the Rev. Zool., 1843, 256. The young is 
very like that of Pagophilus grrenlandicus, but is immediately known from it by being hairy between 
the nostrils, and by the .grinders being only plated and not lobed on the surface." 5 
Its capture bas occurred a few: times on the coast of the United States, as far from its usual 
range even as on the European coast. A large Seal is occasiona11y seen on the coast of Massa-
chusetts, which has been supposed to be the Crested Seal, but just what this large Seal is remains 
still to be determined. 6 DeKay, in 1824, recorded 7 the capture of a male example of this species . . 
1 Bu1letin of the United States National Museum, No. 15, 187D, p. 64. 
2 Says Blasius, writing in 1857, "An den slidlichen Ktistenlaodern der Nordsee hat man sie bis jetzt noch nicht 
gesehen."-Natnrgesch. der Saugeth. Deutschlaods, p. 260. 
3 Bul1. Acad. Imp. des Sci. de St. Petersb., iii, 183d, p. 350. 
•Malmgren, writing some years earlier, says that in recent times it has not been observed with certainty at Spitz-
bergenJ though reported a occurring there by Martens and Scoresby. Possibly, he says, during its summer wanderings 
it may extend to tbe latitude of Spitzbergen. During Torell's first journey to Spitzbergen a young individual was . 
killed in the vicinity of Bear Island. He says it is only exceptionally taken by the seal-hunters about Jan Mayen, 
only a comparatively small number being capt.ured.-Arch. ftir Naturgesch., 1864, p. 72. 
6 GRAY, J. E., in Zoologist, 2d er., vol. vii, 1872, p. 3338. 
6 In my "Catalo~ue of the Mammals of Massachusetts," I refer to this large Seal as follows, supposing it to be the 
Hooded eal: "From account I have received from re ident aloug the coast of a Seal of very large size observed by 
them, antl o ·ca. ionally captu:r d, I am led to th ink this sp cies i not of unfrequent occurrence on the Massaehusetts 
coaRt. fr. . \V. Benm,tt inform me of one taken some year since in the Providence River, a few miles below Provi-
d nc , whi ·h he aw shortly aft r. Prom his very particular account of it I cannot donut that it was of ibis species. 
1r.- · J · Ia.ynard al o inform rue tha a numb r of sp cimen bav, been tak n at Ip1,wich ·within the past few years, 
tb· h, v weirrh <l from Y n bundr d to nine bnndr d po rnd . It seem to b most frequent in winter when it appar-
n I mi<rn t · from th· north. -B 111. Mu . Comp. Zoo!., vol. i,. ·o. , 1 ·9, pp. 193, 194. This id~ntificaLion was 
m l 1010 ol ly ~ u the gr n_nd of iz , tak ,o iu c·onoc~tiou with tbe fact that the p cies had been laken in Long 
1 1· nil• nn,l n1•• r <:w York itr. Tb qu tion .how v r m, y fair] b , rai ed whether the large Seals more or less 
fr ''Jtl n ly en on th co· t of 'o Englaucl ar no r ally be Gr· y •al (HQ.lichcernB grypus). 
Y I Ly · um ' · t. ci. 1. i, 1 ~ p. 94. 
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in a small creek that empties into Long Island Sound at East Chester, about fifteen miles from 
New York City. Twenty years 1 later he refers to this as the first and only known instance of its 
occurrence within the limits of the State of New York, where, he says, "it can only be regarded 
as a rare and accidental visitor." Professor Cope, however, has recorded its capture in the Chesa-
peake Bay, where he says it has twice occurred.2 The first specimen was recorded iu 18t>5 3 as 
"some species of Oystophora; taken near Cambridge, Mar3·land, on an arm of the Chesapeake Bay, 
eighteen miles from salt water, by Mr. Daniel M. Henry." The specimen, it is said, " measured 
6i feet, and weighed, when living, about 330 lbs." Although Pr?fessor Cope adds, "Whether this 
species is the O. cristata or antillarum, cannot be determined, owing to the imperfection of extant 
descriptions," there is no reason for doubting that it was really the Crested Seal, a conclusion to 
which Professor Cope seems to have later arrived. Although Gray's suggestion anent the English 
specimen naturally arises, namely, transportation from the north in some ship, it seems more 
probable that they were really wanderers from the usual home of the species. 
~ABITS.~As already noted in the account of the geographical distribution of this species, it is, 
_like the IIarp Seal, pelagic and migratory, preferring the drift ice of the '' high seas" to the vicinity 
of land, and seems rarely if ever to resort to rocky islands or shores. It brings forth its young on 
the ice, remote from the land, in March, a week or ten days later than the Harp Seal, with which 
it appears only rarely to associate, although the two species are often found on neighboring ice-
floes. It is commonly described as the most courageous and combative of the Phocids, often 
turning fiercely upon its pursuers. 
· The Hooded Seal is described as very active when in the water: It .:'wims very low, with only 
the top of the head above the surface. During the rutting season the males wage fierce battles for 
the possession of the females, the noise of which may be beard miles away. At times the sexes 
are said to live apart, but associate in families during the breeding season. Their affection for 
each other, and especially for their young, is represented as very strong, both parents remaining 
by them wiih such persistency that the wh_ole family are easily killed . . 
Foon.-The food of this species doubtless consists chiefly of fishes of different species. Malm-
gren supposed it to subsist mainly on those of large .size. That it also feeds upon squids, and 
probably on other mollusks, is evinced by their remains having been found in their· stomachs, as 
well as "the beaks oflarge cuttle-fish." 4 
HUNTING AND PRODUCTS.-This species, owing to its scarcity, is of relatively small commer-
cial importance, yet many are taken every year by the N ewfoundlana. and Jan Mayen sealers; 
generally no separate estimates, however, are given of the number taken. Dr. Rink states that 
the average annual catch in Greenland is 3,000. The flesh is greatly esteemed by the Greenlanders. 
The Hooded Seal is usually taken on the ice, but Mr. Reeks states that many are also shot iu 
the spring of the year ?Y the settlers along the coast of Newfoundland. . As already stated, the 
hood of the male affords such a protection to its owner as to render the animal so provided very 
hard to kill with the ordinary seal-club, or even with a heavy load of shot; and they are, further-
more, "at times very savage, and it requires great dexterity on the part of the seal-bunters to keep 
from being bitten." 
• 1New York Zoobgy, or the Fauna of New York, 1842, pt. i, p. 5ti. 
2 New Topographical Atlas of Maryland, 1873, p. 16. 
3 Proceedings of t he Academy of .Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1865, p. 273, 
4 JUKES: Excursions in Newfoundland, vol. i, p. 312. 
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29. THE CALIFORNIAN SEA ELEPHANT. 
GENERAL HIST0RY.-The California Sea Elephant, Jl1acrorhinus angustirostris Gill, was first 
described by Dr. Gill, in 1866, from a skull of a female in the 1\1 useum of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion received from Saint Bartholomew's Bay, Lower California. Its external characters were first 
' made known by Capt. C. M. Scammon in 1869, and the species was redescribe<l by him· in 1874. 
with detailed measurements of two adult females and a newly-horn pup. This is all that has thus 
far appeared relating to its technical history. Captain Scammon, as early as 1854, gave some 
account of the habits of this species, under the name Sea Elephant, and earlier incidental references 
to it doubtless occur in the narratives of travelers. Dr. Gill observes, in his paper already cited, 
"For a long time, the fact that a species of the genus .1lf.acrorhinus or Elephant Seal inhabits the 
coast of Western North America has been well known. But, on account of the want of opportunity 
for comparison of specimens, the relations of the species have not been understood." I fail to tind, 
however, in any technical account of the Sea Elephant, a.ny previous notice of their occurrence on 
the coast of North America. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DIS'l'RIBUTION.-The Sea, Elephant seems to have been formerly very abun-
dant on the coast of California and Western Mexico, whence it became long since nearly extirpated. 
Captain Scammon, in writing (about 1852) of Cedros Island, off the coast of Lower California, says: 
"Seals and Sea Elephants once basked upon the shores of this isolated spot in vast nurn bers, aud 
in years past its surrounding shores teemed with se.alers, sea-elephant and sea-otter hunters; the 
remains of their rude stone houses are still to be seen in many convenient places, which were once 
the habitations of these hardy men." 1 A few Sea Elephants are still found at Santa Barbara Island, 
where they are reported; however, to be nearly extinct. Whether or not they still occur elsewhere 
along the Californian coast I am without means of determini11g, although it is probable that a small 
remnant still exists at other points, where scarcely more than a quarter of a century ·ago Yessels 
were freighted with their oil. Neither is it possible to determine with certainty the limits of their 
former range. Captain Scammon, who doubtless obtained his information from trustworthy sources, 
states that it extended from Cape Lazaro, latitude 24° 46' north, to Point Reyes, in latitude 38°, or 
for a distance of about two hundred miles. As bas heretofore been stated, Dampier, in 1686, met 
with Seals on the islands off the western coast of Mexico, as far south as latitude 210 to 23°, but of 
·what species his record unfortunately fails to show. They were doubtless either Sea Elephants OL 
Sea Lions (Zalophus californianus), and may have included both. This rather implies its former 
extension, two hundred years ago, considerably to the southward of the limit assigned by Captain 
Scammon, on probably traditional reports current among the residents of this part, of the coast at 
the time of his vi it thero in 1852. · 
"The sexe vary much iu ize, the male being frequently triple the bulk of the female; the oldest 
of the former will averag fourteen to ixteen feet; the largest we have ever seen measured twenty-
two fe t from tip to tip." ·The adult female average ten feet in length between extremities."-
cammon . . •· I ound the und.er side of the neck, in the oldest males, the animal appears to undergo 
a change with ag ; th hair fall· off, the kin thicken and becomes wrinkled-the farrows cross-
ing ea ·11 o h r, producing a check red ·urface-and , ometimes the throat is more or less marketl 
with whit pot·. It pr lo ci ext nd" from oppo ite the angle of the mouth forward (in the larger 
male:) · nt fi.ft n inch , wh u he creature is in a state of quietude, and the upper surface 
PP•, r · ri rry· b wb u th animal ak an xcited re piration. the trunk becomes elongated, 
i · PI> ar. Th . -f mal : 'ar d titut of the probof-cis, the no e being like 
pr d ·ting m r , r th mouth. - cammon. 
P ci . of th~ gmrn · .JfurrorhinuSJ.' Pro . CLicago Acad., i, 1 6, pp. :~:3, 34. 
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Captain Scammon gives the length of a "new-born pup" as four feet. 
HABITS.-We are indebted to Captain Scammon, ·who has fortunately had favorable oppor-
tunities for obserYation, for e-verything of importance · that has thus far been recorded respecting-
the habits of the Sea Elephant of California. "The habits of these huge beasts," he tells us,1 
'' when on shore, or loitering about the foaming breakers, are in many respects like those of the 
Leopard Seals [Phoca vitulina]. Onr observations on the Sea Elephants of California go to show 
that they have been found in much larger numbers from February to June than during other 
months of the year; _ but more or less were at all times found on shore •·pon their _favorite beaches, 
which wer~ about the islands of Santa Barbara, Cerros, Guadalupe, San Bonitos, Natividad, San 
Roque, and Asuncion, and some of the,most inaccessible points on the mainland between Asuncion 
and Cerro~. When coming up out of the water, they were genera11y first seen near the line of surf; 
then crawling up by degrees, frequently reclining as if to sl~ep; again moving up or along the 
shore, appearing not content with their last resting place. In this manner they would ascend tbe 
ravines, or 'low-downs,' half a mile br more, congregating by hundreds. They are not so active on 
land as the Seals; but, when excited to inordinate exertion, their motions are quick-the whole 
body quivering with their crawling, semi-vaulting gait, and the animal at such times manifesting 
great fatigue. Notwithstanding their unwieldiness, we have sometimes found them on broken and 
elevated ground, fifty or sixty feet above the sea. 
"The principal seasons of their coming on shore are, when they are about to shed their coats, 
when the females bring forth their young (which is one at a time, rarely two), aud the mating 
season. These seasons for 'hauling up' are more marked in southern latitudes. The different 
periods are known among the hunters as the 'pupping cow,' 'brown cow,' 'bull and cow,' anrl 
'Marcil bull' seasons; 2 but- on tlie California coast, either from the influence of climate or some 
other cause, we have noticed young pups with their mothers at quite the opposite months. The 
continual bunting of t,he animals may possibly have driven them to irregularities. The time of 
gestation is supposed to be about three-fourths of the year. The most marked season we could 
discover was that of the adult males, which shed their coats later than the younger ones anrl the 
females. Still, among a herd of the largest of those fuUy matured (at Santa Barbara Island, in 
June, 1852), we found several cows and their young, the latter apparently but a few days old. 
"When the Sea Elephants come on shore for th.e purpose of ':shedding,' if not disturbed they 
remain out of water until the old llair falls off. By the time this change comes ~tbout, the animal 
is supposed to lose half its fat; indeed, it sometimes becomes very thin, and is then called a 
's1imskin.' 
"In the stomach of the Sea Elephant a few pebbles a,re found, ~hich has given rise to the 
saying that 'they take in ballast before going d.own' (returning to the sea) . On warm and sunny 
days we have watched them come up singly on smooth beaches, and burro~ in the dry sand, 
throwing over their backs the loose particles that collect about their fore limbs, and nearly covering 
tllemselves from view; but when not disturbed, the animals fo11ow their gregarious propensity,ancl 
collect in large herds." "The largest number I ever found in one herd," he states in another 
connection, '' was one hundred a ,nd sixty-five, which lay promiscuously along the beach or np the 
ravine near by." 
------------ ----- --- --- ------ - -- --- -- ----------- ------
1 Marine Mammals, 1874, pp. 117-119. St>e also Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.., l tl6!J, pp. 63- ti5, where the .ac<;ouot 
here quoted was first published. See further J. Ross Browne's" R1--sources of the Pacific Coast'' [Append.], p. 129, \Ybere. 
the sa,rni antbor bas a1so given a short account_ of its habits as ohserved at Cedros (or Cerros) Island in 1852. Also :m 
article entitled "Sea-elephant Hunting," in the "Overland Monthly," iii, pp. 112-117, Nov., 1870. 
2 
Referring to the habits of the Southern Sea Elephant (Maororhinus leoni.n·ui,), as be had "learned from ship-
mast ers who have t.akel}- Seals apout Kerguelen's Land, the Crozet,s, and Hurd's Island." See Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. 
Phi la., 1869, p . 64. 
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Nothing further respecting the breeding habits or sexual relations of the species appears to 
have been as yet recorded,_ but they may be pre·sumed ·to be similar to those of the Sea Elephant 
of the Antarctic Seas.1 
COMPARISON WITH THE SoU'.I.'HERN SEA ELEPH.A.NT.-So far as can he determined by descrip-
tions, f he Northern and t-he Southern Sea Elephants 2 differ very little in size, color, or otlier 
external features. Captain Scammon gives the average length of the full-grown male of the 
northern species as twelve to fourteen feet, and says that the largest he ever measured bad a length 
of twenty-two feet "from tip to tip.'' Peron gives the length of 1 he southern species as twenty to 
twenty-five, and even thirty feet, with a circumference of fifteen to eighteen feet,. Anson gives 
the length as twelve to twenty feet, and the circumference as eight to fifteen feet. Pernety records 
the total length as twenty-five feet. Scammon gives the length of tlie young of th~ northern 
species, at birth, as four feet; and Peron gives four or five feet as the length of the young at birth 
for the southern species. The _skeletons of the two old males of the southern species, already 
mentioned, allowing for the intervertebral cartilages that have·disappeared in maceration, measure 
respectively not over fifteen and sixteen feet, adding to which the length of the hind flipper and 
the proboscis gives a total length, from "tip to tip," of about twenty-one to twenty-two feet. _ From 
the foregoing we maJ7 infer that the usual difference in size between the two species is not great, 
the southern species on the whole appearing to be somewhat the larger of the two. It would seem 
that the Northern and Southern Sea Elephants, though presurn~bly distinct, are _closely amed, as 
well in structural characters as in habits. In respect to geographical distribution, I am not aware 
that the southern species has been found north of about the 35th degree of south latitude (the 
Island of Juan Fernandez), or the northern species south of about the 24th degree of north latitude. 
It may consequently be safely assumed that the two forms have been long isolated, and that the 
southern is an offshoot from northern stock, since the only other known species of the Oystophorince 
is also northern in its distribution. 
1 It is here assnn;ed that the Sea Elephants of the Southern Hemisphere are all referable to a single species, t,he 
Phoca leonina of Linne, 1758, based on the Sea Lion of Lord Anson, which was renamed Plwca elephanli11a by Molina, 
1782, ancl again renamed Phoca p1'oboscidea by Peron, in 1816, and of which Phoca By1'oni of Desmarest, and also Phoca 
Ansoni of the same author (th~ latter species in part only), and the Miroimga patagoriica of Gray are synonyms. I am 
a,ware, however, that Peters has recently proposed the recognition of four species, namely, Cystophora leoriina (=Anson's 
Sea Lion), C. falklandica (= Pernety's Sea Lion), C. p1-·oboscidea (ex Peron), and C. ke1·giulonsis (the Sea Elephant. of 
Kerguelen Island). He seems not, however, to have arrived at this course by an examination of an extensive suite of 
specimens from various localities, as he refers in this connection to only a single old male example from Kergnelen 
Island. He seems to have been influenced merely Ly the varying statements in l'cspect to size and some other features 
given by Pernety, An on, anc1 Peron. His entire presentation of the case is as follows: "Pernety gibt von seinem 
Seelowen eine lange Mahne, cine Totalla.nge von 25 Fuss und einem Durchmesser cler Basis cler Eckzahne von 3 Zoll an. 
Perons ee-Elephanteu sollen bis 30 Fuss lang nnd von ulaugrauer Farbe sein . Vielleicht sind Hlle diese Arten 
verschiedeu 11nd e wiir<le dann der Name 0 . leonina L. bloss dem Anson':scben Seelowen zu belassen sPin, wahrend die 0. 
falklandica, wie man die von Pernety bcnenneu konnte, die C. ]Jroboscidta Peron, die 0. anyustirosfris Gill der nordlichen 
Hemisphiire und die von Kerguelenland bfl onderen Arten angehoren wiinlen. Fiir den letzteren Fall schlage ich vor, 
di ·se Art kerguelensis zu beuernmen." (Monatsb. <l. K. P. Akad . Wis ensch. zu Berlin 1875, p. 394, foot-note). 
~Th<> ,'ea Elephants appear to be exc •ptional among the Phocidm in tbe great disparity of size between the sexes, 
iu which, as well as in their breeding habits, they clo ly resemble the Otaries . Although, unlike the latter, they 
have not the pow r of using the bind limbs iu locomotion on laud, and are hence unable to walk, tht·y manage to 
crawl t a cou iderable di tance from he sea-according to Scammon, a "half a mile or more." The habits of the 
uthern •a Elephaut (Macrorhinus leoninus) were long since described by Anson and Pernety, and later by Peron, 
but their accounts s em in ome respects to be tinged with romance. According to these writers the males :fight 
d perat ly for he po e ion of the females. 
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0.-THE HABITS OF THE 1TUR SEAL. 
By HENRY w. ELLIOTT. 
30. LIFE-HISTORY OF THE FUR SEAL. 
DESCRIPTION OF AN ADULT MALE.-The Fur Seal, which repairs every year to the Pribylov 
Islands to breed and ·to shed its hair and fur, in numbers that seem almost fabulous, is the highest 
organized of all the Pinnipedia, and, indeed, for that matter, when land and water are weighed in 
the account together, there i~ no other animal known to man which can be truly, as it is, classed 
superior, from a purely physical point of view. Certainly there are few, if any, creatures i~ 
the animal kingdom that can be said to exhibit . a higher order of instinct, approaching even our 
intelligence. 
, . I wish to draw attention to a specimen of the finest of this race-a male in the flush and prime 
of his first maturity, six or seven years old, and full grown. When it comes up from the sea early 
in the spring, out to its· station for ·the breeding season, we have an animal before us that will 
measure six and a half to seven and a quarter feet in length from tip of nose to the end of its 
a,bbreviated, abortive tail. It will weigh at least 400 pounds, and I have seen older specimens 
much more corpulent, which, in my best judgment, could not be less than 600 pounds in weight. 
The head of this animal now before us, appears to be disproportionately small in comparison with 
the immense thick ueck and shoulders; but as we come to examine it we will find it is mostly all 
occupied by the brain. The light frame-work of the skull supports an expressive pair of large 
bluish hazel eyes; alternately burning with revengeful, passionate light, then suddenly changing 
to the tones of tenderness and good nature. It has a muzzle and jaws of about the same size and 
form observed in any full-blooded _Newfoundland dog, with this difference, that the lips are not 
flabby and overhanging; they are as firmly lined and pressed against one another as our own. The 
upper lips support a, yellowish white and gray moustache, composed of long·, stiff bristles, and when 
it is not torn out and broken off in combat, it sweeps down and over the shoulders as a luxuriant 
_ plume. Look at it as it comes leisurely swimming oh toward the ]and; see how h-igb above the 
water it carries its head, awl how deliberately it surveys the beac?, after having stepped upon it 
(for it may be truly said to step with its fore-flippers, as they regularly alternate when it moves 
up), carrying the head we11 above them, erect and gra~eful, at least three feet from the ground. 
The fore-feet, or :flippers, are a pair of dark bluish-bla~k bands, about eight or ten inches broad at 
their junction with the ·body, and the metacarpal joint, running out to an ovate point at their 
extremity, some fifteen to eighteen inches from this union; all the rest of the forearm, the ulna, 
radius, and humerus being concealed. under the skin and thick blubber-folds· of the main body and 
11eck, hid<len entirely at this season, when it is so fat. But six weeks to three months after this 
time of landing, whmi that superfluous fat and flesh has been consumed by self-absorption, those 
bones show plainly under the shrunken skin. 011 the upper side of these flippers the hair of the 
body straggles down finer and fainter as it comes below to a point close by, and slightly be~rond 
thti,t spot of junction where the phalanges and the metacarpal bones unite, similar to that point on 
our own band where our knuckles are placed; and here the hair ends, leaving the rest of tbe skin 
to the eod of the flipper bare and wrinkled in places at the margin of the inner side; showing, also, 
fine small pits, contaiuing abortive nails, wl.Jich are situated iti:.nnediately over the union of the 
phalanges with their cartilaginous coutinuations to the end of the flipper. 
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On the other side. of -the flipper the skin is entirely bare, from its outer cxtremi~y up to the 
body conn.ection; it is sensibly tougher and thicker than elsewhere on the body; it is deeply and 
regularly wdnkled with seams and furrows, which cross one another so as to leave a kind of sharp 
diamond-cut pattern. Wllen they are placed by the animal upon the smoothest rocks, shining and 
slippery from algoid growths and the sea-polish of restless waters, they seldom fail to adhere. 
When we observe this Seal moving out on the land, we notice that, though it handles its fore-
feet in a ~ostcreditable manner, it brings up its rear in quite a different style; for, after every second 
step ahead with the anteri0r limbs, it will arch its spine, and in arching, it drags and lifts up, and 
together forward, the hind-feet, to a fit position under. its body, giving it in this manner freish 
leverage for another movement forward by the fore-feet, in which the spine is again straightened 
out, and then a fresh hitch is taken upon the posteriors once more, and so on as the Seal progress~s. 
This is the leisurely and _natural movement on land, when not disturbed, tht> body all the time 
being carried clear of and never touching the ground. But if the creature is frightened, this method 
of progression is radically changed. It launches into a ·lope, and actually gallops so fast that the 
best powers of a man in running are taxed to head it off. Still, it must be remembered that it cannot 
run far before it sinks trembling, gasping, breathless, to the earth; thirty or forty yards of such 
speed marks the utmost ,limit of its endurance. 
The radical difference in the form and action of the hind-feet cannot fail to strike the eye 
at once; the:v are one-seYenth longer than the fore-hands, and very much lighter and more slender; 
they resemble, in broad terms, a pair of black kid gloves, flattened out and shriveled, as they lie 
in their box. 
There is no suggestion of fingers on the fore-hands; but the hind-feet seem to be toes run into 
ribbons, for they literally flap about involuntarily from that point where the cartilaginous pro~esses 
unite with the phalangeal bones. The hirnl-feet are also merged in the body at their junction with 
it, like_ those anterior; nothing can be seen of the leg aboYe the tarsal joint. · 
The shape of the hind-flipper is strikingly like that of a human foot, provided the latter were 
drawn out to a length of twenty or twenty-two inches, the instep flattened down, and the toes run 
out into thin, membraneous, oval-tipped points, only skin-thick, leaving three strong, cylindrfoal, 
grayish, horn-colored nails, half an inch long each, back six inches from these skinny toe-ends, 
without any sign of nails to mention on the outer big and little toes. 
On the upper side of this hind-foot the body-hair comes down to that point where the meta-
tarsus and phalangeal bones join and fade out. From this junction the phalanges, about six inches 
uown to the nails above mentioned, are entirely bare, and stand ribbed up in bold relief on the 
membrane which unites them as the web to a duck's foot; the nails just referred to mark the ends 
of the phalangeal bones, and their union in turn with the cartilaginous processes, which run 
rapidly tapering and flattening out to the ends of the thin toe-points. Now, as we are looking at 
this Fur Seal's motion and progression, that which seems most odd, is the gingerly manner (if I may 
be allowed to use the ~xpres ion) in which it carries these hind-flippers; they are held out at right 
angles from the body directly opposite the pelvis, the toe-ends or flaps sli6htly waving, curled, and 
drooping over, upported daintily, as it were, above the earth, the animal only suffering its weight 
behind to fall upon it heel , which are them elves opposed to each other, scarcely five inches apart. 
e ·lian, a we e thi Seal again later in the season, have to notice a different mode of pro-
gr ion and aring both when it is lording ov r it harem, or when it grow shy and rest1es · at 
the end of th r eding ea n, th n faint, maciat d d oect d; but we will now proceed to ob erve 
him in th rd r of hi arrival and that f bi family. Hi b ba ior luring he long period of 
fa ti ctivi y nd igilan an ther car which c1 vol,~ upon bim a the most 
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eminent of all polygamists in the brute world, I shall carefully relate; and to fully comprehend 
the method of this exceedingly interesting animal, it will be frequently necessary for the reader 
to refer to my sketch-maps of its breeding-grounds or rookeries, and the is~ands. 
ARRIVAL AT THE SEAL GROUNDS: COMING IN OF THE BULLS.-The adult males are the first 
examples of the Gallorhinus to arrive in the spring on the seal ground, which has been deserted by 
all of them since the close of the vreceding year. 
Between the l_st and 5th of May, usually~ a few males will be found scattered over the rook-
eries, pretty close to the water. They are at this time quite shy and sensitive, seeming not yet 
satjsfied with the land; and a great many_ spend day after day idly swimming out among the 
breakers, a little distance from the shore, before they come to it, perhaps 80mewhat reluctant at 
first to enter upon the assiduous duties and the grave responsibilities-before them in :fighting for 
and maintaining their positions in the rookeries. 
The first arrivals are not always the oldest bulls, but may be said to be the finest and most 
ambitious of their class. They are full grown and able to hold their places on the rookeries of the 
breeding-flats, which they immediately take up after coming ashore. Their method of landing is 
to come collectively to those breeding-grounds where they passed the prior season; but I am not 
able to say authoritatively, nor do I believe it, strongly as it has been urged by many,careful men 
who were with me on the islands, that these animals come back to and take up the same position 
on their breeding-grounds that they individually occupied when there last year: From my knowl-
edge of their action and habit, and from what I have learned of the natives, I should say that 
very few, if any, of them make such a selection and keep these places year after year. Even did 
the Seal itself intend to come directly from the sea to that spot on the rookery which it left last 
summer, what could it do if it_ came to that rookery margin a little late and found that another 
;, See-catch" had occupied its ground f The bull could do nothing. It would either have to die in 
its tracks, if it persisted in attaining this supposed objectirn point, or do what undoubtedly it 
does do-seek the next best locality which it can attain adjacent. 
One old ''See-catch" was pointed out to me at the "Gorbatch" section of the Reef Rookery 
as an animal that was long known to the natives as a regular visitor close by or on the same-rock 
every season during the past three years. They called him" Old John," and they said they knew 
him beeause he had one of his posterior digits missing, bitten off, perhaps, in a combat. I saw 
him in 1872, and made careful drawings of him in order that I might recognize his individuality 
should he appear again ju the following year, and wheu that time rolled by I found him not; he 
failed to reappear, and the natives acquiesced in his absence. Of course it was impossible to say 
that he was dead when there were ten thousand rousing, :fighting bulls to the right, left, and below 
·us, under our eyes, for we could not approach forinspec~ion. Still, if t.bese animals came each to a. 
cert,ain place in any general fashion, or as a rule, I think there would be no difficulty in recog-
nizing the fact; the natives certainly would do so; as it is, they do not. I think it very likely, 
however, that the older bulls come back to the same common rookery-ground where they spent. 
the previous season; but they are obliged to take up their position on it just as the circumstances 
attending their arrival will permit, such as finding other Seals wµ.ich have arrived before them, or 
of being whipped out by stronger rivals from their old stands.· 
It is entertaining to note, in this connection, that the Russians themselve:s, with the object of 
testing this mooted query, during · the later years of their possession of the islands, drove up a 
number of young males from Lukannon, cut off their ears, and turned them out to sea again. The 
following season, when the droves came in from the "hauling-grounds" to the slaughtering-fields, 
quite a number of those cropped Seals were in the drives, but instead ~f being found all at one 
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place-the place from whence they were driven the year before-they were scattered examples of 
, croppies from every point ou the islaud. The same experiment was again made by our people in 
1s·,o (the nati~;res having told them of this prior undertaking), and they went also to Lukannon, drove 
up 100 young males, cut off their left ears, and set them free in turn. Of this number, during the 
summer of 1872, wllen I was there, the natives found in their driving of 75,000 Seals from -the dif-
ferent lrnuling-groundsof Saint Paul up.to the village killing-grounds, two on ~ovostashnahRookery, 
ten miles north of Lnkannon, and two or three from English Bay and Tolstoi Rookeries, six miles 
west by wat~r; one or two were taken on Saint George Island, thirty-six miles to the southeast, 
and not orw from Lukannon was found among those that were driven from there; probably, had 
all the young males on the two islands this season b~en examined, the rest of the croppies that had 
returned from the perils of the deep, wheuce they sojourned during the winter, would have been 
distributed quit~ equally about the Pribylov hauling-grounds. Although the natives say that they 
think the cutting off of the animal's ear gives the water such access to its head as to cause its death, 
yet I noticed that those examples which we had recognized by this auricular mutilation were 
normally fat and well developed. Their theory does not appeal to my belief, and it certainly 
requires confirmation . 
. These experiments would tend to prove very cogently and conclusively, that when the Seals 
approach the islands in the spring, they have nothing in their minds but a general instinctive 
appreciation of the fitness of tbe land, as a whole; and no special fondness or determination to elect 
any one part.icular spot, not even the place of their birth. A study of my map of the distribution 
of the seal-life on Saint Paul, clearly indicates that the landing of the Seals on the respective 
rookeries is influenced greatly by the direction of the wind at the time of their approach to the 
islan<ls in the spring and early summer. The prevailing airs, blowing, as they do at that season, 
from the north and northwest, carry far out to sea the odor of the old rookery flats, together with 
the fresh scent of the pioneer bulls which have located themselves on these breeding-groun<ls, three 
or four w_eeks in advance of their kind. The Seals come up from the great North Pacific, and hence 
it will be seen that the rookeries of the south and southeastern shores of Saint Paul Island receive 
nearly all the seal-life, although there are miles of perfectly eligible ground at Nahsayvernia, or 
north shore. To settle this matter beyond all argument, however, I know is an exceedingly difficult 
task, for the i<lenti:fication of individuals, from one season to another, among the hundreds of 
thou ands, and even millions, that come under the eye on one of these great rookeries, is wen nig·h 
impossible. 
AGE OF FE:i\UL~S WHEN FITIS'l' PREGNANT.-As to the time when the virgin cow is first 
covered by the bull, I found a strange medley of ideas among the people on the island. The com-
mon opinion of the others and the natives was, that they were not covered until they were three 
years of age, bringing forth their fir, t youug in the former case, in the generally accepted version, 
when they r ached their fourth year. But this, on examination, was not a difficult problem at all 
to solve. The evidence .very year decides when tlle yearlings are driven up to the village in the 
fall, that although to external app arance tliere i no difference between the sexes, an examiuation 
c nclu iv ly tabli hed th fact, that the yearling females herded with the yearling males on the 
baulino-- ,ronn l ' a ·h al u qual in numl .r, a11d that when the balance of the "Holluschiclde," 
tw -y ar- l l an l upward, w re driv n in th y never fouud a female I in the droves. Where were 
th , two-y ~~ t- 11 £ mal ',' th ·n Tb ·y, r n t upou thl! hauling-grounds with the yearling females 
nd 1 ~ ·h 1 r ·. \Vh •r w r t h · Tb au.·w r i , tl1 y have come up on the breeding-grounds, 
·up1 li d with p\Jy. i •al life t m t pro pective maternity. 
1 i. e., virile femal ·. 
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RELATIVE DURATION OF LIFE: REPRODUCTION IS TERRESTRI.A.L.-This fact also shows 
that, as the female Fur Seal is so com:picuously inferior to the male, ph_ysically viewed, as to size 
and weight, so also is her life lessened. In other words, when she is matured, as she must be by 
her thinl year, in bearing then her first pup, she can reasonably be expected to live.no longer than 
nine or ten years, according to the general natural law governing this question; while the male, 
not coming to his maturity and physical prime until he is :five .or six years of age, lives, in obedience 
to the same law, :fifteen or twenty years. 
OLD .A.ND YOUNG MALES FIGHTING.-lhe males under six years of age, aUhough hovering 
about the sea margins of the breeding-grounds, do not engage in much fighting there; it is the six 
and seven year old males, ambitious and flushed with their reproductive consciousness, that swarm 
out and do. battle with the older males of these places. The young male of this latter cla·ss is, 
however, no match for an old :fifteen or twenty year old bull, provided that the aged '' Seecatchie" 
retains his teeth; for, with these weapons, his relatively harder thews and sinews· give him the 
advantage in almost every instance, among the hundreds of combats that I have witnessed. Thef- e 
trials of strength between the old and the young are incessant until the rookeries are mapped out; 
and by common consent the males of all classes recognize the coming of the females. After their 
arrival and settlement over t)Je whole extent of the breeding-grounds, about the 15th July at the 
latest, very httle fighting takes place.1 
ONLY ONE PUP BORN .A.T TIME OF P.A.RTURITION.-Touching the number of young born at a 
birth, the most diligent inquiry and scrutiny of observation on the rookeries have satisfied me that 
it is confined to a single pup. If they have twins, I have failed to discover a single instance of 
that. character. I also failed to notice a malformed pup or a monster anywhere throughout the 
multitudes umfor my observation, from July until the middle of N o,ember every season. I think 
this somewhat noteworthy, as it presents, perhaps, better than any other exhibition in the anirµal 
1 It has been suggested to me that the exquisite power of scent possessed by these animals enables them to reach 
the breeding-grounds at about the place where they left them the season previously; surely the nose of the Fur Seal 
is endowed to a superlative degree with those organs of smell, and its range of appreciation in this respect must be 
very great. 
"In carnivorous quadrupeds the structure of the bones of the nasal cavities is more intricate than in the her-
bivorous, and is calculated t-0 afford a far more extensive surface for tho distribution of the nerve. In the Seal this 
conformation is most fully developed and the bony plates are here not turbinated, but ramified, as shown in the woodcut. 
Eight or more principal branches rise from the main trunk, and each of these is divided and subdivided to an extreme 
degree of minuteness, so as to form in all many hundred plates. The olfactory membrane, with all its nerves, is closely 
applied to every plate in this vast assemblage, as well as to the main trunk and to the internal surface of the surrounding 
oavity, so that its extent cannot be less than 120 square inches in each nostril. .A.n organ of such exquisite sensibility 
requires an extraordinary provision for securing it against injury, and nature has supplied a mechanism for the 
purpose, enabling t,he animal to close at pleasure the orifice of the nostril."-HARWOOD: Comp. Anat. and Physiol., 
l3ridgewater Treatise, vol. ii, p. ,10~. 
I noticed in all sleeping ann waking Reals that the nasal apertures were never widely expanded; and that they 
were at intervals rapidly opened and closed with inhalation and exhalation of each breath; the nostrils of the Fur 
Seal are, as a rule, well opened when the animal is out of water, and remain so while it is on land. 
The distances at sea, away from -the Prib~·lov Islands, in which Fur Seals are found during the breeding season, 
are very considerable; scattered records ha_ve been made of seeing large bands of them during August as far down t,he 
northwest coast as they probal>ly range at any SPason of the year, viz, well out at sea in the latitude of Cape Flattery, 
47° to 49° south latitn<le. In the wintt>r and spring, up to middle of June, all classes are found here spread out over 
wide areas of the ocean; then, by tbe lf>th June they will have ail departed, the first and the latest, en route for the 
Pribylov Islands. Then, when seen again in this extreme southern range, I presume the unusua1ly early examples of 
return, toward the end of August, are sqnads oft he yearlings of borh sexes, for this division is always the last to land 
on, and the first to leave, the Seal J,-.lands, annually. Also, tbo two-year-old females which have bee1:1. covered on the 
breeding-grounds during June and ,Jnly nrnlonbte<lly stray back to sea, and do\.Yn again from the Pribylov group, very 
early in August, some of them as far as tLe coast-ht·ads of Fuca Straits; at least
1 
many of them at one time are never 
seen masse<l on the rookeries, and as thPy do not. con1,,ort with the Holluschickie and yearlings on land, quite a number 
. of their large aggregate donLtletlS make frequent and extended fishi~g excursions during the height of the breedi0.g 
season. 
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kingdom, the survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence; for these bulls, . by their own 
evolution, permit only the strongest and most perfect of their kind to stamp their impress on the 
coming generations. 1 
From the time of the first arrival in 11ay up to the beginning of June, or as late as the middle 
of that month, if the weather be clear, is an interval in which everything seems quiet. Very few 
Seals are added to the pioneers that have landed~ as we have described. By the 1st of June, how-
ever, sometimes a little before, and never much later, the seal-weather-the foggy, humid, oozy 
damp of summer-sets in; and with it, as the gray l)anks roll up and shroud the islands, the bull 
Seals swarm from the depths by hundreds and thousands, and locate themselves in advantageous 
positions for the reception of the females, w bich are generally three weeks or a month later than 
this date in arrival. 
PRE-EMP'l'ION OF THE ROOKERIES: BATTLES OF THE SEALS.-The labor of locating and 
maintaining a position on the rookery is really a terribly serious business for those bulls whi_ch 
come in last; and it is so all the time to those males that occupy the water-line of the breeding-
grounds. A coustantly sustained fight between the newcomers and the occupants goes on 
morning, noon, and night, without cessation, frequently resulting in death to one or even both of 
the com batant8. 
It appears, from my survey of these breeding-grounds, that a well-understood principle exists 
among the able-bodied bulls, to wit: that each one shall remain undisturbed on his ground, which 
is usually about six to eight feet square, provided that at the start, and fi.·om that time until the 
arrival of the females, ·he is strong enough to hold this ground against all comers; inasmuch as the 
crowding in of the fresh arrivals often causes the removal of those which, though equally able-
bodied at first, have exhausted themselves by fighting earlier and constantly, they are finally • 
driven by these fresher animals back farther anu higher up on the rookery, a1id sometimes off 
altogether. 
Many of these bulls exhibit wonderful strength and desperate courage. I marked oue veteran 
at Gorbatch, who was the first to take up his position early in May, and that position, as usual, 
directly at the water-line. This male Seal had fought at least forty or fifty desperate battles, and 
· fought off his assailants every time-perhaps nearly as many different Seals which coveted his 
position-and when the fighting season was OYer (after the cows are mostly all hauled up), I saw 
him still there, covered with scars and frightfully gashed; raw, festering, and bloody, one eye 
gonged out, but lording it bravely over his harem of fifteen or twenty females, who were all 
huddled together on the same spot of his first location and around him. 
This fighting between the old and adult males (for none others fight) is mostly, or rather entirely, 
done with the mouth. The opponents seize one another .with their teeth, and then clenching their 
jaws, nothing but the sheer strength of the one and the other tugging to escape can shake them 
loose, anu that effort invariably leaves ar.. ugly wound, the sharp canines tearing out deep gutters 
in the skin and furrows in the blubber, or shredding the flippers i~to ribbon-strips. 
They u ually approach each other with comically aYerted beads, just as though they were 
a barned of the rumpu which they were determined to precipitate. When they get near enough 
to reach one another they enter upon the r petition of many feints or passes, before either one or 
th other take the initiative by gripping. The head, are darted out and back as quick as a flash; 
- ---------------- ----
1 A trained ob en•er, Kumlien, who pas ed tho wintn of 1 77-'7 in Cuml.>nland Soun<'! and spcakiu <Y of this 
f .atnr in th Rin"' <~ al ( l'hoca fr.ctida), Ra · "There i u nally but one young at a birth; s;ill t\.;ins are n;t of rare 
o ·curr ·n , and oue 10 tance came un<l r my ob. ervation where ther were triplets; but they were small, and two of 
th rn }ll'Oh hly would not bav~ live<l hacl tb y h n born.' 
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their hoarse roaring and shrill, piping whistle never ceases, while their fat bodies writho and swell 
with exertion and rage; furious lights gleam in thefr eyes; their hair flies in the air, and. their blood 
streams down; all combined, makes a pict~re so fierce and so strange that, from its un~xpected 
position and its novelty, is perhaps one of the most extraordinary brutal conte,ts man can 
witness. 
In these battles of' tlle Seals, the parties are always distinct; the one is offensive, the other 
defensive. If the latter proves the weaker he withdraws from the position occupied, and is never 
followed by his conqueror, who complacently throws up one of his hind flippers, f~ns himself, as it 
were, to cool his fevered wrath and blood from the heat of th~ conflict, sinks into comparative quiet, 
only uttering a peculiar chuckle of satisfaction or' contempt, with a sharp eye open for th next 
covetous bull or "See-catch." 1 
ATTITUDES AND COLORATION OF THE FUR SE.AL.-The period occupied" by the males in 
taking and holding their positions on the rookery, offers a very favorable opportunity to study 
them in the thousand and one different attitudes and postures assumed, _between the two extremes 
of desperate conflict and deep sleep-sleep so profound that one can, if he keeps to the leeward, 
approach clos3 enough, stepping softly, to pull the whiskers of any old male taking a nap on a 
clear place; but after the first touch to these moustaches, the trifler must jump with electrical . 
celerity back, if he has any regard for the sharp teeth and. tremendous shaking which will surely 
overtake him if he does not. The younger Seals sleep far more soundly than the old ones, and it is 
a favorite pastime for the natives to surpri~e them in this manner-favorite, becaus.e it is attended 
with no personal risk; the little beasts, those amphibious sleepers, rise suddenly, and fairly shrink . 
to the earth, spitting and coughing their terror and co~fusion. 
The neck, chest, and shoulders of a fur-seal bull epmprise more .than two-thfrds of his whole 
weight; and in this long, thick neck, and the powerfui muscles of the fore-limbs and shoulders, is 
embodied the larger portion of his strength. When on land, with the fore-hands he does all climb-
ing over the rocks· and grassy hummocks back of the rookery, or shuffle8 his way over the smooth 
parades; the hind-feet being gathered up as useless trappings after every second step forward, 
which we have described at the outset of this chapte:,;. These anterior flippers are also the pi0 opel-
ling power when in water, the exclusive machinery with which they drive their rapid passage; the 
hinder ones floating behind like the steering sweep to a whale-boat, used evid~ntly as ruaders, or 
as the tail of a bird is while its wings sustain and force its rapid flight. 
The covering- to the body is composed of two coats, one being a short, crisp, glistening over-
hair, and the other a close, soft, elastic pelage, or fur, which gives the distinctive Yalue to the pelt. -
I can call it readily to the mind of my rea~ers, when I say to them that the down and feathers on 
the breast of a duck lie relatively as the fur and hair do upon the skin of the Seal. 
At this season of first "hauling up," 2 in the spring, the prevailing color of the bulls, after they 
dry off and have been exposed to the weather, is a dark, dull brown, with a sprinkling in it of 
lighter brown-black, and a number of hoary or grizzled gray coats peculiar to the very old males. 
On the should~rs of all of them, that is, the adults, the over-hair is either a gray or rufous ocher, 
or a very emphatic "pepper and salt"; this is Galled the "wig." The body-colors are most intense 
and pronounced upon the back of the head, neck, and spine, fading down on the flanks lighter, to 
much lighter ground <;>n the abdomen; stfll never white, or even a clean gray, so beautiful and 
peculiar to them when young, and to the females. The skin of the muzzle and flippers is a dark 
1 " See-catch," .native name for the bulls on the rookeries, especially those which are able to maintain their position. 
2 "Hauling up," a technical term, applied to the action of the Seals when they land from the surf anci haul up or 
drag themselves over the beach. It is expressive and appropriate, as are most of the sealing phrases. 
6 F 
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bhiisb-black, fading in the older examples to a reddish and purplish tint. The color of the ears 
and tail -is similar to that of the body, being somewhat, if anything, a trifle lighter; the ears on a 
bull Fur Seal are from one inch to an inch and a half in length; the pavilions or auricles are tigbt.ly 
rolled up ,m themselves, so that-they are similar in shape to, and exactly the size of, the little finger 
on the human band, cut off at the second pha1angeal joint, a trifle more cone-shaped, however, as 
they. are greater at the base than they are at the tip. They are haired and furred as the body is. 
I thiuk it probable that this animal bas and does ex6rt the power of compressing or dilating 
this scroll-like pavilion to its ear, just according as it dives deeper or rises in the water; and also, 
I am quite sure that the Hair Seal has this control over the rneatus externus, from what I have sren 
of it. I have not- been able to verify it in either case by actual observation; yet such opportunity 
as I have had gives me undoubted proof of the fact, that the hearing of the Fur Seal is wonderfully 
keen an~l surpassingly acute. 1f you make any noise, no matter how slight, the alarm will be given 
instantly !Jy_ these insignificant-looking auditors, aud the animal, rising up from deep sleep with a 
single motion erect, gives you a _ stare of stupid astonishment, and at this season of defiance, 
mingling it with incessant, surly roaring, grow ling, and "spitting." 
VOICE OF THE FuR SEAL.-Thi$ spitting, as I call it, is by no means a fair or full expression 
of the most characteristic sound or action peculiar, so far as I llave observed, to the Fur Seals alone, 
the 'bulls in particular. It is the usual prelude to all their combats, and it is their signal of a:ston-
ishment. It follows somewhat in this way: when the two disputants are nearly within reaching 
· or striking distance, they make a number of feints or false passes, as fencing-masters do, at one 
another, with the mouth wide open, lifting.the lips 'or snarling so as to exhibit the glist~ning teetll~ 
and with each yass of the head anc! neck they expel the air ,so violent!): through the larynx, as 
to make a rapid choo-choo-choo sound, like steam-puffs as tlley escape from the smoke-stack of a 
locomotive when it starts a ~eavy train, especiall~' when the driving-wheels slip on the rail. 
All of the bulls have the power and frequent inclination to utter four distinct calls or notes. 
This i:s not the case with the Sea Lion,1 whose voice is confined to a single bass roar, or that of the 
walrns, whicll is limited to a dull grunt, o~ that of the Hair Seal,2 which is inaudible. This 
volubility of the Fur Seal is decidedly characteristic and promi11ent; he utters a hoarse, resonant 
roar, loud and long; he gives vent to a low, entirely different,. gurgling growl; be emits a chuckling, 
sibilant, piping whistle, of which it is impo~sible to convey au adequate idea, for it mnst be heard 
to be understood; and this spitting or choo sound just mentioned. The cows3 have but one note-
a hollow, prolonged, bla ai-ting call, addressed only to their pups; on all other <_)Ccasions they are 
usually silent. lt is sornethiug strangely like the cry of a calf or an old sheep. They also make a 
spitting sound or snort when suddenly disturbed-a kind of a cough, as it were. The pups "blaat" 
also, with little or no variation, their sound being somewhat, weaker and hoarser tl.lan their mother's, 
after birth; the,v, too, comically pit or cough when aroused suddenly from a nap or driven into a 
corner, opening t.heir little mouths like young birds in a nest, when at bay, back~d up in some 
crevict-, or against ome tu ock. 
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Indeed, so similar is the sound, that I noticed a number of sheep which the Alaslia Commercial 
Company had_ brought up from Sa,n Francisco to Saint George Island, during the summer of 18'73; 
were constantly attracted to th~ rookeries, and were running in among the "Holluschickie"; so 
much so that they neglected the good pasturage on· the uplands l>eyoud, and a small boy had to be 
regularly employed to herd them where they could feed to advantage. These transported Ovidce, ' 
thougb the? coul<l. not possibly find anything in their eyes suggestive of companion~hip among the 
Seals, had their ears so charmed by the sheep-like accents of the female pinnipeds, as to persuade 
them against their seuses of vision and smell. 
The sound which arises from these great breeding-grounds of the Fur Seal, where thousands 
upon tens of thousands of angry, vigilant bulls are roaring, chuckling, and 1Hping, and multitudes 
of seal-mothers are calling in hollow, blaating tones to their young, that in tum respond 1nces-
santly, is simply defiance to verbal description. It is, at a slight distance, softened into a deep 
booming, as of a cataract; and I have heard it, with a light, fair·wind to the ledward, as far as six 
miles out from land on the sea; and even in the thunder of the surf and the roar of heavy gales, 
it will rise up and over to your ear for quite a considerable distance away. It is the monitor which 
the sea-captains anxiously strain their ears for, when. t~ey run their dead reckoning up, and are 
laying to for the fog to rise, iu order that they may get their bearings of the land; once heard, 
they hold on to the sound and feel their way in to anchor. The seal-roar at "Novostashnah,n 
during the summer of 1872, saved the life of the surgeon, 1 and six natives belonging to the island, 
who had pushed out on an egging-trip from Northeast Point to Walrus Island. I have sometimes 
thought, as I have listened through the night to this volume of extraordinai·y sound, which never 
ceases with the rising or t~e setting of the sun throughout the entire season of bree~ding, that 'it 
was fully equal to the churning boom of the waves of Niagara. Night and day, throughout the 
season, this din upon the rookeries is steady and constant. 
EFFECTS OF HEAT ON THE SE.A.LS.-The Seals seem to suffer gTeat inconvenience and pos~tive 
misery from a comparatively lo~ degree of heat. I have been often surprised to observe that,. 
when the temperature was 46° and 48° Fahr. on land during the summer, they would show every-
where signs of distress, Wlhenever they made any exertion in moving or .fightin&", evidenced by 
panting and the elevation of their hind-flippers, which they used incessantly as so many fans~ 
With the thermometer again higher, as it is at rare intervals, standing at 55° and 60°, they then,. 
seem to suffer even when at re~t; and at such ~imes the eye i:::i struck by the kalei<loscopic appear-
ance of a rookery-in 'an:,- of these rookeries where the Seals are spread out in every imaginable-
position their lithesome bodies can assume, all industriously fan themselves; they use sometimes 
the fore-flippers as ventilators, as it were, by holding _them aloft motionless, at the same time 
fanning briskly with the hinder ones, according as they sit or lie. '£his wavy motion of fanuiug 
or :flapping gives a hazy indistinctness to the whole scene, which is difficult to express in language; 
but one of the most promineut characteristics of the Fur Seal, and perhaps the most unique feature1", 
is this very fanning manner in which they use their :flippers, when seen on the breeding-grounds. 
at this season. They also, when idle as it were, off-shore at sea, lie on their sides in the water: 
with only a partial exposure of the body, the head submerged, and then hoist up a fore- or hind-. 
flipper clear out of the water, at the same time scratching themselYes or enjoying a mornei. tary· 
uap; but in this position there is no farming. I say '' scratching," because the Seal, in commoTu 
JDr. Otto Cramer. The' suddenuess with which fog and wind t;hu t down and sweep oYer the S~' D, lwn' , C'Ven wben1 
the day opens most an~piciously for a short boat-vo~·age, has rn alarmed the natives in times past, 1hn,t a Yi1-it. is 11 ow· 
never ma.de by them from island to island, unless on one of the company's vesisels. Several Lidarrahs have uever been, 
hPard from, which, fo earlier times, attempted to t<ail, with picked crews· of the natives, from one island to t11e other. 
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• with all animals, is preyed upon by vermin, and it liaR a peculiar species of louse, or parasitic tick, 
that belongs to it. 
SLEEPING AFLO..A.T.-Speaking of the Seal as it rests iu the water, leads me to remark that 
they seem to sleep as sound and as comfortably, bedded On the WaYeS Or rolled by tlle swell, as they 
do _on the land ; they lie on their backs, fold the fore-flippers across the chest, and turn the hind 
ones up and over, so that the tips rest on their necks and chins, thus exposing simply the nose 
and the heels of the hind-flippers aboYe water, nothing else being seen. ln this position, unless it 
is very rough, tbe Seal sleeps as serenely as did the prototype of that memorable son~·, who was 
'
1 rocke<l in the cradle of the deep." 
F .A.STING OF '.rm..: SE.A.LS ..A.T 1'H~ ROOKERIES: lN'l'ESTIN..A.L WORMS.-All the bnlls, from the 
nry first, that have been able to hold their positions, have not left them from the moment of their 
landing for a sin'gle instant, night or day; nor will they do so until the end of the rut ting season, 
which subsides entirely between the 1st and 10th of .August, beginning ·shortly after. the coming 
of th(~ cows in June. Of necessity, therefore, this causes them to fast, to abstain_ entirely from food 
of any kind, or water, for three months at least; and a few of them actually stay out four months, in 
total abstinence, before going back into the water for the :first time after "hauling up" in May; 
they then return as so many bony shadows of what they were only a few months anteriorly; 
covered with wounds, abject and spiritless, they laboriously crawl back to the sea to renew a fresh 
lease of life. 
Such physical end!1rance is remarkable enough alone; but it is simply wonderful, when we 
come to associat(> this fasting with the unceasing activity, rest~essness, and duty devolved upon the 
bu Us as the heads of large families. They do not stagnate like hibernating bears iu caves; there 
is, not one torpid breath drawn by them in the whole period of their ·fast; it is evidently sustained 
and accomplished by the self-absorption of their own fat, with which they are so liberally supplied 
when tht·y first come out f'rom the sea and take up their positions on the breeding-grounds, and 
which gradually disappears, until nothing but the staring hide, protruding tendons and bones, 
marks the limit of their abstinence. There must be some remankable provision made by nature for 
the entire torpidity of the Seals' stomachs and bowels, in consequence of their being"_empty and 
unsupplied durmg tllis long period, coupled with the intense activity and physical e_nergy of the 
a:nimals during· the same time, which, howe~er, in spite of the violatlon of a supposed pll:ysiologica,l 
law, does not seem to affect them, for they come back just as sleek, fat, and ambitious as eve~, in 
the following eason. -I have examined the stomachs of hundreds which were driv~n up and killed immediately after 
their anival in the spring, near the village; I have the word of the natives here, who have seen 
hundreds of thousands of them opened during the slaughtering seasons past., but in no single case 
has anything ever been found, other than the bile and ·ordinary secretions of healthy organs of 
thi class, with the marked exception of :finding in every one a snarl or cluster of worms,1 from the 
ize of a walnut to a bunch a large a a man's fist. Fasting apparently has no effect upon the 
worm , for on the rare occa ion, and perhap the last one that will ever occur, of killing three or 
:C ur hundred old bnU late in th fall to upply the natives with canoe skins, I was present, and 
their paunche , :finding the same worms within. The worms were lively i11 these 
m-p . t ma h and their pr n ~ I think, giv ome rea on for the habit which the old bulls 
b v (t h r n t) f wall wing mall water-worn bowlders, the stones in some of the 
m· h wei hing half a und a ie , in th r much smaller. In one paunch I found over five 
1Nematoda. 
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pounds, in t;he aggregate, of large pebbles, which, in grinding against one another, I believe,, must 
comfort the Seal by aiding to destroy, in a great measure, these intestinal pests. 
The Sea Lion is also troubled in the same _way by a similar species of worm, and I preserved 
the stomach of one of these animals in which there was more than ten pounds of stones, some of 
them alone very great in size. Of this latter animal, I suppose it could swallow bowldPrs that 
weigh two and three pounds each. I can ascribe no other cause for this habit among· these animals 
than that given, as t,bey are the .highest type of the carnivora, eating :fish as a regular means of 
subsistence, varyiug the monotouy of this diet with occasional juicy fronds of sea-weed or kelp, 
and perhaps a crab or such once in a ,.while, provided it is small and tender or soft-shdled. I know 
that the sailors say that the Callorhinus swallo~s th~se stones to "ballast" himself; in other words, 
to enable him to dive deeply and quickly; but I noticed that the females and the "Holluschickie" 
cfoie quicker arnl swim better than 'the old fellows above· specified, and they do so without any 
ballast. They also have less muscular power, only a tithe of that which the 4 , Sea catch'' possesses. 
No, the ballast theory is. not tenable. 
ARRIVAL OF 'J'HE cow SEALS A'l' THE ROOKERIES.-Between the 12th and 14th of June, the 
first of the cow SPalH, as a rule, come up frorn the sea·; then the long agony of the waiting bulls is 
over, and they signalize it by·a period of universal, spasn;iodic, desperate :fighting among them-
selves. Though they have quarreled all the time from the moment they :first landed, and continue 
to do so until the end of the season, in August, yet that .tighting which takes place at this date is 
the bloodiest and most viu<lictive known to the Seal. I presume that the I.waviest percentage of 
mutilation and death among the old males from these brawls occurs in this week of the t·arliest 
appearance of the females. 
A strong contrast now between the males and females looms up, both in size and shape, 
which is heightened by the air of exceeding peace and dove-like amiability which the latter class 
exhibit, in contradistincti~n to the ferocity and saturnine behavior of the males. 
DESCIUPTION OF THE cow SEAL.-The cows are frorn four to four and a half feet iu long-th 
from bead to tail, and much more shapely in their proportions than the bulls; there is no wrapping 
around t ,heir necks an_d shoulders of unsightly masses of blubber; their lithe, elastic forms, from 
the first ~to the_· last of the season; are never altere<l ; this they are, however, enabled to keep, •· . because in the~ pro,1 ision of seal economy, they sustain 110 protracted fasting period; for, soon afrer 
the birth of their young, they leave it on the ground and go to the sea for food, returnil)g perhaps 
to-morrow, perhaps later, even not for several days in fact, to again suckle and uourish it; h<tYiug 
in the mean time sped far off to distant :fishing banks, and satiated a hunger which so active a.111l 
highly organized an animal must experience, when deprived of sustenance for .,.any length of time. 
As the females come up wet and dripping from· the water, they are aLfirst a dull, dirty-gray 
color, dark on the back and upper parts, but in a few hours the transformation in their appea,ran~e _ 
made uy dr3 ing is wonderful. You would hardly believe that they could be the same animals, for 
they now fairly glisten with a rich steel and malte~e gra,v luster on t,he back of the head, the neck, 
and along down the spine, which blends into an almost s11ow-white over the chest and on the 
abdomen. But this beautiful coloring in turn is again :1ltere1l by exposure to the same weather; , 
for after a few days it will gradually change, so that by t.t1e lapse of two or tbree weeks it i8 a 
<lull, rufous-ocher below, and a cinereous brown and gray mixed above. 'l'his color they retain 
throughout the breeding season, up. to tbe time of shedding their coat in August. 
The beau and eye of the female are exceedingly beautiful; the expression is really attractive, 
gentle, and intelligent; the large, lustrous, blue-back ey~s are humid and soft with the tenderest 
expression~ while the small, well formed head is poised as gracefully on her neck as can be well 
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' imagined; she is the very picture of benignH.y and satisfaction, wlrnn ~be is perched np on some 
eonvenient rock, and bas an opportunity to quietly fan herself, the ,~yes half-closed and the head 
thrown back on her gently-swelling shoulders. 
The femal0s land on these islands not from the slightest desire to see their uncouth lords and 
masters, but from an accurate and instinctive appreciation of the tim~ in which their period of 
_gestation ends. They are in fact driven. up to the rookeries by this canse alone; the young cannot 
be brought forth in the water, and in all cases marked by myself, the pups were born soon after 
landing, some in a few hours, but most usually a day or so elapses before delivery. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE R0OKERIES.-They are noticed and received by the males on the 
water-line stations with attention; they are alt.ernately coaxed and urged up on to the rocks, as 
far as these beach-masters can do so, by chuckling, whistling, and roaring, and then they are 
immediately under the most jealous supervision; but, owing to the covetous and ambitious nature 
of the bulls which occupy these· stations to the rear of the water-line and way back, the little cows 
have a rough-and-tumble time of it when they begin to arrive in small numbers at first, for no 
sooner is the pretty animal fairly established on the station of male number one, who bas welcomed 
her there, than he, perhaps, Rees another one of ~er style in the water from whence she has come, 
and, in obedience to his polygamous feeling, he devotes himself anew to coaxing the later arri·rn,l, 
by that same winning manner so successful in her case; then when bull number two, just back, 
,observes bull number one off guard, he reaches out with his long strong neck and picks up the 
1unba:pp)7 but passive cow by the scruff of ber's, just as a cat does a kitten, and deposits her upon 
his seraglio ground.; then bulls number three and four, and so on, in the vicinity, seeing this 
nigh-handed operation, all assail one another, especially number two, and for a moment have a 
tremendous fight, perhaps lasting b alf a minute or so, and µuring this commotion the little cow i_s • 
:generally moved, or moves, farther back from the water, two or three stations more1 where, when 
aU gets quiet again, she usually remains in peace. Her last lord and master, not having the 
exposure to such diverting temptation as her first, gives he~ such care Ht.at she not only is unable 
to leave, did she wish, but no other bull can seize upon her. This is only a faint (and I fully 
appreciate it), wholly inadequate description of the hurly-burly and the method by which the 
rookeries are filled up, from first to last, when the females arrive. This is only one instance of 
the many trials and tribulations which both parties on the rookery subject themselves to, before 
the h:1rems are filled. · 
Far back, fifteen or twent:- " See-catchie" stations deep from the water-line, and sometimes 
' ' more, but generally not over an average of ten or fifteen, the cows crowd in at the close of the 
season for arriving, which is by the 10th or 14th of July; then .they are able to go about pretty 
much as they please1 for the bulls have become so greatly enfeebled by this constant fasting, 
fighting, and excitement during 1 he past two months, that they are quite content now even with 
only one or two partners, if they should have no more. 
The cows seem to haul up in compact bodies from the water, filling in the whole ground to 
the rear of the rookeries, never scattering about over the surface of this area; they have mapped 
out from the fir t their chosen resting place., and they will not lie quietly in any position outside 
of the great lll~1 of their kind. Thi i due to their intensely gregarious nature, and admirably 
adapt d for their protecti n. And here I hould call attention to the fact that they select thiR 
rookery-ground with all the kill of civil engineer . It i preferred with special reference to the 
d.raina(J' , for it mu ·t lie o tha the produce of the con tantly di , ol ving fogs and rain-clouds 
ball n t lie up n th m, h ing a gr at aver ion t an<l a firm determination to re t nowhere on 
r-pu ul gr uud. Thi i · admira 1 xhi it , ail(l will l> under tood by a tudy of my 
,, 
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sketch-maps which follow, illustrative of these rookeries and the a-rea and position of the Seals 
upon them. Every ohe of these breeding-grounds slopes up gently from the sea, and on no one 
of them is there anything like a muddy flat. 
I found it an exceedingly difficult matter to satisfy mys.elf as to a fair general average number 
of cows to each bull on the rookery; but, after protracted -study, I think it will be nearly correct 
when I assign to each male a ge'ueral ratio of from fifteen to twenty females at the stations nearest 
the water; and for those back in ordt->r from that line to the rear, frop:1 five to twehTe; but there 
are so many exceptional cases, so many instances where forty-~ve and fifty females are all under 
the charge of· one male; and then, again, where there are two or three fomaleis only, that this 
question was and is not entirely satisfactory in its settlement-to my_ mind. 
Near Ketavie Point, and just above it to the north, is an odd washout of the basalt by_the 
surf, which has chiseled, as it wer~, from the foundation of the island, a lava table, · with a single , 
roadway or land passage to it. Upon the summit of this footstool I counted fo.rty-five cows, all 
under the charge of one old veteran. He had them penned up on this table-rock by taking his 
stand at the gate, as it were, through which they passed up arrd passed down-a Turkish brute 
typified. 
UN.A.TT.ACHED M..A.LES.-At the rear of a11 these rookeries there is invariably a large number 
of able-bodied male~ who have come late, but who wait patiently, yet in ,vain, for families; most 
of them having had to fight as desperately for the privilege of being there as any of their more 
fortunately located neighbors, who are nearer the water, and in succession from there to where 
they are tbe~selves; but the cows do not like to be in any outside position. They cannot be 
coaxed out where they are not in cl~se company with their female mates and masses. They lie 
most quietly and contentedly in the largest harems, and cover the surface of the ground so thickly 
t~at there is hardly moving or turning room until the females cease to come from the sea. The 
inaction on the part of the males in the rear during the breeding-seas'on only serves to qualify 
them to move into the places which are necessarily vacated by those males that are, in the mean 
time, obliged to leaye from virile exhaustion, or incipient wouuds. All the surplus able-bodied 
males, that have not been successful in effecting a landing on the rookeries, cannot at any one_ 
time durin'g the season be seen here on this rear line. Only a portion of their number are in 
sight; the othe1·s are either loafing at sea, adjacent, or are hauled out in morose squads between 
the rookeries on the beaches. , 
CouiMGE OF THE FUR SE.A.LS.-The courage with which the Fur Seal holds his position as 
the head and guardian of a family, is of the highest order. I have repeatedly tried to drive them 
from their harem posts, when they were fairly established on their stations, and have always 
failed, with few exceptions. I might use every stone at my command, making all the noise I could. 
Finally, to put their courage to the ;fullest test, I have walked up to within twenty feet of an o!d 
veteran, toward the extreme end of Tolstoi, who bad only four cows in charge, and commenced with my 
double-barreleu fowling-piece to pepper him all over with fine mustard-seed shot, being kind enough, 
in spite of my zeal, not to put out his eyes. His bearing, in spite of the noise, smell of powder, and 
painful frritation which the fine shot must have produced, did not change in the least from the 
mmal attitude of determined plucky defense, which nearly all of the bulls ·assumed when attacked 
with showers of stones and noise; he would dart out right and left with his long neck and catch 
the timid cows, that furtively attempted to run after each report of my gun, fling and drag them 
back to their places under bis head; and then, stretching up to his full height look me directly 
and defiantly in the face, roaring and chuckling most vehemently. The cows, however, t:iOOn got 
away from him; they could not stand my racket in spite of their dread of him; but he still stood 
\ 
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his ground, making little charges on me of ten or .fifteen feet in a succPssion of gallops or lunges, 
spitting furiously, and then comically tetreating to the old position, with au indescribaule leer and 
swagger, back of which he would not go, fully resolved to hold his own or die in the attempt. 
This courage is all the more noteworthy from the fact that, in regard to tuan, it is invariably 
of a defensive character. The Seal is always on the defensive; be never retreats, and he will not 
attack. If he makes you return when ;you attack him, he never follows you much farther than 
the boundary of his station, and then no aggra-vation will compel him to take the offensive, so far 
as I have been able to observe. I was very much impressed by this trait. 
BEHAVIOR OF THE FEMALE SEALS ON THE RO0KERIES.-The cows, dining the whole season, 
do great credit to their amiabfo expression by their manner and behavior on the rookery; they 
never fight or quarrel one with another, and never or seldom utter a cry of pain or rage when thry 
are roughly handled by the bulls, which frequently get a cow between them and actually tear the 
skin from her back with their teeth, cutting deep gashes in it as they snatch her from mouth to 
mouth. If sand does not get into these wounds it is surprising bow rapidl~r they heal; and, from 
the fact that I never could see scars on them anywhere except the fresh ones of this year, they 
must heal effectually and exhibit no trace the next season. 
The cows, like the bulls, vary much in weight, but the extraordinary disparity in the size of 
the sexes, adult, h; exceedingly striking. Two females taken from the rookery nearest to Saint 
Paul Village, right under the bluffs, and almost beneath th'e eaves of the natives' houses, called 
"Nab Sped," after they had brought forth their young, were weighed by myself, an<l their 
- respective returns on the scales were fifty-six and one hun.dred pounds each, the former being 
about three or four years old,. and the latter over six-perhaps -ten; both were fat, or rather in 
good condition-:--as good as tliey ever are. Thus the female is just aoout one-sixth the size of 
the male.1 Among the Sea Lions the proportion is just one-half the bulk of the male,2 while the 
Hair Seals, as I have before stated, are not distinguishable in this respect, as far as I could obserrn, 
but my notice was limited to a few specimens only. 
A.TTI'l'UDES OF FUR SEALS ON LAND.-lt s quite beyond my power, indeed entirely out of 
the question, to give a fair idea of the thousand and one positio_ns in which the Seals compose 
themselves and rest when on land. They may be said to a~sume every possible att-itude which a 
:flexible body can be put into, no matter how characteristic or seemingly forced or c~m\traiued~ 
Their joints 'eem to be double-hinged; in fact, all b~ll and ~ocket union of the bones. One farnrite 
position, especially with t-he females, is to perch upon a point·or edge-top of some rock, ~ml throw 
their heaus back upou their ::;boulder ' with the nose bel<l directly up and aloft; and then closing 
their eyes, to take short naps without changing their attitude, now and then softly lifting one or 
the other of their long, slender hind-flipper~, which they slowl_y w-ave with their peculia1· fanni11g 
motion to which I have alluded heretofore. Another attituue, and one of the most common is to 
. ' 
curl them lve up ju ta~ a dog doe· on a hearth rug, bringing the fail and nose close together. 
Th y al o , tretch out, laying th h ad clo ·e to the uod;r, and sleep an hour or two ,rit bout risi11g, 
boldin r ne of the bind :flipp r up all the tim , now aud then gently moving it, the eyes being 
tirrhtly cl : d. 
h r th auomalou. tail of tl1e Fur Seal. It is just about as 
lag t ~ b ar Y n 1 ·igni:fi ant: it is the v ry emphasi · of 
it i , p . itiY h nl · f ur or fiv in<.:l1e in length, while among the 
lir in ·b · wh 1l ' in· n pi uou , and n t v n recognized by the 
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SLEEPING SEALS.-I come now to speak of another feature which interested me nearly, if not 
quite, as much as any other characteristic of this creature; and that is their fashion of slumber. 
The sleep of the Fur Seal, seen on land, from the old male down to the youngest, is always accom-
panied by an involuntary, nervous, muscular twitching and slight shifting of the flippers, together 
with ever and anon quivering and uneasy rollings of the body, accompanied by a quick folding 
anew of the fore-flippers; all of which may be signs, as jt were, in fact, of their simply having 
nightmares, or of sporting, in a visionary ·way, far off in some dream-land sea; but perhaps very 
much as an old nurse said, in reference to the smiles on a sleeping child's face, they are d.isturbed 
b,y their intestinal parasites. I have studied hundreds of such somnolent examples. Stealing 
softly up, so closely that I could lay my hand upon them from the point where I was sitting, did 
I wish to, and watching the sleeping Seals, I have always found their sleep to be of this nervous 
description. · The respiration is short and rapid, but with no breathing (unless the ear is brought 
very close) or snoring sound; the quivering, heaving of the flanks only indicates .the action of the 
lungs. I have frequently thought that I had succeeded in finding a snoring Beal, especially among 
the pups; but a close examination always gave some abnormal re;:i.son for it; generally a slight 
distemper, never anything severer, however, than some trifle by which the nostrils were stopped 
up to a greater or less degree. 
The· cows on the rookeries sleep a great deal, but ,the males have the -veriest cat-naps_ that can 
be imagined. I never could time ,the slumber of any old male on the _breediug-grounds, which 
lasted without interruption longer than five minutes, day or night; while away from tliese places, 
however, I have known them to lie sleeping in the manner I have described, broken by these fitful, 
nervous, dreamy starts, jret without opening the eyes, for an hour or so at a time. 
With the exception of the pups, the Fur Seal seems to ha Ye very little rest awake or sleeping; 
perpetual motion is well nigh incarnate with its being. 
FUR-SEAL PUPS.-As I have said before, the females, soon after landing, are delivere.<l of their 
young. Immediately after the birth of the pup (twins are rare, if ever) the little creature finds its 
voice, a weak, husky blaat, and begins to paddle about with its e§es wide open from the start, in a 
confusNl sort of way for a few minutes, until the mother turns around to notice her offspring and 
give it attention, and still later to suckle it; and for this purpose she is supplied with four small, 
brown nipples, almost wholly concealed in the fur, and which are placed about eight inches apart. 
lengthwise with the body, on the abdomen, between the fore- an<l. hind-flippers, with about four 
inches of space between them transversely: These nipples are seldom visible, and then faintly 
seen through the hair and fur. The milk is abundant, rich, and creamy. The pups nurse very 
heartily, almost gorging themselves, so much so that they often have to yield up the excess of what 
they have taken down, mewling and puking in the most orthodox manner. 
T_he pup from birth, and for the nex~ three months, is of a jet-black color, hair and flippers, 
save a tiny white patch just back of each forearm. It weighs first from three to fonr pournls, and 
is twelve to fourteen inches long. It does not seem to- nurse more than once every two or three 
days, but_ in this I am very likely mistaken, for they may have received attention from•the mother 
in the night, or other times in the day when I was unable to keep up my watch over the irn1ivi<1uals 
which I bad marked for this .supervision. 
The apathy with which the young are treated by t_he old on ·the breeding-ground~, espeeially 
by the mothers, was very strange to me, ~nd l was considerably surprised at it. 1 have never ::;eeu 
a seal-motlrnr caress or fondle her offspriug; and should it stray to a short distance from the bare : , 
I could. step to and pick it up, and eveu kill it l>efore the mother's eye, without cau::-ing lier the~ 
slightest concern, as far as all outward signs and manifestation would indicate. The same indiffer-
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ence is also exhibited ' by the male to all that may take place of this character outside of the 
boundary of his seraglio; but the moment the pups are inside tb_e limits of his harem-ground, be is 
a jealous and a fearless protector, vigilant and determined; but if the little animals arc careless 
enough to pass beyond this boundary, then I can go up to them and carry tllem off before the (\ye 
of the old Turk without receiving from him the slightest attention in their behalf-a curious 
guardian, forsooth! 
It is surprising to me how few of these young pups get crushed to death while the ponderous 
males are :floundering over them,---Bngaged in :fighting and quarreling among themselves. I have 
seen two bulls dash at each other with all the energy of fnrious rage, meeting rigltt in tbe midst of 
a small ''pod" of forty or fifty pups, tramp over them with all their crushing weight, and bowling 
them out right and left in every direction by the impetus of their movements, without injuring a 
single one, as far as I could see. Still, when we come to consid.er the fact that, despite the great 
weight of the old males, their broad, flat :flippers and yielding . bodies may press down heavily on 
these little fellows without actually breaking bones or mashing them out of shape, it seems 
questionable whether more than one per cent. uf all the pups born each season on these great 
, rookeries of the Pribylov Islands are destroyed in this manner on the breeding-gronnds.1 
The vitality of the Fur Seal ii;; simply astonishing. His physical organization passes beyond 
the fabled nine lirns of the cat. As a slight illustration of his tenure of life, I will mention the 
, ' 
fact, that one morning the chief came to me with a pup in his arms, which. had just been born, and 
was still womb-moist, saying that the moth~r had been killed at Tolstoi by acci<;lent, and he sup-
posed that I would like to have a "choochil." 2 I took it up into my laboratory, and finding that 
it could walk about and make ·a great noi~, I att~mpted to feed it, with the , idea of having a 
comfortable subject to my pencil, for life.study of the young in the varied attitudes of sleep and 
motion. It refused everything that I could summon to its attention as food; and, alternately 
sleeping an<l walking, in its clumsy fashion, about the floor, it actually lbled nine days-spending 
the half of every day in :floundering over the floor, accompanying all movement with a persistent, 
hoarse, blaating ery-and I do not believe it ever had a single d.rop of its mother's milk. 
In the pup, tbe bead is the only disproportionate feature at birth, when it is compared with 
the adult form; the neck being also relatively shorter and thicker. The eye is large, round, and · 
full, bnt almost a ''navy blue" at times, it soon changes into the blue.black of adolescence. 
The females appear to go to and come from the water to feed and bathe, quite frequently, after 
bearing their young, and tbe immediate subsequent coitus witlt the male; and usually return to 
the spot or its immediate neighborhood, where they leave their pups, crying out for them, and 
recognizing the individual replies, though ten thousand around, all together, should blaat at once. 
They quickly 'ingle out their own and nurse them. It would certainly be a Yery unfortunate matter 
if tl1c mothers could not identify their young by sound, since their pups get together like a great 
swarm of bees, and spread out upon the ground ip.. what the sealers call "pods," or clustered groups, 
while they are young and not very large; but from the middle or end of September, until they 
leaYe the i land' for the uaogers of the great Pacific, in the winter, along into the beat, of November, 
the· gath r in thi; manner, leeping and frolicking by ten of thousands, bunched together at 
varion.· place all over the i land contiguou to the breeding-grounds, and right on them. A 
moth r com up from the a, whither he ha. been to wa h, and perhaps to feed, for tbe last day 
or tw , f ling b r way along to about wh re b tbiuk, her pup :::;hould be-at least where she left 
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it last-but perhaps she misses it, and finds instead a Rwarm of pups in which it has been incor-
porated, owing to its great fondness for Rociety. The mother, without first entering into the crowd 
of thousands, calls out just as a sheep does for a lamb; and, out of all the din she-if not at first, 
at the end of a few trials-recognizes the voice of her offspring, 3:nd then advances, striking out 
right and left, toward the position from which it replies. But if the pup happens at this time to 
be asleep, it gives, of course, no response, even though- it were close by; in the event of this silence 
the cow, after calling for a time without being answered, curls herself up and _takes a nap, or laz:Hy 
basks, to be US,!lally more successful, or wholly so, when she calls again. 
The pups themselves do not know their own mothers-a fact · which 1 ascertained by careful 
observation; but they are so constituted that they incessantly cry out at short intervals during 
the whole time they are awake, and in this way the mother can pick out from the monotonous 
blaating of thousands of pups, her own, and she .will not permit any other to suckle it; but the 
r, "Kotickie" themselves attempt to nose around every seal-mother that comes in contact with them. 
I have rep.eatedly watched young pups as they made ad vanc~s to nurse from another pup's 
mother; the result invariably being, that while the mother would permit her own offspring to 
suckle freely, yet, when these litt,le strangers touched her nipples, she would either move abruptly 
away1 or else turn quickly down upon her stomach, so that the maternal founJains were inaccessible 
to the alien and hungry "Kotickie." · I have witnessed so many examples of the females turning 
pups away, to suckle only some particular other one, that I feel sure I am entirely· right in sajing 
that the seal-mothers know their own young; and that they will not permit any .others to nurse 
save their own. I believe that this recognition of them · is due chiefly to 'the mother's scent and 
hearing. 
DIS0RG~NIZA.TION OF THE R0OKERIES.-BetweeJi the end of July and the 5th or 8th of 
August of every year, the .rookeries are completely changed in appearance; the systematic and 
regular disposition of the families or harems over the ~hole extent of the breeding-ground bas 
di.sappeared; all that clock-work order which has heretofore existed seems to be broken up. The 
breeding-season over, those bulls which have held their positions since the :first of May leave, most . 
of them thin in flesh and weak, and of their number a very '1a~ge proportion do not come out again 
on land during the season; but such as are seen at the end of October and November, are in good 
flesh. They have a new coat of rich, dark, gray-brown hair and fur, with gray or grayish-ocher 
''wigs" of longer hair o,·er the shoulders, forming a fresh, strong contrast to the dull, rusty brown 
and umber dress in which they appear to us during the summer, and which they had begun to 
sht'd about the first of August, in common with the females and the "Holluschickie." After these 
males leave, at the close of their sea1:mn's work and of the rutting for the year, those of them that 
happen to return to the land in any event do not come back until the end of September, and do 
not haul upon the rookery-grounds again. As a rule they prefer to herd together, like the younger 
males, upon tbe sand-beaches and rocky points close to the water. 
The cows and pups, together with those bulls which we have noticed in waiting in the rear- of the 
rooknies, and which have been in retirement throughout the whole of the breeding-season, now 
take possession, in a very disorderly manne~, of the rookeries. There come, also, a large number 
of young, three, four, and five year old males, which have been prevented by the menacing threats 
of the older, stronger bulls, from landing among the females during the rutting-season. 
Before the middle of August three-fourths, at least, of the cows at this date are off in the 
water, only coming ashore at irregular intervals to nurse and look after their pups a short t.ime. 
They presented to my eye, from the summits of the bluffs round about, a picture more suggestive · 
t1ban anything I have ever seen presented by animal life, of entire comfort and enjoyment. Here, 
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just out and beyond the breaking of the rollers, they idly lie on the rocks or sand-beac~es, ever 
and a-0:on turning over and over, scratching their backs and sides with their fore- and hind-flippers. 
The Seals on the breeding ground ·appear to get very lousy. 
The Fur Seal spends a great deal of time, both at sea and on land, in scratching its hide; for it 
is annoyed by a· species of louse, a Pediculiis, to just about the same degree and in the same manner 
that our dogs are by fleas. To scratch, it sits upon its haunches, and scrapes a.way with the 
toe-nails of first one and then the other of its hind-flippers; by which action it reaches readily all 
portions of its head, neck, chest; and shoulders; -and, with either · one or the other of its fore-
flippers, it rubs down its spinal region back of the shoulders to the tail. By that division of labor 
with its feet, it can promptly reduce, with every sign of comfort, any lousy irritation wheresoever 
on its body. This Pediculus, peculiar to the Fur Seal, attaches itself almost exclusively to· the 
pectoral regions; a few, also, a're generally found at the bases of the auricular pavil_ions. 
When the Fur Seal is engaged in this exercise, it cocks its head and wears exactly the same 
expression that our common house-dog does while subjugating and eradicatiug fleas; the eyes are 
partly or wholly closed; the tongue lo1ls out; and the whole demeanor is one of quiet but intense 
satisfaction. 
The Fur Seal appears also to scratch itself in the water with the same facility and unction so 
marked on land; only it varies the action by using its fore-bands prindpally, in its fluviatile 
exercise, while its bind-feet do most of the terrestrial scraping. 
While I have written with much emphasis upon the total absence of any record as to the pre,T-
alcnce'of an epidemic in these large rookeries, i should, perhaps, mark the fact that no sympt.oms 
of internal diseases have ever been noticed here, such as tuberculos~s of the lnog·s, etc., wlJich 
invar\ably attack and destroy the Fur, Seal when it is taken into confinement, as well as the Sea 
Lions also; the latter, however, have a ·much greater power of endurance under such artificial 
circumstances of life. The thousands upon thousands of disemboweled Prihylov fur-seal carcasses 
have never presented ahpormal or diseased viscera of any kirnL 
MANGY cows AND PUPS.-The frequent winds and showers drive and spatter sand into their 
fur and eyes, ofteu making the latter quite sore. This occurs when they are obliged to leave 1 he 
rocky rookeries and follow their pups out over the sand-ridges and flats, to which they al wayi:; 
have a natural aversion. On the hauling-gronuds they pack the soil under foot so hard and tightly 
iu many places, that it holds water in the surface depressions, just like so many rock-basins. Ont 
of a11<l into tl.tese puddles the pups and the females flounder and patter incessantly, until eYapora-
tion slowly abates the nuisance. This is for the time only, inasm·uch as the next clay, perhaps, 
bring' more rain, and the dirty pools are replenished. 
The pups sometimes get o thorougli ly plastered in these muddy, slimy puddles, that tlie hair 
falls ofl:' in patch s, giving them, at fir t sigl1t, the appearance of being troubled with ~crofula or 
ome other plague: from my in,e tigation , directe<l to this point, I became satisfiell that the_y 
w r not p rrnanently injured, though vidently very mnch :tnnoyed. With reforenee to t!Ji::; 
·uggci-\tion a.· to ,· ickne or di temper among tlrn Seals, I gave i.he ·ubject. direct and continued 
attention, an<l in no one of th rookerie could I <1i co-rnr a single Seal, no matter how ol<.l or _yom1g, 
wlti ·h app ar d to h , uffering in h 1 a:-it fro any phy icnl di order other than that which they 
th •rn ·elY '· ha1 intli,~t d on upon the oth r by figbtin<Y. The third ,·ea on, passing dir ctly under 
m: \,,· rnttion fai1N1 to r ~ward y ,. ar h , ith an rnanif :tation of d,~e:H-,e arnonµ· the St>als 
which <·m1°T<·µ;ate in :n ·h mi"ht~· nnn l 1-.· n tb . rook,•rir, of Saint Paul and 'aint George. Tile 
l' ·m,nk, l fru.<lom f'r m : 11 , uch · t plaint 11joy <1 y th e m1imal.· i.· notewortl1y, aml tbe 
• 
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most trenchant and penetrating cross-questioning of the natives, also, failed to give me any history 
or evidenee of an epidemic in the past. 
HosPITALS.-Tbe observer will, however, notice every summer, gathered in melancholy squads 
of a dozen to one hundred or so, scattered along the coast where the healthy SeaJs nm.,.er go, tl.10se 
sick and disabled bulls which have, in the earlier part of the season, beerf either internally injured 
or dreadfully scarred by the teeth of their opponents in fighting. Sand is blown by' the winds into 
the fresh wounds and causes an inflammation and a sloughing, which very often finishes the life of 
the victim. The sailors term these invalid gatherings "hospitals," a phrase which, like most of 
their homely expressions, is quite appropriate. 
YOUNG BEALS LEARNING TO SWIM.-Early in August;, usually by the 8t,h or 10th, I noticed . 
one of the rcmarkal>le movements of the season. I refer to ·the pup's first essay in swimming; Is 
it not odd-paradoxical_:that the young Seal, from the moment of his birth until he is a month or 
six weeks old, is utterly unable to swim, ; If he is seized by the nape of the neck and pitched out 
a rod into the water from shore, bis bullet-like head will drop instantly below the surface, and his 
attenuated posterior extremities flap impotently on it; suffocation is the question of only a few 
minutes, the stupid little creature not knowing how to raise his immersed head and gain the air 
again. After they have attained the age I indicate, their instinct drives them down to the margin 
of the surf, where the alternate ebbing and flowing of its wash covers and uncovers the rocky or 
sandy beaches. Tl!ey first smell and then touch the moist pools, and flounder in the upper wash 
of the surf, ·which leaves them as suddenly high and dry as it immersed them .at first. After this 
beginning they make slow and clumsy progress in learni11g tbe knack of swimming. For a week 
or two, when overhe~d i_n depth, they continue to flounder about in the most awkwar<l manner, 
thrashing the water as little dogs do, with their fore feet, making no attempt whatever to· use the 
hinder ones. Look at that pup now, lauuched out for the first time beyond liis depth; see how he 
struggles-his mouth wide open, and his eyes fairly popping. He turns instantly to the beach, 
ere he has fairly struck out from the point whence he launched in, and, as the receding swell which 
at first carried him off his feet and out, now returning leaves him high and dry, for a few minutes 
he seems so weary that he weakly crawls up, out beyond its swift returning wash, and coils 
himself up immediately to take a recuperative nap. He sleeps a few minutes, perhaps half an hour, 
then awakes as bright as a, dollar, apparently rested, and at his swimming lesson he goes again. 
By repeated and persistent attempts, the young Seal gradually becomes familiar with the water 
and acquainted with his own power over that element, which is to be his real home and his whole 
support. O11ee boldly swimming~, the pup fairly revels in his new happiness. He and his brethren 
have now begun to haul and swarm along the whole length of Saint Paul coast, from Northeast 
Point down and around to Zapadnie, lining the alternating sand-beaches and rocky shingle wit~ 
their plump, black forms. How they do delight in it! They play with a zest, and chatter like 
our own children in the kindergartens-swimming in endless evolutions, twisting, turning, or 
diving-and when exhausted, drawing their plump, round bodies up again on the beach. Shaking 
themselves dry as young dogs would do, they now either go to sleep on the spot, or have a lazy 
terrestrial frolic among themselves. 
How an erroneous impression ever got into the mind of any man in this matter of the ,pup's 
learning· to swim, I confess that I am wholly unable to imagine. I have not seen any ''driving" 
of the y.oung pups into the water. by the old ones, in order to teach them this process, as certain 
· authors have pointedly affirmed.1 There is not the slightest supervision by the old mother or father 
of the pup, from the first moment of his uirth, in this respect, until he leaves for the North Pacific, 
1 ALLEN: History of North American Pinnipeds, p. 387. 
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.fnl1-iledged with amphibious power. At the close of the breeding-season, every year, the pups are 
rest!ess1y and constantly sbifting back and forth over the rookery ground of their birth, in large 
sqna<l~, sometimes numbering thousands upon thousands. In the course of this change of position 
the~· all sooner or later come in contact with the sea,; they then blunder into the water for the first 
tinw, -in a most awkward, ungainly manner, and get out as quick as they can; but so far from 
showing any fear or dislike of this, their most natural element, as soon as they rest from their 
exertion they are immedi~.tely ready for a new trial, and keep at it, provided the sea is not too 
stormy or rough. During all this perioll of self-tuition they seem thoroughly to enjoy the exercise, 
in spite of their repeated and inevitable di~comfitures at the beginning. 
PODDING OF 1'HE PUPS.-The "podding" of these young pups in the rear of the great rookeries 
of Saint Paul, is one of the most 8triking and interesting phases of this remark'able exhibition of 
highly organized life. When they first bunch together they are all black, for they have not begun 
to shed the natal coat: they shine with an unctuous, greasy reflection, and grouped in small 
armies or great regiments on the sand-dune tracts at Northeast Point, they present a most extraor-
dinary and fascinating sight. Although the appearance of the '' Holluschickie" at English Bay 
fairly overwhelms the observer with the impression of its· countless multitudes, yet I am free to 
declare, that at no one point in this evolution of the seal-life, during the reproductive season, have 
I been so deeply stricken by the sense of overwhelming enumeration, as I have, when, standing on 
tlie summit of Cross Hill, I looked down to the southward and westward o-ve,r a rP,ach of six miles 
of altemate grass and sand-dune stretches, piirrored upon which were hundreds of ~housands of 
these little black pups, spread in sleep and sport within this restricted field of -vision. They 
appeared as countless as the grains of the sand upon which they rested. 
SECOND CHANGE OF co.A.T.-By the 15th· of September, aU tb.e pups born during the year 
have become familiar with the water; they have all learned to swim, and are now nearly all down 
by the water's edge, skirting in large masses the rocks and beaches previously this year unoccupied 
by Seals of 'any class. Now they are about :fiye or six times their original weight, or, in other 
words, they are thirty to forty pounds avoirdupois, as plump and fat as butter-balls, and they 
begin to take on their second coat, shedding their black pup-hair completely. This second coat 
does not vary in color, at this age, between the sexes. The_y effect this tra~sformation in dress 
very slowly, and cannot, as a rule, be said to have ceased their molting until the middle or 20th of 
October. ,, ' 
This second coat or sea-going jacket, of the pup, is a uniform, dense, light-gray over-hair, with 
an under-fur which is slightly gra.yish in some, but in most cases is a soft, light-brown hue. The 
over-hair is fine, clo e, and elastic, from two-thirds of an inch to an inch in length, while tue fur is 
uot quite half an inch long. Thus the coarser hair shingles over and conceals the soft uuder-wool 
completely, giving the color by which, after the second year, the sex of the animal is recognized. 
The prouounc~d difference between the sexe, is not effected, howen~l', uy color alone until the 
bird year of the animal. Thi over-hair of the young pup's new jacket on the back, neck, and 
b "'ad, i a <lark chiuchilla- ray, bl nding into a ~tone-white, just tinged with a grayish tint on the 
ab lorn .n and ch t. Th upp r lip, upon which the whi 'ker, or mou tacbe take root, is coYered 
wi h hair f a, li b t r gray than that of the bouy. 
1011 
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which holds this place as it grows on and older, is the eye. This orga,n is exceedingly cle,,ar, dark, 
and liquid, with which, for beatity and amiability, together with real intelligence of expre~sion, 
those of no other animal that I have ever seen, or have ever rea~ of, can~ be compared; indeed, 
there are fow eyes in the orbits of men and women which suggest more pleasan.'tly the ancient 
thought of their being ''windows t~ the soul." The lids to the eye are fringed with long, perfect 
lashes, and the slight~st' annoyance, in the way of dust or sa,Il(l, or other foreign substances, 8eems 
to cause them exquisite annoyance, accompanied by immoderate weeping. This involuntary tear-
fuln ess so moved Steller that he ascribed it to the processes of the Seal's mind, and declared tllat_ 
the seal-mothers actually shed tears. 
RANGE OF VISION.-! do not think that their range of vision on land, or out of the water. is 
very great. I have experimented frequently wit~ adult Fur. Seals, by allowiug them to catch 
sight of my ·person, so as to distinguish it as of foreign character, three and four hundred paces 
off, taking the precaution of standing to the leeward of them when the wind was blowing strong, 
and then walking unconcernedly up to them. I have invariably noticed, that they would alJmv me 
to approach quite close before recognizing my strangeness; this occurring to them, they at once 
made a lively noise, a medley of coughing, spitting, snorting, and blaating, and plunged in spasmodic 
lopes and shambled to get away from my immediate neighborhood; as to the pups, they all stupidly 
stare at the form of a human being until it is fairly on them, when they also repeat in miniature 
these vocal gymnastics and physical efforts of the older ones, to retreat or withdraw a few rods,. 
sometimes only a few feet, from the spot upon which yo~1 have cornered them, after which they 
instaut]y resume their previous occupation of either sleeping or playing, as though nothins- ~ad 
happened. 
BEHAVIOR OF FUR SEALS AT NI_GHT,__,.I naturally enough, when beginning my investigation 
of these seal-rookeries; expected to :fin<l the animals subdued at night, or early morning, on the 
breeding-grounds; but a few consecutive nocturnal"-watches satisfied me that the family organiza-
tion aud noise was as active at one time as at another throughout the whole twenty-four hours. If,. 
howevnr, the day preceding had chanced to be abnormally warm, I never failed then to find the 
rookerif.~s much more n 1_ isy- and active during the night t.ban the-y were by daylight. The Seals, as. 
a rule, ,~ome and go to and from the sea, fight, roar, and vocalize as _much during midnight moments. 
as the;y do at noonda_y times. An aged natfre endea\'Ored to satisfy me that the'· Seec;:tchie" could 
see mueh better by twilight and night tlian by <fo;ylight. I am not prepared to prove to the-
contrar5, bu,t I thinK that the fact of l.:il':l pot being able to see so well llimself at that hour of 
darkne~1-; was the t-rue cause of most of his belief in the improved nocturnal vision of the :Seals. 
A~- l write, this old Aleut, Phillip Vollk°'T, bas passed to his final rest-'' un koncbielsa.h"-
winter ,)f 1878-'79. He was one of the real characters of Saint Paul; he was_ esteemed by the 
white~ ou- account of his relative intelligence, and fielow"d by the natives, who called him their-
"wise r.nan," an<l ;110 exulted in his piety. Phillip, like the other people there of his kiD<l, was 
not. mnch comfort to ·me when I asked· questions as to the Seals. He usually answered important 
inquiries by orossing himself, and replying, "God knows." There was no appeal from this. 
SULLENNESS OF OLD MALE SEALS.-The oid males, when grouped together by tbemselrns,-
at th•\ close of the breeding-season, indulge in no humor or frolicsome festivities whatsoever. Ou 
the <:ontrary, they 'treat each other with surl;y indifference. The mature females, however, (lo, 
not 9ppear to lc•se their good nature to anything like so marked a degree as do their lord~ a.11<1 
ma~n ers, for they will at all seasons of their preseuce on the bl ands be ob1-,erved, now and then, 
to snddenlJ· unbend from severe matro-uly gravity by co;yly and amiabl.v tickling an<l gently teasing· 
Ollf:, a.uot,hn, as tlley rest. in the harems, or fatl'r, when stro1ling in Septern ber. There is no sign. 
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given ' however bv tll~se seal-mothers of desire or action in fondling or caressing their pups; nor 
' ' ,J ' 
do the young appear to sport with any others than the _pups themselves, when together. Some-
times a yearling and a five or six months old pup will have a long-continued game between them-
selves. They are decidedly clannish in this respect-creatures of caste, like Hindoos. 
POWER OF SCENT: ODOR OF THE SE.A.LS.-The greatest activity displayed by any one of 
the five senses of the Seal, is evidenced in its power of scent. This faculty is all that can be 
desired in the line of alertness. I never failed to awaken-an adult Seal from the soundest sleep, 
· wµen from a half to a quarter of a mile ,listant, no matter bow softly I proceeded, if 1 got to the 
windward, though they sometimes .took alarm when I was a mile off. 
They leave evidences of their being on these great reproductive fields, chiefl.y' at the rookeries, 
in the 1mndreds of dead carcasses' which mark the last of those animals that have been rendered 
infirm, sick, or were killed by fighting among themselves in the earlJ7 p·art of the season, or of those 
· which have crawled far a~ay from the scene of battle to die from death-wounds received in the 
bitter struggle for a harem. On the rookeries, wherever these lifeless bodies rest, the living, old 
and young, clamber and patter backward and forward over and on tlie putrid remains, and by this 
constant stirring up of decayed matter, give rise to an exceedingly disagreeable and far-reaching 
"funk." This• has been, by all writers who have dwelt on t,be subject., referred to as the smell 
which these animals emit for another Feason-erroneously caJled the "rutting odor." . If these 
creatures have any odor peculiar to them when in this condition, I will frankly confess that I am 
unable to distinguish it from the fumes which a1;e GOnstantly being stirred up and rising out of 
these decaying carcasses of the older Seals, as well as from the bodies of the few pups which have 
been killed accidentally by the heavy bul!s fighting over them, charging back and forth against 
one another, so much of the time. 
They have, however, a very characteristic and peculiar smell, when they are driven and get 
heated; their breath exhalations possess a disagreeable, faint, sickly odor, and when I have 
walked within its influence at the rear qf a seal-drive, I could almost fancy, as it entered my 
nostrlls, that I stood beneath an ailanthus tree in bloom; but this odor can by no means be 
, · confoundeu with what is univer~ally ascribed to another cause. It is also noteworthy, that if 
)-our finger is touched ever so lightly to a, little fur-seal blubber, it will smell very much like 
that which I have appreciated and described as peculiar to their breath, which arises from t,hem 
when they are driven, only it is a little stronger. B.oth the young and old Fur Seals have this 
same breath-taint ·at all seasons of the year. 
REVIEW OF STATEMENTS CONCERNING LIFE IN THE R0OKERIES.-To recapitulate and sum 
up the system and regular method of life and reproduction on these rookeries of Saint Paul and 
Saint George, as the Seal. seem to have arranged it, I shall say that-
Fir t. The earliest bull land in a negligent, indolent way, at the opening of the season, soon 
after the rock at the water's edge are free from ice frozen snow etc This is as a rule about 
' ' . ' ' the Lt to the 5th of every May. They land from the beginning to the end of the season in perfect 
confidence and without fear; they are very fat, and will weigh at an average 500 pounds each; 
' m ·tay at the wat r' dge, ome go to the tier back of them again, and ~o on until the whole 
rook ry i' mapp d out y th m, week in ad ance of the arrival of the fir t female. 
'econd. That Y th 1 th or 12th of June, all the male tations 011 the rookeries have been 
map ' ud f ught '£ r an h Id in waiting by the' eecatchie ." These males are, as a rule, 
11 · rar 1 ' v r uu f ag ; 111 't of them are , r that age, being sometime three, 
f ur tiru .· , ol l. 
Pl a1-au · a :i cla , n or after the 12th or 15th of 
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• June, in very small numbers; but rapidly after the 23d and 25th of this month, every year, they 
begin to flock up in such numbers as to fill the harems very perceptibly; and by the' 8th or 10th 
of July, they have all come, as a rule-a few stragglers excepted. · The average weight of the 
females now will not be much more than eighty to ninety pounds each. 
Fourth. That the breeding-season is at its height from the 10th to the 15th of July every year, 
and that it subsides entirely at the end of this month and early in August; also, that its method 
and system are confined entirely to the land, never effected in the-sea. 
Fifth. That the females bear their first young when they are three years old, and that the 
perjod of gestation is nearly twelve months, lacking a few days only of that lapse of time. 
Sixth. That the females bear a single pup each, and that this is born soon after landing; no 
exception to this rule has ever been witnessed or recorded. 
Seventh. That the" Seecatchie" which bave held the harems from the beginning to the end 
of the season, leave for the water in a desultory and s~raggling manner at its close, greatiy 
emaciated, and do not .return, if they do at all, until six or seven weeks have elapsed, when the 
regular systematic distribution or the families over the rookeries is at an end· for the season. A 
general medley of young males now are free, which come out of the water, and wander over all 
these rookeries, together with many old males, which have not been on seraglio duty," and great 
numbers of the females. An immense majority over all others present are pups, since only about 
25 per cent. of the mother-seals are out of the water now at any one time. 
Eighth. That the rookeries lose their compactness and definite boundaries of true breeding 
limit and expansion by the 25th to the 28th of July every year; then, after this date, the pups 
begin to haul back, and to the right and left, in small squads at first, but as the season goes on, 
by the 18th of August, they depart without reference to their mothers; and when · thus scattered, 
the males, females, and young swarm over more than three and four times the area occupied by 
them when breeding and born on the rookeries. The system of family arrangement and uniform 
compactness of the breeding classes breaks up at this date. 
Ninth. That by the 8th or 10th of August the pups born nearest the water first begin to learn 
to swim; and that by the 15th or 20th of September they are all familiar, more or less, with the 
exercise. 
Tenth. That by the middle of September the rookeries are entirely broken up; confused, 
straggling bands of females are seen among bachelors, pups, a.nd small squads of old males, 
crossing and recrossing the ground in an aimless, listless manner. The season now is over. 
Eleventh. That many of the Sea.Is do not.leave these grounds of Saint Paul and Saint George 
before the end of December, and some remain even as late as the 12th of January; but that by the 
end of October and the beginning of November every year, all the Fur Seals of mature age-five 
and six years, and upward-have left the islands. The younger males go with the others: many 
of the pups still range about the islands, but are not hauled to any great extent on the beaches or 
the flats. They seem to prefer the rocky shore-margin, and to lie as high up as they can get 
on such bluffy rookeries as Tolstoi and the Reef. By the end of this month, November, they are, 
as a rule, all gone. 
Such is the sum and the substance of my observations which relate to the breeding-grounds 
alone on Saint Paul and Saint George. It is the result of summering and wintering on them, 
and these definite statements I make with that confidence which one always feels, when he speaks 
of that which bas entered into his mind by repeated observation, a11.d has been firmly grounded 
by careful deductions therefrom. 
THE" HOLLUS0HICKIE" OR "BACHELOR" SEALS: A DESCRIP'l'ION,.:_I now call the attention 
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of the reader to another very remarkable feature in the economy of the seal-life on these islands. 
The great herds of "Holluschickie," 1 numbering from one-third to one-half, perhaps, of the whole 
aggregate of near 5,000,000 Seals known to the Pribylov group, are never allowed by the "See-
catchie," under the pain of frightful mutilation or death, to put their flippers on or nea.r the rookeries. 
By reference to my map, it will be observed that I have located a larg~ extent of ground-
markedly so on Saint Paul-as that occupied by the Seals' "hauling-grounds"; this area, in fact, 
represents those portions of the island upon which the "Holluschickie" roam in their heavy 
squadrons, wearing off and polishing the surface of the soil,_ stripping every foot, which is indicated 
on the chart as such, of its vegetation and mosses, leaving the margin as sharply defined on the 
bluffy uplands and sandy flats as it is on the map itself. 
The reason that so much more land is covered by the ''Holluschickie" than by the breeding 
Seals-ten times as much at least-is due to the fact, that though not as numerous, perhaps, as the 
breeding Seals, they are tied down to nothing, so to speak-are wholly irresponsible, and roam 
hither and thither as caprice and the weather may dictate. Thus they wear off and rub down a 
. much larger area ' than the rookery Seals occupy; wandering aimlessly, and going back, in some 
instances, notably at English Bay, from one-half to a whole mile inland, not traveling in desultory 
files along winding, straggling paths, but sweeping in solid platoons, they obliterate every spear of 
grass and rnb down nearly every hummock in their way. 
DEFINITION OF '' HoLLUSCHICKIE."-All the male Seals, from six years of age, are compelled 
to herd apart by themselves and away from the breeding-grounds, in many cases far away; the 
large hauling-grounds at Southwest Point being about two miles from the nearest rookery. This 
class of Seals is termed" Holluschickie" or the "Bachelor" Seals by the natives, a most :fitting and 
expressive appellation. 
The Seals of this great subdivision are those with which the natives on the Pribylov group are 
the most familiar : naturally and especially so, since they are the only ones, with the exception of 
a few thousand pups, and occasionally an old bull or two, taken late in the fall for food and skins, 
which are driven up to the killing- grounds at the village for slaughter. The reasons fo_r this exclu-
sive attention to the "Bachelors" are most cogent, and will be gfren hereafter when the "business" 
is discussed. 
LOO.A.TING THE HAULING-GROUNDS: p ..A.TBS THROUGH THE ROOKERIES.-Since the "Hollu-
schickie" are not permitted by their own kind to land on the rookeries and stop· there, they have 
the .choice of two methods of locating, one of which allows them to rest in the rear of the rookeries, 
and the other on the free beaches. The most notable illustration of the former can be witnessed 
on Reef Point, where a pathway fo left for their ingress and egress through a rookery-a path left 
by common consent, as it were, between the harems. On these trai.ls of passage they come a,nd go 
in st.eady files all day and all night during the seaso~, unmolested by the jealous bulls which guard 
the seraglios on either side as they travel; all peace and comfort to the young Seal if he minds 
hi business and keeps straight on up or down, without stopping to nose about right or left; all 
woe and desolation to him, however, if he does not, for in that event be will be literally torn in 
bloody griping, from limb to limb, by he vigilant old "Seecatchie." 
Since the two and three year old '' Holluscbickie" come up in small squads with the first bulls 
in the pring or a few t1, '· later ucb common highway a tho e between the rookery-ground 
an h a ar trav 1 d v r before th arrival of the cow , and get well defined. ..A passage for 
he1 r , which I o k much l a ur in ob erving day after day at Polavina, another at 
l t i, an tw f in 1 72 w r entir 1y lo up b the" eecatcbie'' and obliterated, 
i n t rm "Hollu cbickie" or "Bachelor ' i very appropriate, and is usually employed. 
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when I again searched for them in 1874. Similar passa,ges existed, however, on several of the 
large rookeries of Saint Paul; one of those at Tolstoi exhibits this feature very finely, for here the 
hauling-ground extends around from English 13ay, and lies _up back of the Tolstoi Rookery, over a 
fl.at and rolling summit, from 100 to 120 feet above the sea-level. The young males and yearlings 
of both sexes come through and between the harems, at the height of the breeding-season, on two 
of these narrow pathways, and before reaching the ground above, are obliged to climb up an almost 
abrupt bluff, which they do by following and struggling in the water-runs and washes which are 
worn into its face. .As this is a large hauling-ground, on which, every favorable day during the 
season, fifteen or twenty thousand commonly rest, the sight of skillful seal-climbing can be 
witnessed here at any time cluring that period; and the sight of such climbing as this of Tolstoi 
is exceedingly novel and interesting. Why, verily, they ascend over and upon places where an 
ordinary man might, at first sight, with great positiveness say that it was utterly impossible for 
him to climb. 
HAULING-GROUNDS ON THE BEACHES.-The other method of coming ashore, however, is the 
one most followed and favored. In this case they avoid the rookeries altogether, and repair to the 
unoccupied beaches between them, and then extend themselves out all the way back from the sea, 
as far from the water, in some cases, as a quarter and even half of a mile. I stood on the Tolstoi 
sand-dunes one afternoon, toward the middle of July, and had under my eyes, in a straigh_tforward 
sweep from my feet to Zapadnie, a million and a half of Seals spread out on these ha:uling-grounds. 
Of these, I estimated that fully one-half, at that time, were pups, yearlings, and ''Holluschickie." 
The rookeri.es across the bay, though plainly in sight, were so crowded, that they looked exactly as · 
I have seen surfaces appear upon which bees had swarmed in obedience to that din and racket 
made by the watchful apiarian, when he desires to hive the restless honey-makers. 
The great majority of yearlings and "Holluschickie" are annually hauled out and pack_ed 
thickly over the sand-beach and upland hauling:grounds, which lie between the rookeries on Saint 
Paul Island. .At Saint George there is nothing of this extensive display to be seen, for here is 
only a tithe of the seal-life occupying Saint Paul, and no opportunity whatever is afforded for an 
amphibious parade. 
GENTLENESS OF THE SEALS.-Descend with me from this sand-dune elevation of Tolstoi, and 
walk into that drove of" Holluschickie" below us; we can do it; you do not notice much confusion 
or dismay as we go in among them; they simply open out before us and close in behind our tracks, 
stirring, ci·owding to the right and left as we go, twelve or twenty feet away from us on each side. 
Look at this small flock of yearlings, some one, others two, and even three years old, which a.re 
coughing and spitting around us now, staring up in our .faces in amazement as we walk ahead; 
they struggle a few rods out of our reach, and then come together again behind us, showing no 
further sign of notice of ourselves. You could not walk into a dro-rn of hogs at Chicago, without 
exciting as much confusion and arousing an infinitely more disagreeable tumult; and as for sheep 
on the plains, they would stampede far quicker. Wild ani~als indeed! You can now readily 
understand how easy it is for two or three men, early in the morning, to come where we are, turn 
aside from this rnst herd in front of and around us two or three thousand of the best examples, 
and drive them back, up -and over to the village. That is the way they get the Seals; there is not 
any ~'hunting" or ."chasing" or "capturing" of Fur Seals on these islands. 
"HOLLUSCHI.CICIE" DO NOT FAST.-While the young male Seals undoubtedly have the power 
of going for lengthy intervals without food, they, like the female Seals on the breeding-grounds, 
certainly do not maintain any long fasting periods on land; their coming and going from the shore 
is frequent and irregular, largely influenced by the exact condition of the weather from day to day; 
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for instance, three or four thiek, foggy days seem to call them out from the water by _hundreds of 
thousands upon the different hauling-grounds (which the reader observes recorded on my map). 
In ·some cases, I have seen them lie there so close together that scarcely a foot of ground, over 
whole acres is bare enough to be seen; then a clear and warmer day follows, and this seal-covered ' . 
ground, before so thickly packed with animal life, will soon be almost deserted: comparatively so 
at· least, to be filled up immediately as before, when favorable weather shall again recur. They 
must frequently eait when here, because the first yearlings and "ilolluschickie" that appear in the 
spring are no fatter, sleeker, or livelier than they are at the close of the season; in other words, 
their condition, physically, seems to be the same from the beginning to the end of their appearance 
here during the summer and fall. It is quite different, however, with the "Seecatch"; we know 
·how and where it spends two to three months, because we find it on the grounds at all times, day 
or night, during that period. 
SPORTS AND PASTIMES OF THE YOUNG "BACHELORS."-A small flock of the young Seals, one 
to three years old, generally, will often stray from these hauling-ground margins, up and beyond, 
over the fresh mosses and grasses, and there sport and pla,y one with another, just as little puppy-
dogs do; and when weary of this gamboling a general disposition to sleep is suddenly manifested, 
and they stretch themselves out and curl up in all the positions and all the postures that their 
flexible spines al)d ball-and-socket joints will permit. They seem to revel in the unwonted vege-
tation, and to be delighted with their own efforts in rolling down and cru&hing the tall stalks of 
the grasses and umbelliferons plants; one will lie upon its back, hold up its hind-flippers, and lazily 
wave them about, while it scratches, or rather rubs, its ribs with the fore-hands alternately, the 
eyes being tightly closed during the whole performance; the sensation is evidently so luxurious 
that it does not wish to have any side-issue draw off its blissful self-attention. Another, curled up 
like a cat on_ a rug, draws its b11eath, as indicated by the heaving of its flanks, quickly but regu-
larly, as though in heavy sleep; another will lie flat upon its jltomach, its hind-flippers covered and 
concealed, while it tightly folds its fore-feet back against its sides, just as a fish carries its pectoral 
fins-and so on to no end of variety, according to the ground and the fancy of the animals. 
These" Bachelor" Seals are, I am sure, without exception, the most restless animals in the 
whole brute creation, which can boast of a high organization. They frolic and lope about o.ver the 
grounds for hours, without a moment's cessation, and their sleep, after this, is exceedingly short, 
and it is ever accompanied wit.h nervous twitchings and uneasy muscular m~vements; they seem 
to be fairly brimful and overrunning with spontaneity-to be surcharged with fervid, electric life. 
Another marked feature which I have observed among the multitudes of "Holluschickie," 
which have come under my personal observation and auditory, and one very characteriistic of this 
class, is, that nothing like ill-humor appears in all of their playing together; they never growl or 
bite, or show even the slightest angry feeling, but are invariably as happy, one with another, as 
c~n be imagined. This is a very singular trait;- they lose it, however, with astonishing rapidit-y, 
when their ambition and strength develop and carry them, in due course of time, to the rookery. 
The pups and yearlings have an e pecial fondness for sporting on the rocks which are just at 
the water's level and awash, so a to be covered and uncovered as the surf rol1s in. On the bare 
summit of these wave-worn pot , they will truggle and clamber in groups of a dozen or two at a 
time throughout the whol da · in endeavoring to pu h off that one of their number which has just 
been fortunate enough t cur a landing; the ucce sor has, however, but a brief moment of 
xultati n in victory f r th n xt r 11 r that c m oming in, t gether with the pres ure by its 
fri n turn th t bl ~ n<l. h i · r p at d wi b another eal on top. Sometimes, as well 
I · l th ollu cbickie ' played for a whole day and night, without a 
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moment's cessation, around such a rock as. this, off Nah Speel Rookery; but in this observation 
I may be mistaken, because the Seals cannot be told apart. 
SEALS AMONG THE BREAKERS.-The graceful unconcern with which the Fur Seal sports 
safely in, among, an<l under booming breakers, during the prevalence of the numerous heavy gales 
at the islands, bas afforded me many consecutive hours of spell-bound attention to them, absorbed 
in watching their adroit evolutions within the foaming surf, that seemingly, every moment, would, 
in its fierce convulsions, dash these hardy swimmers, stunned an<l lifeless, ag~inst the iron-bound 
foundations of the shore, which alone checked the furious rush of the waves. Not at all. Through 
the wildest and most ungovernable mood of the roaring tempest and stor!n-tossed waters attending 
its transit, I never failed, on creeping out, and peering over the bluffs, in such weather, to see 
squads of these perfect watermen-the most expert of all amphibians-gamboling in the seething, 
creamy wake of mighty rollers, which constantly broke in thunder tones over their alert, dodging 
heads. The swift succeeding sr,as seemed, every instant, to poise the Seals at the very verge of 
death. Yet the Oallorhinus, exulting in his skill and strength, bade defiance to their wrath, and 
continued his diversions. 
SWIMM.ING FEATS OF THE "BACHEL0RS."-Tbe "Holluschickie" are the champion swimmers 
of all the seal tribe; at least, when in the water around the islands, they do nearly every fancy 
tumble and turn that can be e~ecuted. The grave old males and their matronly companions sel-
dom indulge in any extravagant display, as do thes~ youngsters, jumping out of the water like so 
many dolphins, describing beautiful elliptic curves sheer above its surface, rising three and even 
four feet from the sea, with the back slightly arched, the fore-flippers folded tightly against the 
sides, and the hinder ones extended and pressed together straight out" behind, plumping in head 
first, to reappear in the same manner, after an interval of a few seconds of submarine swimming, 
like the flight of a bird, on their course. Sea Lions and Hair Seals never jump in this manner. 
All classes will invariably make t.bese dolphin-jumps, when they are surprised or are driven 
into the water, curiously turning their heads while sailing in the air, between the "rises" and 
"plumps," to take a look at the cause of their disturbance. They all swim rapidly, w!th the 
exception of the pups, and may be said to dart under the water with the velocity of a bird on the 
wing; as they swim they are invariably submer~ed, running along horizontally about two or three 
feet below the surface, guiding their course by the bind-flippers as by a rudder, and propelling 
themselves solely by the fore-feet, rising to breathe at intervals which are either very frequent or 
else so wide apart that it is impossible to see the speeding animal wben he rises a second time. 
How long they can remain under water without taking a fresh breath, is a problem which I 
had not the heart to solve, by instituting a series of experiments at the island; but I am inclined 
to think that, if the truth were known in regard to their ability of going without rising to breathe, 
it would be considered astounding. On this point, however, I have no data worth discussing, but 
will say that, in all their swimming which I have had a chance to study, as they passed under the 
water, mirrored to my eyes from the bluff above by the whitish-colored rocks below the rookery 
waters at Great Eastern Rookery, I have not been able to satisfy myself how they used their long, 
flexible hind-feet, other than as steering media. If these posterior members have any perceptible 
motion, it is so rapid that my eye is not quick enough to catch it; but the fore-flippers, however, 
can be most distinctly seen, as they work in feathering forward and sweeping flatly back, opposed 
to the water, with great rapidity and energy. They are evidently the sole propulsive power of' the 
Fur Seal in the water, as they are its main fulcrum a!-1d lever combined, for progression on land. 
I regret that the shy natur_e of the Hair Seal never allowed me to stu<ly its swimming motions, but 
it seems to be a general point of agreement among authoritfos on . the Phocidce, that all motion in 
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water by them a~ises from that power which they exert and apply with the hind-feet. So far as 
my observations on the Hair Seal go, I am inclined to agree with this opinion. 
All their movements in water, whether they are traveling to some objective point or are in 
sport, are quick and joyous; and :tiothing is more suggestive of intense satisfaction and pure physi-
cal comfort, than is that spectacle. which we can see every August, a short distance out at sea from 
any rookery where thousands of old _males and females are idly rolling over in the billows side by 
side, rubbing and scratching with their fore- and hind-flippers, which are here and there stuck up 
out of the water by their owners, like the lateen-sails of the Mediterranean feluccas, or, when the 
hind-flippers are present~d, like a '' cat-o'-nine tails." They sleep in the water a great _ deal, too, 
more than is generally supposed, showing that they do not come on land to rest-very clearly not. 
LE.A.PING OUT OF w .A.TER: "DOLPHIN-JUMPS."-As I never detected the Sea Lions or the Hair 
Seals leaping from the water around these islands, in those peculiar dolphin-like jumps which I have 
hitherto described, I made a note of it early during my first season of observation, for corrobora-
tion in the next. It is so: neither the Sea Lion nor the Hair Seal here ever, leaped from the ocean 
in this agile and singular fashion heretofore described. Allen, so conservative usually, seems, how-
ever, to have fallen into an, error by reading the notes of Mr. J. H. Blake, descriptive of the Sea 
Lions of the Gallapagos Islands. As Allen quotes them entire in a foot-note,1 I am warranted in 
calling attention to the fact, that no authentic record has as yet been made of such peculiar 
swimming by Phocidcc, or the sea-lion branc4 of the Otariidre. My notice has been called to this 
mistake by Professor Allen's own note, · page 367, upon a quotation from my work, citing Mr. 
Blake's notes above referred to, which are themselves very in~erest.ing, but do not even hint at a 
dolphin-jump. 
How fast the Fur Seal can swim, when doing its best, I am naturally unable to state. I da know 
that a squad of young" Holluschickie" followed the "Reliance," in which I was sailing, down from 
the latitude of the ~eal Islands to.Akootan Pass with perfect ease, laying around the vessel, while 
she was logging straight ahead, 14 knots to the hour. 
Tbe Fur Seal, the Sea Lion, the Walrus, and the Hair Seal all swim around these islands, and 
in these waters, submerged, extended horizontally and squarely upon their stomachs. I make this 
note here because I am surprised to_ read 2 that the Harp (Hair) Seal's "favorjte position when 
swimming, as affirmed by numerous observers, is on the back or side, in which position they also 
sleep in the water." Although this is a far-distant, geographically speaking, relative of the Hair 
S~al of Saint Paul Island, yet the remarkable difference in fashion of swimming seem:s hardly 
warrante<l., when the two animals are built exactly alike. Still, I have no disposition to question, 
earnestly, the truth of the statement, inasmuch as I have learned of so many very striking radical 
differences jn habit, of anima1s a closely related, as to pause, ere seriously doubting this assertion 
that a Harp Seal' favorite way in swimming is to lie upon Hs back when so <l.oing. It is simply 
an odd contra<l.iction to the method employed by the Hair Seals of the North Pacific and of Bering 
Sea. 
Whil I am unable to prov that the Fur Seal possesses the power to swim to a very great depth, 
Y actual t . t in tituted, y t I am fr to ay that i certainly can dive to the uttermost depths, 
wh r it i ou-fi h are known t liYe in the o ean; it surely give full ·and ample evidence of 
P · 'i.ng th mu eular p wer f r that nt rpri. . n this connection, it is interesting to cite 
tim ny f fr. F. rthen th pr prietor of the Fro I lands, a group of small islets off 
orw y; hi g utl ma ha ha l an opportunity of watching the Gray Seal 
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(Halichmru-s grypus) as it bred and rested ou these rocks during an extended period of time. Among 
many interesting notes as to the biology of this large Hair Seal, he says: "As a proof that they [the 
Seals] fetch their food from a considerable depth, it is related that a few years ago a young one was 
found caught by one of the hooks of a fishing line that was placed at a depth of between seventy 
and eighty fathoms, on the outer side of the islands . . Gray Seals have several times been seen to 
come up to the surface with lings (Molva vulgaris) and other deep-water fishes in their mouths, 
such fishes seldom or never found at a less depth than between sixty and seventy fathoms." 1 
CLASSING THE "HOLL USCHICI{IE" BY .A.GE.-When the ,, Holluschickie" are up on land they 
can be readily separated into their sever~l classes as to age by the color of their coats and size, 
when noted, namely, the yearlings, the two, three, four, and five years old males. When the 
yearlings, or the first class, haul out, they are dressed just as they wei·e after they shed their pup-
coats and took on the second covering during the previous J~ear in September and October; and 
now, as they come out in the spring and summer, one year old, the males and fernal~-s cannot be 
distinguished apart, either by color or size, shape .or action; the 3·earlings of both sexes have the 
same steel-gray backs and white stoinachs, and are alike in behavior and weight. 
Next year these yearling females, which are now trooping out with the youthful males on the 
hauling-grounds, will repair to the rookeries, while their male com pan ions will be obliged to come 
again to this same spot. 
SHEDDING THE HAIR: ST.A.GEY SE.A.LS.-About the 15th and 20th of every August, they 
have become perceptibly "stagey," or, in other words, their hair is well under way in shedding. 
All classes, with the exception of .the pups, go through this process at this Hme every year. The 
process requires about six weeks between the first dropping or falling out of the old over-hair, and 
jts full substitution by the new. This takes place, as a rule, between August 1 and September 28. 
'rhe fur is shed, but it is so shed that the ability of the Seal to take to the water and stay 
there, and not be physically chilled or disturbed during the process of molting, is neYer impaired. 
The whole surface of these extep.sive breeding-grounds, t_raversed over by us after the Seals had 
gone, was literally matted with the shed hair and fur. This under-fur or pelage is, however, so 
fine and delicate, and so much concealed and shaded by the coarser over-hair, that a careless eye 
or a superficial observer might be pardoned in failing to notice the fact of its dropping and renewal. 
The yearling cows retain the colors of the old coat in the new, when they shed it for the first 
time, and from that time on, year after year, as they live and grow old. The young three-year-
olds and the olde_r cows look exactly alike, as far as color goes, when they haul up at first and dry-
out on the rookeries, every June and July. 
The yearling males, however, make a radical change when they shed for the first time, for 
they come out from their ''staginess" in a nearly uniform dark gray, and gray and black mixed, 
and lighter, with dark ocher to whitish on the upper and under parts, respectively. This coat, 
next year, when they appear as two-year-olds, shedding for the thr.ee-year-old coat, is a very much 
darker gray, and so on to the third, fourth, and fifth season; then after this, with age, they begin, 
to grow more gray and brown, with rufous-ocher and whitish-tipped over-hair on the shoulders. 
Some of the very old bulls change in their declining years to a uniform shade all over of dull-
grayish ocher. The full glory and beauty of the Seal's moustache is denied to him until be has 
attained his seventh or eighth year. 
COMP .A.R.A.TIVE SIZE OF FEM.ALES .A.ND M.A.LES.-The female does not get her full growth and 
weight until the end of her fourth year, so far as I have observed, . but she does most of her 
1 ROBERT COLLETT: Ou the Gray Seal. Proceedings Zoological Society Loudon, part ii, 1881, p. 387. 
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growing longitudinally in the first two; after she has passed her fourth and :fifth years, she weighs 
from thirty to fifty pounds more than she did in the days of her youthful maternity. 
The male does not get his full growth and weight until the close of his seventh year, but 
realizes most of it, osteologically speaking, by the end of_ the fifth ; and from this it may be 
perhaps truly inferred, that the male Seals live to an average age of eighteen or twenty years, 
if undisturbed in a normal condition, and that the females attain ten or twelve seasons under the , 
same favorable circumstances. Their respective weights·, when full;y mature and fat in the spring, 
will, in regard to the male, strike an average of from four. to :five hundred pounds, while the 
females will show a mean of from seventy to eighty pounds. 
I did not permit myself to fall into error in estimating this matter 
1
of weight, because I early 
found that the apparent huge bulk of a sea-lion bull or fur-seal male, when placed upon the 
scales, shrank far below my notions: I took a great deal of pains, on several occasions, during the 
killing season, to have a platform scale carted out into the field, and as the Seals were knocked 
• down, and before they were bled, I had them carefully weighed, constructing the following table 
from my observations: 
Table showing the weight,, size, and growth of the Fur Seal ( Oallorhinus ursinus), from the pup to the 
adult, male and female. 
Gross Weight Age. Length. Girth. weight of Remarks. 
body. of shln. 
--- ---
Inches. Inches. Pounds. Po'bl,nds. 
One week .••..•.. 12to 14 l0tolO½ 6to7½ 1¼ A male and female, being the only ones of the class handled, June 20, 1873. 
3ixmonths ...... 24 25 39 3 A mean often examples, males and females, alike in size, November 28, 1872. 
One year ......... 38 25 39 4½ A mean of six examples, males and females, alike in size, July 14, 1873. 
Two years ....... 45 30 58 5½ A mean of thirty examples, all males, July 24, 1873. 
Threo years ...... . 52 36 87 7 A mean of thirty-two examples, all males, July 24, 1873. 
Fouryears ....... 58 42 135 12 A mean often examples, all males, July 24, 1873. 
Fiveyears ....... 65 52 200 16 A mean offi.ve examples, all males, July 24, 1873. 
Six years ........ 72 64 280 25 A mean of three examples, all males, July 24, 1873. 
Eight to twenty 75 to 80 70to 7i 400to 500 45to 50 An estimate only, calculating on their weight when fat, and early in the season. 
yea.re. 
WEIGHT OF ]'EM.A.LE SE.A.LS.-The adult females will correspond with the three-year-old 
males in the above table, the younger cows weighing frequently only seventy-five pounds, and 
many of the older ones going as high as one hun~red and twenty, but an average of eighty to 
eighty-five pounds is the rule. Those .specimens of the females which I have weighed were 
examples taken by me for transmission to the Smithsonian Institution, otherwise I should not 
have been permitted to make this record of their weight, inasmuch as weighing them means to 
kill them; and the law and the habit, or rather the prejudice of the entire community up there, is 
unanimou ly in oppo ition to any such proceeding, for they never touch females here, and never 
et th ir foot on or near the breeding-ground on such an errand. It will be noticed, also, that I 
have no tatement of the weight of those exceedingly fat and heavy males which :first appear on 
the breeding-grounds in the pring; tho e which I have referred to, in the table above given, were 
very much heavier at the time of their fir, t appearance in 1\Iay and June, than at the moment 
when they wer in my hand , in July; but tlie cow , in the other cla s, do not sustain protracted 
fa ting, an th r for their w ight m econ i<l re<l u tantially the same throughout the year. 
Un 'GE IN IGilT.- hu fr m th fact that all th oung Seal an<l ii males do not change 
ut in the pring, till that of their leaving in 
ing tba th / f d t irr gular but not long intervals, 
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during _the time that they are here under our observation, since they are constantly changing from 
land to water and from water to land, day in. and day out. I do not think that the young males 
fast longer than a week or ten days at a time, as a rule. 
DISPERSAL OF THE "HOLLUSCHICKIE.i'-By the end of October and the 10th of November, 
the great mass of the '' Holluschickie," the trooping myriads of English Bay, Southwest Point, 
Reef Parade, Lukan non Sands, the table-lands of Polavina, and the mighty hosts of N ovostashnah, 
at Saint Paul, together with the quota of "Saint George, had taken their departure from its shores, 
and had gone out to sea, spreading with the receding schools of fish that were now returning-to 
the deep waters of the North Pacific, where, in that vast expanse, over which rolls an unbroken 
billow, five thousancl miles from ·Japan to Oregon, they spend- the winter and the early spring, 
until they reappear and break up, with their exuberant life, the dreary winter isolation of the ~arid 
which gave them birth. 
TASTE OF '.l'HE SEALS IN THE MATTER OF WEATHER.~A few stragglers remain, however, 
as late as the snow and ice will permit them to, in and after December; they are all down by the 
water's edge then, and haul up entirely on the rocky beaches, deserting the sand altogether; but 
the first snow that falls makes them very uneasy, and I have seen a large hauling-ground so 
disturbed by a rainy day and night, that its hundreds of thousands of occupants fairly deserted 
it. The Fur Seal cannot bear, and will not endure, the spattering of sand into its eyes, which 
always accompanies the driving of a rain-storm; they take to the water, to reappear when th~ 
nuisance shall be abated. 
The weather in which the Fur Seal delights is cool, moist, foggy, and thick enough to keep the 
sun always obscured, so as to cast no shadows. Such weather, which is the normal weather of 
Saint Paul and Saint George, continued for a few weeks in June and July, brings up from the sea 
millions of Fur Seals. But, as I have before said, a little sunshine, which raises _the temperature 
as high as 50° to 55° Fahr., will send them back from the hauling-grounds almost as quickly as 
they came. Fortunately these warm, sunny days on the Pribylov Islands are so rare that the 
Seals certainly can have no ground of complaint, even if we may presume they have any at all. 
Some curious facts in regard to their selection of certain localitfos on these islands, and their 
abandonmen~ of others, I will discuss in a succeeding chapter, descriptive of the rookeries; this 
chapter is illustrated by topographical surveys made by myself. 
ALBINOS.-! looked everywhere and constantly, when treading my way over acres of ground 
which were fairly covered with seal-pups, and older ones, for specimens that presented some 
~bnormity, that is, monstrosities, albinos, etc., such as I have seen in our great herds of stock; but 
I was, with one or two exceptions, unable to note anything of the kind. I have never seen any 
malformations or "monsters" among the pups and pther classes of the Fur Seals, nor have the 
natives recorded anything of the kind, sd far as I could ascertain from them. I saw only three 
albino pups among the multitudes on Saint Paul, and none on Saint George. They did not differ, 
in any respect, from the normal pups in size and shape. Their hair, for the first coat, was a dull 
ocher all over; the fur whitish, changing to a rich brown, the normal hue; the flippers and muzzle 
were a pinkish flesh-tone in color, and the iris of the eye sky-blue. - When they shed the following 
year, they are said to have a dirty, yellowish-white color, which makes them exceedingly conspic-
uous when mixed in among a vast majority of black pups, gray yearlings, and "Holluschickie" of 
their kind. 
MONSTROSITIES .AMONG THE SEALS.-Touching this question of monstrosities, I was led to 
examine a number of alleged examples presented to my attentfon by the' natives, who took some 
I 
interest, in their sluggish way, as to what I was doing here . . They brought me an albino fur-seal 
• 
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.pup, nothing else, and gravely assured ~e that they knew it owed its existence to _the fecundation 
of a sea-lion cow by a fur-seal bull; if not so, how could it get that colorf I was also confronted 
with a specimen-a full and finely grown four-year-old Oallorhinus which had, at some earlier day, 
lost its testicles either by fighting or accident while at sea; perhaps shaven off by the fangs of a 
saw-toothed shark, and also gravely asked to subscribe to the presence of a hermaphrodite! 
Undoubtedly some abnormal birth shapes must make their appearance occasionally; but at 
no time while I was there, searching/ keenly for any such manifestation of malformation on the 
rookeries, did I see a single example. The morphological symmetry of the Fur Seal is one of the 
most saliei;it of its characteristics, viewed as it rallies here in such vast numbers, but the osteological 
differentiation and asymmetry of this animal are equally surprising. 
WHERE DO THE SE.A.LS DIE 1-It is perfectly evident that a large percentage of this immense 
number of Seals must die ev~ry year from natural limitation of life. They do not die on these 
islands; that much I am certain of . . Not one dying a natura,1 death could I find or hear of on the 
grounds; they evidently lose their lives at sea, preferring to sink with the rigor mortis into the 
cold, blue depths of the great Pacific, or beneath the _green waves of Bering Sea, rather than to 
encumber and disfigure their summer haunts on the Pribylov Islands. 
THE REPRODUCTION OF THE FUR SEAL.1-By treating this subject at length, my object is to 
fix attention upon several points connected with the reproduction of the Fur Seal which have.vital 
importance to its relation with, and residence u1>0n, the breeding-grounds of these islands under 
discussion. In the first place, naturalists generally have taken notice of the generative appara-
tus exhibited by the Phocidre; and, while they have spoken at length in anatomical detail and 
discussion of the male organs of the Otariidce, yet they exhibit a strange neglect or oversight 
with respect to those of the female. The singular cloacal arrangement of the female organs of 
generation in the Phocidre has excited comment and description from the earliest times. 
The modification of the generative apparatus peculiar to the male Otariidre, in contradistinc-
tion to those organs possessed by the male Phocidre , bas been noticed to some extent by several 
authorities2 prior to the date of this publication; but, while calling attention to this marked change 
in the morphology of the male organs of the Otariidre, they are silent in regard to the fact that, 
though the Phocidre are very distinct, by the armature of the males, from the Otariidm, yet the 
cloacal arrangement of the females in both genera is identical. This is in itself, as I view it, quite 
as remarkable with regard to the females as it is noteworthy in respect to the males. Surely the 
wonderful modification of the physical structure of the male Fur Seal from that of his kindred, 
the Hair Seal, is very great; and we are not surprised to find that his generative organs are pro-
nounced, in common with all the others, distinct. So the females differ, physically, in every respect, 
to as great a degree, with the solitary exception of the intra-uterine life, and the cloacal form of 
the external generative organs. 
NECESSITY OF UNDERSTANDING THE SUBJECT.-This subject of the method of reproduction, 
m ri 
1 When they the approaching time perceive, 
They flee the deep, and watery pastures leave : 
On the dry ground, far from the swelling t ide, 
Bring forth their young, and on the shores abide 
Till twice ix time they see the Eastern gleams 
Brighten the bills, and tremble on the streams, 
The thirt enth morn, oon as the early dawn 
Hang out its crim on fold or. preads its lawn, 
"'o more the field and lofty coverts please, 
Each hug& b r own, an ha tes to rolling seas. 
- Old .Roman poem : Hafr Seals of the Medi~ariean. 
n Pinnip , 1 i URIE: Trans. Zool. oc., 1 9-'72. 
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as carried out by the Fur Seals on the breeding-grounds of the Pribylov Islands, should be under-
stood distinctly and authoritatively, before the truth or falsity of certain hypotheses, which depend 
upori it, can be intelligently discussed. The general impression and commonly-received opinion 
in the popular, as well as the scientific world, is that the amphibian life of the ocean breeds in the 
water thereof; or, in other words, that the fertilization of the seal-life takes place by coition therein, 
and that the young may be born in this watery element, safely nurtured and cared for by their 
mothers.1 No end of fanciful rumor and romance has been published touching this point. We are 
told that some man of great credibility has seen Seals in the water, with their new-born clasped 
to their bosoms, rising in the waves to look at their disturbers, and then sinking, to carry away 
their young to safety and quiet. To this fanciful description, undoubtedly, th~ mermaid owes its 
origin in our recent mythology ; for the Hair Seal, in especial, has a bland, round, full physiog-
nomy; the large circular eyes are placed more in front of the skull than in the crania of any other 
genera of its kind. Such a head popping up suddenly in front of the mariner might naturally 
suggest a human face; and it needs but a very little embeJlishment to trim it with long hair, 
place mammre on its bosom, and all the other peculiar attributes of the yellow-haired mermaid 
so celebrated in song and art. 
FINE OPPORTUNITIES FOR OBSERVATION.-Therefore, what I wish to distinctly settle with 
regard to the reproduction of the Fur Seal, which I now have under consideration, is that mooted 
question as to the place, the manner, and the time of the union of the two sexes necessary for tbe 
reproduction of its kind. I have no personal knowledge of the system of fertilization employed, 
with reference to it, by the Phocidce; hence I shall not attempt to describe it.2 What I have 
1 Reasonably enough, the closet naturalist, no matter how able, will be deceived now and then in this manner by 
untrustworthy statements made by those who are supposed to know by personal observation of what they affirm. 
As an apt illustration of this confusion which the best of closet naturalists are thrown into by untrustworthy 
information touching this very matter, I may cite the case of Hamilton, who, in 1839, while writing of the Fur Seal of 
Cook and Forster, discovered in particular by them on South Georgia, in 1771, declares it to be no Fur Seal at all! He 
feels warranted in <loing so, because one Captain Weddell says so. This authority was a hardy sailor who made sealing 
a specialty in the Antarctic during 1823-'26. Ilamilton, after specifying the wide range of this A.rctocepha.Ztts, "at 
Dusky Bay, New Zealand, in New Georgia, Staten Land, Juan Fernandez, and the Gallapagos," goes on to say: 
"It will be observed that several of these authorities, particularly Dampier and Cook, speak of the fineness of the 
fur of this Seal. · It is probably these statements which have led the able author of the article Phoque in the "Diet. 
Classique d'Hist. N aturelle" to state that this Seal is the Fur Seal of commerce. His words are: 'L'otarii de Forster 
est le Phoque a fourrures des p8cheurs europeens.' But this, we suspect, is a mistake. No one will doubt that Captain 
Weddell was familiar with the. Fur Seal. He was also familiar with the Ursine Seal, both as encountered in its haunts 
and as described by naturalists; and yet, when speaking of the Ursine Seal (so denominated by him), he never once 
hints that its fur has any peculiar value, but the contrary."-Amphibious Carnivora. Edinburg, 1839, p. 265. 
Th us Hamilton quotes this old sailor, W e·ddell, throughout his whole memoir, with the utmost trust; and in the 
same manner others have been cited. They are worthless, unless taken "cum grano salis." The" long a,nd short" of 
it is this: when most of the .seafaring sealers and whalers are in the field, they are blind to everything except the 
mere capture of their quarry. When they return, they are importuned, usually at first, for details which, in fact, they 
have never thought of, while away. 
2 
'' The inconsequential numbers of the Hair Seal around and on the Pribylov Islands, seem to be characteristic of 
all Alaskan waters and the northwest coast; also, the Phocidw are equally scant on the Asiatic littoral margins. Only 
the following four species are known to exist throughout the entire extent of that vast marine area, viz: 
PH0CA VITULINA-Everywhere, between Bering Straits and California. 
PH0CA F<ETIDA-Plover Bay, Norton's Sound, Knskokvim mouth, and Bristol Bay, of Bering Sea; Cape S~artze 
Kammin, Arctic Ocean to Point Barrow. · 
ERIGNATHUS BARBATUS-Kamtchatkan coast, Norton's Sound, Kuskokvim mouth, and Bristol Bay, of Bering Sea. 
HISTRIOPHOCA FASCIATA-Yukon mouth, and coast south to Bristol Bay, of Bering Sea, and drifting ice therein. 
Then, in addition to this, Mr. Ivan Petrov, the special agent of the Tenth Census, United States Army, reports 
the presence of a land-locked Seal in the fresh waters of Iliamna Lake, and also in Lake Walker. It may be as distinct 
from any of the Phocidce above enumerated as is the Baikal or the Caspian Seals; and, as such, I suggest tha,t it shall 
receive the name of Phoca petrovi, when it is eventually secured, and if identified as new to our lists.-Preliminary 
Report of Progress, Census of Alaska: Ivan Petrov, Washington, December, 1880, p. 45. 
In this connection, it is a somewhat curious fact that the description which Aristotle [300 B. C. J gives of the 
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heard from the natives would point clearly to the fact, that they 1foow nothing really worthy of 
scientific attention; but in regard to the Fur Seal I have had unusual advantages, and an extended 
experience, ranging over four consecutive breeding-seasons, in which thousands of these animals, . 
all perfectly in accord, have passed within the scope of my observation and record. 
GENIT.A.LiA OF THE MALE AND FEMALE FUR SE.A.L.-Considering the male Oallorhinus: 
When it is first born the external organs of generation are · not evidenced to the sight, and it 
requires a nice touch to find them under the skin. It is not until this animal has rounded off the 
second year of its existence, that the testes descend and become externally exposed: first faintly, 
but rapidly succeeding to the same prominence and same relative position that they occupy in the 
example of the dog. When this creature becomes three and four years old, its testes hang pendant 
in a . somewhat flabby scrotum, which in the old male is as pendulous as that of an ordinary 
bull; the sack is smooth and shiny, entirely devoid of hair, and black, with a slightly wrinkled 
surface. The sheath of the penis is so merged with the skin of the abdomen that it does not lie 
ribbed there and prominent as in the other carnivora; but it is an erectile organ, with a bony 
skeleton, measuring, when fully developed, from five to seven inches in length. The females have 
their parts of generation exactly as they are described by Owen and Huxley-which descriptions 
are based upon examples of the well-known Phocidre; their external organs are entirely concealed, 
by the fact that the rectum terminates on the opposite side of the vulva; and a common, somewhat 
flaccid, sphincter clm;;es both apertures. In other words, the anal and genital openings of the 
female are united into a single one, through which the regular secretions of the body pass, and t,he 
forces of r~production are received and introduced. Thus, while the female Phocidre correspond 
in this respect with the female Otariidre, yet the extraordinary <levelopment of the male organs in 
the Otariidre are quite marked, when contrasted with tho~e peculiar to the Phocidre.1 
NO EVIDENCE OF RUTTING ODORS: SPEEDY BIRTH OF PUPs·.-when the male Fur Seals 
or "Seecatchie," as the natives call them-a term implying strength and virility-arrive first 
upon the breeding-grounds, long before the coming of the females, as described in a preceding 
chapter of this monograph, they give no evidence of being in rut; nor do they emit any odor 
during the rest of the season which at all resembles the" rutting odor" ascribed to many animals. 
I call attention to this because a common blunder has been made, and likely will be made, whereby 
the smell upon the rocks; so far-reaching and so offensive, is called the "rutting funk." It is, as 
I have also stated, due to other causes which are conspicuous and which have been specified here-
tofore. When the females came to land upon the breeding-grounds; I noticed that, with the 
exception of the virgin cows, they were heavy with young; that the period of their gestation must 
soon culminate by the birth of their offspring, which usually took place within a couple of hours 
after they reached the shore, or within as many days at the most. Frequently I have observed 
the mothers land, and ere they were dry the young would be expelled; and the thought rose then 
to my mind '' how wonderfully well-timed the return of those gravid cows was "-for, in spite of 
tempests and currents, and many of them quite two and three thousand miles from their winter 
Hair eal (Monachus albiventer, ,ery likely) is, in most respects, correct; while Bu:ffon, the celebrated French zoologist, 
as late as 178.5, has not, despite his vast advantages, been nearly as accurate in his treatment of the Pinnipeds. That 
thi old Grecian pbilo opber, three hundred years before the Christian era., should have done better in this respect 
than th~t world-wide di tiogm hed academician did more than two thousand years afterward, affords an entertaining 
ngge hon as to the alleged derrc-neracy of the pr ent age, e pecially so since the monument erected over Bu:ffon's 
r mains bea au in cription which deelar that. he po e ed. '' a mind equal to the majesty of nature."(!) 
1 
Owen Anatomy of Vert brat ," vol. iii, p. 699, London, 1868. The Phocidce are the subject of this eminent 
author' xamina.tion an r port. 
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feeding-places, yet they ~each this land-speck in Bering Sea just in season for instant delivery after 
arrival!1 
p ANGS OF IMPENDING PARTURITION ALONE PROMPT FEMALES TO LAND.-The females do 
not land until they are obliged to by the precipitation of this event of parturition. They land 
upon the breeding-grounds of Saint Paul just as they come in contact with the shore-guided and 
influenced at the momen·t of approach to the islands by only one ruling thought, and that is, to 
reach as near as possible the locality upon which they resided in former years. Soon after landing, 
which I have heretofore described, the birth of the young takes place, and in this wise: the cow 
shows, an hour or so prior to delivery, great nervous agitation; she trembles all over; her eyes 
blinking, and flippers twitching; rolling, stretching, and thoroughly uneasy, until the labor-pains. 
If the ground where she happens to rest is rocky, she manages to lie upon the top of a bowlder, 
her bind-flippers working spasmodically with a wavy, fan-like motion backward and forward, ~s 
she rests full upon her stomach, with the fore-flippers alternately pressed tightly to the rock or 
closely to her sides, like pectoral fins; she sways her head, her eyes are partly closed and her 
mouth slightly opened in panting, during the fifteen or twenty minutes which usually ensue 
between the first contraction of the uterus, until the expulsion of the intra-uterine life takes place. 
These labor-pains are not, in mr opinion, at all very severe or abnormal in any respect. The pup 
carries with it, at the moment ~f birth, the entire placental pouch or '' after-birth." This envelope 
is broken, usually by the mother, in forcing the labor and during the first expulsion of the pup's 
head, which is always presented in advance. The little "Kotick" may be said to fairly drop upon 
· 1 If there is any one faculty better developed than the others in t.he brain of the intelHgent Callorhinus, it must be 
its "bump" of locality. The unerring directness with which it pilots its annual course back through thousands of 
miles of watery waste to these spots of its b1rth-!:!mall fly-dots of land in the map of Bering Sea and the North 
Pacific-is a very remarkable exhibition of its skill in navigation. While tho Russians were established at Bodega 
and Ross, California, sixty years ago, they frequently shot Fur Seals at sea, when hunting the Sea Otter off the coast 
between Fnca Straits and the Farallom,s. Many of these animals, late in May and early in June, were so far advanced 
in pregnancy that it was deemed certain by their captors that some shore must be close at hand upon which the near 
impending birth of the pup took place; thereupon, the Russians searched over eveFy rod of the coast-line of the main-
land and the archipelago, between California and the peninsula of Alaska, vainly seeking everywhere there for a fur-
seal rookery. They were slow to understand how animals, so close to the throes of parturition, could strike out into 
broad ocean to swim :fifteen hundred or two thousand miles within a week or ten days ere they landed on the Pribyloy 
group, and almost immediately after gave birth to their offspring. 
There is no record made which shows that the Fur Seals have any regular or direct course of travel up or down the 
northwest coast. They are principally seen in the open sea, eight or ten miles from land, outside the heads of the 
Straits of Fuca, and from there as far north as Dixon Sound. During May and June they are aggregated in greatest 
numbers here, though examples are reported the whole year around. The only Fur Seal which I saw, or which was 
noticed by the crew of the Reliance, in her cruise, June 1 to 9, from Port Townsend to Sitka, was a solitary "Hollu-
schack" that we disturbed at sea well out from the lower end of Queen Charlotte's Island; then, from Sitka to Kadiak, 
we saw nothing of the Fur Seal until we hauled off from Point Greville, and coming down by Ookamok Islet, a squad 
of agile ''Holluschickie" suddenly appeared among a school of hump-back whales, sporting in the most extravagant 
manner around, under, and even leaping over the wholly indifferent cetacea. From this eastern extremity of Kadiak 
Island clear up to the Pribylov group we daily saw them here and there in small bands, or also as lonely voyageurs, 
all headed for one goal. We were badly outsailed by them; indeed, the chorus of a favorite "South Sea pirate's" 
song, as incessantly sung on the cutter's "'tween decks," seemed to have special adaptation to them: 
"For they bore down from the windwi'ard, 
A sailin' seven knots to our four'n." 
The ancient Greeks seemed to have been impressed somewhere by rookery odors, for old Homer says-
,' The web-footed seals forsake the stormy swell, 
And, sleeping in herds; exhale nauseous smell." 
Where this illustrious bard sniffed up this characteristic unpleasantness of breeding-seals, I am at loss to say; 
The Pribylov Islands and the great Antarctic grounds were as far from that poet then as the moon is from us to-day. 
He must have been introduced to it within the confines of the Caspian Sea, or else credibly informed, by trustworthy 
authority, 6f this peculiarity of the large herds of Phocidre in those waters. Small band~, however, of Hair Seals breed 
now, as they bred then, in the Mediterranean and Black Seas. He may have stumbled upon a few of them while 
provoking his muse in lonely travels over Grecian pelagic shores. -
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its feet, for the moment it appears from within the natal walls it seems to be in full possession of 
all its faculties; its ey~s are wide open, and its voice is raised in weak, husky bleatings, as it feebly 
paddles around, still attached to the umbilical cord, which it, by its own efforts, pulls asunder as 
it :flounders abo~t on the rocks or ground of the rookel"y. The mother, in the mean time, gives her 
offspring none of that attention so marked iri. the case of the Oanidm and other carnivores, not even 
turning to look at it; but she draws herself up with an expression of intense comfort an~ relief, 
throwing her head back with a gentle, swaying motion, as she fans herself slowly with either one 
or both of the hind-flippers. She also pays no attention to the cleansing of her own person, the 
after-birth lying undi_sturbed by her, it being speedily trampled under foot and ground out of 
recognizance by the rest.less multitudes around her, which pass to and fro. The pup quickly dries 
off, with rapid alternations of short naps with awakenings, in which it gets up and on its flippers 
to essay brief scrambles over the rocks and ground until, in nosing about, it claims the attention 
of its mother (sometimes hours after birth): this she gives by gently elevating her abdo~en and 
turning her parts posteriorly, so that one or two of the obscure tea~s, :filled with miJk, can be seized 
by the hungry pup, which now nurses therefrom greedily, even to gorging itself. 
MILK OF T~E FUR SEAL.-The milk of the Fur Seal mother is very rich and creamy, and 
the secretion is always abundant, but there is not, under any circumstances, the enlarged udder 
and niammre peculiar to dogs and similar animals ; the nipples are scarcely distinguishable, even 
when exposed to the reach and notice of the young. 
IRREGULAR FEEDING OF THE PUPS.-The umbilicus of the pup rapidly sloughs off, and the 
little fellow grows apace, nursing to-day heartily in order that h~ may, perhaps, go the next two, 
three, or four days without another drop from the maternal fount; for it is the habit of the mothtir 
Seal to regularly and frequently leave her young, on this spot of its birth, to repair for food in the 
sea; she is absent on these excursions, on account of the :fish not coming inshore within a radius 
of at least one hundred miles of the breeding-grounds, through intervals varying, as I have said, 
from a single day to three or four, as the case may be. The manner in which she returns after 
feeding, and in which she singles out by scent, and at a, glance, her own offspring from many 
thousands surrounding it, I have clearly descrihed in a foregoing chapter.1 
PRELIMINARY ADVANCES OF THE SEXUAL UNION.-The pup being born, the cow rapidly passes 
into "heat." I have noticed examples where ten hours only elapsed between the event of the birth 
aud that of copulation, and I doubt not of full impregnation for another ·period. But as a rule 
forty-eight hours is a fair :figure to exp_ress the time from the birth to the state known as "being 
in heat." The cow always makes the :first ad:vances to the bull. If she is one of the earlier subjects 
for his attention, the union is soon accomplished; but should she be of the later applicants in his 
, h ,y ek the water, di appearing promptly from your scrutiny. 
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harem, after he has been more or less exhausted by the vital drafts made upon him, she must wait. 
I have observed instances of this character in which the . female teased the male for hours and 
hours before arousing him. 
PELAGIC COITION IMPOSSIBLE.-In this act of coition on these breeding-grounds of Saint Paul 
and Saint George, I have noticed the fact that, whenever the female was weli covered by the 
male on the flat or smooth shelves of rock or earth, they moved and shuffled about without any 
particular effective coition until brought up againt a rougher inequality, or some fragments of lava 
shingle, so characteristic of the rookery grounds. The reason for this is due to the fact, that in 
spite of the great weight of the male, six times more than that of the female which be covers, the . 
orgasms are so rapid and violent that, unless the female is held by some other agency than the 
weight of the male, she is literally shoved ahead and away from under him. This fact I call 
attention to, as it alone is sufficient, upon the slightest reflectio~, to satisfy any judicial mind that 
it is a p~ysical impossibility for these Seals to copulate in the water. Under no conceivable position 
assumed for this supposed pelagic coition could effectual sexual connect.ion be made.1 
ACTION OF REPR0DUCTION,_:_The male serves the female exactly as a big Newfoundland dog 
would serve a small terrier slut. The "Seecatchie" draws his heavy body over ap.d upon the out-
stretched spine of the female, who lies prone before him on her stomach; so that when the male 
bas adjusted himself, which he does by arching his back from the shoulders to the os coccyx; be· 
covers her so completely that nothing of her body can be seen, except a port~on of her head just 
peering out from between his fore-flippers and ·under his broad chest. 
Notwithstanding their great rapidity and the muscular power employed, the orgasms last, 
without interruption, for the surprising space of from eight to fourteen minutes-not a second's 
intermission. Of course, toward the close of the season, when the male is tired, he does not remain 
in coitu longer than three or four minutes. On account of the vigor and duration of this first 
coitus, I am inclined to think that that female has no further intercourse with that male, or any 
other one, during the rest of the season. She is satisfied, and passes rapidly out of heat. Certain 
it is that she is not noticed by him again; she goes up to bis seraglio-grounds, to and from the sea, 
seeking her young and feeding undisturbed for the balance of the time; also, that the other bulls 
seeni to recognize this c·ondition of passed sexual requirement and satisfaction, in her case, by 
paying her no attention. 
PERIOD OF GEST.ATION.-Thus it is apparent that the period of gestation in the Fur Seal is 
nearly, lacking a few days, twelve calendar months; for the next year finds her again heavy with 
young at almost exactly the same day that, she gave birth to her previous offspring in the prior 
season. The systematic and regular appearance of the females every year upon the Pribylov 
Islands at such a time, usually in June or July, without the slightest regard to what the weather 
Those extremely heavy adult males which arrive first in the season, and take their stations on the rookeries, are 
so fat that they do not exhibit a wrinkle or a fold of the skjns enveloping their blubber-lined bodies; most of this 
fatty deposit is found around the shoulders and the neck, though a warm coat of blubber covers all the other portions 
of the body save the fUppers; this blubber thickening of the neck and chest is characteristic of the adult male_s only, 
which are, by its provisions, enabled to sustain the extraordinary protracted fasting periods incident to their habit of 
life and reproduction. . 
When those superlatively fleshy bulls first arrive, a curious body tremor seems to attend every moyement which 
the animals make on land; their fat appears to ripple backward and forward under their hides, like waves; as they 
alternate with their :flippers ju walking-, the whole form of the "Seecatchie" shakes as a bowl full of jelly does when 
agitated on the table before us. · 
There is also a perfect uniformity in the coloration of the breeding coats of the Fur Seals; and it is strikingly 
manifest while inspecting'the rookeries late in July, when they are solidly massed thereon. At a quarter mile distance, 
the whole immense aggregate of animal life seems to be fused into a huge homogeneous body that is alternately roused 
up in sections and then composed, just as a quantity of iron filings, covering the bottom of a saucer, will rise and fall, 
when a magnet is passed over and around the dish. 
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may have been during th~ winter and ~pring·previous, or is when they land, establishes without 
doubt this exact limit of their gestation. 
IMPORTANCE oF THIS SERVICE.-The reason why I dwell upon these details is because 
they have a very important beari:r;ig upon the question as to what ratio of males every year is 
needed for service on this great breeding-ground of Bering Sea. If the common opinion, hitherto 
ent~rtained, was tenable, of free and effective pelagic coition, then it will be readily understood 
that nearly all the males from four years up, and on, could have easy access to the females; and 
that it would be a matter of very small concern how many old males, or rather those males upon 
the land located over the rookeries, were fit for service. But understanding, as I now do, without 
a shadow of tenable contrad_iction, that these "Seecatchie" which receive, fight for, and cover the 
females on the rookeries, are the only active fertilizing powers toward the reproduction and 
perpetuation of their kind, the importance of my detailed description of the method of ooition is 
evident; for it shows conclusively that unless we see every year, long prior to the- arrival of the 
females, a full supply of able-bodied" Seecatchie" holding out upon and located over the rookeries 
of Saint Paul and Saint George-unless we see such a number in good condition-we may safely 
count upon the f~ct that danger will arise of imperfect and nugatory fertilization for the coming 
year. It will not do to indulge the hope, should a scarcity or diminution of the old males ever 
occur, when the rookeries are mapped out in spring, of the deficiency being made good by the 
young males which ~re swimming around everywhere in the water. 
VITALITY OF THE M.A.LE.-I believe that an able-bodied adult "Seecatchie" is capable of 
serving well from the 14th June to the 14th July, during which period tlie height of the breeding 
season occurs, one hundred females. If he is, however, as he frequently js, enfeebled by previous 
fighting and struggling with other males to hold the station which he has selected and fought for~ 
it is more than likely that bis virility will not extend beyond the proper serving of twenty or thirty 
cows. As I have said in another place, I found great difficulty in finding, to my own satisfaction, 
a fair number of females as the average to every harem on the rookery.1 Some instances occur 
where the male treats forty-five or fifty females, owing to the peculiar configuration of the landing 
• 
grounds; but most generally, and as the rule, I think fifteen or twenty, cows to every bull is a true 
computation; hence I do not believe, under any normal circumstances and all normal disad-
vantages, such as fighting involves by weakening the males, that, when the females arrive, there 
is the least risk of a single one of them getting back to the water without a perfect and efl'ectual 
impregnation. A common opinion was prevalent on the islands among the employes touching this 
matter, that, when the female was not instantly covered during her first heat, she went to the 
water, cooled off, and on returning, sexual desire never reappeared, and she became a farrow or 
barren cow from that time to the end of her natural life. Analogous physiology confutes this 
1 This striking and accurate average is still further complicated by that unknown distribution of the virgin females 
which come up to the rookeries every year for their first meeting with t he virile males. What proport ion of them 
reach the rear of the breeding-grounds compared with their numbers which are served at the water-line f I surely am 
at fault to ay, for they do not leave that tangible evidence which the other older cows do in the forms of their young. 
One of the curious contradictions to generally received ideas of the habit of Seals is t he fact that the F ur Seal will 
not rest eitb r upon snow or ice; it seems to po itively avoid all contact with either of those substances upon which 
the Phocidre wholly, and the a Lions to some deITT'ee, delight in hauling over. Callorhinus h as the warmest of seal 
c a , by all odds, y tit dread a snowy or an icy bed with a mnch sincerity as any habitne of the tropics can. The 
• a Lion and Hair Seal have often b n urprised in porting, or sleeping on the ice floes of Bering Sea. in the spring, 
hy whal m n wbi1 cruising a tbe dge of th froz n pack, waiting for the channel to open, clear into t he .Arctic 
0, ean · n i h r Eum topias nor Phoca ha any under wo 1, th ir sea-jackets are not half as hea,vy as those peculiar 
to be b i of ar l · h nee in taking p r · nal uoli of this odd aver ion of the Oallorhinus to now and ice I 
b li ve b i i lik · n of pur · ntim ntali y rather than one b ed on phy ical inability to rest upon as ~ld 
urf for th r i not much i r nc b tw ,n he ater'a t mperatnre and that of the snow and ice in the spring-
100 b.r., per p t l n "h • 11 v n . 
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completely; that -such warm-blooded, highly-organized-· creatures should never have a rapid 
recurrence of sexual desire, in com~on with all other animals of their class, until it is gratifieu 
in the u~ua.I way, is not at all probable, though it may be possible. 
SMALL NUMBER OF BARREN FEMALES.-To show, however, that a vety small proportion of 
the myriads of breeding females are barren, I have orily to present this illustration, which is happy 
jn its conclusion, and easily portrayed: Whenever a female ceases to breed she refuses . to haul 
up on the rookeries; she 1ro~ms with the '' Holluschickie," or the '' Bachelors," growing a third 
heavier and marked with corresponding darker tones to her coat, yet still preserving the familiar 
pattern of the female, so that she can be' picked out quickly by an experienced eye from the old 
and young males around her. In driving up every season · the "Holluschickie" to the killing-
grounds, the natives noticed, and pointed out to me, those barren females in the drive, several of 
which were secur-ed for my examination and measurement; but the proportion of barren females 
is not more than _one in. a thousand to the '' Holluschickie" with which they consort. 
8F 
' ' 
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0.-THE SIRENIANS OR SEA-COWS. 
By -FREDERICK W. TRUE. 
31. THE AMERICAN MANATEES. 
SPECIES OF NORTH AMERICAN MANATEES.-The numerous zoologists and traveler~ who 
have written upon the American Manatees are not agreed as regards the mun ber of existing species. 
In the rriauy and oftentimes- discordant, descriptions and observations extant, some see but the 
variations of ~a single species; 1 others discern two species,2 one of I1"lo~ida, the other of South and 
Central America; and others still are able to distinguish three species, one, as before, in Florida1 
but two in South America, a marine and a fluviatile species. I have satisfied myself by examina-
tion of specimens in the National l\'.luseum that there are at least two species, and that both occur 
within the borders of the Uuited States. Regarding the Manatee of the upper water-courses of 
South America I am still in doubt. In the following pages I shall refer to the southern form, 
Trichechus rnanatus, Linne, as the South American Manatee, and to t~e Floridan form, Trichechus-
latirostris, (Harlan) True, as the Florida Manatee. 
DISTRIBUTION OF 'fHE FLORIDA lvIANATEE.-We have, then, upon our coasts two representa-, . 
tives of the Sirenians. _ The Florida Manatee, the lea:.--t widely spread species, apparently inhabits 
only the Floridan Peninsula and the eastern G1.1lf f?tates. Regarding its distribution :1'-fr, Silas 
Stearns of Pensacola, Fla., contributes the following notes : 
'' It is generally supposed in Florida and tbe Gulf State, that there are very few Manatees in 
existence in this country, and that these are to be found in the southern portion of the Florida 
Peninsula, in the fresh ,water rivers, both on the AHantic and Gulf sides. I have heard of their 
being taken or seen in the l\fya,kka RiYer, Peace Creek, Caloosahatchie River, and other srna11 
streams south of Charlotte Harbor and Okeechobee Lake, on the Gulf side, and in the Sainte Lucie-
River ou the Atlantic side. 
"On the Gulf coast (where I am better acquainted) the oldest settlers say that ten, fifteen, or 
twenty years ago Manatees were occasionally seen in nearly all the inland waters from Key West 
westward to civilization at Pensacola, Mobile, and New Orleans. It is evident that they have-
been abundant along the entire Gulf coast, and probably on the Atlantic as far north as the-
Carolina , for their bone can be found along the shore nearly everywhere that civilization 
has not reached. · 
"Tho. e generally found in the salt water along sand-beaches are petrified and black. I have 
rea on to think that there are still scattering individuals all through Florida, for during the 
umm r of 18 0 I saw on in Santa Rosa Sound, some twenty miles east of Pensacola, where there 
ha be n none een for many year . While landing a sail-boat on the island we surprised the 
animal in hoal wat r and had a fine opportunity to examine it as it swam by into deeper water. 
th y ar , ·hy, th r may b many more existing in the State than we are aware of, and their 
range may inclu<.le th whole tate of Florida." 
Mr. that specim n ould b tak n from time to time in the year 1878 near 
1 R Y: 
fuRLA 
a.ls aucl Wh h-., Brit. 1m, nm, 1 , p. 35 , and otb rs. (Manatus australis.) 
rual A acl. Tat. ci. Phila lpbia, firs ri , iii, 1824, pp. 390-394. 
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A writer in the journal "Forest and Stream," of June .11, 1874, under the heading "The 
Manatee at Saint Augustine, Fla.," quotes frorri the Saint .Augustine "Press," as follows: 
''The Manatee continues her domicile in Bar Creek (Saint Augustine). Fishermen ha,~e again 
reported it and citizens are anxious to go after it. There are also vague rumors of a very 
large animal of the same species having been seen roaming about a place on the No,rth River called 
Oleander Town. If so, the one is probably the dam and the other the calf that have · become sep-
, . \ 
arated. It is also probabfo that during some of the heav,v blows along the coast between here and 
Indian River some herd of these animals has become dispersed and ~hese two may have wandered 
into our harbor. · I~ will be remembered that two or three years ago a very large one was seen in 
this harbor, which came up to the water-battery of the fort, where it remained until pelted by the 
boys. Fishermen report them as having been frequently seen in the harbor." 
Mr. 0. J. Maynard, who has been much in Florida, has recorded some valuable notes on the 
distribution of the Florida Manatee. He writes: "'l'his singular animal is found in large numbers 
about the inlets of Indian River, and Capt. Dummett informs m,e that he has· captured specimen! 
asfar north as his place, which is within five miles of the bead of the river. I have been informed 
by creditable authorities that it is remarkably abundant upon the western coast in the various 
rivers and creeks which abound between T~mpa Bay and Cape Sable. I have never seen it i!1 
Mosquito or :ij:alifax Lagoons, and am confident that it does not occur there. 'fhis species is said 
to feed upon the leaves of the mangrove dnring the night." 1 
- Dr. von Frantzius stated some years ago, in an essay on the mammals of Costa Rica, that 
the Florida Manatee-was the only species found in that country. He writes as follows: "If we 
recognize M. la,tirostris as a separate species, we shall be able to say that only this species is found 
on the coast of Costa Rica." 2 It is evident, however, that he bas confounded the two species, for a 
few lines further on be says: ''Nearly all the museum specimens arriving in Europe in iater years 
come from Surinam and belong to the-species known as M. latirostris; so far as I know no speci-
mens from the coast of Costa Rica or from Greytown have ever been sent to Europe. I had but 
one opportunity of seeing the Manatees on the shores of the Sara.piqui, and that at a distance." 3 
This statement is in part erroneous; a large proportion of the different figures of specimens 
in European ~useums are those of the southern form, Trichechus manatus. 
DIS'l'RIBUTION OF 'l'HE SOUTH AMERICAN M.A.N.A.TEE.-The South American Manatee is 
most abundant in the northern part of that continent and in Central America. Its range extends 
much 'farther north, I believe, than is generally supposed. A skull in the National Museum, 
belonging undoubtedly to this species, was received from Texas in 1855. It would seem that the-
animal must occur in some abundance along the Mexican coast. Its range extends on the south at 
least as far as the Saint Matthew's River in Brazil.4 Manatees are found in nearly all the rivers. 
of northern South America, particularly in tl.te Amazon and its tribut~ries, and in the Orinoco .. 
Those which are found in the upper water-courses, as has been already stated, are by some rt:>garded 
as distinct, and by others as identical with those of the lower regions and the sea. 
THE MAN.A.TEE OF THE WEST INDIES.-A species of i\fanatee occurs more or less abundantly 
in the West Indies; particularly about Cuba, San Domingo, and Porto Rico, but whether it is. 
the Florida or South American species seems not to have been ascertained. It is· snpposably,. 
however, the Flor~da Manatee. 
1 MAYNARD, C. J.: Cat. Mammals of Florida . . Ex. Bull. Essex Institute, iv, 9-10, 1872, pp. 8-9. 
2 VON FnANTZIUS: Saugethiere Costa Ricas, in Wiegrnann's Archiv, xxxv, Jahrg. i, pp .. 304-307. 
3 Loe. cit. · 
4 Prince Maximilian. 
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BOUND.A.RIES OF THE ~ANGE OF AMERICAN MA.NA.1'EES.-The entire range, therefore, of 
the American Manatees extends over about forty-nine degrees of latitude-that is, from 30° north 
to 190 south. It is probable, as Mr. Stearns surmises, that the existing species ranged farther 
north in former days, and, furthermore, it is not definitely known that the southern Manatee does 
not extend south of 190 south in,, Brazil. It is certain, however, as Burmeister distinctly states, 
that it is not found on the coast of the :Argentine Republic.1 
As an instance of the unusual wandering of (probably) the Florida Manatee, it may be noted 
that an animal, the description of which fairly portrayed the appearance of that species, was cast 
on the coast of Shetland in 1785. .It was described by the British zoologist Fleming as probably 
being a Rhytina, but this seems very unlikely to one acquainted with the facts of the geographical 
range and size of that animal. Gray refers it to his Manatus australis, which includes both the 
Florida and South American Manatees. It seems to me that if it was carried across the ocean by 
the Gulf Stream, as Gray suggests, it most probab!,Y "set sail" from the Floridan coast.2 
·Dr. Leidy has described the teeth of two fossil species, Manatus antiquus 3 and Manat-us inor-
natus14 from the "phosphate beds" of the Ashley River, South Carolina, showing that, as in the 
rase of many other American genera, there has been a movement southward in geological time. 
ORIGIN OF THE NAME_ "MANATEE."-! doubt if it is possible to arrive at any· satisfactory 
conclusion Jegarding the origin of the name Manatee. Certain it is that it was first used by the 
ea,:dy Spanish and Portuguese explorers. Pietro Martire, who is the first to record the existence 
of the animal, in 1500, -;.,s I gat_her from Ramusio's collection of early voyages, does not give it a 
name.5 The notes which he gives regarding the animal were probably taken from the original 
rer.ordR of Columbus's- fourth voyage, in the midst of the narrative of which they are given. 
Oviedo, in 1535, calls it "Manati";6 Exquemelin, about 1650, states that the Spanish call it 
''Manentine";7 Atkins in 1735 uses" Mana.tea"; Gumilla, in 1741; uses ''Manati." 8 'fhe French 
writers, beginning with Biet, in 1664, employ the names ''Lamantin," "Lamentin" (Condamine, 
1745), and ''Manaty" (Du Tetre, 1667). The _appellation "Manatee" occurs for the .first time, so 
far as I am aware, in 1703. in Dampier's account of his voyages round the world. The word iu 
this form, or as "Manati," has been used by most English writers. Whether this name, in its 
various forms, refers to the peculiar fore-legs of the Manatee or to its means of suckling its young, 
can only be decided by the investigations ot philologists more learned and more zealous than 
myself. -
DIFFERENT NAMES OF THE MA.NATEE.-Other names for the Manatee occur, most of which 
define, a~ it were, the characteristics of the animal. Such are "Pegebuey," a native Amazonian ' 
name, employed by Acuna in 1641, and its translations: "Ox Fish," as written by Sloane in his 
natural hi tory of Jamaica, in 1725, and "Poisson bamf," as given by Condamine, in 1667, in his 
history of the Antilles. The French name, "Vache marin," and the corresponding English wor<l, 
,, Sea-cow," occur in numerous instances in- scientific literature. In Guiana the natives use the 
name ''Cojumero" (Gray). Bellin (1763) alludes to "Lamenum." The term "Petit Lamentin du 
nord," u ed by French writer to distinguish the South American Manatee from the Floridan 
.species, is, I believe, of later origin. 
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SIZE OF THE FLORID.A. M.A.N.A.TEE.-In treating of the size of the American Manatees, it will 
be necessary to cqnsider the two species separately, although the adults seem to attain nearly 
equal proportions. Harlan gives, as the maximum length of the Florida Manatee, eight or ten feet, 
but these measurements were not made by him~elf.1 Mr. W. A. Conklin, director of . the Central 
Pa.rk -n:ienagerie, in New York Oity, gives tlie following dimensions of a specimen kept alive in that 
establishment in 1873: '' The following are its absolute dimensions: length, 6 feet 9-g-_ inches; cir-
cumfe~ence around the body, 4 feet 9 inches; length of flipper, 1 foot; width of same, 4¾ inches; 
width of tail joining body, 1 foot 6{ inches; greatest, width of tail, 1 foot 8½, inches; weight, 450 
pounds." 2 
I am not aware that any other measurements of the Florida Manatee, under its proper name, 
are on record. 
SIZE .A.ND WEIGHT OF '.l'HE SOUTH AMERICAN M.A.N.A.TEE.-rrhe size of the South American 
Man~tee has been differently estimated by different observers. "This Creature," says Dampier, 
"is about the bigness o,· a Horse, and 10 or 12 foot long. I have heard that some have 
weighed above 1200 L. but I never saw any so large." 3 
Stedman, alluding to a Manatee which floated past his encampment on the river C.ottica, in 
Surinam, says: "This -Manatee was exactly sixteen feet long, almost shapeless, being an _enormo,rn 
lump of fat, tapered back to a fleshy, broad, horizontal tail " 4 
Smyth and Lowe captured a Manatee in 1835 in Peru, at their encampment at Sarayacu, on 
the Ucayali. "We had one opportunity,'' they relate, "while at this place, of examining a vaca 
marina, or manatee, that was just caught; but, not being anatomists, are unable to give a scientific 
account of it. The animal was seven feet eight inches long from the snout to the tip uf the 
tail. Thi.s was not considered a large oue. When the· animal was killed, it 
took the united · strength of at least forty men to drag it up from the water to the to_wn, which they 
effected by means of · our ropes." 5 
In 1872 Dr. Murie published a valuable memoir on the South American Manatee, in wLich IJe 
gives measurements of two specimens which reached London in 1866, fresh but not a live. Tbe 
length of one, a young male, from the Maroni River, in Surinam, was forty eight inches or four 
feet; that of the second specimen, a young female, from Porto Rico, sixty-five inches, or five feet 
five inches. In his remarks on these animals, Dr. Murie says: "When studying in the Stuttgart 
Museum, I derived much information from Professor Krauss, the able director. Among otbei· . 
thio.gs he mentioned that their large stuffed specimen of Manate'e ';as the mother of our Society'~ 
young male, as attested by Herr Koppler, of Surinam, who transmitted it. The length of the female 
mounted skin I ascertained to be 122 inches l ten feet two inches], tberefore twice and a half the 
length of the young animal possibly six or eight months old. A.not her stuffed male specimen at 
Stuttgart measures 94 inches. Both of tue above are doubtless stretched to their fullest extent ; 
s till, one is justified in assuming the adult Manatus to be from 9 to 10 feet long." 6 Of the weight 
of the specimens he remarks: "According to Mr. Greey, the entire carcass of the Zoological 
Society's female. when weighed immediately after death on board ship, was 228 lbs. That 'of the 
youug male as ascertained by myself was 61 lbs." 6 
1 H ARLAN : F auna A mericana, 1825, p. 277. 
2 CONKLIN: The Ma uatee a t Centra,l Park, in "Forest and Stream," i, 1874, p.166. 
3 DAMPIER: A New Voyage round th e World, i, 1703, pp. 33, 34. 
4 STEDMAN: Na,rrative of an expedition to Surinam, ii, 1796, p. 175. , 
5 SMYTH and LOWE: Jonrney from Lima t o Para. London, 1856, p. 197. 
6 MURIE: On the form and structure of the Manatee. Transactions Zoological Society of London, viii, 1873, pp. 
129-131. 
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Another 8-pecimen, a. fpmale, received by the sam6 society from Surinam, nwasured eig-ht.y 
incbes
1 
but no ·indication of its age is given. 1 Still another specimen, this ti1JJe a male, arrived 
in London. When dead, measurements showed its length to be ninety-four and fiv<~~tf'nths inches 
or seven feet ten and one-half inches.2 
Of two mal~ Surinam specimens which died in the Zoological Gardens at Philadelphia,, one 
measured exactly six feet from snout to tip of tail, the other six and a half feet. 3 
General Tho~as Jordan, writing in "Forest and Stream," in 1873, says: "Three of these huge 
mammals I saw on Indian River, in 1849-'50, each weighing at least fifteen hundred pounds, and 
between fifteen and twenty feet in length.'" He adds: "The Florida species ( T. latirostris) are 
·much larger than those found in the Antilles, SoutJ_i America, or Africa." 4 Thi& last statement can 
:Scarcely be strictly correct. Other writers, as~we have seen, have found quite as large specimens 
. .as those here referred to in South America, . 
BREEDING HABIT~ OF M.A.N.A.TEES.-ln relation to the breeding of Man~tees, and the size and 
habits of the young, almost nothing is known. Ogilby, in his account of Cuba, says: "No less 
wonderful is the Fish Manate; it breeds for the most part in the Sea, yet sometimes swimming up 
the Rivers, comes ashore and eats Grass." 5 
This account, however, is of little value, as it was copied by Ogilby, who does not stare 
whence be derived it. Du Tertre states that two calves are born at a; time. "If the mother is 
taken," be writes, "one is assured of having the young: for they f9llow their mother and continue 
to move about the canoe until they are made companions of her misfortune." 6 
Descwrtlitz, writing regarding his own observations in 1809, says: '' The Manatees possess a 
gentle and amiable nature, and lament when they are separated from their :young, which the 
mother nourishes with much tenderness. They appear sensitiv~ and intelligent; they weep when 
they are taken witbou t having received an_y bad treatment, seeming to regret that they can never 
return to their haunts. Although sometimes they appear to avoid man, at other times they re_gard 
him without suspicion and seem to implore his pity. The young do not quiJ the mother for many 
years, and, sharing her dangers, often become the victims of their filial devotion." 7 
Brandt, who has examined much of the literature of the subject, states that it is said that the 
period of gestation lasts eleven months, and that the young follow the mother a half ;year. 11 
Foon OF SIRENIA.NS.-Tbe Sirenians, as a group, are very strictly graminivorous, and the 
American ManaLees form no exception. The structure of their lips and teeth is such that this fact 
might be s1irmised were nothing known of their habits. Living as they do at the mouths of rivers 
and about the coast, or in the upper waters of streams, they find no lack of aquatic vegetation on 
which to subsi 't. Exactly what plants they thrive best upon has been the subject -of inquiry by 
several ob ervers, e pecially those who have been interested in the attempt to keep the Manatee in 
captfrity. Mr. Chapman inform us that the specimen at the Philadelphia gardens ate freely of 
various garden vegetables-cabbage, celery top", pinach, kale, baked apples, and others, while 
they devoured as well quantitie of the aquatic plant Vallineria spiralis, and the sea-weed mva 
latissima.9 The Central Park pecimen eems to have been more dainty. "A variety of aquatic 
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·plants were ·placed before its mouth," says Mr. Conklin, "and each in turn rejected. At length 
_some canna, Ga,nna indica., Wets procured, which it devoured greedily, and which it continues to use 
alternately with sea-weeq., Fucus v'esiculosus, obtained in the East River." 1 The process of eating 
tak~s place under water, which seems strange, in view of the fact that the animal cannot breathe 
while therein engaged. . 
Dr. Murie thus interestingly narrates the feeding habits of the, Manatee at the London 
Zoological Gardens in 1878: "On first arrival at the aquarium, cabl>age, lettuce, water-cress, 
pieces of carrot and turnip, loo;e and bu~·dles of hay, ·and quantities of pond-weed were put into 
the tank, both floating a11d , sunk by weights attached. Occasionally it would sniff or examine· 
these by snout and lips , without chewing or swallowing, until its - appetite returned as above 
mentioned. It then showed a vreference to water-cress, tlio1;1gh often taking cabbage, but after-
wards it chose lettuce, and entirely eschewed the.others. When in' the height of health it consumed, 
according to Mr. Carrington, from ninety to one hundred and twelve pounds of green food daily . 
.As lettuce became scarce and dear it cost ten shillings a day to supply it with the French sort; and 
although cabbage, etc., was the~ cheap and abundant, it daintily chose the former, and as steadily 
avoided and refused the latter." 2 
EARLY ALLUSIONS TO THE IlABITS OF 'l'HE AMERICAN MANATEES: BY COLUMBUS.-
What relates to the food of the Manatee in the writings of travelers an(! explor~rs is so connected 
with observations-on .its habits in general, that I may be pardoned for not withdrawin_g the facts 
for insertion in the previou~ paragraph. , We shall find in reviewing the va.r~ous accounts of the 
ba,bits of Sea-cows that there is not always a harmony of statements, and it will be necessary to 
look with a critical eye upon tbe narratives of some of the earlier v,)yagers, who seem to have been 
a little confused sometimes by the unfamiliar phenom~na with which they were surrounded. 
The fast apparent reference to the American Manatees in literature appears to be that in the 
narrative of Columbus's first voyage, at the stage of bis first departure for Spain, in 1493. _Taking 
up the t bread of the narratiYe as given by Herrara, we read as follows: 
" Wednesday tl:ie ninth of January, he hoised sail, came to Punta Roxa., or Red Point, which is 
thirty-six J;,eagues East of .Monte Christo, and there they took Tortoises as big as bucklers, as they 
. ) 
went to Jay their eggs ashore. The Admiral [ColumbusJ affirm'd he had thereabouts seen three 
Mermaids, that _rais'd themselves far above the Water, and that they were not so batidsome as they 
are painted, that they had something'like a human Face, and that he had seen others on the Coast 
of Gninea." 3 
'The probability of the fact that the mermaids here referred to were really Manatees is fa ' 
Columlms's statement of ha,ing seen others on the coast of Guinea, .as it is in that region that the 
African Manatee, T. 8enegalmisis, is abundant. Not many :years later, in 1502, on the occasion of 
Columbus's fourth voyage t_o Americn, the M.anatee became well known to th_e adventurers while 
at San Domingo. Oviedo, as quoted by Herrara, says: 
'' The Spaniards at this Tfrne found a new sort of Fish, which was a considerable ad,·antage. to 
them,: tho' in those parts there is much Variety. It is caJI'd Manati, in shape like a skin they use 
to carry Wine in, having only two Feet at the Shoulclars, with whieh it swims, and it is foun<l both 
in the Sea and in Rivers. From tl.te Midrlle it sharpens off to the Tail, the Hea<l of it is like that 
of an Ox, but shorter, and more fleshy at the Snout; the Eyes small, the Colour of it grey, the Skin 
very hard, and some scattering Hairs on it. Some of them are twenty Foot long, and ten in'Thiek-
1 CONKLIN, in Forest and Stream, i, 1874, p. 166. 
2 Munrn, in Trans. Zoological Society London, xi, 1880, pp. 22,23. 
3 HERRARA (STEVE.NS): Hist. America, i, 1725, p. 82. 
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ness. The Feet are round, and have four Claws on each of them. The Females bring- forth like 
the Cows, and have two Dugs to give suck. . . . Sometimes they are taken ashore, gra½ing 
near the Sea, or Rivers, and when ~oung they are taken with Nets." 1 
Then follows the oft repeated story of the tame Manatee of the Cazique Carametex: 
''Thus the Cazique Oarametex took one, and fed it twenty-six Years in a Pond, and it grew · 
sensible and tame, and would come when call'd by the name of Mato, which signities Noble. It 
would eat whatsoever was given it by Hand, and went out of the Water to feed in the House, 
would play with the Boys, let them get upon him, was pleas'd with Musick, carry'd Men over the 
Pool, and took up ten at a Time, without any Difficulty." 2 
F .A.THER ACUN.A. UPON THE "PEGEBUEY."-In the fourth decade of the succeeding century 
Father Acuna, in narrating his adventures on the Amazon River, makes mention of the South 
American Manatee somewhat at length. Arr.ong other things he says: ''But above all, the fish, 
that like a king lord~ it ove:r;- an the others, and which inhabits this river from its sources to its 
mouth, is the Pegebuey (Fish Ox), a fish which when tasted only can retain the name, for no one 
could distinguish it from well-seasoned meat. It is large as a calf a yea!' and a half old, but on its 
head it has neither ears nor horns. . . . Tllis fish supports itself solely on the herbage on 
which it browses, as if in reality a bullopk; and from this circumstance the flesh derives so good 
a flavour, and is so nutritious, that a small quantity leaves a person better satisfied and more 
vigorous than if he had eaten · double the amount of mutton. It cannot keep its breath long 
under water; and thus, as it goes along, it rises up every now and then to obtain more air, when 
it meets with total destruction the moment it comes in sight of its enemy." 3 
ROCilEFORT UPON THE HABITS OF THE ANTILLEAN M.A.N.A.TEE.-After . Oviedo, Goroara, and 
Acuila no one seems to have added any new facts, or supposably new facts, to the history of tbe 
habits of the Manatees until Hernandez and Rochefort published tbPir narratives. The work of 
the former I have not bad at command, but from F. Cuvier's notes it would seem that it contains 
nothing of importance. Rochefort, the second edition of whose work on the Antilles was pub-
lished in 1665, gives t~e following information: "This fish feeds upon plants which it col1ects 
about the rocks and on the shallows which are not cov,ered with more than a fathom (brasse) of 
water. The females breed at the same season as do cows, and have two mammm with ·which they , 
suckle their young. Two calves are born at a birth, which are not adandoned by the mother until 
they have no more need of special nourishment, or until they can browse upon plants like tLe 
mother." 4 
I 
15. BIET's .A.ND Du TER1'RE's .A.CCOUNTS.--Biet repeats these observations, although it is to 
be believed independently, saying that the Manatee roams about the shores near the sea browsing 
on the plants which grow there.5 
Du Tertre in effect repeat the little that his predecessors have laid down but adds some . ' 
additional ob. nTation which ar intere ting if sufficiently substantiated. "The food of this 
fi h," be say , "i a little I lant wliich grow in the ea, and on this it browses after the manner of 
an ox. After being fill d with foi food it , eek the fresh-water streams, where it drinks and 
bathe twi a day. Ilaving at n and been refre h d it goes to leep (s'en dort) with its snout 
half ut of wat r, a i n by whi ·b it~ pre , n ·e i · recognized by the :fl hers from afar." 6 
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THE BUCCANEER· EXQUEMELIN'S ACCOUNT.-Only a few years later we find the buccaneers 
making fair use of the Manatee in replenishing their oftentimes empty larders, and, in the interval 
of slaughtering the defenseless Indians and colonists. one of these hardy pirates finds time to 
record . some observations regarding the animal. After the destruction of Panama, in 1670, 
Exquemelin and his companions sail along the coast of Costa Rica, en route for Jamaica. -.He 
alludes to the Sea-cow in the following language: 
"This Accident and Encounter retarded our Journey, in the space of two days, more than we 
could regain in a whole Fortnight. This was the occasion that obliged us to return unto our 
former Station, where we remained for a fr.,.1v days. From thence we directed our Course for a 
Place, called Boca del Dragon, there to make Provisio~s of Flesh. Especially of a certain Animal 
which the Spaniards call Manentines, and the Dutch, Sea Cows, because the Head, Nose, and 
Teeth, of this Beas~, are very like unto those of a Cow. They are found commonly in snell 
places; ..as under the depth of thP- "\Vaters, are very fnll of Grass, on whicu, it is thought, they 
do pasture. . . . Their manner of engendering li~ewise, is the same with the usual manner 
of the Land-Cow, the Male of this kind being in similitude, almost one and ·the same thing with 
a ~ull. Yet notwithstanding they conceive and breed but once. But the space of time that they 
go with Calf, I could not as yet learn. These Fishes have the sense of Hearing extremely acute, 
in so much as in taking them, the Fishermen ought not to make the least noise, nor row, 
unless it be. very slightly." 1 
The buccaneer seems to have gathered correct information as ~o the mode of life of tbe 
Manatee, but as to their breeding but once, although, as I believe, we have no facts to disprove 
the statement, analogical considerations would lead us to reject it. 
CoNDAMINE's ACC0UNT.-Condamine is, perhaps, the only other early writer to whom it will 
be necessary to_ refer. H~ alludes to the South .American Manatee among other fish, ii1 which 
group of animals all the early ~xplorers insisted in placing it. "It is not amphibious, properly 
speaking," he says, "because it never comes entirely out of the water, and cannot walk, not having 
but the two fins ne~r the head, in the form of wings 16 inches long, "hich serve in place of arms 
and feet; it lifts only the head out of the water, and that to gather the plants along the shore." 
In regard to the habits of Manatees in confinement, I can only quote from the writings of the 
American and English observers who have had the opportunity to study the specimens in t,he Phi]a-
delpbia, New York, and London zoological gardens. Of the Central Park specimen Mr. Conklin 
states: "It manifests at· times extreme playfulness, and will answer the call of the keeper_ by a 
peculiar noise, somewhat resembling the sq uea,k of a mouse. Some time ago the epidermis on the 
back peeled off in small pieces, leaving a bright new skin similar to that ·of a snake just after shed-
ding. It was kept out in the open air until the thermometer fell to 53°, when it was removed to 
a building. It appears to be very sensithre to cold, curling up its back if. the water is in the least 
chilly. It has been observed to remain under water five or six minutes at a time witlwut corning 
to the surface to breathe." 2 
Mrss CRANE'S 0BSERVATIONS.-Miss Agnes Crane, who attentively observed the Sonth 
American Manatees at the Brighton Aquarium in 1879, has giveu us some interestin g facts 
regarding the mode of respiration of the Sirenians and their attitudes when at rest. After stating 
that the specimens were received from Trinidad, she says: 
"The young male, a fine animal in robust condition, measured, in November, 1879, four feet, 
ten inches from snout to tail, with a maximum girth of four feet. The female -was four feet eight 
1 
EXQUEMELIN: Bnccaneers of America, English translation, 1684, pp. 82, 83. 
2 CONKLIN, in Forest and Stream, i, 1873, p. 166. 
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inches in length, of a ligbte~ slate-colour than her companion, of more slender build and pr.oportions. 
Both are marked with white on the under sides of their bodies. The pair occupied a t ank twelve 
feet six inches in length by eight feet six inches in breadth, with an almost fl at bottom. Tem per-
ature of w~ter, about 700 F.: depth, two feet six inches in the daytime; reduced to si~ inches 
at night. The water is run off daily, a fresh supply being admitted at the requisite heat fro m a 
neighboring tank filled with warmed fresh wa~er. , Although the area of these quarters appear 
somewhat limited when compared with the bulk of the animals, the Manatees seem perfectly 
comfortable, and, being of a sluggish disposition, rarely explore the whole of their small domain. 
Nor do they, so far as I observed, avail themselves of the shallowness of the water and, by sup-
porting their bodies on the tail-fin~ keep their heads above the surface and avoid the constant 
repetition of the upward movement in order to breathe the necessary air. They habitually rest 
side by side at the · bottom of the ta.nk, with the caudal fin st.retched out quite straight, and the 
tips of the fore fins just touching the ground. 
"Thence they rise gently, often with the least perceptible movement of the ta.Hand flapping 
motion of the paddles, raising the upper part of the pody until the head reaches the surface, when 
the air is admitted through the nostril ~a,p-valves, which are closely shut after the operation, and 
the original and usual position is gently resumed. They seem generally to be co'mpelled to rise to 
· the_ smface for aerial respiration every two or three minutes, but the interval between respiration 
varies much at different times. I~ one quarter of an hour, during which one was carefully timed, 
it rose nine -times, at very irrt•gular iutervals. I have been informed that they occasionally remain . 
under the water for a much longer period, but have never observed them to exceed six minutes, 
although I have tJme<l th-em before and after feeding, and at all hours of the day. The respiratory 
movement appears to be repeated almost mechanically and without effort." 1 
. The fact that th ese Manatees in confinement kept constantly beneath tbe surface does not 
accord with the obser vations of Du Tertre, already quoted. -It ts probable that the a ir about the 
aquarium was not sufficien tly warm to induce tq.em to float with -the head out of water, as they <lo 
in t heir native haunt s. The same observer furnishes some facts of a highly important character 
regardj ng t lie attem pts made l)y th e Manatees at terrestrial progression . 
' ' The habits of the animals in captivity, while affording occasional evidence of the ease and 
rapidity with wh ich they 1nove in the water, do not furnish much support t o t he views of thefr 
c3:pability of habitual active progression on land. Yet it must be admitted that, supplied with a 
sufficiency of nicely Yaried food , they have no inducement to leave the water , and that the con-
strnction of their straight-walled tank precludes such efforts, as a rule. The male, lwwever, bas 
recently been observed to make some slight attempts at terrestrial movement, turning himself 
round and progre sing a few inches when his tank wa empty. With jaws and tail-fin pressed 
clo~ely to th ground, the body of the auimal becomes arcLe<l, and is moYed by a violent lateral 
effort, aided an<l sli ·htly supported by the fore-paddles, which are stretchetl out in a line with the 
mouth. Bnt th eff ct of the e very Ja.'bore<l efforts was not commensurate with their violeuce; in 
fact, th ir relati m to active locomotion ma~ be compared to those of a man lying prone, with 
fettered feet and el ow., ti d to i le. .rT or doe. the :Ianatee seem at all at ease out of water as he 
' li appar ntly oppP · ed with Iii ow11 bulk while be invariably make , off to the deepest comer 
f bh~ t· 11k <lir ctly th wat r i. r aclmitt d. ,z 
CE F TUE FL RlDA ~ 1A:NATEE.- nth gr at trug ·le for life no animal is, in a man-
·tructiY than mc1n him lf. Tb fl.er carnivora m,, prey upon the more peaceful 
-----
oci ty of Loncl n, 1 O, Ip. 456- 457. 
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graminivora, but the attack must be made, one may say, in person, subject to all the dangers 
attendant upon an encounter with those weapons which a long co~1rse of selection has developed 
in the prey. Man emmares alike the lion and the deer by the devices of his brain, wHh 1iU1e or no 
danger to himself. Notwithstanding, the fleetest animals oftentimes escape him aud the strongest 
intimidate him; but such drowsy beasts as the Sirenians fall helpless victims to his strategy. The 
past century witnessed the extinction of one of these animals, the Rbytitrn, through no other 
appareut agent than man. The inquiry intrudes itself, Will the ·Manatees succumb to the same 
fate which overtook their huge relative i 
It is undoubtedly a fact that the American Manatees are much' Jess abun fhmt in many regions 
tban they were at the time of the discovery of America. They have withdrawn before the advance ' 
of civilization into the more inaccessible places out of the reach of man. 
In regard to the Floridan Manatee, the statement of Harlan (who obtained it from Dr. Burr?ws), 
made so late as 1825, namely, that an Indian:could readily obtain a dozen in a yea.r,1 i8 now doubt-
fully true . . The statements of Mr. Stearns, given in the early part of this essay, show that it has 
disappeared from some localities in J?lorida within a comparatively recent period. Nevertheless, 
·the Florida Manatee cannot yet be considered as threatened with extinction, and in Southwestern 
Florida, if we may believe Mr. Maynard, is still abundant. Specimens are received from time to 
time for our museums and zoological gardens, and to sat,isfy the curiosity of the gaping crowds at 
the circus. 'J.1he prices obtained for specimens of both American Manatees in this country and in 
England show, however, that they are not to be obtained without difficulty.2 
Gundlach refers to the abundance of the Manatee in Cuba in the foll<,>wing tl-'rms: "In former 
times very abundant; at present much reduced in numbers, but not rare though difficult to eapture." 3 
According to Dr. Von Frant~_ius, the South Ame~ican Manatee was abundant along the western 
shores of the Gulf of Mexico, especially in Costa Rica. "They are still very common," he sc1y1:,, 
H along the Atlantic coast, where they :find abundant nourishment in the numerous lagoons (Haff-
bildungen), and likewise the needed protection; they pass into the rivers and are found abundantly 
in San Jud,n and neighboring streams, the Rio Colorado, Sarapiqui, and San Carlos. Apparently 
they are preveuted from going far into the San Carlos on account of the rapids which occur near 
its mouth, nnd hence are not found in the Rio Frio nor in · Lake Nicaragua itself." 4 
ABUNDANCE OF ~'HE SOU'.I.'H AMERICAN MANATEE.-In relation to the present abundance 
of M.anatees in South America,, it is perhaps unnecessary for me to enter into details here. 
Brandt has reviewed the subject at length quite recently, gh'ing many particulars.5 · His investi-
gations show that in many regions, particularly about the mouths _of rivers and in other places 
where sufficient shelter i::, wanting, the Sea-cows are disappearing or have become entirely extinct. 
In tbe upper waters of the rivers, however, where the ~ative Indians are few and civilfaation has 
not reaebeu, little diminution is probable. 
PROBABILITY OF EXTINCTION.-Putting all the facts together, it seems evident that not many 
centuries will pass before Manatees will be extremely rare, especially in our own country. l\fore 
specimens should be accumulated in our museums, both of the entire animal and of its bones, and 
itij wanton destruction should ce~tse. 
MODES· OF CAPTUHE.-The methods of capturing Manatees are numero_us. In Florida, Mr. 
Goode informs me, 8trong· rope nets, wrth large mesb, are often employed. The details of this 
1 HARLAN: Fauna Americana, 1825, p. 277. 
2 Tra,us. Zoological Societ,y London, xi, 18801 p. 21. Edwa.rds' Guide to Florida, 1875, p. 69. 
3
GUNDLACH: R evist:1 y Uat. de los ~1amiforos c nbanoR. H.epert. Fisico-nat. clo Cuba, ii, no. 2, 18GG, p. 56. 
4 Yo~ .J:<'HANTZIUS: Sa11gethiere Costa Rieas. Archiv fi.i.r Naturgeschichte, xx.xv, i, 1868 ('), pp. 304-007. 
6 BHAND'I\: _Symbol.n Sirenologicre, fasc. iii, U:!61-'68, p. 253. 
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method are given in the notes of an observer, l\fr. ,J. Francis Le Baron, writing from Titusville in 1880. 
His account of the fishery, given with much fullness, bears all the evidences of correctness. I may 
be allowed to quote the part which pertains to my subject: ~' Th~ manate~ hunter aims to catch 
the animal alive, and for this purpose quite an extensive outfit is required. It consists, first, of a 
large seine net, about ~ne hundred yards lon·g and six or eight feet wide, made of' spun yarn,' so 
called, which consists of three or four rope yarns :iil)Un into one line, about the size of a clothes-
line, and very strong. The meshes are fifteen inches wide. The head-line consist:s of a strong 
rope, and floats made ·of wood, shaped like_a doubte-ended boat, are placed at intervals along this 
to · keep the top of the net near the surface of the water. The bottom is weighted with small 
pieces 0f brick or stone, just enough to cause the net to hang perpendicularly in the wa1 er. A 
large sail-boat is also required. Tlie bunter, taking the net in the boat, proceeds quietly to tbe 
part of the river frequented by the manatee, and keeps a sharp lookout for the animals, which 
have a habit of passing up and down the river by certain points. If the lookout perceives H, 
manatee in the river a,bove him he knows that sooner or later •the animal will take a cruise down 
the river, and he proceeds accordingly to stretch bis net across the channel. One end of the net be 
first makes fast to a small bush or twig, or, if no tree is available, to a stake driven for the purpose 
into the bank. To this the shore end of the net is fastened by a small cord secured to the head-
line, and the stake or bush before mentioned, care being taken to use a cord so small that in its 
1 struggles it will be easily broken by the animal, for a reason which will appear hereafter. The 
boat is then rowed across the stream with the other end of the net, and when the latter is stretched 
to its full length, the boat is anchored and the net secured by a similar easily broken cord to the 
boat in such a manner that the first struggle of the animal will be felt by the occupants of the boat, 
being communicated by the cord to a tell-tale, or the cord is fastened to the body of one of the 
hunters, who now go to sleep if night has come on, or perhaI?s ~hile away the time by a game of 
cards, keeping perfectly quiet. There are very likely several manatee in the river, and _before long 
one attempts to pass by the boat. His progress is of course arrested 'by the net, and his struggles 
to force a passage are at once communicated by the tell-tale cord. Unsuccessful in his first attempt 
to effect a passage, t.he manatee increases his efforts, and the result is that the-slender cords holding 
the net to the shore and the boat are broken, and the net with the manatee entangled drifts away 
with the current. The frantic efforts of the animal only serve to closer enwind him in the meshes 
of the net, which doubles and wraps itself around him closer and closer. It is now that the objects 
of the light sinkers and slender holding cords are apparent. The manatee is a warm-blooded 
animal and must come to the surface for air every few minutes. If_ the sinkers are too heavy, or if 
the net is immovable in the water, he is unable to do this and is drowned. The large floats serve 
now to how the hunters the location of the prey, and they bear down upon it and tow it with the 
confined animal into shoal water. Here a large box or tank is ready. The net is unwound, ropes 
are placed around the animal, and by the united efforts of the hunters, he is transferred to the box. 
The box i then towed to the 'crawl,' which is an inclo ure formed by driving stakes close together 
in the water with their top projecting several feet above, and is generally near the home of the 
hunter . The box i floated into the crawl and the animal let out. He is there kept and fed daily 
until an opportunity occur for bipment. This is made in the same large box, which · is water-
tigh and a out half filled with water. Such i the method employed by the Indian River hunters 
for , telling he manatee alive. It i , however, often hot with a rifle, from the hon~ or a boat, 
wh t ding r ming t the urfac to r atb u the hunt r mu t be very quick and expert 
i h hi b ' bow nly o f th · 11 a an<l that nly for a cond. The profits 
of h r1 ·l n , will r adil · bring a hund:x;ed 
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dollars, and the skin a like sum if taken ofl' whole, being jn demand by scientists for museums an 
over the world." 1 
"So valuable ·an animal," says Wood, alluding more particular1y to tbe South American 
Manatee, "is subject to great p~rsecution on the part of the natives, who display great activity, 
skill, and courage-in the pursuit of their amphioious quarry. The skin, of the Manatee is so thick 
and strong that the wretched steel of which their weapons are composed-the' machetes' or sword-
knives, with which they are almost universa1ly armed, being sold in ~ngland for three shillings 
.and six pence per dozen-is quite unable to penetrate the tough hide. Nothing is so e:ffoctual 
a weapon for this service as a common English three-cornered file, which is fastened to a spear-
sbaft, and pierces through the tough hide with the greatest ease." 2 
Many of the early explorers give live1y accounts of the manatee fishery in-South America. 
" Diners other fishes," says Oviedo, in alluding to the fishes of the Orinoco River, as quaintly 
translated by Pnrchas, "both great and small, of sundrie sorts and kinds, are accustomed to follow 
the ships going vnder saile, of the which t will speak somewhat when I have written of Manatee, 
which is the third of the three whereof I have promised to entreat. Manatee, therefore, is a fish 
of the sea, of the biggest sort, and much greater. than the Ti~uron iu length and breadth, and is 
very brutish and vile, so that it appeareth in forme like vnto one of those great vessels ma.de of 
Goats skins, wherein they vse to carry new wine in Medina de Campo or in Arenale: the head of 
this beast is like the head of an Oxe, with also like eyes, and hath in the place of armes, two great 
stumps wherewith he swimmeth. It is a very gentle and tame beast, and commeth oftentimes out 
of the water to the next shoare, where if he finde any herbes or grasse, he feedeth thereof. 01ir 
men are accustomed to kill many of these, and diuers other good fishes, with their Crosse-bowes, 
pursuing them in Barkes or Canoas, because they swim in manner aboue the water, the which 
thing when they see, they draw them with a hooke tyed at a small corde, but somewhat strong. 
As the fish fleeth away, Archer letteth goe, and proloogeth the corde by little and little, vntill he 
have let it goe many fathoms: at the end of the corde, there is tyed a corke, or a piece of l~ght 
wood, and when the fish is gone a little way, and hath coloured the water wit,h his blou<l, and 
feeleth himselfe to faint and draw toward the end of his life, he resorteth to the shoare, and the 
Archer followeth, gathering vp his corde, whereof while there yet remaine sixe or eight fathoms 
or somewhat more or lesse, he draweth it toward the Land, and draweth the fish therewith by 
little and little, as the wanes of the Sea helpe him to doe it the more easily: then with the helpe of 
the reste of his companie, he lifteth this great beast out of the Water to the Land, being of such 
bignesse, that to convey it from thence to the Citie, it shall be requisite to haue a Cart with a good 
yoke of Oxen, and sometimes more, according as these fishes are of bignesse, some being much 
greater then other some in the same kinde, as is seene of other beasts: Sometimes they lift these 
fishes into the Uanoa or Barke without drawing them to the Land as before, for as soone as they 
are slaine, they flote aboue the water : And I beleeue verily that this fish is one of the best in the 
world to the taste, and the likest vi;ito flesh, especially so like vnto beefe, that who so hath not 
seene it whole, can iudge it to be nother when hee seeth it in pieces then very Beefe or Veale, and 
is certainly so like vnto flesh, that all the men in the world may herein be deceiued : the taste 
likejrise, is like unto the taste of very good Veale, and lasteth long, if it be powdred: so th~t in 
fine, the Beefe of these parts is by no means like vnto this. Tbe Mana.tee hath a cert.aine stone, or 
rather bone in his head within the braine which is of qnalitie greatly appropriate against the 
disease of the stone, if it be burnt and ground into small powder, and taken fasting in the morning 
; 
1 
LE BARON: In Forest and Stream, xiii, 1880, p. 100:\ 100G. 
2 WooD : Illustrated Natural History. Mammals, p. G4S. · 
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when the paine is felt, in such_ quantities a,s ma.y lye vpon a peny with a draught of good white · 
wine. For b~ing thus taken three or foure mornings it acquieteeth the griefe, as diners haue told 
me which baue proved it true, and I my selfe by testimonie of sight doe witnesse that I have seen 
this stone sought of divers for this effect." 1 
Du Tertre, whose narrative we q.ave already several times quoted, gives an account of the 
mode of capture, which bas all the tokens of accuracy~_ He writes: 
"Three or four men go in a small canoe (which is a small boat, all of one piece, made of a single 
tree in the form of a canoe). The oarsman is at the back of the c~noe and dips the blade of his 
paddle right and left in the water in such a way that he . not only governs the course of the canoe 
but makes it advance as swiftly as if it were propelled by a light wind or under reef. The Vareur 
(who lances the beast) stands on a small plank at the bow of the canoe holding the lance in hi~ 
hand (that is to say, a sort of spear, at the end of which a harpoon or jaYelin of iron is fastened). 
The third man, in the middle of the canoe, arranges the line, which is attached in order to be paid 
out when the animal is struck. 
I 
"All keep a profound silence, for the hearing of this animal is SQ acute that the least noise 
of water against the canoe is sufficient to cause it to take flight and frustrate the hopes of the 
- fishers. There is much enjoyment in watching them, for the harpooner is fearful lest the animal 
escape him, and continually imagines that the oarsman is not employing half his force, although 
he does all that he is able with this arms and never turns his eyes from the harpoon,with the point 
of which the harpooner points ou~ the course he must follow to reach the animal, which lies asleep~ 
"When the canoe is three or four paces away the harpooner strikes a blow with all his force 
and drives the harpoon at least half a foot into the flesh of the animal. The staff falls into the water. 
but the harpoon remains attached to the animal, which is already half caught. When the animal 
feels itself thus rudely struck it collects all its forces and employs them for its safety. It plunges 
like a horse let loose, beats the billows as a negro beats the air, and makes the sea foam as it 
passes. It thinks to escape its enemy, but drags him e·rnrywhere after it so that one might take 
the harpooner for a Neptune led in triumph by this marine monster. Finally, after having dragged . 
its misfortune after it, and having lost a great part of its blood, its•power fails, its breath gives out,. 
and being reduced to distress, it is constrained to stop short in order to take a little rest; but it 
no sooner stops than the harpooner draws in the line and strikes it a second blow with a harpoon 
better aimed and more forcibly thrown than the first. At this second blow the animal makes a 
few more feeble efforts, but is soon reduced to extremities,. and the fishermen readily drag it to the 
shore of the nearest islan<l, where they place it in their canoe, if the latter is of sufficient size." 2 
Barbot, after quoting the account of the fishery by Acuna, in the quaint translation which I 
shall quote on a following page, adds some valuable notes on the commercial transactions which 
are carried on in connection with salted Manatee meat. He says: 
"The Manati's fie h u ed at Cayenne is brought ready salted from the river of the Amazon.,; 
several of the principal inhauitants sending the barks and brigantines thither with men and salt 
to buy it of the Indians for beads, knive , white hats of a low price, some linen, toys, and iron 
tools. When tho eve el ar enter'd the river of the Amazons, the Indians, who always follow 
the Manati fi hery go aboard, take the alt, and with it run up the river in canoes or Piragnas to 
catch the Manati's; which they cut in pieces, and alt a taken, returning with that salt fish to the 
brigantine · ; which go not up, becau e th Portuguese who dwell to the eastward, at Para, aud 
other plac of Brazil c1aim the overeignty of the north side of that river, and give no quarter-
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to the French or other Eurqpeans they can take in tlleir liberties, which bas occasion'd many 
disputes and quarrels between then;i, as I shall observe hereafter. 
'· That controversy was <lecided by the treaty of Utrecht, in the year 1713. The Portugues~ 
some years s-ince designing to settle on the west side of the Arna-zons, cruelly massacred many, who 
before used to go unmolested, and consequeutly mistrusting no danger. 
'·The brigantines having got their lading of salted JJfanat-i, return to Cayenne, and sell it tber~. 
commonly at three p~nce a pound.~ 1 
"The flesh of the Manatee being much esteemed," writ.es Descourtlitz, in 1809, from his own 
observations, "and its fat never becoming rancid, the negroes employ man,y means to destroy 
them, sometime8 by the use of nets, in the places where they feed, sometimes by shooting them 
from canoes; more c_ommonly they harpoon them when they are able to approach sufficiently 
near, but as the animal, although serioJisly wounded, does not die immediately, they let out a cord. 
in order 11ot to lose so precious a pre.v, ·which one sees reappear at the surface of the water, drownecl 
and lifeless.'' 2 
PRODUCTS FURNISIIED BY MA.NATEES.-Tb.e Sirenians possess the quality, most fatal to-
tlJem, of fnrui~llinir palatable food for man. The huge Sea-cow of Bering Sea disappeared fruH t 
this cause,_ and the Dugong, the Sirenian of the Indian Ocean, and the Manatees suffer not less on 
the same account. For the Indian of South America the Manatee is a fund of wealth. On its- · 
flesh he subsists; with its oil he anoints himself, from its skin he makes shields ·and cords, in its 
bones he finds medicine. The early explorers were not long in discovering its virtues. Herrara-
gathers the following estimate of its import,ance from their accounts of America: 
"The Taste of it is beyond Fish: when fresh it is like Veal, ·and salted like Tunny-Fish, but 
better, and will keep longer: the Fat of it is s,11 eet, au<l does 11ot grow rm,t,v. Leather for Shoes. 
is dress'd with it. The Stones it has in the head3 are good against the Pleuri~y and the Stone." 4 
Rochefort is not less impressed with the good qualities of the animal. He exclaims: ''Among-
all the fishes there is none having so good flesh as t,he Lamantin. Two or three of these beasts. 
will fill a large canoe, and the flesh is like that of a land animal, firm~ pink and appetizing, and 
mixed with fat, which being rendered nm ... er becomes rancid. When it ha~ been two or three <lays. 
in pickle, it is better for the health than when eaten entirely fresh." 5 He ~lso gives some very 
good advice in regard to the use of the ear· bones for medicine. "The superstitions," he says,'' lay 
great store by the stones which are found in the Lead, because they possess the power, they say,. 
when reduced to powder, to stop the formation of calcareous deposits, and to remove those already 
formed; but, since the remedy is very violent, no one ought to use it without the advice of a wise· 
and experienced pbysician." 6 
Biet mentions the Manatee first in his list of the fishes [sic] of the Ile de Cayenne. Alluding· 
to the flesh, he says: "It is very excellent, and although one may have other provisions, it will be 
preferred to beef. Its fat, also, is as sweet as butter, an<l can be used to advantage in all kinds or 
pastr.r, fricasees, and soups." 7 
Barbot seems to have Rammed up all that was known of the Manatee of South America up to-
his time, early in the eighteenth century, and quotes, also, Father .Acuna, ·in a translation which,. 
-----------· 
1 BARBOT: Op. cit., p. 56:1. 
2 DESCOURTLITZ: Voyage d'un Natnraliste, ii, 1H09,p.276. 
3 The ear bones. 
4 HERRARA: History of America, i, 1725, p.278. 
6 RocHEFORT: Nat,. Histoire des Iles AntHles, 2d ed., 1665, p.195. 
6 Loe. cit., p. 195. 
7 BIET: Voyage eu l'lle de Cayenne, 1664, pp. 346,347. 
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according to my notion, is preferable to that of the Hakluyt So~iety. Having alluded to its small 
eye, but quick ear, and to other characteristics of its organization, he says: · · 
''The flesh of this creature is excellent, very wholesome, and tastes very much like veal of 
Europe, when young: for the biggest are not so delicate and agreeable to the palate. Their fat is 
hard, and•very sweet, as that of our hogs; the flesh resembles veal. It dies with very little loss 
of blood, and is not observ'd to come upon dry land; nor is there any likelihood it should, 
considering its shape, as in the cut, whence it is concluded not to be amphibious. 
"The Spaniards about the island of St. Margar-et, or Margarita, called the Manai!i Pece-Buey, 
that is, Ox Fish; and particularly value the stomach and belly part of it, roasted on spits. Others 
cut long slices of the flesh of its back, which they salt a little, only for two days, and th~n dry it 
in the air; after which it will keep -three or four months. This they roast and baste with butter, 
' and reckon delicious meat. A gentleman has assur'd me, that at Jamaica they give eighteen pence 
a pound for young Manati. At Cayenne it yields but three pence a pound salted. 
''F. Christopher de .Acunna, in the relation of his voyage on the rlver of the .A~azons, chap. 25, 
· de8cribes this fish as follows: 
"The Pece-Buey, says he, is of a delicious taste; any one that eats it, would think it to be 
most excellent flesh well season'd. This fish is as big as a heifer of- a year and a half old; it has a 
, head and ears just like those of a heifer, and the body of it is all cover'd with hair, like the bristles 
of a white hog; it swims with two little arms, and under its belly bas teats, with which it suckles 
its yo~mg ones. The skin of it is very thick, and when dressed into leather, serves to make 
targets, which are proof against a musket bullet. It feeds upon grass, on the bank of the river, 
like an ox; from which it receives so good nourishment, and is of so pleasant taste, that a man is 
more strengthen'd and better satisfy'd with eating a small quantity of it, than with twice as 
much mutton. 
"It has not a free respiration in the water, and therefore often thrm:its out its snout to take 
breath, and so is discover'd by them that seek after it. When the Indians get sight of it they 
follow it with their oars in little canoes; and when it appears above water to take breath, cast their 
harping-tools made of shell!:,, with which they stop its course, and take it. When they have 
kill'd it, they cut it into pieces, and dry it upon wooden grates, which they call Boucan; and thus 
dressed, it wil( keep good above a month. They have not the way of salting and drying it to keep 
a long while, for want of plenty of salt; that which they use to season their meat being very scarce, 
and made of the ashes of a sort of palm-tree, so that it is more like salt-petre than common salt." 1 
For the Romanist of South America the Manatee is, as the old voyagers persisted in calling it, 
a fish. It is, therefore, eaten on days when a meat diet is forbidden by the rites of the church. 
CoNCLUSION.-In the Manatee, then, we have an animal of great size, of gentle disposition 
and apparently of rapid. growth, which lives in places readily accessible to man, and is easily 
captured, and which furnish es meat which is not inferior, oil which is remarkably fine, and 
leather which posses es great toughness. F rom these considerations it would seem evident that, 
with the proper protection, it would furnish no small revenue to the people in those portions of 
our country which it inhabit , for centurie to come. 
THE EXTINC'IION O:F 
known to ha UC ID 
32. THE ARCTIC SEA-COW. 
PE rns I "' IIIS10RICAL TI rn.- Th catalogue of animals which are 
x iu ·t within hi to i ·al t im , · i:-; not a long one. I do not allude, of 
------ ---------1 
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course, to those animals which have been driven from their native haunts before advancing civili-
zation, and which with its decline would flourish again amidst the fallen eolumns and crumbling 
walls, but to those of which no remnant remains, whose existence as the representatiYes of certain 
definite stages of organie development is forever closed. Such a one is the ~hytina (Rhytina 
gigas, Zimmermann), which inhabited Bering Sea until within-about a century. The story of its 
discovery and extermination forms one of the most interesting pages of zoological history. 
THE GREAT NORTHERN EXPEDITION.-At .the opening of the la.st century the northeastern 
portion of the Russian Empire was one of the least known quarters of the globe. The barrenness 
of the land, the dreadful winter, and the almost impassable sea, had deterred travelers and voyagers 
' to a large extent from penetrating into its wilds. · Those who adventured in the frozen seas went 
principally in search of a northwest passage, or in pursuit of other matters relating to geography 
and commerce, and paid little attention to the products of the land or of the waters. Early in the 
seventeenth century, however, Peter the Great, desirous of knowing whether Asia and America 
were contiguous, gave orders that an expedition should proceed to ascertain the truth. Before 
they could be executed he died, but the Empress Catherine commanded that they should be fulfilled. 
Capt. Vitus Bering was placed in charge of the expedition, and Gmelin, of the St. Petersburg 
Academy, was appointed chief naturalist. After severa,1 preliminary cruises had been made which 
extended over a number of years, two ships set sail from Kamtchatka on the 15th (4th) of June, 
1741. Before the departure of this final voyage, however, Gmelin had withdrawn on account of 
ill-health, and George William Steller, who had been sent out by the St. Petersburg Academy as 
his assistant, was commissioned to complete the scientific researches. 
THE DISCOVERY OF BERING ISLAND AND WRECKING OF THE "ST . . PETER."-The two 
vessels, the "St. Peter," commanded by Bering, and the "St. Paul," in charge of Tschirikov, sailed 
eastward toward the American continent. Before arriving, however, on the 1st of July (20th of 
June) a storm separated them. Having touched at Alaska, Bering started westward again, encoun-
tering before long the most tempestuous weather. The crew grew weak and sick through long-
continued hardship. On the 10th of November (30th of October) the ship approached Bering 
Island~ then unknown. A few days after the storm drove her upon the rocks, and the crew were 
forced to take up winter quarters on the island. 
DEA'l'H OF BERING.-Many of the sick died as soon as .they were removed to the land, and on 
the 19th (8th) of December the commauder also perished. After some days ·'it was resolved to 
examine what store of provisions there was, and compute how long they would last, to regulate 
the distribution of the shares accordingly, notwithstanding which thirty persons died on the 
island. They found the stores were so much exhausted that if they bad not been supplied 
with the flesh of sea-animals they must have all perished for_ want of food." 1 
USE OF THE RHYTIN.A. '110 THE SURVIVORS.-Prominent among the animals which served 
them as food was the Rhytina. Its well-flavored flesh and pleasant fat proved a great boon to 
them. "And the sick found themselves considerably better, when, instead of the disagreeable 
hard beaver's flesh, they eat of the Manati, tho' it cost them more trouble to catch than one of the 
beavers. They never came on the land, but only approached the coast to eat .sea-grass, which 
. grows on the shore, or is thrown out by the sea. This good food may, perhaps; contribute a great 
deal to give the flesh a more disagreeable 2 taste than that of the other animals that live on fish. 
The young ones, that weighed 1,200 pounds and upwards, remained sometimes at low water on the 
dry land between the rocks, which afforded a fine opportunity for killing. them; but the old ones, 
9 F 
1 MULLER: Voyages from Asia to America. English translation, Jefferys, 1761, p. 58. 
2 This is surely a typographical error for agreeable. 
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which were more cautious, and went off at the right time with the ebb, could be caught no other-
wise than with harpoon~ fixed to long ropes. Sometimes the ropes were broke, and the animal 
escaped before it could b~ struck a second time. This animal was seen as well in the winter as in 
the summer time. They melted some of the fat, with which, like hogs, they are covered from three 
to four inches thick, and used it as butter. Of the flesh, several casks fuH were pickled for sllip's 
provision, which did. excellent service on their return." 1 
S1'ELLER's oBSERVATIONS.-ln tl.ie midst of these privations, Steller did not fail to make and 
record observations i·elative to the animals which came about the island. To his most praise-
worthy perseverance we owe all that we know of the appearance and habits of the Rh;ytina. Not 
a word has been added to his account of the characteristics of the animal, which a few years later 
became extinct. 
THE RETURN TO KAMTCHA.TKA; MISFORTUNES OF STELLER.-In the summer of 17 42 the 
shipwrecked crew of the "St. Peter" built a boat from the wreck of their vessel, and on the 21st 
(10th) of August sailed toward Kamtchatka. "The next day at noon they were in sight of the 
southeast point of Bering's Island, at a distance of four leagues N. by E., to which they gave the 
name of Cape Manati; from the above-mentioned Sea-co~s, which herd more here than in any other 
parts." 2_ Shortly after they arrived safely in Kamtchatka. But while · some of the crew soon 
afterward reached St. Petersburg, and bad distinctions conferred upon them by the government, 
Steller was most shamefully treated because he dared to condemn the abuses of the officials, and 
:finally died, in November, 1746, in an obscure town, with but a single f~iend to sympathize with 
him.3 His observations on the Rhytina, which I shall quote at length, together with those on 
other marine anima~s., were publis};led by the St. Petersburg Academy in 1751. 
His statements, it should be remembered, relate to the occurrence of Rhytina on Bering 
Island only. The somewhat numerous facts which have accumulated regarding the reality or 
probability of its occurrence in other regions, I shall cite on another page. 
After giving a table of measurements, and a very detailed description of external and internal 
parts, which '.I am not at liberty to quote in this connection, Steller expands upon the natural history 
of the Sea-cow:l The following translation of the original Latin is the product of the unremunerated 
labor of my brother, Mr. A. Charles True, of the State Normal College, Westfield, Massachusetts, 
· who has taken pains to make it as ac~urate as possible. 
STELLER'S OBSERV.A.1'IONS ON THE N.A.TUR.A.L HISTORY OF THE SE.A.-COW.-" It.was my fortune 
ou an unlucky occasion," writes the naturalist, "to observe ~aily during ten months the habits and 
1 Loe. cit., pp. 61, 62. 
~ Loe. cit., p. 64. 
3 "As to the academical company of travellers," says Miiller, '' Gmelin and I arrived at Pewrsburg on Feb. 15 [26], 1743, 
having passed through all the ports of Siberia. But Steller, who stayed in Kamtschatka after Waxel, to make researches 
in natural history, did not enjoy this good luck. He immerged himself without necessity, though with good inten-
tion, in matters that did not belong to bis department; for which he was called to an account by the provincial chancery 
at Jakutzk. Steller vindicated him elf so perfectly that the Vice Governor there gave him permission to proceed on his 
jonrney. The proceeding were not s nt to the Senate at Petersburg so soon as transacted. The Senate, who ha'd 
int lligence of bi passing tbrough Tobolsk, sent an expre s to meet him, and to carry him back to Jakutzk. And soon 
a.ft r advice being received from Irkutzk, of his acquittal, another express was dispatched to annul the first order. In 
th mean time, the fir t·expre ~ met teller at Solikamsk, and bad carried him back as far as Tara, before the second 
xpres overtook him. H then proceeded without delay on bis return for Petersburg by the way of Tobolsk, but got 
n. f: r ~er_tha.n Tumen, where ho di of a£ ver in No ember, 1746, in company of one Hau, a surgeon, who had been 
wit~ ~1m m th Kamtschatka exp dition. I have thought it nee ary to relate these circumstances, because many 
fa iti hav 1> ,n propa at cl abroa<l c nc rning him, nay, veu his death has been doubted. He was born on the 
~~ h f March. (21 ) 170 J insJheim in Franconia."- ,1 LLER: op. cit., pp, 65, 66. che rer (fide Nordenskiold), in his 
>1 pli , <·h l 11 r' a count of K· mtcha.tka, tat tba Stell r got as far as Moscow when ordered to 
r n 1 fro.L •n hy th , · . 
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manners of these animals before the door of my hut. Hence in a few words I will subjoin the -
facts which were most faithfully observed by :r;ne. 
'' These animals love shallow and sandy places about the shore of the sea, but most willingly 
spend their time about the mouths of rivers and small streams, allured by the pleasant motion of 
the running waters, and they are al ways found in herds. In feeding they drive before them those 
who are tender and not yet full grown, surround them carefully on the flanks and in the rear, and 
al ways keep them in the middle of the herd, and when the tide is risen they approach so near the 
shore that they not only have been often attacked by me with a stick or a spear, but sometimes I 
stroked their backs even with my band. 
'' Having received any severe injury, they do nothing else than to depart farther from the shore, 
and after a short tim&; having forgotten the injury, they again approach nearer. Whole families of 
them live most harmoniously as neighbors, the male and female with one full-grown and one young 
offspring. They seem to me to be monogamous; t~ey produce their young at any season of the 
year, but most comm.only in the autumn, as I inferred from the number of new-born young seen 
about that time; a}ld from the fact that I observed them in sexual intercourse most especiaUy in 
the early spring I concluded that the period of gestation covers more tha~ a year, and from. the 
shortness of the horns and the dual number of the breasts I conclude that they produce not more 
than a single calf, and besides I never· observed more than one calf near a mother. 
"Moreover, these animals eat most voraciously and without limit, and on account of too great 
greed have the head always under the water. They are not at all anxious about life or safety, so 
that in a boat or a:s a naked swimmer you can go into their midst and safely select whichever one 
you wish to strike with the harpoon. Four or five minutes having been passed in this intense 
devotion to eating, they breathe out air and a little water with a noise like the neighing· of horses. 
Wnile feeding they move one foot after another slowly forward and so partly swim quietly, partly, 
as .it were, walk after the manner of feeding cows or sheep. Half of the body, the back and sides, 
always rises above the water. During the feeding of the Rhytina, gulls are wont to sit ou his · 
back and refresh themselves with the fleas clinging to his skin in the same way as crows are wont 
to feed on the fleas which infest bogs and sheep. Moreover, they do not devour all sea-plants 
P!'omiscuously, but especially, (1) a fucus with the crisped leaf of the Savoy cabbage, (2) a club-
shaped fucus, (3) afucus with the form. of an ancient Rom.an whip, (4) a very long fucus with wavy 
edges whose sinuses reach to the nerves. 
"Where they have pastured even for a single day great heaps of_roots and stems are seen thrown 
out by the waves upon the shore. When their bellies are filled some among them, lying on their 
backs, sleep, and retreating farther from the shore, lest they should be ·left on dry ground by the 
receding tide, are often choked in winter by the ice floating around the shore, which also happens 
if, caught by the waves <lashing violently about ·the rocks, they are thrown against the latter. In 
winter these animals are so lean that besides the spine all the ribs appear. Coition takes place 
in the spring, and especially about evening, in a tranquil sea. They perform many gambols in 
anticipation. The female swims quietly hither and thither in the sea while the male continually · 
pursues. For a long time the female eludes him with many turnings and meanderings until herself 
impatient of further delay, as if wearied and overpowered, she throws herself on her back, when the 
male, rushing upon her furiom:Jy, extorts the tributum Veneris and both mutually embrace. 
"Their capture was accomplished with a great iron harpoon, the point of which resembled the 
flattened blade of an anchor fluke, and the other extremity, with the aid of an iron ring, was 
fastened to a very long and strong cable. ·A vigorous man took this harpoon, and, together with 
four or five others, embarked in a boat, and while one guided the helm and three or four rowed 
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hastened out to the herd. The striker stood in the prow, held the harpoon in his hand, and, as 
soon as he was near enough to strike the animal from the boat, hurled his weapon. As soon as 
this ~as done thirty men standing on the shore, seizing the other extremity of the rope, held the 
animal, and in spite of bis despera.te efforts to resist drew him with great labor toward the shore. 
Those who wree in the boat re-enforced themselves with another rope and wearied the animal with 
repeated blows until,- exha·usted and quiet, he was dispatched with dirks, knives, and various 
weapons, and was drawn to the shore. Some cut great pieces from the living animal. AU that the 
animal did was violently to move his tail and struggle so with his fore-limbs that often great pieces of 
the skin split off. He breathed hea:\!ily, and as with a groan. From bis wounded back the blood 
was thrown in a spray high up after the manner of a spouting fountain. As long as the head was 
hidden under the water the blood did not flow, but as soon as he raised his bead and breathed the 
blood gushed out. The reason for this is that the lungs, situated on the back, were wounded first, 
and as often as these were afterward filled with_ air they increased the strength of the flow of blood. 
From this phenomenon I almost came to the conclusion that the circulation of the blood in this 
animal, as in the seal, is completed in a twofold manner-in the open air thr~ugh the lungs, but 
under· water thi·ough an oval aperture (foramen ovale) and arterial duct, though I did not find 
both. But that they at the same time respire in a different way from fishes I think happens on 
account of the deglutition of solid food rather than because of a forward-moving circulation. 
"The full-grown and very large animals are. captured more easily than the calves, because the 
calves move with a far more violent motion; and though the harpoon remains intact, yet when the 
skin is broken they easily escape, a thing which is repeatedly attempted. 
"But if an animal captured by the harpoon begins to move quite violently, those near or in a 
neighboring herd are frequently stirred and are aroused to bear aid to the captive. On account of 
this, sometimes they attempt to overturn the boat with their backs, sometimes they fall upon the 
-rope and strive to break it, or, by the vibration of the tail, labor to extract the harpoon from the 
back of the wounded animal, which oftentimes they attempt not without success. It is a most 
curious proof of their disposition and conjugal affection that when the female has been taken and 
drawn in with the harpoon, the male, after be has attempted her liberation with all his strength, 
but in vain, and has been struck many blows by us, none the less will follow her even to the shore_, 
and sometimes unexpectedly and suddenly will approach her when she is 3.Jready dead. On the 
next day at early dawn when we came to cut the flesh in pieces and carry it home we have found 
the male still standing near his female, and I have even seen this on the third day when I 
approached alone for the sake of examining the intestines. 
''As regards voice, the animal is mute and does not give forth any sound, but only breathes 
heavily, and when wounded sighs. 
"How much power lies in bis eyes and ears I daPe not affirm, but fr~quently he see8 and 
hears very little for the rea on that be keeps tlie head continually under water; nay, the animal 
himself seems to neglect and despise the u e of these organs. Among all who have written con-
cerning Sea-cows, 1 no one bas produced a more full and careful account than the most curious and 
diligent Captain Dampier in the narrative of his travels published in London in 1702. As I read 
hi account, nothing eemed to me to be worthy of cen ure, although some few things did not agree 
with our anim l. For he ay that two p cies of Sea-cow exit,, one of which bas stronger eyes 
than ear and the oth r tr ng r ear than vi ion. What he ay concerning the hunting of this 
nimal, namely, that the Americans approach it without any noi e or talking lest the Sea-cow :flee, 
w" in tbia paragraph rel at~ to the American and African Manatees. Steller at this 
tim th th and tb Rhytinia as forming but a single species. 
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is without doubt so in localities where they are frequently captured and by long experience have 
learned that men are hostile to them, in the same way as others, otters and seals, which in this 
deserted island never before have seen men, nor have been disturbed in their enjoyment of secgre 
peace, and were killed by us strangers on Bering's Island without any labor, have already been 
rendered equally wild, and in the Kamtchatkan land, not only when an . enemy is seen, but when 
they scent his tracks, hastily commit themselves to flight. It happens sometimes that these 
. · animals are thrown out dead by the tempests around the promontory calJed Kronozkoi Nos, and 
also around A watscha Land, and are called by the Kamtchatkans, on account of their use for food, ,. . 
in their language, Kapustnik, 'Kraut Emser,' which fact I learned after my return in 17 42. 
FinalJy, concerning the use of the parts of this animal, according to Hernandes, the thick, firm, and 
tough skin is used by the Americans for the soles of shoes and for belts. I hear that the skin is 
used by tbe Tschuktschi for boats. They are accustomed to stretch the skin on sticks, and to treat 
it in the same way as the tribe of Koraeccica do t,he skins of the very large seals called Lachtak. 
'' The fat encircling the whole body under the skin, a span, and in some Illaces almost nine 
inches thick, glandulous, comiistent, white, when exposed to the sun turning yellow like hog's 
lard, of a very pleasant odor and flavor, is to be compared with the fat of' no marine animals, 
nay, rather much to be preferred to the fat of' quadrupeds; for besides that it can be heated for a 
very long time on the warmest days and not l>ecome rancid or otherwise offensive to the smell, 
when tried out it is so sweet and palatable that it took from · us all desire for butter; in taste it 
comes very near to the oil of sweet almonds, an~ can be applied to the same us~s as butter; in a 
lamp it burns brightly without smoke or smell. Nor, indeed, is its use for medicine to be despised, 
since it gently relaxes the bowe'ls; drunk from cups it causes neither nausea nor loss of appetite, 
and, as I think, for those afflicted with gravel . the Sea-cow would be of more benefit than the 
masticatory bones or stones (masticatoria ossa seu lapides), so called. The fat of the tail is harder 
and more consistent, and when cooked more delicate. The flesh consists of fibers somewhat more 
stout and thick than those of neat cattle, is a deeper red than the flesh of terrestrial animals, and, 
what is wonderful, even in the hottest days warms in the open air a very long· time witho, stench, 
though it is beset on every side with worms. The reason I allege for this. fact is, that since the 
animal subsists only on marine fuci and herbs, and these fuci are more sparingly composed of sul-
phur and more largely of sea salt and niter, these salts prevent the exhalation of sulphur and the 
softening and resolution of the flesh in the same way as salts or salt brine sprinkled on flesh, and 
the more because these salts are mingled intimately with the substance of the flesh and cohere very 
strongly to sulphurous parts. · Though the flesh must be cooked a longer time, yet when cooked 
it is of the best flavor and not easily to be distinguished from the flesh of neat cattle. The fat of 
the calves so resembles fresh hog's lard that you can scarcely perceive the difference; and the flesh 
does not differ at all from veal, is quickly softened with cooking, and, that continuing·, so swells, 
like the flesh of a young pig, that it claims for its~lf very much greater room in the pot than before. 
The tendinous fat about the head and tail is scarcely fit for boiling; on the other hand, the muscles 
of the abdomen, back, and sides are far to be preferred. . It not only does not resist salting, as 
many have thought, but only grows soft; so that it comes out like salted beef in all respects, and 
very palatable. The viscera, heart, liver, and kidneys are too hard, and were not much sought 
after by us because there was a very abundant supply of flesh. 
"The full-grown animal weighs about 8,000 pounds (eighty hundredweight), or 200 Russian 
puds. 
" There is so great a multitude of these animals about this single island that they continually 
suffice to support the inhabitants of Kamtcbatka. 
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- '' The Rhytina is infested with a peculiar insect, like a louse, which is wont to occupy and 
inhabit in large numbers especially the wrinkled limbs, breasts, nipples, puden9-um, anus, and the 
rough cavities of the skin~ and which bore through the cuticula and cutis. From the extravasat~d 
lymphatic fluid conspicuous warts arise everywhere; the gulls (Lari) are also allured to hunt with 
their sharp beaks these insects (clinging to the backs of these animals), a pleasant food, and more-
over the birds perform a friendly and grateful office for the animals .troubled by these parasites/' 1 
ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS.-This narrative, as I have already stated, contains all that we 
lrnow of the natural history of the Arctic Sea.cow, and, I venture to say, all that we shall ever 
know from visual observation. There are a number of facts, however, bearing upon the mode of 
capture, geographical distribution, and the history of the . extinction of this animal · which have 
been the theme of writers after Steller. Dr. Brandt, a celebrated naturalist of St. Petersburg, and 
the Danisli~explorer Nordenskiold, have taken pains to bring together all that is known on these 
topics up to the present time. Most of the books and manuscripts from-which they have gathered 
their information being inacce~sible to me, I must content myself with summing up the results of 
their investigations. 
THE EXTINCTION OF RHYTINA.-The extinction of the Rhytina followed close upon its 
discovery. If we may accept the results of N ordenskiold's investigations upon this point, the 
animal was last seen in 1854, or a little more than a century after its discovery. Long before this, 
at all events, it had become so diminished in numbers as not to furnish _any considerable food 
supply. 
It appears that the existence of the Sea-cow on Bering Island had no sooner been made 
known in Russia than the vessels engaged in the fur trade in Bering's Sea began to make a 
practice of wintering on the island, in order to take in .a supply of the flesh of the animal for 
food. That this custom became general Jn a few years, appears from Scherer's narrative of the first 
Russian hunting expeditions to the Aleutian Islands. "I va,n Kr~sselniko:ff's vessel," he writes, 
"started first in 1754, and arrived on the 8th October at Bering Island, where all the vessels 
fitted out for hunting the sea-otter on the remote islands are wont to pass the winter, in order to 
provide themselves with a sufficient stock of the flesh of the Sea.cow." 2 
The next year, 1755, the engineer Jakovlev, who visited Bering Island and the adjacent 
Copper Island, in search o! copper, recorded in his journal the mode of capturing Rhytina, which 
differs in no way from the method employed by Steller and his companions. Jakovlev, however, 
was so impressed with the rapidity with which the Sea-cow was disappearing from the islands 
that be petitioned the Kamtchatkan authorities that its capture might be restricted. It appears 
that at the time of his visit the Rhytina had been driven away from Copper Island. 3 
Scherer informs us of the landing of three other hunting expeditions at Bering Island. 
between 1757 and 1762, for the purpose of capturing Sea-cows, implying at the same time, as in 
the in tance already quoted from him, that such was the custom of all expeditions sent thither. 
His allu ions to the subject are as follows: '' The autumn storms, or rather the wish to take on 
board a stock of provision , compelled them (a number of hunters sent out by the merchant 
Tolstyk under command of the Co ack Obeuchov) to touch at Commander's Island (Bering 
land), where, during the winter up to the 24th (13th) June, 1757, they obtained nothing else 
than sea-cows, ea-lion , and large eals." 
1 
pecimen of this crnstacean were found in a. small piece of Rby ina. skin discovered in the British Museum. 
' Cll:ll~R: "'euo achri ht ·n von den n n n ntdeckt n Io u1n in der See zwischen Asien und Amerika 1776 
p. , fide "or en ki-ln. ' ' 
aJ kovl v di T:Y a. P bli h in Rn i n in 1 , by P ka.\" ki, and tran lated into Latin and republished in 
l by Br n . T: ymbo ologic , faac. ill, pp. 29", 296. 
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.A..gafn: c-, rrhey (a Russian hunting vessel under Studenzov, in 1758) lande<l on Behring Island 
to kill Sea-cows, as all ,essels are accustomed to do." On another page he states that "after 
Korovin, in 1762 (ol! Bering Island), had provided himself with a sufficient stock of the flesh and 
bides of the Sea-cow for his boats . . . he. sailed on.m Sauer, in his account of Bering's 
voy~ges, published in 1802, alluding to the Rhytina, says: "'l'he last was killed on Behring Island 
in 1768, and none has been seen since then." 2 
In this conclusion most authorities are agreed. N ordenskiold, howeyer, obtained information, 
of a character which he regards reliable, which would seem to show that the Sea-cow was not 
entirely exterminated before 1854. The first informant was a creole. Nordenskiold writes: "A 
creole (that is, the offspring of a Russian and an Aleutian), who was sixty-seven years of age, of 
intelligent appearance, and in the full possession of his mental faculties, stated 'that his father 
died in 1847 at the age of eighty-eight. He had come from Volhynia, his natiYe place, to Behring 
Island at the age of eighteen, accordingly in 1777. The two or three first years of his stay there, 
. i.e., until 1779 or 1780, sea-cows were still being killed as they pastured on sea-wee~. The heart 
only was eaten, and the hide used for baydars. In consequence of its thickness the hide was split 
in two·, and the two pieces thus obtained had gone to make a baydar twenty feet long, seven and a 
half feet broad, and three feet deep. After that time no sea-cows had been killed.' . 
"There is evidence, however, that a sea-cow had been seen at the island still later. Two 
creoles, Feodor Mertchenin and Stepnoff, stated that about twenty-five years ago [in 1854] at 
Tolstoj-myR, on the east side of the island, they had seen an animal unknown to them which was 
very thick before, but grew smaller behind, had small fore-feet, and appeared with a length of about 
fifteen feet above water, now raising itself up, now lowering itself. The animal 'blew,' not through 
blow-holes, but through the mouth, which was somewhat drawn out. It was brown in colour with 
some lighter spots. A back fin was wanting, but when the animal raised itself it was horrible, on 
account of its great leanness, to see its backbone projecting. I instituted a thorough examination 
of both my informants. Their accounts agreed completely, and appeared to have claims to be 
regarded as trustworthy. That the animal that they saw was actually a sea-cow, is clearly proved 
both by the description of the animal's form and way of pasturing in the water, and by the account 
of the way in which it breathed, its colour, and leanness. In Ausfiirliche Beschreibwng von sonder-
baren Meerthieren, Steller says, page 97: 'While they pasture, they raise every fourth or fifth min-
ute their nose from the water in o~der to blow out air and a little \vater. Page 98: 'During winter 
they are so leari that it is possible to count their Yertebrre and ribs'; and page 54, 'some sea-cows 
have pretty large white spots and streaks, so that they have a spotted appearance.' As these 
natives had no knowledge of Steller's description of the animal, it is impossible that their state· 
ments can be false. The death-year of the Rhytina race must therefore be altered at least to 1854.m 
Neither of the statements appear improbable, but they should be accepted, I believe, with 
caution. At all events, the Sea-cow was practically extinct within four decades from the time of 
its discovery. 
CAUSES OF THE EXTINC'.l'ION.-Two causes have been assigned for this rapid destruction. 
The most generally accepted notion is that the rate of capture much exceeded that of the increase 
of the animal, and that extinction f?llowed as a matter of course. N ordenskiold, however, and, in 
a certain way, Brandt also· avows his belief that the Sea-cow had gotten out of harmony with its 
environment many years before the Russians discovered it, and that its extermination would have 
1 SCHERER: Op. cit., pp. 40, 45, and 82, fide Nordenskiold. 
2 SAUER: Bering's Voyage, 1802, p.181, fide Nordenskiold. 
3
NORDENSKI<>LD: Voyage of the Vega. English translation, ii, 1881
1 
pp. 277,278. 
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occurred within a comparatively short time without the intervention of man. The fact that in 
Steller's tirne t)?-e range of the animal was much circumscribed, seems to give weight to the latter 
view. 
The range of the Sea-cow, when discovered by Europeans, seems to have been confined to 
Bering and Copper Islands, but the investigations of Brandt show that it probably extended 
from Nishne-Kamtchatka or the bay of Karaguescensi to the coast of China and included also the 
outermost islands of the Aleutian Archipelago. Bauer's statem~nt that '' Sea-Cows were very 
common on Kamtchatka and on the Aleutian Islands, when they were :first discovered," seems with-
out foundation, and is properly rejected by Nordenskiold. Whether the Sea-cow ever occurred on 
the Aleutian Islands appears somewhat uncertain. Vosnessenski found a rib of the animal on 
Attu, the last island of the archipelago, but, as Brandt suggests, it may have been derived from a 
Rhytina washed thither by the waves. Mr. Lucien Turner kindly informed me that an aged Aleut 
woman stated that Rhytina had ~een seen at Attu by her father, but such testimony is, perhaps, 
not altogether satisfactory. 
PART II. 
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THE NORTH AMERICAN ALLIGATOR AND CR0CODILE.-We have-in the United States two 
reptiles of the Crocodile family, one a true Crocodile, Orocodilits acutus, Cuv:, and the other the 
well-known Alligator Alligator mississippiensis, Daudin.1 The former animal is of rare occurrence, 
only a few specimens ha.ving been captured in the United States, and it can, therefore, scarcely 
claim attention from a commercial standpoint.2 I shall confine my remarks to the Alligator. 
ORIGIN OF THE NAME "ALLIGAT0li."-The origin of the name ''Alligator" is . involved 
somewhat in obscurity, but several theories have been entertained regarding it. "Some," says 
Holbrook,3 "have supposed it derived from the word 'Legateer' -or 'Allegater,' a name by 
which the young Crocodile is distinguished in some parts of India. Cuvier says it is much 
more probable t,hat it is a corruption of the Portuguese 'Lagarto,' derived from the Latin 'Lacerta,' 
as Hawkins writes it 'Alagartos,' and Sloan, in his 'History of Jamaica,' spells it 'Allagator.'" 
The matter was undoubtedly set right by Cuvier. In the writings of all the very early 
English explorers which I have _ been able to consult the terms "Crocodile" and '' Uayman" are 
generally used in alluding to the Alligator. Under the name "Cayman" it would seem that the 
Alligator and the true Cayman of South America have been confounded. In Sir Walter Raleigh's 
account of his travels in 1595, however, he used the name" Lagartos" for the Alligator. He says: 
"Vpon this riuer there were great store of fowle, and of many sorts: we saw in it diuers sorts 
of strange fishes, and of maruellous bignes ; but for lagartos it exceeded, for there were thousands 
of those vgly serpents; and the people call it for the abundance of them, The i'iuer of Lagartos, in 
their language." 4 
The name Alligator, with its present orthography, seems to have been adopted about 1730. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.-The geographical range of the Alligator has not been very 
accurately defined. - Holbrook 5 fixes the northern limit on the Atlantic coast at the mouth of the 
Neuse River, North Carolina, although at . the present day it is doubtful whether any specimens 
could be found so far north. It occurs in increasing numbers southward, and is comparatively 
abundant on the northeast coast of the Gulf of . Mexico. - It ascends the Mississippi River as far 
as the mouth of the Red River. In regard to the western limit of its range, Cope states that" it 
1 A recent writer, the place of publishing of whose article I have forgotten, raises the question of the occurrence 
of two species of Alligator in the South. No herpetologist, however, so far as I am aware, has made such a distinction, 
and I cannot, therefore, give the matter more than a passing notice here. 
2 I have been abl~ to gather but few references to instances of the actual capture of O. acutus in Florida. Wyman, 
I believe, first pointed out its existence in that state! in 1869, baF-ing his remarks on the features of a skull sent from 
the Miami River by Mr. William H. Hunt. (See Amer. Journal of Sci. & Arts, xJix, U370, pp. 105-106.) 
Another specimen, this time a full-grown animal, was obtained by Mr. H. A. Ward, of Rochester, New York, 
in Basca,yne Bay, Florida. This specimen is now in the National Museum. 
Still another Crocodile was said to have been captured in North Lake, Florida, in 1875, by a Mr. William Butler, 
but whether this specimen was ever sent to a museum, or was identified by a professional herpetologist, I am unable 
to say. (See Forest and Stream, iv, 1878, p. 167.) Two other writers: Mr. C. J. Maynard, of Newtonville, Mass., 
and a gentleman concealed under the pseudonym" Wanuerer," claim to have seen the Crocodile in Florida the former 
in 1867. ( See Forest and Stream, xiii, 1880, p. 867.) ' 
3 HOLBROOK: North American Herpetology, ii, 1842, p. 61. 
4 RALEIGH: The Discoverie o'fthe large, rich, and beautifull empire of Guiana. <Hakluyt's Collection of Voyages, 
iv, 1811, p. 137. 
6 Op. cit. 
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is common in the waters of the Guadalupe drainage, and is occasionally seen in the Sau Antonio 
River, within the limits of the city of San Antonio," 1 and Professor Baird has recorded a specimen 
from Brownsville, Tex., on the Rio Grande.2 From thence its range extends southward into 
South America. 
ABUNDANCE.-The Alligator is growing less and less abundant, particularly on the Atlantic 
coast, and on the west coast of Florida, owing to the increase of population and the reckless 
manner in which it has been hunted and destroyed. Many persons have engaged in slaughtering 
these creatures merely for the sport which is supposed to be derived from so doing, no use having . 
been made of the carcasses. 
SIZE.-The Alligator is the largest living reptile occurring within the United States, and is 
approached in size only by the marine turtles. _ Holbrook· records having seen oil~ which was 
thirteen a.nd a half feet long,3 while Bartram, in his narrative of travels in l!'lorida, ·affirms that 
they attain a length of twenty to twenty-three feet in that region.4 The latter statement, however, 
must be taken with some caution; if true, it would seem that the Alligator does not now attain his 
former wonted proportions. From a note in "Forest and Stream," of 1876, we learn that "the 
largest alligator killed in Florida for many years was shot last spring [1876] by Dr. De Marmon, of 
Kingsbridge, N. Y. The animal measured 12 feet 6 inches in length when spread on the dock. It 
was 6 feet 10 inches round the body, 5 feet 10 inches around the jaws, and weighed about 700 
pounds. The head, which is now in the doctor's possession, is 30 inches long. It was killed on 
the Homosassa River, about two miles from Alfred Jones's grove." 5 The average length would 
appear to be about ten feet. 
FOOD AND MANNER OF OBTAINING IT.-The food of Alligators consists almost exclusively 
of fish and such small land or semi-aquatic animals as it is able ~o secure. It would appear that 
they are also expert fly-catchers. The quaint allusion of Exquemelin to this subject is too 
interesting to be omitted. "The Oaymanes," he says, "are ordinarily busied in hunting and 
catching of flies, whfoh they eagerly devour. _ The occasion is, because close unto their skin, 
they have certain little scales, )V"hich smell with a .sweet ~ent, something like unto musk. This 
aromatick odour_ is coveted by the flies, and here they come to repose themselves and sting. 
Thus they both persecute each other continually, with an incredible hatred, and antipathy." 6 
The existence of this habit, I have recently been informed, has been frequently confirmed 
in Louisiana by reliable observers; but the gentleman who informed me was inclined to believe 
that it is the saliva which attracts the ~ies into the gaping jaws of the Alligator. The manner 
in which the reptile secures bis fill of fishes is related by Dowler in a paper written in 1846, who 
founded bis remarks on the statements of some, to him, credible observers. He writes as follows: 
"Many authors assert that Alligators cannot swallow under water. In offering some facts 
to disprove this assumption, the sagacity of these animals will be more or less illustrated. A 
gentleman, on two occa ions, watched Alligators when catching sunfish, which were swimming in 
hoal in hall w water. The Alligator pla-0ed his long body at a suitable distance from the shore. 
A oon as the fi h came between him and the land, he curved his hody so that they could not 
pa s; th tail wa moored on land; the mouth wa opened under water, and brought so close to 
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the shore that the fish had no method of escaping but through the mouth, where they were 
entrapped. Incidit in Scyllam, qui vult vitare Oharybdim." 1 
PuGN.A.OITY OF '.I'HE ALLIG.A.T0R.-When we come· to consider the possibility of the Alligator's 
ability to attack successfully large terrestrial animals, such as horses and cows, as well as men, 
we find ourselves in great doubt. The accumulated testimony of travelers and observers on 
this point can hardly be set aside, although several critical writers have done so, with ridicule. 
Whether it was that the earlier· observers, misleu by the forbidding appearance of the Alligator, 
were repeatedly imposed upon by fabulous stories, or whether they actually saw, at least in part, 
what they recorded, seems to me, I must <Y)nfess, a very open question. To cite all the accounts · 
of mishaps which are said to have occurred to man and beast through the aggressiveness of the 
Alligator, would be to fill many pages of this volume. I can only refer to one or two prominent 
examples. 
Herrara gives the following a-0count of the Alligator in the harbor near Porto Belo, at the 
Isthmus of Panama, on the occasion of Columbus's explorations there in 1502: . 
'' In the Harbour there were extraordinary large Alligators, that went to sleep ashore, and 
smelt like Musk, being so ravenous, that if they find a Man asleep on the Land, they drag him 
away to . devour him: tho' they are so timorous, that they fly, when attack'd. There are many of 
them in these Rivers that fall into the ·North Sea, but many more in those that empty themselves 
in the South Sea, and they _are very like, if not the same as the Crocodiles of the River Nile." 2 
Raleigh, after his allusion to the "river of Lagartos," a tributary of the Orinoko, as already 
quoted, adds: "I had a negro a very proper yoong fellow; who leaping out of the galley to swim 
in the mouth of the river, was in all our sights taken and devoured with one of those lagartos." 3 
Herrara, again, relating what happened to the Spaniards in Central America in 1516, writes: 
"At Panama an Alligator has been known to take a Man off from the Stearn of a Boat, and 
carry him away to the Rocks, where as he was · tearing him in pieces he was kill'd by a Musket 
Shot: the Man being recover'd as the Monster was biting him off near the Groin was carried to the 
Hospital, where he liv'd long enough to receive the Rites of the Church." 4 
Velasquez seems also to have been impressed with the ferocity of the Alligator during his 
sojourn in Cuba. By Herrara he is made to say: 
"On the South Side about the Middle there runs down into the Sea a mighty River, which the 
Indians call Gaut<>, the Banks of it are very agreeable, and in it are a vast Multitude of Alligators. 
Those who happen to be benighted near it, must be upon their Guard, for those Creatures then 
come out of the Wat~r, walk about the Land, and if they can surprize a Man, they drag him into 
the Water, and devour him. They sometimes do so by such as venture to ford the River1 andevan 
by Horses. They are to be found all over the Indies, especially to the southward, but in Ouba only 
in this River." 5 
In the eighteenth century the writer who is most loud in the denunciation of the Alligator is 
Bartram. He has devoted several pages of his book to the relation of the habits of these animals, 
from which I will quote a few lines. Although he begins his account with a query as to how he 
shall do credit to what he observed without arousing the suspicion of his readers regarding his 
veracity, his description seems overdrawn: 
"My apprehensions were highly alarmed after being a spectator of so dreadful a battle; it was 
obvious that every delay would but tend to increase my dangers and difficulties, as the sun was 
1 DOWLER, BENNET, M. D.: Contributions to the Natural History of the Alligator. New Orleans, 1846. 
~ HERRARA (STEVENS): Hist . .A.mer., i, 1725, p. 271. 
'I RALEIGH: Zoe. cit., p. 137 . 
.. HERRARA (STEVENS): Hist . .A.mer., ii, 1725, p. 100. 
6 HERRARA (STEVENS): Hist . .A.mer., ii, 1725, pp. 11, 12. 
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near setting, and the alligators gathered around my harbour, from all quarters; from these con~ 
siderations I concluded to be expeditious in my trip to the lagoon, in orqer to take some fish. Not 
· thinking it prudent to take my fusee with me, lest I might lose it overboard in case of a battle, which 
I had every reason to dread before my return, I therefore furnished myself with a club for my 
defence, went on board, and penetrating the first line of those which surrounded my harbour, 
they gave way; but being pursued by several very large ones, I kept · strictly on the watch and 
paddled with all my might towards the entrance of the lagoon, hoping to he sheltered there from 
the multitude of my assailants; but ere I had half-way reached the place, I was attacked on all 
sides, several endeavoring to overset the canoe. 
"My situation now became precarious to the last deg!ee: two large ones attacked me closely, 
at the same instant, rushing up with their heads and part of their bodies above the water, roaring 
· terribly and belching floods of water over me. They struck their jaws together so close to my ears 
as almost to stun me, and I expected every moment to be dragged out of the boat and instantly 
devoured, but I applied my weapons so effectually about. me, though at random, that I was so 
successful as to beat them off a little."1 
Writers of the present century also . allude to cases of fatal attacks by Alligators; I may 
quote one instance. Wells, writing of Lake Nicaragua in 1857, says: "Large t-iberones (sharks) 
have been captured in the lake ; and a few months previous, a woman ~t Virgin Bay, washing 
on the banks, was seized and killed by an alligator." 2 Many other simil~r statements are on record. · 
The mass of most recent writers and investigators, however, seem inclined to regard all tales of 
the Alligator's aggressiveness as idle fiction, and contend with one accord that he is sluggish, 
harmless, and even timid, and that the damage which he sometimes does with tail and jaws 
when wounded and tormented is due to aimless madness induced by pain, and not to any deliberate 
attempt at revenge. 
The stomach of Alligators is often found to contain, in addition to its natural food, a num-
ber of rounded masses of hard material, large pebbles and other indigestible matter. Zoologists 
are not agreed regarding the function. of these objects, some supposing that they aid in reducing 
other matter taken into the stomach, and others that they serve to keep the st?mach distended 
when the animal is in a state of hibernation in winter. It seems probable, however, that they are 
swallowed by mistake for better food, or are taken down with more nutritious matter when he· 
feeds too greedily. 
l\foDE OF LIFE.-Alligators are pre-eminently fitted for an aquatic or semi-aquatic life. In the 
water they seem perfectly at ease, and move about with great velocity, propelling themselves by 
powerful strokes of their broad paddle-like taiis. The peculiarities of their internal structure, 
too, are such as fit them for remaining a considerable time beneath the surface. On land, how-
ever, the Alligator moves slowly and with evident difficulty on account of the weight of the body 
and the shortness of the legs. Nevertheless they come frequently to shore, being very fond of 
sunning themselves for honrs on the sandy or muddy banks of the streams they inhabit. They 
a.re protected from a ault while indulging in these siestas by their dull colors and their perfect 
immobility. Holbrook tates that " such Alligators as dwell in ponds and streams out of the 
influence of tide-water, wander much further from the banks and are not unfrequently seen a mile 
or more from water." 3 
Thi tatement is confirm d in the writings of other observers. "Following the lonely track 
1 
BARTRAM: 'rra.v ls in Ea.st and West Florida., 1791, p. 119. 
WELLS: Hondura.a, 18.57, p. 35. 
a OLBR K, op. cit., p. 57. 
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which leads for thirty-three miles through Savannah's sand-hiils and pine barrens from New 
Smyrna, Florida, to the St. John's River," writes a correspondent of" Forest and Stream," '' we once 
came upon an alligator seven feet long, taking bis siesta in the middle of the road. . . . 
Many alligators have I seen in Florida lakes and rivers, but never before met one on the high . 
rotl'd. Probably the dry weather had drawn the reptile from its accustomed haunts in search of 
water." 1 
VorcE.-In spring and during the breeding season Alligators utter a cry, which has been 
likened to that of the bull-frog, but intensified, and to the noise of distant thunder. · It is probably 
to this cry that Bartram f'requently refers, as, for example., in the following sentences: "But what is. · 
yet most surprising to a stranger, is the. incredible loud and terrifying roar which they are capable 
of making, especially in the spring season, their breeding time; it most resembles very heavy 
di$tant thunder, not only shaking the air and waters, bu~ causing the earth to tremble; and 
when hundreds and thousands are roaring at the same time, you can scarcely be persuaded but 
that the whole globe is violently and dangerously agitated." 2 Most evident hyperbole! 
HIBER:N"ATION.-At the approach of winter the Alligators embed tqemselves in holes and pits 
on the banks of their favorite streams, and 'remain dormant until spring. 
BREEDING HABITS.-When the breeding season arrives, early in spring, the female resorts to 
a sheltered spot on the bank of the stream, and constructs a small mound of mud and other materials, 
in which she deposits her eggs, one to two hundred in number. The eggs hatch in about thirty 
days, and the young .Alligators immediately take to the water. Although I am loath to quote so 
much from one observer, I must refer again to the narrative of Bartram, for I find no other in which 
the nests of the Alligator are so fully described, with so great an appearance of accuracy. He 
writes: 
'' I now lost sight of my enemy again. Still keeping close along shore; on turning a point or 
projection of the river bank, at once I be_held a great nuJnber of hillocks ~r small _ pyramids,. 
resembling hay cocks, ranged like an encampment along the banks, they stood fifteeri or twenty 
yards distant from the water, on a high marsh about four feet perpendicular above the water; I 
knew thep.i to be the nests of the Crocodile, having had a description of them before, and now 
expected a furious and general attack, as I saw several large Crocodiles swimming abreast of 
these buildings. 
"These nests being so great a curiosity to me, I was determined at all events i_n11nediately to 
land and .examine them. Accordingly I ran my bark on shore at one of their landing places, 
which w:as a sort of nick or little dock, from which ascended a sloping path or road up to, the edge 
of the meadow, where their nests were; most of them were deserted., and the great thick whitish 
egg-shells lay broken and scattered upon the ground round about them. 
"The nests or hillocks are of the form of an obtuse cone, four feet high and four or five feet 
in diameter at their bases; they are constructed with mud, grass, and herbage: at first they 
lay a floor of this kind of tempered mortar on the ground, upon which they deposit a layer of 
eggs, and upon this a stratum of mortar seven or eight inches in thickness, and then another 
layer of eggs, and in this manner one stratum upon another, nearly to the top: I belieYe they 
commonly lay from one to two hundred eggs in a nest: These are hatched I suppose by the beat 
. I 
of the sun, and perhaps the vegetable substances mixed with the earth, being acted upon by the 
sun, may cause a small degree of fermentation, and so increase the beat in those hillocks. ThE1 
ground for several acres about these nests shewed evident marks of a continual resort of alligators: 
10 F 
1
" S. C. C." [S. C. CLARKE] ju Forest an_d Stream, xii, 1879, p. 307. 
2 ~ARTRAM: op. cit., p. 129. 
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The grass was everywhere beaten down, hardly a blade or straw was left standing; whereas, all 
about, at a distance, it was five or six feet high, and as thick as it ~ould grow together." 1 
ECONOMICAL VALUE.-The principal commercial products furnished by Alligators are leather, , 
ivory, oil, and musk. The first two are by far the most important. 
Alligator leatheT is quite impervious to water, .and consequently a valuable material from 
which to manufacture shoes and boots. Besides serving for these purposes, however;it is fre-
quently more carefully prepared and used in making articles which require a soft leather, such as 
satchels, card.cases, and the like, the oddity of its appearance being much admired. It has 
many cheap imitations. Hides of l_arge size and good qu~lity bring about eight dollars in the 
market. 
The ivory is obtained from the teeth. These are , carved into a variety of forms, such as 
whistles, buttons, and cane-handles, and also 8o1d as jewelry. This industry is carried on prin-
cipally in Florida. 
Alligator oil, which is extracted from the fat of the animal, bas been recommended for the 
cure of quite a variety of diseases. 
The musk of the Alligator is obtained from glands situated in the· lower jaw. It is not of the 
best quality, but serves as the basis of certain perfumes. 
THE FISHERY.-In regard to the capture of Alligators in Florida for the products they 
furnish, and their consequent diminution, a writer in" Forest and Stream'' states: 
,: Alligator hunting is growing less and less successful in Florida as the game diminishes in 
numbers. From being simply a pastime it has' 9ecome a regular business, and thousands upon 
thousands of these creatures are now anhual1y slaughtereu for their hides and teeth. The former 
are converted into leather, and make a valuable commodity, while the teeth are manufactured into 
various articles of use and ornament. At the rate the alligator family is now disappearing, not 
many years will elapse before the supply will be wholly exhausted, and the capture of an alligator 
become an uncommon event in sporting life." 2 
MODE .oF CAPTURE.-There is but oue mode of capturing Alligators, so far as I am awan·,. 
namely, that of shooting them with the rifle. This is not so expeditious a method as would at first 
appear. The iron-like hide of the upper surface of the reptile's body, with its rugged bosses,. 
secures him impunity against the ill-aimed shot. The eye is the most vulnerable spot, and it is. 
through this organ that the rifle-ball penetrates into tbe vital region, the brain. -
1 BARTRAM: op. cit., pp. 126,127. 
2 " P.H. A." in Forest and Stream, vi, 1876, p. 264~ 
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F.-TORTOISES, TURTLES·, AND TERRAPINS. 
INTRODUCTION.-The species of Tortoises which inhabit the territory of the United States 
:and the adjacent seas · are forty-two or forty-three in number. With the exception of the Musk 
Tortoises, all are more or less available for food and other economic uses. The number of species 
actually in dema1id, however, is small. It includes the Marine Turtles, two or three species of 
_Soft-shell Turtles, the Snapping Turtle, three or four kinds of Terrapins, and the 'Gopher or Land 
· Tortoise. Some are too small to be of any great value, and others are of too rare occurrence, at 
least witliin the limits of the United States. 
For convenience of treatment, following in a certain way the classification of Dumeril, 1 we 
may· separate the Tortoises into three large groups, namely, (1) the Marine Turtles, (2) the Marsh 
Tortoises, ~nd (3) the Land Tortoises. 
34. THE MARINE TURTLES IN GENERAL. 
MODE OF LIFE.-The Marine Turtles are especially adapted for their aquatic life. Their bodies, 
which are large and broad, have a specific gravity ·a,lmost exactly equivalent to that of the water 
in which they are immerseq,, so that they are able to sustain themselves at the surface of the sea 
for any length of time without fatigue. Their feet are transformed into broad paddles, enabling 
them to swim freely and rapidly. The fore-feet are used in propelling the body, while the hind-feet 
serYe as rudders. The motion of the fore-feet is very similar to that of a bird's wings, and, indeed, 
all their movements are more those of flying than of swimming. These Turtles never go on shore 
except to lay their eggs, and their movements at such times are slow and constrained. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARINE TURTLES.-The Marine Turtles are .most alm_ndant in tropical 
regions, and occur in com,iderable numbers only along the extreme southern portions of our coast. 
Specimens are occasionalJy seen as far north as Long Island Sound, and still more rarely iri Massa-
chusetts Bay and on_ the southern coast of Maine. I am further informed by Capt. Joseph W. 
Collins, a most reliable observer, that he has frequently seen Turtles, which he believed to be Greeu 
Turtles, about the fishing banks o_f Newfoundland. Such occurrences, however, must be considered 
accidental, and are unimportant from a commercial P?int of view. 
SPECIES OF COMMERCIAL IMP0RTANCE.-The species which are of commercial importance 
are, 1. The Loggerhead; 2. The Hawk's-bill Turtles of the east and west coasts; and, 3. The Green 
Turtles of the east and west coasts. In addition to these, a species known as the "Bastard,'7 ' 
Thalassochelys Kempii, Garman, has been recently described. It occurs commonly in the Gulf of 
Mexico, but is not at all sought for: In contrast to the other species, it lays its eggs in the winter 
months, from December to February. 
TH!ii LEATHER TVRTLE.-Another sp('cies which may be mentioned is the so-called" Leathe-r 
Turtle," or "Luth," or "Trunk Turtle." It belongs to a different family from those enumerated 
above, is larger than they, and occurs sparingly all along our Atlantic coast, from Massachusetts. 
Bay M Florida. It has no commercial value with us~ so far as known, but in the West Indies a, 
fat is procured from it which is used as a lubricator. 
35. THE LOGGERHEAD TURTLE. 
DIS'.l'RIBU'.l'ION OF THE LoGGERHEAD.-Th1s Turtle is commonly known in the United States 
as· the" Loggerhead," Thalas8ochelys caretta, (Linne) True, in allusion to its large and thick head. 
I DUMERIL and BIB RON: Erpet,ologie generale. 
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It occurs along the Atlantic coast from Virginia to Guiana and Brazil, and is common everywhere 
in the Gulf of Mexico and among the West Indies. It is a,lso -found in the Mediterranean, where 
formerly it was very abundant, and sp~cimen~ have been taken on the coasts qt England and Scot-
lan_d. Thus it appears that the-Loggerhead inhabits generally somewhat more northerly localities 
than most other species of Marine Turtles. 
SIZE OF THE L0GGERHEAD.-In size the Loggerhead is second only to the huge Leather 
Turtle, . previously mentioned. A specimen of moderate · size, captured in 1871, measured six feet 
in length, and nine feet across the back to the extremities of the fore-feet or '' flippers." The head 
was eleven inches long and eight inches -broad. Its weight was about 850 pounds. In the more 
southern localities the species sometimes attains a weight of 1,fj00 or 1,600 pounds. The specimens 
taken on our coast about Beaufort and Morehead City, N. C., which enter into commerce, are 
undoubtedly young animals. Their average weight, according to Mr. Earll, is not more than fifty 
pounds. 
Foon.-The Loggerhead is one of the most powerful of the Marine Turtles. It. swims with 
very considerable ~peed and not' ungracefully. It is frequently seen far from land, floating on th~ 
waves and apparently asleep or resting. Unlike most of the members of the group, it .is generally 
, cousidered.carnivorous, feeding upon crabs, various 'shells, and fishes. It is said to be particuhlrly 
fond of a large conch (Strombus), which it breaks-with its powerfuljaws and devours in greatquantity.1 
BnEEDING HABITS oF THE LoGGERHEAD.-On our shores this Turtle breeds in April, May, 
and June, during which months the female comes to land and deposits its eggs in the sand, usually 
selecting a spot on the southern side of a shoal. She scoops out a .shallow pit with her hind legs, 
and deposits a number of eggs,. varying from 150 to 200. Baving laid th!s large number, the Turtle 
covers them with sand and leaves them to be hatched by the heat of the sun. ~bile these animals 
are engaged in this operation they seem unconscious of the presence of intruders, and from this 
fact, and because they are very helpless on land, they are frequently captured wLile so engaged. 
They breed sometimes as far north as Virginia, and commonly in Georgia, Florida, and the eastern 
Gulf States. The young make their way to the water as soon as hatched. 
RA.TE OF GR0WTH.-Like all other species of Turtles, the Loggerhead is probably very slow 
in coming to maturity, and many years 'must elapse before it is fully grow:p_. One of the small 
Marsh Terrapins is said to be ten or eleven years old before it breeds,2 and it would seem that in 
marine species, which are many times larger, the period must be much longer. 
ECONOMIC Y.A.LUE.-The economic value of the Loggerhead, aside from that of its eggs, is 
very small. The flesh of the adult is leathery and oily, and smells very strongly of musk; it is, 
therefore, not generally eaten, although some pretend that they have partaken of it when fresh 
witho)lt nausea. Formerly it was salted in the West Indies and given to the slaves for food. 
Young Loggerheads are considered tolerably esculent and are eaten to a limited extent in the 
United State . They are captured from time to time on the coast of North Carolina, and sold in 
the markets of the jnterior cities. 
A. large amount of oil can be obtained from this Turtle, but its rank odor unfits it, for use in 
cooking. It )la been employed, however, to smear on the sides of vessels, which it is said to pre-
erv from worm ; and to often certain kinds of leathers. Its scales, although larger than those 
of the Tort is - h 11 Turtle, ar very thin, and apt to be wrinkled and filled wHh impnrit.ies, and 
ther f r re n tu· cl t any c n ·ider le extent in the art . 
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NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES.-T·hese two Turtles, the former inhabiting the Atlantic and the 
latter the Pacific Ocean, were for a long period erroneously considered identical. But though 
different, the distinctions which Reparate them are of a technical nature, and we can readily treat 
of them together. They are commonly known under the names ''Hawk's-bill" and "Tortoise-
shell" Turtles (Eretmochelys). 
RANGE OF THE HAWK'S-BILL TURTLES.-The Atlantic species, E. imbricata, occurs on the 
southern coasts of Florida and of the States bordering on the Gulf of Mexico, and from thence 
its range ext~nds southward over the.:Gulf, among the WeRt Indies, northeastward to the Bermu<las, 
and as far -south as ,Gui:;ma and Brazil. Holbrook records as an unusual occurrence the presence 
of a Turtle of this species on the shores of Carolina, whither, he says, it was probably driven by a 
heavy storm.1 The Pacific species, E. squamata, occurs on our western coast, and is common also 
in the Uhinese and Japanese waters, and in .the Indian Ocean generally. 
SIZE.-Tbe Hawk's-bill is smaller than either the Loggerhead or the Green Turth~. It is 
generally considered that a Turtle must have a weight of about one hundred and sixty pounds 
before its" shell is of suitable thickness to be used in the arts, bi1t it often attains . to at least twice 
that weight, and sometimes even approaches in weight the Green Turtle." . 
Foon AND HABI'I'S,:_The habits of the Hawk's-bin Turtle do not differ essentially from those 
of the Loggerhead. / Its diet is strictly vegetable, but it is said to be much more fierce than the 
carnivorous but harmless Loggerhead. It bites se-rnrely, and occasions painful wounds, so that 
the fishermen have to be on their guard against its attacks. On our shores its breeding season 
extends from the latter part of April to the first of July. It usually selects a grave~ly rathei' than 
a sandy beach in which to deposit its eggs. 
ECONOMIC VALUE: GRADES OF ''JHELL."-The Hawk's-bill Turtle is chiefly valued for Ute 
horn-like scales or plates which cover its bony shell. These form the "tortoise-shell" of com-
merce. The. back of the Turtle is covered with three rows of plates, a central and two lateral 
rows. The central row contains five plates and each of the lateral rows four plates; in addition, 
the margin of the shell is occupied by twenty-five small plates. The plates of the three rows 
covering the back are known as "blades," and collectively as the ''head" of shell. The small 
marginal plates are denominated '· feet," or "noses." These, together with the thinner plates of 
the central row, are also sometimes known as "hoofs and claws.'' The- plates wl.dch ha.ve the 
highest value a!e the two middle ones on each. lateral row, since they lrnve the greate~t thickness 
and size. The colors of tortoise-shell which are preferred are mingled" golden yellow, reddish 
ja~per, and white, or brown app.roaching black." A variety of shell in which a large amount of 
white occurs is also much esteemed, especially by the Chinese. Such shell is known as '"white" 
head or "'blonde" shell. Plates in which the patches of color are_ nearly of equal size, and. occupy 
nearly the same position on both sides, are also highly valued. The largest Turtle does not furnish 
more than fifteen or sixteen pounds of tortoise-~bell. "'Ibe best tortoise-shell comes from tlte 
Indian Archipelago, where Singapore is the principal port for its exportation. It is also sent 
from the West, Indies, from the Gallapagos Islands, situated on the west coast of South America,, 
and from Mauritius, Cape Verde, and Cauary Islands." 
The plates on the plastron, or nuder part of the sbelJ, are golden yellow in color. Articles 
made from them are mueb adm1rt>d in some localities. It is said that combs of thh; color a,re 
eagerly sought for by Spanisll ladies, who will 1eadily pa;y :fifteen or twenty dollars for them. 
i HOLBROOK: North American Herpetology, ii, 18~2, p. 42. 
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THE HA WK's-BILL AS Foon.-The flesh of the Hawk's-bill Turtle is comparatively value-
less; indeed, in the West Indies it_ is said that it possesses cathartic qualities in a high degree. 
The Turtle is occasionally brought to our markets from North Carolina. I have seen it in 
Washington several times recently, both in the market8 and before certain restaurants of tbe city. 
The eggs are not inferior to those of other Marine Turtles, and are valuable both as food and as 
the source of a limpid and not ill-flavored oil, whieh is used in cookery and in the arts. 
37. THE GREEN TURTLES. 
NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES.-The two species or Green Turtle, the one, 0. mydas, inhabiting 
the Atlantic and th~ other, 0. virgata, the PacifiG Ocean, like the two Hawk's-bill Turtles, are very 
similar in g;neral aspect, and have· been confounded by many observers. The Atlantic species, 
however, has been most often described and commented upon, and it is to tha~ species that most 
of my remarks will refer. ' 
NAMEs.-As far as known, the Green Turtle has no other popular name in the United States 
or in England. In France it is called the "Tortue l?ranche," in Portugal the "Tartaruga.," and 
in Brazil the'' Jurucua." 
DISTRIBUTION.-The Atlantic species occurs all along our coast, from Long Island Sound, 
where it has been taken several_ times, but is not common, to Florida and the coasts of the Gulf 
States . . Captain Collins believes that he has seen this species on the northern fishing-hanks. 
It is abundant in the West Indies, and is found as far south as Guiana and Brazil_; is said to 
occur also along the west coast of Africa. I am informed by Mr. E. G. Blackford that the 
:Supply for New York market is brought principally from Ind!an River, Cedar K<--ys, and Key 
West, Florida. T~e Pacific species is "found along the whole southern coa~t of California," but 
its northern limit has not been ascertained. It is said to occur also in the Indian Ocean. 
SIZE.-ln size the Green Turtle ranks intermediate between the Loggerhead and the Tortoise-
shell Turtles. Those taken on the coast of the Carolinas are very small, but the species increases 
in size southward. The specimens taken at the more northerly localities seem to be young or 
dwarfed individuals, as in the case of the Loggerhead. At Beaufort and Morehead City, as Mr. 
Earll ascertained, they weigh only about eight pounds; at Charleston, usually from ft ve to fifteen 
pounds, the largest weighing twenty-five pounds; about Saint Augustine, the average size is 
twenty or twenty-five pounds; at Halifax River, thirty-five pounds; at Indian River, fifty or sixty 
pounds, specimens weighing as much as_two hundred pounds being _not infrequently taken; at Key 
West the weight is usually from forty to one hundred pounds; at Cedar Keys specimens weighing 
from six hundred to eight hundred pounds are sometimes taken, anu rarely some weighing a 
thousand pounds. Thus it appears that there is gradual increase in size as we pass southward.1 
FooD AND FEEDING H.A.BITS.-Holbrook makes the following statements in regard to t,he food 
of the Green Turtle: "The Ohe'lonia mydas lives mostly in ueep water, feeding on marine plants, 
e pecially one called turtle-grass (Zostera marina). This, according to Audubon, they cut near 
the root , to procure the most tender and succulent part, which alone is eaten, while the rest of 
the plant float t the urface, and i there collected in large fields, a sure indication that the feeding 
ground of th Gr .n' urtle i n ar. In confinement, how ver, they eat readily enough purslain 
(Portulaca oleracea), and en grow fat on thi nouri hment." 2 A specimen taken at Noank, 
nnecticut, in ugu t, 1 74, wa full f lri mos (Ohondrus crispus). After browsing for a 
om other animal , is of great intereF!t from 
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time in these pasturages of sea-weed, the Turtles seek the mouths of rivers, where they apparently 
take great pleasure in bathing in the fresh water, which seems to be necessary to them from time 
to time. They are very timid on such occasions, and hasten away into deep water at the approach 
of man. In Florida, it '' is said by turtle-fishers to enter the creeks which abound on that coast, 
and having eaten its fill o~ the sea-grass growing there, to roll together masses of it of the size of 
a man's head, which it cements with clay on which the grass grows, and then when the turn of 
the tide takes it out to sea, follows it, feeding upon it. When, therefore, the fishermen find any 
of these balls :floating down from a creek, they at once spread a strong net across the mouth, and 
almost always secure a number of these Turtles." 1 
BREEDING OF GREEN TURT~Es.-The Green Turtle breeds on the coasts of Florida and in 
the Bahamas ·and West Indies generally. On our coast its breeding season is from April to July. 
Holbrook gives also an excellent account of the breeding habits of this Turtle, and we cannot do 
better than quote his words. "In the months of April and May, great numbers seek for this pur-
pose [the laying of eggs] the sandy shores of desolate islands, or the uninhabited banks of certain 
rivers, where they are least liable to interruption in their work of reproduction. The Tortugas 
Islands are a favorite haunt; these are four or .five uninhabited sand banks, which are only visit~d 
by turtlers and wreckers. Between these islands are deep channels, so that the Turtles come at 
once to a good landing. They are not confined, however, to these islands, but are found abun-
dantly on keys and inlets on the main. The female arrives by night. Slowly and cautiously she 
approaches the shore, and if undisturbed, crawls at once over the sand above high water mark; 
here with her fins she digs a hole one or two feet deep, in which she Ia,ys her eggs, between one 
and two hundred in number. These 'she arranges in the most careful manner, and th~n scoops t,he 
loose sand back over the eggs, and so levels and smooths the surface that few persons on seeing. 
the spot could imagine that anything had been done to it.' This accomplished, she retreats speedily 
to the water, leaving the eggs to be hatched by the heat of the sun, which is generally accomplisheq. 
in about three weeks. 2 Two or three times in the season does the female return to nearly the same 
spot and deposit nearly the same number of eggs, so that the amount annually would be four or 
five hundred." 3 The young make their way at once to the water, but many of them fall a prey to 
the various carnivorous birds which frequent the breeding grounds. 
UsEs.-The flesh of the Green Turtle is con~idered an excellent artfole of diet, and forms the 
basis of the well-known '' turtle soup." Two portions of the body have received special names in 
the language of cookery. These are ,-, calipash," a name for the flesh which is attached to the 
upper shell of the Turtle, and is of a dull greenish color; and "calipee," the corresponding name 
for the flesh adhering to the lower shell, which is of a yellowish hue. 
The animal is brought to the markets of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and other cities 
regularly during the season, and large numbers are sold. The Pacific species, Professor Jordan 
informs me, is seen from time to time in the markets of San Francisco, being brought in occasionally 
by vessels corning from the south. The eggs of the Atlantic Green Turtle are eagerly sought for, 
both on our coast and in the West Indies, and are valuable both as food and on account of the oil 
they furnish. I ani informed by a prominent· manufacturer of soap that the article bearing the 
name of ''turtle-oil" soap is in reality made from beef or other fats, and, contains not the least 
modicum of turtle oil. The name is simply a "trade name"; no turtle oil has been imported into 
the United States for many years. 
1 
KNIGHT: Proceedings Boston Society of Natural History, 1870, p.16. 
2 Agassiz says the period cannot be less than seven weeks. 
3 HOLBROOK: Op. c-it., p. 29. 
• 
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38. THE SOFT-SHELLED TORTOISES. 
The marsh and river Tortoises constitute a large group, well represented in North America. 
It includes all the Tortoises which live in the marshes, fresh and salt, and in ponds and running 
streams. It may be conveniently divided into six sections, comprising (1) the Soft-shelled 
Tortoises; (2) the Snapping Turtles; (3) the Musk Tortoises; (4) the Fresh-water 'rerrapins; (5) 
the Salt-water Terrapin and Geographic Tortoises; (6) the Pond Tortoises. 
RANGE OF THE SOFT-SHELLED TORT0ISES.-The species of Soft-shelled 'rortoises, Trionychidre, 
inhabiting our country are six in number, and belong to .two different genera, known, scientifically 
as .A.'f(l,yda and .A.spidonectes. Their combined range extends from Lake Champlain, the Lower Saint 
Lawrence, and the Upper Hudson on the east, westward through the great lakes and ~orthwestern 
States, to the Yellowstone ·and Musselshell Rivers; thence south ward, east oft.he Rocky Mountait is, 
to Eastern Texas; thence along the Gulf States to Florida, and fro~ there northward, west of the 
Alleghanies, to the Upper Hudson. 
"In the Northwesteru States, two species occur ~ogether, belonging to two differei1t genera, 
Amyda mutica. and .A.spidonectes spinifer; in the middle Wes tern States one species, .A.spidonectes 
nuchalis; in the South-Eastern and Southern States, two species, belonging t~ two different genera, 
Platypeltis [Aspidonectes] ferox and .A.sp·idonectes asper;1 and in tbe South-West, in Texas, one species, 
.A.s_pidonectes Emoryi." 2 
These Tortoises seem to be known everywhere in the country under the single name "Soft-shell 
Turtle." As the habits of all the species are very similar, it will be scarcely necessary to consider 
each separately. They vary in length from six or eight inches to two feet or even more, and their 
weight i~ from four or five pounds to fifteen or sixteen pounds. Probably the largest species is A. 
spinifer. 
Foon.-The food of the Soft-shell Turtles consists of small fishes, snails, and other sma1l 
animals, and a variety of vegetable matter. It is said that some species do great damage in potato 
fields, situated near the streams they inhabit, since they are very fond of browsing on the stems. 
It is improbable, however, that they go very far from the water. They are most frequently seen 
on the margin of sluggish, shallow streams, their bodies buried in the mud, an<l only tl,ie tip of their 
long nout protruding, or crawling over the muddy bottom of the stream, or floating on its surface. 
The fact of their fierceness has been regarrled with doubt by some authorities, but they will 
undoubtedly bite severely if proYok,~d. They breed in June and July, seeking a dry sandy spot 
on the bank of the streams they inhabit, in which to deposit their eggs. The female leaves the 
water for thi purpo e, and returns to it immediately after the eggs are laid, leaving them to be 
hatched by the heat of the sun. The number of eggs is large, varsing from thirty or forty to sixty 
or seventy. 
EcoNOi\IIC VALUE.- Soft- hell Turtle are commonly; eaten in the regions where they occur, 
and are frequ ntly een in tlie market . Their flesh furnishes a superior articl(' of food, surpassing, 
it i said in d :ilic cy he fie, li of the Gr en Tnrtle. The egg , al ' O are considered very excellent. 
The Turtl _. ar captur tl. with hook an lin , alruo t any bait be~ng suitable, for ~he:y snap greedily 
at auy kind ff ou. Tb y are al. o 'hot with th rifle while unuing them elves or floating on the 
·urfac • f th wa,t .r. l\Ir. 1 • 0 . I ri<l <>n of Oakohay, Mi; ·1 ippi, informed me that 1.hc eggs are 
<li 'C ,. •r•cl Y £ 11 win(T th r l f the aui al to tli n t, the location of which is recognized by 
th pr•; n · · f t littl • 
nitt'<l ,'tat , i 1 -7, pp. 402, 403. 
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39. THE SNAPPING TURTLES. 
NORTH AMERIC.A.N SPECIES.-The Snapping Turtles, or Ohelydridm, of the United States 
are two in · number, belonging to two different genera, Ohelydra and Macrochelys. The more 
northern species, Ohelydra serpentina, known everywhere thro·ughout the United States as the 
"Snapping Turtle," is very widely distributed. It has been found as far north as Nova Scotia, 
and its range extends from that point southward to Florida, ~nd the Gulf States, and westward. to 
the States immediately on the west bank of the Mississippi River. It has not been recorded 
from farther west than the limits given, but it is probable that it occurs even as far as the Sierra 
Nevadas. The southern species, Jlfacrochelys lacertina, known as the "Alligator Turtle," or" Log-
gerbead,"1 is found in western Georgia, and in all the States bordering on the Gulf, from Florida 
to Texas. It also occurs in Missouri, where it is said to receive the name "Caouane." 
S1zE.-The northern species is considerably smaller than the southern ; twenty or thirty 
pounds may be considered the maximum weight of the former, but the latter commonly attains a 
weight of fifty or sixty pounds, and frequently as much as one hundred. In uoth the strength of 
the jaws is very great. I have myself seen an "Alligator Snapper," of perhaps _forty pounds -
weight, bite the handle of a broom quite in two when enraged. 
Both species inhabit running streams and stagnant, muddy ponds and lakes, but they 
apparently prefer the latter.2 • They are sometimes seen at a considerable distance from the 
water, walking with a constrained and limping gait, very similar to that of the Alligator._ At 
such times they are probably in search of food or of a suitable place for the deposit of their eggs. 
Their food consists of various animal matter, fishes, frogs, and shells, and lastly of <lucks and 
other water fowl, which they draw under water to be devoured at leisure. 
BREEDING SEA.SON .A.ND HABI'.l'S.-The breeding season of the Snapping Turtle ii-, in June, 
in th~ North from the 10th to the 25th ( Ohelydra serpentina). In preparing to deposit its eggs, it 
"excavates at first directly _downward, and then laterally, so that the widest part of the hole, in 
which the eggs are deposited, is on one side of the external opening of the nest. Hence a stick 
thrust straight into the mouth of the nest would not touch the eggs, which are laid in the lateral 
I 
dilation of the excavation. 
'' The fact that these animals oftentimes dig several holes before selecting one for d1eposjt, shows 
that they exercise a discrimination with regard to the ·fitness or unfitness of these several spots for 
the encouragement and rapid development of their young. When engaged in digging or laying, not-
withstanding their habitual ·shyness at other times, they seem utterly unconscio~s of any intruder, 
but proceed in their occupation till it is finished, and then trampling down and smoothing over the 
earth, so that when dry the place of the nest may not be noticeable, leave the spot and disappear 
among their usual haunts." 3 The place of deposit is usually at a short distance from the water 
in a sandy bank. The number of eggs varies from twenty to forty, or even more. 
Regarding the breeding habits of the Alligator Turtle little is exactly known, but they are 
probably similar to those of the Snapping Turtle. 
ECONOMIC VAL UE.-Both the Snapping Turtle and the Alligator Turtle are esteemed as food, 
and are commonly eaten ,by the people in the localities where they occur. 'J~he former is generally 
considered inferior to the Soft-shell T11rtles, or the Green Turtle, while it is chi.imed by 1:1ome, 
although it seems hardly probable, that tlrn flesh of the latter is even more delicate than that of 
the Green Turtle. In old animals, at any rate, the smell of musk is very strong an<l disc1greeable. 
-------------------
1 This is not to be confounded with the ruarin e Loggerhead . 
--- --- - --------
2 During the summer of 1877 two Spticimens of Snapping Turtle were caught iu the salt waters of Provincetown 
Bay, Cape Cod, Massachusetts. · 
3 
AGASSIZ: Contributions to the Natural History of the United States, ii, 1857, pp. 500, 501. 
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The Snapping Turtle is regularly seen in spring in the markets of Wa1'hington, dressed for 
cooking, that is, having the np.der pa.rt of the shell and the entrails removed. The eggs of both 
species are comparatively s_mall, but delicate, and are eaten in many localities. They may be 
found by probing in the sand with a small rod, in places indicated by the tracks of the animal. 
A large proportion of the commercial supply of the Snapping Turtle, as the observations of 
Capt. J. W .. Collins show, is derived from Delaware. 
Storer remarks that in many localities in the interior of Massachusetts the oil of the Snapping 
Turtle is carefully preserved o~ account of its supposed curative properties for bruises and strains, 
when externally applied.1 The carapace is used by the Indians as a rattle and ornament. 
40. THE MUSK TORTOISES. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MUSK TORTOISES.-lt is perhaps scarcely necessary to mention 
the Musk Tortoises, or Oinosternidre, in this connection. They are of small size, and possess a 
very strong and rank scent of musk, which makes them entirely unavailable as a source of food 
sup.ply. Indeed, the exceeding rankness of the odor of one species, Aromochelys odorata, bas 
gai~ed for it the very expressive appellation of" Stink-pot." They are very troublesome to :fisher-
men, in placid waters, oft,en swallowing the bait, so quietly as to produce no agitation of the float, 
so that their presence for some time is unperceived. They are often seen devouri; g dead and 
<lecaying animals in streams, and therefore undoubtedly prove efficacious as scavengers. In fact, 
it 9-as been surmised that one cause of the prevalence of yellow fever in the Southern States is to 
be fog.nd in the wholesale destruction of various Tortoises which. feed on the refuse vegetable and 
animal matter which collects in the rivers, some for food and others_ because supposedly obnoxious: 
DISTRIBUTION.-Of the six species of Musk 'rortoises inhabiting the United States, three are 
found only in Arizona and the Sonoran region generally, one in the Southern States, except lower 
Florida and Texas, and the remaining three in the Eastern and Southern States, and the central 
States westward to the extremities of the tributaries of the Mississippi. 
-
41. THE FRESH-WATER TERRAPINS. 
TERRAPINS AND P OND TOR'.L'OlSEs.-In the group of Terrapins and Pond Tortoises are 
comprise~ about one-half of all the Tortoises inhabiting the United States. The members of the 
gToup vary greatly in habits and size and in ot her relations. Exclusive of the Marine Turtles, 
they furn i h the greater propor tion of the reptilian food of the country. All the species are 
available for food; that is to sa,y, none of them have disagreeable qualities such as the Musk 
Tortoi es, for in ·tance, possess, bnt some are t oo small and others of too rare occurrence to 
fnrni b any con iderable supply. 
The Ernyd.idre of the United States have been divided among six genera,2 based on certain 
difference f their structure, and since the division is a convenient one for the present purpose, 
we will adopt it au<l. treat of the peci of each genus together. 
TIIE FRE II-WATER TERRAPIN .- The habitat of the members of this group is decidedly· 
'Onthern, for th arely e n north of the forty-tir t parallel of latitude. They live in moist 
and m· r,hy lo aliti and in rnnuing water, th ir "tructure b ing well adapted for semi-aquatic 
ar Pg .ta 1 £ der.' , hile other· ar . carnfrorou . Tll e genus include:-5 
v u ..:.T r h f th , th mo. t important i. th "Red-bellied Terrapin," 
P u emy rugos . anim 1 i " P otter ," "Red-fender," and 
port on thl' Fi ·h .. ptil , anc1 Birds f 11a acbu tts, 1 39, p . 21:3. 
OPE: , h ··k-li o f .'011 h m•1 h·au B.1t r:u·h1a a11d H ·ptilia, 1 7fi, pp . 52,53. 
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·• Slider." Its range seems to be limited to the Delaware River, the Susquehanna River, and bther 
streams ernptyiug into Chesapeake Bay. It is common iri the vicinity of Washington, and is 
frequently seen in the markets in considerable numbers. It is a large species; the shell is usually 
ten or eleven inches in length. As has been already stated, the Red-bellied Terrapin is -regularly 
seen in the markets, a'nd as it is more ' abundant and less estee~ed than the '' Diamond-back 
Terrapin," it is usually much lower in price. It is commonly substituted in certain proportion for 
I 
the "Diamond-back" in making terrapin stew. 
Aside from its somewhat slow growth there is apparently-no reason why this Terrapin should 
not be introduced into waters both north and south of its present range. It furnishes a very 
considerable amount of nutritious food at no expense to the producer. 
THE MoBILIANER.-Another important species is that known . as the "Mobilianer," 
Pseitdemys mobiliensis. This is perhaps the largest representat-ive of the genus or of the whole 
group in the United States. The shell is often from 14 to 16 inches in length. It"is found more 
or less abundantly in all the Gulf States, from extreme Western. Florida to the Rio Grande of 
Texas. Its form would suggest that it lives mostly in the water. Of what its food consists is 
not definitely known, but it is undoubtedly mostly of a vegetable character. It is considered 
quite delicate, and is esteemed as food. It is frequently sold in the markets of Mobile, New 
Orleans, and other Southern cities.1 
THE YELL&W-BELLIED TERRA.PIN.-Pseudemys scabra, a species which occurs in the Carolinas, 
Georgia, and Northern Florida, is used to a considerable extent for food. It is known popularly 
as the "Yellow-bellied Terrapin.'' That it is a very abundant species, at least in Florida, we may 
learn from the following note, communicated to the Boston Society of Natura.I History in 1870, by 
the Rev. 0. F. Knight: 
"In the earlr summer [this species] congregates in great numbers in the shallow parts of 
certain lakes, and the warm and still bayous near the mouths of those streams which empt,y into 
the Gulf . . On one occasion the speaker [Mr. Knight], floating quietly down stream, came upon 
one of these gatherings where there seemed to be many thousands within the space of two or 
three acres, covering every log and stump and hummock almost at! thickly as shi:ogles lie upon a 
roof." 
The Yellow-bellied Terrapin is largely a carnivorous animal. It lives on small reptiles and 
other such animals as it ·can capture in the streams and ponds which it inhabits. In confinement, 
however, it will condescend to partake of ,~egetable food, particularly of the common purslain, 
Portulaca oleracea,, of which it seems quite fond. It is frequently brought to Charleston, South 
Carolina, and other Southern markets in considerable numbers. The flesh is not considered as 
delicate as that of the '' Diamond-back Terrapin," but the amount furnished is .greater. 
OTHER · SPECIES.-Of the remaining species it will be necessary to speak only of Pseudemys 
concinna. The other three species, Pseudemys hieroglyphica, inhabiting the Middle, Western, and 
Gulf S~.ates, Pseudemys Troostii, inhabiting the Mississippi Valley, as far north afl Illinois, and 
Pseudemys elegans, inhabiting Ohio and Texas and the States through which ,the western and 
nor thern tributaries of the Mississippi Hiver flow, seem not to be sufficiently abundant to furnish 
regular supplies of food. Pseudemys concinna, the "Florida Cooter," is found in all the Southern 
States, from southern North Carolina to Florida, and from thence westward to Texas, and also in 
Arkansas. They seem to prefer brackish waters, but are found also in fresh-water streams. 
Their diet is principally of animal matter; in Florida they are said to feed upon certain species of 
worms which they capture by thrusting their long claws into the worm-holes in .the clay. Although 
1 
HOLBROOK: North American Herpetology, i, 1~42, p. 74. 
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not as abundant as the Yellow-bellied Terrapin, they are sufficiently so to furnish consid_erable) 
food, but whether they are brought to market I am not aware. . { · 
, 42. THE DIAMOND-BACK OR SALT-WATER TERRAPIN. \, 
\ 
Three species of the genus -Jlfalacoclemmys inhabit the United States. By far the most \ 
important of these, and the most valuable of all Terrapins, is the "Mala,coclemmys palustris, or \ 
"Diamond-back Terrapin." \ 
The other two species, the Geographic Tortoises, Jlf~ geogrdphica and M. Lesueu.,ri, are of com- ' 
paratively rare occurrence, and are not used for food to any considerable extent. 
DrsTRIBUTION.-The "Diamond-back," or '1 Salt-water Terrapin," is common along our entire 
Atlantic coast from Nantucket and New Bedford, in Massachusetts, to Texas. It also occurs in 
South America. It was introduced into Italy by the Prince of Canino, a number of years ago, but 
of the success of the enterprise I have been unable to learn. Those which enter into commerce, 
however, are principl;l,lly from Chesapeake Bay and the coast of the Carolinas. Some very fine 
ones also come from Egg Harbor, N. J. 
CHARACTERISTICS AND HABITS.-The Diamond-back lives in salt marshes near the coast, and 
is seldom found far from them. They were formerly very a,~undant in such localities, an<l could 
be often seen on warm days sunning themselves on the bars and flats. But the increasing demand 
for them and the wholesale capture of old and young have reduced their numbers very materially. 
The species is a comparatively small one, and varies much in external appearance. The females 
attain a larger size than the males, and are much more highly prized in market. The average 
length of the undPr part of the shell is seven inches, and the weight of the animal four or five 
pounds. Rarely the length reaches ten inches, and the Terrapin weighs about ten pounds. The 
fixed starnlard of length for salable females in most markets is six inches, but in some it is as low 
as five inches. Terrapin having that length are known ar "counts." The small specimens are 
separated into '' heifers" aud "little bulls"; their under shell rarely exceeds five inches in length. 
As bas been already said, they_ are deemed very inferior to the females, and the price of them is 
therefore much lower. 
In regard to the rate of growth1 I have seen it stated that the Diamond-back reaches 
maturity, or rather lays eggs, when four years old, but this is hardly probable. It does not accord 
with the observations of Agassiz and others, nor with the peculiarities of the group generally. 
Experiments made by a dealer in North Carolina seem to show that the species grow about one 
inch each ;year, so that "counts" are at least six years old. Probably ten years at least elapse 
before they are fully grown. 
Foon.-What the food of the Diamond-back Terrapin is does not seem to be exactly knowu. 
Ver.v probably, however, it consists of such matter, both animal and vegetable, as the animal is able 
to find in t,be marshes in which it lives. When penned, preparatory to sending them to market,, they 
are fed on crab , oysters, and fish. To give them the finest flavor they are said to be fed upon 
celery for ome day previous to being served. In the winter the tortoise hibernates and takes no 
food, remaining buri d ev ral inches in the mud. Unfortunately for its welfare, a little mound of 
mud i alway rai ed above the pot where it di appears, which at once catches the eye of the 
terrapin fl. herman. A large proportion of the T rrapins are taken while they are in this torpid 
condition. 
REEDI TG H.A.BITS.-L1ke an other , p ·i of Tortoi 
eg n l b t la ing : the :f'. male , 
·at r, a g x.c t a hall w pit i 11 th bin 
, the Diamond-back depo its its 
sandy bar or bank above 
from fl v to ven eggs. 
;--,,----------:,,---~-----~-
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The breeding season occurs in the latter part of June and early part of July. It is said that the 
young show no disposition to seek t~e water, but prefer to remain in the sand. 
EooN0MIO V.A.LUE.-The Diamond-back is highly prized for food. Philadelphia furnishes . 
the best market for this species, but it is also sold in large numbers in Baltimore, Washington, 
New York, Boston, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, and many other cities. The 
sf'ason lasts from the beginning of October to the first or middle of June; the best months are 
October and November. The specimens from North Carolina usually appear in the market last. 
The "counts," or those over six inches long, bring from eighteen to thirty-six dollars per dozen in . 
the market; the smaller ones are usually sold separat~ly, at prices of_ from fifteen to fifty cents 
apiece. These prices, however, are almost sixty per cent. higher than the prices received by the 
catcher, for the Terrapins pass through several hands on their way to market. The majority of 
Terrapins are actually caught in the summer months and are penned in yards, known as "crawls," 
until the marketing season arrives. .A description of the crawls and of the meth9d of capturing 
the Terrapin will be found in the chapter on THE TERR.A.PIN FISHERY. 
. . 
There are two principal modes of cooking the Diamond-back Terrapin, one known as the 
. \ 
Maryland style, and the other as the Philadelphia style. The Maryland style is as follows: The 
... Terrapin is first thrown alive into tepid water, the skin and claws are removed; a second 
immersion in the water follows. The under shell is ·then cut away and the gall-bladder and 
liver removed. .After this operation the Terrapin is stewed until thoroughly cooked. The stew 
is then garnished with eggs, cream, butter, and spices, and when ready for the table a little 
wine is added. The Philadelphia style is different from the preceding only in the addition of 
terrapin eggs, which, in the estimation of epicures, are necessary to complete the dish. 
43. THE POND TORTOISES. 
THE GENUS CHRYSEMYS.-Three species of genus Ohrysemys, the Pond Tortoises, inhabit 
the Unite~ States: 0. picta, whose range extends from Nova Scotia and Maine to Wisconsip and the 
States on the east bank of the Mississippi, and southward to Louisiana, Northern Mississippi, and 
Georgia; 0. Belli, whose range is from the Stat~s on the west bank of the Mississippi, and Te~as, 
westward to the Sierra Nevadas, excepting the_ Sonorau region; and 0. reticula.ta, whose range is 
from Southern North Carolina to Florida and west to Louisiana. Of these the most important, 
perhaps, is the G_hrysemys picta. It is a very abundant species, is of . considerable size, the shell 
being six or seven inches in length, and has no disagreeable qualiti~s. It lives in ponds, ditches, 
and sluggish rivers, where it is almost invariably seen lying on rocks and fallen trees, basking in 
th~ sun. It is very timid, dropping into the water immediately on the approach of man, and' soon 
dies in confinement. It feeds on worms, insects, and small aquatic reptiles. 
' THE "CHICKEN ToRTOISE."-Of the two remaining species 0. reticula.ta is the more valued. 
lt is known under the name of ~, Chicken Turtle" in the region where it occurs. Its habits are 
very similar to those of the preceding species, but it is a somewhat larger animal. It is 
frequently brought to the Southern markets, and is ·somewhat more highly esteemed than the 
Yellow-bellied Terrapin Pseudemys scabra. 
BELL'S. T0RTOISE.-The remaining species, 0. Belli, is a fine Tortoise, but appears to be rare, 
except in the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers. Little is known of its habits, except that it 
prefe1·s clear w~ters. So far as I am ·aware it is but rarely eaten. 
THE GENUS CHELOPUS: THE "EL-L.A.-CHICK."-Four species belonging to this genus inhabit 
the United States, of whfoh the most important, commercially, is C. marmoratus, occurring on the 
Pacific coa t between the Sierras and the sea, from Vancouver's Island to Monterey, California. 
• 
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It lives in the rivers and fresh-water ponds, pref~rring those of which the water is somewhat warm. 
It grows to a very considerable size, the shell frequently measuring seven or eight inches. It is 
said to deposit its eggs in June. "They are almost constantly for sale in the markets of San Fr~n-
cisco, and make pretty· good soups, though much in~erior to the Sea Turtles." They are also seen 
in the markets in other parts of California. The species is called "El-la-chick" by t,he Nisquallies. 
THE Woon TORTOISE: OTHER SPECIES. - Ohelop-its insculptus, or the "Wood Tortoise," 
which inhabits the Eastern States from Maine to Pennsylvania and west to Ohio, is a species of 
medium size, but though available for food, it is, as far as I am .a war~, rarely eaten. It lives mostly 
in ponds, but -is frequently seen on land, either in search of food, or, as has been suggested, t o rid 
itself of the leeches which cling very persistently to it. The "Spotted Tortoise" or '' Speckled 
Turtle," Ohelopus guttatus, and Muhlenberg's To~toise, Ohelopus Muhlenbergi, are comparatively 
worthless varieties. The former occurs in the New England States and in New York, Pennsylvania,. 
and Michigan, ~?d probably also-in Ohio. The latter inhabits southern New York, New Jersey, 
and eastern Pennsylvania. The Speckled Turtle lives in ponds and running waters, but O.· lllithlen- · 
bergi is frequently found on land. Both subsist principally on an animal diet. The Speckled 
Turtle, when feeding, uses the fore-feet in retaining the prey, in a manner reminding one of that 
of the domestic cat. 
THE GENUS EMYs.-Only one species of this genus inhabits the Uni~ed States; it has, so, 
far as I am aware, no common name. This is the Emys meleagris. It occurs in the New England 
States and westward to Wisconsin. It is a rare animal and seldom seen, and hence little is known 
of its habits. 
44. THE BOX TORTOISES. 
THE CAROLINA Box TURTLE.-To the genus Oistudo belong the Tortoises which have the-
power of shutting the body and limbs within the shell; and from this peculiarity are known as 
"Box T,urtles." The most common species is Oistudo carolina, with its Southern variety, triunguis,. 
which singularly has but three claws on the hind foot. It occurs all over the eastern United States . 
from the coast to the States on the west bank of the Mississippi River. In the Southern States it 
is known as the "Pine-barren Terrapin," and is also called "Cooter" by the negroes. It lives 
almost entirely on land, feeding on insects and other animal matter, and also on certain kinds of' 
vegetables. 
It is said to do damage in the fields to cucumbers and other growil)g vegetables. In confine-
ment it can be readily raised on apples and other fruits. It has been sometimes kept in 
cellars to destroy mice and rats, but it is doubtful whether so sluggish a tortoise would be able to · 
capture so nimble a rodent as a mouse. 
Another species, or perhaps only a variety of the precediI1g, known as Oistudo ornata, occurs . 
in the Missi ippi Valley.1 
1 Although not appertaining strictly t o th e subject of t his report, but as completing the foregoing sketch of the 
Tortoises of t he United States, I may be allowed to allude t o t he three Gopher Tortoises of the South and West. Tbe 
Florida "Gopher," Xerobates polyphemus, (Daudin) Cooper, inhabits t he Southern Stat es from South Carolina t o Texas; 
Agassiz's Gopher, X . .Agassiz i, Cooper, is found in Southern California and Arizona; and Berlandier's Tortoise, X . B er-
landieri, Agass., Southern Texa and Nortbea-stern Mexico. All live in dry and sandy regions~ and feed upon vegetable 
matter. The eastern and western Gophers, and possibly Berlandier's Tortoise, dig deep burrows in which to dwell. 
The Florida Gopher furnishes no inconsider able proportion of the meat supply of many negro families in the South. 
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DISCOVERY OF THE BULL-FROG.-The first mention of the Bull-frog, Rana Oatesbiana., Shaw,. 
is found in the eighteenth volume of the Philosophical Transactions, published in London in 1694, 
in which Clayton alludes to it as being a larger Frog than any found in England, and one 
which "makes a noi_se something like the bellowing of a bull." 1 Years· 1ater it was accurately 
described by Cates by under tbe name of "Bu11-frog," an appellation by which it is now universally 
known. 
RANGE.-The geographical range of the Bul~-frog has never been accurately defined. It is 
found in all the States on the Atlantic seaboard, and in Canada. In the collections of the 
National Museum there are specimen8 from Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas, 
among the southwestern States; from Ohio, Wisconsin (Racine), and Montana (Yellowstone-
River); and from California (San Diego). If the specimens have been correctly identified, the· 
species must extend over the greater part of the United States. 
SIZE: MODE OF LIFE.-In regard to size, 'the Bull-frog is undoubtedly the largest animal of 
its kind inhabiting North America. Holbrook 2 states that it reaches a length of twenty-one 
inches, although the average, of course, is considerably less! It lives in quiet ponds and slug-
gish rivers, and is solitary in habit, collecting together only during the breeding season. Like· 
other Frogs, it is carni~orous, feeding upon insects, mollusks, and other small animals which live 
in or near bodies of fresh water. It seizes its prey when in motion, and bites greedily at the hook. 
' BREEDING HABITS: FROG CULTURE.-The Bull-frog breeds in spring, at which time hundreds. 
are to be seen together in small ponds. During this season the male utters the wt--ll-known, 
bellowing cry which may be heard at a long distance. 
The artificial culture of Frogs ba_s been attempted in a number of localities, with greater or 
less success. Mr. Seth Green gives the following account of a method for propagating them,, 
which he employed with good results : 
"1. How to get the spawn.-Take a large dipper and go to the pond where th·e frog casts. 
its .spawn. You will find them in a glutinous bunch. When you dip them up, be very careful 
not to break the glutinous matter which binds them together. Put them in a pail or can, filled 
with water, and take them to your hatching-box, w bich is made after the fashion of the shad--
hatching box. It · is a box twQ feet long, eighteen inches wide, and a foot deep, covered on the-
bottom with gas-tarred. wire sieving, twelve wires to the inch. Anchor the box in a gentle· 
current. · They will batch in from seven to fifteen days, according to the temperature of the 
water. 
,~ .2. How to take care of them.-Soon after they are hatched, they should be turned loose-
in a poud prepared with g.reat care, as they have numerous enemies, such as fish, snakes, birds, 
lizards, coons, and many other animals. The pond should be made where the ground is springy,. 
and have plenty of soft muck in the bottom. In this muck the frog lies during the winter. 
The pond should have a tight board fc.~nce, so that no animals could get in, and should be 'built· 
so close to the water that no bird could stand on the ground inside the fence and pick up the 
1 Philosophical Transactions, xviii, 1694, p. 125. 
2 H0LBROOK: North American Herpetology, iii, 1838, p. 82. 
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polliwogs. If. you do not heed all these · precautions, and more too, your young fry will all 
disappear down- the stomach of some bird or animal; and if you are not an unusually close 
observer, you will be in great wonder where.they have gone. You will have no trouble in feeding 
the young while they are polliwogs; nature has provided for that in all waters. They feed upon 
microscopic forms found in the sediment." 1 
MODES OF CAPTURE.-The capture of Frogs is effected in various ways. In Canada the fishery 
is carried on largely by boys, who employ spears, in the use of which they are said to become quite 
expert.- In some localities scoop nets are used. Mr. Paul Pieombo, of Oakland, Oalifornia, infor:111s 
me that he seldom has need of any apparatus, as he finds no difficulty in securing the Frogs 
by grasping them with his hands. 
In regard to the capture of Frogs in Europe, where the species Rana esculenta is most 
generally eaten, Mr. Buckland furnishes us with the following information: 
"The old fishwife of whom I bought the frogs informed me that she had a man regularly in 
her employ to catch _them. · He went out every evening at dusk to the ponds in the neighborhood 
of Paris, with a lantern and a long stick, to end of which was atta~hed a piece of red cloth. The 
frogs were attracted by the light to the place where the fisherman stood. He then lightly dropped 
his cloth on the su:rface· of the water; the frogs, imagining 'that some dainty morsel was placed 
before them, ea,gerly sna,pped at it, and, .their teeth becoming entangled, they became an easy prey, 
destined for to-morrow's market and the tender mercies of the fish or rather frog woman." 2 
ECONOMIC USES.-Desmarest, in his article on Frogs in the "D
1
ictionnaire d'Histoire N aturelle," 
makes the following remarks regarding the uses to which these animals may be put: 
"The flesh of Frogs is white and delicate, and contains a great deal of gelatine. It is eaten 
almost everywhere in Europe, but particularly in France. Frogs taken in autumn are in the best , 
~ondition for food, but they are also taken in the summer. I:ri spring the flesh is not at all delicate. 
In England all parts of the Frog are eaten except the skin and the ~iscera, but with us only the 
hind legs are employed. 
'' Frog soup is used in medicines in cases of phthisis, hypochondria, and all those chronic affec-
tions which are accompanied by permanent irritation. This remedy, which has been prescribed by 
a celebrated Doctor Pomme, is not in _use at the present time. In ancient days many preparations 
were made from Frogs, such as oil and salve, and from the spawn, wa.ter and oil, etc. Dioscorides 
recommended Frogs cooked with salt and oil as a remedy for the bite of the venomous serpents, 
and would have the patient swallow a heart every morning as a pill for incurable diseases. In the 
co~ntry the lack of ice is sometimes supplied by the application of a frog to the forehead in ca·ses 
of cerebral congestion." 3 
The late Mr. Buckland, in his entertaining·work on ''Curiosities in Natural History," already 
quoted, also alludes to the gastronomic value of tbe Frog, in his usual inimitable style, as follows: 
"Frog are not often used in Germany, but in France they are considered a luxury, as any bon 
vivant, ordering a dish of them at the ' Trois Freres' at Pari , may, by the long price, speedily 
a c rtaiu. Not wi bing to try such an expen ive experiment in gastronomy, I went to the large 
market in th au ourg Saint-Germain and inquir d for Frog . I was referred to a stately looking 
dam at fi h tall, wh produced a box nearly full of them, huddling and crawling about, and 
o ca 'ionally er aki g a th ugh a war of the fate for which they were <le tined. The price fixed 
wa t ·o a nuy, and ha Ying or •r d a di.'11 t b p1·epar d the Dame de la Halle dived her hand in 
1 R p,,rt, ·uitt-rl ·tatP Fi 11 Go111mi ionn part ii, 1 74, pp . 5 7,;; . 
1· 'KLA.·u, l• 1: .• ·c1 T.: nri . itii, of' .·atural Hi . tory, 1 O, p. a9. 
D"niounair · •l 11'1li. toir• •·. tnn:llt·. vi, 1 1;, p. 3:l8. 
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among them and, having secured her victim by the hind legs, severed him in twain with a sharp 
knife; the legs minus skin still struggled and were placed on a dish, and the head with the fore 
le'gs affixed retained life and motion and performed such motions that the operation became painful 
to look at. These legs were afterwards cooked at the restaurateur's, being served up fried in bread-
crumbs, as larks are in England; and most excellent eating they were, tasting more like the 
delicate flesh of the rabbit than anything else I can think of. 
"I afterw~rds tried a dish of the common English frog, but his flesh is not so white nor so 
tender as that of his French brother. 
"Should any person wish to have a dish of real French frogs, he can buy them at Fortnum 
and Mason's for half-a-guinea, a tin-caseful. They are beautifully preserved and are ready for 
cooking. I have eaten them at the house of a lady who kindly invited me to luncheon when she 
tried the experiment. : . . 
"The edible frog (ra.na escitlenta) is brought from the counf,ry, in quantities of from thirty to 
forty thousand a~ a time, to Vienna, and sold to great dealers who have conservatories for them. 
These conservatories are lar~e holes, four or five feet deep, dug in the ground, the mouth covered 
with a board, and in severe weather with · straw. In these conservatories, even during a hard 
frost, the frogs never become quite torpid; they get together in heaps one upon another, 
instinctively, and thereby prevent the evaporation of their humidity, for no water is ever put to 
them." 1 
The custom of eating Frogs was introduced into the United States from Europ~ and bas 
spread from the cities on the east coast to those in the interior and on the west coast. On account 
of the limited supply which is sent to market, frog meat has hitherto been considered an article of 
luxury, rather than one of general consumption. In restaurants and hotels it is seldom found on 
the regular bill of fare, but in those of the better class, in the large cities at least, it is not 
wanting on the order-list. 
The supply of Frogs for the New York market, according to the statemP,nt of Mr. E.G. Black-
ford, is obtained principally from Canada, Northern New York, and the vicinity of Philadelphia. 
The season lasts from May to November. The hind legs, or" hind quarters" as they are termed, 
are the only portions usually eaten, there being but an insignificant amount of flesh on other parts 
of the animal. Mr. Blackford states that he is accustomed to sell about 12,000 pounds of frog 
meat annually, and it is probable that the consumption of New York City is not less than 60,000 
pounds. The average retail price is thirty cents per pound . • At Boston "Frogs are sold generally by the dozen, and bring from twenty to fifty cents, 
according to quality. As the demand increases the business -will furnish quite a source of rural 
income. . . . The subject of canning Frogs is being talked of, and efforts are being made 
to discover a good process for this purpose." 2 
The following paragraph from an American newspaper of recent date contains some informa-
tion regarding the extent of the business in Minnesota: "A new industry bas recently sprung up 
in. parts of Minnesota, that has already arrived at the dignity of statistics. Frog culture is the 
new thing; it is a simple matter, consisting chiefly in the · protection of eggs and tadpoles from 
birds and other enemies, by means of wire screens. The product, thus far reported, amounts to 
3,000 dozen of frogs' legs, of which about two-thirds have been shipped to Saint Louis. Th(; 
average quotation of prices is twenty cents per dozen." 
Frogs are quoted regularly as appearing in the San Francisco market. Mr. Paul Pieombo, 
11 F 
1 BUCKLAND, FRANCIS T.: Curiosities of Natural History, 1840, pp. 38-40. 
2 Boston Commercial Bulletin. 
/ 
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whose name has been already mention¢d, if his statements are reliable, is one of the l?,rgest dealers 
in Frogs in California. He writes, in answer to a circular: '' Most of the Frogs caught in this State 
are caught by me"; and in response to the questions propounded, states that he sells about three 
hundred dozens of live Frogs annually, sending two-thirds of them to San Francisco, and the 
remainder to . various other localities in California. The price during summer ranges from one 
dollar to two dollars and a half, and in winter from three to five dollars. 
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H.-THE FILE FISHES, PIPE FISHES, AND ANGLERS. 
N0TE.-In preparing the following chapters upon the food-fishes of the United States, the 
authors have avoided all technical discussions, an descriptions of form, all digressions of the kind 
in which naturalists, even when writing for the general reading public, are so prone to indulge. 
We anticipate the criticism that the book is of no use in identifying the different kinds of fish, by 
the statement that we expressly desire that it ·shall not be. We have tried to present in concise 
form the information suited to the needs of the :fisherman, the fish purchaser, the statistician, and 
the general reader. Most of our important species can be identified by reference to the plates. 
If greater accuracy of identification be needed, the inquirer is advised to consult Jordan's Synopsis 
of the Fishes of North America, which forms Bulletin No.16 of the United States National Museum 
series. 
46. THE OCEAN SUN FISHES-ORTHAGORISCIDlE. 
The family Orthagoriscidce is represented in the Western Atlantic by two species. 
The common Sun Fish, Orthagoriscus mola, with its compressed, disk-shaped body and its 
elongated dorsal and anal fins, is one of the most grotesque of sea animals. · This species is found 
in all parts of the world in temperate and tropical seas, and has been recorded from the coasts of 
Japan and California. It occurs also in the Mediterranean and on both sides of the Atlantic. 
On our own eastern coast it may be observed every summer, from the Banks of Newfoundland to 
Florida. It has not been seen in the Gulf of Mexico, but there is one instance of its capture at 
the Bermudas. It rarely frequents the New England coast except in summer. In the winter of 
1874-'75 two large specimens were taken at the mouth of the Saint John's River, Florida. 
Sun Fishes attain a length of seven or eight feet and a weight of seven or eight hundred 
pounds. They may be seen along our coast on almost any calm summer's day. As many as ten 
or twelve are often met with in the course of a day's cruise. They float lazily, with one of the 
bright sjdes of the body just at the surface. As they float, the waves ripple and break over them, 
and the heavy pectoral fins moYe slowly to and fro through the air; thus lying, they are very 
conspicuous objects, and may be seen at long distances. They spend whole days in this position, 
and may very easily be approached and harpooned. From this habit of sunning themselves they 
have gained the name of Sun Fishes. 
Their food consists of the jelly-fish, or su·n-squalls, which are so abundant_ along the New 
England coast in summer. Their jaws, however, are strong, and it would seem probable that they 
sometimes seek more substantial food. 
Nothing whatever is known of the place or time of their breeding: the young are occasionally 
taken in mid-ocean. 
Many individuals are harpooned by 6ur fishermen every summer. They are not applied to any 
practical use, but are brought to the cities and exhibited as curiosities. . The fishermen of Cape Cod 
sometimes make on from the livers. This oil is prized highly as a remedy for sprains and bruises. 
In the "Transactions of the Royal Society of London," 17 40, was published a communication 
"Concerning the Mola Salu, or Sun Fish, and Glue Made from It," contributed by the Rev. William 
Barlow, in which mention is made of the capture of a specimen near Newfoundland. I am not 
aware that the suggestions of this author have ever been further carried out. 
As a food-fish the Sun Fish is probably the most worthless species in our waters. The flesh is 
thin and hard, and, when cooked, separates into oil and bunches of tough fibers. 
On the California coast, according to· Jordan, this species is very abundant, especially in the 
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Santa Barbara Channel in summer, where it may be seen lying near the surface, or even some-
times leaping from the water. It is known to the Italians as the Mola, to the Americans as the 
.Sun Fish. It seldom appears before June, and disappears in the winter. No use is made ofit, as 
it is not easily caught, and rarely, if ever, eaten. A specimen weighing 636 pounds was brought 
to San Francisco some years ago. 
There is a small species, Ranzania truncata, much more elongated in form, which has been 
taken in various parts of the Atlantic and Pacifie, but never nearer to our shores than the 
Bermudas, where an individual of eight inches was eaptured in 1878. 
47. THE PORCUPINE FISHES-DIODONTIDJE. 
SWELL FISHES .A.ND PUFFERS.-There are four species of this family inhabiting the Atlantic 
coast, and two on the coast of California. The best known is the Swell Fish of New England, 
Ohilomycterus geometricus. These fishes ... are commonly known by such names as '' Burr Fish,"' 
''Ball Fish," "Swell Fish," and "Toad Fish"; while in Southern Florida the names "Porgy," 
"Puffer," and "Puff Fish" are sometim.es used. 
With their short, thick, spiny bodie~, which they have the power of inflating to twice their 
ordinary size, and their harlequin-like colors,they are always conspicuous, and are favorite fish 
for aquaria. After they have inflated their bellies by swallowing air, they turn upon their backs 
and swim at the surface. · 
They have the power, when handled, of uttering loud grunting sounds. 
No practical use is made of them, but their skins are often stuffed and exposed for sale in 
the curiosity shops, particularly those at places of popular resort, like Nantucket, Oak Bluffs, 
Jacksonville, and Saint Augustine. These fish belong to a tropical family, and are only seen 
in summer. 
Nothing definite is known about their food or breeding habits. 
48. THE BELLOWS-FISH FAMILY_;_TETRODONTIDlE. 
Of this family, which is extremely numerous in warm seas, over sixty species being known, 
there are seven species in the waters of the United States, one of them being found on the California 
coast. They are summer visitors from a warmer climate, and, like the members of the preceding 
family, are chiefly important to curiosity hunters. They are known by such names as "Swell 
Fish," "Bottle Fish," '' Bellows Fish," '' Egg Fish," "Rabbit ]fish," "Globe Fish," '' Swell-toad," 
"Box Fish," "Porcupine Fish," and '' Blower." 
One species, the common Swell Fish, or Egg Fish, Tetrodon turgidus, ranges from Cape Cod to 
the Gulf of Mexico, being very abundant about the eastern end of Long Island, where a hundred 
or more are ometime taken in-one haul of a fyke-uet. 
The Rabbit Fi h, Lagocephalus lrevigatus, is known in New England waters through the occa-
sional vi it of stragglers. It is quite abundant in the Gulf of Mexico, where it is occasionally 
taken with hook ancl line upon the red-snapper banks. According to Stearns, it breeds about 
Pen acola in June and July. 
Thi fish, whi h attain th length of three feet and the weight of five or six pounds, is used 
for food in ba, t it i not nfficient1y abundant with us to have any commercial value. 
f 
49. THE TRUNK FISHES-OSTRACIONTIDlE.1 
· tidre), with notes npon the American species of the family. 
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Swell Fishes, which have just been described, great numbers of them are preserved for sale in 
curiosity shops. . 
The Trunk Fishes appear to have been objects of curiosity in the early days of American 
exploration, and were evidently among the choicest treasures of the primitive .museums of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Their strange shape natur~lly attracted the attention of 
travelers, while the ease with which their shells could be preserved then, as now, made them 
valuable to the curiosity hunters. 
No group of tropical fishes is so thoroughly worked out in the writings of the fathers of 
Natural History as this one. · Over two hundred years ago every species of Trunk Fish now taken 
from the Atlantic was known to 31nd described by the naturalists of Northern Europe, and it is a 
well-deserved tribute to their discrimination as zoologists to say that none of the many efforts, which 
have since been made to subdivide their species, have been at all successful . 
. Artedi, in his notes upon the different forms of Ostracion, mentions the various collections i~ 
which he observed specimens. '' The N agg's Head," "White Bear," and the "Green Dragon in 
Stepney," to which he very often alludes, seem to have been London taverns where curiosities were 
kept. He also speaks of seeing them in the museum of Hans Sloane, which was the nucleus of 
the British Museum; also in the collections of D. Seba, in Amsterdam, of Mr. Lillja, in London, 
of Mr. (Don) Saltcros, in Chelsey, and of seeing various specimens at Stratford~ and "in Spring 
Garden." No other kinds of fishes appear to have been preserved except H the monk- or Angel-fish 
.Anglis, alia.s Mermaid-fish," probably a species of Squatina, which he saw in London at the Na,gg's 
Head and in the town of Chelsea. The art · of taxidermy was evidently not thoroughly established 
in 1738. 
Of Ostracion bicaudalis he remarks, "Vidi Londini, in the White Bear," and "Apud Dm Sebam 
vidi." Ostracion trigonus he. saw" Apud Sir Hans Sloane et in Nagg's Head"; Ostracion triqueter 
and 0. quadricornis, "Londini in the N agg's Head et apud Mr. Lillia." 
These specimens were all said to have come from India:. 
In the West Indies and in Florida the Trunk Fishes are sometimes baked in their own shells, 
and, when cooked in this manner, are considered by many persons to be great delicacies. 
There are instances on record of serious cases of poisoning which have resulted from eating 
them. These cases occurred in tropical countries, where the flesh of fish often becomes delete-
rious after a few hours' keeping. · 
50. THE FILE-FISH FAMILY-BALISTIDlE. 
File Fishes, Balistidm, are found everywhere in tropical and sub-tropical seas. It is supposed 
that they breed in mid-ocean. There are numerous species in this family, of which nine or ten 
occur along our Atlantic coast. They belong in warm seas, and only four species are found as far 
north as New England. With their strong teeth they are able to break the shells of mollusks, 
upon which they feed. They are known to be very injurious to the pearl :fisheries in regions where 
such :fisheries exist. The best known species on our coast is the Orange Ji"'ile Fish, .Alutera Schoepfii, 
also called "Barnacle-eater" and "Fool .Fish," which is rather common in Southern New England 
and in the Gulf of Mexico. 
This species is conspicuous on account of its bright skin, sometimes of an orange and some-
times of a tawny hue. It attains the length of eighteei;t to twenty inches, and feeds upon many . 
species of soft marine animals. 
There are one or two small species which are of no importance except to the possessors of 
aquarium tanks, with whom they are great favorites. / 
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The Leather-jacket of Pensacola, Ba,.listes oaprisous, called "Trigger Fish" in the Carolinas, and 
at Key West and the Bermudas known as the "Turbot," occasionally finds its way as far north as 
Massachusetts. It is, however, of no importance north of Florida. In the Bermudas it is con-
sidered a valuable food-fish. .According to Mr. Stearns, "it is very common in the Gulf of Mexico 
from Key W-est to ·the Mississippi River, and lives in deep waters near the coast on the grounds 
where Red Snappers and Groupers are caught. It is one of the most abundant species. In regions 
where it is not eaten it is regarded as a pest by the fishermen from ·its habit of stealing bait from 
their hooks. Its manner of taking the bait is rather peculiar, I think, for instead of pulling the 
line backward or to one side it raises it upward so quietly that the fisherman does not perceive the 
motion, and then, by careful nibbling, cleans the book without injury to itself. Expert fishermen, 
however, can tell by the "lifting of the lead," as it is called, what is going on below, and ·know what 
they_ have to contend against. The usual remedy is to seek other fishing grounds where Leather-
jackets are not so troublesome. When one of these crafty fish has been hooked there is not much 
probability that it can be landed, for its sharp, powerful teeth are almost sure to cut some part of 
the gear, enabling it to escape. I have several times known of their biting in two the large red-
snapper hooks on which they were caught. They remain throughout the year on the fishing 
grounds, where the water varies from ten to forty fathoms. On these same grounds it is probable 
that they spawn." 
Only adult specimens have been seen in West Florida. More could probably be learned of its 
spawning habits in the vicinity of Key West, where it occurs in shallow water and quite near to 
the shore. At Key West it is known as the Turbot, and is a favorite article of food. It is to be 
seen almost daily fo. the market. 
The skin of thi~ species is used for scouring and polishing purposes at Key West and the 
Bahama Islands. In the Bermudas also the skin of the Turbot is·· us~d by carpenters almost to 
the exclusion of sand-paper, the former being better adapted for fine work in polishing wood. 
51. THE SEA-HORSE FAMILY-HIPPOCAMPIDJE. 
There are one or more species of the Sea-horse family on the .Atlantic coast, and also one 
on th:1t of California. Their strange shapes and interesting habits render them very popular 
inmates of aquaria, and dried specimens are frequently sold in the curiosity shops in seaside towns. 
The ordinary species of the Western .Atlantic is the Hippocampus heptagonus; this also occurs 
in Europe. There have been only one or two instances of the capture of this fish north of Cape 
Cod; one was seined with a school of mackerel on George's Bank in August, 1873. Two or three 
specimens have been taken at Wood's Holl during the last ten years, and instances of their capture 
in Connecticut and about the mouth of the Hudson are not rare. 
A Sea-horse was described many years ago under the name H. hudsoni'U,s, but it seems to be 
identical with H. heptagonus. On the New Jersey coast and south to the Gulf of Mexico it appears 
to be very abundant. An excellent account of the habits of this fish may be found in an article 
by the Rev. Samuel Lockwood in the "American Naturalist." 1 Three other species occur on our 
southern coast. H. ingens, the Californian pecies, is very large, often attaining the length of 
eight to ten inches. 
52. THE PIPE-FISH FAMILY-SYNGNATHIDJE. 
The Pipe Fi he , yngnathidre, which are clo ely related to the sea-horse, bnt have ~mall 
h d nd lon t d b di that at :first ight they clo ely re emble mall eel , are found 
n d y ng the 1-gra and :£ eding upon very minute marine 
an i yo ng. <Amer. atura.list, i , 1867, pp. 225-234. 
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animals. There are three or four species in Eastern North .America, but their relations have not 
been definitely learned. I have observed them in Florida spawning in .April, and in Southern 
New England in J ·uly and .August. They are of no importance to man except as interesting objects 
for the aquarium. They are too hard and fleshless even to serve as food for other fishes. 
53. THE DEVIL-FISHES-ANTENN ARIIDlE AND MALTHEIDlE. 
The fishes of this group are very grotesque in form and very remaTkable in their habits 
Some of them are pela&"ic and are met with in tropical seas, especially where there are masses of 
:floating vegetation, whilst others are found in the depths of the ocean. On our coast are several 
species, the names and distribution of which are given in the list which accompanies this report . 
.Although they are ·among the most interesting of all fishes, they have no commercial value, and 
it is therefore inappropriate that they should be discussed in this report. The best known species 
are the Marbled .Angler, Pterophryne histrio, and the Sea Bat, Malthe vespertilio. 
54. THE GOOSE FISHES-LOPHIUS PISCATORIUS. 
The Goose Fish or Monk Fish, Lophius piscatorius, is common to the coasts of the North 
.Atlantic States and of Europe. In the Western Atlantic the species bas not been observed 
south of latitude 38°, where, according to Uhler and Lugger, it is found in the drains of 
:worcester County, ~faryland, and along the coast of that region, though there is reason _to 
believe that stragglers occur at Cape Lookout (latitude 34° 40'), where the jawbones have been 
found, and the fishermen claim to know them. It abounds along the coast of New England, and 
has been found at depths of three hundred fathoms or more off Newport; Rhode Island, and one 
hundred off Halifax. The limits of its northern range are not known, Nova Scotia being the 
most northerly point of record. Richardson suggests that the Thutinameg or "Wind-fish" of 
Hudson's Bay, which is said to come to the surface in windy weather only, belongs to this 
family; and, -indeed, this was thought by Pennant to be Lophius piscatorius. This is at best 
extremely doubtful, for its range, as now understood, is limited by the parallel of 500. It is not 
known to occur in Greenland. 
Instances are on record of its capture in Iceland,1 and it is said very rarely to occur at the 
Faroe Islands. It has been found at the North Cape, latitude 71°, and doubtless penetrates to the 
White Sea. It is found along the coasts of Scandinavia, south to Spain, and_ throughout the 
Mediterranean, where it is abundant in the Italian waters. Either this or an allied species occurs 
at the Oape of Good Hope. On the .American coast it occurs at temperatures of 320 to 600. 
There is some reason to think that south of Cape Cod it retreats to deep water in summer. 
The names of the fish are many; that most commonly in use among the Massachusetts fisher-
men is "Goose Fish." In Maine it is often called" Monk Fish"; in Rhode Island, "Bellows Fish"; 
in Eastern Connecticut, "Molligut," and in North Carolina, ".Allmouth." The Connecticut name 
reminds us of the "Greedigut," a fish, probably t,he same, mentioned by early colonial writers, 
particularly in the poem in Wood's" New England's Prospect." 
In England the same names are in use; also, "Angler," "Fishing Frog," "Frog Fish," "Mer-
maid," ''Round Robin," "Sea Devil," "Toad Fish" (Germany), "Wide Gut," and ''Wide Gap." 
"Kettlemaw" is like the .American ".Allmouth." Scotland bas "Keethie," "Keghie," and ,~ Keit-
hok." The continental languages have at least fifty distinct names in addition. 
Goose Fishes are sluggish, slow-moving animals, and are occasionally seen swimming near the 
surface, though ordinarily found upon the bottom. They feeds upon other fish-often on large 
ones, their swallowing powers being practically unlimited. Mackerel sculpins sea ravens and 
' ' ' 1 FABER: Fische Islands, p. 58. 
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dog-fish, crabs, sq~ids, and lobsters ,have been found in their stomachs by observers of the United 
States Fish Commission. They often attempt to feed upon each other . . The common name refers 
to the fact that they have been known to swallow live geese. A :fisherman told me he once saw a 
struggle in the water, and found that a Goose Fish had swallowed the head and neck of a large 
loon, which had pulled it to t,be surface and was trying to escape. · There is authentic record of 
seven wild ducks having been taken from the stomach of one of them. Slyly approaching from 
below, they seize birds as they float upon the surface. They annoy the :fishermen by swallow-
ing the wooden buoys attached to the lobster pots. Mr. Minot, of ~fagnolia, Massachusetts, 
caught one by using his boat-anchor for a hook. 
Although they come thus to th~ surface to feed, the Goose Fish is emphatically a bottom. loving 
species. "It is adapted," writes the Duke of Argyle, " for concealment at the bottom of the sea-
for lying perfectly flat on the sand or among the weeds-with its cavernous jaws ready for a snap. 
For more perfect concealment, every bit of the creature is imitative both in form and in coloring. 
The whole upper surface is mottled and tinted-in such close resemblance to stones and gravel 
and sea-weeds that it becomes quite undistinguishable among them.· In order to complete the 
method of concealment, the whole margins of the fish, and the very edge of the lips and jaws, have 
loose tags and fringes which wave and sway about amid the currents of water, so as to look exactly 
like the smaller algoo which move around them and along with them. Even the very ventral fins 
of this devouring deception, which are thick, strong, and fleshy, almost like hands, and which 
evidently help in a sudden leap; are made like two great clam-shells, while_ the iris of the eyes is 
so colored in lines radiating from the pupil as to look precisely like some species of Patella or • 
limpet. But this is not all; not only is concealment made perfect to enable the Lophius to catch 
the unwary, but there is a bait provided to attract the hungry and the inexperienced. From 
the top of the head proceeds a pair, or two pair, of slender elastic rods, like the slender tips of a 
fishing-rod, -ending in a little membrane or web which glistens in the water and is attractive to other 
fish. When they come to bite, or even to look, they are suddenly engulfed, for portals open with a 
rush and close again-portals over which the ,inscription may well be written: 'Lasciate ogni 
speranza voi ch' entrate."' 
From the time of ..2Elian every popular essay on the "Habits of Fish" or "Curious Fishes'' bas 
told how the Angler entices its prey with its long tentacles. No one has ever seen the perform-
ance, and, although the theory is not altogether incredible, it seems more probable that the tops 
of these organs are intended by their sensitiveness to warn the fish of the approach of its prey 
than to act as allurements to attract other fishes. 
The Goose Fish spawns in summer, in the sounds and at sea along the coast. The eggs are 
very numerous, enclo ed in a ribbon-shaped gelatinous mass about a foot in width and thirty,or 
forty feet long, which floats near the snrface. One of these ribbons will weigh perhaps forty pounds, 
and is usually partially folded together, and visible a foot· or eighteen inches from the top of the 
water, i t color being brownish purple. The number of eggs in one of them I have estimated at 
from forty to fifty thou and. The pawning eason on the New England coast is in summer. I 
hav ob erv d the floating egg in July and Augu t, and in the same months yoaug fish two or 
thr inche long, an und veloped egg in the parent fi ·h. The young have rarely been taken 
e · pt at con iderable depth . Th ir growth i rapid. The adult is commonly four feet long, 
w i hin fr m thirty-five t :£ r y-five pound . 
h i hi 1 
1 
d for baiting Job ter pot . Although not commonly eaten, 
wn fi h will yi 1d from ten to fifteen pounds of good meat. 
ff d iu part of reat Britain it is al o eaten, the 
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55. THE AMERICAN S0LES-S0LEIDlE. 
AMERICAN S0LES.--The much-prized Sole of Europe, Solea vulgaris, does not occur in the 
Western Atlantic, although attempts have been made to introduce it, and in 1877 two individuals 
were set free iil Massachusetts Bay by the United States Commission of Fisheries. Its nearest 
representative, the American Sole, is found along our coast from Boston and Nahant to the mouth· 
of the Mississippi River. It occurs in all of the rivers south of the Susquehanna, and is taken in 
great numbers in the shad seines. It rarely attains a greater length than six inches, and, though 
edible, is never eaten, and it must be regarded as of extremely small importance. There are also 
two or three other fishes belonging to this family in our Southern waters which are insignificant 
in size and of no importance whatever. 
A.phoristia atricauda is a very small species ·of Sole, the only genuine representative of the 
European Sole on our Pacific coast. It reaches a length of six inches, and is occasionally taken 
in San Diego Bay. It has no economic value. 
TURBOT AND . SOLE IN AMERIC.A..-A Philadelphia writer has lately tried in the news-
papers to revive the long-obsolete belief that the Turbot and Sole of .Europe occur on our coast. 
Although he has never seen them himself, and fails to bring forward evidence that any one else 
has seen them, he insists that they occur in the greatest abundance in New Jersey, particularly 
in the vicinity of Atlantic City, "and doubtless all along the Atlantic coast from Portsmouth, N. 
H., to Wilmington, S. C." (sic). He upbraids the American public_ for their incredulity, though 
this does not surprise him so much when he calls to mind that '' our Government Fish Commissioner 
has actually contemplated sending a steamer to English waters to procure turbot-seed to plant 
along our shores." He would not be surprised if incredulity were to continue longer "under such 
official indorsement." He accounts for the ignorance regarding them by the theory that the 
English trawl-net is unknown in America, and that our :fishermen would not know bow to catch 
such :fish if they were aware of. their presence, and have not become aware of their presence 
because' they have no means of catching them. He intimates that he is preparing to form a 
company for the purpose of developing a turbot fishery upon our coast; an enterprise "in which 
but little will be risked, and the results will be a surprise to all." He closed one of his letters to 
a New York journal with the following appeal: "I trust that you will not let this question subside, 
but persevere in calling attention to it until we do away with the extraordinary anomaly of this 
enlightened nation being within reach of treasure that for more than a century they have been 
unaware of, and have remained persistently blind to." 
All this is very entertaining, and furnishes a neat text for a few remarks on the history of 
this belief, as well as an opportunity for demonstrating to the puhlic a fact which has for forty years 
or more been known to ichthyologists, that the Turbot and .,the Sole never have been seen on the 
western side of the Atlantic, and never will be, unless they are introduced by arti:ficia_l means. 
From the beginning to the end we encounter the well-known sources of confusion-the giving of 
old-world names to species which resemble in a general way the old-world species which bear them, 
and the unquestioning acceptance of these names as authoritative, by persons who are not trained 
to close discrimination. 
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When Boston was occupied by _the British during the revolutionary war, the officers of the 
fleet are said to .have been bountifully supplied with Turbot, which was caught in the neighbor-
hood of an outer.harbor. This fact is. recorded by Dr. J. V. 0. Smith, in his '-Natural History of 
the Fishes of M~ssachusetts" (Boston, 1833)~ on the authority of William Ladd, esq., of Maine. 
He also mentions" a statement of Mr. Parker, the conductor of the marine telegraph," who told 
·him that ''many years before, Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin brought out to this country a trawl-net, 
such as is used on the coast of Holland, for taking Sole for t.he London markets, with whi~h 
he succeeded in capturing that delightful fish in Ipswich Bay, which was not before supposed 
to exist here." The fish found in this manner were no doubt the common Flat Fishes of 
Massachusetts Bay. · The common Flounder, Paralichthys dentatus, taken in Provincetown water, 
where it is commonly called "Plaice," was in 1880 sold in Boston under the name _''Turbot." 
Captain Mackinnon, of the Royal Navy, who visited this country in 1850, conceived the idea 
that Turbot ought to be found on the shores of the United States, and took pains to search for 
them with a trawl-net. The nets which he used had been imported ten years before by Mr. 
Nathan Smith, an American gentleman, who had hoped to introduce them, but had never used 
them. Captain Mackinnon tried one net at Newport, Rhode Island, and succeeded in taking 
a number of different kinds of Flat Fish. He carefully refrains, however, from pronouncing any 
one of them to be identical with the Turbot or Sole; though from the vagueness of his language 
it is evident that bis ichthyofogical knowledge was very scanty, and that be was not accustomed 
to observe the differences between the different species of fishes which somewhat resemble each· 
other. His experiences are described at length in his book of travels, entitled "Atlantic and 
Trans-Atlantic Sketches, Afloat and Ashore" (Harper & Bros., New York, 1852, 'pp. 166-170). 
Capt. C. C. Churchill, U. S. A., who saw the results of Captain Mackinnon's experiment, tells 
us that the fish taken were the common species of New England flat fishes and flounders. 
We fancy that the inspiration of the new advocate of the turbot-in-America question, as well · 
as the information upon which he bases his conclusions, was drawn from this very same book of 
Captain Mackinnon, for he uses many of the same phrases, and he repeats, in almost the same 
words, Captain Mackinnon's statement: '' The fish markets in America are not at all in keeping 
with the size and wealth of the States," a statement which, however true it may have been thirty 
years ago, will be amusing to any one who has recently had opportunity to compare the fish 
markets of America and Europe. The Philadelphia gentleman _sums up bis evidence as follows: 
"The Turbot, Sole, and Plaice are, however, in abundance in your deep-water sand bai;ik~. 
They ~ere caught there in 1812 by English sailors, and in 1880 Turbot have been obtained off 
Atlantic City, if the 'Ba.ltimore American' is any authority." 
The notion that the introduction of the English trawl in America would be novel and would at 
once open up a field for a fishery industry of boundless extent, deserves a word. The tra,wl has 
been assiduously used by the summer collecting party of the United States Fish Oommis.sion for 
ten years pa t, and al o by Professor Agassiz upon various exploring trips. The steamPrs of the 
Fish Com.mi ion have u ed it on every portion of the New England coast, and as far north as 
Halifax. Profe or Aga iz ha used it in the Gulf of Mexico and on the coast of Florida, and 
during 1be present ummer, while on the Coa t-Survey teamer "Bache,1' bas employed it in 
running fi.v lin of re earcb at right angle to the coast from Cape Hatteras, at points nearly 
equidi tant between harle ton and Cape Cod, one of them directly out from :the entrance to 
l w J B ay. Th lines were carried from near the hore to a depth of twelve hundred 
fatb m or m r . 
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In 1854 Professor Baird made a careful exploration of the coast of New Jersey with a special 
reference to the fishes, and since that time eYery stretch of coast line from Brownsville, Texas, to 
Eastport, Maine, has been thoroughly investigated by the officers of the Unitecf States Fish Com-
mission. It is true that a new species of fish is occasionally discovered, but the new fishes always 
belong to one or two classes. Th~se are either swift-swimming species, members of the West 
India fauna, which come upon our northern shores in summer, or they are inhabitants of waters 
more ~han six hundred feet deep, which have never previously been explored. The Turbot and 
the Sole are shallow-water species, and, had they occurred in our waters, would have been discov-
ered many years ago. 
There are twenty-six species of flat fishes on the east coast of the .United States. Four of 
these belong to the same family with the Sole, but are utterly worthless as articles of food. rhe 
nearest relative of the Sole is often called the American Sole, Achirus lineatus, and is known on 
the col}st of New J er~ey ~.s the Hog-choker, Cover-clip, or Cover.. Of the other- fiat fishes only 
two are positively unfit for food, and these two, strangely enough, are the representatives of the 
subfamily Rhombinm, to which belong the Turbot and Brill of Europe. One of these, Lophopsetta 
mac·ulata, is sometimes called the Spotted Turbot, and in New Jersey is called Window-pane, or 
Daylight, because it is so thin that when held to the light ,the sun can be seen through its 
translucent flesh. 
The most important Flat Fish is the Halibut, which is identical with that of Europe. This 
specieR, and the Pole Flounder, which bas recently been -brought to light in our waters by 
t~e Fish Commission, are the only two of the number referred to that are found on both sides of 
the Atlantic. We have in our waters an abundance of fiat fishes, some of which,.for instance, the 
common Flounder of the New York market, Paralichthys dentatus, ~re probably fully equal to 
the Turbot for food uses. In fact, it may be had _in the New York restaurants and hotels under 
this name. Another fish, Platysomatfohthys hippoglossoides, resembling _the Turbot in flavor, is 
sometimes brought to New York in winter. It is found at great depths on the coast of Newfound-
land, and is often called the American ·or the Newfoundland Turbot. The Pole Flounder is 
very similar to the Sole in flavor and in the texture of its flesh, but it unfortunately inhabits some-. 
what inaccessible localities at great depths, and it is hardly to be expected that, with the present 
supply of excellent food-fish to be obtained at so much smaller expense, our :fishermen will take the 
pains to go in search of it. That the popular taste for flat fish is already cultivated is shown by 
the fact that, in 1879, 1,796,000 pounds were sold in New York alone. · 
It is needless to refer to the efforts of the United States Fish Commission to introduce Sole; 
they are familiar to all who are interested in the subject. The introduction of the trawl-net has 
been for many years under consideration, but this-expensive mode of fishing does J?-Ot seem_ to be 
required at present, since the supply of' fine-flavored food-fishes is more than equal to the demand,,_ 
With an eye to the interest of the American fishermen, Professor Baird has recently detailed an 
attache of the Fish Commission, one of the most experienced fishermen of Massachusetts, to study 
the trawl fishery in the German Ocean, and his report will soon be published. 
Finally, it may not be amiss to state that Mr. E. G. Blackford, of Fulton Market, New York, 
has for some time been authorized by the Commissioner of Fisheries to pay twenty-five dollars to 
any one who should present a true Turbot or a true Sole, caught on this coast. This offer is still 
standing. 1 
1 _F'orest and Stream, xv, No. 6, September 9, 1880, pp. 103, 104. 
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56. THE PLAICE-PARALICHTHYS DENTATUS. 
The Plaice, Summer Flounder, or Tur:bot Flounder, Paralichthys dentatus, is, next to the Hali-
but, the most important flat-fish on the eastern coast. It is a Jllember of a genus not existing in 
Europe, though represented on our own Pacific coast, in China and Japan, and in the Indian 
Ocean. !ts affinities are vrith the Halibut, which it much resembles in form, and to which it is more 
similar in flavor than to the Turbot and Brill, so weli known in transatlantic fish markets. Our 
· common speGies was first brought to notice in ~ 766, when Linnams receive~ specimens from · 
South Carolina, sent him by Dr. Garden. It seems at that time to have been of recognized com-
mercial importance., since it was one of the few received by Linnreus from Garden which bad a 
common name. In South Carolina at this time it was called Plaice, and .this is a name which is 
now accepted in the New York market and about Cape Cod,_although it has never been recognized 
by those.who have written books on American fishes. _ The fishermen of the Saint John's River also 
use the name Plaice, but whether for this species has not been determined. In Connecticut, North . 
Carolina, and in Florida, east and west, as well as on other parts of the coast, the names Flounder 
and Commo~ Flounder are current. In New York and ~ew England the ~ame Summer Flounder-
is also frequently heard. In Rhode Island the names Brail and Puckermouth are used, the former 
doubtless a modification of the English name Brill, while on the bills of fare in Boston and New 
' I 
York hotels it is often called the Deep-sea Flounder, at least since the Pole Flounder has been 
brought to notice by the Fish Commission, and has obtained a reputation as a delicious table fish. 
Fishermen sometimes mistake them for young Halibut, and they doubtless at times are sold u~der 
the name of "Chicken Halibut." Turbot Flounder is another name which bas been suggested,. 
but, upon the whole, Plaice seems most desirable for general adoption. 
This fish is abundant upon the eastern coa~t of the United States from Cape Uod to Cape Flor-
ida, and according to Mr. Stearns' report is also found along the entire Gulf coast. Southward,, 
its range extends at least as far as Paraguay. 
1
To the northward it barely rounds Cape Cod .. 
Captain Atwood remembers that in the first half of the present century great quantities _of Plaice 
were found inside the Point at Provincetown. 'fbey were so numerous that in one afternoon be 
caught two thousand pounds. They are now only occasionally taken, and have not recently been 
seen north of Provincetown, though Storer has recorded their occurrence at Wellfleet. · Captain 
Atwood attributes their disappearance, which was nearly simultaneous with the advent of the blue-
fish, to the fact that blue fish de§troyed their favorite food, the squid, and rendered it impossible 
for them to live longer in these waters. The Plaice has been much less abundant in Cape Cod Bay 
within the 1ast thirty years, but there is no evidence of considerable diminution in nurqbers else-
where. On the eastern coast of Connecticut and Long Island, where the Plaice fishery is most 
extensively pro ecuted, it is the opinion of experienced fishermen that no change in numbers has. 
been perceptible within the la t thirty years. · The Connecticut fishermen say that they are 
frequently so abundant that they have only to ·throw out and pull in their lines, catching "all 
they choo e," whi1e the b ttom eem to be carpeted with them. 
Lik other <1f it tribe, the Plaice are u ually upon the bottom, where their peculiar shape 
and color prot t h m from ob ervation and gi e them excellent opportunity to capture their prey. 
In the or h h Y are u ually foun at a pth of two to twenty fathom , and in winter move off 
int d P r w t r. In w J r y th y c ur a le r epth . Profe · or Baird records that they 
an of n t in the deep lue along the beach. ln 
" ay rofe or Baird, " eem to 
to be tak n up with oyster-tong" 
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without making any attempt. to escape." Still farther south they are found in the shallowest of 
water. The :fishermen of Saint John's River seine them in the grass along the shores at a depth ' . 
of three or· four feet~ Mr. -Stearns writes, speaking of the eastern part of the Gulf of Mexico:· 
"They are found mostly in the bays and bayous where the bottom is ,muddy or grassy, but it is. 
not unusual to find them in shoal water along the sand beaches of the coast and bays. · Very shoa1 
water seems to be particularly attractive, and they are often found at the water's edge, em bedded 
in the sand, with only their ,eyes in view. When alarmed or in pursuit of prey their movements 
are very swift, and the quickness with which they bury themselves in the sand is quite won,derful.'" 
Their habit of ascending Southern rivers is remarkable. They are said to occur in Lake· 
George and the other lakes at the headwaters of the Saint John's and the Ocklawaha Rivers. At 
Jacksonville they are commo~1ly taken in company with bream, black bass, anc~ other fresh-water 
fish, in winter as well as summer. 
Although present in the shoal waters of Florida throughout the year, Mr. Stearns states that 
they are most abundant in summer. On the Connecticut coast, however, their habit of migrating 
seaward is much more pronounced. The N oank :fishermen never find them until May. They say 
that they never catch them until after they have fished awhile for sea-bass. As early as the :first 
of October they begin to grow scarce, and none are Ordinarily c~ught after the middle of the 
month. I cannot find that they have ever been seen moving in schools, though fish taken in the 
same locality at the same time are usually quite uniform in size. They shift their position, prob-
ably in search of food, and where any are found they are plenty. This indicates that they are: 
gregarious in habit: the abundance of food in special localities sufficiently explains this fact. 
The Plai~e feed upon small fish, shrimps, crabs and· hermit crabs, squid, small species of 
shell-bearing mollusks, and certain radiates, such as sand-dollars. They are frequently seen at 
the surface, rapidly swimming, and even jumping out of the water, in pursuit of schools of sand-eels 
and sand-smelts. They also feed upon dead fish thrown out from the fish-houses. Little is known 
of their breeding habits. All the large females observed in July and August, 1874, upon the Con-
necticut coast contained spawn, but this was, evidently, far from maturity. The Fish Commissiont 
has obtained no very small specimens; in fact, none less ' than eight ~r nine inches in length,.. 
though the fishermen speak of capturing six-inch individuals. Their average length isJrom sixteem 
to thirty inches, and the weight about_ two and a half pounds, though it is not unusual to take· 
individuals weighing seven or eight pounds. At Noank about eighty fish are ordinarily pl:!,ckedl 
in a barrel, weighing from 160 to 175 pounds. The largest ever brougbt to Noank weiglledi 
twent~-six pounds. Others, of whose capture I have informed, weighed twenty, seventeen and ai 
half, and fifteen pounds. In Florida and at Provincetown I have seen them three feet in length. -
A one-pound fish measures about fifteen inches; a ·one and a quarter pound fish, sixteen or 
seventeen; a two-pound fish, seventeen or eighteen; a three-pound fish, about twenty; a four--
poun~ fish, about twenty-two; an eight-pound ~sh, about twenty-·seven, and a ten-pound fish ,, 
about thi;rty inches. These prop~rtions are taken from notes relating to a large number weighed·: 
a nd measured at Noank, Connecticut. The Winter Flounder or Flat Fish 8pawns in late -
winter and early · spring near the shore, and it is possible that the Plaice breeds at a.bout th~-
same period. 
The most extensive fishery for the Plaice is in the waters of Southern New England. Favorite--
fishing grounds ar!3 on sandy bottoms, at a depth of ten to twenty fathoms, along the .Atlantic '. 
side of Block Island, Martha?s Vineyard, and Eastern Long Island, where they are ~ost plentiful... 
They are obtained in smaller numbers in the harbors .and bays along the south shore of New· 
England, on Shagwam and Middle Ground Reefs, in Fisher's Island Sound and Long Island! 
/ 
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Sound, and outside of Fisher's Island. They are also taken in considerable numbers in the 
pounds of this region, occasionally five or six hundred at a time. The quantity taken in the weirs 
of New Englan<l. in 1876 was estimated as follows: 
Pounds. 
Weirs on north side of Cape Cod .................... : .................. '.. ....... -.. _ .. - ' 436 
Weirs on south side. of Cape Cod ........•..........•••.......•..... - - --.. - - ~ · --~. v -· 36, 000 
Weirs in Vineyard Sound ....... _ .................•................. - - ........... - - . 326, 620 
Weirs in Buzzard's Bay ...............•..•••• --·· ..•.•....... .•. -----···............ 15,749 
Weirs on Block Island, estimated ......•............•.......••..•.•... - ..•• - ....... - . 94, 500 
Weirs in Fisher's-Island Sound, estimated........................................... 4,000 
Weirs on east end of Long Island ..•••.••••..••.•.•••.•••.••••....•.•.•...••••••••••. / 14, 000 
Traps in Rhode Island ..........•.....•.....•....•.....•............. : .......... - .. - _11_2_, 2_5_0 
663,G55 
From other localities .... .................... . ........ ~ ......................•..... - . 50, 000 
713,555 
, , Estimated annual catch of Flat Fish.............. . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . .. . . • . • • . 600, 000 
1,313,555 
Value of the above, at four cents a pound, $52,542. 
T}.lese statistics of the catch in pound-nets include Plaice and Flat Fish, and in the statement 
of the total catch no distinction will be made between these two species. 
Immense numbers of them are sometimes taken in large seines hauled up on the beach. In 
1876 E. Cleveland seined 128,000'pounds at Menemsha Bight, Massachusetts. By far the greater 
quantity, however, is taken by small fishing smacks belonging to and bailing from Noank, 
Mystic, and New London, which pursue this special business, from May until October. These 
vessels are usually absent from port four or five days, and spend two days in fisli'ng. The fish 
are ship~ed in ice from Noank and New London principally to New York, and also to inland 
cities in the ~icinity. A single smac~, with a crew of a man and two boys, usually will obtain 
and ship to New York, on an average, about 12 barrels a week, about 160 barrels a year, or 
25,000 to 28,000 pounds. Captain Palmer, of Noank, in 1873, caught on one trip of two d3,ys 
about 1,000 fish, weighing, perhaps, 2,000 pounds. On this trip he used four lines. A good fisher-
man is able to manage two lines, each carrying two hooks. Menhaden bait is al ways used by 
profe sional fishermen, though I have caught Plaice to good advantage with lobster bait. A 
vessel usually consumes one barrel of menhaden on each trip. The fish strike the hook sharply 
as soon as it approaches the bottom, giving little opportunity to the skates, which very seldom 
get a chance at a Plaice's hook. In this respect they are very different from the cod. When the 
fish have been hauled to the surface, they are quickly transferred, with as littl~ injury as possible, 
to the well of the smack, which is amply large enough to hold a product of two or three days' 
fishing. They are thus brought alive to the place of shipment and reach the markets in excellent 
wndition, a fact which partially explains their popularity compared with ,that of other fish of the 
same family. 
In 1877 th~re were seven smacks engaged in this fishery-one from Mystic, one from New 
London, and five from Noank. It was e timated by the owner of one of these vessels that each 
ve sel made on an average fifteen trip during the summer, and that each trip averaged 800 fish, 
weighing 1¾ pounds each, making a total of 1,400 pounds to a trip, or 21,000 pounds to the eason, 
thus riving an aggr gate of 147,000 pound a he result of tbi branch of the fishery. 
aptain Atwood tat that in 1 46 he egan catching Plaice for the Boston market, in Prov-
iuce r r anch ring where th, ke 1 of the mack would just cl ar the bottom, and anywhere 
h uld c t ·h tbe1 in gr a number , the largest w igbing from ten to fifteen 
ln u · f ro n h c ught tw h n n p und . These b carried to Boston in the 
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well of his smack and tried to sell, but wa8 unsuccessful, though they were offered under the name 
of Turbot, local prejudice being against them. In 1879 there were seven or eight boats engaged in 
the plaice fishery during the month of June, this month being the best for plaice fishing. In the 
latter part of July, when I made my observations, all of the winter boats had quitted for the year. 
The method in use here is somewhat peculiar, and merits description. The fishermen call it -'' drailing for Plaice." The boat used is an ordinary cat-boat, managed by one person, and is 
allowed to drift with free sheet before the wind, while the · fisherman stands in the stern dragging 
the line over the bottom, baited with a bit of squid or clam. The boat is kept as nearly as possible 
over the places where the flats are deepening most abruptly into the basin of the harbor, and where-
the water is from eight to eighteen fathoms deep. Only very large fish, weighing ten, fifteen, some-
times even twenty pounds, are taken in this manner. The average c.a.tch. is from eight to twenty 
a day. In one day one D1an r('ported eight,, one fourteen, one twenty-three. Some of these fish are----
sold in Provincetown, btlt the greater portion is sent iced to New York, where a price of twelve 
cents a pound, wholesale, is easily obtained. In Boston there is no market for them. 
On the coast of New J ers~y Professor Baird states that in 18M they were taken in large 
numbers, by means of nets, in the deep slues along the beach. Along the southern coast they 
are occasionally taken by the line fishermen, and a considerable quantity is seined by the river 
fishermen. In the Gulf of Mexico they are rarely taken by hook and line, and are usually 
speared or jigged at night, by torchlight. 
The Plaice bas always been the most popular of our in-shore flat fishes, being exempt in a. 
certain dt-'gree from the prejudice attaching to the fishes of this family. It seems to have been a. 
common food-fish in South Carolina as early as 1760, and Schoepf mentions it as one of the food-
fishes of New York in 1776. In 1856, according to Gill, it was found in the New York market ill 
· autumn, but seems to have been less in favor tlia11 the Flat Fish. At present the Plaice is grow-
ing in favor in New York, and is upon , the lists of all good restaurants, though perhaps not so 
-generally consumed as the Flat Fish, which comes in the winter, when the market is less lavishly 
supplied. 
In Boston, and indeed throughout the greater part of New England, this, with all other 
Flounders, is considered unfit to eat, and it is by no means· generally popular dong _the Southern 
coast, though in Florid.a its flesh is highly prized. The Connecticut fishermen esteem it greatly, 
and when prepa,ring it for their own use are accustomed to hang it in the open air for a day or 
two "to dry," as they say. The wholesale price in New York varies from one and a half to six 
cents, but is usuaJly three cents a pound. 
Another species of Flounder, closely related to the Plaice, i1-, tLe common Four-spotted Flounder, 
-Paralichthys oblongus, which occasionally finds its way to market in company with the Plaice, and 
is doubtless sold under the same name. It is a small species, rarely attaining a, greater length than 
twelve inches and a weight of one pound. It may be readily di8ti~guished by tp.e presence upon 
the hack of four large, dark spots, elliptical in form, but these soon fade out after death. 
Its distribution is much more restricted than that of tbe Plaice; it is most abundant, at a 
depth of ten to forty fathoms, off the southern coast of New Eu gland; it rarely occurs north of Cape 
Cod, though one individual was taken by the Fish Commission at the mouth of Salem Harbor, nor 
has it been recorded 80uth of New York. 'l'here are two smaller s1wcies upon the Southern coast-
one, Paralichthys quadrocellatus, broader than Paralichthys oblongus, also marked with four dorsal 
spots, and known in the South as the Four-spotted Flounder. This species has been observed 
as far north as Charleston and Fort Macon, while its western record of limit is Pensacola. Stearns 
records it as common from Cedar Keys south to Key West, and pronounces it an excellent fooJ-fish. 
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[t cannot at present, however, be con~idered Yery important. The other species, Paralichthys 
·stigmatias, occurs in deep water (seventy-five fathoms) off the coast of Son th Carolina, an~ may be 
ilistinguished by the presence of tl.tree conspicu~us spots upon the upper side of th~ hody. 
57. THE BASTARD HALIBUT. 
This fish (Para,lichthys macu,losus Girard), writes Jordan, is known as the Halibut, Bastard 
·Halibut, and Monterey Halibut. South of San Francisco, where the true Halibut is not found, 
the larger individuals, which really greatly resemble the Halibut, are known by that name. the 
young being rarely distinguished from other '· Soles." At San Francisco, where the true Halibut 
is known, this species is called the Bastard Halibut, and sometimes the Monterey Halibut, as they 
are mostly brought from Monterey. It reaches a length of three feet and a weight of sixty pounds; 
the largest seen by us weighing fifty-five pounds. A great majority of those taken weigh less than 
three pounds, and it is said that lar'ge individuals are much less plenty than they formerly were: 
I 
Its range is from Tomales Bay to San Diego, and south of Point Concepcion. It is the commonest 
species of its fam_ily. Although not rare at San Francisco, it forms no more than four per cent. of 
the entire flounder catch. It lives in rather shallow water, the young abounding close to shore, 
large ones being taken in the gill-nets. Large ones are more abundant at Monterey than farther 
.south. It feeds upon fishes and crustacea, and in its habits seems very similar to the Eastern P. 
-dentatus. It spawns in early summer, like other large fishes. It is subject to the attacks of the 
. Hag Fish, Bdellostoma DombmJi. 
As a food-fish, it does not rank very high, the large specimens being tough and coarse_ 
compared to the Halibut, ,vhile the young are inferior to most of the species term~d '" Sole." 
58. THE FLAT FISH, OR WINTER FLOUNDER. 
Next in importance to the Plaice comes the Flat Fish, Pseudppleuronectes americanus, or 
Comm'on Flounder, sometimes called the "Winter I/Iounder," said to be known in Massachu-
Aetts Bay as Mud-dab, and occasionally to be sold in New York under the name of Sole. This 
fish, like the Plaice, belongs to a genus unknown to Europe, but is closely related to the common 
Flounder, or Fluke, of the British coast. Its range .is somewhat extensive, and in a certain . 
degree it replaces the Plaice along our northern coast. It has not been observed south of Chesa· 
peake Bay, but northward is common in the Bay of Fundy, on thee.astern shores of No,·a Scotif1, 
and in the Gulf of Saint La~rence, and, as far as observations have been made, upon the coast of 
Labrador. 
Storer, writing in 1849, remarks: "It is probably the most common Flounder on the southwest 
~oast of Labrador; we met with it first, though but sparingly, at the Saint Mary's Island, and 
ob, erved it as far easterly as Bras d'Or, where it is to be found in immense numbers, the bottom 
being almo t alive with them, and of large size." 
Flat Fish are always up n the bottom, feeding chiefly upon minute shells, such as Nucitla and 
Bulla upon young crab , or whatever they can find amoug the tones in the mud. Their mouths 
ar Y ry ,· mall, and ince they would unable to eiz and kill other fi, h, they never come 
o the ,·urfac in I nr ui.t of r . , a d th lar e-rnoutbed Flound r . They prefer sheltered bays 
an lrnrl r an app art e uall. a undant n the ottoms of the sand, mud, or rock; when 
~ r , t th Y ar u u, 11:y partiall. <l din tb mu or ·and at the bottom . I have ob erved 
1 t1J ttl th m, h- by convul i e motion of the fin 
ff f wn int th ·oft bottom. Thi pecie i · 
· liti : whi ·hi inba it than an oth r on our coa. t, 
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unless it be the sculpins. There is very little evidence of a tendency t_o move to and from the 
shore with a change of season. Winter and summer, they· appear to be equally alnmdant from 
New York to the Bay of Chaleur, where, in the tide-way of Miramichi River, they are ~ught in 
winter through holes,in the ice;1 In Labrador they are described as exceedingly abundant in 
summer, but nothing is known of their winter habits. Professor Baird found them scarce in 
Southern New Jersey in sqmmer, but learned that they were very abundant in the bay~ in winter. 
Small quantities are brought to Washington in winter from the mo11;th of the Chesapeake. 
The spawning season occurs early in spring, in February and March on the Connecticut coast, 
· and is thought to be closed by the first part of April. Young fish of half an inch in length are 
found in July in the deeper parts of the bays and sounds, and in August and September, having 
attained the length of one and oue-half to five inches, occur in great abundance in the coves and 
along the sandy shores of the Southern New England coast, in very shallow water. Their growth 
is probably rapid, though it would seem most likely that the :five-inch specimens, just referred to, 
were eighteen months rather than six months old. The largest that have been discovered were 
:fifteen inches _long, and would weigh from one to one and a half pounds. 
The flesh of the Flat Fish is solid, white, and of excellent flavor, .and deserves a more general 
popul~rity than it has yet attained. It is, and has been for the, last century, largely consumed in 
New.York in winter. Schoepf, writing in 1776, rpentions _it as occurring in the market in spring; 
later, writing in 1818, he i;;tates that small numbers were found in the stalls . in January and 
February, taken with spears while searching for eels. The
1
se were not very inviting, owing to 
their mangled appearance and frozen state, but, with the disappearance of ice and the approach of 
spring, their numbers increased, and in March the-sta-Ils were well :filled with them, cheap and fresh 
and good. They were only used as pan-fish. Gill wrote, in 1856: "This is the most common species 
of flounder that is brought to the city markets in the winter and spring months; it is sel¢lom sold 
at a higher price than eight to ten cents per pound. Flounders are chiefly sold by the wejght; 
occasionally they are strung through the branchial apertures on twigs and nominally sold by the 
bunch." 
The Smooth Flounder, or Christmas F1'>under, Pleuronectes glaber, is very similar in habits and 
appearance to the Flat Fish, and is still closer to the Flounder of Europe, being a member of the 
same genus. It m3:y be distinguished from the former by its smooth skin, which has given to the 
species, in some -localities, the name "Eel-back." Its distribution is extremely limited, it having 
been recorded as only found in Salem, :Massachusetts, Portland and Belfast, Maine, or within the 
limits of two degrees of latitude. Its range may in the future be extended farther to 'the north, but 
it is certain that at present none occur south of Salem. In Casco Bay they are very abundant in 
summer, and the Fish Commission secured great quantities of them in water .three or four fatho:ms 
deep in Bluelight Cove. They have never elsewhere been o?served, except in winter, about Christ-
mas time, hen they come into the harbors to spawn. At Salem they are, on this account, called the 
Christmas Fh,h. Conside.rable quantities are caught every year by spearing them .upon the sand. 
At this place they are also called "Fool Fish," because) in their anxiety· for food, they will bite at 
any kind of bait, even at a ra.g. 1rhe spawning -season is short, and they soon retire into deeper 
water. At Portland, and in the vicinity, considerable numbers re taken in the winter fishery in 
company with the Flat Fish, and with them are sent to New York and neighboring markets. In 
one instance a quantity was offered for sale in the markets of Washington. The spawning season 
on the coast of Maine is slightly earlier than that of Massachu~etts, beginning as early as the 
middle of December, while in Penobscot Bay they are taken at the very beginning of the month, full 
of spawn. In Penobscot Bay they are taken in traps, or" fliers," as the fishermen call them, shaped 
• 
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I 
something like lobster-traps and baited. The young Smooth :Flounder may be taken in summer on 
the beaches. The largest females observed weighed twenty-three ounces, the weight of the spawn 
being seven ounces. Too little attention has hitherto been paid to this fish, but it seems more 
than probable that in the future it will greatly increase in favor. 
59. THE FLAT FISHES AND SOLES OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
By DAVIDS. Jo~DAN. 
THE STARRY FLOUNDER-PLEUR0NEC'l'ES S'l'ELLATUS Palla~. 
This species is known, wherever found, as the ",Flounder," all others being consicl,ered as Bas-
tard or False Flounders. At San Francisco the name Flounder is rarely used in a generic sense, 
but only as a, special appellation of this species. It reaches a length of nearly three feet, and a 
weight of fifteen to twenty pounds, Jarger individuals being found northward than southward along 
the coast. The average length in the market is a.bout fifteen inches, and the weight two or three 
pounds. Its rate of growth is probably rapid, but we have no certaiQ data in regard to it. 
It ranges from San Luis Obis_Po to Kamtchatka, a~d from San Francisco northward it is by 
far the most abundant species. It probably constitute,; half, by weight, of the total annual catch 
of Flounders ou the Pacific coast. It enters the mouths of rivers, and considerable numbers are 
taken in the salmon-nets on the Lower Columbia. It is found in water of moderate depth, and is 
taken in seines and gill-nets, ~and sometimes with the hook. 
Its fo0d is crustacea, mollusca, and such fishes a_s it can swallow, its . mouth being compara-
tively small. It spawns in summer. Nothing special is known oL its breeding habits. 1t bas no 
especial enemy that we know of, with the exception of a tetradecapod, known as "fish-louse," 
which is very frequently found attached to the fins, gill-membranes, and gills of this and other 
species of flounders. 
As a food-fish this species is held in rather high esteem. The flesh is firm, and although . 
coarser than in the so-called Soles, is of fair flavor in the young. The very large individuals 
(eight to twenty pounds) are sol<.l at a lower price, and are consitlered poor ea.ting. A considerable 
portion of those iu the San Francisco market come from Humboldt Bay. 
This, according to Dr. Bean, is one of the most widely distributed littoral fish known to exist, 
ranging in North America to the mouth of the Colville and Anderson Rivers on the arctic coast. 
It euters extensively into the resources of Alaska, being the largest and most abundant of its kind 
in that region. 
A related species, P. glacialis, i e pecially abundant in Nortl1ern Alaska, occurring 1Jlentiful1y 
a far outh a 'aiut Michael's. Although small, its great abundance and fine flavor make it 
important a an article of food. Traveling partie of Es! imos generally have a supplytJ>f this :fish 
in their bidarra ·. They are u ually eaten raw. 
THE Ro GH LnI.A.NDA-Ll IANDA ASPER.A. (Pallas) Bean. 
mall r than it Atlantic relative, I.Jimanda ferruginea, 
ratb r limited. It i found about Unalasbka and has 
·ali i · in tue Gulf of Ala ka. Its flavor is fine, and it 
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THE DIA~0ND FL0UNDER.-HYPSOPSET'l'.A. GU'rTULAT.A. (Girard) Gill. 
In the neighborhood of San Francisco· this species is known as the "Turbot," many of the 
dealers stoutly averring that it is identical with the English fish of that name. South of Point 
Conce]Jcion the name Diamond Flounder is in use. This refers to _ the Thombic form of the fish, 
and the name seems an appropriate one. It reaches a length of eighteen inches and a weight of 
four pounds, but as usually seen in tlle market its fongth is about one foot. 
The geographic range of this species seems to be from Cape Mendocino to Magdalena Bay. 
It.seems to be more plentiful in the bays of Tomales and San Diego than elsewhere, apparently 
preferring shallow water and sandy bottoms. It is one, of the more abundant species, forming 
perhaps two per cent. of the catch of Flounders in the neighborhood of San Francisco: 
Its food consists mainly of crustacea and small mollusks. Nothing special is known of its 
breeding habits. Its enemies are those of all Flounders, and no diseases, have been IJ.Oticed. As 
a food-fish it ranks high. It is one .of the most firm-fleshed of the Flounders. 
THE "SOLES" OF CAL/FORNI A. 
LEPID0PSET'l'.A. BILINE.A.'l'A (Ayres) Gill. 
This species has no other distinctive name than '' Sole." It reaches a Jength of twenty inches 
a.nd a weight of five or six pounds. Its average weight in the market is about three pounds. It 
ranges from Monterey to Alaska, and its relative abundance steadily increases as we go north-
ward from Monterey to Vancouver's Island. In Puget Sound it makes about thirty per cent. of 
the flounder ·catch; about San Francisco barely two per cent. It lives in rocky places in deep 
water, and mo~t of those taken about San Francisco come from the neigh borbood of the Farallones. 
It takes the hook more readily than any of the other small-mouthed Flounders, and consitlerable 
numbers are taken by the Chinese on their set-lines, especially at Monterey. They feed chiefly on 
crustaceans and small fishes. 
Nothing special is known of its breeding habits, and nothing distinctive of enemies or 
diseases. It is perhaps more subject to the parasitism of the fish- louse than any of the other 
species. 
Dr. Bean found this fish abundant in Alaska, and one of the most important pf the ~fla_t fishes 
in that territory. It is there regarded as an excellent food-fish. The natiYes spear it as it lies 
entirely concealed in the loose sand along shore, where it comes at eventide to feed on small 
crustaceans. 
p .A.R0PHRYS ISCHYRUS Jordan and Gilbert. 
Four specimens only of this species have been seen. These were taken with a seine at Seattle. 
It resembles the preceding in appearance, and probably in habits. Those seen were about eighteen 
inches long, and weighed about three pounds. 
"This is a coarse, rough fish in its general appearab.ce, greatly resembling the Flounder, Pleu-
ronectes stellatits, but differing from it in the ctenoid scales, and in the presence of an acces!ilory 
lateral line, characters in which it agrees with the next species. It bas ltitherto been found only 
in Puget Sound, and reaches a length of about eighteen inclrns."-Loclcington. 
p .A.R0PHRYS VE'l'UL us Girard. 
This species is always called Sole by the fishermen. It is one of the smallest species, reach-
ing a leugth of about fourteen inches and a weight of about two pounds. Tltose usually seen in 
• 
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market avera()'e less than half a pound. - It is found from Santa Barbara to Alaska, and from San 
0 I 
Francisco northward is extremely _abundant. · In number of individuals taken, this sp~cies is 
exceeded only by Pleuronectes stella,tv,s. In number of pounds it probably ranks below Hippoglo8-
soides Jordani. It forms about one-fifth the whole flounder catch of the coast. It lives near the 
shore, and is taken in gill-nets and seines. It feeds on crustaeea and the like. As a food-fish it 
meets with a ready sale, but its flesh is rather poor and tasteless. It spawns in spring. Nothing 
further is known of its breeding habits, and nothing of its enemies OT diseases. It is often found , 
in the stomachs of larger predaceous fishes. 
Its flesh is softer than that of other Flounders, and it does not make an attractive appearance 
in the market. It aiways readily ·sells, however, and the quality of the flesh is probal?ly better 
than that of some of the other kinds. 
P.A.ROPHRYS ISOLEPIS (Lockington) Jordan and Gilbert. 
This species, too, is a Sole to the fishermen. ' It reaches a length of about :fifteen inches and a 
weight of about two and a half pounds. Its usual length is about· ten inches, with a weight of 
half a pound. It ranges from Monterey to Puget Sound, inhabiting rather deep water and 
becoming larger in size and more plentiful nortltward. About Sa;n Francisco it is mainly taken 
by the paranzelle fishermen, who obtain it in great numbers, but it fo;ms less than one per cent. of 
the flounder catch of the coast. lts food is inainly crustacea and mollusks. It spawns in spring, 
at which season the largest catches of it are made. 
Large ~pecimens of this species are sold with the best Soles (Psettichthys), which they greatly 
resemble. Small ones rank with Glyptocephalus pacificus and the like, and often cam10t be · sold,_ 
OITHARICH'l HYS SORDIDUS (Girard) Gthr. 
This species is often known as the ''Plaice" in Puget Sound. About San Francisco it 
becomes, like the others, a "Sole.'' It is one of the smallest species, reaching a length of fifteen 
inches, and a weight of two pounds. Its average weight in market is little more than half a 
}JOund. It ranges from San Diego to Puget Sound, being rare south of Point Concepcion, and most 
abundant about ~onterey. It lives in comparatively deep water, and is conside;ed distinctively 
a deep--w3iter sp-ecies by the fishermen in Puget Sound. It takes t he hook very readily, and great 
number are taken on set-lines by the Chinese, to dry for market. It probably makes about eight 
per cent. of the entire flounder catch of the coast. It feeds on small fishes, the anchovy being 
one of its pecial articles of food . 
PSE1'TICHTHYS MELANOSTIOTUS Girard. 
Thi pe ie i everywuere a Sole, and at San Francisco it is considered to have a better 
claim to that title than any other pecies. It reaches a length of about twenty inches, and a 
w jght off'. ur or five pound . It average length i about fifteen inches. It ranges from Mon-
ter Y t 7rang 1, Ala ka. It liv at no great depth , and i about equaJly abundant the entire 
l ,ngth f th a t. lthough n Yer found in large number , it i.· always present in the markets, 
an 1 fort ·· ,· m fi.v P r cent. f tb ntir flounder at ·h of the coa t . It feeds upon fishes and 
i· l i. k wn f it l r diulY h hit , n mi , r di ·eases. As a food-fish it is 
f th f il . . th wh i tinr,uj h i from r lated pecie . 
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HIPPOGLOSSOlDES JORDAN! Lockington. 
This species is _known universally as the "Sole." I have also heard the Italian name "Soglia" 
applied to it more often than to related species. It reaches a length of eighteen inches, and a 
weight of six or eight pounds, the average being about -three. It ranges from Monterey to' Puget 
Sound, being comparatfrely scarce north of Ca.pe Mendocino, but in Monterey Bay the commonest 
species, and forming pr9bably fifteen p_er cent. of tlie Flounders in the market of San Francisco. 
Great numbers are taken by Chinamen on set-lines baited with anchovies. It lives in water of no 
great depth. It feeds upon anchovies, shrimps, and a.U sorts of small fishes and crnstacea.. It 
spawns in early summer. Nothing especial is known of its breeding habits. Its enemies and 
diseases are similar to those of other Flounders. 
It is one of the best of the Flounders as a food-fish. Great numbers are dried yearly by the 
Chinese, who suspend them by strings on a fr3:me place~ ou the roofs of the houses, as they are 
too fleshy to dry well on tables. Here they rustle in the wind, and, striking together, produce a 
sound like the wind among the leaves. 
"It appears -strange," remarks Lockington, "that this common specie13 should have esc~ped 
the notice of naturalists until last year. In the markets of San Francisco it abounds 'throughout 
every month of the. year, and in Monterey Bay it is the most abundant of its tribe. .Professor 
,Jordan informs me that about five hundred pounds' weight of this fish are taken daily at Mont~rey 
alone by the Chinese, besides large quantities taken by the Italians. An examination of the stock 
in trade of -the Chinese located near MoJJterey, proved that over nineteen-twentieths of the fish 
that dry on hurdles and flap in . the wind around the hovels consisted of this fish; a few sharks, 
with Psettichthys melanostictus and Oitharichthys sord·idus, constituting the remainder." 1 
It occasionally reaches sixteen inches or more in length and a weight of five pounds, and is 
considered one of the best of its tribe, but js inferior to the Black-dotted Flounder, the Turbot, and 
one or two others. It becomes rare northward, yet occurs in Puget Sound; south of Monterey it 
is not on record. 
HIPPOGLOSSOIDES EXILIS .Jordan and Gilbert. 
This species is one of the smallest, reaching a length of about nine inches, and a weight of less 
than a pound. It inhabits deep waters on sandy bottoms from San Francisco to Puget Sound. , 
It is taken in the sweep-nets of the paranzelle in spring off Point Reyes in enormous numbers, 
Rometimes nearly a ton at a time. In Puget Sound it is less common, although frequently taken 
h1 seines. It bas not bern noticed by naturalists until the present year, and has probably been 
rarely taken until the introduction of the paranz~lle. It feeds on SIJ?all fishes, crustaceans, ete. 
It spawns in spring, perhaps -coming from still deeper water, as in the winter none were noticed in 
the markets. Its enemies and diseases are unknown. Most of those taken by the paranzelle are. 
thrown overboard. The flesh is soft, and the fish <loes not sell for enough to pay for bringing it in. 
This species is readily distinguished from the preceding by its much more slender form, and 
by the large size of the scales, which are very delicately ciliate ·on their hinder edge. 'rhe eyes 
are very large, their longitudinal diameter: contained about three and one-third times in the length 
of the head. The greatest depth is contained about three and a half times in the total length. 
In July it was tolerably common in the markets of San Francisco, anJ its previous rarity is 
probably occasioned by the fact that it is only taken in tolerably deep water, and is too sma.11 to be 
considered of much value. 
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The specimens I have seen were from eight to ten inches in length, and three-quarters of a 
pound in weight. It occurs in Puget Sound, lmt is not very common. 
HIPP0GL0SS0IDES ELASS0D0N Jordan and ' Gilbert. 
This species reaches a length of about fifteen inches, and a weight of two or three pounds at 
least. It has be.en found in Puget Sound, in rather deep water about the wharves of Seattle, 
Washington Territory, and New Tacoma. It takes the book very readily, and affords the boys _ 
considerable amusement. Its value as food is probably similar to that of H. Jordani. 
Dr. Bean states that he has specimens from Kodiak, Unalashka, and the Shumagin lsla1ids,_ 
Alaska. It is a food-fish of some importance in these localities. 
XYST~EURYS LIOLEPIS Jordan and Gilbert. 
This species reaches a length of fourteen inches and a weight of two pounds; · ranges from 
Point Concepcion southward. It lh;es in water of moderate depth, usually about the kelp. It 
takes the hook readily, spawns in spring, and feeds on crustacea and small fish. It is too scarce 
to have any special economic value. 
ATHERESTHES ST0MU.S Jordan and Gilbert. 
This species, so far as. know1:, does not exceed eighteen inches in length and one and a half 
pounds in weight. His perhaps the slenderest Flounder known. It has only been seen among 
fishes taken in the sweep-nets of the paranzelle off Point -Reyes, and only about a dozen specim~ns 
are known. It probably inhabits con1::1iderable depths, and will doubtles8 be found to belong to the 
Alaskan fauna. 
THE SLIPPERY S0LE-GLYPT0CEPHALUS PACIFICUS Lockington. 
Like various other species, this fish is known as the Sole, wherever found. It reaches a length 
of fifteen inches and a weight of two pounds. As usually seen in the market, it is about eight 
inches in length and weighs about half a pound. It inhabits deep or cold waters, and ranges from 
Monterey to Vancouver's Island. In California it is only taken in deep water, and is therefore 
rarely brought in except by the paranzelle, who obtain it sometimes in enormous numbers. In 
Puget Sound it comes nearer shore, and is often taken in the seines. It has been brought into 
the San Francisco market only since the establishment of the paranzelle fishing a few years ago. 
Since then, it has rapidly increased in abundance in the market, and now makes about five per 
cent. of the Flounders sold in San Francisco. Many pounds of small ones are daily thrown away 
in the pring and summer. It feeds on crustacea and the like. 
It spawns in May and June, and probably then comes into shallow water, as the catch is then 
greater than in winter. The large ones are considered among the best of the Flounders. The 
small ones are little valued. The whole body is excessively slimy when out of water, more so than 
in any other Flounder. 
THE LONG-FINNED SOLE-GLYP'l'OCEPH.ALUS ZACHffiUS Lockington. 
Thi pecie i likewi e known as a Sole, but occasionally distinguished as long-finned. It 
r ch a length f igbteen inches and a weight of about two poun<ls. The average length is more 
tban a -f t. It has been thu far noticed only in deep water about San Francisco and Monterey. 
ti ono of th le t abun ant of the Fl under , rarel more than a dozen coming into the San 
r nci c rk t in we k nd often£ · 1 ng p ri t1 · none at all. Until th introduction of the 
I ar· nz •lle i t , k t 
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In respect to food, breeding habits, and localities, it agrees, entirely with G. paci.ficus so fa.r as 
we know. Its skin is not slimy, and its flesh is very firm and white, and said to be of very superior 
flavor, similar to that of the E_uropean Sole . . 
"Up to the present time," says Lockington, "this species is only known from the m;ukets of 
San Francisco, to which it is brought from deep water near Point ~eyes, some thirty miles north 
of tbe city. , It is comparatively rare; seldom more than three or four are offered for sale on any 
one day, and it is not brought in at all in the winter. It attains a length of eighteen inches, and 
a weight of about two pounds, and is held in hJgh esteem. Hitherto it is only known, to occur in 
Monterey Bay and in the vicinity of San Francisco. .A.sits mouth is too small f9r the hook, and 
its habitat too deep for the gill-nets, it is taken chiefly in sweep-nets." 
The three following species are very s1milar in s~ze, appearance, ·habits, and value, and the same 
remarks, except in regard to distribution, will apply to them all: 
PLEUR0NICH'.I.'HYS VERTIC.A.LIS Jordan and Gilbert. 
PLEUR0NICHTHYS QU.A.DRITUBER0ULATUS (Pallas) Lockington. 
PLEUR0NICHTHYS C<EN0SUS Girard. 
These three species have no distinctive popular names, the fisherm;n confounding them with 
' . 
various other species under tlie name of Turbot ~ml Sole. 
As usually seen in the markets, these species average ab?ut ten inches in length, P. i,erticalis 
being usually the smallest of the three, and P. quadrituberculatus the .largest; all, however, reach 
sometimes a length of fifteen inches and, a weight of two or three pounds. 
P. quadrituberculatus and P. verticalis have been thus far noticed only in Monterey Bay and -
. about Point Reyes and the Farallones. P. cmnosus is found from 'San Diego to the Aleutian Islands, 
and is especially abundant in rocky coves about Puget Sound. _ All three of them are now 
migratory ana live in considerable depths of water, being rarely taken near shore except in the 
spawning time. . 
Compared with other Flounders, none of these are ever abundant. Fifteen individuals of the 
three species together would be a large proportion in one haul of the gill-net in Monterey Ba:y, 
in the season of their spawning. At _other times ttiey rarely come near enough to shore to enter 
a gill-net. ' 
Unlike the other Flounders, these three species feed chiefly or entirely on plants; the stomach 
and intestines are always full of algre, and, although they occasionally take the hook, animal food 
makes a small portion of their diet. 
These species spawn in the -spring, chiefly in May and June. Nothing is known of their 
breeding habits, further than .that they are taken in the gill-nets and in the sweep-nets of the 
paranzelle in greater numbers at that season than earlier in the year: and they probably spawn in 
sandy places, and otherwise live among the rocks. 
No special enemies are known, other than predatory fish, and no diseases have been ob~erved. 
As food-fish, they are not distinguished from related species. 
60. THE HALIBUT-HIPPOGLOSSUS VULGARIS. 
The Halibut, Hippoglossus vulgaris, is widely distributed through the North Atlantic and 
North Pacific, both near the shores, in shallow water, and upon the· off-shore banks and the edges 
of the continental slope down to a depth of two hundred to two hundred and fifty fathoms or ~ore. 
In the Western Atlantic tLe species has not been o6served south of the fortieth parallel, stragglers 
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having occasionally been taken o:ff Sandy Hook, Block Island, and Montaqk Point, while it ranges 
north at least -to Cumberland Gulf, latitude 64°, and to Holsteinborg Bank in, Davis Strait, and' 
as far as Disko · and Omenak Fiord, latitude 71°, on the coast of Gre~nland, five or six degrees 
· within the Arctic Circle. Along the entire west coast of Greenland they exist, abundant about 
Iceland and north to Spitzbergen, in latitude _80°. No one knows to what extent they are 
distributed along the European and Asiatic shores of the Arctic Ocean, but they have been 
observed on both sides of the North Oape; .in East and West Denmark, and from the North Cape, 
latitude 71 o, south along the entire western line of the Scandinavian Peninsula, in the Skager 
Rack and Cattegat, but not, however, so far as ' I can learn, in _the Baltic. Halibut are occasion-
ally seen in the south_ern part of the North Sea and in the English Channel: south of latitude 50° 
their range in the Eastern Atlantic appears to cease. There is yet some question whether it is 
found in Southern Ireland, but some of the largest individuals recorded from Great Britain were 
taken in the Irish Sea, off the Isle of Man. 
On the Pacific coast the Halibut, which has been shown by Dr. Bean to be identical with that 
of the Atlantic, ranges from the Farallone Islands north ward to Bering Straits, _ becoming more 
abundant northward. '' Its center of abundance," says Bean, "is in the Gulf of Alaska, par-
ticularly abe>ut Kodiak, the Alexander Archipelago, and the Shumagi1:1s. Large halibut are 
numerous about the Stal Islands, but the small ones have been killed by the seals. I have 
heard from good authority of their capture as far north as Saint Lawrence Bay, near E~st Oapc, 
in Siberia. It has several times been reported from off the heads of Marcus Bay, Siberia." It 
is occasionally taken off San Francisco and about Humboldt Bay. In the Straits of Fuca and in 
the deeper channels about Puget Sound 'it is taken in considerable numbers. 
A large halibut bank exists .in the mouth of the Straits of Fuca, about nine miles from Cape 
Flattery in a northwesterly direction, and their capture is an important industry to the Coast· 
Indians. 
The Halibut is emphatically a cold-water species. That it ranges nine or ten degrees farther 
south on the American than on the European coast, is quite in accordance with the general law of 
the distribution of fish-life in the Atlantic; indeed, it is only in winter that Halibut are known to 
approach the shore to the south of Cape Cod, and it is safe to say that the temperature of the 
water in which they are at present most frequently taken is never, or rarely, higher than 45°, and 
seldom higher than q5°, and often in the neighborhood of 320. Its geographic range correRponds 
closely to that of the codfish, with which it is almost invariably associated, though the cod is less 
dependent upon the presence of very cold water, and in the Western Atlantic is found four or five 
degrees-in the Eastern Atlantic at least two-nearer the Equator, while the range of the two 
specie to the north is probably, though not certainly, known to be limited relatively in about the 
same degree. In the same manner the Halibut appears to extend its wanderings further out to 
sea, and in deeper and colder water than the cod. Although observations on this point have 
nece ·arily been imperfect, it eems to be a fact that, while cod are very rarely found upon the 
edge f the c ntinental lope of North .America, beyond the 250-fathom line, Halibut are present 
tb re in a undanc . 
f thi pecies i quite uniform in the regions where it is known, 
· rtain varia ions in the language of the different countries, and 
unmi taka 1 hat i i rarely confounded with other species, 
ming t b th Turbot of the European coast, with 
c tlan it is aid that the Halibut is frequently 
h inio that in instances where it bad been 
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claimed that Halibut had been. taken in the south of Ireland the Turbot was the sp(;cies actually -
referred to. 
'' Halibut" and "Holibut" are words which are as__oid as the English language. In Germany 
it is called "Heilbutt" or "H~iligebutt"; in Sweden, '' Ballefisk" or "Halleflundra," while in 
Holland the name is "Heilbot." 
· In studying these names it should be borne in mind that "but" or "bott" is another word for 
I 
· a :flounder or flat fish, and that the English, DL1tch, German, and Scandinavian prefixes to either 
this word or the equivalent word Flounder are presumably of the same meaning. A false 
derivation has been imagined for the name, which is exemplified in the German word "Heilige-
butt" just mentioned, and also in the English orthography, which is sometimes encountered 
"Holy but." This is without foundation, for the Halibut has riever been mentioned more than any 
other species of fl.lat fish, and the derivation is as fanciful as the N cw England one of '' Haul-a-
boat," which our fishermen have frequently assured me was the proper name, referring to t,he size-
and strength of the fish. The true deriv'ation of the word is best understood by a stu_dy of its 
Scandinavian names, from which it appears that the prefix has reference simply _to the holes or 
deep places at sea in which the fish is found, and that the name simply means "a deep-sea fish,',.. 
./ · or" a deep-sea :flounder." The name" Fletan" which a species bears in France is not distinctive, 
th~ fish being almost unknown in that country. 
DISTRIBUTION IN 'l'}JE NORTHWESTERN ATLANTIC.-The general distribution of the Halibut 
having been sketched in outline, it seems appropriate-to discuss more fully the range and abun- . 
dance of the fish upon the coast of North America, where they are sought by American fishing-
vessels, and in this discussion some of the facts already briefly stated will necessarily. be re,peated 
in part or at length. Halibut are taken abundantly on Holstein borg Bank, at the southern entran~e 
to Davis Strait, latitude 67° north arid longitude 54° to 56° west, where several Gloucester-
schooners have in past years obtained large cargoes of salted fish. In Etzel~s "Grori.land," the 
materials for which were largely derived from Rink's "Gronland geographisk og statistisk 
Beskrevet," published i~ 1857, the dh,tribution of the species in this region is quite fully discussed. 
It is there stated that Halibut are taken chiefly in the southern part of North G~eenland, and. 
especially on the shoals among the islands in the district of Egedesminde, especially about Agto,. 
Riskol, and Ikerasak, in latitude 68°, and somewhat less near Disko, in latitude 70°. They are 
captured most abundantly in the spring and fall, when the Greenlanders take many in these· 
localitieR. They are even taken, at greater depths, as far north as Omeriak, in latitude 71 °. In a 
later work, however, Rink asserts that" the Netarnak or larger Halibut is found on the banks, as 
well as in different places outside the islands, up to 70° north latitu_de, in depths of from thirty-to, 
fifty fathoms/' 1 
In the same later work Rink remarks that Halibut are plentiful in the fall about Egedesminde, 
especially about Agto, the southernmost outpost of North Gree»land.2 
Regarding the occurrence of Halibut in South Greenland, Etzel goes on to state that in July 
and August they are taken on the outer coast and among• the islands at depths of thirty to fifty 
fathoms, while in winter they frequent deeper regions and are but seldom seen, chiefly on the cod-
1 BR0-WN, ROBERT: Dani'3h Greenland I its P eople and its Products I By I Henry Ril}k I Knight of the Order of 
Dannebrog I Director of the Royal Greenland Board of Trade I Formerly Inspector of South Greenland I Author of Tales 
and Traditions of the Eskimoes, etc I ( Cut of medal.) I Edited by I Dr. Robert Brown, F. L. S. F. R. G. S. I Author or 
The Races of Mankind, etc I With Illustrations by the Eskimo, and a Map I Henry S. King & Co., London j 1877-
Svo, pp. xvii, 468, 16 plates, and a map on p. 1 (p. 134). 
2 RINK : Op. cit., pp. 340, 341. 
/ 
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banks off Holsteinborg and in the sounds farther south.1 Rink narrates that "in the yea,r of the 
war," .when the Europeans were obliged to supply themselves with provisions from Greenland, 
there were taken among the islands off_ Godthaab (64° 8' north latitude) two thousand Halibut, and 
that in a single half day two boats: took over one hundred. This was in 1809. They are rarely 
taken in the district of J ulianshaab, in latitude 60° 43' north. 
Peter C. Sutherland, writing of Risko! Bank, in 1850, stated that Halibut were then very 
abundant in that locality, and that the cod-fishing vessels which visited Davis Strait every season 
use them to bait their hooks, though the supply far exceeded the demand for this purpose. 2 
On the return of the Penny Expedition, in 1851, Sutherland narrates that when crossing the 
Arctic Circle, in longitude 53°, the sailors put over lines baited with pork and hooked a cod and a 
Halibut at the depth of forty fathoms. 3 
The most n~rthern occurrence of the Halibut on the western side of Davis Strait is that 
recorded by Mr. Ludwig Kumlien, naturalist of the Howgate expedition, who saw a large indi-
vidual taken by the Eskimos off the mouth of Davis Strait, near latitude 64° north. 
Richardson, in the "Fauna BQreali-Americana," speaks of the occurrence of the species on the 
Greenland_coast, but seems to have no authentic information of its having been observed even as 
far north as Labrador on the opposite side. 
There can be no reasonabl~ doubt that Halibut are found along the entire eastern coast of 
Labrador, though there is no other published record of their occurre1;1ce north of Red Bay, in the 
Straits of Belle Isle, near latitude 51 ° 40' north, where they were observed by Mr. Horatio R. 
Storer, several having_been taken during his stay at tbat p!ace in the sumn1er of 1849.4 
They are abundant in certain parts of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, especially the island of 
Anticosti, and are also found along the entire coasts of Newfoundland and the eastern shores of 
Nova Scotia. 
In June, 1878, the schooner "G. P. Whitman," of Gloucester, caught a fare of Halibut in two 
to twelve fathoms of water near Green Point, Newfoundland. The crew said that they could see 
the fish l~·ing on the bottom in shallow water. 
Capt. George Olsen, schooner "Proctor Brothers," arrived at Gloucest~r August 2, 1880, with 
22,000 pounds' weight of fresh Halibut, from Anticosti. He reported Halibut plenty then at tho 
western end of the island close inshore-within half a mile; he saw the Halibut sporting near 
and on the surface; he found they would not bite, as on the banks, at Halibut bait, and since fresh 
herring or capeliu could not be obtained, could get only a partial trip of Halibut. They were good 
fish, weighing sixty to eighty pounds.5 
According to M. H. Perley they are found in the Bay or" Fundy up to its very head, where 
they are taken in summer in Cumberland Bay, near the light-house off Apple River, and also in 
West Bay. He states that they are also found on the south shore of the Bay of Fundy, and 
abundantly from Cape Split to Brier Island, as well as in the Annapolh; Basin.6 
• 
1 ETZEL ANTON VON: Gronland geographisch und statistisch beschrieben. A.us danischeu Quellschriften von 
Anton von Etz l. Stuttgart, J. G. Cotta'scher Verlag, 1860. Svo, pp. x iv, 665 (p. 254). 
~ UTIIEHLA.,D, PETER C. : Jonrnal of a Voyage in Baffin's Bay and Barrow Straits in t he years 1850-1851, per-
formed by II. 1., hip 'Lady Franklin" and "Sophia" ... ins archofthe missingcrewsofH.M.Ships "Erebus"., 
and "T rror.' . . . By P ter C. ntherla.nd, M:. D., M. R. C .. E., Surgeon to th e Expedition. In two volumes . 
. . Lond n: . .. 1 2. (Vol.i,p.26.) · 
TUEitL .·D: Op. t:it. 1 ii,p. 341. 
4 
TORlm II R TIO R BI.", .·: b. rvation. n the Fi h ·rie of t,he Coa::its of Nova cotia and Labrador, with 
~ri"ption f '<~w 'p ·ci . < r . Bo -t. So·. Tat. Hit. vi 1 ~1, pp. 247-270, pls. vii-viii (p. 267). 
' m nt c,f A. Howar 'lark. 
R }>'>rt on h • ·· of .·l'w Brun wick l 52 Ip. 109-16~. 
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Perley's report was prepared in 1852, aud there is no evidence of a diminution in that region 
since the t'iine he wrote. 
Mr. J. Matthew Jones tells me that Halibut are occasionally taken at Five Islands in the 
Basin of Minas, but that this is of rare occurrence. 
I am indebted to Captain Ashby for the following facts about the southern limits of the 
distribution of the Halibut: 
He has never known them to be found south of Sandy Hook, where large ones are occasion-
ally taken in winter. In May, 1876, the schooner "Cartwright," fishing ten miles southeast of 
Montauk Point, caught ma:ny Halibut. In February, 1876, some Noank smacks caught a few Hal-
ibut about eight miles from land, off the southeast point of Block Island. Within the last forty 
years one or two Halibut have been taken off the outer shore of Fisher's Island. He has never 
known a:JJ:Y to be taken in Long Island Sound. Halibut are sometimes taken in three fathoms of 
water among the breakers of Nantucket, in "blowy weather." Forty years ago they were abundant 
about Gay Head and N oman's Land. There has been no systematic fishing there lately, but 
some Halibut have probably been taken. 
The local pal?ers chronicled the capture, on May 1, 1876, ·off Watch Hill, Rhode Island, of an 
eighty-pound Halibut, the first taken in that vicinity for many years. 
They are occasionally taken along the shores of Maine and Massachusetts, but so seldom that 
- a capture of this kind by one of the inshore fishermen is always mentioned in the local papers. 
ABUND.A.NCE.-Half a century ago Halibut were extremely abundant in Massachusetts Bay. 
_ Elsewhere in this essay ar~ given several instances of their great plenty and voracity, as narrated 
by some of the early fishermen · of Cape Ann. Of late years, however, few are found except in 
deep water on the off-shore banks. 
The presence of so important ·a food-fish as the Halibut in America did not long escape the 
observations of the early English explorers. Capt. J·ohn Smith, in his "History of Virginia," wrote: 
"There is a large sized fish called Hallibut, or Tur but: some are taken so bigg that two men have 
much a doe to hall them into the boate; but there is such plenty, that the fish£r men onely eate 
the heads ["fl finnes, and thro:w away the bodies: such in Paris would yeeld 5. or 6. crownes a 
peece: and this is no discommodity." 
SrzE.-The Halibut is surpassed in size by only three of our eastern species-the sword fish, 
the tunny, and the tarpum. There is said, by experienced fishermen, to be a great difference in the 
size of the two sexes, the females being much the larger; the male is said rarely to exceed fifty 
pounds in weight, and to be, ordinarily, in poor condition and less desirable for food. The average 
size of a full-grown female is somewhere between one hundred and one hundred and fifty pounds, 
though they are sometimes much heavier. Captain Collins, w~o has had many years' experience 
in the Gloucester halibut fishery, assures me that he has never seen one which would weigh over 
two hundred and_ fifty pounds, and that one weighing over two hundred and fifty pounds is 
considered large. There are, however, well-authenticated instances of their attaining greater 
dimensions. Captain Atwood, in communication with the Boston Society of Natural History, in 
1864, stated that the largest he had ever taken weighed, when dressed, two hundred and thirty-
seven pounds, and would probably have weighed three hundred pounds as taken from the water. 
In July, 1879, however, the same reliable observer saw at Provincetown two individuals taken 
near Race Point, one of which weighed three hundred and fifty-nine pounds (three hundred and 
two pounds when dressed), the other, four hundred and one pounds (three hundred and twenty-
two pounds when dressed). 
13 F 
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There is a tradition in Boston that Mr. Anthony Holbroo~, one of the early fish-dealers 
of that city, had in his possession a Halibut, taken at New Ledge, sixty miles southeast of Port-
land, which weighed over six hundred ponnds. This story, which is recorded by Storer in Lis 
"Fisheries of Massachusetts," Captain Atwood believes to be untrue. Halibut, weighing from 
three to four hundred pounds, tlwugh unusual in comparison with the ordinary size, are by no 
means rare. I have before me a record of ten or twelve such, captured on the New England coast 
<luring the past ten years. Nilsson, a Swedish ichthyologist, has mentioned the capture of a Hali-
but on that coast which weighed seven hundred and twenty pounds. There are stories of Halibut 
ten feet in length; a fish weighing three hundred and fifty pounds is between seven and eight feet 
long and nearly four feet in width. The largest individuals are not considered nearl~T so good for 
table use as those of less than one hundred pounds' weight. A fat female of eightJ' pounds is, 
by good judges, considered to be in the highest state of perfection. Males are -not, however, so 
highly esteemed. Small Halibut, known as "Chicken Halibut," ranging from ten to twenty 
pounds: are much sought after by epicures, and bring a high price in the New York and Bostou 
markets. They are comparatively rare, however, and a Halibut weigh~ng ten pounds or less is 
rarely seen; the smallest recorded on our coast was about five inches in length and was taken by 
Professor Verrill in a dredge-net in the Strait or" Canso. 
The Halibut of the Pacific are apparently similar in dimensions to those of New England. 
Mr. Anderson, inspector of fisheries for British Columbia, states that they there attain a weight of 
200 pounds. 
The wholesale dealers of Gloucester, in buying fresh Halibut from the fishermen, recognize 
two grades; one, which they call "Grey Halibut," they consider to be of inferior value, and pay 
a lower price for. The Gre)1 Halibut are distinguished by dark cloudings or blotches upon the 
under side, which in the most remarkable fishes are pure white. Almost all the largest Halibut 
are classed among the Greys. Fishermen claim that there is no actual difference between the gray 
and the. white fish, and it is a fair question whether they are not right. 
MIGRATIONS.-It is useless to attempt to describe here the migrations of the Halibut from 
place to place; although much information has been received upon this subject, the problem re-
quires long an<l careful study. · 
The history of the halibut fishery has been a peculiar one. At the beginning of the present 
century these fish were exceedingly abundant in Massachusetts Ba.y. From 1830 to 1850, and 
even later, they were extremely abundant on George's Banks; since 1850 they have partially 
disappeared from this region, and the fishermen have since been following them to other banks, 
and since 1874 out into deeper and deeper water, and the fisheries are now carried on almost 
exclusively in the gullies between the off-shore banks and on the outer edges of the banks in water 
one hundred to three hundred and fifty fathoms in depth. 
Captain Benjamin A hby, of Noank, Connecticut, who is familiar with the fisheries south of 
Cape Cod, informs me that they frequent the deepest water in the spring and ·fall, and that they 
come up in the shoal water, in ixty or eventy fathoms, in May and June, while in July they begin 
to go out again into deep water, and by the latter part of the month are on the way into the gully 
n orthea t part of George's Bank. 
ptain ollin briefly expr bi view a follows: "Halibut are found in the deep water-
y from on bun red to two hundred and fifty fathoms in depth-on the edge of all the banks from 
rg t th r nd k the arr und. ometime , however, they are found more numerous in 
m hallo w t r in th winter and early pring. Thi wa the case in the winters and 
ri 7 n J 7 w 11 in the year preceding. But in 1878 there waa no great 
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catch of Halibut in less than one hundred fathoms on any of the banks. The great schools that 
were found in the western part of the Grand Bank in February and March, 1876 and 1877, appear to 
be migrating. The :fish that were found to the south of latitude 44° north were mostly small-sized 
white Halibut. They went off the bank into deep water, and nobody knew what became of them. 
Those that were caught to the north of this parallel were mostly large gray fish, and were traced as 
far as Saint Peter's Bank. These are possibly the same :fish-they are certainly the same kind of 
fish-that struck in on the western coast of Newfoundland in the summer months in pursuit of 
capelin." 
Capt. George A. Johnson states that the large Halibut frequent the outer and deeper part 
of the banks, while the little "bull :fish" lie inside, on shallower ground, and are caught on the inner 
end of the trawl lines, but that sometimes the lar_ge_ Halibut come up on the shallow grounds. 
On the coast of :N" ewfoundland, Anticosti, and Labrador, Halibut frequently run inshore in 
summer after capelin. When in shallow watn near the shore they are usually wild and very active. 
The :fishermen within eight years have extended their fishing _much farther out to sea; previous to 
that time the greater part of the Halibut were taken on the top of the Grand Bank in thirty to 
:fifty fathoms of water, but after the beginning of April the fish went elsewhere, and the :fishermen 
lost sight of them. They soon learned, however, to follow them down the slopes of the banks, but 
before 1876 had rarely :fished in water deeper than seventy to ninety fathoms. Since that time, as 
has already been stated, :fishing has been carried into twice or three times that depth. All that can 
at present be said in explanation of their movements is that they occur in great schools, and, soon 
consuming the available food in any one locality, are obliged to shift their position to some other 
place where they can find fresh pastures. It doss not seem possible ·that their migrations can be 
caused by conditions of temperature or are in connection with their breeding habits. During the 
breeding season the schools sometimes remain for months in one locality, and these places are 
generally of limited extent. While spawning but little if any food is found in their stomachs. 
Foon.-They are large-mouthed, sharp-toothed, voracious, although adapted for life upon the 
bottom, and doubtless feed largely upon crabs and mollusks; they are particularly fond of :fish of 
all kinds; these they waylay, lying upon the bottom, invisible by reason of their flat bodies, colored 
to correspond with the general color of the sand or mud upon which they rest. When in pursuit 
of their prey they are active, and often come quite to the surface, especially when in the summer 
they follow the capelin to the shoal water near the land. They feed upon skates, cod, haddock, 
menhaden, mackerel, herring, lobsters, flounders, sculpins, grenadiers, turbot, Norway haddock, 
bank clams, and anything else that is eatable and can be found in the same waters. Captain Ashby 
tells me that common flounders and flat fish are among their most favorite food; they follow them 
up on the shoals of George's and Nantucket; they lie in wait for them on the sand-rips and catch 
them as they swim over. He has seen a half bushel of flat fish in the stomach of one; they stow 
them away very tightly. He has often seen Halibut chasing flat fish over the surface of the water. 
About Uape Sable their favorite food seems to be haddock and cusk. He has seen eight or ten pounds 
of haddock and cod taken out of one of them. When they are on the shoals they are sometimes 
filled with flat-fish, haddock, cusk, sculpin, and herring, but when in deep water he bas found very 
little food in them. They eat crabs and other crustaceans, but shells are rarely found in thei r 
stomachs, except those of clams and mussels. 
Captain Hurlbert tells me that when the vessels are dressing codfish on the Grand Banks, and 
the back-bones and head are thrown overboard, these are frequently found in the stomachs of 
Halihut taken in the same locality. · 
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Mr. William H. W onson, of Gloucester, has seen Ii ve lobsters six inches long taken from the 
stomach of a Halibut. Oaptaiu Marsh states that they,feed on whiting, mackerel, and herring. 
He remarks: ,, Halibut will drive off any kind of fish and take charge of tlle grouild." 
At the meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History, in 1852, Dr. W. 0. Ayres stated that 
be had seen a block of wood, a cubic foot in dimensions, taken from the stomach of a Halibut, where 
it had apparently lain for a long time. Capt. George A. Johnson found an accordion key in one of 
them. Olafson, in 1831, studying them on the co~st of Greenland, found not only pieces of iron and . 
wood in them, bu~ in the stomach of one individual a large piece of floe foe. Captain Collins 
has observed that they often kill their prey by blows of the tail, a fact which is quite novel and 
interesting. He described to me an instance which occurred on a voyage home from Sable Island 
in 1877: "The man at the wheel sang out that he saw a Halibut flapping its tail about a quarter 
of a mile off our starboard quarter. I looked through the spy-glass, and his statement was soon 
verified by the second appearance of the tail. We hove out a dory, and two men went in her, 
taking with them a pair of gaff-hooks. They soon returned brin~ng not only the Halibut, which 
was a fine one, of about seventy pounds' weight, but a small codfish which it had been trying to 
kill by striking it with -its tail. The codfish-was quite exhausted by the repeated blows, and did 
not attempt to escape after his enemy had been captured. The Halibut was so completely engaged 
in the pursuit of the codfish that it paid no attention to the dory, and was easily captured." 
The Halibut, in its turn, is the prey of seals, of the white whale, and of the various large 
sharks, especially the ground shark, or sleeping shark, in the stomachs of w~ich they have some-
times been found; their sides, I am told by Captain Collins, are often deeply scarred, probably by 
the teeth of the sharks, or in their early liT"es by mouths of larger individuals of their own kind. 
SP .A.WNING.-There is diversity of opinion regarding their spawning. Some fishermen say that 
they spawn at Christmas time, in the month of January, when they are on the shoals. Others 
declare that it is in summer, at the end of June. Capt. George A. Johnson, of the schooner· 
"' Augusta H. Johnson," of Gloucester, assures me that Halibut ''spawn, just like the human race, 
at any time of the year." In April, 1878, he was fishing on Quereau Bank, and found large and 
small Halibut, the large ones full of spawn. In May he was on the Le Have Bank, where he found 
only small male fish full of milt; in June he was on Le Have again, fishing in shallow water, 
where he found plenty of "sma1l bull fish, with their pockets full of milt"; in July he was again 
on Quereaq Bank, where he found a school of small and big male and female fish, all, apparently, 
spawning, or ready to spawn, "with milt and pees soft"; in August he was on the outer part of 
Sa.ble Island, where he found females full of spawn. 
Captain Ashby, speaking of the Halibut on George's Banks, states that roe is always found in 
them in May and June. The roes of a large Halibut caught by him in 1848 on the southwest part 
of George' : and which weighed 356 pounds, after it had been dressed and its head removed, 
weighed 44 pounds. He states that the Halibut in this region have spawn in them as long as 
Connecticut vessels continue to catch them, or until September. He has seen eggs in Halibut 
of twenty pound ' weight, and thinks that they· begin to breed at that size. The spawn of the 
Halibut i a favorite food of the fishermen of Southern New England, though never eaten by those 
f ape Ann. 
Ca louce ter, tell me that on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland the 
up in hoal water, in forty or fifty fathoms, in ummer, and that the 
£ rtui b lat r. In qgu t, 78, he £ und many with the spawn already 
v r l l u h r n r 1 orted hat the Halibut on Le Have and 
that in July and August, and up 
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to the first of September, they are found here with the ovaries Yery large, and are often seen with 
the ova and milt exuding. The ovaries of a large fish are too heavy to be lifted by a man, without 
considerable exertion, being often two feet or more in length. At this time very · little food is 
found in their stomachs. In September, l878, the Fish Commission obtained from Captain Collins 
the roes of a fish weighing from 190 to 200 pounds, taken by the schooner" Marion" on the 13th 
of the month on Quereau- Bank. This fish was taken at the depth of 200 fathoms, and the temper-
ature of the water was roughly recorded at 36° F. These ovaries were put into a basket with 
· ice and brought to the laboratory of the Fish Commis_sion, where they were found to weigh se;ven-
teen pounds, two ounces. Part of the eggs were nearly ripe, and separated readily, while others 
were immature and closely adherent to each other. A portion of the roe, representing a fair aver-
age of the size of the eggs, was weighed, and was found to contain 2,185 eggs; the weight of this 
portion was two drams. The total number of egg_s was from this estimated to be 2,182,773. It 
is not yet, known whether the eggs float or rest upon the bottom, nor is it known how long is the 
period of incubation, nor what is the rate of growth of the fish. As has already been mentioned,-
young fish are very unusual; the smallest ever seen by Captain Ashby in Southern New England 
was taken on Nantucket Shoals, and weighed two and a half pounds after it had been eviscerated. 
ABNORMAL INDIVIDUA..LS.-Left-bandJd Halibut are sometimes taken. Perhaps one out of 
five tLousand is thus abnormal in its form, having the eyes upon the left rather thau upon the 
right hand side of the head. 
Halibut with dark spots or patches on the under side of the same dark color as the back are 
occasionally taken. These are called by the fishermen "Circus Halibut." They are generally of 
medium size, and thick, well-fed fish. 
61. THE SAND DAB, OR ROUGH DAB. 
. . 
The Sand Dab, or Rough Dab, Hippoglossoiiles platessoides, also sometimes known as the Rusty 
Flounder, is taken in winter by the line fishermen of New England, and small quantities are doubt-
less brought to market and sold with other flat fishes without discrimination as to species. It · 
often attains the length of twenty to twenty-four inches, and the weight of two to fi_ve pounds, 
and is, in all respects, a desirable food-fish, being highly esteemed on the other side of the Atlantic. 
In summer, individuals of this species are to be found only in very deep water, thirty fathoms or 
more, on the New England coast, and, though never very abundant in any one locality, might be 
taken in considerable quantities, in company with the Pole Flounder, by the use of a trawl-net, or 
even by specially devised trawl-lines. 
The Rough Dab bas not been observed south of Wood's Holl; Massachusetts, but ranges north 
' . to Greenland, is abundant on the English coast, and is a well-known food-fish of Scandinavia . . Its 
hreeding habits in our waters have not been observed, but in Southern Sweden the spawning time 
is in April and May. It is a large-mouthed species, feeding upo~1 fish as well as upon large inverte-
brates, such as crustaceans an<l annelids, and mention has been made of it more on account of its 
possible value in the future than for its present importance. 
62. THE GREENLAND TURBOT. 
The Greenland Turbot, Platysomcit'ichthys hippoglossoides, though never oc·curriug in our inshore 
waters, is found on the o:ff-sh01·e banks, as far south as George's Bank, and a certain quantity of 
them is usually brought to New York every winter. It is emphatically an arctic species, being 
abundant on the coast of Greellland, . often found at Holsteinboi·g and beyond, and along this 
entire coast very eagerly sought by the natives. The Eskimo name is "Kalleraglik," and the 
fish is also known as "Little Halibut." In Gunther's great work on "The Fishes of the British 
• 
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Museum," be has confused this species with the true Halibat, making it appear that only the former 
is to be found on the coast of North America. In Northern Greenland tbe Turbot is found only at 
very great depths, and is fished for, in water of three hundrecl and flft.y to three hundred and eighty 
fathoms, through boles in the ice, over certain banks in. Omenak Fiorcl and at the rnouth of the 
Jacob's-Haven ice-fiord, which is also packed with great ice-floes. It is said to be found only in 
the ice-fiords and between . the great ice-fields, and there only in the coldest months of the year. 
In South Greenland they are taken on the oceanic banks at a depth of sixty to one hundred 
and .eighty fathoms, t.hough there considered to be not so abundant as in North Greenland. In 
Fortune Bay, Newfoundland, according to Captains G. Johnson and A. Leighton, of Gloucester, 
they are very abundant in sixty to three hundred fathoms, and are caught chiefly in winter. 
They are also obtained by t,he Gloucester halibut fleet on the outer edge of the oceanic banks, in 
two hundred and fifty to three hundred fathoms of water. 
Their habits are not at all well understood, but it would appear from t.he statements of several 
experienced fishermen, whom I have questioned, that they occur on the very edge of the conti, 
nental slope in deeper water than the true Halibut, in fact in places where the slope is so nearly 
perpendicular that the Halibut can hardly hold their places on the bottom. This species is 
more symmetrical than any other of the family on our coast, and, moreover, is colored upon both 
sides of the body-a fact which indicates that its movements are more like those of the ordinary 
symmetrical fishes and that it can rest with the body in a vertical attitude. 
It would seem probable that its chosen haunts are along the declivities of the outer slope of 
the continental plateau, where abundance of food is known to occur, and where other fishes are 
not so well adapted to live. Many hundreds of pounds are caught, every year, on the halibut trawls, 
and the fish are frequently iced and brought to market with the Halibut, and frequently eaten by 
.the fishermen themselves. The greater portion of those brought to New York in winter are, how-
ever, taken on trawl lines at the mouth of Fortune Bay, and brought down by the vessels which go 
there to procure cargoes of frozen herring. · It is impossible to obtain statistics oi the quantities 
thus brought in, because the market returns do not discriminate between the different species of 
flounders and flat fishes. 
The Greenland Turbot is an exceedingly palatable fish, its flesh being firm, white, and less dry 
and more delicate in flavor than that of the Halibut. The av~rage weight is from ten to twenty-
five pounds. In Greenland they are perhaps more highly esteemed than any other fish. The · 
Greenlanders begin fishing as soon as the fiords are frozen over and the white whales, which prey 
greedily upon this fish, bave left the entrances open. They fish through boles in the ice, and attach 
little threads at intervals to their lines, so that they may bettP-r see the motion which the nibbling 
fish makes. Under favorable circumstances a man may take ten to eighteen of these fishes daily. 
The fishery continues from January to the middle of Ma,rch, sometimes, however, only a week or 
two, and u ually only about a month. The fish are cut into strips and dried for the consumption 
of the Dani h coloni t . It is said that a very fine oil can be made out of their fat so that in . ' 
hard time the fi ·h serves to warm and light their house as well as feed their occupants. In South 
Greenland they are not so numerou , uut are con tantly 'ought for, being taken in company with 
the a perch, or red fl. h.1 
63. THE POLE FLOUNDER, OR CRAIG FLOUNDER. 
kn wn a the Deep- ea Flounder, was first 
im n w r btained by the United States 
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Fish Commission, in the deepest part of Massachusetts Bay. Specimens have since been obtained 
south of Cape Cod, at a depth of one hurnlrecl fathoms or more, by the Fish Commission, and by 
Professor Agassiz, off the entrance to Delaware Bay, at a depth of three hundred and ninety-fi,?e 
fathoms. The Pole Flounder appears to be a permanent resi<lent, throughout the whole year, in 
the deep basins of Massachusetts Bay and on the edge of the continental slope, and is found 
abundant in Bedford Basin, the inner expansion of Halifax Harbor, at a depth of thirty-seven 
fathoms. It ranges nearly to Greenland, and is also found on the coast of Northern Europe, 
where it is found in the Trondhjem Fjord, in latitude 65°, and south to the coast of Ireland. Its 
thermal range appears to be confined by the limits 34° and 45°. 
It breeds abundantly in our waters in summer time, numerous individuals, full of spawn, and 
ymi.ng from half an inch upward, having been taken, from July to October, in various localities. 
The Pole Flounder has been pronounced, by all who have tasted it, a most delicious food-fish, 
resembling more closely than any other species on our coast the English Sole, having a great 
quantity of peculiarly flavored mucilaginous tissue about the base of the .fins; it has never been 
taken by our fishermen, because, on account of its exceedingly small and weak mouth, it could 
not hold fast to an ordinary hook and line; and, .should it ever come into demand, it will he 
necessary for our :fishermen to introduce the English trawl-net. 
64. THE SPOTTED SAND FLOUNDER. 
~rhe Turbot, or Steinbutt, Rhombus maximus, and the Brill, or Glattbutt, do not occur in our 
waters, although many attempts have been made to prove that they do. The nearest repre-
sentative of the Turbot is the Spotted Sand Flounder, Lophopsetta maculata, a species found from 
Bucksport, l\faine,1 to Fort Macon, North Carolina, variously known along the coast as Water 
Flounder, Window-pane, and Daylight; the latter name refers to the remarkable thinness of the 
fish, its flesh being so transparent that, when held to the light, the shadow of an object on the 
other side can be seen. Its flavor is good, but the amount of flesh js so small that it is of no 
consequence as a food-fish. There are other smaller representatives of the family on the southern 
coast, and in deep water from Cape Cod southward, belonging to the genus Citharichthys, which, 
although edible, are never eaten. 
1According to Mr. G. A. Boardman, of Calais, Maine, an individual was taken in Passamaquoddy Bay in September, 
1880 . 
• 
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J.-T HE COD FAMILY AND ITS KINDRED. 
The Codfish and its allies constitute, from an economical point of view, the most important of 
all the families of fishes, containing, as it does, a large number of species, most of them of consider-
able size distributed throughout all parts of the northern hemisphere, usually found together in . ' . 
great numbers, readily captured, and easily preserved for future use. · · 
An elaborate discussion of the geographical distribution of the cod family, and its relations to _ 
:fisheries and commerce, by Karl Dam beck, was pubHshed in "Gma," in 1877. A translation of this 
paper may be found in the Report _of the-United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Part V, 
1877, pp. 531-557. This paper is not without value, although it contains many false _statements, 
the writer appearing to have heen but slightly acquainted with the more recent ichthyological dis-
coveries. In the translation referred to, the paper has .been revised and annotated by Dr. Bean, and 
is sufficiently accurate so far as the American species are concerned. 
65. THE COD-GADUS MORRHUA. 
NAMES OF '1.'HE CoDFISH.-Mr. J._ Carson Brevoort, of New York, contributes the following 
interesting sketch of the names applied to the cod family by the different nations of Europe: 
"The appellations under which the weather-dried Codfish, split and stretched on a short stick, 
i.s known throughout the civilized world can all be traced to one common root, based upon the 
mode of preparation for tbe market. 
"Among the Greeks the large Codfish were called Bacchi, from Bacchus, a rod. By the Latins 
the fish was named Gadus, from a Sanscrit root cad or gad, a rod. We find this root in English in 
'goad,' and, perhaps, in 'cat-o'-nine-tail_s'; in Gaelic gad and godan, ~ignifying a s:rp.all rod. By. the 
Iberians the dried Cod were called Bacalaos, from Baculeum, a small stick.1 This points also to 
the root of the French Baguette, a rod, Bilboquet, the toy known as cup and ball, really a stick a!ld 
ball, and other words. By the Anglo-Saxons it was called the God, from the word gad or goad, a 
rod. By the Germans it was known as the Stockfisch, from Stock, a stick. 
"The Ho1landers varied a little from this, and as _ far back as the year 1400 called it the 
J[abeljaaww, which seems to be from the Dutch gabel, a fork. They also called it the Bakkeljauue. 
"The French Morue is not from the above root. It 11,ay be from the Celtic Mor, the. sea. The 
French, however, never prepared the Cod by drying it on a stick, but salted it as ·the Monte verte, 
or gr en Cod. The French JJf olue is merely a cha1,1ge in the liquid consonants. 
"When the Codi dried on the down it i called Dunfi h, from the Gaelic.root Duin, a bill. 
If dried on the rocks it becomes the Rock God, or the Klippfislc of the Norwegians. Among these 
la t the Cod i called the Dorset, or Torsk, in English Tusk, from the Gothic Diirren, to dry. . 
"The Engli h 'Aberdeen fi h,' or French Laberdan, is from the Gaelic Abar, the mouth; Dan, 
a river, or :fi h caught near the riv r' mouth.' 
Tb e remark are ugge tive in the xtrem , ince they explain the origin of almost all of 
the ame now appli l to thi peci b h iu it fre h and. cured condition.2 
• 
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The name by which this species was known among the Narragansett Indians is indicated by 
the following sentence from Rog·er Williams' "Key into the Languages of America": 
"Panganaut, tamwock. Cod, Which is the first that comes a little before the Spring." 
In the vicinity of Cape Ann _the young Cod, too small to swallow 3 bait, are sometimes known 
to the :fishermen as "Pickers," and throughout all Eastern -Massachusetts · the name "Scrod," or 
"Scrode," is in common use. · In its primary meaning it seems to refer to these small fish slightly 
corned, in which condition they are a favorite article of food, but the name i~ also transferred to 
the young :fish themselves. The :fishermen recognize several varieties of Cod for which they have 
different names. Rock Cod are those which are found in shoal water among the reefs and ledges, 
and which usually are of a dark color: these fish are often brilliant red in color, owing to the 
fact that the small animals upon which they live feed upon the red algre, abundant in those 
localities, and from them have absorbed the red coloring matter into their tissues. _ "Rockling" 
are probably young Rock Cod. In the vicinity of Scituate, Massachusetts, Rock Cod are also called 
"Native Cod." 
· Another class of names appears to apply to those fish which live near the shores, but which 
are less closely limited to the reefs. These are called "Shoal-water Cod," "Shore Cod," "Inshore 
Cod," "Worm Cod," "Clam Cod," "Black Snappers," "Black Biters," "Brown Cod," '' Ground 
Keepers," and "Ground Tenders" or "Groupers." 
Still another class of fish is known by such names as ''Deep-water Cod,'~ "Bank Cod,'' and 
"School Cod." 
_ There are also certain local schools of fish which have names of their own; for instance, the 
"Herring Fish" or "Herring Cod" of Southeastern Maine, and the "Squid School" of Nantucket 
and other parts of the coas't, the'' Pasture School" of Cape Ann, and the so-called" Shad School" 
which frequented Massachusetts Bay between 1815 _and 1830. 
· In Southeastern Maine the name '' Pine-tree Cod" is also in use·. It is difficult at present to 
determine exactly to what extent these names are used and what their precise meaning may be, 
but it is almost certain that each community of fishermen has its own peculiar names by which to 
designate localpeculiarities of habit and move.ment. 
In the markets the Cod from George's Bank are usually classed as "George's :fish," and are 
considered to be of superior value. George's fish are very fat fish with white "napes." This name 
. . 
is becoming a commercial term to describe Codfish of the finest quality.· ·Noone of these names, 
excepting Rock Cod, or Red Cod, appe.ars to be in use in Great Britain, although there, as here, 
there are various names of local significance, which are of little interest, however, to Americans. 
"Bank Cod" and "Shore Cod" are commercial names, used in the same manner as the name 
'' George's Cod." 
HIS'l'ORY OF THE_ CODFISH IN AMERICA.-As early as ]415 A. D., English vessels frequented the . 
fishing groun~s near Iceland, and it is claimed by some authorities that the Banks of N ewfound]and 
w~re known to .the Basques centuries before the discovery of the American continent. The Banks 
of Newfoundland were among the principal inducements which led the English to establish colonies 
in this country, and in the records of early voyages are many allusions to the abundance of Cod 
along our shores. 
In the .Appendix maybe found an essay, by Mr. Robert S. Rantoul, on "The Cod in Massachu-
setts' History," a paper read at a field meeting of the Essex Institl!te at Gloucester, September 14, 
1866. -It is really an epitome of the early history of the cod fisheries of the United States con-
. ' 
taining much interesting information 1-ipon the use of the Codfish upon the seal of Massachusetts 
and upon the colonial coinage .. 
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A Nova Scotia coin or bank-token has upon it the figure of a Codfish. Upon the obverse is a 
plow with the legend "Speed the Plough," upon the reverse a salted Codfish with the words, 
'' Success to the Fisheries." 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE Con.-The Codfish is found in the North Atlantic, in the North 
Pacific, and in the Polar Ocean, its range extending far beyond the Arctic Circle. It seems 
unnecessary to enumerate all the localities in which it has been observed, for its geographical 
range may be defined.with sufficient accuracy and by a much more comprehensive statement: In the 
Western Atlantic the species occurs in the winter in . considerable abundance as far south as the 
mouth of the Chesapeake Bay, latitude 37°, and stragglers have been observed about Ocracoke 
Inlet.1 The southern limit of this species 1:nay safely be considered to be Cape Hatteras; in latitude_ 
350 10'. Along the coast of the Middle States, New England, and British North America, and _ 
upon all the off-shore banks of this region, Cod are found usually in great abundance, during 
part of the year at least. They have been observed also in the Gulf of Boothia, latitude 70° to 
. 7:P, and in the southeastern part of Baffin's Land to the northward of Cumberland Sound, and it 
is more than probable that they occur in the waters of the Arctic Sea to the north of the American 
continent,, or away round to Bering Straits.2 
The Cod has been observed on the western coast of Greenland. In the North Atlantic tLe 
range of the species extends to Iceland and Spitz bergen, latitude 80°; along the arctic coast of 
Europe, as far as ~astern Finmark, and probably round to Siberia; while southward it ranges at 
least to Brittany. Its southern limit is probably near the Bay of Biscay, latitude 40°, although 
Yarrell states that ft is found south to Gibraltar. It does not enter the Mediterranean, but pene-
trates into the Baltic to the coast of Western Russia. Its distribution in the North Pacific is not 
so well understood, though it appears to occur in the same abundance on all the off-shore banks of 
this region, and a-lso close to the coasts to the north of the Straits of Fuca. According to Jordan, 
there is said to be a cod bank outside of the mouth of the Columbia, but the species at present is 
of no economic importance south of Alaska. A full discussion of the Alaskan Codfish is given 
below by Dr. Bean in the chapter on THE AL.A.SK.A COD-FISHERY. 
The Cod enters fresh water upon occasion.3 It is found, according to Canadian authors, well 
up the estuary of the Saint Lawrence, though how far up is not definitely stated, probabl;y not 
beyond the limits of brackish water. Dr. C. C. Abbott records that on the 23d or 24th of January, 
1876, a healthy, strong, active Codfish, weighing nearly four pounds, was taken in a draw-net in 
the Delaware River near Trenton, New Jersey; the 1:1tomach of the fish showed that it had been in 
river-water several days. Many of them had been taken about Philadelphia between 1856 and 
1869.4 
Mr. George R. Smith, of Millbridge, Maine, states that Cod are found all along the coast, even 
entering brackish water at the mouths of rivers. 
Mr. Wilson M. Albee, of Mohegan, Maine, affirms that Cod occur in all places along the coast 
of that region, even in bracki h water. 
Mr. A. T. Gamage, of Damariscotta, Maine, says: "There is not a place of any extent on the 
coa t of Maine and seaward where Cod are not found. They occur from the edge of the breakers 
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out to seventy-five fathoms and up to fifty miles and further, wherever any bank has been discov-
. ered. Quite frequently they enter brackish water in pursuit of their natural food." 
Thomas Day, of Parker's Island, Maine, says that small Cod have been caught in the 
Kennebec River. 
Mr. M . .A. Hanna, of Bowery Beach, says that they are sometimes caught in rivers at some 
distance from the sea, where the water at the surface is quite fresh. 
These statements are confirmed ~y several other persons. The New York '' Evening Post'' of 
February 6, 1877, .says that a six-pound Codfish was taken on February 1 in the Hudson River 
above Peekskill, New York. 
THE SCHOOLING OF THE CoDFISH.-Before taking into consideration the periodical move-
ments of the Codfish, it seems necessary to study the manner in which they assemble together in 
schools. Mr. Earll, who has studied with great thoroughness the habits of ~he Codfish about 
. Cape .Ann, writes as follows upon this topic: 
"In examining the Codfish landed from time to time, one ·cannot but notice the great indi-
vidual variation in the species. But in addition to this seemingly aiccidental variation, that gives · 
every gradation to either extreme, there is a more constant di1:J'erence in both form and color, due 
perhaps to the peculiar habits and surroundings of the individual. This difference is Ro noticeable 
that the fishermen can easily distinguish the one from the other, and they have come to call the 
one a school fish in distinction from the other, which they call a shore fish or 'ground-tender.' 
,, The school :fish are supposed to be constantly on the move, remaining usually in the deep 
water, where they are very active in the pursuit of their prey, consuming such quantities as to 
keep them in excellent flesh. Such fish are usually very shapely, with small and very distinct dark 
spots on a light background, and seem to have the head quite small in proportion to the body. On 
the whole, they are just such :fish as would be expected from continued activity and good living. 
On the other hand, the shore :fish, or 'ground-tenders,' live constantly among the rocks and sea-
weeds along the shore, where the water is less pure and the food less abundant. They seem to 
lead solitary lives during a gr6ater part of the year, being scattered along different portions c-f the 
coast, living upon the little rocky spots, where they feed upon such animals as they chance to :find; 
or at times entering the shoaler water among the sea-weeds, where they feed upon the mollusks 
and articulates that a:re often so abundant in such localities. They are generally in poorer flesh 
than the school :fish, having a relatively larger head in proportion to their bulk, with larger and 
less distinct spots on a darker background. In addition to these large :fish, that for some reason 
seem to prefer the shore as a feeding ground, there are many young and immature that have not 
yet joined the school :fish in their migrations. These fish are the sole dependence of the boat :fish-
ermen in summer, or from June to November, and one must know the grounds pretty thoroughly, 
and row about from one feeding spot to another, ju order to secure any considerable number of 
them. During the months of June, July, and .August the fishing is quite limited, being confined 
to a few boat fishermen who row, or sail, out daily with hand-lines, returning in the afternoon with 
from one hundred and :fifty to three hundred pounds, which they usually sell at fair prices to 
supply the fresh-fish t:i:-arl e. 
"Early in the fall the spawning instincts of the :fish cause them to gradually gather from the 
different parts of the shore to special rocky grounds, where they !emain until they have deposited 
their eggs. .At such times, being more numerous in these localities, the :fishing becomes more 
profitable, so that many small vessels and a larger number of boats frequent these grounds, and 
by the middle of October the daily catch reaches about four hundred pounds per man. · 
"Thus far the catch has been composed almost wholly of the young and shore :fish ; but about 
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the 1st of November the fall school of spawning fish, known as the' pasture school,' makes its 
appearance. All the smaller vessels and boats are now pressed into service, and the winter 
fisheries are soon at their height. The vessels are usually provide_d with dories, taking from three 
. to twelve each, according to the size of their crews. Such fishermen as are unable to ship on the 
vessels now row or sail out in boats. These often endure great hardships, as the wind may rise 
suddenly and drive them out to sea, giving them a hard pull of hours before they can regain the 
shore, while an occasional unfortunate fails to return. . 
"The pasture school is composed .of fish averaging probably between twelve and fourteen 
pounds, some being much larger, while others are quite small. In the falls of 1877 and 1878 the 
fishing was unusually good until the first of January, the average daily catch per man often 
reaching eight to nine hundred pounds, while an active fisherman at times caught nearly twice 
that quantity. 
''At the present time there are but few towns on the north side of the cape extensively 
engaged in the shore :fisheries, and for this reason little is definitely known about the first appear-
ance of the Ipswich Bay school of Codfish in that locality. We cannot even feel certain of the 
month when they reach the grounds, as the fishermen have many and conflicting opinions on t.he 
subject. From the best obtainable information it seems probable that Ood have visited. these waters 
regularly for many years, and that they were formerly taken in ·considerable numbers by the boat 
fishermen of the section who .rowed out from the shore _in pleasant weather during the winter 
months. But for a number of years these grounds were nearly deserted, and it was not until 
1877-'78 that the shore fishermen of Gloucester and Swampscott learned their value. 
"In January, 1879, after the fish had left' the pasture,' several vessels sailed for Ipswich Bay, 
where they found the Cod remarkably plenty, returning in a short time with unusually large fares. 
The news spread rapidly, and soon all the shore fleet were in the bay, while vessels of sixty to 
seventy tons abandoned the other fisheries and fitted out for this locality. Vessels from other towns 
along ·the shore soon joined the fleet, and by the middle of February 104 sail, with upwards of 600 
men, were fishing within a radius of five or six miles, and twenty to twenty-five thousand pounds 
of round fish _were sometimes taken in a day by the crew of a single schooner. 
"The above number of vessels was reached only during the height of the season, and several 
causes operated to reduce the fleet so that at times it was quite small. But allowing an average Of 
45 sail during the entire four months, each vessel carrying six dories, the trawls averaging 800 
hooks each, and we have the enormous number of 216,000 baited hooks spread out upon the sandy 
bottom to tempt the spawning fish. It is not surprising, therefore, that the catch reached fully 
11,250,000 pounds on thi little patch of ground between the first of February and the last of May. 
"Fishermen are agreed that the individuals composing this school averaged larger than those 
of any school that had previously visited the shore. There were almost no small ones among them, 
the great bulk being of uniformly large size with a few very large. Of over five thousand, selected 
without regard to size at different times during the season, the average weight was 20! pounds. 
"Fi hing continued good in Ipswich Bay until the first of June, when the school left the shore, 
ing perhaps hurried in their movements by a large school of dogfish (Squalus americanus) 
that ma e their appearance in the bay about this time. 
" f t r the cho 1-fi h 1 ave t he hore in ummer the fishermen frequently resort to the outer 
!!I' nnd , uch a effry and tellwagen Bank , when they often secure good fares from what they 
n P t ho 1 that vi it th gr und for the purpo e of feeding. We have had little 
inin h . . h, ut th r . a, tr ng probability that they belong to the 
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school that has just left the shore, and that they remain on these grounds for a few days or 
weeks on their way to deeper water." 
I have before me the statements of ninety-four :fishermen, most of whom are of the opinion 
that the Cod associate together in schools throughout the entire year; many of them, however, 
speak of particu!ar schools of very large size which they noticed at particular seasons. Captain 
. Atwood, on the other hand, makes the assertion that the Cod never school, but that they wander 
independently over the bottom .in search of food. · 
It seems most reasonable to suppose that the Codfish, like most other species which habitually 
feed on the bottom, are less disposed to wander together in great bodies from place to place than 
the surface-swimming fishes which usually feed upon substances or animals which are found col-
lected together in one place in great quantity. The Codfish, being habitually bottom-feeders, find 
their food, it is probable, with more or less uniformity, over the areas which they frequent, and are 
ordinarily met with moving about independently. They are most likely to occur in great numbers 
in places where food is particularly abundant. At certain sea,SOllS of the year they are brought 
together by a common desire for wandering together from place to place in immense bodies, some-
times their object being a united attack upon some special kind of food only to be found at that 
season, and in particular places. The capelin and lant schools, known to the fishermen of 
Newfoundland, Labrador, · and the Grand Banks, are examples of such association, as also is the 
herring school observed in the spring in Massachusetts Bay, and the great schools known on 
the coast of Norway under the name of Lodde-fisk. 
Capt. Epes W. Merchant, of Gloucester, tells me about a remarkable school of Codfish 
.which frequented Massachusetts Bay between the years 1815 and 1830. This was called the 
'' shad school." They continued in the bay from early April until the middle of May. They were 
caught with alewives and shad for bait. The :fishermen were accustomed to get these fish for 
bait as soon as they began to run. The Cod seemed to be waiting for them. The "shad ·school" 
was composed of young, sharp-nosed, bright-eyed ~chool fish of regular size, very different from 
the ground-tenders or grubbers. 
Professor Baird has made some interesting generalizations concerning the effect upon the 
abundance of Cod of the decrease in tbe shad and alewives off the mouths of our rivers 
caused by over-fishing in inland waters.1 
Another cause of the assembling of the Codfish together is .the reproductive instinct, in obe-
dience to which the fish gather together in localities where the temperature and depth of water are 
suitable for the deposition of eggs. A school of this kind is the so-called "pasture school," already 
referred to in the quotation from Mr. Earll, and the great schools-the so-called ":fish-mountains"-
which make their appearance on the coast of Norway in January, February, and March, and which 
have been so well described by Professor Sars.2 
The :fisheries carried on at this time are called "spawn :fisheries" to distinguish them from 
those which are carried on later in the spring on the coast of ·_Finmark, the object of which is the 
capture of Codfish following schools of bait. 
"Codfish," continues Mr. Earll, "are gregarious in their habits, going in schools of greater or 
less size, and are governed in their movements by the presence or absence of food, the spawning 
jnstinct, and the temperature of the water. When migrating, the schools are quite dense, though 
by no means like schools of menhaden or mackerel. But when they reach the feeding ground they 
1 Report United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, pt. ii, 1874, pp. xi-iiv. 
2 Report of t,he "Practical and Scientific Investigations of the Cod :Fisheries near the Lofoden Islands" made 
during the years 1864-'69 by S. 0. Sars; translated by H. Jacobson. Report United States Commission of Fish and 
Fisheries, pt. v, 1879, pp. 565-661. · 
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seein to distribute themselves over a large area, though more or less grouped together in little 
bunches. This is particularly noticeable on the shore, when the fish are moving about in search 
of food, and the fisherman soon catches up all tbat chance to be on one patch of rocks, and must 
then row to another in order to find a new supply. The same thing is seen on western banks, where 
a vessel usually carries dories to distribute her crew over different parts of . the g~ound, and often, 
by setting her trawls in one locality for a day or two, seems to catch up all of the fish, and must 
then , shift her berth.' Fishermen also cite many instances where the fishing is excellent on a 
few particular, well-defined spots on different parts of the ground, while almost no fish can be 
taken in other places. 
"During the spawning season this tendency to become scattered is less noticeable, for tbe 
instincts of the fish seem to bring them nearer together, and great numbers are often taken in one 
particular locality. Even here, however, the tendency to separate into groups occurs, for some 
boats find good fishing, while others, but a few rods away, catch almost nothing; and in trawling, 
some pa.rts of the line have a fish on nearly every hook, while other parts take only a scattering 
one. 
"In schooling, both sexes are always found together, whether it be on the spawning or feeding 
ground or on the journey; but t,he relative numbers of each seem to vary greatly, and we have been 
able to discover no invariable rule whereby one can predict with certainty the sex that will first 
appear, or that which will be most abundant at any given time during the season. The fishermen 
have a commonly accepted tradition that in the spawning schools the females always come first and 
the males later, but this theory is not supported by facts. Observations were frequently made on 
the relative numbers of the two sexes landed by the shore-fishermen between ·September, i878, and 
July, 1879. The results showecl that during the early fall, or before the school fish had made their 
appearance, the fish were nearly equally divided between males and females-first the one and then 
the other being more abundant. When the school fish first reached the shore early in November 
the males -were a, trifle more plenty than the fe~ales for about a week, but from that date until they 
left the grounds the females were taken in greater numbers, sometimes in the proportion of two to 
one, and at others in nearly equal quantities. In the Ipswich Bay school during the first two or 
three days in February there were ten males to one female; by the middle of the month the females 
composed about forty per cent. of the catch, and from this date until the 1st of June the males 
numbered two to one. From reliable fishermen we learned that the same was true of the fish on 
the off-shore banks, and that, though varying greatly in their relative numbers, both males and 
females were always present. 
"There is usually a great difference in the size of the individuals taken by the fishermen on 
the shore feeding ground in a single day, for the young and' ground-tenders' remain on these 
rocky ledge during the entire year, and late in the season the school fish come in upon tb~ same 
ground and are naturally taken with them. 
"But when th chool fl h vi it a locality not frequented by the young, as they do in Ipswich 
a -, th r i' a noticeable ab nee of immature fl h, and the catch is composed almost wholly of 
indh'id ial; f large ·ze. Thu , in th winter of 1878-'79 many trips of from twenty-five to forty 
th u. and poun w r lan e with ·carcely a mall fi h among them, while ve els fi 'hing onl_y a 
few mil · di t nt f un l : un, fl, h plenty, and there were occa ional in tances where such vessels 
can ht nl ' ·mall n . •a.in, tb ugh he cbool fi h may diffrr considerabl)' in size, we have 
n n th u b l n t h ir num r, that ba not reached maturity. Indications 
mai · parate from th cbool fish during the first few 
eli Y tha , though they are often taken together, the 
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occurrence is accidental and the young will not follow the old in their migrations until they reach 
maturity, though after this point is reached they seem to mingle freely without regard to age. 
"Codfish are probably governed in their movements by the abundance and . migrations of 
food, the spawning instinct, and the temperature of the water, though the last named seems to 
exert but little influence. It is generally acknowledged by the fishermen that during the feeding 
season fish are plenty only where food exists in considerable quantity, and that after 'cleaning up" 
one part of the bank they go to another. They also follow schools of bait for long distances, livi~g· 
upon them until they are broken up or entirely destroyed. Thus they often follow the capelin 
(Mallotus villosus) into the shoal water, and even drive immense numbers of them upon the shore. 
"The spawning instinct seems to exert a decided influence upon the movements of the fish, 
for we find them visiting the same locality year after year during the spawning season, often 
remaining for several months at a time. The fish that visit the waters of Cape .Ann during the 
winter, doubtless come in for the purpose of spawning rather than for food. This seems clear from 
the fact that they do not arrive when bait is most plenty, nor do they follow any species to the 
shore. On the contrary, the pasture-school usually arrives about three weeks after the large 
herring have left the coast, and remains on the south side of Cape .Ann, while sperling are abundant 
in Ipswich Bay. The Ipswich school is also the largest after the sperling have been driven away 
by the cold weather, and remains on the sand-flats, which supply almost no food. From these 
facts we are led to believe that food has little influence upon the movements of the fish during the 
spawning season. 
"The instinct that leads the spawning fish to seek the shoal water in such great numbers is 
certainly a wise one, for they generally select spawning-grounds where the tide runs strong and 
the water is rough, and the large number of individuals is absolutely necessary, that the water 
may be filled with germs for their successful impregnation. If, instead of schooling in such 
numbers during this period, they remained scattered over a large area, almost no eggs would be 
fertilized. 
".Again, while food is not essential to the spawning fish, it is of vital importance to the young, 
and it seems a wise provision that these should be brought into being where food is abundant, 
rather than that they should be hatched in mid-ocean, where almost no suitable food exists." 
MIGRATIONS AND MOVEMENTS OF THE SCHOOLS.-The causes which influence Codfish to 
assemble together in schools also influence their movements from place to place. It seems most 
probable that while great numbers of these fish may remain together in the same locality, feeding 
upon the same kind of food without it being said that they are schooling, a, movement from place 
to place is, however, usual, in obedience to some tangible law, and is made simultaneously by 
numerous individuals. 
The migrations of the Codfish are usually of the class which I have described under the name 
'.'bathic." 1 
The Cod, like most of the other species which migrate to and from the shore instead of 
northward and southward, is, doubtless, more or less dependent upon temperature conditions than 
fishes like the menhaden and the blue-fish, and, as Mr. Earll has suggested,2 the abundance of food 
doubt,less has much more influence upon its movements. We cannot doubt, however, that the Cod 
moves periodical1y to and from the shore as a direct result of the seasonal changes of temperature. 
The Cod prefers a temperature of from 35° to 42° F., approximately, and tbis it secures in a 
temperate climate, s.uch as that of Southern New England, by remaining on the off-shore banks in 
1 Report of United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, pt. v, 1879, p. 51. 
2 Op. cit., p. 707. 
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fifteen to thirty fathoms of water, coming into the shallows in winter. On the coasts of Labrador, 
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Eastern Maine, moving to and from the shore from deeper to 
shallower water and vice versa to secure at different seasons of the year a temperature environment 
best suited to their needs, they are near the shore in summer and in deep water in winter. 
In Norway they are caught, to some extent, in the fiords in the summer season, though more 
are caught in winter, while in summer great numbers of them still remain on the off.shore banks. 
Professor Hind gives this exposition of the movements of the Cod on the Labrador coast.1 
"The following tables show the periods of the first arrival and last catch of Cod on the 
Newfoundland and Labrador coasts. In framing these tables I have been careful to eliminate 
extreme seasons, for the Cod have been known to approach the shore during an exceptionally 
early season, a fortnight or three weeks sooner than during the average of years. Early and late 
springs occur in the movements of fish just as irregularly as in the movements of migratory birds 
or in the leafing and flowering of plants. The salmon and the Cod generally come within a week 
of one another, and the Eskimo of Ukkasiksalik have a tradition that the salmon may al ways be 
looked for on the day of ·the first spring tide after the 16th July. In 1875, a very late season, 
Codfish were not taken before the 7th August; this year they came in on the 20th July, and this 
accords with the experience on other parts of the coast. 
'' Ta,ble showing the approximate mean date of arrival of Ood, mean date of departure, and mean length 
of the fishing season for Ood, in Northeastern Newfoundland, Southern and Northern Labrador. 








47 30 Conception Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 1 
48 20 Bonavista Bay .................................. June 10 





Nov. 20 ) 






50 00 Cape Saint John to Par. Point ...... .' ........... June 20 
49 30 White Bay ..................................... June 10 
51 00 Cape Rouge Harbor ........•...•................ June 10 
51 30 Cape Bauld to Ca-pe Onion ...................... June 20 
Nov. 1 ]143 days. 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 1 
Oct. 20 · 
(Over four degrees of latitude.) 
SOUTHERN LABRADOR. 
52 00 Chateau Bay...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 20 Oct. 1 } 
:: : :!~:u;a~~-~:·.·.·.·.·_·_·_·_·_·_·_~·-···-~::::::~:::::::::: ~~; ~! ~:!: 1~ 87daya. 
54 56 Cape Harrison .................................. July 18 Oct. 1 
(Over three degrees of latitude.) 
NORTHERN LABRADOR. 
55 14 Aillik . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 20 Oct. 1 
54 57 Kypokok ..... ................... . ..••.... . .... . July 20 Oct. 1 
55 27 Hopedale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J' uly 20 Oct. 1 
53 30 Double Island Harbor .......................... July 22 Oct. 1 
55 52 Ukk.asiksalik .... . .......... ........ ... ...... . . . .July 28 Oct. _l >61 days. 
56 33 Na.in ... - ... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 28 Oct. 1 
57 80 Oka.k .. ....... ... ....... .... . .... . .. .... ... . . .. July 28 Oct. 1 
58 80 Hebron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ug. 15 Sept. 25 
58 46 Lampson ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ug. 15 Sept. 15 
(Over three and a half degrees of ll?titude.) 
w may deduce the following law: 'Over an area 
approach the shore 
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"The table shows also that for a period of about forty days the cod fishery goes on 
simultaneously during .. <\.ugust and Septemb~r, throughout the length of a coast line extending 
from latitude 47° to latitude 50° 30', or more than seven hundred statute miles in one continuous 
line. _ Hence it appears that the migrations of the schools of this fish are merely from deep-water 
winter feeding grounds to the nearest coast spawning grounds, and from the coast to the nearest 
deep-water feeding grounds again. The coast migrations during the summer months appear to 
be of equally limited extent, and schools of Cod frequep,ting any particular coast may be said to 
be indigenous to it: 
"On the Labrador, especially in well-known deep bays, such as Hamilton Inlet, the coast 
movements of the fish appear to be very regular, and determined to a large degr~e by the tidal 
currents. The caplin generally precede the Cod by a few days, and these fish are known to 
approach the coast and enter sandy coves for the purpose of spawning. The same meteorological 
influence which guides the movements of the Cod affects also the periods of spawning. of the 
caplin. I saw numerous schools of this fish spawning in Trinity Bay on the 27th June; a month 
]ater they spawn in Kypokok Bay, and still later further to the north." 1 · 
I have before me the statements of nearly a hundred observers which I hope to discuss more 
fully at some future time. These opinions confirm, in a very striking manner, the generalization 
just stated. They show that while on the coast of Maine t,he Ood leave the immediate shores in 
the autumn, not reappearing in an~ considerable numbers until late in the following spring·, south of 
Cape Cod they approach the shore only in the winter season, while during the summer they 
keep out in the cold Labrador current, which extends south to the inside of the current of the 
Gulf Stream.. In Vineyard Sound, Buzzard's Bay, and off the shores of Connecticut, New York, 
Delaware, New Jersey, and even in E~stern Virginia, there is exce1lent cod fishing during the 
winter season. "A wise provision of nature," remarks Professor Baird, '' in the absence of so 
many species that supply fo<?d during the summer." 
It will probably be found that fishing in deeper water in these same regions in summer will 
bring to light au abundance of Cod. 
"lu European seas," writes Professor Hind, ''the depth at which the fishermen look for Cod 
varhs with the seas~m of the year, and is a point toward which much attention is paid in Norway 
and England. On the Dogger Bank, the smacks _fish at the following depths during the months 
named: 
Fathoms. 
December ................. . ........ . ......................... -- .. -- ... . ............ -- 12 to 15 
J anuary .............................................................................. 14 to 18 
February ..•.•...............•.•...•....... --~--- ...................... . .............. 18 to 22 
March . ..... . ................... •••...•......••....................... . ........•...... lOto 12" 
From Professor Rind's pen the following paragraphs are also taken : 
"When the.coasts ofFinmark are thronged with fishermen catching their fares of the 'Lodde,' or 
Summer Cod, the shores of Northeast Newfoundland and the shore of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence 
are alive with fishermen successfully capturing the sam~ variety of fish in British American waters; 
and when the Russian on the Murmanian coast is laying in his winter stock of Cod, and accumu-
lating a large overplus for a foreign market, the Newfoundlander and the Labradorian are securing 
their fares as far as the Moravian Missionary Stations, Okak and Nain. So, also, in the North Sea 
and on the coast of the British Isles, around the Faroe Islands, all along the Icelandic shores, on the 
south coast of Greenland, off Arksut Fiord, away up north to Torske Banks, and down the Atlantic 
1HIND: op. cit., pt. ii, p. 70, 
14 F 
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coast of A.meric~ to over the Grand Banks, and as far as, and even beyond, Saint George's Shoal, 
the Cod is taken simultaneously and in great abundance. 
,, Local variations of days, and even weeks, occur in a coast line or stretch of · shallow sea of 
not more than one hundred miles in length; but these arise from the one great leading _cause which 
guides the Cod in its approach to known feeding grounds on the -coast or known banks at sea. 
This leading cause is temperature, which determines the movement toward the coast of the various 
forms of marine life on whi~h the Cod, inhabiting different waters, is accustomed to feed. . . . 
The Cod, caught on each stretch of coast line within yariable but tolerably well-defined limits, are 
indigenous to the sea area adjacent to the sea-coast which they frequent. 
"Thus the winter haunts of the Codfish on the Northern Labrador coast are the slopes of the 
great range of outside banks on that coast. The summer haunts of the' Winter Cod' caught on 
the coast of Norway during the winter season, are on the slope of the 'Storegg' and its continua-
tions which lie seawards from the Norwegian coast, following the edge · of the barrier separating 
the 'polar deeps' from the shallower coastal seas. The seasonal movements of the Cod are reversed 
in this case, purposely introduced, but have afforded a beautiful illustration of the principles -
adopted and confirmed by Professor Baird and of the influence of marine climate on fish-life."1 
The depth at which Codfish are found varies greatly with the season and locality. It is state<l. 
by Mr. Earll that they seem to prefer water less than seventy fathoms deep, and that by far the 
greater numbers are caught in from eighteen to forty fathoms. This generalization will doubtless 
hold true for the whole coast of North America. Many of our correspondents state that they are 
occasionally seen in_ water two or three feet in depth. In the course of the recent explorations by 
Professor Agassiz, Cod were found three hundred fathoms below the surface. 
"In February, 1879, there was good fishing in three fathoms of water, within a few rods of 
shore in Ipswich Bay, while in May of the same year large numbers were taken in one hundred · 
and .ten fathoms from the channel near Clarke's Bank." 
It would be extremely interesting to kn.ow the extent of the migrations of Codfish, from deep 
to shallow water and back again, on different parts of the coa~t. This, however, varies wit,h local 
conditions. There have already been many observations made, the study of which will doubtless 
aid in the solution of this problem, but it is exceedingly important that thete. should be systematic 
exploration at a distance from the shore both in winter and summer. This. is one of the tasks 
proposed by the Commissioner of Fisheries for the new sea-going steamer now being constructed. 
Mr. Marcus A. Hanna, of Bowery Beach, Maine, states that he knows certain places on the coast 
of Maine where Cod are found in mid-winter not more than two miles from land, in water from 
forty to fifty fathoms deep, and upon soft bottom. A portion of the Gloucester George's Bank 
fleet continues fi bing through the winter months, though at this season the vessels do not, as in 
spring and summer, fish upon the shallow parts of the bank, but rather seek the deep waters 
around its edge. The fish make their appearance, however, on the bank early in February. 
An experimental cruise made in winter by Captain Mar throws some light on the movements 
of the Cod in this region: "One winter I ~tart.ed on a cruise before the time for the Cod to come, 
which was usually froni February 7th to the 10th. I sounded all over the usual ground. None there. 
Crni ed seventy-five mil to the outh'ard, ounding in thirty to one hundred fathoms of water. 
und none-only one odfi h. t back to the bank and found the Codfish there." -4.t another 
tim h 
t 
h al gr und of the banks in February, with a load of fish; in sounding, 
ixt n fa h m of water, he caught ix pairs of large fish. He thinks 
, r th al. It houlfl b rne in mind that these fish were 
1 Hind, <>p. cit., pt. i, pp. 15, 16. 
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canght on hooks fastened to the sounding-lead, which. was thrown over while the vessel was in 
motion. 
The remarks made in the previous section regarding the times ~t which Cod were present and 
ltibsent on difl:erent parts of the coast should be understood as expressing the facts only in a general 
way. It is undoubtedly true that Cod may be found in greater or less numbers within reach of 
the land from Block Island to Newfoundland, and perhaps to Labrador, at all seasons of the year. 
South of Block Island, Codfish are very rarely noticed in summer, even in the deepest water 
frequented by the :fishermen, though a few remain on the grounds in the vicinity of the islands 
during the whole summer. 
In the waters from Cape Cod to Cape Ann, and perhaps a little farther to the north, we find 
the district in which the bathic migrations of the Codfish are least apparent, the periodical changes 
in d<:>pth being but slight from winter to summer-the fish being within easy reach of the fishermen 
at all seasons of the year. Even here, however, there is a great increment in their numbers in 
winter. 
The statements which have been made regarding the periodical movements of the Cod I do 
not by any means consider satisfactory or final. ·These movements are the results of many 
influences, and no one yet understands how much weight to attach to the relative importance 
of these three influences, i. e., (1) the direct effect of temperature upon the fish themselves; (2) 
the abundance of food, as affected by temperature and other _c_auses; and (3) the direct relations 
between temperature and the reproductive habits of the fish .. There is no more difficult problem 
in ichthyological science. 
"The Codfish sometimes make long journeys from one bank to another, and, indeed, from one 
region to a very distant one. It is, of course, nearly impossible to trace their movements at such 
times, and one can usu~lly only guess at "the place from whence they come or th_e distance traveled. 
"During the winter of 1877-'78 an unusually large school visited the coast of the United 
States. At this time Cod were more plenty along the shores of New England than for many years. 
Among the :fish captured at Cape Ann and other points were quite a number with peculiar hooks 
in their mouths. These hooks gave a clew to the movements of the :fish, for they differed from any 
in use by the American ::fishermen, and proved identical with those used by French trawl-fishermen 
on the Grand Banks, and indicated that the fish must at some time have been in that locality, as 
the hooks probably came from no other place. If the above be granted as proven, the fish must 
have traveled a distance of five to eight hundred miles at least, and, as a portion of the school 
continued well to the southward, some individuals must have journeyed much farther. 
"In moving from one bank to another, where the intervening depth is much greater, it seems 
probable that, instead of following the bottom, they swim in a horizontal plane, following a stratum 
of nearly uniform density and temperature. The :fishermen of Cape Ann have often caught them 
with seventy to eighty fathoms of line, between Brown's and George's Banks, where the sounding-
line indicated a much greater depth. The ::finding of pebbles and small stones in their stomachs is 
not an uncommon occurrence. ~he ::fishermen regard these as an unfailing sign that the :fish have 
either just arrived or are about to leave the bank. These stones may play no small part in adjust-
ing the specific gravity of the fish to that of the stratum of water in which they are to move. 
'' There seems to be a tendency for the large :fish to remain in deeper water or nearer the 
bottom than the small; and usually, beyond a certain depth, the deeper one :fishes the larger the fish. 
Formerly, in hand-lining from deck on the banks, the vessels often anchored in eighty or even 
ninety fathoms, and the catch averaged over two-thirds large; but jn hand-lining from dories 
they seldom fish jn over fifty and usually less than thirty-five fathoms, as they find it difficult to 
/ 
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handle so much line, and the catch runs about two-thirds small. The same is true in fishing at 
different depths at the same time and in the same place. Thu~, of two men fishing side by side 
from the deck pf a vessel, the one with his hook on the bottom will catch much larger fish than 
the other who lets his line but part way down. Larger fish are also taken on the trawl than on the 
hand~line, for the former lies constantly on the bottom, while the latter may be raised to any 
distance above it." 1 
Foon.-Codfish feed upon all marine animals smaller than themselves which are found in the 
same waters with them and are digestible. It would seem useless to give a c_atalogue of the species 
which have been discovered in their stomachs. For a long period of years, before our naturalists 
learned to use the hand-dredge, a favorite place in which to search for the rare invertebrates of the 
deep water was the fish-dealer's store, and from the stomachs of Codfish scores o~ shells new to 
science have been taken. Since the introduction of improved methods of deep-sea research this 
mode of collecting has been somewhat less prosperous, but even at the present time many impor-
tant additions to zoology are yearly made by the aid of this omnivorous animal. In the Report of 
the United States Commission, Part I, pp. 516, 517, may be found a list of the species of mollusks 
obtained by Mr .• T. Hammond Trumbull from Cod caught near Stonington, Connecticut, and this 
includes but a very small percentage of the number that has' thus been observed. 
Codfish swallow bivalve shells of the largest size, like the great sea clams, which are a favorite 
article of food on certain portions of the coast; for instance, in Ipswich Bay great beds of empty 
shells of the sea-clam, Mactra ovalis, may be found upon the bottom. These shells are "nested," 
the smaller inside of the larger, sometimes six or seven in a set, having . been packed together in 
this compact manner in the stomachs of the Codfish after the soft parts have been digested out. Some 
of them had shreds of the mussels remaining in them and were quite fresh, having evidently been 
but recently ejected by the fish. In Dana's " Geology" are mentioned great banks of dead shells 
oft' the island of Grand Manan, which doubtless originated in the same manner. Mr. W. H. Dall 
found some similar beds on the coast of Alaska which he attributed tot.he walrus, but which are more 
probably the remains of mollusks eaten by the Codfish. They feed also upon crabs of all kinds, 
lobsters and star fish, and have been seen at the surface catching the potato beetles and "June-
bugs" which have drifted out from the shore. It is.said that they succeed occasionally in capturing · 
a duck,2 and that they vary their diet by browsing upon carrageen, or Irish moss, which grows on 
the ledges near the shore. In searching at the bott:om . for shells and worms, Codfish often pick 
up objects which can hardly be regarded as nutritious. A very amusing catalogue of such objects 
might be included in this chapter, in which would be enumerated articles such as scissors, brass 
oil-cans, potat:o parings, corn cobs, and head of a rubber doll. The finding of finger-rings and 
fragments of oil-clothing, and the heel of a boot, inside of a large Codfish has-suggested the idea 
that sometimes they swajlow the fishermen. 
"A wedding ring which belonged to Pauline Burnam, an English lady who was lost in the 
steamship Anglo Saxon, wrecked off Chance Cove, N. F., in 1861, was lately restored to her rela-
tions by a St. John (N. F .) fi herman, who found the ring in the entrails of a Codfish. The 
lucky fisherman received a pre ent of £ 50 for restoring the highly prized memento to the lady's son." 3_ 
tone of considerable ize ar often found in their stom achs, and fishermen have a theory 
that this is a sign of a appr a •hing torm and that the fish thus take in ballast to enable them 
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to remain at the bottom when the waters are troubled. It is more likely that these stones are 
swallowed on account of sea-anemones or ot_her edible substances which may be attached to them, 
in just the same manner that the shells of moliusks are taken in for the sake of the nutritious 
parts which they contain. 
It is believed that certain schools of Codfish feed almost entirely at the bottom, while others 
prey upon fish. The fishermen claim to be able to disti_nguish these two classes by their general 
appearance, the first being heavier, with shorter beads, blunter noses, and smaller fins, and fre-
quently known as'' grubbers" or "ground-keepers," while fish belonging to what are known as the 
squid school, the herring school, and the lant school, which are probably the same fish at different 
seasons of the year, are brighter-eyed, slenderer in form, with sharper bead, and in every way 
better adapted for swift locomotion. On the coast of Labrador, as well as in Scandinavia, Codfish 
follow the schools of spawning capelin in to the shore and prey greedily upon them, and elsewhere, 
at other seasons, they feed with no less voracity upon oth~r species of fish which may be schooling, 
and of which they destroy vast numbers, such as· mackerel, menhaden, herring, alewife, salmon, 
sculpin, flounders, cunners, and haddock. 
In November, 1877, Mr. Vinal N. Edwards found in the stomachs of Cod taken at Noman's 
Land many species of fish, some of which, like Eumesogrammus subbifurcatus, are found only at 
great depths, and others, like the two-spined stickle-back, Gasteroseus biaculeatus, and the little 
file-fish, Monocantlzus setijer, must have been taken at the surface or near the shore. 
On the Grand Banks, especially in shallow water about the Virgin Rocks, I have been told 
that they follow the lant t_o the surface, pursuing them with great fierceness. .Along our northern 
coasts they replace, to some extent, the voracious bluefish and bonito of the South. Captain 
Atwood remarks that the amount of food which they consume is enormous, when the size of the 
fa;;h is taken into account. He has seen them on tbe coa·st of Labrador, where the capelin were in 
great numbers, with their stomachs fi1l_ed to the greatest possible extent, and capelin in their 
mouths which they were unable to swa.Uow for want of room, and in this condition they were still 
biting at the hook. They even feed upon the young of their own kind. They are said to feed 
largely upon herring spawn, though they are_ not seen in great numbers, about the spawning 
grounds until the schools of parent fish have departed. The herring, also, is a favorite article of 
food, and when these fish approach the shores or are seen on the banks it is a very good sign that 
Cod will soon be abundant. Mr. Earll remarks: 
"I am told that in the spring of 1879 an immense school of herring moved closely across 
George's Bank, and that with them came the largest school of Cod that has been seen in that 
locality for a long time. The Cod remained constantly among the herring, so that when the latter 
had passed the fishing fleet, the vessels were obliged to weigh anchor and follow them in order to 
secure the Cod. 
"About Provincetown the common squid sometimes appear in great numbers~ and they are 
most vigorously preyed upon by the Cod." 
The same accurate observer gives the following notes concerning their food while breeding: 
"During the spawning season the Codfish cease to search for food, and give less attention to 
feeding than at other times, though· they will usually take the bait when placed before them. That 
they do not search for food is shown by the fact that the pasture school remained within a few 
miles of a large school of sperling without being drawn after them; arnl that the Ipswich Bay 
school was largest after the sperling had left the coast, and remained for a number of months on 
sandy wastes which supported only three species of invertebrates, Buccinu.m undatum, Fusus sp., 
and Asterias vulgaris, in any considerable abundance. The examination of the stomachs of several 
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hundred individuals showed four-fifths of all to be entirely empty, while a greater part of the 
remainder contained only bait picked from the trawls of the :fi.shermf'n. A small number contained 
:fish of one or more species that had probably been captured in the locality, while a few scattering 
invertebrates were found. Of the species mentioned as abundant on the grounds, not a star-fish 
and but two shells of one species and one of the other were found. But it was clearly shown that 
the :fish would not refuse food, for often the stomachs were well :filled with bait picked from the 
trawl before the fish were hooked. From ten to :fifteen pieces were frequently found, and in one 
case eighteen were counted. 
"The females when fully ripe seemed less willing to feed than at other times, and few were 
caught with the moving hand-lines; but when the trawl was used, thus leaving the bait motionless 
on the bottom for hours at a time, they were induced to bite, and many were taken with the eggs 
running from them. Ripe males seemed to bite readily at any time. 
"The young :fish, as has been remarked, seems to spend the first three or four years of its life 
in shoal water, among the rocks and algre. Herp, its food consists at :first of the minutest forms, 
and later principally of small crustacea, though it often picks up mollusks and worms, and even 
enters the harbors in summer, where it remains about the wharves, picking up bits of refuse thrown 
from the :fish-houses." 
Capt. R. H. Hurlbert tells me that sometimes a school of Codfish will bite at night; these the 
:fishermen call "Night Cod." 
In 1860 the schooner "0. 0. Davis" caught one entire trip of .fish on George's Bank all in 
the night, and there are other instances on record, though, as a -rule, these :fish feed only in the 
daytime. 
REPR0DUCTION.-Two important papers on the breeding of the Codfish have recently been 
printed in the Report of the United States Fish Commission. The first of these is a translation 
of a report by Prof. G. 0. Sars upon tbe practical and scientific investigations concerning the Cod-
fish of the Lo:ffoden Islands, Norway, made during the years 1864-'69, in behalf of the Norwegian 
Government.1 His observations are full of interest. He tells us how, from year to year, he 
observed the movements of the Codfish and studied out their spawning habits. 
In 1864 he visited the Lo:ffoden Islands, in January, February, and March. He observed the 
coming in of the fish, as they approached the coast, swimming up the fiords in large schools, and 
in the latter part of February, and from that time until the end of March, found the eggs in 
immense numbers floating at the surface. 
In 1865 he reached the islands in the beginning of March and remained until the middle of 
May. He gathered the eggs as they floated at the surface, and hatched them out in glass jars. 
He al o artificially impregnated the eggs and found that the period of incubation lasted eighteen 
day . He al o observed a few very small young fi_sh at the surface. 
In 1866 he was on th ground on the 7th of May, and remained until July. This year he 
found great quantitie of young Codfish-the largest being about one and a half inches in 
length- wimming under the jelly fi h (which are o numerous in those northern waters), and 
al o und r oth r obj ct fl ating in be a. 
n 1 67 h r ached the i land, late in July, and remained until the beginning of October, and 
d findin th un fi h, tw inche or slightly more in length, swimming near the 
, li k 1 in the ballow inl t near th hore , in company with the young 
th f 11 t dfi h an p Hock taken in the neighborhood were 
cto er many larger young Oodfi h, upwards 
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of four inches in length and about seven months old, as estimated, at the bottom, at a depth of 
several. fathoms. 
In 1868 he began his observations in November, and in November and December found young 
fish six or seven inches in length at a depth of eight to twelve fathoms, usually in the .vicinity of 
steep ledges and rocks. This year he remained until March, and in February found great num-
bers of young Codfish, the average length of which was about one foot, at an average of twenty 
to thirty fathoms, on sandy bottom. "In the beginning," he remarks, "I thought that these must 
be two-year-old fish, but when I afterwards set my line in shallower places I also collected smaller 
fish, so that I soon had all the different grades of size." 
This last visit extended over into the year 1869, and at the time of his departure the schools 
of spawning fish were again on the ground. He had thus traced the developme~t of the Codfish 
throughout a period of twelve months, and had secured a very complete chain of evidence with 
which to bind together the isolated facts regarding the growth and habits of the young fish which 
bad hitherto been or should hereafter be observed. 
From 1870 to 1873 he continued his observations upon the young and adult fish, and in 
midsummer found Cod at a distance of twenty to thirty Norwegian miles from the shore, and 
at a depth of from one hundred to one hundred and :fifty fathoms. These observations, as 
has already been remarked, are of the utmost importance, and the reports of Professor Sars are 
full of observations of the most suggestive kind concerning the food, the movements, and the 
general habits of the fish. 
The other paper referred to, which is of equal value, is the report of Mr. R. E. Earll upon the 
natural history and artificial propagation of the Cod, as observed at; the station of the United 
States Fish Commission at Gloucester, Massachusetts.I His remarks upon the reproduction of the 
Codfish are here quoted in full, with the single observation that no one has so carefully observed 
the spawnh1g habits of any other species of fish. 
"The Cod is one of the m_ost prolific of the ocean fishes, and we find not only thousands but 
millions of eggs in a single female. All members of this family contain large numbers of eggs, 
but the Uod:fish is the most prolific of all. 
"The exact number of eggs in a female varies greatly with the individual, being dependent 
largely upon its size and age. To ascertain the number for the different sizes, a series of six :fish, 
representing various stages of growth from twenty-one to seventy-five pounds, was taken, and 
the eggs were estimated. Care was exercised that the series should contain only immature 
females, so that no egg should have been lost, and that all might be of nearly equal size. 
The ovaries were taken from the fish and their weight accurately ascertained; after which small 
quantities were taken from different parts of each and weighed on delicately adjusted scales, 
the eggs in these portions being carefully counted. The number contained in a given weight 
being known, it was easy to ascertain approximately the entire 1mmber for each fish. 
"The results obtained are given in a table, quoted below, showing a twenty-one-pound fish to 
have 2,700,000, and a seventy-five-pound one, 9,100,000. The largest number of eggs found in the 
po1lock was 4,029,200, and in the haddock 1,840,000. 
"When the eggs are first seen in the :fish t,hey are so small as to be hardly distinguishable,_ 
but they continue to increase in size until maturity, and, after impregnation, have a diameter, 
depending upon the size of the parent, Yarying from one-nineteenth to one-seventeenth of an inch. 
A five to eight pound fish has eggs qf the smaller size, while a twenty-five-pound one bas them 
between an eighteenth and a seventeenth. 
1 Report of United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, pt. 6, 1878, pp. 685-740. 
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"From weighing and measuring known quantities it is fo~nd that one pound avoirdupois will 
contain 190,000 of the smaller size, or that 1,000,000 eggs well drained will weigh about five 
pounds. Again, by assuming one-nineteenth of an inch as the standard, or by precipitating a 
known quantity in chromic acid and measuring, we find one quart, or fifty-seven and three-quarters 
cubic inches, to contain a little less than 400,000, or that 1,000,000 will measure between two and 
a half and three quarts. . 
"With these facts in mind, it will be an easy matter to estimate the quantity of eggs taken 
for hatching purposes during any given season. 
"When the little fish first breaks through the shell of the egg that confines it, the fetal curve 
or crook is still quite noticeable, but it soon straightens, and is then about five-sixteenths of an 
inch in length. At this time the yelk-sack, situated well forward, is quite large, but so transparent 
as to escape the notice of the ordinary observer. This is gradually absorbed, disappearing wholly 
in about ten to fifteen days, and the little fish begins to move about with a peculiar serpentine 
motion, at times darting quite rapidly, and then remaining motionless, as if resting from its 
exertions. It now begins its independent existence, and moves about more frequently, apparently 
in search of food. - From this date it is impossible to follow the Cod, for none have been confined, 
and it is only by catching large numbers at different seasons and carefully recording their weights · 
and measurements that one is enabled to judge of their growth. The habits of the species, that -· 
cause them to live near the shore for the first few years, furnish excellent opportunities for such 
observations, and many were examined during our stay at Cape Ann. 
"At the outset the problem becomes difficult, in that the spawning period, instead of being 
limited to a few weeks, as is the case with most species, extends over fully three-fourths of the year, 
and the difficulty is greatly increased by other causes that affect the rate of growth of individuals 
batched at the same time. 
"The results were what might be expected; for a table of measurements, made late in June, 
gave an almost continuous series, with only one or two breaks, that could with certainty be taken 
to represent the non-spawning period of the fish. But though the gaps were so completely closed 
by the extremes in variation, which seemed to cause e-rnn an overlapping, showing the last hatched 
of one season to be smaller than the first hatched of the next succeeding, yet there was a tendency for 
the greater number of individuals to be thrown iuto groups at intervals in the series, these seeming 
to represent the height of the spawning sea.son for the different years. The break was distinct 
between the smallest and those of a year earlier, so that, taking the height of the spawning season 
on the south side of Cape Ann to be December, the large number of young fry ranging from one 
and a half to three inches must have been hatched the previous winter, and were consequently 
about six months old. The large number of individuals having a length of nine to thirteen inches 
indicated the normal growth of those hatched a year earlier, or fish of eighteen months, to be ten 
to eleven inches, and their weight seven to eight ounces. The next group, or the fish thought to 
be thirty months old, measured from seventeen to eighteen inches, with an average weight of two 
to two and a quarter pounds. The fl h now begin to increase more in weight than in length, soon 
appearing in the market a. 'Scrod,' and by the following summer measure about twenty-two 
inch a.nd weigh from four to five pounds. 
"B y nd thi period nothing can be determined, for the variation, constantly growing great.er, 
now giv v ry · z and w ight with no indication of breaks in the series. 
" ut n u h ha n 1 aru , if th ab ve be correct, to show that the male reaches maturity 
a thr n th i m le t £ ur -y ar ; £ r the smalle t ripe male noticed during the season of 
1 t a d a alf n th malle tripe female five pounds. 
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"Evidence is not wanting to show that a Cod spawns every year, and that it deposits the 
entire number of eggs in the ovaries each season. We have examined hundreds of specimens and 
have failed to find a single instance where the condition of the ovaries did not clearly indicate 
that such . was the case. During the first of the season no mature fish were found in which 
eggs were not present, though they often varied greatly in development from very small to 
nearly ripe. Again, later in the season, no spent fish were seen with any eggs remaining 
in the ovaries; and no fish were found during the spawning period in which the condition of the 
ovaries did not indicate that the eggs were gradually maturing, and would be d~posited before the 
close of the season. 
"The eggs contained fo the ovaries are separated into little irregular conical clusters, each 
being connected with the general mass by a slender thread that expands into a delicate membrane 
containing minute and diffusely branched blood-vessels. This membrane envelops each of the eggs, 
and the blood-vessels supply the nutrition so necessary tu their future growth and development. 
As the eggs mature they gradually increase in size, until, when ripe, they become detached from 
the membrane, and pass down through secondary channels into the main channel leading to the 
genital opening of the female. 
'' The first ripe female seen during the season of 1878-'79 was found in a lot of shore-
fish or ground-tenders landed Septembe~ 2. The eggs were noticed to be running from this fish as 
it _lay upon the floor of the fish-house. On opening it, we found that jt had just begun spawning, 
for a few eggs only, perhaps five per cent. of the entire number, were transparent, and a small 
numbe~. of these had separated from the membrane and fallen into the channels leading to the 
genital opening, while the great bulk were far less mature and represent~d almost every stage of 
development from green to ripe. 
"From this date ripe fish, both males and females, were occasionally taken, though they did 
not become abundant until the middle of October. Early in November, when the school-fish made 
their appearance on the south side of Cape Ann, the individuals varied greatly in their spawning 
condition; some were quite ripe and bad already thrown a portion of their eggs, while others were 
so green as to indicate that they would not spawn for several months at least, though, in nearly 
all, the eggs had begun to enlarge. By the first of December fully fifty per cent. of the catch had 
commenced spawning, but when driven away, probably by the unusually heavy storms, in January, 
a few were not quite ripe, and the majority had not thrown all their eggs. 
"About the first of February the fish in Ipswich Bay were found to average fully ninety per 
cent. males, with the spermaries mostly we11 developed. At this time there was a great variation · 
in the ovaries of the females; of these not more than one in ten had 1:ipawned, while fully sixty 
per cent. were still green. By the middle of the month the females numbered about forty per cent., 
though over half had not commenced spawning. On March 13, three hundred fish from this school 
were opened, with the following results: Fourteen per cent. were spent males; fifty~three per cent. 
were ripe males; six per cent. were spent females; fourteen per cent. were females in various stages 
of spawning; and eleven per cent. were green females. May 10, fully half of the females bad not 
finished spawning, and an occasional green one was noticed. Even in June, when the fish left the . 
coast, a very few, though ripe, bad not finished throwing their eggs. 
"The results of the above observation prove not only interesting, but surprising, for we find 
the Codfish spawning through nine consecutive months in the same locality, a period far exceeding 
that required by any other species of which we have any knowledge. 
"This fact can be more easily understood when we remember that the individuals do not 
deposi~ all their eggs in a single day or we~k, but probably continue the operation of spawning 
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over a period of fully two months. That this is true there can be little doubt, for when the 
females first begin to throw their eggs only a very small_percentage of the whole number are ripe, 
while the balance show every gradation to the perfectly green and immature. By frequent exam-
ination of individuals in more advanced stages, it was found that the eggs gradually continue to 
increase in size as they mature, and that as fast as they become detached from the membrane they 
pass down through the channels to the opening, and are excluded from the body, either at the 
will of the parent or by internal pressure caused by the increasing size of the eggs, to make room 
for others. · It would be impossible for a :fish to retain all, or even a small part, of its eggs in the 
roe-bags until the last had matured, for the increase during the development is .very great, and , 
they would come to have a bulk greater than the entire stomach cavity of the fish. The pro-
ducts of the ovaries of a seventy-five pound fosh, after impregnation, would weigh about forty-five 
pounds and measure nearly seven gallons, equal to over half of either the weight or bulk of the fish. 
"Another proof that the Codfish deposits its eggs gradually during a long period is seen in the 
fact that few can be taken from the fish at a time. In 'stripping the fish,' at the hatchery in 
Gloucester, it was found · that only one quart, or less than 400,000 eggs, could be taken from a 
twenty-one pound fish at a single stripping. A.llowing the ovaries of this fish to contain 2,700,000 
eggs, and the time of spawning to be two months, the fish must deposit in the natural way 337,500, 
or nearly a quart, each week. 
"But by the artificial method, where strong external pressure is applied, many more eggs are 
probably secured at once than would be naturally thrown by the fish. Thus the fish must either 
gradually deposit more or less eggs each day, during the entire spawning season, or it must deposit 
at intervals separated by only a day or two at most. 
"The schools of Cod move about but little during the spawning season, except when driven 
away by enemies or by violent storms. After they reach the waters of Cape Ann, fishing continues 
best in the same localities, and even upon the same spots, until they leave. The individuals, too, 
seem to move about but little among themselves. When the female becomes ripe she remains 
quietly near the bottom, while the male, a little more active, often swims higher up. This is indi-
cated by the fact that greater numbers of spawning females are taken with the trawl, which 
lies directly on the bottom, than with the hand-line a little way above it, while the males are taken 
on one as readily as on the other. 
"It may not be impossible that the eggs are fertilized while floating about in the water some 
minutes after exclusion, and that the strong tides usually found on the spawning grounds play an 
important part in distributing the germs, thus making the chances of impregnation more favorable. 
Indeed it may be possible, and, if the spawning goes on gradually for several months, seems not 
improbable, that the immediate presence of the opposite sexes during the act of spawning is not 
nece ary, but rather that the eggs are fertilized mainly by accidental contact. Observations 
woulcl seem to trengtben the probabilities of this theory; for, if the fish went in pairs, they would 
often be taken on adjoining hooks of the trawl, or one on either hook of the band-line. Such is 
not u ually the ca e, ho~ ever, but, on the contrary, several of the same sex are more frequently 
tak n together. 
"The egg have a p cific gravity of 1.020 to 1.025, as indicated by the fact that they float in 
lt wn.ter aud ink rapidly in fre h. They may be found at the surface in common with eggs of 
th oll k l and r ba ly other pecie of the cod family, when the sea is smooth; but 
m · r U"h th y are anied to a depth of everal fathoms by the current, 
ar th urf . The ld t fl hermen had not the slightest 
th t r that the:£ mal depo ited their eggs on the rocks, 
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where they were visited and impregnated by the males, and left to become the food of the various 
animals so abundant in such localities. They bad at times noticed the little transparent globular 
bodies in the water, but it had never occurred to them that they were the eggs of any fish. 
"The_re are many ways in which the eggs may be destroyed. The principal loss is probably 
the result of non-impregnation, for unless they come in contact with the milt of the male very soon 
after being thrown from the parent they lose their vitality. Again, being drifted about by the winds 
and tides, they are often carried long distances from the spawning grounds into the little bays and 
coves, and are driven in immense numbers upon the shores, or are left dry by the tides, where they 
soon die from exposure to the atmosphere, or, during the cold winter weather, are instantly destroyed 
by freezing. Ipswich .Bay, the most extensive spawning ground in the locality, is especially 
unfortunate in this particular, for the hea:vy· storms from the north and east sweep with unbroken 
force across its surface, and each breaker as it rolls in upon the beach must carry with it many 
millions of eggs. 
"But such impregnated eggs as escape destruQtion upon the shores are subjected to the ravages 
of the myriads of hungry animals living about the rocks a,nd coves. One day in January we placed 
a jelly-fish or medusid, having a diameter of but one and a -half inches, into a tray of eggs in 
the hatching-room, and in less than five minutes it had fastened seventy eggs to his tentacles, 
loading some of them so . heavily that they were severed from the body by the weight or resistance 
of the eggs as they were dragged through the water. 
"By the aid of a microscope, numbers of vorticelli were frequently found upon the eggs,in one 
case forty-six being counted on a single egg. In addition a peculiar growth, thought to be minute 
algm, was often noticed upon them. Just what influence these would exert, or whether they would 
<?Ccur in the clear water outside the harbor, is not known. Thus, owing to the many different 
circumstances that tend to destroy the eggs, probably but a very small number out of a million 
are successfully hatched, arid of the young fish but few reach maturity." · 
In the winters of 1878-'79 and 1880-'81 the United States Fish Commission successfully carried 
on the work of artificial propagation of Codfish. The results of the first winter's work at Gloucester 
will be found detailed in Mr. Earll's paper, from which quotations have already been so extensively 
taken. 
In addition to his other observations, Mr. Earn computed the number of eggs in Codfish of 
different sizes. The results of his observations are shown in the following table: 
Table showing the number of eggs in Codfish of different sizes. 
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Ft.in. Lbs. Lbs. 'oz. Oz. Lbs. oz. 
1 ______ ...... ·-····---· -----·--·· 70-75 8 8 6 8 2 7 1,108 } 1 (a) 1 . ------·- .... •. .. • ........ .. ....... 70-75 8 8 6 8 2 7 1,132 160 9,100,000 
22 ... . ... ... -- . -- - - .... 4 2½ 51 7 2 5 6 13 6 1,131 188. 5 8,989,094 
3 -··· .. ······ ··--·· ·- -· 3 8 30 2 8¾ 2¾ 2 6 6 1,341 233. 5 3,715,687 
4 ·---····-··· ··-·-· ... 3 5 '27 2 9¾ 2i 2 7 7 1,680 240 4, 095,000 
5 -----· ·----· ·----- · .. . 3 4½ 22¾ 2 2,.~ 2 2 oa 6 1,368 228 3,229,388 
6 ·-···· ...... -----· ---· 3 3 21 115¾ 1¾ 114 6 1,249 
I 
208.17 2,732,237 
1 No.1 (~) represents a second quantity taken from the same ovary the following day, and the greater number 
may be partially accounted for by the evaporation of moisture dul'ing the night. 
2No. 2 contained a few ripe eggs. 
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It is interesting to compare these with the observations made during the last century, refer-
ences to which may be found in all the standard works on natural history. Leuwenhoek is said to 
have found in a Cod of middling size 384,000 eggs. Harmer found, in one weighing eighteen or 
twenty pounds, between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 eggs. It was examined December 23, and was 
estimated to have 294 eggs to the grain, the ovaries weighing 12,540 grains; the total number, 
according to this calculation, is 3,686,760.1 
THE srzE oF ConFISH.-The result of Mr. Earll's observations indicates ihat in June the 
fish hatched the previous winter, or about six inont,hs old, range from one and a half to three 
inches in length; while those from nine to thirteen inches long, and weighing seven or eight 
ounces, were eighteen months old; those seventeen to eighteen inches long, and weighing two to 
two and a quarter pounds, were suppo§ed to be two yeaJ:s and a half- old; those of about twenty-
two inches, which weighed four to five pounds, were three years and a half old. He also concludes 
that the male reaches maturity at the age of three, and the female at the age of four years, for the 
smallest ripe male noticed during the season of 1878-'79 weighed three and one-half pounds, and 
the smallest ripe female five pounds. 
On pages 733-734 of Mr. Earll's-report may be found the measurements of a large number 
of Codfish of different weights, and with the ovaries and spermaries in different stages of develop-
ment. These measurements are interesting, since they show the relation between the length 
and weight of individual fish. 
I have before me memoranda relating to a large number of enormous Codfish, taken along 
the New England coast at various times from 1830 to 1879. It seems unnecessary to refer to them, 
excepting the cases of a few which exceed one hundred pounds in weight. 
Capt. King Harding, of Swampscott, tells me that he once caught, on the eastern side of Cape 
Cod, a fish weighing 101 pounds as it came from the water. 
On the 22d of July, 1873, Miss Fannie Belis, of Saint Louis, while on a fishing excursion off 
Eastern Point, on board the yacht"" Unit~d States," caught a· Cod which weighed 130 pounds. 
Capt. G. H. Martin caught, off Chatham, a Codfish which weighed, dressed, 111 pounds. 
Capt. Stephen Mar, of Gloucester, saw a Codfish taken on George's Banks in 1838 which, after 
having been eviscerated, weigheu 136 pounds. 
Captain Atwood says, on the coast of Cape Cod he has never seen a male Codfish, with one 
exception, which weighed more than 60 pounds; he once saw one, howev:er, which weighed 160 
pounds. This fish was not much larger than an ordinary fish weighing 75 pounds, but was very 
thick. 
Captain Atwood remarks: '' In regard to size, the Cod differs very widely in different localities. 
When taken on the Grand Bank it usually requires from thirty to forty to make a quintal when 
dried. Tho e caught in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence with hand-lines are smaller, requiring 
seventy to eighty per quintal; in the same locality, however, Ood caught on trawl-lines require 
only twenty to twenty-five per quintal, while on the coast of Labrador they are all small, and it 
requires about one hundred to one hundred and ten to make a quintal." 
Writing in the ummer of 1877, Captain Atwood expressed the opinion that the average 
w ight of the fi h tak n about Cape Cod wa in the neighborhood of ten pounds; but he informed 
me that in the wint r of 1877, in two days, thirty thousand pounds of Codfish were landed from 
the oat , an t at ther wa not a fl h among them small enough to be classed as a market Cod, 
igbing from six to ten or twelve pounds. 
1 Philo phical Tran actions, lvii, 1778, p. 287. 
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I have before me much information concerning the average size of the fish caught at different 
seasons of the year by the fishermen at different localities along the coast,_ but it seems at present 
hardly necessary to discuss this subject at greater length. 
CONCLUSIONS AS TO . DECREASE OF COD FISHERIES ON THE NEW ENGLAND COAST.-ln 
conclusion, it may not be amiss to quote the remarks of Professor Baird concerning the decrease 
of Codfish along our coast, and the probable causes for such decrease: 
"Of all the · various fisheries formerly prosecuted direct~y off the coast of New England, north of 
Cape Cod, the depreciation in that of the Cod appears to be of the greatest economical importance. 
Formerly the waters abounded in this fish to such an extent that a large supply could be taken 
throughout almost the entire year along the banks, especially in the vicinit3r of the mouths of the 
larger rivers. At _that time the tidal streams were almost choked up with the alewives, shad, and 
salmon that were struggling for entrance in the spring, and which filled the adjacent waters 
throughout a great part of the year. 
"As is well known, the erection of impassable dams across the streams, by preventing the 
ascent of the species just mentioned to their spawning grounds", produced a very great diminution, 
and almost the extermination, of their numbers; so that whereas ~n former years a large trade 
could be carried on during the proper season, now nothing would be gained by the effort. 
'' Of late the attention of the legislatures of the New England States has been called to this 
fact, and to the importance of restoring their fisheries, and a great deal has been already accom-
plished toward that end. Unfortunately, however, the lumbering interest i_n Maine·, ~nd the 
manufacturing in New Hampshire and Massachusetts, are so powerful a,s to render it extremely 
difficult to carry out any measures which in any way interfere with their convenience or profits; 
and notwithstanding · the passage of Jaws requiring the construction of fish ways through the 
dams, these have either been neglected altogether, or are of such a character as not to answer 
their purpose. The reform, therefore, however imperatively required, has been very slow in its 
progress, and many years will probably elapse before efficient measures will be taken to remedy 
the evils referred to. 
"It would, therefore, app~ar that while the river fisheries have been.depreciated or destroyed 
by means of dams or by exhaustive fishing, the Codfish have disappeared in equal ratio. This 
is not, however, for the same reason, as they are taken only with the line, at a rate more than 
compensated by the natural fecundity of the fish. I am well satisfied, however, that there is a 
relation of cause· and effect between the present and past condition of the two series of fish; and 
in this I am supported by the opinion of Capt. U. S. Treat, of Eastport, by whom, indeed, the 
idea was first suggested to me. Captain Treat is a successful fisherman and dealer in fish on a 
ver~7 large scale, and at the same time a gentleman of very great intelligence and knowledge of 
the many detai]s connected witJ:t the natural history of our coast fishes, in this respect worthily 
representing Captain Atwood, of Provincetown. It is to Captain Treat that we owe many experi-
ments on the reproduction of alewives in ponds, and the possibility of kMping salmon in fresh 
waters for a period of years. The general conclusions which have been reached, as the result of 
repeated conversations with Captain Treat and other fishermen on the coast, incline me to believe 
that the reduction in the cod and other fisheries, so as to become practically a failure, is due to 
the decrease off our coast in the quantity, primarily, of alewives; and, secondarily, of shad and 
salmon, more than to any other cause. 
"It is well known to the old residents of Eastport that from thirty to fifty years ago Cod could 
be taken in abundance in Passamaquoddy Ba,y and off Eastport, where only stragglers are now 
to be caught. The same is the case at the mouth of the Penobscot River and at other points along 
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the coast, where once the fish ·came close in to the shore, and were readily captured with the hook 
throughout the greater part of the year. That period was before the multiplication of mill-dams, 
cutting off the ascent of the alewives, shad, and salmon, especially the former. 'l'he Saint Croix 
River was choked in the spring with the numbers of these fish, endeavoring to ascend; and the 
same may be said of the Little River, the outlet of Boynton's Lake, about seven miles above East-
port. The lake in question is one of considerable size, and was visited by immense numbers of 
alewives, which could be dipped out, to any extent, on their ·passage upward, while the waters of 
the adjacent bay were alive with the young fish 01r their return. 
"The fish themselves enter the waters of the streams in May or June, and return almost 
i~mediately after spawning to the sea. But they may be taken by the drift-nets along the 
shores as early as March and April; and, indeed, it is quite probable that the whole period of 
their abode in-the salt water is spent adjacent to the rivers in which they were born. The young 
· come down from the ponds in which they are hatched, from August to October, keeping up a, 
constant stream of the young fish. In this way a supply of alewfres was to be met with 
throughout the greater part of tlie year, and nearer the coast they furnished every inducement 
for the Cod and other ground fish to come inshore in their pursuit. 
"It is true that the sea-herring is also an attraction to these fish, and probably but for their 
presence our pollock, haddock, and hake fisheries would be greatly diminished. Nevertheless, 
the alewife appears to be more attractive as a bait, and furthermore the sea-herring are less 
constantiy on the coast, especially inshore, oc~urring as they do at stated intervals, when they 
come in from the deep sea to spawn. It is possible, too, that they are less easily captured by the 
Cod, since they swim nearer the surface than the alewives. Corroboration of this idea is furnished 
in the testimony of Mr. W. B. McLaughlin, of Southern Head, Grand Manan. This gentleman 
informs me that the only stream in the island which ever furnished alewives to any extent was 
Seal Cove Creek, which discharges to the east of the southern extremity of Grand Manan, and 
into which these fish entered in immense numbers in the spring. At that time Cod, Haddock, 
and Pollock, -as well as halibut, were taken in great abundance in Seal Cove Sound, between 
Harwood Cove, on Wood Island, and Indian or Parker's Point, o:n the main island. They were 
to be met with during the greater part of the year, especially from May to January; and the 
fishery in the channel-way within a quarter of a mile of the shore was really more productive 
than on the banks much farther out to sea. 
"Although still a young man, Mr. McLaughlin recollects the capture of these fish; and, 
indeed, a a mere boy, enjoyed the port within a very short distance of his father's house. Soon 
after that time a dam was built aero s this stream about two hundred yards above its mouth, 
cutting off entirely the upwar<l. pas age of the alewives, and by a remarkable coincidence, if it 
be nothing more, the cod fishery in question diminished very soon after, and in a very few years 
cea ed almo t entirely, so that up to the present time there are not enough Cod in those waters 
to r pay the experiment of attempting to catch them. A few alewives still find their way up to 
th foot of the dam, but in uch mall numbers as to make it often doubtful whether there are any 
h· 
ab ut Grand Ml?inan are farther out to sea, at the northern end 
n al wive , and where herring appear to be the principal food, 
ce of the e in different ea on appears to have an important 
k and 
am uite ti tied of their general validity-we 
in the river of Maine, New Hampshire, an<l 
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Massachusetts, a much more weighty reason than that of merely enabling a few salmon to enter 
the streams in order to permit their capture while on their way. 
"Whatever may be the importance of increasing the supply of salmon, it is trifling compared 
with the restoration of our exhausted cod fis~eries; and should these be brought back to their 
original condition, we shall find, within a short time, an increase of wealth on our shores, the 
amount of which it would be difficult to calculate. Not only would the general prosperity of the 
adjacent States be enhanced, but in the increased number of vessels built, in the larger number 
- of men induced to devote themselves to maritime pursuits, and in the general stimulus to every-
thing connected with the business of the sea.faring profession, we should be recovering, in a great 
measure, from that loss which has been th~ source of so much lamentation to political economists 
and well-wishers of the country." 
66. THE TOM CODS. MICROGADUS TOMCOD AND M. PROXIMUS. 
THE A'l'L.A.N'l'IC TOM Con.-The Atlantic Tom Cod, Microgadu.s tomcod, is found only in the 
Western Atlantic, ranging from New York at the south to · Cape Sable at the north. It is 
ordinarily known as the Tom Cod, but in the Bay of Fundy, and in various places south of 
Cape Ood, it is known as the Frost Fish, owing to the fact that it becomes most abundant in 
the early part of the winter, when it approaches the shore and even ascends the rivers and creeks 
for the purpose of spawning. Dr. DeKay states, on the authority of Dr. Yates, that Tom Cods 
sometimes appear at Albany in abundance, while I am informed by the Rev: Dr. F. Gardiner 
that they are taken in winter in the Kennebec, sixty miles from im mouth, and far above the reach. 
of the tide. They ascend the Charles River to Watertown, where they are taken in dip-nets and 
· by the hook from the wharves and bridges. Although most abundant near the shores and in the 
streams in early winter, they are found along the coast at all seasons of the year. In form the 
Tom Cod is the miniature of the Codfish, rarely exceeding ten or twelve inches in length, and 
there is mu~h difficulty in distinguishing the young· of the two species. The Tom Cod, however, 
varies even more in its color than the Cod, and several varieties have been described under 
different names. When these fish approach the shores in winter they are taken in great quantities 
with nets, and are esteemed in many localities as a great delicacy. 
The Tom Cod feeds upon numerous species of crustaceans and mollusks, and also upon the 
young of many other kinds of fishes. 
'l'HE P .A.CIFIC ToM Con.-Professor ,T ordan gives the following notes upon the closely related 
species, Microgadus proximus, found in California, and there known as the Tom Cod: 
"The English at Victoria know this species by the name 'Whiting.' Elsewhere on the coast 
the name of 'Tom Cod' is universally applied to it. In the restaurants at San Francisco, it is 
usually served under the name of Smelt. It reaches the length of a foot and a weight of about 
half a pound. It ranges from Monterey to Puget Sound and northward, being everywhere very 
abundant, and taken in great numbers in seines and sweep-nets, both outside and in the bays. Its 
food is small fishes. Nothing special is known of its breeding habits; it is apparently abundant 
at all seasons. It is one of the important food fishes of the coast, always abundant and always 
meeting a ready sale. Its flesh is, however, watery and tasteless, and cannot be rated high." 
67. THE HADDOCK. MELANOGRAMMUS .lEGLEFINUS. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The Haddock, Melanqgrmnmus reglefinus, is found only in the Atlantic. Its 
wanderjngs are more limited than those of the Cod. It js not found nearly as far to the north· 
while its outhern range is no wider. H addock are probably found in company with Codfish on al~ 
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the northern fishing grounds, as far south, at least, as the Capes of Delaware, though concerning 
their occurrence in southern waters there is dearth of information. In winter and spring they are 
taken in Fisher's Island Sound and outside of Fisher's Island, on the coast of Eastern Connecticut; 
and also in great quantities on Nantucket Shoals by the smacks, and are carried thence with 
Cod into New York market. In 1871 it was estimated that the catch of Haddock here was 
nearly equal to that of Cod, although the latter usually predominate. They abound north of Cape 
Cod, in the Gulf of Maine, and in the Bay of Fundy, in the Basin of Minas, on the coast of Nova 
Scotia, in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and in the Bay of Chaleur. In the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 
according to Captain Atwood, they are not very abundant, but the individuals taken are very large. 
They are taken on the western coast of Newfoundland in winter; their northern limit appears to 
be marked by the Straits of Belle Isle, latitude 52° N. The researches of Dr. A. S. Packard on 
the coast of Labrador failed to bring this species to light, and :fishermen of that region told him 
that in the course of forty years' experience thay had never seen a Haddock. In 1863 and 1864 
they were found in abundance on the southern border :of the Grand Bank. Capt. R.H. Hurlbert 
states that he has seen them in great abundance in May at Louisburg, Cape Breton, playing at 
the surface among the reefs, but that they are not so frequent on the Grand Bank as on the 
Western Bank, and, in turn, less common there than on George's Bank. 
In the Eastern Atlantic the range of the Haddock is somewhat wider, for they are found in the 
seas of Iceland, the whole length of the Scandinavian coast to East :Finmark and Varanger Fjord, 
and on all the shores of Great Britain, and in tl!-e North Sea, where they are particularly abundant, 
though rarely or never entering the Baltic. There is no evidence that they are found to the south of 
the English Channel. De La Blancbere states that they are caught in considerable numbers on the 
coast of Manche. In the Eastern Atlantic, then, they are found between the parallels 48° and 66_0 ; 
in the Western Atlantic between the parallels 38° and 53°. 
NAMEs.-The Haddock is often called "Dickie" by Connecticut fishermen. Ha.dot and Hadou 
are old French names for the same fish, though the species is now usually known by the name Egrefin. 
In Scotland the name is said to be pronounced almost in the same way as in France, an<l is ·often 
varied to Raddie. It is the Schellfisch of Germany. Concerning this fish many of our fishermen 
entertain the same idea, which with them can hardly be called a superstition, that the black spots 
upon their side are due to the impression of the thumb and finger of Saint Peter when the apostle 
took the tribute money out of the mouth of a fish supposed to be of this species, the fisherman's 
mark having been continued among its descendants ever since. This notion is prevalent also in 
England, and in Southern Europe is attached to other fishes, particularly to the John Dory, Zeus 
Jaber. It is needless to say that no member of this family occurs in the Sea of Galilee. 
MovEMENTS.-Haddock are not so active and powerful as the Ood. Dr. Gilpin has expressed 
the opinion that on the coast of Nova Scotia they do not retreat so far from the shore in winter as 
the Cod, but this does not appear to be true in Massachusetts Bay. 
Storer, in 1839, made the a sertion, which was repeated in 1867, in another edition of the 
"Hi tory of the Fishe of J\Ias achu etts," that in Massachusetts Bay in the warm season about 
twelv hundredweight f Haddock are taken to each hundredweight of Codfish, and in the wfater 
a out tw Ive hundredw ight of Cod to ach hundredweight of Haddock; but since the haddock 
fi h ry i f longer durati n the proportion throughout the year averages about three Haddock to 
Th Y abon cl in achu e t Bay throughout the summer, and it is at this season also 
k i th t n ance on the off-shore bank in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. 
permitted by law from March to the begin-
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ning of June, and from October to the middle or end of January, a winter recess being allow.ed for 
the purpose of spawning. It is stated by Dr. Wittrnack that during the heat of summer they 
retreat from these C'oasts, with the Cod and the flounder, -foto the deepest waters, appearing again 
towards the end of September. On the coast of Scotland they are said to· be most abundant in 
winter. In Massachusetts Bay, as it has been said, they are most abundant in summer, coming 
in after the cod pass out, though they are also taken in deeper parts of the bay the whole winter 
long, and are sought at this season on George's and other off-shore banks as well as localities 
farther to the north. 
A study of such data as these is uusatisfactory in the extreme, since it is impossible to draw 
from them any conclusions concerning the relation of the movements of the Haddock to the ·tem-
perature of the water in which it is found. The only movements which are now intelligible are 
those which take place at the period of spawning. 
ABUND.A.NCE.-Remarkable variations in the abundance of this :fish.are upon record; at certain 
times they have been exceedingly rare, at others abundant in the extreme. They appear to be 
much more gregarious than the Codfish, and to swim together in large schools from place to p;ace. 
Storer, writing in 1839, said that they were common about Cape Cod, but that ten years before they 
had been rare. An item in the" Gloucester Telegraph," June _3, 1837, stated that Haddock were 
at that time brought in abundantly and sol<l from the Swampscott boats at a cent apiece. 
According to Capt. E.W. Merchant~ in the years from 1814 to 1820 there was a great catch in 
the vicinity of Nahant, about five miles at sea, east-southeast. So plenty were they tba t two men 
and one boy could catch with hand-lines from one boat 600 to 1,000 in number in one day. This 
school of fish came in about the 20th of March and continued until the first of May, then grad-
ually decreased and spread over the fishing banks in Massachusetts Bay. At this time the 
majority of the boats belonged to Sandy Bay, now Rockport, and to Gloucester. 
Capt. King Harding, of Swampscott, tells .me that in 1843 Haddock were so scarce that they 
were sold singly. The fishermen received twenty-five cents each for all they could ge_t. A vessel 
could not get more than one hundred in the course of a day's fishing. 
At this time Isaac Rich & ·co. charter~d the schooner " Harriet," of D~xbury, to go out on a 
special cruise for Haddock, paying $200 toward the venture. She started out with a crew of five 
men about the 20th of February, and fished on soft bottom in the deepest water. Her fare was 
two hundred and twenty Haddock, and the trtp was considered a remarkable success. 
In May of the next year great schools of little Haddock came in. They were six or eight 
inches long and a great bother to the fishermen. The following year they were about half grown, 
or a foot or so in length and very thick. They came in May. 
In 1846 they came in earlier, many in March, but mostly in May. They were quite large and 
very abundant. 
Haddock were also very abundant in 1857. On the 13th of March one hundred Swampscott 
fishermen, in twelve vessels, caught in a period of about six hours 160,000 pounds of :fish, chiefly 
Haddock. 1 \ · 
In 1877 and_ 187° . tt6 Haddock were very large and quit-e scarce. In the winter of 1877 and · 
1878 they were larger than for many years. Some were caught near Swampi;;cott which weighed 
fifteen and sixteen pounds. The average size is from four to six pounds. 
Captain Atwood states that in 1834 Haddock were very scarce on the Grand Bank, and few were 
caught anywhere on the coast, but in 1840 they became so numerous about Cape Cod as to interfere 
eriously wjth the cod fishery , devouring the bait before the Cod could reach it, and about 1850 
15 F 
1 LEWIS: History of Lynn, p. 450. 
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they had increased so rapidly that the markets were glutted. In 1864 they were caught in great 
numbers and were still on the increase. In 1870 the same -observer related to the Massachusetts 
senate the story of another period of scarcity and abundance. His statements may be found in 
the Report of the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, part 1, 1873, p. 119. He 
elsewhere says : 
"If over-fishing were possible, it seems to me that we should see some of its results where great 
changes have taken place in the modes of our fisheries of Cod and Haddock in Massachusetts Bay. 
What is called 'trawl fishing' was first introduced about 1850; and it resulted in the taking of a 
vast number of fish of these varieties. In consequence of the competition in the business, the 
Swampscott people petitioned the legislature f<?r- a law prohibiting trawl-fishing, on the ground 
that it would exterminate the Haddock. At that time I proved before the legislature that Had-
dock was much more abundant than it had been at any previous time, and that I was selling 
them a,t thirty-seven and a half cents per hundred pounds. That fishery has been going on ever 
since, and the amount taken was greater this last winter than for many years past. A fisher-
man 1n a dory fifteen feet long bas often brought in as much as 1,800 pounds in a single day. 
There are eighty boats fishing out of the harbor, and 83,000 pounds have been caught in one day. 
This increase has taken place in spite of the constant practice of the new mode of fishing, by 
which twice as many are taken in the same time as formerly." 1 
Captain Atwood explains the great increase at this time by the introduction of fishing with 
long trawl lines, which destroyed many species of fish preying upon haddock spawn. At the 
present time Haddock are very abundant; they are caught throughout the summer in great 
numbers by the Irish market-boats of Boston, and in winter a large fleet of Gloucester and Port-
land vessels are engaged in catching them upon George's and other off-shore banks. These 
vessels fish with trawl lines, and it has been stated that a single crew has been known to 
take nearly 60,000 pounds in a day .2 
Foon.-The food of 1'he Haddock resembles that of the Cod, except that they are, if possible, 
more omnivorous; their diet consists, however, largely of invertebrates. They are rarely seen 
feeding at the surface, though they devour the spawn of other ·fishes, particularly that of the 
herring, with great eagerness. They devour great quantities of shells, many of them of the bur-
rowing species. Professor Verrill has well said that a complete list of the anim·a1s devoured by 
the Haddock would douptless include all the mollusks belonging to the fauna of New England. 
The Haddock are said to be particularly abundant on clam-banks. From this habit of feeding 
on shells has originated the German name for the fish. The difference between the habits of the 
Haddock and the Cod is illustrated by the remark of Captain Atwood that Haddock will take a 
baited hook as it rests upon the ground, while the Cod wm only notice it when it is raised a short 
distance from the bottom. Salted menhaden is a favorite bait for Haddock, but not desirable for 
Cod, while both Cod and Haddock will readily take stale clams, which are much better for bait 
than fresh ones. 
REPRODUOTION.-The spawning habits of the Haddock in our waters have been carefully ob-
erved by Mr. Earll, whose tatement are quoted below: On the German coast the Haddock spawn 
on rocky bottom in February and early March at a depth of twenty-two to twenty-five fathoms; 3 
lu 
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and according to Yarrow the spawning period is the same on the British coast, the young growing 
to a length of six or seven inches before the beginning of September. .At the Loffoden Isles, acc0td-
ing to Sars, the spawning season of the Haddock takes place a little later, beginning toward the 
end of February and being at its height late in March.1 
Mr. Earl l's observations are as follows: 
"The fish usually remafa on the off-shore banks till the winter is over, and they do not reach 
Cape Ann until just before the spawning season, which for this species begins about the middle 
of April and continues during nearly three months, the heig]:lt of the season being in May. 
"In the spring of 1879 it is thought that two schools visited this coast, the first, composed of 
fish of large size, arriving early in April and leaving by the middle of May; and the other, com-
posed of smaller individuals, reaching the grounds about the 20th of May and leaving gradually 
after the 1st of July, a few remaining during the greater part of the summer. When the fishing first 
began the fish were several miles from the shore, but they continued to 'work iu,' until there was 
good fishing at the mouth of the harbor for several days, after which they seemed to move back 
again, and toward the close of the season remained on muddy bottom, when trawls were extensively 
used in their capture. 
"Early in May Haddock were so plenty that one man caught 1,881 pou!].ds in one day with 
hand-lines, and about the same time many different fishermen secured over 1,000 pounds daily. 
The males were usually a trifle more abundant, though at times the females composed fully half of 
the catch. The latter average larger than the former, and some days there would be a difference 
of two pounds in favor of the female. 
"The first ripe females were noticed on the 23d of April, and in the middle of July an- occa-
sional one had not finished spawning. The first eggs were secured May 5, anq. others were taken 
at intervals to June 2, the total quantity being about 250,000. The method of impregnation was 
similar to that used for eggs of the Cod, and the size of the eggs was one.nineteenth of an inch. 
Though the number contained in the larger individuals of the species reaches over 1,800,000 (see 
table), the quantity obtained for hatching purposes at any one time. was quite small as compared 
with the number taken from the Cod or the Pollock, and the quantity of milt in the male fish was 
very much less than in either of the other species." 
Mr. Earll's observations confirmed those of Professor Sars, that the spawn of the Haddock 
floats at the surface like that of the Cod, and that the spawning process is in every way similar. 
The following table gives the result of his enumerations of the number of eggs in Haddock of 
different sizes: 
Table showing the number of eggs in Haddock of different sizes. 
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5 970 194 403,132 
5 960 192 398,976 
5 966 193. 2 169,050 
I 
1 Report of the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, part 5, 1879, p. 586. 
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The average size of the Haddock is probably not far from three or four pounds; many twelve. 
pound fish are brought to market, and individuals weighing seventeen pounds are on record. 
In 1879 Haddock were successfully hatclwd, under the supervision of Mr. Earll, at the GloL1-
cester station of the United States Fish Commission. 
UsEs.-The Haddock is now very highly esteemed as a food fish, having grown in favor during 
the last twenty yea.rs. It is especially desirable for boiling or for making chowders, and is a great 
favorite in Boston, while iu Philadelphia enormous quantities are yearly consumed. Being well 
adapted for preservation in ice, great numbers of them are distributed through the interior of the 
country, together with the Codfish. The success with which the Scotch method of smoking Had-
dock has been introduced into this country has also greatly increased the demand for them, and 
Finland Haddies are manufactured in enormous quantities in Portland and Boston. .At ProYince-
town a Haddock salted and dried after being split is called by the name "Skulljoe," or "Scoodled 
Skulljoe." 
68. THE POLLOCK. POLLACHIUS CARBONARIUS. 
The Pollock, Pollachius carbonarius
2 
which is the Qoalfish of England, the Kohler of Germany, 
and the Sei of Norway and Sweden, is closely related to the Pollack of Great Britain, Pollachius 
virens, from which, however, it is specifically different. It is one of the best-known fishes of North-
ern Europe, as may be inferred from the abundance of its common names. The following names 
are in use in different parts of England: Baddoch, Billet, Billard, Black-Pollock, Black-Jack, 
Black-Coa.lsey, Blockan, Blockin, Coal, Coal-fish, Coalsay, Coalsey, Coal-Whitin.;, Oolemie, Col-
mey, Cooth, Cudden, Cuddy, Dargie, Gilpin, Glassock, Glashan, Glossan, Glossin, Green-Cod, 
Green Pollock, Grey-lord, Gull-fish, Harbin, Kuth, Lob, Lob-Keling, Maulrush, Parr, Piltoc~, 
Podley, Poddlie, Podling, Pollack, Prinkle, Rauning Pollack, Rawlin Pollack, Rock Salmon, 
Raw Pollock, Saithe, Sethe, Sey, Sey Pollack, Sillock, Skrae-fish, Stenlock, Tibrie. 
DISTRIBUTION.-lts geographical distribution is quite different from that of either the Cod or 
Haddock, its northern range, at least in the Eastern .Atlantic, being fully as wide as that of the 
Cod, the species having been found in the northern part of Spitzbergen, beyond the parallel of 80°, 
and on the arctic coast of Europe. It rarely enters the Baltic. Bloch records a specimen from 
Lubeck, and it is said to occur on the coast of Pomerania. 
Concerning the limits of its southern range authorities differ. Gunther places this at latitude 
46° in the Bay of Biscay, while others claim that it enters . the Mediterranean. Canestrini st.ates 
that it has been observed at Taranto.1 It does not appear, however, that the species is abundant 
south of the Engli h Channel. It occurs about Iceland and on the west coast of Davis Straits, 
where specimens were obtained by Sir Edward Parry on his first voyage. North of Newfound-
land it does not seem to be very abundant, while to the south the limit appears to be in the 
vicinity of Nantucket Shoal , where pecimens are occasionally taken by the cod smacks. 
In Perley's "Catalogue of the Fi hes of Nova Scotia," he. states that be had never seen the 
ft h in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, nor heard of it except near the. Straits of Canso, although it 
wa found very abundant in tbe Bay of Fund:v and everywhere except in the mnddy waters, 
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with a school of Pollock and captured sixty thousand pounds of them in her purse seine. Its 
_range, as now understood, is in the Eastern Atlantic between the parallels 46° and 80°, in the 
Western Atlantic between 40° and 70°. That its sgutheastern limit is as near the equator as the 
parallel of 36° seems quite improbable. 
HABITS AND F00D.-Unlike the Cod and the Haddock, the Pollock is, to a great extent, a 
surface-swimming species. The fishes of this species congregate together in large schools, roaming 
from place to place in search of food. . To a certain extent they feed at the bottom, like Cod, but 
are more often seen at the surface of the water, where they prey upon young fish of all kinds. 
Professor Sars gives the following account of the manner in which they prey upon little 
Codfish: 
"I was much interested to see how the Pollock caught the young Codfish. It looked like a 
systematic chase, and it certainly looked as if the Pollock were acting with a common and well-
defined purpose. As far as I could observe, the schools of Pollock surrounded the little Codfish 
on an sides, making the circle constantly narrower until all the Codfish were gathered in one lump, 
which they then, by a quick movement, chased up to the surface of the water. The poor little fish 
now found themselves attacked on all sides: below, the voracious Pollock, which in their eagerness 
often leaped above the water; and above, hundreds of screeching sea-gulls, which, with wonderful 
voracity and precision, pounced down upon the places where the Pollock showed themselves, to 
share the spoils with them. The whole chase is carried on so rapidly, and the young fl.sh stay only 
so short a ttme at the surface of the water before they are scattered in all directions with lightning-
like rapidity, that it was not even possible for me to see any, much less to catch any with my 
insufficient implements." 1 
On the coast of New England they are much disliked by the ·fishermen, who claim that they 
consume great quantities of other fish much more valuable than themselves; in consequence of 
this the fishermen have a great prejudice against them and refuse to eat them. 
Captain Atwood states that about Cape Cod they do not take to the hook freely; that in o~her 
localities they are exceedingly voracious; and grea~ numbers of them may be caught in Massachu-
setts Bay with a surface bait. 
When the United States Fish Uommission steamer has been stationed north of Cape Cod, a 
favorite amusement of the officers has been to catch young Pollock with a fly. The older fish are 
less active and remain more at the bottom. 
MoVEMENTS.-Concerning this species, Captain Atwood states that they appear ab~t Cape 
Cod in schools in early May, frequently passing round Race Point so closely to the shore as to be 
caught with the seine among the "tide-rips." 
Capt. E. W. Merchant, of Gloucester, tells me that the Pollock were very abundant in Massa-
chusetts Bay early in this century-before the war of 1812. They were _especially abundant on 
Middle Bank. They were at that time chiefly caught with bait of herring, taken in seines from 
the beaches. The fishing boats were of about thirty tons, and carried three men and a boy. Fishing 
was carried on chiefly at night, when the vessels would · all "fleet up," and the bait on their hooks 
would toll the schools of fish together. The vessels would t ake about fifty quintals in a night. 
There were about thirty fish to the quintal. This abundance of Pollock lasted until about 1820. 
These Pollock were salted, and consumed at home or carried to Maine. They sold for about two 
dollars a quintal. The oil of their livers was tried out in kettles on the shore. Their roe was 
exported largely in those days. It was sold by the bushel, at the rate of about sixty cents. 
1 Reporb of the United St ates Fish Commission, part 5, 1879, p. 598. Another vivid description of the manner in 
which the Pollock feed upon the sand-eels, or lant, may be found on pp. 619 and 620. 
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Mr. Earll writes: 
"Large Pollock are absent from the waters of Cape Ann from the middle of January till early 
in May, the sm~ll ones leaving earlier, in the fall, and returning in April.1 The young may betaken 
almost anywhere along the shore, but the large fish seem to confine themselves to definite locali-
ties; and though not particularly abundant during the summer at Cape Ann, it is a favorite 
spawning ground for the species, and during this period large schools visit this shore. 
"They begin to grow plenty about the first of October, and by the last of the month are so 
numerous as to greatly annoy the cod-fishermen by taking the book before it can get to the bottom. 
H During this season some of the smaller vessels fish exclusively for Pollock, 'seizing up' their 
lines a number of fathoms from the bottom, and at times the fish bite as fast as the :fishermen can 
haul them. Early in November, a crew of four men landed 10,420 pounds, or about 1,100 fish, the 
· result of less than two days' :fishing. Owing to a foolish prejudice, the price is always low, at times 
being less than thirty cents per one hundred pounds. The average weight of the fish is about 
nine or ten pounds, and during the spawning season the sexes are taken in about equal numbers." 
Early in May, 1881, two -vessels at Chatham caught in one day 35,000 pounds each. The fish 
were caught with seines as they schooled at the surface like mackerel. 
Perley, writing in 1851, mentioned that he, observed that a large number of small fishing 
schooners was engaged in the capture of Pollock in the rips, or riplings, off Grand Manan. "These 
rips are formed by strong currents and the conflict of tides, in which the lively Pollock delight to 
play. Here there is found an abundance of small herring for food. For this description of :fishing 
the vessels are kept in easy sail, the lines attached to poles of seven feet in length, which project 
from the sides of the vessel. A round, bright lead is used, about seven inches in length, weighing 
from one-half pound to one and o,ne-half pounds; the bait is a piece cut from the under, or bright, 
side of the Pollock; it is called the 'last'; this, being kept in brisk motion by the sailing of the 
vesRel, closely resembles the living fish darting through the water, and is eagerly chased by the 
Pollock. The fishers often take twenty Pollock with a single 'last,' it being a very tough bait." 
In the Bay of Fundy and along the coast of Maine the capture of young Pollock from t~e 
rocks is a favorite amusement. At Eastport these fish are often called "Quoddy Salmon." Hind 
states that in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence they are known as" Sea Salmon"; this name may refer 
both to their active and voracious habits, and to the excellence of their flesh in those localities. 
The capture of young Pollock, or mort, on the coast of Norway, is described by Sars in the 
paper alr~ady referred to.2 
REPRODUCTION.-The spawning of the Pollock occurs in the German Ocean, according to 
Wittmack, from December to February; in Scotland, according to Parnell, in February, after which 
it remains out of condition until May. 
About the Lofodens, as indicated by the observations of Sars, the breeding time corresponds 
with that of the Codfi h, the young Pollock being found in early summer in company with the 
young Cod, swimming under the protection of the jelly-fishes. 
Mr. Earll found Pollock pawning at Cape Ann in November and December, but he does not 
tate wheth r the breeding ea on continued through the winter and early spring. Concerning the 
o nation made t the louce ter tation, he writes: 
"Th Y eem t pawn while wimming about in the water, and their eggs, being buoyant, are 
fo t tb urfac with h of the od; but they may ea ily be distinguished from the latter 
th ir m ll r iz · b fir t ri fem le wa een at the ft h wharves October 23. November 
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11, a few good eggs were taken, and, after impregnatfon, found to have a diameter of one twenty-
fifth of an inch. They were placed in an aquarium at the hatchery, and within forty-eight hours 
the fish could be distinctly seen, though no pigment celJs were visible. This proved that the 
development of the eggs after leaving the parent was quite rapid; and indicated that they would 
hatch in five or six days at most, with water of the ordinary temperature. 
"At the time of taking these eggs Iio suitable apparatus had been arranged, and we did not 
succeed in hatching them; and as no others were obtained during the season positive statements 
cannot be made; but the eggs were well advanced before they died, and careful observations up 
to this point fully convinced us that these eggs are as hardy as those of the Cod, and that tbey 
may be successfully hatched by a similar method. 
"The table gives, the result of our computation of the number of eggs in individuals of differ-
ent size, from which it will be seen tbat a twenty-three and one-half pound fish has over 4,000,000 
o{ eggs, while a thirteen-pound one has 2,500,000." 
Table showing the number of eggs in Pollock of different sizes. -
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Captain Atwood states that in Cape Cod Bay they are caught in large numbers about the 
10th or 15th of November, when going to spawn. They spawn upon the same rocky ground as tbe 
Cod, and it is only at this time that they dare to take the hook freely. In the vicinity of Prov-
incetown the deposition of eggs takes place in November. 
The growth of the Pollock is probably somewhat more rapid than that of the Cod, since 
the young :fish are so much more voracious, but we have no means of determining the length of 
time required for them to attain maturity. The average size is probably not far from ten 
or twelve pounds, but individuals of twenty, and even of thirty pounds, are by no means 
uncommon. 
UsEs.-The Pollock is one of those species whose value as an article of food is very' much 
underestimated. Many persons, who have investigated the subject accurately, prefer salted 
Pollock to salted Codfish, although the flesh is not so white. Its value for use in the fresh state, 
we think, deserves the _highest commendation. I quote from "Lan cl and Water," Dece:m ber, 1866, 
the following remarks upon the Pollock :fisheries of the Orkney Islands, showing how highly they 
are este6med in that region. The writer signs himself ''A. R. D.": 
"Having observed in 'Land and Water,' of the 20th October, an article by Mr. Buckland, 
on the Merlangus carbonarius, or _Saith, it has · occurred to me that some additional information as 
to the habits and uses, and more especially with respect to the commercial value of that fish, 
might be interesting. 
''The Saith occurs in great abundance among the Orkney Islands. The fry, called Sillocks, are 
first observed in May or June, and are very small. In July and August they are about four or five 
inches long, and are caught in great numbers with flies (made with a bit of white feather tied to 
the hook), by means of boats, and often from the rocks on the shore. They are mucb esteemed 
as food, and more especially for the oil prepared from the livers. Towards winter they generally 
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set in to the Shetland bays in immense and closely congregated shoals, from which they are swept 
ashore by nets in enormous quantities, and are often bought by the farmer for the dunghill. At 
this season they fall off in quality as an article of food, but are still eagerl;y purchased by the coun-
try people on account of the oil, wbich suits better for their cottage lamps than any other kind. 
Next year, when nine or ten inches long, they are called Cooths, or Cuths, and are caught with the 
fly in the months of May, June, July, and August. In June and July they are in perfection for 
eating, and are cooked without taking out the entrails, after being rolled in salt and flour, or oat-
meal, and done on the gridiron; but unless used within an hour or two after being caught, the fine 
flavor and curdy quality of the fish quickly disappear. If used next day they are somewhat coarse 
eating. It is a singular circumstance that they will not take the fly except an hour, before or an 
hour after sunset and sunrise. In the third summer they become larger, and are called Cnttims, or 
Ouddons, in which state they betake themselves to deeper watei·, and are comparatively seldom 
caught. After this, when full grown, they are known by the name of Saith, and become an 
important object of fishery. The fishing commences in May, and continues till September. In 
July and August they are in their best state, and are sought after with great assiduity. They 
chiefly occur in Yery rapid tideways, where there is much broken water, and the :fishing is not 
unattended with danger, several fatal accidents h~ving occurred within my recollection by the 
boats having been swept by the current into the breakers. The fish average from fifteen to 
twenty pounds, but many specimens aire met with weighing much more. When cleaned and 
thoroughly dried on the rocks, about seventeen will weigh one hundredweight., and yield three 
gallons of oil, which is equirnlent to 340 fish and sixty ga,llo_ns of oil to the ton. The dried article 
sells at market for about £12 per ton, when Codfish fetch £20 per ton, but tbe extra quantity of oil 
in the former far more than compensates for the difference in price, and consequently when a 
. shoal of Saitll sets in, the fishermen invariably desert the cod-fishing in favor of the other. DHed 
Saith are perfectly well known in the market, and are tolerably good eating, though inferior to 
Cod. The oil is chiefly used by tanners, and is in good demand. In the fresh state they are 
extremely good eating, firm and curtly, if cooked within an hour or two after being caught, but if 
kept some time they lose their flavor and become coarse. The inhabitants of Fairisle, which lies half 
way between the Orkney and Shetland groups of islands, pay their rent exclusively by saith-fishing." 
Pollock are more highly prized in New Brunswick than anywhere else on the Western Atlantic 
coast, and the pollock fishery was in 1850 pronounced by Perley the most valuable and extensive 
of the deep-sea fisheries of the Bay of Fundy.1 It is stated by this authority that directly after 
the spawning season the fish is lank and almost worthless, but that it becomes in good condition 
again in Augu t and improves as the season advances. 
The liver of the Pollock yields a great quantity of oil, proportionally much more than that of 
the Cod. It is probable that most of the cod-liver oil in the market is mo·re or less adulterated 
with pollock-liver oil. No one has yet demonstrated that its medicinal properties are inferior. 
The egg of the Pollock are very large, and great quantities of t.hem have been in past years 
alted and exported to France. 
THE LASKA POLLACK, Pollachius chalcograrnmus (Pallas) J: & G.2-The Alaska Pollock is 
thu e crib d Y Prof, or Jordan: "This specie is known as Pollack to those who have seen 
• P · 11 · Z ogr. Ro . iat., iii, 19 . Gailus periscopua, Cope. Proc. Am. Philos. Soc., 1870. 
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the Atlantic species. It is possibly identical with the 'Bes how' of the l\fakah Indians, the 'Coal-
fislJ' of the English settlers northwa.rd, a deep-water fish noted for its rich, fat flesh. It reaches a 
length of about two feet. It ranges from Monterey to Behring's Straits. It is taken with hook 
and line in deep water, and is never plentiful south of Cape Flattery. It feeds upon anchovies 
and the like . . . Nothing is known of its breeding habits, enemies, or diseases, and, unless it be the 
'Beshow' above noticed, it is not sufficiently abundant to attract any notice as an article of food." 
69. THE CUSK-BROSMIUS BROSME. 
The Cusk, Brosmius brosme, is a deep-water species, inhabiting rocky ledges in the North 
Atlantic. It has not been observed south of Cape Cod, but ranges northward to the banks of 
Newfoundland and of Greenland. It occurs in Iceland and Spitz bergen and along the entire length 
of the Scandinavian Peninsula, but is not known on the coast of Germany, while Faber states 
that it just touches the most northern part of Denmark at the Scaw in Jutland, and .that it is occa-
sionally taken in the Frith of Forth and brought to the Edinburgh market. It is also plentiful 
about the Faroe Islands. Its range in the Western Atlantic is from latitude 420 to latitude_65°, 
or beyond; in the Northeastern Atlantic to latitude 80°, and south to latitude 550. 
1.'he :Massachusetts fishermen tell me that these :fish are usually found in considerable abun-
dance on newly-discovered ledges, and that great numbers may be taken for a year or two, but 
that they are soon all caught. Sometimes, after a lapse of years, they may be found again abun-
dant on a recently-deserted ground. From these facts it has been reasoned that the Cusk is very • 
local in its habits and rarely changes from one locality to another. 
On the "Broken-ground Ledge" Cusk are said to be abundant at any season, and also on 
"New Ledge," and Captain Atwood says that they inhabit deep water in rocky localities, not h~.rd, 
smooth, rocky bottoms, but large, angular rocks. About Cape Cod they are quite rare; he has 
seen a few to the eastward of and near Cape Cod, but they are more commonly found farther 
north ; at a rocky spot near the eastern portion of the Middle Bank, between Cape Cod and Cape 
Ann, large numbers had been ta.ken prior to 1866, and in that year 400 quintals, or probably 60,000 
pounds of Ousk, had that year been taken by one Provincetown firm. · Off Wells Bay, in Maine, 
about Cape Porpoise, and on Oashe's Ledge, he had also observed them in large quantities. 
The food of the Ousk doubtless consist chiefly of mollusks and small crustaceans. 
Concerning its spawning habits nothing is.known, except that, according to Faber, it spawns 
in April and May on the coast of West and South Ireland. 
The Cusk is considered a very excellent fish, especially for boiling, but there is a very limited 
demand for it, and most of those which are taken are salted. On account of their low prices, 
fishermen shun them, and they are hardly in better favor than dogfish. In the spring of 1878 
they were worth in Gloucester from twenty to fifty cents per hundred, and in August of the same 
year about one dollar per hundred. One of their peculiar habits, eel-like, renders their capture 
difficult-, and frequently canses the destruction of the fishing-tackle; it is said that after they have 
taken the hook .they curl their tails round the angles of the rock and cling to them with such 
strength that it is impossible to dislodge them. Fishermen say that when they are brought to 
the surface the skin rises from the body in great blisters. This they regard as a favorable sign, as 
showing that the fish are. "thrifty," or healthy .. The name "Tusk," used for this fish in New-
foundland, is now never used in the United States, although it seems to have been in use.a century_ 
ago, a well-known fishing ground in the Gulf of Maine being known as the "Tusk Rock." 
• 
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. 70. THE HAKES-PHYCIS cliuss, ETC. 
DrsTRIBUTI0N.-We have five species of the genus Phycis. One, P. Ohesteri, recently discov-
ered by the Fish Oommissio~, occurs off the coast from Cape Ann to Cape Hatteras, at a depth of 
from seventy-five to three hundred fathoms. It has been collected in great numbers with the deep-
sea trawl-nets used by the Fish Commission and the Coast Survey, and appears to be extremely 
abundant. It is, at present, of no economic importance. It may be distinguished by its exceed-
ingly long fin-filaments. 
Another species, the King Hake, P. regius, occurs in deep water with the preceding, and 
bas also been found near the shore in the vicinity of Cape Hatteras, in Chesapeake Bay, and at the 
eastern end of Long Island. A specimen was obtained many years ago at Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
In tpe Chesapeake, accordi~g to Major Ferguson, it is very abundant. 
This fish attains the length of twelve to fifteen inches. Concerning ~ts h~bits little is known, 
except that it bas the power of communicating strong electric shocks. It may be distinguished 
by the low first dorsal fin, unprovided-with a filament and black at its tip, and by the peculiar row 
of white spots along the lateral line. P. Earllii occurs only on the coast of South Carolina. 
The two species which have a, commercial value are P. chuss and P. tenuis. These species · 
are very similar in appearance, and it .is with difficulty that they can be distinguished from each 
other by the trained eye of the zoologist. The most tangible distinction may be found in the 
number pf scales, which are much smaller in P. teniiis, there being from one hundred and thirty-
five to one hundred and forty oblique rows between the bronchial opening and the root of the 
caudal fin, while there are about tweh·e rows between the lateral line and the region of the first 
dors~l. In P. chuss there are only one hundred rows in the lateral line and nine rows above the 
lateral line; in the former the ventral does not ordinarily reach quite to the vent~ in the latter it 
extends beyond the vent. This character, however, could not always be relied upon. 
Our Hakes are all quite different from the Forked Beard, P. blennioides, of Great Britain, some-
times called the Hake's Dame, which is a member of the same genus.1 Owing to their great simi-
larity, Phycis chuss and P. tenuis are usually known indifferently by the name "Hake"; the former, 
however, is sometimes called the Old English Hake, and the other, Phycis tenuis, the Squirrel 
Hake or White Hake. In the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and the Bay of Chaleur, and also south of 
Cape Cod, they are invariably called Ling. There has been much confusion both in the names 
and de criptions applied to them by fishermen and ichthyologists. Their geographical range 
appear to bee entially the same. The young of one or both species are frequently taken swim-
ming at th urface, on the southern coast of New England, in midsummer, and numerous 
individnal bave b en found off Block I land and Watch Hill, seeking shelter between the valves 
peci of callop, Pecten tenuicostatus; the majority appear to belong to the species of 
ut ixty w re obtained from a single trawl-full of Pectens taken off Watch Hill, 
pt mb r, 1 74, where they were found in one out of every three or four shells taken. Their 
ompanion in th int rior of th h Us were a pecies of Pinnotheres, related to the oyster-crab, 
p ci f lump- ucker, IAparis lineat-us. 
th P ci re fr qu ntly taken by the cod-ft hermen, on the shoal south of Cape 
n i r d to of but little value. They are more or less abundant in 
· f 1 n Y, and in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. Large specimens of 
pth of three h mdred fatbom a far south a Virginia. 
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HABEL'S.-Oaptain Atwood gives this account ot the Hake in Cape Cod Bay: "It is a ground 
,fish, found close to the bottom, and rarely comes to the surface. They are much more inclined t-0 
take the hook by night than by day; are found on muddy bottoms, during the whole summer and 
autumn, along the coast of Maine and Massachusetts. They yield a large quantity of oil, which 
is used for, the same purpose as that of the Pollock and Cod. The autumn :finds them in the best 
condition, and, if prepared with care, they are a tolerably good table :fish." Captain Atwood has · 
known them to grow to the size of forty pounds, but the average in summer is only :five to ten 
pounds. 
Perley remarks that they are taken largely on muddy bottoms, both in the Bay of Fundy and 
in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, chiefly during the night, at which,, ti~e they feed on the smaller 
crustacea; their stomachs are then generally found to be filled. Hake are frequently t~ken, in 
· the Gulf especially, measuring three feet in length. 
The Hake_s appear to be bottom-loving :fishes, and rarely change locality. They feed on 
crustaceans, and occasionally indulge in a fish diet. One taken at Gloucester, in July, 1878, had a 
menhaden in its stomach. 
It is believed that they spawn throughout the summer, for the young :fish are found during 
all the summer months, while speciinens taken at the depth _of thirty-seven fathoms, .August 18, 
1878, off Ipswich, at a temperature of 41° F., contained well-developed ova., and were apparently 
ready to spawn. 
UsEs.-An extensive :fishery is carried on from Cape Ann for these :fish in winter, and there are 
sometimes as many as :fifty vessels engaged. It was estimated in 1878 that the total quantity 
landed at Gloucester was not far from 5,000,000 pounds. The :fishing is carried on almost entirely 
at night with the use of trawls, which are about the size of those used in the capture of Haddock. 
Hake are salted and dried in the same manner as Codfish, and are often sold under the name 
of Codfish. Before the introduction of boneless :fish it was sometimes difficult to .sell them on 
account of the difference in appearance, but at the present time great quantities of Hake are put 
up in boxes under the trade na.me of "boneless :fish," the qualifying word "Cod" being us_ually 
omitted from the brands and labels. Hake are rarely eaten fresh. 
_ The air-bladder, or sound, of the Hake is of great commercial value, being used extensively in 
the manufacture of isinglass; great quantities of sounds are sent from the British Provinces to 
the United States annually, sounds from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence being considered much better 
than those from farther south. In 1880 New England produced 255,698 pounds of dried sounds, 
worth $178,808. Massachusetts had eight isinglass a,nd glue factories, employing one hundred 
and eighty-two men and a capital of $315,000, and producing $450,000 worth of dbbon isinglass 
and glue in 1879. These sounds were for the most part derived from the Hake. 
Capt. Epes W. Merchant gave me the following account of hake-fishing at Gloucester in 1818: 
''Hake used to come in September, October, and the first half of November, and then we would 
get ready to go baking. Father would say, 'Go down, get ;your pork, and put on your squid-jig.' 
We were always sure of bait; the boy would catch enough bait for three .men; the squid were in 
great schools. We used to lay out two nights and get fifteen or twenty quintals of Hake. These 
were worth ~fteen shillings per quintal, and we sold them in Boston for the West Indies trade." 
71. THE BURBOT-LOTA MACULOSA. 
BY TARLETON H. BE.A.N. 
N.A.ME.-The first name applied to the .American Burbot was Gadus lota. This was used by 
Pennant. Walbaum established the name Gadus lacustris for the Mathemeg, or Land Cod of Pen-
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nant. This fish has, however; proved to be a catfish, and the name lacustris is untenable for the 
Bur bot. In 1817, Le Sueur described a Bur bot from Lake Erie under the name of Gadus maculosits, 
and another species from Northampton, Connecticut, as Gadus compressiis. The name macitlosus is 
the oldest available specific name for the American species. In 1818 Mitchill described a Gadu.s 
lacustris in the ''American Monthly Magazine," evidently not knowing that the same name had 
been previously applied by Walbaum. In 1819 Le- Sueur redescribed Gadus compressus under the 
name Molva Huntia. In 1842 De Kay described Lota inornata from the State cabinet at Albany. 
In 1844 D. H. Storer set up the Winnipiseogee Lake Burbot as Lota brosmiana. From this it will 
appear that six specific names have been applied to the American Burbot, and that the form from 
Hudson's Bay was considered identical with the European species. All of these names following 
Gadus maeulosus are considered synonyms of maculosus. The name compressa was retained 
longer than any of the others, but it is now known that the compressed form is simply an indi-
vidual variation. 
Gunther, in his " Catalogue of Fishes in the British Museum," volume iv, 1862, places all the 
names applied to the American Burbot in the synonymy of Lota vulgaris, believing that we have 
only one species, and that identical with the European. Even if his view be correct, be should use 
the name Lota maculosa, which, dating from 1817, has priority over vulgaris. The combination 
Lota vulgaris was not employed, as far as I know, by any author until Jenyns used it in a Manual 
of British Vertebrate Animals in 1835. It is not, however, established that the European and 
American Burbot represent the same species. The number of vertebrre seems to be smaller in the 
European. Gunther gives it as twenty-one abdominal and thirty-eight caudal vertebrre. In two 
skeletons examined by myself the abdominal vertebrre were twenty-two to twe1ity-three, and the 
caudal thirty-eight to thirty-nine. There seems to be no other important difference. For the 
present it may be best to consider the European Bur bot as varietally distinct from the American, 
and we should call it Lota maculosa, variety vulgaris. 
POPULAR NAMES.-In tlle Hudson's Bay region, according to Pennant, the Burbot is known as 
"Marthy"; according to Richardson, as "Methy." In Alaska, according to Dall and Turner, it is 
known as "Losh"; in Canada, as "la Loche." In Vermont it is called the" Eel-pout" (Thompson); 
by which name also it is known in Mohawk River, New York, according to Loomis; in Massa-
chusetts (Storer); iu Connecticut (Wood), and in Bighorn River, Montana (Brackett). It is 
known a the "Dogfi h" in Lake Erie, according to Le Sueur. Command-er L. A. Beardslee says 
it is called "Chub-eel," also, in Mohawk -River, New York. It is known as the "Ling" in Lake 
Ontario (Profe sor Baird), lake of Western New York (Baird ap.d Blackford), and New York 
market (Blackfor 1). It i the '' Lawyer" of Lake Michigan, according to Earll; "Lake-cusk" in 
Lake Winnipi ' eogeP- (Davi·); "Fresh-water Cod" (Baird). It is called ,, Burbot" in New York 
(De Kay), and in he Bighorn River, Montana (Brackett). Professor Jordan gives the names 
"Al by-trout" and' Mother of Eel 'a in use in the Upper Great Lake region. 
The above li t i incomplete, both as to names and geographical range. The name '' B1u-
b t' i the on which hould come into general u e. The first four will hardly be adopted by 
DO'li h- p aking p opl . Chub-eel'' i a mere off-hand name given to the species by a fisber-
upp tl i t liy rid betw en an e 1 and a catfi, h; this name jg known to very 
naru , xc pt "Burbot," are preoccupied and well e tabli heel for 
1-pont Zoarces anguillaris; "Ling," Molva vulgaris; "Lawyer ' 
ro iaiu · brosnie; " o<l," Gadw morrhua; "Dog.fl h," 1J[i1,stelus canis. The 
c losa v ri ty ulgari. i c 11 d "Bur ot, ' a name which ha nev r 
01J,~,:::) than th one una. r con 'i<leration, o far a1::1 I can learn. This 
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name, therefore, should be retained. In Norfolk, England, ''Cony-fish" is a name given to the 
European Burbot, from its habit of skulking in rat-holes and corners under the banks. 
SIZE.-W e are told by J. R. Forster, in Philosophical Transactions, lxiii, 1773, p. 149, that 
the weight of the Burbot in the Hudson's Bay region is from one to eight pounds. According to 
Pennant, who derives his information from Forster, the Burbot of the Hudson's Bay region reaches 
a weight of eight pounds. In Alaska, Mr. Dall says that they grow to a very large size, reaching 
a length of five feet, and weighing as much as sixty pounds. In the Bighorn and Little Bighorn 
Rivers, Montana, the species reaches an average weight of less than a pound, and does not exceed 
eighteen inches in length. Mr. W. Ainsworth, of Cape Vincent, New York, says that the Burbot 
in the waters of Lake Ontario and Saint Lawrence River average two and a half pounds in 
weight, occasionally reaching four pounds. The United States National Museum has received 
from Mr. E.G. Blackford, of New York, numerous individuals from the Great Lake region, aver-
aging certainly not less than five pounds in weight. In the United States National Museum 
collection the Burbot from the lakes are, as a rule, larger and plumper than those from rivers. 
The exceptions are one from Fort Pierre, Nebraska, and two from the Yukon River. These are 
longer but more slender than the lake Burbot. It seems highly probable that river Burbot may 
generally be recognized by their slender bodies and small size, which characters we may attribute 
to the small amount of food obtainable in the rivers, as compared with the supplies found in lakes. 
The Burbot of the Connecticut River, which furnished the type of Lota compressa, is short,but really 
less compressed than some from Eugland, Southern Europe, and fr.om our own lakes. Le Sueur's 
type of compressed Burbot may have been the starved or emaciated form known to fishermen as 
"Racer," and it may have been the ordinary little Burbot of the Connecticut already referred to. 
REL.A.'.l'ION TO THE EUROPE.AN BURBO'.l'.-The American Burbot cannot be distinguished from 
its European ally by external characters; in both, the color, the position of the fins, the number of 
the fin-rays, the structure and arrangement of the teeth, the situation and size of the eyes, and the 
relative proportions being substantially alike. There is less difference between the average Ameri-
can and European types of Burbot than there is betwee:i extremes of the former. At one time 
I thought that the number of pyloric creca, or the length of the intestines, might be available in 
classification, but the amount of individual variation is so great in this respect that no division 
can be based thereon. The pyloric creca in the European specimens which I have studied ranged in 
number from 20 to 77; in America from 36 to 138. There is only one example having the latter 
number, and that came from the Yukon River. Another ,individual from the same stream had 102 
creca, and in all probabilit,y a lar:ge series would still further reduce the gap. This variation in the 
number of creca is paralleled in other species, notably in the Cod and the Salmon, Salmo salar. 
In the former I have counted 140, 160, 256, 271, 289, and 340 in six individuals. In the Salmon 
Mr. J. K. Thacher records .a variation between 44 and 70.1 
Even in the Craig flounder, Glyptocephalus cynoglossus, which has few creca, I have counted 
9 in one adult and 11 in another. The basis of distinction between the European and American 
forms of Bnrbot is solely the smaller number of vertebrre in -the former. It may be that, an exam-
ination of a large series of skeletons will show that the difference is constant, and it is also pos-
8ible ~hat other good characters will be found which will entitle the European form to separate 
specific rank, or such examination may show a European Burbot with as many vertebrre as one 
of our American series; in which event it would seem proper to unite the two under the name of 
Lota maculosa. 
1 Report of United States Fish Commission, part 2, 1874, p. 371. 
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DISTRIBUTION.-The United States National Museum has specimens of the Burbot from a 
tributary of Hudson's Bay, Mackenzie's River, Yukon River and Kodiak (Alaska), Winnipiseogee 
Lake, the Connecticut River and Scantic River, Connecticut; Seneca Falls and Madrid, New York; 
the Great Lakes, Winnebago Lake and Oshkosh, Wisconsin; Kansas City, Missouri; Fort Pierre, 
Nebraska; the Bighorn and Little Bighorn Rivers in Montana, and Great Slave Lake. The 
species occurs in the Yellowstone River, the Missouri River, in tributaries of the Ohio, in the 
Mohawk River, and has once ueen obtaine~ in the Susquehanna River, according to Professor 
Cope in the report of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, 1881. 
ABUNDANCE.-The Burbot is most abundant in lakes, to wit: The Great Lakes, lakes of New 
York, Winnipiseogee Lake. and lakes of Maine and New Brunswick. In general terms, including 
under the name '' Burbot" both the American and European forms, the species may be said to 
inhabit the fresh waters of the northern regions both of Europe and America, being particularly 
abundant in the Great Lakes and in all ponds, lakes, ,and large streams, thence northward to the 
Arctic Circle. According to Dall it is exceedingly abundant in the rivers and lakes of Alaska. 
The Burbot is not known to enter brackish water at the mouths of rivers. According to Mr. W. 
Ainsworth, Bur bot are found. principally in deep water and on mud, except during the spawning 
season, which occurs in March, when they run on rock or hard bottom. This refers to the Lake 
Ontario region. Col. A.G. Brackett, U.S. A., states that the :fish seem to be quite common 1n the 
Bighorn River, Montana. In the northern rivers, as a rule, the species is very abundant, though 
within the limits of the United States, so far as we know, the species is less common in rivers. 
Mr. Charles Lanman writes that it is abundant in Lake Timisconti, and also in the Eagle and Saint 
Francis Lakes. 
REPR0DUCTION.-The spawning season of the Burbot is late winter or early spring. It is 
probable that the eggs, which are small and numero~s, are deposited in deep water. Mr. Dall ,says 
that the eggs of the Burbot are of a creamy-yellow color in Alaskan specimens. Tbe same writer 
states that the :fish are full of spawn from November to January. He also says that a single 
Burbot (Losh) contains millions of eggs. 
According to Pennant, the Burbot spawns early in February, and "is unhappily most prolific. 
Mr. Hutchins counted in a single :fish 671,248 ovaria." In the Great Lake region it is considered 
probable that the Burbot spawns in deep water. Specimens forwarded from that region by Mr. E. 
G. Blackford, in the month of November, 1877, were distended with ripe eggs. 
According to Mr. Dall, the males are usually much smaller than the females, averaging only 
eighteen or twenty inches in length, while the female attains a length of four or :five ft'et. He 
states al o that the male has a smaller liver and one pyriform gall-bladder on the left side. Some 
specimen , however, present the physiological curiosity of having two, or even three, distinct ga.Il-
bladder opening into the same duct, and uniform in size and shape. Mr. Dall has, however, never 
seen a double gall bladder in a female Burbot. The only marked feature in reference to these fish 
at the pawning season is the greatly increased abundance. The young of this species are not 
de cribed in any .American work, o far as I know. Richardson fouud small Burbots in the 
tomach of the Lake Trout, alvelinus namaycush. He states in "Fauna Boreali Americana," 
p. 1 , that "in th month of larch, in latitude 64°, we aw that capacious receptacle [stomach 
of alvelinus namaycit h] ·ramm d with the young of the Lota maculosa." 
Th d v lopm t f he urop n variety i partially illu trated by text and :figureR in a paper 
Tb v l m nt of Fi he " publi bed in the "Proceedings of the 
b re in part tran lated: 
mm n in January or February. The egg are laid 
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separate and loose upon the river or lake bottom. They are very small and numerous. According 
to the calculation of Baron 0. G. Cederstrom, a medium-sized female contained 160,000 (by esti-
mate, 159,776) eggs. This result nearly coincides with that of a more recent estimate, viz, that 
the average female contains 178,000 eggs. (Skand. F~skar. vid., p. 41.) Some eggs are clear, some 
yellow, all nearly colorless, and both kinds are capable of development. In some cases the eggs 
commence to hatch in three weeks; generally, however, an additional week is required. At the 
end of the first day after the eggs have been deposited cleavage of the yolk commences. The eyes 
arpear in fifteen or sixteen days, and in about two days more small star-like spots may be observed 
on the surface of the embryo. A.t that period, also, the beating of the heart can be plainly dis-
cerned, and I have alternately counted .fifteen, thirty, and fifty pulsations in successive minutes. 
The evolutions of the embryo are now _more distinctly seen, and it will be noticed that the anterior 
end of the embryo is the heavier. In many cases the eggs appear to have been prematurely 
hatched, and assume the shape of a ring. These move but seldom, and always in a circle. .A great 
many die early; others are developed. The fish with straighp tails are very lively, moving with 
a tremor of the · body, usually toward the surface of the water, whence they passively fall to the 
bottom. When fully developed, the operation of swimming is accomplished by a quick movement 
of the pectorals." 
MODE OF CAPTURE.-The Burbot is taken on hooks, chiefly at night. It -is also captured 
largely in pounds and gill-nets. In Lake Winnipiseogee it is caught with the hook through 
holes in the ice. At Fort Ouster, Montana, it takes the hook freely. In the Yukon River it is · 
captured in fish-traps. 
FooD AND FEEDING HA.BITS.~The Burbot is carnivorous and voracious, having a craving and 
wonderfully distensible stomach, which makes the :fish an efficient dredge in securing bottom fishes. 
Through its medium was obtained the rare sculpin-like :fish Triglopsis Thomsoni. The Burbot feeds 
upon various small fishes and crustacea, frequenting the bottom, and devouring more particularly 
fishes with habits like its own. 
Forster gives the following notes in the "Philosophical Transactions," 1 which were furnished 
him by Mr. Andrew Graham: "[The Marthy is] extremely voracious, eating fish, the pike, and the 
tickomeg ( Salmo ), and other fish, carrion, putrefying deer, and even stones. Mr. Graham took a 
stone weighing a pound from the stomach of one. . . . It does not masticate its food." 
Pennant says that the Marthy "is so voracious as to feed even on the tyrant pike; will devour 
dead deer or any carrion, and even swallow stones to fill its stomach." 
The Bur bot seems to feed principally at night. r ennant states that it is caught with hooks 
after nine o'clock at night. Charles Lanman states that "in the Saint John River, New Bruns-
wick, some hundreds are taken annually by night-lines, dropped through the ice at the beginning 
of winter. Many are thus taken near Fredericton, but the best fishing ground is on the sand-
bars, a little above the mouth of the Oromocto River, where this fish resorts previous to spawn-
ing, which operation takes place in February or March. This fish is not unlike the eel in many of 
its habits, concealing its food under stones, waiting and watching for its prey. It feeds principally 
at night, and is, therefore, generally taken by night-lines." 
. The specimens obtained by the National Museum from the Great Lakes always contained in 
abundance the common species associated with itself in that region, such as Perea americana, a 
species of Lepomis, &c. 
According to Mr. Dall, the Burbot in the rivers of Alaska feed upon whitefish, lampreys, and 
other species. 
1 Vol. lxiii. 
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ECONOMIC V.A.LUE.-There is a great difference of opinion as to the edible qualities of the Bur-
bot. In the region of the Great Lakes it is usually pronounced worthless, but some few consider 
the liver a delicacy; it is held in low esteem as a food-fish, and rarely appears in the markets. It 
was formerly thrown away, according to Mr. Milner, although it is a very good edible fish, and 
some who know its qualities cook the livers of the larger specimens, considP-ring them very choice. 
Mr. Ainsworth, of Cape Vincent, New York, regards the Bur bot as a great annoyance- to gill net 
fishermen. He states that they are a soft fish and unmarketable. I have been told that the Bur· 
bot caught through holes in the ice in Winnipiseogee Lake are highly esteemed. In the fur coun-
tries, according to old writers, the roe is an article of food. The Ii ver is eaten in the Yukon River 
region, and the flesh9 is by some regarded ~s equal to that of whitefish. At Fort Ouster, Mon-
tana, Col. A. G. Brackett says, ''The soldiers eat all they can get of them." Indians generally 
are fond of them. No doubt the quality of the flesh depends largely upon the habitat, those found 
in cold, clear, rap1d streams being probably the best. 
According to Professor Jordan, there is a popular prejudice against the looks of this fish, and 
its flesh is less rich than that of m·ost of the lake fish. From the manuscript of Charles Lanman, 
referring to the species in New Brunswick, I quote the following: "The flesh of the fresh-water 
Cusk is white, firm, and of good flavor. The liver and roe are considered delicacies; when well 
bruised and mixed with a little flour, the roe can be baked into very good biscuits, which are used 
in the fur countries as tea-bread." 
Forster states that the roe and liver, when fresh, are considered delicacies, but that they turu 
rancid in a few days. On the coast of Hl;tdson's Bay the fish is considered dry and insipid. 
The Burbot, th~refore, does not appear to be a very important fish, commercially speaking, 
although when taken in cold streams, where it occurs in abundance, it is freely eateu. In Siberia, 
according to Mr. Dall, the skins of the European variety are used as a substitute for glass in 
windows. 
INFORMATION DESIRED CONCERNING THE BURBOT.-Information is greatly desired on all of 
the points already mentioned concerning the Burbot., and especially on the following particulars: 
1. Its occurrence in rivers and lakes anywhere. Kansas City, Missouri, is the most southern 
locality represented in the collections of the United States National Museum. 
2. The temperature and depth of the water in which it is captured. 
3. Its capture in salt water. 
4. Its time and mode of spawning in diffe!ent waters. 
5. The appearance of the young. 
6. Its food. Bottom fishes are frequently found in the stomach. 
7. Whether it is eaten. 
8. How caught. 
The Commissioner of Fisheries is desirous of obtaining specimens in alcohol or in the fresh 
state from any river or lake, except the Great Lakes and lakes of Western New York. 
72. THE SILVER HAKE AND THE MERLUCCIO. 
THE SILVER HAKE, OR NEW ENGL.AND WHITING. MERLUCIUS BILINEA.RIS. 
the opinion of certain writer , among whom Dr. Gunther is leader, 
lerluc·m mervus (or I. vulgari of recent authors), is identical with 
th tern lantic. This is, however, a mistake; the 
l fr m that f nr pe by the greater number of rays 
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in the :first dorsal (10 to 11 in M. merlus, 12 to 13 in M. bilinear,is ), and by the larger size of the 
scales (the number in the lateral line being about 150 in M. m·erlus, 100 to 110 in JJ1. bflinearis). 
'Ihe general appearance of the two species is very similar, and it requires careful study to 
separate them. It is probable that at no very remote period they diverged from a commo.n stock. 
The distribution of the two species upon the opposite sides of the Atlantic coincides very closely 
with that of other Gadoid fishes, which are specific'.3'llY identical in Europe an4 America. The Hake 
of Europe is found along the coast from Trondhjem Fjord, latitude 65°, south to 36°, being very 
abundant in the Mediterranean; also found on the coast of Portugal amf in Western France. In 
the English Channel, however, and in the ·waters of Holland and Germany, it is considered very 
unusual. On our coast it ranges from New York t() the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, w:here it is 
common-especially in the Bay of · Chaleur-but it has rarely been observed as far north as the 
Straits of Belle Isle. Dr. Packard was told by :fishermen .. that during a period of forty summers 
spent on the coast of Labrador they had taken but one specimen of this fish. This fish has been 
found at great depths as far south as latitude 36° and 37°. 
The name Silver Hake, by which this fish is known in the Bay of Fundy, is much more 
appropriate than that of Whiting, though the latter is more frequently heard iu New England; its 
similarity _to the European Hake is very great; while the name Whiting, which is in Europe 
applied to a species (Jferlangus vulgaris), somewhat resembling the Pollock, has been appropriated 
in this country for a fish on the southern· coast and belonging to the dru·m family. 
MIGRATIONS .A.ND MOVEM,EN1'S.-The Silver Hake commonly inhabits the middle depths of 
ocean, or the outer edge of the continental slope, and comes to the surface to feed. Like the 
Pollock, it is a fish of prey; its teeth are sharp, its mouth large and powerful, and its form 
lithe, muscular, ~d adapted to rapid locomotion. It comes to the surface to prey upon the 
schools of herring and other smaJl fish, and is frequently caught in the mackerel and bluefish nets_. 
Its appearance in our waters is irregular, and when seen it is usually in considerable numbers. 
Storer, writing in or before 1867, remarked: "When ·my report was published.in 1839 I stated 
that the Whiting was taken-not, however, in large quantit:es-in -our bay in the summer upon 
the cod-fishery grounds; since that period this species has increased very perceptibly in our waters; 
it is frequently caught in considerable numbers with the hook upon Crab Ledge, a few miles from 
Boston light-house,, and has_ become at Provincetown a serious inconvenience to the fishermen. 
Captain Atwood informs me that when the :fishermen at the latter place commence the mackerel 
fishery with nets, which usually takes place about _the 20th of May, the Whiting are scarce and 
few a,re caught. By the 1st of June they become m()re plenty, andJrom the middle of June to ·the 
last of the :fishery, which closes about the 20th of July, they are exceedingly numerous in parts of 
the bay in all depths of water. In such quantities are they taken in nets that frequently eight or ten 
hours are required for a man to clear the nets of them. At this season of the year so many of 
them are thrown from the boats upon the shore that the board of health is sometimes call~d upon · 
to interfere and to compel the fishermen to bury them from the fear of sickp.ess being produced 
by their decomposition. By visiting this point, the easterly extremity of Cape Cod, in June, 1847, 
I saw quite a number of this speci_es strewed along the shore, where they had been left by the tide 
while in pursuit of sand-eels and other small fishes. Since that period, the bluefish having been 
more common, this species does not exist in as great abundance." 
It is difficult in this case, as in many other similar ones, to decide exactly what dates to 
assign to the observations of Dr. Storer-his "History of the Fishes of Massachusetts," in its 
la t edition, having been published at various times from 1863 to 1867-as in some instances he 
contented himself with quoting the exact words of his report printed in 1839. It would seem 
16 F ' 
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however, that the statements attribhted to Captain Atwood should be dated prior to 1850. The 
Cape Cod naturalist, in his address before the senat~ committee of tho Rhode Islaml legislature 
in 1872 stated that fa Provincetown Harbor, from a very early period until the "horse-mackerel" 
' (bluefish) made its appearance, the fish called Whiting was immensely abmidant; but since the 
horse-mackerel bad appeared this fish was driven out, and at the time of speaking a specimen 
was hardly ever seen. Perley, writing in 1850 and 1853, stated that at Grand Manan these fish 
~ere often taken in herring nets, tn which they become en~angled while pursuing their prey, and 
that he observed the fishermen throwing away these ~sh by thousands while clearing their nets. 
HABITS.-Tbey average one foot in length. They are of roving habits, following the shoals of 
herring, which they devour in great quantities. Until 1880 little was known concerning t,he 
breeding habits of the ,Silver Hake, but, in exploring the bottom, at a depth of from one hundred 
and fifty to three l;iundred fathoms, off -Newport anu in the edge of the Gulf Stream, immense 
numbers of young fish, from half an inch to three inches in length, were found at the bottom, and 
with them were many.adults, twelve to eighteen inches in length, apparently in-the act of spawn-
ing; , some of them with the ova ripe, pr nearly ripe, but not yet shed; others evidently spent fish. 
This discovery was exceedingly interesting, since it may serve as a clew to the spawnfog habits of 
otber species, like the bluefish and menlladen, which have been supposed to spawn at a distance 
from the shore, but have never been detected in the act. The spawning period doubtless extends 
over a considerable space of time; some of the eggs from which the largest of the young were 
hatched off Newport must have been laid as early as July. In September an adult, obtained at Hal-
ifax, Nova Scotia, bad the ova well developed and nearly .ready for deposition. It, is not known 
whether the eggs of the Silver Hake float or sink. Couch states that the spawning season of the 
Rnropean Hake is from January to April, at which time the fish are caught nea, the bottom, and 
lose the great voracity ·by which they are characterized :1t other times, so that multitudes are 
caught in trawls, and a few with lines. ,When pilchards approach the shore the Hake follows 
them, continuing jn incalculable numbers throughout the winter. Mr. Couch continues: 
"It rarely happens that pilchards are taken in the seine without many Hakes being inclosed 
with them, and thus, when the net remains in the water for several days, they have an opportunity 
of glutting themselves to their hearts' desire, wh'ich is to such an extent as to render themselves 
helpless, and I have seen seventeen pilchards taken from the stomach of a Hake of ordinary size. 
Their digestion is quick, so that they speedily get rid of their load, and fishermen observe that 
when hooked the fish evacuates the contents of its stomach to facilitate its escape, so that when 
hundred arc taken with a line in the midst _of prey, not one ,vill ha,ve anything in its stomach. 
When near the urface, however, this ejection does not take place until they are dragged on 
board." 
In. Holl~nd this fl h i known as the Stokviscb, and in Germany as the Meerhecht or Lit.tle 
tockfi ch; the first name igniti.e sea-pik , this name being the equivalent of the Latin generic 
name. 
E .-The ake of Europe i always con id •red a coarse fish, ancf though great quantities 
are a nually alt d and dri d it i not h ld in v ry high est em. Many of the salted :fish are sent 
to pain. Th y ar aid t e quit c rnmon on the northern bore of the l\1editerranean, where 
c n i rabl traffi i. · rri d on with tb m ; th y ar packed with aromatic plants and sent to the 
t fr m th 
r u ht to market, and when perfectly fr sh is 
' ft and i' pr , rv <l. w.th (litlicnlty. 
n n equ ntl, have no call for it, it is 
/ 
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not cured, but is consider~d worthless. In the months of September and October the Whiting is 
used somewhat for bait for the dogfish and answers a goo<l purpose." 
It is, as a rule, hardly worth while to criticise statements in a work so generally unreliable as 
J. V. 0. Smith's" History of the Fishes of Massachusetts," published in 1843, but sinc(t he has been 
quoted by De Kay 1 in a misleading manner, it should here be stated that in discussing this fish this 
. author had also in mind other fishes belonging to the genus Phycis, which are known by the name 
of Hake all along the coast. . 
THE MERLUCCIO OR CALIFORNIA HAKE.- M:biH,LUCIUS PRODUC'.l'US. 
The California Hake, writes Professor Jordan, is most commonly known along the coast by its 
Italian name, "Merluccio", p~onounced merlooch. At Soquel and elsewhere it goes by the name 
of Horse-mackerel, a name used on our coasts with th~ greatest carelessness, being applied to Elops 
saurus, Anoplopoma ftmbria, and Merlucius productus, as well as to various scombroids and caran-
goid fishes. It reach.es a length of about thirty inches and a weight of ten pounds, its average 
weight being _five or six. It is found from the Island of Santa Cruz to Alaska, being very 
irregular in its appearance, some years very abundant and at other times wanting altogether. 
It is exceedingly voracious, feeding on all sorts of small fishes and squids. The stomach is.alwa)7S 
filled almost to bursting. 
It spawns in the spring, and its arrival near the coast always precedes the deposition of tbe 
spawn. It probably then retires to deeper water. 
Its value as a food-fish is very little. It is scarcely salable in the market of San Francisco. 
Its flesh is very soft,-and it is always ragged-looking when shipped. Nothing_ was learned as to the 
quality of its flesh, but it probably differs little from M. bilinearis. 
73 . . SEVERAL UNIMPO;RTANT FAMILIES RELATED TO THE GADIDlE. 
THE CoNGROGADUS FAMILY (Oongrogadidre).-This family, which in some respects resembles 
the eels and in others the Codfishes, contains, in all, three species: one from Austraiia, one from 
the Red Sea, and the third, a small eel-like fish, of great activity, Scytaliscus cerdalis, which lives 
_among the rocks. on the coast of Washington Territory. 
THE FIERASFER FAMILY (Fierasjeridre).-These are never of very large size, and are eel-
like in shape. As far as is known, they •live parasitically in the cavities of other marine animals, 
especially in the respiratory cavities of star-fish and sea-slugs. · Not un~requently they attempt to 
live in animals less suited to their habits, as, for instance, bivalv~s, and cases have been known 
where they have been imprisoned below the mouth of the mollusk or covered over with a layer of 
the pearly substance secreted by it. They are perfectly harmless to their host, and merely seek 
for themselves a safe habitation, feeding on the animalcules which enter with the water the cavi~ 
ties inhabited by them.2 Three or four species of this family are known .to occur on our Florida 
and Gulf coasts. · 
THE SAND CusKF.A.MILY.-Thefamily Ophidiidre is represented on the Atlantic coast by a fish 
so rare as to have no common name, the Ophidium marginatum, which is found burrowing in the sand 
banks near Beaufort, North Carolina, occasionally at other places, and on the coasts of our South-
ern and Middle States, 3 and by several rare deep-sea forms. On the California coast is a similar 
1 New York Fish Fauna, p. 82. 
2 GUNTHER: Study of Fishes, p. 549. . 
:iwe dug two specimens out of the sand near low-water mark (Great Egg Harbor, April, 1871), where they· 
burrowed to the dept,h of a foot or more. When placed upon moist sand they burrowed-into it tail foremost with, 
surprising rapidity, disappearing ip. an instant. The species appears t~ be rare.-VERRILL: American Nat;ralist., 
v.399. · 
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species, Ophidium Taylori, about a foot i_n length. This species occurs from San Francisco to the 
Santa Barbara Islands. It is rare, and only brought into the market by accident. 
THE RED CusK FAMILY (Brotulidm).-This family, which is composed of fishes belonging in 
th·e deeper rjgions of the Atlautic and Indian Oceans, is not rep:i;-ese1.1ted on our Atlantic coast, 
- saYe by certain obscure deep-sea forms. A single species is known in California, the so-called 
Red Cusk, Brosmophycis marginatus, known to the Italians of that region by the names Uustet or 
Musteta. This fish reaches the length of eighteen inches. · It has been noticed only in the neigh-
borhood of San Francisco, where it occurs in waters of considerable dep~h. On account of its 
bright colors, it meets with a ready sale in the San Francisco market, bnt is too rare to be consid-
ered as of any great economic importance. 
· THE GRENADIER FAMILY (Macruridm).~The Grenadiers, or, as the fishermen frequently call 
them, on account of the size and shape of their eyes, "Onion-fishes," inhabit the deep parts of the 
ocean. They .are particularly abundant in the Western Atlantic. They are occasionally eaten, 
but are chiefly import3:nt to the fishermen on account of their habit of stealing the bait and taking 
possession of the hooks, which would otherwise be free for the capture of more m~eful fishes. The 
largest species, and the one best known to the fishermen, is JJiacrurus rupestris, called,~ Rat-tail 
Fish" as well as "Onion-fish". It is exceedingly abundant on all of our off-shore banks, attaining 
a length of three feet and a weight of four or five pounds. -
A smaller species, Macrurus Bairdii, 1s found everywhere along the coast. where the depth is 
greater than eighty or ninety fathoms. It is probably an important article of food for the larger 
fishes of these regions, such as the halibut. At least four species of this family occur on our coast, 
all of which have been brought to light by the explorations of the United States Fish Commission 
within the past four years. 
74. THE LANT, OR SAND-EEL-AMMODYTES AMERICANUS. 
H.A.BITS.-Of all the small species of fishes occurring in the North Atlantic there is probably 
none more important to man than the Lant-Launce, as it, is called in Europe, .frequently also the 
Sand-eel both in Europe and America, Tobias-fish in Germany, and Smelt in Holland. The 
American and European species, though similar, are quite distinct forms. 
Although it is never used for food in this country, it is of great economic importance, since it 
con titutes one of the chief articles of food for the codfish, the halibut, and other flesh-feeding 
pecies, such as the bonito, bluefish, squeteagne, flounder, and mackerel, and in Europe the turbot. 
The Lant is a slender specie , with a rounded body, the height of which is contained from 
-elev n to twelve times in its total length ; the largest individuals grow to be abo~1t sixteen inches 
long. but they are usually much smaller. They swim in immense schools at the surface, and fre-
quently imbed them elves in the sand, where they often remain above the low-water mark while 
the tide i out. Why they do this is not well understood, for in their habits they are wanderers, 
ometime. appearing in immen e number at certain points upon the coast and disappearing as 
-rapidly a. th y came. With their harp no ·es and - lender mu cular bodies they have little diffi-
culty in imbedding themselve in the oft and everal incM deep. I shall ne,Ter forget my ur-
pri e wh n, many y ar ago, unfamiliar with he habits of this :fi h, which, iudeed, was at that time 
m , I wa 1i ging u hell in on of th~ andy beaches in Province.town 
uly a I into th earth, a great ction of the beach became 
f agiL Ji le ft h 
n a th r place , p ople take advantage of 
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this well-known habit, and when it is discovered that a shoal of Sand-eels have hidden themselves 
f 
in the sand they sally out, armed with ·spades, rakes, shovels, and forks, and dig them out. When 
extricated from the sand-beds the fish leap about with singular agility, and afford much sport iu 
capturing them. Perhaps the fun in catching them has originated the saying, 'As jolly as a sand-
boy.'" 1 
They are captured ,in a similar manner on the coast . of Holland. It is Buckland's idea that 
they go into the sand to take refuge from fish which are pur~uing them. 
Captain Atwood, writing to Dr. Storer during 1847, said: "On last Friday night they ran 
ashore in such quantities in Provincetown Harbor that they covered the ground from one to two 
inches deep, and when the water covered the fl.~ts the whole bottom looked like an immense sea of 
silver." . "When .thus situated," continues Storer, "they are readily devoured by their enemies, 
among whom· are the cuttle-fish," or squids. 
Various ·authors have stated that they feed upon the very young fry of other fish and upon 
small worms. 
Speaking of a closely related species, Ammodytes tovianus, which has not yet been found in the 
Western Atl~ntic, but which may yet very probably be discovered here, and whose habits are doubt-
Jess very similar, Oliver writes that they follow the young fry of the coalfish, or pollock, into the 
harbor, and are frequently caught with the same bait. They swim rapidly and dash at a shoal of 
fry with t~e Yoracity and swiftness of a pike, and they even feed upon the young of their own kind. 
As has· already been stated~ they constitute a favorite bait for many other species of' fish. They 
are very conspicuous by reason of their bright silver color, and their swift motion is easily imitated 
by trawling them beh,ind the boat in rapid motion. Their form has been imitated in India rubber 
and metal for use in angling. In England they are a favorite bait for the bass. Couch states that 
they are frequently followed by mackerel, and that t-heir presence is a sure sign of good fishing. 
"On a calm evening it is an interesting sight to see the surface of the water broken by the repeated 
plunges of the voracious fishes as they break upon the little school of Launces from beneath: 
Their only certain place of refuge from these pursuers is the sand." 
· Owing to the confusion between the two species of /4mmodytes, European naturalists have not 
yet come to a definite decision as to their time of spawning, but the observations of Benecke indi-
cate that this takes place, in the Baltic at -least, in May, the fish being most abundant in those 
waters from July to September. No one has observed these habits on our own coast. 
DIS'.l'RIBUTION.-The distribution of the Lant in the Western Atlantic appears to be limited 
at the south in the vicinity of Lorig Island Sound, although it is stated by Uhler and Lugger to 
occur on the coast of Maryland. Northward it is found at least as far as Sloop Harbor, Labrador. 
On the Scandinavian coast it.has not been found north of Trondhjem Fjord, latitude 65°, though 
the other species is found up as far as North Cape. It enters the Baltic, occurs everywhere 
throughout the British Isles, is abundant in Holland and along t.he northern coast of France. In 
summer they are frequently seen in immense schools on the southern coast of Massachusetts. 
Captain Atwood gives the following account of their movements in Cape Cod Bay: 
c; Lants are common, and sometimes they are plentiful. Some winters there comes on a cold 
spell, and if the wind is just right they drive ashore, and you may pick up. bucketfuls, while 
sometimes wi:p.ters have passed away when I have not noticed. but a few. One year, before 1847 I 
should think, the Lant came in in immense quantities. The whiting drove the Lant in, anl they 
began to run ashore at high water, and ran ashore till low water, and they covered the whole 
ground so I should think they would be one an_d a half or two inches deep. There was not a place . 
1 BUCKLAND: Familiar History of British Fishes, p. 193. 
I 
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on the whole inside of the point the next day but was sheeted over with these Lant. On the day 
after the wind came on and blew heavy from the westward,. and it swept the beach off as clean as 
you could sweep a floor. They come in winter and in summer, and are quite common on the coast, 
and on the Banks of Newfoundland there are immense numbers of them. I have frequently seen 
them in the stomachs of codfish." 
I I 
The Lant is found in spring or early summer in the open sea, in the neighborhood of banks 
and shoals. remote from land, as is also the sprat in Europe and the "brit," '"eyebait," or small 
herring in' America. Professor Sars has given a detailed description of the manner jn which the · 
vast schools of young herring to the Norwegian shore in summer not only attract the large cod 
and many other fish from the deep sea towards the ~hore, but also draw the yearling and two-year-
old codfrom the shore to meet the incoming schools. 
UsEs.-As has already been stated, this :fish is not used for food in the United- States. Its 
importance is well understood by our :fishermen who go after cod to Labrador and Newfoundland. 
They are said to be common in the Edinburgh market in summer, while in Southern England they 
are salted and dried' for winter use. · In Edinburgh, too, the other species, called the Horness, or 
Horned Eel, is brought to tbe market in August and sold by the thousand. Parnell states that 
this species spawns in September, and that their flesh is wholesome and palatable. 
Captain Atwood has .also recorded some curious observations concerning the manner in which 
these fish, with their sharp snouts, penetrate through the stomach of the codfish which has eaten 
them, in1 o the walls of the body, and there become encysted in the flesh, forming hard, black masses 
which are very inconvenient to the :fishermen, because they dull their knives which they use in 
dressing the fish before drying them. 
WOLF-FISHES, SCULPINS, AND WRASSES. 
• 
K.-WOLF-lfISHES, SOULPINS, AND WRASSES. 
75. THE LYCODES FAMILY-LYCODIDlE. 
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This family is represented on our Atlantic coast by eight or ten species, and on tbe Pacific coast 
by three others. They are large-headed, elongate fishes, with eel-like bodies, covered with a lax, 
thick, slimy skin, and for the most part inhabit very deep water, and are seldom seen except b,r 
the naturalist, and by_ the fisherman, who counts them among th.e refuse products of his lines. 
MuTTON-FISH.-The Mutton-fish, Zoarces a.nguillari8, calletl Congo Eel and Ling, and also 
Lamper Eel, especially by the Maine fishermen, is often seen near the shore _north of Cape Co<l, 
and in winter especially is frequently taken with hook and line from the wharves. This species 
occasionally attains the length of three feet .and .the weight of six or seveu pounds. 
The Mutton-fish feeds u:pon crustaceans and mollusks, and spawns in July and August in the 
.. deep waters of Massachusetts Bay, its eggs being as large as buckshot and not very nurperous. 
The young fish are frequently taken in the _ Fish Commission trawl-nets. This species has· been 
recorded as far south as Fort Macon, in North Carolina, where Dr. Yarrow claims to ha,e taken 
two specimens, fishing from one of the wharves; and H. R Storer found it in Southern Labrador, 
at Bras d'Or, where he obst'Tved that it was freqnently taken in the herring seines. Iu Northern 
Europe is an allied species, Z. vi-vipa.rus, which brings forth its young alive, the embryos attaining 
a length of four or five centimeters- before leaving the mother, and in the Baltic making their 
appearance in August or later. ' Malm records the capture in Southern Sweden, November 17, 
1873, of a fema!e with three h~ndred fully developed young, about forty millimeters long. It is 
uot yet definitely 'determined whether or not out species is viviparom,, but it seems somewhat -
improbable, although one taken in Gloucester Harbor, at a depth of eight fathoms, in a tempera-
ture of 41° F., July 30, 1878~ contained eggs which seemed almost mature enough to be deposited. 
'.rhis is known in Germany as t.he Aalmutter, or Mother of Eels; in ·Holland, Puit Aal; in -Scot-
land as the Bard or Maroona Eel; in England as the Guffer, Eel-pout, or Green-bone; and in 
Soutlrnrn Sweden as the Aolkussa; the distribution of which is _ limited on the south by the 
Engli::,h Channel, on the north by the North Cape and Varanger Fjord, latitude 71°. It enters 
the Baltic, where it is frequently taken on the Prussian coast, especially about Memel. 
The Mutton-fish, like the Wolf-fish, or Sea Catfish, is one of those species which, while possess-
ing excellent qualities as a food-fish, is not generally eaten'. Mitcbill speak8 of haviug seen them 
in considerable numbers 'in the New York markets in March, 1813, and De Kay in 1842 wrote: "I 
have noticed this fi8h is most abundant in the New York markets in February and March. It is 
caught on the coast in company with the common cod. It feeds on various marine shells and 
affords a very savory food." 
In Gill's paper on the "Fishes of New York Markets," wl'itten in 1856, this fish is not men-
tioned as one of the kinds at that time sent, to New York. 
~torer writes: " It feeds upon the mollusca and testacea, and the flesh of the young fish is 
1:,weet and very palatable. It is seldom met with in Boston market; ~ccasionally, however, it is 
brougllt in by the cod-fi8hermen _of Massachusetts Bay,,, 
It is occasionally eaten b,v the Cape .A.uu fo;hermen, by whom it is known as the Mutton-fish, 
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the name referring to a supposed resemblanc~ of i~s flesh to mutton; and I can myself testify to 
the delicacy of its flavor. · The European species is also on: the border-line between food and refui-ie 
fishes. Parnell writes: "In the Firth of Forth it exists in great plenty, hiding under sea-weed 
in rocky situations. They are even taken with lines in the winter months and brought to market, 
where they fetch a ready Sile at the rate of three a penny. Some people consider the flesh as very 
fine and wholesome, while others, again, announce it as dry and of a disagreeable flavor. The 
bones of this fish when boiled assume a green appearance, from which circumstance the fish oft-
times receives the name of Green-b~me." 1 
Mr. Neill says: "Though not a delicate morsel, this fish is often brought to the Edinburgh 
market." 
In Holland and Germany they are not often eaten; there is a general impression, however, 
that they are edible. 
P .ACIFIC LYC0DIDS.-This family is represented on the Pacific coast by /Lycodopsis paiwidens 
(Lockington) Jo~. & Gilb., and L. microstomus_ Lockington, small fishes; scarcely a foot in length, 
living in~rather deep water from San Francisco northward. They have no economic importance, 
being only brought into the market when mixed 'Yith the tom cod and "soles." 
76. THE WOLF-FISHES OR SEA CATFISHES---ANARRHICHADID.lE. 
, SE.A. C.A.TFISHES.-The Wolf-fish family is represented on our Atlantic coast by three species-
all large, voracious, and frequently taken by cod and halibut fishermen. The best known, and 
in fact the only species definitely ascert~ined to occur in the Western Atlantic until the other two. 
were recently brought to light by the labors of t4e Fish Commission, is the common "Catfish" of 
· the fishermen, .Ana-rrhicas lupus Linnreus, and which is found throughout the northern parts of the 
Northern Atlantic, ranging upon the New E·ngland coast south to the region of the Nantucket Shoals, 
where it ever breeds in deep ~ater, young specimens having been obtained by the Fish Commission 
at a depth of over one hundred fa thorns in the summer of 1880, while in 187 4 several specimens 
were brought to Noank, caught by the New York smacks on the Nantucket Shoals, the largest four 
feet or more in length. De Kay records the capture of a specimen four feet long off Block Island, 
and states that they are not unfrequently taken off Rock Beach in company with the common cod. 
In the Eastern Atlau.tic it is found in the German Ocean, on the south coast of Great Britain 
and in the Channel, and along t,he shores of Holland.2 According to Richardson it is somewhat 
common on the French coast. Though it does not appear to enter the Baltic, it is found on the 
coa t of Norway and in the Oattegat. Yarrell records the capture of this fish on the coast of 
York hire, in the Frith of Forth, and in the Orkney.::;. Collet records its pre~ence ever;ywhere 
along the Norwegian coast up to the North Cape and Varanger Fjord in Eastern Finmark, while 
it i known to occur in Iceland and Greenland and along the entire eastern coast of Northern 
North America. Thi, i the best k~own species, and until recently all' others have been con-
f und d with it. t i r .adily di tinguishecl from the others by its genera,1 color of gray slate, or 
ligh r wn mark d with from nine to twelve transver e bands of darker hue. By many of the 
De tion f :rortb rn rope it i calle the Catfi h; and this name is still in general' use among 
a-fi ·h rm n alth ugh the fl he mo gen rally known in North America by this name 
r fr 11-wat r p f tb. f mil: iluridre l e1y related to the heet-fish or wels of Europe. 
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sea, to which resemblance they doubtless owe their common name, bestowed upon them by the 
early English , settlers. They are also called in this country "Wolf-fish," this being the common 
book-name. In the Orkneys the name is "Swine-fish," professedly on account of a peculiar 
movement of the snout which has been observed; while in Scandinavia the name" Stone-biter" is 
also common. Another species, which may be called the Spotted Cat-fish, or the Wolf-fish, is 
occasionally obtained by our cod-fishermen on the off-shore banks, and has been taken near the 
shore in the Bay of Fundy. In form and general appearance it is. similar to the species just 
described, but instead of transverse bands of brown or black it is marked with numerous circular 
spots and blotches; -sometimes several of these are confluent, forming a large, irregular blotch. 
This sp~cies, A.narrhicas minor, Olafsen, has been observed on the coast of Norway tbrmighout 
nearly its whole extent, north of latitude 58°; it occurs in Iceland, whence were received the first 
specimens, and on our own coast has been seen in the Bay of Fundy and on several of the banks 
north of Georges. r 
Besides these two, there is the'' Blue Oat-fish", A.. latifrons, which is much smaller, rarely_exceed-
ing three feet in length, with a very soft and flabby be>dy, and of a uniform blue-slate or mouse 
color'. This is a resident of the deep waters, in two to four hundred fathoms, on the outer edge of 
the off-shore banks, and has also been observed in the northern parts of Europe. Dr. Bean has 
recently described a species from Alaska somewhat resembling A.narr.hicas lup1,is, but without the 
cross };>ands; the color of the alcoholic specimen_s is dark brown without bands or spots, and with 
belly of light brown or gray clouded with very dark brown. To this he has given the name 
A.narrhi9as lepturus. The types were obtained at Saint Michaels. 
The Wolf- or Oat-fishes are, emphatically, _ lovers of cold water, their range corresponding 
closely to that of the halibut, though perhaps ·not extending quite so far southward. They are 
almost invariably found upon the same feeding-grounds, where the Cat-fish devour the heavy-
shelled crustaceans and mollusks which are too strongly protected to be eaten by other fishes. 
According to Fabricius it migrates from the coast to the deep sea in the autumn and returns again 
in the spring, being associated in these movements with the common lump-fish. 
It is impossible to imagir~.e a more voracious-looking animal th~n the Sea Oat fish, with its 
massive head and long, sin~ous, muscular body, its strongly rayed fins and its vise-like jaws, 
armed with great pavements of teeth~ those in front long, strong, pointed like those of a tiger, 
closely studded, re-enforced in the rear by others rounded and molar-like, adapted for crushing the 
objects which have been seized by the curved teeth in the front of the jaw. The character of 
their food has already been mentioned. Professor Verrill found in the stomach of one of' these 
.fishes over a quart of spiny sea-urchins, and it is believed that upon the~e and upon hermit-crabs 
they depend very largely for food. They are pugnacious in the extreme, and _have been known·to 
attack furiously persons wading at low tide among the rock-pools of Ea~tport, Maine. When one 
is lifted into a fishing-boat, which is a not unfrequent occurrence, it is necessary_ to kill it at once 
to prevent it from injuring the fishermen, by biting or stabbing them with its sharp spines. They 
. l 
are quickly killed by blows upon the head. 
The only record of the spawning time of the A.narrhicas lupus in :Europe, which I can at 
present find, is in Schlegel's "Fishes of the Netherlands," where it is stated that it occurs in May 
and June. It is probable that on our own coast the period is approximately the same, since young 
fish of one and two inches in length have been several times taken by the :fishermen in August 
and September. DeKay states that they spawn in May. According _to Fabricius, it spawns on 
the Greenland coast in May among the largest seaweeds, a short way from the shore. The large~t 
indivi<lual of this species are six or seven feet in length, and would probably weigh forty pounds. 
The pecimen mentioned by Richardson, three feet long, weighed twenty pounds. 
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It cannot be sai'd that they are at prese1;t of great economic importance. Storer, writing in 
1867, said: ''By many of our fishermen i_t is considered very delicq,te; the smallest specimens, from 
five to ten pounds, are quite palatable when fried or broiled, the skin having been previously 
removed; it is also occasionally split and salted or dried and smoked, and is said to be, when thus 
prepared. very good." 1 
Par~~ll wrote: "It is quite common in the rocky parts of the Firth of Forth, and also found 
on the haduock lines, and is occasionally taken in the same nets above (Jueen's Ferry. About 
, I 
June tlle young are about two feet in length, and are sold in the market for sixpence each. The 
appearance of this fish is not very prepossessing, and the natives are not aware of its quality as 
food; but if properly dressed and disguised by the head being cut off, it is considered equal to 
'.many of the marine fishes." 2 
Yarrell says: ''According to Mr. Neill, specimens of small size, about two feet in length, are 
frequently brought to the Edinboro' market; and those who are able to overcome the prejudices 
caused by its appearance find it good food. Mr. Hoy and Mr. ~ow have borne their testimony to 
the excellence of its flesh, and Mr. Donovan states that it is delicious. lt may be observed here 
that this is the general character of the flesh of those fishes that feed on crustaceous animals. It 
is eaten by the Greenlanders and Norwegians, a~ well as by most of the inhabitants of the northern 
part of Europe, the head a~d skin being first taken off. The skin is converted into very durable 
bags and pockets.3 Malm writes: "They occur along the whole coast of Bohuslan, and are caught 
most frequently of ·au from March to May." 
Frank Buckla.nd remarks: "Notwithstanding the ugly appearance of this fish its flesh is said 
to be of a very good flavor. It is som·etimes seen hung up in the shops of London :p.sh-_mongers, 
and I can, for the most part, say that it is very good ; I oan compare it to nothing but a nice veal 
chop." DeKay also bears testimony to their excellence, saying that "when smoked. their flesh is 
very similar to that of salmon." Schlegel says they are not eaten on the coast of Holland. 
On the Pacific coast there is a :fi~h of a closely-related genus commonly known as the Ee_l, 
Anarrichthys ocellatus. This species is commonly know11 as the "Eel," or "Wolf-eel," the latter 
name probably having been given by some one familiar with the Atlantic Wolf-fish. The name 
"Azi.a" is given to it by the Dalmatian fishermen on Puget Souud, and that of "Morina" by the 
ltaliains at Monterey. It reache_s a length of eight feet and a weight of about thirty pounds. 
The average length is five to six feet. It ranges from Monterey to Puget Sound, lurking among 
the rock', and occasionally left by the falling tide. It is not rare about San Francisco, but 
becomes much more abundant north ward. It feeds on crustaceans, echinoderms, and fishes. Ac-
cor<ling to Mr. Lockington the broken shells of Echinarachnius excentricus are often found in its 
tomach. Nothing pecial i known of its breeding habits, enemies, or diseases. A~ a food-fish . 
i m et alway, with a rea<ly ale. 
77. THE BLENNY FAMILY-BLENNIIDlE. 
The Bl nny family i r pr ented on the Atlantic coast of the United States by two species 
of in. irrnificant ·ize and a olut ly wi bout alu . Upon the Pacific coa t they are repi'esented 
hy mun 'r u · m 11 6. h mo tl, livin • out th rock between title-marks, and often excee<lip.gly 
f w f h m li in h k lp, an<l., m of them swim freely in shallow water. Large 
~---------- r u ht int t p ciall of Xiphister mucosus, Oebedichthys 
• 
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'Ciolaceus, and Heterostichus rostratu.s, often selling as ''eels," at thirty cents per pound. In 
general these fishes are, from an economic point of view, entirely insignificant., and proba~ly not a 
hundred pounds a year of them are sold on the ~hole coast. The Lumpenus anguillaris is often 
taken in large numbers in the seines, but a prejudice seems to exist against it and no one will eat it. 
The following is a list of the Blennioid fishes: Lurnpenus anguillaris (Pallas) Gill, from Cape 
Mendocino northward; abundant .. Apod-ichthys violaceus (Ayres) Grd.; Xiphister rupestris Jor. & 
Gilb.; Xiphister mucosus (Grd.) J or.; Xiphister chirus Jor. & Gilb.; Aproplarchus atropurpureits (Kitt-
litz) Gill; Apodichthys flavidus Grd.; Apodichthys f•corum ~Tor. & Gilb.; all these living among 
rocks and ranging from Mo11terey to Alaska; ,]lfurmnoides ornatus Gfra:rd, from Cape Memlocino 
northward; Oremno_bates integripinnis Rosa Smith; Gib~onsia elegans Cooper, and Hypleurochilus 
gentids (Girard) Gill, among rocks, chiefly from Point Concepcion soutllward; and finally Neoclinus 
satiricus Grd., N eoclinus Blanchardi Girard, and Heterostichus rostratus Girard, Jiving in the kelp 
aJong the shore from Monterey to Lower California. 
78. THE TOAD-FISH-BATRACHUS TAU. 
The Toad-fish, Batrachus· tau, called also on the coast of New Jersey and in some parts of the 
Southern States "Oyster-fish," is one of the most repulsive looking fishes upon our coast, with its 
dark, slimy~ almost shapeless body and its mud-wallowing habits. , In general appearan~e it resem-
bles a sculpin without prominent spines upon its head or upon its fins. .Although it is armed 
with by no means insignificant spines, which are capable of inflicting serious cuts, when touched 
they show no disposition to bite, but erect their opercular spines in a very threatening manner; 
tlrese are so covered by the lax skin that they can scarcely _!le seen.1 
Species of this family inhabit the coasts of nearly all the tropical and temperate regions of the 
. I 
world. The American species was the first brought to notiee, specimens having been sent about 
1761 from Sout~ Carolina by Dr~ Garden to Linnffius, by whom it was described under the name 
Gadits tau, the great Swedish n:tturalist considering it to be a kind of codfish. The name which 
he gave it refers to a character not discernible except in dried specimens, the bones of the upper 
surface of the scale forming a group of ridges which resemble in shape the Greek letter T. 
Our species is found in shallow waters from Cape Cod south at imtst 3S fa,r as to the mouth of 
the Mississippi River. In the Gulf of Mexico, however, it is found in deep water, and many large 
ones are taken on the snapper grounds at a considerable distance from shore. In the South it 
would appear to be somewhat more active in its habits, though frequently found on the oyster-
beds, biding between the valves of empty oyster-shells. 
There are at least three distinct forms: (1) The northern variety, rarely exceeding ten, twelve, 
and even fifteen inches · in length, the general color of which is brown coarsely marbled with darker 
marks. (2) The southern variety of Gunther, which is found on the Florida Keys and in the Gulf, 
though often .associated with the northern variety, which is similar in color to this, but bas the 
body and the fins dotted and spotted with white. (3) A form found only in the Gulf, Batrachus 
pardus, which is much·larger and of ?J light-yellow color spotted and blotched with brown. This 
form is known to the fishermen as the '' Sarpo" and the "Sea-robin," the former name being doubt-
less a corruption of the Spanish word sapo, meaning toad. This form is said by Mr. Stearns fre-
quently to attain the length of eighteen, inches. The color of these fish usually corresponds very 
1 A closely related form, Thalas'3ophryrie maculosa, which occurs on tho Atlantic side of the isthmus of Panama 
ha~ true poisoning glands at t_he baso of its opercular spines, by means of which it can inflict injurious wounds; thi; 
bemg almost the only fish whwh podsesses weapons of this character. 
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closely to that of the bottom upo~ which the;{ are resting, and, like ma°:y other muddy-water 
species, they have the power of changing their color to lighter or darker shades when exposed to 
the light in shallow vessels -with dark or light~colored bottom. They are very voracious, feeding 
upon small fishes of all kinds, especially upon anchovies and sand-smelt, and upon shel1s, crabs, 
shrimps, and marine worms. '' It secures its food rather by strategy and stealth than by swiftness 
of motion," writes Mr. Stearns, "hiding under or behind stones, rocks, or weeds, or stealing from. 
one cover to another it watches its victim until 'the latter is near by, when it darts forth with a 
quickness quite astonishing, ~on sidering · it~ usual sluggishness, and back again to its hiding 
place, having .one or more fish in its stomach and on the alert for others." 
On.the south coast of New England it is found chiefly in the shallow bays. "The sandy or 
muddy bottom of these," writes Storer, "is overgrown with eel-grass, under cover of which it lives 
in se_curity and finds abundant so1:trces of food. Where the coast, on the contrary, is more or less 
rocky, we meet with it chiefly under stones. Examining the places where the water is but a few 
inches in depth at low tide, we see that under many of the stones and smaller rocks the sand on 
one side _has been removed, leaving a shallow cavity peFhaps a foot in width and extending back 
beneath the stone. If we approach this cautiously we shall probably distinguish th~ head of a 
Toad-fish very much in the position of that of a dog as he lies looking out of h1s kennel. The fish 
is ::\it rest, and might be overlooked by a careless observer; a closer attenti~m, however, readily dis-
tinguishes the curve of its broad mouth and delicately laciniated tentacles with which its jaws 
and other parts of its head are ornamented. Its eyes, and sometimes the anterior portion of its 
body, are truly beautiful. At the slightest alarm it retreats beneath the stone, but presently reap-
p~ars; it is lying here merely as _in a safe resting-place, perhaps on the watch for its prey. But 
during the months of June, July, and August we shall in many instances be able to discover 
another purpose; it is apparently guarding its eggs or young; w,e shall then :find on the interior 
surface of the stone the young Toad-fish adhering, to the number of several hundreds. They will 
be in different stages of development, according to the season of our examination. We may see 
the eggs not larger than very small shot; a little later they are increased in size, the young :fish 
plainly visible.through their walls; a little later still the young have made their escape, l;mt are 
still attached to the stone. The attachment now, however, is accomplished in a different manner; 
the yolk not being yet absorbed, occupies a rounded sac protruding by a narrow orifice from the 
abutment, and the part of this sac near its outer border being constricted leaves, externally to it, 
a disc, by means of which, acting as a sucker, the young fish adheres so firmly as to occasion diffi-
culty in detaching it. They remain thus until they have attained the length of one-half or three-
fourth of an inch, or until the yolk sac is entirely absorbed. During this period the adult fish 
occupies the cavity beneath the stonP-, and if driven from it speedily returns. The :fish is in all 
ca es the mother of the young ones, but that she is there for the purpose of guarding them we 
have no mean of determining; we can only infer it." ' 
t oank, Connecticut, in 1874, I had an opportunity of watching the progress of the spawn-
ing a on. July 14, numerou egg were found clinging to the stones in water one to two feet in 
d Ph; later in the en on, July 21, young :fish, half an inch long, were plenty, and September 1 
th ha attain d n averaO'e 1 ngtl1 of one inch. Individuals, apparently of the second year's 
common and would average three-fourths of an inch in length. 1 
t ·aro writ : "In the Gulf of Mexico the Toad-fl h spawn in April or May. When ita young have 
the 1 r h m guard them, and t ach th m he device of securing food in much the same 
h r hick ·n . I ha"' pen hour in watching their movem nts at this time, and was at first 
a" i y n'1 I> ti nc li pl y d by th parent fi h.' 
' 
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The bottom temperature of the water frequented by these fish would appea,r to range from 
500 .F\ to 90° F. In the more northern regions throughout which they are distributed they appear 
to become torpid, or nearly so, in winter; and it is stated by Storer that they are frequently found 
in the mud by men spearing eels. They are very hardy, and when taken from the water will lie 
for many hours, and soon recover their ordinary activity when restored to the water. When 
handled they utter a lo,ud croaking sound. 
The Toad-fish is very abundant throughout the whole extent of its range, and is easily captured 
with hook and line. In the Gulf of Mexico many are taken in seines. Mr. Stearns states that its 
flesh is highly esteemed by many of the Gulf fishermen. Dr. Storer writes: '' The Toad-fish is not 
commonly employed as an article of food. Its generally repulsive aspect causes it to be looked 
· upon rather with disgust. That its flesh is delicate and good, however, can scarcely be questioned, 
though the small size which it attains and the, fact that it never is taken in any largP, quantities 
prevent it from being of any economic ·rnlue." Professor Baird also bears testimony to the fa.ct 
that its flesh is very sweet and palatable. , 
The Toad-fish may be regarded as Gonstituting· one of the undeveloped resources of our waters, 
and it can scarcely be questioned that in future years it will be considered as much more important 
than at present. No estimates can be given as•to the quantity now yearly entering into consump-
tion, and! since it is almost n·ever offered for sale, no price quotations can be presented. It has still 
another, and at present more important, relation to the fisheries than this; on account of its great -
abundance and its pertinacity in taking the hook baited for nobler game it is regarded by the 
fishermen as one of their worst pests. 
The Batrachidm are represented on the Pacific coast by the " Singing-fish;'' or "Tdad-fish," 
Porichthys porosissimus. This fish lives on muddy bottoms from Alaska to Panama, and is every- . 
where extremely abundant. It reaches the length of eighteen inches, but being never used for 
food has no economic importance. 
The family Trichodontidm, which follows Batrachidre in the classification of Gm, is represented 
on the California coast by the species Trichodon Stelleri, an estray from Alaska, rarely seen. · On the 
Atlantic coast th~s family is entirely absent. 
79. THE LUMP-SUCKERS: LUMP-FISH AND SEA-SNAILS. 
THE SEA SNAILS-LIPARIDIDJE. 
The three families Gobiesocidm, Liparididm, and Oyclopteridm are repr0sented on our coast 
by several species, most of them minute and of no economic value; all of them characterized by 
the presence of a peculiar suctoria,l organ upon the belly, a modification of the ventral fins, by 
which they are able to cling to rocks and shells and to retain their positions in currents of water. 
The Lump-suckers, Liparis lineatus and L. vulgaris, which are fou'nd on oyster and scallop beds and 
among the roots of the kelp, a,nd along the New England coast, are interesting from the fact that 
they are often parasitic, living within the shells of the large scallops, in company with a small 
crab resembling the oyster-crab. From the Chesapeake Bay southward, and in the Gulf of 
Mexico, allied forms belonging to the genus Gobiesox occur, especially among the oyster-beds, but 
these also are of no economic value. 
THE LUMP-FISH-0YCLOPTERUS LUMPUS. 
To this group belongs a fish which, though of little value, is often seen in our markets, anu. 
is so coB.spicuons, on account of its grotesque form and striking colors, that it is worthy of passing 
/ 
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mention. This is the dommon Lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus, known in England by the names 
"Lump-sucker," "Sea~owl," "Cock-paddle," and by numerous_ local appellations. TJ;'his fish is widely 
distributed throughout the entire North Atlantic, ranging on our coast from the mouth of the Chesa-
peake tot.be Straits of Belle Isle, abundaut in Greenland and Iceland, along the entire western 
coast of Sc~ndinavia, from the North Cape to the Cattegat, entering the Baltic, aud not rare along 
the shores of East and West Prussia, well known in Holland, Northern France, and everywhere 
in the British Isles. · The largest English specimen recorded weighed eleven and a balf pounds; 
the largest on our own coast; as observed by Stqrer, ·eighteen and three-quarters pounds. 
"The Lump-fish," writes Benecke,'' lives on the bottom of the sea, swims slowly and with diffi-
culty, and in May and June comes into shallow water to spawn. The male makes pits in the sand, 
between the stones, in which the female deposits its eggs. The male watches o:er the eggs, and 
later over the tender young which cling to its body with their suckers. The number of eggs ranges 
from 200,000 to 400,000. It is a voracious species, which preys upon small crustaceans, mollusks, 
and .fish-8pawn." 
Ben~cke's observations were made in the southern part of the Baltic; the spawning time is 
recorded by him as probably not very different fr0m that in Southern New England. Young speci-. . . 
mens from one-fourth to one inch in length are ve~y abundant in Southern Massachusetts and Con-
necticut in July and August, swimming at the surface. They have not yet assumed the ponderous, 
unwieldy shape of the adults, and swim much more rapidly and gracefully. In Sweden, according 
to Malm, the spawning time is in June; "In England," says Yarrell, "in April and the beginning 
of May"-dat,es which correspond precisely to those given by Fabricius for Greenland. 
The male Lump-fish is said to be very fierce in defense of its young, and to be able to nrotect 
them from much larger fish than themselves, even from the wolf.fish. It is, in its turn, a favorite 
prey for the seals and wolf-fish. At the time of the spawning season the ordinary translucent 
green color of the body becomes much brighter, and the under parts of the fish are of a brilliant 
red. After spawning, the red disa1)pears and the general color of the bodv becomes dull. When . .., 
in the season of the brightest coloration they are frequently shown in the fish markets, where their 
remarkable appearance -attracts much attention. 
"If the authority of Sir Walter Scott is to pass current in gastronomy," writes Richa,rdson, 
"Lump, or Oock-paidle, as it is named in Scotland, is a fish of good quality, for he makes Mr. Old-
buck give the same price for one that he does for the bank-fluke or. turbot." 
Parnell tate : "On the we t coast of Scotland sometimes as many as two dozen are taken in 
the almon net ' at almo t every tide, principally in the month of ,June, when they seek the sandy 
ground to deposit their spawn. The fishermen boil them do~n with vegetables for their pigs, and 
consider them to be fattening food. The flesh, when cooked, is soft and very rich, and is considered 
by i:,ome of the inhabitant" of Edinburgh as a luxury; but there are few stomachs with which it 
agree, : in con equence of it oily nature. The males are considered the best for the table." In 
Scotland it i. al o om time at n in a alted tate. • 
Bu klan al o ha an pinion on record: " o great i · the difference between· the different 
pecimen that ur fi 'h rm n on id r them to be di tin ct species and call them the "Red-lump" 
an tb ln -lump' u the diff r nee in color and flavor is only the effect of the season. I do 
h a all my If; i i lik a glu pudding." 
that th lan er at th fie h ei her cooked or dried and the skin raw, while 
r marka l. larg , aft r having r duced it by boiling it to a pulp. 
t . / prm., b ump-fl h a I roaches the shores of New Brunswick 
• 
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and Nova Scotia to deposit its spawn .. It is then taken in considerable numbers near the harbors 
at Halifax, the largest, weighing about five pounds. They a.re taken there of two different colors, 
the one being a dark blue approaching to black, and the other quite red. Those of a red color 
only are used as food; they are considered good by many, although very fat 1nd somew~at oily; 
the dal'k-colored is considered very inferior and is n~t eaten." . 
On the Pacific coast the Gobiesocidre are represented by Gobiesox reticulatus (Grd.) J. & G., a 
small fish four or five inches long, adhering to rocks by a sucking ditilk ou the breast. It is found 
from :WJonterey north ward, and bas no economic value. The Oyclopteridre are represented by the 
· rare Oyclopterus orbis occasionally ta~en in the Straits of Fuca and northward. The Liparididce 
are represented by Liparis pulchellus A_yres, and Neoliparis miwosus (Ayres) Steindachuer, small 
fishes occasionally taken about San Francisco and Monterey, ot no economic importance. 
80. THE G0BIES-G0BIID.lE. 
The Goby family i:s represented ~n the Atlantic coast by several species, none of which have 
ever been fo1~nd north of Cape Cod, and none of which are or ever can be of the slightest impor-
tance. Chief among these are the scaleless Goby, Gobosoma alepidotum, which is found between 
Cape Cod and Texas; the OhubbY, Goby, Gobius_soporator, common along the Gulf coast, and several 
ispecies belonging to the genera Eleotris and Dormitator. They are not even abundant enough to 
be worthy of consideration as food for other fishes. On the Pacific coast there are several small 
species, which may be see_n lyir1g on th'.e bottoms entering the lagoons. '~hey reach the length of 
three to six inche8, and are of no economic importance, though the Chinese eat the Long-ja'.we_d 
Goby, Gillichthys mirahilis, and its flesh is said to be very good. The other species are Gob-ius 
glaucofrrenum (Gill) J. & G., · in Puget Sound; Lepidogobius g,rfwilis (Girard) Gill, from San 
Francisco northward; Eucyclogobius Newberrii (Girard) Gill, rarely seen about San Francisco, and 
G-illichthys mirabilis Cooper, found the entire length of the coast, but abundant only from San 
Francisc·o southward. The latter species burrows in the muddy bottoms of the lagoons._ 
81. THE SEA-ROBIN OR GURNARD FAMILY-TRIGLID.lE. 
This family is represented on our Atlantic coast by several species, some of them being quite 
abundant. Tbe most striking of them all is the Sea-bat or Flying Gurnard, Dactylopterus v.olitans, 
which is remarkabJe on account of its enormous spreading fins, larger than those of a flying-fish-
wings which, however, are not sufficiently powerful to lift the body above the surface of the water, 
though useful in maintaining the equilibrium of the heavy-headed body swimming through the 
water. The colors of t~e body and of the fins are very brilliant, and the fish is often exhibited as a 
curiosity. It is found along our entire coast south of Cape Cod, and h1. the waters of Brazil; also 
in the Mediterranean and,in the neighboring parts of the Ea,stern Atlantic. 
The genus Prfonotus~ of which we bave five specimens, resembles .Dactylopterus ·in general 
form, but the wings are much smaller, while two or three of the lower rays of these fins are devel-
oped into finger-lik!3 appendages which are used in stirring up the weeds and sand to rout out the 
small animals upon which they feed. In Southern New England there are two large species, P. 
palmipes and P. evolans, the latter distinguisbed by the presence of dark stripes upon its sides. 
These attain the length of fifteen to eighteen inches and the weight of one and a quarter to two 
pounds. They have excellent food qualities, but ~re eaten, so far as we have record, only in the 
vicinity of Hartford, Connecticut, where they are known as "Wing-fish." _ They are taken in great 
quantitieR in the pound-nets along the Vjpeyard Sound, especially the unstriped species, the habits. 
• 
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of which are better understood than those of the allied species. It feeds upon crabs, shrimps, and . 
small :fishes. 1 
In Vineyard Sound the Sea-robin spawns during the summer months. A specimen obtained 
at Wood's Holl Auo·ust 12, 1875, contained eggs nearly ripe. Another, observed at Noank, Con-
' ., o 
necticut, July 11, 1874, was in precisely the same condition. Lyman states that in 1871 the eggs, 
which are bright orange, were thrown up in quantities during the last third of May on the beach 
on the inner parts of Waquoit Bay, and the females had well d~veloped spawn in them. 
The spe~ies just mentioned are found as far north a~ Cape Cod; the web-fingered Sea-robin, 
P. palmipes, even north of the cape, two or three specimens having been obtained in the vicinity of 
Salem and Lynn. These two species apparently do not occur much to the south of Cape Hatteras, 
and on our Southern coast they ~re repl~cecl. by others whi~h are smaller and, at present, of no 
economic importance.2 Tne genus, Prionotus does not occur in Europe, the family being there rep-
resented by a very similar fo~m, genus Trigla, which, however, has still smaller wings. Its habits 
are much the same. A single specime~ of the Red G~rn~r~l of Eurowe, Trigla cuculus, is said to 
ha~e once been taken at New York. Europe has nine species of Trigla, most of which are highly , 
esteemed for food; some of these species have been known to attain the length of two feet and the 
weight of eleven pounds. These :fishes 'are held in high estimation, and are frequently seen ·in the 
markets. 
UsEs.-Parnell writes: "The R~d Gurnard occurs on the Dev6nshire coast in great numbers, 
and on some occasions ~housands of them may be seen exposed for sale daily, especially in those 
small towns where the trawl-boat :fishing is carried on. The flesh is :firm and well-flavored. The 
Tub-fish, T. hirundo, is of frequent occurrence on the west coast of Scotland, and is occasionally 
brought to the Edinburgh market. Its flesh is firm and wholesome, and is considered by some to 
be superior-to the last species, but in general more dry. In the north of Europe it is salted for 
keeping. The Gray Gurnard, T. gurnardus, is considered by all :fishermen richer and sweeter than 
any of the other Gurnards, although in the markets it is less sought after than the· Red Gurnard, 
which is the drier and worse. :flavored of the two. It is taken generally with hooks _baited with 
mussels. These fish are taken in very great numbers in the trawl-nets; they appear to be much 
more abundant on the European coast than their cousins, the Sea-robins, with us." 3 Their recom-
menda~ions are quoted here in order to draw attention to this neglected group of fis?es, which are 
certainly worthy of greater consideration than they, have hitherto received. 
_J\Ir. J. Carson Brevoort has given the following testimony regarding the food qualities of the 
American pecies: 
"The Gurnard as an edible fish.-Among the :fish that may be classed as edible, but which 
are entirely neglected here, is the Sea-robin~ Grunter, or Gurnard. This curious, but rather for-
bidding creature, i , in reality, one of the most delicate morsels that can be laid before an epicure, 
the fie h being now-white, firm, and fully as good as that of the king-fish, or whiting. In fact it 
would be hard to distinguish them when placed on the table. 
In Europe ev ry one of the various kind of Trigla, or Gurnard family, is sought after eagerly, 
and find a ready ale on the ft h-stall . They have eight or ten kinds of the group there, and we 
haY bu ·ix here; all but one different from the European kinds, though belonging to the same 
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family. We shall not attempt to describe all these fish, which resemble each other very much in 
all but the color. They all have large heads, sheathed with rough, bony plates, and armed with 
many acute points, and their dorsal fin has also several sharp, thorny rays. These prickles are all 
erected by the fish when taken alive, and they inflict a painful, though not, as many say, a· poison-
ous wound. The broad mouth is furnished with rough, but not sharp, teeth; the pectoral fins in 
most of the species are very long, and can .be expanded like a fan, whence they are sometimes -
called Flying-fish and Butterfly-fish. It is doubtful, however, whether they can actually fly lik~ a 
flying-fish, but they ha,e been said to skip from wave to wave, a, peculiarity often alluded to 
by halieutic poets. They alRo emit a grunting sound, which can be distinctly heard in still weather 
while lying at anchor on a shallow, which they frequent. At such a time the sound resembles the 
distant lowing of kine. When freshly taken from the water they grunt quite loudly, whence 
their popular name of Grunter, or Cuckoo-fish. 
"The Gurnards live on crabs and delicate fresh food, taking all such baits readily, on a clean 
bottom, and they sometimes annoy .fishermen hugely by their voracity. They play well on the 
hook, and a large one tugging at ~ rod is often supposed to be a game fish and a prize, till the 
ugly Sea-robin, with his spiky helmet, shows himself at the surface. 
"The Gurnards of our coasts do not reach a large size, at least we have but rarely seen any that 
weighed over a pound, while in Europe some of the species, such as the Tub-fish, Trigla hirundo, 
have been found weighing eleven pounds, and those of seven or eight are common. The Red Gur-
nard, or Rotchet, T. cuculus, and the Piper, T. lyra, reach three or four pounds, averaging about 
two, while the other European kinds resemble ours as to size. 
"Small as our species are, they are not the less delicate when cooked, and we have often veri-
fied tbi~fact. · They are sold in England by the number, and not by weight, for their large heads 
are inedible, while they add, perhaps, one-quarter to their weight. The English fishermen take 
them almost everywhere along the coast in large trawl-nets, constructed for their capture, though 
other bottom fish may find their way into the net. These trawls are generally twelve or sixteen 
feet wide at the mouth, with a bag proportioned to their beam, which ha~ one or two labyrinths 
like a fyke-net inside. The trawl is managed from a -large sail-boat, with a block and tackle, and 
is hauled in water as deep as eight or ten fathoms. We do not recommend this special :fishery to 
our coast :fishermen, as our Gurnards are small, but wish only to call attention to the edible qual-
ities of this generally despised fish. 
'' Piscator (the anonymous author of the ' Practical Angler'), in his excellent little treatise 
entitled' Fish; How to Choose and How to Dress,' published in 1843, says of the Gurnard that 
their flesh is 'white, excellent, exceedingly firm, and shells out into snowy flakes, and is of a 
remarkably agreeable flavor,' and that 'they keep well.' He recommends them to be boiled-that 
is, the large ones ; while the small ones may be split and fried. 
"We have no popular names for the species that are found in our waters. All are called 
Sea-robins, Flying-fish, Grunters, &c. 
"Having drawn attention to this first as one that deserves a place on our tables, we leave his 
fate hereafter to the tender care of a good cook and a discerning palate." 
Another member of this family is the Peristedium miniatum Goode, a brilliant red species recently 
discovered by the :Fish Commission in the deep waters on the coast of Southern New England. 
THE AGONUS 1:AMILY.-.Another family closely related to the family Triglidm is the family 
Agonidm, the members of which are remarkable on account of their angular bodies encased in 
spinous, bony plates; it is represented on our east coast by one species. The A.spidophoroides 
17 F 
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monopterygius-the "Greenlander," as it has been christened by the seamen on the Fish Commission 
steamer-has been observed as far south as Watch Hill, Rhode Island, and is_quite abundant in 
deep water north to the polar -regions, having been frequently observed on the coast of Greenland. 
This fish attains a length of seven or eight inches, and, although it is not much thicker or softer 
than an iron spike, is sometimes found in the stomachs of codfish and halibut. 
" On the Pacific coast," writes Professor Jordan, " the Agonidre are represented by numerous 
species inhabit.ing deep waters from Santa Barbara northward. They have no economic importance, 
being brought into market only by accident. These species are Leptagonus verrucosus (Locking-
ton), J. & G.; Leptagonus xyosternus, J. & G.; Podothecus acipenserinus (Pallas), J. & G.; Podothecus 
viilsus, J. & G.; Odontopyxis trispinosus Lockington; Bothragonu,s Swani (Steind.), Gill, and Aspi-
dophoroides inermis Gthr. The Triglidre are represented by Prionotus stephanophrys Lockington; 
rarely seen at San Francisco." 
82. THE SCULPIN TRIBE-COTTIDlE. 
ScuLPINS OF THE AlLANTIC CoAST.-On our Atlantic coast are found ~everal species of 
this family, generally known by the name "Sculpin," and also by such titles as "Grubby," 
"Puffing-grubby," "Daddy Sculpin," "Bullhead," "Sea-robin,"" Sea-toad," and "Pig-fish." Their 
economic value is little or nothing, but they are important as scavengers, and are used for lobster 
bait. They are often a source of great annoyance to the fishermen by cumbering their hooks and 
by stealing their bait. The most abundant species is the Eighteen-spined Sculpin, Oottus octo-
decimspinosus, which frequents shall~w and moderately deep waters from Labrador to New York. 
It is usually associated with a much smaller species, Oottus ceneus, which may be called the '' Pigmy 
Sculpin," and which ranges from the Bay of Fundy to New York. 
Oottus scorpius, of Europe, is represented on our coasts by 0. scorpius subsp. grmnlandicus, 
which is abundant everywhere from New York to Greenland and Labrador. This subspecies 
has been found on the coast of Ireland, 1 and the typical Oottus scorpius bas been shown by 
Dr. Bean to occur in Maine. There is also, in addition to several insignificant species seldom 
seen except by naturalists, a large, brilliantly colored form, known as the '' Sea-raven," "Rock 
Toad-fish," or" Deep-water Sculpin," which is found as far south as the entrance to Chesapeake 
Bay, is abundant throughout New England, and has been discovered off the coast of Nova Scotia. 
This fish, Hemitripterus hispidus, or H. americanus, attains the length of two feet, and is conspicuous 
by reason of its russet-orange or brick-red colors, its harlequin-like markings, its warted ~ody, 
its grotesquely elongated fins, and, above all, by its peculiar habit of swallowing air until its belly 
i inflated like a balloon. 
The e fi he feed upon all bottom animals, mollusks, crustaceans, sea-urchins, and worms, 
a.nd may also be found in the harbors devouring any refuse substances which may be lying upon 
the bottom. They breed, for the most part, in summer, and certain species, like the Sea-raven 
and the Greenland Sculpin, at that time a sume very brilliant colors. They are not eaten by our 
people, although the Sea-raven i decidedly palatable. Tho e species which occur in Greenland 
ar aid to be eaten by the native . A ba been remarked, they are a source of annoyance to 
ft hermen, who bait th y -teal and who e book , e pecially the book of their trawl-lines, they 
n umb r. Boy Ii bt to cat h th m and fix a piece of light wood between their teeth; they 
' r th n un let im an tr ggle ig r u ly at tbe top of the water. 
t the tati th y ar v ry abundan , and exceedingly u eful ~,s scavenger~, 
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gorging themselves with refuse thrown back into the sea; they care little for the presence of man, 
and can hardly _be driven away, even when roughly punched with a boat-hook. 
In the lakes and streams of the Northern States are numerous species of Uranidea and allied 
genera, known in some localities by the English name of "1'filler's Thumb," also called "Bull-heads," 
"Goblins," '' Blobs/' and "M l!ffle-jaws." They are small and of no importance except as the food 
of larger species. 
ScuLPINS OF THE PACIFIC CoAST.-The Cottidre, according to Jordan, are represented on 
the Pacific coast by about eighteen separate species, known by such names as" Sculpin," "Drum-, 
mer," "Salpa," "Johnny," "Biggy-head," and "Cabezon." Only one of these species, Scorpmn-
ichthys marmoratus, has any sort of economic , importance; the others may be considered collect-
ively. Th13 names applied to them may be hriefly considered. The name Sculpin, of course, is 
derived from that in use for the Atlantic species of Cottus. "Drummer" comes from the quivering 
noise made by many ·species when taken alive out of the water. "Salpa" is a Spanish word for 
toad, and aipplied also to species of Batrachidre. "Johnny" is applied only to very little Sculpins 
along the shore, notably Oligocottus maculosus. The same name is given in the Ohio Valley to 
fishes of precisely similar habits, · the Etheostomat~nm. "Biggy-head" and its Spanish cognate 
"Cabezon" are used by the Italians and Spanish about Monterey, Santa Barbara, and elsewhere1 
for different Cottidre. 
Most of the Cottidre feed upon small fishes, and especially crust.ace-a; one species, Enophrys 
bison, being a yeget~,ble feeder. All take the hook readily. The flesh is poor, tough, and dry, and 
the waste by the removal of the head, viscera, and skin is s~ great that even the poorest people 
do not use them ~s food. Various sorts (notably Leptocottus armatus) are dried by the Chi~ese,. 
who consider them the poorest of all dried fishes. 
The species are: Psychrolutes paradoxus Gthr., found from the Straits of Fuca northward ~ 
Ascelichthys rhod_orus Jor. and Gilb., also chiefly northward; Oottus polyacanthocephalus Pallas, one-
of the largest species, from Cape Flattery northward; Artedius lateralis Grd., found among the 
rocks from Monterey northward; Artedius notospilotus Grd., in the kelp, etc., from Santa Barbara 
to San Francisco; Artedius fenestralis Jor. and Gilb., about Vancouver's Island; Artedius quadri-
seriatus Lockington and Artedius megacephalus Lockington, taken in deep water off' San Francisco ; 
Artedius pugettensis Steind., in deep water from Puget Sound northward; Hemilepiaotus spinosus 
Ayres, found chiefly about San Francis.co and Monterey, and the large Hemilepidotus 'trachurus 
(Tilesius), ranging from San Francisco to Alaska; Enophrys bison Grd., a large species, the sole 
member of the group feeding exclusively on plants, ranging from San Francii-;co to Alaska, and'. 
exceedingly abundant in Puget Sound; Scorpmnichthys marmoratus Ord., noticed below; Leptocottus: 
armatus Grd., the commonest of all the species, abundant in eYery bay; Liocottus hirundo Gi·d., and_ 
Oligocottus analis Grd., two species ranging chiefly southward; Oligocottus globiceps, Grd., and Oligo- -
cottus maculosus Grd., smal~ and active inhabitants of the rock pools northward; and, finally, th 
curious Blepsias cirrhosus (Pallas) Gthr., Nautichthys oculofasciatus Grd., and Rhamphocottus Rich--
ardsoni Gthr., Alaskan fishes straggling southward to San Francisco. In the fresh waters and. 
often running into the sea are Uranidea aspera (Rich.) J. and G., and Uranidea gulosa (Grd.) J. and 
G., found in all the streams north of the San Joaquin. Only one of this numerous series merits 
especial consideration, namely the "Cabezon," Scorpmnichthys marmoratus (Ayres) Grd. The names 
"Cabezon," "Sculpin," "Scorpion," "Salpa," and "Biggy-head" are applied to this species. The. 
latter is heard chiefly among the Italians, who have about Monterey and elsewhere adopted the~ 
Spanish '' Cabezon," which appears to be the most distinctive term. The names '' Sculpin," "Scor--
pion," and" Salpa" are appl!ed to various other species, and are rather collective· than specific names~ 
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This species reaches a length of more than two feet, and a weight of more than ten. pounds, 
being by far the largest member of its family on the Pacific coast. It is found from San Diego to 
· Victoria, but is more abundant ab.out Monterey and San Francisco than either northward or south-
ward. It inhabits moderate depths, and is taken in considerable numbers with gill-nets and hooks. 
It feeds upon crustacea and small fish. Its value is very small, the flesh being tough and flavorless, 
and it is rarely sent to the market when good fish are abundant. 
83. ROSE-FISH OR RED PERCH-SEBASTES MARINUS. 
Although upon the west coast of North America the fishes of the family (Soorpmnidre) are among 
the most important, there are only four species on the Atlantic coast of North America; of these, 
two have been discovered within the past year, and the others, though well known and very widely 
distributed, are not of .great imp·ortance. The Rose-fish, Sebastes marinus, is conspicuous and unique 
among cold-water fishes by its brilliant scarlet color; it is also known as" Red Perch," 1 "Norway 
Haddock," "Hemdurgan," and '' Snapper," as '' Bream" in Gloucester, Massachusetts, and called 
"John Dory" in Halifax, Nova -Scotia. It is found also in Northern Eu.rope, where it has been 
recorded as far south as Newcastle, in Northern England, latitude 550,2 and it has also been 
found in Aberdeen and Berwick, and in Zetland, where it is called "Bergylt" and "Norway 
Haddock." 
On the eastern side of the North Sea the species has not been seen south of Gothenborg, lati-
tude 58°, but is said to be abundant along the entire western coast of Norway to the North Cape 
and Varenger Fjord in East Fin.mark, while Malmgren records it from Bii,ren Island, and Scoresby 
found it at Spitzbergen, latitude 80°. Iri Iceland it is abundant, and in Davis' Straits, at least as 
far north as Disco, where it is found associated with the halibut, and is said to constitute a liberal 
share of it~ food. In Eastern Labrador, about Newfoundland, and in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 
it is abundant, and also along the shores of Nova Scotia and in the Bay of Fundy. In these 
northern regions the Rose-fish prefers shallow water, and may be taken in the greatest abundance 
in the bays and around the wharves in company with the sculpins and the cunner or blue perch. 
On the coast of the United States, south of the Bay of Fundy, they are rarely seen near the shore, 
but have been found in deep water in all parts of the Gulf of Maine and Massachusetts Bay, 
and also abundantly south of Cape Cod. In the fall of 1880 the United States Fish Commi8siou 
obtained great quantities of them, young and old. DeKay included this fish in his New York list, 
stating, however, that it was very rare in those waters. He remarks that" the coast of New York 
js probably its extreme southern limit." 
Of late years none have been taken south of the locality already mentioned, which was in 
-water from one to three hundred fathoms in depth, at the inner edge of the Gulf Stream, from :fifty 
to one hundred m~les southwest of Newport, and about the same distance east of Sandy Hook. 
A hundred or two hundred miles farther south it is replaced by a fish resembling it somewhat in 
form and color, Soorprena dactyloptera De la Roche, discovered by the Fish Commission during 
the pa t year, and by Scorpama Stearnsi, detected at Pensacola by Silas Stearns, and at Charle -
ton by C. H. Gilbert. 
It may fairly be aid that the Rose-ft h, a a bore species, is not known south of parallel 42°, 
which is 13° uth of it transatlantic limit. '\Vhen the deep waters of Southern Europe have 
been a c r fully xplored a tho e of the United States, it i probable that the range of this fish 
ill b xten con iderably farther to the outh. 
'cunner" (Ct~olabr1'8 adspers-us), which it resembles in orm, but not 
'o· mm· . F . b Bri . 1 . 2, p. 
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The temperature range of the Rose-:.fish . corresponds closely to that of the halibut, and its 
limits will, on more ~areful study, probably be found included between 32° and 50°. It is found 
everywhere on the shallow off-shore banks north of Cape Cod, where it attains its greatest size . 
.A. specimen, brought in by one of the Gloucester halibut schooners, was about two feet in length 
and weighed about fourteen pounds. .A.long the Maine coast they are much smaller than this, 
rarely exceeding eight or ten inches and the weight of twelve ounces, but occasionally growing to 
the weight of one and a half pounds. 
' In Scandinavia there have been recognized two species: one, a large, orange-colored for~,. 
inp.abiting deep water, known to the Norwegians as the ''Red-fish" (Rod-fisk), and considered to· 
9e S. marinus (S. norwegicus); the other, a smaller species of much deeper color, called the 
"Lysanger," and described by Kroyer under the name " S. viviparus," and by Ekstrom as "S. 
regul'IJ#." After the most careful study of all the specimens in the National Museum, we have 
been unable to recognize more than one species on our coast, and recent Norwegian ichthyologists, 
among them especially ~fr. Robert Collet, believe that the two Norwegian forms are not actually 
distinct species, but that the smaller one is simply a pigmy race which is especially adapted 
to life in the long, shallow fiords of that, region. D~. Liitken, always conservative, is inclined to 
believe the two forms distinct., regarding the large fish of the deep water_ as the primitive type 
from which the smaller littoral form has been derived by development. According to the last-
mentioned authority, the two fo_rms have very different geographical distribution, S. viviparus 
inhabiting the shallows·in the 'vicinity of the Faroe Islands, Southern Sweden, Norway, and New 
England, but unknown to Great Britain, Denmark, Finmark, Iceland, and Greenland; while S. 
marinus is found in Greenland and Iceland and all the length of the Norwegian coast, in Spitz ber-
gen, Baren Island, on the coasts of ·Denmark, and occasionally in the north of England and 
Ireland. Possibly, he suggests, it inhabits the deep waters at a distance from shore, off the Faroe 
Islands and North America, but that is not yet certainly known. S. vil,iparus, then, he declares, 
is a form less arctic as well as more littoral.1 ,,, 
This subject is here referred to in the hope that additional observations may be drawn out 
tending to settle the question whether or not there are two forms of Sebastes on. the .American 
coast. It seems, •however, improbable, since the physical conditions are so different from those 
under which they occur on the other side of the .Atlantic. 
The food of the Rose-fish consists, like that of its cousins, the Sculpins, of small fish, crusta-
ceans, and, to some extent, of mollusks, although its teeth are not formed for crushing the thick-
shell species. In Greenland they are · said ·to feed upon the pole-flounder. A specimen taken off 
Eastern Point, Gloucester, in July, 1878, had its throat full of shrimp-like crustaceans (Mysis sp.), 
and others, taken at Eastport, were feeding extensively on a larger crustacean (Thysanopoda sp.), 
which is also a favorite food of the mackerel. They may be caught with almost any kind of bait, 
but are not, like their associates, the cunners, gi".'en tq feeding upon refuse substances, and, being 
also more shy and watchful, cannot be captured in bag-nets. They breed in summer, from June 
to September, in deep holes in Massachusetts Bay and off the coast of Southern New Engla,nd, 
where it has not been uncommon for the Fish Commission to obtain thousands of young one, 
two, and three inches long, at one set of t,he trawl-net, and also adults full of spawn. The young 
are lighter in color than the adults, and are conspicuously banded with reddish-brown upon a 
grayish ground. The young constitute a favorite food of the codfish, while, at all ages, they are 
preyed upon by the halibut and other large predaceous fishes of the cold-water districts. 
1
1879. L UTKEN, CHR.: Forelobige Meddele1ser om nordiske Ulkefiske (Cottoidei). <Aftryk af Vidensk. Meddel. 
naturh. Foren. 1870, pp. 355-388. 
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.Although the Rose-fish is much esteemed as an article·of food, and iR caught in considerable 
numbers all along the coast of Maine and the British Provinces in the season when it frequents the 
·shallows near the shore, and in winter at Gloucester when flocking in large numbers into the 
harbor, the most extensive fisheries are probably on the coast of Greenland, where they are highly 
prized by the natiltes, who feed on the flesh and use the spines of the fins for needles, and in 
_Massachusetts "13ay, where great quantities are taken by the Irish market-fishermen on trawl-
Unes. In winter they are occasionally found in the New York mar~ets, and -on one or two occa-
sions have been brought in considerable numbers to New Haven, ~nd even to Philadelphia. 
The flesh is firm, rich, and delicate in flavor; the young fish; fried crisp, make an excellent substi-
tute for ~hite-bait. ' 
84. THE ROCK CODS OF THE PACIFIC. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN, 
[On the Pacific coast, as has already been stated, the fishes of this family, known as Rock-cod · 
:and Rock-fish, are of great importance. They are discussed at length by Professor Jordan, who 
writes:] 
One of the most remarkable features of the Californian fish fauna is the enormous abundance 
both in individuals and in species of the group of Scorprenidre. All of them are ~xcellent food-
.fishes, and scarcely a boat returns from any kind of fishing in which these fishes do not form a 
conspicuous part of the catch. In every fish-market they are found, and from their large size 
.and brilliant coloration tney are everywhere the most conspicuous fishes on the stalls. 
These fishes have so many traits in common, that a review of the group as a whole is desira-
ble befo~e we proceed to the consideratfon of the several species. 
N.A.MEs.-These fishes are universally known by the names of Rock-fish and Rock-cod. The 
latter name is the one most commonly heard, the other name being apparently a reaction against 
the obvious error of calling these fish "Cod." The name Rock-fish is an appropriate one, and in 
time it will probably supplant that of Rock-cod. The name Cod or Cod-fish is never applied to 
them without the accompanying '' Rock." ·In the southern part of California, the name" Garrupa" 
or "Grouper" is in common use, especially for the olivaceous species. This is a Portuguese word, 
and belonged origi:nally to the species of Epinephelus and related genera. Different species have 
also special names, mostly given by the Portuguese fishermen. These are noticed below. 
The average size of the species of the group is about fifteen inches in length, and a weight 
of two or three pounds. Some of them reach a length of nearly three feet, and a weight of twelve 
pounds. Nothing is known of their rate of growth. 
The greatest abundance both of individuals and of species in this group is to be found from 
'anta Barbara to San Francisco, the maximum about Monterey. They occur from Cerros Island, 
where they are rather carce, at lea ta far as Kodiak, and other species similar are found on the 
· a, t of Japan, Chili, etc. The individual are extremely local. Most of the species are found 
about rocky reef:, often in con idera le depths, and they probably sti·ay but little from their abodes. 
In g ner l, th r d peci inha it gr ater depth than the brown or green ones, and the latter 
r fre ly. Their abundance on certain reef: about Monterey and the Farallones is 
imini ·h d; 1 · wh r th re ha been little danger of overfi bing. All are preda-
f amly up n h r fi h , and metime on crustaceans. 
h mall and xce dingly numerous, and are 
ri 0 ·b · llow. In th pring, at a sea on .,-ary-
i , t e e y llow egg turn to a grayish colqr. 
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If then examined, the two eyes of ~he young fish can be distinctly seen. Later a slender body 
appears, with traces of vertical :fins, the length then being about one-fourth to one-third of an inch. 
They are probably extruded at about the leJ?-gth of one-third of an inch, and in a very slender and 
pellucid condition, as I have never seen them in any more advanced stage of development. Noth-
ing is known of the modes of copulation, nor of the circumstances under which the young are 
excluded, but the time of breeding is probably for the most part in May. Young fishes of one and 
a half to two inches are common in August, and in the fall they are large enough (S. paucispinis, 
. flavidus) to be taken with book and line from the wharves. Individuals of less than six or 
eight, inches are rare in the spring, and the fish of that length are probably a year old. 
The enemies of these :fishes are of course their predatory neighbors, and the larger individ-
uals prey upon the smaller. The hag-fish (Polistotrema) destroys considerable numbers. They are 
usually very free from internal parasites. 
All the members of this family rank high as food-fishes. The flesh is :firm and white, and, 
although not very delicate, is of a fair quality. That of Scorpcena guttata is probably best; that of 
Sebastichthys mystinus brings the lowest priee in market, but the prejudice against the latter species 
perhaps rests on its color. 
ScoRPENE (Scorpcena guttata Girard).--This species is known by the names" Scorpene," "Scor-
pion," and "Sculpin." "Scorpene" (Scorpina), in common use among the Italian .fishermen, is, 
of course, the pame of Scorpmna porous, S. scrofa, and other Mediterranean :fishes, transferred to 
this very similar North American :fish. The wound made by the dorsal spines of this fish is 
· excessively painful, far more so than the sting of a bee, as though the spines had some venomous 
secretion. The name Scorpmna is evidently derived from this. This species reaches a length of 
something over a foot and a weight of about two pounds. It is found only from Point Concepcion 
southward to .Ascension Island, living about rocks and kelp, but often entering the bays. It is 
generally common, and takes the hook freely. It feeds upon crustacea and small fishes, and spawns 
in spring. Nothing distinctive is known of its breeding habits. As a food-fish it ranks with the 
best, being superior to the species of Sebastichthys, and it al ways is in good demand where known. 
BLACK-BANDED RocK-FISH (Sebastichthys nigrocinctus (Ayres) Gill).-This species has, so far 
as we know, received no distinctive name from the fishermen. It reaches a weight of about four 
pounds and a length of eighteen to twenty inches. It rnnges from Monterey northward, being 
found only in deep water (te~ to twenty fathoms). .A bout San .Prancisco it is exceedingly rare, not 
half a dozen usually coming into the markets in a year. In the Straits of Fnca and outside in the 
open ocea.n it is tolerably abundant. The food and the breeding habits, so far as known, differ 
little in this family, and the general remarks on tbe group apply to all the species of Scbastichthys. 
As a food-fish this species sells readily on account of its brilliant and attractive colors, second only 
in brilliancy to those of the "Spanish Flag." 
TREE-FISH (Sebastichthys serriceps Jor. & Gilb.).-Wherever this species receives a distinctive 
name, it is known as the "Tree-fish," an appellation originating with the Portuguese at Monterey, 
and without obvious application. Southward it is confounded with other species as a Garrupa. 
Its size is rather less than that of S. nigrocinctus, which it much resembles. It ranges from San 
Martin Island to San Francisco, being found in rather deep water among rocks. It is most 
common about t,he Santa Ba,rbara Islands and is rare in the markets of San Francisco. It is a 
handsomely-colored species, and therefore sells well in the markets. 
SPECKLED GARRUPA (Sebastichthys nebiilosus (Ayres) Gill).-This species is known as "Gar-
rupa" and ' 1 Rock Cod," rarely receiving any distinctive name. · It reaches a weight of three and 
one-half pounds. 1t ranges from Monterey to Puget Sound, being generally common at all points, 
/ 
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and most abundant northward. It lives in water of moderate depth. It forms . about two per 
cent. of the total rock-fish catch, and is always readily salable. It is the most attractive in color 
of any of the dark-colored species. 
BL.A.CK AND YELLOW G.A.RRUP.A. (Sebastichthys chrysornelas Jor. & Gilb.).-This species also 
is confounded under the names '' Garrupa" and "Rock-cod." It is one of the smaller species, reach-
ing a weight of about two pounds. It ranges from San Nicolas Island to San Francisco, and is 
generally common in water of moderate depth, -although not one of the most abundant species. 
It is an attractive fish in color and therefore readily salable. 
FLESH-COLORED G.A.RRUP.A. (Sebasticll,thys carnatus · Jor. & Gilb.).-This species reaches a 
somewhat larger size than the last, and ranges from Santa Barbara to San Francisco. About San 
Francisco it is considerably more abundant, forming nearly seven per cent. of the total rock-
fish catch. 
YELLOW-BACKED ROCK-FISH (Sebastichthys maliger Jor. & Gilb.).-\Ve have heard no dis-
tinctive name for this species. It ranges from Monterey to Puget Sound, in rather deep water, 
It is not very common about San Francisco, but many are caught in the Straits of Fuca. It is one 
of the largest of the species, reaching a weight of six or eight pounds. As a food-fish it is not as 
good as some of the others. 
RED G.A.RRUP.A. (Sebastichthys caurinus and subsp. vexillaris Jor. &, Gilb.).-This· species is 
known as "Garrupa," "Rock-fish," and "Rock-cod." It reaches a length of twenty inches and a 
weight of six pounds. It ranges from San Nicolas to Puget Sound, being generally common in 
water of moderate depth. It is subject to greater variations than any of the other species in the· 
different parts of its range. It forms about seven per cent. of the total rock-cod catch. Its flesh 
ranks as about average. 
GRASS RocK-FISH (Sebastichthys rastrelliger Jor. & Gilb.).-This species, like all those of dusky 
color, is known as "Garrupa." At San Francisco it is often called "Grass Rock-fish," perhaps 
from its color. It reaches a weight of two to four pounds. It lives in water of moderate depth, · 
and is rather common everywhere from San Nicolas to Humboldt Bay. Its abundance is greatest 
south of Point Concepcion. It is said to be the best of all the Rock-fish for the table, and to be 
an especial favorite with the Jews. 
BROWN RocK-FISH (Sebastichthys auriculatus (Girard) Gill).-This species seldom receives a 
di tiuctive name from the fishermen. It reaches a weight of three or four pounds, although as 
u ually seen in the markets it is smaller than any other of the species. This is owing to the fact 
that it young are caught in seine in the bay, while those of other species are less frequently 
taken, and then only in the open ocean. It ranges from San Martin Island to Puget Sound, living 
in shallow water and entering all the bay , and being taken with a hook from all the wharves. It 
is tbu apparently more abundant than any other species, although in actual numbers probably 
mauy of th d p-water form ( . fiavidus,pinniger, rosaceus) far exceed it. As a food-fish it is held 
in lower t • m than m t of the oth r . . 
PE 'CE VER11IGLI.A. ( 'ebastichthys chlorostictus Jor. & Gilb.).-This species is known as" Pesce 
th Portugue e ft hermen at Monterey. It is known only from 
not a rare 'pecie . It reaches a weight 
i1 .).-Tb in xpli a le name of" Fly-fish" isgiveu 
r c ding, i i known only from very deep 
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water about Monte·rey and the Farallones. It is one of the smallest species, rarely weighing more 
than a pound. 
CORSAIR (_8ebastichthys rosaceus (Grd.) Lock).-This species is known to the Portuguese fish-
ermen at Monterey by the name "Corsair," a name of unknown application transplanted from the 
Azores. It is one of the smallest species, rarely weighing more than a pound and a half. It 
ranges from Santa Barbara to San Francisco, in deep water, and, where found, it is the most abun-
dant of the red species. When the weather permits outside fishing' with trawl-lines, this is one of 
the most abundant species in the San Francisco markets. It ranks high as a food-fish. 
SPO'l'TED CORSAIR ( Sebastichthys constellatus J or. & Gilb. ).-In size, distribution, habits, and 
value this species agrees with the '' Corsair." It is, however, considerably less abundant, although 
not a rare fish in the markets of San Francisco. , 
YELLOW ROCK-FISH (8ebastichthys umbrosus Jor. & Gilb.).-Two specimens only of this species 
are known, both of which are from Santa Barbara. 
SPANISH FLAG (8ebastichthys rubrivinctus Jor. & Gilb.).-At Monterey this species is known 
by the very appropriate name of "Spanish Flag," from its broad bands of red, white, and red. It 
reaches a weight of about six pounds. It is found in very deep water on rocky reefs about Santa 
Barbara and Monterey. It is perhaps the least common in the markets of all the species, except 
8umbrosus. In coloration it is the most brilliant fish on the coast . 
. RED ROOK-FISH (8ebastickthys ruber (Ayres) Lock.).-This species is usually the" Red Rock-
fish" par excellence. At Monterey it is called by the Portuguese "Tambor," a name evidently 
transferred from some Atlantic species, It probab]y. reaches a larger size than any other species, 
attaining a weight of twelve or more pounds. It ranges from Santa Barbara to Puget Sound, its 
abundance increasing to the northward. It lives in water of considerable depth. In the markets 
of San Francis~o it is one of the most common . species. Large specimens about Victoria, in the 
Straits of Fuca, had the skull above the brain infected by an encysted parasitic worm. Great 
numbers of them were seen in the St,raits of Fuca, according to Mr. Swan, swimming stupidly near 
the surface, so torpid that the Indians killed them with clubs. According to the Indians, they had 
been struck by the Thunder-bird, which, with its companion, the Lightning-fish, causes many of 
the phenomena in that region. The smaller ~pecimens of this species rank well as food~fishes; the 
larger ones are likely to l>e coarse or tough. 
RASHER (8ebast-ichthys miniatus Jor. & Gilb.).-This specieij is known to the Portuguese at 
Monterey as the ~, Rasher," a name of unknown origin and orthography. It ranges from Santa 
Barbara to San Francisco, living in water of moderate depth. It is comparatively common, and is 
frequently seen in the markets, though in much less numbers than S. ruber and 8. pinniger. In size 
and quality it agrees closely with 8. pinniger. 
ORANGE ROCK-FISH (Sebastichtkys pinniger (Gill) Lock.).-This species is usually called simply 
"Red Rock-cod" or "Red Rock-fish" and not distinguished from the two preceding. The Portu- · 
guese at Monterey know it by the name "Fliaum," :Ji word of unknown origin. It is one of 
the largest species, reaching a weight of eight or ten pounds. It ranges from Monterey to Puget 
Sound, being generally very abundant in deep water, where it · is taken on trawl-lines. This 
is probably the most abundant of the larger species. At San Fr~ncisco individuals are often 
found with black discolored areas, looking like ink-blotches, on their sides. No cause for this has 
been noticed, and if it be a disease it does not seem to discommode the fish. In the market this 
species grades with 8. ruber, and, like it, is often split and salted. 
GREEN GARRUPA (8ebastichthys atrovirens Jor. & Gilb.).-This species is commonly known 
as "Garrupa" and "Green Rock-fish," being rarely distinguished from 8. rastrelliger. It reaches a 
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weight of about three pounds. It ranges from San Diego to Monterey, being more southerly in 
its dL tribution than -the other species. It lives in rocky places, in rather shallow water, and is gen-
erally common, especially south of Point Concepcion. It is consiuered excellent food. 
REIN.A. (Sebastichthys elongatits (Ayres) Gill).-This spe~ies is known as "Reina" (Queen) at 
Monterey. It is a small fish, reaching a weight' of less than two pounds, and lives in deep water 
about Monterey and the Farallones. It is never very common in the markets, although.frequently 
taken iu considerable numbers. 
RED ItocK-FISH OF ALASKA (Sebastichthys proriger Jor. & Gilb.).-In habits this species agrees 
with S. elongatus. It is usually still smaller, rarely weighing niore than a pound. Its range 
extends northward to the .Aleutian I sla.nds, where, it reaches a large size, and is of considerablP. 
importance as a food-fish. 
VrnvA (Sebastichthys ovalis (Ayres) Lock.).-This species is known at Monterey as "Viuva" 
(Widow); the reason not evidt:•nt. It reaches a weight of three or four pounds. It is found from 
Santa Barbara to Monterey,.in deep water, and is seldom brought to market. 
Sebastichthys entomelas Jor. & Gilb., is _ a species very similar to the preceding in size and 
habits. Thus far it has been only found in deep water outside of Monterey Bay. 
BL.A.CK ROCK-FISH (Seba-stichthys mystinus Jor. & Gilb.).-This species, usually called the 
"Black Rock-fish," in Puget Sound is known, with 'its more abundant relative, Sebastichthys mela-
nops, as the "Black Bass." The Portuguese at Monterey call it "Pesce Pretre," or .Priest-fish, in 
allusion t o its 'dark colors, so different from those of most of the other members of the family. It 
reaches a weight of five pounds, but as usually seen in the markets varies from two to three. It 
ranges from Santa Barbara to Vancouver's Island, inhabiting water of moderate depths. t t is 
much more abundant about Monterey and San Francisco than either northward or southward, and 
large numbers are taken in Tomales Bay. In the markets of San Francisco it is found, t aking the 
year through, iu greater numbers than any other species. It sells at a lower price than the others, 
its color causing a prejudice against it, although the quality of the flesh doubtless differs little 
from that of the rest. 
AL.A.SK.A. BL.A.CK ROCK-FISH (Sebastichthyis ciliatus (Tiles.) Jor. & Gilb.).-Specimens of this 
species from the .Aleutian Islands a.re in the Natio,nal Museum. Nothing distinctive is known in 
regard to its habits, which probably agree with t hose of S. melanops. 
SPOT1'ED BLACK ROCK-FISH (Sebastichthys melanops (Grd.) Jor. & Gilb.).-This species is 
confounded with S. mystinus by the fishermen, under the name of "Black Bass " in Puget Sound, 
"Black Rock-fish" in San Francisco, and " Pesce P retre" at Monterey. In size and value it agrees 
with S. mystinus. Its range is more northerly, from Monte;ey to Puget Sound, being not very 
common at San Franci co, and one of the most abundant species in Puget Sound . 
YELLOW-TAIL ROCK-FISH, (Sebastichthys fiavidus (Ayres) Lock.).-This species is occasionally 
called th '' Green Rock-ft h" or" Rock-coil" at San Franci co. At Monterey it is always known by 
th appr priate name of "Yellow-tail," th~caudal fin being always distinctly yellow. To distinguish 
it from th Y 11ow-tail of farther outh we may call it the Yellow-tail Rock-fi h. This sp~cies reaches 
aw i()'ht of ix r ev n pound , tit usual weight i about two. It ranges from Santa Catalina 
I h n<l t ap • nd •in , and i tak both in <l p water and near hore. About Monterey and 
~, n l•ranci, c it i, -v ry abundant and i on of th principal p cie in the market . As a food-
fl h i i. · n ·id ·r c1 c • n f th t in th grou . 
( ' bastorles pauci.:pini. ( ~T ) ill).- b u ... font •r y and San Francisco thi 
··a· ' (boc tch) to th Italian: and a "l\1erou" (maroo) to 
th 11a .J a ·1· and th who fi ·h for the young from 
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the wharves call them "Tom-cod." The name "Boccaccio" (Big-mouth) is very appropriate; 
"Merou" is transferred from Atlantic species of Epinephelus; "Jack" comes from the species of 
Esox and Stizostedium which in the Southern States are called by that name. This species is one 
of the largest of the group, reaching a weight of twelve to fifteen pounds. Its average size in the 
markets is greater than that of any ·of the others. It ranges from the Santa Barbara) Islands to 
Cape Mendocino. It inhabits reefs in deep water, only the young coming near the shore. It is 
rather more abundant southward than about San Francisco. It is, however, a common market-
flsh, and its flesh is considered excellent. It is probably the most voraci<;rns of the family. 
Five species of the genus Sebastichthys, namely, S. melanops, S. caurinus, S. maliger, S. proriger, 
and S. ciliatus, attain to large size and considerable commercial importance in Alaska, · and are 
discussed by Dr. Bean in his paper on the '' SHORE FISHERIES OF ALASKA" in another section of 
this work. S. melanops is called" Black Bass" at Sitka. 
85. THE ROCK TROUTS-CHIRIDlE.~ 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
A family of fish of considerable importance on our Pacific coast is that of the Ohirid,(1}, or Rock 
Trouts, no representatives of which are known in the Atlantic. One or two species of _the family 
occur in the Sea of Japan. 
BoREGAT.A. (Hexagrammus Stelleri Tilesius).-This species is known in . Puget Sound by the 
Italian name of" Boregata" or "Boregat'." The name" Starling" is applied to some fish, supposed 
by us t~ be this species, in the Straits of Fuca. It reaches a length of fifteen inches and a weig~t 
of three pounds. It ranges from Puget Sound to Kamtschatka. In Puget Sound it is compara-
tively abundant, living about rocks. It spawns in July. It feeds on crustaceans, worms, and. 
fishes, and apparently gets its food on the bottom in deep water, as the animals taken from 
its stomach are often of a kind not seen near shore. Its intestines are ·rnry often full of long 
trenioid worms, supposed to be parasitic. As a food-fish, it ranks with the-other Rock-trout, being 
of fair quality, but inferior to Ophiodon and Sebastichthys. 
GREEN ROOK TROUT (Hexagrammus lagocephalus (Pallas) Jor. & Gilb.).-This species is 
confounded with others of this genu8 under the names of" Rock Trout," "Sea Trout," "Boregat'," 
and "Boclieron." At . Cape Flattery this fish and the preceding . receive the Indian name of 
''Tsebarqua." In size and .value it corresponds very closely to the preceding. It ranges from 
Monterey to Kamtschatka, being nowhere -very abundant, although not a rare fl.sh. Its food is 
largely crustacean. Its flesh, like that of Ophiodon, is often colored green. 
SPOT'l'ED RooK TROUT (Hexagrammus decagrammus (Pallas) Jor. & Gilb.).-The name "Bore-
gata" is applied to this species by the Italians on Puget Sound. The name "Rock-cod" is also given 
to it. From San Francisco southward, the names" Rock Trout" and "Sea Trout" are common. 
The Portuguese at Monterey call it " Bodieron." It reaches a length of fifteen inches and a weight 
of two or three pounds. It ranges from San Luis Obispo to Alaska, and is much more generally 
common than any of the other species, and large numbers are brought into the market of San 
Francisco. It lives in rocky places at no great depth. It feeds voraciously on crustacea and 
worms. It spawns in July. 1t dies at once on being taken from the water, and the flesh becomes 
rigid and does not keep as well as that of the rock-fish. It is a food fish of fair quality, but not , 
extra. The sexes are very unlike in color, and have been taken for distinct species. 
CULTUS CoD ( Ophiodon elongatus Girard).-Thjs species is nniv~rsally called ''Cod-fish" 
where the true cod is unknown. About Puget Sound the English call it "Ling." Among the 
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Americans the word ,, cod" is used with some distinctive adjective, as Oultus Cod (" cultus" mean-
ing, in the Chinook jargon, of little worth), "Bastard Cod," "Buffalo Cod," etc. The name "Blue 
Cod" is also given to it from the color of its flesh. The name "Rock Cod" applied to other Chiroids 
and to Sebastichthys, and thence even transferred to Serranus, comes from an appreciation of their 
affinity to Ophiodon, and not from any supposed resemblance to the true codfish. The Cultus Cod 
reaches a length of five feet, and a weight of fifty or sixty P.Ounds, the lar gest specimens being 
taken in northern waters. Many very small ones come into the San Francisco market, being taken 
in the sweep-nets of the paranzelle. These weigh less than' a pound; the average of the large ones 
is from six to ten pounds. It ranges from Santa Barbara to Alaska, being very abundant every-
where north of Point Concepcion. It lives about rocky places, and sometimes in considerable 
depths, and spawns in summer. It feeds upon fishes and crustacea and is excessively voracious. 
It often swallows a red rock-fish when the latter is on the hook, and is thus taken. Like other 
large fishes, it is subject to the attacks of the hag-fish (Polistotrema). As a food-fish it holds a 
high rank, being considered rather superior to the rock-fish. ' From its great abundance, it is one 
of the most important fishes on the Pacific coast: 
Zaniolepis latipinnis Girard.-Tbis species ranges from San Francisco northward in deep 
water. It reaches a length of about a foot, and is of no economic value. 
Oxylebius pictus Gill.-This bright-colored little fis:11 ranges from Santa Barbara to Vancouver's 
Island, living among rocks near shore. It reaches a length of six inches, is rarely taken, and then 
used only for bait. · 
Myriolepis zonifer Lock.-The single specimen known was taken at Monterey. 
BL.A.CK, CANDLE-FISH (Anoplopoma fimbria (Pallas) Gill).-This species is known in Puget 
Sound by the name of "Horse-mackerel." At San Francisco it is usually called "Candle-fish." 
In the markets it is sometimes fraudulently sold as Spanish mackerel. It reaches a length of 
twenty inches and a weight of five pounds. It ranges from Monterey northward to Sitka, in rather 
deep water, and is generally common, especially northward. At Seattle it is one of the most 
abundant fishes, but, in the San Francisco market it is seldom seen in large numbers. It feeds on 
crustaceans, worms, and SJ.Ilall fishes. As a food-fish it is held in low esteem, the flesh being rather 
tough and tastele,ss. 
In the Straits of Fuca it reaches a much larger size than has been noticed elsewhere. It is here 
very highly valued by the Indians, according to Mr. Swan. It is called by the Indians "Beshow." 
In Alaska, according to Dr. Bean, the most important chiroid fishes are Ophiodon elongatus, 
Anoplopoma fimbria, Hexagra1nimus decagrammus, H. lagocephalus, H. ordinatus, H. asper, and the 
'' Yellow Fish," "Striped Fi h," or "Atka Mackerel," Pleurogrammus monopterygius (Pallas) Gill, 
which i the chief of them all. This fish is most abundant about the Aleutian chain and the 
Shumagin ~, its northern limit as now understood being about Kodiak, and its western limit at 
Attn. It congregates in immense schools, and can be taken in purse-seines like the mackerel, 
which it strongly re embles in taste after being salted in the same manner. 
86. THE TAUTOG OR BLACK-FISH-TAUTOGA ONITIS. 
NAMES OF THE T.AU1,0G. 269 
York itis called ''Black-fish"; in New Jersey also'' Black-fish" and "Smooth Black-fish," "Tautog," 
or ''Chub"; on the eastern shore of Virginia "Moll," or "Will George"; at the mouth of the 
Chesapeake "Salt-water Chub," and in North Carolina the '' Oyster-fish." Of all these names 
Tantog is by far the most desirable for .general use. There are several other species along our -
coast called Blacksfish, especially the sea-bass, wp.ich is often associated with the Tautog. The 
names Oyster-fish and Chub are also pre-engaged by other species. 
DISTRIBUTION.-Though the present geographical distribution of the Tau tog is well understood, 
there is reason to believe that its range has been very considerably extended in the present century 
by the agency of man. That 'this . species was known in Rhode Island two hundred and thirty 
years ago is reasonably certain from the reference by Roger Williams, already rererred to, and 
in 1776 it was stated by Schoepf that it was very abundant in summer at New York. It is in 
greatest abundance between the southern angle of Cape Cod and the Capes of Delaware, which 
would indicate that within these limits, at least, the species has always existed. 'l'he waters of 
Long Island Sound and those immediately adjoining seem especially well adapted for its residence. 
Mitchill, writing in 1814, remarked: "The Tautog was not originally known in .Massachusetts 
Bay; but within a few years he has been carried beyond Cape Cod, and has multiplied so abun- _ 
dantly that the Boston market has now a full supply without the necessity of importing from 
Newport and Providence." This statement is confirmed in a way by Mr. Isaac Hinckley, of Phila-
delphia, who tells me that in 1824 he saw several individuals from Cohasset Rocks, Jerusalem Road, 
Massachusetts, and that the fish was at that time said by the fishermen to be entirely new to them. 
Storer, writing about 1867, remar.ked: "Although a few years only have passed since this species 
was brought into Massachusetts Bay, it is now taken alon·g a large portion of the coast. At 
Plymouth, Nahant, and Lynn, at some seasons, it is found in considerable numbers, and is fre-
quently caught from the bridges leading from Boston. The Boston mark~t is for the most part 
supplied by Plymouth and W ellfl.eet." As early as 1851 they had spread northward to the Bay of 
Fundy, and in that year it is stated that many were sold in the fish market at Saint John~ the 
largest of which weighed eight pounds: Mr. Lanman wrote that he obtained· there in July and 
August specimens nineteen inches long and weighing four pounds. 
The rocky shores of Cape Ann seem particularly well adapted to its peculiar habits, and large 
numbers are annually obtained from the rocks. So long has it been acclimated and so well 
known is it, that the local authorities of that region are inclined to doubt that it is not native, 
The "Gloucester Telegraph" of May 5, 1860, challenged the statement that the Tautog was a new 
fish, declaring that many years ago they were very plenty, and that after a period of scarcity they 
reappeared. So abundant had they become in 1836 in the harbor of W ellfl.eet, Massachusetts, that 
three Connecticut smacks were accustomed summer after summer to devote their entire energies to 
their capture in this locality, and this fishery has continued up to the present day. In sandy 
localities, like the harbor of Provincetown, they have never secured a firm holcl, though large 
specimens are sometimes taken under the wharves. 
As to the extension of the range of this species southward we have the statement of Holbrook, 
quoted by DeKay, writing in 1842: "Attempts have been made to introduce this fish farther 
south, but with limited success. I am informed by my friend, Dr. Holbrook, that General Thomas 
Pinckney imported from Rhode Island a smack load of the Tautog and set them adrift in the 
harbor of Charleston, South Carolina, where they are to be found to this day. They are still 
occasionally caught, weighing from one to two pounds, but never in ~uch quantities as to be 
brought to market." Mr. Earll obtained specimens at Charleston in January, 1880. Certain ich-
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thyologists, among whom is Professor Jordan, express skepticism as to the range having been 
thus artificially extended southward. 
At Cape Look~:mt, North Carolina, Jordan records the species, under the name "Oyster-fish,'~ 
as rather common, the young abundant about the whar~es. About Norfolk and in the mouth of 
Chesapeake Bay they occur, and also on the coast of Southern New Jersey, where they are taken 
in the vicinity of Beasley's Point, in the channel ways and along the shores, and they are said to be 
somewhat common on the banks off Sandy Hook and in the southern bays of Long Island. These 
sarnly regions, however, are not so much frequented by them as those abounding in rocky beaches 
and ledges. 
H.A.BITS.-A.lthough the Tautog appears to thrive in cool water, as has been shown by the rapid 
extension of the northern range, they seek refuge from too great cold by retreating in winter to 
somewhat deeper water than that preferred in summer. Here they appear to take refuge under 
the stones and in crevices of the rocks, if we may judge from their habits as observed in aquaria, 
their smooth, slimy skins, with scales protected from abrasion by a thick epidermis, enabling tl~em 
to move about among the sharp-pointed rocks unharmed. They are on this account also especially 
well suited for confinement in the wells of smacks and in "live-cars," where it is customary to keep 
them living until required for market. They appear to enter upon an actual state of hibernation, 
cea.sil).g to feed and the vital functions partially suspended. It is the opinion of fishermen that during 
the hibernating season the vent becomes entirely closed up, as is known to be the case with hiber-
nating mammals. lt is certain that they do not retreat far from the shore in winter, -and that 
very cold weather, ~specially in connection with a run of low tides, often causes very remarkable 
fatalities. There are instances of their death in immense nu,mbers. In February, 1857, after a very 
cold season, hundreds of tons drifted upon the beach at Block Island, and along the southern shores , 
of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and a similar catastrophe took place in 1841. In March, 1875, 
it is stated that as much as a ton was thrown ashore in the drift ice at Cuttyhunk. They were 
seen :floating by the Hen and Chickens light-ship for three successive days. In Southern New 
England they become torpid in November and December. It is stated that they are sometimes 
caught as late as Christmas. It is probable that many do not enter upon a state of complete tor-
pidity, but remain in a partially active state in deep holes not far from the shore, and that it is 
these, rather than the hibernating individuals, which are especially liable to injury from the cold. 
A few are taken in Rhode Island in midwinter both by line and in lobster-pots. · North of Cape 
Cod they are rarely taken except in summer,1 while towards the southern limit of their range they 
are apparently as abundant in winter as at any other time. Mr. Nathan King, a Rhode Island 
fl herman, tates that when the sun is very hot the Tautog leaves the clear spots for shelter among· 
the weed and rocks. 
Foon.-A might be inferred from its haunts and from the character of its strong, sharp teeth, 
th food of thi fl h con i ts of the hard- helled mollusks and crustaceans which are so abundant 
among th r ck . In their tomacb have been found, among other things, lobsters, crabs of va-
riou pe i clam. , mollu k , quid , callop , barnacles, and sand-dollars. Many of the smaller 
m llu k th ' wallow, h ll and all, Jecting the hard part after the flesh has been digested. 
h u , m n b it for T ut g in the pring i the clam, preferably the soft clam, for at this time the 
·h rm th Y b v t nd r m nth . In the fall crabs and lobsters are used the fiddler-crab 
' k- r in th f rit . The· are ometime taken with a bait of marine worms. 
tt B Y and vicini y they pawn from the end of April until 
r tak n at Gloucester May 13, 1881. 
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The pound fishermen find them to be full of ripe eggs ,when they begin to approach the 
shore in early summer. Mr. Christopher E. Dyer, of New Bedford, has witnessed the operation 
of spawning in Buzzard's Bay in .the middle of June, in water about two fathoms deep. This 
was in 1859 or 1860, about two miles east of Seconnet Point. The number of" eggs has not yet 
been determined, nor is it known how long the period of incubation continues, but young fish .are 
found abundantly in the eel-gmss along the shore in August and September, and have been 
observed at various points from Cape Lookout to Monomoy. There can be no question, however, 
that there are breeding grounds near Charleston, South Carolina, and north to Cape Cod, since the 
species is very local in its habits and does not make Jong journeys to select spawning beds. Little 
is known of their rate of growth, though it is probably slow. Capt. Benjamin Ed war.ds, of Wood's 
Holl, Massachusetts, kept thousands of small Tautog confined in a pond for .five years, and at the 
end of that time, when six years old, none weighed more than two and one-half pounds. A half-
pound fish which be confined in a lobster-car, with plenty of room and pleri.ty of food, increased 
from one-half to three-quarters of a pound in six months. The average weight of those sent to 
market does not exceed two or three pounds, tho.ugh individuals weighing ten, twelve, and four-
teen pounds are by no means unusual. The largest on record was obtained near New York in July, 
1876, and is preserved in the National Museum-its length thirty-six and one-half inches, its 
weight twenty-two and ode-half pounds. 
ABUNDANCE.-The abundance of this species past and present has been actively discm,sed 
and much interesting testimony on the subject may be found in the report of the United States 
Commissioner of Fisheries. This was one of the fish regarding which the claim was macle that 
it has been almost exterminated in Rhode Island by overfishing: upon this point, however, the 
opinions of fishermen and experts are much at variance. I'n 1870 when, according to general 
· opinion, Tau tog had been almost exterminated in the waters of Narragansett Bay, the recOTds of 
Newport fish-markets show that in one day, November 2, eleven men caught abo1it 3,000 pounds 
of Tautog with hook and line, besides cod and other .fish, while on the following day the catch 
of fifteen men was 28,000 pounds, besides codfish caught to the amount of 600 pounds, being an 
' average of over 2,600 pounds to each man. These catches compare very favorably with that 
recorded at Fir Rock Ledge, Wareham, ten years previous, when, on the 9tll of October, two men 
caught, in three hours, 27i' pounds of Tautog, a catch which was pronounced by local authorities 
the greatest ever made in those waters.1 Colonel -Lyman~ Massachusetts commissioner, writing in 
1872, remarked: "Great complaint is made of the scarcity of this valued species north and south 
of Cape Cod, but especially near the mouth of Narragansett Bay, where they are said to . be not 
more than one-eighth as numerous as they were a, score of years ago." Although much testimony 
has been printed in the reports of the :Fish Commission of the United States and of Rhode Island, 
the geirnral tendency of which is to sbow that old fishermen believe that Tautog and other fish are 
much less abundant than in the days of their youth, nothing definite has yet been proved. 
The Tautog has always · been a favorite table fish, especially in New York, its flesh being 
white, dry, and of a delicate 1lavor. Storer states that they are frequently pickled, and may be 
kept in weak brine for a long time, and in this state they are considered by epicures a delicacy. 
THE 'r.A.UTOG OR BL.A.CK-FISH FISHERY.-The capture of Tautog is chiefly accomplished by the 
line fishermen of Southern l\1assachusetts and Rhode Island, and the ·weir fishermen of the same 
district. No oue fishes for Tautog alone, and it is consequently more difficult to estimate the 
1 B:1rnstable Patriot, October 9, J.860. 
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quantity annually taken. About 200,000 pounds were brought' to the New York market last year. 
Local consumption is considerable, and the total aoiount annually taken may be estimated at from 
400 000 to 4150 000 pounds. At least two hundred fishermen are entirely or partly engaged in tliis · ' . ' 
business between Cape Cod a.nd New York. The catch of such fis~ermen in Narragansett Bay is 
estimated at 6,000 pounds each annually. This gives in round numbers 100,000 pounds taken by 
hook and line along this stretc'h of coast. To this should be added 20.,000 pounds estimated to be 
taken on the coast of-·N ew Jersey and south ward, and 20,000 more north of Cape Cod. Tautog are 
also frequently taken in the weirs and pounds, and the catch of these for the year 1876 was esti. 
mated as is shown in the following table : 
Weirs on north side of Cape Cod ............................... . 
Weirs on south side of Cape Cod ................................ . 
Weirs in Vineyard Sound. . . . . . . . . ..... . ...................... . 
Weirs in Buzzard's Bay .......... :._._ ...... - .................... . 
Weirs in Narragansett Bay .................... _ ......... ~ ..... . 
Weirs on Block Island .. , ......... : ........... ~ ........• ~ .... ~ .. 
Weirs in Fisher's Island Sound ................................ . 











A.t Noank, Connecticut, there is in the fall a season of "black-fishing" which continues from the 
middle of October unW the snow begins to fall, about the fi;st of December. About twenty-five men 
are engaged in this fishery during the season specified, some of whom begin a month or two earlier. 
They fish in Fisher's Island Sound at a depth of six to eight fathoms, using crabs and lobsters for 
bait. The average catch Qf each man for the sea.son is estimated by Captain Ashby at one thou-
sand pounds. ~he most northerly point where there is a regular fishery for them is, as has already 
been mentioned, in Wellfleet harbor. According to DeKay, three smacks were constantly em-
ployed from April to November. These smacks doubtless, then as now, hailed from Connecticut. 
In 1879 these ve~sels were still upon the old ground, one of them hailing from Westport and one · 
or two from New London. One of the skippers was said to have fished upon this ground every 
season for thirty years. I was told in Wellfleet that they ordinarily remained about three weeks 
to fill their wells, obtaining in that time from two to four thousand pounds. 
Angling for Tautog from rocks is a favorite pursuit of amateur fishermen all along the coast, 
particularly about New York, where there are precipitous shores, the anglers standing upon the 
rock . July 12, 1879, Capt. S. J. Martin caught in this way, at Eastern Point, Gloucester, seven, 
two of which weighed twenty-one and a half pounds. In Long Island Sound and other protected 
water they are u ually fished for from a boat anchored among the reefs or near wrecked vessels. 
Mitcbill, wri~ing in 1814, describe the methods of this fishery better than any other subsequent 
authority: "Rocky shore and bottoms are the haunts of Blackfish. Long experience is required 
to find all the e plac of resort. Nice observations on the landmarks in different directions are 
r qui it t nabl a ft hing par y to anchor on the proper spot. For example, when a certai_n rock 
< nd tr r n eon way, with a barn window appearing over a headland the other way, the boat 
C 
t th int wh r two uch line inter ect each other, i exactly over some famous rendez-
t m place l k-fi h bite be t upon the flood. In others they are voracious 
h o P' n in a bower i an indication that no more of them can be 
inf lli ly put. an nd to the port. Dull weather with an 
f ill lu . . . . om per n who live contiguous to 
.' " 
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the shores where are situ_ated the rocks which are frequented by Tautog invite the fish there by 
baiting. By this is meant the throwing overboard }?roken clams or crabs to induce the Black-fish 
to renew their visits; and fine sport is procured." 
As has been already stated, the Tautog on the coasts of the United States is extremely sensi-
tive to cold, and at the approach of the time of hibernation the vent becomes sealed, the fish thus 
becoming prepared for a minimum consumption of its own fat during its winter sleep. 
The subjoined notice of the torpidity of the Tautog and the Scup by Captain Atwood will be 
found on page 212 of the Report of the United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries for 
1871-'72.1 
87. THE CHOGSET OR CUNNER-CTENOLABRUS ADSPERSUS. 
The Chogset or Cunner, Otenolabrus adspersus, is very similar in appearance to . the Tau tog, 
though much smaller and far less important. Its range is more northerly. I can find no record 
of its occurrence south of New York. DeKay remarks: "I am not aware that it is found south of 
Delaware Bay." From New York to the Straits of Canso the species is exceedingly abundant, 
being found everywhere in harbors and b~ys, particularly in the vicinity of fish-houses where offal 
is thrown overboard. Cuvie.r had specimens from Newfoundland, but it abounds on the coast of 
Labrador. It is closel"51" related to the "Goldsinny," Otenolabru_s ritpestris, and the '' ~onnor" or 
"Gilt-bead," Grenilabrus melops, of Great Britain and adjoining Europe. It has numerous common 
names. In Southern New England it is called "Chog~et," a name of Indian origin, sometimes pro-
nounced Oachogset. This :n'ame appears to have been in occasional use as far west as New York, 
where, in Mitchill's time, it was also called "Bluefish." In Maine, the British Provinces, and in 
some parts of Massachusetts the name '' Cunner" is in use, evidently having been brought over by 
the English colonists who remembered a very similar fish at home which has this name. In New 
York, in revolutiona!'y times, the name "Burgall" was in use, and continued in use at least until 
1854, when it is stated by Gill to have been the accepted name in the New York market. This ~ame 
also is of English origin, certain species of this family being called "Bergy1t" in parts of England. 
This name ~ppears to hold in Eastern Long Island at the present time. At Provincetown 'they 
are called "Sea-perch," and at the Isle of Shoals and occasiona1ly on the adjoining mainland 
''Blue-perch" and" Perch," this also being a reminiscence of English usage. At Salem they are 
called "Nippers," and occasionalJy here and elsewhere "Bait-stealers." . Where Cunners are found 
at all they are exceedingly abundant, and, though performing· a useful duty as scavengers~ are a pest 
of :fishermen, from their habit of nibbling the bait from their hooks. They are the especial detes-
tation of those who fish for tautog, since the two species are ordinarily found together. Their 
1 In Brown's "American Angler's Guide," in the article on Tautog or Black-fish, it is remarked: "The Black-
fish abounds in the vicinity of Long Island, and is a stationary inhabitant of the salt water. He may be kept for a 
long time in ponds or cars, and even fatted there. When the cold of winter benumbs him he refuses to eat any more, 
and a membrane is observed to form over the vent and close it. He begins to regain appetite with the return of 
warmth in the spring." (P. 178.) 
"Now we know that Tautog hibernate among rocks near the coast and in our rivers, and it has been stated by 
Mr. L. Tallman or Mr. Daniel Church that some years ago, after a very cold snap, not only many Tautog were 
washed ashore frozen stiff, but afterward quantities were also found dead among rocks off the coast. If, during the 
winter, they don't feed as stated above, and this membrane closes them up, the conclusion must be that they remain 
in a ·state of torpor or sleep during cold wea~her. Now it happens that the scup, when :first taken by traps, are in a 
state of torpor; they neither eat nor have any passage. It is probably sealed up like the Tau tog, and nothing in the 
shape of food is to be found within them. Some say they are blind, and they seem hardly able or willing to move. 
"The inference, then, is, that the scnp have also been hibernating within a short distance from the coast, in the 
same state as the Tautog. This would account for the stray scup mentioned by Mr. Southwick as havin(J' been occa-
siona1ly found in March. A warm day wakes him up, and he visits the shore for a day or so and then ;'eturns. To 
my mind this is a more reasonable way of accounting for his presence than to assume that he has been left behind. 
If these facts are as stated, it is to be presnmecl that scup are a local fish, and do not leave their localities anv more 
than Tautog, about the propriety of the clnssification of which as a local fish there is no question."-.ATWOOD . • 
18 F 
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food is very similar to that of the tautog; except that they cannot swallow large shells. They 
feed also upon dead animal matter, an<l are among the most important scavengers of our harbors. 
Numbers of them may be taken ·by lowering a net containing a piece of meat or fish and quickly 
raising it to the surface. Like the tautog, Cunners are local in their habits, only moving from 
the sl.10al water in extreme colu weather, and, though adapted for living in colder water, rarely 
retreat except in the severest weather. In winter, bow'ever, they rarely are caught with the hook. 
The first of the season of 1831 at Gloucester were cau6ht May 8. A very-cold season sometimes 
destroys them. It is recorded that in January, 1835, great quantities were frozen and throw~ up 
on the shore between Gloucester and Marblehead.1 In June and July. they spawn on their feeding 
grounds in Southern New England, and in July and August young fi~h three-quarters of an inch 
or more are taken abundantly along the shores. They appear to become ~dult and to breed when 
three inches long. The largest I have observed was taken at Wood's ~oll, in July, 1875: its 
weight was twelve ounces, its length ten and a half inches, and it was spawning freely. Storer 
claims to have seen them fourteen inches long, and I am assured that they sometimes attain a 
weight of two pounds. From Eastport, Maine, to the vicinity of Boston, the Cunner is a favorite 
article of food. Elsewhere it is rarely eaten and is usually regarded with disgust-a foolish prejudice, 
for it is one of the most agreeably flavored small fishes on our coast. Immense quantities are taken 
with the hook ·from the rocks, bridges, and boats, especially in the vicinity of cities like Boston and 
Portland. They are also t8,ken in immense quantities in nets. The Irish market-boats of Boston 
make a special business of catching them, using circular nets three or four feet in diameter which 
are baited and set among the rocks. Dr. Storer records that on the occasion of his visit to Lab-
rador, in 1849, he founu them so plentiful in the Gut of Canso that, by 'Sinking a basket with a salt 
fish tied therein for bait, he continually caught them by the score, and by putting a few hundreds 
in the well of his sloop kept the crew well .supplied with fish while at sea on the way to Labrador. 
The people of Nova Scotia, like those south of Cape Cod, rarely, if ever, eat the Cnnner. Mr. J. 
Matthew Jones informs me that in the summer of 1863, when the French fleet was anchored in 
Halifax Harbor, the sailors caught. them for food in great numbers. About Saint Margaret's Bay, 
according to Mr. Ambrose, they are given as food to pigs: since, however, the pork of these 
fish-fed pigs always tQ.stes oily, they are generally fed on some other food for a short time before 
being killed, and well dosed with sulphur. It was formerly customary in Boston to keep these fish 
alive for market in large cars, described by Storer as three feet deep, twelve. to fifteen feet long, 
closed beneath and latticed at the sides, and anchored in deep water. Storer states that sometimes 
as many as five thousand fish were kept in a single car, and that these cars were replenished every 
week or fortnight. It i impossible to estimate with any degree of accuracy the quantity of Cnn-
ners annually taken. The catch of the Irish market-boats of Boston cannot fall much short of' 
300,000 pound , and that of the other towns and States on the coast of New England is certain to 
be from 200,000 to 250,000 pound . 
88. THE PARROT-FISHES AND SOME OF THEIR ALLIES. 
everal of tlrn Parrot-fl bes occur on the Florida coast, notably the Blue Parrot-fish, Platy-
glossus radiatus (Linn.) Goode, sometime , according to Jordan, seen in Key West market, and P~ 
bi ittatus known in Bermuda a ' lippery Dick," recorded by Jordan from Charleston market .. 
Th y are gorge u inc 1 r, but the fie hi o dry ha bey aro held in slight esteem for table u~e .. 
1 Glonce t r T 1 graph, J 11noary 14, 1835. 
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THE RED-FISH, OF CALIFORNIA. 
This species,-Trochocopus pulcher, writes Jordan, is everywhere known as the "Red-fish": the 
name "Fat-head" is occasionally used, and it is very rarely called "Sheepshead." It reaches a 
weight of twelve to fifteen pounds. It is found from Point Concepcion southward to (?erros Island 
in enormous numbers in the kelp. It is taken chiefly with hook and line. It feeds on crustaceans 
and mollusks. It is taken chiefly by the Chinese, who salt and dry it. It forms lrnlf of the total 
catch of the Chinese south of Point Concepcion. It does not rank high as a food-fish, its flesh 
being coarse. The fat forehead is said to make excellent chowder. 
THE SENORITA-FISH, OF CALIFORNIA . 
.At Monterey, California, this species, Pseudojitlis modestus, is known as, "Pescerey"; south-
ward it is called "Sefiorita." It re~cbes a weight of Jess than half a pound. It is found in the 
kelp from Monterey southward to Cerros Island, and is generally common. It feeds chiefly on 
crustacea. It is used chiefly for bait, although the flesh is said to be of excellent quality. 
THE KELP-FISH, OF CALIFORNIA. 
This species, Pla.tyglossus se1nicinctus, bears in company with Heierostichus rostratus, and 
perhaps others, the name of ,~Kelp-fish." It re-aches a pound weight, and a length of nearly a 
foot. It is found in the kelp about Santa Catalina Island and southward, and is not very abun-
dant. It feeds on crustacea, and spawns in July. Its flesh is said to be of good quality . . 
THE HOG·FISH-LAOHNOL...EMUS FALO.A.TUS. 
This fish is, according to Mr. Stearns, abundant at; Key West and among the Florida coral reef3, 
although he has not observed it north of the Gulf of Mexico. It there attains a considerable size, 
and a weight of twelve or fifteen pounds, although the average size is not more than one-fourth 
that size. In the. Key West market it appears almost daily, and is much esteemed for food . . Thi~ 
species occurs taoughout the West Indies, and is one of the favorite food-fish of Cuba, although 
its sale is forbidden by Jaw, on account of the supposed poisonous nature of its flesh. In the 
Bermudas it is one of the most important of the food-fish, attaining sometimes the weight of 
twenty pounds. It is caught by line-fishermen among the reefs, at a depth of five to forty fathoms. 
Like the other members of this family, it feeds upon small fish and upon bottom crustaceans and 
mollusks. Its brilliant red color renders it a conspicuous object in the markets. During the-
different stages of growth its species undergoes many changes of form, and has been described 
under several different names. The large adult male is remarkable on account of a heavy black 
blotch over the forehead and over· the eyes. The name '' Hog-fish" refers to the swine-like appear-
ance of the bead, jaws, and teeth. .At the entrance to the Great Sound, in Bermuda, is a reef called 
Hog-fish Shoal, which is surmounted by a bea-0on bearing an enormous effigy of a Hog-fish in metal .. 
89. THE DEMOISELLE AND THE OICHLID FAMILIES. 
Among the reefs of Florida two or three species of the family Pomacentridre are abundant .. 
Most prominent among these is the "Sergeant Major," Glyphidodon saxatili~ (L.) C. & V., called 
in Bermuda the "Cow-pilot," from an alleged habit of being always found in tbe society of the 
"Cow-fish," or Ostracion. This fish sometimes attains the length of ten inches and the weight of 
a pound or so, but is usually of a smaller size and is not highly esteemed for foo<l. It is found 
throughout the tropical waters of the entire world. 
I 
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There are several smaller species of this and of allied genera in the Gulf of Mexico, and on 
the western side of the Isthmus of Panama and in the G_u~f of California. O?- the California coast 
occurs a speqies, Pomacentrus rubicundus, conspicuous by reason of its uniformly deep crimson or 
orange coloration, which is usually known as the "Garibaldi" among the Italians. The names 
"Gold-fish'' and "Red Perch" are also used, all of them referring to its brilliant orange colorations. 
It reaches a weight of three pounds, and a length of less than a foot. It is found about the Santa· 
Barbara Islands and southward to _L9wer California. It lives about rocky places, and is generally 
abundant. Its food is largely crustaceou~. It is. a food-fish of low grade, arid has little economic 
importa_nce. Another somewhat n?teworthy species is known in California, on account of its dusky 
colors, as the" Blacksmith," Ohromis punct-ipinnis, Cooper. 
"This fish," writes Jordan, "is known as the' Blacksmith' from its dusky colors. It reaches a 
weight of about two pounds. - It ranges from the Santa Barbara Islands southward, living about 
reefs of rock, and is locally abundant. It feeds · on shells and . crustacea. It is considered as 
indifferent food." 
The family OichUdce is fa,rge, and ·is composed chiefly of ' fresh-water fishes occurring in the 
tropical parts of Africa and Amijfica. Among its members is a South American species, GeophaguR 
sur-inamensis, which is often mentioned by writers on the instincts of animals on account of a 
peculiar habit of the males which carry in thei~ mouths the eggs until they are hatched, and 
which are even said to allow the young fish to•seek refuge within their jaws. We h~ve no repre-
sentative& of the family on our Atlantic coast, though one or two species of the genus Heros occur 
in the brackish waters of Texas. 
· 90. THE SURF-FISH FAMILY-EMBIOTOCIDJE. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
This remarkable group of :fishes forms the most characteristic feature of the fa a of our Pacific 
coast. Of the nineteen species now known, all but one (Ditrema Temmincki of Japan) occur on the 
coast of California, and most of them in very great abundance. The species are most of them very 
similar in habits and economic value, and the following general remarks are proffered before pro-
ceeding to the discussion of the different species. 
N A.MEs.-The general name "Perch" is applied to these :fishes everywhere along the coast: 
This unfortunate misnomer came about from their resemblance to the sun-fishes or" perch" of the 
Southern States, and to the '' white perch," Roccus amerfoanus, of the East. On the coast of Oregon 
the large species (especially Damalichthys argyrosomus) are called '' Pogy" or" Po~gee," in allusion 
to their undoubted resemblance to the scup or porgee of the East. The names ''Minny,"'' Sparada," 
and "Moharra" are also applied to the smaller species northward. About San Francisco, the name 
'' Perch" is given to them all, as well as to .A.rchoplites interruptus, and separate names for the 
different species are seldom heard. From Monterey southward, the name" Surf-fish" is in common 
u e, although the name" Perch" is still more common. 
HABITS, &c.-The largest Rhacochilus t-Oxotes, reaches a weight of four pounds; the smallest, 
.A.beona minim.a, a length of four or five inches. So far a we are able to judge, the growth of the 
oun i ' quite rapid, a the specimen are about half grown the :first winter, and probably reach 
full iz in w and a half to thre years-perhap , in ome ca es, in the second year. 
Th nt r f di tributi n f thi group i from Santa Barbara to Tomales Bay. Northward 
r f P th num er of individuals i , perbap , equally great as far 
tb i Hvi na1 a pecie rapidl. dimini h in number. 
·" 
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Their range probably extends from Cerros Island to Sitka; certainly no fartlier. Most of them live 
in shallow water, on a sandy bottom, both in the open sea and in sheltered bays. .A. seine drawn 
in the surf will often be :filled with the silvery species (A.mphistichus: Holconotus), and a sei11e drawn 
in a bay may be eq11ally full of DUrema late,rale, Ditrenia ,lacksoni, etc. One species is confined 
to the fresh waters. Nearly all of them feed chiefly on crustacea, together with such small fish as 
they can swallow. The species of A.beona are chiefly herbivorous, feeding on seaweed. 
The Embiotocoids are all oviparous. The young are fifteen to twenty in number, and are 
brought forth in smnrrier: when born, the little fish are from three-fourths of an inch to two and 
a half inches in length, according to the species. They are closely packed together in the uterus,, 
the inner surface of which forms folds Pl?irtly separating the young from each other. The young 
are at first excessively compressed, with the soft parts of the vertical :fins excessively elevated. .A.s 
their development proceeds they resemble more and more the parent, anrl when born their form is 
quite similar, the body, however, more compressed, the :fins higher, and the color usually red. 
Impregnation probably takes place in the fall. In January most of the species have the young 
half grown as to length, and when the parent :fish is caught the young readily slip out from the 
ovary. From January to June the fish-stalls where these fishes are sold are littered with these 
fretal fish. Little is known of the place of spawning, but I suppose that the young are simply 
extruded in the water just outside the 'breakers and left to shift for themselves. As to the mode 
of impregnation, we have made no observations. Dr. Blake thinks that the fleshy thickening on 
the anal fin of the male is to give the female something to hold to with the' ventral fins, and that 
the two sexes approach each other, ventral surfaces together, and with their heads in opposite 
directions. They ):lave no special enemies except the larger predatory fishes and the fishermen,. 
who destroy great numbers at the breeding -time. No diseases have been noticed. 
The species are all, with the exception of two or three of the smallest, used as food. Their 
flesh is watery, flavorless, and much inferior to that of the Scorpamoirl, Scirenoid, and Percoid 
fishes, and only their abundance gives them value. Great quantities of them are consumed by the 
Chinese. 
ALFIONE Rhacochilus toxotes Agassiz).-This species is called "Alfi.one" at Soquel, "Sprat" 
at Santa Cruz; elsewhere it is simply '' Perch." It reaches a, length of eighteen inches and a. 
weight of five pounds, being much the largest of the group. It ranges from San Pedro to Cape 
Mendocino, and is generally common, although not nearly so abundant as some of the others. As 
~ food-fish it is considered the best of this very indifferent group. 
P0RGEE (Damalichthys argyrosornus (Girard) J. & G.).-On the coast of Oregon and Wash-
ington this species is known as "Porgee-"; elsewhere simply as '' Perch," or "White Perch." It 
reaches a weight of two and a half pounds. It ranges from San Pedro to Vancouver's Island, its 
abundance steadily increasing to the northward so far as traced. At San Francisco it is rather 
common, but south of Point Concepcion rather rare. As a .food-fish it ranks next to the preceding. 
WHITE PERCH (Ditremafurcatum (Grd.) Gtinther).-This species occasionallyreaches·a weight 
of a poun<l, but is usually smaller. lt ranges from Cape Mendocino to the Mexican line, being 
everywhere exceedingly abundant. It lives in sheltered bays. It is always present in the markets 
and is held in low esteem. 
IJitrema atripes Jor. & Gilb.-Tbis species reaches a weight of one and a half pounds. It 
has been noticed only in the Bay of Monterey, where it is generally rather common, being take11 
in seines ne,ir the isbore. 
BLUE SURF-FISH (Ditrema laterale ( Agassiz) Giinther).-Tbis species is know1i as the " Blue 
P erch" or" Surf-fish." It reaches a weight of ab~ut two and a half pounds. It ranges from Santa. 
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Barbara to Va~couver's Island, and is everywhere abundant. North of San Francisco it is the 
most common of the la~ger species. , It is an important food-fish, although not of ,.,.ery good quality. 
BLACK SURF-FISH (Ditrema Jacksoni (Agassiz) Glinther).-This species is known as~, Perch,' 
-' Surf-fish," '' Black Perch." etc. About San piego it is called 1~ Croaker,'' which name, however, 
belongs properly to the Sciamoid fishes. It reaches a weight of two pounds. It ranges from San 
Diego to Puget Sound. North of Cape Mendocino it is scarce. From San Francisco southward 
it is probably brought into the ~arket in greater numbers than any other species. It is but an 
indifferent food-fish. 
Hypsurus Oaryi (L. Agass.) A. Agass.-This species is known as" Moharra" to the Portuguese 
at Monterey; elsrwhere it is a "Perch." It reaches the weight of a pound. It ramges from 
Tomales Bay to Santa Barbara, and is rather common, being sometimes taken in great numbers 
in spring. It is used chiefly as bait for rock-fish, the larger individuals only being sent to market. 
It is the most br1ghtly colorecl of its family. 
SILVER SURF-FISH (Amphistichus argenteus Agassiz).-This species is known as'' Surf-fish" and 
"White Perch." It reaches a weight of three pounds. It ranges from Tomales to San Diego, and 
lil locally often very abundant, especially along sandy beaches. \ 
Rosy SURF-FISH (Holconotus rhodoterus Agassiz).-This species has no distinctive name with 
the fishermen. It reaches a weight of one and a half pounds. It ranges from Cape Mendocino 
to Santa Barbara, being often locally abundant, especially at S6quel, but it is not one of the more 
common species. 
'1Iolconotus .Agassizi (Gill) Jor. & Gilb.-Tbis species reaches a weight of but half a pound. In 
distribution and abundance it agrees with the preceding.· 
WALL-EYE SURF-FISH (Holconotus argenteus (Gibb.) Jor. & Gilb.). -This species is usually 
known as th~ "Wall-eye," in allusion to the great size of its eyes. It reaches a weight of half a -
pouud. It ranges from Cape Mendocino to the Mexican line, and is generally abundant, especially 
in the surf. It is taken in large quantities, and is little esteemed. 
Holconotus analis (A. Agass.) Jor. & Gilb.-This species reaches a weight of a quarter of a 
pound. It is found from San Luis Obispo to San Francisco. It is only ,locally abundant, and is 
not purpo ely sent to market. At Soquel, where it is abundant, it is used for bait. 
Brachyi:stius rosaceus Jor. & Gilb.-This species weighs less than half a pound. It has been 
taken only in ueep water off Point Reyes. 
Brachyistius frenatus Gill.-This species ~arely weighs more than a quarter of a pound. It 
range from Catalina Islauu to Vancouver's Island, living in water of moderate depth, and is 
locally exceedingly abundant, a at Monterey, Point Reyes, etc. It comes into the market only by 
accitl nt, and i u e<l chiefly for bait .. 
SPA.RADA ( Cymatogaster aggregatus Gibb.).-This fish is usually known as thP- "Shiner." On 
Puget ound th American call it "Minuy," and the Italians "Sparad" or "Sparada." It is found 
from Vancouv r' ·land to the Mexican line, eY rywhere in great number , and is perhaps the 
mo ·t c undant ·p ci , n th coa. t. It i rarely used excepL for bait. 
Abeona, aurora J r. p (·ie 1· ache a weight of nearly half a, pound. It is 
umlaut it r ·k · plnc · fr m 1 nt r ~Y t an • ranci co, often frequenting rock-pools. It, feeds 
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"RIVER PERCH" (Hy:tterocarpus Traski, Gibbons).-Tbis species very often reaches the weight 
of about half~ pound. It is confined to tlrn fresh water, being fouu<l in the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin Rivers, and other streams as far southward at least as San Luis Obispo. It is sent in 
small numbers to the markets of S,1,n Franci8co, ~nd is chiefly eaten by the Chinese. 
91. THE MOHARRA FAMILY-GERRIDlE. 
This family is represented on our eastern coast by four species, all of whic.h are very small 
and of little consequence except as food for larger fishes. 
Gerres argenteus, first discovered by Professor Baird at Beesley's -Point, New Jersey, appears 
to be common from North Ca.olina to New Jersey, and has been, within two or three years, 
observed at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 
G.Jiarengulus · and G. homonymus ,occur in the Gulf of Mexico. In the Bermudas there are 
three species of this genus·; these are known by the names "Shad" and "Long-boned Shad." 
They are seined in great numbers, and constitute ai:i important article of food. 
92. THE· THREAD-FISH FAMILY-POLYNEMIDlE. 
'rhe family Polynemidm is remarkable by reason of the elong~,te filaments whieh are developed 
in connection with the pectoral fin, Giinther has remarked: '' Their eyes are large, but generally 
obscured by a filmy skin, so that these feelers must be of great use to them in helping them to · 
' find their way to their food. It is evident, from the organization of these fishes, that they live in 
thick water or mud<ly bottoms, such as are' found near the mouths of great rivers." 
There are two or three species upon our coast, one of which, the ''Thread-fish" of Pensacola, 
Polynemus octone.mus, is the
1
subject of the following interesting observations by Mr. Stearns: 
"The Thread-fish is rather common at Pensacola in summer, and bas uot been observed else-
where in the Gulf by me. My first specimen·was taken at the surface of tlrn water in Pensacola 
Bay, May 21, 1878. Later in the season I saw large schools of them in shoal water along the sea-
beach swimming towards the llarbor mouth. On J rine 14 a very large school of tliem came into the 
surf near Fort McRae,, and large numbers were tlirow n ashore by tlrn waves, until perfect wind-
rows of dead fish were found upon the sands. Sllarks and .other fishes were preying upon them in 
the water, and vast numbers of sea-birds and buzzards awaite<l tbem on land. The individuals 
composing this school were of various sizes, the mlljority being adults. (Several of these were 
sent to the National Museum.) They were evi<lently moving towards the bay. Small schools 
were seen during the months of July of that and the following year." 
• 93. THE SURGEON-FISH FAMILY-ACANTHURID.lE. 
On the coast of Flori<la, as well as through the We$t Indies and in the Bermudas, occur two 
species of this family, Acanthurus crer'llleus and A. nigricans, gem•rally known as "Doetor-tish" or 
'' Surgeon-fish." They are distinguished by slight <liffereuces of proportion and color. Each side 
of the tail is provided with a ~harp, lancet-like spine, whicli, when at rest, is recei\"ed into a, slleath, 
but it may be tllrust ,out at right angles to the bo<ly, an<l used as a weapon of offense; sweeping 
the tail from si<le to side as they swim, they ca,u inflict Yery seriou/'\ wounds, and I ham seen, in 
the Bermudas, large fishes, coufine<l in the same aquarium tank witli them, eo~:ered witll gashes 
inflicted in this manner. They are available for footl, lrnt are more worthy of cornmleration on 
account of their power of woun<ling -the fishermen. The "'Bone-fish'' of Key West, accordiug to 
Stearns, belongs to this family and. genus. It is quite common about the coral reefs of the South 
Flori<la coast. 
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94. THE ANGEL-FISH FAMILY-CHlETODONTIDlE. 
This family contains numerous species of fully-formed, beautifully-tinted fishes, usually of 
small size, which abound in all tropical seas, especially among the coral reefs. Their teeth are 
very small and feeble, and they feed upon minute invertebrates. To this group h,elong the beau-
tiful "four-eyed fish" of the West Indies; al~o the Angel-fish, Holacanthus ciliaris, a lovely species, 
familiar to the residents of New York, specimei;ts having been brought from the Bermudas at vari-
ous times during the past thirty years for exhibition in the aquaria of that city. This species is 
found also along the Florida coast, and as far north as Charleston, South Carolina. It is con-
sidered the most delicious food-fish of the Bermudas. 
Stearns writes: "The 'White Angel-fish,' the 'Yellow Angel-fish,' and the 'Black Angel-
fish' are reported as common about the Florida reefs, the two first as being abundant and the last 
as rare. I did not secure a specimen of either." 
. The Black Angel-fish is probably the species known under this name in the Bermudas, Bola-
canthus tricolor. 
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95, THE MACKEREL-SCOMBE:{t SCOMBRUS. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DIS'.l'RIBUTION,-T!:ie common Mackerel, Scomber scombrus, is an inhabitant 
of the North Atlantic Ocean. On our coasji its southern limit is in the neighborhood of Cape Hat-
teras in early spring. The fishing schooners of New England find schools of them in this region 
at some distance from the shore, but there is no record of thf>ir having been taken in any numbers 
in shoa.I water south of Long Island. A. W. Simpson states that the species has been observed in 
the sounds about Cape Hatteras in Aug°:st, September, and October. R. E. Earll finds evidence 
that stragglers occasionally enter the Chesapeake. Along tlrn coasts of the Middle States and of 
New England Mackerel abound throughout the summer months, and are also found in great num-
bers in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, where, in past years, fishermen of the United States congre-
gated .in great numbers to participatt:: in their capture. They are also found on the coast of 
Labrador, though there is no evidence that they ordinarily freque~t the waters north of the Straits 
of Belle Isle. 
Captain Atwood 1 has expressed the opinion that they vis ·.li Northern Labrador only in seasons 
remarkable for the prevalence of westerly winds, and that in other seasous they do not go so far 
north. 
Professor Hind was tolrl by the residents of Aillik and Kypokok, Labrador, one lmn<lre<l. 
and fifty miles northwest of Hamilton Inlet, that Mackerel were abundant there in 1871, and that 
a few were caught in cod-seines. While at Double Island harbor, some fifteen miles north of 
Hopedale, a French Canadian resident informed him t,hat there is '' a scattering of Mackerel" on 
that part of the coast. 
They appear also at times to have been abundant on the northeastern coast of Newfoundland, 
thou~h their appearance there is quite irregular. Mackerel do not, occur in Hudson's Bay nor ou 
the coast of Greenland. It seems probable that the natural northern limit of the species in the 
Western Atlantic is not far from the Straits of Belle Isle. Professor Packard, who visited this 
region in 1866, recorded that a few Mackerel are taken in August in Salmon Bay and Red Bay, but 
that the Straits of Belle Isle were evidently the northern limits of the genus, while Fortin, one of 
the best Canadian authorities on fisheries; in his annual report for 1864, stated that in summer 
they appear in some places, such as Little Mecattina, on the adjoining coast, latitude 50-zo north, 
and even sometimes enter the Straits of Belle Isle.2 
1 Proceedings, Boston Society of Natural History, vol. 10, p. 66. 
2 In 1860 Capt. Peter A very, of the schooner Abbama, of Provincetown, took 100 barrels of fat Mackerel at Port 
au Port, Newfoundln,nd. Captain Atwood, however, has seen them at the Bay of Islands. He has also seen large 
schools at Mecattina. . 
Capt. J. W. Collins writes: "As early as 1837 or 1838, Capt. St,ephen Rich, of Gloucester, spent almost-, the entire 
mackerel--fishing season on the coast of Laurador in pursuit of Mackerel. He was induced by the reports brought him 
by the Labrador cod-fishermen to make this attempt. They had reported seeing Mackerel abundant in the vicinity of 
the Straits of Belle Isle, and Captain Rich, being of an adventurous turn, decided to devote one summer to the investi-
gation of the subject, feeling in hopes of obtaining a large catch. My father was one of the crew and I have often ·. 
heard ~im tell that the trip was entirely unsuccessful, notwithstanding the fact that they cruised. all the way from 
Mccattrna Islands through the Straits of Belle Isle, and on the northwest coast of Newfoundland as far down as the 
Bay ~f Is1an<ls. Few or no Mackerel wore taken nntil tho vessel returned in the fall to the southern part of the Gulf 
of Sa.mt Lawrence, where a small fare was obtained in a few weeks' fishing." 
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Perley says that they are ra.rely known to visit the coast of Labrador. _H. R. Storer, after 
·curnfully studying tlle fauna of Southern Labrador, in 184!), came to the conclusion that they were 
sometimes found at Little l\foca.ttina. 
In the various reports of the Canadian inspectors of fisheries on the Labrador coast from 1864 
to 18i0 may be found evidence that Mackerel are rarely taken even on the Labrador coa:st of the 
Hulf of · Saint Lawrence. 
Professor Verrill, who visite_d Anticosti aud Minga,~ in 1861, was unable to find any M~kerel 
in tbe water of that region, although the best methods of catching them were often used. 
Some years ago Mackerel were abundant in the Bay of Fundy, as many as twelve vessels from 
Eastport, besides others, being engaged in their capture, chiefly about Digby and Saint Mary's 
Bay. They have now so completely disappeared-as not to form an item in the commercial record 
-0f the catch. 
The species is found thro·ughout the entire length of the Norwegian coast from the Christiania 
Fjord to the North Cape and Varanger Fjord, latitude 71°. It occurs on tl10 south coast of Swe-
den, and, entering the Baltic, is found along the shores of E'astern Denmark and Eastern Prussia, 
.and also abundantly in the German Ocean and the English Channel, as well as everywhere in all 
parts of the British Isles, and southward to the Mediterranean, where it abounds, especially in the 
Adriatic. There is no record of its capture in Africa, South Ameriea, in the \Vest Indies, the 
Gulf of Mexico, or even about the Bermudas. 
The Mackerel, then, would appear to be a shore-loving fish, not addicted to wide wanderings 
in the ocean, and with range limited in the Western Atlantic between latitudes 350 and 56°; in 
the Eastem A tlantic between 360 and 710, 
MIGR.A.TIONS.-The migrations of the Mackerel, the causes of their appearance and dis.ap-
pearance at certain seasons at different points along the coast, the causes of their relative abun-
<lance and scarcity in different years, have previou~ly been discussed by numerous writers. The 
subject bas received special attention on account of the disputes between our own and the Canadian 
Government concerning the value to our fishermen of t he right to participate in the mackerel 
fisheries in the Prod::cial waters. 
Notwithstanding the great amount of paper which has been covered with theories to explain 
tlie -various mooted questions, it cannot be sai<l that the habits of the Mackerel are understoou at 
all better than tho. e of otller fishes which haYe not attracted so much atteut ion. The most volu-
minous writer upon this subject bas l>een Prof. Ilcnry Youlc Ilin<.l, who <le,otes many pages of 
hi book, "Tbe Effect of the Fi bery Clau..,e of the Treaty of Washington on the Fisheries and 
1 i hermen of Briti.'h North ..America," to tb.e ntternpt to prove tlJat tlle l\fackerel which have been 
at certain ea on · in tlie past so abunclaut in the Gulf of Saint LaWTence and on the Atlantic coast 
of Nova Scotia r main there throu o-bout the year, billern:.1ti11g iu <leep wat~rs not very remote from 
tb ·bore.1 I have att mpt d to ·how the weakness of lli s argulllent in an essay pul>lishe<l in the 
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Fifth Annual Report of the United States Commissiouer of Fisheries for the year 1877, pp. 50-70. 
It is by no means demonstrated that. certain schools of Mackerel do not remain throughout the 
year in waters adjacent to the coast of Canada, but the weight of eviden_ee at present seems to rest 
with tl10se who believe that the Mackerel are given to exteusive migrations north and south aloug 
our coasts. These migrations are believed to be carried on in connection ~ith another kind ·of 
migration which I have called '' bathic migration," and which consi8ts in a movement, .at · the 
approach of cold weather, into the deeper waters of the ocean. The menhaden and many other 
fishes have these two ~inds of migrations, littoral and batbic. The sea-herring, on the other hand, 
,has extensive littoral migrations and probably very slight movements of a hathic nature. · In soma 
the latter is most extended, in others the former. Anadromous fishes, iike the shad and the ale-
wifo, very probably strike directly out to sea without ranging to any great degree northward or 
southward, while others, of which the Mackerel is a fair typn, undoubtedly make great coastwise 
migrations, though their bathic migrations may, without any great inconsisLency, be as great as 
those which range less. 
Upon this point I cannot do better than to quote from a manuscript letter from Professor 
Baird to the Hon. ·Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State, dated July 21, 1873. Haviug expressed 
certain views concerning the well-known phenomenon of the migration of the herring and shad, · 
he.continues: 
"TLe fish of the Mackerel family form a ma1·ked exception to this rule. While the alewife and 
shad generally swim low in the water, their presence not being indicated. at the surface, the 
Mackerel swim near the surface, sometimes far out to sea, and their movements .can be readily 
followed. The North American species consist of fish which as certainly, for the most part at 
least., have a migration along our coast northward in sprin~ and southward in autumn, as do the 
throngs of pleasure-seekers, and their habit of schooling on. the surface of the water enables us 
to determine this fact with great precision. Whatever may be the theories of others on the sub-
ject, the American mackerel-fisher knows perffctly weU that in the spring be may find the schools 
of Mackerel off Cape Henry, and that·he can follow them northward day by day as they move in 
countless myriads on to the coasts of Maine and Nova Scotia.." 
The movements of the mackerel schools, like those of the menhaden, appear to be regulated 
aolely by the temperature of the oct~an. 
woul<l have had, as far as Mackerel go, little to rest upon. As to bibernation of the Mackerel there are innumerable 
reasons to snpposo that nothing of toe kill(l exists. In fact,, hibernation is ono of those icbthyological questions 
which require very long- research to know anything about. It does seem that sturgeon in Russian waters, and c:irp 
in cold t,emperat1m·s, take to tlrn mn(l, an<l 111:1~1 , perhaps, do something like hibernation, but this habit bas 110 prece-
dent in sea-fish. It may happen tllat a few imlh,i<lua.ls of the Soom.ber family bavo been inclosecl in tho winter season 
in tho waters oftbe Newfoundland coast. Such cas1·s have undoub tedly happened, for on page 62 of the late report 
of the United States Commission the statement is made that in a river of Nova Scotia wllere a school of Mackerel had 
been detained the fish were i:;peared ont of the mntl. Retnrning to t,be nnmuing effects of co1<1 weather on st>a-fish, in 
order 10 show how nnnsual it mnst ue, toe Amoricau turbot iH taken with I.woks iu tho dead of winter under the floe 
ice of North Gree11l::wd at a depth of 300 fathoms. If ~ea-fish were mnmmifietl in tho ocean depths by the cold, because 
at the deeper strata of the oceau temperntnre~ a.re fai1 ly nuiform, once n, fish hail hibernated his sleep might continue 
on forevn. Then~ can be 110 het,tor proof of the migmtory chcLra.cter of the Mackerel than to cite a paragraph from 
tho 'Cape Ann A<ln,rtiser,' pnblishe<l tl1is wel-'k, whl'ro tl10 fact is annonnced tlrnt the mackerel fleet have gone off 
Hatteras iu hopes of securing ofackerol, and that sonw 1 ime ago 'Vt·ssols reporte<l having sailed throngh immense 
schools for f.1rty miles.' Tho film over tbe oye of Mrwkorel Professor Hine! pln:::e<l great stress on, as he supposed it 
wa.'i a preparatory step to the hiberna.tiu~ prnccs~. Now, th is film . over the eye, us l\lr. Goo<lo shows, is not pecnHar 
to tho Bcomb~rs, for many ii:sh, snch ns tho sbacl, the alewife, tho m(~uba<len, the b luefish, the mullet., 1ho ·lake white-
fish, and various cypriuoiil _ii l~cs, ha,ve-t tis 1uerubra110, thon14h it never does cover the whole eye. Tho fact rt'nmins 
a.lso t? be prove<l that a skin forms over the oyc in wiMcr ouly. The writer of this article bas :ipp_arently cnlle<l hi,;; 
facts '!1 regartl to Mnckert>l from ono ~i<lo, arnl hn,,; reacl most snperiit:ially the wbole of the testimony. 'Public docu-
ments are rnrel_y of ~u arnusing- character, bnt when they happen to l>e of interest. as were those published as 'The 
Award. of the Fishories Commission,' it is most unfortunate when false dctluctiollil a;e derived from them." 
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In my essay upon menhaden, which has just been referred to, I have attempted to show, in a 
preliminary way, the relations of the movements of the menhaden schools to the temperature of 
the water at different stations along the coast in accordance with certain crude observa~ions, wllich 
at present constitute the only material available as a basis for such generalizations. I have there 
claimed that ·menhaden make their appearance near the shore in the spring as soon as the tempera-
ture of the water in the harbors has reached a weekly average ~f ~0°, and that they disappear iu 
the fall soon after the waters have again cooled down to the same average temperature. 
The. Mackerel are partial to much colder waters. They range ten to fifteen degrees farther to 
the uorth, and their southern limit is proportionally high. They appear earlier in the spring and 
disappear later in the fall, and their presence is nearly synchronous with the time when the water 
temperatures of the harbor have reached a weekly average of 45°. It bas been remarked that the 
presence of the menhaden depends upon a weekly average of the harbor temperature of 50° or 
more. These harbor .temperatures are several degrees-it is not known exactly how many-higher 
than those of the open ocean at the same latitude, and there can be no question that the menhaden 
thrives in water as co1d as 45°. · Mackerel will remain active and contented in a temperature of · 
40°, or even less. The n9rmal time of the departure of Mackerel from the coast is, therefore, a 
month or two later than that of the menhaden. 
There are well recorded i.nstances of the capture of menhaden in Massachusetts Bay as late 
as December, and there are also 1na.ny instances where Mackerel have been t'aken not only on the 
New England coast, but also in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, in midwinter. 1 
Mr. John Fletcher Wonson tells me that at one time be left Gloucester on a halibut trip 
January 1, and January 3 or 4, on George's Bank, caught a hogshead of herring and seven or eight 
Mackerel in a gi.11-net. Schooner" Shooting Star" took a number of Mackerel on George's Bank 
in March, 1856.2 
The :fishermen on George's took Tinkers from the stomachs of codfish in February, 1878, using 
them for bait. Sometimes five or six were taken from one fish. 
In January~ 1868 or 1869, Capt. Warren Brown, of the s~hooner '' Charles Frederick,'' of 
Gloucester, caught thirty Mackerel on a trawl-line .set on the Middle Bank. 
The "Yarmouth Herald" (Yarmouth, Nova Scotia), January 2, 18.79, states that '' two fine, 
fat, fre h Mackerel were found among the kelp at Green Cove on Friday, December 28, 1878." 
Basing their arguments upon such occurrences as these, Canadian writers have attempted to 
prove that large bodies of Mackerel _hibernate along their shores in tne winter months. It is still 
believed by many :fishermen that the Mackerel, at the approach of cold weather, go down into the 
mud and there remain in a state of torpidity until the approach of warm weather in spring. .All 
that can be said regarding this claim is that, although we do not know enough about the subject 
to pronounce tbi~ impo sible, American ichthyologists think they know enough to be of the opinion 
that it i very decidedly improbable. 
It eem only fair to quote in this connection a letter printed in '' Forest and Stream," a leading 
.... w ork journal dev~ted to :field sports and the .fisheries, in criticism of views published at the 
/ 
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time in that paper, and also in the Report of the Fish Commission, part v. I feel the utmost 
confidence in Dr. Gilpin's statements as to facts observed, though my interpretation might perhaps 
be different: 
HALIFAX, June 19, 1878. 
MR. EDITOR: In some papers published some time since in the "Forest and Stream" upon 
the habits of Jhe Mackerel, it is asserted by Prof. Brown Goode that there is no reliable evidence 
of Mackerel being seen upon the coast of Nova Scotia after the 25th of October, quoting me as his 
authority. Had he quoted me as giving the' 1st of November, 1868, when the fish market at 
Halifax was full, I should have felt more complimented, as I should have known he had read my 
paper with more attention. ln summing up my remarks I stated that Mackerel r<'main usually all 
November on the surface in Nova Scot.fa, and during mild winters linger to December. This, 
Professor Goode says, is not reliable as scientific evidence, because no -specific dates are given. 
To admit this would be to destro~T almost the whole mass of information compiled in the report of 
both the Royal and American Commissioners of English and American fisheries. But as I am 
certain that Professor Goode's desire is to have the truth simply, will you allow me a place in your 
columns to add to my previous assertions such specific dates as I may be able now to obtain, 
though not admitting his principle, 
On May 23, 1875, going into the Halifax fish market, I asked generally how long are Mackerel 
in market. I was answered, gener~lly all through November. On asking how long in December 
they had known them in market, Mr. Greywire said : '' I ,recollect them as late as the 10th of 
December. We keep our nets out to the 30th of November. Men hire to that time. Mackerel 
are seen after that date, but the seas are so boisterous that our nets are destroyed. Some few 
parties will keep them out in December in spite of cold and. storms." Mr. White corroborated this. 
Mr. Thomas Braekett said he had ta.ken them often in December, and often in weather so cold 
that the-fish were frozen in removing them from the meshes of the nets, but could remember no 
dates. Mr. William Dufly stated he saw one once on the 24th of December. ' He recollected it 
because it was Christmas eve, and on account of its rarity; but he had frequently taken them 
during December, though having no dates. The nets used are about two fathoms deep, set near 
the shore in about fi v~ to ten fathoms of water. My own recollections, but without dates, are 
seeing stops made in very cold weather and frozen ground, which must have been late in November. 
I think I ha,e now made good my assertion that they linger to December, and that in any future 
history of their habits it must be assumed as truth that they remain in numbers during November, 
but are found sparingly later on our coasts. Where they are during those dates in any intermediate 
J)Oint from Maine to Virginia, must be left to American observers. When these blanks are filled 
and a generalization made their history will be more complete, a task we may well leave in the 
hands of the American Commissioners of Fisheries. 
In my paper (1865) I speak of their asserted torpidit,y and th_e story of their blindness as 
needing more proof before they are asserted as facts. I have had nothing to alter my opinion 
since. In examining the eyes of many Mackerel on 
I 
May 23 and 27 and October 27, in different 
years, I have found that, as in most fish, the bony orbit is much larger than the base of the eye, 
and that the space is filled by gelatinous subi;;tance, which may be called cellular membrane, and 
adipose deposit to this transparent membrane arising from the outer angle of this orbit and spread-
ing half over the pupil of foe eye. It may easily be rais~d and defined by passing a penknife 
between it and the eye. At t.be inner angle there is also a similar, but much smaller, membrane, 
not reaching to the eye. As the MaclH~rel appear on our coasts about the 15th of May, and these 
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observations were made the 23d, I do not think i-t can be asserted the eye is closed entirely in 
spring; and as the same appearance is found in September, we must admit it to be a permanent 
structure. An analogous membrane is fonn1 in the Olupeidcc and doubtless other fish. On asking 
Thomas Loyd, our roughest and oldest fisherman: "I don't know anything about the scales of the 
eye~, but I do know that, curse them, they see too sharp for us, steering clear oi our spring net.st 
and doubtless old Tom was right. . 
On dissecting a Mackerel, May 23, I found the heart first presenting the trieornered ventricle 
with its white aorta and deep-red auricle resting upon the fringe of creca that covered the intes-
tines, sweeping down to the vent. T.he liver and stomach were both ·covered by the creca. The 
latter was about three inches long, its upper lobe thiek and round, but ending in a narrow tail or 
point. The ·car_diac end of the stomach was prolonged two and a half inches, ending in a point. 
Tue creca were attached to the,gut about an inch below the pylorus . . There was but little differ-
ence in apJJearance and size between stomach and gut. This we may roughly sum up: Stomach 
and gut very simple; creca usually l.arge and complicated; liver small-all noteworthy facts in the-
study of comparative life. The fish being a male one, lobe on either side of ivory-white; milt 
reached from gills to vent, slightly adhering to the sides by thin membrane, and covered by & 
similar ~me. They were divided in lobes by shallow lines, the upper lobes slightly fimbriated. 
Oii removing both entrails and milt a dark- purple space about an inch wide extended from gill~ to-
vent beneath ~he back bone. This, wh~n opened, seemed tilled with coagulated blood. It had in 
some res~ects the appearance of the air-bladder in the Salmonidce, though wanting in the direct 
communication they have with the resophagus. But this cominunication is also wanting in the-
Gadidce, where, especially in the hake, the air-bladder assumes its highest form of organization. 
I have often found coagulation and reticulated plexi ii:t air-bladders of other fish. 
It has been asserted the European Mackerel have no air-bladders, and a new g~nus proposed,. 
but with more probability they have the same organization as our own, and the difference lies in 
the opinion whether·or not it is an air-bladder. 
~he Mackerel appear on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia, and almost simultaneously on the 
Bay of Fundy, about the 15th of May. Nearly all spawners, male and female, perform a somewhat 
easterly and northerly route, disappear from the surface in a few weeks and reapp~ar again in 
September without spawn and fat, remain in numbers during November, and very sparingly during 
December, coming f~om the eastward, and then disappear. It may be asserted, generalizing from 
observation extending over a series of eight or ten ye~rs, that they are irregular in their move-
ments as regards localities, though probably not as regards ocean surfaces. 
The very great difficulty of accounting how these enormous masses of surface feeders find 
food after disappearing from the surface has caused many ingenious theories as to the question in 
what state and where they pas !that time. These are all pleasant reading, qut valuable more or 
les as regards the ingenuity and scientific standing of the writers. In this paper and the one I 
inclose (186.3) I have stated what I think are facts, and which must be accepted in the future 
history of American Mackerel, which I hope soon to see written by that commis8ion which ha1-
already done so much in Atlantic waters. 
BERN ARD GILPIN. 
The appearance of the mackerel chools at the approach of summer in ordinary years has been 
noti •d omewbere in the neighborbo d of the following dates: At sea, oft' C~pe Hatteras, March 
20 to pril .:-- · off rfolk, Virginia, March 2 to April 30; off the Capes of Delaware, April 15 to 
ay 1; o~ Barn gat and S ndy Hook, May 5 to May 25, and at the same date along the whole 
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southern coast of New England, and as far east as Southern Nova Scotia, while in the Gulf of Saint 
Lawrence they appear late in J\fay, and in abun<lance early in June.1 
There appears to be a marked <lifference between the moveme~ts of Mackerel and the menhaden, 
for while the menhaden are much more gra<lual in their approach to tlie shore, and much more 
dependent upon a small rise of temperature, the Macl-erel make tl.ieir appearance almost simul-
taneously in all the waters from New Jersey to Nova Scotia at about the sarpA time. Stragglers, 
of course, appear much earlier than tlrn dates just mentioned; a few Mackerel were obs~.rved at 
Waquoit, Massachusetts, as early as .April rn, 1871. 
In the fall the Mackerel disappear as sud<lenly as they came in the spring, but they have only 
in one instance been observed off the Carolina coast, except during the spring run. This is very 
probably because no fishing vessels ever visit this region later than June. 
The instance referred to is the experience of Mr. Peter Sinclair, a well-known fisherman _of 
Gloucester, who states that he has frequently taken them in great abundance off Cape Hatteras in 
December, where they are not known at all in the Emnimer season_. He bas found them in the 
spring as far south as Charleston, and followed them from Cape Henry to the Bay of Fun<l,y and. 
the Gulf of .Saint Lawrence. 
The very vagu~ness of the statements just made is evidence to show bow little is actually 
. known about the movements of these fish. The subject must be studied long and carefully before 
it can be understood, and the interests of the American fishermen demand that it should be thu8-
studied. 
I 
"There is," writes Professor Baird, "no very satisfactory evidence of the occurrence of Mack-
erel in the winter or any other season south of Cape Hatteras, and it is not given by Poey and 
other writers as occurring in the :'rest Indies. A few Mackerel are said to be occasionally brought 
into the Charleston market, and Mr. Moses Tarr, of Gloucester, thinks that some J·ears ago be saw 
in tlie early part of March, a short distance to the southeast of Key West, a large school of Mack-
erel. Be, however, did uot capture any, and it is more likely that the fish observed belonged to 
some other small species of the mackerel family which occasionally school like the Mackerel itself, 
and might easily be mistaken for it. The ski_p-jack or leather-back may possibly have been the 
species referred to. 
'' I have been quite surprised to find the extent of belief among Massachusetts :fishermen that 
the Mackerel goes into the mud in the winter time. I have, indeed, been assured by trnstworth:, 
parties that they have known Mackerel caught on eel spears when fishing for eels in the mml of' 
ProYincetown harbor. 
"A similar belief is referred to by ·Dr. Gilpin in his paper on the Mackerel in the Transactions 
of the Nova Scotia Scientific Association, and it is difficult to refuse assent to the testimony of 
otherwise credible observers. · There is nothing· apparently in the economy of the Mackerel to pre-
vent its following the example of the sand lance, the eel, and other fish. We know that tho 
1 Tbe following letter from the skipper of the schooner" Edward E., Webster" is important, in that it gives the 
exact positions as well as the dates of some of the earliest captures in 1878, '79,' '80, and '81: 
Cu.ptaiu COLLINS: 
NEW YORK, April 22, 1881. 
Dr;AR Sm: I ha.Ye j nst received yonr letter\ of March 14, in which you wanted to know whereabouts I caught: m7 
first Mackerel. The first catch in 1878, April 16, lat. 36° 10' N., long. 74° 45' W.; in 1879, April 12, lat. 350 35' N., 
long: 74° 50' W.; in 1880, April 1, bt. 35° 30' N., long. 74° 15' W.; in 1881, March 20, lat. 370 10: N., long. 740 05' 
W.; ancl this trip we got them Aprii'18 in lat. :~8° 38' N., a,nd long. 74° 00' W. This is our second trip this season. 
I have seen Mackerel in lat. 35° 15' N. n.nd long. 78° 46' W., which is the farthest south I have ever seen any. l 
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melanora, the tench, and many other fresh-water fish hav.e the burrowing habit, some of them 
being imbedded very deep in the mud at the bottom of ,a dried-up pond, to emerge again when the 
water is restored. 
"The entire disa:iwearance of Mackerel during the winter season is a noteworthy fact, as we can 
hardly suppose that if it schooled on the surface ~n the Gulf Stream during that season it would 
not be noticed by the experienced eyes of sea captains, and we can hardly imagine that the fish 
would re~ain in the depths without an occasional rise. 
''It appears to b~ ·a ~ell-established fact that Mackerel are not }Infrequently found in the 
stomachs of cod, and pos.sibly of halibut, taken on the George's Banks in the winter season. Per-
haps the number noted would be still larger if fishermen had the time and inclination to examine 
more frequently than they ao the stomachs of the fish capturecl_by them. 
"Another curious fact in relation to the Mackerel is in reRpect to the membrane, the vertical 
edge of which is observed during the summer season ~n the corner of the eye. This, it is claimed, 
dming the w~nter extends over the whole eye, and im1)arts the appearance of blindness. This the . 
Mackerel is said to possess on making its first appearance near the _poast in the spring, when it 
e~tends over the greater part of the eye, thus preven~ing the fish from seeing the bait, and it is a 
matter of common remark that Mackerel in the spring cannot be taken with the hook, but must be 
captured with the net. The membrane appears to recede with the advancing season, and during 
a considerable portion of ~he time of its abode,in the north it is scarcely appreciable." 
Mr. Perley, of Saint John, New Brunswick, in his woi'k upon the fishes of the Provinces, 
remarks that Mackerel have been taken on cod-hooks in deep w~ter, near Gra.nd Manan, in the ' 
winter season, and there is evidence to show that a few remain on the coast. It is, howe:ver, 
believed that these cases are exceptional and confined to s,tragglers, as such instances frequently 
occur with all the migratory fishes . 
The Mackerel belongs to what may technically be termed pelagic or wandering fish, as their 
movements, something like those of the herring, are apparently more or less capricious, though 
probably governed by some definite law, which has not yet been worked out. It moves in large 
chools or ban<ls, more or less isolated from each other, which sometimes swim near the surface 
and give distinct evidence of their presence, and at others sink down into the depths of the ocean 
and arc entirely withdrawn from observation. The army of fish, however, moves along with a; 
very broad front, a portion coming so close to the shore as to be taken in the weirs and traps 
along the coast of the Middle States, especially in Vineyard Sound and on Cape Cod; while at the 
ame time ot~er , chools are met with from twenty to fifty miles, or even more, out to sea. It is, 
bowe\·er, still a que"tion whether the fish that skirt the coast of the United States enter the Bay 
of aint Lawrence, or whether the latter belong to another series, com;ug directly from the deep 
ea off the Newfoundland and Nova Scotia coast. Until lately the former has been the generally 
accepted th or , in ,i w of the alleged fact that the fishermen of the Nova Scotia coast always 
tak th :fu;h cominO' from the west in tue spring and from the east in the fall. 
'apt. an on . Joyce, of wan' I land: Maine, one of the most expert and observing mack-
r 1-fi h rm n of ... •w England, hink"' that' tLe movements of the spring schools of Mackerel are 
ry mu h influ u 1 Y th dir cti n and fore of he prevailing winds while the fish are perform-
rlv mirrrati n. ha gen rallv £ und, he, a;ys, that when there has been a con-
n rtb rly win a out th la of fa}~ and arly in June, the season at which the 
th , b al f ~ antu k t an Bank, the schools have taken a 
th in an easterly 
m Lawrence. 
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When southerly winds or calms prevail at that season the Mackerel are carried into the 
waters of the Gulf of Maine, and in consequence are much plentier off the New England coast 
than in the Saint Lawrence Gulf. 
Ou this theory Qaptain Joyce bases his actions in cruising for Mackerel, always fishing off 
the New England shores when southerly winds have predominated in the spring, and going to the 
Saint Lawrence if northerly winds have been exceptionally strong and continuous about the last 
of May. 
The movements of the fish~ as already stated, season by season, are quite uncertain, sometimes 
being very abundant in one direction and sometimes in another, and occasionally, indeed~ they 
may disappear almost entirely for several years, subsequently reappearing after a considerable 
absence. In some years the fish are very abundant on the coast_ of the United States, and at others 
rare; the same condition applying to the fish of the Bay of Saint Lawrence. It is not certain, of 
course, that this indicates au entire absence of the fish from the localities referred to, but they 
maiy, possibly, for some reason, remain in the depth of the sea, or some change in the character of 
the animal life in it, which constitutes the food of the fish, may produce the changes referred to. 
A nota.ble instance of a somewhat permanent change in the migration of the Mackerel is found in 
the entire failure since 1876 of the mackerel fishery in the Bay of Fundy, which, a few years ago, 
enabled a merchant of Eastport ·to e·mploy successfully as many as a dozen vessels, especially in 
Digby and Saint Mary's Bays, but which is now abandoned. There are indeed faint suggestions, 
in the early history of the country, of their total absence from the whole coast for several years, 
as was also the case with the bluefish. 
ABUNDANOE.-The wonderful abundance of Mackerel in our waters has always been ,a 
subject of remark. Francis Higginson, in his ''Journal of his Voyage to New England, 1629," 
speaks of seeing '' many schools of Mackerel, infinite multitudes on every side of our ship," off Cape 
Ann on the 26th of Juµe; and Richard Mather, in his "journal," 1635, states that the seamen took 
abundance of Mackerel off Meuhiggin (Monhegan). In Governor Winthrop's journal, speaking of 
the year 1639, he remarks: "There was such store of exceeding large and fat Mackerel upon our 
coast this season as was a great benefit to all our Plantations, since one Boat with three men would 
take in a week ten hogsheads, which were sold at Connecticut for £3 12s. Od. per hogshead." 
Their abundance has varied greatly from year to year, and at times their numbers have been 
so few that grave apprehensions have been felt lest they should soon depart altogether. 
As early as 1670, laws were passed by the colony of Massachusetts forbidding the use of cer-
tain instruments of capture, and similar ordinances have been passed from time to time ever since. 
The first resource of our State governments has always been, in seasons of scarcity, to attempt 
to restore fish to their former abundance by protective legislation. It seems to us at the present 
day absurd that the Massachusetts people should have supposed that the use of shore-seines was 
exterminating the Mackerel on the coast of Massachusetts, but it is a fair question whether their 
apprehensions were not as well grounded as those of legislators of the present century who have 
endeavored to apply a similar remedy for a similar evil. In connection with the chapter on THE 
MA0KEREL FISHERY will be shown a diagram, which, by means of curves, exhibits the catch of 
Mackerel in New England for a period of seventy-five years. 
From a study of this it seems quite evident that the periods of their abundance and scarcity 
have alternated with each other without reference to overfishing or any other causes which we are 
prepared to understand. In the year 383,548½ barrels of Mackerel were caught by the citizens of 
Massachu etts. In 1881 the number of barrels salted was 269,495; to this, however, should be 
added 125,000 barrels caught and marketed. fresh by the Massachusetts fleet, making an aggregate 
19 F · 
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of 394,495 barrels. The fluctuations in the catch year by year from 1804 to 1881 are shown most 
instructively in a plate accompanying this report. 
The stories which are told by experienced fishermen of the immense numbers of Mackerel 
sometimes seen are almost incredible. Capt. King Harding, of Swampscott, Mass., described to me 
a school which he saw in the South Channel in 1848: '' It was a windrow of fish," said he; "it was 
about half a mile wide, and at least twenty miles long, for vessels not in sight of each other saw jt 
at about the same time. All the vessels out saw this school the same day." He saw a school off 
Block Island, 1877, which he estimated to contain one million barrels. Be could see only one edge 
of it at a time. 
Upon the abundance of Mackerel depends the welfare of many thousands of the citizens of 
Massachusetts and Maine. · The success of the mackerel fishery is much more uncertain than that 
of the cod fishery, for instance, for the supply of cod is quite uniform from year to year. The 
prospects of each season are eagerly discussed from _week to week in thousands of little circles 
along the coast, and are chronicled by the local press. The story. of each successful trip is passed 
from mouth to mouth, and is a· matter of general congratulation in each fishing community. .A. 
review of the results of the American mackerel fishery, and of the movements of the fish in each 
part of the season, would be an impo:rtant contribution to the literature of the American :fisheries. 
Materials for such a review are before me, but space will not allow that it should be presented here. 
Foon OF THE M.A.CKEREL.-The food of the Mackerel consists, for the most part, of small 
species of crustaceans, which abound everywhere in the ·sea, and which they appear to f~llow in 
their migrations. They also feed upon the spawn. of other fishes and upon the spawn of lobsters, 
and prey greedily upon ;young fish of all kinds.1 In the stomach of a ''Tinker" Mackerel, taken 
in Fisher's Island Sound, November 7, 1877, Dr~ Bean found the remains of six kinds of fishes-of 
the anchov,y, sand-Ian.ts, the smelt, the hake, the barracuda, and the silver-sides, besides numerous 
shrimps and other crustaceans. Captain Atwood states that when large enough they devour 
greedily large numbers of young herring several months old. Specimens taken July 18, 1871, 
twenty miles south of N oman's Land, contained numerous specimens of the big-eyed shrimps, 
Thysanopoda, larval crabs in the zoea and megalops stages, the young of hermit crabs, the young 
lady crabs, Platyonichus ocellatus, the young of two undetermined Macrura, numerous Copepoda 
and numerous specimens of Spiriali.j Gouldii, a species of Pteropod. They also feed upon the centers 
of floating jelly-fishes (discophores). In Gaspe the fishermen call jelly-fishes "mackerel bait." 
The greed with which Mackerel feed upon the churn, or ground menhaden bait, wllich is 
thrown out to them by the fishing-vessels, shows that they are not at all dainty in their diet, and 
will swallow without hesitation any kind of floating organic matter. 
Large Mackerel often eat smaller ones. Captain Collins has frequently found young Mackerel 
three or four inches long in the stomachs of those full grown. This is generally noticeable only in 
the fall, and the young fish are probably those which have been hatched in the spring. 
In the fall of 1874 the writer made a trip upon a gill-net schooner to the grounds off Portland, 
Maine, some distance to sea, for the purpose of studying the food of the Mackerel, and found their 
tomacb full of a pecies · of Thysanopoda and of a large copepod crustacean. The greater part of 
the food of Mackerel con i t , however, of minute crustaceans. Owing to the infinite abundance 
f th ' in the , fa ker 1 pr ably have very little difficulty in finding food at almost any 
P rtion f th · a vi ited by h m, wheth r on he edge of the Gulf Stream or near the shore. 
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In an interview with Capt. King Harding, of Swampscott, one of the most experienced mackerel 
catchers on our coasts, I obtained the following amusing observations: He described one kind 
of crustacean Mackerel food which looked like spiders, which were red, and crawled over his hand 
when he took them up. They look like little spiders; the Mackerel are especially fond of them. 
At Boone Island, Maine, in July, 1850, the water all around the island was red for one hundred 
yards from the shore; these crawled up the rock-weed on the shore until it was red. He took the 
sprays of rock-weed in bis hands and pulled them slowly to him, and the Mackerel, one and a half 
pound fish, would follow in quite to the rocks. He killed three with his oar, and tried to catch 
some in a basket by tolling them over it, but they were too quick for him. He asked his old 
skipper, Capt. Gorham Babson, what they were, and was told that they were" Boone Island bed-
bugs." And, said he, "Young man, when you see this kind of bait, no matter if you don't see 
any fish, never leave; the fish will be there in a few days." 
Then there is another kind, called '' snappers." These are white, and dart rapidly about in 
the water; they are doubtless small crustaceans. He says that sometimes they swim at the sur-
face, where the Mackerel follow them. A few days before he had been standing on the stern of his 
vessel, and though he could see nothing under the water he knew the snappers were there about 
two feet below the surface, for be could see a school .of Mackerel swimming along, opening their 
mouths and taking in their food, and then letting the water out through their gills. 
When the Mackerel are tolled up from twelve or fifteen fathoms below the surface their 
stomachs are often full of bait; so it is certain that these little animals swim at all depths. 
Another kind of food is red, and is hot to the hands. This is called "Cayenne"; it spoils 
the fish. 
Years ago, according t~ Captain Harding, Mackerel did not school as they do now. 
When you see pollock jumping near the shore, it is a pretty good sign that there is plenty of 
mackerel food·. 
The presence of abundance of mackerel food is indicated by the great schools of sea-birds, 
particularly by the flocks of phalaropes, or sea-geese, as the :fishermen call them, which congregate 
together, :floating upon the water, and when seen in summer give a sure sign of the presence of 
Mackerel also. 
The various invertebrate animals preyed upon by Mackerel are known to the fishermen by 
su_ch names as" shrimp," '' red-seed," and .'' Cayenne." 
'' The wide-spread distribution from shore seawi:t,rd of the Thysanopoda and other minute crus-
tacea, which constitute to so great an extent the food of the Mackerel and herring on our shores, 
was proved," writes Professor Baird, "during a trip of the 'Speedwell' from Salem to Halifax in 
1877." At numerous points and at regular intervals on the way across, including the middle of 
the route, immense numbers of these shrimp were met with and collected by the towing net. They 
were found in especial abunda,nce at Le Have Bank. These prove to be specifically identical with 
those found in immense quantities in Eastport Harbor at the surface. 
"That these same animals occur at least as far east as the Gulf Stream is shown by the list 
of the collections ma<le by Professor Smith off the Georges near the edge of the Gulf Stream, 
and published in the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. iii, 
July, 1874." 
Capt. Stephen Mar, of Gloucester, confirms the statements of Captain Harding regarding 
the effect of" red-seed" upon Mackerel; he states that when Mackerel are feeding on "red-seed" 
the :fishermen have great trouble in keeping them sufficiently long to dress them properly. Their 
bellies soften at once. When the weather is good and dogfish are not troublesome, the common 
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practice is to allow the fish to lie in the net until they have ·disposed of the food in their stomachs. · 
Capt. Henry Willard, of the schooner "Henry Willard," of Portland, Maine, carries a large net of 
coarse twine, which is suspended over the side of the vessel from two long booms. Into this he 
turns the fish and leaves them until the seed works out.1 
Captain Mar states that the "red-seed" is very troubleso~e to the men engaged in dressing 
the fish; it makes their hands very sore, often causing the blood to run. A man can clean twice 
as many fish in a given time if he is not annoyed by the'' red-seed" in their stomachs. 
Captain Mar describes another kind of mackerel food, which he calls "small brit," which, he 
says, resembles young herring, which also rots the fish. This is probably, as he supposes it to be, 
'' white-bait" in the young of the sea herring, Olupea harengus. It is known ais "eye-bait" to the 
Canadian fishermen. 
Captain Merchant tells me that when Mackerel are found with "red-seed" in their stomachs 
fishermen are sure that they are on the right fishing grounds. 
I am told by Captain Collins that it is common for many of the American fishermen to con-
sider it a good sign of Mackerel when they see floating seaweed, more especially eel-grass, "chopped 
up," i. e., cut into s~ort pieces, which they think is done by these fish. Perhaps there may be a 
good reason for this supposition, as the Mackerel, while feeding on the diminutive shells with 
which the weeds are covered, may also bite the latter in two. The presence of gannets is also 
considered a good sign of Mackerel. 
In England the food of the Mackerel is called the "mackerel mint," _and this is said to consist 
at certain seasons of the year of the sand-lants and five other fish, especially the herring and the 
sprat, while they have also been observed to devour, in the summer months, minute crustaceans, 
the swimming larvre of tape-worms, and the embryos of the small spiral shell Rissoa, which, in its 
adult state, is found in great abundance upon seaweed. It is probably some animal of this kind . 
which was referred to by Captain Harding in the statement above quoted, concerning the abun-
' dance of red-seed about Boone Island. Mr. J. F. Whiteaves has recorded a similar habit for the 
Mackerel of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence.2 
Professor Hind has pointed out certain relations which exist in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence 
between the Mackerel and the lant, or sand-eel, which appears to be one of its most important 
articles of diet in these waters. I quote here in full his observations upon this subject, and also 
his views upon the relations of currents and tides to the presence of mackerel food, and the con-
stant movements of the schools of fish: 
"The movements of the Mackerel, like those of the cod, and indeed of most ~pecies of fish, arc 
determined at different seasons of the year by the geographical position of its food; and the first 
important kind of food which appears to lure the Mackerel inshore, after spawning in the Gulf of 
Saint Lawrence, is the launce or sand-eel. 
"The relation of the launce or sand-eel (Ammodytes americanus) to the Mackerel is very much 
greater than appear at the first blush, and resembles the relation of the herring to the cod in 
general, and in particular the relation of the so-called Norwegian 'Sull cod,' or launce cod, to this 
wide- pread and important bait-fish. The approach of the !au.nee to the roast in spring is most 
probably th can e why the so-called pring cod fishing suddenly ceases on many banks and shoals, 
comm ncing ag in at different localitie._ two and three weeks later. 
the bank an ho 1 to meet and to follow the launce as they approach the 
in :r.p iti n of he Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 1872. 
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coast. In the same manner they meet and follow the caplin, guided no doubt by the peculiar odor 
developed by each species at the approach of the spawning season. 
"But it is the habit of the sand-eel of burying itself in the sand between the tides, or in sub-
merged sand beaches, that leads the Mackerel so close inshore. 
'' There can be little doubt that a similar indraught and outdraught of Mackerel and other 
:fish occur in our waters when the launce leave the deep sea to approach the land, or when they 
return to the deep sea again. Unlike many of the shrimps and larval forms on which the Mack-
erel feed, which are drifted to and fro by winds and currents, the launco is independent of the 
wind; but it is only in certain favorable localities frequented by this :fish that the burying process 
between tide-marks, from which it derives its name, can be easily effected; hence, these resorts are 
not_ only valuable as bait grounds, but generally noted mackerel grounds, such as Seven Islands, 
and some parts of Bay of Chaleur, and part of the gulf coast of New Brunswick. 
"This bait-fish approaches the sandy beaches fringing the shores of the guif in the early sum-
mer months to spawn; and here the Mackerel are found pursuing them while·engaged in deposit-
ing their comparatively large reddish-colored ova on the .sands between high and low water. 
Hence, during flood tide, and in the launce season, Mackerel are commonly taken close inshore on 
these coasts, in pursuit of the launce; and the best catches are said to be made during the period 
of high tide, for the following reason: In dull, cloudy weather the launce buries itself in the' sands 
left bare by the ebbing tides; but in bright, hot weather it rarely seeks the shelter of the sand, 
except near low-water mark, probably because the heat of the sun would be oppressive. The 
breadth of sandy ground' in which the launce buries itself for the brief period between high and 
low water marks is thus dependent upon the clearness of the sky. 
'' A continuance of cloudy weather is conducive to this kind of close inshore fishery; whereas 
a bright sky, and a day with a drying wind, leads the launce to select the narrow bands of sandy 
beach near the margin of ebb-tide, which always remain moist. In cloudy weather with a moist 
wind, the area in which the launce bury themselves and emerge during the incoming tide is thus 
• very much greater than in bright, hot weather; and it is not unfrequently found by experience 
that the Mackerel catch in such localities is much greater in cloudy weather than in bright weather, 
because the bait ground is then far more extensive close inshore. 
"As the summer advances and the launce retire to deep water the Mackerel feed upon the 
free-swimming and :floating embryonic forms of crustaceans; among the latter the zoea of differ-
ent forms of crabs are the most common. Adult shrimps of many species form also a large portion 
of their food, and the infinite numbers of these forms of life which exist in the sea, from the coast 
line to a thousand miles from land, may be inferred from the fact that, together with fish, they 
form the great staple of food of seals in northern seas. 
"Dr. Robert Brown states t,hat, during the sealing season in Spitzbergen seas, he has taken 
out of the stomachs of seals various species of Gammarus (G. Sabini; G. loricatus; G.pinguis; G. 
dentatus; G. mutatus, etc.), collectively known to whalers under the name 'mountebank shrimps,' 
deriving the designation from their peculiar; agility in water.1 
''These small crustaceans are found in countless numbers on the great outlying banks off the 
North American coast, and in the Labrador seas they are also in great profusion. 
•' It is of special importance to notice that very many if not all of these free-swimming crea-
tures in the sea, from invisible microscopic forms to the largest shrimp, sink to different zones of 
water or rise to the surface with the variations in temperature and changes in the direction and 
force of the wind. In :fine weather, when the food is at the surface, the Mackerel, the herring, and 
1 Dr. R. BROWN : On the Seals of Greenland. 
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other surface feeders swim open-mouthed against the wind. Dr. Brown states that the right 
whale and most of the whale species feed in a similar manner. The right whale feeding swims 
leisurely a~ the rate of about four miles an hour. Mackerel, when feeding, come often by millions, 
like a swiftly moving ripple on the wat~r, with eager, staring eyes and mouths distended to entrap 
the floating prey. Many of the free-swimming pteropoda are active only during the night-time, 
sinking during the day to a certain zone of depth. 
"The effect of currents and tides, assisted by wiuds, is to drive these free-swimming forms 
towards the different shores and into land-locked or sheltered bays. On the shores of the open 
sea a _continued land breeze drives them far out to sea, and the fish following them will be lost to 
view. Off the coast of the United States the Mackerel ground is not unfrequently found near the 
summer limit of the Gulf Stream where wide-spreading eddies prevail, caused by the meeting of 
the great Labrador current flowing in an opposite direction, or the surging up of the arctic under-
flow. In these vast eddies the temperature is greatly reduced by the mixing of almost ice-cold 
water from beneath with a warm overlying stratum. 
"It is here, too, that the _free-swimming mackerel food will congregate, sometimes at the sur-
face, at other times at different depths, dependent upon the temperature of the mixed waters. In 
the vicinity of the south edge of the Grand Bank of Newfoundland the line of contact between the 
Arctic and the Gulf Streams is sometimes very marked by the local currents which 'boil and form 
strong eddies.' The line of contact of the two great cold and warm currents is continually chang-
ing for hundreds of miles with the varying seasons, and under the influence of winds ; hence, also, 
the changes in geographical position and in the depth or zone of the open-sea mackerel grounds.1 
"Inshore the floating and free-swimming food is . drifted to and fro by winds and tides, and 
great accumulations are sometimes thrown up upon the beaches in· windrows after storms. This 
floating and swimming food gathers in eddies, either near the coast line or at the junction of . 
opposing tidal waves or currents. Hence, along sheltered and embayed coasts, confronting the 
open sea, in the vicinity of banks where great tidal currents and eddies are formed, or in the gulf 
and estuary of the Saint La,wrence, where two opposite and wholly different tides dragging along the 
coast line approach to meet, there will be the mackerel ground of the :fishermen, but not necessarily 
at the surface." 
The winged . pteropods very properly form an important part of the mackerel food, as they 
sink and rise with changes of the temperature of the zone or sheet of water in which they are 
feeding. 
REPRODUCTION.-Although little is actually known concerning the spawning habits of the 
Mackerel compared with those of fish which, like the shad and the salmon, have been artificially 
propagated, it i perhaps safe to ay that the subject is understood in a general way. The testi-
monl of reliable observers among the :fishermen of our coast and the coast of the British Provinces 
indicates that the spawning takes place in rather deep water all along the shore from the eastern 
1There are no mackerel-fishing grounds within 300 miles or more of the Grand Bank, and certainly none nearer 
than 400 miles of its southern edge. It is possible that mackerel have occasionally been seen, or 1:,tray specimens 
captured, nearer the Gra.nd Bank than this, but no mackerel fi hermen would think of trying for these fish east of 
thew st coast of ewfonndland. There are but two instance on record where mackerel fishermen have gone so far 
ast that. ·what v r infl.u n e may b xerted upon other forms of ocean life by the meeting of the Gulf Stream 
and the A.retie urr nt, i can be quite safely a erted that the Mackerel are never found in summer near the junction 
f thee curr .n , . xc ptinrr, perhaps, on th outhern edge of George's Bank and off the south shoal of Nantucket. 
Th locali i ar then ar ma ker 1-fi hiug grounds to the olf Stream of any on the United States coast. And 
rarely or never ken nearer than fifty or sixty miles from the northern edge of the stream.-
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end of Long Island to Eastport, Maine, along the coast of Nova Scotia, and in the Gulf of Saint 
Lawrence. The spawning season occurs in May in Southern New England, in May and June in 
Massachusetts Bay1 apd in June in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and on the Bradley Banks and 
about the Magdalenes early in the month, and, according to Hind, on the northeast coast of New-
f9tmdland toward the end of the month.1 
Capt. Benjamin Ashby, of Noank, Connecticut, states that in the spring of 1877 Mackerel 
spawned in great numbers in Vineyard Sound and Buzzard's Bay. Many Mackerel were taken in 
the pounds, and the eggs were so ripe that when the fish were thrown from the net to the boat the 
eggs escaped to such an extent that in cleaning out the boat afterwards he found at least half a 
bushel at the bottom. This was as early as the 2d of May, tnd continued t.llrough the month. 
Capt. R. H. Hurlbert, of Gloucester, found the spawn running out of Mackerel taken off Kettle 
Island, south of Cape Ann, in l\fay and June. 
Capt. Henry Webb, who owns a weir on Milk Island, . under the shadow of the Thatcher's 
Island lights, obtains many Mackerel every year in his nets. He informs me that when they :first 
make their appearance, about the :first of June, the spawn is running out of them, and many of 
them are haif throngµ the process of spawning. The eggs· will spurt from a female fish in a stream 
six feet long, and there is a large percentage of females in the catch, probably two-thirds of the 
whole. The spawn begins to dry up after the first of August, and young :fish begin to appear 
about the 4th of August. He thinks that it takes Mackerel four or five weeks to spawn; after 
that they begin to grow fat, and when they are fat there is no sign of spawn to be seen, the male 
and female not being distinguishable. 
The growth is rapid, and in about seven weeks the young :fish are about four or five inches 
long. 
Mackerel spawn abundantly in Grover's Beach at a depth of one and a half to two fathoms. 
The eggs are very minute, and the old Mackerel feed upon them greedily. 
Captain Fisher, of Portland, Maine, told me, in 187 4, that when the Mackerel come in they 
are almost empty and have a muddy taste. They :first engage in spawning, but toward the last of 
June they have :finished and begin to grow fat. 
1 During the entire month of June Mackerel are taken in the Bay of Saint Lawrence wiyh mes fully developed, 
Having been engaged in the Mackerel fishery in the Gulf for twenty-two consecutive seasons, ten of which I went to 
the Bay early in June, I have thel'efore had abundant opportunity to learn the spawning season of the Mackerel in 
that region. It is my opinion that Mackerel spawn in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence some time between the 1st and the 
15th of July. Have caught them in abundance and full of roe as late as the 4th and 5th of July, and it is exceedingly 
rare to find spent Mackerel previous to the 20th of June. In the period when hook-and-line fishing was most prosper~ 
ous, the fishermen usually planned to leave the Gulf about the first week in July if they had succeeded in getting nearly 
a fare of Mackerel previous to that time, since while the fish were spawning, or between the 1st and the 15th of the 
month, but little could be done, as the Mackerel would not readily take the hook. The fishermen, therefore, knowing 
that they could catch few fish during this period, between "hay and grass," as they termed it, usually improved the 
opportunity thus afforded of making their passage home and refitting for another trip with comparatively little loss 
of time. Apparently ontl of the most favorite breeding grounds for Mackerel in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence is the 
area along the shores of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island (on the north side of the latter) lying inside of a 
line drawn from North Cape to Point Miscou. Bank Bradley is also a breeding ground for Mackerel of considerable 
importance. The fish seemed to assemble on the grounds mentioned above during June, in a depth varying from 
three to forty fathoms. The greater part, however, were found in a depth varying from ten to twenty fathoms. The 
spawning season being over, they usually stay on the same grounds, though later in the summer and during autumn 
the Mackerel were abundant around the Magdalenes and the bend of Prince Edward Island; when the fall migration 
takes place they move farther south. It is probable that large numbers of Mackerel may deposit their spawn around 
Magdalene Isl~nd, though it is worthy of note that but few or no fish have been taken in that locality on hook and 
line during the month of June. Considerable quantities are, however, caught by the gill-net fishermen early in June, 
though the catch was small compared with that formerly obtained by hook-and-line fishing in the western part of the 
Bay.-J. W. COLLINS. 
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Captain Hurlbert caught a dozen fish off Camden July 1, 1870, which were half spawned and 
had spawn running out of them. 
According to Mr. Wilkins, of Two Isles, Grand Manan, the MackerQl spawn there on the 
rocks and sand in water from one foot to ten feet or more in depth. This is in the first half of 
June. The spawn is in bunches and does not float on the water. 
During the spawning season Mackerel are taken in seines, as they will not bite and are then 
very poor. They come again in September and October, and are then taken with the hook. 
Mr. Hall, of Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, says that Mackerel spawn only once fo 
seven years in large numbers, this period representing the interval between the successive large 
catches. The Ma~kerel strike in there about the 10th of June. They spawn about the 2d or 3d 
of July on the Bradley Bank to the north of Prince Edward Island. At that time they have been . 
taken with spawn running out of them. They cease to bite for several weeks while spawning. 
One of the principal spawning grounds on our coast appears to -be on the Nantucket Shoals, where 
for a period of three or four weeks after their first appearance the Mackerel hug the bottom and 
rarely take the hook. At this time there is a lull in. the prosecution of the mackerel fishery, 
although before its beginning great quantities are taken in the purse-seines far south along the 
coast. After the close of the spawning season the old fish are said to be very poor, but take the 
hook greedily along the entire coast, as also before the beginning of the spawning season. Although 
the fish first brought to market are sold at a high price on account of their previous scarcity, it is 
not until after the close of the spawning season and the subsequent fattening up of the fish that 
they attain their highest excellence as an article of food. Fall Mackerel are well understood to be 
by far the best fish. Storer, in his "History of the Fishes of Massachusetts," remarks·: "From the 
10th of May to the 15th of June they appear at the entrance to Massachusetts Bay, having been a 
few days previous at Nantucket and the Vineyard Sound. Nine-tenths of those first seen are 
males, and they are all large .but poor, weighing from one pound to one pound and a half. At 
their first appearance they will not take the hook, and are therefore captured in seines." 
The contrast between the statements of Storer and Captain Webb should be carefully noted. 
The former states that the early fish taken near the end of Cape Cod are mostly males. This 
would naturally be the case, as the females at this time are either engaged in spawning or are 
perhaps so weak that they would not be likely to come to the surface. At Milk Island, however, 
which seems to be in the middle of the spawn_ing region, the majority of the fish are females. 
We are indebted to Capt. N. E. Atwood for the most complete series of observations upon the 
spawning of the Mackerel which has ever been ~ade, and what he has seen he shall be allowed to 
tell in his own words: 
"I have many seasons been engaged in fishing for Mackerel in our bay with gill-nets. I 
watched tbe Mackerel more particularly in regard to their time for spawning. In 1856, owing to 
the fact that a measure had passed the Massachusetts legislature authorizing the appointment of 
three commissioners to make investigations with regard to the artificial propagation of the fish, 
and that I expected to be named one of the commis ioners, I went to the upper part of Massachu-
ett Bay, where it is about twenty miles broad, and I found these spawning Mackerel there near 
the bottom. Thi year the Mackerel came in about the middle of May; few at first. On the 20th 
I went ont for the fir t time with my drifting-net all night in the bay; I caught 2,250 Mackerel; 
on th foll wing ni ht aught 3,520. hen I fir t began to catch them I observed that the spawn 
h d m to it full , ize, th ugh it wa n t free to run from them, not being yet fnlly matured. 
n r a nt th J 1 t J e e found that e of them were depo iting pawn, and as I took them 
r fr l . On the 5th of June I took the mature eggs as they came from 
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the fish and put them in alcohol, marking the date, as I considered this time the middle of the 
spawning season. (By the 10th of June the fish bad all deposited their spawn, and they then 
proceeded to the grounds where they expected to meet with better food in order to fatten and 
recruit. The spawning takes place at a depth of from .five to fifteen fathoms.) Thirty days after 
I went out in the bay and found any quantity of schools of little Mackerel which were, I should 
think, about two inches long, though their length might have been a little less. I took a nu_mber 
of specimens and put them in alcohol, marking the date. Twenty-five days later I procured 
another lot of them which bad grown to double that size. I don't mean to imply that they were 
twice as long, but twice as heavy. I put them also in alcohol, marking the date. The first time I 
subsequently went to Boston I called on Professor Agassiz and gave him the specimens. He said 
that he had never before been able to ascertain these facts so clearly and so well, and that be was 
very much pleased with them. I watched the growth of these young Mackerel all along, and I 
saw them grow considerably from month to month, so much so that the same fall, in the latter 
part of October, I caught some of them with a very small mesh net and found they had grown to 
a length of six and a half or seven inches. I kept a small quantity of them, split, salted, and 
packed them, in accordance with the Massachusetts inspection law, as No. 4's, and since Mackerel 
were then scarce and very high in price, I sold them for as much as $6 a barrel." 
"Much yet remains to be learned in regard to the spawning season of the American Mackerel,'' 
writes Professor Baird, "and little more is known of this except in regard to the European 
variety. It is, however, well established by the researches of Sars that this fish, like the cod, and 
many of the fl.at fish, etc., spawns in the open sea, some times at a great distance from the land, at 
others closer inshore. Sars found them on the outer banks of the coast of Norway; and Mr. 
Matthias Dunn, of Mevagissey, England, communicates to 'Land and Water' his observations 
of Mackerel found, with ripe spawn, six miles from the coast.1 
'' The fish taken in the weirs and pounds on Vineyard Sound and about Cape Cod in the early 
spring are filled with ripe spawn; and that the operation of spawning takes place on the Ameri-
can coast is shown by the immense schools of small fish that are taken throughout the summer, of 
various sizes, from a few inches up, and from Buzzard's Bay to Portland and Penobscot Bay. No 
species of young fish is, at times, more abundant throughout the summer season than the Mackerel. 
''The egg of the Mackerel is exceedingly minute, not larger than that of the alewife or gaspe-
reau. It appears to be free from an adhesive envelope, such as pertains to the egg of the herring, 
and in consequence of which it agglutinates together, and adheres to gravel, the rocks, or the sea-
weed at the bottom. As with the egg of the cod, that of the Mackerel is provided with an oil 
globule, which makes it fl.oat nearly at the level of the surface." 
I am indebted to Mr. Frederick W. True for an enumeration of the eggs in two Mackerel taken 
at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, in May, 1873; one of these contained 363_,107, the other 393,887. 
Srn: I have been again fortunate in taking a Mackerel alive in the act of spawning, on the night of May 10, about 
six miles from land. A better specimen could not possibly be had, and the roe ran freely without assistance. I got 
a bucket of sea-water, and allowed the fish to spawn in it; for some time I had a difficulty in finding what became of 
it, as the globules would not reflect the light of the candle like the pilchard spawn ; but by running the water into a 
clean bottle, and holding it to the light, I found them floating on the surface, but not so buoyant as the pilchard roe. 
In this state they continued for about half au hour, and then gradually sank to the bottom; but, unlike the pilchard 
spawn, they retained their vitality there for more than twelve hours. With the daylight the globules could scarcely 
be discerned by looking directly down into the water; but on holding it towards the light in a bottle they could be seen, 
with that healthy, bright silvery hue so peculiar to living ones, each marked with a dark spot in the center. Believ- . 
ing the pilchard spawn would have reached you, I did not send you any of these. As I sent that spawn by post, I 
suppose the bottle must have been broken in the post-bag.-MATTHIAS DUNN (Mevagissey, Cornwall, May 15, 1871), 
Land and Water, May 20, 1871, p. 353. 
-
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The only previous record of the number of eggs yielded by Mackerel is that made by Thomas 
Harmer, in 1764, and published in the" Philosophical Transactions" of London, vol. 57, p. 285. 
He found in one large Mackerel, weighing one and a quarter pounds, 454,961 eggs; in a second, 
of much the same weight, 430,846; and in a third, weighing about one pound two ounces, 546,681.1 
RATE OF GROWTH .A.ND srzE.-The rate of growth of the Mackerel during t he :first sum-
mer has been quite carefully studied by Captain Atwood; and the same authority has, perhaps 
more satisfactorily than any other, interpreted the facts from which may be deduced the conclu-
sions as to their growth year by year. 
Referring to the small fish, six and a half or seven inches in length, which he believed to be 
the young of the year, caught by him in October, 1856, he says: "Fish of this size are sometimes 
called 'Spikes,' but I do not know their proper name. The next year I think they are the 'Blinks,' 
being one year old; the following year_ they are the 'Tinkers,' two years old, and the year after 
they return to us as the second-size, three years old. It is probable that the :fish reaches its full 
maturity in four years." He continues : "The :first-Mackerel that come in are very large and 
spawners, but these do not bite at the book; and you don't catch them with th~ seine, because 
they don't show themselves. · Y 01! would not know of their presence if you did not set nets for 
them. When they are taken in nets set anywhere along the coast, at Provincetown, etc., a good 
many people imagine that they are the remnant of the Mackerel which were there the year before, 
and which have been imbedded in the mud; and when they taste these :fish they fancy that 
they taste mud. When the next school arrives there appear ~ackerel of different sizes, which 
take the hook. They are carried to Boston market and are sold fresh in their season. -They are 
not sold by weight, but are culled, and are denominated as follows: Large ones, second-size, "Tink-
er~," and "Blinks." When the large ones are worth twelve cents, the others may sell, second-size, 
eight cents; Tinkers, four cents, and Blinks, one and a half cents. These prices may fluctuate 
when there occurs a large proportion of one or more of the above-named kinds at the same time. 
Any man who is well acquainted with them will make the same culling, as there seems to be a line 
of demarkation between the different kinds which stands out prominently. 
''Admitting this to be the fact, those that come as Blinks are from the spawn of the year 
before, while those which are called '·Tinkers" are from the Blinks of the year previous, being the 
two-year-old fish; and those that are called second-size are from the Tinkers of the year before; 
when they grow up and mix with the bigger ones, I don't know how they live, or much about 
them. This js my opinion about these matters. You will :find that :fishermen will tell you they 
think that Mackerel are six or seven years in getting their growth." 
Mackerel, when full grown, are from seventeen to eighteen inches in length; sometimes they 
attain a larger size. In August, 1880, a school of Mackerel was taken in the vicinity of Plymouth; 
they weighed from three to three and a half pounds each, and were from nineteen to nineteen and 
a half inche long. Th y w re regarded a extraordinarily large, and a barrel of them were sent 
to the Fi hery Exhibition at Berlin as an illustration of the perfection to which the Mackerel 
attain in thi conntry. Although the ize just mentioned is unusual at present, in past years 
many thou an of arrel have be n t aken nearly, if not quite, as large. The size varies from 
year to year, m t i ry few barrels which can be rated as No. l's being found in our waters. 
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A No. 1 Mackerel, according to the Mas~achusetts inspection laws, measures thirteen inches from 
the tip of the snout to the crotch or fork of the caudal fin. The average length from year to year 
f~r the whole coast is probably not far from twelve inches in length, and a weight of twelve· to six~ 
teen ounces. The following quotations from writers of two centuries ago are interesting, since they 
show that large Mackerel were known to the early colonists of New England: 
"The mackerel, of which there is choicefull plenty all summer long; in the spring they are 
ordinarily 18 inches long; afterwards there is none taken but what are smaller." 1 
"The Makarels are the baite for the Basse, & these have been chased into the shallow waters, 
where so many thousands have shott themselves a shore with the surfe of the Sea that whole 
hogges-heads have been taken up on the Sands; & for length they excell any of other parts: they 
have bin measured 18. & 19. inches in length and seaven breadth: & are taken with a drayee, (as 
boats use to pass to & froe at Sea on business,) in very greate quantities all along the Coaste. 
''The Fish is good, salted; for store against the winter, as well as fresh, & to be accounted a 
good commodity." 2 
ENEMIES OF THE M.A.CKEREL.-The gannet is one of the most destructive enemies of the 
Mackerel. These birds are often seen so heavily weighted with these fish that they are unable 
to rise on the approach of the vessel until they have disgorged from two to four good-sized Mackerel. 
This is so common an occurrence that there are but few fishermen who have not witnessed it. 
Porpoises a_nd whales may also be included in the list of enemies of the Mackerel. It is by no 
means an unusual sight on the fishing grounds to see hundreds of the former rushing and leaping 
among schools of Mackerel, scattering them in every direction. 
The shark known to fishermen as the "mackerel shark" is one of the principal enemies of the 
Mackerel. I have often seen them chasing Mackerel, and, when jigging was practiced, it was a 
common occurrence for sharks to drive off a. school from alongside of a vessel. 
Dogfish often hover around the outside of large schools of Mackerel, and doubtless feed on 
them. Great difficuity is sometimes experienced in saving fish that have been inclosed in a purse-
seine, owing to the immense numbers of dogfish that gather around and, in their efforts to eat the 
Mackerel, which t~ey see through the meshes, bite off _the twine, making large holes in the seine 
through which the inclosed fish escape. 
Among the other principal enemies of the Mackerel are the bluefi.1:,h, mackerel shark, and the 
cod. The appearance of a school of bluefish in waters crowded with Mackerel is an almost sure 
signal for their disappearance. 
The young Mackerel are eaten by squids also. Professor Verrill has recorded the following 
account of the maneuvers of the squid known to zoologists by the name Ommastrephes illecebrosus: 
'' Messrs. S. I. Smith and Oscar Harger observed it at Provincetown, Massachusetts, among the 
wharves, in large numbBrs, July 28, engaged in capturing and devouring the young Matkerel, 
which were swimming about in 'schools,' and at that time were about four or five inches long. In 
attacking the Mackerel, they would suddenly dart backward among the fish with the velocity of an 
arrow and suddenly turn obliquely to the right or left and seize a fish, which was almost instantly 
killed by a bite in the back of the neck with the sharp beaks. The bite was always made in the 
same place, cutting out a triangular piece of flesh, and was deep enough to penetrate to the spinal 
cord. The attacks were not always successful, and were sometimes repeated a dozen times before 
one of these active and wary fishes could be caught. Sometimes ·after making several unsuccessful 
attempts one of the squids would suddenly drop to the bottom, and, resting upon the sand, would 
1 JOSSELYN, 1675. 
'New England's Fish, JOHN SMITH, 1622. United States Fish Commission Report, Part I, p. 153. 
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change its color to that of the sand so perfectly as to be almost invisible. In this way it would 
wait until the fishes came back, and when they were swimming close to or over the ambuscade, the 
squid, by a sudden dart, would be pretty sure to secure a fish. Ordinarily when swimming they 
were thickly spotted with red and brown, but when darting among the Mackerel they appeared 
translucent and pale. The Mackerel, however, seemed to have learned that the shallow water is 
the safest for them and would hug the shore as closely as possible, so that in pursuing them many 
of the squids became stranded and perished by hundreds, for when they once touch the shore they 
begin to pump water from their siphons with great energy, and this usually forces them farther 
and farther up the beach. At such times they often discharge their ink in large quantities. The 
attacks on the young Mackerel were observed mostly at or near high water, for at other times the 
Mackerel were seldom seen, though the squids were seen swimming about at all hours; and these 
attacks were observed both in the day and ev~ming." 
The dogfish is doubtless a dangerous foe to the Mackerel weakened by the act of spawning 
and remaining near the bottom. .An old fisherman has described to me with great animation how 
greedily the dogfish devour the Mackerel which have become gilled in the nets, how they follow 
them to the surface and linger about the vessel-while the process of cleaning is going on, drinking 
the blood of the fish as it flows from the scuppers. 
STUDIES OF THE MOVEMENTS OF THE MACKEREL SCHOOLS. 
HIND ON THE CAUSES OF IRREGULAR M0VEMENTS.-In closing this chapter upon the 
natural history of the Mackerel, it seems appropriate to quote from the writings of Professor Hind 
some very important paragraphs in which he has attempted to interpret the irregular moVf~ments 
of the mackerel schools in our waters, and to explain the causes of the alleged annual variation 
of their numbers : 
'' What is the proper interpretation of the movements of the Mackerel from its first appear-
ance in the spring to its disappearance in the fall' These movements vary with the geographical 
position of local schools of this fish. On the coasts of the United States and Nova Scotia, its 
annual movements resemble in all particulars those of the same species in European seas where 
the schools have a free and unobstructed ocean in which to seek their prey. 
"In the spring, at the end of April and May, the Atlantic schools of this fish which have 
wintered off the coasts approach the land in separate bodies, full of spawn and poor, coming direct 
from winter homes where they have -remained in a torpid condition, partially buried in sand or 
mud. After spawning, the different schools feed for a short time on the fry of fish, and as the 
temperature ri es they go out to sea in search of free-swimming crustaceans and larval forms of 
food according a they are di tributed by wind and tide. 
'' They pur ue thi food against the current or tide. They often feed during the night, because 
at that period great number of free-swimming larval forms approach the surface. This is one 
rea on why mackerel school are frequently missed by fishermen, and areas supposed to be deserted 
may really abound with thi fl h, which would be discovered by sink-net fishing. The currents 
are con tantly changing with the ea on under the influence of temperature and prevailing winds, 
henc the cour f dir ction and depth of the food i con tautly changing also. 
'' it i carried f r ff from the land, at other times towards it, and the mackerel 
(7th fo d m fir tin one direction, then in another, and range from close inshore 
• 1 , an ft n doubtl , at a considerable depth below the surface. 
f th movement , when plotted on paper, would be a eries of irregu-
I 
I 
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lar circles or elongated ellipses, the range of each school or group of schools being opposite and 
often adjacent to that part of the coast ·where they spawn. 
"As the fall approaches, owing to the diminution in the supply of their floating food out at 
sea, they come more inland. 
"All the free-swimming larval forms of most species of shrimps, crabs, lobsters, sea-urchins, 
star-fish, sea-worms, &c., have disappeared in the open sea, after passing through their final trans-
formation. But near the shore there are great numbers of other forms of life, which are developed 
later in the year. Coming inshore to feed on these on the Atlantic coast, the Mackerel are found 
by American :fishermen later and later on their return voyage to the southwest, which gives rise to 
the impression that they are following the schools, when they are only meeting with fresh schools 
approaching the shore from their feeding grounds. Similar movements occur on the Atlantic coast 
of N o-va ~cotia and Cape Breton. As winter approaches, beginning at Cape Breton in November, 
the different schools retire to their winter homes off the coast in deep water later and later from 
north to south. 
"In the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, where land is, as it were, on all sides, the local schools come 
from their winter haunts to the banks and beaches of the Magdalens, of Prince Ed ward Island, in 
the Bay Chaleur, etc., to spawn about the first week in June. They retire after spawning to deep 
water, and meet the incoming sand-launce. They follow the sand-launce inshore. or on to banks, 
and for some weeks feed on these fish. When the sand-launce again retires to deep water, the 
season of the small crustaceans has arrived, and these by tidal action, already described, and 
winds, are concentrated near the coast lines of Prince Ed ward Island, New Brunswick, the north 
and south shore of the estuary and gulf of Saint Lawrence, and the shores of Cape Breton. On 
all these coasts the effect of the single and confluent tides, dragging along the coast line and 
retarded by it, is to produce eddies, where the free-swimming food· concentrates. The course of 
direction of the different schools during the summer is thus dependent upon winds and tides, and 
the-ir movements would, if correctly plotted, resemble long narrow ellipses adjacent to the coast, 
which are doubtless many times repeated. 
"At the approach of winter the different schools seek their winter quarters opposite and near 
to the places where they spawned in the preceding spring, as is the case of the schools on the 
Atlantic coasts. In these particulars their movements resemble those of different species of fish 
which feed and move in great schools in directions outlined by circles or ellipses throughout the 
period during which they are at the surface.1 
1 It is a fact well known to all experienced mackerel :fishermen that during the month of May and the early part 
of June large bodies of Mackerel pass along the shores of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton from west to east, and while 
many schools move through the waters of Chedabucto Bay and the Straits of Canso to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 
another body passes in around the east end of Cape Breton Island, their destination being the same as those :fish 
taking the shorter route. No better evidence of this migratory habit can be deduced than the fact that at this season 
of the year the fishermen along the Nova Scotian coast and about the Strait of Canso are busily employed in catching 
Mackerel both in gill-nets and in drag-seines. On some occasions when the season has been exceptionally favorable 
the amount of Mackerel so taken has often been very great. This movement of the Mackerel is so regular and so 
well-defined that the fishermen rarely fail to tell within a few days, or perhaps even a few hours, of the time when 
they will appear on cc•rtain portions of the coast. The fall migrations are quite as regular. As the season advances 
and the temperature of the water decreases, the Mackerel, 'instead of simply changing their position into deeper water 
near their summer habitat, as has been stated by Professor Hind, move in vast bodies towards the southern part of 
the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, frequently striking in a succession of waves, as it were, on the northern shores of Cape 
Breton Island, where, deflected from their southern course, they divide into two streams or branches, one passing 
t~ough the Stmit of Canso, and the other out round the north cape of the island, and by its eastern and southern 
sides, and s_o on np along the south coast of Nova Scotia. The Mackerel which are found about the Magdalene 
Islands <lnrmg the summer and early autumn apparently move in a nearly direct line towarus the northeast end of 
Cape Breton Island, when they begin their fall migration. I have oft.en' had occasion to notice in a practical way 
the e movements, the knowledge of which is of vital importance to the :fishermen and of conside~able interest to th~ 
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"Bars has shown that this form of movement is taken by the herring on the Norwegian coast.
1 
"The :Mackerel are pursued .bY cod and hake, and these fish gather where offal is thrown 
over from vessels on which the Mackerel are -cleaned. As a natural consequence the Mackerel 
avoid the sea areas where their enemies are congregated, and fishermen attribute the desertion of 
the mackerel ground directly to the throwing of offal overboard. Cod, and probably hake, follow 
up the scent of offal or food of any description carried by currents with remarkable facility, aR 
may be witnessed during the process of jigging for cod in calm and clear waters. On looking over 
the side of a boat, with a man engaged in jigging at the bow or stern, aR soon as a fish is wounded 
merely by the jigger and blood flows from the wound, the creature may be .seen to dart ~ere and 
there in pain. '.l.1he neighboring fish of the cod tribe are attracted by the scent and follow the 
blood 'tracks' against the current, hunting their wounded comrade to the death. A fish coming 
across the stream of sce.nt immediately follows it up, and it is thus that fish offal or bait thrown 
overboard in the open sea, or some distance from shore, gathers the fis4 on the course of the cur· 
rent. In harbors and confined or land-locked bays, where there is no constant strong current to 
carry off the results of decomposition, and where the sea-scavengers are ~ot sufficiently numerous 
to consume it, the effect cannot fail to be extremely prejudicial to young fry and to fish-spawn.2 
"1.ne effect of temperature on the local movements of the Mackerel may be recognized in the 
process employed by fishermen to 'raiRe' Mackerel by toll bait, and luring them seawards. · The 
Mackerel follow the bait for some distance from shore, where suddenly tJ:iey cease to bite and dis-
appear. They probably find long exposure to the warm temperature of the surface waters unsuited 
to their habits, and sink to a cooler zone. 
"Hence the reason why a 'mackerel breeze,' mixing the heated surface water with the cooler 
understratum, is favorable to prolonged mackerel fishing with bait. The mi:~fog produced by 
agitation cools the surface and permits the fish to feed for a lengthened period.713 
"The Mackerel: like the herring a.nd the cod, seeks cold water for its spawning grounds 
wherever the Labrador current exercises ifa influence. Between Block Island and Ne, Man's 
------------------------------------
naturaUst. On one occasion, in the fall of 1867, an immense body of Mackerel was found along the north shore of 
Cape Breton, and on the last day that tho fish were seen the schools came near the surface of the water, and I feel safe 
in saying, from actual observation, that they moved at a rate of no less than three or four miles per hour in the direc-
tion of the north cape of the island. On another occasion, a body of Mackerel that was found near Amherst Island 
(one of the Magdalenes) one day, were met with the following morning about thirty miles distant from the first 
locality, in the direction of the north cape of Cape Breton Island, towards which they were moving at the rate of one 
or two miles an hour. I have myself seen schools of Mackerel off the Nova Scotian coast, in the fall, moving qnite 
rapidly in a westerly direction, but all efforts to catch them with a book failed, since they seemed to pay no regard 
whatever to toll bait. All of my own observations, and those of the Nova Scotian fishermen with whom I have been 
brought in contact, lead me to believe that Mackerel will not bite the hook to any extent during their fall migrations 
along the southern coa ts of Nova Scotia. This is all the more remarkable since they seem to take the hook very 
eagerly up to the last moment of their stay on their feeding grounds in the gulf. The spring and fall migrations of the 
Mackerel on our own coast are carried on with equal regularity and precision. On more than one occasion, in autumn, 
I have followed these :fi h da after day in their progress to the south and west along the shores of Maine and Massa-
chu etts. On one occasion, in the fall of 1862, I caught Mackerel nearly down to tho fishing rip on the Nantucket 
boals. These fish were moving rapidly southward, and the schools could be kept alongside of the vessel only a short 
tim , a11cl each trial had to be made two or tbr e miles farther south than the previon one. At another time, in tho 
fall of 1 .70, tho Maeker~l movecl in large cboohl very rapidly from Ipswich Bay across in the direction of Cape Cod. 
The <'boo] w re ~t the snrfac of the water, and it is not an exaggeration to say that their speed was not lesi:; than 
three or four ruile au hour. Each body of fish was eparated from the others, perhaps many hundred fathom , but 
nll mned to 1JC1 impell l bv the same motive, and w r moving steadily in the same direction. These fish would bite 
"erlv_ at the hook for a few minntes at a time, hut trong wa their instinct of migration that it was impossible 
to d tarn hmn only a. hor tim in their onw· rd movement.-J. W. COLLINS, 
b. r. G. . •· R , in hi r port for 1874. 
f ri i h • rth America, pp. 20, 21. 
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Land, where the spawning grounds on the United States coast south of Cape Cod are alleged to 
exist, a thin wedge of the Labrador current stretches far into Long Island Sound. 
"In Massachusetts Bay, where a mackerel spawning ground also exists, as also in the vicinity 
of Stellwagen Bank, the · temperature when observed by Dr. Packard in September ranged from 
41½0 to 45°, and the fauna resembled the cold-water species on each side of Jeffrey's Ledge. On 
George's Shoals the marine life is said by Verrill to be the same as that found in the deeper 
muddy parts of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and indicates a temperature not above 40°, and prob-
ably considerably lower. Bradelle Bank, according to Mr. Whiteaves, presents the phenomenon of 
a small stony patch tenanted by an assemblage of marine animals which usually inhabits very 
cold water, and are almost entirely surrounded by another series, which are for the most part 
prevalent where the bottom is warmer and more affected by surf~ce conditions of temperature. 
"Wherever the areas are situated where young Mackerel are found in the summer we find 
near at hand a cold-water zone, either existing as a part of the Labrador current at the surface or 
brought up from greater depths by banks and shoals. On the coast of Prince Edward Island, and 
in the gulf generally, the cold water lies freq:uently near th,e shore, because the diurnal tides mix 
the strata warmed during the daytime with the cold underlying strata. In the estuary of the 
Saint LawFence .Dr. Kelly found the surface temperature 57° F. on the 9th July, but three feet 
below the surface it was 44°, having in that short vertical space sunk 13°; at twenty-four feet it 
"' was 400, or 170 below tbe surface temperature." 
96. THE CHUB MACKEREL-SOOMBER COLIAS. 
The Chub Mackerel, or, as it is also called, the "Thimble-eye," "Big-eyed Mackerel," or "Bull 
Mackerel," closely resembles in general appearance the common Mackerel, from which it is distin-
guished chiefly by the presence of an air-bladder, and also by the occurrence of a row of indistinct ~ 
circular spots upon the sides below the lateral line. This is the fish which is called "Spanish 
Mackerel" in England, and the nam~, was brought to us by the early English fishermen of New 
England. It has been found at Pensacola and Charleston, as well as in New England. There is 
another fish closely related if not identical with 8. colias, which Professor Jordan found to be 
abundant in California, which corresponds to the S. pneumatophorus of the Mediterranean,1 and 
has been described from the Pacific as 8. diego. Professor Jordan considers this to be the 8. grex 
of various authors, but writes that he is not yet prepared to accept as final the judgment of 
Steindachner and Vaillaut that it is the young of 8. colias. The lower half of its sides is silvery 
and without any gray spots, such as are conspicuous in 8. colias. Jordan has specimens of the 
unspotted form much larger than his smallest specimens of the true 8. colias. 
The history of the Chub Mackerel on our coast is a peculiar one. .At the beginning of the 
present century it was exceedingly abundant· all along the coast of New England and New York. 
Mitchill, writing in 1814, remarked of it: 
"Comes occasionally'in prodigious numbers to the coast of New York in autumn. This was 
memorably the case in 1781 and 1813, when the bays, creeks, and coves were literally alive with 
them, and the markets full of them." 
DeKay remarks: "In the early part of November, 1828, they were also very ·abundant, and 
many persons were poisoned by eating them." 
Capt. Epes W. Merchant, of Gioucester, a veteran fishing skipper, who has been familiar 
with the fisheries of Massachusetts Bay for the past seventy years, told me that the Thimble-eye 
1 CANESTRINI: Fauna d' Italia. Pesci, 1872, p. 101. 
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were so abundant from 1814 to 1820 that with three men and a boy and a small vessel he could 
catch ten barrels of them, or about three thousand fish, in a day~ . 
The" Fishermen's Memorial and Record Book," published in Glouceste;r, contains the follow-
ing note: 
"In 1812 a large school of Spanish Mackerel visited this ·bay, and so plenty and numerous 
were they tbat tbey would bite readily at the bare hook and seize upon small bits of line hanging 
rrom the vess_el. Standing-room boats were then mostly in use, of from fifteen to twenty tons. 
These rooms held from :fifteen to twenty barrels, and the crews would catch them full in a few 
hours. Mr. Timothy Rogers, at Rowe's· Bank, bought most of these Mackerel, fresh, after being 
dressed, at two cents per pound, salting them in his buildings, and the business, which lasted two 
months, was a lively one. These Mackerel did not continue on this coast but a few years, and have 
now almost entirely disappeared. There were a few caught, with the other Mackerel, as late as 
1825, since which time it is very rare to see one during the entire season." . 
Captain Oakes states that the "Thimble-eye Mackerel," or "Mixed Mackerel," were very 
plentiful from 1826 to 1830. In 1826 be went fishing in the schooner "Delegate." The season's 
catch amounted to fifteen hundred barrels. Perhaps twenty-five barrels of these were "Thimble-
eyes." 
Capt. N. E. Atwood, qf Provincetown, wrote, in 1878, that sixty years ago; when he was a 
boy, and many years afterwards, they were very abundant in Massachusetts Bay, but that he has 
not seen them for nearly thirty years. They went away before the bluefish ret~rned, and before 
any weir, trap, pound, or any other engine of wholesale destruction was set in the New England 
waters. 
Storer, writing in 1846, remarked: "This fish is of late years found more rarely along our 
coast than formerly. Captain Blanchard informs me that during some seasons but two or three 
individuals are taken by the fishermen. Captain Atwood has seen but a single specimen during 
the last four or five years. Many years ago it was abundant at Provincetown, and would run up 
the small creeks and be left by the tide." 
J. V. C. Smith, in his "Natural History of the Fishes of Massachusetts," published in 1843, 
remarked that "they abound at New York, but for some reason make their appearance north of 
Cape Cod." 
From these testimonies it would appear that between 1840 and 1850 the species, formerly so 
abundant, had disappeared along the whole coast line. In an essay by the writer, written in the 
spring of 1879, this sentence occurs: "For ten years past the Smithsonian Institution, with its 
collectors stationed at various point from _Halifax to Galveston, has tried in vain to secure one of 
them, and it is probable that no ~useum in the world possesses a species of this fish, once so 
oommoo~ · 
In the ummer of 1879, however, during the stay of the Fish Commission at Provincetown, a 
con iderabl chool of the e :fi h came into the harbor and were taken in company with the Tinker 
Mack rel. None were ob erved there in 1880, however, and it remains to be seen whether they 
have return d to be again oounted among the permanent members of the fauna. This :fisb, during 
th p ri of it abundance on our coa t, wa considered an excellent article of food, and was by 
many pr £ rr to the common fackerel. On account of its small size, however, it was not so 
much ou ht ft r y t :fi h rm n. 
,ruing th [ k r 1 of th a ific coa t, which Profe or Jordan considers to be iden-
mber pnei mat<>phorus of t e Ea t rn Atlantic, th· authority writes: 
k r l i. p matophorttS, i known a 'Mackerel,' 'Easter Mackerel,' 
, 
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'Tinker Mackerel/ and '.Little Mackerel.' It reaches a length of about fourtee]). inches. It 
ranges northward to Monterey Bay, appearing in the fall in irregular and often large schools, 
usual1y disappearing in November. Some years few or none are seen. It is a good food-fish, but 
little attention is paid to it, on account of its small size and irregular occurrence."· 
The following account of the early discovery of Mackerel on the California coast appeared in 
the Gloucester ''Telegraph" of July 20, 1870: · 
"Mackerel are reported quite abundant along the coast of California, but the .people of that 
State have not learned to catch them, and continue to iror)Ort their Mackerel from the Eastern 
States. Only one or two attempts have been made to avail theml:!elves of a supply nearer home. 
In 1855 a few San Francisco :fishermen made a trip to Santa Barbara . Channel, in a small schooner, 
and soon filled her with Mackerel, but instead of cleaning them and soaking them out they threw 
them into salt without dressing, and when they arrived home their fish were, of course, in bad 
order. A more experienced captain hi 1858 put up properly a hund_red barrels of No. 2 Mackerel 
at Santa Barbara, which he disposed of at $16 per barrel. The San Francisco 'Bulletin' claims that 
enough can be caugb-t there to supply the want of their market, while salt of the best quality for 
curing them can be got free from the neighboring salt-water lagoons. It says that the Mackerel 
. abound there all the year round-which is probably incorrect-but that the months for taking them 
in the largest quantities are June, July, and August. 'If Mackerel .are caught before June and 
after August,' says the 'Bulletin,' 'they are too poor to cure to advantage, and deserve the name of 
"leather-bellies." And. if they are not cleaned and washed in salt water immediately after being 
caught, and before salting, they will spoil and become at least inferior food. But with necessary 
experience, skill, and judgment on the part of the :fishermen, and the encouragement, ·enterprise, 
and outlay on the part of all interested in trade and the development of our home industries, 
there are Mackerel enough on our coast of the best quality to supply all the wants of our city and 
State.'" 
97. THE FRIGATE MACKEREL-AUXIS THAZARD. 
This species . has also lately made its appe.arance in our waters, none having been observed 
before 1880, when they came in almost countless numbers. It is yet to be determined whether this 
species is to be a
1
permanent accession to our fauna. It is the "Timberello" of the Adriatic fisher 
folk. 
The United States Fish Commission obtained numerous specimens, twenty-eight barrels 
having been taken in a mackerel seine ten miles east of Block Island on August 3, 1880, by the 
schooner "American Eagle," Capt. Joshua Chase, of Provincetown, Massachusetts. 
The Frigate ~ackerel resembles, in some particulars, the common Mackerel; in others, the 
bonito, the genus Auxis being intermediate in its character between the Scomber and the related 
genera Pela1nys and Orcynus. It has the two dorsal fins remote from each other as in Scomber, 
and the general form of the body is slender, like that of the Mackerel. The body is, however, 
somewhat stouter, and, instead of being covered with small scales of uniform size, bas a corselet 
of l~rger scales under and behind the . pectoral fin;. Instead of the two small keels upon each 
side of the tail, which are so noticeable in the Mackerel, it bai the single, more prominent keel of 
the bonito and the tunny. - Its color is grayish-blue, something like that of the pollock, the belly 
being lighter than the back. Under the posterior part of the body, above the lateral line, are a 
few cloudings or maculations resembling those of the Mackerel. The occurrence of a large school 
of this beautiful species in our waters is very noteworthy, for the fish · now for the first time 
observed are very possibly the precursors of numerous schools yet to follow. It is not many y~ars 
20 F 
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since the bonito became an inhabitant of our waters, and the distribution and habits of the Frigate 
Mackerel are supposed to be very_ similar to those of the bonito, Sarda pelamys, and the little tunny, . 
Orcynus thynnus, which also :first came on the coast iri 1871, and have since been found in 
considerable numbers. 
The Frigate Mackerel has been observed in the West Indies, and other parts of the tropical 
Atlantic as well as on the coast of Europe. In Great Britain it is called the"'" Plain Bonito." 
. ' . 
It is not unusual in the Bermudas, where it is called the "Frigate Mackerel," a name not inap-
propriate for adoption in this country, since its general appearance is more like that of the 
Mackerel than the bonito, while in swiftness and strength it is mo~e like the larger members of 
this family. 
Since the :first appearance of this :fish many new observations of its abundance have been 
received. These :fish appeared to come in immense schools into the waters between Montauk Point 
and George's Bank; and from Mr. Clark's statements it appears that they have been observed 
in small numbers by :fi.s}J.ermen in previous years. Several vessels have come into Newport recently 
reporting the~r presence in immense _numbers in the vicinity of Block Island. It will interest 
the '' ichthyophagist~" to know ~hat several person& in Newport have tested the fish, and pro-
nounce it inferior to the bonito. Part of the flesh, that on the posterior part of the body, is 
white, but behind the gills it is black and rank, while the meat near the backbone is said to be of 
disagreeable, sour :flavor.-
It is h~rd ~ predict what its influence will be upon opher fishes already occupying our waters. 
Its· mouth is small and its teeth feeble, so that it is hardly likely to become a ravager, like the 
bonito and the bluefish. There is little probability, on the other hand, that its advent will be of 
any ~pecial importance from an ~conomical point of view, for its oil does not seem to be veQ· abun-
dant, and it will hardly pay at present to capture it solely for the purpose of using its flesh in the 
manufacture of fertilizers. 
Mr. A. Howard Clark, at that time in charge of the Fish Commission station at Gloucester, 
communicated to Professor Baird interesting statements regarding its abundance. From these 
it would also appear that the species has been observed occasionally in past )·ears. He wrote 
under date of August 10: "I have received this morning from the schooner 'Fitz J. Babson,' just 
arrived from Block Island, a fish answering to your description of the Auxis, having a corselet of 
scale around the pectoral fin, as in the tunny. The captain of the vessel, Joshua Riggs, reports 
that about a week ago we had a hundred barrels in the seine at one time, and saw over twent,y 
school of them. He saw them as far east as Sow-and-Pig light-ship. They are very easy to 
catch, flip like menhaden, do not rush, and are no_t frightened at the seine. They go in immense 
numbers-he think as many as one thousand barrels to a school. The day after the appearance 
of the e fl, h the Mackerel disappeared, but he does not know whether the Mackerel were driven 
away by them or not. They feed on Mackerel food. Mr. Daniel Hiltz, of the same vessel, says 
that be caught one of ju t the ame kind, in February, 1879, on a haddock trawl on the eastern 
part of the iddle Bank, in forty fathom of water. He took it to Boston, where it waR called a 
young bonito. 
"Mr. John Rend r on, of the chooner 'Sarah C. Wharf,' says that two vessel caught ·such 
ft h re ntly a tward of h re. The cbooner 'American Eagle,' of Provincetown, took a mun ber 
of rr l f th m int wp rt, aml Id th m for a dollar a barrel. Another Cape Cod ves el 
(be kn w h r nam ] t k about fifty barrel of th m and threw them away. All the 
k r 1 in r fr m 1 ck 1 n r 
h · pt in f the ho r 
rt e ing quantitie of this new fi h withiu tlle past fort-
r h C. barf' y he fir t saw them a fortnight ago, some 
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fifteen miles off Block Island. The captain and several of the crew of the 'Ella M. J obnson,' of 
Newburyport, just arrived from Block Island, state they saw abu.ndance of the-Auxis, but did not 
know what it was until the reports came from you at Newport. They opened one and found in_its 
stomach the ordinary red mackerel food. This crew differ with th~ crew of the schooner 'Fitz J. 
Babson' with regard to the ease of capturing them; think them rather difficult to take; say they 
flip like pogies, and do not rush like Mackerel. They saw ten large sch-ools of them on Saturday __ 
last, when some fifceen miles south of Block Island." 
It is very important that any observations made µpon this species in years to come should be 
reported to the United · States Fish Commission. The length of those I have seen ranges from 
twelve to sixteen inches, and their weight from three-quarters of a pound to a pound and a half or 
more. Those sent to New York market were part of the lot taken by the schooner '' American 
Eagle" and brought into Newport, whence they were shipped by Mr. Thompson, a fish-dealer of 
that place. It would require from eighty to one hundred of them to :fi11 ~ barrel; so the estimate 
of Captain Riggs, that there are a thousand _barrels in one of the schools, shows how exceedingly 
abundant they must be. The name "Frigate Mackerel," used in Bermuda, would seem to be the 
best name for use in this country,_since the fish resemble the Mackerel more than they do the 
bonito or tunny. 
Capt. N. E. Atwood, of Provincetown, Massachusetts~ the -veteran fisherman-ichthyologist, has 
examined_ the specimens, and is satisfied that they belong to the same species with a fish which he 
found abundant in the Azores in 1840, when, led by the reports of Cape Cod whalers, he went to 
these islands in search of the Mackerel, the mackerel fishing being poor at home. No Mackerel 
were found except the Frigate Mackerel. 
98. THE SPANISH MACKEREL AND ITS ALLIES. 
The genus Scomberomorus, until recently known to naturalists under the name Oybium, is repre-
sented upon our Atlantic coast by three species, and on the coast of California by one. Of the 
three eastern species the Spanish Mackerel, S. maculatus, is the most important, although the 
others grow to a larger size. The three species may be distinguished by the following characters: · 
The Spanish Mackerel, Scomberomorus maculatus, has the teeth somewhat conical and very 
pointed. It bas seventeen dorsal spines and a black spot upon the first dorsal. 
The Cero, Scomberonwrus caballa, has fourteen dorsal spines and the first dorsal fin immaculate·. 
The young fish have the sides of the body marked with roundish yellow spots, which disappear 
with age, and the lateral line is very sinuous upon the posterior portion of the body. 
The Spotted Cero, or King Cero, Scomberomorus regalis, has seventeen dorsal spines, and upon 
the front of the first dorsal, which is white, is a spot of deep blue, which is prolonged far back upon. 
' the upper edge of the fin. The sides are marked with broken longitudinal bands with brown spots .. 
THE SPANISH MACKEREL-SCOMBEROMORUS MACUL.A.TUS. 
The Spanish Mackerel is found along our coast from Cape Cod to the eastern parf of the Gulf' 
of Mexico, and has al5o been observed about Cuba and on the coast of B~azil. A few individuals . 
have been seen north of Cape Cod. Storer records the capture of one at Lynn, July 24, 1841, and 
states that specimens were obtained at Provincetown. in August, 1847, and by Captain Atwood, at 
Monhegan Islaud, off the coast of Maine. Although abundant in the Gulf of Me~ico, the speci~. 
is rarely seen on the coast of Eastern Florida. 
The history of this species, like that of se-veral others of the Mackerel tribe is very interest--
. ' . ' ~ 
ing, since it shows that its abundance upon the coast has -varied much during the past two cen-
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turies. The early chronicles of the colonies do not refer to it under its present name, but it is 
possible that this was the "Speckled Hound-fish" mentioned' by Josselyn in his "New Engla.nd's 
Rarities Discovered," published in 1673. Josselyn wrote: "Of Blew-fish, or Hound-fish, two kinds, 
Speckled Hound-fish and Blew Hound-fish, called Horse-fish." 
• 
The "Blew.Hound-fish" can have been nothing other than_ the common bluefish of our coast, 
and it is hard to imagine what fish, except the Spanish Mackerel, can have been described under 
the other name. No other allusion to the fish is found in literature before 1815, when the fish was 
described by Mitchill in his work on the fishes of New York, under the name Scomber maculatus . . 
The biographical . portion of his notice consisted of two sentences: "A fine . and beautiful fish. 
Comes in July." 
Even the publication of this description does not seem to have satisfied contemporary ichthy-
ologists of the existence of such a fish, for .some of them did not hesita.te to express the opinion 
that _Dr. Mitchill had been deceived by accidental differences of ·color at di:ffer_ent seasons of the 
year, and that there were not so many varieties of Mackerel as he imagined.1 
I I an essay- on the fishes of New York 1;llarkt t, published in 1854, Profrssor Gill referred to 
the Spanish Mackerel as a species of slight importance. · 
In 1878 the quantity sold in the New York market cannot have ·fallen much below 300,000 
I . 
pounds, with a retail value of $225,000, while large numl·ers were sent away to Baltimore and 
other cities. There is, however, need of caution in drawing inferences from marke · reports with-
out at the same time keeping in mind the true history d the fisheries. It is possible that Spanish 
Mackerel abounded in our waters long before they began to appear in the markets. Even now the 
number taken by the use of hook and line is very small. They are caught chiefly in traps and 
. weirs, which . ha-ve come into use since 1845, and many fishermen have expressed their belief that 
of late they have been rapidly increasing. 
Genio C. Scott wrote, in 1875: "My experience in trolling for Spanish· Mackerel off the inlets 
of Fire Island has convinced me that the fish is as numerous as the bluefish, and more so than 
the striped bass, at certain seasons, and is found a little farther seaward than either of those 
:ti.she . Every year the shoals of Spanish Mackerel become more and more numerous, and more 
are taken, but never in sufficient numbers to reduce the average price below sixty cents per pound. 
The shoals which I saw when last trolling for them would have formed an area nearly five miles 
square, and still the most successful boat did not take more th~n a dozen in three days. They 
will uot bite freely at any artificial lure, and though numbers came near leaping on the deck of 
our yacht, they treated our lures with an indifference which savored of perverseness." 
Mr. J.M. K. Southwick states that the first Spanish -Mackerel taken in th·e vicinity of New-
port were found in the summer of 1857. No one knew what they were. 
The Gloucester "Telegraph" of August 17, 1870, contains the following item: "At Newport 
the epicure are in ecstasies over the fact that Spanish Mackerel, the most delicious fish caught in 
the sea, are taken there now in seines. It is only by southerly winds that they are tempted so 
far north. ' 2 
1 :mrn, J. V. C.: Natural Hi tory of the Fishes of Massachusetts, 1843, p. 295. 
Th T ewport "Daily ews," August 19, 187~, has this item: 
' ' LARGE llA. L OF P nsn M.ACKEREL.-Saturday,Arnold James & Co., of this city, caught 208 Spanish Mack-
erel, w ·ighin"' 49:; pound . This i th largest haul of thi kind of fish that has ever been taken at any one time by 
any ~f o~r ·e, po hermen. They were caught in the West Bay, and snbsequently·sold to Mes rs. Carry Brothers, 
of th1 1 · . ' 
g 21, he Providence "Pre· ·" chronicled a sti11 more remarkable catch: 
· h I ckerel made ye terda)·. This time it was over four hundred fish, averaging 
ch. h Y re old to a dealer at twenty-five cents n, pound." 
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Mr. R. E. Earil,.who has studied the history of the species on the coast of New Jersey and the 
Southern States, writes as follows: 
'' Prior to 1850 almost nothing was known of the fish about Sandy Hook. This is shown by 
·the fact that about this time Mr. Robert Lloyd, a fisherman of Seabright; was engaged in trolling 
for bluefish, having a contract with one of the hotels t~ take his entire catch. · He secured quite 
a number of Spanish Mackerel (these being the first he had ever seen), which were carried with 
the bluefish to the hotel; but the proprietor knew nothing of their value, and even objected to 
taking them at the nominai price of t'Yenty-five cents each. 
'' From this date they were tak~n more frequently, and soon came to be highly prized as an 
article of food. They were caught wholly by trolling, the average daily catch being from ten to 
twttnty fish to a boat; the fisp.i:µg being best when the water was a little rough. They continued 
to increase in number, or at least came to be more g~nerally noticed by the fishermen, until 1866, 
when they were quite plentiful, becoming most abundant between 1870 and 1875. During that 
period it is said that they were often nearly as plenty as the bluefish, though comparatively few 
were taken, owing to the lack of suitable apparatus, and it was not until the introduction of 
properly arranged gill-nets and pound-nets that the fishermen were successful in securing any 
considerable quantities. 
"Since 1875 it is claimed that their numbers have gradually decreased on the inshore grounds, 
though they are said to be as numerous as formerly eight to ten miles from land, where they 
remain beyond the reach of gill-nets and pound-nets. 
"Many of the fishermen of Chesapeake Bay never saw the species priqr to 1875, though there 
are authentic records showing that individuals were oc~casionally taken in the haul-seines along 
the Eastern Shore as early as 1860, and hauls of between one and two hundred are reported by 
Dr. J. T. Wilkins in 1866. It is, however, very easy to explain the ignorance of the fishermen as 
to the abundance of the species in that region, for, until recently, the fisheries of the Chesapeake 
appear to h~ve been of small commercial importance, having been prosecuted. only during the 
spring and fall by meam; of gill-nets and haul-seines. During the summer months, when the 
Mackerel are most plenty, no fishing of importance was done. Pound-nets were i~troduced into 
the Chesapeake region in 1875, and it was through · their use that the fishermen came to know of 
the abundance of the species in these waters. 
"On the North Carolina _coast most of the fishermen, and, indeed, a majority of the dealers, 
are still unacquainted with either the name or the value
1
of the Mackerel, and when, in 1879, several 
thousand pounds of them were brought to Wilmington the dealers refused to buy them, supposing 
them to be a species of horse-mackerel (Orcynus), which they understood had no value as a food-
fish. As no purchasers could be found for them, they were finally thrown away. Farther south 
few have been taken, owiu g to the lack of suitable apparatus, as well as to the fact that the fisher-
men seldom fis]:i beyond the inlets. The smack fishermen of Charleston catch a few on troll-lines 
during the ple_asant weather of the spring and early summer, but they fish only occasionally in 
this way. 
• 
"Though the :fishing is at present limited to certain localities, there is no reason. to believe that 
the fish are absent from other places; on the contrary, it seems probable that, should proper appa-
ratus be employed, the species could be taken at almost any point along the outer shore where the 
menhaden are abundant. 
"In the Chesapeake region there seems to be no diminution in the catch· on the contrary it 
' · ' has increased rapidly from year to year, until in 1879 it amounted to fully 1,000,000 pounds, and 
in 1880 the quantity was increased to 1,609,663 pounds. The ~verage daily catch for the 'pound-
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nets about Cherrystone, Virginia, is fully 500 fish; while as many as 4,000 have been taken at a 
single 'lift,' and hauls of 2,500 are not uncommon during the height o~ the season. At Sandy 
Hook the catch is quite large; in 187~, 3,500 pounds were taken at one haul in a pound-net at 
Seabright, and the average stock for the pound-nets in that locality often exceeds $1,000 for 
Mackerel alone, while the catch of other species is proportionately large. 
"We see no reason for believing that the present enormous catch will have any serious effect 
upon the future abundance of the species; for, assuming- that the . fish are plenty all along the 
coast, the catch, though extensive at certain points, must be insignificant in comparison with the 
immense number of individuals in the water. As has been shown, however, there is good reason 
for believing that the numbers have varied from time to time in the past, and it may be that 
natural causes, of which we are still ignorant, and over which we may have no control, may cause 
a, like variation in the future." 
In 1879 the writer; in preparing an essay upon this fish, remarked: "Mitchill, when he described 
the Scomber ma.culatus, sixty-five years·ago, summed up what he knew of its habits in a single sen-
tence: 'Comes in ,July,' and the studies of later naturalists have added but little to this terse story." 
Since that time the studies of Mr. Earil and Mr. Stearns have added so much to our knowledge 
of the life and history of this fish that it may be said that its habits are now about as well under-
stood as those of any other species on our coast. Instead of weaving the facts which have lately 
been recorded into a compact narrative, the statements of different observers will be given as 
nearly as possible in their own words. 
:Mr. Earll thus discusses its movements along the Southern Atlantic coast: 
"Spanish Mackerel are gregarious in their habits. They are sometimes seen in enormous 
cbools, covering several square miles of ocean surface. A single school seen off Long Islanc-1 a 
few years ago was estimated to contain several million individuals. The density of these schools, 
however, is very different from that of the schools of m.enhaden on which they feed. The latter 
are usually found in compact masses, often many feet in thickness; while the former are consider-
ably scattered, a large percentage of them being at or near the surface of the water. 
''The fish make annual excuri:,ions to the coast of the United States in summer; starting from 
their home in the warmer waters of the South, or, perhaps, from the deeper waters along the inner 
dge of the Gulf Stream, in tbe early spring, and proceeding northward, o~ landward, as the season 
advance . After remaining for a fe~ weeks, or months at most, they again move southward, or 
·eaward, and at the approach of cold weather entirely disappear. They seem to prefer water 
ranging from 70° to 80° Fahrenheit, and seldom enter that which is colder than 650. 
"Off Charle ton, South Carolina., the fish are first seen about the last of March, and late in 
April they enter the ound of the North Carolina coast. By the 20th of May the vanguard 
n•aches the Che apeake, and other follow in rapid succession, so that by the middle of .June the 
captur of Mackerel on titute the principal occupation of the fishermen. Off Sandy Hook the 
fir t individual are not een till late in July,1 and from that time they continually increase in 
uum r t ill the middl , r even the la t, of Augu t. Their time of arrival at Narragansett Bay 
i : b u t the ame _a. that for andy Hook. In thi northern region they remain till the middle of 
• 
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September, after which the number gradually diminishes, and by the first of October the last 
individuals have disappeared. A little later they leave the dhesapeake, and few are seen on the 
Carolina coast after the 1st of November. 
"Their summer movements-are doubtless affected to a considerable extent by the movements 
of the menhaden and other small fishes on which they feed, as tliey are usually most plenty in the 
localities where these fish are found. When feeding they remain constantly among these fish, 
exhibiting great activity in the capture of their prey, rushing through the water with great speed, 
and often leaping into the air in long and graceful curves. This peculiar leap is characteristic of 
the species, and by it the fishermen are enabled to distinguish the Mackerel from their allies, the 
bluefish, that, after jumping from the water, fall back upon its surface with a splash, instead of 
cutting it, as is the case with the Mackerel. 
"During the spawning season the Mackerel enter the warmer and shoaler water of the bays, 
the individuals at this time being more generally disturbed and the schools often considerably 
scattered. ·On entering the Chesapeake, they remain about 'The Capes' for some. time, but as 
the season advances, according to Mr. Sterling, of Crisfield, Maryland, the~· start for the upper 
waters, and distribute themselves over the large spawning grounds of the region. Some weeks 
later they reassemble, and proceed down and out of the bay on the way to their winter quarters. 
"In moving along the coast the Mackerel seem to avoid fresh or even brackish water, and for 
this reason are seldom taken near the mouth of the larger rivers. This h'bit is thought to 
account for their greater abundance on the eastern than on the western side of the Chesapeake . 
.Along the last-named shore the saltness of the water is e0nsiderably affected by the enormous 
quantit,y of fresh water brought down by the large rivers of the State, while no rhTers of impor- . 
tance occur along the eastern shore, and the water is therefore nearly as salt as the ocean. 
"During its stay on our coast, the Spanish Mackerel may properly be styled a surface fish. 
It seldom descends to any great depth, but rather remains at or near the surface, and may often 
be seen leaping into the air or sporting at the top of the water. On a calm, bright day the sur-
face of the ocean is sometimes broken for miles together by the movements of a large school of 
these fish." 
Concnning its migrations in the Gulf Stearns writes: '' The Spanish Mackerel is extremely 
abuIJdant on the West Florida coast. They are first seen in March or April, four or five miles from 
I.and, moYing along swiftly towards the westward, or playing at the surface with no apparent aim or 
course of movement. The time of their arrival is not certainly known, but they are quite sure to 
appear some time between the first of March and the last of .April. One season, 1877, schools were 
seen off the coast in February, and the 'run' continued as late that year as usual. It is not an 
unusual habit for these early schools to remain at sea several weeks before approaching the land. 
During the latter part of April the first schools are seen coming into the Pensacola Bay, and from 
this time on through the summer they are continually passing in. I do not think the tide influences 
their movements, as far as entering or leaving the harbor is concerned, for I have seen them swim-
ming against and with the tide. They move at the surface of the water, frequently jumping from 
it and Rplashing conspicuously. By this commotion are attracted many sea-birds, which learn that 
there is food for them in the shape of fragments of small fishes upon which the· Mackerel prey. 
The individuals that make up the schools vary considerably ju size; as a rule, the first to arrive 
are the large.st fish, and measure from twenty to twenty-four inches, while those coming later 
measnre only about fourteen or fifteen inches . . Spccim~ns of thirty-six and forty inches are some-
times caught by the use of trolling-lines, but these. large fish are rarely found in the.schools. Their 
abundance varies with different years, although not to so great an extent as some other migratory 
• 
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species. The first few weeks they spend in the bays. They continue playing at the surface, prey-
ing on such schools of small fish 0r fry as maybe present, but at the commencement of July they 
are less frequently s~en, and after· another space of two or three weeks are not seen at all, unless 
caught by trolling-lines at sea, or wh,.,n a solitary individual leaps from the water in some remote 
place. There is a great di:fferenee in the movements of the fish which are ready to spawn and 
those which have finished spawning: the former keep away from the shore, playing at the surface 
with no apparent aim, while the latter swim _in shoal water near the shore, underneath the sur-
face, shaping their course with all possible directness for the harbor mouth. The school, as it 
moves along, resembles a compact mass of reddish-brown sea-weed. S~nta Rosa Island seems to 
possess attractive features for the Spanish Mackerel, for they are very abundant there. This is a 
convenient station from which to watch their movements, on account of its narrowness and length. 
In August, September, and October small schools of Mackerel are seen following the shore along 
to the sea, and on reaching it they are lost to view in deep water. Many, probably, follow the 
deep water ?ut of the harbor and are not seen at all, but . enough are under observation to signify 
when they are 'running' and when the majority are gone." 
As has already been remarked, the Spanish Mackere~ is but rarely seen on the east coast of 
Florida, though abundant in the Gulf of Mexico. I have never seen one in this region, though the 
fishermen assure me that a few have been caught, and that small ones are occasionally taken on 
the bar at the month of the Saint John's River. Melton & Co., of Jacksonville, received a quantity 
from Cedar Keys in 1876, and they were exposed for sale in the city markets, where, however, they 
met with no purchasers. In the Indian River region there is ,a fish called there the Spanish 
Mackerel; it perhaps is the Spanish Mackerel, or one of the allied species. 
Holbrook wrote in 1860: ''But little is known of the habits of this fish; it seems, however, 
more solitary than the fishes of this family generally are, as it seldom happens that more than four 
or five are taken at the same time. It appears on the coast of Carolina in Aprtl and May, but is 
rarely seen during the summer mon~hs. It feeds on various species of small fish." 
Dr. Yarrow wrote in 1873 of this species, as observed in the vicinity of Fort Macon, North 
Carolina: "They are abundant in the latter part of August and September, and are frequently found 
with the bluefish. A favorite locality is near the southern point of Shackelford Banks, where it is 
taken with nets and by book; a great many are also taken near Cape Lookout in September in 
gill-nets. I highly esteemed as food, but is not often eaten fresh, being generally salted. Size 
from ten to thirty inches." 
Mr. A. N. Simp on tated in 1874 that the species was caught in small quantities in the shoals 
near Cape Hattera , though seldom seen in the sounds. 
Dr. Wilkin , of Hunger' Wharf, observed in 1880 that the average weight in that vicinity is from 
two to three pound.. Th y arrive about the first of June, and leave about the first of September. 
Twenty-five year ago it wa a very rare occurrence to catch a Mackerel in the Chesapeake Bay, 
but now they are v ry plenty. 
Mr. ' . R. 
b r nd 
1 r of J hn o t wn, Virginia, wrote in 1874: "Spanish Mackerel come in Septem-
.r and tay until fro t. They are most numerous about the mouth of the York River, 
ca ght in eine and alt d. They bring about $40 a barrel.'' 
e of th fir t to peak of the abundance of this species and to 
,-4 : " ut wo p cimens were taken during my stay at 
I · known t the fl b rmen. It was more abundant at 
w· r · i\ rh a , four hundred were caught at one 
· 11 t he YI g m ch the fl.a r of true Mackerel, only a little 
• 
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richer and softer. The fish bring a high price in the New York market, where it has been but 
recently sold at from fifty cents to one dollar a pound, the prices varying with the season. It has 
been more abundant off our coast than ever before, and in the lower part of the Potomac numbers 
have been taken and salted down. They may frequently be found in this state in the Washington 
market, ~nd readily recognized by the round yellow spots on the sides, and also by the size, which 
is so much larger than that of the common Mackerel." 
DeKay, in 1842, mentioned that he had seen this species, taken in the seine, in the New York 
market, in August and September, nearly two feet long, but that they were not common. 
REPRODUTION.-The breeding habits of this fish were never understood until the spring of 
1880, when, to everybody's astonishment, it was found by Mr. Earll that one of the principal . 
spawning grounds was in the Chesapeake Bay. 
I quote in full the remarks of Mr. Earll upon their reproductive habits: 
"Prior to 1880, nothing was definitely known regarding the spawning habits of the Spanish 
Mackerel. Neither the time nor place of spawning had been discovered. Mr. Scott had surmised 
that they spawned in the waters of our Atlantic States in the spring, as small ones which he sup-
posed to be the young of the previous year were occasionally seen in June.1 Professor Goode, in -
his 'Game Fishes,' had ventured the asRertion that they probably spawned in midwinter, in the 
Gulf of Mexico and about the West Indies. These were, as far as we know, the.only writers that 
had referred to the spawning habits of the Mackerel. During an extended tour of the Atlantic 
coa~t, in company with Col. Marshall McDonald, the writer had an excellent opportunity for exam-
ining the species in different localities, and succeeded in proving that the theory advanced by lVIr. 
Scott was the more nearly correct, and that the Spanish Mackerel spawn along many portions of 
the Atlantic coast in midsummer. The investigation of the Southern fisheries began in Florida 
in January, 1880, and when the fisheries in that region had been sufficiently studied, we proceeded 
northward, visiting every important fishing station along the coast of Georgia and the Carolinas, 
reaching the Chesapeake early in May. After spending some time at Norfolk, and at the fishing 
shore of Capt. W. E. Taylor, at Willoughby, we accepted the invitation of Mr. 0. E. Maltby to 
visit bis fishing station at New Point, forty miles up the bay. Here we spent a number of days 
in examining the spawning condition of the different species taken in the pound-nets of the locality, 
and soon discovered that many of the male Mackerel were nearly ripe, while the egg;s in the ovaries 
of some of the females were well developed. A little later we succeeded in finding thoroughly 
ripe males and one or two females from which ripe eggs could be taken. ~ppreciating the impor 
tance of this discovery, we continued our investigation, and soon satisfie<l ourselves that the 
spawning time was near at hand, as the eggs and milt in all of the specimens examined were well 
advanced. Later, the writer visited the Eastern Shore of Virginia, including the counties of 
Accomack and Northampton, and. found ripe eggs and_ milt in a large number of individuals. 
Further inv~stigation proved that the spawning seasou, as in many migratory species, varied with 
the locality, bei~g earliest on the Southern coast, and latest about Long Island. The temperature 
of the water seems to have a decided effect upon the spawning time of the M 1ckerel, and the 
ovaries and spermaries do not develop very rapidly until it has risen to upwards of 70° Fahrenheit. 
The time of spawning for the Carolinas begins in April, whilB the season at Long Island commences 
by the 20th of August, and continues till the latter part of September. On the arrival of the 
species in the Chesapeake, in May, a few of the males are nearly ripe, and the ovaries of the females 
1 Tlft3 following is the language of Mr. Scott on this point: "Both the Spanish Mackerel and Cero are spring-
spawning fishes, and no doubt spawn in our•bays, for there are occasionally small ones taken b:v the ano1ers in June 
before the large ones visit our shores, and I argue, therefore, that the small half-pounders are of last ye:r's hatch."'~ 
Angling in American Waters. 
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are very much enlarged. By the 1st of June occasional ripe fish are seen. , The spawning season 
proper begins about two weeks later, and continues during the greater part of the summer. The 
:fishermen report many of the Mackerel to-be full-roed when they reach the Sandy Hook region, 
and claim that by the last of August the eggs begin to separate and run' from the female. From 
this dat; to the close of the season numerous individuals are taken from which eggs or milt will 
run freely. 
''The limits of the spawning grounds have not yet been definitely ascertained, though enough 
has been learned to show that the Mackerel spawn at numerous points between N arragans~tt 
Bay and South Carolina, and it seems probable that when a thorough investigation is made the 
southern limits will be fou_nd to extend as far as Mississippi_, and perhaps to Texas. It is certain 
that they spawn in some of the sounds of the Carolinas, in Chesapeake Bay, off Sandy Hook, and 
along tlle southern shores of Long Island; the Chesapeake and Sandy Hook regions being visited 
by immense numbers of Mackerel for this purpose. , 
'' As has been said, the spawning season for our coast continues throughout the entire summer, 
and, in any particular locality, it lasts from six to upwards of ten weeks. The time of spawning 
for individuals of the same school . varies considerably, the ovaries of some of the fish being fully 
mature while those of others are still quite green. Again, a single individual is a nnm ber of weeks 
in depositing its.eggs, as shown by the fact that when the first are excluded a large percentage are 
still small and immature. All of the eggs in the ovaries of a shad, salmon, or whitefish develop 
uniformly, and the whole number are deposited at ~bout the same time, so that the spawning 
season for the individual lasts only a few days at most. Up to the winter of 1878-'79 it had been 
supposed that all fishes were alike in this particular; but our study of the cod at that time proved 
that the individuals of that species were several months in depositing their eggs, and the same is 
found to be true, within·· smaller limits, of the Spanish Mackerel. 
"The number of eggs varies with the size of the parent fish, that for a one-pound Mackerel 
being estimated at 300,000, while that for a six-pound fish can scarcely be less than 1,500,000. To 
ascertain definitely the 1mmber for the average fish, an immature female, weighing one pound and 
thirteen ounces, and measuring eighteen and a half inches, was select~d, and the number of eggs 
was carefully.computed. The ovaries, when placed on accurately adjusted balances, were found 
to weigh 34.275 grams. TheRe were then opened, and 100 milligrams, selected from different por-
tions of the roe-bags, so that all sizes might be represented, were weighed out. When counted 
thi ma s was found to contain 1,5 'i6 eggs. From these data it was found. that the ovaries of the 
fl h should contain 526,464 eggs. This number would be too great, as no allowance was made for 
thP. weight of the ovary walls; allowing for these, the number would be not far from 525,000. It , . 
i, thu een that the pecies is more prolific than the salmon, shad, or whitefish, though it is 
much 1 o than many of the gadoid , a seventy-five-pound codfish yielding fully 9,000,000. · 
"Th~ eggs of the Spanish Mackerel are smaller than those of any other species with which we 
are familiar. During the arly part of the season they can scarcely be distinguished by the unaided 
~y and although they gradually increa e in size, when fully ripe they have a diameter-varying 
mewliat with tll iz of the par nt and the condition of the egg when pressed from the ovaries-
of only on w nt. -. oncl to oue tw nty-eighth of an inch. l\'Io ,t of those secured by us were of 
th la.t-nam d ·iz and, takin<Y the,' a a a i;·, i will be , en tbat a cubic inch would contain 
21. 3:a.. ·~ r, , < 11 l ha 1 2G7 L , ul 1 plac l in a quart cup. 
gg · b~n· ., < 'P ifi gra ,~it b tween that of fresh and ·alt ~ter, as 
th •y ·ink in on ~ · n< fioa in tb o her. \"\ hen thrown from the parent 
nrfac · l}(l , n drh· •n hitl er and thi h r l -:.-· tb wind 1nd tide during the earlier 
v 1 l rn .. nt. l t fr la ·k f ~·1tiliz tio1 b r are de royed by the 
ti i · tl . : <hi1, n up n the shore during 
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stormy weather, where they soon perish. When first hatched the little Mackerel is very small and 
tr~nsparent, its length scarcely exceeding one-tenth of an inch, while its diameter, even with the 
comparativelyla.rge yelk-sac, is so small as to allow it to pa.ss through wire-cloth having thirty-two 
wires to the inch. For several hours after hatching it remains comparatively ·quiet at the 
surface in an almost helpless condition, a small oil globule · attached to the yelk-sac keeping it 
from sinking and causing it to lie belly uppermost. I,ater the umbilical sac with its oil globule is 
gradually absorbed, and the little fish begins to manifest greater activity, and by vigorous and spas-
modic efforts penetrates to the depth of an inch or so below the- surface. In a few hours it finds 
little or no difficulty in swimming at various depths, and even lies at the bottom of the vessel in 
which it is confined, darting off with surprising rapidity when disturbed. 
"Little is known of the rate of growth. We know of but two instances where small Mackerel 
have been caught o.r even seen along our shores. The first is that mentioned by Mr. Scott, in 
the passage already quoted, of half-pound fish having been taken off the Long Island coast 
in June. A second instance w:as made known to us by Mr. Robert Bosman, superintendent of 
a :fishing station at New Point, Virginia, who, in a letter dated Norfolk, Virginia, September 25, 
1880, says: 'I have recently noticed large numbers of young Spanish Mackerel, varying from four 
to six inches in length.' Assuming that the fish referred to were the young of the Spanish 
/ " 
Mackerel, there still remains a difficulty in determining the rate of growth. Some species grow 
very rapidly, reaching the last-named dimensions in a few months, while others develop more 
slowly and would not attain a weight of half a pound for several years. From our limited knowl-
edge of the growth of other species we would suppose that the fish mentioned by Mr. Bosman a3 
being four to six inches long in September were the fry of the previous year, and were therefore 
about fourteen months old, -while the half pounders mentioned by Mr. Scott were probably nearly 
two years old." 
The observations of Mr. Stearns, recorded also in 1880, are exceedingly interesting as confirming 
and supplementing those of Mr. Earll: 
"When the Spanish Mackerel first appear, late in March and early in April, they contain 
spawn in the half-developed state. By July this has become quite full, and it is believed by the 
most intelligent fishermen that when they disappear from sight at that time they do so for the 
purpose of spawning, and that the spawning-grounds are in the quiet bayous and lagoons, the 
places where the oid fish are last seen. These views of the fishermen are partly conjectural, and 
at first I did not agree with them, but the more I observed the movements of the fish the more 
plausible seemed the :fishermen's views. The following facts have led me to adopt them: (1) 
The Spanish Mackerel arrive in the spring with spawn and milt and go away without them. (2) 
They disappear into out-of-the-way places with nearly ripe spawn, and in a short time reappear 
in or about the same places without it. The operation of spawning leaves them somewhat emaci-
ated. They do not, of course, spawn all at one time, and it is ri.ot unfrequent that fish with spawn 
and those which have deposited it are caught by a fishing-crew on the same day." 
The Spanish Mackerel sometimes attains the weight of eight or nine pounds, though it rarely 
exceeds three or four pounds. A specimen taken off Block Island, July 8, 1874, the first of the 
season, measured twenty-six and one-fourth inches and weighed three pounds and five ounces. 
It is said to be the largest ever taken in this section, and was a female with the ovary spent. 
Those taken on the coast of New Jersey and farther to the eastward are considered much more 
<leiicately flavored than the Chesapeake fish, and command a higher price in the market. In the 
Gulf States, according to Mr. Stearns, the Spanish Mackerel are in great demand, though but few 
are caught in the Gulf of Mexico, on account of the absence of proper nets. 
,, 
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This species was ascertained by Professor Jordai:i to occur abundantly in the Gulf of Cali-
foraia, and south as far as Mexico. It is for some reason not highly valued by the ~exicans. 
THE OER0 OR KING-FISH-SC0MBER0M0RUS CAB.A.LL.A.. 
The Cero is a West Indian species which has been recorded from Santo Domingo, Jamaica, 
~nba, Martinique, Porto Rico, and Brazil. A few specimens have been observed as far north as 
Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. It is a magnificent fish. It oft~n grows to twenty-five pounds, and 
sometimes it is said to one hundred pounds in, weie-ht. Its habits are probably not unlike tho.se ' ' . "" 
of the Spanish Mackerel. Th~ name Cero is commonly accepted in the United States; it is a, 
corruption of the Spanish sierra, and the Mexicans call the fish by that name. 
'' The King-fish," writes Mr. Stearns, "are very abundant in the southern part of the Gulf and 
common at some places in its northern portion. They live altogether at sea and are caught with 
trolling-lines. At Key West they are important as food-fishes, large quantities being sold in the 
markets. Two men in a small sail-boat sometimes catch more than a hundred in a day, and I 
have seen the market so glutted with them that five cents would buy one of the largest size." 
Professor Jordan states that they are regularly caught with trolling hooks by nearly every 
steamer from Savannah to New Y ork.1 
THE KING OERO OR SPOTTED OER0-SCOMBEROMORUS REG.A.LIS. 
The King Oero of the Florida Keys grows to be five or six feet long and to twenty or thirty 
pounds in weight. This fish also occasionally wanders as far north as the southern shores of Cape 
Cod in summer. - It is abundant in the West Indies, having been recorded from Cuba, Santo 
Domingo, Jamaica, and Barbadoes. Cuvier, moreover, had a specimen from Brazil. It is more 
than likely that this and the preceding species are both included by the Key West fishermen 
under the name" King-fish," the differences in general appearance being so slight that. it is hardly 
likely that they would be noticed by ordinary observers . . 
THE MONTEREY M.A.CKEREL-SCOMBEROMORUS C0N00LOR. 
The Pacific species may be called the Monterey Mackerel. It attains a length of about thirty 
inches and a weight of about five or eight pounds. It has only been seen in the Monterey Bay, 
where from five to forty individuals are taken every fall, most of them at Soquel. They appear 
in September and disappear perhaps in November. Nothing further is known of their distribution 
or habits. They always bring a very high price in the ~arket (30 to 50 cents per pound), the flesh 
being similar to that of the Spanish Mackerel of the East, which species this fish closely resembles. 
99. THE BONITO-SARDA MEDITERRANEA. 
This fl hi one of those which appear to live for the mpst part in the open ocean, wandering 
hither and thither in large chools, preying upon other pelagic fishes, and approaching land only 
when attracted by abundance of acceptable food. Several of the smaller species of the group 
of Tunnie , to which it bel ng , are known to sailors by the same name. The common Bonito of 
E l nd, Orcyn1t pelamys, i what i here called tbe "Striped Bonito," two or three specimens 
I\ 
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of which have been detected in our waters since 1876, but the fish which most frequently 
and in greatest numbers approaches our shores is the one which is named at the head of this 
section. Almost nothin~ is known of its habits, and it is even impossible to define its geographical 
range with any degree of certainty, its distribution being quite unlike that of any other fish with 
wLich we are acquainted. It may be said, however, that it is found only in the Atlantic Ocean. 
011 our coast it is found in summer between Cape Ma;y and Cape Sable, though rarely north of Cape 
Ann; 1 occasionally off Cape Hatteras and the mouth of the Chesapeake and in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Specimens have been taken about the ,Canaries and Madeira, at the Cape of Good Hope and in 
the Mediterranean. It has not been observed on the coast of Europe nort~ of Gibraltar, nor at the 
Bermudas. 
This fish does not appear to have been abundant in former years: it attracted but little fl.tten-
tion in our waters before 1860, .although it was alluded to in 1815 by Mitchill, in 1842 by DeKay, 
and in 1856 by Gill; none of these authors, however, seem to have regarded it as at all abundant.2 
A note from Prof. J. Hammond Trumbull states: "This fish used to be quite common, in some 
years, in the Stonington market. I have a note of a considerable number in market July 22, 1842, 
their first appearance for the season." 
Storer remarked in 1846: "This species, called by the fishermen in Boston market the 'Skip-
jack,' and by those at the extremity of Cape Cod the 'Bonito,' is very rarely met with in Massa-
chusetts Bay. It i1::, occasionally taken at Provincetown, and even at Lynn. At some seasons it is 
frequently caught at Martha'8 Vineyard with trailing bait." 
During the past ten or :fifteen years they have become exceedin~ly abundant about Block 
Island and the eastern end of Long Island.3 Fabulous quantities are taken in the pound-nets. 
IAngust 6, 1876, Captain Webb, of Milk Island, took seve.p.ty-three _Bonitos in his weir, and August 7 twenty-
eight more in an eight-inch gill-net. 
2 The following extracts from the journal of one of the earliest settlers of New Engln.nd may refer either to this 
fish or to one of the smaller species of Tunny : 
"1635, JULY 18 [near Newfoundland]. Saturday, wind northwest, a fair, cool day. ¥le saw this · morning a 
great many of Bonitoes leaping and playing about the ship. Bonito is a fish somewhat bigger than a cod, but less 
than a porpoise. "-Mather's Journal. Young's Chronicles of the First Planters of Massachusetts Bay Colony. Boston: 
1846, p. 464. 
"1635, JULY 21 [near Newfoundland]. ,Tuesday morning, a great calm after a hot njght. This morning our 
seamen· took a Bonito and opened him upon the deck; of which, being dressed, our master sent Mathew Michel and 
me part, as good :fish in eating as could be desired. About noon the wind became northeast, good for our purpose, 
so that we went that afternoon nine or ten leagues a watch."-Mather's Journal. Young's Chronicles of the First 
Planters of Massachusetts Bay Colony. Boston: 1846, p. 464. 
3 BoNITA.-We did not say half enough the other day about the new visitor in our bay, the Bonita. If it shall 
b,ecome plentiful in our waters, as it promises to be, it will become a most valuable article of food. A correspondent, 
whose opinion upon matters of this kind is ultimate, writes: "Your article on the Bonita is every word true; pray, 
have your attention turned to fish, the great question (economical) of the day. Last night I had a fish on my table 
which they sa.id was a kind of Spanish mackerel; the moment I tasted it I said it was a Bonita, having eaten it thirty 
years since, on my :first voyage to India, and the taste had never been forgotten. It is the salmon of the sea. Mark 
its solidity of flesh, its great weight, its purity of taste, entire absence of the slightly decayed taste all fish has during 
warm weather. It is as nourishing as beef." The remainder of the note is "strictly confidential," and so was the 
basket which accompanied it with the choicest treasure of the sea covered with the greenest leaves of the land. We 
certify from actual experiment that Bonita is the worthy rival of the Spanish mackerel, the sheepshead, and the 
salmon. We are pleased to quote it in our household market report at the more reasonable price of twenty cents a 
pound.-Providence Journal, July , 1871. · 
The people of Rhode Isfand are happy in consequence of the appearance in their waters of that excellent fish, the 
Bonita. This fish is esteemed superior to the Spanish mackerel, and n·early equal in flavor to the salmon. It has not 
been known in Rhode Island waters until recently; now it is so plentiful that it is sold in the Providence fish markets 
at twenty cents per pounu.-Germantown Telegraph, August 2, 1871. 
THE BoNITA.-Mr. John Flynn, of the Citizens' Market, yesterday r eceived another supply of that new and 
dainty fish, the Bonita, and those who have not yet tasted of this worthy rival of the Spanish mackerel, the sheeps-
head, and the salmon, will do well to call at his market to-day and obtain one of these rare visitors.-Providence 
Journal, 1871. 
, 
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In 1877 four smacks were constantly running between Wock Island and New York, carrying 
each from 4,000 to 8,000 Boni toes a week, or perhaps 20,000 pounds. · The yield of Block Island 
alone that summer was probably not less than 2,000,000 pounds. In one haul of the purse-seine 
by the schooner" Lilian," of Noank, 1,500 were taken; and in August, 187 4, 1,200 in one pound-net. 
They seem first to have attracted the attention of New England authorities about 1865. 
Genio C. Scott, writing in 1875, remarked: '' His first arrival along our beaches and in our bays 
was about eight years ago, and his shoals have increased remarkably fast ever since his advent. 
As a table luxury it ranks, with epicures, below the striped bass and bluefish, but, because of its 
comparative rarity, it commands a price rather above either. The numbers of this fish annually 
taken about the approaches to our harbors with the troll and in nets has increased so much that 
it bids fair to become nearly as numerous as the bluefish.'~ 
HABITS, &c.-In }l.abits the Bonito has much in_ common with the blue-fish, though it is, 
if possible, even more active and more the embodiment of perpetual and insatiable hunger. They 
come to and go from the coast together, and are often taken together in the nets. Sometimes two 
lines in one boat will fasten at the same time a bluefish and a Bonito. The Bonito, like the 
bluefish, appear to be attracted to our waters by the great schools of mackerel and menhaden, upon 
which they feed. The Bonito schools create much confusion as they pass through the water, and 
their progress is marked by flocks of screaming gulls and terns, which follow them to prey upon the 
remnants of their feasts. At the end of summer they disappear entirely. No very young Bonitos 
have been found in our waters. Genio C. Scott, however, records the capture of one in Jamaica, 
Bay in 1874, weighin·g less than a pound, and which he believes to have been hatched the previous 
year. The Fish Commission also has one of the same size taken off Southern New England. 
Charles Potter, of Norwalk, Connecticut, states that small specimens, six inches in length, were 
from 1870 to 1874 frequently taken late i.n thejall in the weirs at Fisher's Island. 
SrzE.-A fish weighing ten pounds measures twenty-eight to twenty-nine inches; eight pounds, 
twenty-seven to twenty-eight inches; seven pounds, twenty-six to twenty-seven inches; six poun<ls, 
twenty-five to twenty-six inches; four pounds, twenty-two to twenty-three inches. There have not 
yet been found in the adults any traces of ma.ture spawn, though on~ taken off Norwalk, July 23, 
1874, had the eggs well formed though not nearly mature. 
THE FISHERY.-In 1875 the earliest Bonito was taken in the Robinson's Hole weir July 7, and 
two more came along July 24. They were not abundant until Augm,t, when many more were taken 
in Vineyard Sound by Oak Bluffs boats, trolling. The fishermen then believed that they were 
gradually increasing in numbers and importance and taking the place of the squeteague which 
were dying out. August 7 the weir at Cedar Tree Neck had taken nothing but Bonitoes, while 
those farther we t at Menemsha Bight had taken only squeteague. 
Bonitos are caught in the vicinity of Block Island with trolling-hooks. They bite sharply, like 
bluefi·h. The be t bait i an ordinary bluefish hook with a petticoat of red and white flannel, 
though the ft h will al ' O take any bluefish lure. 
On the ea tern shore of Virginia Bonito are caught by harpooning, say~ Mr. C. R. Moore, and 
al o with the hook. They are mo t numerou about the mouth of the York River. They come in 
in June and leave in pt mber. It i quite po ible, however, that the Bonito referred to by Mr. 
oor i uit an t r :fl. h-the bia, Elacate atlantioa. 
Es.-T tc id by ide with the bla.efi. h, at the ame table, the Bonito seems not much 
inferior, th ugh thb fl ·h i mewbat ofter and m re p rishable. 
The it may e ranked mong the many excellent food-fishes of our coast, and, in any 
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country not so abundantly supplied with finely-fhwored fishes, it would be considered of the 
highest value. Their vitality is so great and their supply of blood so abundant that unless bled. 
immediately after capture their flesh, especially in warm weather, is apt to deteriorate. Great 
quantities of them are taken to New York, and there, as well as in Rhode Island and Connecticut, 
they are sold extensively under the name of" Span~sh mackerel," at prices ranging from thirty five 
to fifty cents a pound. This was the common practice in 1874, and has continued since. The state- , 
ment made by Scott in 1875, viz, th.at on account of their rarity they were preferred to the bluefish 
and striped bass, 1Vould not now be true; his prediction that they would in time become as 
abundant ' as the bluefish seems, however, during some years to have been almost verified. 
The dealers, by the change of name in the market above referred to, are able to obtain a 'high 
price for a fish which, under its own name, would be looked upon with suspicion. An absurd 
report that the Bonito was poisonous was current in 1874, probably owing to the fact that similar 
fish taken in warm climates are sometimes deleterious. 
In 1874 the ordinary price in New York was one cent apiece, though in the wholesale markets 
they commanded the same price as bluefish, and many were sold, as has been stated, at the high 
rates of Spanish mackerel. The market was so glutted that many of the vessels could not dispose 
of their cargoes. 
According to Stearns, our Bonito occurs also in the Gulf of Mexico, where it is everywhere 
abundant, and is found in the bays on the Florida coast. It usually moves, according to the same 
authority, at the surface of the wat~r in small schools. At s~a it is found throughout the year, 
and ~long the shore only in the summer. SmaJl schools are sometimes t~ken in drag-seines in 
shallow water. Its market value at Pen~acola is not great, although it has become an article of 
food. 
THE P ..A.OIFIC BoNITo.-On the California coast occurs a closely related species, Barda chilensis, 
which is thus described by Professor Jordan: 
"This fish is everywhere known as the Bonito. The names 'Spanish Mackerel,' 'Skipjack,' and 
'Tuna' are also sometimes applied to it. It reaehes an average weight of about twelve pounds, but 
the _body is considerably longer and more ·slender than that of an Albicore of the same weight. 
It ranges from San Francisco southward to Chili, being abundant in Monterey Bay and about the 
Santa Barbara Islands in the summer and fall. It approaches to within half a mile of the shore, 
where, in company with the barracuda, it is taken in great numbers by trolling. It spa_wns in August 
or September. Its arrival is in early summer and its departure in the fall, at which season the 
young are said to be found abundantly in the kelp. It feeds chiefly on anchovies and squids. As 
a food-fish itis not held in high esteem, the flesh being coarse. Great numbers are salted and dried, 
an<l are in that state considered far inferior to the barracuda and yellow-tail." 
'l1HE STRIPED BoNrTo.-The Striped Bonito, already mentioned, is distinguished from other 
species by the presence of four dark lines, which begin at the pectoral fin and run along the side 
of the belly to the tail, the sides of the common Bonito being of a silvery white. This species, the 
Striped Bonito, is occasionally taken on the European coast, but rarely entering the Mediter-
ranean. It is found in the Pacific on the coast of China and Japan, and is the species most 
commonly known to mariners as the Bonito, or Albicore, of the actiYity and voracity of which, as 
obsnved from thf~ decks of vessels at sea, so many descriptions have been written. The first 
indivi<l11al notiee<l on our coast was taken by Mr. J.B. Blake at Provincetown in July, 1877. 
Others have since been observed at Wood's Holl and in the New York markets. 
One of the American men-of-war of Revolutionary times was named "Bonetta" after the 
' fa,he • of tbh, group. 
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THE LITTLE TUNNIES.-In addition to the Striped Bop.ito, which is, properly, a Tun]ly, ~here 
are two other small Tunnies-the Long-finned Tunny, Orcynus alalonga, and the Silver-spotted 
Tunny, Oroynus argentivittatus-which have since 1877 been added to the fauna of the United 
States. 
The former of these two occurs in considerable abundance on the coast of California, and is 
there also known as the Albicore. Concerning it Professor Jordan writes: "This :fish reaches 
a weight of about twelve pounds, and is much shorter and deeper than the Bonito of the Pacific. 
It is found from San Francisco southward, but is abundant only in the channels about the Santa 
Barbara Islands. It seldom comes within six miles of the shore, and it is taken by trolling. It 
spawns about the middle of August, its arrival on the coast being determined by the spawning 
season. It usually is present in June and July and disappears in the fall. It feeds chiefly on 
anchovies ap.d squid, and various deep-water :fishes (Merlucius, Sudis, Myctophum) are found in 
its stomach. As a food-fish it is even less valued than the Bonito, rarely selling for more than 
twenty to twenty-five cents. It is abundant, but of little , economic importance, being usuaJly 
fished for by spor_tsmen." 
100. THE HOJtSE MACKEREL, TUNNY, OR ALBICORE. 
The most important of the Tunnies is the so-called Horse Mackerel, or Albicore, Orcynus 
thynnus, the "Ton" or "Tuna" of the Mediterranean, and the "Tunny" of English-speaking people. 
The distribution of this fish corresponds more closely with that of the ordinary species of the 
Atlantic, since it occurs not only in the Mediterranean and the Western Atlantic north to the Gulf 
of Saint Lawrence, but also on the coast of Europe to the Loffoden Islands, latitude 69°. 
The following account of this species is for the most part from the notes of Professor Baird: 
Of this fish, as found in ·American waters, our naturalists have not much to say, the species, • 
although abundant at certain seasons of the year off particular parts of the coast, being not a 
very familiar one to our writers. They seem to be rather a northern :fish, and are said by Storer 
to make their first appearance on our shores about Provincetown early in June, remaining until 
October. Of late years they seem to be increasing in,, abundance northward, becoming more and 
more common during the summer season at Newfoundland. 
In 1878, Capt. Henry Webb, of Milk Island, nea·r Gloucester, harpooned and killed thirty of 
the e monsters, weighing in the aggregate at least thirty thousand pounds. They had entered his 
pound in pursuit of small fish, cutting without difficulty through the netting. One bad bis 
stomach full of small mackerel. 
According to Captain Atwood, on their first appearance in Massachusetts Bay they are very 
poor, but by the beginning of September become quite fat and are very much hunted for the oil, 
the head and belly especially furnishing sometimes as many as twenty gallons. They are har-
pooned on the surface of the water, much like the Sword-fish. 
The early traditions of this fish in Massachusetts Bay speak of them as being sometimes so 
tame a to take food from the hand; but they have long since given up this engaging habit. 
Th ir fie h i note teemed in the United States, being rarely, if ever, eaten, although much used 
f r macker l bait. It i , however, more in favor in the_ Provinces. This spedes attains a very 
:rr at ize. One peci en , take in 1838 off Cape Ann, measured, according to Dr. Storer, fifteen 
f t i l ngth, and w ighed one thou and pound , while still larger individuals than this are on 
in r water on ·i t , it i aid, mainly of menhaden, of which they destroy 
ir i cl ur in the fi h rmen n t i not much desired, a they are apt to 
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become entangled in them and to do much injury in their efforts to escape. They are pursued by 
the killer whales, before which they flee in great terror. 
Strange to say, although highly prized in the Old World from the time of the ancient Romans 
to the present day, they are seldom, if ever, used for food in this country. Although occurring 
in large numbers and of remarkable size, no effort is made toward their capture; and though 
not unfrequently taken in weirs and pounds along the coast, they are always allowed to rot on 
the shore. Occasionally a portion of the flesh may be used as food for chickens, but seldom, if ever, 
for human consumption. 
In the Medjterranean the Tunny is taken in large nets, known as madragues sjmilar in many 
respects to the so-called "traps" of Seconnet River in Rhode Island. The fish are ?-sed partly fresh 
and partly salted, and they are put up in~ oil to a considerable extent and largely consumed in all 
the Latin countries of Europe. Considerable quantities are salted and canned, and canned Tunny 
of European manufacture is imported to New York in small quantities. The flesh is dark and not 
usually attractive, although wholesome. They appears to attain a greater size in America 
tban fo Europe, one of five hundred pounds in the Mediterraneim being considered rather a 
monster, while in America their weight is not unfrequently given at from twelve to fifteen hundred 
pounds. 
Nothing definite is known in regard to their mode of reproduction. The eggs a~e said to be 
deposited early in June, and the young at hatching, according to Yarrell, weigh an ounce and a 
h::-ilf, reaching a weight of four ounces by August, and thirty ounces by October.1 
Mr. Matthew Jones, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, writes: "The Tunny is very common on the eastern 
coast of Nova Scotia in summer, and is known to fishermen and others as the' Albicor~.' The Rev. 
J. Ambrose informs me that it regularly visits St. Margaret's Bay every summer, several specimens 
being taken and rendered down for oil. They were particularly abundant in ·1876. They are · 
never seen in the Basin of Minas." 
C:;tptain Atwood contributes the following note on Horse-Mackerel in Cape Cod Bay: 
"They don't come till the weather gets warm. We don't see them at first when we begin 
setting mackerel nets, but about June they.are liable to appear, and we fi~d boles in the nets. 
Sometimes in September they gill them for the sake of their oil. My brother had forty-seven boles 
through one eighty-yard net in one night. When they strike a net they go right through it, and 
when they go through it the hole immediately becomes round. It looks as if you could put a half 
bushel through it. I said in my Lowell Institute lectures that a shark in going · through a net 
would roll himself up in it, but the Horse-Mackerel get right through, and the hole that they cut 
could be mended in five minutes. The fishermen don't dread them much because they do the 
nets so little injury. They remain with us through the summer and early autumn, when they are 
killed for the oil. When they are here they feed upon any small fish, and when menhaden were 
here I have seen them drive the harbor full of them. I have seen the Horse-Mackerel swallow 
dogfish whole weighing eight pounds. As fast as we got out the livers of the dogfish they would 
catch them and eat them. There was a great deal of whiting here at that time. They have 
almost totally disappeared. The Horse-Mackerel seems to be the enemy of all kinds of fish. There 
1 Or01Jrius thynnus.-.A.ccording to Dr. Fortin, the Horse-Mackerel is quite abundant in the Gulf of Saint Law-
rence, especially in the bay of Chaleur an<l of Gaspe, and also in the Straits of Belle Isle and Blancs Sablon Bay. It 
is taken in increasmg number~ in the Gulf, partly by spearing and partly by baiting. For this latter purpose strong 
teel hooks are used tied to solid lines and baited with herring. T.b.is fishing is prosecuted more particularly in the 
Bay of Ch~leur and off Caraquette, where in 1863 over one hundred were captured. The fishing is quite exciting, 
although tiresome a~cl requiring a good deaJ of skill, a,s ii:! the efforts of the fishes to escape they pull with such violence 
as to endanger the lives of the fishermen by dragging them overboard.-Canadian Fishery Report for 1863, 62. 
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is nothing to trouble the Horse-Mackerel until the 'killer comes, and then they know it, I tell you. , 
Th~n the Horse-Mackerel will run! Some fishermen say that they have seen a killer poke his head 
out of the water with ·a Horse-Mackerel in his mouth. I have known a Horse-Mackerel to yield 
twenty-three gallons of oil. The average size is about eight ~eet in length." 1 . 
101. THE LITTLE TUNNY OR ALBICORE. , 
This fish, Orcynus alliteratus, known in the Gulf Qf'Mexico, where it is confounded by the fisher-
men with other similar species, as the "Bonito," and in the Mediterranean by the names "Tonnina' 
(Trieste), "0arcane" (Venice), and "Tauna" (Nice), has a geographical range very similar to that of 
the Bonito, except that it is found in the Pacific on the east coast of Japan, and in the Malay Archi-
pelago. It has also been recorded from Cuba, Brazil, and the Bermudas. This active species, which 
attains the weight of from thirty to forty pounds, first made its appearance in our waters in 1871, 
when several large schools were observed by the Fish Commission in Buzzard's Bay and the Vineyard 
Sound. · Nearly every year since, they have been seen in: greater or less numbers, but, as they are 
of little value for food, no effort has been made to capture them, nor are they often brought to the 
markets. This species, known at the Bermudas as the "-Mackerel," is frequently se~n in the 
markets at Hamilton and Saint Georges. 
In the Mediterranean its flesh is considered to be very excellent. My own experiments with 
it are hardly confirmatory of this statement, but in Southern Europe all the fishes of this family 
are very highly esteemed, and that it is not appreciated with us is perhaps due to the fact that 
we do not know how to cook them. .I find the following note by Professor Baird: "Flesh, whPn 
. cooked, dark br@wn all a_round the backbone, elsewhere quite dark, precisely like horse-mackerel. 
Flesh very firm, compact, and sweet." 
Stearns records its frequent occurrence in the Gulf of Mexico, where he has observed indi-
vidual specimens at Pensacola and Key West. 
The habits of this fish have not been specially studied, but there is no reason to doubt that 
they correspond clos~ly with those of others of the s"ame family. 
THE OARANGOID FISHES. 
The members of the family Oarangidre, which is closely allied to the mackerel family, are dis-
tinguished chiefly by the form of the mouth, and by the fact that they have uniformly but twenty-
four vertebrre, ten abdominal and fourteen caudal, while the mackerel have uniformly more, both 
abdominal and caudal. They are carnivorous fishes, abounding everywhere in temperate and 
tropical sea . On our own eastern coast there are at least twenty-five species, all of them eatable, 
but none of them of much importance except the Poi:n.panoes. On the California coast there are 
two or three species of this family, of small commercial i11:1portance. 
102. THE SILVER MOON-FISHES. 
THE BL N1'-NOSED SHINER-SELENE SETIPINNIS. 
Thi ft h, known on ome parts of he coa t a the "Horse-fl h," in North Carolina as the 
' M nfi. h r' nnft and in uba by the 11ame '' J orobado," wa call~d by DeKay "Blunt-nosed 
tbi nam tim -vari d to " ug-no ed Shiner,': is in common use in the 
n tt y while the o her name are har d by other pecie , 
in 1 ngth and weighing ix huntl.r d and four-
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similar and dissimilar, it seems the most suitable for general adoption. The fish is found every-
where throug~out the -West Indies, as well as in Northern Brazil and in the Gulf of Guinea, the 
Gulf of Mexicq, the Gulf of California, and southward along the coast to Panama, but has not 
been found in Europe. In Eastern Florida· it is not very unusual, being frequently taken in the 
Lower Saint John's, and sometimes driven up as far as Jacksonville ·by easterly storms. Here and 
in the Indian River it is -known as the "Moon:fi.sh." , It is a frequent summer visitor aH along the 
coast as far north. as Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, where it has a peculiar name, the people there 
calling it the '' Hump-backed Butter:fi.sh." The species attains the length of ten or twelve inches, 
and i~ esteemed an excellent article of food. Considerable numbers are brought yearly to New 
York, but elsewhere it rarely appears in the markets. Young from three inches in length 
upwards are found, but we have no definite knowledge as to-its breeding habits. 
THE SILVER MOON-FISH-SELENE .A.RGENTE.A.. 
This sp~cies is almost certain to be confused by fishermen with the one last described, which 
it resembles and is often spoken of under the same names. It occurs-abundantly on our coast as 
far north as Wood's Holl, and is found in the West Indies, in Brazil, a1!,d in the Gulf of Mexico, 
as well as in· the Pacific; from the Gulf of California to Panama. 
The j·oung of the Silver Moon-fish is abundant in our waters, and has been frequently_ taken 
in Massachusetts Bay, and, in one or two instances, as fa~ north as Halifax, Nova Scotia. Their 
bodies are so thiy. that they can be dried in the sun without the use of any preser.vatives, without 
loss of form and color. They are, consequently, of no importance for food. In the Chesapeake 
this 'fish is often called by the names" Horse-bead" and "Look-down." 
103. THE OAVALL-Y, THE SCAD, AN~ THE JURELS. 
THE ' CAVALLY-C.A.R.A.NX HIPPOS. 
The Cavally of the Gulf of Mexico and Ea;stern Florida-the "Horse Crevalle" of South Caro-
lina-occurs abundantly on our Southern coast, and has been recorded by ,Professor Poey from 
Cuba and by Cope from St. Christopher and St. Croix. It is generally distributed throughout the 
West Indies, and is found along the Pacific coast from the Gulf of California to Panama. The 
species was originally described from specimens sent from South Carolina by Garden to Linnams. 
The name of this :fish is usually written and printed '' Crevalle," but the form in common use among -
the :fishermen of the South, '' Cavally," is nearer to the Spanish and Portuguese names, Oavalha;. 
and Oaballa, meaning "horse." The name as used in South Carolina is a curious reduplication,. 
being a combination of the English and Spanish names for'' horse." It should be carefully remem-
bered that in South Carolina the name Crevalle is most generally applied to qu'ite another :fish, the · 
Pompano. 
The Cavally, as it seems most appropriate to call Oaranx hippos, though in· individual cases-. 
occurring as far north as Cape Cod, and even, in one instance, at Lynn, Massachusetts, is not 
commonly known in the United States north of Florida. Storer remarks: '' This :fish is so 
seldom seen in the waters of South Carolina that we are unacquainted with its habits." I 
observed a specimen in the Jacksonville market in April, 1874. Concerning the Cavally of 
Southern Florida, which is either this or a closely allied species, Mr. H. S. Wjlliams writes: 
"In the Indian River this is one of the best of the larger varieties. Its season is from the 1st. 
of May to November. It ranges in weight from three to twenty pounds, being larger and more, 
numerous to the southward toward the Mosquito Inlet. The south end of Merritt's Island and!. · 
the inlets opposite old Fort Capron seem to be -a sort of headquarters for the Cavalli. When iii 
II 
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pursuit of prey they are very ravenous and moye with the rapidity of lightning. They readily· 
take a troll either with bait or rag. The favorite mode of capturing them, as well as all other 
large fish that feed in sh allow water or near the shore, is with a rifle. The high, rocky shores 
afford an excellent opportunity for this sport, though the rapi~l movements of the fish render 
them very difficult targets." 
Mr. Stearns writes: "The Crevalle is' common on the Gulf coast. In West Florida it appears 
in May and remains until la1e in the fall, and is equally abundant in the bays and at sea. In the 
bays it is noticeable from the manner in which it preys 1won-_ fish smaller than · itself, the Gulf 
menhaden and mulle~ being the most common victims. On ~rrival it eontains spawn which it 
- _ probably deposits in the salt-water bayous, for in the fall schools of young are seen coming out of 
those places on their way to the sea. These young are then of about one pound weight, appearing 
to the casual observer like p~mpano, and I am told that they equal it for edible purposes. They 
are caught accident~lly by seines and trolling-lines. Large ones are not considered choice food, the 
flesh being dark and almost tasteless. The average weight is twelve pounds; occasionally they 
attain the size of twenty pounds." 
Professor Jordan found this ~pecies abundant in Lake Ponchartrain. 
THE G0GGLER-O.A.R.A.NX CRUMENOPHTHALMUS. 
This fish, _called in the Bermudas, where it i~ of some importance as a food-fish, the "Goggler," 
or "Goggle-eyed Jack," and in Cuba the "Cicharra," occurs in the West Indies and along the 
Atlantic coast of the United States north to the Vineyard Sound. It is also found at Panama and 
in the Gulf of California, and in the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, and off the coast of Guinea, while, 
as has been :remarked, it is abundant in the Bermudas. Its large, protruding eyes are very notfoe-
able features, and the Bermuda name seems appropriate for adoption, since the fish has with us 
never received a distinctive name. In form it somewhat resembles the species last discussed, with 
which it is probably often confused. 
Stearns speaks of a fish, common at Key West, which is known as the "Horse-eyed Jack," and 
this may prove to be the same species. 
'rHE ,JUREL-0.A.RANX PISQUETUS. 
This fish, known about Pensacola as the "J urel," "Cojinua," and "Hard-tail"; along the 
Florida coast as "Jack-fish" and "Skipjack"; in the Bermudas as the "Jack" or ''Buffalo Jack"; 
in South Carolina as the "Horse Crevalle"; at Fort Macon as the "Horse-Mackerel"; about New 
York and on the coast of New Jersey as the "Yellow Mackerel," is found in the Western Atlantic 
from Brazil, Cuba, and Hayti to Halifax, Nova Scotia, where specimens were secured by the United 
States Fish Commission in 1877. It is one of the commonest summer visitants of the West Indian 
fauna along the whole coast of Southern New England and the Middle States,, being especially 
abundant in the Gulf of Mexico, and one of the commonest fishes in the Bermudas. This fish is 
-0cca ionally brought to the New York market, but is-of no special importance a~ an article of food 
north of the Gulf of Mexico. Concerning its habits in those waters, 'Mr. Stearns bas contributed 
a very intere ting series of note . They are especially entertaining, since nothing has previously 
b n known of it life-hi tory: 
'It i xtr m ly bundant everywhere on the Gulf coa t of Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi. 
· l· f the imp rtant :fi.she of trade, and i highly prized for food. It is one of 
f fi h f th· c t lik the p pano, mullet, Spanish mackerel, and red-
pp an pp arin n he coa t, and al o ha habits during 
· lv . It appear on the coa t in April, in 
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small schools that swim in shoal water near the beach during pleasant weather, when there is littl~ 
or no surf, in eight _or ten feet of water, and in stormy weather some little distance from the break-
ers. Their movement is from the eastward to the westward. As they seldom swim at the surfacer · 
their movements can be watched only when 'in shoal water. The schools 'running' in April and 
first of May are usually smaller than those of a few weeks later, b~t the individuals of the first are-
somewhat larger. The mass, or largest 'run,' comes in May, and it is on the arrival of these that 
schools are first seen coming i~ the inlets .. 
"A noticeable peculiarity of the Hard-tail compared with some other common migratory fishes 
is that the first schools do not stay about the mouths of an inlet and along the beach weeks before 
coming inside as those of the latter do, but continue their ~estward movement, without seeming 
to stop to feed or play, until the time bas come for a general movement towards the bays. In this 
way they must be distributed along the coast, with no unequal accumulation at any one point. 
When once inside, the numerous schools break up into smaller ones of a dozen or two fish, which 
are found in all parts of the bay during the summer. On their arrival the larger fish contain 
spawn, which in July and August becomes quite full, after which none are seen but the young fish 
of about ten inches in length, until there is a general movement towards tlrn sea. It is believed 
that the aduit fish spawn in the bays, but the only evidence to support that belief is that they come 
inside with spawn, go away without it, and that very young fish are found there. In October and ( 
November small Hard-tailis are caught in Santa Ros'b, Sound, measuring five. and six inches in 
length. 
"The smallest of the spring run are 11ine or ten inches long. Adult fish measure twelve, four-
teen, and fifteen inches in length, very rarely more than the last. During the months of October 
and November Hard-tails leave the bays, formed in small schools and swimming· below the surface 
in deep water. The only time that they can then be seen is when they cross the 'bars' at the inlet 
or sandy shoals in the bay. A few stragglers remain in ,Pensacola Bay and Santa Rosa Sound 
all winter, which are taken now and then with book and line. I have found them in abun-
dance in winter on the South Florida coast, where, owing to less variable conditions of the water, 
their habits are decidedJy different. The Hard-tail is a most voracious fish, wagi~g active war · 
upon the sc~ools of small' fish. Its movements are rapid, and sometimes in its eagerness it will 
jump high out of the water. · It has its enemies also, for I haYe seen whole schools driven ashore 
by sharks and porpoises; a great many are destroyed in this way. Hard,tails are caught for the 
market in seines." 
THE CUBA JUREL-OARANX FALLAX. 
The occurrence of this species en our coast was first announced by a drawing made by Mr. J. 
H. Richard of a fish taken in South Carolina. Upon this drawing Holbrook founded his species, 
0. Riohardii. Oaranx fallax occurs abundantly throughout the vVest Indies and along the Gulf 
coast of the United States, and it is by no means impossible that stragglers shoul<l have 
found their way to Charleston. According to Professor Pocy, this fish has been prohibited from 
sale in Cuba from time immemorial, and with good reason, since many disastrous cases of sickness 
have followed its use as food. This species occurs, ·according to Jordan, from the Gulf of California 
to Panama, and also in the East Indies. 
THE ROUND E 0BIN-DECAP'l'ERUS PUNCTATUS. 
The Round Robin, or, as it is called at Pensacola, the "Cigar-fish," occurs in the Bermudas, 
where it is an important food-fish; it occurs also in the West Indies and along the coast of the 
Unite<l States north as far as Wood's Holl. 
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A closely related species, Decapterus niacwrellus, is found also in the West Indies and along 
the eastern coast of the United States. According to Stearns, individuals of this species are rather 
rare in the northern part of the Gulf, but more common along the South Florida coast. They live 
in shallow water and in harbors, usually moving about in small schools. At Key West they are 
caught in seines, and are eaten. 
THE SC.A.DS-TR.A.CHURUS S.A.URUS, -ETC, 
-
The Scads, known in England as the "Horse-Mackerels," appear to occur in all temperate 
and tropical waters. The distribution is given by Gunther as follows: ''From the coasts of the 
temperate -parts of Europe, along the coasts of Africa, round the Cape of Good Hope into the 
East Indian seas, to the coasts of New ,2Jealand an_d West America." As has been shown by 
Lutken, Steindachner, and Jordan an4 Gilbert, three distinct _species are confounded by Gunther 
under the name Trachurus trachurus. 
In Europe our Scad _ranges north to the Trondhjem Fjord, latitude 65°, and is said to occur 
:as far south as Portugal. On the coast of Holland it is known as the'' Marse Banker," or "Hors." 
It is interesting to American ichthyologists, since the similarity of its habits to those of the men-
'haden, so important in our waters, caused the latter fish to be called among the early Dutch colon-
ists of New York by the same name. European writers describe the Scads as occurring upon those 
coasts in schools of immense numbers, and it would seem that although their manner 'of swimming 
resembles that of the menhaden, in their other habits they more closely resemble our own bluefish. 
'They are considered to be food-fishes of fair quality, and attain the length of about twelve inches. 
They are supposed to spawn about the same time as the mackerel. Only three specimens of this 
species have ever been taken in the United States, one by the Fish Commission in Southern New 
England in 1878, and subsequently two others by Jordan and Stearns, at Pensacola. In Califor-
nia, according to Jordan, the allied species T. pict1.1,ratus occurs and is known as the " Horse-
Mackerel." He continues: "It reache~ a length of about a foot and a weight of less than a pound. 
It ranges from Monterey southward to Chili, appearing in California in the summer, remaining in 
the spawning season, and disappearing before December. It arrives at Santa Barbara in July, and 
at Monterey in'. August. In late summer it is exceedingly abundant. It forms part of the food of 
larger fishes, and great numbers are salted for bait. _ As a food-fish it is held in low esteem, but 
whether this is due entirely to its small size we do not know. It is identical with the well-known 
Mediterranean species.',-
THE THRE.A.D-FISH-BLEPH.A.RIS CRINITUS, 
This fish, also known as the" Shoemaker-fish," is found along our coast from Cape Cod to the 
Caribbean Sea, as also on the Pacific coast of tropical America. It possesses no importance in 
our Atlantic waters, but on account of its strange shape and the long thread-like appendages to 
it fin , which float behind it to the distance of five or six times its own length, it is often brought 
to the markets as a curiosity. "It is not found in California," writes Jordan, "but in Western 
Mexico it attains the length of two or three feet, and is brought to the markets for food." 
104. THE POMPANOS-TRACHYNOTUS CAROLINUS, ETC. 
There are four pecies of Pompano in the We tern Atlantic, very similar to each other in 




t}p l llMth f th h fiv an 
pecie , the Carolina Pompano, Trachynotus 
two and two-third time in the total length; 
; ne of he caudal lobes four time . It has_ 
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twenty-four to twenty-five rays in the second dorsal, while the anterior rays of the dorsal and 
anal fins, if laid backward, reach to the middle of the .fin. 
The Round Pompano (T. ovatus) has the height of the body contained two to two and one-third 
times in the total length; the length of the head .five to .five and one-fourth times; one of the 
caudal lobes three and a half to four times. In the second dorsal are from eighteen to twenty-one 
rays, in the second anal from sixteen to nineteen, while in the Carolina Pompano there are twenty-
one to twenty-two. 
The African Pompano (T. goreensis) resembles in general form the Round Pompano, though 
somewllat more elongate, while the head is larger, being contained four and a half times in the 
total length. The anterior rays of the dorsal and anal extend beyond the middle of the .fin, if laid 
backward. in the number of the fin-rays it corresponds most closely with the Round Pompano. 
The Banner Pompano ( T. glaucus) has a somewhat elongate body and a small head. It is 
much thinner than· either of the other species. Its silvery sides are marked with four blackish 
vertical streaks; the pest distinguishing mark is in the length of the .first rays of the dorsal and 
anal, which extend back nearly to the tip of the caudal .fin. The name Pompano; applied in this 
country to all of these .fishes, is a Spanish word, one of the meanings of which is "grape-leaf." 
This name is applied in Western Europe to a very different .fish. 
. \ THE COMMON POMP ANO-TRA.CHYNO1'US CAROl.,INUS. 
The Common Pompano or Carolina Pompano occurs in both the Atlantic and Paci.fie waters 
of the United States. On oqr eastern coast it ranges north to Cape Cod, south to Jamaica, east 
to the Bermudas, and west in the Gulf of Mexico, at least as far a.s the mouth of the Mississippi 
River. In the Pacific it is rare, and as yet known only from the Gulf of California, where it has 
recently been observed by Mr. 0. H. Gilbert. 
In our New England and Middle States it is a summer visitor, appearing in June and July, 
and departing in September. Although it is at present impossible to ascertain the lower limit of 
its temperature range, it is probable that it corresponds very nearly to that indicated by a harbor 
temperature of 60° to 65° Fahrenheit. 
This species was described at an early day by Linmeus from South Carolina, and riever had 
been observed in any numbers north of Cape Hatteras until the summer of 1854, when Professor 
Baird discovered them near Great Egg Harbor. In his ",Report on the Fishes of New Jersey" he 
states that he had seen them taken by thousands in the sapdy coves on the outer beach of Beas-
le;y's P oint. These, however, w~re young .fish, fe:V of them weighing more than half a pound. 
In 1863 he obtained both species in Southern Massachusetts, where in subsequent years they 
have been frequently captured. 
"My first acquaintance with the Pompano in New England," writes Professor Baird, "was in 
1863, during a residence at Wood's Holl, where I not unfrequently caught young ones of a few 
inches in length. I was more fortunate in the summer of 1871, w hiah I also spent at Wood's Holl; 
t hen the Pompano was taken occasionally, especially in Captain Spindle's pound, and I received 
at different times as many as twenty or thirty, weighing about one and one:half or two pounds 
eacll . Quite a number were caught in Buzzard's Bay and Vineyard Sound in 1872." 
It is a fair question whether the Pompano has recently found its way into northern waters, or 
whether its presence was unknown because no body had found the way to capture it. When 
Mitchill wrote on the fishes of New York in 1842 he had access to a single specimen which l:tad 
been taken off Sandy H ook about the year 1820. 
The spawning t imes and breeding grounds of these .fishes are not well known. Mr. S. C. 
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Clarke states that in the Indian River they spawn in March, in the open sea near New Smyrna, 
Florida. It is supposed that those visiting our northern coasts breed at a distance from the shore. 
The eggs, like those of the mackerel, being lighter than the water, float at or near the surface. 
The Pompanoes may, however, be truly migratory, seeking the waters near the equator in winter 
and following along a coastwise migration, north and south, in summer. They are rapid, power-
ful swimmers; their food consists of mollusks, the softer kinds of crustaceans, and probably the 
young of other fishes. S. C. Clarke remarks that they have been known to bite at a clam bait. 
Genio Scott remarks: "It is mullet-mouthed; never takes a bait except by mistake." Their teeth . 
are very small a.nd disappear with age. As seen in the New York market they rarely exceed five 
or six pounds in weight. I quote in full the observations of Mr. Stearns: . 
"The common Pompano is abundant on the Gulf coast from the Mississippi River to Key 
West, and, as far as I can learn, is rare beyond this western limit until tlie Yucatan coast is reached, 
where it is com:r;non. It is considered the choicest. fish of the Gulf of Mexico, and has great com-
mercial demand, which is fully supplied but a few weeks in the year, namely, when it arrives in 
spring. The Pompano is a miigratory fish in the Pensacola region, but I think its habits on the 
South Florida coast are such that it cannot properly be so ~lassed. 
"At Pensacola it comes in to· the coast in spring and goes away from it in fall, while in South 
,J 
Florida it is found throughout the year. In the former section it appears on the coast in March in 
schools varying in numbers of individuals from fifty to three or fo~r thousand, which continue to. 
'run' until the latter pari:; of May, when it is supposed that they are all inside. Their movement -
is from the eastward, and they swim as near to the shore as the state of the water will permit, very 
seldom at the surface so as to ripple or break the water, although sometimes while playing in shoal 
water they will jump into the air. 
"Before any schools enter the bays certain ones will remain for days, or even weeks, in a 
neighborhood, coining to the beach during the fioud-tide to feed on the shell-fish that abound there 
and returning again to deeper wat~r on the ebb-tide. The holes or gullies in the sand along the 
beach are th6ir favorite feeding-grounds on these occasions. Sharks and porpoises pursue the 
Pompano ince santly, doubtless destroying many. The largest numbers come in April, and some-
times during that month the first schools are seen entering the inlets, others following almost 
every day, until about June 1, when the spring run is said to be over. Every year they appear in 
this way at Pen acola and adjoining bays, although there are many more some years than others. 
As the abundance is judged by the quantity c;ught I think that the difference may lie more in 
the number of fl bing days (pleasant ones) than in the real numbers of fish present. The sizes of 
Pompano that make up the e school are large or adult fish averaging twelve or fourteen inches 
iu length, and mall fl h (probably one ye~n old) averaging eight inches in length. The largest 
Pompano that I have se n mea urecl nineteen and a half inches in length, and weighed six and a 
quarter p nnd , the xtrem ly large fl 'h called Pompano of two or three times that size probably 
b ing an tber . pe ie . After nt ring the bay the schools of Pompano break up and the fish 
att r t all part wber the ater i alt and there are good feeding grounds. Except single 
jndiYidual.· ha ar tak n now and then, nothing i een of Pompano until late in the fall, when 
th ·, r l un<l ,' ward. n r gard t it pawning habit nothing very definite has been learned. 
•'I• wn h· lf d ,. lop an ha no e wh it leave the bays. Large quan-
f th m r hich i om proof of it spawning in ide. In 
fr m hr -quarter of an inch to three 
f th 1 ob erv din July and August of the 
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''The schools of fry go to sea in August and September. The older or adult :fish leave the 
coast in_ September and October in srpall schools, that are only se,en and caught at the inlets where 
they happen to cross shoals or follow the beach. These Pompano, of the fall are very fat and in 
every way superior to those caught in the spring. As before mentioned, the Pompano is found on 
the South Florida coast all the ~ear. The sea-beach from Tampa Bay to Charlotte's Harbor seems 
to be its favorit_e feeding-ground owing to the quantity of shell-fish that occur there. It does not 
form in large schools as· in the Pensacola region, and therefore is not taken in such large quantit,ies 
by seine :fishermen. 
"Smacks from Mobile and Pensacola sometimes go to Tampa B~y for them. I have been told 
that Pompano are caught at Key West in considerablt3 quantities by hook and line, and I have 
known of a few being taken in that manner at Pens-acola. It feeds entirely upon small shell-fish, 
which are crushed between the bones of its pharyngeal arch." 
THE ROUND PO:M:PANO-TRACHYNOTUS 'OVATUS. 
' -
The Round Pompano, in the South sometimes called the "Shore Pompano," is known in the 
Bermudas by the name "Alewife." This :fish is very often confused by market-men with the Caro-
lina Pompano, and I have seen them sold together in the Charleston market under the same name, 
just as I have seen the young of four species of the herring family sold indiscriminately in New 
York. 
The Round Pompano is cosmopolitan in its distribution, occurring in the North and South 
Atlantic, and in various part~ of the Indian Ocean. The young have been obtained in the harbor 
of Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts, and at Beaufort, South Carolina. It is probable that the 
species is far more abundant in our waters than we now suppose it to be. About the Bermudas 
they are sometimes very abundant, and in 1875 a school of them, numbering six or seven hundred, 
was seined on the south shore of the islands. They_are there highly esteemed for table use. 
THE AFRICAN POMPANO-TR.A.CHYNOTUS GOREENSIS . 
. This species, originally described from the Island of Gorea, on the west coast of Africa, 
was observed by the writer at the Bermudas in 1876, and in 1877 was discovered in Florida. It 
is the largest of the Pompanos. Two or three specimens, weighing from :fifteen to twenty pounds 
each, have bee.n sent from Florida to the New York market. One of these, taken at Jupiter Inlet. 
was sent by Mr. Blackford to the National Museum. In the Gulf of Mexico it is not unusual, 
being known at Key West as the '' Permit." 
Stearns remarks: "This fish is rather common along the lower end of the Florida reninsula, 
specimens being caught quite often in seines at Cedar Keys, and at the muliet :fisheries of Sarasota 
and Charl?tte's Harbor, and also Key West. n is said to attain a considerable size-fifteen or 
twenty pound specimens being common. It is not a choice food-fish when so large, and even 
smaller ones are comparatively dry and tasteless. I have not found it north or west of Cedar Keys." 
THE BANNER POMP .A.NO-TRACHYNOTUS GLAUCUS. 
This species is a member of the West Indian fauna, and occasionally occurs at the Bermudas. 
Stearns remarks that it is obtained frequently at Pensacola with the other species, but is never 
very common, is seen only in the spring, and is not valued as a food-fish. Professor Jordan 
writes: "Along the Carolina and Gulf coasts it is not rare. At ·Pensa.cola it is known as the 
( 
'Gaff-topsail Pompano,' and is held in low esteem." An allied species, Trachynotus ja8ciatu,s, has 
lately been noticed by Jordan and Gilbert on the Paci.fie side ot the rit.hmus of Panama. 
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105. THE PILOT-FISH-NAUCRATES DUCTOR. 
The Pilot-fish though of little or no economic importance, deserves passing mention, since it is ' . 
so frequently referred to in literature. It is occasionally taken on our coast. Captain Atwood 
mentions a specimen which was taken in a mackerel net in Provincetown Harbor, in October, 
1858. A whale-ship had . come in a few days before, and he supposes that the Pilot-fish had fol-
lowed it into the harbor. 
"The Pilot-fish (N. ductor) is a truly pelagic fish, known in an' tropical and temperate seas. 
Its na.me is derived from its habit of keeping company with ships and large fish, especially sharks. 
It is the Pompilus of ,the ancients, who describe it as pointing out the way to ·dubious or embar-
rassed sailors, and as announcing the vicinity of land by its sudden disappearance. It was there-
fore regarded as a sacred fish. T)le connection between the shark and the Pilot-fisk has received 
various interpretations, some observers having, perhaps, added more sentiment than is warranted 
by the actual facts. It was stated that- the shark never seized the Pilot-fish; that the latter was 
of great use to its big companion in conducting it and showing it the way to its food. Dr. Meyer, 
in his 'Reise um die Erde,' states: 'The Pilot swims constantly in front of the shark; we ourselves 
have seen three instances in which the shark was led by the Pilot. When the shark neared the 
ship the Pilot swam close to the snout, or near one of the pectoral fins of the animal. Sometimes 
he darted rapidly forwards or sidewards, as if looking for something, and constantly went back 
again to the shark. When we threw overboard a piece of bacon fastened on a great hook, the 
shark was about twenty paces from the ship.. With the quickness of lightning the Pilot came up, 
smelt at the dainty, and instantly swam back again to the shark, swimming many times round his 
snout and splashing as if to give him exact information as to the bacon. The shark now began to 
put himself in motion, the Pilot showing him the way, and in a moment he was fast upon the 
hook.1 Upon a later occasion we observed two Pilots in sedulous attendance on a blue shark 
which we caught in the Chinese Sea. It seems probable.that the Pilot feeds on the shark's excre-
ment~~ keep his company for that purpose, and directs his operations solely from this selfish 
view.' We believe that Dr. Meyer's opinion, as expressed in his last words, is perfectly correct. 
The Pilot obtains a great part of his food directly from the shark, in feeding on the parasitic crus-
taceans with which sharks and other large fish are infested, and on the smaller pieces of flesh 
which are left unnoticed by the shark when it tears its prey. The Pilot, also, being a small fish, 
obtains greater ecurity when in company of a . shark, which would keep at a distance all other 
fi he of prey that woul<l. be likely to prove dangerous to the Pilot. Therefore, in accompanying 
the hark, the Pilot is led by the same instinct which makes it follow a sbip. 
"With regard to the tatement that the Pilot itself is never attacked by the shark, all observ-
er· agree a to its truth; but this may be accounted for in the same way as the impunity of the 
wallow from the hawk, the Pilot-fish being too nimble for the unwieldy shark. 
•'The Pilot-fish doe not alway leave the vessels on their approach to land. In summer, 
wh n the t mpera.ture of the ea-water is several degrees above the average, Pilots will follow 
hip to the oath coa t of England into the harbor, where they are generally speedily caught. 
Pilot-fl ·ll attain a 1 ngth of tw lve. jnche only. When very young their appearance differs so 
mu ·h fr m the matur fl h that they have b en de crib d a a distinct genu , Ncmclerus. Thi fry 
i · exce lin ,}y comm n in the n ocean and con tantly obtained in the tow-net; therefore the 
ii t-fkh r t in· it· 1 lagic habit al during th pawning ea on, and some of the spawn found 
by v n th , rfac i , wi hout ou t, cleri ed from thi 
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The Pilot-fish has been observed in one or two instances about New York, 2,nd has_ also been 
recorded from South Carolina . . It is, however, rare in the Western Atlantic, and our museums have 
very few specimens. 
106~ THE AMBER-FISHES AND THE LEATHER-JACKETS. 
THE AMBER-FISH-SERIOL.A. . C.A.ROLINENSIS. 
Mr. Silas 'Stearns writes concerning the habits of this fish in the Gulf of Mexico: 
"-The Amber-fish is quite common off the West Florida.coast, occurring in from ten to thirty 
· fathoms of water on or near the 'snapper banks' throughout the year. It is a very active fish, 
swimming -just below the water's surface, preying upon schools of small fish. It is rather shy of 
a baited hook, and but few are caught. It is a good food-fish. It attains a size of forty inches 
length and fifteen pounds wei_¥ht. Its average size but little more than half that." It Js also, 
according to Jordan, rather common on the Carolina coast, where it is know-9- as the '(Jack-fish." 
THE PENS.A.COL.A. ROCK_ S.A.LMON-SERIOL.A. FA.LC.A.TA. 
The "Rock Salmon" of Pensacola, Serio la falcata, is ;recorded by Stearns as occasionally 
occurring near Pensacola in company with the preceding species, which it resembles in habits. It 
is caught with hook and line and is eaten; in his opinion, it attains a larger size than the Amber-
fish. There is a third species of Amber-fish of which the Na~ional Museum has received a single 
specimen from South Florida. It is closely related to the fish described by Cuvier under the n~me 
Seriola Lalandii. The same species is sometimes sent to the New Orleans market, where an 
exam pie was seen by Professor Jordan. 
THE CALIFORNIA YELLOW-T.A.IL-SERIOL.A. DORS.A.LIS. 
Another closely allied species, Seriola dorsalis, occurs on fhe coast of California, where, accord-
ing to Jordan, it is known under the names ''Yellow-tail," "White Salmon," and "Cavasina." 
Of the "Yellow-tail," Professor Jordan says: "It reaches n, length of four to five feet, and a 
weight of thirty to forty pounds, and individuals of less than fifteen pounds weight are rarely seen. 
It ranges from Cape San Lucas northward to the Santa Barbara and Coronados Islands, where 
it is found in great abundance in the spawning season, arriving in July, and departing in early 
fall. It spawns about August 18. It is caught chiefly by trolling. It feeds on squid and such 
fish as the anchovy and sardine. As a fresh fish it ranks high, although large individuals are 
sometimes coarse and tough. When salted and dried it is. inferior to none on the coast, ranking 
with the white-fish and barracuda." · 
THE BANDED RUDDER-FISH-SERIOL.A. ZON.A.T.A.. 
This species has been observed as far north as Salem and Beverly, Massachusetts. Several 
specimens have been taken north of Cape Cod during the past forty years. It is a small fish, 
rarely exceeding six or eight inches in length, conspicuous by reason of its brilliant and beautiful 
colors, and good to eat, though rarely saved by the fishermen who accidentally capture it. It is 
called in Southern New England the "Rudder-fish" on account of its resemblance to·the Rudder-
fish of the ocean, Naucrates ductor. 
THE MEDRE G.A.L-SERIOL.A. FASCI.A.TA. 
This fish, called in Cuba the" Medregal" and in Bermuda the" Bonito", has been observed in 
South F lorida and along the coasts of the Carolinas. It is apparently exceedingly rare _in the 
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waters of the United States. In Bermuda it attains a length of two feet or more, and is highly 
esteemed as a food-fish. 
THE LE.A.THER·J.A.CKET-OLIG0PLITES S.A.URUS. 
This fish, ~hich is found throughout the West Indies and south as far_ as Bahia, and on the 
Pacific coast of Mexico and Central America, has .since 1875 been several times observed betwee.n 
Florida and Newport Rhode Island. It is known to fishermen as the '' Skipjack," sharing this ' . 
name with a number of other scom:broid fishes which leap from the water as they pursue tbefr 
prey. It is one of the most beautiful and graceful fishes in our waters, \mt at present is of no 
economic importance, its flesh being hard and dry. 
THE RUNNER_;_EL.A.G.A.TIS PINNUL.A.'l'US. 
This West Indian, fish, known at Key West as "Skipjack" or "Runner," and at Pensacola as 
"Yellow-tail" or'' Shoemaker," is, accordi:og to Stearns, "abundant on the western and southern 
coasts of _Florida. At Pensacola it spawns in spring; the young fish are seen in July and August. 
It is found in the bays and along the sea-beaches, seeming to prefer clear, salt water, swift currents, 
and sandy bottoms. It usually moves in small schools of a dozen or two individuals. It feeds 
upon small fishes and crustaceans. When pursued by larger fish it jumps repeatedly from the 
water, very much in the same manner as the flying fish, only its flights are much shorter and 
oftener repeated. This habit has given it the names of 'Skipjack' and 'Runner' at Key West, 
where it may be seen at almost any time. It is sometimes eaten at Key West, and at Havana is 
quite an important fish in the markets, being also exposed for sale at stands on the streets, cooked 
and ready for use." 
107. THE DOLPHINS-CORYPH.lENIDlE. 
The Dolphins are found usually in mid-ocean, where they feed upon other pelagic fishes, such 
as the flying-fi~h. They are strong, rapid swimmers, and are widely distributed throughout all 
temperate and tropical waters. The name Dolphin is wrongly applied to them, being the peculiar 
property of a group of small cetaceans. They are often caught by sailors at sea, and ·are considered 
most excellent food. It is an almost universal custom before eating them to test the flesh by 
putting a piece of silver into the vessel in which they have been cooked~ it being a common belief 
that if the flesh is poisonous the silver will turn dark. Narratives of ocean voyages abound in 
descriptions of the beautiful colors of the Dolphin and the brilliant changes of hue exhibited by 
the dying fish. There are in the Atlantic two species of Dolphins, though the number was, 
until lately, supposed to be very much greater. But one of these, Ooryphmna hippurus, is definitely 
known from our shores. 
Tha young, less than two feet in length, are beautifully marked with numerous small circular 
spot , and have, until lately, been considered by many writers to belong to a distinct genus and 
specie . Dolphin are abundant al o, it is said, in the Gulf of Mexico. 
THE STROMA.TEOID FISHES. 
108. THE RUDDER-FISH FAMILY-STROMATEID.lE. 
m 11 
a t coa ·t by three pecie , two of which are 
'th -called " alifornia Pom-
tb warm . ea . 
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THE BUTTER-FISH-S11ROM.A.TEUS 'l'RI.A.C.A.NTHUS. 
The "Butter-fish" of Massachusetts and New York, sometimes known -in New Jersey as the 
"Harvest-fish," in Maine as the "Dollar-fish," about Cape Cod as the "Sheepshead" and "Skip-
jack," in Connecticut as the "Pumpkin-seed," ·and at Norfolk as the "Star-fish," is common 
between Cape Cod and Cape Henry. It has been observed south to South Carolina and north to 
Maine. It has been found in some abundance along the north side of Cape Cod in nets witp 
bass and mackerel. It is' a summer visitor, appearing in our waters in company with the mackerel 
and disappearing about the same time. It appears to breed in the sounds and in the open ocean 
in June and July, and the young are found in great abundance in July, August, and September, 
# • 
swimming about in company with certain species of jelly-fish. During these months several large 
species of jelly-fish, or sun-squalls, are found abundantly floating about in waters near the shore, 
and each one of these is almost invariably accompanied by ten _or twelve, or more, young Butter-
fishes, which seem to seek shelter under their disks, and which, perhaps, may obtain .a supply o:( 
food from among the numerous soft-bodied invertebrates which are constantly becoming attached_ 
to the floating streamers of .their protectors. The young fish; thus protected, range from two to 
two and a half inches in length. I have seen fifteen, and more, sheltered under an indfridual of 
Oyanea arctica not more than three inches in diameter. This refuge is not always safe for the 
little !ishes, for they sometimes are destroyed by the tentacles of their protector, which are provided, 
as every one knows, with powerful lasso cells. The little fish seem to rise at the approach of 
dauger and seek refuge among the lobes of the actinostome. They -are, of course, thus safe from 
the attacks of many kinds_ of larger fishes which prey upon them, but t,hey themselves often fall 
victims to the stinging power of the jelly-fish and are devoured. The habit of thus seeking shelter .,,, 
is very much like that of the rudder-fish. The Butter-fish attains an average size of seven or eight 
inches in _length, and is very often taken in the pounds. The fishermen of N oank, Connecticut, ten 
me .that often a barrelful of them is taken in one haul of a pound-net. Thf'y are much valued for 
food at New Bedford. When sent to New York they command a good price, and the poundmen 
at Lobsterville sometimes eat them and consider them better than scup. Their flavor is excellent, 
resembling that of the mackerel, though less oily; ~t is very palatable when nicely broiled. At 
many places, for instance, N·oank and Wood's Holl, they are thrown away. Storer stated that they 
were extensively used as manure in certain parts of Massachusetts. No observations have been 
inade upon their food, though, since their mouths are nearly toothless, it seems probable that they 
subsist, for the most part, upon minute vertebrates. These fishes are remarkable on account of 
their brilliant, iridescent colors, which, in freshly caught individuals, are as beautiful as those of 
• a dolphin. 
THE H.A.RVEST-FISH-STROM:ATEUS .A.LEPIDOTUS. 
This species has not been observed north of New York. Mitchill referred to it in his work on 
the fishes of New York, published in 1815, saying tb,at it derived its common name," Harve~t-.fi.sh," 
from the fact that it usually appeared during harvest time. DeKay, too, mentions having had 
several specimens in his possession. It is somewhat abundant at the mouth of the Chesapeake 
aud along the Southern coast. In the Gulf of Mexico it is rather rare; occasionally it is taken 
in seines at Pensacola. Dr. Gunther, in his "Catalogue of the Fishes of the British Museum" makes 
. ' 
the astounding statement that he has seen specimens from Lake Champlain. The species ranges 
south to Bahia, Brazil. It is not commercially valuable except at Norfolk, Virginia, where it is 
consumed for food in large quantities, its market name being'' Whiting." 
' 
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THE 0.A.LIFORNI.A. POMP .A.NO-STROM.A.TEUS SIMILLIMUS. 
The California Pompano, Stromateus simillimus, is thus described by Professor Jordan : 
"This species, known here as the Pompano, reaches a length of ei~ht inches and a weight of 
rather less than half a pound. It occurs along the entire coast of California and Oregon, being 
most abundant about Santa Barbara and Soquel, and is not known from farther south than San . 
Diego. It appears in schools chiefly in the summer and fall; occasionally, also, during the winter, 
its times of arrival and departure being quite variable. It is said that it was an extremely rare 
visitant till about 1870, and tl\at its abundance since then has steadily increased, it being now 
often found in greater quantities than can be readily sold. It feeds on worms, small crustacea, &c. 
Nothing special is known of its breeding habits. As a food-fish it is held in _ the highest repute, 
the price of individual fish ranging from two to four _for a 'quarter.' Its flesh is fat, rich, and 
excellent." 
THE BL.A.Cl\ RUDDER-FISH-LIRUS PERCIFORMIS. 
Thfa :fish is also called by the :fishermen "Log-fish" and "Barrel-fish." It has been observed 
I' 
at various points along our coast from New Jersey to Nova Scotia, where schools of them we~e 
several times observed off Halifax in 1877. It has hitherto been considered very rare nor.th of 
Cape Cod. I cannot doubt that it will be hereafter found at least as far south as Cape Hatteras 
and probably along the whole length of our Atlantic coast. The habits of this :fish are peculiar in 
the extreme. They are almost always found in the vicinity of floating barrels and spars, some-
. times inside of the barrels; hence the :fishermen often call them ''Barrel-fish," though the most 
asual name is "Rudder-fish." They are occasionally taken in lobster-pots. When cruising in the 
Fish Commission yacht" Mollie," off N oman's Land, July 13, 1875, we observed numerous specimens 
swimming under floating spars and planks. Sometimes as many as from :fifty to seventy-five were 
observed under a single spar, a cloud of shadowy black forms being plainly visible from the deck. 
We went out to them in a row-boat and succeeded in taking thirteen of them in the course of a 
day. After the first thrusts of the dip-net th_ey grew shy and sought refuge under the boat, under 
which they would sink far below our reach. A lull of a few moments would bring them back to 
the log under which they had clustered until disturbed again. When the boat was rowed away 
they followed in a close-swimming school until we gained full speed, when they suddenly turned, as 
if by one impulse_, and swam back to the log or spar. Once they followed us about two hundred 
yards from the spar, and then leaving us retreated to their old shelter, reaching it some time before 
• we could turn the boat and row back to it. I had before this supposed them to be quite unusual, 
but on this one day we must have een two hundred or two hundred and :fifty at the lowest com-
putation. They uoubtle have gained the name of Rudder-fish from the sailors who have seen 
them swimming about the sterns of becalmed vessels. 
When the Fi h Commi ion steamer ha been dredging off Halifax, I have several times 
noticed chool of them hovering around her ide . They doubtless gather around the logs for the 
purpo e of feeding upon the bydroid and minute crustaceans and perhaps mollusca which 
accumu1 t around th m. Th ir tomach were found to contain amphipod cru tacean , hydroius, 
uid . Th y are doubtle to some degree protected by the spars under which they 
mann r a tb ir kindred, the Butter-ft h, which swim under the disk of the 
u.nd rgo con idera 1 chang from time to time, possibly at the will of 
inche , and i excellent eating. De.Kay 
t peci the "Snip-nosed Mullet," but 
t. 
' 
THE DORY, HEN-FISH, AND OP .AH F .AMILIES, 
109. THE DORY, HEN-FISH, AND OPAH FAMILIES. 
THE DORY F.A.MILY-ZENID~. 
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The fishes of° this family are found in all temperate and tropical seas. The Boar-fish and the 
John Dory, both somewhat important species in Great Britain, are members of this and related 
families. .A single specimen, recorded by Storer and Gill, the species which is peculiar to .America 
and described under the name Zen,opsis ocellatus, was taken off Provincetown. 
THE HEN-FISH FAMILY-BR.A.MID.Al:. 
The only member of this family of interest to us is the Brama Raii, called "Pomfret" in 
Bermuda, where a few individuals were observed by the writer in 1876.· In · 1880 an individual 
was obtained on the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, and more recently the specie has been fou~d 
to be somewhat abundant on the coast of Washington Territory and Van~ouver's Island. This 
species was described from the coast of South .America under the name Brama chilensis. 
THE OP.AH F.A.MILY-L.A.MPRIDID~. 
This family is represented in the .,A.tlantic by a singl~ species, Lampris guttatus, a pelagic fish, 
which appears to be more abundant in the deep waters of northern seas t)han elsewhere. It has 
been observed at many points upon the Norwegian coast, about Iceland and Madeira, as well as in 
the Mediterranean, but is of unusual occurrence everywhere, except perhaps about Madeira. On 
the coast of England it is one of the great rarities, and is much sought for _by collectors on 
account of. its beauty. It is said to be one of the most brilliantly colored fishes known-" red 
and green, with tints of purple and gold dotted _over with silvery round spots. Iris of the eye is 
scarlet, and fins of lively red." .A specimen was obtaine~ years ago near Sable Island, Nova Scotia, 
and the species will doubtless be found still nearer our shores. It is said that no young speci-
mens have yet been seen. The species attains the length of four feet and more, and is said to be 
very excellent for eating. 
110. THE CUTLASS-FISH-TRICHIURUS LEPTURUS. 
This fish is unfortunately known in Eastern Florida and at Pensacola as the~' Sword-fish"; at 
New Orleans, in the Saint John's River, and at Brunswick, Georgia, it is known as the" Silver 
Eel," on the coast of Texas as "Sabre-fish," while in -the Indian River region it is called the 
"Skipjack." No one of these names is particularly applicable, and the latter being preoccupied, 
it would seem advantageous to use in this country the name "Cutlass-fish," which is current for 
the same species in the British West Indies. 
Its appearance is very remark'Bble on account of its long, compressed for~and its glistening 
silvery color. The name '' Scabbard-fish,'' which has been given to an allied species in Europe, 
would be very proper also for this species, for in shape and general appearance it looks very like the 
metallic scabbard of the sword. It attains the length of four or five feet, though ordinarily not 
exceeding twenty-five or thirty inches. This species is found in the tropical .Atlantic, on the coast 
of Brazil, in the Gulf of California, the West Indies, the Gulf of Mexico, and north to Wood's Holl, 
Massachusetts, where, during the past ten years, specimens have occasionally been taken. In 
1845 one was found at Wellfleet, Massachusetts; and in· the Essex Institute is a specimen which 
is said to ham been found in Salem Harbor. The species occurs also on the coast of Europe, t,wo 
pecirnen having been found on the shores of the Moray Frith many years ago, and during the past 
clecade it ha become somewhat abundant in Southern England. It does not, however, enter the 
Mediterranean. Some writers believe the allied species, Trichiurus haurnela, found in the Indian 
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Ocean and Archipelago and in various parts of the Pacific, to be specificaliy the same. The 
Ont.lass-fish is abundant in the Saint ,John's River, Florida, in the Indian River region, and ~n the 
Gulf of Mexico. Sev:eral instances were related to me in which these fish had thrown themselves 
from the ;at.er into row-boats, a feat which might be very easily performed by a lithe, active 
species like the Trichiurus. A small one fell into a boat crossing the mouth .of the Arlington 
River, where the water is nearly fresb. 1 
Many individuals of the same species are taken every year at the mouth of the Saint John's 
River, at )fayport. Stearns st,ates that they are caught in the deep waters of the bays about 
Pensacola, swimming nearly at the surface, but chiefly with hooks and lines from the wharves. 
He has known them to strike at the oars of the boat and at the end of the ropes that trailed in the 
wa,ter. At Pensacola they reach a length of twenty to thirty inches, and are considered good food-
:fish. Richard Hill states that at Jamaica this species is much esteemed, and is fished for assidu-
ously i:h a "hole," as it is called, that is, a deep portion of the waters off Fort Augusta. This is 
the best :fishing place fo~ the Cutlass-fish, Trich-iurus. The fishing takes place before day; all 
lines are pullecl in as fast as they are thrown out, with the certainty that the Cutlass has been 
/ , 
hooked. As many as ninety boats have been counted on this :fishing ground at day-break during 
the season. Atl carry on this kind of uninterrupted hauling in of fish. 
A closely allied species, Lepidopus caudatus, is the" Scabbard-fish" of Europe, which also occurs 
in the Gulf of California. In New Zealand it is called the" Frost-fish," and is considered the most 
delicious food-fish of the colony. 
111. THE SWORD-FISH FAMILY-XIPHIID.lE. 
Although it may not seem -desirable at present to accept in full the views of Dr. Liitken 
regarding the specific unity of the Spear-fishes and the Sail-fishes of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, 
it is convenient in discussing their geographical distribution to group the differe:nt species in the 
manner he has suggested. 
The Sword-fish, Xiphias gladius, ranges along the Atlantic coast of America from Jamiaca, 
latitude 18° N., Cuba, and the Bermudas, to Cape Breton, latitude 470, It has not been seen at 
Greenland, Iceland, or Spitzbergen, but occurs according to Collet, at the North Cape, latitude 719. 
It is abundant along the coasts of Western Europe, entering the Baltic and the Mediterranean. I can 
find no record of the species on the west coast of Africa south of the Cape Verdes, though Liitken, 
who may have access to facts unknown to me, states that they occur clear down to the Cape of 
Good Hope, South Atlantic in mid-ocean, west coast of South America and north to Southern 
California, latitude 34°, New Zealand, and in the Indian Ocean off Mauritius. Good authorities 
tate that sperm-whales, though constantly passing Cape Horn, never round the Cape of Good 
Hope. Can thi be true in the case of the S~ord-:fish ~ 
The Sail-ft h_, Histiophorus glad·ius (with H. americanus and H. orientalis, questionable species, 
and H. pu,lchellu, and H. immaculatus, young), oecurs in the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, Malay Archi-
elag , and outh at lea t a far a the Cape of Good Hope, latitude 350 S.; in the Atlantic on 
the coa t of Brazil, latitude 30° S. to the ·equator, and north to Southern New England, latitude 
42° ... . · in th Pacific to Southwe tern Japan, latitude 300 to 100 N. In a general way the range 
In< Y be aid to be in tropical and temperate seas, between latitude 300 S. and 40. N., and in the 
v . tern par of tho e ea . 
h ill-ft h or p ar-fl b, Tetrnptu-ru indicu (witl.J various related forms, which may or may not 
P ·ific Uy id ntic l ·ur int e v tern lantic from he West Indies, latitude 100 to 200 N., 
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to Southern New England, latitude 42° N.; in the Eastern Atlantic, from Gibraltar, la.titude 450 N., 
to the Cape of Good Hope, latitude 30° S.; in the Indian Ocean, the Malay Archipelago, New 
Zealand, latitude 40° S., and on the west coast of Chili and Peru. In a general way, the range is 
between latitude 40° N. and latitude 40° S. 
The species of Tetrapturus which we have been accustomed to call T. albidus, abundant about 
Cuba, is not very unusual on the coast of Southern New England. Several are taken every year 
by the Sword-fish :fishermen. I have not known of their capture along the Southern Atla.ntic 
coast of the United States. All I have known about were taken between Sandy Hook and the 
eastern part of George's Banks. 
The Mediterranean Spear-fish, Tetrapturus belone, appears to be a land-locked_ form, never_ 
passing _west of the Straits of Gibraltar. 
NAMES OF THE SW0RD·FISH.-The names. all have reference to its most prominent feature, 
the prolonged snout. The "Sword-fish" of our own tongue, the "Zwaard-fis" of the Hollander, 
the Italian "Sifio" and "Pesce-spada," the Spaniard's "J!Jspada," "J!Jspadarte," and varied by "Pez 
de spada" in Cuba, and the French "Espadon," "Dard," and l9pee de Mer," are simply variations 
of o~e theme, repetitions of the "Gladius" of ancient Italy, and "Xiphias," the n·ame by which 
Aristotle, the father of zoology, called the same fish twenty-three hundred years ago. The French 
"Empereur," and the "Imperador" and "Ocean King-fish" of the Spanish and French West Indies, 
carry out the same idea; the Roman emperor was always represented holding a drawn sword in 
his hand. The Portuguese names are "Agulha" and ''Agulhao," meaning'' needle" or "needle-fish." 
This species has been particularly fortunate in escaping the numerous redescriptions to which 
almost all widely distributed forms have been subjected. By the writers of antiquity it was spoken 
of under its Aristotelian• name, and in the tenth edition of his System a N aturre, at the very 
inception of binomial nomenclature, Linnrous ·called it Xiphias glQ,dius. By this name it has been 
known ever since, and only one additional name is included in its synonymy, Xiphias Rondeletii, 
Leach. 
The Sword-fish has been so long and so·well known that its right to its peculiar name has 
seldom been infringed upon. The various species of Tetrapturus ];iave sometimes shared its title, 
and .this is not to be wondered at, since they closely resemble Xiphias gladius, and the appellative 
has frequently been applied to the family Xiphiidm-the Sword-fish family-which includes them all. 
The name" Bill-fish," usually applied to the Tetrapturus albidus, a fish of the Sword-fish family 
often taken on our coast, and described below, is objectionable, since it is in many districts used for 
the various species ofBelonidm, the "gar-fishes" or "green-bones" (Belone trunca.ta and others), 
which are members of the same fauna. "Spear-fish" is a much better name. 
Tlie "Sail-fish," Histiophorus americanus, is called by sailors in the so~th the "Boohoo" or 
"Woohoo." This is evidently a corrupted form of "Guebucu," a name, apparently of Indian origin, 
given to the same fish in Brazil. It is possible that the Tetrapturus is also called "Boohoo," since 
the two genera are not sufficiently unlike to impress sailors with their differences. Bleeker states 
that in Sumaha the Malays call the related species H. gladius by the name "Joohoo" (Juhit), a 
curious coincidence. The names may have been carried from the Malay Archipelago to South 
America, or v·ice versa, by neighbors. 
In Cuba the Spear-fishes are called "Aguja" and" .Aguja de Palada"; the Sail-fish, "Aguja, 
Prieta" or "Aguja Voladora"; Tetrap~urus albidus is specially known as the "Aguja Blanca," 
T. albidus as the "Agujade Oasta." 
In the West Indies and Florida the scabbard-fish or silvery hair-tail, Trichiurus lepturus, a, 
form allied to the Xiphias, though not resembling it closely in external appearance, is often called 
22 F 
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"Sword-~sh." The body of this fish is shaped like the blade of a saber, and its skin has a bright 
metallic luster like that of polished steel; hence the name. 
The various species of sticklebacks, Gasterosteus aculeatus and Pygosteus pungiUus, are known 
as,. Little Sword-fish" by the boys of Portland, Maine, and vicinity. The spines, damaging in the . 
extreme to small fingers of tyro fish-gatherers, give reason to the name. 
Sail-fish appear to occur throughout the tropical and southern parts of the Atlantic and the 
Indian Ocean. Its names, wherever it may be found, point to the most striking characters. In 
Marcgrave's time the Portuguese of Brazil called it "Bicuda," referring to its snout, and Rochefort, 
in his "History of the West Indies," calls it '' Becasse de Mer"; a becasse being a long. snouted bird 
like a woodcock or a snipe, while in the l\falay Archipelago th~ Dutch call it'' Zee-snip" or ''Sea-
snipe." The Malays of Amboyna called it the" lkan°layer" or Fan-fish, in ~nusion to the _fan-like 
movements of tts dorsal fin, while those of Sumatra called it "Ikan-jega.n" or "Sail-fish." The 
French "Voilier" and the Dutch'' Zeyl-fisch" and "Bezaanfisch" mean the same; a bezaan being the 
sail upon the mizzen mast of a ship. The family name is . "Myl-meen," signifying "Peacock-fish." 
The names "Boohoo" and "Woohoo" have already been referred to. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND M0VEMENTS.-The Sword-fish was known to Pliny, who 
wrote: "The Sword-fish, called in Greeke Xiphias, that i~ to say in Latin G ladius, a sword, hath 
a beake or bill sharp pointed, wherewith he will drive through the sides and plankes of a ship, 
and bouge them so, that they shal1 sinke wit.hall. The experience whereof is scene in the ocean, 
neare to a place in Mauritania called Gotta, which is not far from the river Lixos." 1 
Many other classical and medireval writers made curious allusions to the Sword-fish. The 
summary of their views is given by Bloch, and is quoted below. This su!l)mary is very satisfactory 
though the skepticism of this author is sometimes a little excessive: 
"This fish is found in the N~rth Sea and the Baltic, but is rare in those waters. In the Med-
iterranean, however, it is very abundant. It lives for the most part in the Atlantic, where in 
winter it is found in mid-ocean. In spring it appears on the coast of Sicily, where its eggs are 
deposited on the bottom in great· numbers. However, according to what I have been told by the 
illustrious Chevalier Hamilton, it is never seen in that region more than three or four feet long. 
The larger ones, often weighing four or five hundred pounds, and eig.hteen to twenty feet long,_ are 
found on the co~st of Calabria, where they appear in June and July. Pliny remarked that they 
often exceed the dolphin in size. . . . 
"Various writers have spoken of the 'Emperor of the Sea' as occurring in the Baltic. Olea-
rius and Schelhammer record its capture near Holstein ; Schoneveld mentions one from Mecklen-
burg; Walbaum one from the vicinity of Li.i.beck ; Hanover and Klein one from the vicinity of 
Danzig; Hartmann one from near Pillau, and Wolf another taken near Konigsberg. 
"One mentioned by Schoneveld as taken near Mecklenburg was so large that it required two 
strong hor es to draw it from the water. The' body, without the sword, was eleven feet long, the 
word three. The eye were a large as hens' eggs, and the tail was two feet broad. Of four seen 
by Profe sor Koelpin during hi stay at Greifswald, one measured more than three and one-half 
feet in circumference. . . . 
"The e ft h, accor ing to the tory of the Chevalier Hamilton, always appear in pairs as they 
· pr ~ ·h f . ina a £ rn l and a male together. 
' hi fi , h th~ . np h. It ha such a terrible defensive weapon that 
According t Ari totle, it i , like the tunny, tor-
ut of the ea and even into vessels. According to 
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· Statius Miiller, the skin is phosphorescent at night. . .Although such large fishes are not usually 
well flavored, this one is co_nsidered palatable. Pieces of the belly and the tail are especially 
esteemed, and hence they are expensive. The fins are salted and sold under the name 'callo' . ... 
"A3Jlian errs in saying that it enters fresh water, and in cataloguing it among the fishes of the 
Danube." 
.ALLUSIONS TO THE SWORD-FISH IN AMERIO.A. BY E,A.R.LY WRITERS.-The ancient city of 
Siena, secluded and almost forgotten among the hills of Northern Italy, should have a peculiar 
interest for Americans. Here Christopher Columbus was educated, and here, in the height of his 
triumphs as a discoverer, he chose to deposit a memento of his first voyage across the seas. His 
votive offering hangs over the portal of the old collegiate church, closed for many years, and rarely 
visited save by enterpr~sing .American tourists. It consists of the helmet and armor worn by the 
discoverer when he first planted his feet on New World earth, his weapons, and the weapon of a 
warrior killed by his party when approaching the American coast-the sword of a Sword-fish.t 
It is not probable that Columbus, or some of his crew, seafaring men of the Mediterranean, 
had never seen the Sword-fish. Still, its sword was treasured up by them, and has formed for 
more than four centuries and a half a striking feature in the be8t· preserved monument of the 
discov.erer of .America. 
The earliest allusion in literature to the existence of the Sword-fish in the Western .Atlantic 
seems to occur in Josselyn's "Account of Two Voyages to New England," printed in 1674, in the 
following passage: 
First Voyage:-''The Twentieth day, we saw a great number of Sea-bats, or Owles, called 
also flying fish, they are about the bigness of a Whiting, with four tinsel wings, with which they 
fly as long as they are wet, when pursued by other fishes. Here likewise we saw many Grand 
pisces, or Herring:hogs, hunting the scholes of Herrings, in the afternoon we saw a great fish 
called the Vehuella or Sword-fish, having a long, strong and sharp finn like a Sword-blade on the 
top of his head, with which he pierced our Ship, and broke it off with striving to get loose, one of 
our Sailors dived and brought it abm·~rd." 
.A half century later I find a reference in Catesby's work.2 
Pennant, though aware of the state~ent made by Catesby, refuses the species a place in his 
"List of the Fjshes of North America," 3 supposing him to refer to the orca or high-finned killer. 
whale: ''I am not certain whether Oa,tesby does not mean the high-finned Oachalot by his Sword-
fish; yet, as it is found in most seas, even to those of Geywn (Mr. Sotur), I give it a place here." 
Catesby's testimony was soon confirmed by Dr . .Alexander . Garden. This enthusiastic col-
lector, through whose correspondence with Linmeus so many of our Southern plants and animals 
were first brought to knowledge and named, writes to .John Ellis, from.Charleston, South Carolina, 
March 25, 1755: "I have sent )·ou one of the rostrums of a fish found on the Florida coast, which 
I take to be a species of the Ziphias rostr. apice ensiforme, pinnis ventralibus nullis.4 I have been 
told that they are frequently found on the Carolina coast, though I have never seen any of them, 
and I have been all along the coast to the Florida shore." 5 (Vol. i, p. 353.) 
1 For this fact., which I do not remember to have ever seen on record, I am indebted to Col. N. D. Wilkins, of 
the Det,roit Free Press, who visi I ed the locality in 1879. 
lflistoria Naturalis Carolime, &c., 1731. 
3 .A.retie Zoology, iii: 1784, p. 364. 
"The name l;>y which this fish was designated in the earlier editions of Linnreus's writings. 
6 .A. Selection of the Correspondence of Linnreus and other Naturalists, from the original manuscripts. By Sir 
James Edward Smith, M. D., F. R. S., &c,i pr1'sidtmt of th" Linnrean Society. In two volumes London. Printed 
for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, Paternoster Row, 1821. 
• 
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Another allusion occurs in a communication by .Dr. S. L. Mitchill, of New York, to . the 
"American Monthly Magazine": 
"An individual of this species was taken off Sandy Hook, by means of a harpoon, oil the 
19th June, 1817. The next day it' was' brought to New York market and cut up like halibut and 
sturgeon for food. The length was about twelve feet, and girth, by estimation, five. . . . The 
stomach contained seven or eight mackerel. The flesh was remarkably firm; it was purchased at 
a quarter of a dollar the pound. I tasted a chop of it, broiled, and found it savory and excellent. 
It resembled the best sturgeon, without its strong and oily flavor. While I ate it I thought of 
veal cutlet. . . . I have been informed by my friend John Renny that a Sword-fish sixteen 
feet long was exhibited at New York in the year 1791." 1 
DISTRIBUTION IN THE EASTERN ATL.ANTIC.-Tbe Sword-fish is abundant in the Mediterra-
nean 2 even as far east as Constantinople. lElian said that it was frequent in the Black Sea, 
entering the ·Danube . . Unfortunately, this is neither confirmed nor contradicted by any later 
writer whose works I have seen. lElian says that this species, with several others, is frequently 
taken in the Danube at the breaking up of the ice in spring. This is so contrary to the known 
habits of the fish .that it throws discredit on the whole story, for the ))resent at least. From the 
entrance to the Mediterranean they range south to Cape Town. Berthelot saw ·great numbers of 
them off the Canaries. They have been frequently noticed on the coasts of Spain and France. 
They occur sparingly in summer in the British waters, even to the Orkneys and the Hebrides. 
They occasionally reach Sweden and Norway, where Linnrnus observed them, and, according to 
Liitken, have been taken on the coast of Finmark. They are known to have occurred in Danish 
waters and to have found their way into the Baltic, thus gaining a place in the fauna of Russia. 
A number of instances of the occurrence of Sword-fish in the Baltic have been recorded. 
DISTRIBUTION ON THE CO.AST OF THE UNITED ST.ATEs.-Allusion has been made to the 
earJy accounts of the Sword-fish on the coast of the United States both in the work of Cates by and 
the letters of Garden to Ellis and Linnrnus; also, to Mitchill's account of it in 1818. Though it is· 
strange that this very conspicuous species was not recorded more frequently by early American 
authors, it is still more remarkable that its right to a place in the fauna of the Western Atlantic 
was either denied or questioned, as late as 1836, by such well-informed autho~s as Sir John Rich-
ardson and MM. Cuvier and Valenciennes. 
Storer's "Report on the Ichthyology and Herpetology of Massachusetts," published in 1839, 
was the first American fannal list, after Catesby's, in which the Sword-fish was mentioned among 
the American fish. 
The range of the species on the e~stern coast of America can now be defined with some 
accuracy. Northward and eastward these fish have been seen as far as Cape Breton and Sable 
Island Banks. 
Captain Rowe states that during a t rip to George's Banks he has seen them off Chebucto 
Head, near Halifax, where the fl hermen claim occasionally to have taken them with seines. 
Capt. Daniel O Brien, of the cbooner ''0 sipee," took five Sword-fish on his .halibut trawl, in 
two hundred fathom of water, between La Have and Brown's Banks, in August, 1877. 
Capt . Jerome B. Smith , of the schooner" Hattie Lewis," of Gloucester, killed a Sword-fish off 
Cape Smoke, n ar iclney, Cape Breton.3 
1 American Monthly fagazine1 ii, 1818, p. 242. 
•ru , Cuvier a.nd Valenciennes, Gnichenot, eto. 
• Capt. R. H. Hulbert. 
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Mr. J. Matthew Jones, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, writes, in 1877: "The Sword-fish is by no 
means common on our coast, and only makes its appearance at intervals in our harbors and bays. 
One was taken in 1864 in Bedford Basin, at the head of Halifax Harbor. September 6, 1866, an 
individual weighing two hundred pounds was taken in a net at Devil's Island. November 12, 
1~66, the Rev. J. Ambrose sent me a sword, three feet and -six inches long, from a fish taken at 
Dover, Nova Scotia, a few days previously." 
On the coastA of Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island they abound in the summer months. 
Southward they are less frequently seen, though their occurrence off New York is not unusual. I 
have never known one to be taken off New ,Jersey, and in our southern waters they do not appear 
to remain. Uhler and Lugger vaguely state that they sometimes enter the Chesapeake Bay.1 
This is apparently traditionary evidence. 
Dr. Yarrow obtained reliable information of their occasional appearance near Cape Lookout, 
North Carolina. 2 
Mr. A. W. Simpson states, in a letter to Professor Baird, that Sword-fish are sometimes seen 
at sea off Cape Hatteras, in November and December, in large quantities. ~hey sometimes find 
their way into the sounds. 
An item went the rounds of the newspapers in 1876 to the effect that a Sword-fish four feet 
long had been captured in the Saint John's River, near Jacksonville. .After personal inquiry in 
Jacksonville, I ain satisfied that this was simply a scabbard-fish or silvery hair-tail (TricMurus 
lepturus). 
Professor Poey states that the fishermen of Cuba sometimes capture the Pez de Espada when 
in pursu1t of A.gujas or Spear-fishes.3 They have also been seen in Jamaica. 
Liitken gives instances of the capture of young Sword-fish at various points in the open 
Atlantic, as follows : 
(1) Latitude 32° 50' N., longitude 74° 19' W. (about 150 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras). 
(2) Latitude 23° W., longitude 55° W. (about 500 miles northeast of the island of Antigua). 
(3) Latitude 200 R, longitude 31° W. (about .150 miles northwest of Teneriffe, and 250 
southwest of Madeira). 
(4) On the equator, longitude 29° (about 500 miles northeast of Cape St. Roque). 
(5) Latitude 25° 4' S., longitude 27° 26' W. (about 500 miles south of the island of Trinidad, 
South .Atlantic). 
OCCURRENCE IN THE PACIFIC .A.ND INDIAN OCE.A.NS.-We have no record of their occurrence 
on the eastern coast of South America, but the species is found on the Pacific coast of the same 
continent, and north to California. 
Professor Jordan writes: "Occasionally seen about Santa Catalina and the Coronados, but 
never taken, the fishermen having no suitable tackle. One seen by us off Santa Monica, in 1~80, 
about eight feet in length." 
Mr. ·wmard Nye,of New Bedford, Massachusetts, kindly communicates the following notes: 
Captain Dyer, of this port, says that Sword-fish are plentiful off the Peruvian coast, a number 
being often in sight at one time. The largest he ever saw was one caught by himself about 150 
miles from the shore, and which he estimates to have weighed 900 to 1,000 pounds; the ship's 
crew subsisted on it for several days and then salted 400 pounds. 
1 List of the Fishes of Maryland. By P.R. Uhler and Otto Lugger, in Report of the Commissioners of Fisheries of 
Maryland, J anuary, 1876, p. 90. . · 
11 Notes on the Natural Hist ory of Fort Macon, North Carolina, a~d vicinity (No. 3). By H. C. Yarrow, in Pro .. 
ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1877, p. 207. 
3 Synopsis Piscium Cubensium, Catalogo razonado de los Paces de la Isla de Cuba, in Repertorio fisico-natura.l , . 
de la Isla de Cuba, ii, 1868, p. 379. 
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Captain Allen also states that while cruising in the Pacific for whales he has found the 
Sword-fish very abundant on the coasts of Peru and Chili, from the immediate coast 300 miles 
out, though outside of that limit they are seldom seen. They are most plenty during the month 
of January, when they are feeding on the common mackerel, with . which those waters at that 
time abound. The largest he ever caught weighed about 600 pounds. 
Both Captain Allen and Captain Dyer have made several voyages as masters of whaling 
ships, and are perfectly familiar with Sword-fish on our coast; both speak of seeing plenty of 
Bill-fish in the Pacific, but ·they never had taken the trouble to catch them. Gunther mentions 
them in his book on the'' Fishes of the South Sea." 
In 1874 Dr. Hector discovered a sword-fish snout in the museum at Auckland, New Zealand, 
and his announcement of the discovery was followed by the publication of two other instances 
of its occurrence in this region.1 
SWORD-FISH ENTERING RIVERS.-Sword-fish have been known to enter the rivers of Europe. 
We have no record of such a babi.t in those frequenting our waters.2 
.lElian's improbable story that they were taken in the Danube in winter has been mentioned. 
Southey and others relate that a man was killed while bathing in the Severn, near Worcester, by 
one of these fishes, which was afterwards caught. 
Couch .states that a Sword-fish, supposed to weigh nearly three hundred pounds, was.caught 
in the river Parret, near Bridgewater, in July, 1834.3 • 
. According to De la Blanchere, one of them was taken, in the ninth year of the French 
Republic, in the river of Vannes, on the Bay of Biscay.4 
In the great hall of the Rathhaus in the city of Bremen hangs a large painting of a Sword-
fish which was taken in the river Weser by some Bremen fishermen some time in the eighteenth 
century. 
Underneath it is painted the following inscription: 
"ANNO. 1696. DEN. 18. JULI. 1ST. DIESER. 
FISOH. EIN. SCHWERTFISCH. GENANNT. VON. DIESER. 
STADT. FISCHERN, IN. DER. WESER. GEFANGEN. 
UND, DEM. 20, EJUSDEM. ANHERO. NAEHER. 
BREMEN. GEBRACHT, WORDEN. SEINE. GANZE. 
LENGTE. WAR.10. FUSS. DAS. SCHWERT. WAR. 
7f. VIRTEL. LANG. UND. 3. ZOLL. BREIT." 
PERIODICAL MOVEMENTS OF THE SWORD-FISH-TIMES OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE.-
Before entering upon a discus ion of the movements of the Sword-fish and their causes, it 
1 liECTOR: Tran . New Zealand Inst., vii (1874), 1875, p. 246. HUTTON: Ibid., viii (187G), 1876, p. 211. 
CHEESEMAN : Ibid., p. 219. 
!1 They sometimes approach very near the shore, however, as is showu by the following extract from a Cape Cod 
paper: 
"A word-fish in close quarters.-Monday afternoon, while Mr. A. McKenzie, the boat-builder on J. S. Atwood's 
wharf, wa bu ily at work, ~is attention was attracted by l\ splashing of water under his workshop, as if a score of 
boys were wimming and making all the noi e they pos ibly could by beating the water with their feet and hands. 
After thi had b en kept up awhile hi curio ity became excited, and upon iuvestigatin<T the cause of the disturb-
ance discover a worcl-fi h among th pil . , where, in hi attempt to e cape he h;d become bewildered and 
i~prisoned. Quickly gettin" a harpoon, fr. McK nzie fa tened the fish, and with the aid of bystanders clrew it 
alive npon th wh rf, wh re it w vi ited y many pectator , and subs'::!quently dressed and sold. It ruea urecl ten 
~ .. t fr m the ocl f i , or the tip of the tail-the word it lf being three feet in length. It is the fir t 
tn. tanc ~nown ~ n of th fl~ b inrr ·on ar the bore, and why it should have been there at the time described 
n t 1ly ex l tn . -Pro incetown Ad ocat.e eptember 2 , 1875. 
a i ry f Brit· h Ji i he , ii, p. 1 
• ictionn ir 6n6 l d P ch . 
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seems desirable to bring together the facts which have been learned, by conversation with iisher-
men and otherwise, in one group. Each man's views are given in his own style, and as nearly as 
possible in his own words. There is no attempt at a classification of the facts. This will be made 
subsequently. 
. . 
An old sword-fish fisherman at New York informed Mr. Blackford that the season opens in the 
neighborhood of Sandy Hook about the first of June and continues along the coast as far east as 
Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Shoals until about the middle of September. He has heard of 
their being caught as far east as Cape Sable. At the first cold winds of September they disap-
pear. They are, like the mackerel, at first very poor and lean, but as the season advances they 
grow fatter. 
Mr. John H. Thomson, of New Berlford, who kindly interviewed some of the . local fisherm,en, 
writes: "The Sword-fish appear on our coast, south of Block Island~ about May 25 to June 1. 
They appear to come from the southwest, or just inside .the track of the Gulf Stream. They 
gradually approach the Vineyard Sound and vicinity during June, and until July 10 or 15, then 
;ppear to leave, working to the southeast, and are to be found to the southeast of Crab Ledge 
about the middle of July. This school is composed of comparatively small fish, averaging about 
one hundred and fifty pounds gross, or about one hundred pounds without head and tail, as they 
are delivered in the market. The smallest are four feet long, including the sword, aD:d weigh from 
thirty-to .forty pounds; the largest eight and a half feet long, with sword, and weighing three 
hundred pounds gross. These fi!,h are of a light plumbeous hue, darker on the back and white on 
the be1ly. 
'' Of late years another school has appeared southeast of Cape Cod and George's Banks about 
the 1st of Aug-ust. These :fish are altogether diffr.rent, being much larger, weighing from three to 
eight hundred pounds gross1 and are entirely black. I have this week conversed with an old smack-
man, M. C. Tripp, who has all his life been a fisherman, and has this year (1874) captured about 
ninety fish, and his opinion is that they are not the same school. They appear to be of about the 
same abundance in average years, the catch depending on weather, fogi;;, etc. They come and leave 
in a general school, not in close schools like other :fish, but distributed over the surface of the water, 
the whole being called by the fishermen the 'annual school,' though it cannot strictly be so 
named." · 
According to Mr. Willard Nye, Sword-fish appear on the coast of Massachusetts from the 8th 
to the 20th of June, and are first seen southwest of Block Island. They begin to leav-e in August, 
but stray ones are sometimes seen as late as the last of October. The usual explanation of their 
movements is that they are following their food-mackerel and menhaden-which swarm our 
waters in the season named, and which are of course driven off by the approach of winter and 
rough weather. 
Capt. R. H. Hurlbert took !1i very large Sword-fish on George's Banks, in November, 1875, in 
a snow-storm. 
The first Sword-fish of the season of 1875 was taken June 20, southwest of Montauk Point; 
its weight was one hundred and eighty-five pounds. 
One taken off Noman's Land; July 20, 1875, weighed when dressed one hundred and twenty 
pounds, and measured seven feet. A cast was taken (No. 360), which was exhibited in the Gov-
ernment Building at Philadelphia. 
Capt. Benjamin Ashby, of Noank, Connecticut, tells me that the New London and Noank 
vessels leave home on their sword-fishing cruise about the 6th of July. Through July they :fish 
between Block Island and N oman's Land; in .August between N oman's Land and the South 
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·Shoals light-ship. The fish "strike in" to Block Island and Montauk Point every year about the 
1st of July. They are first seen twenty to twenty-five miles southeast of Montauk. At the end 
of August they are most abundant in the South Channel. Captain Ashby never saw them at any 
time so abundant as August 15, 1859. He was cruising between George's Banks and the South 
Shoals. It was a calm day, afte a fog. He could at any time see twenty-five or thirty from the 
mast-head. They turn south when snow comes. 
Capt. George H. Martin, of East Gloucester, tells me that the Gloucester vessels employed in 
this fishery expect to be on the fishing grounds south of George's Banks by the 10th of June. 
They almost always find the fish there on their arri'rnl, following the schools of mackerel. They 
"tend on soundings," like the mackerel. The first Sword-fish of 1877 was taken June 10; the 
first of 1878, June 14. 
The statements already quoted, and numerous conversations with fishermen not here recorded, 
lead me to believe that Sword-fish are most abundant on the shoals near the shore and on the 
banks during the months of July and August; that they make their appearance on the. frequente~ 
cruising grounds between Montauk Point and the eastern part of George's Banks some time 
between the 25th of May and the 20th of June, and that they remain until the approach of cold 
weather in October or early in November. The dates of the capture of the first fish on the cruis-
ing ground referred to are recorded for three years, and are reasonably reliable: 1875, June 20; 
1877, June 10; 1878, June 14. • 
South of the cruising ground the dates of arrival and departure are doubtless farther. apart; 
north and east the season being shorter. There are no means of obtaining information, since the 
men engaged in this fishery are the only ones likely to remember the dates when the fish are seen. 
RE.A.SONS OF THE COMING OF SWORD-FISH UPON OUR CO.A.ST.-The Sword-fish comes into 
our waters in pursuit of its food. At least this is the most probable explanation of their move-
ments, since the duties of reproduction appear to be performed elsewhere. Like the tunny, the 
blue-fish, the bonito, and the sqneteague, they pursue and prey upon the schools of menhaden and 
mackerel which are so abundant in the summer months. "When you see Sword-fish, you may 
know that mackerel are about," said an old fisherman to me. "Where you see the fin-back whale 
following food, there you find Sword-fish," said another. The Sword-fish also feeds upon squid, 
which are at times abundant on our banks. 
THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE UPON THE MOVEMENTS OF THE SWORD-FISH.-To what 
extent this fi his amenable to the influences of temperature is an unsolved problem. We are 
met at the outset by the fact that they are frequently taken on trawl-lines which are set at the 
depth of one hundred fathoms or more, on the off-shore banks. We know that the temperature of 
the water at tho e localities and at that depth is sure to be less than 400 Fahrenheit. How is this 
fact to be reconciled with the known habits of the fish, that it prefers the warmest weather of 
summer and wims at the urface in water of temperature ranging from 550 to 700, sinking when 
cool winds blow The ca e eemed clear enough until this inconvenient discovery was made, that 
woru-fish are taken on bottom trawl-lines. In other respects their habits agree closely with 
tho e of the mackerel tribe, all the memb r of which "eem en~itive to slight changes in tempera-
tur , and hich, a a rule, prefer t mperature in the neighborhood of 500 or more. 
Ther i one th ory y whi b thi difficulty may be avoided. We may suppose that the 
wor -ft h take th b k on th ir way lown to the bott m ; that in their struggles they get 
en n 1 i the line a <l h k, , n wh n exhau t d , ink to the bottom. This is not improbable. 
v r ti · h m ft h r h hav caught th min thi way develops the fact that the 
h r u ually h t n 1 ar n arlJ lif le when they are brought to the 
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surface. A confirmation is found in the observations of Captain Baker, of the schooner "Peter 
D. Smith," of Gloucester, who tells me thatthey often are taken on the hand-lines of the cod-fisher-
men on George's Banks. His observations lead him to believe that they only take the hook when 
the tide is running very swiftly and .the lines are trailing out in the tideway at a considerable 
distance from the bottom, and that the Sword-fish strike for the bottom as soon as they are 
hooked. This theory is not improbable, as I have already remarked, but I do not at present 
advocate it very strongly. I want more facts before making up my own mind. At present the 
relation of the Sword-fish to temperature must be left without being understood. 
The appearance of the fish at the surface depends apparently upon temperature. They are 
seen only upon quiet summer days, in the morning before ten or eleven o'clock, and in the after-
noon about four o'clock. Old fishermen say that they rise when the mackerel rise, and when the 
mackerel go down they go down also. 
PROBABLE WINTER HABITAT OF THE SWORD-FISH.-Regarding the winter abode of the 
.S";ord-fish conjecture is useless. I have already discussed this question at length with reference 
to the menhaden and mackerel. With the Sword-fish the conditions are very different . . The 
former are known to spawn in our waters, and the schools of young ones follow the old ones in 
toward the shores. The latter do not spawn in our waters. We cannot' well believe that they 
hibernate, nor is the hypothesis of a sojourn in the middle strata of mid-ocean exactly tenable. 
Perhaps they migrate to some distant region, where they spawn. But then the spawning time of 
this species in the Mediterranean, as is related in a subsequent paragraph, appears· to occur in 
the summer months, at the very time when Sword-fish are most abundant in our own waters, 
apparently feeling no responsibility for the perpetuation of their species. 
MOVEMENTS OF INDIVIDUAL SW0RD-FISHES.-A Sword-fish when swimming near the surface 
usually allows its dorsal fin and the upper lobe of its caudal fin to be visible, projecting out of the 
waller several inches. It is this habit which enables the :fisherman to detect the presence of the 
fish. It swims slowly along, and the :fishing schooner with a light breeze finds no difficulty in 
overtaking it. When excited its motions are very rapid and nervous. Sword-fish are sometimes 
seen to leap entirely out of the water. Early writers attributed this habit to the tormenting pres-
ence of parasites, but this theory seems har<lly necessary, knowing what we do of its violent 
exertions at other times. The pointed head, the :fins of the back and abdomen snugly :fitting into 
grooves, the absence of ventrals, the long, lithe, muscular body, sloping slowly to the tail, :fit it 
for the most rapid and forcible movement through the water .. _Prof. Ric~ard Owen, testifying in 
an English court in regard to its power, said: 
"It strikes with the accumulated force of :fifteen double-handed hammers. Its velocity is 
equal to that of a swivel-shot, and is as dangerous in its effects as a heavy artillery projectile." 
Many very curious instances are on record of the encounters of this :fish with oth~r fishes, or 
of their attacks upon ships. What can be the inducement for it to attack objects so much larger 
than itself it is hard to surmise. Many are familiar with the couplet from Oppian: 
Nature her bounty to his mouth confined, 
Gave him a sword, but left unarmed his mind. 
It surely seems as if a temporary insanity sometimes takes possession of the fish. n is not 
strange that, when harpooned, it _should retaliate by attacking its assailant. An . old sword-fish 
fisherman told Mr. Blackford that his vessel had been struck twenty times. There are, however, 
many instances of entirely unprovoked assault on vessels at sea. Many of these are recounted in 
a later portion of this memoir. Their movements when feeding are discussed below, as well as 
their alleged peculiarities of movement during the breeding season. 
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It is the universal testimony of our fishermen that two are never seen swimming close 
together. Captain Ashpy says that they are always distant from each other at least thirty or 
forty feet. 
MAXIMUM AND A VERA.GE SIZE OF AMERICAN SWORJ?-FISH.-The only individual of which 
we have the exact measurements was taken off Seaconne~, Rhode Island, July 23, 1874. This was 
seven feet seven inches long, weighing 113 pounds. Another, taken off N oman's Land, July 20, 
1875, and cast in plaster for the collection of the National Museum, weighed 120 pounds, and meas.-
. ured about seven fe~t. Another, taken off Portland, August 15, 1878, was 3,999 millimeters long, 
and weighed about 600 pounds. Many of these fish doubtless attain the weight of 400 and 500 
pounds, and some, perhaps, grow to 600; but after this limit is reached, I am inclined to believe 
larger fish are exceptional. Newspapers are fond of recording the occurrence of giant fish, weigh-
ing 1,500 pounds and upwards: and old sailors will in good faith describe the enormous fis4 which 
they saw at sea, but could not capture; but one well-authenticated instance of accurate weighing 
is much more valuable. The largest one ever taken l]Y Capt. Benjamin Ashby, for twenty years a 
sword-fish fisherman, was killed on the shoals back of Edgartown, Massachusetts. When salted it 
weighed 639 pounds. Its live weight must have been as much as 750 or 800. Its sword measured 
nearly six feet. This· was an extraordinary fish among the three hundred or more taken by 
Captain Ashby in his long experience. He considers the average size to be about 250 pou_nds 
dressed, or 325 alive. Captain Martin, of Gloucester, estimates the average size at 300 to 400 
pound8. The largest known to Captain Michaux weighed 625. The average about Block Island 
he- considers to be 200 pounds. 
There ·are other stori~s of large fish. Capt. R. H. Hurlbert, of Gloucester, killed one on 
George's Banks, in September, 1876, which weighed when dressed 480 pound~. Capt. John Rowe, 
of the sa.me port, salted one which filled two and one-half barrels. This probably weighed 600 
pounds when alive. I have been told that a Sword-fish loses one-third of its weight in dresijing, 
but I should think that one-fourth would be nearer to the truth. Captain Baker, of the schooner 
"Peter D. Smith," of Gloucester, assures me that be killed, in the summer of 1874, off Portland, 
a Sword-fish which weighed 750 pounds. 
Mitcbill and DeKay state that in 1791 a Sword-fish sixteen feet in length was exhibited in 
New York. It is questionable whether they often exceed this measurement. My own observa-
tions have been made on specimens from seven to twelve feet long. A stuffed specimen in the 
United States National :Museum measures about ten feet, and this seems to be very nearly the 
average size. 
MINIMUM SIZE OF AMERICAN SWORD-FISH.-The size of the smallest Sword-fishes taken on 
our coa tis a subject of much deeper interest, for it throws light on the time and place of breed-
ing. There is some difference of te timony regarding the average size, but all .fishermen with 
whom I have talked agree that very small ones do not find their way into our waters. I have col-
lected everal instances from the experiences of men long wonted to this fishery. · 
Capt. John Rowe has seen one which did not weigh more than 75 pounds when taken out of the 
water. 
Capt. R.H. Hurlbert killed, near Block Island, in July, 1877, one which weighed 50 pounds, 
nd mea ured about two feet without it word. 
ptain h Y' mall t w ighed abou 25 pound when dressed; this he killed off Noman's 
nev r kill d an ther which weighed le s than 100. He tell me that a Bridgeport smack 
00 wei h. g 16 P nnd (or robably 24 when alive), and mea uring eighteen inches without 
ita sword. 
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In August, 1878, a small specim~n of the mackerel shark, Lamna cornubica, was captured at 
the mouth of Gloucester Harbor. In its nostril was sticking the sword, about three inches long, 
of a young Sword-fish. When this was pulled out the blood :flowed freely, indicating that the 
wound was recent. The fish to which this sword belonged cannot have exceeded ten or twelve 
inches in length. Whether the small Sword-fish met with its misfortune in our waters, or whether 
the shark brought this trophy from b~yond the sea, is a question I Gannot answer. 
Liitken speaks of a very young individual taken in the Atlantic, latitude 32° 50' N., longitude 
74° 19' W. This must be about 150 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras. 
SIZE IN '.l'HE MEDIT.ERRANEAN.-In the Mediterranean, near Sicily and Genoa, young fish, 
ranging in weight from half a pound to twelve pounds, are said to be abundant between November 
and March. 
About La Oiotat and Martigues, in the south of France, many are taken too small to injure 
the :fishing-nets, and very rarely reaching the weight of 100 pounds. 
From th~ statements of Bloch and later writers it appears that large Sword-fish also are 
abundant in the Mediterranean. Late Italian fishery reports state that the average . weight of 
tho~e taken on the coast of Italy is 50 kilograms (110 pounds). 
Of the coasts of Spain and Portugal Steindachner remarks: "More abundant on the southern 
coasts of . Spain than on the northern, western, and eastern sides of the Iberian Peninsula. · We 
saw quite large examples in the fish-markets at Gibraltar, Cadiz, Lisbon, La Corufia, and Barcelona, 
and at Santa Cruz, Teneri:ffe. The largest of three specimens in my possession is forty-three 
inches Jong, another twenty-four inches." 1 
RATE OF GROWTH.-Little is known about the rate of growth. The young fish taken in 
winter in the Mediterranean, ranging in weight from half a pound to twelve pounds, are thought 
to have been batched during the previous summer. Those of a larger size, ranging from twenty-
_ four to sixty pounds, taken on the New England coast in the summer, may perhaps be the young 
of the previous year. Beyond this, eyen conjecture is fruitless. As in other species, the rate ·of 
growth depends directly upon the quantity of food consumed. It is to be presumed that a summer 
passed in feasting among the crowding schools of menhaden and mackerel in our waters would 
bring about a considerable increase in weight. That this is the case is clearly shown by the 
testimony of the :fishermen, who say that in the spring Sword-fish are thin, growing fatter and 
heavier as the season goes on. 
Dr. Liitken and Dr. Giinther have lately made some exceedingly interesting observations 
upon the young of the Sword-fish and of the Spear-fish and Sail-fish. 
Dr. Gunther's studies were made upon very small specimens of undetermined species, 
belonging to either :.l1etrapturus, Histiophorus, or both. In his latest work, "The Study of Fishes," 
he summarizes the facts observed by him as follows: 
"The Sword-fishes with ventral fins (Histiophorus) belong to the Teleosteans of the largest 
size. In young individuals, nine millimeters long, both jaws are produced and armed with pointed 
teeth, the supraorbital marg'in is ciliated, the parietal and preoperculum are prolonged into long 
spines, the dorsal and anal fins are a long fringe, and the ventrals make their appearance as a pair 
of short buds. When fourteen millimeters long the young fish has still the same armature of the 
head, but the dorsal fin has become much higher, and the ventral :filaments have grown to a great 
length. At the next stage, when the fish has attained to a length of sixty millimeters, the upper 
jaw is considerably prolonged beyond the lower, losing its teeth, the spines of the head are 
shortened, and the fins assume nearly the shape which· they retain in mature individuals. 
1 Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. d. Wissensch., Wein, H:i&,, p. 396. 
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"Young Sword.fl.shes without ventral fins (Xiphias) u~dergo similar changes, and, besides, 
their skin is covered with small, rough excrescences, longitudinally arranged, which continue to be 
visible after the young fish has attained the form of the mature in other respects." 
Dr. Liitken's description of the young Sword.fishes is an exceedingly valuable contribution to 
knowledge. 
I have collected together, in the plates which accompany this paper, the various published 
figures of young Sword-fishes, and have had them redrawn as nearly as possible to a uniform 
scale. 
Of the Sword-fish, Xiphias gladius, two figures are given. One, taken from Liitken's "Spolia 
Atlantica," is thirty-seven millimeters long; the other is a reproduction of the often-copied figure in 
Cuvier and Valenciennes' '' Histoire Naturelle des Poissons," twelve to eighteen inches long. 
Liitken had a similar specimen, ten millimeters long, but it was too poorly preser'Ved to be figured. 
Of the various species of Tetrapturus and Histiophorus, six figures_ are given. The smallest 
is that from "Spolia Atlantica," and is of a fish five and one-half millimeters long. Liitken 
remarks that he has a series from five aud one-half to twelve millimeters long which differ 
very little from each other. The next in size is copied from Gunther, and is probably about ten 
millimeters long; the third, also from Giinther, is fourteen millimeters long. Liitken has another 
link in the series, a specimen twenty-one millimeters long, which he has not figured. The fourth 
stage is from Giinther, a specimen sixty millimeters long; the fifth, from Cuvier and Valenciennes, 
their Histiophorus pulckellus, about four hundred and ten millimeters long; the sixth, from Riippell, 
a copy of his figure of H. immaculatus, said to be about eighteen hundre4 millimeters long. 
These illustrations show the development in a very satisfactory manner. 
ABUNDANCE AT PRESENT.-For many years from three to six thousand of these fish have 
been taken annually on the New England coast. It is not unusual for twenty-five or more to 
be seen in the course of a single day's cruising, and-sometimes as many as this are visible from 
the mast-head at one time. Captain Ashby saw twenty at one time, in August, 1839, between 
George's Banks and the ·south Shoals. One Gloucester schooner, the '' Midnight," Capt. Alfred 
Wixon, took fourteen in one day on George's Banks, in 1877. 
Capt. John Rowe obtained twenty barrels, or four thousand pounds, of salt fish on one trip to 
George's Banks; this amount represents twenty fish or more. 
Captain Ashby has killed one hundred and eight Sword-fish in one year; Capt. M. C. Tripp 
killed about ninety in 187 4. 
Such instances as these indicate in a general way the abundance of the Sword-fish. A vessel 
cruising within fifty miles of our coast, between Cape May and Cape Sable, during the months 
of June, July, August, and September, cannot fail, on a favorable day, to come in sight of several 
of them. Mr. Earll states that the fishermen of Portland never knew them more abundant than 
in 1879. Thi is probably, in part, due to the fact that the fishery there is of very recent origin. 
ABUNDANCE IN THE p AST AND PROBABILITY OF FUTURE DECREASE.-There is no evidence 
of any change in their abundance, either increase or decrease. Fishermen agree that they are as 
plenty a ever, nor can any change be anticipated. The present mode of fishing does not destroy 
th m in any con iderable num er , each individual :fish being the object of special pursuit. The 
litary habit of the p cie will always protect them from whole ale capture, so destructive to 
cho lin h. en if thi were n t the ca e, the evidence proves that spawning Sword-fish do 
n t fr nt ur wat r. . hen a female had i killed, th n and of possible young die also, 
he -ft h t k uch pre ion burden. 
very different tale was once told of 
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• th~ winter fishery in the Mediterranean. Meunier quotes this testimony by Spallanzani: "I took 
part many times in this fishery, and I dare not tell how many young fish are its victims; being of 
no value they are thrown back into the sea, mutilated or already dead from the rubbing of the net-
meshes. I write denouncing this destructive method, and I urge forcibly the harm which results 
from it. They tell me it is true that there is a law of Genoa which forbids its use, or rather its 
abuse, but this does not do away with the fact that each year there sail from the Gulf of Spezzia 
three or four pairs of fishing boats which go to the sea to carry on this :fishing. Still more, -the 
governor of the place, who should carry out this law, is the first to favor, by means of a gift of 
silver,the abuse which it is intended to prevent." -
This, however, was a century ago. I have met with no complaints of decrease in the works of 
later writers, though in Targioni-Tozzetti's .report, published in 1880, it is stated that there is much 
opposition to the capture of small fish. 
NATURE OF F00D.-Dr. Fleming found the remains of Sepias in its stomach, and also small 
fishes. Oppian stated that it eagerly devours the Hippu-ris (probably Ooryphmna) . 
.A specimen-taken _off Seaconnet, July 2?, 187~, had in its stomach the remains of small fish, 
perhaps Strom'!'teus triacanthus, and jaws of a squid, perhaps Loligo Pealii. 
Their food in the Western Atlantic consists for the most part of the common schooling species 
of fishes. 
They feed on menhaden, mackerel, bonitoes, bluefish, and other species which swim in close 
schools. Their habits of feeding have often ~een described to me by old fishermen. They are said 
to rise beneath the school of small fish, striking to the right and left with their swords until they 
have killed a number, which they then proceed to devour. Menhaden have been seen floating at 
the surface which have been cut nearly in twain by a blow of a sword. Mr. John H. Thomson 
remarks that he has seen them apparently throw the fish in the air, catching them _on the fall . 
. Capt. Benjamin Ashby says that they feed oii mackerel, herring, whiting, and menhaden. He 
has found half a bucketful of small fish of these kinds fn the stomach of one Sword-fish. He has 
seen them in the act of feeding. They rise perpendicularlY, out of the water until the sword and 
two-thirds of the remainder of the body are exposed to view. He has seen a school of herring 
crowding together at the surface on George's Banks as closely as they could be packed. A Sword-
fish came up through the dense ma.ss and fell flat over on its side,. striking many fish with the 
sides of its sword. He has at one time picked up as much as a bushel of herrings thus killed by a 
Sword-fish on George}s Banks. 
REPR0DUCTION.-But little is kn6wn regarding their ti~e and place of breeding. They are 
said to deposit their eggs in large quantities on the coasts of · Sicily, and European writers give 
their spawning time as occurring the latter part of spring and the beginning of summer. In the· 
Mediterranean they occur of all sizes from four hundred pounds down, and the young are so 
plentiful as to become a common article of food. Except in this region the young are never taken; on 
our own coast, plentiful as they are, they are never seen less than three feet, and are usually much 
la.rger. M. Raynaud, who brought to Cuvier~ specimen of Histiophorus four inches long, taken in 
January, 1829, in the .Atlantic, between the Cape of Good Hope and :France, reported that there 
were good numbers of young Sail-fish in the place where this was taken.1 
Old fishermen who have taken and dressed them by the hundred assure me that they have 
never seen traces of spawn in them. The absence of young fish and spawning females on the 
coast of North .America would indicate that they do not breed with us. Judging from the locations 
where young fish have been taken, it seems probable that they breed in the open ocean. 
1 CUVIER & V ALENCIENNES: Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, p. 305. 
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Mennier,1 quoting Spallanzani, states that the Sword-fish does not approach the coast of• 
Sicily except in the season of reproduction; the males are then seen pursuing the_ females. It is a 
good time to capture them, for when the femal~ has been taken the male lingers near and is easily 
approached. The fish are abundant in the Straits of Messina froni the middle of .April to the 
middle of September; early in the season they hug the Oalabrian shore, approaching from the 
north· after the end of June.they are most abundant on the Sicilian shore, approaching from the 
' ' 
south. 
From other circumstances, it seems certain that there are spawning grounds in the sea near 
Sicily and Genoa, for from November to the 1st of March young ones are taken in the Straits of 
Messina, ranging in weight from half a pound to twelve pounds . 
.ABSENCE OF ORDINARY HABITS OF BREEDING SE.A.SON .A.MONG OUR SWORD,-FISH.-ln the 
Mediterranean, as bas been already stated, the very young fish are found from November to March, 
and here from July to the middle of September the male fish are seen pursuing the female over 
the shoals, and at this time the males are easily taken. Old sword-fish fishermen, Captain Ashby 
and Captain Kirby, assure me that on our coast, out of thousands of specii:riens they have taken, 
they have never seen one containing eggs. I have myself dissected several males, none of which 
were near breeding time. In the European waters they are sai~ often to be seen swimming in 
pairs, male and female. Many sentimental stories w~re current, especially among the older writers, 
concerning the conjugal affection and unselfish devotion of the Sword-fish, but these seem to have 
originated in the imaginative brain of the naturl:"list ~ather than in bis perceptive faculties. It is 
said that when the female fish is taken the male seems devoid of fear, approaches the boat, and 
allows himself easily to be taken; but, if this b.e true, it appears to be the case only in the height 
of the breeding season, and is easily understood. I cannot learn that two Sword-fish have ever 
been seen associated together in our waters, though I have made frequent and diligent inquiry. 
There is no inherent improbability, however, in this story regarding the Sword-fish in Europe, 
for the same thing is stated by Professor_ Poey as the result of his studies upon the habits of 
Tetrapturus. 
A curious fancy was prevalent in former days regarding an anatomical character of the Sword-
fish. In an article by Mr. Dale in "Philosophical Transactions" (abridged edition, ii, p. 835), he 
remarks: "I cannot concede it to be consonant to that Care and Industry of Nature, in providing 
convenient Receptacles for preserving the Fmtus; neither is it agreea,ble to Reason to believe, that 
when Nature had provided an Uterus -in all Animals, not only the Viviparous, and such as only 
cherish the Embryo ill Utero, but in the Oviparous also and Insects, the Eel and the Xiphia, or 
Sword-fish, should be the only .Animals without it." 
ENEMIES A.ND FATALITIES: PUGN.A.CITY._-The pugnacity of the Sword-fish has become a 
by-word. Without any special effort on my part the following instances of their attacks upon 
ve el have in the last ix years found their way into the pigeon-hole labeled" Sword-fish." 
lEelian says (b. xxxii, c. 6) that the Sword-fish has a sharp-pointed snout, with which it is 
able to pierce the ide of a hip and send it to the bottom, instances of which have been known 
n ar a place in Mauritania known as Cotte, not far from the river Lixns, on the African side of the 
[ diterranean. He de cribes the word as like the beak of the ship known as the trireme, which 
w rowed with three nk of oars. 
f th that given in the econd part of vol. i, lib. ii, p. 89, ·1615, of 
rneli ou chovten of Horne; who Sovthwards 
--------------------
1 Lee Grand 
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from the Straights of Magelan in Tierra-Delfvogo, fovnd and discovered a new passage through 
the great Sovth-Se;:1, and that way sailed rovnd about the World," etc. 
Off the coast of Sierra Leone : 
'' The fift of October we were vnder foure degrees seuen and twentie . minutes, the sa:Q1e day 
abont noone, ~here was such a noyse in the Bough of our Shippe, that the master, being behind in 
the Gallerie, thought that one of the men had fallen out of the Fore-ship, or from the Boe-sprit 
into the sea, but as hee looked out over the side of ·the Ship hee saw the Sea all red, as if great 
store of bloud had beene powred into it, whereat hee wondred, knowing not what it meant, but 
afterward bee found, that a great Fish or a Sea monster having a borne had therewith stricken. 
against the ship with most great strength. For when we were in Porto Desire where we set the 
Ship on the Strand to make it cleane, about seven foot under water, before in the Ship, wee found 
a Horne sticking in the Ship, much like for thicknesse and fashion to a common Elephants tooth, 
not hollow, but full, very strong hard Bone, which had entered into three Plankes of the Ship, 
that is two thicke Plankes of greene and one of Oken wood, and so into a Rib,. where it turned 
upward, to our great good fortune, for if it had entered between the Rib bes, it would happily have 
made a greater Hole and have brought both. Ship and men in danger to be lost. It strucke at 
least halfe a foote deepe into the Ship and about half a foote without, where·, with great force it 
was broken off, by reason whereof the great monster bled so much." 
More than a century later 0. Mortimer, M. D., records this experience: 
'· Mr. Bankley shewed me the Horn of a Fish that had penetrated- above 8 inches into the 
Timber of a Ship and gave me the following Relation of it: 'His MAJESTY'S Ship Leopard, having 
been at the West Indies and on the Coast of Guiney, was ordered by Warrant from the Honourable 
Navy.Board, dated Aug. 18, 172.3-, to be cleaned and refitted at Portsmout for· Channel-Service: 
Pursuant thereto, she was put into the great Stone-dock; and, in stripping off her Sheathing, the 
Shipwrights found something that was uncommon in her Bottom, about 8 Feet from her Keel, just 
before the Fore Mast; which they searching into, found the Bone or Part of the Horn of a Fish of · 
the Figure here described; the Outside Rough not unlike Seal-Skin; and the End, where it was 
broken off shewed itself like coarse Ivory. The Fish is supposed to have followed the Ship, when 
under Sail, because the Sharp End of the Horn pointed toward the Bow: It penetrated with t4at 
Swiftness or Strength that it went. through the Sheathing 1 Inch thick, the Plank 3 Inches thick, 
and into the Timber, 4½ inches."71 
Don· Joseph Cornide, in his "Ensayo de una Historia de los Peces de la Costa de Galicia," 
1787: 
"This fish is taken in the seas of Galicia, where it is more common toward the Rio de Vigo, 
where it is well known that the 'Balandia' (a small fishing vessel), of S. M. le Ardilla, was pierced in 
its side and sunk by the arm of one of these fishes, which is preserved in . the Royal Cabinet of 
Natural History." 
The following statement is from the note book of Professor Baird : 
In 1871 thelittleyacht "Redhot,''ofNewBedford, was out sword-fish fishing, and a Sword-fish 
had been hauled in to be, lanced, and it attacked the vessel and pierced the side so as to sink the 
vessel. She was repaired and used in the service of the Commission at Wood's Holl. 
Couch quotes the personal statement of a gentleman, who says:. 
"We have had the pleasure of inspecting a piece of wood cut out of one of the fore planks of 
a vessel (the 'Priscilla,' from Pernambuco) ~hrough which was struck about eighteen inches of 
. 
1 A;1- account of the born of a Fish struck several Inches into the side of a Ship, by C. Mortimer, M. D., F. R. S. 
Philos. Trans., xl1 No. 461, p. ~2, 1741. Abr. ed., ix, p. 7'l.. 
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the bony weapon of the Sword-fish. The force with which it must have been driven in affords a 
striking exemplification of the power and ferocity of the fish. The 'Priscilla' is quite a new 
vessel. Captain Taylor, her commander, states that when near the Azores, as he was walki~g the 
quarter,deck at night, a .shock was felt which brought all hands from below, under the impression 
that the ship had touched upon some rock. This was, no doubt, when the occurrence took place." 
The New York Hemld of May 11, 1871, ·states: 
"The English ship 'Queensberry; has been struck by a Sword-fish, which penetrated to a 
depth of thirty inches, causing a leak which necessitated the discharge of the cargo." 
The "London Daily News of December" 11, 1868, contained the following paragraph, which 
emanated, I suspect, from the pen of Prof. R. A. Proctor: 
"Last Wednesday the court of' common pleas-rather a strange place, by the by, for inquiring 
into the natural history of fishes-was engaged for several hours in · trying to determine under 
what circumstances a Sword-fish might be able to escape scot-free after thrusting his snout into 
the side of a ship. The gallant ship 'Dreadnought,' thoroughly repaired and classed Al at Lloyd's, 
had been insured for £3,000 against all the risks of the seas. She sailed on March 10, 1864, from 
Colombo, for London. Three days later the crew, while fishing, hooked a Sword-fish. Xiphias, 
however, broke the line, and a few moments after leaped half out of the w~ter, with the object, it 
should see~, of taking~ look at his persecutor, the 'Dreadnought.' Probably be satisfied himself 
· that the enemy was some abnormally large cetacean, which it was his natural duty to attack forth-
with. Be this as it may, the attack was made, and at four o'clock the next morning the captain was 
awakened with the unwelcome intelligence that the ship had sprung a leak. She was taken back 
to Colombo, and thence to Cochin, where she was hove down. Near the keel was found a round 
hole, an inch_ in diameter, running completely through the copper sheathing ·and planking. 
'' As attacks by Sword-fish are included among sea-risks, the insurance company was willing 
to pay the damages claimed by the owners of the ship if only it could be proved that the hole had 
really been made by a Sword-fish. No instance had ever been recorded in which a Sword-fish bad 
been able to withdraw his sword after attacking a ship. A defense was founded on the possibility 
that the hole had been made in some other way~ Professor Owen and Mr. Frank Buckland gave 
their evidence, but neither of them could state quite positively whether a Sword-~sh which had 
passed its beak through three inches of stout planking could withdraw without the loss of its 
sword. Mr. Buckland said that fish have no power of 'backing,' and expressed his belie~ that he 
could hold a Sword-fish by the beak; but then he admitted that the fish had considerable lateral 
power, and might so 'wriggle its sword out of the hole.' And so the insurance company will have 
to pay nearly £600 because an ill-tempered fish objected to be hooked, and took it srevenge by 
running full tilt against copper sheathing and oak planking.'' 
"The Gloucester schooner 'Wyoming,' on a last trip to George's Banks," records the 'New York 
World' of August 31, 1875, "was attacked by a Sword-fish in the night-time. He assailed the vessel 
with great force, and ucceeded in putting his sword through one of her planks some two feet, and, 
after making fearful struggles to extricate him elf, broke his sword off, leaving it hard and fast in 
the plank, and made a speedy departure. Fortunate was it that he did not succeed in drawing 
out his word, a the ap rture would undoubtedly have made a leak sufficient to sink the vessel. 
it wa , he 1 aked badl , r quiring pretty lively pumping to keep her free." 
imilar nature i thi , which wa recorded in the "Liverpool Mercury" 
antine Fortunate,' in dock at Liverpool, reports 
nde, h n in latitude 20° 12' north and longitude 47° 
• 
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9' west, this ship was struck by a large fish, which made the vessel shake very much. Thinking the 
ship had b_een merely struck by tile tail of some sea-monster, he took no further notice of the 
mat~er; but, after clischarging cargo at Runcorn, and coming into the Canada half-tide dock, he 
found one of the plank ends in the stern split, and on closer examination he discovered that a 
Sword-fish had driven his sword completely through the plank, four inches in thickness, leaving 
the point of the sword nearly eight inches through the plank. The fish in its struggle broke the 
sword off level with the outside of the vessel, and by its attack upon the ship lost nearly a foot 
length of the rnry dangerous weapon with which it was armed. There is Iio doubt that this some-
what sir::igular occurrence took place when the vessel was struck as Captain Harwood describes." 
In "Forest aud Stream" of June 24, 1875, was recorded the following incident: 
'' On Wednesday of last week a Sword-fish attacked the fishing-boat of Capt. D. D. Thurlow 
while he was hauling mackerel-nets off Fire Island, thrust its sword clear through the bottom, and 
stuck fast, while the fishermen took several half.hitches around its body and so secured it. It was 
afterwards brought to Fulton Market, and found to weigh three hundred and ninety pounds. Its 
sword measured three feet and seven inches, and its entire length was over eleven feet. The 
stuffed skin. will adorn the Central Park }Iusuem." 
In the "Landmark," of Norfolk, Virginia, ;February, 1876, was mentioned a similar occurrence: 
"Tlle brig 'P. M. Tinker,' Captain Bernard, previously mentioned as having arrived here from 
Richmond, leaking, for repairs, has been hauled up on the ways at Graves' ship-yard. 011 exami- · 
nation it was discovered that the leak was caused by a Sword-fish: the sword being found broken 
off forward the bands, about sixteen feet abaft the forefoot. The fish, in striking the vessel, must 
have come with great force, as the sword penetrated the copper sheathing, a four-inch birch 
plank, and through the timbers about six inches-in all about ten iucbcs. It occurred on the 
morning of the 23d of December, when the brig was eighteen days out from Rio, and in the neigh-
borhood of Cape Saint Roque. She was pumped about four o'clock in the morning, and found 
free of water. About six o'clock the same morning Ehe was again pumped, when water was 
obtained, and on examination-it was found that she had made ten inches of water. The me": were 
kept steady at the pumps until lrnr arrival at Gicbmond, and while there, and on her trip here." 
Mr. Willard Nye, of New Bedford, Massachusetts, sends the following note: 
'' A few years ago Captain Dyer, of New Bedford, struck a Sword-fish, from a thirty-foot boat, 
fo.r:t.y miles southwt1st of Noman's Land, threw overboard the keg, tacked, and stood by to the 
windward of it. When 11early abreast of it the man at the mast-head called out, 'Why, here he is, 
right alongside.' The fish was then about ten feet from the boat, and swimming in the same direc-
tion, but when he got where he could see the splash of water around the bow he turned and struck 
the boat about two feet from the stern and just below the water-line. The sword went through the 
planking, which· was of cedar an inch and three-quarters thick, into a lot of loose iron ballast, 
breaking off short at the fish's bead. A number of boats, large and small, have been 'stove' .by 
Sword-fish on our coast, but alwa,rs after the fish had been struck." 
A nameless writer in "Harpn's Weekly," October 25, 1879, narrates these instances, for which 
I am unable to give the original authority: 
"In a calm day fl1 the summer of 183~, on the coast of Massachusetts, a pilot was rowing his 
little skiff leisurely along, when be was suddenly roused from his seat by a thrust from below by a 
Sword-fisl1, who drove his sharp instrum('nt more than three feet up through the bottom. With rare 
presence of mind, with the butt of an oar he broke it off level with the floor before the fish had 
time to withdraw it. Fortunately, the thrust was not dfrectly" upward. Had it been so, the frail 
boat would have beeu destroyed. 
23 Ji' 
E 
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"A Boston ship hauled up on the ways for repair, a few years since, presented the shank of a 
t,word-fish's dagger, which had been driven considerably far into the solid oak plank. A more 
curious affair was brought to light in 1725 in overhauling His Majesty's ship 'Leopard,' from the 
coast of Africa. The sword of this marine spearsman had pierced the sheathing one inch, next it 
went through a three-inch plank, and beyond that three inches and a half into the firm timber. 
It was the opinion of the mechanics that it would have required nine strokes of a hammer weigh-
ing twenty-five pounds to drive an iron bolt of the same dimensions to the same depth in the hull. 
Yet the fish drove it at a single thrust. 
'' On the return of the whale-ship 'Fortune' to Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1827, the stump 
of a sword blade of this fish was noticed projecting like a cog outside, which, on being traced, had 
been driven through the · copper sheathing, an inch board undersheathing, a three-inch plank of 
hard wood, the solid white-oak . timber twelve inches thick, then through another two and a half 
inch hard-oak ceiling, and lastly penetrated the head of an oil-cask, where it stuck, not a drop of 
the oil having escaped." 
Such instances could be found by the score, if ~me_ had the time and patience to search. The 
thing happens many times a year, and nearly as often affords a text for some paragrapher or local 
editor. 
ENEMIES.-Such a large animal as the Sword-fish can have but few antagonists whose attacks 
would be disastrous. The tunny or horse-mackerel, Orcynus thynnus, other Sword-fishes, and 
sharks are its only peers in size, and of these the sharks are probably its worst foes. 
Capt. N. E. Atwood exhibited to the Boston Society of Natural History, December 7, 1864, 
the lower jaw of a large shark, taken at Provincetown, Massachusetts, in whose stomach nearly 
the whole of a large Sword-fish was found. Some ten or twelve wounds were noticed in the skin 
of the shark, giving an idea of the conflict. The shark was doubtless Galeocerdo tigrinu~. 
Couch was told by a sailor that he had watched with interest the anxious motions of one as it 
was followed closely and rapidly in all its turnings by a blue shark. Twice did it leap above the 
~urfa~e to escape the near approach of its pursuer; but with what success at last the observer had 
no opportunity of knowing. 
Mr. John H. Thomson states that the Bill-fish (probably Tetrapturus albidus) is their especial 
enemy. Bill fish, six to twelve feet long, appear about the last of the season, and their appear-
ance is a signal that the Sword-fish are about leaving. 
INVERTEBRATE PAR.A.SITES OF THE SWORD-FISH.-Aristotle t~us explains the leaping mo· e-
ments of tbe fi h: "The tunny and the Xiphias suffer from the restrus at the rising of the dog-star, 
for both the e ft h at tliis season have beneath their fins a little worm which is called restrus, 
which resemble a corpion, and is about the size of a spider; they suffer so much from this 
torment that the Xiphias leap out of the sea as high as the dolphin, and in this manner fre-
quently fall upon our hip ." 
Thi de cription of the para ite is somewhat vague; yet it is evident that allusion is made to 
one of the Lernean or gill-lice, little crustaceans remotely resembling crabs and lobsters, which 
attach them el ve to the gill and kin of many kinds of fishes, sucking the blood from their vein , 
nd often ca ing death; dreadful to their victim a was their namesake, the fabled Lerneau 
ydr to th rgiv . of ol and not to e de troyed by any pi cine Hercules and Iolaus. 
t th arl v lum f the ' hil opbical Tran action " i an account by S. Paulo 
r Leech, f urnl ometime . ti king fa t in the F i, h 
d a ' a ut four Inche long, the B Uy uf it wliite, 
r ead, but in tead of a Head it had a hollow Snout, 
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encompassed with a very bard Membrane; which Snout it thrusts whole into the Body of tho 
Fish, as strongly as an Augre is wound into a piece of Wood, and fills it full of Blood into the 
very Orifice." He names it "Hirudo" or "Acus cauda utrinque pennata." 1 
A specimen taken off Seaconnet, July 22, 1875, bad fluke-worms in the external coat of the 
stomach and in the air-bladder. 
The Sword-fish is infested by many species of invertebrate parasites. Some hang on the gills, 
others fasten themselves to different parts of the alimentary canal-the resophagus, the stomach, 
and the intestines; and others still bore into the flesh: Several species, as might be expected 
from the size of the fish, are among the . giants of their races. All undoubtedly cause more or 
less pain to their host, but especially tho~e which attach themselves to the gills, disturbing their 
action and destroying their substance. 
The parasites of the Sword-fish, for convenience, may be classified in two groups, the worm- . 
like parasites (Helrninthes) and the crustacean parasites. 
FISH-PAR.A.SITES-THE SUCKERS OR REMOR.AS.-Several species of "stay-ships" or "remoras'' 
occur on our coast. The ordinary kinds, such as Echeneis naucrates, the one with a black stripe 
down its side and white corners to its caudal fin, appears to choose companionship with the 
sharks, while the oceanic species, Rernora squaUpeta, is most often found clinging to ships. 
A third species, Remora brachyptera, ~s the particular parasite of the Sword-fish. I have 
several times identified specimens found attached to the :fish, and have never known this species 
to be found on any other member of the family. It has never come to us, moreover, from locality 
and season which would be inconsistent with a theory that it had been brought near shore by a 
Sword-fish. 
Still another, Rhombochirus osteochir, seems equally inseparable from Tetrapturus albidus. 
Thi_s fact is known to the Cuban :fishermen, who call it by the name Pega de las Agujas-the 
parasite of the Spear-fish. 
Perhaps the two species are not so steadfast in their likings that they will not change from 
Xiphias to Tetrapturus. My friend Professor Giglioli, of Florence, who speaks of R. brachyptera 
as a fish new to the Mediterranean, obtained from Taranto a specimen said to have been taken 
from the gills (operculumf) of Tetrapturus belone. 
These parasites probably prefer to cling with their curious suckers to the hard exterior surface, 
of the opercular flap of the Sword-fish. 
SWORD-FISH .AS .AN .ARTICLE oF FOOD.-" The small Sword-fish is very good meat," remarked 
Josselyn, in writing of the fishes of New England in the seventeenth century. Since Josselyn 
probably never saw a young Sword-fish, unless at some time he had visited the Mediterranean,. 
it is fair to suppose that bis information was derived from some Italian writer. 
It is, however, a fact that the flesh of the Sword-fish, though somewhat oily, is a very accept--
able article of food. Its texture is coarse; the thick, fleshy, muscular layers cause it to resemble· 
that of the halibut in consistency. Its flavor is by many considered fine, and is not unlike that of · 
the bluefish. Its color is gray. The meat of the young fish is highly prized on the Mediterranean, 
and is said to be perfectly white, compact, and of delicate flavor. 2 Sword-fish are usually cut up 
into steaks, thick slices across the body, and may. be broiled or boiled. 
1 Philosophical Transactions, Vol. If, p. 821. 
2 The flesh, which is much esteemed by the better classes at Palermo, is dressed in almost as many modes as that· 
of the tunny, and fetches a higher price. During our sojourn there it was as two to one, the price of the first 
averaging fourpence per robolo, while the poroµat of the latter were disposed of at twopence or twopence-half--
penny. The fiber is invitingly :white, and the round segments look, as they lie in rows along the stalls, like so many· 
fillets of vea.l. Four to six feet is the usual run of those taken off the Trinrerian coast and displayed in the fish.:.. 
markets of Sicily.-BADHAM. · 
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Considerable quantities of Sword-fish are annually salted in barrels in Portland, Gloucester, 
Boston, New Bedford, and New London. Sword-fish pickled in brine is in considerable demand 
in certain sections of the. country, and particularly in Lower Connecticut Valley, where a barrel 
may be found in almost every grocery store. By many persons it is considered much more 
palatable than salted mackerel. 
THE S.AIL-FISH-HISTIOPHORUS AMERIO.ANUS. 
Strange as it may seem, the American species of Histiophorus has never been studied by an 
ichthyologist, and no attempt has ever been made to describe it or to compare it carefully with 
the similar species occurring in the Indian Ocean: The identity of the two bas been assumed 
by Dr. Giinther,1 but since no American specimens have ever been seen by this authority,~ hesi-
tate for the preseiit to follow his lead. 
The history of the Sail-fish in ichthyological literature is as follows: 
The first allusion to the genus occurs in Piso's "Historia N aturalis Brasilire," printed at 
Amsterdam in 1648. In this book2 may be found an identifiable though rough figure of the 
.American species, accompanied by a few lines of description, which, though good, when the fact 
that they were written in the seventeenth century is brought to mind, are of no value for critical 
comparison. 
The name given to the Brazilian Sail-fish by Marcgrave, the talented young German who 
described the fishes in the book referred to, ancl who afterward sacrificed his life in exploring the 
unknown fields of American zoology, was Guebucu brasiliensibus. The ns-e of the name Guebucu is 
interesting, since it gives a clew to the derivation of the name "Boohoo," hy which this fish, and 
probably t~e Spear-fishes, are known to English-speaking sailors in the tropical Atlantic. 
Sail-fishes were observed in the East Indies by Renard and Valentijn, explorers of that region 
from 1680 to 1720, and by other eastern voyagers. No species of tlle genus was, however, sys-
tematically described until 1786, when a stuffed specimen from the Indian Ocean, eight feet long, 
was taken to London, where it still remains in the collections of the British Museum. From tbis 
specimen M. Broussonet prepared a description, giving it the name Scornber gladius, ~ightly 
regarding it a a. pecies allied to the mackE>rel. 
In 1803 Lacepede establis~~ed the genus Histiophorus for the reception of this species. 
When Cuvier and Valenciennes published the eighth volume of their Natural History of 
Fi, hes, they ignored the name gl,adius, which bad been given to the East Indian fish by Brous-
onet, rede cribing it under the name Histiopliorus indicus. . At the same time they founded 
another species upon the figure in Piso's Natural History of Brazil, already mentioned. This they 
called Histiophorus a11iericanus. 
1Cataloguo of tho Fishes in the British Museum, ii, 1860, p. 513. 
9 1648. P1so and MARCORA VE: 
Historia Taturalis I Brasilire, I Anepicio et Beneficio I Illustrisa. I Manritii Com. Nassau I illius Provincire et 
aris 1mmmi Pr feeti Adornata: I In qua I Non tantum Pla.ntre et Animalia, sed et In- I digenarnm morbi, ingenia et 
mores d scribnntnr ot I lconibus qnngentns illnstrantnr I (Elaborate engraved title-page, upon which the preceding 
inscription i inserte upon a scroll, the following upon a shell.) Lvgdvn Ba.tanorum, I Apud Franciscum Hackinm, I 
e I Amste1odami, I Apud Lnd. Elzevirium. 1648. 11 pp. (12), 12-2, (2), (8), 2~13, (7). 
Second title. 
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In a paper printed in 1833, Dr. Nardo, of Venice, proposed tpe establishment of' a new genus 
allied to Tetrapturus and Xiphias, to be called Skeponopodus. In this he included ~he fish described 
by Marcgrave uuddr the name Skeponopodus guebuau, and also a form observed by him in the 
Adriatic in 1829, which he called S. typus. I am not aware that ichthyologists have. yet learned 
what this may have been.1 
From the time of Marcgrave until 1872 it does not appear that any zoologist had any oppor-
tunity to study a Sail-fish from America, or even from the Atlantic; yet in Gunther's "Catalogue" 
the name H. amer·iaanus is discarded an<l the species of America is assumed to be identical wit~ 
that of tlle Indian Ocean.2 
Giiutlrnr restores Lacepede's name, H. gladiuH, for the Indian species. Possibly, indeed 
probauly, this 11ame will be foun<l to inclU<~e tlie Sail-fish of our own coast. .At present, l10wever, 
it seems desirable to retain a separate name. To unite species from widely distant localities 
wiillont ever having seen them is very disastrous to a proper understanding of the problems of 
geographical distribution. 
'£he materials in the National Museum consist of a skeleton and a painted plaster cast of the 
specimen taken near Newport, Rhode Island, in 1872, and a drawing made of the same, while fresh, 
by Mr. J. II. Blake. · 
Tlie occurrence of the Sail-fish is, as has been already stated, very unusual. l\farcgrave saw 
it in Brazil as early as 1648. Sagra and Poey mention t bat it has been seen about Cuba, and 
Schomburg includes it in his Barbados list. 'l'he sr>ecimen iu the United States National Museum 
was taken off Newport, Rhode Island, in ·August, 187:3, and given to Professor Baird by Mr. Samuel 
Powell, of Newport. No others were observed in our waters until March, 1878; when_, according 
to Mr. Ney le . Habersham, of Savannah, Georgia., two were taken by a vessel between Savannah 
and Indian River, Florida, and were brought to Savannah, where they attracted much attention 
in the market. In 1873, according to Mr. E. G. Blackford, a specimen in a very mutilated condi-
tion was brought from Key West to ~ew York City. 
MOVEMENTS OF SAIL-FISHES.-No observations have been made in this country,and recourse. 
must be ha<l to the statements of observers in the otller hemisphere. 
In the life of Sir Stamford Raffles there is the following account from Singa;pore, under date of 
November 30, 1822: 
''Tlle on~y amusing discovery ~e have recently made is that of a sailing fish, called by the 
natives Ikan layer, of about ten or twelve feet long, which hoists a mainsail, and often sails in the 
manner ot' a native boat, and with considerable swiftness. I have sent a set of the sails home, as 
they are beautifully cut an<l form a model for a fast-sailing boat. When a school of these are 
under sail together they arc frequeutly ruistaken for a fleet of native boats." 
The fish referred to is in all likelihood Histiophorus glad-ius, a species very closely related to, 
if not identical with, our own. 
THE SPEAR·FISII-TETRAPTURUS ALBIDUS. 
This species appears to be limited to the waters of the Mediterranean. It was not noticed by 
Liin1.rens;, or indeed by any of tho binomial writers before Schneider. In his po~thumous edition 
of the ,,Titings of Bloch, the latter has made reference to a figure and description in Duhamel, 
and has given to a fish, which lie figures_ in Plate XXI of this work, the mame Xiph-ias irnperator. 
'Isis, 11·:3:3, Heft iv, pp. 415-419. 
s The specimens in the Britisll MnRcum are catalogued as follows: a. Eight feet long; stuffed. Indian Ocean. 
Typo of the spot:ies. b. Seven feet Ion~; stutre<l. Cape of Good Hope. C; Dorsal fin. N. S. Wales(¥). Presented 
by Dr. G.1301.rnett. d. Su.out; drie<l. 
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This name was rejected by Cu:vier (Regne Animal, l. c.), and has not been recognized by later 
writers. It seems to me, however, that Schneider has, perhaps uuintentionally, . yet quite intelli-
gibly, expressed the principal differential characters of Tetrapturus. By" dor.~o scabro" he covers 
the question of the scales; by "carina caudali nulla" he refer_s to the absence of the single caudal 
,carina of Xiphias, while by figure and by implication in l1is description he admits the presence of 
ventral fins. His figure, though bad, is as good as most of the old figures of Xiphia,s-that in 
Lacepede, for example. 
T. imperator is said to attain the length of five or six feet, and the weight of one hundred and 
fifty pounds·. It has been taken in the Straits of Messina with the harpoon, but according to 
.!Rafinesque is very rarely seen on the coasts of Sicily, and then only in autumn, when it is follow-
fog· the dolphin and flying-fish, upon which it feeds. It is ordinarily seen in pairs, male and 
female together, and they are taken often in the nets together. Its flesh is white, but not partic-
ularly well flavored. At Messina it is called" Aguglia impe~iale" (Cuvier and Valenciennes). 
Two species have been described by Poey from Cuba, one of which, T. albidus, is not uncom-
mon on the Atlantic coast of the United States. Llitken is disposed to consider them both iden-
;tical with the T. indicus type, and it seems to me that there is as much reason_ for doing this as for 
-throwing together the Sail-fishes of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, as has been persistently done 
by all writers on ichthyology. 
Many individuals are taken every year by the sword-fish fishermen of New England, and they 
.also frequently find their way into the pounds along the coast. 
MOVEMENTS OF SPE.A.R-FISHES.-The Spear-fish in our waters is said by the :fishermen to 
Tesemble the Sword-fish in its movements and manner of feeding. Professor Poey narrates that 
'both the Cuban species swim at a depth of one hundred fathoms, and the! journey in pairs, 
shaping their course toward the Gulf of Mexico, the females being full of eggs. Only adults are 
taken. It is not known whence they come, or where they breed, or how the young return. It is 
not even known whether the adult fishes return by the same route. When the fish bas swallowed 
the hook it rises to the surface, making prodigious leaps and plunges. At last it is dragged to 
the boat, secured with a boat-hook, and beaten to death before it is hauled on board. Such .fishing 
is not without danger, for the SpP,ar-fish sometimes rushes upon the boat, drowning the fisherman, 
-or wounding him with its terrible weapon. . The fish becomes furious at the appearance of sharks, 
·which are its natural enemies. They engage in violent combats, and when the ·spear-fish is 
attached to the fisherman's line it often receives frightful wounds from these adversaries. 
In "Land and Water" for August 31, 1872, Col. Nicholas .Pike, author of ''Subtropical Ram-
ble.," at that time United States consul at Mauritius, describes the habits of a spe~ies of Tetrapturus 
orcurring in that vicinity. He states that they have the habit of resting quietly on the surface in 
calm weather, with their dor ah~ expanded and acting as sails. They are taken in deep water with 
hook and line, or speared when near the surface, like Sword-fish. When hooked or speared they 
make for the boat , t king tremendous leap in the air, and if care i not taken they will jump into 
th boat , to the grea consternation of the fl hermen, or el e pierce the boats with their bills. 
Th fi hi highly e t med in the Mauritin , the fie h being of a salmon-color near t.he vertebrre; 
1 w r w i i r d ml like coar beef. The pecies attains a large size, one having been seen 
trike ve 1 in th ame manner as the 
ank, Connecticut for thi note:_ 
Id, who wa in the mack 'Ever-
1 ' tic, ct b r 3, 1 32, on a fl hing 
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voyage to Key West, in company with the smack 'Morning Star,' Captain Rowland. On the 12th 
they were off Cape Hatteras, the wind blowing heavily from the northeast, and the smack under 
double-reefed sails. At ten o'clock in the evening they were struck by a 'Woho' (sic), which 
shocked· the vessel all over. The smack was leaking badly, and they made a signal to the 
'Morning Star' to keep close by them. The next morning they found the leak, and both smacks 
kept off to Charleston. On arrival they took out the bal1ast, hove her out, and found that the 
sword had gone through the planking, timber, and ceiling. The plank was two inches thick, the 
timber fl ve inches, and the ceiling one and a half inches white oak. The sword projected two 
inches through the ceiling, on the inside o~ the 'after-run.' 1 It struck close by a butt on the 
outside, which caused the leak. They took out and replaced a piece of the plank, and proceeded 
on their voyage." 
J. Matthew Jones, esq., of Halifax, Nova Scotia, in his delightful little book "The Naturalist 
in Bermuda," records the case of the Bermudian schooner '' Earl Dundonald," arrived in the 
port of Hamilton~ which was pierced by one of these formidable fish off the coast of British 
Guiana. 
In the museum of Charleston College, Charleston, South Carolina, is preserved a fragment of 
the snout of a Spear-fish, apparently Tetrapturus albidus. By the kindness of the curator, Dr. 
G. E. Manigault, I was allowed to examine it and copy the label, which reads as follows: "The 
brig 'Amsterdam,' bound to Oharleston, owned by F. C. Bray, was struck in the Gulf Stream by 
a monster or Sword-fish, which caused the vessel to leak considerably. By great exertion she was 
kept free, and gained the port in safety." 
Messrs. Foster, Waterman & Co., of Boston, presented to the Boston Society of Natural 
History, in 1869, a plank of Southern pine, from the side of the ship "Pocahontas," owned by 
them, perforated by and containing a portion of the sword of a "Sword-fish," probably a species of 
Histiophorus. 2 
1 A hold under the cabin. 
11Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., xiii, 1869,p. 64. 
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M.-THE TILE-FISH FAMILY, AN.D OTHERS. 
112. THE TILE-FISH FAMILY-LATILIDJE. 
... 
This family, which has some relations -both with the perch-like fishes and with those of the 
mackerci tribe, although until within a few years not known to occur within the territory of the 
United States, is now coming into considerable prominence, and there is e,?ery reason to believe 
that some of its members will yet grow into such favor and be found so abundant as to rank 
among the important food-fishes of the United States. The most important is the Tile-fish, 
Loplwlatilus chamreleonticeps, a form discovered on a hitherto unexplored grournl, eighty miles 
southeast of Noman's Land, Massachusetts, in 1870, and in 1880 demonstrated by the explorations 
of the Fish Commission to be exceedingly abundant everywhere on the coast of Southern New 
England, at a depth of eighty to two hundred and fifty fathoms. This fish, wJaich is one of the most 
brilliantly colored species known outside the tropics, is very remarkable by reason of the presence 
of a soft dorsal fin, resembling that of the salmon, which is placed upon the neck in advance of 
the regular dorsal fin, instead of behind it, as in the salmon family. Numerous specimens Lave 
been obtaineu, varying from ten to fifty pounds, and, although there has been no opportunity to 
study the breeding habits, there is every reason to believe that it is resident in our waters in 
precisely the same manner as the codfish. Its abundance is very great. Captain Kirby, of 
Gloucester, who was the first to obtain specimens of this fish, caught in a few hours seYeral hundred, 
which he salted down like codfish. Iu September, 1880, a small boat, sent out from the Fi8h Com-
mission steamer while it wa~ dredging upon the "Tile-fish Ground," caught twelve large individuals 
on one short line, the aggregate weight of which cannot have been less than two hundred ancl. fifty 
pounds. They were tasted at the ward-room table and the flesh was found to be fine-grained and 
delicate in flavor, resembling in some respects that of the cod, in others, that of the striped bass. 
The liabit and fo0d of this fish are probably very similar to those of the codfish, and the 
ground upon which they are taken has been ascertained to be ,ery richly supplied with all the 
form of small marine life which occur on the best cod banks. In time these fish cannot fail to be 
the object of a popular demand, and the proximity of the grounds they inhabit to several large 
citie will greatly enhance the importance of the Tile-fish. 
In the Gulf of Mexico there i a related species which has asi yet no popular name, but which 
has been de cribed under the binomial Gaulolatilus microps, and which is occasiouall.v taken 011 
the snapp r bank . Thi was fir t ob ·erve<l hy Mr. Silas Stearns, who sent specimens to the 
utioua\ Mn eum. As yet only fi¥e pecimen have been brought into Pensacola, all in March 
arnl April 1 i , th c he ving been taken with hook and line in tl.Jirty-firn fathoms of water off 
n ·· · l · The' fl h range in weight from ix to ten poun<ls. It is not yet known whether they 
ar n ·i ,ntly abundant to be of commercial importance, though there can be no question 
inrr th ir i ili , 
b r l ulolatilus chrysops (C. .. .) Gill, occurs in the Caribbean Sea and on the 
th r lo.t d fur are k wn in Cllina. and J apau and on the west coast of 
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"In California," writes Pr fessor Jordan, "there is a species, Oaulolatilus anoma,lus (Cooper), 
Gill, very shuilar to that of the Gulf of Mexico, and of some prominence as a food-fish, and known 
as the 'White-fish' or 'Blanquillo.' It reaches a length of about thirty inches and a weight of 
ten or fift~en pounds, though its average weight is four or five pounds. It ranges from Monterey 
southward to l\Iexico, being very abundant about the Santa Barbara Islancls. It lives about rocks 
in water of considerable depth and takes the hook freely. Its food consists of crustaceans and 
fishes; it is considered to be a fish of fair but not excellent quality when fresh. When salted and 
dried it is graded as first q11ality with the barracuda and the yellow-tail. South of Point 
Concepcion it is one of the most important food-fishes, but i8 rarely sent to the market of San 
Francisco." 
A.n allied form is Batliymaster signatus Cope, the "Ronchil," found in deep water from Puget 
Sound north ward. 
113. THE RED MULLET FAMILY-MULLID.lE. 
This family is represented in our waters by a single species, Upeneus ftavovittatus, which 
has been obserYed in two or three· instances on the coast of Southern New England, and is <loubt-
less an cstray from the West Indies. It has not yet been brought to light on the Gulf coast of 
tlle United States. A. closely r~lated species is the Mullet or SurmuJlet of Europe, the l\Iullus of 
the ancient Romans, highly prized by them. This fish was brought living into the banquet-haU 
that the guests might admire the brilliant changes of color exhibited in its expiring struggles. 
Another species of this family is occasionally taken at Pensacola, but is not sufficiently abun-
dant to possess any considerable economjc importance. 
114. THE ICOSTEUS FAMILY. 
This family consists of two small fishes, peculiar. to our California coast, which Ii ve in 
cousi<lerablo depths of water: Icichtltys Lockingtoni J. & G., only one specimen of which is known; 
and Icosteus amigmaticus Lockington, likewise rarely taken, and only in deep water. 
In the l~st two .species the skeleton is scarcely ossified, and the body is as limp as a rag. 
115. THE BERYX FAMILY-BERYCIDlE. 
Of this family, which is widely distributed throughout the temperate and tropical seas, and 
which has many representatives in the deeper part£ of the ocean, onl,y one species llere appropriate 
to be mentioned occurs upon our coast, viz, the Bermuda '' Squirrel-fish," Holocent'¥°'um pentacan-
tlium. This fish ranges south to Brazil, east to the Bermudas, anu. is very abundant in the West 
Indies. Professor Gill has r€corded the capture of a specimen at Newport, Rhode Island, in 187~. 
It is abundant on the Floricla coast south of Cedar Keys, a few being founcl, as stragglers, north 
and west of tliat limit. It is caught with hook and line in all the channels and on the reefs. 
Stearns obtained several specimens at Pensacola Bay in 1876 and in 1882. He testifies that be has 
eaten them frequently and that they are as good a pan-fish as any on the coast. ~hey attain a 
length oftwclrn to fifteen inches. A.lJout the Bermudas they are very abundant, an<l are conspicuous 
on account of their brilliant red _bne ancl their hauit of skulking in holes ~bout the reef's. They 
feed upon small fishes and breed abundantly, apparently spaw.aiug in the summer season. At 
Cuba, this fish is called the "l\Iatajuelo." 
• 
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N.-T HE D RUM - F .A. M I L Y. 
The family Scirenid,m is distributed along the coasts of temperate and tropical countries the 
world over, though most abundant in the Western Atlantic, the Eastern Pacific, and Indian 
Oceans, and in the Mediterra.neau Sea. Ma.ny of the species are most abundant about the mouths 
of rivers, and there are several species, such as the fresh-water Drum, Haploidonotus grunniens, 
of the Mississippi Valley, which are found only in fresh water. In general form many of the 
members of this family are not unlike the salmon, and are sometimes mistaken for this fish. 
They are, however, true spiny-rayed fishes. The Drum and its congeners may b~ qistinguished 
from all others by the presence of the comparatively short, spiny dorsal fin, and a very long, 
soft-rayed fin upon the posterior portion of the back. 
Many of them are ground-loving species, and are provided with barbels by which they feel 
their way over the bottom, and with strong, pavement-like teeth {pr crushing shell-fish and strong 
shelled crustaceans. To this group belong the fre8h-water Drum, the_ King-fish, -and others . 
. Another group, typified by the Squeteagues, are without the barbels and possess long, sharp 
teeth, being surface feeders, rapid swimmers, and voracio~s. 
'l'he Red Drum of our coast, Scirena ocellata, resembles in some respects both of these groups. 
Nearly all the members of this family have the power of uttering loud sounds. This, as has been 
demonstrated by M. Dufosse, is accomplished through a peculiar structure of the air-bladder. · 
116. THE SQUETEAGUE-CYNOSCION REGALE. 
N.A.... 1\1.IES.-Thi well-known fish is one of those which bear a great variety of names. About Cape 
Cod the~7 are cailed '' Drummer " ; about Buzzaru's Bay and in the vicinity the largest are known 
as "Yellow fins"; in New York and in New Jersey, ''Weak-fish"; from Southern New Jersey to 
Virginia, '' Bluefi h." The name '' Squeteague" is of Indian origin, and '' Squit," "Succoteague," 
"Squitee," and "Cbickwit" are doubtless variations of this name in different ancient and modern 
dialect . In the Southern Atlantic States it is calle<l '' Grey Trout," "Sun Tront," and '' Shad 
Trout, and with the other members of the genus is spoken of under the name "Sea Trout" and 
alt-water Trout," though, of cour e, distinct from the" tr_ont" of the fresh waters of the South, 
the 1 rge-m uth Black Ba . The name '' Squeteague," iuce it is the aboriginal Indian name, 
e m mo. -t haracteri tic, anu is well worthy of being permanently retained. 
ABUND.A.NCE.-The Squet ague is found on the Atlantic coast from Cape Cod to Eastern 
Floricla wh r o erv 1 it pc riu ly in 1 7 . It extreme southern distribution has not yet been 
indi ·at d. d that it occur at New Orlean , but l\Ir. Stearns did not 
Pro£ or Jordan write that it is certainly not foun<l in the 
n £ u11 la· far north a the 
11ti 11 of thi · fl. 11 an<l fit' ariation iu numb r 
r. t r r it wa v ry bun<lant in the Viue,rard 
• ·11 ur - l ut gra. lnall - ecam m re carce, until about 
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1870', when it was no longer to be met with, and for several years it was entirely unknown in these 
waters; so much so, indeed,that fishermen of many years' experience were totally unacquainterl. 
with its characteristics. In 1867 or _1868, howe,er, scattering individuals were taken on the south 
coast of Massachusetts, and in 1870 they were quite abundant and have since held their own.1 
This variation in their numbers is ascribed by writers generally to the action of the bluefish, 
which, by its constant attacks, is supposed to influence their abundance. Some cause or other 
produced a similar influence upon the bluefish; w~ich became scarce in turn; thus the Squeteague 
was enabled to recover its ground, and to resume its place in the food economy of the coast. To 
what extent this disappearance or reappearance of the Squeteague is actuaUy connected with that 
of the bluefish, it is impossible at present to state. It is quite likely t bat other causes, at least, 
are concerned, with which we are now unacquainted. 
We have intimations, in the writings of the early historians of New England, of the disap-
pearances and returns of the Weak-fish, like those re~erred to in the present century. 
The Squeteague, as well as the bluefish, varies in size .with the locality. While on the coast of 
New t.Tersey they do not average much over one pound, they are stated to occasionally attain the 
weight of from six to ten poun_ds, and have even bf'en known to weigh thirty . 
.Although essentially a coast and still-water fish, they occasionally run up tidal waters, and 
are thought on the coast of New Jersey to prefer the vicinity of the mouths of fresh-water streams, 
where they can find a mixture of·fresh water. In the viciuity of Beasley's Point, where at times, 
in consequence of drought, there is more fresh water brought down into Egg Harbor than usual, 
they are known to move to a considerable distance up towards the headwaters, and to leave, to a 
great measure, their ordinary grounds more seaward. 
The Squeteague in the South is a res_ident fish, although said by Holbrook to _be most abun- . 
1 A GREAT CATCH OF FISH -WHAT THREE STEAM SMACKS CAUGHT OFF ROCKAWAY.-A great catch of Weak-fish 
was made yesteruay about two miles off Rockaway Beach, by the s: earn smacks "E. 'I'. De Blois," Capt. J. A. Keene; 
" Leonard Brightman," Capt. Elijah Powers, and'' J. W. Hawkins,"Capt. J. W. Hawkins. These smacks are engaged 
in the IDP.nh::iden or "moss-bunker" fishery for the oil-rendering and fish-scrap works on Barren Island, and were 
crui~ing off Rockaway yetiterday in search of schools. About noon a vas i sclwol of what the fishermeu supposed at 
first to be menhaden was discovered stretching along the coast for miles. To borrow their language, "The water ,vas 
red with the fish, . but they didn', . break the surface as menhader· always do." The boats were lowered, the seines 
spread, and then it was discovered that the school was of Weak-fish and not rnenhadt·n. "I have been m the business 
for twenty years," said the n ate of the Brightman, "and I never saw anything like it before." The fish varied in 
lcugth from one and a half to three feet, aml in weight from th1·ee to seveu pounds. The "De Blois" took over 200 
barrels, th 1• "Hawkins" 150 barrels, and the "Brightman" 350 barrels. The eutire catch was estimated at somethiug 
OYer 200,000 pounds, which, at the ordinary market price for Weak-fish-s ven cents a pound-would aruouut to 
$14,000. But, of course, the market price could no:. be maintained in the presence of 1:Juch a catch as 1his, and it was 
said ye~. terc1ay afternoon that a strong effort was being made by the wholesale fish-dealers of Fulton Market to prevent 
the greater part of the fish from being put on sale. The captain of the "Hawkins," which landed at Pier No. 22 
E ast River, foot of Fulton st:eet, obtained a promise from a Fulton Market dealer to take part of his catch, and then 
made ,,vertures to Mr. Eugene G. Blackford, of E. G. Blackford & Co., Beekman street, to sdl t.he remainder. As 
soon, however, as the Fulton Market dealer learned of the offer to Mr. Blackford, he refused to take any of the fish. 
Th e captain of the "Brightman," however, had better luck. H. M. Rogers & Co., of No. 11 Fulton Market, engaged 
t o take his entire catch of 350 barrels, ancl immediately put two men in charge of tl.ie boat. The" De Blois" meanwhile 
batl made fast against the bulkhead at the foot of Beekman street, and ( aptain Keene failing to come to terms with 
t lw Fulton Market dealers, engaged P. Owens, of No. 104 South street, who manages.the peddling trade for the Fulton 
Market dealers, to dispose of his fish. A crowd speedily gathered about the boat, and the fish sold almost as fast as 
they could be handled at twenty-five cents a pair. The pressure of the crowd became so great at one time that police 
assistance was invoked, and Officer William Brown, of the steamboat squad, was detailed to stay on the boat. While 
Owen was selling the fish at twenty-five cents a pair, an atterupt to break the price was made by two well-known 
" longshore" characters, Jack Sullivan, the shark-catcher, a.nd T. Long, alias "Blindy," who bought one thousand 
pon nds of the fish at oue cent per pound, and stood on the street retailing them at twenty cents per pair. 
Fi h-dealers say that there will be no difficulty in selling all the fish this morning at from one to three cents per 
pouud. Friday morning, they say, is the best in the week for the sale of fish. Tons of ice were cracked last evening 
and rmt on the fish to keep them fresh until to-day.-New York Times, 1R81. 
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dant and largest in the autumnal months, when, in his opinion, they come from the north. It i:-; 
not satisfactorily ascrrtained, however, whether these fishes, leaving the northern coast during 
winter time, migrate southward or mo,·e towards the warm waters of the Gulf Stream. They 
return to the coast of the Middle and Northern States early in the spring, the first being taken 
iu May, and are most abundant from June to September. 
They are common in summer in Eastern markets, but do not bring high prices, the flesh bein6· 
soft antl :fl.;1bby, and of little value except when fresh from the water. 
41 According to the report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Fishes of Narragansett Bay, 
the Squeteague was ten times as abundant in 1870 as in 1869, and was first noticed there, after a 
loug absence, about 1866. It is said that when they appear off the coast of New Jersey, about the 
mid<lle of June, tbey are found to be tilled with spawn, but this statement requires confirmation. 
Thousands of indivi<lnals have been examined by the Fish Commission naturalists at differeut 
times in the summer, and it is lmt rare that traces of spawn have been found. The precise period 
of spawr:ing along the coast an<l the localities where the eggs are laid, as well as. the habits of the 
fish <luring that period, are but little known, an<l are well worthy of cnreful investigation. 
At Beasley's Point, the young fish of the year have in Angust attained a length of about 
four inches, and differ from the adults in lacking entirely the characteristic spots, these being 
replaced by broad, vertical bauds, which, together with their more compressed form, render their 
appe3.rance very unlike that of tlle adult. 
The sport of cat-0hing the Squeteague is very great, and is highly enjoyed by our coast fisher-
men on account of the groat number that can be taken in a very short time. They usually move 
about in schools of greater or less size, swimming near to the surface, and requiring a line l>nt 
little leaded. They take almost any kind of bait, especially clams, soft crabs, or pieces of fish. 
They bite with a snap, rarely condescending to nibble, and in consequence of the extreme tender-
ness of the mouth it requires constant vigilance to fasten them, and great care to haul them 
successfully out of the water. 
During the flood tide they occupy the channel-ways of the bays, and during the ebb they 
gen?rally bettle down in some deep hole, where. they remain until the next flood brings them-out 
again. 
In the night the Sqneteague run up the creeks in the salt meadows, where they are sometimes 
taken in great num l>ers by interposing between them and the sea, just before the period of high 
water. Tliis experiment is not a very satisfactory one, howe,er, on the New Jersey coaRt, in 
consequence of the great abundance of crabs that accompany the fish: the smalln fish l>ecome 
entangled in the me hes of the nets, thus inviting the attack of the crabs, which cut the nets to 
piece. , ometimes ruining them altogether in the course of a siugle night. When taken, the 
Squeteague make~ a peculiar croaking, audible at a consiuerable ilistance; an<l it is sai<l that 1this 
i not uufrequently heard from a boat when passing over a school of them in the water beneath. 
In the :r orth, a has been alrea<ly stated, this species is but little esteemed, but in the South 
it rank ,ery high. In the Chesapeake they usually a,erage from one to one and a half pounds 
in w iO'ht, tuougli they ometimes attain the weight of twelrn pouu<ls. They make their appear-
ance a ut the 1 t of ..1:fay and remain until cold weather. They are very abundant, an<l immense 
quantiti f tl em are alted for winter u ·e. 
h a r ut or D ep water Trout, of Charleston, described by Holbrook under the name 
Otolitl u thala sinu i withou much qu stion identical with the Northern Squeteagne, altb01.1gh 
th t author tat t it ifl'e fr m thi fi h entirely in it habit , since it is only found in the 
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ocean and deep water, and never approaches the bays and inlets along the coast, while it is a 
larger animal. 
The few specimens which he had·· seen were taken off Charleston Bar, at about twenty miles 
from land and in about fifteen or twenty fathoms of water. The very peculiarities which he men-
tioned are characteristic of the· adult Squeteague. 
117. THE SPOTTED SQUETEAGUE-OYNOSCION MACULATUM. 
Associated with the Squeteague in the waters off the ooast of New Jersey and on the eastern 
shore of.Virginia is a species belonging to the same genus, but somewhat different, being char-
acterized by the presence of weltdefined dark spots. It becomes more abundant as we proceed 
southward, until off the coast of North Carolina and Georgia, where it is one of the most abundant 
food-fishes. Owing to its shape and the presence of well-marked spots on the sides ·it is usua11y 
knowu on the Southern coast as the "Salmon" or "_Spotted Trout," and there are not wanting 
sportsmen in the Southern States who maintain with dogmatic -earnestness the existence of the 
true Salmon Trout in the waters of their coast. This fish is of course in every respect very uulike 
a, trout, ~nd the name "Spotted Squeteague" has been prO.J.'OSed for it. It is difficult, however, 
to bring about a change in a name which bas been in use for several generations, and it is 
·probable that the uame "Sea Trout" will always be used. Genio Scott proposed the name 
"Spotted Silver-sides," which is not particularly appropriate, and which no one but himself has 
ever used. 
The history of American fishes contains very little respecting the habits of this species, 
although it is so important an element of food to the inhabitants of the Southern coast. We have, 
however, been favored by Dr. H. C. Yarrow with netes made at Fort Macon, North Carolina, in 
which many of the deficiencies in our information are supplied. Accor<lin·g to his account, the 
Spotted Trout is not found in that locality during the winter, or only in small numbers, making 
its first appearance in February on its way from the south, and attaining its greatest abundance 
about the middle of April. 
Little is known· of its rate of growth, although, according to some observers, this increase 
amounts to about six inch.es per an~um; so that a fish of average size, or eighteen inches, may be 
considered as three years olcl. ~here is no perceptible difference in the sexes as to rate of gro~th ' 
or general appearance, excepting in the fuller belly of the female. 
Dr. Yarrow states that they come from the south in the spring and pass through the inlets 
on the flood tide, the date of their first appearance varying with that of the opening of spring. 
They remain in the vicinity of the inlets and sounds on the coast of Nort,h Carolina until about 
May, when they gradually proceed northward, extending their journey as far as the shores of Long 
Island, where a few only are taken, although, perhaps, their number may be considerable. They 
reappear on the coast of North Carolina in September, and thence proceed south, following the 
same course as that by which they came, but leaving on the ebb instead of the flood tide. They 
are found in the winter as far south as Saint Augustine, and possibly below this point, although 
we have no positive assurance of this fact. · 
At present they are thought to be more abundant than any other fish on the Carolina coast, 
with the exception of the mullet, having increase.cl in numbers very large!~· (at least twofold) 
within the last ten years, possibly in consequence of the intermission of capture during the war. 
The ave,age length is a.bout eighteen inches, with a weight of two pounds, although they are not 
unfrequently found three feet in length and ten pounds' weight. They are often found outside of 
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the b~ach in great numbers in January, coming in to the shore when the water is warm, about 
February, as stated. School follows s~hool at intervals of about four or five days, when they seem 
• to go northward and to be absent from the Southern coast for several months. On their return 
in September, after a short stay, they gradually leave the coa·st until they finally disappear for the 
season. Their return season by season is very regular and definite, being relied upon with much 
con_fidence. The successive "runs" do not seem to be classified in any particular way, large and 
small fish of both sexes coming in together. The colder the weather the less tendency they appear 
to exhibit to come towards the shore. 
At their first appearance in the spring the spawn is not appreciable, nor, according to Dr. 
Yarrow, do they have any clevelopment of the ovaries during their stay on that coast; and he 
is under the impression that they breed during their autumnal and winter stay farther south. 
This, howev~r, is scarcely probable, it being more likely that their spawning ground is more to 
the north, perhaps off the coast of Virginia. 
They are said never to take the hook, and to be captured entirely by nets. Their presence is 
generally made known by the schools of porpoises which follow and feed upon the~. Swimming 
low in the water, they make no ripple on the surface, as is the case with mullets. The time of their 
capture is usually on the young flood, as in their movements along the shore they come in on the 
rising tide and depart on the ebb. 
Like their representatives in the north, these fishes are fond of penetrating, for a short distance 
at least, into the mouths of rivers, remaining, however, only about a week; this, according to Dr. 
Yarrow, is their habit on the coast of North Carolina, before leaving for the North. 
They prefer sandy and grassy bottoms, and are particularly fond of shallow water, four or five 
feet deep, especially in still water and eddies. Their favorite food is small mullet and other dimin · 
utive fish, as well as s~ill more largely shrimps and small crustaceans; while, on the other hand, 
they are eaten voraciously by Weak-fish, bluefish, Drum, porpoises, etc. 
As already stated, this fish is seldom if ever taken with the hook, at lea~t for purposes of the 
mark~t, nets 1?eing generally employed, some few being occasionally speared. They are taken in 
seines, usually having a mesh of about one and one-half inches, made of No. 8_cotton twine, about 
one hundred yards long and ten feet deep. When the fish first begin t_o · make their appearance 
the :fishermen establish themselves in their boats, just outside the surf, and watch along the crest 
of the breakers. When the fish are seen the net is paid out from the stern of the boat, one man 
leaping overboard with a rope attached to one end of the net, while a man in the boat pulls rapidly 
around the school so a to inclose it. The net is then drawn carefully to the shor:e, The average 
catch of two men for a day may be set at about three hundred pounds, although a much greater 
amount than thi could be taken if de irable. · 
They are u ed when fre h, and ent np into the small towns in the interior in large numbers. 
Th fie hi of an xcellent quality, much uperior to that of the Weak-fish, being firm, white, aud 
flaky, and will k ep well for three or four day , unless the weather be too warm. It is sometimes 
alt•d down for horn u e by the inhabitant along the coat, and much esteemed. Dr. Yarrow 
timate that about tw hundr barrel w re salted during the season of 1871 by the :fishermen 
in hi. vi init ~. Tb :ti ·h brin O' a nt. per hnndr d a whole ale, and 5 at retail, this being equal 




regarding the habits of the 
exico. In the Pensacola region it is 
t abund u in ummer. It prefers to remain in shoal waters 
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on grassy bottom, where it finds small fish and shrimps in al>u?dance for food. It breeds in inside 
wat~rs in July or August. Quantities of the fry are seen in August and September. They do not • 
often form in schools in the bays, but in some places are so plentiful that it is not unusual to catch 
fl ve or eight barrels at one drag .of a seine. One man fishing with hook and line sometimes catches 
one hundred in less than a day. The Trout is an excellent food-fish, and of considerable importance 
to the fish trade. The demand for it would be much greater if it was not so hard to preserve in · 
this climate." 
. 118. THE SILVER SQUETEAGUE-CYNOSCION NOTHUM. 
The Silver Squeteague, Oynoscion nothu1n, called at Charleston the "Bastard Trout," while 
resembling in shape the two species already described, is e·asily distinguished fro·m them, being of 
an uniform silvery hue, the back being slightly darker than the rest of the body. 
One or two individuals have been taken in Chesapeake Bay, but it has rarely been observed north 
of South Carolina, whence Holbrook obtained the specimens from which the original description was 
made. I have obtained one or two individuals from the mouth of the Saint John's River, where 
they are not distinguished by the fishermen from the Shad Trout, or Northern Squeteague. In the 
Gulf of Mexico, according to Stearns, it is common in company with the Spotted Squeteague, and, 
as far as has been observed, its habits are similar. It is, however, according to Jordan, less abun-
dant, and i~ not to be found at all seasons. It is most abundant in September and October, but no 
spawning fish or young- have been seen: The '' White Trout," as it is called in Pensacola, is 
is caught with hook and line in company with the Spotted Trout. 
119. THE DRUM-POGONIAS CHROMIS. 
Next to the sword-fish, tunny, Jew-fish, and halibut, the Drum is perhaps the largest of the 
food-fishes of our coast. It is most abundant in the ,Gulf of Mexico and in the Southern Atlantic 
States, though nearly every summer a few specimens appear on the south coast of New England. 
In one or two instances individuals have been obs~rved as far north as Provincetown, ¥assa-
chusetts. In the Gulf it is common everywhere, even to the southern boundary of Texas; 
how much farther south it goes there is at present no means of determining. Ichthyologists 
formerly supposed that there were two species, one of which, of small size and cous:picuously 
banded with brown and white, was called the "Banded Drum," P.fasciatus, or ''Little Drum.'' 
This is now well known to be the young of the P. chromis. It seems curious that the changes 
of colo~ in relation to age, although known to Cuvier forty years ago, should have been over-
looked b,y American naturalists, and that the species P.fasciatus should have stood as valid until 
1873. . 
My own observations upon tb.e Drum have been made chiefly in morida. Specimens of 
ten and fifteen inches are abundant in the Lower Saint John, and. are frequently taken at Jaek-
son,ille, even as l~igh up the river as Doctor's Lake. Large ones are seldom known to pass the 
bar at Mayport. The young are very dissimilar to the adult fish, though the fishermen recognize 
the actua1 relatious. In this respect they are more discriminating than the ichthyologist Hol-
l>rook, who described them as distinct species. The adult is known as the '' Black Drum " the 
. ' . . 
young as the "Striped Drum." In addition to the marked differences in color, the young has a 
nrncl.i more shapely bo<ly than the adult, much higher in proportion to its length. The full-grown 
fisli sometimes weigh eighty pounds, though the aYerage is perhaps not more than one-quarter as 
large. ~hey arc sluggish wimmers, and are especially adapted to life on the bottom, where their 
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long, sensitive barbels aid them in their search for buried treasures of food. They feed upon all 
bottom-dwelli~g invertebrates. Their teeth are extremely heavy and pavement-like; their .jaws 
are provided with very powerful muscles, by means of which they can crush with great ease the 
shells of the most strongly protected invertebrates. 
It is claimed by oyster-planters that the Drum is very destructive 1 to the oyster-beds. Mr. 
Stearns writes: '"'Oysters are their favorite food on the Gulf coast, and they destroyed a great 
many at Apalachicola, Saint Andrew's, Mobile, and ,Galveston BaJ·s~ The l\iobile oyster-planters 
attribute the bulk of their losses to Drums. At Pensacola I have known a boat-load of oysters, 
fifty l;:)arrels, that were thrown overboard to be preserved, to be entirely consumed in eight or ten 
days lJy them, le_aving ·but a heap of broken shells." 
While it is probable that the Drum feeds upon oysters as well as upon crabs or shrimps, it is 
pro~able that the extent of their destructiveness has been somewhat exaggerated; for instance, 
it was claimed a few years ;i,go that oysters in New York Bay to the value of hundreds of thou-· 
sands of dollars were destroyed by Drums. This seems quite unlikely, since the Drum is by no 
means a common fish so far north as New York. 
The name "Drum," as every one knows, alludes to the loud drumming noise which is l1eard, 
especially in the breeding season, and is doubtless the signal by which the fish call to their mates. 
This habit of drumming is shared by many fishes of this family, but appears to be most Ligbly 
developed in the Drum, and in a European species known as the Maigre, Scimna a.quila. M. 
Dufosse has investigated very thoroughly the physiological causes of these sounds, which appear 
to depend largely upon the action of the air-bladder. 
l\_!r. S. C. Clarke has made some interesting communications regarding their breeding habits. 
'rhe male is the larger, and is more brightly colored, particularly at the breeding season. The 
male drums very loud, the female in a softer tone. Fish under twenty pounds in weight <lo not 
breed. About the Halifax Inlet, Southern Florida, they spawn in March in the salt-water rivers. 
The ova sink to the bottom. They are as large as B-shot, dark brown in color, and are often 
seen to run from the parent fish when it is captured. In a large fish the I'Oe sometimes weighs six 
or seven pounds. In the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico, according to Silas Stearns, they 
spawn in April and May in insi<le waters. 
The northern limit of the species appears to be defined by Cape Cod. In 1873 Mr. James H. 
Blake captured one at Provincetown. Another, of twenty-five pounds' weight, was secured by 
Vinal E<lwards for the Fish Commission from Rogers' Pound, Quissett, Massachusetts, July, 1874; 
another large indiYidual, of sixty pounds' weight, was taken near Noank, Connecticut, July 10, 
187 4, the third instance of its capture known to the fishermen of that vicinity. 
Schoepf, writing about the year 1786, says that they were at that time very rare about New 
York, though he had occasionally seen them at the city market, where they met with sale, though 
their flesh was none of the hardest. 
The Drums captured north of Sandy Book have been, so tar as I can learn, large adult fish 
Profe' or Baird found the young fish of this species very abun<lant in August in the small bass 
along the hore of Beasley' Point, New JerseJ', though few were seen in the rivers. 
:rorth of Maryland the fish is of little economical importance. In the Chesapeake region, 
according to Uhler and Lugger,2 its fie hi much e teemed, and its roe is a great delicacy; consid-
rable number are brought to the Baltimore markets in spring an<l fall. 
• 
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In t'be Carolinas, according to a statement of a correspondent, the roe is considered very 
delicious, and it is customary for the residents of the coast to salt and dry them and send them 
"up country" to their friends as a very acceptable present. 
They are sometimes caught in seines in great numbers and retained Jiving in the seines until 
1,,j . 
disposed of. Their flesn is coarse, but tender, and it is thought to compare favorably with any of 
the ~alt-water fish (!)f the region. Drum-fishing with hook and line is one of the most exciting 
exploits of the sportsmen of this region. In the Nassau River large Drum are taken with hook and 
line in the spring, and are sold at Fernandina. 
The young Drum are often taken in seines in the Saint John's River and sold in the Jackson-
ville market, .and are excellent pan-fish, as my own experience testifies. The large fish are often 
eaten, but are not so much sought after; perhaps the cause of this is that they are liable to be 
infested by parasitic worms. A Drum of sixty pounds, taken at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, 
1864, was completely riddled by nematode worms, neatly encysted among the layers of muscle. 
Some of them were two feet long, with heads larger than large buck-shot. 
In the Indian River, according to Mr. Clarke, Drum are caught with books and crab bait, and 
with cast-nets. In summer they are caught in the open ocean; in the winter, in the bays and 
inlets. Four or five a day is considered good fishing luck. Tides do not affect the fishing. Tbefr 
:flesh is not greatly esteemed. They are sometimes salted, but are chiefly used for compost. "In 
the Gulf of Mexico," says Stearns, "the Drum. is often caught in seines and gill-nets, but is very 
rarely eaten, as the flesh is dry and tasteless. It attains a large size; specimens weighing thirty-
five or forty pounds are taken." 
The scales of the Drum are ·extensively used in the manufacture of the sprays of flowers and 
other articles of fancy wor1r which are sold, especially in Florida, under the name of "fish-scale 
jewelr.v." They are large and silvery, and so hard that it is necessary ·to remove them from the 
fish with an axe or hatchet. 
The Drnm is interesting to the fishery economists less on account of any intrinsic value in . 
itself, than because of its destructive influenee upon the oyster-beds. Concerning its relation to 
the oyster-culturist, I cannot do better than to quote the words of Mr. Ernest Ingei·soll·: "Knowing 
the carnivor(;>US propensity of the fish, one can easily imagine how an inro,ad of such a host must 
affect an oyster-ground. They do not seem to make any trouble, however, north of New York City, 
and rarely along the south side of Long Island. .At Staten ;Island and Keyport they come in every 
few years and devastate t!;.iousands of dollars' worth of property. Such a memorable visitation 
happened abou~ 1850, in July. The following SU!llmer the planters in Prince's Bay, fearing a repe-
tition of the onslaught, anchored shingles and pieces of waste tin on their beds, scattering them 
at short intervals, in the hope that their dancing, glittering surfaces might act as 'scare-crows' to 
frighten the fish away. Whether as an effect of this, or because of a general absence, no more 
Drums appeared. In New York Bay, off Caven Point, where the ·old 'Black Tom Reef' is now 
converted into an island, one planter of Key!)ort lost his whole summer's work--material and 
labor-in a single September week, through an attack by Drums. .A City Island planter reported 
to me a loss of $10,000 in one season a few years ago; but the East River is about the northern 
limit of the Drums, at least as a nuisance to oyster-culture, so far as I can learn. The vexation of 
it is, ,too, that the Drum does not seem to eat half of what he destroys; but, on the contrary, a 
great school of them will go over a bed, wantonly crushing hundreds of oysters and dropping them 
untasted, bnt in fragments, on the bottom." 1 
1 The groat schools in which these fish go are illustrated l>.v the following records from contemporary newspapers: 
On Monday last Johu Earle and sons caught, at oue draught, in Bristol Ferry, 719 Drum-fish, weighing upwards 
ef fifty pound eacb. Niles' Wr.ekly Begiste1·, Jnly, 1833, also says: '' Some days ago a haul was made in Great Egg 
24 F 
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120. THE FRESH-WATER DRUM-HAPLOlDONOTUS GRUNNIENS. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
This species is in., the Great Lakes always known by the name of Sheepshead. In the Ohio 
River it i usually called "White Perch" or "Gray Perch," often simply'' Perch.". In the lakes 
of Northern Indiana it is called "Crocus," evidently a corruption of "Croaker." In the Seuth-
eru States the name "Drum" predominates; that of ~, Thunder-pumper," also used for the bittern, 
Botaurits lentiginosus, is heard along the Mississippi River. Southwestward, in Louisiana, Texas, 
and ArkansaR, it is always known as the "Gaspergou." These names, "Croaker," "Drum," 
"Thunder-pumper," etc., refer to the croaking or gruntiug noise made by this species in common 
with most Sciamoids. This noise is thought to be made in the air-bladder by forcing the air from 
one compartment to another. Another naime used in the southwest is "Jewel-bead." 
This Drum is very abundant jn all large bodies of water throughout the Western States, frorp. 
the Great Lakes to the Rio Grande. It seldom enters small streams. It feeds largely upon crus-
taceans and mo11usks, but sometimes swallows other fishes. It is rather a bottom fish than 
otherwise. Its value as a food-fish depends on the water and food, and, unlike most fishes, its 
quality seems to improve to the southward. Although from its size and abundance it becomes an 
important market fish, it cannot at best be considered one of high quality. Its flesh is tough and 
coarse in fiber, and often of a disagreeable shark-like odor, particularly in the Ureat Lakes, where 
it is never eaten. The flesh of partly grown specimens is better than that of the adult. 
This fish reaches a length of four feet and a weight of forty to sixty pounds. Those usually 
seen in market are much smaller. 
Nothing special is recorded concerning its breeding habits. It is apparently not at all 
migratory. 
Thi pecies in the Lakes often contains numerous parasitic worms . 
. 121. THE SPOT, OR LAFAYETTE-LIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS. 
The Lafayette, or " Spot," Liostomus xanthurus, is found along our coast from New York to the 
Gulf of Mexico, and i known in New York and elsewhere as the "Spot," on the coast of New 
Jer ey a the "G ody" and ometimes as the "Cape May Goody," in the Chesapeake region also 
a th " pot" and the" Roach," at Charleston, South Carolina, as the" Chub," in the Saint John's 
Riv r Florida, a, the "Ma oka "-this name being probably a corruption of a Portuguese name, 
" at Pen ac 1 a the · '' Spot" and "Ohopa blanca .. " The name "Lafayette" was 
ew York, though seldom beard at the present day. 
m tim nter th larg fre h waters of the South (such as the Saint John' , 
whi •b tb a c nd a far a ,Jack onville), Gunther i by no means jnstified in bis !emarkable 
h-water fl 'h inhabiting the rivers of North America." 
din memb r of thi ,family, their foo<l con ists chiefly of the smaller 
Little i known a out their br eding habit in the N ortb. Mr. S. 0. 
m ra , lorida, they pawn in the bays and inlets in November and 
that they pawn in the lower bay and inlet about Pen acola 
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late in the fall, while the young of all sizes are very abundant in the spring. Concerning this 
species Professor Baird writes: 
"Of the smaller pan-fish of our coast, in excellence of flavor none is considered superior to 
that known as the 'Lafayette.' Its precise eastern range is not well ascertained, although it is 
occasionally taken in great numbers off Long Island and the coast of New Jersey. It is most 
plentiful off the coast of Virginia. The name of Lafayette was given to it by the New York fisher-
men in consequence of one of its periodical reappearances in large numbers in that region having 
been coincident with the arrival of Lafayette in this country in 1834. It had been known before 
that time, but only in scattering numbers. 
"According to Dr. Holbrook, it is not much esteemM for food at Charleston, owing to a want 
of flavor. In the case of this species, as in many others, it is probable that the colder waters of 
the North impart a superior flavor and excellence to the flesh. This is well known to be the case 
with the sheepshead, as well as many other species. 
"At Beasley's Point, New Jersey, where _I have had an opportunity of studying its habits, it 
makes its appearance in large numbers in August, the first school being composed of small :fish, 
larger ones following them. A short time later they ascend ihe creeks in great numbers and are 
taken there in company with the white perch. Their usual size in New Jersey is about six inches, 
although occasionally measuring teri inches. They do not make their appearance in the New York 
markets in any abundance until towards the 1st of September, and remain until the end of October, 
when they disappear. I did not succeed in find~ng any very young fish, and am unable to state 
. whether they actually spawn on the New Jersey coast, or whether the supply found there . and 
farther north consists of a •run' from the more southern waters of fish migrating northward, 
perhaps to escape the increased heat of the southern coast." 
The Spot is abundant at Mayport, Florida, in spring and summer. In the Gulf of Mexico, 
according to Stearns, it is present in the bays all the year, living in shoal water, feeding upon the 
bottom upon small invertebrate animals, and taken with hook and line and seine. It is extremely 
abundant, and is considered a good food-fish. 
There is a rare species which has been· recorded only· from Charleston, South Carolina, and 
Saint Geor~e's Island, Texas, known by naturalists under the name Stelliferus lanceolatus. It is 
found in deep water, and is not sufficiently abundant to have acquired a common name. 
122. THE RED FISH, OR BASS OF THE SOUTH-SCilENA OCELLATA. 
The following biography of the Rad Drum~ Scimna ocellata, is quoted in full froi:n the text pre-
pared by the writer for the illustrated work on '' The Game Fishes of the United States," recently 
published by Charles Scribner's Sons, of New York: 
The Southern Red Fish is among the important species upon the coast of the United States. 
from the Chesapeake to the Mexican boundary. Abundant as it is in the Carolinas, in Florida, 
and in the Gulf of Mexico, the limits of its range appear to be very sharply defined, there being· 
little tendency on the part of individuals to stray away from their wonted pastures. Although 
the species is often found in the Chesapeake, I am unable to :finu any record of its capture north of 
' Cape Charles. Mitchill and DeKay refer to it in their treatise on the fishes of New York, but their 
desc~iptions are based upon market specimens, probably brought _ from more southern localities. 
Professor Baird did not obtain any specimens when he explored the New Jersey coast in 1854, uor 
are they to be found in Professor Webster's collections from the Atlantic side of the east shore of 
Virginia. Its range to the south seems to terminate with equal abruptness. Mr. Silas S_tJ:arns. 
gives the result of his observations in. 1880: 'From Tampa Bay and :northward to the Mississippi 
River it i one of the most common edible fishes, while west of the Mississippi River it is more 
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abundant tha~ any other sea-fish, ·evidently increasing in numbers as the Texas coast.is approxi-
mated.' On the Texas coast it is taken in greater quantity than all other species combined. 
West of the mouth of the Rio Grande the species bas not been recorded, chiefly, no doubt, for 
the reason that no explorations baye been made along the shores of Mexico. The fish fauna 
of the Caribbean coast of Panama has,' however, been ~arefnlly studied, and this fish has not beeu 
found. It is, therefore, probable that its range is as abruptly limited at the south, perhaps by the 
peninsula of Yucatan, as it is in its northward extension. It is a noteworthy fact that Saimna 
does not wander more; for every otber species, I think without exception, which is abundant north 
of Cape Hatteras, is occasionally met with in Buzzard's anq Narragansett Bays, these two great 
pockets in the coast-line of Southern New-England in which are lodged so many of the straying 
Southern marine animals. 
"This fish is very much in need of a characteristic name of its own. Its local names are all 
preoccupied by other more widely distributed or better-known fornu, which seem to have substan-
tial claims of priority. In the Chesapeake, and south to below Cape Hatteras, it is called the 
'Drum'; but its kinsman, Pogonias chromis, is known by the same name throughout its whole 
range from Pr~vincetown to 'rexas, and is the possessor of a much larger and more resonant 
musical organ. Some of the old writers coined names f9r it like 'Branded Drum,' rnferring to the 
brand-like spots upon the tail, and 'Beardless Drum'; but these are valueless for common use, 
like most other 'book-names.' In the Carolinas, Florida, and the Gulf, we meet with the names 
'Bass,' and its variations, 'Spotted Bass,' 'Red Bass,' 'Sea Bass,' 'Reef Bass,' and 'Channel Bass/ 
Many persons suppose •Channel Bass' to be a characteristic name, but this is a mistake, for the. 
term is applied properly only to large individuals which are taken in the channels of streams and 
sounds; wherever this name is used, the smaller fish of the species are called simply 'Bass,' or 
'School Bass'; even if the word 'Bass' could be so qualified as to be applicable to the species, 
there is an insuperable objection to its use for any fish of this family. It is a modification of au 
old Saxon word, Bears, or Baers; · also found in German under the forms Bars and Barsch, from 
which 'Perch' and' Bass' are both evident developments. This name should evidently be retained 
for the spiny-formed fishes of the perch tribe. I find in my note-book references to thirty-eight 
distinct kinds of fish called by the name 'Bass,' with various prefixes, all of which are justly 
entitled to hear this name. . 
-"' Spot' is another name erroneously applied to this fish, and which is the property of a much 
maller species .of the same family, otherwise known as 'Lafayette,' or 'Cape May Goody.' 
"Finally, we have the 'Red Fish' and 'Red Horse' of Fl6rida and the Gulf States, the 'Poisson 
"Rouge' of the Louisiana Creoles, and 'Pez Colorado' of the Mexicans. .Although this name is · 
occa ionally applied to a much redder fish, the Norway haddock, or red perch of the north, and 
to the big labroid Trochocopus in California, it is perhaps the most characteristic one an<l 
that mo t uitable for general use, especially if modified into 'Southern Red Fish.' The chief 
bjection i that the ft hi n t alway red; in the young there is not a suggestion of this color, 
hil in the adult it i more a tin tc, ·an evanescent, metallic reflection of claret from the scales, 
which i of nab nt, and at all e ent , o di appear afoer life i gone. The number of spots on 
th tail · v ria l · · me.time there is one, ometimes eight or ten, and their arrangement i a 
} tt r of h, n · cc i nally th y ar ab ent. 
i ·h gr w, t a length of four r five fe t and a weight of forty pounds or more. In 
n in h mark t of J ck onville, Florida, ranged from one to four feet. 
Y rk tring of small one are often seen. The average 
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The food is similar to that of the striped bass, wliich it seems to rP-semble in habits. It preys 
upon small fish and the crustaceans with which Southern waters are filled. They swim in scattered 
schools at times, probably in the spawning season, and may be heard spring above the surface-
while feeding. At this time the :fish -are taken in large gill-nets, whieh are set around them by the 
fishermen. This species undoubtedly gathers much food from the bottom, althou~h it cannot be 
so much of a grubber as many other members of the same family, better provided for this kind of' 
foraging by the tactile organs under tbe chin, and a set of grinding teeth with which to liberate· 
the shells of muscles and barnacles. An accurate observer describes them as swimming along_· 
close to the bottom, with head down and body obliquely upward, wriggling through the water, 
rooting up the weeds and grass, among which it :finds quantities of shrimps and crabs. Their 
enemies are sharks, porpoises, and saw-fish. The power of uttering sounds is also shared .by this 
:fish, but probably not to any very great degree. No one bas reported observations upon this 
point. 
The movements and breeding habits of this :fish have not been sufficiently studied to wa~rant 
the framing of a generalized statement of their character. There is need of a careful investigation 
of this question at different stations along the coast. I cannot here do better than to quote the 
observations, as yet unpub-lished, oftwo excellent observers, one upon the east, the other upon the 
;est coast of the Florida Peninsula: "In the spring," writes Mr. Stearns, "they are seen in large 
numbers in the Gulf, swimming in shoal '!ater near the coast. This is usually in March and 
April, though the weather and the temperature of the water seem to influence the time of, their-
arrival. -Arriving at the entrance of a bay, their migratory movement ceases, and for days and 
weeks they may be seen in shoal water near the inlet swimming lazily about in search of food, or 
lying quite still in deep holes between shoals, where there is comparatively little current and few 
enemjes can reach them. Some seasons immense numbers of Red Fish gather about tbe inlets before 
any are noticed inside or coming in, while in other seasons there is but slight accumulation, the 
schools working in as fast as they arrive. · By the 1st of June the 'run' is over, and the fish are 
believed to have all come in. When once )nside the schools break up into small squads, wbich· ' 
proceed to the weedy bottoms of the bayous and to the heads of the bays. About the river mouths, 
where the water is brackish, and even in fresh water, they ar~ found throng~ the summer. While 
at sea their color is light, and they are so thin in flesh that they are far from desirable as food. In 
the bays they become very fat and their colors are much darker. In September spawn is found in 
them in a half-developed state. In October and November they again form . in schools and are 
observed moving out of the i~lets to the sea. · They do not leave the coast immediately, but follow 
the beach for some days. At this time they contain spawn which I should think to be three-
fourths developed. Many reliable :fishermen here have observed that the Red Fish go to sea with 
spawn in them." 
I have never found the young in the north less than ten inches long, but in Pensacola Bay 
Jordan and Stearns secured numerous young in the seine in April, the smallest measuring two and 
a half inches. Jordan supposes that they spawn in water of no great depth. 
· Mr. S. C. Clarke, however, tells the following story about Bass in the Indian Riv~r region: 
'They enter the rivers and creeks from the sea. The young :fish are here all the time. The 
adults leave the shore iu a body wb.en done spawning. They are :first seen off the coast in 
January and February, and remain in the rivers until late in the spring. The males and females 
swim together, frequenting localities on shoals and sand-banks, where the water is from one to four 
feet deep and warm. After spawning they scatter. They begin to breed in August and Sep-
tember in the shallow ba~rs and inlets, at which time both sexes are poor and unfit for food. The 
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spawn is small, brown, about as -large as number :five shot, and floats . . The young are found 
abundantly in the creeks and bays.' 
The :fishermen of the Saint John's River told me that in November, when schooling begins, 
the fish are full-roed
1 
but that in December the eggs have all been spent. 
Little need be said here about their commercial value except that they are taken with gill-
nets and spears and by the use of bottom-lines, baited with pieces of fish or shrimJ.'>s. They are 
much este~med for food all through the South, resembling the striped bass or rock-fish in flavor 
and flesh-texture, though possibly somewhat inferior. They enter largely into local consumption, 
though a few thousand pounds are seut every year tQ New York and other cities Qf the North. 
In discussing the rank of this species as a game-fish, I cannot do Detter than quote the 
words of Mr. H. S. Williams, regarding his experiences in the Indian River region: '' I ha,e seen 
them swimming in shallow water by the hundreds, sometimes ten and twenty, almost,, moving 
with all the regularity of solid columns _of infantry; ~11 apparently of the same size. The Red Fish 
are in season at all times, but best from the 1st of April until January 1. In size they run up to 
forty, and even fifty, pounds. They read-ily take mullet bait, and when securely hooked furnish 
fine sport, for the Red Fish is emphatically a game-fish. I shall never forget my first experience in 
this line, a day or two before the full of the moon in November. I concluded to try a new hook 
just sent me by a distant friend. Just at dusk I went down to the river, and baiting my hook with 
a half mullet, I walked out on a shelving coquina rock, and swinging the hook around my head a 
few times sent~it out into the river to the full length ol the line; then filling and lighting my pipe I 
iook a. seat and quietly awaited results. The moon, nearly full, w.as half an hour or more hi~h, 
_ not a cloud obscuring its brightness, and it made a highway of silver across the broad river, now 
calm and smooth as glass. Scarcely a breath of air stirred the leaves of the huge live-oaks above 
my head, and everytliing was so still that I could distinctly hear the fish in shallow water ~ mile 
.away as the small-fry dashed and jumped . in their frantic endeavors to escape from the ravenous 
jaws of their pursuers; in fact, everything was so still that I remember to have heard the sound 
of a cow-bell, two miles away, as its low, mellow notes were borne over the broad expanse of 
water. I had occasionally taken a whiff or two at my pipe and watched the fleecy clouds of smoke 
float slowly upwar<l. and dissolve into space, before something sent an electric message to my finger 
from the other end of° the line. It was a faint message, scarcely felt, but distinct enou°gh to tell 
me what was there. A moment's pause and then it was repeated; this time it was emphatic, for 
the 6. h picked up the bait in its mouth as daintily as a neatly-gloved lady would pick up an 
orange, and then let it fall again. Aha! my boy. "fou are an old hand at the business, and know 
by pa t experience that sometimes even the most tempting morsels are dangerous. A moment 
more it i picked up again, and yet again, and then it is carried a couple of yards or so before it is 
dropp cl; and then back again; then further off. Our fish is playiug with the bait as a coquette 
with h art . The v ry moment a novice would think that he was going to take it, 'tis dropped 
and lie i gone again. No, not gone, only wimming around in circles, keeping one eye on the 
prizP an k eping away all uch intmder a bark and cat-ft h. 
w :£ r it. Tbe ait i pick d up, ·eized with a vim, as though he meant business, and 
a ay b , tar with it. Here the inexperienced would jerk the line and perhaps lose the fish, or 
th , b le formul to go o er again. But }Vait; the uccessful sportsman mu t 
d ut not f r long. In a moment it i seized, and tliis 
ff, th liu i drawn tight, then a sudden jerk and a 
lh m b k d. nd n w commence the struggle for life. 
aining very nerve to get free; then down, 
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then back ag:ain, while the line is pulled just bard enough to draw him in a little nearer the shore; 
then up aud down, each time a still shorter distance. At each effort I feel llis powers giv~ way, 
and then as he makes a turn we pull llis head toward the shore an<l keep it there. Now is the 
critical period; now, if ar- all, the line will part or the hook break. I haul the line in rapidly, 
hand over hand, keeping it taut, for the least slack or a failure to grasp the · liue iirmlJ7 would 
perhaps lose the game. Swerving to and fro, I draw him rapidly in, and with such force does he 
come that far up the shelving rocks we land our prize, a thirty-pound Bass, a magnificent fellow, 
his scales glistening like burnished silver in the nioonlight." 1 
123. THE YELLOW-TAIL-BAIRDIELLA CHRYSURA. 
~he Yellow-tail, known as "Silver Perch" on the coast of New Jersey, is quite au important 
food-fish in the Southern States. But little bas been written regarding it, and its excellent 
qualities are not yet thoroughly appreciated. In fact, it has been confused with other species by 
both Holbrook and Giinther. This fish has not been observed north of New York, where it was 
recorded by Mitchill and DeKay, the latter of whom stated that it was not uncornmon in the 
summer season. 
Professor Baird found the young very abundant about Beasley's Point in 1S:-i4, though the 
adults were unknown to the fishermen Uhler and Lugger, who, following the mistaken nomen-
clature of Holbro~k, confusing this with a species of Liostomu.s, state that it is common in the 
Chesapeake and Lower Potomac. It is also abundant about Beaufort, North Carolina, and in the 
vicinity of Charleston. 
According to many observers, Yellow-tails are highly esteemed for food at Saint Simon's 
Island, New Brunswick, Georgia, and in the Lower Saint John's River. They probably never 
ascend the river much above Jacksonville, though in 1877 great quantities were taken in the 
month of .April at the mouth of the Arlington River. In 1878 the water was so fresh at this point 
tha,t none could be taken there, though I saw them at Yellow Bluffs in water not perceptibly 
brackish to the taste. .A large majority of those observed at Mayport on April 7, 1875, were full 
grown and taken at the point of spawning. Others taken by fishermen at Mayport, April 15, 1878, 
had the spawn running freely from them. The largest adult did not exceed eigh_t inches in length. 
On the Florida coast of the Gulf of Mexico, according to Mr. Stearns; they are very common. 
They were found by Jordan to be very abundant along the :;bores of Louisiana and Texas. At 
Pensacola they are known by the name ~, Mademoiselle." They are present throughout the year, 
but most plenty from May uutil November, and are found in company with the Trout and the 
Spot on the grassy shoals of the bays where they feed and spawn. The time for spawning is in 
June and July. They feed chiefly upon small fishes and shrimps. They do not school, but swim 
singly or in pairs. ·Their extreme length does not exceed ten or eleven inches, the average being 
about eight. They are regarded as excellent pan-fish. 
124. THE KING-FISH-MENTICIRRUS NEBULOSUS. 
The King-fish, also known as the ''Hake" on the coast ~f New Jersey and Dela.ware, and as 
the "Tom-cod" on the coast of Connecticut, the " Black Mullet" in the Chesapeake, the "Sea 
Mink" in North Carolina, and sometimes also in the South as the " Whiting," ranges from Cape 
Ann south at least as far as the mouth of the Saint John's River, Florida, although in the southern 
part of its range it is frequently confused with the Whiting. It has. been obtained by Jordan 
and St(larns at Pensacola; it is, how~ver, rare in the Gulf. It is discussed. as follows by Pro-
fessor Baird in an unpublished manuscript: 
1 The Semi-Tropical, iii, 1877, p. 663. 
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,, This species, well worthy of the name which has been given it, and the astimatiou in w.hiclt 
it is held by New York epicures, as it is certainly savory when taken fresh from the water, leaves 
nothing to be desired in the way of· a fish diet. It is quite abundant off the Mid<lle States, but 
is rare much to the eastward. .A few specimens ar~ occasionally taken in Buzzard's Bay an<l 
Vineyard Sound, and Dr. Storer mentions four as having been captured in Massachusetts Bay. 
It is almost as capricious in its occurrence in the more northern waters as the Lafayette, sometimes 
being scarcely met with for several successive summers, and then suddenly reappearing, as if 
migrating from more southern waters. .At Beasley's Point, New Jersey, where I have had most 
opportunity of studying its h~bits, it appears quite early in th~ spring with the Squeteague, and 
is found a good deal in company with · it, like that fish seeming to prefer a slight mixture of fresll 
water, as shown by its keeping in the mouths of rivers and running farther up during the dry 
seas0n. It takes bait readily and affords excellent .sport to the :fishermen, although not caught in 
anything like the same number in a given time as the Squeteague, thirty or forty at a single tide 
being considered an excellent catch for one boat. 
"Nothing has been recorded in regard to the precise time of their spawning or the places 
where they lay their eggs. The young 1,vere met with at Beasley's Point in immense numbers on 
the sandy bottom as well as in the smf. The smallest were about an inch.long . . I have taken 
the young also in considerable number in Vineyard Sound at a time when the old :fish were 
scarcely known. They occasionally run to a considerable distance up the rivers, as I have caught 
young fish of this specfes at Sing Sing, on the Hudson, where the water is scarcely brackish. 
The King-fish run much,in schools, and keep on or near a bard, sandy bottom, preferring the edge 
of channels and the vicinity of saifd bars; and tbey congregate about oyster-beds, especially when 
the oy~ters are being taken up, arnl may be seen under the boats, :fighting for the worms and 
crustaceans 'dislodg~d in the operation. They bite readily at hard or soft clams, or even pieces of 
:fish, and are taken most successfully on the young flood. Like the Squeteague, they will occasion-
ally run up the salt creeks at night, and may be captured in gill;nets as the .water recedes. This, 
however, is not so common a habit with them as it is with its associate. , 
"The price of this :fish varies at different seasons of the year, but it is always well maintained, 
and it is generally valued at nearly as high a :figure as the Spanish mackerel. The European 
analogue of this species ( Umbrina cirrhosa) is somewhat similar in general appearance, and its 
flesh i highly esteemed. This feeds on small :fishes, mollusks, and, according to Yarrow, on sea-
weed, ometimes obtaining a weight of forty pounds. This magnitude I have not seen approxi-
mated by our p cie , although it is possible that it may occasionally reach a large size. Of its 
di tribution outhward I can find no satisfactory account." 
In 1870 numerou mall individual of this species appeared in the harbor of Provincetown, 
fa achu, ett ; they em d, however, to be out of their proper habitat, and many were chilled by 
the coldne of the wat r and ca t up on the beach. In 1880 and 1881, the species is said to have 
been p rticularly abundant on th coa ·t of New Jersey, and to have afforded much sport to anglers 
of that vi inity, many of wb m bad not be n familiar with it in previous years. 
b 
125. THE WHITINGS-MENTICIRRUS ALBURNUS AND M. LITTORALIS. 
f he outhern coast, is a species very clo ely 
n rthern water . It i saitl to occur abun-
ran le, in 'I' xa . Uhler and Lugger claim 
a nu it tuaric , ut it i not probable that 
r lin , ace rding t Dr. olbro k, "the Whiting 
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remains all the year round, and although few are taken in December and January, yet they 
are sufficient to prove themselves constant residents. Near Charleston in the spring and summer 
months they are very abundant; they enter the mouths of bays and rivers, and are captured in 
great numbers. They take the hook readily; their favorite bait is the Drum, and being_ a strong, 
lively, and active animal, they afford great sport to the :fishermen. They prefer deep and running 
waters, and seldom approach so near the shore as to be taken in seines. Their ordinary food seems 
to be various species of a small shell-fish," etc. 
Speaking of the "S~rf Whiting" of Charleston, Holbrook remarks: '' This species makes its 
·appearan_ce on the coast of Carolina in the month of April, and continues with us during the 
entire summer, though very few are taken in J u1y or August. It is only found in shallow water 
where the bottom is hard and sandy, often forming, when the tide is out, an extensive beach. Its 
favorite resort is in the neighborhood of the shore where the surf can roll over it from the ocean 
and bring with it doubtless the animals on which it feeds. In such localities many are captured 
with the seine and are sold in the market under the name 'Surf Whiting,' in contradistinction to 
the other species _which is called the 'Deep-water Whiting.' Its food seems to be similar to that 
of the Deep-water Whiting, judging from the contents of its stomach, and yet it is seldom taken 
with the hook. Hitherto I have only seen this fish in the immediate neighborhood of Charleston. 
This fish is very commonly supposed to be the adult male of the common Whiting, approaching the 
shoal water to deposit its spawn. I believed it, from common report, to be such, until frequent 
dissections proved to me that there are both males and females among them. The flesh of this 
species is good, but by no means so finely flavored as that of the Deep-water Whiting." 
At Mayport, Florida, the Whiting is abundant, and also at the mouth of the Saint John's. The 
largest observed by me measured ten inches, and in the first week of April was withhl tw(') or 
three weeks of spawning. A few are taken in the Saint John's as high up as Arlington. They 
_are abundant iu- the Indian River. About New Smyrna, Florida, according to Mr. S. C. Clarke, 
it is called '' Whiting," "King-fish," '' Barb," and '' Bull-head Whiting." They occur in the 
winter and spring, though seldom in summer. The largest reached the weight of one and a llalf 
pounds. They average three-qnarte.r:s of a pound, the female being usually the larger. They 
appear about the last of November, and spend the winter in bays and still rivers. They bite in 
strong currents, not in slackwater. They prefer deep channels and sandy bottoms. They are 
found in the deep~st water and pre.fer cold water. Their food consists of crabs, shrimps, and small 
crustaceans, and they feed at the bottom. Half-grown to full-grown fish contain spawn. They 
spawn in the sea in May. They are taken with a hook by the use of mullet or clam bait at half-
tide. They bite best in a strong current in winter and spring. In the Gulf of Mexico, according 
to Stearns, they are abundant from Key· West to the Rio Grande, . and are known as the 
'' Whiting," though at Pensacola the name " Ground Mullet" is in use. He writes: 
"There are two varieties, which, if they have no specific differences, have at least different 
habits. One vi;triety lives exclusively in very shoal water along the sandy beaches, appearing to 
take pleasure from the action of the surf, and swimming in small schools. The other inhabits 
deeper waters; is found singly, and is of much darker coloring. The former sel<..:om leaves the 
sea-water, while the latter are often found in brackish and fresh water. I have found ripe spawn 
in the surf variety in April, and believe they deposit ·it on the sea-beach. Large specimens.of the 
dark ·rnriety were taken in September, 187~, in the Apalachicola RiYer, where the water is fresh. 
The Whiting is an excellent food-fish." · 
The two varieties thus referred to by Stearns have been identified by Jordon as the two species 
M. a"HJurnus and M. littoralis, the latter being the surf-Loving species :first mentioned. 
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The Whiting is a delicious pan-fish, sweet and bard, though soon losing its delicate flavor. 
In Obarleston it is regarded as a, specialdainty. According to Colonel Lyman, when Charleston 
was closely blockaded and fishing was a hazardous occupation, the commandant of the garrison, 
who was a bon vivant, gave $100 of Confederate money for a string of Whiting. 
Some of the early writers called this fish the "Bermuda Whiting," for what reason it is 
difficult to understand, for the Whiting of Bermuda at the present day is a fish very unlike that 
of our Southern coast 
The" Surf Whiting," according t~ Jordan, is not rare at Charleston, and in the Gulf_of .Mexico 
is as common as the other species, but is chiefly found in the surf, and hence is less frequently 
brought into tile markets. 
126. THE CROAKER-MICRO.POGON UNDULATUS. 
The Croaker, Micropogon undulatus, ranges from · New York at least to the Gulf of Mexico, 
although rarely seen north of Delaware. It occurs also ·i? some of the West Indian isla.nds and 
south of Brazil. Its name refers to the peculiar grunting sound which it utters, but in the 
Chesapeake this name has been corrupted into "Crocus." In Texas it is called ,·, Ronco." 
At Beaufort, North Carolina, according to Jordan, it is very abundant, and, next to the mullet 
and the Spot, is the commonest food-fish of the region. Holbrook states that the Croaker 
makes its appearance off Charleston in the month of May, but becomes common in shallow water 
iu June and July, and is most abundant and attains its largest size in October and November. It 
is not much e~teemed as food, and is only USPd as a pan-fish. 
It is abunda,nt and highly esteemed at Brunswick, Georgia, and everywhere in Eastern 
:Florida, in company with tbe Spot, ascending the Saint Joh n's as far as J acksonvi11e. 
Stearns writes: "In the Gulf of Mexico it is very common. Is found everywhere in the bays 
and bayous throughout the year. Lives mostly in shoal water or grassy bottoms. Feeds upon 
crustaceous animals. Breeds in the bays in November and December. The young are seen in the 
prin ·, having grown to a ize of two and three inches in length. Is caught with hook and line 
and ein . Sells with other pan-fish for a low price. It is an excellent food-fish; average length 
t u inch ". At Sara ota Bay, December 8, 1879, I caught two specimens of spawning Croakers 
that wer each fully eighteen inche long-the largest that I have ever seen." 
An allied species i Larimus fasciatus, which is called "Chub" in Charleston. 
127. THE CORVINAS AND RONCADORS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
THE WHlTE EA B.ASS-OYNOSCION NOBILE. 
Thi peci ev rywher known a the '' Se~ Bass" (' 4 Sea Trout"), sometimes as "White 
1 ea Ba . ," to di, tingui hit from the Black Sea Ba , or Jew-fish. The young, while ·yet banded, 
, r known a ' S Trout," and nerally con id r d a di tinct species, and. both are frequently 
<'all <l ar· YiH . ' 
low San Dieo-o, being e pecially abundant 
ften 
U1 important food-ft he 
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of the coast. Its flesh is excellent, firm and well flavored, and· its great size renders it a very 
ntlual>le species. In the firmness of its flesh it differs strikingly from most of the other species of 
the genus. 
THE 00RVIN.A.-CYNOSCION P .A.RVIPINNE. 
This species is usually known as the "Corvina" or '' Caravina." It is also occasionally called 
Bluefi~h. It reaches a length of about two feet, and a weight of eight pounds. It is found from 
San Pedro southward to the Gulf of California, rarely straying to the north. In San Diego Bay 
it is abundant. It feeds on crustacea, and especially on small fishes, as anchovies and sardines, 
and is very voracious. It spawns in July or August. Its flesh is tender, being very similar to 
that of the weak-fish ( 0. regale). It softens soon, but when fresh is of ·a fine, delicate quality, and 
scarcely surpassed by any fish on the coast. Several 9ther species of this genus occur southward 
along the Mexican coast, where they are among the most important of the food-fishes. 
THE RED RONCA.DOR-CORVIN.A. S.A.'.I.'URNA.. 
This fish is known where found as the "Red Roncador," less commonly as "Black Roncador" 
or '' Croaker." It reaches a le~gth of sixteen inches and a weight of three or four pounds. It is 
found from Point Concepcion southward iu moderate abundance. It feeds largely on crustaceans 
and spawns in July. It is a food,fish of good quality. 
THE RONC.A.DOR~RONC.A.DO R STE.A.RNSI. 
This species is generally known as the" Roncador" (snorer, froin the Spanish roncar, to snore), 
and is always .considered as the genuine Roncador, the other Scirenoids being to the .fishermen 
bastards. The name '' Croaker" is often applied to it. It makes a very distinct grunting noise, 
probably with its air-bladder, on being taken from the water. It reaches a length of over two 
feet, and a weight of six to eight pounds. It is found from Santa Barbara southward, usually in 
abundance. It feeds on crustacea and spawns in July. It is a fo~d-fish of excellent quality. 
THE LIT'.I.'LE RONC.A.DOR-GENYONEMUS LINE.A.TUS. 
This species is known about San Francisco as the Little Bass. Southward · it is called the 
Little Roncador. The name "Oognard," said by Dr. Ayers to be given to it in San Francisco, is 
uuknown to us. It reaches a weight of little over a pound, and a length of one foot; it is found 
fron:i Tomales to San Diego, being most abundant from Santa Barbara to San Francisco. It often 
comes into the markets in large numbers; it feeds chiefly on crustacea and spawns in July. It is~ 
food-fish of good quality wh_en fresh, but its flesh becomes soft in the market sooner than that of 
most species. Many are dried by_ the Chinese. 
THE YELLOW-FINNED RONC.A.DOR-UMBRIN.A. RONO.A.DOR, 
This fish is generally known as the'' Yellow-tailed" or "Yellow-finned Roncador." It reaches a 
length of more than a foot, and a weight of two or three pounds. It is found from Santa Barbara 
southward, and is geuerally abundant, especially in summer. It feeds on crustacea and spawns in 
July. It is a food-fish of good quality. Many are split and salted. 
THE BA.GRE-MENTICIRRUS UNDUL.A.TUS, 
This fish is known as the "Bagre" or "Sucker." It reaches a ·length of twenty inches, and a 
weiglit of four or .five pounus. It is found close to shore from Point Concepcion southward to 
Cerros Islaud, and is genera.Uy abundant. It feeds on crustacea, spawns in July, and is a food-fish 
\ 
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of fair quality. In appearance and in value it approaches closely to the Surf Whiting of the 
Atlantic, M. littoralis. 
THE QUEEN-FISH-SERIPHUS POLITUS, 
This species is known as "King-fish" or "Queen-fish." It reaches a length of _eightinches, };rnd' 
a weight of half a pound. It ranges from Tomales Bay southward, and is abundant in summer, 
when it is found in great numbers in the surf along sandy shores. Enormous numbers of them 
are sometimes taken in seines, especially at Santa Barbara and Soquel. It is not often brought 
into the San Francisco market. It feeds on small fishes, crustaceans, etc. It spawns in summer. 
It is a food-fish of excellent quality, but it is too· small to possess much economic value. 
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0.-SHEEPSHEA.D, B.ASS, RREAM, PERCH, ETC. 
THE SHEEPSHEAD FAMILY-SPARID;E. 
The members of this family are- especially characterjzed by their heavy, rather compressed 
bodies, and by their large heads, strong jaws and ,t(jeth, for cutting or crushing the hard-shelled 
marine animals upon which they feed. They are usually s'-1dentary in their habits, living close to 
the bottom and browsing among the rocks arnl piles. Their color~ are usually inconspicuous and 
their motions sluggish. Representatives of thjs family are found throughout the world in temperate 
a-0d tropical waters . ... 
128. THE SHEEPSHEAD-DIPLODUS PROBATOCEPHALUS. 
The Sheepshead is one of the choicest fishes of our coast. It derives its name from the 
resemblance of~ its profile and teeth to those of a sheep, and also from its browsing habits. Unlike 
most of those :fishes which are widely distribute«l along our seaboard, it has only this one name 
OJ' which it is known from Cape Cod to the Mexican border. The negroes of the South, however, 
frequently drop the" s" out of the middle of the word and call it "Sheephead." 
This :fish has never been known to pass to tb0 north of the sandy arm of Cape Cod, and it,s 
northern range is at present somewhat more limited than it was eighty years ago. In the records 
of Wareham, Massachusetts, they are referred to as being somewhat abundant in 1803, and in 
Narragansett Bay there is a tradition that they began to disappear i1.1 1793, when the scuppau.g 
commenced to increase in abundance. In 1871, Mr. E. Taylor, of Newport, testified before Professor 
. " 
Baird that his father caught Sheepshead iu abnnda,nce forty-five or fifty years previous. In 1870 
and 1871 the species was again coming into notice in this region, though not at that time nor since 
has it appeared abundantly. On the south shore of Long Island it is quite abundant, and in New 
York Harbor and its varioi'1s ·approaches, at times, may be taken in considerable numbers. On the 
coast of New Jersey it is also abm:_i.dant, and betweeu Cape May and Montauk Point the species is 
said to attain its greatest perfectjon as a food-fish. Lugger states that, it frequents the oyster 
localities of all parts of the Chesapeake Bay, but is now more common among the southeastern 
counties of Virginia, where it comes in considerable numbers to feed upon the animals which live 
on the oyster bars. It is found about wrecks of old vessels, on which barnacles and shells abound. 
About Bedford, North Carolina, it is also abundant, and also along the entire coast of the Atlantjc 
and Gulf States, where it frequently ascends, especially in Florida, high up the fresh-water rivers. 
In the Gulf, according to Stearns, it is abundant on the coast from Southern Florida to Mexico. 
The Sheepshead is a bottom-loving species, quiet in its haibits, and li~tle given to wandering. 
North of Oharleston it is absent from the inshore waters during the winter season, but it is probable 
that its wanderings do not extend very far. Holbrook records that it has been taken in Port Royal 
Sound as early as January, while in Charleston it makes it appearance in April and continues 
until November. Dr. Mitchill, whose observat,ions of this species in the vicinity of New York, 
made sixty years ago, are perhaps as satisfactory as any which have been made, remarked that 
Hs term of continuance wa from the beginning of June to the middle of September. He 
had, however, known it to stay later, for one of the most numerous collections of Sheeps-
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head he ever saw was on the 4th of October, 1814; he had observed it as late as the 17th of 
October. . • . 
In Florida the Sheepshead is abundant along the shores throughout the entire year, and this 
is also the case throughout the Gulf of Mexico. ~ 
It is curious to see how much at variance were the statements of early observers concerning 
· its habit of entering fresh-water streams. Mitchill states expHcitly: "He confines himself strictly 
to the salt water, never having been seen in the fresh rivers." Holbrook, speaking of the vicinity 
of Charleston, says: "}t euters s~allow inlets and mouths of rivers, but never leaves the salt for 
fresh water." In the Saint Job n's and other rivers of Florida the Sheepshead becomes almost a 
fresh-water species, the young especially being constantly taken in seines in company with Bass, 
Perch, and suckers, far above the limits of perceptibly brackish water. It is not yet possible to 
infer with any certainty what the temperature limits of this species may be, but it would seem 
probable that they never willingly encounter water colder than 60°, except perhaps in fall, when 
they are reluctant to leave their feeding-grounds. 
I • 
The statement just made, however, requires a certain qualification. . No one knows . beth er 
the Sheepshead of our Northern waters go south in winter or whether they _simply become torpid 
and remain through the season in deep ·holes near their summer haunts, their presence unsus-
pected. Perhaps it would be wiser to say that they are not actually engaged in feeding when the 
temperature is lower than 60°, and that their winter habits are entirely unknown. Where the 
water is throughout the year warmer than 60° they are constantly active. The Sheepshead feeds 
almost exclusively upon hard-shelled animals, mollusks and barnacles, and particularly on young· 
oysters as they grow attached to stones and sticks of wood. With its strong cutting and grinding 
teeth and powerful jaws it can easily rip off thick bunches of shells and grind them to pieces. 
The ordinary bait for it in the North is the soft-shelled clam, while iri the South it is caught 
frequently by the use of shrimps and crabs. 
In di cus ing the habits of this species I cannot do better than to quote quite fully the obser-
vations of several writers on fish and angling, many of whom have taken a ~pecial interest in the 
study of its haunts and moYements. 
Mitchill wrote in 1814: "This noble fish visits the neighborhood of Long Island annually, 
emerging from the depths of the ocean. He feeds in the recesses and mlets upon the clams and 
mu el , which are abundant, and on which he loves to feed. He confines himself strictly to the 
alt water, never having been seen in the fresh rivers. His term of continuance is only during the 
warme t ea on; that i , from the beginning of June to the middle of September. He then 
di appear t the unk~own depths of the Atlantic, and is seen no more until the ensuing summer. 
Th She p h ad wim in hoal , and is ometimes surrounded in great numbers by the seine; 
everal hundred have oft n been taken at a ingle haul with the long sweeping nets in use near 
Rayner Town, Ba ylon, and Fire I land. They even tell of a thousanu brought to land at a 
dra ght. e al obit at th hook, and veral are not unfrequently thus caught in succession. 
Th outfitting of a h ep h ad party i alway an occa ion of con iderable excitement and high 
t ti n, a I h, v ft n xp ri nee . Wh n ver a Sheep bead i brought on board the boat 
cl than y the p e ion f any o her kind of fl h. The sport men view the 
fi bing hat th apt r of th beep head i the mo t desirable 
kill· n l t i at 
1 
and landing him afely in the boat furni h 
r li al torie . The heepshead is a v ry 
r · n; y the fr qu ntly break them and 
b fl hing-ta~kle fa tened to their jaw . 
• 
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"'.,.hen the line or hook gives way, the accident makes a serious .impression on the company. .A.s 
the possession of the Sheepshead is a grand prize, so his escape is felt as a distressing loss. I 
know an ancient fisherman who used to record in a book the time, place, and circumstanc~s of 
every Sheepshead he had caught. This fish is sometimes speared by torchlight in the wide and 
shallow bays of Queen·s County and Suffolk." Dr. Mitchill concludes his naive remarks by the 
mournfnl words: "It is to be regret~ed that the Sheepshead too often corrupt for want of ice." 
Schoepf, writing of the sarrie . region forty years before, states that during the period of the 
Revolutionary war the Sheepshead was very abundant in the summer months and was a ,Tery 
highly PJized species. Some unknown writer contributed to Brown's "American .Angler," in 
1846, the following memorandum: 
''These noble fish have becom~ quite scarce in our harbor. The writer has taken them 
repeatedly near Governor's Island, opposite the Battery, but this was in days long since gone by. 
Still, they are still taken, occasionally, at Caving Point and at the Signal Poles, at the Narrows, 
also at Pelham Bridge and Little Hell Gate." 1 
Scott gives the following advice to the Sheepshead angler: "If a resident of New York, you 
will find Canarsie on the· Old Mill, near East New York, the most convenient place from which to 
take a sail-boat; a boat is generally at hand at either place. Sail down the channel above the 
inlet toward Near Rockaway, about a mile below ReJ?Son's Hotel; feel _by sounding for a mussel-
bed (they are numerous for a mile along shore), about two hundred yards from wllich, when found,-
cast anchor far enough away so that, when the boat tolM round from the tide
1
towarcfthe fee<ling-
ground, the cast required for dropping your anchor wifl be about fifty feet. The water should be 
about seven feet deep at low tide, and it rises th~re from four to six feet. The best time is dnrh1g 
the period between high and low tides when the water is slack, and _until it runs at the rate of five 
miles an hour, or one hour after it begins to run; for when the tide runs out it is then considered 
that Sheepshead seek some still-water ground and wait for a moderate motion of the waters. At 
the right times of tide the -location of the mussel-beds is plainly indicated by a fleet of fifteen to 
twenty sail-boats or hand-line fishermen. , Many of them are farmers, who, residing near the shore 
of Jamaica Bay, employ the interregnum between hay and grass, uniting their profits, and earning 
from $3 to $10 a day, by fishing for Sheepshead. 
"There are many places along our shores better than Jamaica · Bay. The Hand-line Com-
mittee makes it pay at Fire Island, and there are many superior feeding places in the South Bay; 
about the wreck of the 'Black Warrior,' near the Narrows, is celebrated for great mun bers of them; 
in truth, our whole coast south of Long Island is rendered inviting by this delicious fish." 
Norris wrote: "In fishing for Sheeps1iead it is a common practice h1 Lower · Virginia and 
other waters to drive <lown stout stakes forming an inclosure; to these different species of mol-
lusks will attach themselves in a few months and ·entice the Sheepshead; when they have made 
it a place of resort the fisherman ties his boat to a single stake on either side at a convenient dis-
tance nnd throws his bait towards the pen." 
Holbrook wrote, in 1860: '' At present the best fishing-grounds for the· Sbeepshead in South 
Carolina is the breakwater at Sullivan's Island, or the Foundation Rocks at Fort Sumter, at the 
entrance to Charleston Harbor. 
The Hon. vVilliam Elliott, in bis "Carolina Sports," gives the following account of the 
peculiar methods employed in catching Sheepshead in Port Royal Sound, Soutli Carolina: 
"They are exceedingly choice in their feeding, taking no other bait but shell-fish. Their 
favorite food i the young oyster, which, under the form of barnacle, they crush with th_?ir strong 
1 .American Angler's Guide, fifth edition, p. 198. 
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tooth. Of course they frequent.those shores that abound with fallen trees. On the Florida coast 
they are taken in great quantities among the mangrove trees, whose roots, growing in the salt 
water, are covered with barnacles: Formerly they were taken in considerable numbers among our 
various inlets. Wherever there were steep bluffs, from which large trees had fallen in the water, 
there they might confidently be sought. But as these lands have been cleared for the cultme of 
sea-island cotton, the trees have disappeared; and wit,h them thP, fish; · and it has been found 
necrnssary to renew their feeding-grounds by artificial means. Logs of pine or oak are cut and 
framed into a sort of hut without a roof. It is floored and built up five or six feet high, then 
floated to the place desired, and sunk in eight feet of water by casting stones or live-oak timber 
' . 
within. As soon as the barnacles are formed, which will happen in a few weeks, the fish will begin 
to resort to the ground. It is sometimes requisite to do more before you can succeed in your 
wishes. The greatest enemies of this :fish are the sharks and porpoises, which pursue them 
incessautly and destroy them, unless they Cljl,11 find secure hiding-places to which to retreat. Two 
of these pens, near each other, will furnish this protection; and when that course is not 'adopted, 
piles driven near each other, quite surrounding the pen, will have the same effect. Y ou:r work 
complete, build a light staging by driving· down four upright posts at a distance of fifteen feet 
from the pen, and then take your station on it, provided with a light, :flexible, and strong cane 
reed, of twenty feet length, with fourteen ~eet of line attached, a strong hook and a light lead. 
: Instead of dropping your line directly down and poising it occasionally from bottom, I prefer to 
throw the line out beyond the perpendicular and let the lead lie on the bottom. The Sheepshead 
iR a shy :fish, and takes the bait more confidently if it lies on the bottom. When be bites you 
perceive your rod dipping for the water; give a short, quick jerk, and then pla,y him at your 
leisure. If the :fish is large,_ and your jerk too violent, the rod will snap at the fulcrum-the grasp 
of your left hand. It has happened that, at one of these artificial grounds, I have taken sixteen 
Sheepshead at one fishing. What was unusual was, th'1t they were taken in February, when no 
one thinks of :fishing for these or any other sea-fish within the inlets. I ascertained, from the 
continued experiments of several years, that they could always be taken at this season, and 
frequently in January also. The difficulty is to find bait, for neither shrimps nor crabs are then in 
eason. In the case referred to the difficulty was thus removed: The lines were rigged with two 
hook . ; upon one was placed an oy ter taken fresh from the shell, on the other an oyster boiled. 
The cent of the first attr~cted the fish, but so little tenacity was found in it that, before the :fish 
had taken hold of the hook, the oyster was detached; but when, encouraged by the taste of the 
fir. t, the fi h advanceu to the second, that haviug acq~ired toughness from boiling, would adhere 
until the hook wa f~irly taken into the fisb' mouth. They clearly prefer the uncooked to the 
cooked oy ter, but the latter was more to the :fisherman's purpose. Their fondness for this food 
ugge t d th expedient of breaking up the live oysters in the shell and scattering them in the 
vi -inity of the ground; al o that of letting down the broken oysters in a wicker basket. Each 
plan i found effi ctual in attracting the fl. h. 
Tb luff in their pr·mitive tate, in which trees enough are found fallen to give the fish 
bf and pr tection again, th ir en mi , are only to be met with now among the Hunting 
I 1, n , wh r th f the l nd h d cured hem again t cultivation. On two occa ion 
I h d •x: 11 nt p rt at u h pla e . On one took twenty-thr e to my own rod; on 
atiety. They are never taken in uch num-
clr -lin n h r ck . It i very rar that a many a. 
T w York, 1 ~9, pp. 145-149. 
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Mr. S. T. Walker writes: "In regard to the consumption of moss, etc., by the Sheepshead, I 
must say that I can hardly answer intelligently. At high tide, when the flats are overflowed, I 
have often observed the Sheepshead standing on end, tail up and often out of the water, grub-
bing at the roots of a coarse, rough grass that grows on the flats. When engaged in this way it 
is easy to capture from two to six at a sing:e throw of the casting-net. I have often o_bserved a 
yellowish-green vegetable matter among the broken shell in their intestines, but imagined it was 
swallowed accidentally with the shell-fish, or was possibly attached to the shells themselves." 
In the Saint John's River S1ieepshead are abundant . as far up as the lakes, and about 
Jacksonville are always associated with the sailor's choice, Lagodon rhomboides. They are never 
seen of large size; individuals of eight inches and less were taken around the piles and river at 
Arlington and Mayport. "In the Indian River region," says Mr. WHliams, "the season for 
Sheepshead begins the 1st of May. They range in weight from three to seven pounds. Half-
grown specimens, which can be taken along the rocks with cast-net or spear, are good pan-fish. 
They do not take mullet bait readily, hence are seldom taken with the hook. Hundreds of a 
larger size may be seen in shallow water on the east side of the river, or in calm water, on 
barnacles attached to sunken logs, or rocks under water." 
Mr. S. C. Clarke, writing from New Smyrna, Florida, states that they occur throughout the 
year and are most abundant from December to March, having decreased in numbers perhapG 
one-fourth during the past ten years. They winter in the deep water of the inlets and rivers, are 
regular in their appearance, take the hook at most times, come and go with the tide, swim low, 
except in the spawning season, when they come inshore and prefer warm and muddy water with 
shelly bottom. They feed about rocks and logs on clams, shrimps, barnacles, crabs, and oysters, 
and are best taken in the latter part of the ebb and young flood, and during the season of plenty, 
from November to March, twenty-five fish may be considered the average result of a day's :fishing 
with hook and line. They are taken with cast-nets and with books, using crabs, clams; mussels, 
and shrimps for bait. They are highly prized, fresh and salt, though they are mostly consumed 
in the fresh state. 
Mr. Clarke also gives some important information regarding the spawning of this fish. He 
says: "Before spawning they go in schools, but afterwards they scatter. They spawn at the 
mouths of rivers and inlets in March and April, the sexes mixing together in schools. The eggs 
are deposited in shallow water near the shore, and are about the size of mustard seed, and dark. 
At the spawning season the fish play near the surface and become thin and unfit for food. The 
young fish are abundant in shallow water among the rocks." 
Finally, I append in full the statement of Mr. Stearns, which is especially important since it 
contains an account of their spawning. He writes: 
"The habits of the Sheepshead depend somewhat on the nature of the feeding-grounds in 
those localities where the fish occurs. At such places as Saint Mark's River, Cedar Keys, 
Homassassa River, and the Mangrove Islands, farther south, it is present throughout the year, 
in about the ~ame abundance, whether it will take the hook or not; while at Apalachicola, Saint 
Andrew's, Pensacola and Mobile Bays, and the Louisiana marshes, its habits are those of a 
migratory fislt, which, in a body, at a certain season, approaches, and, later on, leaves the coast. 
At the latter-mentioned places it is found to a limited extent during the spring and summer. 
A.t these same places large schools of Sbeepshead appear on the coast during the months of 
September, October, and November, finally entering the harbors. This is as important and 
noticeable a movement as the 'runs' of pompano, Spanish mackerel, or hard-tails in the spring, 
and it is the only time when large quantities are caught. The fish composing the 'run' are very 
25 F 
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thin in form and hardly marketable, but after a few days' rest and refreshment in the bays they 
become fat and desirable for food. The schools having entered the harbors, become somewhat 
scattered and go to the feeding-grounds, where they are largely taken with hook and line and 
seine. Any movement seaward to balance this must be gradual, and takes place, I think, in 
summer, for it is not noticeable. 
"The Sheepshead spawns in April and May, in ihe bays. On June 18, 1878, and in June, 
1879, I caught young Sheepshe::: ;, measuring a quarter of an inch, in Pensacola Bay. h -:.ives 
about wharves, rock-piles, old wrecks, oyster-reefs, and, in South Florida, about the roots of the 
mangrove tree, feeding upon the barnacles that grow in such places. It is caught with hook and 
line, in fall and winter, at which seasons it is in its best condition. Its average weight is ihree or 
four pounds, and its maximum twenty pounds." 
When the Sheepshead first appear on our northern coast it is stated by several writers that 
they are always thin and unfit for food; it would seem from this as if their S:la \\'Hing season was 
just ended. No one, however, has made any careful observations upon this poiut north of Florida. 
In the South, Sheepshead are usually small, rarely exceeding two pounds in weight. This is 
also the case in Florida, although large individuals are occasionally seen. About New York Harbor 
they sometimes weigh from twelve to fifteen pounds, though the average size is not more than half 
this weight. All authorities agree that· the Sheepshead is one of the very finest food-fishes in our 
waters, many persons preferring it to the salmon, while others compare it to the English turbot, to 
which, however, it is doubtless much inferior. 
In the North the Sheepshead is almost always boiled, but the smaller fish, more commonly 
taken in the South, are well suited for frying or broiling. 
THE PIN-FISH-DIPLODUS HOLBROOKII. 
This fish, which is abundant at Charleston and about Beaufort, North Carolina, was first 
scientifically described by Dr. Bean from specimens obtained in Charleston market, in March, 
1878. Jordan found it abundant everywhere near the shores of Beaufort, North Carolina, in 
which region it reaches but a small size, and is not used as food. It is confounded by the :fisher-
men with the Sailor's Choice. 
129. THE SOUP OR SCUPPAUG-STENOTOMUS VERSICOLOR ANDS. GARDEN!. 
Until very recently only one species of the genus Stenotornus was known to occur in our waters. 
Dr. Bean ba recently shown that there are two on the Atlantic coast of the United States, in 
audition to th unimportant species, S. caprinus, recently described from the Gulf of Mexico. 
The "Scup" of the North, Stenowmus versicolor, is by far the most important, though the 
Southern pecie , S. Gardeni, has considerable commercial value. The former, which is distin-
gui hed by it larger teeth and more abrupt profile, is abundant between Cape Cod and Cape Hat-
tera , the latter ha it metropolis on the Carolina coa t, but has been found sparingly as far north 
a ood' Holl a achusett . 
The cup, which in many r pect re emble the Sheepshead, is often known in New England 
the '' cuppaug," this word b ing an abbreviation of Mishcuppauog, the name applied to it by 
h rr. (Yan tt Indian . It i to be regretted that it ha been corrupted to form two others, 
n i h r f whi ·h i nphonion r i ificant. In ew England it i generally called "Scup," 
hil a u ork he ·ll 1 of the abbr viat d Indian name ha been lengthened 
r ·" Th I r n me i · particnl rly objectionable because it belongs to the 
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English :fish, and its proper etymology as a fish name is very different. Another Indian word, 
"poghaden," a corrupted form of the Abnaki name for the menhaden, or moss-bunker, has been 
changed to "pogy" and "porgy," thus leading to much confusion. "Scuppaug" is an excellent 
name for the fish, and its claims for general adoption will be recognized by all who wish to see 
preserved the name of the aboriginal languages of America. 
On the Virginia coast the Southern Scup is known as the "Fair Maid." The name ''Porgy" 
is in use about Charleston, South Carolina, but is usually applied to other members of the same 
family. Their range is much more limited to the south and extends farther to the north than that 
of the Sheepshead. Holbrook wrote in 1860: '' The Porgy is found along our coasts at all seasons 
of the year, though most abundant in June and July." He further states that its southern limit 
on the Atlantic border is Cape Florida, a statement probably not susceptible of proof. 
The Northern Scup rarely passes the boundary of Cape Cod; in 1878, however, thirty-seven 
were taken at the Milk Island weir off Thatcher's Island, Cape Ann, Massachusetts, and they 
appear to be increasing in abundance. 
This species does not appear to be indigenous north of Cape Cod. Storer gives the following 
account of its introduction: "Mr. James Newcomb, :fishmonger in the Boston market, informs me 
that in the year 1831 or 1832 a smack-load of Scapaugs arrived in Boston Harbor. A portion of 
them were purchased by subscription among the :fishermen in the market and thrown into the 
harbor. The next season two specimens were caught from our wharves; in the summer of 1835, 
one individual was taken at Nahant, and was considered a very strange fish, no specimen having 
been known to have been seen there before; in 1836, still another was captured at Nahant. As no 
specimen had ever been taken so far north before, and as thefew taken would lead to the inference 
that those which had been transplanted from Buzzard's Bay had not bred in the cold waters of 
this portion of Massachusetts Bay, we are led to believe that the individuals taken immediately 
around Boston were of the number originally brought from the South. In the year 1.834 or 1835, 
Capt. William Downes, of Holmes' Hole, carried a smack-load of this species from Vineyard Sound 
and threw them overboard in Plymouth Harboi:." Storer, writing in 1867, says that "within a few 
years small numbers have appeared north of Cape Cod and are yearly captured at Wellfleet and 
Sandwich." · 
Judging from the rare occurrence of the species thus introduced, it can hardly be considered 
to have become naturalized; the few which have been taken were doubtless summer stragglers, 
In the Boston Society's museum is a specimen taken at Swampscott, June 29, 1860, by J. Ph~Jlips. 
In the Salem Museum is another taken in Salem Harbor, July 23, 1860, by C. A. Putnam. Scup 
become abundant on the south side of Cape Cod from the 5th to the 12th of May, which would 
allow ample time for the appearance of a part of the school off the eastern coast of Massachusetts 
as early as the dates recorded. 
Mr. Hinckley, president of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad, informs us 
that in the winter of 1833 he found a dead Scuppaug on the Cohasset shore; this was its first 
occurrence in that locality, and none of the :fishermen knew it. 
In 1856, Captain Atwood recorded the Scup as very rare at Provincetown. 
"Sometimes," says Captain Atwood, "I have seen a dozen of these fish. The Scup were never 
here at all abundantly; only scattering individuals have been taken from year to year. Since 
1842, when the mackerel nets were first set in the outside of the harbor, Scup were first seen, and 
a few have been seen since." · 
The history of this species, like that of the bluefish, has been very carefully worked out by 
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Professor Baird; 1 and from this article and an unpublished essay written in 18':'7 the remainder 
of this section is made up. Professor Baird writes : 
"It makes its appearance, at least in considerable quantity, on the coast of New England 
about the middle of May, although the advance-guard of very large fish arrive sometimes as early 
as the middle of April; and it is most abundant toward -the 1st of June, and arrives in successive 
detachments or 'runs' differing in size, the smallest fish coming last. The first run on the south-
ern coast of New England, as stated, takes place about the beginning of May_ and consists of 
large breeding fish, weighing from two to four pounds, and measuring up to e~Jhteen inch~s or 
more in length. The spawn is quite well developed at that time, and is said to be at first red, but 
gradually to become light yellow as it matures. The particular time and place, however, of laying 
the eggs is not yet known, although it is probable that this occurs early in June, since the schools 
are said to break up about the middle of that month, and the fish to scatter. It is thought prob-
able that the spawning takes place in the eel-grass which covers the shoal waterf of Narragansett 
Bay and Vineyard Sound. 
''According to the fishermen generally, the Scup on first coming into the shores do not take 
the hook readily, being apparently too much occupied in the business of reproduction, and two 
weeks usually elapse before they can be caught in this way. They present themselves in large 
schools of immense extent, and moving very slowly, at about the rate of threB miles an hour. 
From the testimony presented before the committee of investigation of the Rhode Island legisla_ 
ture, they appear to come from the south and west, as when they enter Narragansett Bay they 
strike the western shore and move up along its. edge. They are said, however, to drift slowly 
backward and forward with the tide, especially at the entrance of this bay. At this time they are 
very sluggish, and are said sometimes to appear as if blind, and can frequently betaken with the 
hand, or a very short scoop-net. 
"According to Captain Edwards, of Wood's Holl, in proceeding to their breeding-grounds, on 
the coast of New England, they are taken at Montauk Point three weeks earlier than at Wood's 
Holl, and a week earlier at Wood's Holl than at Hyannis, still farther east. 
" The Scup feed upon a great variety of marine animals, such as worms, small crustaceans, 
mollusks, etc., and take the hook very freely during the greater part of their otay; in fact, the 
smarller ones become veritable nuisances to the fishermen, from the readineso with which they 
pounce upon the baited hook whenever thrown overboard. 
"The flesh of the Scup is very much prized by most persons, a8 it is firm and flaky, and usually 
weet, although occasionally a bitter flavor detracts from its palatability. Since the settlement of 
the coast by the whites, it has been by far the most important food-fish of Fisher's Island anq. 
Vineyard Sounds, Narragansett Bay, and of Buzzard's Bay; and the rapid dimjnution in number 
ha caused the greatest solicitude. 
"Of their abundance on the south coast of New England in former times, almost incredible 
account are given. They swarmed to such a degree that their capture ceased to be a matter of 
port. The line when thrown overboard could be immediately withdrawn with the assurance of 
a fish on a h on of two hook . .Any number of :fishermen from boa1s could take :five 
to ne tho nd pound a day withou the slightest difficulty, the limits of the catch 
imply the bili to :fin ·al . 
fl.a r h fl h f ed y very few other on the coast, althorrgh its 
Th p riod of great t development in number of 
. ommi i n F' b and Fi h ries, part i, pp. 228-235. 
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this fish coincided with that of the absence of the bluefish; and since the return of the latter to 
the coast of New England the Scup has become scarce, although still a very important object of 
pursuit. 
"Immense numbers are caught in the pounds and traps in Rhode Island and Massachusetts, 
and for several weeks the market is usually glutted, a barrelful being frequently sold for twenty-
five to fifty cents, or a small fraction of a cent a pound. It is extremely doubtful whether any 
part of the more northern coast of North America can furnish, within three miles of the shore, as 
large a weight of fish in mackerel, herring, and cod as has been furnfahed by the Scup, sea-bass, 
and tautog alone in the waters of Rhode Island and Massachusetts . . Mr. William Davol, of Rhode 
Island, with his 'gang,' caught 2,400 barrels of Scnp, valued at $1,200, at Seconnet, in May, 1860. 
Fish were purchased by Messrs. Reynolds, Young & Co:, of Fall River, and shipped to Philadelphia.1 
"The Scup is a fish that grows with rapidity, and at two years is almost of sufficient size to be 
marketable. Throughout the summer J'oung fish of the spring spawning are to be seen floating 
around in the eel-grass and over the sandy bottoms, having attained a length of from two and a 
half to three and a quarter inches by the 1st . of October. When these fish reappear the next 
season, thus completing one year of existence, they measure about six inches, six to eight or nine 
weighing a pound; and by the 1st of September attain an average length of eight inches, includ-
ing the tail, and a breadth of three inches. (Twelve individuals, measured on the 31st of August, 
measured from 7.75 to 9 inches in length, and from 2.75 to 3.25 inches in breadth, not including 
the dorsal and anal fins.) On the 8th of September twenty-five of this age weighed four and three-
quarter pounds, or an average of little ov-er three ounces each. In the third year of existence, or 
at the age of two years, they have increased considerably, though not so rapidly as was once 
supposed, measuring, on their reappearance, about ten inches, with an average weight of one-half 
pound. Six weighed in New Bedford, October 9, averaged but little over five ounces each, while 
the average of those on the stalls in New York, October 17, was a little ov·er eight ounces. After 
this they grow more quickly. One hundred and ninety-nine, presumed to be three years' fish, 
weighed on the 6th of September, averaged one and a half pounds each, and measured about 
twelve inches in length by four and a half inches in width, some individuals being larger and some 
smaller. The_.female fish of the second year not unfrequently contains mature eggs. It is in the 
fifth year, or after the lapse of four years from birth, that the Scup presents its finest development; 
specimens believed to be of this age measured fourteen or fifteen inches by five to six inches or 
more, with a weight of two and a half to three pounds. They, however, still continue to grow, 
specimens being not unfrequently met with eighteen inches long, and weighing fou:r pounds and 
even more. The dimensions may belong to fish of six or more years of age; more probably, however, 
of five years. It is, of course, impossible to do more than give average estimates of the weight and 
size of fish of the same age, the differences probably depending on the fact whether they were 
spawned by old or young fish, and the period when the eggs were laid, this extending over a con-
siderable length of time in each locality, although the great majority of fish undoubtedly spawn 
at nearly the same season. 
"Abundant as the Scup has been during the greater part of the present century, there 
appears to be good evidence to show that prior to the year 1800 there was at least one period, if 
not more, when it was ext1·emely rare. According to Mr. Southwick (page 11-), there is a tradition 
that they first occurred at Newport about 1793, the sheepshead disappearing about the same time. 
Mr. Lyman, in an article on the possible exhaustion of the sea fisheries, written in 1871, also 
1 Fall River News, 1860. 
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quotes some negative evidence of the absence of this fish at Compton, Rhode Island, from 1794 to 
1803, the , sheepshead' (more probably the tau tog is meant) being spoken of as common, and the 
Scup not mentioned. 
"Mr. John C. Parker, an octogenarian of Falmouth, Massachusetts, states that the Scup were 
observed there, according to his father's statement, some time after 1790, and bad become quite 
abundant by 1814. On the other hand, however, in 1621, again quoting from Mr. Lyman, Massa-
soit entertained his half-famished Puritan visitors with' fishes like bream, but three times so big, 
and better meat'; this fact, with the description, being applicable to no other fish than the Scup. 
The European sea-bream is very similar to the Scup, and would readily be referred to the same 
species by the unobservant traveler. 
"Again, Roger Williams, in his' Key to the Language of the Indians,' speaking of the Scup, 
says 'mushcup, the bream.' 'Of this fish there is abundance, which the natives dry in the sun 
and smoke, and some English begin to salt. Both ways they keep all the year, and it is hoped 
they may be as well accepted as cod at market, and better if once known.' We find no reference 
to the occurrence of the fish from this date, 1642, up to 1794. 
"The time of the arrival of the Scup on the coast varies with the locality. The young proba-
bly spend the winter in our southern waters or out in the Gulf Stream, but in the spring commence 
their migration either along the coast or from the deep seas toward the waters on the south coast 
of New England. The latter supposition is the more probable, as no Scup are taken on the 
soutbern coast of anything like the size of the breeders that visit New England, making their 
appearance at once in a huge body, extending, apparently, from Block Island to Martha's Vineyard. 
"The western division of this army appears to strike first at Watch Hill, to the west of Point 
Judith, and to make its way slowly along eastward, the smaller or eastern division moving through 
Vineyard Sound. According to Captain Luce, the Menemsha pounds take the Scup three days or 
a week earlier than the pounds at Lombard's Cove, and nearly two weeks earlier than at the 
guano-works at Wood's Holl. The progress of this fish is at first very slow, scarcely exceeding a 
few miles a day, and its movements appear to be largely regulated by the flow of the tide, going 
forward with the flood, and partly retrograding with the ebb. According to Mr. Whalley (page 
24), of Narragansett Pier, it occupies about four tides, or two days, in moving froID: Point Judith 
to Seconnet Point. 
"The precise period of their reaching the coast varies with the season, although their abun-
dance generally occurs from the 5th to the 12th of May. In 1871 the fish appeared much earlier 
than usual, and were on the shore before traps were down in readiness for their capture. Their 
occurrence was about the 15th to the 25th of April. Breeding Scup were taken at Hyannis the 
same year on the 27th of April, at least two weeks earlier than usual. They were taken in the 
ft h-pound at Wood's Holl on the 27th of April, but were most abundant on the 8th of May. In 
1872 the ea on was late, and a few scattering Scup were taken at Wood's Holl from the 10th to 
th 13th of May, but were most abundant at a later date. On the 17th of May ten barrels were 
taken, and one hundred and fifty barr l on the 9th of June. Some of those captured in tbe 
middle of fay wer of unu ual ize, weighing four pounds and over. At Newport they were mo t 
abundant on th 15th of fay, or two day earlier than at Wood's Holl. Here, too, the number of 
le than u ual but the average ize greater. Ornr one thousand barrels were 
P und at [enem ha i ht. It i mentioned as an unusual occurrence that in 
72 l r fi h w r ught in pur e-net five or ten mile off the shore of Newport, 
1th r nd t in. 
i kl after pa .. ing eaconnet Point and entering Buzzard's 
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Bay, the Scup keep along the northern shore and make almost the entire circuit of the bay before 
appearing at Quissett Harbor and Wood's Holl, their appearance being always later there thait at 
the head of the bay or about New Bedford. Whether it is the fish alone that belong to Buzzard's 
Bay ~hat enter it, or whether others pass directly between the Elizabeth Islands and Martha's 
Vineyard, is not yet satisfactorily ascertained. We know, however, that they reached Waquoit, 
the first pound on the north side of Vineyard Sound, in 1871, as early as April 25, but that the 
largest numbers were taken from the 10th to the 13th of May. This gives about a week's differ-
ence between this point and Newport. 
"On the south of Vineyard Sound the fish are netted at Menemsha Bight, where there are 
several large and effective pounds, three days or a week earlier than at Lombard's Cove, and 
nearly two weeks earlier than at the Wood's Holl pound. 
"According to Mr. Luce, breeding fish enter the tidal ponds on the north side of Martha's 
Vineyard (formerly in large numbers), where they spawn, accomplishing this operation by the end 
of June, the ponds being filled with young in August. .As soon as frost comes these fish leave for 
their winter abode. 
".A new point was made in the capture of Scup by the fishermen of Block Island during the 
spring of 1877. Heretofore Scup have been taken in quantities only in the vicinity of the shores, 
being captured in immense numbers in traps at Seconnet River and by pounds elsewhere, and 
sometimes by seines. The capture by hand-lines is the more common, and may be carried on at 
some distance from the shore; but it has never been taken very far from the land. On the occasion 
referred to, some fishermen, while engaged in capturing mackerel off Block Island, saw what they 
supposed to be a school and put their purse-seine around it. To their surprise they found their 
net to contain Scup exclusively. Of these they took at one haul six hundred barrels of one 
hundred and eighty pounds each, all of marketable size and bringing a good price in the New 
York market. , · 
'' .As a general rule, in their movement along the coast the Scup are not found in water shal-
lower than a few fathoms; and it sometimes happens, in the course of heavy storms, that in con-
sequence of the discoloration of the water near the shore the fish move farther out to sea, and on 
such occasions measurably escape falling into the traps. 
"The Scup is very largely a bottom feeder, and depends very much upon mollusks or shell-
fish for subsistence. I have been informed by the fishermen that they may frequently be seen 
feeding upon small bivalves of different species, rooting them out of the s~ntl or mud. The 
stomachs of about two hundred one and one-half pound Scup were examined at one time in the 
beginning of September. These almost · exclusively contained shells of various genera, with some 
worms and a few amphipods. Its especial (pod appears to be small shells, crabs, shrimp, and 
possibly small fish. The abundance of such food on the south coast of New England must be 
prodigious to support the swarms that even now are found there. It is in regard to this species 
that a close time is desirable, so that access to the spawning-grounds and freedom from disturb-
ance may be enjoyed by a sufficient number to maintain the species. 
"Like all other small fish, they are devoured by their more rapacious fellows, and very largely 
by bluefish, notwithstanding a general impression to the contrary. The extent to which this 
takes place will be considered under the head of the bluefish. Halibut, cod, sharks, and other 
ground-feeders likewise use them up in great numbers. 
"As already remarked, the breeding fish do not appear to feed on their first arrival, being 
then too much occupied in carrying out the reproductive function. As, however, they can be taken 
with the hook about the 1st of June, we may infer that this is about the time they begin to feed 
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for themselves. The younger fish probably feed as soon as they reach the shores. No remains of 
fish have hitherto been found in the stomachs of Scup, and we may conclude that they are not 
piscivorous. 
"Although the period and the general region where the eggs are deposited has been pretty 
well ascertained, I regret that nothing is known of the peculiar method by which this is accom-
plished. I have been informed (page 47) that, on hauling up of anchors of boats that have been 
lying overnight in two fathoms of water, the rope is frequently found coated with spawn sticking 
upon it. The eggs are doubtless. fertilized as discharged, and probably adhere to the gravel, grass, 
and other objects at the bottom; but as to the precise period of development, nothing is known. 
"!NORE.A.SING .A.BUNDA.NOE OF SCUP.-According to Captain Ashby, of Noank, the young 
Scnp have been extremely abundant in Buzzard's Bay during the summer of 1877, he himself 
having turned out 2,500 barrels from a small pound worked by him at the W epeckets, opposite 
Naushon. He estimates that at least 25,000 barrels have been thus liberated from the various 
pounds in Buzzard's Bay. In 1880 immense numbers of young Scuppaug were noticed in Narra-
. gansett Bay. 
'' The Scup, like other shore fish, not unfl'equently suffer from changes of weather. Mr. South. 
wick informed me that he has evidence to show that in the early part of May in 1809, 1818, and 
1838, after a cold spell in each of those years, large numbers were thrown on the shore. On the 
29th of November, 1871, there was a fall of snow at Wood's Holl, and the next day Scup and sea-
bass came ashore in considerable numbers, generally, according to Mr. Edwards, about ten Scup 
to every yard along the shore for a considerable distance. They were, however, all sma11 fish. 
While Scup were in greatest abundance, the other fish observed were sea-bass, butter-fish, mullet, 
etc. Similar facts have been observed in regard to tautog, which indeed seemed to suffer very 
much more than Scup from this agency. 
".As may be inferred from what has already been said, the market at the present time is sup-
plied with Scup from the spring traps and pounds, the capture by these means having become 
almo t entirely exclusive. Formerly, however, they could be taken with the hook from the latter 
end of May until the end of October, and in any desired abundance. There is no fish on the 
merican coa t that bites so freely when abundant, and which can be captured with so much ease. 
"I am informed by Mr. Dunham that in the deep boles of the pond at Nantucket, where he 
has been with hi boat, be haR sometimes thrown a stone overboard so as to give the Scup a slart 
toward th hore,.and then following and throwing his dog overboard, he bas driven the fish clear 
out of the water upon the beach, and bas taken as many as five hundred in this way at one time. 
A imilar mod of capture was reported to me as having taken place in the pond at Menemsba 
Bight. 
"The value of the Scup a a marketable fish varies, of course, with the supply; and while 
the have been old in early time a low as from ten to twenty-five cents a barre], and were used 
a a manure, they are nowt o carce for any uch purpose. They were worth in 1871 from six to 
eight cent a pound at Newport, and about two cent at Hyanni . At New Bedford they generally 
brought ten cent a a maximum price. 
'On th a t of Carolina he~ ar , aid to pr fer deep, clear water, with rocky bottom, 
altb ugh th ay e taken in almo any locali y in the region- of their occurrence. 
'cu1 r ~ in alon the n rth rn a t until about th middle of October, when the 
, t I a ·t le Y h h r and mo out into deeper water. l\Ir. Vinal 
11 a late a the 10th of December, and 
hi g £ r on antucket hoals late in Novem-
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ber, their stomachs are occasionally filled with small Scup, which drop out of their mouths when -
hauled on deck, found to be to the extent of five or six at a time. It is quite possible that they, 
as well as other fish, seek in winter that portion of the Gulf Stream that corresponds in temper-
ature to that of their summer abode; and as the mean summer temperature of the waters of 
Southern Massachusetts and Rhode Island amounts to about 63° Fahrenheit, they must go nearly 
to the latitude of Norfolk, Virginia, before they can find that same temperature in the winter 
season. 
The European analogue of our .American Scup or Porgy is the Sparus auratus, the braize or 
becker, sometimes bream, of the fishermen. These come on to the European coast in the summer 
time, and are said to have much the same habits as the .American species." 
A species closely related to the Scup is the '' Goat's-head Porgy" of the Gulf of Mexico, Ste-
M~ ~~ . . 
Sparus pagrus is rather common at Charleston and Pensacola, and is found also in the south 
of Europe. There are also in our southern waters various species of the genus Pagellus, which 
resemble in a general way the" Scup." 
130. THE SAILOR'S CHOICE-LAGODON RHOMBOIDES. 
This species, which bears considerable resemblance in its form to the scuppaug, is found in 
great abundance from Cape Hatteras south, and around the Gulf coast; also occasionally north of 
Cape Hatteras; it is known in the lower parts of the Chesapeake Bay, and two or three stragglers 
have recently been taken at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. It is not uncommon in the Bermudas. 
It may readily be recognized by the longitudinal stripes of iridescent color upon the sides, and by 
the peculiar character of the teeth, each having a prominent notch on either edge. 
The "Sailor's Choice," as it is called in the Saint John's River, at Brunswick, Georgia, and 
about Key West, bears several other names, being known about Cape Hatteras as the '' Robin" 
and "Pin-fish," at Charleston as the "Salt-water Bream," at Brunswick, Georgia, as the "Squirrel-
fish" and "Sailor's Choice," in the Saint Joh n's River as the "Sailor's Choice" and "Porgy," in 
the Indian .River region as the " Sailor's Choice," "Scup," and '' Yellow-tail," at Cedar Keys as 
the "Porgy" and "Shiner," and at Pensacola as the '' Chopa Spina." 
South of Cape Hatteras this fish is exceedingly abundant, and is usually found in company 
with the sheepshead, which it much resembles in habits. Its jaws, however, are not so strong as 
those of the sheepshead, by reason of which it is debarred from feeding upon the stronger shelled 
mollusks and crustaceans, which constitute the principal diet of the latter. 
On the .Atlantic coast the largest individuals rarely exceed ten inches in length, the ordinary 
size in Eastern Florida being six or eight inches, with the weight of five or six ounces. 
The Sailor's Choice is one of the most deliciously-flavored fishes of our coast, being preferred 
to the young sheepshead by many of those who are familiar with its good qualities. Lugger 
states Lhat it enters the drains. of the ocean coast of Maryland, and is occasionally caught in the 
lower part of the Chesapeake Bay. .According to Jordan they are excessively abundant every-
where in the harbor of Beaufort, North Carolina, where they are taken by the thousand by boys 
with book and line from the wharves, but are seldom used for food, and are found equally numer-
ous through the Gulf States coast. 
At Charleston, according to Holbrook, this fish is taken at all seasons of the year, though 
most plentiful in May and June. No reference is made by this author to its value as an article 
of food. .At Brunswick, Georgia, the Sailor's Uhoice is highly esteemed; in the Saint John's 
it is very abundant, and is taken in company with the sheepshead far up the river. It is easily 
• 
• 
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captured with hooks baited with shrimp, and is considered to be a very superior pan-fisl1, its flesh 
resembling that of the scuppaug, though much sweeter and harder. 
In the Indian River region, according to Mr. S. 0. Clarke, this fish is resident all the year, and 
is very abundant. · The weight of the largest observed by him was ~ne pound. The average 
weight is about five ounces. They are found in the deep water, or salt water, feeding upon 
minnows, small crabs, and shrimps. The spawn is pale blue, and of the size of mustard-seed. 
Young fish are seen in great abundance. They are taken by hook with mullet or clam bait, and 
also in cast-nets and seines. One hundred are often taken by a fisherman in a day. They are 
highly prized for food, and are occasionally salted. They are sometimes sent in ice to Savannah 
and Charleston. "On the Gulf coast," writes Mr. Stearns, "they are very abundant, living and 
breeding in the bays and bayous. They spawn in winter or early spring, and the young of dif-
fere!}t sizes may be seen in May and June. The adult fish live in deep water, while the young 
remain near the shore.· Many are caught by book and line, and with the seine." 
131. CERTAIN MINOR SPAROIDS. 
THE MARG.A.TE-FISH. 
This species is known only in the Gulf of Mexico. Stearns writes that it is abundant off the 
Florida coast, and is found throughout the year in all the gulches, and. commonly on the snapper 
banks in water from ten to thirty fathoms deep. About Pensacola, where it is called the "Porgy/' 
it is seldom eaten, being regarded by the fishermen as a nuisance, for it steals their baits and 
interferes generally with their fishing. It is, however, used to some extent as bait for red snap-
pers. At Key West it is brought to market in well-boats, and sells readily. The small ones are 
there called ''Porgies" and the large ones "Margate-fish" and "Market-fish." 
In West Florida Stearns states that he has often found spa,wn in them in April. At Cedar 
Keys, October 28, 1879, he obtained a specimen, seven inches in length, with a gill-net. The largest 
one he has seen measured fifteen or sixteen inches in length. 
THE PORGIES OF THE GULF. 
A fish known as the "Sheepshead Porgy" is said by Stearns to be common about the Florida 
Reefs. It is caught with hook and line, and is sold in the markets of Key West. There are other 
species, known by the name "Porgy," which are found in this region, such as Oal,amus bajonado, 
common also at Charleston, where it is called the "White-boned Porgy," O. megacephalus, 0. arc-
tijrons, and 0. macrops. 
THE BERMUDA CHUB-CYPHOSUS Bosen. 
This fish, which is one of the most important of the food species of Bermuda, occurring also 
in the We t Indies and east to Madeira, has but recently been found on our coast. Stearns has 
observed it in the Gulf of Mexico, where the fishermen call it the "Bream," and individuals have 
also been taken at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. It is a most delicious food-fish, and it is hoped 
that the few which have been seen on our coasts are the precursors of large schools to follow. 
CALIFORNIAN SP .A.Roms. 
alifornia ha two important pecie belonging to this family, concerning which Professor 
Jordan ha mmunicatel the:£ llowing information: 
luefi h, Girella iigi·icans, ina propriat 1y called, reache a length of about fourteen 
igh , thr r fi ur p un t e fr m Monterey southward, and is very 
l d . h. y ung of thi pecies are common inhabitants 
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of the rock-pools. The' Bluefish' is entirely herbivorous. It is a food-fish of good quality, but the 
flesh softens sooner after death than is usually the case with related fishes. It is very tenacious 
of life . 
. "The 'Half-moon,' more commonly known by its Spanish name, 'Medialuna,' Scorpis califor-
niensis, reaches a length of more than a foot, and a weight of three or four pounds. It ranges 
from Point Concepcion southward, chiefly about the Santa Barbara Islands, where it is exceed-
ingly abundant, and, in the winter, forms the greater part of the catch at San Pedro. It feeds 
chiefly upon crustaceans, but is, to _ some extent, herbivorous. It takes the hook readily, is an 
excellent food-fish, and, in the Los Angeles market, is second only to the barracuda in impor-
tance." 
THE SNAPPER FAMILY-PRISTIPOMATID1E. 
132. THE RED AND GRAY SNAPPERS. 
THE RED SNAPPER-LUTJANUS BLACKFORDII. 
The Red Snapper, although it has been for many years a favorite food-fish of the Gulf of 
Mexico and Eastern Florida, has but recently become known in Northern markets. About 1874 
individuals of this species were occasionally seen in New York and Washington, and shortly after 
they began to come into notice in the cities of the Mississippi Valley. It was not even described 
and named until 1877, when Messrs. Goode and Bean, having determined that it was distinct from 
the West Indian form, which it resembles, described it under the name Lutjanus Blaokfordii, in 
honor of Mr. Eugene G. Blackford, of New York City, who bas for many years been prominent in 
all matters relating to fish culture and the fish trade. By reason of its bright crimson color it is 
the most conspicuous fish ever seen in our markets. 
Three years ago the geographical range of this species was supposed to be limited at the north 
by Savannah Bank, but during the summer of 1880 several specimens were taken along the coast of 
the Middle States; one, nine and a half pounds in weight, off Port Monmouth, New Jersey, October 
5; another, about August 10, near Block Island. This northern extension of its range is quite 
unexpected, and the fact that even stragglers find their way into our northern waters suggests 
great possibilities for the future in the way of their artificial propagation and int~oduction along 
the coast of the Middle States. In the South it is found associated on the same grounds with the 
sea-bass, Serranus atrarius, which it resembles in habits and manner of feeding. The sea-bass 
is abundant as far north as Cape Cod, and it is bard to understand why the banks, which are 
favorite haunts of this fish, should not also be shared by the Red Snapper. In the Gulf of Mexico 
the Red Snapper is exceedingly abundant in suitable localities from Key West to the Rio Grande. 
"About the Florida reefs and as far north as Temple Bay, where there are reefs and rocks, 
they live in holes and gullies where all kinds of marine animals and fish are most abundant, and 
sometimes, as I ba,Te noticed, off Charlotte Harbor numbers of them will congregate about a soli-
tary ledge protruding over a level bottom of white sand. Throughout this southern district the 
fishing spots are small, but very numerous; and away from the reefs, where the bottom is chiefly 
sand, it is only necessary to find rocks or a rocky bottom to find Red Snappers. Since it is 
impracticable to make use of bearings by which to find the fishing grounds, the fishermen sail 
about, throwing the lead continually until it indicates the proper bottom. Along the coast from 
Temple Bay to Texas the bottom declines very gradually to the hundred-fathom curve, forming 
vast, almost level, plains of sand. In these barren wastes there are gullies of variable size, having 
rocky bottoms and teeming with animal and vegetable life. These gullies occur at a depth of 
from twelve to forty-five fathoms, the water in them being several fathoms deeper than the sur-
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rounding bottom, and more rocky, and in the deepest parts richer in animal life. Red Snappers 
are exceedingly abundant in these places, which are the so-called 'snapper banks.' From Temple 
Bay to Cedar Keys the gullies are numerous in sixteen, eighteen, and twenty fathoms; from 
Cedar Keys to Saint Mark's, in fifteen and sixteen fathoms. Off Saint Mark's and Dog Island 
there are a few in five and ten fathoms. From Cape San Blas to the mouths of the Mississippi 
River occur the best fishing grounds in the Gulf, so far as is now known; gullies in ten and 
fifteen fathoms of water especially abundant from the cape, fifty miles to the west. West of the 
Mississippi, on the Texas coast, there are a few which are in twelve and fifteen fathoms. These 
grounds are found by the use of the sounding-lead, which shows every position by the sudden 
increase in the depth of the water. Red Snappers live in such places all the year, except, perhaps, 
in some of the five and ten fathom ones, which are nearly deserted in winter. Off Pensacola there 
seems to be quite a movement inshore in spring and offshore in fall. In South Florida they are 
usually associated with the groupers, which occur in the proportion of about three to one, while 
in West Florida the case is reversed; not more than one fish in ten of those caught is a grouper." 1 
Red Snappers are also known to be abundant on the Savannah Bank and on the Saint John's 
Bank, off Eastern Georgia and Florida. 
The Red Snappers are strictly carnivorous, feeding upon small fish, crabs, and prawns. The 
temperature of. the water in which they live probably rarely falls below 500. They have no enemies 
except sharks and two or three enormous spiny-rayed fishes, such as the jew-fish or warsaw ( Guasa). 
The only reliable observations upon their breeding habits have been made by Mr. Stearns, who states 
that they spawn in May and June in the bays and at sea. In June, July, and August they are 
found in some of the bays of- the Northern Gulf, about wrecks and rock-piles, in considerable 
numbers, and none are taken but the larger adults and the young from one to eight inches long. 
The spawning season probab.Jy extends oYer a period of several months, Mr. Stearns having found 
well-developed ovaries in them from April to July. Nothing is known of their rate of growth. 
They attain the size of forty pounds. In East Florida, however, the average is much less. Mr. 
Stearns remarks that in the Gulf of Mexico they very seldom exceed thirty pounds' weight, 
though he ha seen several of that size, while the average is eight or nine pounds, and in a large 
lot may usually be found individuals weighing from two and a half to twenty pounds. 
Red Snappers from Florida are frequently quoted in the New York market returns. In 1879 
about 12,000 pounds were there sold. They are also shipped to New York, Washington, and 
Baltimore in winter, the supply in these cities being derived chiefly from Pensacola. Mobile and 
New Orleans con ume consi<lerable quantities, and from these ports they are shipped up the 
Mi i ippi River to the principal citie along its line, where the fish is growing to be a staple of 
mu h importance. In Saint Loui. it i already one of the most highly esteemed food-fishes. The 
price in ew ork in 1879 ranged from twenty to twenty-four cents per pound, but they are now 
le. expen ive. · 
The Rd 
p rh, 
THE PENS.A.COL.A. SNAPPER. 
napper belong to a genu which is found everywhere in tropical waters; fish 
ccur verywher throughout the We t Indie . There is a kind of Red Snapper 
n th Baham B nk a d in outh Florida. This is L. ca.mpechianus Poey, 
Blaclifo,.a;· il th• 
Two other brilliant red pecies occur with L. 
nap r L. tearn ii, and the Mangrove Snapper, 
i h a ily be mi taken for the L. Blackfordii, Rhomb 1,,rt ---------------
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although its color is somewhat less vivid. Concerning this species. Mr. Stearns, whose name it 
bears, writes: "It is abundant on the Gulf coa~t, and lives in the bays all the year. In summer 
it is to be found about stone-heaps, wharves, and old wrecks, where it obtains crustaceous food in 
abundance. In winter it returns to the deeper places in search of food, and to escape from the 
cold surface water. During a cold snap in 1876 a great many of these fish were benumbed and 
floated at the surface, until the sun appeared and warmed them, when they revived and sought 
the bottom. They spawn in May and June, They are very cunning, and will not readily take the 
hook. Those commonly seen in the bays are quite small, averaging ten inches in length, while 
those taken with the Red Snappers at sea are from twenty to twenty-four inches long. It is an 
excellent food-fish, generally thought to be superior in flavor to the R;d Snapper." This fish has as 
yet been found only on the Gulf coasts of the United States, where it is known as the ''Mangrove 
Snapper." Since this name is used on the Atlantic coast for another species, and has been so used 
since the time of Catesby, it seems desirable to designate Lutjanus Stearnsii by another name, and 
"Pensacola Snapper" has been suggested. 
THE MANGROVE SN.A.PPER~RHOMBOPLITES AURORUBENS. 
The "Mangrove Snapper" of Charleston, called at Pensacola the ''Bastard Snapper," is a much 
more slender and elegantly formed fish than either of the Snappers already described. Its color 
is less vivid, being somewhat more russet, and is enlivened by the presence of narrow, oblique 
lines, with gold _and yellow upon the sides. It is a swift-swimming fish, probably less given to 
feeding on. the bottom, and more partial to a diet of living fish. It has been found at Jamaica, and 
as far north as Charleston, South Carolina. 
"In the Pensacola region," writes Stearns, "it is a well-kn wn, but not common, species." 
Single individuals are occasionally brought in from the sea with the Red Snappers and groupers. 
It is caught at all depths, from ten to thirty-five fathoms, and seldom exceeds eighteen inches in 
Jength. As a food-fish it is equal to the Red Snapper. The Bermuda Red Snapper, abundant and 
much esteemed in those islands, is a small but very brilliantly colored species, not yet described, 
which is to be called Lutjanus autolycus. 
THE GRAY SN.A.PPER-LUT.TANUS OAXIS. 
Another snapper, similar in form to these others, but not red in color, which is calied the 'Gray 
Snapper' at South Flori4a, and the 'Black Snapper' at Pensacola, L. caxis, is abundant about 
the Bermudas, and has been found on the east coast of Florida, in tropical South America, in 
Western Africa, and about the Bermudas, where it attains the enormous size of sixty to eighty 
pounds, and is known as the 'Grav Snapper,' and also, on account of its sly, cunning habits, 
the 'Sea Lawyer.' Mr. Stearns writes: '' It is most abundant in South Florida, living in deep 
channels, on rocky bottoms, about o]d wrecks, stone-heaps and wharves; it is considered the most 
cunning fish on the coast, and is extremely difficult to catch. The young may be seen about the 
wharves, and the breeding-ground is probably near by. Those usually observed are from tent~ 
twelve inches in length, but I think I have seen specimens which would measure two feet." 
133. THE GRUNTS OR PIG-FISHES. 
In the inshore waters of the Southern Atlantic and Gulf States occur several species of small 
fish belonging to the genus Diabasis. They are closely related to the snappers, which they 
resemble in form, and have remote- affinities with the perch, the bass, and the porgy and sheeps-
head. Their colors are usually striking, and they, without exception, are di~tinguished by the 
brilliant red color of the inside of the mouth and throat, from which they have sometimes been 
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called Red Mouths, or Flannel Mouths. From their habit of uttering a loud, rather melodious sound 
when taken from the water they have acquired the name of "Grunt" and "Pig-fish." In some 
localities they are also called "Squirrel-fish," in allusion to the same habit. They are, for the 
most part, bottom feeders, preying chiefly upon crustaceans and small fish. In fact, they are, in 
most respects, miniature counterparts of the red snapper. In many localities they are in high 
favor as a food-fish. They have not yet been very carefully studied, but so far as they are now 
understood the following species are known to occur in sufficient numbers to prove of commercial 
importance : 
T.BE BL.A.OK GRUNT-DI.A.BASIS PLUMIER!. 
This species has a brownish body, lighter upon the sides, and has the sides of the head 
ornamented with numerous horizontal stripes of bright blue, while the posterior half of the lower 
lip is red. It occurs as far north as Charleston, and Dr. Yarrow claims to have seen it at Beaufort, 
North Carolina, though there is some .question whether this species was not mistaken for another. 
Holbrook records that it has been observed on the Atlantic borders of South Carolina, Georgia, 
and Florida. I noticed several small individuals in the markets of Saint Augustine in March, 1877. 
Stearns mentions the Black Grunt as abundant at Key West among the reefs, and as frequently 
seen in the markets. 
THE RED-MOUTH GRUNT-DIAB.A.SIS .A.UROLINE.A.1.'US. 
The Red-mouth Grunt, Diabasis aurolineatus, is probably the Flannel-mout~ed Porgy, 
familiar to Florida fishermen, and often taken on the Saint John's Bar. It has also been 
recently found to be ' common in Charleston in summer. This species was mentioned in 
Catesby's great work, published in 1743, under the name of "Margate-fish." When alive its 
color is bright silvery, but it soon becomes, when . taken from the water, of a dull amber-
brown, with a slight brazen tint along the back and sides, though the belly remains white. The 
upper jaw within is white; the palate is salmon-colored; the lower jaw and month below are also 
white in their interior third; the posterior two-thirds, both within and without, are red, and the 
mouth below; the tongue and fauces are of a similar color.1 This fish occurs in Northern Brazil 
and throughout the West Indies, and specimens are recorded from Jamaica, Trinidad, and the 
Bahamas; it is found in the Bermudas and on our coast at least as far north as Charleston. Stearns 
writes: "It is quite common on the Gulf coast of Florida from Pensacola to Key West. It is 
caught with hook and line, and is eaten as a pan-fish. I took an extremely large specimen from 
the snapper ground between Cedar Keys and Saint Mark's in fifteen fathoms of water. It is not 
found in the vicinity of Pensacola." · Holbrook writes: "The Red-mouthed Grunt is occasionally 
taken in our waters at all seasons of the year, but is never abundant, as seldom more than a dozen 
or two are met with in the market at one time. It is not highly esteemed for food, since its flesh 
lacks both firmness and flavor." 
Uhler and Lugger ay that it occurs occasionally in the lower part of the Chesapeake Bay, 
where it i not con idered to po ess great economical value. The occurrence of this species so 
far north need confirmation. 
in 
THE PIG-FISH-POMOD.A.SYS FUL VOM.A.OUL.A.TUS. 
b longing to a clo ely related genu i th Hog-fish, or Grunt, of the Chesapeake, 
ig- h" r runt" in the Gulf of foxic , Pomodasys fulvomaculatus, and known 
li a 11 a in Bermuda under the name of "Sailor's Choice." Its color is thus 
1 Deecription by Holbrook. 
• 
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described by Holbrook: "BQdy above, pale brown; belly, silvery; sides marked with numerous 
orange-colored or yellow spots; those above the lateral line disposed in irregular oblique lines, 
those below it in horizontal rows. Dorsal, anal, and caudal fins with similar spots; sides of the 
head pale bluish with a silvery tint and marked with yellow spots; lower jaw, orange at the 
angle of the mouth; internal surface of the gill membrane, bright orange." 1 
Mr. S. 0. Clarke has communicated a full account of a species which is either identical or closely 
related to this. "The common Pig-fish or Grunt of the Indian River region : This fish, answer-
ing the same description, occurs at the mouth of Saint Johns River, and is probably the same." 
Mr. Clarke states that in the Indian River region they spawn in April in deep salt-water rivers, 
the spawn being very small and of a brown color. The young fish are not abundant, nor are the 
adults very numerous, though the number has increased of late years. In 1872 and 1873, three or 
four might be taken in a day, while in 1874 twenty or thirty were taken by one line on a tide. The 
largest weight is one and a half pounds; the average fish weighs three-quarters of a pound. The 
Pig-fish come from the sea into the salt-water rivers in December. Their appearance is regular, 
though they vary in abundance from year to year. They swim low, and prefer to live in deep 
water with shell bottom. They go out to sea soon after spawning in April; they feed upon small 
fish, crab, and shrimp. They are captured by hook, with mullet, clam, and shrimp bait; never 
with nets. They are much prized for food·; the best of table fish, rich and delicate. 
This species was first described by Mitchill from a specimen taken in the bay of New York. 
The National Museum has many specimens from various parts of the Southern coast and the Gulf -
of Mexico. "In New York," wrote DeKay in 1842, "this is a rare fish, but occasionally appearing, 
as I am informed, in our harbor in consideral>le numbers. It is a very savory food." Professor 
Baird did not find it on the coast of New Jersey in 1854. Uhler and Lugger state that it occurs 
in the salt water of the lower part of the Chesapeake Bay, and is much esteemed for food. 
A correspondent, at Hunger's Wharf, Virginia, writes: "In my estimation it is the finest fish 
that swims. It grows to the size of about one pound, and is now rather scarce. When I was a boy, 
about forty years ago, they were very plentiful, and I -have known thre~ hundred pounds caught 
at one haul of the seine. They have since gradually become scarcer, and a few years ago we rarely 
caught one during the season. In 1879 and 1880 they are coming in plenty, especially in 1880, and 
I believe that in a few years we will have them in P.lenty again. They come about the 1st of July 
and remain until November." 
At Beaufort, North Carolina, where it is also called "Hog-fish," according to Jordan, it is 
extremely common everywhere in the harbor. Holbrook wrote about 1860: " The 'Sailor's Choice' 
makes its appearance in our waters about the month of April and continues with us until Novem-
ber, when the largest are taken. I have found in the stomach of this animal only the remains of 
smaller fish, and yet it takes the hook readily when baited with shrimps and clams. It is found 
along the coas• from Georgia to Virginia, where it is called "Hog-fish," and is held in great 
estimation by epicures." 
"In the Gulf coas_t," writes Stearns, '' it is common everywhere and throughout the year. It 
lives in shallow water among the grass, feeding upon small and crustaceous animals. It spawns . 
in April and May and is a choice food-fish. The average length is about ten inches." Stearns 
also refers to three species known respectively as the "White," "Yellow," and "Black" Grunt, 
which are found at Key West and upon the neighboring reefs in great abundance. He states that 
1 The colors of the fishes of this group are t hus minutely described in order to aid observers in discriminating 
between the different kinds of these fish which so closely resemble each other. In most cases this has been thought 
onneceeeary, since the plates and the reference to Jordan's" Synopsis" are thought to be sufficient. 
• 
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"they are taken with hook and line and are brought daily into the market. Before the poisoned 
water visited that neighborhood the Grunt was the most important as well as the favorite food-
fish in the market, but since . then they have been scarce, and other fish, to a great extent, have 
taken their place." 
CALIFORNIAN GRUNTS. 
On the California coast occur two species of this family; one, known to the fishermen by the 
name '' Sargo,'' Pristiporna Davidsoni, is found from San Pedro south ward to Cerros Island, chiefly 
about the islands, and is nowhere common . . It feeds on crustaceans and is a good pan-fish, but is 
too scarce to have much economic value. It reaches a length of about fifteen inches. Still another, 
Xenistius californiensis Steindachner, occurs from San Diego to Cape San Lucas. It is too scarce 
to be of any importance for food. 
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THE BLACK BASS FAMILY CENTRARCHID&. 
134. THE BIG-MOUTH BLACK BASS-MICROPTERUS SALMOIDES, AND THE SMALL-MOUTH 
BLACK BASS-M. DOLOMIEI. 
Professor Gill's paper, in which he defines the differences between the two species of Black 
Bass, was published in 1873 in the "Proceedings of the American .Association for the .Advance-
ment of Sr-ience"; but since this volume is not easily accessible, the most important differences are 
mentioned here. In the Large-mouth the upper jaw extends far behind the eyes, in the other to a 
point below it. The Large-mouth has from sixty-five to seventy rows between the gill-opening and 
the base of the tail, instead of.seventy-two or more, while on the cheek there are about ten oblique 
rows instead of seventeen. There are other distinctions, such as the absence in the Large-mouth 
of scales on the bases of the dorsal and anal :fins, the smaller number of rays in the pectoral :fins 
(there being thirteen or fourteen instead of sixteen or seventeen), and the lesser height of the 
spinous dorsal.1 
Numerous as have been the zoological names, they are outnumbered by the popular names 
still in use in different localities. Charlevoix, a Jesuit missionary who explored Canada in 1721, 
mentions a :fish called "Achigan," which is thought to have been the Large-mouth. .An earlier 
allusion to this species, which in the Southern States is still called "Trout," occurs in the 
writings of Rene de Laudonniere, who describes the incidents of the first Huguenot expedition to 
Florida in 1652, under the command of Jean Ribault. The Large-niouth is known in the Great Lake 
region, especially in Northern New York, as the "Oswego Bass." This name should not be con-
founded with "Otsego Bass," a local name for the common whitefish. In Kentucky it' is called 
HJumper"; in Indiana, "Moss Bass"; in the Southern States, generally, -'Trout," though on the 
Tar River of North Carolina it is called ''Chub," and on the Neuse "Welshman." 
The Small-mouth shares with the Large mouth in the Southern States the names "Jumper," 
''Perch," and "Trout," and in .Alabama, according to Professor Jordan, it is called the "Mountain 
Trout." 
Both species are very widely distributed over the Atlantic slope of the contine_nt east of the 
Rocky Mountains, and their range is probably much wider than is now supposed, for many of our 
northern and western waters are unexplored. The Large-mouth and the Small-mouth dwell 
together in the Great Lakes, and in the upper parts of the Saint Lawrence and Mississippi basins. 
The Small -mouth is found north to latitude 47° and west to Wisconsin, while southward it ranges 
to latitude 33°, where Professor Jordan found it in the headwaters of the Chattahoochee and 
Ocnmlgee Rivers, the latter being the only instance of its presence in a stream emptying east of 
the .Alleghanies into wh~ch it is not known to have been introduced by man. The Large-mouth 
ranges farther to the west and north, occurring in the Red Iliver of the North, perhaps as far as 
Manitoba, in latitude 50°. It abounds in all the rivers of the Southern States, from the James 
to the Saint tT obn, and in the lower reaches of the streams and bayous connected with .the Gulf' of 
l\Iexico, around to Texas, in latitude 270, 
- - -- - - -- ---------------- -------
1 For fuller information upon this aucl every other point connected with the species now under discussion the 
reacler js referred to Dr. J. A. Hen ball's elaborate and exhaustive illustrated treat,ise, entitled "Book of the Black 
Ba s," publi hec.l in 1881 by Robert Clarke & Co., of Cincinnati. 
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f .. ? w England and the eastern part of the Middle States they are not native. 
, U-m uth found th ir way into the Hudson in 1825 or soon after, through the newly-opened 
, n· I u tll y h e ince b en introduced by man into hundreds of eastern lakes and rivers. 
1 u • ·ircuw ,t, n ) ugo-e t the idea that in early days, before the various drainage systems were 
uu ·t d by c, n, 1,, the di tribution limits of the two species were much more sharply defined, 
rg -m uth inhabiting, perhap , the upper part of the basin of the Great Lakes and Saint 
awr n and th river of the southern seaboard, while the Small-mouth was found chiefly in the 
n rth rn pa.rt of the Mis issippi basin. This theory can never be demonstrated, however, for the 
rly i htbyologi t had not adopted the accurate methods of study now in use, and their descrip-
ti n · of the fi h they saw are scarcely good enough to guess by. The mingling of the two forms 
might haYe been accomplished in an incredibly short time. A few young Bass will multiply so 
rapidly a to stock a large lake in five years. The Potomac and its tributaries swarmed with them 
ten year after their first introduction. 
Gill tates that the two forms of Micropterus were represented in waters of the cismontane 
lop of the United States, except those of the New England States and the Atlantic seaboard 
of the Middle States. But one, the Small-mouth, appears to have been an original inhabitant 
of the bydrographic ba in of the Ohio River. 
The Ba do not seem to depend closely on temperature. Having no opportunity of avoiding 
the cold, they ink to the deepest part of their watery domain at the approach of winter, and if 
the chill penetrates to their retreats their vitality is diminished, their blood flows more slowly, 
they fe l no need of food, and forthwith enter into a state of hybernation. Mr. Fred. Mather kept 
ne in hi._ aquarium nearly all of one winter. It ate nothing, and seldom moved any member except 
i ey . In deep lakes, however, they can sink below the reach of surface chills, and here the~ 
are om time caught with a hook through the ice. In the South their activity never ceases. Any 
on wb l! n BJack Ba s feeding must have been impressed with their immense power of 
mov ment. They oon become masters of the waters in which they are placed. Sunfish, perch, 
trout, young salmon, and ev n the ravenous pickerel, are devoured. They feed at the surface on 
moth , flie , and frog ; they turn over stones in search of crawfish and insect larvm. Rats and 
nake have be n s n in their stomachs. A correspondent of "Forest and Stream"-relates that 
once, whil fi, hing in the Chicago River, one of the small frogs used for bait escaped and perched 
on a })Ortion of an old wreck above the water. A Black Bass came along, and, lifting his head from 
the water, pi ked off the frog, and descended to the depths below. The angler finds them at the 
prop r a n equa1ly eager f r fly-hook, trolling-spoon, or still-bait, and always ready for a strug-
gle which put his rod and line to a eYere test. 'Iheir leaps are almost as powerful as those of the 
salm n. Tb n gro fishermen of Florida often-surround a body of Large-mouths with a seine, but 
a' the line ar lrnule<l in ancl the arc grows smaller the dark forms of the'· Trout" begin to appear, 
springing over the cork-line and returning, with a splash and a jet of spray, t-0 liberty. I have 
een th m ri e fiv or ix feet above the water. They are said to be taken best at night, or when 
the river i high and the water muddy. Otherwi ·e they leap over the seine. Expert seiners coil 
their n in u ·ha manner a. to prevent thee cape of part of the school. The Small-mouths are 
aid, g n rally, t prefer deep or wift, co 1 water , while the Large-mouths live in muddy, black 
p ol or in th helter of old tump and ledge . In Florida they lurk among the lily-pads and 
1 nt in hallow, dark ' r am , where they feed on a grub called the ''bonnet-worm," 
·hi h urr w, in h flower- u f th "bonne "or~ Uow water-lilies (Nuphar advena). 
h · a n cur n the a proach of warm weather. Its date <loe 11ot vary much 
lorida in irginia, and in Wiscon, in they build their nests in May and June. 
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The oldest fish, we are told, sometimes anticipate the ordinary sea~on, while many late spawners 
are occupied with family cares until the last of July, and some young fish are not r~ady until 
October and November.1 After the spawning is· over the Bass are "in season." They take the 
hook eagerly from July till November. In the winter they are lank and black, though in season 
till the ice comes. 
Concerning their spawning habits, Mr. Hallock, of the Blooming Grove .Association, wrote in 
1875: "Four years ago one hundred and thirteen Black Bass from Lake Erie were placed in 
Lake Giles, and their progeny has increased so fast as to insure good sport to the angler at 
any time. The late spawners are now (early July) in their gravel beds, in the shallow waters 
along shore, protecting either their spawn or their newly-hatched .. fry, as the case may be. 
It is interesting to note the pertinacity with which they guard their precious charges, and the 
vigor with which they drive away depredators and intruders of all kinds. They will frequently 
allow a boat to pass over them, scarcely six inches above their backs, and obstinately keep their 
ground. Sunfish and such are impelled to keep their distance. There are hundreds of these 
bowl-shaped excavations, eighteen inches or so in diameter, all along the sandy shallow shores of 
this lake, which is very clear, and in. the center some seventy feet deep, fed by bottom springs." 2 
The eggs are much smaller than those of a trout, and, beiug heavier than the water, rest on 
I 
the bottom within the limits of the nest. The only estimate of their number with which I am 
familiar is that made by Mr. E. L. Sturtevant, who found about seventeen thousand in a Large-
mouth weighing two and one-half pounds. The rate of growth 1s easily determined by experience-
in artificial ponds. In Granby, Connecticut, four-pound fish were taken in 1874, the progeny of 
two hundred and fifty :ttsh placed in the pond in 1868. The eggs require two or three weeks to-
hatch. The parents watch them. In September the young are about two inches long; when_ welt 
fed they grow to four inches the first season. At two years of age they weigh about a pound, few 
caught in the North weighing more than four pounds. Leaving the egg in June, they grow to two or 
three inches before cold weather begins-trim, sprightly little darters, with black bands across the 
bases of their tails. Another twelvemonth finds them in the garb of maturity, eight or nine inches 
long, and with their organs swelling in preparation for the act of spawning, which they are said to 
undertake_ a.t the age of two years, and when less than a foot long. The ordinary size of the adult 
fish is two and one-half to three pounds, though they are sometimes taken in the North weighing 
six or seven pounds. In Florida the Large-mouths grow larger. A seven or eight pounder is not 
unusual in the Saint John's; and I was told that in March, 1875, a fish weighing nineteen and one-
half pounds was caught in the lake at Gainesville, Florida. 
Fish-cultnrists have made many efforts to hatch the eggs of the Black Bass, and have never--
succeeded. One reason for their failure, perhaps, lies in the fact that while in the shad anct. 
salmon the eggs fall from the ovaries into an abdominal cavity, whence they are easily expressed,. 
in the Bass and other spiny-rayed fishes they are retained until the parent fish are ready to deposit 
them. This failure is t,he less to be regretted since the young Bass may easily be transported 
from place to place in barrels of cool water, and, when once introduced, they soon multiply, if" 
protected, to-any desired number. 
Black Bass are very tenacious of life. The '' Germantown Telegraph" mentions some taken.at-
1 Mr. Small records the capture of Black Bass containing milt and spawn in November, in the Potomac (Forest 
and Stream, iii, p. 212). "Sculls," in the same paper, October 30, states that there are in the Schuylkill Bass with 
unripe spawn; others in Ju.ly. ''R. M. T." speaks of having seen a Bass of half a pound guarding a nest Ju]y 10, in. 
the Housatonic (Forest and Stream, iii, p. 292). 
!lForest and Stream, iv, 357. 
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1 k,. m. and wrapped in paper, left in a warm room till 5 p. m., when they were 
b liY D 1 W il.1 
Th fir t .xp rim nt in th ir transportation seems to have been that mentioned by A. M. Val-
w h t, t , that a pond near Jan es ville, Wisconsin, was stocked with ·Black Bass about 184 7. 2 
~Ir. . T. Ti dale carried twenty-seven Large-mouths from Saratoga Lake; New York, to 
i 1. x p nd in (Yaw m, Ma achu etts. The manner in which the Potomac was stocked with 
1 , 11-moutb · i. al o well known. It was iu 1853, soon after the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
w~. fini ·h d that General W. W. Shriver, of Wheeling, carried a number of young fish from the 
llio to 'nmberJand, Maryland, in the water-tank of a locomotive engine. These he placed in 
tb 1 a.-in of the Che apeake and Ohio Canal, whence they soon penetrated to all parts of the 
Potomac Ba in, and a far down the river as Mount Vernon.3 The custom of stocking streams 
o u b came popular and through private enterprise and the labors of State fish commissioners 
n arly every available body of water in New England and the Middle States has been filled with 
th ·e fi . h. Thi movement ha not met with universal approval, for by the ill-advised en~husiasm 
of om of its advocate a number of trout streams have been destroyed, and complaints are 
h :ml that the fi herie of certain rivers have been injured by them. The results Lave been on the 
whol • v ry beneficial. The Ba ·s never will become the food of the millions. The New York 
mark t r ive probably le s than ten thousand pounds of them annually, and they are nowhere 
very numerou . Yet hundred of bodies of waste water are now stocked with them in sufficient 
number to afford plea ant sport and considerable quantities of excellent food. 
135. THE SUN-FISHES AND THEIR ALLIES. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
THE ROCK B.A.SS-AMBLOPLITES RUPESTRIS Gill. 
Thi p cie i kn wn y th name of '' Rock Bass," "Goggle-eye," and "Red-eye." All these 
n, m in en ral n ; the fir t mo t common in the Lake region, the last farther south. It is 
v rywh r , bundant in lake , pond , and larger streams throughout the Great Lake region and 
th Ii i ippi alley. t pr for clear water , and is not often found in muddy bayous. It is a 
h rdy nd gamy fi ·h, and t, kes the hook readily. It is a good pan-fish, but not large, its weight 
l lom x ding on and a half pounds. Like other "Sun-fishes," it spawns in early summer. 
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R,o~k Bass spawn about the same time as Black Bass. They keep much about sunken logs, 
roots, etc. 
THE Mun BASS-ACANTHA~CHUS POMOTIS. 
This species is found only in the coastwise streams of the lowlands from New Jersey to North 
Carolina. Its habits are similar to those of the Warmo~th, but it is smaller in size, and has little 
value as a food-fish. 
THE SACRAMENTO PERCH-ARCHOPLITES INTERRUPTUS. 
This species is known only by the name of "Perch," a name applied in the San ]~rancisco 
markets to many very different fishes. It bas been thus far found only in the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin Rivers and tributaries. It is abundant in the lower parts of these rivers, large 
numbers being shipped to the market in San Francisco. It is there bought and consumed mainly 
by the Chinese, who value it highly, paying for it more than for any other fish which they consume. 
Although it is an excellent pan-fish, very similar to the Black Bass, we have never seen any of 
them bought by Americans. It reaches a weight of little more than one pound. Nothing distinct-
ive is known of its habits. 
THE W ARMOUTH-CHA]NOBRYTTUS GULOSUS. 
This species is known throughout the South by the name of "Warmouth." The names 
· "Perch," "Sun-fish," "Goggle-eye," and "Red-eye" it shares with others of its relatives. It is 
found in all the low land streams from Virginia to Texas, in all the Southern States, and is gener-
ally abundant. In habits, food, size, and value it agrees closely with the Rock Bass. 
THE BLACK W ARMOUTH-CHA]NOBRYT'l'US ANTISTIUS. 
This species, known as "Warmouth," "Big-mouth," '' Sun-fish," "Goggle-eye," etc., abounds 
in the tributaries of the Upper Mississippi, and is often taken in Lake Michigan. In Illinois it is 
an important food-fish. In size, habits, and value it is sufficiently similar to the Rock Bass. 
COMMON SUN-FISH-LEPOMIS GIBBOSUS. 
This is the common "Sun-fish," "Pumpkin-seedt or "Sunny" of the brooks of New York and 
New England. It is everywh<'re abundant in the Great Lake region and in the coastwise streams 
from Maine to Georgia. It is never found in the Mississippi Valley except in its northernmost part, 
its distribution being precisely like that of the Perch. It reaches, in the Lakes, a weight of about 
one and a half pounds, and as usually taken is of not over a pound weight. Its :flesh is of good 
quality, similar to that of other Sun-fish of the same size, and is graded as superior to that of the 
Perch, but inferior to the Black Bass and White Bass. It takes the hook freely, and to the small 
boy is the perfection of a game-fish. Its breeding habits are thus described by Dr. Kirtland: 
"This fish prefers still and clear waters. In the spring of the year the female prepares herself 
a circular nest by removing all reeds or other dead aquatic plants from a chosen spot of a foot or 
more in diameter, so as to leave bare the clean gravel or sand; this she excavates to the depth of 
three or four inches arnl then deposits her spawn, which she watches with the greatest vigilance; 
and it is curious to see how carefully she guards this nest against all _intruders; in every fish, even 
those of her own species, she sees only an enemy, and is restless and uneasy until she has driven 
it away from her nursery. We often :find groups of these nests placed near each other along the 
margin of the pond or river that the fish inhabits, but always in very shallow water; henee they 
are liable to be left dry in times of great drought. These curious nests are most frequently encir-
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. a u· ti plant , forming a curtain around them, but a large space is in variably left open 
dmi i n f light." 1 
far a known, the breeding habits of the other species of Sun-fishes agree with those of 
ep mi· gibbo ·u . 
THE L0NG·EARED SUN-FISH-LEP0MIS AURITUS. 
Thi peci , like it relatives, receives the general name of "Sun-fish," "Brim" (Bream), and 
p rch" (Perch). It is found in all the coast wise streams from Maine to Louisiana, but does not 
penetrate far into the interior. It seldom reaches a weight of much over a pound, but from its 
abundance becomes in the rivers oft South a food-fish of some importance. Like the others, it 
feed on worms, crnstacea, and small fishes, and spawns in early summer. 
THE BLUE SUN-FISH-LEP0MIS PALLIDUS. 
•This fish is known as t.he "Blue Bream," "Blue Sun-fish," "Copper-nosed Bream," etc., and in 
Kentucky sometimes as the "Dollardee." This is the most widel;y distributed of our Sun-fish, 
l'anging from New Jersey and the Great Lakes to Florida and Mexico. It_ reaches a weight of one 
and one-half to two pounds, and forms an important market fish in .some places. Its habits adapt 
it e pecially for cultivation in ponds. 
J1EPOMIS OYANELLUS Raf., L. MEGALOTIS Raf., L. MINIATUS Jordan, L. PUNCTATUS (Cuv. & Val.) 
Jor., L. N0TATUS (Ag.) Cope, AND L. HoLBR00KII (C. & V.) McKay. 
The small Sun-fl hes, and several others of similar size, abound in the fresh waters of the 
i ·ippi Valley, and are known as "Sun-fish," "Bream," and "Perch." L. cyanellus and 
L. megalotis are univer ally abundant both North and South;_ the others are chiefly ·southern. 
11 take the hook readily and are good pan-fish, but from their small size they have no economic 
importance, and are valued chiefly by urchins and negroes. 
CENTR.A.ROIDJS MACR0P'l'ERUS Jor. 
We have never heard for thi species any name more distinctive than "Sun-fish" or ''Perch." 
It i • found throughout the Jowland stream of the South, from North Carolina to Florida, Southern 
lllinoi , and Texa , preferring generally rather deep, clear waters. It is rarely seen in upland 
·tr · ms. It is a 1i h of good quality, but small, rarely weighing more than half a pound. Little 
di tinctive ia known of its habit . 
THE CA.LICO BASS-POMOXYS SPAROIDES. 
'fhi specie known by a variety of names, some of the principal of which are the following: 
lu ak Eri , and in Ohio generally, it is the" Strawberry Bass," or ''Grass Bass." The names 
' Bit r Head" and 'Lamplighter" are al o ascribed to it by Mr. Klippart, and "Bank Lick Bass" 
by - r. Kirtland. In Lake fichigan, the name" Bar-fl h" is in general use, giving place in Illinois 
< the nam ' alico Ba . ' The latter i. the mo8t appr priate of these designations, having allu-
ion to th varieg t oloration. In th South, like Ambloplites rupestris, it becomes a "Goggle-
r ·h.' Th Calico Ba ' is found in abundance in all tue lakes and ponds 
f tli e r at Lak r i n and the upp r Mi· 'i ·ippi. It i al o diffu ed throughout the Missis-
ivpi all Y an pp · r i the ·tr am of the ar lina and Georgia ea ,t of the mountains. Its 
n· ~ ·r ·u ·" i f' r q i t clear w t r with a b ttom cover d with gra 'S; and in the muddy sloughs 
u l l n ,; h r th> r ppi i abun ant, it is rarely ·een. It is an excellent pan-fish, reaclling 
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sometimes a weight of two pounds, although not usually weighing more than one pound. It is, 
like its relatives, gamy, but it is not so voracious as most of them. The following notes on its 
habits an<l value are from the pen of Professor Kirtland: 
"The 'Grass Bass' has not hitherto been deemeq worthy pf consjderation by fish-culturists;-
yet, from a long and intimate acquaintance with its merits, I hesitate not to pronounce it the fish 
for the million. It is a native of our Western rivers and lakes, where it usually resorts to deep 
and sluggish waters; yet in several instances, where it bas found its way into cold and rapid 
sireams, and even small-sized brooks, by means of the constructing of canals or by the haud of 
man, it bas adapted itself to the change, and in two or three years stocked to overflowing these 
new locations. As a pan-fish, for the table, it is surpassed by few other fresh-water · species. For 
endurance and rapidity of increase it is unequaled. . . . The Grass Bass is perfectly adapted 
to stocking ponds. It will thrive without care in very small ponds of sufficient depth. .· . . It 
will in nowise interfere with the cultiv3tion of any number of species, large or small, in the same 
waters. It will live harmoniously with all others, an<l while its structure and disposition restrain 
it from attacking any other but very small fry, its formidable armat,ure of spinous raJs in the 
dorsal and abdominal fins will guard it against attacks of even the voracious pike." 1 
TH~ CRAPPIE-POMOXYS ANNUL.ARIS. 
This species is commonly called " Crappie" in the valley of the Mississippi. Other name,s 
are " Bachelor" in the Ohio Valley, "New Light" and " Camp bellite " in Kentucky and Indiana, 
"Sac-a-lait" and '' Chinquapin Perch" in the Lower Mississippi. It is also often confounded with 
the preceding species, and some of the names of the two are interchangeable. This species is not 
often seen in the Great Lake region, but throughout the Lower Mississippi and its tributaries it 
is very abundant. Its young swarm in all the muddy bayous along the rivers, and great numbers 
of them are destroyed in the fall when these bodies of water dry up . . With the exception of its 
predilection for muddy waters, we know little in its habits distinctive from those of the Calico 
Bass, and like the latter it is said to be an excellent fish for ponds. Both take the hook, feed 
upon small fishes, crustaceans, etc., and both spawn in spring-. 
136. THE SEA BASS-SERRANUS ATRARIUS. 
The members of the Sea Bass family Serranidm, are similar in form and habits to the Perches, 
from which they are distinguished by certain anatomical characters, scarcely tangible to persons 
not experts in ichthyology. The family co]).tains a very large number of species, some of which 
are to be found in every part of the tropical and temperate seas. On our Atla.ntic coast there 
are some twenty species, while in· California there are four at least which are of economic 
importance. Certain European members of this family are hermaphrodite, but there is as yet no 
evidence that any American species is thus peculiar. 
The Sea Bass, Serranus atrarius, known south of Cape Hatteras as the "Blackfish," is the 
most important species on our coast. In the Middle States the Sea Bass is calle~ "Black Will," 
"Black Harry," and "Hannahills"; about Newport and New Bedford, "Bluefish," and at New 
Bedford also "Rock Bass." Curiously enough, the Southern name, "Black fish," is also in use 
at Oak Bluff, Martha's Vineyard, and, it is said, also in New Jersey. In Gill's "Catalogue of the 
Fishes of the East Coast" it is stated that the _name ''Black Bass" is also used for the fish, but 
this usage has not yet fallefl under my obserrn.tion. 
Storer, in his "Fishes of Massachusetts," makes the statement that it is known ,as the'' Black 
1 American Sportsman, February 28, 1874, quoted by Klippart, Report Ohio Fish Comm. for 1875-'76, p. 78. 
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If thi was true at t.he time of Storer's writing, the usage has since then 
a , r · con iderable change. The species should be carefully distinguished from the 
la ·k-fi ·h f Loug I land Sound, which is the tautog, a member of a very different family. 
ti •l im d by orue writers that the Black-fish of the South is distinct from the Sea Bass of 
~ rth. Thi ·eem improbable, but is worthy of investigation. The chief advocate of this 
w lbr ok, in who e "Ichthyology of South Carolina" may be found a statement of the 
upp ·ed differ nee .1 
Th ge graphical range of the Sea Bass, as at present understood, is as follows: It is at home 
in all th water b tween the Vineyard Sound and the eastern part of the Gulf of Mexico. Stearns 
writ , that it i rather abundant at a few places on the Gulf coast of Florida, where there are 
ro k~· and rocky bottoms. In Pensacola Bay they are seen round the piles of stone ballast that 
lie in hoal water and also at sea on the :fishing grounds near the entrance. They occur in some 
1 lac in aint Andrew's, Saint Joseph's, and Apalachicola Bay. South of these places there is 
more or le rocky bottom, showing either in reefs or in channel-beds, on which Sea Bass are found 
in abundance. In the vicinity of Saint Mark's, Cedar Keys, and Saint Martin's Reef are some of 
the be 't localitie . " It is rarely or never," says Jordan, " seen on the sandy coast of Texas." 
Thi pecie ha · already been recently discovered north of Cape Cod. Previous to 1878 there 
were on record only four in tances of its occurrence east of Monomoy, but in the summer of 
1 7 eYeral were taken in the Milk Island weir, off Gloucester. There is reason to believe 
that fifty year ago the Sea Bass was mucli less abundant in Southern New England than it is 
uow. In Lin l y' catalogue of the fishes of Connecticut, published in 1842, the species is described 
a gr at uov lt:. It i curious, however, that some time between 1830 and 1840 there were, 
a cordin t tor r, fifty or ixty ve sels fo,hing for Sea Bass in the Vineyard Sound. 
In 7 7, if cho pf i to be believed, they were rarely seen in the New York market. A 
diligent, arclJ thr ugh the-work of the early writers on the :fisheries of New England fails to bring 
t ligh au llu i 11 to th m. It would be interesting to know whether there has actually been 
in t1i ir • bun lance, or wh ther this increase has been, as it seems to have been in the 
a p~ ui h ma k r 1, due to the introduction of uew modes of :fishing or the discovery of 
n w fl.bin r und . Sea Ba liYe among the rocky ledges and "spots of ground" which 
, boun al ng the ntire uter coa t from Cape Cod to Cape Florida, and in tbe North it is also 
found in th , hr ba,r and ound , like Long I land Sound. In the North the best bass grounds 
ar in · v n t tw lv fathom of water; off Charleston they are at a depth of twenty to forty 
fath m , th t11'7h throughout thi. whole region the ti h are found also close to shore, and at all 
int rm iat d ptb where uitable feeding grounds occur. In the Gulf of Mexico, on the other 
b ncl, tll · are found, for t1i mo t part, in hoal water; indeed all along the Southern coast the 
youn fi h ar fo nd ·lo e in to the bore, and I have seen a great many taken with hook and line 
fr m th , ~ · W, 11, t aiut u n ·tine. The temperature of the water affected by this species and 
, the r d napp r · rr ·pond v ry clo, ely, and in mo tin tances is probably not less than 50°, 
th u ,.h in th f th ank. of onn cticut and ew York it may be slightly lower. 
Th · : i a bottom-£ ing aud a bottom-loving fi h, and rarely comes to the surface.2 
th . ·urriug in 11 rth r wat r migrat southward in winter, or merely go into 
c r in L c r<ling t Captain Ed wards and Captain Spindle, they 
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make their appearauce in the Vineyard Sound from the 1st to the 20th of . May up to the 10th of 
June. Captain Spindle states that no stragglers are ever seen in April. Captain Edwards 
declares on the other hand, that they are found in that region in the winter. A careful study of ' , . 
their habits wquld form an important contribution to zoology. 
Bass are somewhat sluggish in their habits The temperature of the body is low, ·being very 
nearly that of the surrounding water and the digestion is slow. Although rnry voracious at times, 
they seem very much less fat than bluefish of the same size, and their growth is less rapid. 
They seldom leave the bottom, and there is as yet no evidence that cold weather drives them far 
from their summer haunts. They retreat, in all probability, into water of greater depth, where 
they pass the winter in a somewhat torpid state. Like the tautog, they appear t9 have a habit 
of lying under loose stones and in cavities among tlrn rocks. I lrnve obsened this habit in the 
tanks of the New York Aquarium. The food of this species, as of its associates upon the same 
grouuds, consists of crabs, shrimps, squids, and small ·fish. It is st::tted that the iutestiues of 
mackerel and the stomach of menhaden are considered the best' _ bait about Wood's Roll, Massa-
clrnsetts, while farther south shrimps and pieces of the flesh· of :6,slles, such as small sharks, are 
frequently used. They a.re vor .• cions feeders and easily taket1 011 tpe hook, and their mouths are 
tough and.leathery, so that when once taken they are not easily lost. 
Scott states that their feeding time is during the lull of the waters between the turn of the 
tides, when they are easilJ7 taken by the angler. In the North' the Sea Bass occupies its feeding 
grounds in company with the scuppaug or porgy, the fioundn, and the tautog. while in the South 
its associates are the red snapper and the Yarious ~pecies of grunt, and on the inshore grounds, 
among the rocks, it occurs in company with the sheepshea<l and the king-fish. 
The breeding-time is believed to occur in July and August. Mr. Dyer, of Naushon, states 
that the Sea Bass, when they come iuto the pounds in the spring, are full of spawn, ready to 
shoot. Young fish, one or two inches long, are abundant among the eel-grass along the shores of 
Southern :New England. "In the Gulf of Mexi~Q," according to Stearns, "they spawn in early 
summer, aud the young are caught in July and August." 
The average size of the fish in New England is about one and one-half pounds. A Sea Bass 
nine inches long weighs about frrn ounces; ten inches long, seven to ten ounces; eleven inches 
long, nine to twelve ounces; twelve inches long, ten to sixteen ounces; ·while the length of a 
three-pound fish varies from eighteen to twent,y inches. Thej7 occasionally attain the weight of 
four or five pounds, but this is unusual. In the South they are, as a rule, much smaller than 
in the North. This is especially the case in the Gulf of Mexico. In these waters, and along the 
southern part of the South Atlantic coast, they rarely exceed a pound in weight. Large male fish 
are remarkable on account of the presence of a large hump upon the top of the head. This is 
particularly prominent during the breeding season, and at this time the colors of the whole body 
are much brighter. The colore<l. plate of this species, draw·; by Mr. Kill.mm for Scribner's "Game 
Fishes of the United States," represents a large male at the breeding season, the only picture of 
this kin<l. that has ever yet been made. · 
The Sea Bass is of interest to fish-culturists as being the first marine fish upon which the 
experiment of artificial propagation was tried in this country. This was in June, 1874, when 
Mr. Mather fertilized a number of eggs at the station of the United States Fish Commission, ait 
Noank, Connecticut. These eggs were placed in shatl boxes and were watched for several dnys 
as they passe<l. through the early stages of segmentation. A storm interfered with the completion 
of the experiment. 
The Sea Bass is considered one of our most available food-fishes, being especially excellent 
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fi r u, iu ·l.t w 1 •r : in thi, re ·pcct a ri-ral of the haddock, its flesh being very sweet, flaky, and 
firm. r re u of , the lrnrdn ·s of its flesh it is especially adapted to packing and shipment in · 
i. au<l ·iu :umwn i, probably one of the most desirable fishes to be obtained in the city markets. 
' h princ·ipal c w111ercial :fl ·heries are located in the Vineyard and Fie.her'~ Island Sound arid the 
·i iuit.r ·a1ri d n by .l: oank and New London smacks off the mouth of the Delaware Bay, and 
oft' llarl •:ton, outh Caroliua. As has already been stated, its distribution is very wide all along 
th , a 't, a1Hl it i · probable that its importance as a food-fish will increase in yea.rs to come. 
Th r i, a, mall pccie ( Serranus trijurcus) resembling the Sea Bass which bas been found 
only in the vicinity of _Charle.'toni Bouth Carolina, and Pensacola, Florida, where it is called the 
Rock Black-fl h"; it occasionally finds its way to the Charleston markets. 
THE SQUIRREL-FISH-SERR.ANUS FASCICULARIS. 
The Squirrel-fish is usually to be seen in the markets of Charleston, north of which it has . 
never been discovered. The following paragraph from Holbrook's "Ichthyology of South Caro-
lina" coutain all that has been observed regarding its habits: 
"Little can be said of the habits of this fish. It however appears in our waters in May and 
Jnue and remains until November. It is occasionally taken with the book on the black-fish 
gronnd , but is never abundant. Southward it ranges at least to Brazil." 
137. THE GROUPERS. 
THE RED GROUPER-EPINEPHELUS MORIO. 
ext in importance to the Sea Bass are the various species of Grouper, members of the genus 
l!Jpinephelw;. The " ~l Grouper," as it is called in Florida, and in New York markets Epinephe-
lw1 morio i: a, 1, rge p cie , ometimes attaining the weight of forty or fifty pounds. There is no 
<"l' ain r,,cor<l of it having been captured north of Florida, where it is called the "Brown Snap-
!> •r ., or 'H • 1-b •Hi d napv r." DeKa~-, writing in 1842, stated that it was not unusual in the 
~ •w York mark t iu ,Juue and July, where it was called by tbe :fishermen' Groper,' or' Red Groper'; 
that, it i, a uth •m pecie, and i · brought from the reefs of Florida, but that he had been 
i11iom1 'U by Iu liau .fl ·hermen that it i~ occasionally, but wry rarely, taken off the coast of New 
ork; lie add bat Dr. olbrook informed l1im that it was brought into the Charleston markets 
from • 1 l'ida, in th month of Januar.v, February, and March. 
llollJr ok wrot : "The roup r is so eldom seen on our coast that nothing can at this time 
he ·aid of it ha it. ; out in confinement, a it is brought to us from Key West, it appears very 
" m ·i u and old taking food ev-en from the hand when offer~·d, and always injuring such other 
f fi:h a may b it fi 11 w- aptive ." 
v ·ry abundant in the Gulf of Mexico and about the Florida Keys, and is said also to be 
abundant along th whole coa t of Ea t Florida1 and i often taken on the Saint John's bar. Mr . 
• .'. < • larl writ that i cetu in the vi ·inity of New Smyrna, Florida, where it spawns in bays 
an<l inlet: in th mo1ith of Iay and Jun , a does al o the Black Grouper. The only reliable 
.-tu Y fit habit· whi ·b ha be n made we owe to Mr. Silas Stearns, whose biographical sketch of 
hi .. ·p ·i · may h r quot din full: · 
xtr mely abundant in the Gulf of Mexico in company with tbe re<l 
· al nod 11 ~ the S utb ,. lorida coa. t, and is found throughout the year on the 
f th bay . It probably spawns in both places, and in 
ft n a gh i P n ac la Bay. In June, 1880, I obtained a young 
• 
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one about one inch in length. The Grouper is more of a bottom :fish than the red snapper, for it 
swims much more slowly and very seldom rises to the surface. It is very voracious, consuming, 
as is shown by an examination of the contents of its stomach, enormous quantities of crustaceans 
and small :fish. Large horny crabs in almost perfect condition are often found inside of it. Its 
movements are rather slow, and when hooked it is hauled up more like a dead-weight than like a 
line-fish. In Sout~ Florida it is extensively eaten when procurable, and at Key West it is partic-
ularly important, since a large fleet of smacks is constantly employed in carrying fares of Groupers 
to Cuba. In West Florida, where red snappers are more abundant, GrouP,ers ·are not in demand 
. and have but a small market value. After being taken from the water, the Grouper is remarkably 
tenacious of life, and will live several hours, even though exposed to consfderable heat. This is 
one reason why the Key West fleet prefer Groupers for transportation to Cuba, since they are 
obliged to go a long way to market and through warm water, and no other fish of the kind would 
bear crowding and chafing in the wells of the smacks. The Grouper attains the weight of forty 
pounds, and is an excellent food-fish." . 
In Cuba this :fish is c21illed by the Spanish name "Cherna." The name "Grouper" is a corrup-
tion of" Garoupa," a name given by the Portuguese to similar species. In DeKay's time, as ha-s 
been remarked, this fl.sh was not unusual in the New York market, where it sold for from six to 
twelve cents a pound, though it~ flesh wa-s considered tough and not very highly esteemed. Gill, 
writing of the same market in 1856, states: "This species is sometimes ·sent to our market from 
Key West and the reefs of Florida in May and the summer months. I have never seen more than 
two or three exposed for sale at a single time; it appears to be considerably esteemed, and is sold 
at from twelve to fifteen cents a pound." 
Genio Scott writes: "The Grouper is an excelle~t dinner.fish, and when boiled and served 
with drawn butter and shrimp or .lobster sauce is said to fully equal the turbot." 
THE BL.A.CK GROUPER-EPINEPHEL US NIG RITUS. 
The Black Groµper, Epinephelus nigritus, called in Florida and Texas the "Jew-fish," is at 
Pensacola known by the name "Warsaw," evidently a corruption of the Spanish name" Guasa." 
It was :first brought to notice by Holbrook, who bad received one specimen from the vicinity of 
Charleston; north of that point it had not yet been observed, though it appears to be abundant· 
along the coast of East Florida and in the Gulf · of Mexico. Mr. S. C. Clarke has observed it in 
the Indian River region, an<l. has communicated the following notes to Professor Baird: 
"The Bla~k Grouper is resident all the year, though not abundant. The greatest size 
attained is about fifteen pounds; the average, three pounds. They pass the winter in the salt-
water rivers, living in boles in the rocks and under roots and snags and about piles. They are 
solitary in their habits. They feed on small fish, particularly mullet, and on crustaceans, and 
breed in the salt rivers in May and June. Their spawn is very small, and pale yellow. They are 
taken with hook and line by the use of mullet and crab bait, and are seldom seen except when 
thus captured. They are much esteemed as food." 
Mr. Stearns remarks that it is a common :fish at sea along the Gulf coast, living chiefly on the 
same spots with snappers and Groupers. .At some places it is found in abundance in the bays, 
and lives on the bottom, feeding upon small :fishPs, crabs, etc. On the :fishing grounds where :fish 
are bdng caught rapidly it not unusually occurs. 
A very large Jew-fish will follow and :finally swallow a hooked :fish, usually a red snapper, 
with hooks, lead, line and all. If the line does not then break the :fish may be hauled in with gaffs. 
The ,Tew-fish attains an enormous Rize, and specimens weighing from eighty to one hundred poundB 
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ht,· 1•11 an ·ht. Tli, mall ,r fi ·h are quite choice, but large ones are too coarse and tongh to 
l · . nl:ll,l •. 
Tl.t •i i. an tb r fi ·h which i aJ. o callerl ''Jew-:fisb," or'' Warsaw," and" Black Grouper," of 
hi ·h nlv 110rmon 1 larg p cimen have been obtained, and which is entered upon our cata-
1 7U uutl •r th. mune Promioro_ps guasa. It is a, fair question whether this great fish be not the · 
a<lul < r ·uu.• cownwn Black Grouper or some closely allied species, the appe&,rance of which Lias 
t,~ ·om, , um wlmt ch,wged with age. .A. large speeime11, weighing about three hundred pounds, 
wa · takl'll u •ar tbe Saint ,Jolm' · lJar iu March or April, 1874, by James Arnol_d. It was shipped by 
.J r. Hud ·011, a ti ·11-<lealer in Sa,rnunau, H> Mr. Blackfonl, who presented it to tl.te Smithsonian In-
. tirn1io11. tiu ca ·t of this specimen iu papier-mad1e graces tlle cast-room of the National • 
_fo · nm. rof or Poey, IJy whom this species was named, sta.tes that in Cuba it attains to the 
w •i •l.tt of ·ix lmu<lred pom1d . An old Connecticut fisherman, who was for many years engaged 
in tue 'ava,unah market fi~hery, -tate. that the Sarnnnah smacks often catch Jew-fish. They are 
,'O Yoraciou · that when put into the well with _the Groupers they would do much damage. Tlrn 
:fi.'h •rmen bav therefore foull(l it necessary to sew their jaws together before placing them with 
otber fi h. 
THE SPOTTED HIND-EPINEPHELUS DRUMMOND-HAY!. 
' h pott d Hind of the Gulf of Mexico, Ep~nephelus Drimm~ond-Ha,yi, has been but recently 
di ·o,· red, and ha been ob errnd only in the Gulf of Mexico and at the Bermuuas. It was 
b 1-Y ,(la tll' n rmuda iu 1851 by Col. H. M. Drummond-Hay, of the British army. Specimens 
, r · nt to th :rational 1\Iu emn in 1870 and 1877 by Mr. Blackford and Mr. Steams. lt is one 
f th many important pecie which have been brought to notice by the labors of the Unitecl 
t t · 11 i:h mmi' ·ion. Although it is an excellent food-fish, it is even now not _well appreeiutetl. 
... fr. 't arn,' r ·ord the following facts concerning its habits: "The Spotted Hind is common 
in • mpany , ith th· r up rand the Jew-fl h, and is most abundant in South Florida about tLe 
r efr. ff 'n.·a (\la, it live in the deep fishing grounds, in seventeen, nineteen, and twenty-two 
fa h u1, ·. It 'Willi clo' to the bottom, and i of sluggish movements. I have not known of its 
c •nrr n ·e in th bay', and b li ve that it spawns at sea. Specimens weighing fifty pounds 11am 
b •u ·aught, hnt that i' fully f ur tim the average size. It is seen daily in the Key We t 
mi rk an<l, 11 · r adil ·, but at P n acola, Mobile, and New Orleans it is hardly marketable. Its 
· lor vari ., Y •r, · n. i<l rably with the different colored bottoms on whicll it lives." 
The 
1 
u ·, Epinephelus apua, of Key West, the Hind of Bermuda, is an _important food-
ii:h whi ·h o ·cur thr ugh nt the We ·t Indies. Specimens have been sent by Mr. Stearns, who 
r c rd<'d the t it i · ommon in South Florida among the reefs, and is often seen in the Key West 
mark t wb r it i r adily old. 
THE BANDED GROUPER-EPINEPHULUS STRI.A.TUS .A.ND OTHERS. 
Th · mmon r uper of B rmu la, Epinephelus striatus, one of the most important food-fl ·hes 
f th<). e i ·land' i ·ur t b found in the vicinity of Key West, and· will probably prove to be 
ne of' the import, nt fi h four own outhern c a t . About Key West and in the Gulf there 
• re · .,. •r. l · P ie f tlle ub-g nu' Mycteroperca, which may be grouped together under tbe uame 
·=I ck-fi ·b th n m whi ·h all fi h . of thi genu are also known in Bermuda. They are 
,f xc· 11 nt t d qu, lity irnilar in ha it to the other of tbc family which have 
• lr d:v .n di .' <l. Th mat ri l a pre en on ban i. not sufficient to admit of safo,factory 
· 1 ifi · ti 11 f '11 th ·i . Th 'Bh1 ·k r np "I'" of Pen,'acola, which La, been Yariou 1,' 
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named Jfycteroperca bru.nnea, H. microlepis~ and M. stomias, is said by Mr. Stearns to be common 
in company with tlie Red Grouper, although not so abundant. It spawns in June and July, at 
sea and in the inlets. A~ a food-fish it is considered superior to the Red Grouper, although it is 
not more readily sold. It attains a, weight of fifty pounds. Professor Jordan is of the opinion that 
-the form recently described by Goode and Bean as M. stomias is the adult of that previously cbar-
acterize<l by them under the name M. 1nicrolep-i8. 
The Rock -fish of Key West, which has not yet been identified, is sai~ by Mr. Stearns to be 
very common, and is sold · almost every day in the market. The average weight is four or five 
pounc'l~, the maximum twenty-five to thirty. There appear to be, from Mr. Stearns' notes, at Key 
West, aR well as in Bermuda, various local forms closely related to this, one of which is known by 
the rnnne ,~Gag"; another fish of this genus, Mycteroperca falcata, is called. at Pensacola by the 
name "Scamp." It is common off the Florida coast, living near the bottom in company with the 
other species of Groupers. It is -found on the coast all the year round, and is caught with hook 
and line. It seldom exceeds the weight of twenty pounds, and the average size is much smaller. 
It is considered an excellent table fish. 
Several of these fishes, whose relations have not yet been determined, have been taken along 
the Atlantic coast, particularly at the mouth of the Chesapeake and at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 
There are several other species belonging to this family which have been observe<l, none of 
which, however, are of any economic importa,nce. 
138. THE SERRANOID FISHES OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
THE JEW-FISH-STEREOLEPIS GIG.AS. 
This species is everywhere known as the ''Jew-fish." It is also sometimes called the "Black 
Sea Bass." It reaches a weight of five hundred pounds, being the largest food-fish on the coast. 
It ranges from t_he Farallones to below San Diego, and is generally abundant in deep water about 
the islands, but from its great size is seldom taken. It feeds upon smaller fishes, and is voracious. 
It is often taken by swallowing a white-fish when the latter is on the hook. Its flesh is of excellent 
quality, and those small enough to be available always bring a very high price in the market. 
'rHE OABRILLA-SERRANUS CLATHR,ATUS. 
This species is called at Monterey, where it is not common, the" Kelp Salmon"; farther South 
it is kuown to the" Americans" usmilly as "Rock Bass," and to the Italians and Spaniards as 
'' 0abrilla," a name applied to other species of Serranus in the Mediterranean. The Chinese call 
it "Lockee Cod" ( Rock Cod). It reaches a length.of eighteen inches and a weight of about :fi.ve 
pounds. It ranges from San Francisco to Cerros Island, being very abundant about the Santa 
Barbara Islands, where it is taken in large numbers. It lives in water of no great depth., chiefly 
about the rocks. It feeds on squid, crustacea, and small fishes. It is an excellent food-fish, similar 
in quality to the related Atlantic species. 
THE JOHNNY VERDE-SERR.A.NUS NEBULIFER (Grd.) Steind. 
This species receives the name "Rock Bass" a.nd "Cabrilla" with the other species. The 
distinctive Spanish name of "Johnny (Juan) Verde" is also in frequent use, especially at San 
Pedro. It reaches a length of twelve to twenty inches and a weight of about five pounds. Most 
individuals seen are, however, small, not averaging two pounds. It has been taken at Monterey, 
but it is common only from San Pedro southward to Magdalena Bay. So far as known to us, it 
agree in habits and value with the preceding. 
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THE POTTED CABRILLA-SER~ANUS MACULOFASCI.A.TUS Steindachner. 
hi p ,j r eive the ame names, '' Rock Bass" and "Cabrilla," as the others. It agrees 
,,, ith th pi ding in value, <li, trivution, and habits, so far as known. Its a rather smaller size. 
It i au ·c 11 nt foo<l-:fi h, an<l from its great abundance about San Diego it may become of 
n icl r bl nomic importance. Its range extends southward to Mazatlan, it being one of the 
alifornia ft hes whicl.J. extend their range to the south of the Tropic of Cancer. 
139. THE YELLOW PERCH-PERCA AMERICANA. 
, ,herernr found," writes Jordan, "this . species is the Perch par excellence," the name Perch 
u iug I ·ewhere wrongly applied to various Serranoiu, Sciamoid, Centrarchoid, and Embiotocoid 
fi,·h .. The de criptive names "YellowPer~h'' and "Ringed Perch" are in common use. The 
P rch i, found throughont the Great Lake region, the rivers of New Euglarnl and of the States 
, .·t of the Al_legbany Mountains as far south as Georgia. It occurn in some tributaries of the Ohio 
in the northern parts of Ohio and Indiana, an<l of the Mississippi in Wisconsin and Minnesota, but 
throughout the lower basin of the Mississippi and the west slope of the Alleghanies it is entirely 
ab ent. The Perch is one of the common market fish of the North and East. Its usual length is 
about a foot, and its ·weight generally less than two pounds. It is a fish of fair but not excellent 
quality. It is a carnivorous fish, feeding on minnows, etc., and usually freely taking the hook. It 
pawn in spring. Dr. Steindaclmer, of Vienua, has recently attempted to demonstrate the 
id ntity of the American Perch with the similar species in Europe, but this I cannot admit, for 
they are no more alike than various of our species of Lepomis, Amiurus, etc. It is true enough 
that the distinctive characters noticed by Steindachner are unrelia,ble, but, so far as I have seen, 
th y differ trongly in gill-rakers, pseudobranchire, position of first dorsal, etc. Of course, no sane 
man doubt their community of origin, but different "species" they _are now, or at least sub-species." 
Tu foll wing ob ervations with regard to the abundance of the Yellow Perch, in the Great 
Lake h ve been made by Mr. Ludwig Kumlien and others: 
On the ea tern shore of Minnesota, and especially about Duluth and vicinity, these fish are 
common. Ou the southern hore of Lake Superior, as far east as Keeweenaw Point, and about 
th i ' land included-such as the Apostle I lands, Sand, York, and Rock Islands-they are also 
common. In thi region they have been on the increase for the last ten years, being q?ite rare as 
lat ly a 1 70. They are, however, never shipped to the large markets, being used for home con-
umption. In the mall bay running southeast from Keweenaw Point Yellow Perch are very 
abundant; in thi locality they are not found plentifully at a great distance from shore. In 
.. far u ~tte Harbor a few are taken in the herring seines, but none are caught in the pound-nets. 
Tb y llow-percb :ft hery i of no importance between this point and Sauk's Beacl. 
t, the north end of Green Bay Yellow Perch are not abundant. They are found chiefly in 
t11 mouth' of the mall bays included in Green Bay, and are said to be rare about t,he islands; 
th y r n t tak n in the pound-nets at lea t. Toward Cedar River this :fish is not plentiful, 
b ino- tak n almo ·t entirely fo the shoal-nets. A little farther south, about the mouth of Menom-
011 fliv,r, th re i a greater abundance of them; here also they are taken in some quantities in 
t11 in.·b r · u t . They are 'hipped from here with the ·'dory," but complaint is made by the dealers 
if th r i · t large a proportion of Perch. When shipped separate they command a low price. 
ri in" u ept •mb r .A, 1 80, l\Ir. Kumlien remarks: "I have seen a good many that were taken 
n r .I 11 mon e iv r within the la t few day and was surprised at their small and uniform size; 
f w f li ·m would xc ·cl ight inche . The fishermen inform me that there has been a run of 
th · Uh ll I ·r ·h in · la. winter in exces of anything ever known in previous _years." 
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The fishermen are under the impression that Perch insteacl of white-fish were hatclled out and 
depositeu here by the State Fish Commission. 
Between the Menomonee River and Oconto Bay this fish is common, but of little importance. 
It brings a low price and is not sought after. It is caught inshore in the sloughs. At the ~outhern 
extremity of Green Bay the Yellow Perch is abundant. All along the eastern shore of Green Bay 
it is very plentiful; there has been a greater abundance of it during the past year ( 1880) than 
ever before. 
Along the western shore of Lake Michigan, as far as Manitowoc, the Yellow Perch is extremely 
rare, except about Two Rivers and Manitowoc, at which two points it is common and meets with a 
ready sale. Between Manitowoc and Port Washington the Yellow Perch occurs very sparingly, 
especially in the vicinity of Cedar Grove. The other fishing grounds between the above-named 
points are White Fish Bay, and Sheboygan. 
In the vicinity of Milwaukee this fish is extraordinarily abundant, and was especi~lly so during 
1.879. ·1n less than ten fathoms they are sometimes caught in _the gill-net; the majority, however, 
are taken on hooks. They are of considerable importance in this locaiity and meet with a. ready 
sale. At Racine a great many, and of a large size, are caught. At Waukegan, a little farther 
south, they are especially abundant in June and July. They were more plentiful in 1879 than 
they had ever been before. 
At the southern end of Lake Michigan, about New Buffalo and Michigan City, they are 
abundant, being caught on hooks and sold in large numbers to tbe railway baggage-men, who 
peddle them on the cars. They have been more abunda_nt this year (1880) than· ever before. The 
finest specimens are caught as far out from shore as fifteen miles, but the smaller ones do not go 
out so far. Many are shipped to the Chicago market. 
Around the docks of Saint Joseph, at the southern end of Lake Michig,3,n, the yellow perch 
fry fairly swarms. In the summer of 1880, two hundred hooks were set two miles out from shore; 
each hook had a Perch, some weighing as high as two pounds. From Saint Joseph Yellow Perch 
are often shipped with white-fish and trout. They are chiefly caught in gill-nets, several miles 
from shore. 
On the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, about Ludington and Manistee, they were as plentiful 
as ever before in 1880; some-years they are less common, and then come on again. At Grand 
Haven they were less abundant than usual, and are seldom taken at this point at any great distance 
from shore. About Little and Great Traverse Bays and the Fox Islands they are generally 
common, but were less plentiful in 1880 than ever before. They are occasionally taken in the 
pound-nets, and even in the gill-nets, but are of no commercial importance. 
The Yellow P erch is reported as common at the northeast end of Lake Michigan, through the 
Straits of Mackinaw, and down the western shore of Lake Huron to Thunder Bay. Captain 
Dingman, who appears to be well informed as to the fisheries of th.at region, says they are not 
one-tenth as numerous as they were in 1879. If this be true of the northeastern shore of Lake 
Michigan, it may account ·for their being unusually numerous on the opposite (western) shore of 
that lake. Near the Les Cheneaux Islands a large variety is reported as having been caught. 
Yellow Perch are more common about these islands than generally along the shore. They are not 
often taken in the deep pounds but are quite abundant in shallow·water and in the small lakes. 
In Thunder Bay Yellow Pereh are abundant, and are taken principally in the pound-nets in 
spring. Mr. Case thinks they are increasing. Very few are shipped from t,his point; during 1879 
not over five bunured, in which year the run was very large. 
In the rivers running into Saginaw Bay Yellow Perch are abuncl.ant, but not so much so as 
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r, rm rl'c .. Ir. iker think they have left the rivers for the bay, during the last few years, to a 
(Tn at .· n . , r m place on thi bay they are shipped as soft fish. Down from Saginaw Bay 
to r Jlur n th r maioder of the western shore of Lake Huron, Yellow Perch are very abun-
1:lut , ~ 1 in tb aint Clair River; Mr. Canham thinks that they are on the steady increase. 
Fr m thi.' r O'i n f war hipped, the demand being principally local, _but outside markets are 
:p:'iuo'in up. A O'OOd many are taken on the lake shore in the bait-nets. 
n the bing ground at the west end of Lake Erie, from Toledo to the mouth of the Detroit 
\iY r in ludiug the pound :fisheries of the last named locality, Yellow Perch are said to be very 
a undaut and on the increase. They are usually ·dressed (skinned) and sent to inland towns. 
Th ,r i · a oTeat d maud for them by the peddlers who supply the farms . 
.A.hont th vicinity of Maumee Bay and Toledo, and in Maumee Bay, Yellow Perch are very 
abundant at all times. fo late autumn and winter a few are shipped to New York City. East of 
Port 'linton the pounds do not catch any, though they are rnry abundant in the Sandusky River 
and mall bay. adjacent. About Toussaint and Locust Point a few are caught in spring in the 
ponud,·, but are thrown overboard. 
In audu ky Bay, Upper_and Lower, and in the lake between Ottawa City, on Catawba, Island, 
arnl tll Ilnron :fl heries, Yellow Perch are very abundant in early spTing and late fa,11. At San-
chdn· lll ~y are very abundant, and it is thought that the offal thrown into the lake helps 
to keep them in that locality. They are usually counted as "rouglt" fish and sold with tbe 
It rring· hut are sometimes counted as "soft" :fish early in the season. A very large variety is 
tnJ-en ont.'ide of Sandu ky Bay in the lake, and Mr. Stoll, one of the authorities of that distr1ct, 
, tlirm, that the lake and marsh varieties are distinct. About the islands of this region yell ow 
P ~r h ar ·omrnoo, and, according to Mr. Anthony, from five to ten tons ltave been caught there, 
. ,,. ral y ·ar ag , at one lift. 
In tli fi hiug ground' at Huron, Ohio, on the south shore of Lake Erie, this species is abun-
<la11 . ix ·or ev n year ago few were taken in the lake pounds in comparison -with the numbers 
tak 11 in tlJ m at the pre ent day. About nine-tenths of those no"r taken are thrown away. A 
fi•w ar ,·bipp d to w York City in late autumn, and a few are frozen. Yellow Perch, in this 
locality, ur 11 t v u graded as a soft fish, an<l seldom bring more than do the sheepsheads. 
Y How Perch are v ry abundant at Vermillion, Ohio. Ten tons have been caught in a day 
:tH<l · ta Ii erty for lack of demand. A few tons of the late autumn catch is generally frozen . 
. r' h Y do not even count as a soft fish, but sell separately, and rarely for a higher price than 
th, he P h ad. The Yellow Perch are here of a uniform size, averaging about three-fourths of 
a I) und apiec . 
t Bl ck River and Amber t this species is very common; they are classed as soft fish, but 
are not con icler cl a "goo<l" oft fish. They are most abundant in the spring-:usually in April-
but unimportant. At the e point the Yellow Perch average a large size. 
Thi pe ie i very abundant during some years at Cleveland and Dover Bay, Ohio, and 
again for ome time but few are taken, They are most plentiful in spring, during which season 
of tll re r a high a two or three hun<lrecl pounds are taken in a day. When abundant, they 
h Y a P or al but when a few only are in the Cleveland ma1·ket they command a fair price. 
Th ~ l r of uniform iz , and average about three-quarters of a pound. · 
' t 
1 
nn a it a. cl A bt bula Yellow Perch are abundant and quite important. They are 
k ·n in ·u-net in wint r a far , ight miles from shore. In May, when they spawn, few are 
u ht v r mil fr m ·h r . At Paine ville Yellow Perch are not so common as east and west 
0 b· pl· t unkirk au B rcelona New York, this species is very abundant, aud e pecially 
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so at Erie, Pennsylvania, where it is considered as of great importance. Off Erie Bay a very 
la;rge grade of this .fish occurs. Many are taken in gill-nets. At Oswego, Port Ontario, Lake Vin-
cent, Chaumont, and Sacket's Harbor, and other points on the southern and eastern shores of 
La:ke Ontario, Yellow Perch are very abundant. At Port Ontario they are of some commercial 
importance and are more highly prized as a, food-fish than is usual, as is also the case at Lake 
Vincent, where they are more highly prized than the sun-fish. From Chaumont they are shipped 
in spring and winter as "Perch." .A.t Lake Vincent they are known as "Striped Perch." At 
Sacket's Harbor they are of no special importance. 
Mr. Eveland says he bas frequently caught Yellow Perch weighing two pounds. They are 
seldom found in water deeper than from twenty-five~to thirty feet. It is a prevalent belief among 
fishermen that Yellow Perch are very destructive of white-fish. Mr. Hatch thinks that the 
decrease of the latter may be to some extent due to increase of the former. Perch caught in the 
Lakes are much larger than those caught in the rivers running into them. 
140. THE LOG PEROH-PEROINA OAPRODES (RAF.) GRD. 
By DAVIDS. JORDAN. 
This species is known as the "Rock-fish," "Hog-fish," or "Log Perch." It is the largest of a 
J.arge group of little perch-like fishes known as "Darters" or Etheostomatidm. These fishes may 
be described as little perch, reduced in size and compacted, thus fitted for a life in rocky brooks 
where the water is too shallow, swift, and sterile to support larger fish. All the Darters are 
brilliantly colored, and all have a way of lying quiescent on the bottoms, resting on their large fins, 
and then suddenly darting away for a short distance when disturbed. They are carnivorous, 
feeding chiefly on insects and crustaceans. Only one of them (Percina caprodes) is large enough· 
to take the hook. This one is often found on the urchin's string, but it cannot be said to have 
any economic value. The others are too small for the urchin even, and although, according to 
Rafinesque, "they are good to eat fried," few people think it worth while to cook them. Darters 
are found in all fresh waters of the United States east of the Rocky Mountains, but all the species 
are peculiar to America. 
141. THE PIKE PERCHES. 
In the interior of North .America occur two species of the genus Stizostediurn, the Wall-eyed 
Pike, S. vitreum (Mitch.), J. & G., and S. canadense (Smith) Jordan. Both of these occur in the 
Great Lake region and the Upper Mississippi, and the valley of the Ohio and the Tennessee; t.he 
former penetrating northward to the fur countries, and into some of the Atlantic streams south of 
New England. 
"S. vitreum," according to Jordan, "may be readily known from S. canadense by the presence 
of a single black spot on the posterior part of the spinous dorsal, instead of one or two rows of 
smaller spots on the middle part of the fin." 
THE WALL-EYED PIKE OR DORY-STIZOSTEDIUM VITREUM. 
"Stizostedium vitreum,," writes Jordan, "is most commonly called the 'Wall-eyed Pike.' In 
the Upper Lakes, where the true Pike (Esox liwius) is known as 'Pickerel,' the Wall-eyed Pike 
becomes simply 'Pike.' The names 'Glass-eye' and 'Yellow Pike' are sometimes heard, and 
the name 'Blue Pike' is applied to a local variety. The name 'Pike Perch,' a translation of 
Lucioperca, a name given by Cuvier to the genus Stizostedium, is often used in books, but has 
never taken root among fishermen. Among .the French about Lake Michigan and in Canada 
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mm n u e. Southward the name 'Jack' is applied to this species as 
Th mo t unfortunate misnomer of 'Salmon' is also common in the South, and 
Blow- h,' , Green Pike," and 'Jack Salmon' are also current in various 
i i very abundant throughout the Great Lake region and the Upper Mis-
uri. It ha al o an extensive but not well-known distribution through the larger 
nthern tates, at least of the upland portion. It feeds upon other fishes, and is 
ora iou an l my pecies. It reaches a length of three feet or more, and a weight of fifteen to 
tr nty-ftve poun or more. Those seen in market are generally much smaller. This is one of the 
t of oar food- he , with firm, white flesh of good flavor. In the markets supplied from the 
Gr at Lakes it ranks in importance below the white-fish and lake trout only. It is the most 
v loable of our fre h-water percoids." 
Jordan recognizes two varieties of this species, namely, var. vitreum and var. salmoneum; the 
latter, known a the "Blue Pike," is a local variety in Ohio and southward; it is bluer in color, 
and is smaller, besides having the body shorter and deeper. 
The abundance of the Wall-eyed Pike, Stizostedium vitreum, in the region of the Great Lakes 
has been recorded by Mr. Kumlien as follows: 
"At the west;ern extremity of Lake Superior, at the head of Saint Louis Bay, Wall-eyed Pike 
ar abundant. They are there taken extensively with seines. Off the Wisconsin coast of Lake 
Superior, and, passing east, as far as Ontonagon, Michigan, Pike have, within the last two years, 
become abundant. Four years ago the :fishermen could scarcely :find sufficient for their own tables, 
while in 1879 there was an immense" run" of Pike. They are most abundant in Squaw and Siscourt 
Bays and are of larger size than in Keweenaw Bay. The sudden appearance of Pike is a deep 
puzzle to the fl. hermen. 
\ 
"At Portage Entry and L'Anse, Pike are abundant; they are common, however, all along the 
bore from Ontonagon to Huron Bay, between which two points they rank third, and would take 
th second place (i.e., that of lake trout} if the "runs" of Pike were as continuous as those of 
trout--which latter can be caught at all times. Pike are here taken principally in the pounds. 
They average a smaller size than in the Lower Lakes. At Portage Entry the :fishermen used to 
keep the Pike in a pond until required for shipment. They are here called "Yellow Pike." 
On the fl bing grounds between Grand Island and Sauk's Head, including Ontario Bay, 
ucker Bay, Laughing-fish Point, Short Point, Marquette and Big Presque Isle, Pike are taken 
to ome extent, but are not abundant enough to be of much importance. Twelve years ago they 
wer quite rare; they have since that time been increasing steadily. They are taken in the pound-
ne to some extent, but rarely in the gill-nets. Some pounds do not get half a dozen to a lift. In 
thi region they are known as "Yellow Pike," as also at White-fish Point, where they are some-
time taken at the rate of two or three hundred pounds at a lift, but are not plentiful. 
At the north end of Green Bay the name "Dore" is given to this species. In this locality, 
including the ftshing grounds of Escanaba, Chippewa Point, Summer Island, Saint Martin's 
I land, and Point aux Barques, they are equally abundant, and grow to a large size, occasionally 
weighing twenty pounds. They here rank third in importance, and are taken in gill-nets, except 
in inter and spring. Of laoo year they have been salted to some extent. 
Along the shore of Green Bay, between the mouths of Cedar River and Peshtego River, they 
a k third in importance, the white-ft h taking tbe first place and the sturgeon the second. They 
ar taken more plentifully in the fall than in the spring, the reverse being the case at the head of 
h ay, where they pawn in great numbers. When shipped fresh they are· not dressed at all. 
Pring they ar , to some extent, salt.ed, and are sold as " Salt Pickerel." This business of 
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salting was carried on during the smnl,Iler of 1880 along the whole western shore of Lake Michigan. 
In spring they are taken quite extensively on rocks in the Menomonee River, where they go t9 
spawn. At this season many are taken with spears also, especially for home consumption. One 
man says he took five barrels in a night. They are prized very highly by the :fishermen. In the 
deep-water nets a very large grad~ is caught. In this region they are known as" Dory." 
Between Peshtego Point and LongtaH Point they are called ''Wall-eyed Pike" and ''Dory," 
are of much importance, and greatly sought for. In this division of the western shore of Green 
Bay they are principally taken in gill-nets, but do not enter a pound-net well. -Ttie chief ship-
ments qf thesQ fish _salted take place between the 1st of April and the 15th of June, when they are 
shipped as "Salt Pickerel" to the Western markets;. during the rest of the year they are shipped 
fresh, on ice. In 1878 one was taken at Oconto weighing nineteen pounds. They spawn early in 
spring, and are considered destructive to young fish and spawn. Jn scaling the :fish a common 
curry-comb is used. This fish and the White Bass are the two most important kinds taken at the 
Green Bay City fisheries, where the former is called "Dory." 
Along the eastern shore of Green Bay the Pike is not, as on the western shore, abundant. 
About Little Sturgeon Bay two and three a week are considered the average number taken. One 
kind only is recognized between Bay Settlement and the island of Saint Martin. Between Port 
des Mort!:! and Manitowoc, on the western shore of Lake Michigan, Pike are rare, and the few 
caught are taken in the spring. Mr. Kirtland took three packages of Pike at Jacksonport in 1879. 
At Two Rivers they only occur as stragglers. At Manitowoc the name "Pike" alone is used, 
"Do.ry" being unknown. They likewise only occur as stragglers at the fishing grounds between 
Manitowoc and White-fish Bay. 
In the vicinity of Milwaukee they are by no means abundant; they are caught, when occurring,_ 
in pound-nets, but never in gill-nets. In the small inland lakes they are pronounced to be quite 
common. South of Milwaukee, as far as Evanstown, Illinois, they are far from abundant, but were 
formerly quite plentiful about Racine, though now nearly exterminated at that point. When 
shipped they are packed with the white-fish. In this region they are called "Yellow Pike." At 
the extreme south of Lake Michigan, including the New Buffalo and Michigan City :fisheri~s, this 
species is called "Wall-eyed" Pike. It is rare, but taken at all seasons of the year. Three or 
four at a lift of the pound-net is the average. When shipped South it is called '' Salmon." The 
size attained is large, probably averaging fullr ten pounds. 
At the Saugatuck, South Haven, and Saint _ Joseph fisheries, on the east shore of Lake 
Michigan, "Wall-eyed Pike" (as the species is there designated) are becoming more common of 
late. It is thought that they have, to a great extent, replaced the pickerel in the small l_akes and 
river bayous. They are not yet of sufficient abundance to be of any commercial importance. 
Individuals of this species are here taken chiefly with hooks, and occur but sparingly in the lake. 
At Ludington, Point Sable, Grand Haven, and other fishing towns, between Saugatuck and 
Glen Haven, Lebanon County, Pike are by no means abundant, being most . plentiful in August 
at Ludington and Manistee. White Hall is an exceptional place, wagon-loads being sometimes 
exposed on the streets for sale. At Grand Haven not more than half a dozen a year are caught 
in the lake, but in the Grand River they are not at all rare. 
On the fishing grounds of Little and Grand Traver~e Bays, and about Fox Islands, Pike are 
extremely rare. They are occasionally found in Grand Traverse Bay, but are scarcely at all known 
by the fish authorities of that region. In the :fishing grounds comprised between Little Traverse 
Bay (passing north and east through the Straits of Mackinaw as far down the western shore of 
Lake Huron as Hammond's Bay) and Adams Point the name "Pickerel" is given to this species, 
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r O h ft berm n, who call it "Dory." Throughout this region this fish is common, 
in the riv r and bayou . Mr. Bennett reports thirteen hundred pounds from one 
0 night in Hammond Bay. This fish is by far the most plentiful in spring. It is 
au of it good keeping qualities. .About Mud Lake and in the Sault Ste. 
r ri i,· r thi peci i quite extensively fished for and is solµ separately. In the outer pounds 
in th J. ke (Huron) not many are caught. The majority of :fishermen salt them and sell as '' Salted 
ick r I ; the proportion of this fish to white-fish is about as one to one hundred. 
t Ip ua, Thunder Bay, Pike, usually here called "Yellow Pike," form qu~te an important 
fi b ry during May and June, after which but few are taken until September. The largest lift 
known here wa in 1874, when three thousand were taken from one net in a single lift. During 
pt mber very few of any other kind than Pike are taken in the pound-nets. In comparison with 
aginaw Bay, but few are taken at Alpena. 
In Saginaw Bay this species, known as "Yellow Pike," "Pickerel," and" Wall-eyed Pike," 
i tbu poken of in a circular by Riker & Kelbourn: "Saginaw Ba,y produces more fish yearly 
than any equal extent of inland water in the United States, and of as good· quality, and in one 
notable exception a good deal better. This is the Yellow Pike, or what are termed South 'Lake 
Salmon,' and on Lake Erie are known as 'Pickerel.' They are a harder, firmer, fish, and will bear 
tran portation better, and keep longer, than pickerel caught in the Lower Lakes. Because of these 
qualitie , and their superior adaptation for the use of the table, they are regarded South and West 
as the fish first of all desired. This immense catch of fish is prepared for shipment, in parcels 
to snit customer , to the East, South, and West, embracing several States." 
The" Pickerel" is the most abundant and important fish in Saginaw Bay. Besides those taken 
in the pound and with seines, large quantities are speared in winter through the ice. In spring 
they are taken till July, and then very few are caught again till the latter part of .August. It is 
pre nmed they go into deep water during the warmest weather. In spearing them through the ice 
a decoy fl h i used to lure them within reach ; they are very rarely taken in the gill nets. There 
seems to be no very alarming decrease among them, yet it is readily admitted that they have been 
more plenty than they are at present. Spawn in the bay during .April. 
From Point anx Barques to Port Huron, Pike are very abundant, and are the most important 
:fl h in the Saint Clair River on the Canada side, where they are of great commercial value. They 
are here known as "Yellow Pickerel." It is an interesting question why they should be more 
abundant on the Canadian than on the .American side. Saginaw Bay is the hot-bed for this 
pecie , and from there they seem to strike across the lake to the Canada shore, entirely avoiding 
the ea t bore of the peninsula from Point aux Barques to Port Huron. When they come into 
the Saint Clair River they follow close to the Canada shore, and return the same way. 
Between Toledo and the mouth of Detroit River, Pike, called" Yellow Pickerel" in this region, 
are not abundant. Unlike Maumee Bay, they do not seem to delight in this western shore of Lake 
Erie. The run occur in places in the spring irregularly, and no dependence is placed on a fair 
supply at any time. It is not con idered one of the important fish. 
In raume Bay Pike are very abundant. Early in the season large quantities come from the 
bay and river of the same name. They rank second in importance, and are exclusively salted, 
being then kn wn a "Salmon," otherwise a "Yellow Pike." In autumn few are taken in com-
pari n with th number caught in the spring. Pike, or "Yellow Pike," here called, strike on the 
nth bore f Lake Eri , around Port Clinton, about .April 1, and stay only a few days. They 
rank a nt fourth at that place. At Locn t Point they are caught in con iderable numbers in 
pring, an e in fall al o. Here they rank third in importance. 
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At all the fishing points betweeu Ott~wa City, on Catawba Island, and the Huron fisheries, 
with the neighboring islands, the greater part of the "Pickerel" are called ''Gray Pickerel," and 
many say that they are totally different from the "Yellow" or "Blue" Pickerel. · In Sandusky 
Bay they are particularly abundant; also about the islands and in the harbors. They have exten-
sive spawning grounds at Cedar Point, Marblehead, Spit Island, East and West Harbors, Mouse 
Island, Sugar Bluff, Moose's Point, North and Middle Bass Islands, Put-in Bay, and Kelley's 
Island. They are sold as hard fish, and usually run large. When less than a pound they are sold 
with tho '' Saugers." 
Connected with the Huron (Ohio) fisheries, the Pike, here called "Yellow Pike," are considered 
quite important, but not so abundant as farther west. They are caught principally in the spring, 
and are thought to work westward toward Maumee Bay about their spawning time. They rank 
about fourth in importance. The general impression among fishermen here is that the true Yellow 
Pike is not caught at all bore-by which they mean the Yellow Pike of Saginaw Bay. Many call 
this fish the "Gray. Pike," and yet consider it an entirely different fish from the "Blue Pike." 
A.t Vermillion, Ohio; there is caught, early in the spring, what is termed the" Spawn Pike," 
running from twenty to thirty pounds. Later the runs average much smaller-one to five pounds-
and these are supposed not to spawn. Pike here are not abundant, and it is ?nly in the spring 
that they are regarded as important. 
A. little farther east, including the fisheries of Black River, Amherst, and Brownhelm Bay, 
'' Yellow Pike," so called in this section, are not abundant. They are taken early in spring. On 
account of their fewness they are of but little importance. There is said to be too much waste in 
dressing to make them a salable fish among the poorer classes. The markets are never glutted 
with this fish. None are salted. A.t Cleveland and Dover, Ohio, this species is known as ''Yellow 
Pickerel" and "Pickerel." At the Dover Bay fisheries they are not abundant, in the largest lifts 
not over one hundred and fifty to two hundred pounds being taken. They are caught principally 
in early igpring, and range from one to five pounds. Until the last six years this fish was unknown 
here. Farther east, at Conneaut and .Ashtabula, "Yellow Pike," as they are there called, do not 
seem to be common; a few large ones (from ten to twelve pounds) are taken every season. A.bout 
Painesville, Fairport, and Willoughby this species is knOWJ?. as "Yellow Pickerel." They are not 
very common; some are taken in spring. In 1879 not over two tons were taken in sixteen nets. 
They are much more common _farther ,west. Years ago they were abundant and one of the most 
important of fish, but since the dynamite. explosion at Fairport (the port of Painesville, three miles 
from the city, on the lake shore), about eight years ago, they have been rare, and the fishermen 
think the explosion-which was so strong that it broke window-lights in Cleveland and Buffalo-
drove them away. A. decrease in other species was noticeable for some time afterwards. Those 
taken at Painesville are remarkably dark colored, much darker than those taken at the islands. 
When pound-nets were used in the fisheries of Dunkirk and Barcelona, New York, Erie, Penn-
sylvania, and Mill's Grove, Ohio, a good many Pike were taken; even now a few are taken in the 
gill-nets. .At the above places they are called "Wall-eyed Pike." 
Concerning the Lake Ontario pike fishery, we learn that at Oswego they are fairly common 
and rank third in importance. A.t Port Ontario they are known as "Yellow Pike." They were 
formerly abundant at this point, but of late years few have been taken. Since pound-net fishing 
began they have gradually grown less abundant-been "caught out." A. few are yet taken in .the 
seines. 
At Cape Vincent Pike are abundant. The fish of one variety, with a longer and more pointed 
head than the Upper Lake fish, are called "Spike-noses." They rank second in commercial impor-
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Th r ar brought over from Canada to a great extent, but the bulk that is shipped from 
• in nt i aught in American waters. They are common everywhere. At Chaumont they 
rnnk fir in ommer ial importance. The largest runs occur in the bay in early spring. Pike do 
n t m a near bore as formerly. At Sacket's Harbor they rank first in importance, and are 
, ught in the pring a soon as the ice is out, and in fall till winter sets in. During the winter 
tl.iey ar brought from Canada. It is thought that they have increased since the alewives came 
b r and that the average weight now is one-third greater than ten years ago. 
It ic aicl that Yellow Pike, Stizostedium vitreum, can be confined in a small pond much more 
ucce fully than most species. They are said to prefer the vicinity of river mouths, and not to 
go far ont into the lakes. 
The following facts concerning the abundance of the Blue Pike, identified as Stizostedium 
vitreum var. salmoneum, in the region of the Great Lakes, were gathered by Mr. Kumlien: 
In the fishing grounds of the west end of Lake Erie "Blue Pickerel" are known only as rare 
tragglers. In the vicinity of Toledo and Maumee Bay Blue Pike are very seldom seen. At some 
of the principal fisheries not more than one in a year is taken. This :fish is generally not recognized 
by the local fl hermen. On the south coast also, at Port Clinton an'd Locust Point, this fish is a 
great rarity, and only appears as a straggler. It is of no importance whatever. 
About Upper and Lower Sandusky Bay, and all the fishing grounds between Ottawa City and 
atawba I land to the Huron fisheries, the Blue Pike are abundant from May till June 5, the 
large t run occurring from the 20th of May until June. They rank in this region about :fifth in 
importance. They are sold fresh, frozen and salted, about half the catch being salted and sold as 
' Medium Pickerel." It is somewhat improbable that individuals exceed one and a half or two 
pound in weight. They are less ab~ndant around the islands, among which may be named Spit 
I land, Mon e I land, North Bass Island, Middle Bass Island, and Kelley's Island. The "Gray," 
llow," and "Blue" Pike grade into each other in this locality in such a manner that it is hard 
to drc w the limiting line. Mr. Kumlien thinks that all of these represented as "Gray" and some 
''Blue" were . vitreiim, but that the bulk of those called "Blue" are readily distinguishable from 
. vitreum. 
In the Huron (Ohio) :fisheries Blue Pike are extraordinarily abundant, in fact too much so. 
n h quantitie are sometimes caught that not one-quarter can be made use of. The largest runs 
c m on late when the market is already full, consequently a very .low price is realized for them. 
few are taken in early spring, as soon as the :fishing begins, but the bulk are caught from the 
12th to th 20th of May. As high as one hundred and fifty tons have been brought to Huron in 
• tl<1,y. Th~y are largely alted. The average weight is about a pound, though some are taken in 
arly pring weighing ten to fifteen pounds. The direction of the movement made by the Blue 
I ik i, uppo ed to be easterly in the pring, when they start from the vicinity of the island , 
r turning (w stward) in the fall. Between Cedar Point (east side entrance to Sandusky Bay) and 
lack River they occur in greater number than at any other point in Lake Erie. Some are caught 
in autumn, bu the catch then i · nothing a compared with that of late spring. 
t Vermillion, Ohio, the Blue ike are more abundant than any other species, and rank second 
i imp rtanc . They are taken a soon a the fishing commences, but from the 24th of May till 
un 1 t they c me in uch myria.cl that it i impo& ible to take care of them, and tons upon tons 
' r 1 t ou f th n . The average weight i about a pound, but specimens weighing as high as 
id to b taken early in pring among the pawning Yellow Pike. This fish was 
'h r ut of 1 t years they have b en cla ed "soft," principally on account 
i flavor they ar far in£ rior to the Yellow Pike. They come iuto 
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the nets in such quantities, and at a season when the market is already full, .that ~hey are often sold 
for the freight charges only. Mr. McGraw thinks there is an appreciable increase in their numbers 
each year. In 1879 as high as four tons were taken from one pound at a single lift. When salted 
they are called ''Medium" and "No. 2 Pickerel." The reason so few are salted in proportion to the 
amount caught is on account of the low price realized for them, coming, as they do, into competition 
with more valuable kinds. From the following it will be seen that the profits to the :fishermen are 
very small: 
Cost of packing 100 pounds salt fish ready for market: Half barrel, 35 cents; dressing fish, 
12 cents; salt, 15 cents; salting, 10 cents; inspection, 25 cents; total, 97 cents. Then add cost of 
from 160 to 175 pounds of undressed fish, and sell for $1.50 per ha.If barrel, and the profits are 
very small. 
At Black River, Amherst, and Brownhelm, Ohio, the most important fish is the Blue Pike. The 
largest runs occur in May and October. Mr. Freund thinks that they spawn in June or the latter 
days of May. The general impression amongst the :fishermen is that they do not spawn, as none 
of them have seen the spawn in the fish. Such quantities are sometimes taken that it is very 
difficult to take care of them all. They are used fresh, and are also salted. 
At Cleveland and the Dover Bay fisheries the Blue Pike is the principal fish and very 
abundant. They are taken as soon as the fishermen get their nets in, but more plentifully at the 
end of spring and fall than at the beginning of those two seasons. It often happens that such 
quantities are taken that they cannot be disposed of. They appear to be increasing every year; 
as high as twenty tons are reported from four nets in one day. About one-fourth of the catch is 
salted; the :fishermen say that the early-caught fish do not salt so well as those taken later. The 
average weight is about one pound, those coming on first in spring averaging, perhaps, less than 
this weight, but the late runs are larger. It is said that specimens have been caught among the 
islands at the west end of the lake weighing fifteen pounds._ All the :fishermen say they never saw 
one with ripe spawn. Formerly they were classed as '' hard fish," but now they sell as "soft." 
At Oswego this species is called "Gray Pike," is quite common, ~nd. unusually Rilvery in 
appearance. At Cape Vincent they are known only as stragglers. At Chaumont they are very 
rare, and at Sacket's Harbor very few are caught. 
The" Jack" on the Ohio River, as described by Jordan in the lately published report on the 
fishes of Ohio, reaches occasionally forty pounds. "It possesses great activity and strength, and 
is a ravenous destroyer of Perch and other species. Were it not so superior in every way to 
others, this habit might condemn it; as it is, we regard it as one of the best species we possess. 
In the South it is eagerly bought, and forms the principal table fish for the various places of resort, 
where it can be obtained." 1 "The 'Blue Pike,'" says Jordan, "is said to frequent only bayous 
and inlets, not being taken in the deeper waters of the Lakes, where S. vitreum especially abound. 
It also reaches a smaller size, according to Mr. Klipp art, who asks, 'Why does the Blue Pike 
frequent the bayous and get to be no more than twelve to fifteen inches in length, and to weigh not 
to exceed two or three pounds, if it is identical with the Wall-eyed Pike which frequents the deep 
waters of the lake and attains a length of' three feet and a weight of eighteen to twenty pounds1' 
This species, according to Mr. Klippart, is at the Lake Erie :fisheries split and salted with the 
Sauger, S. canadense, the two together being known to th~ commercial world as 'Pickerel No. 2,' 
and bringing about two-thirds the price of ·Pickerel No. 1, which is S. vitreum."2 
1 COPE, Rept. Comm. Fish Penn., 1881, 128. 
i Geological Survey of Ohio, iv, part i, p. 64. 
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THE· SAUGER.-STIZOSTEDIUM OAN.ADENSE, 
uug r , known al O as the '' Gray Pike," " Sand Pike," " _(}round Pike," '' Pickering," 
, ud II r e-fi h," has its habitat, according to Jordan, in the Saint Lawrence River, 
r , L, k r !!i n, pper Mi si ippi, and Upper Missouri Rivers, also in the Ohio, where, accord-
in t the fi h rm n, it ba been introduced from the Lakes through the canals. 
'Ib diff rent form a.nd coloration, particularly the markings of the dorsal fin," writes 
rd, n, i tingui ·b this species at once from Stizostedium vitreum. This species has, moreover, 
alwa fi w r dor al ray , more scaly cheeks, and permanent armature of the operculum. 
, 'In comparing Saugers from widely separated localities certain differences appear, which are 
p rbap sufficiently con taut to indicate distinct varieties. Of these, three are perhaps worthy to 
b d ignated by name. The common Sauger or Sand Pike of the Lakes (Lucioperca grisea DeKay) 
houkl bear the name of Stizostedium canadense, va.r. grisea. The Sauger or Pickering of the Saint 
Lawrence was the original Lucioperca canadensis of Col. C. H. Smith. It should, therefore, be the 
typical variety, canadensis. Its head is rougher and more closely scaled, and the number of 
pinou points ou the opercle is greater. The 'Sand Pike' of the Upper Missouri averages rather 
slender, with a long, slender nose and more flattened and snake-like head. This is the Lucioperca 
borea of Dr. Girard, and may be called var. borewm, if the difference here noted prove at all con-
stant. 
"The Sauger never reaches a large size, the largest I have seen being from :fifteen to eighteen 
incbe in length. It is abundant everywhere in the Great Lakes, and is valued as food, although 
le . highly rat d than its relative, the Pike Perch . . 
"lt i plentiful in the Ohio River, where it is probably indigenous, although some claim that it 
ha e n introduced there through the canals." 
fr. umli n ha collected many interesting notes concerning this as well as the preceding 
pecie . Th e will be printed at a future time. 
THE STRIPED BASS FAMILY. 
Fi h of thi family are common on both sides of the North Atla.utic. The Bass of Europe, 
Roccu labrax, i one of the favorite food-fishes of that region, and is found from Tromsoe, in 
orway, latitude 70°, outh to the Mediterranean, where it is abundant. A very closely related 
pecie i our own Striped Ba , or Rock-fish, Roccus saxatilis, which is found from the Gulf of Saint 
awr n to the Gulf of Mexico. These two species are very similar in form, although the colors 
are diff' rent, the American Bas being conspicuously striped, while that of Europe is silvery 
gray. They are both strong, active, and voracious fishes, and both ascend rivers, although the 
merican Ba em to e much more addicted to life in fresh water than its transatlantic 
r lative, probably owin O' to the fact that our rivers are more numerous, larger, and much more 
plentifully to ked with the fi h upon which the Bass rely for food. They ascend the Potomac to 
the Little Fall , the Hud on to Albany, the Connecticut to Hartford, and the Saint Lawrence to 
uebe . B fore the erection of dam in the Susquehanna individuals were taken as high up 
a Luz rne. Europe ha two other pecies, which it is unnecessary to discuRs here, and N ortlt 
m ri a ha tbr e-th hite Ba or triped Lake Bass, Roccus chrysops; the Brassy Ila s of 
th ow r 1i i, ippi Vall Y, Roc<Jus interruptus; and the White Perch of the Atlantic ~oast, 
11 f th e ar of con iderable economic importance, though the Striped Bass 
nm r valuabl than all the others together. 
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142. THE STRIPED BASS-ROCOUS LINEATUS. 
GEOGRAPHIOAL DISTRIBUTION.-The Striped Bass, as has been already stated, occurs m 
all the waters of our coast from latitude 50° to latitude 30°. In the North it is called the 
"Striped Bass," in the South the "Rock-fish" or the "Rock." The neutral territory where both 
these names are in use appears · to be New Jersey. The fishermen of the Delaware use the latter 
' name, those of the sea-coast the former. Large sea-going individuals are sometimes known in 
New England by the names "Green-head" and "Squid-hound." There is still some uncertainty 
· regarding the southern limits of the distribution of this species. In the Saint John's River, 
Florida, they are very unusual. Though familiar in the fisheries of that region since 1873, I have 
only known of the capture of two individuals. Mr. Stearns has obtained one or two specimens in 
the Gulf of Mexico, and gives an account of the degree of their abundance in thpse waters. He 
writes: "They are occasionally caught on the northern shores of the Gulf, and are evidently more 
common about the mouths of the Mississippi River than elsewhere, since thAy are taken in this 
region only in seines, and in s.hallow water their abundance cannot be correctly determined. The 
earliest account I have been able to obtain of the capture of Striped Bass in Pensa,cola Bay is that 
of Capt. John Washington, of Mystic, Connecticut, who states that in 1850, while seine-fishing from 
the smack 'Francis Parkes,' he surrounded with his seine a large school of fish, which were quite 
unmanageable; a few ·of them were saved, and proved to be large Striped Bass, weighing from 
fifteen to forty pounds. At long intervals since solitary individuals have been taken at various 
points on thA coast. At New Orleans it is found in the market quite often. An eighteen-pound 
specimen was sold there in March, 1880." 
In Hallock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer" the following statement occurs: "It is constantly seen 
in rivers of fresh water at great distances from the ocean, even as far up the Mississippi as Saint 
Louis, and it is common in White River, Arkansas, and in all the rivers of the Southern States." 
While there can be no question that straggling individuals of this species have been taken in 
the Gulf of Mexico, it seems probable that both Mr. Stearns and Mr. Hallock have been mistaken 
by the resemblance of this species to the Brassy Bass, Roccus interritptus, which abounds through-
out the Lower Mississippi Valley. 
Oanadian authorities inform us that, though the Bass still occur along the New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia shores of the Gulf, they are much less abunclant and of smaller size than formerly. 
They have been known to ascend the Saint Lawrence as far as Quebec, and Mr. Roosevelt has 
seen a specimen, a female fish, which was taken in the Niagara River, near Lewiston. The Bass 
is most abundant in the bays and inlets about Cape Hatteras, in the Chesapeake and Delaware 
Bay region, and in the protected waters of Long Island and Southern New England. In winter 
they occur in considerable numbers in the Altamaha River, and are not unusual in the markets 
of Charleston, South Oarolina. • 
HABITS.-The Striped Bass is not migratory, being found along our coast in winter as well as 
in summer, and in our markets in every month of the year. Great quanti.ties are taken in winter 
in the rivers tributary to the Chesapeake, and in the rivers of New Brunswick quantities of them 
are speared through holes in the ice. During the past four years I have known of their capture in 
Long Island and Block Island Sounds and in the Merrimac River in December, and in Martha's 
Vineyard Sound and the lower part of the Hudson River in January. Though they appear to 
avoid a temperature higher than 65° or 70° they are not sensitive to cold, and there is good 
evidence that they frequently, when detained throughout the winter in shallow places, enter upon 
a state of torpidity. 
Foon.-They are very voracious feeders. Entering the rivers, they prey upon small fishes. 
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rti ul rl abundant at the time of the spring runs of the shad and herring, and at this 
p rticul rly plump and well fed, doubtless owing to the ease with which they can obtain 
fi . b y 1 0 frequent the rocky shores of the bays and sounds at high tide in search of crabs, 
hriwp and quid ; and they are said to feed upon clams and mussels, which they obtain by 
<l !Ying with their DOU • ' 
J EPRODUCTION .AND GROWTH.-They spawn in the late spring and early summer, some of 
th m in the river , other probably at sea, although this bas not been definitely ascertained. The 
urop an Ba s are said to deposit their spawn near the mouths of rivers in the summer months.· 
1rom orth Carolina to New Jersey the spawning time appears to be in May; in New Brunswick 
iu June. Dr. Blanding, many years ago, estimated the number of eggs at 2,248,000. Their rate 
f gr wth is very rapid. Dr. C. C. Abbott, for five successive years, found in the Delaware River 
ung an inch long in the second week in June. About the middle of October these had grown 
to tbe length of four and a half inches. The young fish-five to nine inches in length-which are 
tak n in such quantities in the Potomac in February and March, are supposed to be the young of 
the previous year. Ca,ptain Gavitt, of Westerly, Rhode Island, lias caught Bass in June that 
w ighed from one-half to one pound, put them into a pond and taken them out in the following 
Oct ber, when they weighed six pounds. The avera~e size of this fish probably does not exceed 
twenty pounds. In the Potomac, Hudson, and Connecticut Rivers the largest seldom exceed 
thirty or forty pounds, though in the Potomac fifty-pound fish are not unusual. The Fish Commis-
ion ha for several years had a standing offer of a reward for a sixty-pound fish from the Potomac, 
nt none has been forthcoming as yet. The largest Striped Bass on record was one weighing one 
h ndr d and twelve pounds, taken at Orleans, Massachusetts, in the town cove. Such a fish would 
t 1 a t ix feet in length. A fairly proportioned Bass thirty-six inches long would weigh at 
t eighteen pound . 
U ES.-The Striped Bas is one of the most valuable of our food-fishes, its :flesh being firm, finely 
flavor d, and hard enough to bear exposure to the air for some time without injury. It is also the 
mo t p pular game-:fish, next to the salmon. Those in the markets are chiefly obtained in seines 
an<l traps et at variou point along the coast from the south side of Cape Cod to New Jersey. 
r at quantitie are al o tak n in had seines in the spring.1 They may be readily taken, also, 
by he ving and hauling in the urf with menhaden bait, the fish being tolled by the use of great 
quantiti f menhaden ground into mall bits, and in fresh or brackish water by the use of the 
artificial fly. At various point on the coa t of Southern New England are club-houses supported 
by wealthy amateurs for the purpose of carrying on these sports. 2 
1 
1 r . hri ·tian, An tin, Ho,ight, McK e], Van Nort Brother, and about forty others from Peekskill and Ver-
planck's Point, have about four bnndr d nets fishing on th ice between Gees Point and Warner's Ishtnd, and from the 
way they are shipping the tripod Ba to New York and Peeksaill they must be doing quite a lmsiness. On the 14th 
and 15th ill tant 1hey hipped about 00 pounds each day, and on the 16th they shipped about 1,200 pounds, and on 
the 1 th they ha<l over 1,000 pound . They ell them at wholesale for nine and ten cents per pound, and at retail for 
twelve cents. They u e net about twelrn feet square, with two and a quarter inch meshes, to which they attach lines 
and heavy weights, and sink them alJou forty fi t below the ic . The av mge weight of the Bass is about one and 
a half poun , but a larg numb r have b en caught that weigh from twelve to fifteen pounds. They lift their nets 
a the bb and flood tid , bot a.re u u::i.lly cau nt, on the :flood tide. The river being clear of ice from this point all 
th w Y to ,.ew York account for th ir coming from down the river to this place to fia_h.-Springfield Republican, 
ay , 1 7. 
'"Tb Island of nttyhnnk i about sixteen mil from ew B dford, at the extreme southwesterly bound:.try of 
Bnzz r l' Ba·, wh e foaming billow w h it n rthem hor , while the ocen,n itself beats upon the south, and uen.r 
P u , h · lan cho 1 of Pro£ r A" · iz. Th ut yh11nk Club own about three hundr d acres of land, and 
6 xclo iv ri •b to h n h , bor and in th pond of the island. When the club was first formed they 
f th P n n tb i land with Black B , and these have multiplied so plentifully that they are now 
in 1 g num . o fi bing allowed for thr e y al'!i from the time the pond waa stocked. Perch and 
pLn Y m pon on the i land. Twenty- ix fi bing stands have been built at Cuttyhunk, and they 
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It has already been stated that the Striped Bass are believed to be less abundant in the Gulf 
of Saint Lawren.ce than in former years; similar complaints are heard from the Bay of Fundy and 
from Cape Cod, where the period of diminution is b~lieved to date from the last advent of the 
Bluefish, about 1850. The bass fishery in Cape Cod Bay was formerly of great importance, but 
tbe capture of this fisli is now of rare occurrence.1 The early settlers of New England seem to 
have been more impressed by the abundance of Bass than by any other circumstance connected 
with the fisheries, and the early chronicles are full of allusions to their exceeding plenty and 
excellence. Capt. John Smith saw so many in one river that he declares that he thinks he might 
have walked across on their backs dry-shod. While there can be no doubt that north of Cape 
Cod their numbers have decreased, there is no reason to believe that elsewhere on our coast the 
fisheries have had any special effect upon them. A Hessian officer, writing in 1777, declared that 
enormous numbers were at that time brought to New York, and the same might be said at the 
present day. Three fishing gangs at Bridgehampton, New York, took over 8,000 in less than a 
week, in December, 1874. -Capt. Charles Ludlow secured at one set of his seine 1,672 Bass, or 
about three and a half tons; shortly afterwards a New London fisherman brought in 419 Bass, 
185 of which had been caught with a hook in three hours. Near Norfolk, Virginia, 1,500 have 
been taken with a single set of the seine. A few years ago, it is stated on credible authority, that 
600 were once taken, the average weight of which was eighty pounds. In the first half of June, 
1879, one fisherman near Fire Island, New York, caught and sent to New York the following 
quantities of Bass: 
Pounds. 
June 2 __ .. _. __ . _. ___ .. ________ . _____ . ___________ •.•.•.•• __ •••• ~ •.. ____ .. ____ .. _. _ . _.. 1, 222 
J nne 4 ____ . _. ___ ... __ ... ____ .. __ . _ .... ___ . ___ ..... ___ ........ ____ . _ .. __ . ____ .. __ ... _ _ 1, 137 
June 5 .... _ . __ . __ . _____ .. _ . _ .. ____ . _ . _ .. ___ . __ .•••••••... ___ . ___ .. __ .. __ .. _ •• _ ... ___ • 913 
June 6 . __ . _ .. ___ . _. ___ . _____ ..• _ .. ____ .. __ ..... __ . _ . _ ... ____ ... ____ . _ .... ____ ... ____ . 1,521 
June 8 ...... ____ ... __ .. ___ .... __ .. __ • _ .... _ •••..• __ •... __ •. ____ . ___ • _ ••.••••. ___ . ___ . 1, 298 
June 9 .. _ . __ •... _ • __ ... __ .... _ ... _ ... _ ..•••.... _ ........ _ . . . ••••...•.•...... _ ..•. ___ . 1, 255 
June 14 __ . ·_ ..•. _________ . ____ . __ . __ .......•.•.•• _ ••.. _ •••••.. __ • _. _ .. : ••... __ . _ .. ____ . _ 1, 258 
June 18 ......••.•.......... __ .•. _ .•.... _ •.. _ ....••..... _ •...••••..•.•.... _ ... ___ ..... _ 1,560 
Total_ ..... _ ..... ___ ....•.....•... _ ..... __ .... _ .. _ .... __ ... _. __ ... _ ....•• _ .. _. _.. 10, 164 
extend completely round the island. These stands are built upon prominent rocks, and are supported above the 
breakers by iron rods. Foot bridges, supported in the same way, are built from the shore to the stands. The stands 
are all named or numbered, and are drawn for every night by the members of the club. A member drawing a stand 
can fish from. it the next day, or it can be used by any one else by his permission. The stands bear such names as 
'Nashawena Point,' 'Canepitset,' 'Old Water Line,' 'Cove Point,' 'Little Bass,' ')3ig Bass,' and 'Guff Rocks.' The 
stands are all removed after the season is over, to be put up again the next year. 'Central Park' seats have this 
season been placed on the bluffs round the island at convenient points, from which to watch the :fishing at each stand, 
so that members who are not lucky enough to secure favorite stands can sit with ease and enjoy the sport of their 
fellow-members. The favorite fishing is for Striped Bass, and, during the best of the season, the sport is commenced 
as early as three o'clock in the morning. A record is kept at the club house of the daily catch, by whom caught, 
where taken, on what station, the number of :fish, weight, and date. Some members of the Cuttyhunk Club also 
belong to the West Island Club, which controls only five acres of land. The West Island Club is limited to thirty 
members, with an admission fee of $1,000." (Corresponde:iit.) 
1 The harbor and contiguous waters were, in early times, as is well known, richly supplied with great varieties 
of fish. Bass were abundant many years, so that generally three hundred quintals were ready for market in a singlo 
season; few, comparatively, of these are now taken. We say few in comparison with former days. They are still taken 
in goodly numbers, and the way of bass-fishing at Race Point affords a :finely athletic exercise for chest and limbs. The 
fisherman stands on the beach and throws out the line with sinker attached as far as strength will permit, and then 
hauls in, dragging a bouncing fish, if the throw be a good one.-History of Cape Cod (Freeman), ii, 1862, p. 6:23. 
Three hundred Bass, of good size, were taken at one haul with a seine on Yarmouth Flats on Tuesday last. 
These fish are taken in abundance in our harbor at this season of the year. · Many of them are packed in ice and sent 
to tbe Boston market, where they bring a good price. "Going a-bassing," as it is termed, is both a pleasant and 
profitable amusement.-Barnstable Journal, July 30, 1829. · · 
Capt. Sam. T. Soper, Provincetown, took seven hundred Bass last Saturday. Fish were seined. Mr. Stephen 
A. Mayor also caught three hundred Bluefish off the harbor one day last week at one haul.-Barnstablc Patriot, 
October 19, 1858. · · 
Wood, writing in 1634, remarked: "The Bass continue at Lynn from the middle of April to Michaelmas" (Sep-
tember 29). 
. . 
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11 n Look, of Ti bnry, Mas achusetts, testified before the fishery committe~ of the Massa-
ch tt 1 · I. tlll' , in 1 ,o, that in 1845 he caught twenty-seven tons, or about 17,000 Striped 
i Ti bury Gr at Pond, and that the largest catch within the pond from 1865 to 1870 was 
hundr taken in D cember, 1869.1 
Th following extract from a Newport (Rhodt1 Island) paper for 1861 shows how abunda.nt 
the e fi. h h v be n in pa t years in Narragansett Bay : 
" an ddence that :fish are not scarce in our waters, the recent haul of Bass by hook and 
lin i evidence. Within a week the market has been more than supplied, as the following will 
how: 
"Purcha ed by Samuel Albro: Of Nason & Tenant, 1,339 pounds; Willia~ ! ames, 960 pounds; 
W. A. Munroe, 429 pounds; Dunwell & Gladding, 1,500 pounds; James Hazard, 357 pounds. 
"Purcha ed by Carry & Co.: Of George Crabb, 950 pounds; John Heath, 130 pounds; James 
Read, 300 pound ; Edward Smith, 60 pounds; G. Dunwell, 50 pounds. 
''Henry Gladding & Co. shipped to New York 1,100 pounds. Making a total of'7,175 pounds 
for one week, and these were all taken from the 1·ocks at the south end of the city." 
The Rock-fish has been propagated artificially by the United States Fish Commission, the 
first experiment having been made by Mr. Holton in 1873, supplemented by more satisfactory 
operations in 1879, under the direction of'Major Ferguson, when about 400,000 eggs were hatched 
out and turned loose in Salmon Creek, North Carolina. The species was introduced into Califor-
nia ome year ago, and Jordan reported in 1880 that several specimens had been captured along 
the coat. 
143. THE WHITE BASS-ROCCUS CHRYSOPS (Raf.) Gill. 
Thi p cies is generally known by the name of "White Bass"; occa,sionally as ,,, Striped 
Ba ." It greate t abunda:p.ce i in the Great Lake region, although it has a wide distribution in 
the Ohio and upp r tributaries of the Mississippi, and is found in ma,ny streams farther south. It 
frequent chiefly the lakes and ponds and the deeper parts of the rivers. It feeds upon minnows 
and the like, u ually taking the hook readily, and is considered gamy by the angler. As a food-
fl h it rank high, being little inferior to the Black Bass. Its usual weight is from one to three 
pound . The White Ba i aid to be an excellent fish for cultivation in artificial ponds. Like 
mo t of it relativ , this specie pawns in late .:pring. 
"It i frequently taken in the Ohio River," writes Jordan, "and frequents chiefly deep or still 
water , seldom a c nding mall streams. It is said to thrive well in ponds." 
Thi i doubtle the Silver Bass of Canada (le Silver Bass du Canada), the details of whose 
introduction fato France, and ucces ful propagation· by M. Carbonnier, from 1877 to 1879, are 
r corded by that experimenter in the "Bulletin of the Society of Acclimation for 1881." 2 
The following notes upon the abundance of t.he White Bass, Roccus chrysops, in the Great 
Lake and bay adjacent have been made by Mr. Kumlien: 
Two in tances only of the pre ence of thi. pecies at and in the vicinity of the Apostle Islands 
are known to r. Bantin. ome of the other fi hing points of that region are as follows: Sand 
land, York and Rock land , Magdalen I~land, Chequamegan Point, and Siscourt and Fry Bays. 
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In all other parts of Lake Superior this fish is not recorded as being known. In the fishing 
grounds at the north end of Green Bay, White Bass are known only as stragglers. Farther down 
tlle bay, about Cedar River, they are rare, but are more common on the shoals between Menom-
onee and Peshtego. 'I'hey are taken principally in September, are important, and command a 
ready sale. They do not frequent deep water. Between Peshtego and Longtail Point, including 
the fishing points at Maple Bend, Pensaukee, Gail's Point, and Oconto Bay, White Bass are rather 
common, and important during August and September; at other times they are seldom taken. 
They are caught in the pound-nets, are much sought for early in autumn, and are shipped princi-
pally to Saint Louis. 
The White Bass is a beautiful, clean-looking fish, presenting a fine appearance and bearing 
shipment well. At Green Bay City, the southern extremity -of Green Bay, this species is abundant. 
On the eastern shore of Green Bay, bordering upon the counties of Door and Kewaunee, and 
. as far north as Saint Martin's Island, they are taken in small quantities in auturn:n, but are not 
abundant enough to be shipped. 
At Jacksonport, on the western shore of Lake Michigan, a few White Bass are taken in autumn. 
At Two Rivers they are not rare in September. A couple of dozen may be found among one or 
two thousand pounds of fish, and then may be entirely absent for a long time. At Manitowoc 
they are often taken in some numbers in September, when large runs someti.mes occur, and.then 
none are taken, perhaps, for two or three years. During the last three years very few have been 
taken. Mr. Patterson, of that district, thinks the bass family is increasing in the vicinity · of 
Manitowoc. 
At Milwaukee White Bass used to be so abundant that they were largely caught on hooks off 
the piers, but now only a few are taken in the pound-nets. At the south end of Lake Michigan 
White Bass come in great numbers in April and September, entering the river, but not being 
taken to any extent in the pound-nets. The principal fisheries of that region are th-ose of New 
Buffalo and Michigan City. Here they run small, and are of no commercial importance. 
White Bass are abundant on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, between New Buffalo and 
Saugatuck, making their first appearance during the warm days of May or June. At this time they 
strike in from the lake in great numbers. They remain about the mouth of Saint Joseph's River 
till September, and sometimes October, and even ascend the river several miles. After September 
they work out into the lake again. They associate with the Black Bass in schools. They are not 
sufficiently abundant, however, to be of any commercial importance, as no seining is done; if that 
kind of fishing were carried on, almost any number might be taken. . The White Bass is considered 
one of the '' game" fish. Specimens have been taken weighing over three pounds. When coming 
in from the lake to the river they are very light in color, but become darker during their stay. 
Mr. Hatch has put specim~ns in his fish ponds, the bottom of which is of black muck, and these 
have become black on the back. 
Along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, from Allegan County to Leelenaw County, they are 
reported as quite common, especially about Manistee, Ludington, and Point au Sable, but as 
having been less abundant this year (1880) than usual. At Grand Haven they are plentiful and 
·of a large size. About and in Grand Traverse Bay, Little Traverse Bay, and Fox Islands, they 
must be of,great rarity, the first instance of their occurrence known /to Miller, in this region, having 
been in Little Traverse Bay during the summer of 1880. Off the shores of Emmet, Cheboygan, 
and Presque Isle Counties, :Michigan, which coast line includes the northeast portion of Lake 
Michigan, the Straits of Mackinaw, and the northwest portion of Lake Huron, White Bass are by 
all pronounced rare. Captain Coats reports the capture of three in 1880, and thinks they are 
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undanc ; and Captain Dingman says he has not taken half a dozen in fifteen 
m r port them a more plentiful about river mouths and bayous. At Alpena, 
Thund r a · r. a know· of but four or five White Bass having been caught. 
11 th fi hincr ground of Saginaw Bay, including also those of Charity Islands, a very few 
, lJit •a 'ionally taken in May and the first part of June. They were never abundant 
uth of Saginaw Bay, on the western shore of Lake Huron as far as Port Huron, 
\ rhite ar not at all abundant, and are now far less abundant than formerly. Those now 
t· k n ar •aptured principally in the Saint Clair River, though they occur, sparingly, however, on 
both th m rican and Canadian shores of the lake between Point aux Barques and Port Huron. 
]from Toledo to the mouth of the Detroit River, Lake Erie, they are now rather rare, so much so 
a to r uder them of no commercial value. Formerly they were plenty. In Lake Erie, about the 
mootll of l\faumee Bay, White Ba s are not so abundant, as they once were. They JlOW occur 
J)rincipally in the bay, ascending the Maumee River until prevented by obstructions. At present 
they are not taken in sufficient numbers to be of any commercial value. No reason can be 
a igned for their sudden decrease in this locality. In 1865 a catch of from ten to thirty tons was 
an event of no rare occurrence, and now it is seldom that more than one to two hundred pounds 
are tak n at a lift. 
On the fishing grounds of Ottawa City, Toussaint, and Locust Point, White Bass are now quite 
rar and of no importance. Formerly they were very abundant. On the reefs off Port Clinton 
th y ar till taken in some quantities with the Black Bass. On these reefs no driving is possible, 
but the lead are buoyed up across the reefs, and the heart and pot stakes are set in the mutl oft 
the rock . 
ln th vicinity of the Huron fisheries and Sandusky Bay, White Bass have decreased very 
mu •h within a few years, and in fact are now rather scarce. At present, in early fall and late 
·prmg a fi w ar taken; some year , almost none. They occur at all the :fisheries, without any 
appar nt ch ice of locality. They are a good market fish, but do not keer, well during warm 
w ath r; ar Id fre h, if po ible, but a good many are salted. Rank higher than the herring. 
Thi p cie i now almo t extinct on the same grounds where they were once fairly swarming. 
Th followinO' i aid to be true, and many prominent men of Sandusky offer to corroborate it, 
unlik ly a it ounds: In May, 1855, off Marble Head light-house, with a twenty-two-foot net, 
.i ty r cl leader and old-fa bioned funnel, were taken out, at one lift, forty tons of White Bass! 
Thi wa t that time the only pound between Huron and Marble Head . . On the same ground, 
from arch 28 to May 4, twelve hundred dollars' worth were taken in one net. For many years 
w r con idered the mo t abundant :fi h in the vicinity of Sandusky. It is also thought that 
th y were the mo t destructive of all fish to the white-fish. Mr. Anthony says he saw in 1848, on 
the Ottawa beach, the white-ft h eggs driven up on the shore inches deep after a heavy gale, and 
it wa w 11 known to the :fishermen that in spring the White Bass swarmed on the spawning 
gronn of the white-ft h for the purpose of devouring the young :fish. No one seems to have any 
th ry about th ir ·udden and my terious decrease. It is al o remarked that simultaneous with 
the di, app ranee of the bite Ba s the herring and blue pike increased. The :fishermen 
·on id r them d tructive to other fish that their decrea e i welcomed with satisfaction. 
The white-b ft hery wa. very important at Huron, Ohio, some years ago, but the fish 
hav d er a nd now th catch i almo t nominal. At Vermillion, Ohio, White Bass are not 
n ant · th y ar c ugh principally early in spring and during the first few days of autumn 
h Y v r g l than one pound in weight. Formerly they were more abundant and 
of a larg r iz . fe are alte<l. Between the mouth of BJa.ck River and Brownhelm Bay 
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White Bass are taken in considerable numbers in the small pounds, close inshore; most of the 
pound-nets are set in water too deep for this fish. Until two years ago they were abundant, and 
after that time (1878) few were taken until the fall of 1879, when they again appeared in consider-
able numbers. The average weight in these localities is about one pound. They are graded as 
"soft" fish, but have an excellent sale, and if sold separately bring a higher price than soft fish. 
They are said to spawn close inshore during the latter days of May. Between Black River and 
Vermillion there are now only three nets set in water shall0w enough to take them in abundance. 
At the Cleveland and Dover Bay :fisheries White Bass are quite plentiful, much more so than 
the Black Bass. There is a great difference in the average size in different years, although in those 
years when they are small they are none the less numerous. The "runs" occur early in spring. 
They are classed as " soft" fish. At Conneaut and Ashtabula they are considered a rare fish. 
They ,do not frequent deep water, and consequently are not taken in the gill-nets. On the Lake 
Erie shore of Lake County, Ohio, White Bass are quite common. About five tons were caught at 
Painesville in the autumn of 1879. They are generally large fish, and are caught at all seasons 
during calm weather, but strike for deep water during wind storms. Off Erie, Pennsylvania, Mr. 
Olds says he bas known of the occurrence of one very large· school, but they are generally consid-
ered quite rare. 
At the principal points on the New York shore of Lake Ontario the occurrence of White Bass 
is thus noted: At Oswego they are not abundant. They occur principally in the lake, but are also 
found in the river. At Port Ontario only one or two specimens have been known. At Cape 
Vincent they are rarely caught, and are of no commercial importance. Those consumed are 
brought, for the most part, from Canada. At Chaumont a very few are occasionally caught ; the 
fish here are of no importance. At Sacket's Harbor very few occur. They have slightly increased, 
rather than the reverse,_ in abundance. 
144. THE YELLOW BASS-ROCCUS INTERRUPTUS. 
This species isJ so far as known to us, always known as the Yellow Ba.ss. It is found through-
out the lower course of the Mississippi, ascending the tribut~ries which are deep and sluggish, but 
not running past rapids or into the upper courses of the rivers. · Jordan states that its range 
extends up thitOhio to the mouth of the Wabash or beyond, though it does not seem to be common 
anywhere except in_ the Lower Mississippi. It probably enters salt water, but of that we have no 
certain information. It is taken in considerable numbers in the regions where_found, and is graded 
with the White Bass, which it much resembles in size and color. Little is known in regard to its 
habits. The criterion by which it may be distinguished from the White Bass is. the low membrane 
connecting the two dorsal fins. Its color is yellow, not silvery, and the black stripes are very 
prominent. 
145. THE WHITE PERCH-ROCCUS AMERICANUS. 
Next in importance to the Striped Bass is the so-called White Perch, Roccus americanus. This 
fish occurs in brackish water in the mouths of rivers, and even, in many instances, in fresh-water 
ponds, where it bad become land-locked, and all along the coast from Georgetown, South Carolina, 
to Nova Scotia. Dr. Yarrow states that it abounds in the Tar and Neuse Rivers., North Carolina. 
In the Chesapeake and tributary streams it is exceedingly abundant. It also abounds in the 
lakes and streams of the Saint John River, New Brunswick, and in the vicinity of Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. It has been claimed by certain observers in Florida that White Perch were formerly 
abundant in that region, and the market-men of New Orleai11s state that they were common in Lake 
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in u til the 'Bonnet Carre crevasse" changed the water from salt to fresh. Mr. Stearns, 
tio-at cl the ubject i of the opinion that they are mistaken.1 The habits of this fish 
y b bu littl b rved; in fact, it has been the custom of nearly all writers on our fishes to 
• 1· li"htino-1 - fit. It found an earnest advocate in Mr. Thaddeus Norris, who, after protest-
in ., tr •nu u ·l • aaio t the tatement of various writers that it is rarely brought to market for 
, h, tit i · only fit for chowder, that it is not of sufficient importance to merit particular notice, 
n on o-0 on to state, what is undoubtedly true, that in season the White Perch is the pan-
fl h, x He 1 by none of the Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, and Richmond markets; 
, nd h might have aaded, had he been writing at the present time, of the New York market also, 
fi r th re i , probably, no fish of its size which is more universally popular throughout the Eastern 
tat than the White Perch. In a single paragraph Mr. Norris, who, though he made no profes-
ion of cientific kill, has been one of our best observers of .fishes, has given almost the only 
r liable information which has ever been collected regarding this species. "Its most natural 
habitat i in fre h tidal rivers, where it is found on flat clay and mud<ty bottoms, and in shallow 
water. It i frequently found far above the terminus of the tide, and is often more abundant in 
fr h than in brackish water in the season of the year when sought for by anglers. This fish, when 
found in alt-water creeks, is darker in color, but there is no specific difference. The White Perch 
i a congener of the magnificent Rock-fish, and is frequently found feeding in the same place and in 
hi company. It average length is eight or nine inches _; it is not often more than twelve, though 
in r re in tance it is found fourteen inches long. 
' Whit erch hibernate in the deep waters of our bays, and ascend the fresh tidal rivers soon 
aft r the i and now-water have run off. They feed greedily on the spawn of other fish, particu--
larly th t f the had; on in ects, crabs, minnows, and on the migratory schools of young eels 
whi ·h ar t und in the months of .April and May in great numbers at any rapid or dam obstruct-
in th upward flow of the tide. Perch usually spawn in May and then resort to deeper waters to 
r ·u1 rat , an 1 all ummer long are found by the angler ever swimming around the deep-sunk 
pi r r th tim b r of the rickety old bridge, snapping at shrimps or chasing the minnows; at 
fl ti e high up :tmong t the water-lilie , and never refusing a bait, if of the right sort and prop-
rly pre ent d." 2 
r. C. C. b ott ha added ome important observations. He found female fish heavy with 
, PP r ntly rip ova a late as June 10. The largest specimens of White Perch taken in the Del-
< w re w io- d re pectively, one pound nine ounces, one pound thirteen ounces, and two pounds 
n . The e were caught in a sh~d net in May, 1865, at the fishery opposite Trenton. The 
av ra"' adult fl h may be aid to mea ure eight inches and weigh from seven to nine ounces. He 
ntinue : "I believ , for r a on to be given, that the growth of the young is very rapid, and 
that th ugu t Perch are young hatched late in the preceding May and April; in June these 
ugu t rch mea urirw about two and a half to three inches in length. . . . I should judge 
that pawning occurred between 
of fi h of salt-wl\ter habits, with le s liking for fresh 
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of some size, the river, although in and above tide-water, fairly teems with them. At this season 
they go in schools, sometimes of large size. I have known of twelve, fifteen, and twenty dozen 
August Perch being taken with a line in :1s short a time as from three to five hours. Fishing in 
this way a line with half a 'dozen hooks is used, and worms, sturgeon spawn, or live minnows are 
used as bait. These schools of smalJ Perch I supposed to be broods of the preceding May, and 
that they kept together until late in November. They pass down _to the salt water and there 
separate. Larger adult fish are not as restless as these smaller ones, and are found in deeper 
water, and usually in the tide-w~ters. In their feeding habits the White Perch agree very closely 
with the rock-fish. In all their habits, in fact, the two fish are much alike, and in the Delaware 
they are al ways associated, the most noticeable difference in their habits being the ability of the 
Perch to remain and thrive in warmer waters than the Rock-fish is ever found frequenting." 1 
So much bas been said by the standard authorities in past years regarding the inferior quality 
of this fish as an article of food that it seems worth while to recur to this point, and to state that 
at the present time there i~ no fish found in the markets of our seaboard towns which is more 
generally a favorite for frying, or, as the phrase goes, as a pan-fish, than the White Perch. 
146. THE BLUEFISH FAMILY-POMATOMID.lE. 
THE BLUEFIS _.:--POM.A.TOMUS SAL'l'.A.TRIX. 
N.A.MES.-This fish, which on the coast of New England and the Middle States is called 
the Bluefish, is also known in Rhode Island as the '' Horse Ma,ckerel"; south of Oape Hatteras as 
the "Skipjack"; in North Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland it is said to be called the "Green-fish." 
Young Bluefish are in some parts of New England called" Snapping Mackerel" or" Snappers"; 
about New Bedford "Blue Snappers"; to distinguish tliem from the Sea Bass they are sometimes 
spoken of as the "Bluefish." About New York they are called "Skip Mackerel," and higher up 
the Hudson River "White-fish." In the Gulf of Mexico the name "Bluefish" is in general use. 
DrsTRIBU1'ION.-This species is widely distributed-in the Malay Archipelago, Australia, at 
the Cape of Good Hope, at Natal and about Madagascar; i~ the Mediterranean, where it is a 
well-known and highly-prized food-fish in the markets of Algiers, though rare on the Italian side. 
It bas been seen at Malta, at Alexandria and on the coast of Syria, and about the Canaries. It has 
never been seen on the Atlantic coast of Europe, and, strangely enough, never in the waters of the 
Berm·udas or any of the Western Islands. Ou our coast it ranges from Central Brazil and the 
Guianas through the Gulf of Mexico and north to Nova Scotia, though never seen in the Bay of 
Fundy. From Gape Florida to Penobscot Bay, Bluefish are abundant at all seasons when the 
temperature of the water is propitious. - It is not yet known what limits of temperature are the 
most favorable to their welfare, but it would appear, from the study of the dates of their appear-
ance during a period of years in connection with the ocean temperature, that they prefer to avoid 
water which is much colder than 40°. It is possible that the presence of their favorite food, the 
menhaden, has as much influence upon their movements as water temperature. It is certain that 
few Bluefish are found on our Middle and Southern coast when the menhaden are absent; on the 
other hand, the Bluefish do not ~enture in great numbers into the Gulf of Maine at the tiJne when 
menhaden are schooling and are at their greatest abundance. Their favorite summer haunts are 
in the partially protected waters of the Middle States, from May to October, with an average tem-
perature of 60° to 75°. The menhaden, or certain schools of them, affect a cooler climate and 
thrive in the waters of Western and Central Maine in the months when the harbor temperatures 
are little above 50° and 55°, and that of t.he ocean considerably lower. 
Professor Baird has published in the First Report of the United States Fish Commission an 
28 F 
1 Report U.S. Fhih Commis., part iv, 1878, p. 375. 
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f the habit of the Bluefish which will be quoted from freely in this chapter. 
tati n mark will be ufficient to indicate the source of the paragraphs taken 
nt furtb r refi'r nee to his name . 
. ·n :mGRA.TION ·.-The Biuefi his pre-eminently a pelagic or wandering fish, 
an 1 lil· man· oth r:, pecialJy of the Scombridm, is apparently capricious in its movements, 
vuryi!, iu num r · at particular localitie with the year, and sometimes disappearing from certain 
r rrion · for a lurer fractiou of a century, again to return as before. The cause of this variation it 
i imp , ibl to xplain, being due in some instances, probably, to the disappearance of its favorite 
fo in con qn n e of it own voracity, or for other undetermined reasons. 
Tb yo· ur during the ummer throughout the entire range indicated for the United States, 
but ar mnch Iarg r in ize and in greatest abundance from the coast of :New Jersey northward. 
]rom :r w J r · y outhward, in the season mentioned, with the exception of an occasfonal 
waudering chool, they are generally only about eight to twelve inches in length, representing, 
therefore, in all probability, individuals of the second year's growth. 
'They appear to have a regular migration along our eoast-, presenting themselves later and 
later in the pring, the farther they are found to the north, and disappearing in the inYerse order 
from the ·ame region in the autumn. First noticed on the Carolina coast as early as March and 
April, immen e chool of them, bound eastwar<l, are see!). off the coast of the Middle States from 
the middle of May to the middle of June,1 and iu October similar bodies, perhaps embracing fewer 
individual , pa · to the southward. It is possible, however, that in the autumn some schools 
move well out t ea, and are, therefore, lesE likely to be observed. They leave the northern coast 
, bout the middle of October, and about, 'the middle of November appear in V9,st numbers off the 
oa t of J" rth ar lina, wher , from Nag;s Rea~, in Currituck County, to Uape Lookout, there is 
a v ry xt n iv fi hery pro ecuted, which furnishes Bluefish for the Northern markets. It is 
'timat d that at 1 a t on hundred and fifty crews are engaged in this fall fishing, which lasts 
g n ralJy until I t in D cember. At thi time individun,ls may be taken weighing fifteen to 
ight n p und , althou h their av rage ize is about ten. 
"Th fr ccurr nc iu autumn off the coast of N ortll Carolina is preceded and first indicated 
by tb a 't h ol of meuhad n, which they follow in, several miles from the sea, and by the 
u ual a companiru nt of flock of gull attending them to take a share in the feast. Of the par-
ti ular mod of fl hiu rr in tbi n igh borhood we shall take occasion to speak hereafter. 
" cor ing to Dr. Yarrow, the Bluefi h are first seen in spring on the North Carolina coast 
(the mall r one fir ) in l\1arch or April, when, however, they are much less in size than the 
pecimen r ferred to a' occurring iu the fall. The preci e time of their appearance a,t most of the. 
P int farther north ha not y t be n a certained. Whether they actua,lly migrate from south to 
north, and ·ice er a, or mer ly come iu from the outer ea, in regular order, as is believe<l. to be the 
ca · with the had, tc. ha n t be n ettl d, although the former supposition appears the more 
prob b1 . Th y r a ·h th Tew Jer · y coa t ome time in the early part of May, and usually 
app •ar at J.:.T wport an in yard ouml (the tim vaniog with the sea on) from the middle of 
Ia~· t th fir 't w ek in June. Th y are xpected at Edgartown·from the-5th to the 30th of l\fay; 
I am inf rm l tllat n their fiI"t arrival, they fi ed at the bottom, and sometimes for a while 
ar n t ' n at th rfc ·, · tall, · ld m b ing taken with the hook, but caught in large numbers 
in P un<l ~ n with th rill-n t u ·ually · lon.,. the low r <lge of the net. According to Dr. Yarrow, 
• 
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they are not taken with the hook about Beaufort until about the 1st of July. They do not bite, 
however, in Vineyard Sound until from the 10th to the 15th of June, when they appear on the 
surface, and are caught in large numbers in the usual manner~" 
In the first week of May, 1878, about a thousand. Bluefish, weighing four pounds each, were 
caught off Long Island at Canarsie and West Hampton. This is about two months earlier than is 
usual for .them to be taken in any considerable numbers. 
"PERIODICI'l'Y.-Great interest attaches to this fish in consequence of the changes in its 
abundance, and even its actual occurrence on our coast, within the historic 1Jeriod. The precise 
nature and extent of the variation bas not been esta?lished, nor whether it extended along the 
entire coast or not. Its earliest mentio'n for our waters is in the work of Josselyn(' New England 
Rarities Displayed,' 1672), where, on page 96, he mentions the 'blew-fish, or horse,' as being 
common in New England (his residence was on the New Hampshire coast, or near by in Maine,) 
and 'esteemed the best of sort of fish next to rock-cod.' He says: 'It is usually as big as the 
Salmon, and a better meat by far.' He also, on page 24, catalogues two kinds of 'Blew-fish' or 
'Houndfish'; the 'Speckeled Houndfish' and the 'Blew Houndfish, called Horsefish.' There 
appears to be no species to which this reference could apply excepting the subject of our present 
article, this being the opinion of Mr. J. Hammond Trumbull, who bas devoted much research to 
determining the modern equivalents of ancient Indian names of animals, and to whom · I am 
indebt.ed for the hint. Mr. Trumbull also remarks that in a manuscript vocabulary obtained by 
President Stiles, in 1762, from a Pequod Indian at Groton, Connecticut, there is mentioned the 
'Aquaundunt or Blue-fish,' clearly the same as what now bears that name, which shows that this 
fish was found in Fisher's Island Sound in 1762. 
'' Again, according to Zaccheus l\facy,1 the Bluefish were very abundant about Nantucket 
from the first settlement of the English on the island, i~ 1659, to 1763, and were taken in immense 
numbers from the 1st of June to the middle of September. They all disappeared, however, in 
1764:, a period of great mortality among the Indians of that island. It has been suggested that 
the disease which attacked the Indians may have been in consequence of an epidemic in the fish 
upon which they fed, or else that it invaded both fish and Indians simultaneously, resulting in 
almost their entire extermination.2 
'' According to Dr. Mitchill, this fish was entirely unknown a bout New York prfor to · 1810; 
but they began to be taken in small numbers about the wharves in 1817, and were abundant in 
1825. Immense numbers were caught at the Highlands in 1841. The doctor remarks, as has been 
done repeatedly by others, that as the Bluefish increased, the squeteague or weak-fish diminished 
in about the same ·ratio. 
"According to Mr. Smith, of Newport (Rhode IsJand), bis father used to catch Bluefiish some 
time about the year 1800, when they were very abundant and of large size, weighing from sixteen 
to eighteen pounds. 
"Oa ·· Francis Pease, of Edgartown, also testified that his father spoke of large Bluefish at. 
the end of the preceding century, some of them weighing forty pounds. This leaves an interval, 
betwe€n 1764 and toward. the end of the century in which no mention is made of the Bluefish, and, 
which may probably indicate its absence, as during that_ time there were many works published.. 
1 Collections Massachusetts Historical Society for 1794, iii, 1810. 
2 
'' From the first coming of t,be English to Nantucket (1659) a large fal-ftsh, called the blue-fish, thir ty of which 
would fill a barrel, was caught in great plenty all round the island from the 1st of the sixth month (June) till the . 
middle of the ninth month (September). But it is remarkable thn.t in the· year 1764 . . . they all disappeared, 
and that none have ever been taken since. This has been a great loss to us."-Ibid.,.1792, p. 159. Zaccheus Macy's, 
Account of Nautucket." 
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r l· 1 c 1 h' t r. and domestic economy of New England, and which would doubtless 
ak 11 11 t f o n picuou a fl h had it been present. 
, tb r tb y e ·i ·ted uninterruptedly during the century intervening between Josselyn's 
.. -'-' ( r , n 1639 according to Macy), and 176-t, I am at present unable to say. .According 
• 1 t. in a , th y were known about Edgartown at the end of the last century.
1 As already 
t. t <l r . ..lit •hill peaks of their ..first making their appearance about New York in 1810. They 
ar n t cl t having been een in Vineyard Sound again as early as 1820. It would therefore appear 
Ht, t th w re in uch mall numbers about New York in 1810 that the young only were noticed 
flockinO' about the wharves, and that in ten year~ they were observed as far east as Nantucket, 
wh re the pecimen seen from 1824 to 1826 were very small, not over four inches. The next year 
they mea"ured seven, and the third year ten inches, according to the testimony of one witness, 
although thi doe not represent, in all probability, the rate of growth. 
"According to Captain Burgess, of Monument, Massach~1setts, they were caught about Nan-
tucket in 18.;,5, and were very abundant in_ 1830 . . Dr. Storer states the first Bluefish recorded 
a having been noticed in the present century north of Cape Cod was captured on the 25th of 
October, 18:37. Captain Atwood remarks that in 1838 be · saw Bluefish for the first time about 
Prodncetown. These were very small, the largest weighing only two pounds. In a few years, 
however, they became larger and more numerous, and finally increased to such an extent as to 
xcrci e a ery marked influence upon the fisheries . According to the captain (Proceedings of 
Bo ton Society of Natural History, 1863, p. 189), they arrive in Massachusetts Bay in a body, 
.coming at once, o a to almost fill the harbor at Provincetown. In one year they came in on the 
Jd of Jun , and although the day before eight thousand mackerel were taken, the day after not 
oue wa nor captured. He says that they leave about the last of September, wit.h the first cold 
north , t rly torm, although stragglers are taken as late as December at Provincetown. 
" · or in to Me, rs. Marchant and Peter Sinclair, of GlouceRter (October, 1872), Bluefish 
ad their fir t appearance in numbers about Cape Ann twenty-five years ago, coming in great 
force and driving out all other fish. They are now much scarcer than twenty years ago; a.bout the 
same a tau tog; ome season scarcely noticed. 
"l\1r. J. C. Parker, an aged gwtleman of Falmouth, ~n.ys the :first Bluefish . seen at Wood's 
oll in thi century wa taken in July, 1831; but his father informed him that they were abundant 
in the preceding century, about 1780 or 1790, at which time they disappeared; and that when the 
Blnefi ·h 1 ft, the cup first made their appeamnce. They are also noted as having shown tbem-
clve at the head of Buzzard's Bay in 1830 and 1831, and, although numerous, were of small size, 
mea 'uring ab ut a foot in length. -
" To sum up the evidence, therefore, in regard to the periodical appearance of the Bluefish, 
-we find notice of it occurrence in 1672, or even 1659, an<l. up to 1764. How long it existed in the 
water prior to t hat date cannot now be determined. The oral testimony of Mr. Parker refers to 
o currence at Woou.'s Holl in 1780 or 1790; and it is mentioned by Mr. Smith a eing at 
ewport in 1 0 , and at Edgartown, Ma achusetts, about the same time by Captain Pease. 
fitchill te tifie to it occurrence in New York, of very small size, in 1810; and it is recorded as 
xi ting arr in at antucket in 1820, and about Wood's Holl and Buzzard's Bay in 1830 to 1831; 
an lit le lat rat yannis. In 1830 it had become abundant about Nantucket, and ju the fall 
• 
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of 1837 it was first noticed in Massachusetts Bay; and then year by year it became more and .more 
numerous, until now it is ,rery abundant. Several accounts agree in reference to the very la,rge 
size ( even t~ forty or fifty pounds) of those taken in the last century. 
"Further research into ancient records may tend to throw more light on the early history of 
the Bluefish, and even materially to change the conclusions already reached. It will be observed. 
that the references to its occurrence, from 1780 to 1800, are on the testimony of aged persons who 
ha,e heard their fathers speak of it, although I find no printed records anywhere in ref.erence to 
it between 1764 and 1810. The rate of progression to the north of OapeQod I have at present no 
means of indicati~g, although they probably gr~dually e~tended farther and farther north, and 
may possibly occur much farther east than \Ve have any mention of at present. 
"During the present century the maximum of abundance of these fish off the middle coast of 
the United States appears to have been reached from. 1850 to 1860. The testimony elicited from 
various parties, as well as from printed records, indicates a decrease since that period much greater 
in some localities than others. About New York they are said to have been unu~mally plenty in 
the summer of 1871, bt;it farther East the diminution which had been observed in previous years 
appeared to continue." 
Since the writing of the above, in 1871, there has been no special change in the abundance of 
Bluefish. They are quite sufficient in number to supply the demand for them and to make great 
inroads upon the other fishes, some of which, like the menhaden and mackerel, would perhaps, if 
undisturbed by the Bluefish, be more valuable than they are at present. They have now been 
with us for fifty years. Their numbers are subject to periodical variation, of the cause of which 
we are ignorant. It is to be regretted that there are no records of it in the South Atlantic States. 
If such existed, we might, perhaps, learn from them that the Bluefish remained in those waters 
while absent from. the northern coasts. Only one statement is to be found which covers this 
period, although Lawson, in bis "History of North Carolina," published in 1709, and Cates by, in 
his" Natural History of the Carolinas," published in 1743, refer to its presence. In "Bartram's 
Travels," published in 1791, '' Skipja-ck" is mentioned as one of the most abundant fish at the 
mouth of the Saint John's River. When Bluefish again became abundant their presence was first 
noticed at the South, and they seem to have made their inroads fropi that direction. The Bluefish 
was unknown to Schoepf, if we may judge from his work on the" Fisheries of New York," published 
in 1787. Dr. l\1itcbill recorded their frequent capture- about New York in 1814, though before 1810 
they are said to be unknown in that locality. In 1825 t.hey were abundant ber,e, and in 1841. 
immense numbers were captured in the Vineyard Sound, and about Nantucket they were on the 
increase from 1820 to 1830. It is certain tlrnt they had not reappeared in 1822 in Narragansett 
Bay, .for in " Bertram's Travels" it is stated that, th<;mgh formerly abundant, they had not been 
seen in that region since the time of the Revolution. 
The first one which was noticed north of Cape Cod was ca,ptured in October, 1837, while we 
have no record of their appearance about Oape .Ann before 1847. 
F OOD .A.ND VOR.A.CI'l'Y.-Tbe Bluefish is a carnivorous animal of the most pronounced type, 
feeding solely upon other fish. In this connection it cannot be ont of place to rep;·int Pr.ofessor 
Baird's remarks upon this subject, which have been so often quoted during the past ten years: 
"There is no parallel in point of destructiveness to the Bluefish among the mariiie sJ1ecies on 
our coast, whatever may be the case among some of the carnivorous fish of the South .American 
waters. The Bluefish bas been well likened to an animated chopping-machine, the business of 
which is to cut to pieces and otherwise destroy as many fish as possible in a given space of time. 
·.Au writers are unanimous in regard to the destructiveness of the Bluefish. Going in large schools, 
4 
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f ·h n t mn h inti rior to th m elves in size, they move along like a pack of hungry 
y rything b for them. Their trail is marked by fragments of fis~ and by the 
1 in th a a , wb r the fi his too large to be swallowed entire, the hinder portion 
11 ff aud tb ant rior part allowed to float away or sink. It is even maintained, with 
tn .. · that ucll i tlie gluttony of the fish, that when the stomach becomes full the 
i ·rr rg tl and then again filled. It is certain that it kills many more fish than it 
r uir £rit' wn:upport. 
'l'h yonr1 rr :t fi ·h, equally with the older, perform this function of destruction, and although 
the.· ca i nally devohr crab , worms, etc., the bulk of their sustenance throughout the greater 
p rt of th year i' derived from other fi~h. Nothing is more common than to find r~ small Bluefish 
of ·ix or ight inche in length under a school of minnows making continual dashes and captures 
ainoncr them. The tomacbs of the Bluefish of all sizes, with rare exceptions, are found loaded with 
the other fi h, ometimes to the number of thirty or forty~ either entire or in fragments. 
"A' already referred to, it must also be borne in mind that it is not merely the small fry that 
.ar tho cl voured, and which it is expected will fall a prey to other animals, but that the food of 
th Bluefi h con ·ists very largely of individuals which have already passed a large percentage of 
the chance against their attaining maturity, many of them, indeed, having arrived at the period 
of, pawnin~. To make the case more clear, let us realize for a moment the number of Bluefish 
that xi ·t on our coast in the summer season. As far as I can ascertain by the statistics obtained 
.at the fi hing tation on the New England coast, as also from the records of the New York 
mark t , kindly furni hed by Middleton & Carman, of the Fulton Market, the capture of Bluefish, 
from w Jer y to Monomoy, during the season, amounts to not less than one million individuals, 
av racrincr five or ix pounds each. Those, however, who have seen the Bluefish in his native 
w t r , a d r alized the immense number there existing, will be quite willing to admit that prob-
abl · not on :fl h in a thou and is ever taken by man. If, therefore, we have an actual capture of 
on million, we may allow one thousand millions as occurring in the extent of our coasts referred 
to, ,, n neglecting th maller ones, which, perhaps, should also be taken into the account. 
" n allowanc of ten fi h per day to each Bluefish is not excessive, according to the testimony 
elicit d from th :fi hermen an~ substantiated by the stomachs of those examined; this gives ten 
thou and million of fi h de troye<l per day. And as the period of the stay of the Bluefish on the 
.,. w England coa t i at lea t one hundred and twenty days, we have in round numbers twelve 
hundr d million rniliion of fi ·h devoured in the course of a season. Again, if each Bluefish, 
av ragin"' fly p und , devour or de troys even half its own weight of other fish per day (and I 
am n t ure that the e timate of ome witnesses of twice this weight is not more nearly correct), 
w •ill ha , during the ame period, a daily loss of twenty-frrn hundred million pounds, equal to 
thr hun r d thou and million for the eason. 
Thi ·timat applie to three or four year old fish, of at least three to five pounds in weight. 
W mu , b w ver allow for tho e of maller size, and a hundred-fold or more in number, all 
rr ·d imultan )ou ·ly in the butchery referred to. 
t'm n 1 r 
at a given 
than ten per cent. attain an 
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age wllen they are able to take care of tllemselves. As their age increases, the chances of reaching 
maturity become greater and greater. It is am.ong the small residuum of this class that the agency 
of the Bluefish is exercised, and whatever reasonable reduction may be made jn our estimate, we 
cannot doubt that they exert a material influence. 
"The rate of growth of the Bluefish is also an evidence of the immense amount of food they 
must consume. The young fish which first appear along the shores of Vineyard Sound, about t,he 
middle of August, are about five inches ib length . . By the beginning of September, how~ver, they 
have reached six or seven inches, and on their reappearanc_e in the second year they measure 
about twelve or fifteen inches. After this they increase in a still more rapid ratio. A fish which 
passes eastward from Vineyard Sound in the spring, weighing five pounds, is represented, accord-
ing to the general impression, by the ten to fifteen pound fish of the autumn. If this be the fact, 
the fish of three or four pounds which pasR along the coast of North Carolina in March return to 
it in October weighing ten to fifteen pounds. 
"As already explained, the relationship of these fish to the other inhabitants of the sea is 
that of an unmitigated butcher; and it is able to contend successfully with any other species not 
superior to itself in size. It is not known whether an entii;e school ever unite in an attack upon 
a particular object of prey, as is said to be the case with the ferocious fishes of the South American 
riv~rs ; should they do so, no animal, however large, could withstand their onslaught. 
"They appear to eat anything that swims of suitable size-fish of all kinds, but perhaps more 
especially the menhaden, which they seem to follow along the coast, and which they attack with 
such ferocity as to drive them on the shore, where they are sometimes piled up in windrows to the 
depth of a foot or more. 
"The amount of food they destroy, even if the whole of it be not actually consumed, is almost 
incredible. Mr. Westgate (page 33) estimates it at twice the weight of the fish in a day, and this 
is perhaps quite reasonable. Captain Spindle goes so far as to say that it will destroy a thousand 
fish in a day. This gentleman is also of the opiJ?ion that they do much more harm to the fishes 
of the coast than is caused by the pounds. They will generally swallow a fish of a very large size 
in proportion to their own, sometimes taking it down bodily ; at others, only the posterior half. 
The peculiar armor of certain fish prevents their being taken entire; and it is not uncommon to 
find the head of a sculpin or other fish, whose body has evidently been cut off by the B!uefish. 
In the summer time the young are quite apt to establish themselves singly in a favorite locality, 
and, indeed, to accompany the fry of other fishes, usually playing below t,hcm, and every now and 
then darting upward and capturing an unlucky individual, while the rest dash away in every· 
direction. In this manner they attend upon the young mullet, atherinas, etc. They are very fond 
of squid, which may very frequently be detected in their stomachs. In A1:1gust, 1870, about Fire 
Island, Mr. S. I. Smith found their stomachs filled with marine worms, a species of Heteronereis, 
which, though usually burrowing in the mud, at that season swims freely toward the surface 
in connection with the operation of reproduction. This, like the squid, is a favorite bait for the 
Bluefish; and they appear to care for little else when these are to be had. This fact probably 
explains the reason why, at certain seasons, no· matter how abundant the fish may be, they cannot 
be taken with the drail or squid boat." 1 
1 The following extract from the'' Gloucester Telegraph" of June 4, 1870, gives an idea of their influence upon other 
fishes,: 
"ABUNDANCE OF FISH IN NEW JERSEY-1870.-Accounts from New Jersey say that the Bluefish came in at Barne-
gat Inlet last week, sweeping through the bay, over flats as well as through the channel, driving millions of bushels of 
bunkers before them and filling the coves, creeks, ditches, and ponds in the meadows full. At Little Egg IIarl>0r 
Inlet they drove shad on shore so that people gathered them up by wagon-loads. Fish lie in creeks, ponds, etc., along 
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Iie,e I to ha,e had a ,ery important influence upon the abundance of 
11 m part f he coa t. This has been noticed especially on the north 8i<le of 
• uth f Cape od the mall :fL h occur in such enormous abundance that even the 
· r. itv of milli n f Blu fl. h could hardly produce any effect upon them. Captain Atwood has 
r. r 1 cl hi Ii f that th adrnnt of the Bluefish drove away the plaice or large flounder from 
th w:. t r,' not o much by their direct attacks 11pon them aR by destroying the squid upon 
whi ·It th, Jntt ·r formerly ub. i ted. He is also of the opinion·tbat the mackerel once, for a time, 
w r nffi, t d by them. The mackerel have since returned to those waters in their wonted 
numb r.- but th\ Bluefi hare not now sufficiently plenty north of Cape Cod to interfere with them. 
Th fli rht of the mackerel was not an unmitigated evil, however, since,_as Captain Atwood pointed 
out the number of lob ters for a time was very considerably increased. The mackerel fed upon 
tlwir o·g ·, and when they were driven away by the Bluefish the lobsters had a better chance to 
multiply. 
"The Bluefi h ometimes make their way up the rivers to a considerable distance, the adults, 
how ver, apparently never entering the perfectly fresh water. They are found in the Potomac as 
far north a Aquia Creek, and also far up the Hudson; indeed, the young of the year arc taken 
a high a. Sing Siug on the Hudson and other tidal rivers, where the water is entirely fresh." 
REPR0D CTION.-"Little i known of their reproduction. Dr. Yarrow does not give any fft,cts 
in r gard to thi subject, at Fort Macon, except that spawn was seen to run out of a small 
i mal caught J nly 14. Dr. Holbrook is :1lso silent on this head. Mr. Genio C. Scott says the 
pawning bed are vi ited by the parent in June, and consist of quiet nooks or bays. Mr. R. B. 
Roo lt tat that very diminutive yonng occur in immense numbers along the coast at the encl 
of ptember r b ginning of October ('Game Fish of America,' 186~, 159). I found the young 
fi ·h at ar on', Inlet, Bea ley's Point, New Jersey, in July, 1854, two or three inches in length, 
n mor om pre ed than the adult; but farther east, on Vineyard Soun~, although diligent 
ar ·h wa' C nductecl, betwe n the middle of June and the :first of Ootober, with l!'OSt efficient 
apparatu in the way of fine-meshed net , I met with nothing excepting fish that made their 
appear n all at once along the edge of the bay and harbor. 
" corling to Captain Edward , of Wood's Holl, a very accurate observer, they have no 
pawn in them when in Vin yard Sound. This statement is corroborated by Captain Hinckley; 
and aptaiu all tt, f Hyanni , 'does not know where they pawn.' The only positive evidence 
n thi ulject i that of Captain Pease, who states it as the general impression about Edga,r-
t WI tha h : pa n about the la t of July or the first of August. He has seen them ,;hen he 
1t y w r pawning on the sand, ha Ying caught them a short time l·efore, full of spawn, 
an I finding th m aft rwar for a time thin and weak. He thinks their spawning ground is on 
th whit andy bottom to tho ea tward of Martha' Vineyard, toward Muskeeget. While not 
di, ·r di ing th tat m nt of Ir. Pea e, it em a little remarkable that so few person on the 
a t ru a t ha,T noticed th pawning in ummer of th Bluefish; and, although there may be 
x pti n · to the fact, it i ' not imp .-ible that th pawning grouncl is in very early spring, or 
v n in wint r, ff r , • · and Loug L land r farther outb. It' is not impossible that, at a 
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suitable period after spawning, the young, in obedience to their migratory jnstinct, may move 
northward along the coast, growing rapidly as they proceed. This explains the almost sudden 
appearance of fish of five inches about Wood's Holl. 
"We have the statement of Dr. Yarrow that vast schools of small Bluefish were met with in 
B·eaufort Harbor during the last week in December, 1871. These were in company with small 
schools of young menhaden and yellow-tail shad, and were apparently working their way toward 
the sea bv the route of the inlet. When observed, they were coming from the southward through . ' 
the sound, moving very slowly, at _times nearly leaving it, and then returning. The largest were 
about four inches in length, and others were much smaller; and as many as twenty schools were 
observed from the wharf at Fort Macon, each of them occupying an area of from sixty to eighty 
feet square, and apparently from four to six feet in depth. I would not be much_ surprised if these 
fish should prove to have been spawned late in the year off the southern coast.!' 
Diligent research by numerous inquirers during a period of ten years has failed to add any-
thing. of importance to what Professor Baird has already stat_ed in the paragraph above quoted, 
and it may be regarded as almost certain that Bluefish do not spawn in our inshore waters. The 
only important contribution to our kn_owledge on this subject is found in the notes of Mr. Silas 
Stearns, who believes that he has abundant evidence of their spawning in the Gulf of Mexico. 
His remarks are quoted in full below. The Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt records that he observed 
the bluefish fry Jess than an inch in length in the inlet of Far Rockaway, New York, on the 10th 
of July. 
SIZE.-" The size varies cop.siderably with season and locality, thos_e spending the summer 
on the southern coast, according to good authority, rarely exceeding two or three pounds in 
weight, and being generally considerably less. The largest summer specimens are those found 
farther to the eastward, where they are not unfrequentiy met -with weighing from ten to :fifteen 
pounds, although this latter weight is quite unusual. Mr. Snow, however (page 44), mentions 
having seen one of twenty-two pounds, and others give as their maximum from fourteen to 
twenty. The average size of the schools in Vineyard Sound, during the early season, is from five 
to seven pounds. The schools, however, t4at make their appearance in October embrace many 
-individuals of from ten to :fifteen pounds. It is, therefore, not improbable that the difference 
between the :first-mentioned average and the last represents the increase by their sum.mer feeding. 
As already remarked, Bluefish in the last. century sometimes attained a weight of forty or fifty 
pounds in Vineyard Sound; according to Zaccheus Macy, thirty of them would fill a barrel." 
"Forest and Stream," June 25, 1874, states that L. Hathaway, esq., a veteran :fisherman, while 
fishing from the bridge at Cohasset Narrows, Massachusetts, with rod and reel, captured a Blue-
fish weighing twenty-five pounds. The largest previously caught weighed seventeen pounds .. 
"On getting back to the Carolina coast in the early part of November, according to Dr. Yar-
row's statement, they are from three to five feet in length and weigh from ten to twenty pounds. 
What becomes of these large fish, that so few of them are seen in the early spring, it is impossible 
to say. If it be really true that they, a:re much scarcer than in the fall, we may infer that their 
increased size makes them a more ready prey to the larger fish and cetaceans, or that they have 
accomplished their ordinary period of life; possibly that they have broken up into smaller parties, 
less conspicuous.to observation, or that they have materially changed their locality. The average 
length of the fish that appear in the spring off the coast of Virginia and the southern part of Ne·w 
Jersey, according to Dr. Ooues, Dr. Yarrow, and my own observations, is about one foot, being 
·probably about one year old. As a general rule, those of the smaller size keep close to the shore 
and can always be met with, while the larger ones go in schools and remain farther outside. 
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, un, 1 t obtain any very young :fish about Wood's Holl in 1871, the smallest found 
n:. kiu1T tb ir, 1 p , ranee quite uddenly along the coast, especially in the little ·bays, about the 
f u ·u t and th n mea uring about :five by one and one-fifth inches. By the end of 
' r the e had reached a length of seven or eight inches, and at the age of about 
' ably con titute the twelve or fourteen inch :fish referred to as occurring along the 
nth ru c a t. The ti h of the third. year, or those two years old, are possibly the three-pound 
fi h whil l th fi,e to seven pound :fish may be considered a year older still. Accurate observa-
tion ar wanting, however, to determine ·these facts; as also whether they require two years, or 
thr e r more, to attain sufficient maturity for breeding. As far as I kuow, there is no appreciable 
dift' r nee between the sexes in their rate of growth or weight, excepting that the female is likely 
to be, little deeper int.he body." 
A Blue:fi h weighing one pound measures about fourteen inches; two pounds, seventeen 
inche ; three pounds, twenty-one inches; four pounds, twenty-four inches; five pounds, twenty-
ix inche ; ix pounds, twenty-six to twenty-seven inches, and eight pounds, twenty-nine inches. 
TE.ARNS ON BLUEFISH IN THE GULF OF MEXIC0.-Mr. Stearns' notes on the occurrence 
of the Bluefish in the Gulf of Mexico are so important that they are quoted here in full: 
' The Bluefish is abundant in West Florida and as far west as the Mississippi River, but is 
rare or not found at all in other parts of the Gulf. .At Pensacola and vicinity it is at certain 
sea. on one of the most important :fishes of trade. Here it is caught only in seines and when 
migrating, during the months of April, May, June, November, and December. It usually appears 
on th l.coa tin April-sometimes a little sooner-and comes from the southeast, swimming direct.ly 
in from deep water, or parallel to the land, accordiug to the condition of the sea. It sometimes 
wi near the nrface, either to sport or prey upon smaller surface-swimming :fishes, but more 
comm n1y at some depth in shoal water along the beach. Many schools are observed through the 
month f pril, fay, and June approaching the land from the eastward, and it is supposed tbat 
there re everal distinct 'runs' in that period. These 'runs' take place every year, although 
much larg r ome y ar than other . It is usually the case that the fish arriviug in the spring are 
m, 11, averaging two and a half pounds weight, and that those caught in the fall are larger, aver-
aging fi ur p und or more. A few very large individuals are found in both seasons. 
"lu May and June Bluefish enter the bays. They remain for some days in the swift tide-
way when in id , and th n di appear almost entirely from observation. .A few are taken through 
th umm r with hook an<l line in the bays and at sea. Excepting the smallest ones, all the 
BJ fi h contain spawn when they arrive in the spring. With the larger :fish the spawn is nearly 
1·i and with the mall and intermediate size is found in nearly all stages. April 29, 1879, I 
examined two female Bluefi h, Vteighing seven and eight pounds, and found spawn almost ripe 
enough to fl w from the oviduct. The same day others, smaller ones, were examined, in which 
th ovarie were car ely Yi, ible. The spawning sea on of the Bluefish includes several months, 
I think, which are May, June, July, and August. 
''There can be no doubt of it pawning iu the bays, sounds, and bayous, as all evidence 
g ined (7 e o far to pro it. On June 1 , 1 7 , and August 9, 1878, I caught young Bluefish of 
about thr e-quarter of an iuch in length in Pen acola Bay. These fry were very active and gave 
me no littl tr u 1 iu apturing them. 'Il.ieir color wa a brilliant green, which faded consider-
' ly wh n pla · i , le h 1. Th e, with other , were sent to the National Museum with my 
· 11 f th · an · th r pe ·im n of ab ut that ize were seen in August, but 
urjnrr t e nth· of ... , mber and c mb r many small schools of Bluefi b 
if th r i n much urf, to follow along the beach ea tward. 
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Bluefish of all sizes may be seen at this time, the smaller ones measuring in length three to nve 
inches, the intermediate sizes ten, twelve, and fifteen inches, and tlie large ones from the la.st-men-
tioned size to a size weighing fifteen or eighteen pounds. Ten pounds is not an unusual weight 
for large Bluefish, but those of eighteen pounds are rare. Bluefis~ are said to be more abundant 
on this coast than formerly, and any change in the last five years bas te:nde~ to an increase rather 
than a decrease. It is an exceedingly voracious fish, preying upon any kind of fish through which 
its teeth can cut and which its jaws can surround. I think its migratory movement on this coast 
is caused more on account .of its food becoming sc~rcer in cold weather than on account of its 
being influenced by the change of the temperature of the water, for on the coldest days of the year 
(in December) Bluefish are sometimes caught in shoal water in great abundance as well as at any 
other time. The Bluefish is one of the choicest food-fishes of this coast, and is much used, both 
fresh and salted." 
EARLL ON THE BLUEFISH IN NORTH CAROLINA.-Below is given an outline of the winter 
Bluefish fisheries of the Southern coast as gathered fro_m notes made during ·the visit of Mr. R. E. 
Earll to that region : 
The large fish are taken in two localities-first, a few miles off Cape May, and again on the 
Carolina coast between Cape Henry and Ocracoke Inlet. They are most abundant between Cape 
Hatteras and New Inlet. Small fish frequently enter the sounds during the summer months, and 
have long been taken by the residents. The larger ones seldom enter the inlets, but remain near 
the outer shore, where they feed upon the menhaden, shad, and alewives, during _the season of their 
migrations to and from the larger sounds in fall and spring. 
Apparently, the first that was known of the presence of large Bluefish in this region was in 
1842, when a quantity was taken in a haul-seine near New Inlet. Gill-nets were first used for the 
capture of the species in this locality in 1847, though they were not generally adopted till several 
years later. The first vessel visited the region in 1866, and from that date to 1879 six to twelve 
sail came regularly to the locality. The fishery reached its height between 1870 and 1876, when in 
addition to the vessels fully one hundred crews of five men each fished along the shores. The 
catch varies greatly from time to time, as the fish are constantly on the move and often go beyond 
reach of the seines and gill-nets. Some seasons each boat's crew has averaged four or five thou-
sand fish weighing ten to fifteen pounds each, and again they have taken almost nothing. Fre-
quently the bulk of the catch of an entire season is taken in three or four days. 
Since the winter of 1877 and 1878 the fish are said to have been much less abundant and of 
smaller size. In the winter of 1879 a~d 1880 about seventy-five crews were engaged in the fishery 
from the first of Novembe! till Christmas. The total _ catch did not exceed fifty thousand fish 
averaging six pounds each. The small number taken is partially accounted for by the fact that 
many of the fish were so small as to readily pass through the meshes without being caught. 
During my visit in May, 1880, large schools of Bluefish were reported along the shore, and a 
considerable number of shad and other species were fouod upon the beach where they had been 
driven by their pursuers. A good many Bluefish were also stranded while in pursuit of their prey. 
It seemed that there is no reason to believe that the fish have permanently left the coast, or that 
they are even so scarce as is at present claimed, 
0
for the men have fished with little regularity, and 
have gone only a short distance from the shore, while the bulk of the Bluefish may have been 
farther out. · 
UsEs.-This is one of the most important of our food-fishes, and surpassed in public estima-
tion only by the Spanish mackerel and the pompano. It may be said to furnish a large part of 
the supply to the middle and Northern States. It is a standard fish in New York, Boston, and 
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oth r aport and i carried in great numbers into the interior. Its flesh is very sweet and 
zor r bu it doe not keep very well. In the Vineyard Sound the fishermen are in the habit of 
rimping th ir fl b, or killing them, by cutting their throats in ~uch a manner that they bleed 
fr ely. Every one who has opportunities for observing admits that fish thus treated are far supe-
rior t auy other . Great quantities of Bluefish are frozen in New York for winter consumption. 
Th , arc till con iderecl unfit for food on our Southern coast, and even in the markets of Washing-
ton i ·tri t of Columbia. I have frequently been stopped by fish-dealers who asked me to assure 
their cu tomer that Bluefish were eatable. They are growing into fayor everywhere, however, 
ju ta th y did in Boston. Captain Atwood tells me that in 1865 but very few were sold in Boston, 
and that the demand has been increasing ever since. When he first went to Boston with a load 
of Bluefi ·h he got two cents a pound for them; the second year they were scarcer and he got two 
and one-half cents, and the year afterwards three cents. 
1'47. THE COBIA OR CRAB-EATER-ELACATE CANADA. 
This fish, known in the Chesapeake Bay as the "Bonito" and "Coal-fish," and as the "Sergeant-
fish" in Southern and Eastern Florida, and in Western Florida as the "Ling" or "Snooks," is con-
sidereu one of the most important food-fishes of Maryland and Virginia, though it is but little 
known elsewhere. Like the Bluefish, it is cosmopolitan in its distribution, having been recorded in 
the seas of China and Japan, in Southeastern Hindostan, in the Malay Archipelago, on the coast • 
of Brazil, in the vy-est Indies and the Ber_mudas, where it is called the "Cubby-yew," and along 
our own shores from the Gulf of Mexico to Cape Cod. DeKay speaks of the capture of a single 
indi idual in Bo ton Harbor. The species was originally described by Linnams from a specimen 
sent to him from South Carolina by Dr. Garden. The name" Sergeant-fish" refers to its peculiar 
coloration, several stripes of brown and gray being visible on the sides of the body. The name 
"Crab-eater" appears to have been ascribed to the :fish by Dr. Mitchill. What is known of its habits 
may be v ry shortly told. Holbrook remarks: "The Crab-eater is a solitary fish ; it prefers deep 
and clear water and i only taken singly with a hook. It lives on the coast of Uaroli.na late in 
May, and is occa ionally captured until September, when it is no longer seen in our waters. It is 
exceedingly voraciou , and destroys many smaller fish, which make its ordinary food, though it 
doe not reject cru taceous animals." 
Mitchill cut up a specimen which he obtained in New York market in June, 1815, which had 
been caught in the bay. He found its stomach distended with food of various · sorts, including 
twenty potted and-crabs and several young flounuers. · DeKay tells us that the specimen from 
which his de cription was taken was captured in a seine in.the harbor of Boston and placed iu a 
car with other fish. It was soon disco-vered that he had destroJ:ed and eaten every fish in the 
car. The e fl h were chiefly sculpins or porgies. Mr. S. C. Clarke, speaking of the fish fau11a of 
1lorida, r mark : "Thi fl h I have never seen except in the Indian River, where it is a common 
'pecie , lying under the mangrove bushes in wait for prey like a pike, which it much resembles in 
form and in the long under jaw full of sharp teeth." The size is from two to three feet. It attains 
th length of fl f t and the weight of :fifteen or twenty pounds. Stearns writes: "It is said by 
.1.Iaj. E. B. taple , f Sara ota, to be quite common in South Florida." 
Th bia bre d i the Ch ·apeake Bay, where in 1880 Mr. R. E. Earll succeeded in artificially 
£ rtilizing the gg . Dr. Jitchill peak of it availability as a food-fl h in the highest terms. 
t 
148. TH~ TRIPLE-TAIL OR BLACK PERCH-LOBOTES SURINAMENSIS. 
rk market, Lobotes surinamen,sis, known in South Caroiina as 
·r h; n t th fi ,b rmenof aintJohn's River astbe "Grouper," is also called 
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by various authors the ''Black Triple-tail,'' and in 1856, according to Gill, was called in New York 
market the "Flasher." It is remarkable on account of its extraordinarily wide range, having been 
found in China, the Malay Archipelago, at Sunda and Molucca, in the Bay of Bengal, and in the 
Mediterranean about Sicily; at Ceylon, in the West Indies about Cuba and Jamaica, on the coast of 
South America, from Surinam, when~e the first specimen was derived and from which locality the 
species fakes its scientific name, and along the coast of the United State~ from Saint John's River 
to Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. The Triple-tail is a short, thick, heavily built fish. The dorsal and 
anal fins project backwards towards the base of the caudal so prominently as to give origin to the 
common name. When alive it is a very beautiful species, silvery and gray in color, but after death 
it soon becomes dingy-so dingy, in fact, that many of the common names are prefixed by the 
adjective "l>lack." I saw four specimens at Jacksonville, Florida, on the 5th of April, 1875. The . 
largest weighed about ten pounds and measured nearly two feet in length. The .species is abundant 
about Charleston, where, according to Holbrook, it appears in June and remains until September. 
It feeds upon small fishes and mussels, and is said to take the hook readily when baited with clams 
or with shrimps. It is occasionally taken in the lower part of the Chesapeake Bay, and Professor 
Baird obtained specimens about t~ree inches long in August among the eel-grass on Tuckahoe 
· River in New·J~rsey. Stragglers have been taken at New York, and even as far north as Wood's 
Holl, Massachusetts. They are occasionally brought to the New York market, where they are 
highly esteemed. Gill, writing in 1856, said: "I saw a single specimen of this species in Fulton 
Market last year, which remained exposed on the stall from August 30 to September 6. It did 
not seem to be known. It was about fifteen inches in length, and one dollar was demanded for it." 
By the fishermen of Saint John's River, Florida, it is considered one of the :finest food-fishes, and its 
large silver scales command a hig:µ. price at the fancy shops, where they are sold to be used m the 
manufacture of scale works. 
149. THE MOON-FISH-CH.lETODIPTERUS FABER. 
The Moon-fish is one of the rarer species on our coast, and has recently come so much into 
favor in New York that among connoisseurs it is one of the most highly esteemed food-fishes. It 
is also highly e~teemed by residents of Washington who know it, being abundant in the markets 
of that city in summer. In the northern par_ts of the Gulf of Mexico it is called the "Spade-fish"; 
from Florida· to Charleston the "Angel-fish," a name which, according to Schoepf, appears · to 
have been current during. the last century- at Beaufort, North Carolina, where it · i~ called the 
"Porgee" or "Pogy," and at New York, where it is stated to be found in summer. "Three-tail 
Sheepshead" and "Three-tail Porgee" are names which are said to have been formerly in use 
among the New York fishermen. 
The range of this species along our coast is very wide. It has been found in Guatemala, and 
perhaps farther south, and the British Museum has specimens from Texas, Santo Domingo, and 
Jamaica. It is said to be somewhat abundant on· the coast of South Carolina, and not uncommon 
nit the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay. They are occasionally taken about New York, and several 
individuals have been obtained by the )fish Commission ~t Woods' Holl. It is occasionally taken 
in Southern California, about San Diego. It attains the length of eighteen inches and the weight 
of several pounds. The large adult specimens have a peculiar globular bone in the head, unlike 
anything which has been found in any other fish. Two species have been recognized by American 
ichthyologists. It seems· probable that these represent different ages of the same :fish. The only 
study of its habits in existence is the following, which is quoted from Mr. Stearns' manuscript: 
"The Spade-fish, Ohretodipterus Jaber, is common on the West Florida, Alabama, and Louisiana 
• 
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ned it in South Florida. It is found throughout the summer and fall in 
ut wb. rv rock-pile', and old wrecks, where crustaceous animals are abundant. In 
•r ~ ud r mber large chools are seen along the sea-beaches, evidently leaving the coast 
for w~ rm r , at r at which time many are. ~aught by seine :fishermen. It spawns in early summer, 
e n until October. I have seen specimens of Spade-fish :fifteen inche-s long; 
p cie i known to the fishermen of the Saint John's ·and Indian Rivers, Florida, under 
the nam 'Angel-fl h." Holbrook states that it appears on the shores of South Carolina in May 
and June, and is then taken in considerable numbers with the seine. J ordau states that it is 
common at Beaufort, North Carolina, where it is used as a food-fish. Lugger remarks that it is 
not uncommon in the salt-water region near the entrance to Chesapeake Bay, but is seldom, if 
ever, brought to the Baltimore markets. DeKay remarks that in the waters of New York it only 
appear periodically, and occasionally in great numbers during the summer months. .About 1822 
they were caught here in seines in great numbers, and exposed in the markets for sale. I am not 
aware that any such incursion has since been observed. pn the coast of California, where, 
according to Jordan, it is occasionally taken about San Diego in the kelp, it is too rare to be of 
commercial importance. 
150. THE REMORA FAMILY-ECHENEIDIDlE. 
Thi f mily i represented on our coast by five species, which are generally known as "Suck-
er "or "Sucking-ti. hes." They are among the most remarkable of fishes, the first dorsal fin having 
become tran £ rmed into a sucking organ, by means of which the :fish can attach themselves very 
firmly t th ide of ve els or to the gill-covers or sides of larger species of fish. One or two of 
the E. naucrates, are frequently found adhering to the sides of vessels. Other 
to hark , and are carried by them from place to place. Since they are them-
Ive excellent wimmers, the purpose of this peculiar habit is hard to understand. It appears to 
b more for th purpo e of following the larger fishes in order that they may share the fragments 
of th ir fea t . Very often, e pecially in the case of sharks, the :fish to which the Suckers attach 
them Ive become very much emaciated and exhausted by the effort of swimmin~ under this 
imp dim nt. The common ~word-fi his frequently accompanied by one of the Sucking-fishes, which 
ha b en •alled tile '' Sword-fl. h ucker," Remoropsis brachyptera. It has not been known to attach 
it If t any other :ft h. The "Bill-fl h," Tetrapt'ltrus, has another species of sucker peculiar to 
its If, th Cuban "Pega de las Agujas" Rhonibochirus osteochir. 
Mr. t arn tate that in the Gulf of Mexico, when on the snapper banks :fishing, he has seen 
th :ft h le. ve hark that were in the vicinity and remain about the vessel as long as it staid 
there:£ r th pur1 o of ecuring the bait that had been thrown overboard. He noticed some that 
wer £ ur or five feet in length. The e "Sucking-fish" are never eaten, and are interesting chiefly 
f th r more imp rtant pecie . 
ne of the fir t fl he ob erved by the.early di coverers of North .America. In 
' m ric- ' i the £ ll wiug cription of the manner in which the Indians used tilese 
in th ptur of oth r le rger pecie . The incident seems to have occurred about 
t r run: 
ua ·can, not unlike an Eel, but with an extraordinary 
..... 
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great Head, over which hangs a Skin like a Bag. This Fish is the Natives Fisher; _for having a 
Line or handsom Cord fastned about him, so soon as a Turtel, or any other of his Prey, comes 
above Water, they give him Line; whereupon the Guaican, like an .Arrow out of a Bowe, shoots 
toward the other Fish, and then gathering the Mouth of the Bag on his Head like a Purse-net 
holds them so fast, that he lets not loose till hal'd up out of the Water." 1 
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P.-B RRAOOUTA, MULLET, PIKE, AND MUMMIOHOGS. 
151. THE BARRACOUTA FAMILY-SPHYR.lENID.lE. 
Thi family i, represented on our Atlantic coast lJy several species, none of which appear to 
be , t all • bnudant north of Florida, except onP- species, which has recently appeared in consid-
era le uumber on the coast of Southern Massachusetts, and which is recorded by Jordan as 
ubuu<lant in it young state in Beaufort Ha,rbor, North Carolina. This species, called by DeKay 
Sphyrwna borealis, is closely related to, jf not identical with, S. spet of the Mediterranean. No 
specimens of greater length than ten or twelve inches ha~e ever been taken, and individuals of 
this , ize are very unusual, though smaller ones, ranging from two . to six inches, are occasionally 
fouucl in large schools about the western end of Martha'f:I Vineyard and about Wood's Holl, 
Ma achu etts. It seems incredible that the young should occur so abundantly in these waters 
and tho full-grown individuah; should be absent. This is, possibly, because we do not yet know 
how to capture them. The common Barracouta, or "Barracuda," of the West Indies, Sphyrmna 
p·iouda, occa ionally fiucls its way into our northern waters, and one or two specimens of them and 
th r W t Indian pecies have been taken at Wood's Holl. 
1
• picnda' is the common Barracouta of Key West ·and the s~nthern coast. It is caught with 
hook aud line, and appears occasionally in the markets. J\Ir. Stearns states that it is only of 
av r g merit a a food-fish. He records the capture of several very small specimens belonging to 
tbi u acola and Choctawb.atchee Bays in Juue, 1880. In the West Indies this, or 
ome clo ly related pecie , grows to the enormous length of eight feet and the weight of fo:rty 
poun 1 , aud i as much dreaded a's t,he large sharks. 
Ith ugh to ome extent u ed as food, this is one of the forbidden fishes of the Cuban markets,. 
th re having b en in tauces of severe sickness caused by eating its flesh. Since, however, a large 
p rt f th be ·t food-ft hes of the West In<lian waters are tabooed by Cuban law, this is hardly to 
l> r o-arded a fair criterion. In the Bermudas both Sphyrmna picv,da, called " Sennet," and S. 
spet which i called the" Barracuda," are highly esteemed for food and meet with ready sale. 
On th· California coa t occurs another species, Sphyrrena argentea, which is everywhere known 
a th ' arracuda,' or 'Barracuta'; this species reaches a length of about three feet and a 
wej O'ht of twelve pound . 
Pro:fi , ·or Jordan remarks concerning it as follows: "It is abundant in summer from San .Fran-
ci co uthwarl, great number having been taken everywhere from Santa Cruz s01:i~1iward. It is 
fi uud mainl · at a di tance of three .miles or more from the shore. In open water it w1il sometimes 
tak a till h k, but near the hore it must be trolled for. It arrives in late 91f>l'ing or summer, 
at diff re t ti i differ nt place , the main 'run ,' about the Santa Barbara Islands, being in 
rth o what later. It spawn at San Pedro about the 1st of August. In Sep-
t m r it u,· u Uy di app r , but he young often r main in the south and are taken with the seine 
iu th wint r. ti kn w whether it retr ats to the south or to deep water. It feeds upon 
h r fl ·h . -ft h it i one of the best and most important on the coast. 
alt d a d, lik the white-fl hand yellow-tail, then sells at 
codfi h." 
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152. THE DEAL-FISH FAMILY-TRAOHYPTERIDJE. 
The members of this family are found in the deep parts of the sea in various parts of the 
world, though none have yet been found on our Atlantic coast. They are eel-shaped fishes of 
great length and brilliant colors, and ha Ye even been described under the name of '' Sea-serpent." 
It is probable that most of the stories regarding the "sea-serpent" have had reference to some 
member of this family, and to this family most .of the descriptions of large marine animals of a 
serpent-like nature are very applicable. Several individuals of the species known as the "Oar-
fish," Regalecus Banksii, have been cast up on the British coast, the l~rgest in Yorkshire, in 1845, 
twenty-four feet in length. In 1860, an individual, eighteen feet in length, ran ashore at the 
Bermudas, but none have been found in the more western portions of- the Atlantic, although 
descriptions which have been given by various observers would indicate that they occasionally 
appear near our shores. On the Pacific coast there is a species which is sometimes cast ashore by 
the storms, Trachypterus altivelis; it is considered by the Makah Indians to be the King of the 
salmons, and they will permit no one to eat the flesh upon any condition, for fear the salmon will 
never return. It is curious that a similar tradition exists on the coast of Norway regarding a 
related species which is called the" Sillkung," or "·King of the herring." "The same notion," says 
Jordan," is commemorated in the generic name Regalecus."·1 
153. THE MULLETS-MUGIL ALBULA AND :MUGIL BRASILIENSIS. 
NAMES.-There are,upon our coast two species of Mullet, the differences between which are 
sometimes, though not always, recognized by fishermen. The most usual species is the Striped 
Mullet, Mugil albula; the other is the so-called" White Mullet," M·ugil bra.siliensis. The former is 
the larger, and has eight instead of nine rays i11 the anal fin, and forty-two instead of thirty-eight 
scales between the gill openings and the base of the caudal fin. There has been so much confusion 
among writers regarding the species of this family upon our coast that it has until very recently 
been impossible to define precisely their geographical range. The Striped Mullet occurs in the 
West Indies, the Gulf, and from Southern California to Chili, the other species from Southern_ 
Massachusetts to the West Indies, and from Lower California to Peru. A single specimen of M. 
brasiliensis, was taken at Provincetown, in November, 18,51. North of New Jersey the capture of 
a large individual is very unusual. In July great numbers of them, about an inch in length, have 
been observed on the Connecticut coast, especially in the vicinity of N oank; t,he fishermen there 
call them by the name of "Bluefish Mummichog." On various parts of the coast they have 
special names, which, however, do not appear to refer to special peculiarities. About Uape 
Hatteras the names "Jumping Mullet" and :'Sand Mullet" occur; in Northampton County, 
Virginia, "Fat-back," and in Southeastern Florida "Silver Mullet" and '' Big-eyed Mullet." 
The name ''Fat-back" is also in use, but whether this name is used for Mullets in general, or simply 
for those in particularly good condition, I have been unable to learn. In the Gulf of Mexico the 
Striped Mullet is known simply as the ''Mullet"; the other species as the "Silver Mullet." 
GENERAL HABITS.-There are seventy or more species of · Mullets, one or more of which are 
found on every stretch of coast line in the world in the temperate and tropical zones. They live 
in the sea, and in the brackish waters near the mouths of rivers. They, like the menhaden, 
though indeed to a still greater degree, subsist on the organic substances· which are mingled with 
the mud and sand on the bottom. 
'' In order to prevent the larger bodies from passing into the stomach, or substances from 
1 .Rex-halec-=King of Herring. 
29 F 
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p· · ing tbrou h the gill openings, they have the organs of the pharynx modified into a :filtering 
app r u . Th T tak in a quantity of sand and mud, and after having worked it for some time 
tw n th ph ryngeal bones, they eject the roughest and most indigestible portion of it. Each 
br n hi I r ·hi provided on each side, in its whole length, with a series of closely set gill-rakers, 
which e 1 terally bent downward, each series closely fitting into the series of the adjoining arch; 
th y con titut together a sieve, admirably adap~ed to permit a transit for the water, retaining, at 
the m time, every other substance in the cavity of the pharynx. The intestinal tract is no less 
peculiar, and the stomach,_ like that of the menhaden, resembles the gizzard of a bird. The 
int tine make a great number of circumvolutions, and ar~ seven feet long in a specimen thirteen 
inch in length." 1 
ABUND.AN0E.-Although Mullets are abundant almost everywhere, it is probable that no 
stretehe of ea-coast in the world are so bountifully supplied with them as those of our own South-
ern Atlantic and Gulf States, with their broad margin of partially or entirely land-locked brackish 
water and the numerous estuaries and broad river mouth.;. The Mullet is_probably the most gener-
ally popular and the most abundant fish of our whole southern seaboard. Like the menhaden, it 
utilizes food inaccessible to other fishes, groping in the bottom mud, which it swallows in large 
quantities. Like the menhaden, it h, not only caught extensively by man, but is the main article 
of food for all the larger fishes, and is the best bait fish of the regions in which it occurs. In the 
discus ion of the habits of the Mullet, when it is not otherwise stated, the Striped Mullet, which is 
in our water by far the most important species, is kept chiefly in mind. 
Since the time of Capt. John Smith every observer has _remarked upon the great abundance of 
Mullet . N nmerous correspondents of the Fish Commission, from Wilmington south, agree that 
the Mullet is far more abundant than any other species, except Mr. Simpson, who thinks that at 
Cape Hatteras they are less numerous than the tailors or bluefish, and about as numerous as the 
fat-backs or menhaden. 
In 1875 circulars were sent out by the United States Fish Commission asking information 
concerning the habits of the Mullet. The replies, although su2"gestive, were not sufficiently 
nnmerou to afford the data necessary for a complete biography of this species. In fact its habits 
are so peculiar that in order to understand them it will be necessary for some naturalist to 
devote a considerable period of time to study them throughout .the whole extent of their range. 
At present, therefore, I propose to present first the results of my own observations upon this fish, 
as it occurs in Ea.stern Florida, supplementing them by the observations of three or four other 
observers upon the Atlantic coast, and the excellent study of the Gulf Mullet from the pen of Mr. 
Stearns. 
MULLET IN EASTERN FL0RJDA.-They abound in the Saint John's River, sometimes running 
np to the lake , and along the coa.at in all the inland bays, or "salt-water rivers". It is probably 
incorrect to call them ana,dromous. They appear to ascend the rivers to feed, and the relative 
saltnes of the water is a matter of small importance. . Small Mullet are abundant all the year 
round, and so are scattered individuals of a larger size. Cast-nets at Mayport take them through-
out the year. I have taken quantities of small fish, from one to five inches long, in the Saint John's 
Ri er at Arlington. They begin to as emble in schools in midsummer. This is probably prepara-
tory to pawning, for at this time the ova are beginning to mature. In midsummer they swim at 
the urface, pursued by enemies in the water and the air, and are an easy prey to the fisherman. 
They pref: r to wim against the wind, and, I am told, school best with a northeast wind. They 
pr fer t run against the tide. The spawning season appears to continue from the middle of 
deecription of the anatomy of the Mullet ~ derived from Gunther's "Study of Fi.shes." 
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November to the middle of January, and the weight of evidence tends to show tha~ they spawn in 
brackish or salt water. Some of the fishermen say that they go on the mud-flats and oyster-beds 
a,t the mouth of the river to deposit their eggs. What becomes of them after this no one seems to 
know, but it is probable that they- spread themselves throughout all the adjacent rivers, bays, 
and sounds, in such a manner as not to be perceptible to the .fishermen, who make no effort at this 
time to secure the spent, lean fish. Many of them probably .find their way to the lakes, and others 
remain wherever they find good feeding ground, gathering flesh and recruiting strength for the 
great strain of the ·next spawning season. Tb ere ·is no evidence of anY. northern or southern coast-
wise migration, the habits of the species apparently being very local. 
The fisherman recognizes three distinct periods of schooling or separate runs of Munet. To 
what extent these are founded on tradition, or upon the necessity of change in the size of the mesh 
of their nets, it is impossible to say. The ''June Mullet" average about five to the pound; the 
'' Ifat Mullet," which are taken from August 20 to October I, weigh about two pounds; these have, 
the fishermen say, a "roe of fat" on each side as thick as a man's thumb. The "Roe Mullet" 
weigh about two and a half pounds, and are caught in November and until Christmas. Between 
the seasons of "Fat Mullet" and "Roe Mullet" there is an intermission of.two or three weeks in the 
fishing. How to interpret these curious statements is surely a difficult problem, and one which 
can be solved only by careful study of,the fishes themselves at these seasons. The fishermen insist 
that these schools come successively down the riYer and proceed directly out to sea. They will not 
believe that the ''Fat Mullet" and the "Roe Mullet'' are the same schools under different circum-
stances. I would hazard the suggestion that the 4' Fat Mullet" of September are the breeding fish 
of November, with roes in an immature state, the ova not having become fully differentiated. 
The largest fish appear rarely to exceed six pounds. This is exceptional, however. Mr. W. 
H. Tate, of Melton & Co., Jacksonville, tells me that. he never saw one exceeding seven pounds, 
though he had heard of one weighing fourteen. He showed me on the floor of the fish-market a 
line indicating the length of a very large one; this measured twenty-nine inches. At Mayport 
none had been seen exceeding six pounds in weight. At the mouth of the Saint John's cast-nets 
of ten feet in diameter are used, but most Mullet are taken in gill-nets, which are swept around 
the school, the fish being easily visible at the surface.1 These nets are from seventy to ninety 
fathoms long and forty meshes deep. The size of the mesh varies with the season. Very few are 
used from December to July, but where they are used the mesh two and one-half to two and 
three-quarters inches is preferred; from August 1 to October 1, for "Fat Mullet," the mesh is three 
and one-half to three and three-quarters inches, and in late October, November, and December, for 
"Roe Mullet," four inches-at least so said my informant, an intelligent negro fisherman. .At 
Mayport there are two sweep-seines, seventy-five fathoms long and thirty feet deep, belonging to 
Kemp, Mead & Smith, used in the mullet fishery. · 
' There is a large trade in fresh Mullet iced, of the extent of which I ~ould gain but little idea: 
they are shipped chiefly to Central Florida and Georgia. Some have been sent in ice to Atlanta. 
About twenty thousand are shipped from Yellow Bluffs, by way of Jacksonville. 
It is the general opinion of the fishermen that the Mullet have greatly diminished in abundance 
of late years, and that they are not one-third as plenty as they were ten years ago. This falling off 
is _attributed to the presence of steamers, to the chances of the seasons, and, most of all, to the use 
of small-meshed seines, which catch the young fish in great numbers, and to the constant fishing by 
numerous nets, which destroys a large proportion of the mother-fish from ye1l.r to year. Mr. Isaac 
1 "Roe Mullet" are often taken in a drift gill-net. When the net is being set it is customary to drum with the 
oars on the gunwale of the boat to make the :fish'' gill" better. 
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al • w f w rlin. told me that ten or twelve years ago a man with a cast-net could easily 
h k f ur r fiv hundr~d ull tin a day, while n?w it is <lifficult to get any; this is due in part 
h ir h ·n . foll w r comparatively scarce in the Saint John's in 1877, though plenty in 
h fi ·h rm n with whom I have talked favor the passage of laws prohibiting the u_se of 
gill-u t · wi h m, 11 r me h than three inches, and thus to allow the escape of the young fish, 
time during which fishing shall cease-for instance, from Saturday night to Monday 
nd then they ay, with a regretful shake of the head, that the Mullet always run best 
Ther are probably one hundred or more mullet nets on the Saint John's, yielcling 
, n a, r, g of perhap five thousand Mullet each annually. The fisheries are chiefly carried 
n by negro in mall boats, dug-outs, and skiffs, although every resident .fishes for Mullet in 
ummer when there i nothing else to do, and when the Mullet is the best food and the easiest 
obt ined. There i"' no salting business of commercial importance in East Florida, though consid-
rable quantit.ie are put up for domestic consumption. Salt Mullet sell at the rate of eight or ten 
dollar a barrel, or five or six fish for twenty-five cents. I had an opportunity of tasting some 
alted by a negro at Mill Cove, and can bear testimony to their excellence. Their flavor is more 
like that of a salted salmon than of a mackerel, and they are hard, toothsome, and not at all 
'muddy" in taste, this last being the usual charge made against the Mullet. Usually only the 
"Fat Mullet" are salted, the "Roe Mullet" coming later in the season, when they can easily be 
hipped. 
To prepare a Mullet for salting, the head is first cut off, then a cut is made on each side 6f the 
back-bone, down the back, and the bone is removed; the fish may then be spread out flat and 
packed in a barrel. In packing, the flesh side is carefully placed up, the skin down. The fish are 
pr ad out flat upon the skin side and are laid in tiers across the bottom of the barrel, each tier 
being cover d with alt. Care is taken to have the direction of the bodies in the different tiers at 
right angle to each other. When the Mullet are scaled before packing· they command a some-
what higher price. Mullet roes, though usually eaten fresh, are sometimes salted.and dried in the 
un. In thi condition they are eaten raw, like dried beef, or are fried. Large ones sell for ten 
cents a pair. Fishermen often boil the heads to extract the oil, which they use to lubricate their 
guns. 
''In the Lower Saint John's," according to Capt. David Kemps, an experienced Connecticut 
herman who has lived and fished for twelve years at Yellow Bluffs, "the Mullet are resident 
throughout the year, though most abundant in September and October. The :fishing season begins 
in Jnly and Augu t and continue until December. They are three times more abundant than any 
other pecie , though not half a abundant as they were ten years ago. The decrease in numbers is 
due in part to the fi heries, but chiefly to the great number of steamers. The largest Mullet weigh 
eleven pound and are twenty-three inches long; this, however, is above the average size, which 
measure thirteen inche and weighs two and a half pounds. They attain their growth in four 
year , each year adding half a pound to their weight. They school best in easterly weather, the 
chools being large t toward the end of the ea on. They swim at the surface, and usually against 
the wind. The "Fat Mullet" come down the river in August and September, and rapidly increase 
in ize, becoming ''Ro Mullet" in October and November. They feed by suction and on blind 
mo quito . They run out into salt and bracki h water to spawn. They are supposed to spawn 
ovember o the h llow near the month of the river~ in warm and brackish water. When 
Y r au bt in he gill-ne the spawn run out of them; it i of the ize of No. 3 shot, and 
· it ft th nrface until it i hat hed, whieh tak place in about three days. They spawn 
f age, the fish mixing indi criminately in the schools. Cat-fish and eels prey 
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upon the eggs. They are caught chiefly on the flood-tides with gill-nets and seines. A gill-net 
seventy-five fathoms long will take ten thousand jn a season. They are eaten fresh, commanding 
a price of one to five cents a pound, and are salted largely. About seventy-five boats and one 
hundred and fifty men are employed in the Lower Saint John's." 
IN THE SAINT MARY'S RIVER.-'' At the mouth of the Saint _Mary's," according to Mr. W. E. 
M,vers, "the Mullet is resident and more abundant than any other fish, especially in August, Septem-
ber, October, and November. The general abundance is not apparently changed, though the supply 
varies. The average "Finger Mullet" is about four and a half iuches long, while the "Sea Mullet" 
ranges from eight to eighteen inches, weighingfrom eight ounces to two pounds. They never leave this 
region, but spend the whole time in the salt-water bayous along the coast. They frequently run up 
into brackish or a1most fresh water, probably for the purpose of feeding. Fishes of all sizes and 
ages mingle together in the schools. Their favorite haunts are on the shallow mud-flats an<l up 
little creeks or "rivers." At high water they feed among the black rushe<s or marsh grass. The 
shallows which they frequent are warmer than the off-shore water. After spawning they are 
generally found in small schools. They are preyed upon by porpoises, sharks, fish-hawks, cranes, 
and gulls. They feed on bottom mud and floating scum, also _on shrimps. They spawn around 
_ their feeding-grounds in August and September, and young Mullets are always found in abundance 
in company with the old. Fish-lice are found in their gills. At Saint Mary's they are caught exclu-
sively in cast-nets-the Spanish and American kinds-at all seasons, but chiefly. in August and 
the fall months. They are usually caught in the last quarter of the ebb and first quarter of the 
flood tide. They are caught only in small quantities for home consumption, and are more in 
demand than any other fish, selling for about eight cents per pound. Very few are salted." 
IN SOUTHEASTERN FLOR.ID.A.-At Saint Augustine, according to Mr. Peter Ma~ters, Mullet 
are resident, but most abundant in September and October. They are thought to have dimin-
ished, ''owing," says Mr. Masters, "to the gill-nets on the Saint John's." They move in and 
out of the harbor, over the Saint John's and Smyrna .Bars. They run into fresh water three months 
in the year. They spawn in deep water in November and December. Thirty or forty men with 
small boats are engaged in the_ fishery, using gill and cast nets. The Mullet is the favorite food-
fish, commanding a price of three or four cents per pound. Very few are salted. 
About New Smyrna, says Mr. S. C. Clarke; the '' Silver or .Big-eyed Mullet," though resident, 
are most plenty in November, December, and January, and have for years retafned their abundance, 
which is much greater than that of any other fish. The average size is three 'pounds, though they 
sometimes weigh four or five; the female is the larger. They are always to be found in shoal water 
with muddy bottoms, spending the winter in the creeks and bays. They run into fresh water to· 
feed. They swim in schools, assorted in uniform sizes, rippling the surface and thus attracting 
predatory birds of all kinds, and followed by predatory fishes. The schools break up after the 
spawning season. They feed upon mud and :floating scum. They spawn in large schools, in strong 
currents, in January and February; the eggs, which are yellow and about the size of mustard seed, 
floating at the surface in the currents and hatching within ten <lays. They prefer warm water for 
spawning. The roe often runs from the fish when caught. They spawn at the age of three 
years, and after spawning are thin and unfit for food. Young fish are seen in great abundance in 
shallow water near the shore; they are preyed upon by every fish and by every predatory bird. 
Mullet are taken with nets of all kinds, usually at low water. Some hundreds of barrels are put 
up yearly for shipment, commanding the price of six to eight dollars. They are also used for oil 
manufacture, and for manure. 
Mr. H. S. Williams states that in the Indian River the Mullet season lasts from May until the 
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la t f emb r an during the whole time they are so numerous that scarcely a day passes in 
t ken with proper exertion. In September they usul\LlIY commence schoolin~, 
1, in ·r ing in ize until the last of December, when they go outside to spawn, returning 
ry F ruary, and :March, poor and tasteless. In November, 1876, he relates, he took one 
0 twenty-five from a ingle school with a cast-net in less than an hour's time, taking 
tw nty- ix 1 rge on at a single throw. During the dark nights in October, November, and 
mb r the l\fullet warm along the shore, feeding on the minute animals found in the sand and 
attached to the rocks, where they can be taken in great numbers, often thirty to :fifty in a few 
minat time. They are preyed upon by all larger :fish, from cat-fish to sharks, while porpoises, 
o pr y , eagle , and pelicans consume enormous quantities. The Mullet is here thought very :fine 
j3ither tewed, baked, or as a pan-fish. From the :first of November to the end of the season they 
take salt as well as mackerel, and every resident family is accustomed to cure a barrel or two . for 
private use. 
STEARNS ON MULLET IN THE GULF OF MEXICO.-Tbis chapter will be closed by quoting in 
full the observations of Mr. Silas Stearns: 
"The Mullet is one of the most abundant and valuable food-fishes of the Gulf coast . . It is 
present on the coast and in the estuaries of the· Gulf throughout the year, and in most places is 
pursued by :fl hermen at a.11 seasons, yet, for so common· and important a :fish, its habits seem to 
be but little kQ.own or understood. Intelligent :fishermen of long experience at particular points . 
have learned many details regarding their local movements, which may disagree in many respects 
with tho eat some other point a hund.red miles or so away. A few months spent on the southern 
part of the Florida coast has led me to believe that there is a less migratory movement of Mullet 
in that section than along the northern Gulf coast. It is probable that in each bay or sectio·n or 
coa t Mullet have peculiar habits as to time and manner of arrival, time and place of spawning, 
and the general habit of old :fish after spawning and young after hatching. It is also likely that 
their manner of pawning, feeding, etc., is the same everywhere. My own observations have been 
chi fly made in n acola and Ohoctawhatche~ Bays and Santa Rosa Sound, which take in fifty 
mil of coa t Une. Iu this section, which I have called the Pensacola region, there is a spring 
'run' of Mullet com po ed of various sizes of young which are in part, no doubt, of the previous 
year' hatching. The first school of this run appears on the coast in April or in the first part of 
May, and they continue to come for two or three weeks, when they are all inside and scattered 
about the bay shores. These fish are very thin on their arrival, but rapidly fatten and grow on 
tJie fe ding ground . Some of these contain spawn at first, and in some it is developed during 
the nmmer. 
"In eptemb rand October there is a 'run' of large :fish, which comes, as the young one does, 
from the ea tward, wimming at the surface of the water and making considerable commotion. Some 
year ther i, but one large school in the 'run' and at others many small schools, and it is thought 
that the fi h are more abundant when they come in the latter form. At Ohoctawhatchee Inlet, 
when the pawning ground are near by, the :fish come in with the flood tide and go out again with 
the ebb tide; an at the Pen a-cola Inlet, when the spawning grounds are far away, they come into 
the bay and tay un il the operation of pawning i over. The spawn in this fall 'run' is fulJy 
d velop d and i depo it d in October and November. The spawnjng grounds are in fresh or 
racki h w t r a th h ad of bayous, in river or head of bays. The many bayous of Ohoctaw-
h tch blocked u wi h spawning Mullet in October, and they are very abundant 
th h la a near them nth offr h-waterrivers at that time. Alt.hough I have 
h ull t w r uppo ed to be pawning, 1 have not witnessed the operation, 
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nor seen any person who has. In such places the bottom is grassy, sandy, and muddy, the water 
varying with the tide from fresh to brackish, and of a temperature varying from 70° to 75° Fah-
renheit. It is supposed that the spawn is deposited upon the bottom. If they have been spawn-
ing at tb~ times when I have been present, I would say that the operation was a general one. 
That they do spawn at or near these places is quite certain, for they go to them with spawn and 
come away without it, and the young fry first appear near the same places. Crabs and alligator-
gars are abundant in such places, and they doubtless destroy great quantities of the eggs and fry. 
Before spawning Mullet are very fat, but after the operation are extremely thin and almost worth-
less for food. Their colors also undergo some changes, at sea being bright blue on the back, which 
deepens to a light brown in the bays and to a dark brown in fresh water. By these character-
istics it is not difficult to determine the locality where a lot of Mullet are caught. · 
,~ Some persons of this coast agree that Mullet, or any other sea-fish, will not bear sudden 
change from salt to fresh water, and to meet this argument I made an experiment with Mullet in 
1879. I took a dozen or more medium-sized Mullet from the _warm shoal water of the bay and 
placed them fa cool_, fresh spring water. They swam around very rapidly for about half an hour, 
then sank to the bottom of the spring, where they remained, apparently comfo table, for twelve 
hours. Before leaving the spring I returned them to their native waters, seemingly in as good 
condition as when first caught. The bay water was at that time 77° Fahrenheit and the spring 
water 71 ° Fahrenheit, a difference of 6° and a change from pure salt to pure fresh water. 
"After spawning, in October and November, the Mullet leave these bays in small schools, 
going directly to deep water if the weather is stormy, and following the beach along if there is not 
much surf. Those tlrnt have been in the bays all the summer leave also at about this time, many 
of them having spawnect at the same time with the full 'run.' A few of these, having just reached 
maturity, are found with spawn nearly all winter; also, some young stragglers. In February, 
March, and April, young 1\1 ullet, varying from one to two and a half inches long, are found in 
great abundance along the bay shores. Mullet grow to about eight inches in length the first year, 
to twelve or thirteen inches the second year, when they are mature. The average size of adults is 
twelve inches in length, weight about one and a quarter pounds. The largest I have seen meas-
ured twenty iuc~es long and weighed four and a half pounds. It was caught at Charlotte Rarbor, 
· Florida. Miillet of that size are extremely rare in West Florida. Those of South Florida are 
much larger, as a rule, than those found farther north. There they are also far more abundant 
than on the coasts of West Florida, .Alabama, Mississippi. LouisiaIJa, and Texas. 
"In October, Charlotte Harbor, Sarasota and Palmasola Bays, seem to be the headquarters of 
all the Mullet of the Gulf. · Tampa Bay, Anclote River, Homosassa River and vicinity, are also 
favorite spawning places. During the fall they move in such immense schools that the noise of 
their splashing in the water resembles distant thunder; and to persons living near the river or bay, 
their noise, kept up -day and night, becomes very annoying. These schools are followed by large 
numbers of sharks, porpoises, and other destructive fishes, as well as pelicans and like sea-birds, 
all of which eat of the Mullet until they ean eat no more, and have to make way for fresh arrivals. 
In spite of these enemies and those of the eggs and fry, Mullet are as plentiful as formerly, 
according to the general opinion of the fishermen of the coast. 
"The Mullet is a bottom-feeding fish, prefers still, shoal water with grassy and sandy bottom. -
It swims along the bottom, head down, now and then taking a mouthful of earth, which is 
partially culled over in the mouth, the microscopic particles of animal matter or vegetable matter 
retained, and the refuse expelled. When one fish find~ a spot rich in their desired food, ite 
companions immediately flock around in a manner that reminds one of barn:yard fowls fe.eding 
from one dish. The Mullet eats very little compared with other fish of its size. It preys on no 
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< nd i pr d upon by nearly all other common fishes larger than itself. It does not 
r , 1il ? < k th h k but can sometimes be caught with a bait of banana, or one manufactured 
fr m , t n and fl ur. It i the mo t widely distributed fish of the Gulf of Mexico, being found 
nth a-b b everywhere, in all the bays and sounds, and even far up fresh-water rivers and 
in r h-w t r l ke that have outlets." 
on• rnin the other specie of Mullet, Mugil brasiliensis, as occurring in the Gulf, Mr. Stearns 
rit 
It i common, and i found in company with the Mugil albula and usually considered with it, 
and th old fi hermen of Pensaoola distinguished it and have given it the al;)Ove name. · I have 
foun l pawn in them in l\fay and June. On the southern coast they are very abundant, and 
;:ippear in Key We t almost daily in the fall and winter." 
MULLET IN CALIFORNIA..'-,, On the California coast occurs Mugil albula," writes Professor 
Jordan, "which is common~y known as the 'Mullet.' It reaches a· length, of about fifteen inches. 
It i very abundant about San Diego, and thence south to Mazatlaq., and it ranges occasion-
ally northward a far as Monterey. It enters creeks and lagoons, ascending as far as the 
brackish water eftends, in the winter, and t!lus is often land-locked in great numbns, which are 
then de troyed by the sea-birds, esp·ecia1ly by the pelicans, and a few are taken in seines.. It swims 
in chools in the bays, and its presen·ce is made known by its frequent leaps from the water. It is 
aid that the Mullet has long been·known at San Diego, but· that it first made it,s appearance at 
San P dro in 1877. It is not well known either at S~nt~ .Barbara or Soquel, although now occa-
sionally taken at both places. Those :fishermen who hav~ given the matter any attention assert 
that the Mull t i gradually extending its ~ange northward. It feeds on mud and minute organ-
i m contained in it. It i considered a good food-fish when taken from the ocean. In the muddy 
lagoon it acquires in um.mer a rank flavor." 
154. THE SAND SMELTS OR SILVER SIDES-ATHERINIDlE. 
The " nd melt " or " Silver Sides" are small carnivorous fishes which occur everywhere 
along th co, t · of t mperate and tropical regions. They are found in alm~st countless numbers 
in bra ·ki h water and at thP mouth of rivers, living, for tne most part, within a few yards of the 
hor , wh r the prey upon other mall :fish, upon crustaceans, and upon refuse ·organic matter, 
and ar in their turn the prey of other :fish, particularly the young of the larger fishes of prey 
which create o much havoc farther out at sea; for instance, young bluefish, squeteague, and 
mack rel. In g neral appearance they resemble the smelt, and at various places are called '' Sand 
m It ' and "Green melt ." They may be readily _distinguished from the true smelt l)y the 
ab nc of th a ipo e ecoud dor al fin, which occurs in all members of the salmon tribe? and by 
th pr ence of the mall pinou dor al. The mo t important species on the Atlantic side is the 
re n m It f the onn cticnt coa t, Menidia notata, al o called in some parts of New England 
the Friar y th oy bout Bo ton the "Cap lin," about New York the "Sand Smelt" and 
,' and about Watch Hill th ' 1erit-fi h.' In Beaufort Harbor, according to Jordan, two 
f th genu are v l'Y abundant in company with a pecies of Engra1U,lis, and are 
known a ' ar line ." 
f th· · p cie exte11d from Maine at lea t to orth Carolina. They spawn all along 
hr · wh r 
11 
t any tim in ummer ten of th u and of them may be gathered in an 
n the hall w andy ay be oung fi. 'h, about an inch in length, w r 
·u ·h a th apeague Harbor, Watch Hill 
i , th lar ·chool of adult fl he were foun<l, 
fr u n ly f' und in the more protected cove . They swim in 
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immen;e schQols, generally those of the same size together; they vary in length from half an 
inch -to seven inches. They apparently breed throughout the hot· season~ Individuals two and 
a half inches long, taken in the Little Harbor, Wood's -Holl, Massachusetts, July 2, 1875, were full 
of ripe spawn and milt which they yielded freely. 
Capt. John B. Smith, of New Bedford, furnishes an interesting account of the spawning of 
this :fish, lJ:!enidia notata, as witnessed by him during a visit to the head of Buzzard's Bay, on the 
13th of June, 1872. He observed great numbers of the :fish in the sedge grass, in the afternoon of 
that, day, when the falling tide was about one-fourth down. The fish came in a body into shallow 
water, within three~feet of the shote, then darted among the grass, and rolled over from one side 
to the other, struggling with all their strength, some of them jumping entirely out of the water 
while in the ope.ration. The eggs were theu to be seen fastened in sheets and in masses to the 
grass, like frogs' eggs in a mill-pond. These were about the size of No. 9 shot. During the 
operation of spawning, ':hich lll,sted about a minute, the fish were very_ sluggish, and could readily 
be taken with the hand . . The number of :fish engaged in spawning was so great that the water 
waEf quite whitened with the milt, and the grass ~as so full ·of t.he eggs that they could be taken 
up by ~he handful. Eels and small :fishes of various _kinds were attracted there in great numbers, 
helping themselves to the <lainty repast. 
In addition to consuming great quantities of food such as bas been described, it was found that 
they were very destructive to the eggs of other fishes. Although not generally eaten, they are finely 
:flavored and an excellent article of food., .not very g~eatly inferior to smelt. Uhler and Lugger are 
quite mistaken in their opinion that this species is the gudgeon of Maryland and Virginia, which 
is in fact a fresh-water fish, Hybo gnathits regius, togetlier with one or two other species which are 
apparently often included under ·the same name. 
In Florida this fish is replaced by two or three others belonging to the same family, whicl;l, 
though very abundant, are· of no special importance· except as food for other fishes. 
On the California coast this family is of much greater importance, two of the species being in 
high favor as food. i1bese are the so-called "California Smelt" and "Little Smelt." Of the former 
Jordan write~: "This species, the Ca_lifornia . Smelt~ Atherinopsis californiensis, is everywhere 
known as the '~melt.' It reaches a length of about eighteen inches, and the average size as seen 
in the markets is not much below this. It ranges from Cape Mendocino to M:igdalena Bay, 
inhabiting ·especially rocky bays sheltered from the waves. It occurs in great schools, and is 
extremely abundant. It is non-migratory. Its food consists chiefly of worms and small crusta-
r,eans. It is a fish of fine, firm flesh and good flavor, although a little dry. From its great abund-
ance it is one of the .most important food-fi~hes on the coast, being never absent from the 1narkets. 
It is oft~n used as bait, especially for the rock-fish." 
Of the Little Smelt he writes as follows: "The Little Smelt, Atherinops affinis, or Petite Smelt, 
reaches a length of about a foot. It associates with the 'California Smelt,' being scarcely less 
abundant. It is, however, more often found in sheltered, sandy bays and lagoons than the other 
species, and is sometimes found in brackish water. As a food-fish it is equal to the California 
Smelt, but from its smaller size is of less value. Both species are· greedily devoured by the larger 
predatory :fishes." 
155. THE STICKLEBACK FAMILY-GASTEROSTEIDlE . . 
The ~tickle backs are represented on our Atlantic coast by thre·e species: The four-spined 
Stickleback, Apeltes quadracus, which is found in brackish water from Cape Ann southward at 
least to' New Jersey; the ten-spined Stickleback, Gasterosteus pungitius, associated with the 
preceding, and found also in fresh water; the two-spined Stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus 
. ' ' 
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r~ r north, .... wfoundland and south to New York. The latter species also occurs on 
t r aliforuia north to San Francisco. The Sticklebacks are great favorites with persons 
a uaria on account of the skillful manner in which they build their nests. The two-
pine tickl ba k attain a length of four or firn inches. Schools of them are sometimes found 
wimminO' in the open ounds in midsummer. On the California coast, in addition to the two-
pine 1 ti kl back, there occurs another species, G. microcephalus, along the whole length of the 
coa t from Southern California to Puget Sound. In Puget Sound, according to Jordan, the two-
spine 1 Stickleback i abundant, and forms an important part of the food of the salmon and trout. 
The tomach of Salvelinus malma,, particularly, is often full of them. The name '' Salmon-killer" is 
applied to them about Seattle, but whether the wounds are inflicted by t~eir sharp spines in the 
tomach of the salmon is not known. Ducks catch and swallow the Stickleback, and are often 
killed by them. Excepting as food for other fishes they have no value, though on the Prussian 
coa t, near Dantzig, where they abound, they are said to be used for feeding ducks, fattening pigs, 
and in the manufacture of oil. 
156. 1HE SILVER GAR-FISHES--BELONIDJE. 
The famW Belonidre occurs in temperate and tropical waters all over the world, at least fifty 
species being known. Its members are easily recognized by their long, lithe bodies and by the 
shape of their jaws, which are prolonged into~ long, slender beak, provided with numerous sharp, 
conical teeth. 
"Swimming along the surface· of the water, the Gar-pike seize with these long jaws small fish 
as a bird would seize them with its beak; but their gullet is narrow, so that they can swallow small 
fish only. They swim with an undulating motion of the body. Although they are in general 
active, their progress through the water is much slower than that of the mackerel, the shoals of 
which appear imultaneously with them on our coast. Young specimens are frequentlY: met with 
in the open ocean. When they are young their jaws are not prolonged, and during the growth the 
lower jaw i much in advance of the upper, so that these young fishes resem b]e a Hemiramphus." 1 
The name "Gar" is said to be derived from a Saxon word meaning "needle," and in ·the 
Gulf of Mexico they are commonly known as ''Needle-fish." On the Atlantic coast, however, the 
usual appellative i '' Gar-fish." In Great Britain there are several names, such as" Sea-pike," 
"Mackerel-guid ," "Green-bone," ''Sea-needle," and "Garrick." They are also here called "Gray 
Pikes," b~t this name should be avoided in America, hlwing been appropriated for the species of 
Lepidosteus, with bony scales, inhabiting the rivers_ of the South and West. The name "Sea-snipe" 
is said to be a] o occa ion.ally in use; as well as "Bill-fish," which is also applied by our fishermen 
to the lender pecies of the sword-fish family. On our Atlantic coast are at least four species, the 
mo t common of wbich i Tylosurus lon,qirostris which is found in Massachusetts Bay and south to 
the Gulf of Mexico and the northern parts of Central America, occurring also in the West Indies. 
Thi pecies attain a length of two feet, and ascends the rivers for great distances, having been 
found in the Connecticut as high as Hartford, in the Susquehanna at Columbia, and in the Potomac 
above Wa hington. They are al ' O frequently seen in the harbors along the coast, but are rarely suf-
ficiently abnn ant to be u ed for food. DeKay states that this species is highly prized by epicures. 
Litt} att ntion ha been paid to its habitR by our naturalists, and we are again obliged t<:> 
rely upon t arn for our information. He writes: "It is common on all points of the Gulf 
co t. t pr nt i i found at P n acola only in the summer (about eight months), but on the 
oa tall the year. I i a urface-swimming :fish that preys largely upon small fish 
h 1 · It ee to e rather dull of ob ervation, and I have often watched small 
1 Gtinther's "Study of Fishes," p. 620. 
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schools of minnows that perhaps know the failing, elude it for a long time by huddling together ' . 
directly above or below, when, if they moved to either side, the Needle-fish would be sure to see 
them, and they quite certain to lose some of their number~ Its movements are very rapid and its 
aims most sure. I have seen a Needle -fish of fifteen or twenty inches length seize mullet and other 
fish fully one-third of its own size, which often prove more than it can manage. They are some-
times washed ashore dead, with some spiny fish that was a little too large fixed in their throats. 
The Needle-fish spawns in the bays in May and June. It is very seldom eaten on this coast, yet 
it is an excellent food-fish, which I prefer to many others." 
Tylosurus hians is a species recently discovered on our coast and abundant throughout the West 
Indies. 
Tylos'lf,rus caribbreus is a giant species, of which one or two specimens have been found at Wood's 
Ho11, and which is common about Cuba. A species resembling that last mentioned, Tylosurus 
Jonesii, is abundant about Bermuda, and is emphatically the game fish of those islands, where it 
is known as the "Hound-fish." Individuals attain the length of five or six feet. They are fished 
for with salmon rods and artificial flies by the British officers in the garrison. 
A related species, Tylosurus 'Vulgaris, abounds on the coast of Northern Europe, and is usually 
found in company with the mackerel, ranging north to North Cnipe, and occurring i» considerable 
numbers in tlrn Baltic, but apparently not often found south of the English Channel. Great num-
bers are caught on the coast of Holland, where they are used for bait, and in many other parts of 
Europe they are said to be prized for food. The Germans prepare them by smoking or drying. 
"In the autumn months," writes Buckland, "Gar-fish are very plentiful on the Cornish coast. 
In the autumn of 1867 scarcely two . thousand were taken in the seines at Mevagissey, which 
fetched good prices, as they are much eaten by the Jews. One of the advanfagcs of railway 
communication may be seen in the fact that before the opening of the Cornwall Rail way the 
:fishermen. would not spend time by catching sea-fish, for which there was no demand, so that what 
were caught were used for manure. Mr. Hinkston, of Mevagissey, inclosed at one time in a seine-
net one thousand at one time. They were at first thought to be mackerel, but, proving to be 
Gar-fish, the seine-net was opened and they were allowed to escape. That number would now 
command the sum of £90. In by-gone days they were not esteemed by the Cornish people as an 
article of food, but are now eaten with the greatest avidity." 
The peculiar green color of the bones is said to prejudice many people against them. I have 
myself tasted the American Gar-fish and found it exceedingly palatable; and I cannot doubt that 
at some future time they will be highly prized by our people, as they richly deserve to be. 
A species commonly known as the "Needle-fish," Tylosurus exilis, exists on the California coast. 
It reaches a length of about two and a half feet and a weight of little more than two pounds. It 
is found from Santa Barbara southward, and is rather common in the bays, its habits being similar 
to those of the Atlantic Gar-fish. It spawns in August. It feeds upon anchovies and similar :fishes. 
It is a food-fish of good quality, but is not sufficiently common to be of much economic importance. 
157. THE FLYING-FISH FAMILY-SCOMBERESOCID.lE. 
THE FLYING-FISHES. 
This group is represented on the Atlantic coast by several species, the most abundant being 
probably the common Exocretus Rondeletii. They are usually seen quite a distance out at sea, 
and sometimes fly on board of passing v:essels. They are considered excellent food, but are so 
rarely taken as to require no notice here. 
Professor Jordan says: "The California Flying-fish, Exocretus ca'liforniensis, known to ,. the 
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nd p nit rd of the Pa ific coa_, t as the 'Volator,' reaches a length of eighteen inches 
an w ight f ne and a half pounds, being one of the largest of the Flying-fishes. It is found 
only about , nta. Barbara and the Coronados Islands, where it is excessively abundant in the 
u.mm r appearing in June and di appearing probably in September. This fish flies for a distance 
ometim of n arly a quarter of a mile, usually not rising more than three or four feet. Its 
motion in the water are extremely rapid, and its motive power is certainly the movement of its 
powerful tail in the water. On ri ing from the water the movements of the tail are continued for 
ome econd , until the whole body is out of the wa,ter. While the tail is in motion the pectorals 
are in a state of very rapid vibration, and the ventrals are folded. When the action of the tail 
c e , the pectoral and ventrals are spread, and, as far as we can see, held at rest. When the 
fish begin to fall, the tail touches the water and the motion of the pectorals recommences, and it 
is enabled to resume its flight, which it finally finishes by falling into the water with a splash. 
When on the wing it resembles a large dragon-fly. The motion is very swift; at first it is in a 
straight line, but this becomes deflected to a curve, the pectoral on the inner side of the arc being 
bent downward. It is able to some extent to turn its course to shy off from a vessel. The motion 
eems to have no reference to the direction of the wind; and we observed it best from the bow of 
a teamer offlSanta Catalina Island in early morning, when both air and water were free from 
motion." 
Two other pecies of Scomberesocidre occur on the Pacific coast. Hmnirhamphus Rosm, J. & G., 
inhabiting San Diego and San Pedro Bays, is too small and too scarce to be of any value as a 
food-fish. 8comberesox brevirostris l>eters is found from Tomales to Monterey, and is sent to 
market when taken. It is, however, extremely rare and only one was seen by Jordan. 
THE 8KIPJ.A.CK-SC0:\!1BERESOX S.A.URUS. 
The Skipjack, although in general appearance very dissimilar to the Flying-fish, is a member 
of the ame family. It i quite similar in form to the silver gar-fish, Tylosurus, from which it differs 
in th long beak-like jaws, lender and :flexible, and in having finlets behind the dorsal and anal 
fins. In England it i known as the "Skipper," "Skopster"; also in the books as the "Saury," 
or tb '' Egypt Herring," and by the Scotch as the " Gaw nook." 
Thi specie i probably found in all parts of the Atlantic, although it has not yet been recorded 
from South .America. On our coa t it i. abundant at times from the Gulf of Mexico to the Banks 
of N wfounclland. In the Ea tern Atlantic it ranges from the Loffoden Isles, latitude 69°, to the 
Cape of Good Hope, pecimens having al ·o been observed about Saint Helena; it does not, how-
ever, occur in the Mediterranean, where it is replaced by an allied species, Sayrus Gamperii, which 
i di tingui hed fr m it by the absence of the air-bladder. On the New England coast large 
chool c a ionally een in autumn, and this is the only part of our .Atlantic seaboard 
where th y ar of any pecial importance. Codfish feed upon them voraciously, and they are 
metime eat .n by blu fl h. torer remark : "Large quantities are yearly thrown upon the shore 
at rovincetown, but are con id r d worthles while by the inhabitants of the other towns of 
Cap od it is taken in immen numb r and con idered by many of them very nutritious food." 
DeKay uppo ed :rew York to b the extreme limit of the onthern range of this species, hut it 
ha be n b rv t the mouth of the he ap ake Bay, and at Bedford, North Carolina, by Jordan. 
ill ta th ti i n t an un mm n fl h in h rith f Forth. umber run up with the 
u umn · th y <lo t lik th r fi h , retir from the hoal. at the ebb of the 
th ir long no. e tuck in the . lu h, and are picked 
th r 1 ce . The fulle t account of their habits 
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·" The Skipper is, more strictly than the gar-pike, a migratory fish, never being seen in the 
channel until the month of' June, and it commonly departs before the end of autumn. It does not 
swim deep in the water, and in its harmless mann~s resembles the flying-fish, as well as in the 
persecutions it suffers from the ravenous inhabitants of the ocean. The methods it adopts to escape 
from their pursuit are peculiar. It is sometimes seen to rise to the surf~ce in large_ schools and fly 
over a considerable space. But the most interesting spectacle, and that which best displays their 
great agility, is when they are followed by a large company of porpoises, or their still more active 
and oppressive enemies, the tunny and bonito. Multitude_s then mount to the surface and crowd on 
each other as they press forward. When still more closely pursued they spring to the height of 
several feet, leap over each other in singular confusion, and again sink beneath. Still further 
urged, they mount again and rush along the surface by repeated starts for more than one hundred 
feet, without once dipping beneath, or scarcely· seeming to to~ch the water. At last the pursuer 
springs after them, usually across their course, and again they all disappear together. Amidst 
such multitudes-for more than twenty thousand have been judged to be out of the water together-
some must fall a prey to the enemy; but so many hunting in company, it must be long before the 
pursuers abandon. From inspection we could scarcely judge the fish to be capable of such flights, 
for the fins, though numerous, are small, and the pectoral far from large, though th~ngle of their 
articulation is well adapted to raise the fish by the direction of their motions to the surface. Its 
power of springing, therefore, must be chiefly ascribed to the tail and the finlets. It rarely takes 
bait, and when this has happened the boat bas been under sail, the men fishing with a 'lash' or 
slice of mackerel made to imitate the living body. The Skipper has not been commonly taken since 
drift-fishermen began the practice of sinking their nets a fathom or two below the surface, a cir-
cumstance which marks the depth to which they swim; but before this it was usual to take them, 
some_times to the amount of a few hundred, at almost evey shoot of the pilchard nets." 
This description of their habits is doubtless very applicable to those of the · same species in 
the Western Atlantic. I have frequently seen them in schoo~s springing above the surface, but 
have never had an opportunity to study their movements closely. The Skipjack probably feeds, 
for the most part, on soft pelagic animals, the teeth in their jaws being very minute. Gunther 
states that the young, having the beak is still undeveloped, are met with everywhere in the open 
ocean, in the Atlantic as well as in the Pacific. 
\ 
THE HALF-BE.A.K-HEMIR.A.MPHUS UNIF .A.SOI.A.TUS. 
Species of this genus are abundant all over the world, and are particularly numerous in the 
West Indies, where they are sometimes known by the Indian name "Balahoo." They are closely 
related to the Skipjack, but have the upper jaw short and the lower jaw prolonged into a long, 
slender beak. Our own species ranges in abundance from Cape Hatteras, through the West 
Indies, to Rio Janeiro; stragglers have been taken at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, and a single 
specimen at Danvers, Massachusetts. Stearns writes that it is a common fish along the Florida 
coast, living in shoal water, and although -so different in appearance is confused with the silver 
gar-fish, Tylosurus. On some parts of the coast it remains all the year; in others, only in warm 
weather. It swims in small schools, and it is probable that it spawns in the fall. 
158. THE PIKE FAMILY. 
THE PIKE-Esox LUOIUS. 
The Pike, JJJsox lucius, is one of the very few species of fish which is found on both sides of 
the Atlantic, and is equally familiar to the inland fishermen and anglers of North Ameri~a, Europe, 
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orthern A ia. Notwithstanding its broad distribution in the Old World, however, the genus 
E ox ay e 1 imed by Americans as pre-eminently American, since all the known species occur 
in orth meric , while only one of them is found in Europe. The Pike-the "Hecht" of Ger-
m n ; tlie Brochet" of France; the "Luccio," or "Luzzo," of Italy, and the " Glidda" of 
w den-i ily distinguished from the allied species in the United States by its coloration, 
which i uniform brown, green, or black, with numerous elongate white blotches upon the sides. 
It i further di tinguished fro171 the Muskellunge, Esox nobilior, by the fact that the cheek in front 
of the fore operculum is covered with scales, while in the latter the lower half of the cheek is 
entirely naked. 
It i sometimes known as the "Great Lake Pike." The name "Pickerel," whioh in England . 
is nsed as a diminutive, and applicable to the young Pike, has in this country been appropriated 
to repre ent a smaller species of th.e same genus, Esox reticulatus, etc.; but our fishermen are not 
u ually so skilled in ichthyology as to be able to distinguish infallibly between a small Pike and 
a large Pickerel: consequently there is frequent confusion of nomenclature, nor is this lack of 
precision altogether absent from the writings of our early ichthyologists. 
The earliest biography of the Pike, written with reference to its American ha bi tat, is that of 
Richard on, in the "Fauna Boreali Americana." He states that "by the Oree Indians it is called 
'Eithinyoo-cannooshrnoo.' As it takes a bait set under the ice more rapidly than any other fish of 
the ame district , it forms an important resource to the Indian hunter in the depth of winter, 
wh~n the chase fails him. In the summer it is occasionally shot while basking in shallow waters, 
but, except in very urgent ca es, powder and ball are of too high value in the fur countries to be 
thu expended. No quadruped, bird, or fish that the Pike can capture seems to be secure from its 
voracity, and even the spring perch is an acceptable prey to this water tyrant. The Pike rarely 
w ighs more than twelve pounds in the northern parts of America. One specimen, taken in Lake 
nron, wa submitted to Cuvier's inspection, and it bas also been carefully compared with English 
Pike without any specific differences having been detected." 1 
Richard on further remarks that the Pike was not mentioned by Fabricius as a native of 
Gr nland, and ha not been found on the islands of the Polar Sea. It has, however, been recently 
di cover d by Dr. Bean in a collection received from the island of Kodiak, Alaska. 
The Pike, almost universally despised, and generally, on account of its predacious habits, 
regarded b the fl hermen of our Great Lakes as a pest, is in Europe considered one of the most im-
portant of game fishes. Walton devotes to it an entire chapter, concluding with directions how to 
"roast him when he is caught," and declaring that "when thus prepared be is 'choicely good'-
too good for any but anglers or honest men." Mr. Chalmondeley-Pennell, a well-known English 
writer on angling, ha publi bed a work, of considerable size, entitled "The Book of the Pike." 
HA.BITS OF THE PIKE IN Etra0PE.-So few have been the observations in this country, and so 
much ha Esox lucius been confu ed with the other species of the genus, that it seems impracticahle 
to compile from American authorities a sati factory account of its life history, and in default thereof 
i here pre ented a synop i of what has been written concerning the habits of the species in 
Europe, by Dr. L. Wittmack, director of the Agricultural Museum of Germany. It is not proba-
bl that the habit of the fi, h in America differ materially from those here described: still the 
· v tigation cannot f; il to be interesting and suggestive to those who may hereafter 
pportunit to tudy the fish in our own Great Lakes. 
Scandinavia to Italy. It 
b ab ent from th Spanish Peninsula. It is found in all parts of 
1 Fauna Borer.ti Americana, p. 124. 
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Germany, not only in the high mountain regions, but along the sea-coast of Northern Germany, 
and even close to the shores of the Baltic. The highest vertical distribu~ion of tbe Pike occurs on 
the northern side of the Alps, in Tyrol, in various lakes, from that of Tristac, 2,670 feet, to that 
of Halden, 3,618 feet. On the south side of the Alps it occurs in certain lakes of the Tyrol, and 
in the Lake of Reschen, 4,637 feet, which is apparently the loftiest point of it.s distribution. In 
Switzerland, according to Tschudi, it ranges to the height of 3,308 feet." 
The spawning time of the Pike, as is shown in an elaborate table presented by Wittmack, 
often begins in the latter part of February, and lasts, depending somewhat upon temperature and 
the weather, into March and April, sometimes even into May. It deposits its eggs upon water-
plants, especially rushes and. grasses. Examples one-third of a meter long_ are capable of repro-
ducing their kind. _ . 
The predacious nature of the Pike is proverbial. It eats nearly all other kinds of :fishes, 
sparing_ not even its own species, and also devours frogs, mice, rats, and even young ducks. 
Although it is voracious in its attacks upon its prey, it remains generally in quiet and seems to 
prefer quiet and slow-flowing waters rather than swift streams. 
Wittmack gives a number of statements from authorities in different parts of Germany 
showing the annual rate of growth of the Pike, which appears to vary from two to three pounds, 
the maximurn size attained being from forty-:five to seventy pounds. He cites one instance in 
which, in two summers, a few individuals, liberated in a pond full of a species of carp, grew from 
the weight of one and three:quarters to that of about ten pounds. 
BENECKE ON THE SP .A. WNING OF THE PIKE.-The breeding habits of the Pike are still fur-
ther 4,escribed as follows by Professor Benecke, of Konigsberg: 
"The Pike inhabits all of our waters with the exception of shallow and rapid brooks. It 
prefers clear, quiet water with clean bottom; is usually active at night and quiet in the daytime; 
lurks among plants in convenient corners, whence it rushes forth with arrow-like velocity. It lives 
a hermit life, ouly consorting in pairs during the spawning season. The pairs of :fish then resort 
to shallow places upou meadows and banks which have been overflowed, and, rubbing violently 
upon each other, deposit their spawn in the midst of p_owerful blows of their tails. The female-
deposits geuerally about 100,000 yellowish eggs, about three millimeters in diameter, out of which 
in the course of fourteen days the young with their great umbilical sacs escape. The spawning 
time occurs in Eastern Prussia i_n the months of February to April, and occasionally the spawning 
of the first Pikes occurs before the departure of the ice. When well nourished the Pike grows 
very rapidly, and in the first year often reaches the length of more than a foot, and sometimes 
eventually the length of seven or eight feet. · Only the young, rapidly growing Pikes are eatable, 
the old ones being dry and tasteless." 
Pnrn IN THE GREAT LAKEs.-In his excursion around the Great Lakes for the purpose of 
gathering fishery statistics, Mr. Kumlien obtained the following notes upon the abundance of the 
Pike:. 
"On the western shore of Lake Michigan it appears to be resident in those portions of the 
lake off Racine, and is very rarely taken in gill-nets. It is, however, not known to Waukegan or 
Kenosha :fishermen. At the west end of Lake Erie individuals are at rare intervals taken in 
pound-nets set in the deepest water. About Sandusky and vicinity, like the Muskellunge, they 
are said to be rat:her rare, though a few taken in winter around Put-in Bay Island are there 
regarded as residents of cold, deep water. Above Cleveland they are not known to the :fishermen, 
but in the vicinity of Ashtabula considerable numbers are sometimes taken in spring-one or two 
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th re thought that they keep constantly in deep water and sel~om approach the 
ery alable and much sought after, but apparently nowhere abundant." 
THE COMMON PICKEREL-Esox RE'.I.'ICULA.TUS. 
Thi fi hi known in the North always by the name of "Pickerel"; in the Southern States it 
u ·ually the , Jack." It is found chiefly in the streams along the Atlantic coast, from Maine to 
Iabama i eing generally abundant, especially in clear, grassy streams ancl ponds. It is not 
fou d in the Lake r gion, nor west of the Alleghanies. It sometimes reaches a weight of seven 
or eight pound , but i usually much smaller. As a food-fish its rank is rather high; its flesh is 
white and well flavored, but is rather dry and not very tender. It is, however, a very undesirable 
fish for propagation, from its inordinate voracity. They are "mere machines for the assimilation 
of other organi ms." 
THE BROOK PICKERELS-Esox A.MERICA.NUS .A.ND Esox UMBROSUS. 
The e two small Pickerel are very abundant, the former in the coastwise streams east of the 
Alleghanies, the latter in the _Mississippi Basin. Neither reaches a length of much over a foot. 
The e have, therefore, little economic value, and from ·their voracity are undesirable inmates . of 
stream ancl ponds. 
THE MUSKELL UNGE-Esox NOBILIOR. 
The following facts regarding the abundance of Muskellunge, Esox nobilior, in the Great Lakes 
have been a certained by Mr. Kumlien: 
Among the i lands dotting the southwestern part of Lake Superior, including the Apostle 
I land , Sand, York, and Rock Islands, and others, this fish is caught in small quantities 1n the 
pound-net . Th Mu kellunge is occa ionally caught in the small bays indenting the shore south 
of Kewe naw Point as far as Huron Bay, and with it a large and much lighter-colored fish that 
may po ibly be Esox lucius. This latter is not well known among the fishermen, but Mr. Edgerton 
a he ha oft n noticed it, and has remarked that the general aspect was different from that of 
the Mu k llung . On the fl hing grounds at the north end of Green Bay this is a rare fish, only 
half a dozen or o being taken each year. When it occurs it is found at any and at no particular 
p int. Not a ingle pecimen'of this fish was taken by Mr. Nelson in ten years' fishing in the 
ed r River di trict, and Mr. Everland in thirty-six years has not taken half a dozen. They are 
report d of occa ion.al occurrence in the Menomonee River, but are not found in deep nets far out 
in the bay. 
Lower down on the we t coast of Green Bay, from Longtail Point to Peshtego Point, this fish 
ccur rywh r , but nowhere in abundance. A specimen was taken at Washington Island in 
66 that w ighed forty-four pound . The fl hermen of this stretch of coast-line pronounce it 
Mu k-ka-lon . At Gr en Bay City thi fl h is caught frequently weighing forty pounds. It is· 
common at tbi p int, i.e. the outhern end of Green Bay. Ascending the eastern shore of Green 
Bay a far a aint Martin' I land th Mn kellunge is very rare, being known by name only to 
a great many of the fl h rmen. ollowing the we tern hore of Lake Michigan south ward from 
orte d fort on the north a far outh a Manitowoc thi fish is rare. At Jacksonport two 
• hav b n tak n in ven year . t Two River only one ha ever been recorded, viz., in 1878. 
At anitow c it i le carce, being caught o etime in pound-nets and more frequently in the 
t filwauke th Mu kellunge occur in the lake but rarely; it i never caught in gill-
I 1 ·hultz k one in a small eine, in the old harbor, weighing one hundred 
Y r.Ir. Kumlien t e a fact, having been testified to, a he say , "by o 
e ad : ' ormerly, fl h of thi kind weighing eighty pounds were far 
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On the 9th of April a fish of this species four feet in length was taken at Racine; head to 
operculum, ten inches; to eye, four iuclles; greatest circumfonmce, twenty and one-half inches; 
over eye, eighteen inches; at _ gills, eighteen inches; weight, forty-five pounds. These fish are 
never here taken in the ·gm-nets; they are resident in the lake about Racine ht winter. A very few 
have been known to occur at ,v aukegan. On the southeastern shore of Lake Micbiga,n, including 
the fisheries of Saugatuck, South Haven, and Saint Joseph, this fish is reported as always being 
of a large size·. .A:t Ludington, farther north, only one instance of capture is ·on record; it is also 
said to be very rare at Grand. Haven. 
But little bas been reported regarding the occurrence of the Muskellunge upon the numerous 
fishing grounds along the north shore of the southern peninsula of Michigan between Little 
Traverse Bay and · Thunder Bay. It is generally rare through the Straits of · Mackinaw, 
_ only about half a dozen being taken each season; and most abundant of all at Les Cheneaux 
Islands. Captain Coats caught one here, in 1874, weigliing sixty.two pounds. These fish are 
rarely taktm in pound-nets, and are cb,iefly caught with hook and line about the Les Cheneaux and 
Drummond Islands. Captain Dingman has caught only one in his pound-net in the pa,st fifteen 
· years. All caught, of which 110 has beard, have been large. In Thunder Bay a-bout a dozen, on 
an average, ~re taken in twelve rnont-hs. In Saginaw Bay they are taken in about the same num-
bers as in Thunder Bay. Here too they are al ways large fish. A few are taken in seines' along the 
coast between Port aux Barques and Port Huron. A few also are taken annually in the Saint Clair 
River; perhaps a dozen or two altogether in this region during a. year. Between Toledo and 
D~troit River, Lake Erie, a specimen of this fish is taken now and then in the pound-nets. When 
taken, it is _al 1vvays l:;irge. The same remark will apply to the vicinity of Toledo and Maumee Bay.1 
MUSKELLUNGE IN LAKE ERIE.-About Locust Point a few are taken in the fall. Twenty 
years ago, in this region, including the fisheries of Ottlwa, Port Clinton, Toussaint, a~d Locust 
Point, Musquellunge were taken weighing sixty and seventy . pounds . . In Sandusky Bay speci-
mens are caught of forty-five pounds weight, and at Kelley's Island one was caught weighing 
· fifty-seven pounds, and another sixty-two pounds. 
In connection with 'the Huron (Ohio) fisheries, it is reported that about one hundred and fifty 
fish of this species were taken in seventy-five nets during the year 1879. They are here generaJly 
large, and are al ways taken in pairs. Three or four represent a year's catch of this fish at Ver-
million, Ohio. About Black River, ~orain 001.rnty, Ohio, Amherst, and Brownhelm Bay, it is 
very scare~, few being caught in nets; all that are taken are large. - Of this fisb, · in connec-
tion with the Cleveland and Dover Bay fisherie~, it may be said that it is very rare, and is becom-
ing more so each year. Mr. Sadler says he took one weighing eighty pounds. The fishermen say 
they are always found in pairs. 
The Muskellunge is taken at Conneaut at the rate of half a dozen in ten years. Only one 
specimen was taken in the Painesville pounds in 1879. At Fairport and Willoughby, Ohio, uo 
mention is made of its occurrence. .Erie Bay, especially at Dunkirk and Barcelona, New York, 
Erie, Pennsylvania, and Mills' Grove, Ohio, is famous for its Muskellunge fishing; this past 
season over sixty were caught, weighing from twenty to forty-five pounds. They are caught 
by trawling. Fancy prices are paid for them; about twenty-five cents per pound retail in the 
city and twelve and a half cents when shipped. More were caught during the season of 1879 
than ever before. 
MUSKELLUNGE IN LAKE ONTARIO.-Tbe following notes relate to the fisher;\" in Lake Ontario: 
At Oswego the fish is very rare on the American side; at Port Ontario one is occasionally caught; 
1Mr. Fred. Alvord states that he procured a, Muskellunge from Maumee Bay, in 1864, weighing eighty-five pounds. 
30 F , 
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mm n, pecia11y in the Saint Lawrence. Nine have been brought 
all f which weighed thirty-two pounds. They are not now, however, so 
fi rm rly.1 At Chaumont very few are caught. Seven years ago one was 
• ptur l h ·r W whii1 -ixty-fi\Te pound . At Sacket's Harbor very few Muskellunge are caught. 
159. THE MUMMICHOG FAMILY-CYPRINODONTIDlE. 
In 1b ra •ki.,h water along our coast and near the mouths of rivers, as well as in many of 
ur fr h-wat r tr am and lakes, are found members of the family Gyprinodontidm. These are all 
mall fi h th ize of a<lult ', rarely exceeding four inches, never exceeding six or eight in the ' . 
lar e f them, Fu,ndulus majalis. In New England they are usually known by the Indian name 
)lummi hog ; farther outh by the name "Brook-fish'' or '' Killifish," a legacy from the early 
utch coloni t , and in other localities, especially in the interior, less correctly known as "Min-
n w. 
Th r are ome twenty species in North America, none commonly used for food, but all of 
much more importance as food for htrger fish, and frequently used for bait. The common species 
of the hore of the Gulf of Mexico, Fimdulus grandis, is kno,tn at Pensacola by the name 
' ac-a-lait,' an unexplained French name also applied to a species of Pomoxys at New Orleans. 
Th bracki h-water pecie breed in summer, and young are found in immense schools among 
th eel-gra · and on the sandy beaclles in company with the sand smelt, Menidia notatum, and , the 
alli d p cie. 
The Gyprinodontidre are represented in California by Fu.ndulus parvipi1inis Gir., a little fish 
bun<lant in bracki h waters from Santa Barbara southward, and by. Gyprinodon califor-
nien is ir., a mall pecies once found at San Diego. 
The fi ·11 are particularly interesting to the physiologist, from the fact that many of 
them < r vivipar u , and that the anal fin of the adult male is modified into a copulatory orgau. 
Th two of th pecies thus modified are usually very different in appearance, and might be 
mi taken for memb r of different genera. Those members of the family belonging to the genera· 
Gyprinodon au .Fundulu · are carnivoron , while Pmcilia, and llfollienesia feed upon mud. 
Th famou '' liod Fi h" Qf the Mammoth Cave, Amblyopsis spelmus, and its allies, are closely 
alli d to the Oyprinodon, thougll belonging to another family, Amblyopsidre. These fish are useless 
c nomically, but ar r gard d a great curio ities, and often old for considerable sums. 
THE BLA..CKFI H OF AL-4-SK.A-D.ALLT.A. PECTOR.A.LIS, Bean. 
By E. W. NELSON. 
Thi p cie , known a the "E-ruang-uk" to the Eskimo of the Lower Yukon and adjoining 
r ginn; "E-lo-ki-nik" to the Malemut E kimo in Kotzebue Sound region; "Chorruy Ryba" to the 
u, ian fur-trader ; and ' Blackfi h' to American fur-trader , though insignificant in size, exists 
in uch numb r in all th gra ~ -grown, luggi h fre h-water tream and shallow lakes from the 
vi -inity of K tz bu un on the north to the mouth of the Kuskoquim River on the south, and 
11p th Yuk n t th m uth f the Tanana River, and for orne di tance up the Lower Kuskoquim, 
ha it form rtant ource of food upply to the native within these limits. In the low 
u koquim ~iv r the e fi h exi t in greatest abun-
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a population of nearly three thousand Eskimos rely upon this fish for one of their most abundant 
and certain sources of food supply. The fish is caught in wicker-work traps set in its hat~nts-a 
wicker-work or brush fence leading into the funnel-shaped mouth of the trap from each side. In 
many of the muddy streams and ponds the water ~airly swarms with these '' Black:fish." Every 
fall, especially after the ice forms, great quantities are taken and packed in grass bags holding 
from fort,y to one hundred pounds each. These bags of fish freeze into a solid mass, and are th~n 
stored either in turf-covered pits, or upon platforms erected upon four posts, and thus kept for 
future consumption. They are eaten eithe! raw or boiled by the natives, and are chopped up and 
fed frozen to the dog~. 
ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE BLACI(FISH.-It is difficult to estimate the amount of these . :fish 
used annually. It is well within the limits, however, to state that during October, Nbvembe:r:, and 
December at least 1,500 pounds per day are taken in the r_oughly triangular region between the 
Lower Yukon and K~skoquim Rivers. This amounts to 138,000 pounds, or 69 tons. During the 
remainder of the year they are fished with varying success, owing to ,different causes, 3'.nd for this 
period it is fair to allow one-half the amount just mentioned, thus giving 103.5 tons for the annual 
estimated catch in this region. Over the remainder of the territory where thjs fish occurs my 
data are very meager, bu~~>y a rough esti~ate I would allow about one-half the preceding amount., 
or 51. 7 tons, raising the entire estimated amount of these fish used to 155.2 tons per annum. I · 
have been very cautious in making the estimate small, but I am satisfied that careful observation 
over this region will raise the amount to perhaps double that given. 
The Vega expedition under t1:te · command 9f Baron N orde~skjold obtained numerous spec-
imens of this fish, and it has since been redescribed by Professor F. A .• Schmidt, of the University 
of Christiana, under the name Dallia delicatissima. There can be little doubt that Nordenskjold's 
specimens belong· to the species above described. 
TURAL IDSTORY OF AQUATIC ANIMALS. 
Q.-THE S.ALMON TRIBE. 
In r. u ·kl y .Jfonograpb of the Genus Salmo," printed in 1873, forty-three sp·ecies of 
Tr ut ~ nd • Imon were enumerated as members of the fauna of North America. In the course of 
th xt •n fr r d 'ion of our ichthyology which have recently been made, this group has been 
-•dulon Iy ·tuili d. Only eigllteen species are retained upon the list as amended by Professors · 
ill and Jordan. "\Yhile the number of species has been le·ssened, several new genera, base been 
J)r po d and mauy change in nomenclature necessitated. 
A·· rdiu to the late t sy tern, th'e old genus Salmo, which in the 8tandard works on angling 
in ·lnd v rything called by the names "Trout" and "Salmon," has been divided into groups. 
Th fir t, for which the name Salmo is retaine<l, includes the Atlantic Salmon and the black-spotted 
·p ci of th w t, the Rainbow Trout of the Pacific slope, Salrno irideus, the Rio Grande Trout, 
'. Jpil'ltru , with the two clo ·ely-related forms, more widely distributed through the Rocky .Mount-
ain r O'i n, and regard d a sub pecies of this type,' also the Steel Head of the Columbia, S. 
Gairdneri, and the common Black- potted Trout, S. Olarkii, which occurs in the Upper Missouri, 
in tall, in the Columbia I iver, and numerous other districts of the Northwest. In this same 
group , r in lud d the Quinnat, ?r California Salmon, and its allies, which will be djscussed here-
aft r. Th e hav b n plac d in the genus Oncorhynchus. 
Th nd roup include the Chars, or Red-spotted Trout, and the gray-spotted species 
alm n Trout, or Lake Trout. These are assigned to the genus Salvelinus. 
160. THE SALMON-SALMO SALAR.1 
"In quitania th iv r almon urpasseth all the fishes of the sea," wrote Pliny, eighteen 
lrnndr ,d year , a <TO, Thi wa th Salmon' christening, and though nearly one hundred species of 
th famil almonidce ar no,~ known to naturaljsts, one bas always st od pre-eminent, like a Scot-
ti 11 chi ftaiu, n ding no th r name than that of his clau. The luxurious Romans prized highly 
th , alm n tr am in tb ir Gallic and Briti 'h provinces, if we may trust Pliny and Ausonius, and 
that thi · fi ·h a w 11 known to th early English is evinced. by the many Saxon names, such as 
' ' I arr, al molt,' '' ril ," '' Kipper," and "Baggit," given it in different stage8 of growth 
h1 ritaiu an 1 Am rica. The Normans brought over the name of Latin origin, which they 
th p r£ ct adult ft h, ready for the banquets of the conqueror. When Cabot discovered 
w:£ un lau , in 14 7, h found 'almon in it water , but the red men bad long before this known 
th "rt f killing th m with torche and wooden p ars. 
I TRIBUTIO T.- almon inha it the North Atlantic and its affluents. No one knows bow 
far b y d th :ic ircl th y range, though their occnrrence in Greenland, Iceland, Northern 
p 
1i ell Labra or i w611 e tabli h d. They occur in Norway, S'feden, Denmark, 
alti u th wat r, f u ia, anu., according to orue a,uthoritie , the White Sea. 
n in , 11 tb lan , wb r th y are protected and fo teretl with great succes , 
lland, and Pro ia, a cending the Rhine as far 
alicia, the northwestern province of Spain, 
almon in 'Tbe ame 1!,ishes of North America," by G. Brown · 
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in latitude 430, ·' There is a river in Macedon," says Fluellen, in_" King Henry the Fifth," "and 
there is .also moreover a 1iver at Monmouth: it is called Wye, at Monmouth; but it is out of my 
prains, what is the name of the other river; but 'tis all one, 'tis so like as my fingers is to my 
fingers, and there is salmons in both." Fluellen was in the wrong, for there are no Salmon in any 
part of the Mediterranean water system. 
On our 9wn side of the .Atlantic, their presence in Hudson's Bay and on the arctic coast of 
America is _doubtful, yet probable. They range far north on the eastern shores of Labrador, and in 
the waters of the Great Lake system up to Niagara. 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Maine have many salmon rivers; New Hampshire, Massa--
• chusetts, and Connecticut, a few very good ones. The natural limit of the south"\\:ard range of the 
Salmon appears to be in latitude 41 °, near the Connecticut River, where they were once extremely 
abundant, but many stragglers have been taken in the Housatonic and Hudson. Much effort has: 
been made in trying to prove that the Salmon, of which Hendrick Hudson saw '' great store" in 
1609, when sailing up the river which bears his name, were weak-fish, or some equally remote 
species. Surely weak-fish do not go up the river to the Highlands. Sailmon have from time to 
time been seen in the Delaware, it is said, and, if this be true, it renders the story of Hudson still 
more credible. 
ABUND.A.NCE.-Wonderful things are said about their abundance in colonial days. ·Everyone 
bas heard of the epicurean apprentices of Connecticut who would eat Salmon no oftener than twice 
in the week. 1 Like many other good ones, this story seems to be prehistoric, and was doubtless told 
of some other fish in the times when our Aryan ancestors dwelt on the plains of Central Asia. You 
may find it in Fuller's "Worthies of England," where it has the same archaic and indefinite flavor 
which is so evident now two centuries later. "Plenty of them in this count,ry,'' wrote Fuller, 
"though not in such abundance as in Scotland, where servants (they say) indent with their masters 
not to be fed therewith above twice a week." There can be no doubt that one hundred years ago 
salmon fishery was an important food resource in Southern New England. Many Connecticut 
people remember bearing their grandfathers say that when they went to the river to buy shad the 
:fishermen used to stipulate that they should also buy a specified number of Salmon. At the 
beginning of this century they began rapidly to diminish. Mitchill stated, in 1814, that in 
former days the supply to the New York market usually came from Connecticut River, but of late 
years from the Kennebec, covered with ~ce. Rev. David Dudley Field, writing in 1819, stated that 
Salmon had scarcely been se~n in the Connecticut for :fifteen or twenty years. The circumstances 
of their extermination in the Connecticut are well known, and the same story, names and date 
changed, serves equally well' for other rivers. 
In 1798 a corporation, known as the "Upper Locks and Canals Company," built a dam sixteen 
feet high at Miller's River, one hundred miles from the mouth of the Connecticut. For two 
or three years fish were observed in great abundance below the dam, and for perhaps ten years 
they continued to appear, vainly striving to reach their spawning grounds; but soon the work of 
extermination was complete.2 When, in 1872, a solitary Salmon ·made its appearance, the Saybrook 
fishermen did not know what it was. 
H.A.BITS.-At least half of the Salmon's life is spent in the ·ocean. "He is ever bred in the fresh 
rivers," said Walton, "and never grows big but in the sea." "He has (like some persons of honour 
1 "The shad, bass, and Salmon more than half support the province. From the number of seines employed to catch 
the fish passing up the lakes one might be led to suppose that the whole must be stopped, yet in six mouths' time they 
return to the sea with such multitudes of young ones as to fill the Connecticut River for many days, and no finite 
being can number them.11-PETERS: History of Connecticut, 1783. · 
2 1\fITCBILL and FIELD. 
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th th ir wint rand summer houses) this fresh water for summer and the 
r fi r wiu rt nd bi lifi in. n Mo t of his tribe, however, are peculiarly fresh-water 
fi ·lJ .• h 1 h. y r 1 bar hi. a-dwelling habit, and others, like the Brook-trout, descend.into salt 
· 1 r ,. nt d y barri r oi temperature.
2 All of th€ family run into very shoal water, 
~n 1 n uallv t th ur e f tream to deposit their eggs, and all of them seek food and cool tem-
p ratur . in th Jar(T t and d ep t bodie of water accessible. I am inclined to the view that 
tb uatnral h, itat of the almon i in the fresh waters, the more _so since there are so many 
tormontfield Ponds in England-where it has been confined for years 
in lal· with ut appar nt detriment. The" Land-locked" or "Fresh-water" Salmon_, known. also in 
, o-u u yr ()'ion a Winnini 'h," in the Shubenacadie and other rivers of Western Nova Scot_ia • 
ra ·Jin()' and in differ nt part of Maine as" Schoodic Trout,"" Sebago Trout," or "Dwarf 
aim n probab]~, never Yi it alt water, finding ample food and exercise in the lakes and large 
rfrer . In omer gion in Maine and_ New Brunswick their access to salt water is cut off by dams, 
and ome ioY tiO'ator llave claimed that Land-locked Salmon did not exist there until these 
ob truction were built, ome fifty years ago. This hypothesis, however, is not necessary. for 
in the agnenay the Winnini h have easy, unobstructed access to the sea,. The Salmon of Lake 
Ontari :tnd it tributarie are not thought to enter salt water, and there · are similar instances of 
land-lo kin()' in the lake of Northern Sweden. In the Maine lakes Salmon feed on minnows 
and oth r mall ft, he . The Salmon while it remains in the sea or in the brackish estuaries 
take ' parti ular d light in feeding on crustaceans and their eggs, small shrimps, and young crabs. 
;\'h ninth river they eat but little, though they are at times eager enough for food, as testify 
h ir vora i n rn be at the angler' fly-book. The absenteeism of the Salmon is due principally 
t th l rth f d irable food in the rivers. The young .fish stay in fresh water for one, and 
fr qu ntly tw , year . When th y pa down to the sea they weigh l;mt a few ounces. They find 
c n°·eni l fi rd b gin to grow rapidly. The broad world of ocean affords them new opportu-
niti : for ad,· ntur and elf-advancement, and it is only when summoned by the duties of family 
lifi that th y r turn within th n rrow limit of the old home. When Salmon Ii ve in the lakes 
tb · pr y u n minnow and ther mall fishe , but those of the sea delight also in small crusta-
c au ' and tb ir g<T , to which tlley owe the vivid color of their flesh. · The habits _of successive 
generati n • me h r <litary trait , and the differences in their life-histories seem to ju_stify the 
claim of th Land-I eked alm n to be regarded a a variety of Salrno salar, though it is hardly to 
b di ·tin ui b cl ex pt by it le r , ize and ome light peculiarities in coloration. It is t.o be 
d :ignat 'afrno alar, variety sebago. Although both originated in the san:ie primitive stock, 
it i.- not pr a 1 that n change t the other except after many generations, under the influence 
of fore <l ·h, ng in th ir environment. 
HEPRODUOTI N.- lthough, Jike the T!out, and unlike shad, Salmon spawn on a falling tem-
p ratur n t p iting th ir eg until the water is at least as cold as 500, yet they seem to 
nt r th riv r.- n a ri ing temp rature. Yarrell remarked that English rivers issuing from large 
1, I·•,·~ ffor arly almon, whil ri r wollen y melting snow in the Rpring months are later in 
h ir .a n f pr u ·in <Y ft h and sield their upply wh n the lake river are beginning tn fail. 
h outh rn tr < m m t ·i ld the arli t ft h. In tbe Connecticut they appear 
1c • in th .,_ rrima ·kin .. I and June, fa the Penobscot mo t abundantly in June 
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and July, though some come as early a; April, and in the Miramichifrom the middle of June to 
October. I can only account for this seeming paradox by the theory that, while Salmon are not 
harmed by extreme variation of temperature, they may be averse to sudden changes, and though 
strongly impelled to seek · the spawning grounds are prevented by the cold. I have ascertained 
that the cod possess -very little animal warmth. · The temperature of the blood of a number of 
individuals caught in twenty-five fathoms of water was 47° Fahrenheit, precisely that of the water 
at the bottom whence they were lifted. Mackerel swimining at the surface registered 59° or 60°, 
while the temperature of the water was 58°, thus indicating that they possess a trifling amount of _ ~ 
animal heat. The Salmon unquestionably changes its temperature with that of the surrounding 
water in .much the same way, and if, as is probable, rivers rising in the mountains are colder in 
early spring than the ocean strata fr,equented by the Salmon, here is a possible solution of the 
problem. It is stated that in the English rivers, which are always open, there are no regular 
seasons of ascent, the fish constantly passing in and out; indeed, Mr. Atkins thinks it pretty 
certain that large Salmon in prime condition are running into the Penobscot from the sea every 
month in the year. It is likely, also, that the warmth of the rivers is an important factor in accel-
erating the vegetative growth of the eggs in the ovaries of the -mother fish. 
The movements of the Salmon are not so intimately related to the temyerature of th~ water , 
as those of many other species. They are not sensitive to sud~en changes, and are capable of 
enduring a range of at least forty-five degrees. In this they resemble less the migratory fishes 
than the permanent residents of our fresh waters; indeed, it is quite allowable to speak of them 
as resident, for a large proportion of the whole colony belonging in one rh'er may be fouud in it at 
any season. 'l'his proportion canrn;>t fall much below two-thirds, if we consider that the fish . less 
than a year old would make up at least half its number, and that the breeding fish are in the · 
, rivers six or seven months after the breeding. The breeding fish remain during the se~1son of 
greatest heat and greatest cold, though their stay after they have deposited their eggs is no 
doubt chiefly because their vitality is diminished and their circulation retarded by the falling tem-
perature, depriving them alike of the craving for food and the power to seek it. Those which 
spawn early are believed to return at once to the sea; the more tardy ones often remain all 
winter, and are carried out by the spring freshets. Salmon eggs are not injured by freezing, and 
the.fish are unquestionably quite as hardy. Eng·lish :(ish-culturists claim that the~r Salmon will not 
thrive where the water is warmer than 60°, or at most 650 in the summer, but Mr. Atkins kept fish 
in his ponds at Bucksport, Maine, with the water at the bottom as warm as 74° at midday, the 
means of bottom and surface. temperature for June, July, August, September, and October, 1872, 
being 6?0,6, 65°.9, 69°.8, 59°., 50°.3, and 720,9, 73°.1, 730,6, 620.2, 540_3, respectively. In the Gaspe 
salmon streams, where the fish are in the perfection of activity, the temperature of the pools in 
July ranges from 40½o to 590. 
KELTS.-At the approach of the spawning season their trim shapes and bright colors disappear. 
They grow lank a~d misshapen, the fins grow thick and fleshy, and the skin, which becomes thick 
and slimy, is blotched and mottled with brown, green or blue, and vermilion or scarlet. These 
changes are chiefly apparent in the males, whose jaws now become curved so that they touch only 
at the tips, the lower one developing a large, powerful hook, which is his weapon in the savage 
combats with his rivals in which he at this period engages. When in this condition, and after 
spawning, when they retrace their course to the sea, they_ are known as ,. Kelts." 
Having entered a river, they press on to its headwaters, where the earliest of them arrive two 
or three months before spawning time. As soon as the water is cool enough they proceed to deposit 
their eggs, in deep furrows which they plow up in the sandy or gravelly bottom of the stream, 




, r th f a rapid. European ob ervers state that the furrows are shaped by the 
11 
f h tw fi,,b very ne ,t being filled with eggs before the next one is made, and the 
1
r · . ,. r, l up y th and which i loosened in digging the second, chiefly by the action of tile 
•m-r<·Bt. ... r ..... \tkin · l> ('rPd a female Land-locked Salmon excavating a uest by turning on her 
i l, and fl ppiuu· Yiol ntlJ· again t tile bottom with her tail, while the male was engaged in driving 
away rirnl · an l predaceou, foe . Spawning is uot accomplished at once, but the eggs are deposited 
b, · in. tallm nt · a fa ta tlley mature, during a veriocl of from five to twelve uays. ~, When the 
urr ~- i: made tlle male and the female retire to a little distance, one to the one side, the other 
to tli oth r icle of the forrow; they then throw themselves on their sides, again come together, 
} ml rubbing tog ther both heel their spawn into the furrow at tlle same time.'' This is the 
b · •rvation of .1\lr. Elli on the European Salmon, and a similar habit has been observed by Mr. 
\Yhit ·b r in Canada. In the tributaries of the Saint Lawrence spawning begins by the middle of 
Octob r; in :l\Iaine, with both Land-locked and Sea Salmon, a week or two later, and it is presumable 
that in the Connecticut it will be found to occur well along tow11rds December. In Great Britain 
ancl in the Rhine tile ea on begins in October or November, continuing in some rivers till February. 
a1mon egg are about one-quarter of an inch in diameter, and of a bright reddish or yellowish 
bue. Engli b :fl 'h-culturi 't estimate the number of eggs yielded by a large fish at 1,000 to ea.ch 
pound of her weight; xperiments in the Penobscot indicate a yield of not more t~ian 5,000 or 6,000 
£ r a fish of eicrht pound , and about 15,000 for bne of forty pounds. In the Scotch streams the 
gg com to maturity in one hundred to one hundred aud forty days, but in our colder waters, at a 
t mp rature f 3 ° through winter and spring, the period of incubation is supposed to extend over 
v n m nth , the young fish not appearing until May. In the batching-houses the period' 
vari r tly, gg having been batched iu fifty.four days with a temperature of 55°, and in one 
lnmdr d and f nrt n at 36°. 
r 11.-Th newly hatcbe<l Salmon measures about three-quarters of an inch, and has 
th adh r nt from four to six weeks. When this is absorbed it l>e'gins to feed, rising 
iz any minnt floating object. In two months the fry has grown to an inch and a 
in t a um th v rmilion pot and transverse bars or finger marks which entitle 
all <l a " arr," and wlJich it retain while remaining in fresh water, sometimes until it, is 
v n r i bt in .he 1 ng. It continue a '~Parr" until the second or third spring, when, in prep-
< ration f r, r p rhap in con ,quence of, ad cent toward the sea, a uniform bright silvery coat 
· m u, and th arr bee m a '' molt." After remaining from four to twenty-eight months 
in tb alt water it again k it native river, having become either a "Grilse" or a "Salmon .. " 
Th " ril e" i th adole c nt almon; it weigh from two to six pounds, and is more slender and 
grac ful ban the ma ure fl. h, with maller head, thinner scales, more forked tail, and spots 
round r m re nu mer u , and lui h rather than jetty black. The two may easily be distinguished 
v n though th houl of the ame ize, a not unfrequently happens. The male Grilse is 
xually matur , but n t the fi ma] , in Am rica; in Europe the same is claimed for the male Parr 
an th fi mal ril . "Th r i nothing in be water," ays Norris, "that surpasses a Grilse in 
, ymm tri al auty, it rilliancy, it agility, and it pluck. I have had one of four pounds to 
l ap fr m th wat r t n tim , , and high r and far h r than a Salmon. Woe to the angler who 
at m . with ut lin to hol "' n of thr pound ; be doe · it at the ri k of bis 
ppon nt t ar a pi e from it jaw or nout in it desperate effort to 
ntion t h fa t that the gr at run of Grilse which i o prominent a 
alm t ntir 1 ab ent in the rivers of the United States, the fish 
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not returning until they have become adult. In rivers where Grilse are found, the Salmon always 
precede them in their ascent, for they do not ·enter fresh water until toward the end of summer. 
Who can wonder at the ·angler's enthusiasm over '' a Salmon fresh run in love and glory from 
the sea~" Hear Christopher North's praise of a perfect :fish: "She bas literally no head; but her 
snout is in her shoulders. That is the beauty of a :fish, high and round shoulders, short waisted, 
no loins, -but all body and not long of terminating-the shorter still the better-in a tail sharp and 
pointed as Diana's, when she is crescent in the sky." Mr. Kilbonrne's painting in Scribner's 
"Game Fishes of North .America" repres~nts a tlJirty-pound fish J.rawn to a scale of one-fourth. 
Tile largest on record was one of eighty-three pounds, brought to London in 1821; the Scotch 
:fish rarely exceed twenty-five pounds. Perley speaks of a sixty-pounder taken long ago in tlie 
Restigouche; in 1852 many of forty, and one of forty-seven, pounds were caught in the Casca-
pediac. Mr. Frederick Curtis' score for York River, Canada, July 7, 1871, shows nine fish 
ranging from seventeen to thirty-four anu averagi_ng twenty-six and a quarter pom;1ds. Another, 
for the same locality, J'uly, 1876, shows one hundred ~nd ten fish, averaging m6re than twenty-two 
pounds. This was by Mr. Thomas Reynolds, who caught in the same rirnr a :fish of forty-seven 
pounds, the largest ever killed in Gaspe with a fly. In the Penobscot forty-poundets have occa-
sionally been taken, but not more than one out of a thousand weighs thirty, and the common 
size is from ten to twelve pounds. A fish two feet long would weigh about· six pounds; one of 
thirty inches, nine or ten; one of three feet, sixteen t,> se~enteen; and one four feet long, nearly 
fifty. A score of tw~nty-two days' :fishing, with four rods, in the. Godbout, in June and July, 1865, 
foots up four hundred and seventy-eight fish, averaging nine and three-quarters pounds.1 
SALMON IN LA.KE ONT.ARIO.-The following notes by Mr. Kumlien on Salmon in Lake On-
tario possess much interest: ''At Oswego they were formerly very abundant and very important; 
they used to go up the river (Oswego) to the falls. In the last eighteen years they have gradually 
decreased till now they are caught only as stragglers. Forty have been speared by one man in 
a day. Navigation and various kinds of mill refuse have driven them away. A few years after 
the dams were built they yet came in abundance, and tons of them were speared from the dams, 
but they have gradually grown less till now only an occasional straggler is caught. 
"At Port Ontario," .Mr. Harrington says, "in 1879 only a Yery few were caught in the seines. 
For the last three or four years have been scarce in the river. I thi~k it is because the mills and fac-
tories-especially the book-board ruill at Pulaski-throw the refuse into the river. They have not 
been plenty in the river as far up as Pulaski since 1875. It is currently reported that considerable 
numbers were caught in the river :five or six years ago, and disposed of on the sly. They seem 
to have turne<.l their course from this river. Of late years a few weighing eighteen to tweuty 
pouuds have been taken; we used to consider twelve poun~s an average. Some weighing thirty 
pounds have been taken." 
''At Pulaski, Mr. J. A. Mathewson & Bro. (Mathewson has fished here the last fifty-five ~years) 
report as follows on the salmon fisheries: "In Octobe!, 1836, two men took two hundred and thirty 
Salmon between 8 p. m. arnl 12, with spears and firn-jacks, and after 12 till moruing two otller rneH 
in the same skiff took two hundred odd, the average weight of the entire lot being fourteen aud 
three-quarters pounds. We have bad fifteen hundred fresh Salmon in the :fish-house at one time. 
When a freshet occured in June a few would always come up, a,nd sometimes a few early in the sprillg. 
Any time from June till winter when the~e was a freshet they were 1--ure to come. The principal 
time, however, was in fall, during September, October, and November. Twelve skiffs in one nigllt 
1NORRIS: .American .Angler, p. 117. 
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b," t. I· f thr hundred Salmon each. For the last twenty years the catch has 
• 11 11 thin'~ what it u d to b though ome are taken even now. The gill-uets stretched 
th m 1th f riY •r a, i t <1 to a larg extent iu causing the decrease. Tile fish used to run 
up th fall· t 1 11 mil · ab ,- I ula ki; now there are two da,ms in the way. They nev<>r could go 
~ lJ ,·. th, fall· a, tli •y ar u hundr d aud eigllt feet iu perpendicular height. I U1ink the mills 
(fa ·t ri. ) ta1m ri .__·, t ·., are prolific ause, of tlrn disappearance of Salmon. Lime is one of the 
wor. t t11iu.,. · thrown into the ri,- r; nit of refnse lime Im.Ye beeu emptied wheu the riv.er was full 
· fi ·h au<l npo11 the u xt they were gone. Lime, tau-bark, sawdust, and gill-nets have <.lri,cn 
alm 11 from ur ri,·e1. 
·Th •r, w •re formerly three almon streams in this vicinit,y-Griu<lstone Creek, Deer Creek, 
and • 'almon Ri,·er-aud each stream had a different type of fish. An experienced fisherman could 
r a<W.r tell from wllich tream a :fi h was caught, tllou~:b they arc l>nt four miles apart. In Deer 
Ure k th ti ·h were long and ,Jim, in Grindstone slJort and chubby, and in Salmon River large and' 
h ax_y. 
Tb lar t p cimen ever caught here weighed forty.four and th~oe-quarters pounds .. Some 
ha ' 1J n taken a mall as one pound. A few will come up now as soon as there is a freshet. 
Th r i, a fi ·h-way here on the lower dam, lmt its construction is so defecfrve that very few if au_y 
f tb' ii ·h are aule· to g t over it; they were seen to try last fall and fail. Tiley are caught (ancl 
alwc y · wer ) witll a large three-tined pear from a skiff with a jack-lantern. Two tl.10usand barn 
been lan<l , 1 at th ' bridge in one niglit." 
'::\fr. 'ro.-.· 'aJ· ' : 'They often went OYer the dam before the apron was put in, but now they 
mu:t jump , lon<r a, tw nty-foot apron be ides the height of the dam ( eight feet). The way it is 
now, a f '\\' manage to 0 • ta far a the first pocket and then fall uack again. Forty years ago 
th' .·almou ti:b •rie on thi river brought more money to the people tllan all the machiuer.r now 
er formerly taken on the lake shore during the migrations. :N'evcr 
w 1 11t np th , 'hanmon av. o riv r her to pawn in. Never seemed. abun<lant in tlle Sa.in_t 
L:nn ·n · 0111.r ~. tll Y pa ·ecl bv. Ev u uow one is occasionally taken in the gill-nets in tlle 
lak .-(M · h r ·on.) 
(D wy.) 
I> 
baumout four wer' cau 0 ·ht iu 1 70; were formerly common during their migrations.-
'a ·k ·t. · arbor \~ ry rar ly taken now; used to get them at Phillips Point as they were 
y. -(Cl rk.) 
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TnE '.I:EEL-HEAD-SALMO GAIRDNERI. 
r kn wn a. th, " teel-b ad." The name 
alm n nm. 
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and so far as appearanr,es go it is a permanent inhabitant of river mouths. It probably spawns 
late in the. fall or in the winter, as many of those taken at the first run of the Salmon are spent 
fish, with the flesh white and worthless. 
The l.iistory of this species is still obscure. According to Pal1as, it migrates singly, from 
June to September; some remaining all the year in the rivers, returning to the sea in May. It 
feeds iu the fresh waters on any living thing. Hence, unlike the other Trout, _ which durtng the 
asce11t of the rivers grow lea,11 with fasting, breeding, and exertion, this species is plump aud well 
. fe<l; and. with S. alvelinus 1na.lma only, does not perish in the winter. Elsewhere than in the 
Columbia this species is highly valued as a food~fisll. vVhen taken in the Columbia in spring little 
or no use is made of it. Its flesh is pale, and it,s bones too firm for it to be used in ' canning, and 
at tha,t season the old individuals t aken are ust:al1y spent and worthless. In the Sacramento it is 
not verjr common. 
THE RAINBOW TIWUT-S.A.LMO IRIDEUS. 
This species is generally known as the "Brook' Trout," '' Mountain Trout," "Speckled Trout," 
'' Golden Trout," and other evanescent names are also sometimes applied to it. It does not reach 
a weight of more than ft ve or six pounds, so far as we know, and ill Ost of them as taken are finger-
lings ranging from · four inclles to a foot in leugth. It is .found tllroughout California in all streams 
of the mountains. It is sai<l to occur in the northern part of Lower California. The southernmost 
seen by us were from San Luis Rey River. We have seen but few specimeus of this species from 
salt water. These weighed from three . to five pounds each. It niay probably run into the sea 
from streams in which the lower waters are clear. Specimens referred to this species from the 
north of Mount Shast.a. are perhaps the youug of S. Gairdneri. It feeds on worms, larvIB, and· the 
like. For a Trout, it is a fish of little "gaminess" _ or activity. It is uot often brought iuto the 
markets of Sau Francisco, and at present has little economic _importance, although of course a 
good table-fish. It has been rather extensively introduced into the waters of the East.em U11ited 
States. 
THE BL.A.CK SPOTTED TROU'.11-S.A.LMO PURPUR.A.'.l'US. 
This fish is known as the ''Trout," '' l\fountain · Trout," '' Spotted Trout," ·• Black Trout," 
"Silver Trout," etc., in the mountains, but when in the ocean, full grown, as '' Salmon Trout" or 
"Steel-hea°d." The Inuian: uame '' Preestl" is also ascribed tp it on the Upper Columbia. It 
reaches a weight of thirty pounds under the most favorable circumstances, but may be found in 
any .stream or lake of any l<-mgth from t~o inches up to two or thrP.e feet. Unlike S. Gairdneri, the 
young are very common, and it probably begins breeding in mountain streams at a Jeugtl.i of less 
than a foot. It is universally distributed through tlrn Rocky Mountain region, chiefly east of the 
Sierra southward, but reaching- the sea from Mount Shasta northward. It occurs in every lake of 
New Mexico, Utah, Wt.·stern Colorado~ Wyoming, Montan.a, Idaho, Oregou, and Washington. 
Every stream throughout the rn~st of tllis regiou abouncls in ·them, and in Puget Sound tlle young 
of every size ocem in the salt water in abun~ance. Individuals are occasionally taken along the 
California coast. Local variations occur in almndance . Specimens from Seattle have the scales 
notably larger than those from Victoria and Astoria, wl.iich agree with Utah Lake specimens in 
this respect. Those that live in tLe dept l1s of shady lakes are almost 1)lack, while ot,hers are p~1e. 
Those in the sea are silvery and only faintly spotted. Only in Lake Tahoe do the variations 
assume any marked importance (var. Hensha.wi). Individuals intermediate between this species 
arnl S. Gairdneri are not rare, and there is no doubt that the latter is simply an o:ffsb.oot from this 
general stock, as are S. ir-ideus and S. stomias. It feeds on any living thing it finds near it. In the 
• 
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i p,, n, in th pring, running into the rivers for that purpose. Its great 
a n r th varion •pec1es of suckers and chubs, which feed, the former upon 
th l, tt r u on the young Trout. So very destructive.are the former in°many trout, lakes, 
a t· h ak tha th d truction or diminution of the suckers ought to be accomplished by law. 
p 1 ·itic tap -worm, JJibothrium cordiceps, Leidy, is said to frequently infest this species, so 
a t r u r it, fl ·h uneatable in the summer, in the Yellowstone Lakes. (Yarrow.) · 
. a f <l-fi ·h thi, Trout i excellent. Large numbers of the variety Henshawi are shipped to 
th mark t of an Franci co. Attempts have been made to cultivate it ill parts of California, I 
b li e with uc . A small hatchery has been established at Tahoe City for the purpose of 
ke ping tocked a ruall branch of the lake in which summer visitors may fish. 
In th opinion of the writer this pecies is likely to prove much more valuable for introductio.11 
int Ea t rn water than the Rainbow Trout. It is more active, more gamy, reaches a larger size, 
and thriv in a greater variety of waters. 
THE RIO GRANDE TROUT-S.A.LM0 SPILURUS. 
Thi pecie is abundant in the-headwaters of the Rio Grande, Rio Colorado, and their tribu-
tari , being the finest food-fish in New Mexico and Western Color·ado. It has also been taken in 
Bear Riv r, and probably is found in most of the mountain streams of' Utah, being in general 
rather outhern in its di tribution. It probably inhabits all streams within the circle of its distri-
bution, without r gard to the direction in which they may flow. We have not seen this species in 
Iii ·and little di tinctive is known of its habits. It is probably a comparatively recent offshoot 
fr m '. purpuratiis. A in other species, considerable variation is shown in specimens from differ-
nt 1 ali ie . It u ual iz 1, larger than that of S. purpuratus. 
THE DOG SALMON-ONCORHYNCHUS KE'.I.'.A.. 
Thi , p ci lurin°· th period of its run in the fall, generJilly goes by the name of 4 ' Dog 
'alm n,' und r whi h name th male of the Silver Salmon, and even of the Quinnat, are often con-
found d with it. Th u · iau · now, a in the time of Penna11t, Pallas, and Walbaum, call it 
K ta" (whale) being no longer in use. On Frazer River the name (Musquam) 
attle (.i: i ually) "Kt1a-wby," and in the Chinnook jargon ' 4 Le-Kai." 
i ,, r · uniform in it iz , and averages ten to twelve pounds. It ranges from the 
a ram ut Ri r to B rin trait, where it eems to be e pecially abundant; it being the only 
alrn n r ught from th re in a recent crui 'e of tbe revenu -cutter Corwin. It is seldom or never 
n in th riv r in pring. 
in 1 
TIIE U. IP-B.A.CKED urn -ONCORIIYNCII s G0RBUSCH.A. (Walb.) Gill & Jor. 
tb Ru ' ian ' till, a' iu the time of P nnant and Pallas, by the name 
ba, gorb m ning hump. 'Ihe 1 ngli 'h- p aki11g people call it geuerally the "Hump-
ml ft n th g 'alrnon. 
uucl i run· in large number in late 
Yer - little , tr am. It run in Puget 
e w 11 tabli bed. It wa very pl nty 
cca ionally taken during the year of 
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scarcity. A few were seen by us on the Columbia ap_d Sacramento. We are told that this species 
ruris every year in Alaska. D,uring its run in Puget Sound the females are canned, and the 
males are thrown away or given to the Indians. The flesh is then pale, and the canned. product is 
inferior in quality. Ju economic vah'te the Hump-back Salmon is far inferior to the Quinnat, the 
Blue-back, and the Silver Salmon, and, like the Dog Salmon, is mainly useful in furnishing a winter 
supply of food to the Indians. 
THE SIL VER SALM0N----ONC0RHYNCHUS KISUTCH. 
This species is almost everywhere known by the name of '' Silver Salmon." It has also a 
series of local names. In Kamtchatka it is still known by the name '' Kisutch," in use in Pen-
nant's time, a hundred years ago. The name "Bielaya Ryba," or "White-fish," is also ascribed to 
it. On Frazer River it is known by the Mus9uam name of "Coho"; at Seattle, by the Nisqually 
name of "Skowitz"; about Cape Flattery by the Makah name of "Hoopid"; on the Columbia 
it is cal1ed "Silver Salmon" or ".White Salmon," and southward the sam.e names prevail. It 
reaches a ~eight of twenty pounds, the usual range being from seven to ten. The Silver Salmon 
enters all the rivers from the Sacramento to Kamtchatka. In the fall it is abundant in probably 
all the rivers. Few or none, however, am seen in the spring. They are often taken with seines 
in Puget Sound at all seasons. Like the other fall-running Salmon, it seldom ascends the rivers 
to any great distance. 
THE BLUE-BACK SALM0N-ONC0RHYNCHUS NERKA . 
. This species is k~own as the "Red-fish" to the English-speaking inhabitants of Alaska and 
Kamtchatka, and to the Russians, now as in the time of Pennant and Pallas, as "Krasnaya Ryba," 
which signifies red-fish, the name having reference to the color of the flesh. It is not unlikely 
that other species are occasionally confounded under this name, but there is little doubt that the 
present species is the ·one to which'it is chiefly applied. On Frazer River, where this species is the 
most important Salmon, it is known as the "Suk-kegh." Elsewhere in Puget Sound it is rarely seen. 
In the Lower Columbia it is known by the appropriate name of "Blue-back"; in the Upper Colum-
bia as "Red-fish." Its average weight does not exceed eight pounds, and its extreme weight is 
probably not above :fifteen. Its range is from the Columbia River to Japan and Kamtchatka. 
It runs in considerable numbers in the Columbia, and in much greater abundance in Frazer River, 
where it 1s the principal spring Salmon. We have no information as to its occurrence in California, 
or as to its entrance into any of the streams south of the Columbia. Like the Quinnat Salmon, it 
is attracted in early spring into all those streams. which are fed by the melting snows, and into no 
others. Its run in spring on the Columbia is, so far as we know, contemporaneous with that of 
the, Quinnat Salmon. The numbers are, however, much less, and · I think that its run is over . 
earlier in the fall. On Frazer River it runs with the Quinnat, or a little earl•r in the spring, the 
run mostly ceasing in midsummer, while that of the Quinnat continues on through the fall months. 
This species and the Quinnat run early and go far up the streams, where, after spawning, they all 
die. In Puget Sound this species is not known to the :fishermen, only stray individuals being 
taken there. It does not accompany the Silver Salmon and Dog Salmon in their ascent of the 
Dwamish, Puyallup, and other small streams; neither is it caught near the shore when out of the 
spawning season, as the other species are. In Alaska and Kamtchatka we are told that the Red-
fish (nerka) and King Salmon (chawytcha) run in spring and early summer, while the other species 
run in lat-e summer and fall, the Silver Salmon last. 
The Blue-back is the most graceful of the Salmons and the most elegant in color. Its flesh is 
very similar to that of the Quinnat, but less firm and more watery, and it is not quite so rich when 
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t nn 1. t t uinnat it i the mo t valuable of the different species, and its inferiority is 
f, iz . t th canneries four Blue-backs are taken as one Quinnat. A very few of 
i r annerie refu e this species, in order to be able t,o say that they can the Chin-
n 1- , Im n nh·. , 
ENlHRE o TlIE RED-FISH.-This is the Re<l-tish of Idaho, the identity of which was fin,t 
t rmin l by apt. Charle Bendire, United States Army, whose field-notes upon its appearance 
aucl b bit publi h din the Proceedings of the National Mnseum,1 are here reproduced: 
Th fi mal are much more uniformly colored. The bead i~ considerably tinged with steel 
blue and the red tint on the sides is more or less clouded with blue and bronze. Females after 
pawning show con iderable amount of red, only after spawning I noticed that the red coloring 
matter depo ite<l in the skin appears to be drawn from the flesh, and I find that in proportion to 
the bright coloring of the skin of the fish the flesh 'loses this tint. · In some instances it is barely 
pink-colored or almo t white. After the spawning of these fish they are brightest outside and 
pale tin iue (a far as the :flesl}. is concerned). The average size of a number of males by actual 
weight i only five pounds, and of females only three and three-quarters pounds. After death, 
within half an hour the color of these fish rapidly changes about tl:ie l1ead and becomes a dark 
olive gr en with blui h reflections, in some instances ali.nost bluish-black. Among any number of 
fi h there i' almo t an endless variation in color, caused, perha,ps, by some remaining a longer 
tirn in the lake than others. Wallowa Lake is about four and or,e-quarter miles in length by one 
and a half to two miles wide. It deepens very rapidly out a few feet from the shore, and is. said 
to four hundred feet deep, and more than that 111 places. Two small streams flow into the 
lake: and the e form the spawning ground proper for these fish; and as there are falls about two 
mil<~ , bov th mouth of these streams over which the fish caunot leap, they are restricted to 
ratb r limit d uarter for pawning. The only place I saw any of these fish was ·on the bar near 
the b ad f th 1, k , and there mo t of them are caught. They can be seen in schools of one 
hundr d rm r at almo t any time during the month of Augt1st and later. This year the run 
ha b n v ry light and fi bing had to a great extent stopped when 1 arrived at the lake on the 
la t day f ugu t. Four fi herie had been in operation, and these had put up about twenty 
thou and pound of fi b. I believe two or three years ago it had been the practice to o~struct 
b ntranc the mall trearn at the head of the lake to prevent the fish from running up 
tlle e tr am . ~hi year this wa not done, and a number of the settlers about the lake seem to 
e aoxiou to hav the fi h properly protected, and it is not at all too· soon to do it, either. The 
placing f b truction in the above-mentioned treams, and perhai1s this year of gill-nets on the 
bar, ha no doubt omething to do with the scarcity of these fish. But the most abominable 
thing fall which I aw p r onally in u are several clusters of hooks tied together, so that tl.Je.v 
£ rm a circl with radiu of about three inche . Ju t above these hooks a lump of Red-fish eggs 
lai . Th ar c vere with mo quito-n tting, and by tllis contrivance thousands of young 
d-fi h (the ettl r call them " hinet' ," otb r call them "Trout," but I am satisfied tllat it will 
f un 1 that th y are y arling Red-ft h) 2 are caught and alted a well as the full-grown ones. 
th ti h ar nly ab ut four inehP,' long and for every one caught two are crippled and 
ily be een that an immen e number are destroyed yearly, as some parties 
t alt the e d w w 11 a matur fl h. 
11th f fl bjng and when I hooked with a single hook about one out 
b y h h h ad, it an readily be under tood how murderous 
ZNo don t of it.-D. S. J. 
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such a contrivance as the above must be, and how many young fish can be destroyed ,by a_ single 
person in a day. They bait them first, and when they become plenty use their grappling hooks. 
"The fishermen at the lake complain that the Indians destroy the fisL, but from µersoual 
observation ·I can't at all agree with them. It is true that numbers of lndiam, courn from various 
parts of the country to Wallowa Lake yearly to fisL, and they catcli a good many. While I was 
camped at the lake I examined the catch of every Indian that pass('d my camp, and I looked at as 
many as fifty Indians a day; each one had from six to twelve fish usuaIIy tied on bis horse, and I 
found that there was about one female to ten males, and most of these were ·spent fish which had 
already spawned. They are not at all particular about this, and a, fish which may be all bruised 
up and skinned is apparently just as well relished by them as a perfectly sound one, and even 
these Indians appreciated the fact that it would not do to catch too many females; at any rate they 
told me that as a rule they let the females go, and this is a good deal more than most of our white 
fishermen are willing to do. Mostly every one out here now concedes that the Red-fish is not a 
resident of the lakes wherein it is found, and I am perfectly satisfied that they are anad.romous and 
not land-locked. The ,only thing as yet which I can't understand is, how ~lo they get rid of the 
hooked nose and the hump after going back to salt water1 They surely can't all die after spawning, 
and sometimes one that weighs a,s much as ten pounds is caught, and this fish is certainly older 
than a five-pounder; and it would not be presuming too much to assert that a Salmon of that size 
must have made more than one trip to sea. While in the lake they do not appear to eat anything, 
and the . stomachs of se~eral which I examin_ed were entirely empty. I cannot understand how 
they get rid of their long booked nose and hump." 
162. THE QUINNAT OR CALIFORNIA SALMON-ONCORHYNCHUS CHOUICHA. 
By LIVINGSTON STONE. 
"In Alaska and Kamtcbatka," writes Jordau, '' this species is known as the' ' King Salmon,' arid . 
as 'Choweecha' or 'Tchawytclia,' a name easier to pronounce than to speII, ... to the Russians. In 
Frazer River it is called by the Musquam name of 'Sah-Kwey'; in Puget Sound it is called the 
'Columbia River Salmon,' or in the Chinnook jargon 'Tyee.' On the Columbia River the name 
'Chinnook Salmon' is in universal use. Farther south the name 'Salmon' is applied to this species, 
while the others. receive specially distinctive names. The Quinn at Salmon reaches a weight of sixty 
to ninety pounds, being the largest of the salmon family. The average weight is, however, much 
less . . On the Columbia River the average is twenty-two pounds each; on the Sacramento River! 
about sixteen. It is probable that the individuals of about twenty pounds' weight are four years 
old, and the larger ones occasionally taken are older, having probably lived through one or more 
spawning seasons. Those which enter the river late in the fall camrnt ascend far before the 
necessity for spawning comes, and such may be able to n~turn to the sea, a.nd thus escape the 
death which overtakes all that spawn far inland. 
'' In all streams having their rise in the snows this species begins running as early as ~larch, 
and the run continues with various interruptions untn the spawning time ii1 the fall. When a 
freshet occurs in spring, the run for a time after is much increased. In regard to this species and 
the 'Blue-back,' it would appear that they, when adult, t>nter the streams whenever cold fresh 
water comes in contact with them in the sea. After entering fresh water they do not feed, and 
they continue their ascent until the season for spawning actually overtakes them. Often they 
ascend hundreds of miles, until they are almost worn out, and after the spawning act all that have 
thus ascended die: Those streams which do not have thefr source in the melting snows have no 
spring run of Salmon, and in them the Quinnat runs only after the fall rains have set in. 
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. .r ·1i tli ril u i 11• of m. uinnat i from Ventura Riv-er, where individuals occasionally run in 
th . ' , int r. ramt ·l.iatka. It al O occur" in the rivers of the corresponding latitude tn Asia 
'l'IH abnudan : • f thi, ped : ha probably not yet materially diminished in the Columbia. More 
han a million aud a llalf have been canned on the Lower Columbia dmiug the present season 
( p ri l. :\Ia~·. ,J nu ,TnJr, L"' O), a greater number than has ever been taken before. In the 
,' a,·r, 111 ·uto the munl> •r · l.taYe doubtle s been reduced by overfishi11g, and a systematic proce1:;s 
f I·• •piug up the . npply in the Columbia by means of hatcheries will -very soon be necessary. _ 
Th almou take no food in fre h water. In the headwaters of the rivers, in the clear water, 
th y (at 1 a t tll male ) will ometimes take an artificial fly. In the ocean they take a trolling 
, it r adily. They then feed on anchovies, herring, smelts, sand laun?es, shrimps, and in general 
u au.r living object. Even at the time of first entering the rivers in spring the stomach is found 
mpty and contracted. 
The en mie of the Salmon are, when -very young, the chubs, suckers, and other small fishes, 
wllich pr y upon the egg and young fish. In the ocean their chief ~nemies are the seals of 
diffi rent p cie , who bite out their throats and destroy very great, numbers of them all along the 
coa t. were noticed by us, except those produced by the accidents and great exertions 
accompanying the, pawning eason. 
'' Th economic Yalue of this speci'es at present exceeds that of all others on the Pacific coast 
combin'3<1. It i brought fresh to the markets of all the cities, and the flesh i8 canned for export, 
to the Ea t and to other countries, especially to England." 
.i. .1L1E ·.-Th fir t cientific name by which this fish was commonly known was Ba.lmo quinnat. 
Thi name i g nerally reputed to be derived from a river, called the Quinnault, where a partie- _ 
ularly g od variety of tbi Salmon was found. This the writer is quite positive is an error. The 
c mmon m1m, f the almon, at lea t among the Columbia River Indians that lived near .the mouth 
of the v illam tte wa '' Quinnault," of which Quinnat is a cor1 uption, and the scientific name was 
uudou t dly t k •n dir ctly from the Indian name of the fish. The river might have been named 
aft r tll fl b, but it i not likely that the fish was named after the ri-ver. 
_.. ot long ago ro~ or Jordan, after a critical examination of the fish, pronounced it to be 
not c rrectly a almon, but an Oncorhynchus, and rechristened the fish Oncorhynchu,s quinnat, 
which nam it h Id till la t ummer (1880), when Professor Jordan discovered that the fish 
ba l pr bably b . n de cribed by Walbaum, in 1792, under the name of Salmo chouicha, and 
i •ltliug t prior auth rity re tored its original name, by calling it Oncorhynchus chouicha, 
whi h name it will now pr bably retain until a more captivating successor present~ itself. The 
mall Ji 'h which were called by Girard, uckley, Jordan, and Copeland by the appellations Fario 
argyreu. ) almo argyreu , and almo Warreni were without doubt the young of the Oncorhynch11,s 
chou,icha, and th name will now be given up. 
I 'TRIBUTI N.-The di tribution of thi Salmon is quite limited, being at present restricted 
a ·ific 1 p of .... or h m~rica, betw en th neighborhood of the bay of Monterey and the 
rd r alth ugh if it i the ame a the "King Salmon" of the Yukon and the Ala ka 
iv r · it: range xt nd a far north a the Arctic Ocean. 
Tb Calif rni almon i taken in the large t quantitie in the Sacramento and Columbia 
b · b mg b larO'e river n the coa t, but i , al o found in considerable numbers in 
· mall r ri f am rnia r g n Wa hiugton Territory, and Briti b Columbia, notably in 
lamath u , and raz r River . 
,H1u1t ti h v ~· wicl l · in iz . The ·mall ·t mature fl h on record wa caught in the 
alif rnia an wei rh d a out£ ur p unds. The largest on record wa caught in 
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the Columbia River, and weighed eighty-three pounds. The writer has seen one on the Columbia 
that weighed ·sixty-seven pounds. 
The California Salmon is easily caught with hook and line in the fresh-water tributaries, 
where it goes to deposit its eggs. It does not readily take a fly, but .becomes an easy victim when 
tempted with salmQP roe, which is the most effective of all baits for catching this fish. When 
prime it very much resembles in appearance the well-known Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) in the 
same condition, with this exception, that it has on its back and sides nearly black, star-like spots, 
while the Atlantic Salmon. has none, when fresh from the ocean. 
The California Salmon is a remarkable fish, and has had an extraordinary career. Fifty 
years ago it was hardly known, except to students of natural history. Now it is known and eaten 
almost all over the world, for there is hardly a· port in the wor"id where ships have n@t carried the 
canned Salmon of the Oolumbia, which is the same fish under a different name; and not only has 
this fish, in the . form of food, traveled nearly all over the world, but the living embryos of the 
California Salmon have been transported to England, France, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, 
Russia, Australia, and New Zealand, so that there is probably no one fish inhabiting_ a limited 
locality which is known over the world in so many different places as the California Salmon. 
This magnificent fish is deserving of its career. If splendid proportions, of unsurpassed vig?r 
and spirit, it bas no equal in external attractiveness among the race of fishes, except its own cousins 
of the Atlantic and other oceans, while as regards the quality of its flesh and its marvelous abun-
dance in its habitat, it has but few equals/ in the world. As to the quality of its flesh, it closely 
resembles the highly-prized Salmon, Salmo salar, of Great Britain and the Atlantic coast of 
North America, which bas no superior, and as to its abundance I need only say that nearly two 
hundred million pounds have been caught in the Columbia River alone during the last six years, 
without producing, according to the most recent testimony of the Columbia fishermen, any serious 
diminution of the river's stock. 
DEVELOPMENT.-The Salmon begins life as a bird does, in an egg. When the egg first leaves 
the parent fish it is about one-fourth of al;) inch in diameter and of an orange tint. In a few days 
there can be seen in the egg a firn~· dark line, which is the first visible beginning of the future 
salmon. In nineteen days, in water at ·55o Fahrenheit, the black pigment of the eye begins to show 
through the translucent shell. In thirty-ft ve days in the same water the young Salmon is hatched. 
When it first emerges from the shell it is about an inch long, and carries under its body in a little 
round sac the yolk of the egg it came from, on which it lives by absorption for about a month 
longer, till its mouth is sufficiently c~mpleted to take food and its other organs to dispose of the 
food it takes. When it first hatches it is a clumsy-looking and an awkwardly-moving object, 
being about as graceful and efficient in its attempts to swim like a fish as a human beginner's 
attempts are to ride a bicycle. After it has lived in its sac a week or two it develops a disposition 
to dive and hide under something, which it does with a pertinacity which is both characteristic of 
the full-grown. Salmon and prophetic of the tenacity of purpose it will show in ascending its 
breeding rivers to spawn. This irresistible instinct to dive and hide takes it still deeper under . 
the gravel and rocks in the bed of the river which formed its birth-place, and it stays here in the 
crevices of the rocks and gravel, as snug as possible, nntil the sac of food which nature 
started it in life with is gone, and it is obliged to work for a liYiug or starve. It woulu not be safe 
for the little helpless creature now to venture out of the rocks and gravel where it was born, for it 
would undoubtedly pay for its rashness by becoming food, while yet alone, for the larger fishes 
above. So like the early Christians in the catacombs, it spends a large portion, if not all, of its 
earlier life in or close by the under-world where it was born. As it gets larger it ventures out and 
31 F . 
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tak , it £ r lifi in the world of waters above it, usually, I think, going up some brook or 
r m r ck , r close in uore where it can quickly retreat to a place of safety when 
alarm <l. It f d now vor ci m;ly on whatever it can find in the way of smaller fishes and insects 
and tu r animal life in the water, and in a few months, probably not· over six or seven, it joins 
t11 ho ·t of it c mrade , of about the same size, which are preparing to go tQ sea, and forming a 
, 1J 1 wliich. without doubt, gathers myriads of recruits as it proceeds, it hastens with all its 
mi crht l wn the tream. It is now a beautiful silvery fish from four to six inches long, and in a 
f'.•w <l r find it elf in the midst of the allurements and dan-gers of the great unknown ocean 
whi •hit wa · o eager Lo seek. 
trang a, it m, y seem, very little, almost nothing in fact, is known of its ocean history. 
W know that the Salmon leave the mouths of the rivers at stated times and return to their rivers 
at otb r tated timeg, but where they go, or how they fare, or what motives guide their course in 
their my teriou, ocean sojourns, no one knows. From analogies derived from our knowledge of 
the hi tory of the Atlantic Salmon, we suppose that they go into deep water when they leave the 
river , and seek the best feeding places they can find, but that is about all one can say of their 
ocean history. The few facts that we know of this portion of their existence are pretty much 
confined to the following: 
-They are found to have deep-sea fish in their stomachs when they first make their appearance 
near enough to the mouths of the rivers to be captured, which points to the deep sea as their ocean 
fi eding ground. They are also caught by the :fishermen at Monterey Bay, which shows that they 
go a far south as Monterey~ but does not show, what some claim, that the course of their migration 
i' outhward, for there may be hundreds of unknown places to the north where they could be 
caught if the ft hermen were there. It only proves that some California Salmon go south to 
Monter y. ne thing more is known about their ocean life, and that is that they are often caught 
with mark of seal ' and ea-lions' teeth upon them, which shows that they are preyed upon in the 
a by th e nemies, though, perhaps, it is only in their journey to the rivers' mouths that they 
have to run the gauntlet of seals and sea-lions, for they probably have a capacity for standing 
d eper water than their just mentioned enemies. 
THE RIVER .A.S0ENT.-But if their ocean history is little known, their inland career, if I may 
u ·e the xpre ion, i interesting enough to make up for it. From the moment the Salmon enters 
the river, which it i ure to seek once in one or two years, its progress is one of interest. It first 
proc <l , at it lei ure, to the bead of tide-water. Here it stops awhile and seems to play about 
b tw 11 the fr h and alt water. Whether it shrinks from encountering the sudden change from 
alt wat r to fre h, which i probably the cause of its dallying, or for other causes, it usually spends 
two week or more hovering about the border line between sea water and river water. When it 
ha overcome it apparent repugnance to making the change to fresh water, it makes a rapid 
harge op the riv r for the clear gravelly streams which its instinct or sixth sense tells it to seek. 
:row, paradoxical or unrea onable a it may eem, it stops eating. If it is caught a short distance 
above the h acl of th tide, he undige ted remains of what it ate in the salt sea water are some-
tim fi n in it tomwh, bu aft r that nothiug, absolutely nothing, i ever found inside of the 
alifi rnia. almon to bow that it ha at n a particl of food in fre h water. As a proof of this 
fa gr , t many thou and specimens that have been examined 
f any. 
r s v r th • line int the fr h wat r a ov them they begin a strange and 
in , pli 1 j urne ·. h t lea t of the almon that go up the McOloud River, 
j u n · · hi ·h i a 1 u 'fa t, and nd only in death. If they could be credited with 
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a knowledge of what lies before them, none of the martyrs of Christendom could claim greater 
merit than these devoted Salmon· that march on 'unflinchingly to inevitable death. From the time 
the Salmon leave the border land, so to speak, of tide water, they pursue their upward course .. 
towards the rivers' sources with an inflexible pertinacity. Nothing can now check their upward 
career, except an obstacle positively illsurmountable, and nothing whatever can make them turn 
back. They steadily pursue their way through the deeper a1:1d stiller waters of tbe_ lower portions 
of the rivers. They dash furiously up the rapids, halting awhile usually before they enter them 
to recruit their strength, and continue to rush on and on through the swiftest, shallowest, and 
roughest waters until they reach suitable places for depositing their spawn. The earliest runs, 
that is, those that enter the rivers first, usually go farthest up t,he stream. Those that come in next 
seem to take their places below them, and so on down the river, so that there is a series of sets of 
spawning fishes, extending from the bead of the river down as far as suitable spawning grounds 
are to be found; the set highest up the river spawning first, and so on down .the river in regular 
order. If the Salmon ori their way up a river meet with anything that frightens them, like a 
bridge for instance, they usually stop and cautiously examine it until they are satisfied that they . 
can risk the venture, and then they all together, as if by a given signal, make a swift rush past it. 
When they come to a fall they show more perseverance than Robert Bruce'R famous spider, for 
they try innumerable times to jump it, and never give it up until they have found it to be a 
hopeless case and are completely worn out with the exertion. 
I said nothing can turn them back. Wh~n thoroughly frightened and panicked, however, 
they act like stampeded cattle and can be driven down the river in droves. The Indians take 
advantage of this weakness of the Salmon in one of their methods of capturing them. They 
build a trap nearly across a river that is not too deep for the purpose, and then great numbers ·of 
them wading into the stream a mile or two above the traps form a line ac,:oss the river, and with 
sticks, poles, and branches of trees, use their utmost exertions to frighten the Salmon, till at last 
the fish, too astounded and panic-stricken to know what they are about, turn around, and heading 
down the river, :msh with all their speed into the traps that are waiting for them. 
In ~heir course up the river it does not discourage them if the water is shallow. They will 
push on where the water does not cover their backs, and crowd together in doing so, till, as some 
one has jokingly remarked, they hardly ]eave room for the water. 
There is something amazing about these pilgrimages of theirs up the rivers. The wonder is 
not so much that the Salmon go without food for so long a time-the black bass does the 
same-nor that they make such great exertions in getting up the rivers, for other creatures 
make greater exertions in getting their food, but the marvel is in the combination of these two 
facts, viz, in their making these exhausting efforts without taking any food to keep up their 
strength. It seems incredibly contradictory to nature's laws of life and o:ffers~a puzzling problem 
to biologists to discover where the fuel comes from which does this immense amount of work, 
accomplished by the migratory Salmon between leaving tide water and completing the season's 
!:!pawning. 
SPEED OF AS0ENT.-Tbeir rate of progress up the rivers varies between very wide limits. 
The earlier runs are the longest time on their way up the river. The latest rum~ make the journey 
most quickly. The fish seem to regulate their speed according to the forwardness of their eggs. 
When their eggs are very small or almost wholly undeveloped, as is the case with the earliest 
runs-that is, those that enter the mouth of the rivers first-they seem to be in no hurry, but 
loiter along as they please, and probably spend a great deal of time between the ocean and the 
fresh-water line.; but when their eggs are nearly ripe, as is the case with the later runs, they 
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if th h d no time to lo e as indeed they have not, and hasten, apparently at the top . ' 
1 t tb ir pawning destinations. This is illustrated by the fact that it is six or seven 
fir th arly rnn of the Sacramento Salmon, which enter.the Golden Gate in November 
, m r r a h the sources of the river at Mount Shasta, four hundred miles from the rivet's 
whil the later run , which reach Rio Vista about the 1st of August, arrive at the McOloud 
I i ,, ·r t hundr d and fifty miles di tant, in ten ·or twelve days. 
\Yh n th : have reached the vicinity of their spawning grounds they seem to rest two or 
thr w k ind p hole and eddie of the river, until they a.re just ready to build their nests,. 
L nd th n th y m rge from their holes and literally cover the rapids for miles, in the clear shallow 
wat r f whi ·h they can be seen from the river banks by hundreds. They now, comparatively 
·p aking, lo e their fear of danger, and will not leave the places they have selected unless very 
·lo ly approached, and then they will persistently return again and again unless actually driven 
off and k pt off. Here comes in once more very noticeably the marvel of their living without 
food, for they now for many days stem the force of powerful currents every moment, day and 
night, not only without partaking of food, but in many instances without having taken any food 
for months. A copious rain starts a movement along the whole line from the river sources to tide 
water, except where the fish are a-ctually engaged in spawning, and during the rain the rirnr 
curr nt seem to be full of Salmon eagerly striving to reach higher portions of the stream. 
P.A. WNING H.A.JUTS.-After the Salmon have occupied the rapids a short time, they pro-
ceed to build their nests and deposit their eggs. They scoop away the gravel from a selected 
pot with their noses and sweep it off with their tails, until they have made clear a spot a few 
feet in diameter, usually about circular in shape, and depressed towards the center, not unlike in 
:£ rm a common hen's nest. The eggs and milt having been deposited, the nest is covered over 
again wi h gr 1 by the parent fish, which use their noses and tails as before to move the gravel. 
Thi being don , they seem, at least on the upper tributaries, to act as if they realized that their 
life-work wa ended. They do not hasten back to the ocean, where, if they reached it, they would 
r gain their pri tine h alth and vigor, but they hover about the vicinity of their spawning ground, 
growing weaker, more emaciated and diseased every day, till death comes to their relief . . 
aving briefly traced the Salmon's career from the ocean to the final stages of its journey 
,and it lifi , let u look for a moment at the various changes which gradually transform it from the 
healthy and magnificent creature of the ocean to the pitiable emaciated object calmly awaiting 
it final nmm n at the river's source. 
Wh n the almon come into the rivers from the ocean they are royal creatures wearing a 
b autiful ilvery coat and po es ing rare ymmetry and immense vitality and muscular vigor. As 
long as th Y tay in tide water, there is saltness enough in it to keep up their appetites, and the.y 
are u ually nfficiently sncces ful in their foraging to hold their own. But the moment they cross 
the line into the fre h water of the rivers above them they loRe their appetite, they take no more 
food, and from that day they fall off in ymmetry, beauty, and vitality. This physical deterioration 
alwa b ar a con tant ratio to the proximity of their time of spawning, and regularly increa es 
th· time approach . A tbi spawning eason occur at different periods at different locations, 
no pecifi time can b nam d for their ucces ive tages of deterioration, but taking the salmon-
r ding tation of th nit d tate Fish Com.mi ion on the McOloud River as a point of obser-
n 
her th th almo whi h pas the station in March and April are very much 
ay and J nn they are till in their prime. In July they change rapidly 
ml f th t month th ir ilv ry look is gone and they are of an olive-
ar d p r a d the female are broader. Their scales are neai:ly absorbed 
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into the skin, which has become smooth and slimy. The heads of the females have not changed 
much, but the heads of the males have become more or less pointed, their jaws have developed 
rows of large white teeth, and the whole expression of their face has become ferocious and repulsive 
in the extreme. They are now fast losing their marks of nobility with which nature had so richly 
endowed them in their broad ocean domains. They begin to spawn at the McOloud station the 
latter part of August, and from that time to the end, which soon comes, their downward progress 
is rapid. They grow less comely in appearance, more slimy to the touch, more unsymmetrical in 
form; parasites collect by thousands in their gills and under their fins; their tails and fins fray off; 
a white and loathsome fungus gathers over all parts of them, frequently destroying their eyesight; 
and swarms of suckers-the carrion-birds _among fishes-wait about them to feed upon their 
lifeless bodies when they die. For some unknown and strange reason, the Salmon in the higher 
tributaries do not hasten back to the salt water which would clean their bodies of the parasites 
and fungus and restore their appetite and with it their health and vigor, but they linger, with a 
strange indifference to tlleir fate, around the spots where they have deposited their eggs, waiting 
patiently for the only possible relief from their wretchedness, which is death. 
Some uninformed persons, who have never seen these fish in their natural habits, have 
expressed some incredulity in regard to their all dying after they have spawned. Under this 
head, I will only say that it is probably true that those that spawn near the ocean return to the 
ocean and recover their vitality, but those that pass the United States station on the McOloud 
River in the summer never do. In order to make sure whether I was mistaken in my views about 
it,, I took the testimony, a year ago, of all the white men who have lived or worked on the river, 
and of all the Indians I could rea~h. It was the 11nanimous testimony of all that the Salmon which 
pass the McOloud hatchiug station in the summer, on their way up the river to spawn, die in the 
river and never return to the ocean. 
In -conctusion I will say that the Quinnat Salmon has been a favored object of artificial 
culture. It was among the first of the fishes to receive attention from Professor Baird, the 
United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, who, in 1872, deputized the writer to go to 
the Pacific coast to collect and distribute its eggs. Since that time over fifty million Qninnat 
Salmon eggs have been distributed over the world, or hatched for the benefit of the Sacramento 
River. Professor Baird bas in some instances sent them as far as Denmark, Germany, Russia, 
New Zealand, and Australia . 
. 163. THE NAMAYCUSH OR LAKE TROUT-SALVELINUS NAMAYCUSH. 
The Lake Trout, or· Salmon Trout, is a non-migratory species inhabiting the chain of Great 
Lakes from Superior to Ontario, as well as Lake Champlain and many other smaller lakes of the 
United States and of British America. With the exception of the doubtful species known as the 
"Siscowet," its nearest relative is the Brook Trout of the Eastern States, Salvelinus fontinalis. The 
Lake Trout is, in fact, a member of the same group of the salmon family with the Chars. Gill 
and Jordan were the first to point out that the true relations of the Lake Trout are with the Chars 
rather than with the Salmon. The Lake Trout is peculiar to North America and its inland seas, 
though the Char and the Black-spotted Trout are very similar to European forms. Every one is 
familiar with the phenomenon of the Land-locked Salmon, these fish being true Salmon for a time 
c.lebarred from access to the sea, assuming a peculiar coloration, and with habits modified by con-
finement within narrower bounds than those of others of the same species which are free to range 
between river ancl ocean. 
The Lake Trout appears to have undergone somewhat similar modifications. It is a Char, 
not land-locked, but placed under conditions directly opposite to those connected with those which 
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, r I· n 1-l k d. rtain modifications of structure have resulted from access to nutrhious food 
in In unlimit d quantity and from existence for many generations in extensive bodies of water. 
1z .-Th mo t triking of these is the greatei.' size. It sometimes attains the weight of 
n hun r and twenty pounds, while our common Char, Salvelinus fontinalis, even under 
imil r ondition , never exceeds fourteen or :fifteen. This is due, perhaps, to the greater ease 
with which> fi r hundred of generations, the Lake Trout haYe obtained their food. They are 
ulm t alw, y, found in the same lakes with one or more kinds of white-fish, whose slow, helpless 
m em nt render them an easy prey, and upon whose tender, luscious :flesh the Lake Trout 
fi, d rnr, ciou ly. From abundant food and slight exertion results bulk of body. This becomes 
11 reditary. Even the eggs in time are larger, just as in the Land-locked Salmon they are smaller, 
tllau in the parent species, and the young fish begins its career with an advantage. As the 
ua cent specie gains in magnitude the scales, always small like those of the Char, increase 
in number, that the growing body may be covered. In like manner an additional ray or two may 
b d rnJoped to re-enforce the dozen supporters of the dorsal fin. The change in dentition is a 
re.-ult of the change of habits. Feeding upon large, strong-scaled fish, instead of insects and min-
now , natural election provides the Lake Trout with more and stronger teeth. It would perhaps 
eem like a ha ty generalization to point to Salvelinus font-inalis as the form from which the Lake 
Trout ha been developed, but one may __ fairly take into consideration the fact that this species 
alone, of all the Salrno group, is usually associated with the fish under consideration, occupying the 
tream which flow iuto the lakes of Northeastern America, and frequently entering these lakes. 
'Ihat .fontinalis, even when retaining its predilection for the streamlets, shows a tendency to 
xtraordinary growth when amvle waters, like the lakes of Maine or the lower stretches of the 
~pigon, are acce ible, i also known. 
V .ARLA.TION .-The Brook Trout shares with the Lake Trout its tendency to variations in size, 
·bape, and c 1or. Every lake of Northern New York and New Eugland has its own variety, which 
th loca,1 a ler tontly maintains to be a different species from that found in the next township. 
orue ar ~ a black a a tau tog, ome brown with crimson spots, some gray, with delicate ret.icula-
ti n lik tho e of a pickerel. The usual type to be found in the Great Lakes is brown or g~ay, 
dappl d with light r hade of the ame general tint. Naturalists have been sadly misled by their 
rot an modification . The "Namaycush" of' the North, the ''Togue" or "Tuladi" of the Maine 
and w run wick Indian and lmnbermen, the '' Siscowet" or '' Siskawitz" of Lake Superior, 
the "Tr ut" f Winni pi eogee, and that of the Adirondack lakes, have each been honored with a 
di · tinct binomial. 
Th angling authoritie still refu e to admit that the Lake Trout of the East is identical with 
the fa kinaw Tr ut, or amaycu h, upporting their views by accounts of their ,ery different 
habit , careful ·tudy of the dead :fish is ufficient, however, to convince a trained observer that 
th r are n tructural chara ter by which the 'e different forms may be separated into species. 
Th lo al variation , h uld undoubt dly be taken into consideration, and when these are better 
und r to d it i pr b l hat zoologi t and angl r will compromise by agreeing to consider the 
, or bre d ·, such a· are now recognized among <logs, pigeons, 
animal . Having never een the fi h called the "Si co wet," Salvelinus 
an pinio a to it di tiuctue from the· Mackinaw Trout, but good 
h· i r. light, con i ting chiefly in the smaller bead-
in , b w r, iti alway distinguished from the Namay-
ak up ri r, wbo oft n ee them ide by side, it seems 
- peci:fi.c rank. The matter of land-locking is one which 
• 
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deserves more attention than it bas hitherto received. From what we know of the influence of 
envfronment upon animals, it need not surprise us to discover that the :fishes of each separate Jake 
possess distinctive characters, rising, perhaps, to sub-specific value. No definite proof can be , 
gathered, however, until large series of specim·ens from each body of water have been examined 
and compared. 
LAKE TROUT IN THE GREAT LAKES.-The Lake Trout re~ches its greatest perfection in the 
northern parts of lakes Huron, Michigan, and Superior, where it is quite generally known as 
the "Mackinaw Trout." In the lakes-of Northern New York the same species occurs, being known 
by the names "Lake Salmon," "Lake Trout," and "Salmon Trout." This form, which is consid-
erably smaller than that of the northern lakes, was described by DeKay under the name Salmo 
con.finis, and was observed by this author as far south as Silver Lake, in Northern Pennsylvania. 
Still another form is recognized by sportsmen, which, although undoubtedly specifically identical 
with that of the Great Lakes, has been described under various names, such as Salmo torna and 
Salmo symmetrica. 
"This fish," writes Lanman,1 "is found in all the great lakes of New Brunswick, and in very 
many of those of Maine, but it is believed not to ·exist in the lakes of Nova Scotia. It is called by the 
lumbermen the 'Togue'; the Indians designate it by a name equivalent to 'Fresh-water Cod.' It 
ii:; found in great numbers and of large size in the Eagle Lake', at the head of Fish River, in the 
Saint Francis lakes, from which it follows the river of that name, and in the Matapediac Lake, 
which discharges itself into the Restigouche, and in the Miramichi Lake, at the head of that river. 
. -
In Lake Temiscouata this :fish has been taken of the weight of twenty-one pounds. It is there 
called t.he 'Tuladi .' It is often taken of the weight of twelve pounds and upwards in the Cheput-
necticook lakes, at the head of the eastern branch of the Saint Croix. It has been found of late 
years that this species of fish exists in considerable numbei;s in Loch Lomond, twelve miles from 
the city of Saint ~T ohn." 
Hamlin writes: 2 "This Trout inhabits many of the great lakes and deep mountain torrents of 
Maine and New Brunswick, but it is believed not to exist in those of Eastern New Brunswick, 
which singular hiatus in its distribution, perhaps, may be explained by the absence of deep waters 
in that country. It haunts the deepest waters, where the cold or the repose to which it leads 
favors that development and conservation of fat which is indeed a characteristic, and.it steals forth 
in quiet at the approach of twilight or at early morn to the shoals and the shores in quest of its 
prey." 
The Winnipiseogee Trout,3 somewhat abundant in Lake Winnipiseogee and supposed to occur 
in Lake George, is also a form of this species, closely related to the Togue. 
The popular and scientific names which have been given to this species are due to the wonder-
ful tendency of variation in size, shape, and coloration which this species, like the Brook Trout, 
exhibits. Every lake in which they occur has its own varieties, which local authorities believe to 
be. quite peculiar. Some are black, some brown, with crimson spots, some gray, with delicate 
reticulations like those of a pickerel. The usual type to be found in the Great Lakes is brown or 
gray dappled with lighter shades of the .same general tint. Throughout Lakes Superior, Michigan, 
and Huron the fishermen are generally of the opinion that there are at least two kinds of Lake 
Trout. It seems probable, however, that they are led by superficial characters, finding it con-
1 Report United States Fish Commission, part 2, p. 2'<!0. 
2 Ibid., p. 356. 
3 Salmo symmetrica. PRESCOTT: Silliman's Journal, 2d series, ii, p. 340. Report United States Fish Commis6 
sion, Pt. 2, p. 257. 
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,· ui nt iv n m to the extremes of development in different directions, and neglect to tak~ 
int < unt th form intermediate between these extremes. Mr. Kumlien studied the subject in 
differ nt l aliti in the ummer of 1880, and the results of his observations are here presented. 
H th vicinity of Green Bay those having salmon-colored flesh were called "Black Trout," 
th r with white fle,11, were known as'' Lake Trout." On the eastern shore of Green Bay, 
a t llor of Lake Michigan, two species of "Mackinaw Trout" are recognized by the fisher-
m 11. bout Grand Traverse Bay, Lake Michigan, two varieties are also recognized, one being long, 
lim and oar -meated, taken in shallow water, and are known as "Reef Trout," or when very 
larg are all d "Racer "; they are supposed to follow the schools of white-fish, among which they 
are alway taken; tho e of the other form are called "Pot-bellies," being short and chubby, and 
invariably taken in deep water. In the vicinity of Two Rivers, Wisconsin, two forms are recog-
Hize<l, one known a "Reef Trout," corresponding to the one just mentioned, large and lank, with 
tough and coar e fie h, while the other, which is much more highly prized, is taken in deep water. 
At th outh end of Lake Michig~n two forms are known: one, which is darker-colored and bas 
r d fie h, being considered by far the more valuable. At. Grand Haven there are two forms of 
Mackinaw Trout, known as the '' Shoal-water Trout': and the '' Deep-water Trout." In the vicinity 
of Thunder Bay, Lake Huron, the name "Buckskin" is applied to one variety, which is held in 
v ry light esteem, while another form is known by the name of ".Racer." 
The angling authorities as well as the :fishermen refuse to be convinced that ichthyologists are 
right in including all the Lake Trouts in one species; the former are especially dissatisfied that 
tu Lake Tr ut of the East should be thought identical with the Mackinaw Trout of the North-
w tern and Gr t Lal e , and they support their views by reference to their very different habits. 
L al variation hould, undoubtedly, be taken into consideration, and when these are better 
tmd r to d it i probable that zoolog~sts and anglers will compromise by agreeing to consider the 
m t trong1y mark d type a races or breeds, such as are now recognized among dogs, pigeons, 
ncl oth r dom ticat d animals. 
rns.-In addition to the names which have already been mentioned, the Lake Trout has 
oth r app llativ , uch a "Lunge," in Canada; "Tyrant of the Lake," "Laker," "Red Trout," 
'' ray Trout,'' '' lack Lunge," " ilver Lunge," "Racer Lunge," "Black Salmon," and "Lake 
• Im n.' The name "Tul di" i said to be derived from Lake Toledi at the head of the Saint 
John iv r, f w Brun wick. 
IMPORTANCE.-' Th Trout of the Great Lakes" writes Milner "is one of the three most 
' ' numerou, fi h and, xcept the turgeon, attains the greatest weight of any of the Lake species. 
ti captur <l alrno t xclu ively in gill-nets, and in some portions of the Lakes they take t.hem in 
ound-net uring the pawning ea on. In winter a great many are taken in the bays through 
h 1 ut in th ic . ' 
PAWN TG.-In th pawning ea on they approach the shore, but do not ascend the rivers, 
and al hough they re known to exi t in a few inland lakes, connected with the main lakes by 
r pid , ther i ' no r cord of their having been seen or taken in the outlets. 
The tio of 1fr. Kum.lien concerning th r lative abundance of this species in different 
r t Lake r gion, and the peri icity of their movements, are deemed of sufficient 
unt d m what t Ieng h low. The whole ubject of their movements is, 
on t with heir ha its during the pawning ea on that it is perhaps 
fir t their r ing habit . Th ·pa ning ea on in Lalrn Michigan and 
b r. h ir ha it t bi tim hav not b en studied by any .zoologists, 
um.lien to th ir haunt. hayfog b n made at other seasons of the year. 
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'rhey spawn late in October, coming up to the rocky shoals and reefs in from sev~nty to ninety 
feet depth of water. They are said to spawn close to the projections and edges of cavernous rocks, 
the eggs settling into the depressions, where they doubtless remain until batched. The young fish 
make their entry into the world in late winter or early spring, though in a batching house, with 
water at an average temperature of 47° Fahrenheit, they have been known to hatch the last week 
in January. 
Milner remarks: "The universal testimony is that the spawn is found running from the 
females in the latter part of the month of October, the fish coming to the spawning grounds a 
week or·more earlier. A.t Detour, at the head of Lake Huron, on the 16th of October, I saw a large 
lift of Trout brought in from the spawning grounds; the ova were large and separated, but were 
still entirely retained in the folds of the ovaries, and the fishermen said that they had not found 
them running from this fish as yet. 
"The localities selected by the Trout for their spawning ground are usually rock bottoms in 
from fifteen fathoms to seven feet of depth. The Trout are s~id to settle close to tbe projections 
and edges of the honey-combed cavitie~ of the rock, and that frequently, when a loose fragment 
of the rock is drawn up by the nets, the cells are found to contain numbers of the eggs." 
Mr. Milner counted the eggs of a Mackinaw Trout, of twenty-four pounds' weight, and found 
that there were 14,943. The average weight of these fish as taken in the gill~nets was about five 
pounds, though fish of fifteen pounds are frequently seen. Mr. Milner obtained authentic accounts 
of one, taken at Mackinaw in 1870, which weighed eighty pounds. The species is the largest, 
except the sturgeon, occurring jn the Great Lakes. 
"The knowledge of the time at which the young fish make their appearance is limited to the 
experience of the few fish-eulturists in the country who have hatched the eggs. In water of an 
average temperature of 47°, they are found to hatch about the last week of January. At the 
lower temperatures of the water, in a state of nature, their development would be retarded for 
several weeks. 
"Of the habits of the young Trout I am entirely des~itute of information. I have seen one of 
eight inches in length, and learn of rare instances in which the fishermen have seen small ones." 
The principal spawning grounds of the Lake Trout are the following: 
I. The north shore of Lak~ Superior, from Duluth northward to the vicinity of Isle Royale, 
comprising the whole lake coast of Minnesota, and in all the small bays of the region. 
II. In the vicinity of the Apostle Islands, in the western part of Lake Superior, especiaUy 
about Gull Island. 
III. Very extensive spawning grounds in the vicinity of Huron Bay, Michigan, particularly 
near L'Anse and Bete-Grise Bay, and on a reef about four miles from Porte Gent.re. 
IV. Very extensive . spawning grounds in the southeastern part of Lake Superior, at Big 
Presque Isle, Laughing Fish Island, Sharp Point, and Sauk's Head, Michigan. 
V. On the west shore of Lake Michigan, from Racine northward, particularly upon a reef about 
forty miles oft' Milwaukee, and on a smaller reef ~bout six miles from the same town. On this 
ground, according to Milner, a large type of Trout bas been taken for many years, also on certain 
shoals in the vicinity of Green Island in Green Bay. 
VI. On the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, from Saint.Josephs northward. 
VII. In the vicinity of Detour, at the head of Lake Huron. At this point, according to Milner 
(also according to Kumlien, along the islands off Thunder Bay and Ha_rrisville), the spawning 
ground was so close to the shore that the tips of the floats of the nets set upon it were visible 
above water. 
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III. n th · nc dian bore of Lake Ontario. 
Th ir b m at otb r ea ons than the spawning period," remarks Milner, "is in 
t1 I> wat r. tra gl r, approaeh the shore and are taken in the pound-nets or with tbe 
b k fr m th pi r xt ,nding into the lakes. In the northe.rn portions of Michigan they are taken 
in fift n fath m in ome numb r, with the gill-nets, and more plentifully through holes cut in the 
in th int 'r time, though a depth of over thirty fathoms is more favorable for their capture." 
Iilner made the foJlowing remark: ''Pound-nets have not made extensive inroads upon their 
number , and none but mature fishes are taken." 
In Gr n Bay alone does it appear that small-meshed gill-nets have interfered with the 
abundance of the :fi h by capturing their young. 
The be t tudy of the habits of this species, as an inhabitant of the Great Lakes, was that 
mad , by Milner in 1 71. He observed that in Lake Michigan, except in the spawning season, 
they remain in the deepest parts of the lake. In· their autumnal migrations they do not ascend 
the river , and although they are known to exist in a few small inland lakes, connected with tbe 
main lake by rapid , there i no knowledge that they have ever been seen or taken in the outlets. 
In the northern parts of Lake Michigan tliey are caught in depths of fifteen fathoms in small 
number by the gill-nets, and more plentifully through the ice in winter, chiefly at a depth of more 
than thirty fathom . 
Foon.-They ar ravenous feeders. In Lake Michigan, where a careful investigation into the 
natur of th ir fo d wa made, it was found that they were preying upon the cisco '( Ooregomts 
Hoyi), a well-known ft h closely re embling the white-fish. Mr. Milner was inclined to combat the 
g n rally ace ptecl theory of the fishermen that they are large consumers of young white-fish, 
tatin that £ r < gr at part of the year they live in much deeper water than is resorted to by the 
oun whit -fi b, though Trout straying into shoal water, or migrating upon shallow spawning 
gr und , would nudou t dly prey upon the smaller white-fish as readily as they would upon any 
th r p i . 
i not u c mmon for a Trout to swallow a fish nearly as large as itself. One measuring 
tw nt,v- hr e in h wa brono-ht a bore at Two Rivers, Wisconsin, from the mouth of which some 
thr in h , of the tail of a ft h ( Lota maculosa) projected. The "lawyer," when taken from the 
Tr ut, m a. ur d a nt v nt n in he . ''Their exceeding voracit,r," writes Mr. Milner, "induces 
h rn t fill th ir maw witll ino-ular article of food. Where the steamers or vessels pass, tbe 
r fu, of th tabl i. ag rly eiz d upon, and I have taken from the stomach a raw peeled potato 
and < pi of , lie cl liver, and it i not unusual to find pieces of corn-cobs, in the green-corn 
a on." 
umli n'" oh. rv tion 1 cl him to believe that large Trout feed, to some extent, upon white-
fl h hil h , mall r on , np'ur the herrincr. In Green Bay the fishermen say that the Trout 
I av th whit -fl h , pawning b cl in antumn before the pa,wning season begins, but that they 
ar n t a ·u d of ing trou l . om pawn- ater, , though otherwise extremeli voracious, and 
p ially hurtful to th whit -fi ·h and b rring. Th fi h rmen of Port Huron informed him that 
it wa n un nal occurr n ' t o tain whit -fi , h two r thr, e pound in weight from the stomachs 
ront. aptain Din<Yman, of Beav r I. land, infonned him that the Trout do not come 
hit -fi:h re f <lnrin th spawning,' a. on,, nclthat they do ·1ottroublethe white-ft h a,t 
th im . n ha vi :it1it · h y ar th n ht t prrfi r b rring t any other kind of fish. A twenty-
P nncl 'I rou m · ·' U<Yb off B v r I ·l n wbi ·11 hacl in it tomach thirteen herring and was 
· ugh itiug t b £ n h. Th y r a mniv r u, a codfish, and among the article which 
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have been found in their stomachs may be mentioned an open jack-knife, seven inches long, which 
had been lost by a :fisherman a year before at a locality thirty miles distant, tin cans, rags, raw 
potatoes, chicken and ham bones, salt pork, corn-cobs, spoons, silver dollars, a watch and chain, 
antl, in oue instance, a piece of tarred rope two feet long. In the spring wild pigeons are often 
found in their stomachs. It is thought that these birds frequently become bewildered in their 
fligbt over the lakes, settle on the water, and become the prey of the Trout. 
In the review of localities already given mention has been made of many large iudi viduals ; 
the only estimate of average accessible is that by Milner, wh~ remarks: "The smaliest ones that 
are taken in any numbers ar~ fifteen to eighteen inches in length, and these are not very numerous. 
The average weight, of the Lake Trout taken in the gill-nets is nearly five pounds. It is claimed 
that in years past they averaged much higher. They are quite frequently taken weighing fifteen 
pounds. A specimen of a female was obtained last summer at Shoal Island, Lake Superior, 
weighing twenty-four pounds. One taken at Grand Haven, Michigan, in the month of June, 1871-
a female-weighed thirty-six pounds and one-half. After the gills and entrails were removed it 
weighed twenty-nine pounds. It measured three feet six and one-half inches in length. 
"The tradition of the largest Trout taken is preserved at each locality, ranging from fifty to 
ninety pounds. One that I am satisfied was authentic, from having taken the testimony of those 
who saw it weighed, and having the story confirmed by Father Peret, of Mackinaw, was taken at 
that place in 1870, and weighed eighty pounds." 1 
ENEMIES.-'' There are no species of fishes in the lakes," writes Milner, "sufficiently formidable 
to be considered enemies of the Trout after they mature. The spawn and fry probably suffer to 
some extent from the same causes 'that the ova and young white-fish do. They are troubled with a 
few p~rasites, especially a tape-worm that is found very numerous in the intestines of some of them. 
Solitary individuals, known among the :fishermen as 'Racers,' are found in the summer time 
swimming sluggishly at the surface. They are easily taken with the gaff-hook, and bite readily at 
any bait thrown to them. They are always very thin in flesh. Dissection of the few that I have 
taken failed to .find any adequate cause for their condition. The parasites were generally present, 
but not in any larger number than in healthy fish. The fishermen on the north shore of Lake 
Michigan generally keep a few bogs. The offal of the white-fish is fed to them freely, out they are 
very careful to allow no trout offal to be thrown in their way, asserting that the hogs, after eating 
Tront, frequently become crazy and die. The only plausible explanation of this fact, if it is a fact, 
is that some entozoon of the Mackinaw Trout passes through one stage of its development in the 
hog, and occasions disturbance of the brain, haviug much the same habit as the cystic Omnurus 
does in the sheep. Dr. Bannister informs me that the opinion prevailed among some of the 
Russian residents of Alaska that a tape-worm was occasionally produced in the human subject by 
eating the Ohaiw-icha, Salmo orientalis Pal., the largest species of Salmon common in that country. 
The fact that it was quite a common practice to eat fish frozen, or dried, or salted, without cooking, 
would favor the introduction of' any parasite existing in the body of the fish." 
The livers of Lake Trout are thought by the fishermen to be poisonous. Mr. James Patt.erson7 
of Manitowoc, Wisconsin, cites an instance, which occurred not many years ago, w llere all the mem-
bers-of a family were poisoned by eating trout livers, and were a long time in recovering from 
the effects. 
OULTURE.-"The Lake Trout has for years been the subject of attention on the part of the 
New York State commissioners, and their· agent, Seth Green, who every autumn collects millions 
MILNER : Fisheries of the Great Lakes. 
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from th fl h rie on the Canadian side of Lake Ontario to be hatched at Caledonia, New 
rk for di tribntion to the lakes in the interior of New York. The experiment has lately been 
m 1 , of planting the young fl h in running water, as the Susquehanna, etc.; but it yet remains 
t be en bow th y will thrive. The Lake Trout is eminently worthy the attention of States 
, l O the Gr t Lake , ince with the white-fish, it constitutes by far the most important element 
in th great :fisherie ." 1 
In the fall of 1857 and 1 58 a large number of eggs of Salmon Trout were obtained for Salton.-
t n Lake, in Connecticut, from Lake Ontario. A considerable number of this species, obtained in 
Lake Ontario, was introduced into Newfound Lake, New Hampshire, in 1871, by the State com-
mi ioner. The enterprise is referred to more fully in the report of the United States Fish Com-
mi ion.2 
A minor experiment in hatching Salmon Trout, or Mackinaw Trout (Salrno namaycush), was 
made by Mr. Samuel Wilmot, of Newcastle, Canada, in 1868. He also obtained a hybrid between 
a male Salmo salar and a female S. namayou.sh. The next published records we have of experi- · 
ment are by Seth Green and by N. W. Clark in 1870. :Mr. Clark's was with but a few eggs._ In 
an a<luress before the legi lature of Michigan he refers to the fact of having young Salmon Trout 
on exhibition. The quantity of eggs taken by Seth Green that year and hatched was very large, 
and the fish proving to be a great favorite among the people of the_ State he has continued to breed 
it on a brge scale, and it bas been widely distributed throughout the State. The greatest draw-
back in the culture of this species is the difficulty and danger attending the procuring of the eggs. 
The spawning places of the fish in the region of the hatching-houses are in the open lake, and 
the time when the ova are ripe is in October, when there are frequent storms, so that going out iu 
n open boat to the nets i a task of hardship and danger, and has resulted, in a late instance, in 
the lo of six men, one of them Marcellus Holton, an accomplished fish-culturist and the inventor 
of the Holton hatching-box. There are, however, points on the lakes accessible by steamer, though 
not contiguon to the breeding establishments, where the salmon-trout spawning grounds are near 
tb shore, and even entirely land-locked from wind and sea.2 
Neither the Mackinaw Trout nor the Siscowet are game fishes in high esteem, though the 
latt r i taken by trolling with a bright-colored fly, with a minnow bait, or a spoon-hook. It does 
not ri e like the Brook Trout, and its play i likely to be sluggish and sulky. It is also taken with 
a ottom line on ground which have been previously ba,ited. The Indians of the Sault Ste. Marie 
di pl Y great kill in spearing the Mackinaw Trout through the ice, luring them within reach hy 
me n of d coy fi h of wood or lead. By far the largest quantities are taken in pounds and gill-
n in the reat Lake . 
In Lake Superi r Lak Trout are caught principally in September, October, and November in 
poun and !!ill-net . rm rly they were fi hed for with hooks only, but ·of late years this 
practi ha b n a andon <l y pro£ ional fl hermen. In the Green Bay region large Trout are 
caught prin ipally with ho k , though in the western part of the bay and in Oconto Bay many arc 
tak n in ·n and p and n t. in eep water. Th e captured in the gill-nets are thought by the 
fi hermen t be me he fi r be mo t part, while the e nets are beinO' lifted· the Trout dart after 
. b ' 
-the th r fi ·h which hav been gill d and thu come entangled. In Lake Huron they are 
aught ent ir 1 wi h gill-n t . Th y may taken with hook baited in the ordinary way, but 
I; ai ff' rd · rt t th angl r, ince they allow them elves to be pulled to the 
urf · dfi h 
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The Togue or Lunge of our northeastem boundary is held in much higher favor by the angler. 
Hallock states that the young fish rise freely to trout-flies in rapid water, while the adults are 
extremely voracious, particularly in May and June, when they can be taken near the surface. 
Prof. Arthur L. Adams, in "Field and Forest Rambles," gives_ a vivid picture of the habits of 
this peculiar type: "It repairs to shallows to feed on Trouts, smelts, and the like; indeed, the last. 
named fish would appear to constitute its favorite winter subsistence. It preys extensively, also, 
on eels and cyprinids, and is in fact a tyrant with an appetite so voracious that quantities of twigs, 
leaves, and fragments of wood are constantly found in its stomach. The great monster will some-
times rise to spinning tackle, but in so sluggish and undemonstrative a manner that the troller 
may. fancy he bas caught a water-logged pine or stone. In this way I had my line checked in 
Schoodic Lake, when, striking gently, I found I had missed a large Togue, whose trenchant teeth 
had made a series of deep furrows in the chub with which the hook was baited. It is naturally 
sluggish and inert, and apparently much of a bottom feeder. As we glided along the shore of one 
of the islets, composed more or less of granitic bowlders, our attention was directed by the guide 
to a large black object on the bottom, among a mass of stones. This he asserted was a monster 
Togue, which, if such was· the case, must have exceeded three feet in length; moreover, he showed 
us two notches on the side of his canoe, representing the dimensions of an enormous individual 
which an Indian had speared in the same waters during the spawning season, the admeasurement 
being no less than four feet five inches." 
TROUT IN THE GREAT LAKES.-The following facts concerning the abundance of the Lake · 
Trout in different parts of the Great Lakes were gathered by Mr. Kumlien in 1880: 
"In the western part of Lake Superior, according to common testimony, the Lake Trout is 
second in importance to the white-fish; they constitute about one-half of the catch of the gill-nets. 
"In the ~icinity of Whitefish Point the Lake Trout is more abundant than any other species. 
The average size is from ten to sixteen pounds. About the Apostle Islands they are abundant at 
all times and in all places; one was caught at Oak Island weighing fifty-seven and one-half pounds 
when dressed. In the fall the best fishing grounds are off Isle Royale, and nearly all the gill-nets 
are fishing there; it is not unusual for a single net to take one or two barrels at a setting. In 
Huron Bay and vicinity Lake Trout are abundant everywhere, except in the most shallow bays, 
especially about Stanard's Rock. On this reef, in 1880, one Mr. Egerton caught with one hook 
enough Trout to weigh, after dressing, six hundred pounds. In the winter of 1878 one specimen 
was caught through the ice, in a gill-net, at Porte Gentre, that weighed seventy-four pounds. 
Thirty-five and forty pound fish are common on the oft'~shore ·shoals. On the southern shore of 
Lake Superior, from Grand Island t.o Sauk's Head, this species IS more abundant than any other. 
They are caught principally in September, October, and November. In the vicinity of Grand 
Island, in the opinion of Mr. Parker, a local authority, there has been no marked decrease in 
numbers during the past fifteen years. Individuals weighing from forty to fifty pounds are by no 
means mmsual, and much larger ones are reported. 
"In Green Bay, Lake Trout are reported to be far less common than formerly. In the 
southern part of this bay, in the vicinity of Bay City, they are now rare; somewhat more 
abundant from Oconto to Peshtigo, though n6t taken to any considerable extent, and north of 
Menomonee they are less plentiful than about Oconto. Seven to ten years ago, at Washington 
Island, it was not an unusual thing for men trolling for Trout t.o fill their boat in a short time, but 
this cannot now be done. The decrease is accounted· for, by local obs~rvers, by the injudicious 
use of small-meshed pound-nets, which are supposed to capture great quantities of young Trout. 
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t individuals on record from tbis locality relate to one specimen, caught in 1864 'at 
, ven which weighed eighty-eight pounds, and one taken at Oconto in 1876 weighing 
I und . t the north end of Green Bay they are reported as very abundant at all 
common than the white-fish. They are most common about Saint Martin's 
In the fall and spring they are less abundant towards the heads of the bays. 
out 1ilwaukee they are abundant, particularly at the spawning season, though not so plentiful 
a formerly. .A little farther north, in the vicinity of Manitowoc, they are plentiful. In 1855 Mr. 
att r n caught one that weighed fifty-seven and a half pounds, dressed. Capt. J. Gagnon says 
that he ha often taken a dozen at a single lift which would avera.ge twenty-five to thirty pounds 
in weight; the e were taken in ninety fathoms of water, about fifteen miles from shore, off Two 
River . The "Salmon-fleshed" and" White-fleshed" Trout are both found, but the former is far 
the more abundant and sells much more readily. .At Racine they are very abundant and of con-
iderable importance. During spawning time they are taken plentifuUy on a reef a short distance 
north of the city, but it is thought that they are decreasing in numbers. .At Waukegan they 
are abundant in June and July and in the fall months, but, since the pound-nets are taken up in 
eptember, few are caught late in the fall. The :fishermen claim to be able to tell from which 
locality any :fi h has been obtained, those from the clay bottom being short, thick, and fat, resem-
bling the Siscowet. Individuals have here been caught which weighed sixty-five pounds. The 
common weight for a '' Racer" is twenty-five pounds, and from this up to forty pounds. 
''In the vicinity of Chicago, according to Nelson, Lake Trout are common in spring and fall. 
They commence running in the' middle of .April, and are taken at that time with set lines at a short 
di tance out from the bore. "They are taken most plentifully in spring," continues Kumlien, 
"wh n the fl bing first begins and before the runs of white-fish come on; at this time they are 
cauo-ht in from twelve to sixteen fathoms. Later they retreat into the lake, where,_ at a distance 
n from ven to nine miles from shore, they are found at all seasons." 
ew Buffalo and vicinity the Trout make up about one-fourth of the entire amount of fish 
tak n. ourte n year ago fl h of from fourteen to twenty pounds' weight were obtained at every 
lift of th n , but now they are much smaller. The largest ever known here weighed sixty-two 
pound dr ed. 
"On the a t rn hore of Lake Michigan, the Lake Trout is next in importance to the white-fish. 
t Ludington, Mani tee County, they are very abundant. The runs begin early in May, but they 
d crea in number until July, after which none are taken until October. Gill-net :fishermen 
btain th m thr ughout the winter in deep water. .At Grand Haven they are said to be equally 
common all th year round, po ibly because there are no spawning grounds in the vicinity. 
'' In th vicinity of the trait of Mackinaw, in the northern part of Lakes Huron and Michigan, 
Ma kinaw Trout i con idered, next to the white-fish, the most important species. There is, how-
ver, a general opinion am ng the :fi hermen that they are much too numerous, for they are thought to 
b v ry de tructive to young white-fl h. A many as nine thousand pounrls have been packed for 
, hipm nt at fackinaw in on day. Th y w r formerly bought by the" count," as they ran, at three 
cent api n pe ta le e f according to aptain Ketchum, two men lifting their nets every 
tw h ur u ht hirty- jx hundr d p und in one night. In the vicinity of Spectacle 
leef ap r p r them v n mor a unclant than the white-fl. h, though he thinks 
that a 1 a · many whit -fi h a Trout are shipped from M ckinaw. It is believed 
nmlan th· n hi -fi h. 
Tr, v r e Bay that, when the moon i full, the Trout are much more 
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~, On the Michigan shore of Lake Huron, about Thunder Bay, Lake Trout are very abundant 
in August, and especially about Thunder Bay Island, where the men employed at the life-saving 
station gained quite a revenue by ishing for them. The best and most productive grounds in this 
vicinity are near Harrisonville and southward along the coast for a few miles. There are some 
:fishing grounds north of North Point where all the Trout are said to be very large. In the viciuity 
of Saginaw Bay they are abundant, but will not rank commercially higher than fourth or fifth. 
Not many are taken in the pounds ·in Saginaw Bay, but the deep-,rnter pounds, especially those 
about the Charity Islands, obtain a few. In April few fish other than Trout are taken in the gill-
nets. In the vicinity of Port Huron they are very abundant, and it is the prevailing opinion 
among the fishermen that they are increasing in numbers, more being taken now than ever before. 
Very few enter the Detroit River. In the western part of Lake Erie, about Toledo, they are 
exceedingly rare, and unlrnOWJ?- to many of the :fishermen at Port Clinton. No instance of their 
capture is on record, and at Locust Point they occur only very rarely. About the islands off 
Sandusky they have in two or three instances been captured, and at the other :fisheries in this 
vicinity local authorities do not think that more than :five or six are taken in the course of a year. 
About Huron and Vermillion, Ohio, they are also very rare. It sometimes happens tha,t one or two 
are taken in the course of a year's :fishing; those which are here taken are always small, scrawny, 
and sickly. The same statements are made concerning Black River and Cleveland. Some are 
taker). ·at Cleveland, but never more than three or four in a year. About fourteen years ago four 
were taken in Brownhelm Bay, but none since. They J1ave never been taken at Black River; a man 
who has fished there for twenty-five years has never seen one. In the vicinity of Conneaut, Ohio, 
a few are occasionally taken in the spring. _ At Painesville, Ohio, they are rare. In 1869 only a 
single specimen was taken, and in 1878 only six. The wandering gill-netters who :fish off Paines-
ville sometimes capture a few in deep water. The only locality in I,ake Erie where they are 
. at all abundant is at Barcelona, New York, where there is said to be an extensive spawning 
ground five or six mileR long, and about three miles from the shore. Some years ago the :fisher-
men used to load their boats with Trout, sometimes as many as eighteen hundred pounds of 
dressed fish being taken with a small gang of nets. At Conneaut a few are taken in the spring. 
In the eastern end of Lake Erie they are caught to some extent, especially i~ the very deep water 
off Erie Bay, though they are not very plentiful. Off Dunkirk they are much more common, and 
in 1866 a specimen four and one-half feet in length, weighing seventy pounds, was captured. The 
:fish dealers of Erie, Pennsylvania, claim that the Trout here taken are very different from those 
of Lake Superior; as a rule, only those with white meat are found. 
"In Lake Ontario, especially in its eastern portion, about Cape Vincent, they are very abund-
ant, and in the headwaters of the Saint Lawrence, as far down as Alexandria Bay; they enter the 
river only in winter and for the purpose of feeding. In abundance they rank far below the white-
fish, three times as many white-fish as Trout being usually taken. In Chaumont Bay they are 
becoming less common, and at the present time are not very abundant, ranking sixth in importance, 
while at Cape Vincent they are third. The Trout handled at Chaumont are almost entirely from 
Canada, and the dealers clo not depend upon the supply from .American waters. At Oswego they 
are caught in the lake, though not entering the Oswego River. They are not plentiful at Port 
Ontario, although they have been in some seasons past. Since alewives came few Trout have been 
caught. 1:he alewives are now so abundant that the Trout <lo not come near the shore to seek for 
food. In 1860 thirteen hundred pounds were caught in one night on :five hundred hooks." 
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THE SISCOWET-SALVELINUS NAM.AYCUSH VAR. SISCOWET. 
The Si cow t, or ,, Siskawitz," is a form of Lake Trout wh.ich, according to many authorities, 
j a. di tinct p cie , and which has been observed only in Lake Superior. ~aving never seen the 
ft bin a fr h condition, I cannot express an opinion as to its distinctness from the Lake Trout, but 
good ichthyologist a ure me that its peculiarities are very slight, consisting chiefly in the smaller 
ize of the bead, teeth, and :fins, and in its having a stouter body. Since, however, it is always 
di tingui heel from the Lake Trout by the Indians and fishermen of Lake Superior, who often see 
them icle by side, it seems possible that it may claim a sub-specific rank. It was first described 
in 1850, in Agas iz's "Lake Superior,'71 under the name Salmo siscowet. Herbert, in his "Fish and 
Fishing," p. 17, gives the following description of its peculiarities: 
"This fish, like the former species, came frequently under my eye during my late northern 
tour; and I rejoice in the possession of a barrel of him in his picklP,d state, which I procured at 
the Sault Ste. Marie, on the strength of which I can recommend him to all lovers of good eating 
a the very best salt fish that exists in the world. He is so fat and rich that when eaten fresh he 
is unsufferab]y rank and oily, but when salted and broiled, after being steeped for forty-eight 
hour in cold water, he is not surpassed or equaled by any :fish with which I am acquainted. Since 
my return he has been tasted by very many gentlemen of my acquaintance, and by no one of them 
ha he been pronounced anything less than superlative. His habits closely resemble those of the 
'Namaycu h,' and, like him, I cannot learn that he e-ver takes the fly or is ever taken by trolling. 
I do not, however, believe that either of these methods is often resorted to for his capture, 
although there are many scientific fly-fishers about the Sault, and the Brook Trout of those waters 
are principally taken with Jarge and gaudy lake-flies. The average weight of the' Siskawitz' does 
not exc ed four or five pounds, though he is taken up to seventeen. His excellence is so perfectly 
und r tood and acknowledged in the lake country that he fetches double the price per barrel of 
hi coar er big brother, the 'Namaycush'; and he is so greedily sought for there that it is difficult 
to pr cure him, ev n at Detroit, and impossible almost at Buffalo." 
Milner tates that the Siscowet lives at depths greater than forty fathoms, and feeds chiefly 
upon a p ci of fre h-water sculpin. It spawns in September in deep water. The average size is 
ab ut four and one-half pound . Two five-pound fish yielded respectively 2,796 and 3,120 eggs. 
Thi p i • Jike the Lake Trout, is f~r the most part taken in gill-nets. 
Mr. George Barn ton, of Montreal, Canada, formerly of the Hudson Bay Company~ who made 
n xt n iY natural-hi tory collection on Lake Superior, claims that there is a third species of 
Lak Tr ut, difl' r nt from the Si cowet, on the south shore of Lake Superior, called the" Mucqua" 
or "B ar Tr ut." 
bert Orm by Sweeny, chairman of the Minnesota fish commission, in a letter dated 
aint Paul, Minn ota, October 19, 1880, conveys the following information concerning the Sisco-
w t, whi h i more precise and comprehensive than anything hitherto published: 
' I have not only examined the Si kowet carefully myself and compared them with Agassiz's 
formula , nt a k d and c n ulte with trader , voyager , Indian and half.bloods, and fishermen, 
in r gard to th ir ha it., ize, col r, weight, etc., and all come to the arne conclusion. They are 
not p ibly a ' ama cu h' an . h nl never be con idered the same fi h. The name 'Sis-ko-wet' 
· an 1i w word, and m an literall 'cook it e1f.' It i so fat that you can set fire to it and 
co kit Y ·t lf. Th h wh fr hi mo t deliciou ly rich, ta ting like the belly of a mackerel, 
vl.<l~l,\J~~ to th llllgry h rman or hunter i a complete menu. The 'Namay-
- - -- ------------------------------
1 p. 333, plate 1, fig. 3. 
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cush' is dry and lacks delicacy, and cannot be even fried without .pork-fat or lard. Some years 
ago I spent a winter at the head of Lake Superior, and our diet most of the time was fish and pota-
toes; only twice during the winter did we have fresh beef. At almost every meal and every, day 
we had fish in some of its numberless styles of preraration, and you may be sure I became quite 
familiar not only with the taste, l;mt the appearance of lioth N amaycush and Sisco wet. ~s an 
edible [fish] the two are no nearer alike than fresh m,ackerel and sucker, but, of course, that would 
not be conclusive if there were no other differences. 
"The amateur is likely to confound the N amaycush with the Sisco wet, but when the differences 
are once pointed 0~1t, no confusion of the two again arises. The fishermen recognize them before 
taken from the water when hauling in the nets; even the Indian children know them at a glance. 
The head of the Siscowet is shorter and broader in proportion, eyes nearer the end of nose and are 
wider apart; the whole osseous structure of the head lighter, more delicate and :flexible, particularly 
the sub-maxillaries, which in the Namaycush are heavy, rigid, and rounded. I intended to send·you · 
some Namaycush heads for comparison, but all of those procurable have had tongues and gilJs 
·removed, so that the heads are in consequence unnaturally compressed and thei-r characteristic 
appearanae altered. The only variation from Agassiz's description that I find is in· the lingual 
teeth; i:;ometimes there is a furrow -or a groove in the tongue, and between the 'pair of lateral 
rows' a V-shaped ro-w is found, but this is so inconstant in occurrence as to be the exception. The 
coloring varies in different specimens considerably, according to locality from whence taken. The 
spots or markings are unlike those of the Namaycush, more · even in size and shape, and more 
decided and stronger in color, and I can clearly see in some specimens that the spots are compound or 
an indistinct quincunx arrangement. The Namaycush spawn only in the fall, beginning in October. 
We have just taken half a million eggs. The Siscowet, I am toJd by the :fishermen and Indians, 
are always spawning, or that ripe females are taken' at all times of the year. At first I thought this 
an exaggeratfon, but I find it so very universally -reported and by reliable men that I give it 
credence. They are very rareiy found at the lower parts of the lake . . They begin to be moi:_e 
plentiful as La Pointe is rea~hed and most plentiful along the north shores and Isle Royale, but 
still they are a rare fish, comparatively. If one barrel of Siscowet to :fifteen Namaycush are caught, 
they are said to be very abundant. They are so much P!-'ized that they bring a bigber price, and 
it is rare that we get them here unless in winter time, when they are frozen and brought down 
fresh. A peculiarity I have noticed is, in winter when pulled out on t.he ice they puff up like a 
pouter pigeon full of air around the pectoral region, and when frozen can be instantly distinguished 
at a glance. They rarely exceed thirty pounds in weight and thirty-six inches in length, I am told 
by those very familiar with the fishes of the lake. On the same authority I learn that Namaycush 
reach ninety pounds' weight and six feet in length sometimes. I have just had a talk with a man 
from the lake, and he says this season they are catching about five Siscowet to the one hundred 
Namaycush onl,y. Another fact: Siscowet are never caught alone, but always among Namaycush; 
but sometimes no Siscowet are seen or caught for weeks, and then they appear and disappear 
without disturbing the movements of Namaycush. You will find it impossible to keep Siscowet in 
alcohol, but I think the camphor water and glycerine will do.it. I have succeeded with salmon 
thu~, although in a]co~ol they fall to P.ieces as if they had been· boiled." 
164. THE SPECKLED TROUT-SALVELINUS FONTINALIS. 
The following chapter is a reprint of Mr. Goode's essay upon the Speckled Trout, in Scribner's 
"Game Fishes of the United States": 
The Speckled Trout mu_st have been discovered at a very early day by the :first settlers of 
32 F 
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J (tlr li1111: ontinali .. 
r. T 1 TTI .·.-Th p ckl d Trout has its home between. latitudes 32½0 and 55°, in the lakes 
and ·tr am: f tb tlantic water hed, near t.he sources of a few rivers flowing into the Mississippi 
nd th nlf f M xico and in ome of the southern affluents of Hudson's Bay. Its range is limited 
y th, wr:t rn fo tbill of th All gl.Ja,nies, and nowhere extends more than ·thrre hundred miles 
f; m b oa:t ex pt about the Great Lake~, in the northern tributaries of which Trout abound. 
t th . ontb th r inbabit the head waters of the Chat.tahoochee, in the southern spurs of the Georgia 
ll gha11i and tributarie of the Catawba in North Carolina,. They also occur in the great 
i Janel in tb ulf of aint Lawrence-.Anticostii Prince Edward's, Cape Breton, and Newfound-
. land. Temp rature i of cour e the chief factor- in determining the distribution of the species, and 
, inc few ob 1Tations have heen made. in the field, our conclusions must needs rest on a. study of 
tb p ie in dome tication, an in tractive tho.ugh not entirely reliable method. The experience 
f 1 , r,. Gr eu, tone, aocl Ainsworth, indicates that Trout cannot thriv<>. in water w,1rmer than 
6 ° Fabr nheit, though they have been known to live in swift-running water at 7.5°. :Fishes hatched 
in artificial pond may probably be inured to greater warmth th:m wild fishes can endure, and it is 
<1 ubtfnl wh th r the httter are often found in water warmer than 60° or 6.'A At the Oquossoc 
and ld pring hatching e tabli brneuts the water ranges from 450 to 490 throughout tbe year. 
el w 6° Tront are torpid and refuse to feed, and instances are on record of their reviving after 
ing froz n , tiff. Tb remarkable variatfons in the habits of Trout in different regions are easier 
t nnd r tand in th ligbt of tbe~e facts. Tbe identity of the Canadfan Sea Trout and the Brook 
rout i , till d nie<l by many, though the decision of competent authorities bas settle<l the question 
. oml c1 ubt. Thi b ing- admitted~ Jet ns comp~re the habits of the Sea Trout and the Sa1m<m. 
th inhahi th n part of the year; both ~scend rivers to.spawn; both change their sea-
gar of . ilv r. gra, for the :.!Org ou crimsons, purples, and bronzes of the pa.iring season. Some 
'alm n, d tain d by barri r or by their own preference, become permane~t denizens of fresh 
w, t r wh r th yr prodnc tb ir kind, r~linquishing their gray coloration, and assuming a brighter 
<lr · P ·uli, r t th m 1v s. o s not the analogy still hold out, and do not our Brook TfOJlt 
corr P nd with h Land-lo ·k cl }llmon In the Lo11g I land region Trout Jive in salt water in 
th l<1 , t month wb n it temperature is below 500. North of the· Bay of Fundy, at the 
ntran . to wliich the water bar ly r o-i, ter 50° in midsummer, they inba bit the ocean abundantly, 
x pt at th pawnino- tim . onth of N w York the coa t reaches oft.be rivers appear to present 
a rri r of warm wat r whi h the almon do not eek to penetrate from without, and which 
immur th Tron in th ir horn · in h bill country a· closely a , would a mountain wa.ll. 
Wb n Ti· u hav no a c ' to th a, th y ' till contrh·e to avoid a change of temperature 
wi h th , a · D,' . In mid mnm r th y Ii in th bot tom of lake cooled by pring., in the chan-
n L' f , tr am 
1 
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SP .A. WNING H.A.BITS.-Of the Trout Mr. Milner writes: "His whole wooing is the most 
polite attention and tfie gentlest of persuasions. He moves continually to and fro before his mate, 
parading his bright colors, while she rests quietly, witb her head up stream, vibrating her fins 
just sufficiently to keep her from floating down. At Watervil1e, Wisconsin, I had the opportunity 
of watching their halJits. A pair of large Trout bad selected a spot near the bank of the stream, 
where the water was about ten inches deep. The female had fanned the gravel with her tail and 
anal fin until it was clean and white, and had succeeded in excavating a cavity. The~ were fright-
ened away as I came to the edge of the bank. Concealing myself behind a willow bush, I watched 
their movements. The male returued first, teconnoitering the vicinity, and, satisfying himself 
that the coast was clear, spent a half hour in endeavoring to coax the female to enter the nest . . 
She, resting half concealed in the weeds, a few feet away, seemed unwilling to be convinced that 
the danger was gone; and he, in his full, bright, colors, sailed backward and forward from the nest 
to his mate, rubbing himself against her, and swimming off again in a wide circle close along the 
bank, as if to show her bow far he could _venture without finding danger. She finally entered the 
. nest." 
The spawning season begins_ in New England in October, continuing from three to six . 
months, and during t,his period the fish should be protected by stringent laws. Mr. L~vingston . 
Stone observed that in his ponds at Charlestown, New Hampshire, spawning began October 12, 
and ended early in December; at Seth Green's establishment, near Rochester, New York, it began 
on the same day, and continued until March. At the former station spring water, with a uniform · 
temperature of 47°, wa_s in use, while at Caledonia the eggs were kept in brook water, which is 
colder in mid winter, retardin~ developinent. 
Trout eggs are usually three-sixteenths of an in~h in diameter, although varying greatly, arnl 
are colorless, red, or orange-hued. The quantity yielded by a fish is in direct proportion to its: 
size, the average being from :tour to six hundred. Mr. Stone took sixty from a half-ounce fish, and 
eighteen hundred from one which weighed a pound. The eggs having been laid, their 'time of 
development <lepends strictly on the temperature of the water. According to Mr. Ainsworth, they 
will hatch iu one hundred and sixty-fi,e days with the mercury at 37°, one hundred and three at 
41°, eighty-one at 44°, fifty-six at 48°, forty-seven at 500, thirty-two at 540, etc. Seth Green;s rule 
is that at 50° they batch in fifty days, every degree warmer or colder making a· difference of :five 
<lays. After the eggs are hatched the yolk sac is absorbed in from thirty to eight.y days, and the 
young fish begin to lead an independent life. Now the rate of growth is determined by the amount 
of food consumed, Some two-year-old fish weigh a pound, some half an ounce, as Mr. Stone's 
experiments show. In domestication growth is more even. Mr. Ainsworth's estimate allows an 
average of two ounces for yearlings, a quarter of a pound for t":7"0-year-ol<ls, half a pound for three- · 
year-olds, and a pound for four-year-olds. Wild fish often grow much faster. One of a large-
number of Rangely Trout, tagged by Mr. George Shepard Page in 1871, and ca,ught in 1873, was. 
found to .have grown in two years from half a pound to two pounds and one-quarter. All two--
year-old Trout and some yearlings can reproduce their kind. 
SIZE.-Tbe size attained varies in different regions. Brook Trout seldom exceed two or 
tliree pounds, and a five-pounder is thought a monster. Saint Lawrence Sea Trout usually weigh 
two and one-half pounds, though they are not seldom caught weighing six or eight. A famous 
1ocalit.v for large fish is the headwaters of the Androscoggin River in Northwestern Maine. Pro-
fessor Agassiz in 1860 obtained one of them which weighed eleven pounds. The well-known speci-
men taken by Mr. George Shepard Page in 1867, in Rangely Lake~ weighed ten pounds after thre~, 
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1 wa,' th uo·llt by xpert to have los~ a pound and a half in transit from Maine 
w , r r, wb r it cli d. It, length w .. t thirty inches, and its eircumference eighteen. 
lu ma(J'untic, w ighed eight and one-half pounds, and measured twenty-five 
in ·h ·. ' h ... T pin" n i\' r claim till beavier fish. Hallock mentions one said to have weighed 
'11 J Ull(] , 
1 r TION.-Th rear many local races of Trout; the same stream often contains dissimilar 
fi rm. • ncl tho, red in different hatcheries may easily be distinguished. Whoever has seen the 
di pl~ y ~ t th pril opening of the trout season at J.\'Ir. Blackford's, in Fulton Market, New York, 
<!, n uo r tand the po ibility of almo't infinite variety in form and tint within the limits of one 
p ci . Fi h inhabiting swift streams have lithe, trim bodies and long, powerful fins; those in 
Qui t lake are stout, short-finned, and often overgrown. In cool, limpid brooks, with sunlight, 
much oxygen, and timulating food, their skins are transparent and their hues vivid; in dark, slug-
gish pool they are omber and slimy, and are called "Black Trout." Agassiz noticed that those of 
the ame riv r varied accordingly as they haunted its sunny or shady side. Theyhave the power 
of changing· their tint at will. The influence of the nerves over color was neatly den;10nstrated by 
M. Pouchet, who produced a white side in a Trout by destroying the eye of that side. In the sea, 
for r a on unexplained, both Trout and Salmon lose their gay colors and become uniform silvery 
gray, with black spot . In the sea, too, the flesh assumes a reddish color, due no doubt to the 
.ab orption of the pigments of crabs an<l shrimps eaten by the fish. Red flesh is also found in 
om inland race . 
OH.A.R.A.0TERISTIOS.-Our Trout are strong feeders, but are dainty rather than greedy. They 
c n ume moderate quantities of food, and it suits their capricious appetites to seize their prey 
wbil living. They take object at the surface with an upward leap instead of downward from 
. bov like the almon. Of all foods they prefer the wo.rms washed out of the bank, then gay ly 
colore fli , water in ect , little fishes, larvre, and the eggs of fishes. Those in. domestication are 
u ually fed on the heart, liver, and lungs of animals killed for the market. 
Th ir daintine , hyne , cunning, and mettle render them favorites of the angler, who lures 
them into hi, er el by many sly device . The most skillful :fisherman is he who places before them 
]ea t obtru iv ly the bait which their momentary whims demand, or a clever imitation thereof. 
Tr u are lway in eason from April to August, and in some States for a longer period. 
OULTURE.-They have alway been the pets of :fish-culturists; indeed, the experiments of Dr. 
Garlick and Profe or ckJ y, who inaugurated in 1853 the practice of this art in America, were 
m d with thi fi h. They become thoroughly domesticated, and are as much under the control 
of tli ir wn r a hi hor e and cattle. They have been acclimatized in England since 1868, aud 
ar alway on :xhibition in Frank Buckland's museum of fish-culture at South Kensington. The 
''Dome ticated Tront," by Living ton tone, and "Trout Culture," by Seth Green, are books which 
give full information concerning the practical detail of trout-breeding. 
The Tr ut can arcely be con ider d a market fish; still, about five thousand pounds of 
th m m tly dom ticat d, ar brought to w Y rk market each year, principally in April and 
fay. 
165. THE SAIBLING, OR BAVARIAN CHAR-SALVELINUS ALPINUS. 
m ri , t th aibling- b long to the divi ion of the a.me 
' a gron1 nfin <1, t r the mo, t part, to fre h-water lakes 
trn' • . lmon. liy a pe nliar ,urange.ment of teeth on tbe 
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little triangular bone in the roof of the mouth known to anatomists as the "Yomer," fi.'om its 
resemblance in shape to a plowshare. 
The Chars are also distinguished from the Salmon by their very small scales, and usually by 
1mmeroms crimson or orange-colored spots
7 
which are especially conspicu?us in the breeding season .. 
The Saibling is, in its habits, perhaps more similar to the well-known Blue-1.>acked Trout or Oquass~ 
Trout of Rangely Lake, Maine, than to our Brook Trout. The Chars of EuroB,e are, as a rule, lake 
fishes like the Saibling. On the other hand, tlie Chars of North America are usually fou!ld in _ 
streams and rivers, although the Oquassa Tro~t, just mentioned, and the Lake or Mackinaw Trout, 
which is apparently nothing but a giant Char, together with the closely related form the "Sisco-
wet," resemble in their lJabits the Chars of Europe. 
V ARLA.TION.-Tbere is probably no group of fishes in which individual specimens and commu-
nities inhabiting certain areas of water show more tendency to variation in color and form than they 
do in the salmon family. Dr. Gunther has very justly remarked: "We know of no other group of 
fishes which offers so many difficulties to the ichthyologist with regard to the distinction of the 
species as well as to certain points in their life-history. Although this may be partly due to the 
unusual attention wlJich ~as been given to their study, it has revealed rather· a grPater amount of 
unexplained fact than a satisfactory ~olution of the questions raised. The ahno1-t infinite varia-
tions of tl.1ese fishes are dependent upon the age, •sex, and sexuaf development, food, and tha 
properties of the water." 
No one who has ever seen the remarkable display of Brook Trout at the annual tront opening 
at Blackford's in New York can fail to have been impressed by the wonderful differences whicb 
exist between individuals of the same species from different localities-differences which lead an 
untrained observer, or e-ven an ichthyologist who has had no experience in the study of this group , 
to decide at once that several species were represented among the hundreds of i;;pecimens lying on 
the marble slabs. 
The tendency of modern ichthyology7 with its more exact methods, and with access to 
better and more comprehensive material for research than was formerly available, has led to the 
rejection of many of the nominal species formerly recognized. · Out of the forty-thi·ee species of 
Salmon ten years ago believed to exist in North America,, only thirteen or fourteen are now 
recognized. In Gunther's catalogue of "The Fishes in the British Museum," published in 1866, 
thirty-one species of Chars were mentioned, while in l1is lately published'' Study of Fishes" the 
same author ventures to enumerate oniy thirteen, al1 others being regarded as insufficiently 
characterized. In his treatment of the Chars of Europe, Gunther is, notwithstanding, one of 
1;he most conservative writers, for he catalogues eight species of these fish, while most other 
European students, following the lead of the great German ichthyologist, von Siebold, regarded 
them as members of one polymorphic species. .As for .American ichthyologists, our sympathies are 
naturally with the school of von Siebold. It is difficult to believe, in the light of our own obser-
vations upon the salmon family in .America, that every little lake or group of lakes in Europe 
possesses a well-characterized species of fish, and for the preHent it seems safer to consider the 
Chars of Europe to be of a single well-marked ~pecies which undergoes numerous· variations 
under the influence of changes in temperature, elevation, food, and light, a.nd that the Saibling of 
Bavaria and .Austria is one and the same thing with the "Ombre Chevalier" of France and 
Switzerland," Sa,lmarino" of Northern Italy, the "Torgoch" of Wales, the fresh-water'' Herring" 
of Ireland, tc.e '' Char" of England and Scotland, the "Roding" of Sweden, and the "Kulmund" 
of Norway. " 
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1 "I rn TI .·.-Thi, fi h wb h r it be regarded as a single species or several related species, 
i. tri nt 1 v r all f .J..T rthw tern Europe, and possibly also over a portion of Asia; although, 
·in,. th ... it ti. r pr utati\·, · of the genus have not been sufficiently studiecJ., it is impossible 
mak thi · n ralization. They are, emphatically, cold-water fishes, thriving at a ternper-
atm Iittl al ,. ,' th fr zing point, and in their period of greatest vigor and perfection at the 
< I J r a •h of winter a.· i · indicated by the fact that at this time their spawning t<1kes place. 
fi.'11 of any hIHl ha eYer u en found nearer to the North Pole than the Char,. a species, Salve-
Ji111t. arcturu.· lrnYing heen di ·covered by the last English polar expedition in 12° north of .the 
r ·ti 'ir ·le. In th outh of Europe its range is limited by the Alps, and in this region its study 
lrn . br u 0 ·b to light a very curiou · fact which confirms still more strongly the idea just spoken of, 
that th fi.·h tllrive th be tin a very cold climate. In the extreme north and in the extreme south 
thi fi. h r a he it· great ·t perfection. The northern species, found everywhere in the lakes of 
th ~ ean linavian Penin ula and Scotland, i a :fish sometimes, it is said, attaining a length of four 
f ·rt. In Eno-land and France and in the lower lakes of Switzerland it is comparatiYely insigni:fi-
<·ant, whil in the d ep, cold Alpine lakeR it often grows to two feet or more in length, and 
vPigh t n r tw l,e, and e,en, in exceptional cases, twenty-four pound~. The highrst development, 
how v r m t b attained in the large~t lakes-like tnat of Geneva-while in the shallower 
lak , high r up amono- the mountains, they are smaller. A similar phenomenon is exhibited by 
e rtaiu ·uh-arc ic plant , which thrive in the extreme north and upon the summits of the Alps, 
· miner dwarf d or almo t ex:tinct in the lowlands between. 
It i int re, tincr, too, to compare the effect of temperature, and secondarily of elevation, upon 
th i aiblino- and upon our own Red-spotted Trout. This species has its home between latitude 32½0 
·tn<l 5f-0 , in th lak and tr am of the Atlantic watershed. in the mountain sources of a few 
l'iv r. fl wmo- int th Ii i ippi and the Gulf of Mexico, and in some of the southern affluents of 
y. ln th north, for in tance in the valley of the Saint Lawrence, it is common in the 
1 wland tr m. , ml tuarie , and v n in the adjoining parts of the ocean, and here it attains 
l pm nt. ' w proc ed farther south, in accordance with the limitations of 
t mp r tor , it rang com more r tricted, aud in Southern New England it is only at certain 
· ar-. th approach of winter-that they :find their way into the lowland streams 
whi<·h ar in umm r too warm to be nclurable, and at other times they are found near their 
onrc · am no- h hill . On Lon(T I land,.110w ver, they are till found in the meadows, and to some 
'tuari . a ing t the onthward of New York, the natural outhern limit of the 
of th Trout b ·om more and more re, tricted to the highlands: and although 
th y, r fo?,n a far, outh a latitu 3...,0 , in the wei:;tern districts of the Carolinas and the extreme 
f rgia, th y th r o cul' only at great elevations among the mountains of the 
ll<'ghauy liain. nth of .r w York th y are effectually land-locked by the prevailing high 
t mp ratur of tb Jowland tr am , an 1 ar never able to gain access to salt or brackish water. 
Th ir uppl f £ l i: con qu tly, limit d and th y arc confined to brooklet among the monnt-
f thi r gion j n. ually very favorable, other requisites for high 
, p i nt cl tbrougl10ut the southern part of its range 
w mountain lakes of the Swi, s and Au trian 
ro k Trout find it environment unfavor-
n th th r band, th European Char meet , in the ,Alpine 
/ 
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lakes, -conditions precisely similar t? those of the lakes o~ Norway and of Scotland, and under 
these favorable conditions has survive,! in a state of great perfection. 
We have in the Great Lalres of North America a fish closely allied to the Chars, which, under 
remarkably favorable circumstances, with plenFY o.f room an,d an .immense supply of rich and easily 
attainable food, bas developed into one of great size aud commercial importance, the Lake Trout, 
and its cousfo, the Siscowet. 
RELATION,SHIPS.-The various Lake Trouts of Main<· and Eastern Cana<la, found in the 
smaller lakes of those regions, are very similar to the E~ropean Char. The American species 
which, how(•ver, bears the closest resem 1,lancP to the European Char is, as bas been stated, the 
Blue·-backed Trout, or Oq~assa Trout, of Rangely Lake, the Red-spotted Trout of the Pacific coast, · 
Salvelinus malma., known also as the '' Dolly Varden," being very similar in habits to the Brook 
Trouts of the East. 
The resemblances between the Saibling and the Oquassa are as follows: 
1. They inhabit the deepest waters of their lake home, and are never seen except at their 
spawning season .. 
2. They spawn late in the fall. 
3. At the spawning season they come into shallow water near the shores, or in tlie mouths 
of sti~eams, and may be taken with the greatest of ease. 
· 4. They never willingly inhabit streams of running water. 
Thes.e peculiarities t,he two specie~ have in common, and, excepting the habit of autumn 
spawning, they share them with no other members of the family. The Saibling, howev~r, ts a 
much larger and finer species than the Oquassa, and it is hoped that "it may be adapted for 
cultivation in many of the smaller lakes in which our Great ta\e Trout is not likely to thrive. 
It is regarded as a very excellent food-fish, and is doubtless more delicate in flavor than the Lake 
Tront, sharing most of the excellent qualities of the Brook Trout. 
~ABI'.I'S.-Tbe Saibling, which through the courtesy of the German Government is now being 
introduced into the United States, is the European Char in its highest state of perfecti9n. The 
following account of its habits is translated from a sketch by Dr. Wittmack, of Berlin: 
"The Saibling varies much in form, size, and color, according to its age, sex, and habitat. 
I 
'J'hose wliich come from the highest Alpine lakes are always small, but those in the lakes of Switze:.-
land antl Savoy have higher bodies, larger scales, and also a clearer color-yellowish-white, with reu. 
belly. This form was formerly considered diatinct, and was known as the 'Ritter' or 'Knight' ' 
among tht.J river Trout, the species which is found at the greatest height above th·e sea. In Swit-. 
zerland, accor<ling to Tschudi, it is found at a height of 4,400 feet; in Bavaria., according to von 
Siebold, in the Green Lake, at the height of 5,000 feet; in the Tyrol, in the Gaislacher Sea, at the 
height of 7,000 feet, and in the Plenderle Sea, at the height of 7,603 feet. In the Green Lake, as 
well as in other Alpine lakes, this is the only species of fish which occurs. It seems certain that 
it. is found at greater heights in the eastern than in the western .Alps, and is also more abundant. 
The breeding season occurs in the mont.Qs of October, November, and December, and continues 
until February; for example, in certain lakes in Steiermark. In Lake Fuessen it occurs in 
October and November; in Lake Messkirch, where they are artificially propagated, in Febrnary 
and March; in the lakes at Saltzberg they spawn from November to January, and apparently also 
in February; and, in spite of the extensive fishery during the spawning time, there is no evidence 
of a. decrease in their numbers. They feed upon small fish, and also, when at liberty, upon the. 
small crustaceans, daphnids, and cyclopids. In the Alpine lakes these constitute their only food. 
• 
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In rmaoy O in A.u tria it ha been found that the Saibling is one of' the most expensive fish 
t 1 r p "'• artifi ially, on account of its food. The ordinary size of the Saibling is from· eleven 
t tw h-- in h and it weight from one-half to one pound. In the highest lakes they are, as has 
11 m nti n .d mall r, while when they are moved from such lakes into those that are deeper 
th Tin r a rapidly in ize. In the Saltzb~rg·lakes, where they are taken upon certain spawning 
groun 1 fr m .1.Tornmb r to January, it takes about five of them to make a pound, but large speci-
m u f thr to twelve pounds are taken in August ·and September. In the Lake of Zug, which, 
ac ordiu(T to Hoch, yields more Saibling than any other lake in Switzerland, it takes five or six, 
ft •n eight or nine, to make a pound. In the Lake of Geneva they are often taken weighing 
tw nty to twenty-four pounds. Herr Hoch himself saw one weighing seventeen pounds." 
To thi may be added a paragraph from Millet's '' La Culture de l'Eau." '' Itis very voracious, 
and, like the Trout, very swift and active in its movements. It habitually feeds upon small fishes, 
upon cru tacean , upon mollusks and insects, and in two or three years, under favorable circum-
stances, attains the length of fifteen to twenty inches. Its flesh is very delicate and savory, and 
it is preferred about Lake Leman to any other fish." 
CULTURE.-The Saibling has been propagated by German fish--culturists for a period of ten 
J·ears or more, and thrives magnificently in captivity. The hatchery at Oussee, in Germany, pro-
duces yearly three or four hundred thousand of artificially-brooded Saibling, and plants them in the 
neighboring- lakes. In the tanks at the late International Fis}?ery Exhibition in Berlin were ex-
hibited many uperb pecimens of this fish, some of them over two feet in length, and one of these . 
wa ent to the National Museum by Herr von Behr, president of the Deutscher Fischerei Verein. 
It 'i a large as the famous Rangely Lake Trout caught by Mr. George Shepard Page, which 
everybody has een at Blackford's in Fulton Market. 
In l ting a place in whioh to deposit the saibling eggs just received, the Commissioner of 
Fi herie ha endeavored to find a lake as similar as possible in depth and temperature to the 
larger wi lake , and he has, therefore, Rent them to Lake Winnipiseogee, N. H. Here the 
whole ixty thou and were planted, with the hope that by placing so large a number together in 
a lake of moderate ize the experiment of introduction may be a success. It is a question of some 
int re t whi h of the many European names of this fish should be adopted in the United States 
b uld the xp riment of acclimation be a succes . 
It would em mo t appropriate that, since the fish acquires its greatest perfection in Germany, 
the rmau nam should be adopted, particularly ince the German fisb-culturists, who have so 
kindly mad tbi gift to the people of the United States, will regard as a compliment the adoption 
of the rman nam of one of the favorite fi hes of Germany. 
166. THE DOLLY VARDEN TROUT-SALVELINUS MALMA. 
By DAVID S. JORD.A.N. 
Thi p ci i known in the mountain 
cl p it d Tr u t. ' In th cea n, w h r 
ard 
have e weigh 
pecie · reache a weight of fourteen 
und , which weight i not uncommon in the 
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ocean. In the lakes it average~ smaller, and in the mountain streams it breeds at a leng·th of six 
or eight inches. In all these peculiarities it agrees with its near I'elative, the common Brook 
Trout of the Atlantic coast. It ranges from the upper waters of the Sacramento to Kamtcbatka 
on the west side of the Rocky Mountain chain, and for the most part in and west of the Cascade 
. range. From Puget Sound northward it , is generally abundant. It feeds voraciously in the salt 
water on smelt of various sorts, young Trout. sand lances, shrimpt.., auchovies, herrings, and even 
sticklebacks. In fresh waters it probably eats wltate,7 er living tbi11g it,.can get. Nothing is cer-
tainly known of their breeding habits. T·hey probably spawu late in the fall in the rivers, and 
therefore those which are in the sea must be to some exte-ut migra.tory. They are taken in Frazer 
River at the time of the eulachon run, but they probably then ascend the river to feed upon the 
eulaehon, and 11ot for spawning purposes. As a food-fish this beautiful species ranks high. 1 
167. _THE GRAYLING-THYMALLUS TRICOLOR. 
The following essay upon the Grayling is quoted, in a modified form, from Goode's Game 
Fishes of the United States. 
DrsC0VERY.-The discovery of Grayling in l\lichigau an<l i -Ioutana, was a surprise to Awer-
ican naturalists, though the areas to which this distribution js restricted are so small that one 
can hardly wonder at the delay in finding 1 hem out. The credit of discovering them is di-
vided between Surgeon J. Ii\ Head, United States Army, who found iu 1860, in the hea<l.-
waters of the Missouri, specimens of the form described by Milner in 187 4, under the name 
Thymallus rnontanus, and Prof. Mar:ly Miles, of Lansing, Michigan~ whose specimens from the 
Michigan Peninsula were sent, in 1864, to Professor Cope, anu described by him as Thynwllus 
tricolor. A third species occurs in Alaska, and in the rivers emptying into the Arctic Ocean. This 
was first found by Capt. John Franklin's expedition towaru the North Pole, iu 1819, and called 
Thymallus signijer, by Sir John Richardson, who thus describes its discovery: "This very beautiful 
fish abounds in the rocky streams that flow through the primitive country lying north of the sixty-
second parallel of latitu<le between Mackenzie's River aud the Welcome. Its highly appropriate 
Esquimaux name (' Hewlook-Powak,') denoting 'wing-like,' alludes to its magnificent <lorsal, and 
it was in reference to the same feature that r bestowed upon it the specific aµpellatiou of Signifer; 
or the 'standard-bearer,' intendiug also to advert to the Jank of my corn pan ion, Captain Back, 
then a midshipman, who took the first specimen that we saw wHh the artificial fly. It is fouud 
only in clear waters, and seems to delight in the most rapid parts of the mountain streams." As is 
implied in these remarks, this species js I'emarkable for its immeuse dorsal fin, which is neal'l.v 
twice as high as the body of the fish. 
It is, however, the Michigan Gra,yling wltich is at present most interesting to the angler, 
the others being so remote as to be thoroughly inaccessible. P1ofessor Cope'::, description wa~ 
printed in 1865, but being expressed in techuical tem1s. and pubfo;hed in the proceedings of a 
scieutific society not ge11erall;y read by sport::-men, -it attracted little at.tentiou. Popular inte1·es·t 
was first exdted in 873, by the discm;siom; in "Forest and Stream," and b.y a letter from Profo::-::-,ur 
Agassiz, published exteusirnl.v in the daily papers, acknowledging the 1 eeeipt of two specimen::; 
sent to him from New York through the ageney of l\fr Hallock, who bad received them ·from 
Micbiga.n. The subject was theu taken up by the newspapers, an<l the Grayling was soon \\'('11 
known. A name closely associate<l with the study of the Grayling is the honore<l one of the late 
James W. Milner. In 1871, Mr. Milner, in company with Mr. D. H. Fitzhugh, of Bay City, Michigan, 
visited the Jordan River for the purpose of procuring specimens of this fish; but, although many 
t For Pallas's account, see Giinther vi, 144. 
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w r . 11 in th Iear cold water , they could not be induced to take the hook during the day spent 
0 h riY r. In 1 73 be again vi ·ited thi~ region, and subsequently published several popular 
artiel . nth ubj c~ of ,, Graylings of :North America;" which constitute one of the very few 
m m fr fiui h d by him out of the many which were planned, a11d interrupted by hh, untimely death. 
r 'TRIB -TION.-Hi de cription of the ha,bitat of the Grayling is excellent: "In the cent er 
f th, L ,-r r P uin ula of Michigan is a wide, elevated plateau, a sandy region, with a soil containing 
a"' ry :mall p r cent. of organic matter, ancl covered with a forest of pine8, generally the Norway 
pin Pinus resinosa, Linn., growing in grand dimensions, the long, limbless shafts making wide 
board fr e from knot , yet but little utilized, while immense forests of the favorite lumber 
mat rial white piLe, Pinus strobus, are ;vet uncut. From this plateau arise seYeral large st.reams 
and river flowing each way into Lakes Huron and Michig·an. Among these are three rivers of 
not the l\1u kegon, the Manistee, emptying into Lake Michigan, and the .A.usable, entering into 
Lake Iluron. Among the minor streams are the Cheboygan, Thunder Bay, and Rifle, tributary 
to Lake lluron; and the Jordan, emptying through Pine Lake into the Traverse Ba,ys of Lake 
1\1iclligao. A f, w branche and streams, spriug-fed, are formed, in which the water has a uniform 
degre , of coldne throughout the summer, seldom rising above 52°. The rivers Rifle, .A.usable, 
.T rclan, M r' y branch of the Muskegon, and the headwaters of Manistee, all have this cbarader, 
and iu all of th ·e, and only in this limited locality, short of the Yellowstone region, is found the 
air , cly fa.PJou Michigan Grayling." 
'Jh' town of Grayling, Michigan, formerly called Crawford, is in the midst of this district, 
ancHh 11 adquarter of Gra_yling fishermen. The Grayling is said to live also in Portage Lake, 
in tL , ' ·tr 'lll 110rtb rn part of the State. These streams :seem to be remarkably cold, being fed by 
nnm<-'rous spring . Miln r found the Ausable to vary between 450 and 490, morning and evening, 
in ~ 'ept ,ml>er; and Mr. Fitzhugh has remarked thitt the south branch of this river, which rises in 
a ·wHmpy lak , ontains no Grayling except near its mouth, where its volume is swelled by large 
·priug-.·, and it , water becom lear and. cold. 
ThP ra,rliug of Europ ", Thymallus vulgaris, is also restricted to cold streams, and appears to 
b' fonucl witllin limit d area . It i found in Norway, Sweden, Lapland, and the Orcades, in 
i witznlan<l and ungary, and ·outhward to lakes Constance and Leman, and Bavaria. A 
Gra;yli11g, po' 'ibly of di:ff rent pecie , occurs in Lake l\faggiore, and oth~rs have been recognized 
from L.u: 'ia. and j iberia. It i con tantly being discovered iu new localities. In England tlie 
· I><'ci ,' wa: form rly known a the "Umber." ''And in thi!:! river be Umbers, otherwise called 
'railin rr,· ,' wrot Ilolin h cl, in '-The De cription of Britaine," A. D. 1577. The German name, 
'' .r. e.·ch ',' ha· b • .n thought to refer, like "Grayling," to its color. The European and 
m rican fi ·b , ar ·imilar that only a trained ichthyologist can distinguish them, anu their 
l1a it · ar v ry mu ·b th ,_arn . Our Grayling. pawn8 in April in the .A.usable, that of Europe in 
.. far ·h ancl pril, and om tim , it, i aid, in May. Our rarely grows to the length of sixteen 
iu ·he·: and th large t ... 1:iln r could find weigh d le than two pound , the average length being 
t n r I ·v u in ·he ·, with aw ight f half a pound. The Europ an ft his said to grow to eighteen 
iuc:ll · l n · an l th w i ht f f ur pound and one-half. Milner remark : '' Like the Brook 
Tr ut t11eir natural f f th in ' ct that light or fall upon the urface of the tream. 
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them for insects falling upon the water." In France they are said also to devour little mollusks 
and the eggs of fishes. 
0uL'l'URE.-The propagation of the Michigan Grayling was attempted as soon as its existence 
was k1fown. Mr. Fred. Mather arid Mr. Seth Green, always pioneers in such enterprises, were the 
first to attempt it, and they were soon followed by others. Mr. Mather· was first on th_e field, 
visiting the Ausable between March 25 and April 3, 1874; but h_e was too early, for the fish wer~ 
not ready for him. Mr. Green followed on April 28, but he wa~ too late, the fish having finished 
spaw_ning. Not to be daunted, be dug over one hundred fertilized eggs out of the gravel where 
the fish had left them, and took them home to his hatching-house. In 1875 Mr. Mather visited the 
river between April 6 and 12, and obtained ei
1
ght thousand eggs, which were successfully batched. 
Young fish have been introduced into various streams in Michigan and Western New York. 
Frank Buck]and tried many years ago to introduce the English Grayling into the Thames by 
transplanting its ova, but this experiment was a failure, and we have yet to learn that bis Ameri-
can associates have been more successful in their efforts. An interesting fact observecl in the 
course of these experiments is that the Michigan Grayling is much more prolific .than the Brook 
Trout, yielding between three and four thousand eggs. 
There has been much discussion over the claims of the Grayling as a game-fish, and also its 
exce11ence for food. It has many ardent admirers and detractors. The enthusiasm with which it 
was greeted ten years ago has somewlrnt subsided, and it seems doubtful whether a vote of the 
guild of American ang]e.rs would now place it in the first rank of noble fishes. 
"There is no species sought for by anglers that surpasses the Grayling in beauty. They are 
more elegant]y formed and more graceful than the ~I.1rout, and their great dorsal fin is a superb 
mark of loveliness.· When the well-lids were lifted, and t~e sun's rays admitted, lighting up the · 
delicate o]ive-brown tints of the back and sides, the bluish-white of the abdomen, and the mingling 
of tints of rose, pale blue, and purplish-pink on the fins, they displayed a combination of colors 
equaled · by no fish outside of the tropics." 
~ 
Mr. Mather describes the colors of the Grayling as follows: "His pectorals are olfre-brown, 
with a bluish tint at the end; th_e ventrals are striped with alternate streaks of brown and 
pink; the anal is plain brown; the caudal is very forked and plain, while the crowning g]ory is the 
immense dorsal. This fin rises forwa,rd of the middle of the back, and in a fish a foot long it is 
nearly three inches in length and two high, dotted with ]arge, bri1liant-red or bluish-purple spots, 
surrounded with a splendid emerald green, which fades after death-:-tbe changeable shade of 
green seen in tlrn tail of- the peacock." 
168. THE LAKE WHITE-:FISH-COREGONUS CLUPEIFORMIS. 
FROM NOTES OF LUDWIG KUMLIEN AND OTHERS-BY R. l. GE.ARE. 
NAMES.-With the exception of the Joe.al name '' Otsego Bass," said to be applied to this fish 
ahnnt Otsego Lake, New York, we have never heard any other name for it than "White-fish." It 
is found in a11 the Great Lakes, as well as in se,eral of the sma11er lakes tributary to them, and in 
lakes of British America northward, perhaps as far as the Arctic Oce~n . It is very abundant, 
and is the most important food-fish of the Great Lake region. In quality of flesh it stands pre-
eminent among onr fresh-water fishes. The fle~h is wliite, tender, and juicy, and, unlike the flesh 
of tl1e Salmon, it does not produce satiety. 
SIZE.-Tbe largest specimens of vVbite-fish are found in Lake Superior, one having been 
taken at Whitefish Point we1ghing twenty-three pounds, and at the same place. out of seventy-
four half.barrels there was not one un<ler six pounds in weight. At Duluth, White-fish weighing 
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ixteen pounds are occasionally taken. Their average at the extreme west end of 
than at the Apostle Islands, where some very large fish are caught. .At Grand 
I Ian the fi h average fourteen pounds, few being taken weighing less than ten pounds. Iu 
r n B y Lake 1ichigan, it i no uncommon occurrence to catch with deep nets fish from four 
0 n pound and in <'Ile lift there were twenty that exceeded five pounds, and some weighed 
iaht poun . .About ten years ago a White-fish weighing nineteen a_nd three-quarters pounds 
wa tak u near Menomonee. The Cisco, a variety of White-fish, in Green Bay attains a weight of 
thr pound ; thi i ometimes called the ,:l\fonomonee White-fish." 
Text, in re 'pect to the size of its White-fish, is Lake Michigan. On the west shore, :where 
Jarg fi h are u ually taken, in the vicinity of Manitowoc, a White-fish weighing twenty-two 
pound wa · taken in 1880. .At the south point of Lake Michigan, the average weight is a pouud 
and a half. Thirty-three hundred of tha.t average were taken out of thirty gill-nets at _one lift. 
The larcrest pecirnen ever taken here weighed fourteen ponn_ds dressed. At Grand Haven, on 
the ea t bore of Lake Michigan, White-fish average about two pound~. Higher up on the east 
bore they are again larger, and -average about ten ponnds each in weight. 
Lake Erie contains White-fish weighing as much as fourteen pounds. In the vicinity of Maumee 
t.h y ar larger than at any other point on the lake. In 187G a seventeen-pound fish ,vas taken 
at V rmillion, Lake Erie; and in 1879 one weighing sixteen pounds was captured. They are often 
tak n weighing ten and twelve pounds. Farther east the arnrage ~ize become.s smaller, the i::;ea-
on average weight for White-fish at .Asht.abula, Ohio, being not more than two pounds and a 
half. 1 artb r to the ea t they are smaller still, and in the Detroit River they do not exceed a 
J>Ound and hret·· uarter average weight. 
In Lake Ontario White-fl h average two and a half pound8 for those taken in gill-nets, while 
th tak u in ine will not exceed two pounds. 
In ord r t a certain the rztte of the growth of the White-fish, Mr. George Clark tried an 
xp rim nt to wbi ·h h called the attention of tile Detroit fishermen in the following words: 
"ATTEK'l'ION, FISHERMEN." 
' Tb 14th of Ma,r la t 1 marked a number of White-fish with brass tags and put them into 
th troit iv r. The tag· were a piece of bra about the Rize of a ten-cent piece, and a ring 
a u th am iz , aud a ·imilar ring liu king these two toget,her. Tlrn largest ring I put in the 
mall fin on foe a ·k of the ft h n ar the tail, each fish weighing about a pound and a half, the 
parti 
• mail to an · 
a' rtain the growth of tLe fl ·b. 
, nd them with the above aid specification to the afores.i.icl 
., and :\1 •rrill, fl h 1 al r in D troit, or George Clark & Co.'s fish boul::le, 
end the xact w ight and length of the fish, with the tag, 
'GEORGE CLARK. 
· r h ar l · 11. bin fr m th m, rk d fi b . 
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On the same point l\fr. Clark,' writing to Professor Baird in March, 1872, says: "In June, 
1868, I made a sweep with a seine, eighteen miles from the outlet of Lake Hu~on, on the shore of 
the lake, and caught at one sweep fish from three or four inches to twenty inches in length. Some 
of the largest fish weighed fifteen pounds. I concluded that they would inc:rease in weight from 
three-fourths of a pound to a pound each year, which would require ten or fifteen ye?TS for the 
fish to get its growth. . . . He [ speaking of Mr. Wilmot of the Wilmot Fishery Company at 
Newcastle, Ontario, Canada] has some White-fish two and a half years old last November, from 
some eggs which he procured here. The largest would weigh one and a half pounds. From this 
we judge the fish will gain in weight from one-half to three-quarters of a pound each year." 
MIGR.A.TIONS.-Relative to the movements of the White-fish in Lake _ Superior, Mr. George 
Barnston is of the opinion that the young and immature White-fish confine their range entirely to 
shallow waters near the shore. The pound-nets, set in twenty to forty-five feet of water, catch 
great numbers of small fish-seven or eight inches long and weighing only a few ounces. The 
gill-nets, usually employed in water not less than seventy to ninety feet deep, capture -very few 
of these small White-fish. In a tour of Lake Michigan not one case of such small fish being 
captured in a gill-net-scarcely any under one pound-occurred. Again, a pound-net set on a 
thirty-six-foot shoal, six miles from land, at'Bay de Noquet, contained only Nos. 1 and 2 fish. It 
might be urged that the small fish escape through the meshes of the gill-net; yet it is more than 
likely that occasional ones, entangled about the _body and fins, would be taken, it being conceded 
that the head of the White-fish is to a slight extent better guaroed against entanglement in t!1e 
mesh than that of its congeners, the Lake Herring and the Cisco. Again, it is a significant fact 
that no young White-fish are found in the stomachs of the Lake Trout. The range of the Trout in 
summer is in deep water, and, if the young White-fish were there also, the Trout would surely feed 
on them. The conclusion of Mr. George Barnston, then, is that White-fish do not migrate. at all 
into deep ·water until they have attained a weight of one and one-fourth pounds. He also corrobo-
rates Major Long's statement, thatWhite-:fi.sh ascend Michipicoten River, Lake Superior, to spawn; 
'' but," he says, '' they cannot and ·do not run up far, for very high falls and long sweeps of raging 
rapids obstruct their course in both the main river and its tributary, not far from the Great Lake. 
Half a mile above the station I have assisted in seining White-fish at the spawning se.ason, and 
succeeded occasionally in making a good haul. These fish must have come from the bay or lake, 
for they could never have descended the falls in safety, and the native :fishermen (in all such cases 
good judges) consider them lake fish." 
The line of migration followed by this fish in Lake Michigan is unerring and sure, and it is 
more apparent at the south end of Lake Michigan than at any other point on the lake; in the spring 
they always come down the east shore, and in the fall the west shore. About Point au Sable the 
runs begin in June and finish by the end of July, commencing again in ~eptember and continuing 
more or less throughout the winter. 
During the last six years the White-fish· are supposed to have changed their route of migration 
in the vicinity of Vermillion, Lake Erie. The spring run here comes in May and the 'fall run in 
October. The runs of ' the White-fish by no means occur simultaneously at all :fishing points on 
Lake Erie, for the fishermen, at different points, are fishing for them as soon as the ice disappears in 
the spring, and continue until the ice com~s again. The height of the runs may generally be con-
sidered as occurring during May and the fore part of June. Thence on until the end of July may 
be called the slack time, after which the fishing again becomes good, and continues to be so until 
the end of September. 
In the spring the fish work from the west end of the lake and hunt for a certain depth of 
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at th fr clio 11 pot until August, when they strike shorewards. Off Erie, Lake 
:..l'i. th w, t r i llall w aud the :ft 'hermen are obliged to go out six to fifteen miles for Wbite-
ut ff J nukirk and Bar Iona the water is deeper, and consequently shorter trips from land 
will r fl hin <T, Tl.ti t nd ~ to show that White-fish are lovers of deep water. 
ntario about Port Ontario, it is probable tbat the White-fish migrate from the Cana-
the m rican hore regulal'.ly. In 1870 they were more plentiful on tbe American 
u r,. 't ,0 y ar, l> for that, ao-ain, the reverse was the case. In 1880, following the rule, they have 
n the .A.111 ricau bore, but will probably in a, few years migrate again to this side of tbe 
lak . A iug tou llarbor they occur regularly. They have been. known to run twenty miles up 
th riv rat thi point; thi is, however, unusual. Som~times all the "Gray Backs" are found on 
th anadian hor ju t before the regular spring- run of the White-fish comes on. They are 
nowll re abundant on the American shore. 
l\Ir. P ter Ki I, :ft hery over eer, Lake Ontario, says that White-fish are caught in early spring 
at a con iderable di 'tance from the shore in about two hundred feet of water, but about the 1st of 
Jun they approach the shore, and ar~ then caught in great numbers · on their favorite feeding 
ground , a ort of honey-combed rock, in about thirty feet of water. About the 1st of August they 
r treat ha ·tily toward the deeper and cooler portions of tbe lake, where they are found ill their best 
condition. bout the middle of October they again swim shoreward for the purpose of spawning, 
arriving at the proper locality from the middle of November to the 1st of December, depending 
up o the ev rity or mildness of the season, for they do not deposit their spawn until the water 
ha attained a temperature of about 40° F. After spawning they a.gain retire to the deep water, 
r ruaiuing th r until the next spring. 
~Ir. liln r ha ' contributed the following facts regarding the movements of the White-fa,h in the 
Gr at Ln.k . From bi ob ervations it will (lppear ti.tat the migration shoreward is dependeut 
up n th~ locality; d pth of waiter, temperature, etc., are points which must be taken into 
· n id ration. Thu , iu Lak .Michigan, the summer migration into shoal water seems to be almost 
1\uiv r ·al, wbH in Lak Erie, where the temperature is high ifl surruner, the shoreVi;anl summer 
migr, tion i unknown. 
Tll ' rti n wa ometime made among the fishermen that the scarcity of White-fish at 
n · ne I ·ali .r wa uo reliable indication that the number had decreased, but that the schools 
bad probably migrat d to ' ome otlwr region. 
'A Wauk ~0 ·an, Illinoi,', the White-fl h come into shallow water in the greatest abundance in 
th mouth.· of June and July. The ame habit is ob erved in various localities ou tlie lakes, 
thou h by n m au at all point . everal point on the bores of Lake Michigan, in the south 
b· lf f tit lahe the vicinity of the Apo tle Lfand , Lake Superior, and at tlie Thunder Bay 
land,· f L ke IInr n, may b r ferre<l to as localitie where the Juiy migration occurs. George 
itll ;q., a fa ·tor f the Ilu<l on Bay Comp::rny at l\1ichipicoten, in 1840, affords Sir John 
Ri ·bard ·on he ame information upou the habit,· of a pecie of the Coregonus. It was for a, loug 
tim , <liffi ·nlt matt r to li, c v r th r a on for thi summer run on the ·hore if indeed it ha 
' b n ·orr •ctly a ·c unt cl for. Th ·ont nt · of th ,'tOl))ach w re found to be the same a, at oth r 
· a · n. of th y ' r. It w, not pr able tha the vVhite.fi h was au exception to all it · congeners 
f the ·aim n id fc mily, and pr f rred th w rm r terup rature of shallow water to the coluer 
wat r · u i . id . , th hool · f White-fl · w re alway found to leave a region where wide 
f h · 1 wat r xi ·t a · th b ·at f nn m r advan ·eel. Tlle theory adopted t? account for 
that th ealm, ui t w ath r of the ummer mouth', from tbe tbi 
tbe amount of a"ration to tli.e w:1ter that occurred at 
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other seasons of the year, an<l the fish ·sought the shore where the splashing ou the beaeh :1n<l 
sarn1-bars supplied the water with t110 requisite amount of air, just as otller speeie~ of tl1is family 
of .fish(•s delight in rapids and falls, because the breaking up of the masses uf ,rnter supplit's it 
with a large amount of respiratory gases. _ 
"In waters -like Lake Erie, wlle11e, u.ccurdiug to the Lake, Surn\y, the· temperature attains as ' 
high as 750, the White-fish seek the cooler deep waters in tlle _summer, aud l have not learne~l of 
fl, migTation upon the shore at any point, they, perhaps, preferring a less amount of .aeration to a 
high degree of heat. 
'' The fact that in the month of August the White-fish of ~h,• Sault Ste. Marie Rapids leave· 
the river entirel.Y, and do not return until in September, weakens the force .of the theory that the 
aeration of the w,tter is the necessity that brings them t_o the sllore 'of the lake in the summer. 
"Professor Agassiz, in his tour of the north shore of Lake Superior in 1849, found tbe ·white-
fish scarce along the shore and at the rapids in the month of August. Among 'the Apostle 
Islands, Lake Superior, and in most of the deeper portions of the lake:::., uo scarcity is observed at 
this season of the year. At the rapiu.s, they so entirely almndon the locality in August that the 
supply of fish for the hotels has to be obtained from Point Detour, at the beau of Lake Hurou. 
'' It was a disputed. point among the Waukegan fishermen whether the rnigr~don was directly 
in from deep water or along the shore. The fact that, in some instances, the schools of fish struck 
the n~ts at one point, ariu afterwards entered the nets iu succession along tbe liue of the shore, 
was thought by many to prove a fittoral migration. But the fact was that, in all likelihood, the 
advance portion of a school would touch t,he shore at some point and then move in e1ther direction 
along its line. 
"The presence of large \Vhite-fishes in numbers at certain localities on the north shore of 
Lake Michigan, of a size that are never taken at other parts of the lake, would indicate a local 
habit, with no disposition to range through long distances. Anotber observation sustaining the 
probabilit,y of this is the fact that there are many localities on the Lakes where the pound-~ets, a 
few years ago, found prosperous fishing, and in the first few years took the White-fish in great 
abundance, but found afterwards a decrease from year to year until the , locality was abandoned, 
while fifty miles away tbe business still continued successful. The well-known local instincts of 
the Salmon· would, to a slight extent, confirm the probability of like instincts in its related genera. 
The fact that certain types of the White-fish are peculiar to particular localities, as the north 
shore of Lake Michigan, the Sault Ste. Marie Rapids, Bachewauna Bay, on Lake Superior, indicates 
a local habit through many generations until certain characters of a race have become established. . . 
The same fact has been stated for the shad on the Atlantic coasts. Some observations, made in 
1871, perhaps indicate the opposite of all the foregoing statements. 
' '' In the early part of the season there had been very few fish caught on the west shore of Lake 
Michigan, between Chicago and the Door Islands. South of Chicago, at the mouth of the Calumet 
River, the run of White-fish was in excess of anything had for years. But, about the 15th of June, 
the schools of fish left Calumet, and a few days later there was a decided improvemeu t in the 
catch at Evanston. About June 22, the lifts at Waukegan began to be heavier than they hlld 
been before. During the first week of July the fishing wa~ observed to improve at Milwaukee, 
Manitowoc, and Bailey's Harbor, and, a little Jater, at the :poor Islands. The coincidence in dates 
rather indicated a probability t,hat the same schools of :fish that clogged the nets at Calumet 
duriug six or seven weeks bad ranged north ward along two hundred and sixty miles of coast. 
Still, the effect on the fishiug would have been the same if it had been the migrations of schools 
of fish from deep water at these points in to the shore. In order to obtain a definite knowledge of 
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in tbi parti ular, metal tags, with numbers indicating the locality, were distributed 
n t tw nty point' along the lake, to be fastened to the fins of live fish, which were 
r 1 a, d. In truction were at the same time sent to all .fishermen to report the capture 
f fi h ariu o-· th , mark , and the di tances from where they were taken to the point of departure 
uld in i ·at the xtent of their migrations. It is thought that but few of them were used. A 
"iruilal' pr Q <.ling wa afterward carried out by Mr. George Clark, of Ecorse, on the Detroit 
I i r but non of the fi h were ever heard from. 
ome of the fi hermen of the west shore assert that, after severe storms encroaching on the 
hor , an<l making the water muddy for a long distance out, when the storm subsides there is a 
h avy depo it of mud on the bottom, and that the White-fish abandon the locality for a time, 
b cau e, a they surmise, their food is buried in the sediment. On the .contrary, after ordinary 
torm , there i generally an improvement in the catch of fish, probably for the reason that the 
great aeration of the water renders them lively and incites them to move about. The migrati.on 
from the southern portion of Lake Michigan is of yearly occurrence, about the middle of_June, .and 
i , without doubt, occasioned by the large extent of shoal water becoming heated. The same thing 
occur in Green Bay, and in the shoal regions of the western end of Lake Erie. The migrations 
into ha11ow water, and up certain streams, in the fall of the _year, for -the purpose of spawning, 
will be con idered further on. This migration, and the summer visit to the shore, are the general • 
migration peculiar to the White-fl h, while the departure from shoal regions in summer, and from 
c rtain localitie in Augu t, are local peculiarities." 
~NEl\UE '.-This ection of the natural history has been fully worked up by Mr. Milner in his 
"R port 011 the Fi he of the Great Lakes," from which the following extracts are made: 
'' Tlrn laro· t percentage of destruction the White-fish suffers is without doubt in the ova 
·tar . Tb' spawn-eat rs of the Lakes are a numerous and widely distributed list of animals, 
iuclu?iuO' fi b , amphibian , an<l, it i claimed, divers and ducks. The destructio~ Gf the spawn 
hy th . m th <.l i, inunen e, and far exceeds the losses while in the stage of fry. The most 
wbol al d V ur r of the egg i undoubtedly the Lake Herring. Ori opening the stomachs of 
th H rriug f1om the pond in Detroit River, in November, they were found to cnntain the eggs of 
Whit .. fi 'h. t fir~t it wa con idered possible that, as they were confineu in the pon<ls, their 
atin 11 pawn mio-ht be a matter of necessity; but later, at Sandusky, their stomachs were found 
org d with th va. The Herring, the mo t numdous species inhabiting the spawning grounds 
of th Whit -fi 11, are without doubt the principal agents in keeping in check the increasing 
numb r uppli d from the fertilized ova. The suckers, sturgE>on, and smalfor bottom-feeding 
ar fi nn 1 wi h pawn in th tomach. 
' Th· o- all d 'water-lizard,' Jlfenobranchus lateralis, Say, is very numerous in some of the 
tr am and J_J0rtion of the lake hore. Mr. George Clark, of Ecorse, Michigan, had a minnow-
, in fitt d t the bao· of a weep- eiue, and at one haul took two thousand of the 'water-lizard .' 
E timatino· the xt n that th net bad pa · e<.l over, he calculated the average number of lizard 
t a ·h uar rod to b four. He ay , further, in one of the Detroit pa,per , 'rhe lizards were 
rg with hit -fl h pawn th t when they were thrown on the shore hundred of eggs 
w ld fl) u f th ir m uth . . . . ome of the larger lizards would devour the whole pawn-
r tw ; and wh n w con ider that the e reptiles are feeding upon 
pril, o id a m y b form d of their ·rn t capacity for de truction.' 
that ·ome thr e years ago an epidemic 
1 ·a<l ·· n· ha th y lined the bank' of the river, 3,nd 
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the millmen were obliged to throw the bodie~ off into the current, to be carried down stream to 
prevent the offensive stench that was wafted into the mills from the decaying remains. 
'' A fisherman at Evanston, Illinois, a few years ago had nine hundred hooks set in the lake, 
and in one day took from these five hundred lizards, removing them all himself, as bis men, 
sharing the popular notion on the Lakes, believed them to be poisonous, and preferred to cut away 
hook and all to taking hold of the slimy amphibian. They are, of course, entirely h~rmless in 
this particular, and make no more attempt to bite than a frog does. A full series of this species 
was this season collected from Detroit River, from the length of one and one-fourth inch to thir-
teen inches. Later, about the middle of the moni :1 of July,_Mr. George Clark collected a quantity 
of their eggs, proving this month to be the sp:.mning season of the animal. 
"The sturgeon are very generally believed to be spawn-eaters. Though the ova of the White-
fish and the perch have been observed among the stomach contents of this fish, th.e principal food 
bas always been found to be snails, the fresh-water genera being generally represented, the 
weaker shells crushed into fragments, and the stronger ones of the Pa,ludinidm and even Limneas 
remaining unbroken.· Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland, who examined the stomachs of a large number 
of sturgeon in the vicinity of the Sandusky fisheries, made the same observation. fhere are few 
of the bottom-feeding fishes but whose stomachs will not generally be found to contain a few eggs, 
though in company with other f~od in greater quantity. 
In the fry stage they must suffer to some extent from the piscivorous fishes. The most numer. 
ous and voracious of their enemies is likely to be the wall-eyed pike, Stizostedion americana, numer-
ous in the shoal waters of the lakes and comparatively rare on the deeper shores. The perch, Perea 
flavescens, are very generally distributed a~d quite numerous; the contents of their stomachs are 
generally found to be vertebrate forms. The black bass, Micropterus nigricans, is plentiful in Lake 
Erie, but as its ordinary food is the craw.fish, where these are numerous its depredations on the . 
schools of young fish would be of comparatively little importance. The white bass, Roccus chry-
sops, the muskellunge, Esox nobilior, and the lake pike, Esox lucius, do not inhabit the Lakes in suf-
ficient numbers to be very troublesome to the White-fishes. It is the prevailing idea on the Lakes 
that the Mackinaw or Salmon Trout feeds largely on t_he White-fish. Here as everywhere civilized 
man disturbs the balance of nature, and becomes the great enemy to all forms of life that do not 
conform to his artificial methods for t~eir protection. Not only by the hundreds of artifices for the 
capture of the White-fish, but in the foul drainage from the cities, smelting-works and manufacto- · 
ries, and in the quantities of sawdust from the mills, they are driven from their favorite haunts and 
spawning grounds, and their food destroyed by waters tainted with fatal chemical combinations." 
Mr. Milner mentions the natural casualties of storms, deposits of sediment smothering the 
eggs, the vegetable growth found to be so fatal in the hatching troughs, as ,causes of destruction 
to immense quantities of White-fish spawn. 
Mr. Lanman, speaking of the enemies of the White-fish, says that the great Gray Trout (Salmo 
ferox) follows the White-fish to the shore and preys upon it. While the nets are set for White-
fish, the fishers, with torch and spear, attack and capture the Salmo ferox, frequently of large 
size; and hence this latter fish has acquired the name of Tuladi from the river to which it is 
attracted by its favorite prey. 
Foon.-Mr. Milner, in his "Report upon the Fisheries of the Great Lakes," wrote the follow-
ing paragraphs on the White-fish: 
"The food of the White-fish has been a problem inciting numerous conjectures among 
fishermen, sportsmen, and ft h-culturists, and baffling the investigation of a few naturalists 
for a number of years past. To Dr. P. R. Hoy, of Racine, we think~ belongs the credit of first 
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correctly the charactet of their food. On opening the stomachs of numerous· Wbite-
b h a fi t failed to determine the character of the stomach contents, until, after wash-
in th b lf-dige ted ma sin a ba in of water, be found the sediment to be full of small Crus-
t i ea wh e xi tence in the lake had never before been suspected. My examination and pre-
rv, tion f th tomach contents from all quarters of the Lakes confirmed Dr. Hoy's observa-
tion and di covered a few other small forms of life as the food of White-fish. The invertebrates 
£ nnd were of crusta<!eans : species of the families Gammaridm and Mysidce; of the mollusks : 
of the genus Pisidium; and certain insect larvre. A few fish-ova were frequently found 
in th t macb, and it was not unusual to find a little gravel. 
"In the greater portion of the lake the Gammaridm constituted the principal food. In shallow 
r gion mall Oonchifers were more numerous. At Point aux Barques, on the north shore of Lake 
:Michigan, where a very large type of the White-fish was found, the stomach contents were entirely 
of the Mysis relicta Loven. In the Sault Ste. Marie Rapids, in July, a mass of small chrysalides 
was found in the stomachs of a number of White-fish. In October, from the same locallty: the 
larvre of the caddis-:fly were found in the stomachs, apparently carefully separated from their 
artificial covering . Stomachs opened in Lake Superior contain principally the Mysidm. At 
Rocky Island, in the northwestern part of Lake Michigan, a vessel with a cargo o-f wheat was lost 
a few years ago. The fishermen say that White-fish were taken in that vicinity for several years 
afterward with wheat in their stomachs. 
"Rarely White-fish will take a bait. The breakwater protecting the Illinois Central Railway 
at Chicago wa formerly a favorite fishing place, and in early summer was often lined with a row 
of boy and men fishing for perch. There was seldom a day passed but that a few White-fish 
were taken. Mr. Trompe, of Sault Ste. Marie, bas frequently taken them in that locality with 
a ho k baited with a May-fly, l!Jphemeridce. At a fishing dock on Sand Island, one of the group of 
th po tie Islands, Lake Superior, there were a few taken this season :with a worm bait. 
'' Tbe leech, Ichthyobdella punctata, Smith, parasitic on the White-fish, and numerous in some 
localitie , wa in no in tance found in the stomach. This corroborates Dr. Hoy's observations. 
imilar fact wa noticed afterward at Detroit River. A parasitic crustacean, a Lernma, was 
fi und adhering to the White-fish in numbers, and, though many stomachs were examined, in no 
in tance w re any of the parasites found in the contents. Both the Lernma and the Ichthyobdella 
are r lated to pecies made use of as food by the White-fish, as near in the one instance as being 
in th ame cla s, and the other in the same order. The mouth is constructed for nibbling along 
the bottom, the opening being directed nearly downward, and they gather in the small life of the 
bottom and the gravel as they move slowly along. 
'' Dredging in the lake at different localities and examination of stomach contents at numerous 
points prove that the cru taceans and the mollusk constituting the principal food of the White-
ft h are di tributed throughout the lake bottom, in all localities, and at all depths over about 
twenty fathoms. In Torch Lake, a deep inland lake in the Grand Traverse region, Michigan, 
where a large type of Whi -:ti hi found, the dredge brought up the same species of crustaceans 
and mollu k a wer found in Lake Michigan. The failure to find food in the stomachs of White-
ft h b fr qn ntly r ult fr m the fa t that tbe fi h examined were taken from the pound-nets, 
wher th Joa en ugh to dige t the content of the tomach before they were 
i h from the gill-nets have generally the food in the stomach only 
:ti h in ucce ion from the pound-nets may be opened and 
aqn tic vegetation afford d snstenance to the White-fish. The 
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investigations in the past two years did not result in any confirmation of this notion, and it would 
not accord with the habits of any species of the family of fishes to which the lake White-fish belongs." 
A list of the precise contents of the stomachs of individuals examined by Mr. l\~ilner is now 
appended: 
'' Specimens from Outer Island, Lake Superior, contained great quantities of Mysis relicta, 
Pontoporeia Hoyi, and Pisidium abditum, var. abyssorum; and with these were a few specimena 
of dipterous larvre of the genus Chirorwmus, a small worm (Lumbricus lacustris), Daphnia 
galeata,, D. pellucida, and a small species of Planorbis. 
" From Sand Island, Lake Superior, Pontoporeia Hoyi; larvre~ and pupre of Ohironomus; 
Valvata sincera, and Gyraulus parvus. 
" From Sault Ste. Marie, one lot contained scarcely anything but small shells. Among these, 
Valvata tricarinata, V. sincera, var. striatella, Amnicola generosa, A. palida (f), Gyraulus parvus, 
and a, species of Limnrea were in abundance; while there were fewer· specimens of Goniobasis 
livescens, Physa vinosa (¥), young, Sphrerium striatinum, and Pisidium compressum. 
" Other specimens contained nothing but the remains of insects, among which were the 
imagos of two species of Dii)tera; larvre and pupre of Chironomus; Ia.rvre and- pupre of some 
specimens of Ephemeridre; great numbers of the larvre, pupre, and s~bimagos of a species of 
Hydropsyche,_ and the larvre of a species of some other genus of Phryganeidre. 
"From Ecorse, Michigan, specimens contained a species of Hydrachna, the leg and the scales 
from the wing of some lepidopterous insect, and a species of Limnrea. 
" White-fish which I examined at Isle Royale, in August, 1871, contained scarc@ly anything 
but Mysis reliota and Pontoporeia Hoyi. 
'' Ecorse, Michigan-remains of a small fish anrl several specimens of a species of water-
boatmen (Oorixa). 
" Specimens of Ooregonus quadrilateralis from Madeline Island, Dake Superior, contained a 
number of specimens of a leech (Nephelisfervida) and a neuropterous larva allied to Perla. 
"These few observations are sufficient to show that the White-fish, like the different species 
of Trout, feeds on a large number of species belonging to very different groups of · animals. In 
this brief enumeration, twenty-five species are mentioned-nine of insects, four of crustacea, one 
worm, and eleven of mollusks; and these are undoubtedly only a sm:.:ill part of the species upon 
which the White-fish really feeds." 
I 
Much difficulty was experienced by Mr. Milner in bis attempts to discover the food required 
for the sustenance of some young White;fish which had been sent to him. Bis experiments, 
together with a letter written to him by Mr. Briggs,· editor of the '' Lens," Chicago, with regard to 
the contents of the stomachs of embryo White-fish, are here reproduced: 
"ll'ood of embryonic Whitefish.-The young fish reached Waukegan in safety, and were placed 
in five-quart glass jars, and an experiment begun in attempting to supply them with suitable food. 
A numbered label was pasted on each jar, so as to keep them distinct. Knowing that the larger 
White-fish fed largely on crustaceans, an attempt ,to feed them on food of this character was 
thought worth a trial. A few crawfish were procured and pounded to a paste, ancl small portions 
put into jar No. 1; the young fish ate it readily. They were fed at night, and the next morning 
every one of them was found to be dead. Jar No. 2 was supplied with brP-ad-crumbs, and the fish 
were seen to take small particles in their mouths; they did not die so suddenly. Jar No. 3 was 
supplied with sweet cream, but no evidence was afforded that the occupants fed upon it. A 
quantity of rain-water was exposed to the rays of the sun for the purpose of generating minute 
forms of life, and a teaspoonful was poured into jar No. 4, morning and evening, in hopes that 
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r 1 r f, od w of thi character. In jar No. 5 a variety of food was provided, dry fresh 
f milk boil potato, and bread. The crumbs of bread and the scrapi~gs from the beef 
w r a11 th, t th ft h were e n to take into their mouths. They died, one after another, very 
raJ i I.· nd in , few days all were dead. 
Tb · r were other things unfavorable to them, in these experiments, besides the lack of their 
uatur, 1 uouri hment. To conduct thet:!e experiments favorably, they should be placed in a large 
" • J nd a tr. am of fresh water should be supplied constantly so that the water should 
' , ntinue pure and the production of confervre be avoided. This difficulty of procuring a suita-
bl ii od for the young White-fish has been the experience of the few fish-culturists who have 
bat hed them. 
"A , t of specimens, representing young fish from the Detroit River, from the troughs a,t 
Clark ton, and from the jars, were preserved in alcohol and submittetl to Mr. S. A. Briggs, editor 
of the ' Lens,' Chicago. 
"A letter from Mr. Briggs contained the following: 
" CHIC.A.Go, May 28, 1872. 
'' MY DE.1.R Sm: The four vials containing 0. albus came duly to hand, and have, with the 
alcohol and water in which the specimens were preserved, been carefully examined. 
''The intestine of specimens Nos. 77 and 78 from Clarkston were entirely destitute of organic 
matter recognizable under a power of 400 linear, which ought to be ample for the purpose. Those 
of pecimens 76 and 79, from Detroit River, contained numerous spe~imens of two species of 
Diatomacere, viz, Fragilaria capucina and Stephanodiscus Niagarm. The former is a filamentous 
form which grows very abundantly in our lake inlets attached to stems of lilies. The latter is a 
large form which, from its peculiar build, contains considerable nutritious material. 
" ery sincerely, yours, 
"S. A. BRIGGS." 
Two statements of a more general character are made regarding the food of the White-fish 
in Lak s Erie and Ontario; the one, an extract from a letter by Mr. John W. Kerr, Hamilton, 
Ontario, th other by Mr. Pet.er Kiel, of Wolfe Bay: 
"The White-ft h at this sea on of the year, fall and winter, feed on small shell-fish. This you 
cau a certain your elf by am:,lyzing the contents of their stomach. In spring and summer they 
fe d on a kind of shrimp-like in ect; and from my knowledge and experience I have never known 
them to change to any other kind of food than those two kinds now described to you by me." 
"The White-fl h is of a fine organism, and, being f!.ntirely destitute of teeth, is neither preda-
ceou nor yet very voraeiou in its nature, but lives on the most simple fare, which consists princi-
pally of small worm and insects that abound in great numbers among the plants and porous 
rock on the bottom." 
PAWNING AND DEVEL0PMENT.-The most elaborated di cussion of (i) the habits of the Wbite-
fi. h at the pawning a on (noted day by day in the journal of the author), concluding with a 
tabl bowing th relative weight f ovari and number of eggs in proportion to the weight of the 
ft h, (ii) he d vel pm n of gg and mbryo, and (iii) the rate of the young White-fish' growth, 
b n writt n b. Mr. 1ilner in hi ''R port on the Fi herie of the Great Lake ," and is b re 
giv n in full: 
(i) Tl hahi 
k 
on.- Th White-fishe throughout the larger portion of the 
p it th ir spawn about the middle of November, ju t at 
fini h d pawning and i returning to deep water. At this 
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season they come in from. deeper water in Y-ast· schools, and are take:n in large quantities by the · 
nets. .A notion, prevalent among the :fishermen in some localities, that the female fishes arrived 
-first, and were followed, a few days later, by the male, was not confirmed by my observation. The 
bottoms on the spawning grounds vary in character in- different localities; rock, sand, clay, and 
mud being used indifferently for the spawning beds. The depths at which they spawn range from 
eight feet to fifteen fathoms; the larger number probably spawning in depths of about eight or 
ten fathoms. In the Sault Ste. Marie Hiver, and in the Detroit River, in the fall of the y~ar, they 
congregate in great numbers, for the purpose of spawning. In a number of rirnrwemptying into 
Green Bay the White-fish was formerly taken in abundance in the spawning season. Saw-mills 
are numerous on all of these streams at the present day, and the great quantity of sawdust in 
the streams is offensive to the fish, and bas caused them to abandon them. In one or two rivers 
of' the north shore of Lake Michigan they are still found in the autumn. 
"The Michipicoten River of Lake Superior, on the authority of Major Long, who commanded an 
expedition to this region in 1823, and George Barnston, esq., ·of Montreal, Canada, formerly of the 
Hudson Bay Company, is a favorite spawning ground of the White-fish. The Nepigon River, 
whfoh our steamor entered while returning from the north shore of Lake Superior, about the 
middle of October, was said to contain schools of White-fish, which had probably entered the 
river for the purpose of spawning. 
"There is a probability that there was a time when the White-fish ascended many of the clear 
rivers of the Northern Lakes, though that this was a universal habit is not probable, at any rate 
since the white man has been in the country. 
'' The fishermen, with their gill-nets, follow inshore the migration of the White.fish in the 
month of October, and ·a few days before the middle· of November the spawn is ripe in a few fishes, 
and by the middle of the month is running freely, so that boats and nets are covered with the 
spawn and milt. Just at the time the ova are beginning to ripen, the Lake Trqut, Salmo nama,y. 
cush, has finished spawning, and is leaving for deep water. The White-fish continue to spawn 
until the last week of November or the first week of December, when they, too, leave the shore 
and seek deeper water. 
"In the Detroit River, where there were fine opportunities for observing the fish at this period, 
owing to the advantages afforded by Mr. George Clark, of Ecorse, we found that the fish ascended 
the river about the last week of September, usually following the' same course among the islands 
year after year. Mr. Clark's observations on the migration of the White.fishes had discovered 
that they ascended much farther years ago than they do uow. They are still taken as high up as 
Cottrelville, twelve miles up the Saint Clair River. None have been caught above this point for 
many years. It is a singular fact that the White-fish are not known to descend from Lake Huron 
into the Saint Clair River. This is established by abundant evidence from continued fishing at 
Fort Gratiot, where Mr. Olark, between the years 1830 and 1842, took large quantities of the wall· 
eyed pike, Stizostedion americana, taking frequently one thousand barrels in a year. The catch of 
White-fish amounted to an occasional supply for his own table, except after long-continued storms 
from the northward, when the fish sometimes entered the river in schools. They were never found 
in this portion of the river in the spawning season. 
"The same fact is claimed by the Indians in the Sault Ste. Marie River, that the White-
fishes of the lake above never· descend the rapids, while the White-fishes of the river, it is also 
asserted, never ascend to Lake Superior. There is not as good evidence for the truth in this 
locality as at Fort Gratiot; still, it may be the case. 
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-, mining the :fi hon the 30th of October, it was found that the spawn of th~ White-~sh was 
u firm with rarely a fl h approaching ripeness. On tlle 1st of November, m the picketed 
wh r th :fi he are inclo ed, numbers of :fish were seen jumping from the water, principally . 
tb rrin who take delight in this exercise at different seasons of the year. Occasionally a 
,, hit .fi..,ll threw it bulkier form above the surface. On the 8th of the month Mr. Clark and I 
w re nt on the piling surrounding the pond, and found the White-fish jumping in numbers, so 
th, t tll r w a continual splashing of the water. They almost uniformly jumped in pairs, and 
w could ee quantities of spawn in the water immediately afterwards, which rapidly sank. Mr. 
Cl rk and I both ucceede<l in capturing a pair in ·the act of leaving the water, and found male 
and fi mal witb milt and spawn running freely. Mr. Clark made use of a :fine wire scoop as the 
p, ir f :fi h di appeared from the surface, and almost invariably took a quantity of spawn from 
the wat r. The male were uniformly smaller than the females. I succeeded in catching a pair in 
which the female weighed seven pounds, and the male, who e·scaped. before he was weighed, did 
not exc d one and a half pounds. 
"Nov mber 9.-I again saw the White-fish jumping from the water in the evening, almost uni-
formly in pairs. Rarely there were three leaped together, one female and two males. In the pairs 
there wa alway a large one, evidently a gravid female, and a smaller one, the male. At this sea-
on of the year it i ea y to detect the difference in sex, the abdomen of the female being swollen 
and rounded, while the male are leaner and angular in the abdominal lines. I saw by long watch-
ing tbat the male were worrying the females. They seemed possessed of strong sexual ardor, and 
followed the female with persistence, keeping close against her and with the heal! about even with 
th p toral fin. Driven by the persistent attention of the male, the female arose vertically, he fol-
lo, in , and h making a convul ive effort to escape, the water being from three to ten feet deep, 
th y thr w tb ru 1 together above the surface, and the spawn and milt were emitted at the 
timr. when, from tll ir po ition, their vents were approximated. The spasmodic :fl.uttering and 
effort ob erved ' U t d a xual orgasm. At times I saw them moving rapidly beneath the 
water in th ·ame cl c contact, and . the male with bis snout even with the pectoral :fin of the 
fi mal , oft n turnin t g th r with the white of the belly upward as she turned and twisted to 
cape him. Often a they came out of the water they would fall apart in different directions, but 
the mal invariably turned immediately in pursuit, so that I was led to think they were monog-
amous, a i ' the fact with th ir r lative the Salmon and the Speckled Trout. 
" ovemb r 10.-Tbe White-ft b jumping in great numbers toward sunset. In most instances, 
when near by, I ob rv cl a quantity of egg , perhaps three hundred or :five hundred, emitted at 
once. T milt of th male did not discolor the water. The same actions occurred as before 
ob erv cl, pringing v rtically from the water with a spasmodic, fluttering effort, the male's head 
oppo ite the pectoral fin of the female, turning together beneath the water until both abdomens 
showed upward . cc ionally three prang above the surface together. Sometimes the pair 
fluttered along the urf e together for a long di tance. 
" ovemb r 14 an l 15.- ent out to the pond at midnight, and again at 1 o'clock a. m., and 
found th White-ti h jumping. The fact that they are quiet iu the daytime., previous to four or 
five o'clock in the aft rn n, indicate a parallel habit to that observed by Seth Green, of New 
York, in the had, tb y a h rt , · awning prin ·ipally iu the night, though, unlike what was 
the ca with th iffi ulty in :finding pawner· in the t renoon with the seine. 
topp d all al ng th riv r. Vi ited the island. Cold, strong 
h rm t r ... 6°. .i.: White-ft h to be een in the pond. A few 
erring · u.r ing r nd the pili g. 
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"November 19.-Same as yesterday; no White-fish to be seen. Caught some of the herring 
with the dip-net; found their spawu still hard and small; their stomachs were full of White-fish 
spawn. Mr. Clark and I took a boat with two men and dredged in the river, obtaining a, quantity 
of White-fish eggs. Nearly all were dead. Afterwardd dipped a quantity from the pond, nearly 
all of which were dead. 
"November 20.-Made another visit to the island. No White-fish seen in the pond. Cold, 
freezing weather. 
"On the 24th and 25th of the month, while at Sandusky, Ohio, numbers of White-fish were 
found with the spawn in different stages of ripeness, though a majority of them had spawned. 
"After spawning, the abdomen of the female fish is somewhat flabby and wrinkled, and the 
fish is undoubtedly relaxed anrl weak; but not to the extent that the Salmon, as well as certain 
other species of the Goregoni, are said to be reduced. The male shows but little indication of 
weakness. 
"A series of ovaries were preserved from fishes of different sizes, and a count made by weigh-
ing the entire ovaries and then counting the eggs of a definite fraction, and calculating from it the 
number of the whole. Accurate scales were used for this work, and the ta~le may be relied upon 
as correct: 
Weight of fish. 
Weight of Number of 
ovarie11. eggs. 
Ounces. 
2 pounds .. ................ .. ....... 5¾ 
2¾ pounds . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7½ 
4 pounds..................... ..... 16 





"This makes an average of about ten thousand increase for every additional pound weight in 
the fish, which is precisely Mr. Seth Green's estimate, from his observations in spawning White-
fish. Considerable variation in the weight of an equal number of eggs was observed, depending 
upon the stage of development at which they bad arrived in the ovaries. During the spawning 
season, the fish from the river were found to have very little in their stomachs. 
(ii) Development of eggs and embryo.-" It bas been proven by repeated observations by fish-
culturists that the higher the temperature of the water in which the eggs are placed the more 
rapidly the embryo fish develops within the egg, and the sooner it escapes from its in closure in the 
shell. The temperature of the succeeding months after the spawning period probably regulates 
to a considerable extent the time of hatching of the White-fish in the Lakes. 
"On the 11th day of April, at Ecorse, on the Detroit River, I visited Grassy Island in company 
with Mr. George Clark. The inside of the bag of a seine was lined with millinet and dragged in 
the river, bringing ashore a great quantity of mud and the small forms of life inhabiting the 
bottom. Sifting and washing out · the mud resulted in finding one little worm-like fish.embryo, 
one-half inch in length, which I at once suspected to be the specimen sought after. Other 
attempts with the seine failed entirely of taking any more. Mr. Clark then proposed that we 
take a boat and search carefully on the.surface for the young fish. Taking a pail and dipper, we 
shoved off our boat, and Mr. Clark pulling very slowly with the oars, I hung over the gunwale, and 
in a very few minutes found a little, active fish swimming with his head at the surface, an<l captured 
him with the dipper. He proved to be identical with tpe' one taken with the seine. In the course 
of half an hour we captured fort,y, all of the same size and state of development. Most of them 
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w r t k n within five or six inches of the surface, though they were frequentiy seeil coming up 
fr m < far b low as they were visible. They were nearly white, with a pair of large, black eyes, 
w r . v ry a ti-v , moving continually, propelling themselves with a constant motion of the fail, 
an 1 "immin with the head up and the body depending at an inclination of about 50°. They 
.- rn 1 appr hen ive of danger, and turned quickly from the dipper when it came near th~mi 
capi~g. They had no gregarious instinct whateve:r, and though occasionally ta.ken 
iu p ir, it wa probably an accidental circumstance. 
n pril 14 we again visited the island an4 caught a number more of the young fish. 
" few days later Mr. Ulark and I isited the breeding-house of Mr. ~- W. Clark, of Clarks-
ton. He had put down a large quantity of White-fish ova in November, and had taken the water 
fl wing o er the eggs from a pond that had remained frozen over nearly all the winter. The 
temperature of the water had remained at 34° or 350, and the young fish had began to hatch out 
on the 1 t of April, and about the 9th or 10th :were all out of the shell. This_ temperature is prob-
ably much the same as Detroit River at Ecorse, sixty-eight miles below Lake Huron, the current 
flowing at the rate of two miles per hour. 
''The appearance of the umbilical sac in the specimens from both places made it evident that 
they were of about the same age, and indicated the fact that in waters that are frozen over 
throughout the winter the young White-fish escape from the egg about the first week of April. 
' The temperature of Lake Michigan, Huron, or Superior probably does not descend below 
about 40° or 43° in ordinary winters, and the young fish would be likely to make their appearance 
a we k or two arlier. 
"They ung fi 'h lived in the glass jar of water two days, were then transferred to an eight-
onuce bottl , and carried over thirty hours by rail and steamer, and did not arrive at their desti- . 
na i n, aukegan, Illinois, until thirty-six hours after they left Ecorse, Michigan. They were all 
in goo l conditi n, and were placed in a quart jar of fresh water. There were thirteen of them 
< ltog th r. 
"April 19.-The young White-fish are very vigorous, and are in continual motion. The water 
ha n bang d once. Although the yelk sac has not diminished, they act as if seeking food in 
their movem nt ar und the jar. They open their mouths very wide. Occasionally they take in 
du t m e and uect them again a if they were unpalatable. . 
" pril 21.-Umbilical ac in one individual diminishing. 
" pril 2"".-Umbilical ac r ducing rapidly. 
" pril 2 .- elk acs being rapidly absorbed. The membrane on the anterior part of dorsal 
line i al lightly iminished. 
'' pril 2 .-The umbilical ac becoming minute. The fin-membrane anterior to position of 
dor al bee ming ab orbed. At the center of the anterior ventral section of fin-membrane a slightly 
paque whit pot i a1 parent. In front of the anus, and on lower half of caudal, are simih_tr ones. 
The c 1 r of th h ad i a urning a greeni h tinge. 
" pril 25.-The globul in anterior part of yelk ac has become divided up into numerous 
maller lobul , catt re Iik bea<l , or more like a row of bubbles~ through the length of the sac. 
When th Y op n th ir mouths the gill-arche ho 'ft' quite di tinctly. Excrement voided by some 
ofthem. 
r al m mbra e 
b nee fr m horn 
ed. 1 ir t t1 r al fin becoming well defined. Pos-
ntra ·ting. i urcation of audal bgbtly indicated. 
f ix da , I r t rn d on May 6 to find only one all ve. .A 
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brown confervoid growth had developed in the water, and the young fish attempting to swallow 
it always got it entangled in its gills and soon died. 
"In my absence I visited Clarkston and purchased for private parties from Mr. N. W. Clark 
one thousand young Trout, which I brought safely to a brook two miles north of Wa1,1kegan, Illinois. 
Mr. Clark gave me one hundred and fifty young White-fish, most of them with the yelk sac onl., 
partially absorbed. The difference in temperature evidently made some difference in the rapidity 
with which the umbilical sac disappeared, as the young fish I had carried home were in the same 
stage of de-velopment, April 14, as when I had visited Clarkston previously. Now, May 1, the fish 
in 1.\fr. Clark's trough~ still retained: considerable of tbe sac, while on the-28th of April the young 
fish in the jar had lost it entirely. The jar bad been kept in a moderately warm room, with a 
temperature of about 65°, while the water in the troughs at Clarkston· flowed from a pond that had 
been covered with ice until within a few days previous. 
( iii) Rate of Growth.-" Further research for the young fish was unavoidably delayed until the 1st 
of July. Towards the end of June, from a seine-haul at Waukegan, a specimen of Ooregonus albus, 
measuring eight and three-tenths inches in length, one of 0. quadrilateralis, measuring seven and 
four -tenths, and one of Ooregonus harengus, measuring three and four-tenths inches, were obtained. 
''At Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, on July 2, with an Indian in a birch canoe, the vicinity both 
above and below the rapids was explored in the current and in the still water and along the shores, 
to find the smallest ·grade of White-fishes that were to be had. Along the shore, in the sharp 
current, schools were found of which the smallest taken me~surecl four inches and nine-tenths, 
and the largest six inches and one-tenth. It was quite evident that they had all been batched the 
same season. .Another excursion in the birch resulted in nothing materially different. The 
minimum measurement of the next grade taken was eight inches and three-tenths. 
"At Shoal Island, one of the Apostle Islands of Lake Superior, a White-tish was taken from 
the pound-net about the middle of August measuring six inches in length, and another measuring 
six and one-half inches. 
. . 
'' On the 3d of December, at Point Edward, Canada, at the outlet of Lake Huron, two speci-
mens of Ooregonus albus were obtained from a seine, one measuring six inches and eight-tenths, 
and t.he other seven inches and seven-tenths. 
'' It is very probable that the Shoal Island fishes of August and the Point Edward ones of 
December 3 were the larger-grown individuals of the same generation as those taken at Sault Ste. 
Marie in July. The difficult point to decide w~s in what year the beginning of this generation 
should be placed. 
"The only positive data with reference to the growth of White-fish are found in the observa-
tions of Mr. Samuel Wilmot, of Newcastle, Ontario, in charge of the government hatching house of 
Canada. Mr. Wilmot reports that in November, 1868, he placed a quantity of spawn in the hatch-
ing troughs for an experiment; and in the following March and April a large number of young fry 
made their appearance. He failed· in :finding food adapted to the young fish, but a number that 
escaped through the screens were carried down to a small pond, where they seemed to thrive 
and soon became well-developed young fish. In the month of September they were exhibited at 
a fair in London, Canada. They were then about five inches long. In December the young fish 
had attained the length o_f seven inches. · 
"Mr. N. W. Clark, of Clarkston, Miclligan, visited Wilmot's hatching-house in 1871, and in an 
address before the house of representatives of Michigan said: 'Enough is known, from the success 
of Samuel Wilmot, esq., of Canada, to sustain us in the assertion th.at they (the White-fish) in-
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in w igh about three-quarters of a pound a year, as those be bad when we saw theni, last 
~ uu· r ·, w jud d to have w jgbed about one and a quarter pounds, being then about eighteen 
m nth old.' Th e are the only records of observations of the growth of the White-fish, and 
\·id n of tti character are the only ones of any value of the rate of growth. 
n att mpt wa made everal times from large lifts of fish lying in the fish shanties to arrange 
th iffi r nt ize of White-fish in series, with the hope that some evidence of the rate of growth 
p r y r would re ult. It was always found that the row of fishes, from the larger to the smaller, 
um d the form of a spire-like pyramid, and a' straight-edge' laid at their heads would have 
t uched th uo, es of every one in the series, and on the opposite end it would have touched every 
t iJ, o perfectly regular was the gradation. It was difficult to believe that the White-fishes, of 
from nearly five iuches to six or seven, had attained these dimensions in three months from the 
littl half-inch embryos of .April and May, though none of less size were found with the most 
diligent earch. 
"Mr. Wilmot' young fish measured about five inches jn September when four months old. 
Experience ha proved that there is a more rapid growth of the young Trout and Salmon afterward 
than during the first two months. The observatfon on the deYelopment of the young White-fish 
from .April to the first week of May showed the slightest perceptible difference of length and bulk. 
If we as ume them to be the fish of this season, then they had increased ten times in length in two 
months, precluding the possibility of a more rapid growth afterward. 
''It i altogether probable that the fish measuring from four to seven inches in July were those 
of the previou sea on's hatching, and about sixteen months old. It is equally probable that the 
oint Edward fl h of even inches are those of the same season, as the fi.ve months intervening the· 
1 t of July and th 3<l of December should ha:ve produced considerable growth. To confirm this 
pinion we have Mr. Wilmot' statement that his White-fish had attained the length of seven 
in he in cemb r. Th se evidences of the rate of growth are the only conclusions we have been 
nabled to adopt with reference to the size attained at different ages. Nor does this decide the 
av rage iz of the rowth of the White-fishes the first aud second seasons." 
The act of pawning, with the accompanying movements, is thus detailed by Mr. Peter Kiel, 
of Wolfe Bay: 
" i rom thirty y ar ' xperience a a fl. herman, and after obtaining all the information poB-
sible from oth r on the babitA of White-fish, I beg leave to remark that during the month of 
ovember the White-ft h are known to unite, or join in pairs, male and female, and that they 
approach the hor for the purpo e of spawning. Should the weather be very cold they move 
more r pidl and arrive at their de tination about the 15th. Their favorite place is a sheltered or 
land-locked bay or inl t having a andy or gravelly bottom. When in from ten to twenty feet of 
water the fi mal , endow d with an in tinctive knowledge that her time bas come for depositing a 
part of h r p wn 1 ct a pot and commences to dig vigorousJy with her head, at the same time 
moving th t il rapidly t tir the . and or gravel; in a hort time she forms a nest about two 
incbe de p; the mal • taying cl . by, eems to b attentively watching her movements. When 
ati factorily arrange 1 h flj ct a quantity of pawn into it. The male immed1.ately 
art alon i f h r n impr gnate. it with th milt. e then moves off a little way while she 
it partly v r wi h h r n · an t:: il. They remain near the pot two or three days, until 
·it in tb am ne ·t wh nth yr tarn to the deep in search of food, leaving 
"'fi h wh n h, t ·h <1 1,1t hift fi r th m Ive . In the mean time the pawn, 
tt m, which it would do even if not partly covered 
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over, nature having provided an adhesive substance which fastens it to the sand or gravel. It 
remains about one hundred dayt, when the young fish emerge into life. While they were exposed 
for so long a time, we cannot fail to admire the beautiful and mysterious laws of nature manifested 
in their protection from the severity of the weather, from predaceous wild fowl, from voracious 
fish, and from reptiles, which during the winter are in a semi-dormant state. .As soon as the young 
fish are strong enough to move off they gradually work out into the deep, where they remain three 
or four years, when they attain their full or average size, and move round periodically with the 
parent fish to their various feeding and spawning grounds. 
"White-fish are very prolific, and would multiply very rapidly if not destroyed by a reckless 
mode of fishing. Many valuable fishing grounds have been rendered useless by hauling seines 
during the breeding season, Rince, in such case, the parent fish are not only destroyed, but the 
spawn is disturbed by the seines dragging along the bottom so that it will not batch. .Another 
destructive mode of fishing is to set gill-nets across the mouths of bays or inlets, w~~re the fish, 
in accordance with their habit, enter in periodically; these nets turn their course some other way, 
and it will he clearly understood that they are so social in their nature that in whatever direction 
the main body of them incline the others are sure to follow. Our fishery laws have done much, 
already, toward the prevention of such abuses." 
Mr. John W. Kerr, overseer of the Hamilton district, Ontario, Canada, wrote the following 
paragraph in a letter to Professor Baird, on the spawning of the White-fish in Lakes Erje and 
Ontario: 
"The White-fish spawn, both in Lakes Erie and Ontario, on the reefs and rocks, d~ring ihe 
month of November. The eggs dropping into the crevices of the rocks are protected from suckers, 
a fish al ways on the alert at this season of the year to dev,our the eggs. · The two specimens sent 
herewith you will please find by examination differ from each ot}ler in many respects. This you 
will be able to find out to be the case only by close study and observation. The Lake Ontario fish 
you will find to be a finer and superior fish than the Lake Erie White-fish, both in delicious deli-
cacy of flavor and taste, and the whiteness and richness of the flesh. Still, as regards the food for 
this fish, in both Jakes, I have in every instance and on all occasions found it the same. The fish 
live by suction. 
" There is an observable difference in the shape of the White-fish of Lake Ontario as compared 
with the shape of the White-fish of Lake Erie. Thus you will please find that the Lake Ontario 
White-fish are rounder and broader on the back, while the Lake Erie White-fish are flatter and 
sharper on the back." 
AR'l'IFICI.AL PR0PA.G.ATION.-.A.t so early a date as November, 1857, according to Mr. 
Milner, the first attempt placed on record was made by Mr. Carl Muller, of New York, and Mr. 
Henry Brown, of New Haven, to propagate the White-fish artificially. The lake which it was 
prop·osed should be first stocked was Lake Saltonstall, near the city of' New Haven. Eggs were 
procured and impregnated artiflcially. The knowledge of the art was, however, crude, pisciculture 
being in its infancy, and the experiment was but partially successful. The eggs were packed in 
moist sand and placed in the bed of the stream on their arrival, the White-fish .eggs ou a sandy 
shoal of less than three feet. in depth. The presence of young fish in great numbers in the following 
March and .April was believed to result from the eggs, although the exceedingly common error on 
the Great Lakes of mistaking the schools of small cyprinoids for young White-fish (which they very 
much resemble except in the absence of the adipose dorsal), may have been repeated here. In the 
fall of 1858 the experiment was renewed. There has been no reference made to any permanent 
results from this experiment in the reports of the State commissioners. 
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or u · ful elie of te t were begun in 1868 by Seth Green and Samuel Wilmot in 
rtifi i, 1 ·ulture t-0 thi species, and in the succeeding year by Mr. N. W. Clark, of 
i higan. They were found to be very delicate and difficult to hatch in the first few 
p rimenting bu m thod were perfected that made their production as certain and 
with I · nearly a mall a in other species. The necessity of production of i~mense numbers 
in tt mptin to multiply the market species of fishes established the fact that the apparatus used 
in trout-hatching had to be extended over a wide area to accommodate them. The culture of the 
\V hit .fi hand the almon Trout induced modifications of apparatus at the New York State hatch-
ing tabli hment." 1 
On page 54 of the same report Mr. Milner continues his observations: 
· 'A few extract from a letter of Mr. Clark, to the board of :fish commissioners of the State of 
fichigan, will advance his arguments in favor of brook or surface waters in preference to spring 
water. Mr. Clark began his experiments with White-fish in 1869, hatching a small percentage of 
the egg he procured : 
"'In November, 1870, I started again for Ecorse for the purpose of procuring more spawn. 
Mr. George Ulark, at his fishery, very kindly rendered me all the aid in his power, furnishing the 
parent fish for the purpose of trying further experiments in this new enterprise. I succeeded in 
obtaining all the spawn needed for further trial, but he was so anxious to make it a success that 
he ent hi man to me with an extra lot which he · thought might be in better condition. I° 
succeeded in batching a much larger proportion of them .than the year before, but raising them 
with artificial food wa attended with no better success. This second effort and failure led me to 
inve tigate the can e, and after much thought I cai:rie to -the conclusion that, if we ever succeeded 
in making thi branch of pi ciculture a success, we must study the principles of nature more than 
had ever b n <l n before. I became fully satisfied that by arranging so as to use water taken 
from a pond or lak entirely frozen over, it would retard the development of the eggs to the time 
r quir d by nature, which proved by ub equent experience to be about April 1. I then consulted 
tfe r[o(. G orge 'l rk and J hn . Clark, and made known to them my convictions, and so strongly 
w re they onvin d that I had truck the key-note to insure ultimate success that they proposed 
to farni hall th nee ary mat rial and a portion of the labor to enabl~ me to go on and erect 
a large hat bing tabli hment. Thi wa located about eighty rods below the spring where we 
bad b n xperim nting the two y ar previou with the unsatisfactory resu.lts above stated. 
Thi location wa uppo ed to b a u:ffici nt distance below the main spring, so that by damming 
the wat rand rai in a pond it would freez over and remain so during the period of incubation. 
ur view pr v d to b corr t, a th 500,000 of eggs which we placed in the hatching boxes 
v mb r 15 f that year w re pr erv d in fair condition, and with one-quarter less labor in 
· arin for them than fi rm rly. Th y did not commence to hatch until April 1, and it was estimated 
that we Au c in hat hin at 1 a t fifty per cent. of the eggs we had taken four and one-half 
month pr viou l at th fi h ry of George Clark. Of these young fry, s0me 100,000 of them 
w re put in etr it iV" r at or near hi fl h ry place, and no doubt at this time they are thriving 
fin ly in the wat r f Lak bi h , und with abundant natural food for them, and in a 
Y or tw mor th y will u. nbtle. r tor t the 'ame place where they were deposited. ~rhe 
balance of th m la in thr mall lake in Oakland County, some of which have been 
n within th la t fe ru nth. 
''Thi ucce th again, the next November, 1872, through 
1 
• n r in Report of Commission r of Fish and Fisheries, Part II, p. 545. 
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the encouragement of the Messrs. Clark and the United States Fish Commissioner, I rloubled the 
capacity of this hatching house and procured 1,000,000 of the ova from the same grounds, and 
proceeded as before with some improvements I made in the modus operandi of hatching, about 
February 20. Mr. Milner, deputy United States commissioner, arrived at this place for the pur-
pose of aiding me in packing and shipping a lot of the ova, which were then in an advanced stage 
of incubation. We estimated from actual count that sixty-six per cent. were in such an advanced 
state that they were secure from any further mortality. We then shipped to San }.,rancisco 216,000 
in the most perfect condition. About March 10 I received an order from the Commissioner at 
Washington to send the same number again to the same place, which I should have done, but from ~ 
the fact that the eggs bad become s9 far advanced that I felt quite co;nndent they could not .be 
transported so great a distance successfully, and only sent 116,000, which. I am most happy to 
have heard arrived in excellent condition. Soon after this the ·weather became much warmer and 
the ice all thawed from the pond, and by the 20th of the month . the eggs then remaining in the 
troughs commenced hatching . . The water had then risen to a temperature of 45°, which sudden 
change caused the eggs to turn white, and soon all were worthless. Quite a, large number had 
already hatched out, and I removed part of them to the same lake where Mr. George ·Clark and 
myself had put in a large number the year before, and placed about 25,000 in a small lake at 
Clarkston Village. 
"' This sudden change in the condition of .these eggs I cannot account for, only from the fact 
of the change in the temperature of the. water at this late stage of their development. I am fully 
satisned that if the ice had remained in the pond as late as the previous year I should not have 
lost two per cent. from the time I made the la_st San Francisco shipment. This experience satis-
ned me that spring water, although it may not be used until it advances a long way down from its 
source, is not the place to hatch White-fish. Although this pond was clear from ice March 15, the 
ice remained in our lakes in this region until May 1. 
"'This species of eggs, and especially those not good and not perfectly impregnated, placed in 
spring water at a temperature of 46° (which is about the same as all good springs) in winter, will 
start out a growth of vegetable fungi more than four times faster than if placed in water at 330, 
which is the temperature of ice-water, and it is next to impossible to employ help enough to pick 
out the dead eggs (when in spring water) when you baye over a million, as I had the last two 
seasons. Even in ice-water last winter, which preserved the eggs much longer than in spring 
water, it required from eight to ten persons to keep them in fair condition, and then sometimes 
they were necessarily left too long in an unfavorable condition. 
"'These facts are conclusive proof to my mind that the ova of White-fish should be kept 
entirely away from the influence of spring water, or any water which will be liable to change 
during incubation, and all houses where White-fish are to be hatched should be constructed upon 
som·e lake or pond that freezes over early and does ~10t thaw out until April l. It is stated as a 
reason why spring water is better for batching fish eggs than lake w_ater, that it is generally more 
free from sediment, some kinds of which are highly detrimental to the successful hatching of tue 
nsh ova. Whereas our inland lakes freeze over early in the fall, and are not free from ice until 
late in the spring, this ice is perfect protection against any agitation of the water, and gives an 
opportunity for any sediment that may be in it to settle to the bottom, where it must remain until 
spring, and until the eggs are hatched and distributed. Consequently the water in all of our 
inland lakes -is, during winter, as clear as crystal. 
"'You also wish me to give my views in reference to using Detroit River water. To this I will 
• 
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frankly a. th t r hould much prefer it to any spring water in this or any other State for hatching 
hit .fl h. But th r are ome objections which arise in my mind even to this water. I am 
a war that tbi p ie of fish are natives of our great lakes and rivers, and consequently it would 
opp cl that thi water must agree with them, and that success would be certajn if this water 
0 • But ha it not occurred to all persons who have given this subject much thought that 
much th large t proportion of tl'!ese fish run to the shoals of those lakes during spawning season 
to depo it their ova, The e shoals are the first to freeze over in the fall and the last to thaw in 
the pring. This keeps at nearly the same temperature during incubation. Although it may be 
said that during their migration from Lake Erie to Lake Saint Clair some deposit their spawn in 
the river , it i not very probable that much of it is hatched. I am aware that many hatch in and 
a.boot the ponds where the :fishermen preserve their fish for winter use. This tends to prove that 
the shoals are the place where they batch most largely, as the ice remains in these ponds much 
longer in the spring than in the strong current in Detroit River. If water is used from this 
river it must change in temperature many times during . the winter, as it is well known that the 
ice leaves the river quite often during the four and a half months of the period of incubation. No 
one can gainsay the fact that in the hatching of fish ova, if the water is of a perfectly even tem-
perature, it will be attended with more favorable results than when frequently changing, fr9m 8,ny 
cause, even if such change is not more than two or three degrees. Is it not also a fact that the ice 
frequently leaves the lower part of Lake Saint Clair early in March 1 If so, would not the westerly 
wind-: roll the water in the upper part of the river! Tpis sediment would be deposited on the 
gg , and, in consequence of its tine, clammy nature, would be injurious to them. I noticed this 
wa th ca e in a little experimental arrangement of A. M. Campau, some two years since, where 
thi wat r wa u d. I examined these eggs several times during this process, and found a fine 
lammy ub tance accumulating on them. They were gradually dying, and I do not think any 
w re h tched. The e egg were taken from our batching boxes, an<l were in perfect condition, as 
they were o f: r advanced in development that the embryo fish could be plainly seen with the 
nak d ey . For th e rea ons I am forced to the conclusion that there is more suitable water for 
hatchi g thi pecie of ft h egg than the Detroit River. 
"In c nclu iou, tlfu advantages afforded American fish-culture fr.om the cultivation of the 
hit -ft h, a th y hal'e ju t been enumerated: These are, (1) more careful and perfect methods, 
re ulting from the experience in the culture of the most delicate and difficult species whose propa-
atio ha n attempted by culturi ts; (2) the perfection of three forms of apparatus · for 
hat.chin fi h egg , m bodying the important improvements of facility in handling the eggs and 
r moving dim nt and confervre, and greatly economizing space; (3) the contrivance of a 
aperior ca e for the carriage of egg ; and, besicies, a possibly successful, entirely new method in 
the hatching f gg and the di cussion of and practical tests of conditions of water suitable to 
the egg of asp cie that we are not (at any rate thus far) able to supply with food." 
"The e experiment ," wrote Mr. Milner, referring to those made by Mr. N. W. Clark, 
"w r all attended with con id rable success, though the large percentage of loss, compared 
with that in trout and almon hatching, wa anything but encouraging. The screens in the 
trough, in mo t in tance , were the ame as tho e used for the Trout, and the embryo White-
fishe , b in maller, e cape and ran over into the waste troughs and down into the ponds 
b 1 w. Thi a in ome m ure a i rtunate cireum tance, at Mr. Wilmot's establishment, for 
h, :finding th ir n tural fo d in the ponds, grew and thrived, and aftordecl the only 
h r ar of th ir rate of growth. In the ncceeding year (1870) Mr. Green and Mr. 
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Clark made additional experiments, and from the experience of the preceding year, having learned 
the necessity of immediate attention to the.White-fish eggs after they were placed in the troughs, 
began the work of removing the unimpregnated eggR within two or three days' time, and, giving 
them close attention, during the season hatched out a much larger percentage of eggs. Mr. 
Green, in 1869, distributed a quantity of the White-fish spawn to numerous applicants who 
responded to an advertisement offering it for distribution. Some packages of spawn from this 
supply were sent by steamer to Mr. Frank Buckland, inspector of salmon fisheries for Great 
Britain. In referring to the conditi?n of the eggs on their arrival in London, he says, 'A goorl_ 
proportion of the White-fish eggs were alive and well.' 
"Some temporary troughs were put up in Detroit, Michigan, and supplied with the ova, 
und~r the direction of Mr. A. M. Colilpeau, Mr. J. P. Ulark, Mr. George Clark, and Mr. James 
Craig. 
"Experiments were again made by Mr. Green, Mr. Clark, and Mr. Wilmot, in 1870. M~re 
than a million of ova were supplied by the liberality of Mr. J.P. Clark and .George Clark, without 
expense, from their ponds in Detroit River. Mr. Green also made experiments in the breeding of 
Salmon Trout and Lake Herring, with some success. 
'' In 1871 these gentlemen just referred to, from Detroit and vicinity, failing to arouse the 
interest of the State authorities in the matter of fi_sh propagation to the extent they desired, fur-
nished Mr. N. W. Clark; of Clarkston, with the necessary funds for the erection of a building, 
sixty-four feet in length by twenty in width, in which were put up twenty-six troughs, sixteen feet 
long and one foot wide. The entire building was devoted to the hatching of White-fish, and the 
number of eggs laid down estimated at about one million. The experience of the previous years 
aided Mr. N. W. Clark to a most complete success, and by the 1st of April the fish began hatching, 
and before the 13th of the month the troughs were swarming with young White-fishes. Between 
the 20th and the 30th of April these were all distributed by Mr. Clark in a number of inland.lakes 
in Oakland County, Michigan, and into_the Detroit River. Mr. Wilmot again procured about one-
half million of White-fish eggs, which were handled with improved success. 
"Mr. Green gave less space to white-fish eggs this season, and laid down large quantities of 
salmon-trout ova, with the purpose of distributing the Troµt in the inland waters of the State. 
"In 1872 an employe of Mr. Green devised a new apparatus for hatching fish, that economized 
space to a great extent and afforded him room for a large supply of both salmon-trout and white-
fish ova. Visiting his establishment in January last, we found them hatched out in large quan-
tities, and orders arriving daily for the fry, to stock the waters of inland lakes in all parts of the 
State. Mr. Wilmot obtained a supply of white-fish spawn at Sandwich, on the Canadian side of 
the Detroit River." 
The employe of Mr. Green above referred to was a Mr. M. C. Holton, whose invention is thus 
more fully described : 
"Instead of placing a single layer of eggs in a long, narrow trough, he has prepared a can or 
box, of perhaps a foot square and several feet in height. This is filled with shallow trays of about 
half an inch in depth, with wire-gauze bottoms, on which the eggs are placed, so that with twelve 
trays, having a surface of one square foot each, he accommodates twelve times as many eggs as 
by the ordinary method. The Qox is so arranged that a current of water is carried by a covered 
pipe down the side of the can to the bottom and allowed to enter at that point. The current in 
its overflow passes from the bottom to the top, and the water circulates freely over the eggs. This 
arrangement has the additional advantage that once a day, or oftener if necessary, the trays can 
be taken out singly, and any diseased or defective eggs removed, thus improving the entire mass." 
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In 1 7 a d vice to accomplish like results wa~ made by Mr. N. W. Cla.rk, of Cla1·kston, 
·cnigan and patented in 1874.1 
Thi arrang ment employed the troughs, but divided them into compartments by mea.ns of 
w t r-tight p rtition or bulkheads; into each compartment a box containing a iseries of tray~ 
fill with egg i placed and covered with a pan of perforated tin, upon which the watP,r fa.Us 
nd de cend through the perforations upon the screens and eggs beneath, passing through all 
and e caping at the bottom, afterward :flowing over the partition upon the cover of the next box, 
and so throughout the eeries of compartments until it escapes through the waste-wa,y at the end 
of the trough. By this arrangement a very small quantity of water is required for a very large 
number of eggs, and all the advantages of handling and removal of sediment and considerable 
economy of paoo are afforded. 
Another combination of the trough and tray methods is in use in California, devised by Mr. 
John William on, of the California Acclimatizing Society. This is very similar to the ·one just 
de cribed, except that the flow of water throug·h the screens and eggs is from below instead of 
from the top. This model was not the result of work in white-fish hatching, as in the case with 
the two first named. 
An experiment was made by Mr. N. W. Clark in tM hatching of white-fish eggs, which were 
laid in single layers of woolen cloth stretched on very thin frames of wood, packed in a box 
imbedded in sphagnum moss within a refrigerator, and the whole kept at a temperature a little 
above the freezing point by ice. The eggs are left entirely undisturbed after they are first 
arranged, and the ouly care on the part of the attendant is to keep the temperature above 
the fre zing point .. The pre ence of dead eggs does not seem to contaminate the living 
ne in thi condition, and very little confervoid growth appears. A quantity of eggs carried 
fi rward in thi mann r through the winter appeared to be in excellent condition, development 
progr ing lowly, and a few, taken from the cloths and placed in spring water, hatched out 
within a hort time a well-developed embryos. If this method, after full and thorough trial, 
'h uJd prove ucce sful, it would make the work of hatching a matter of neither effort, care, nor 
expen . It ha be n a matter of too short experience and of experiment on too small a scale to 
warrant it po itive succe s. 
An impr ved ca e for the carriage of eggs long distances by railroad is another device 
p rfe t d by Mr. N. W. Clark in 1872. It is a modification of the ordinary case containjng 
circular cup , the cups·being quare, and in this form economizing space very much. The cups of 
tinn l ir n, a out four inches quare and two inches high, re tin trays, with low partitions formfag 
low compartm nt that retain the bottom of each cup and hold it solidly in place. 1?he trays are 
et within a qu, re tin box, in which they fit with moderate tightness, and are placed, when 
ntaining the cup , igbt or t n in the box, one above the other; this box is set within another 
b x of tin larg nough to leave an open pace nTl all ides, to be filled with sawdust; a tube is 
in rted thr ugh th b ttom of th inner box, piercing the bottom of the outer one, o as to permit 
ommuni ation with the air nth out ide. The whole is th 11 placed for protection within a strong 
w n ox, in tbe o tom f which i a fram re ting upon tiff pring which relieve the egg 
fr m h avy jarring; rub er r cl th bump r on the ide of the box prevent lateral swaying and 
jolting. c y r i fitte to th inner box, which may then be covered with sawdust to the level 
of the high router one, when th ver of thi i to b hut down. The outside wooden box is 
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fitted with handles and with a tight lid on hinges, which may be loc~ed. Small ~u~er-holes are 
bored throug;h the onter or packing box, and air 'may be admitted to tb.e whole interior of the 
egg case through the tube referred to in the bottom, the cups being pierced with small holes, so 
that when in place ·they are directly over circular openings in the· trays, and a communication of 
air is established throughout. The eggs ma,i be packed in moss, in the ordinary manner, in the 
cups which experience seeins to prove to be the best manner for long journeys. 
The method of Mr. Atkins in shipping salm'on-eggs packed in moss, but with pieces of mos-
quito-netting laid above and below the eggs, is a great convenience in unpacking tllem, and could 
just as well be applied in the cupR. This, though less simple· than the ordinary egg-carder, is suf-
ficiently simple for practical purposes, and possesses most important advantages for carrying eggs 
long distances and oter rough roads, the small area of surface within the boxes preventing any 
tendency of the eggs to slide together at one side. · The square boxes resting in trays are pnt to-
gether in much more compact form than the cylindrical boxes embedded in moss, and the springs 
beneath the boxes of eggs are of course an important addition. Mr. Clark believes the batching 
apparatus in the refrigerator to be as well adapted for the carriage of eggs as for hatching them. 
The use of surface or brook water in any permanent establishment seems to ba-ve been first 
employed by Mr. Samuel Wilmot, of Newcastle, Canada, the · greater number of hatching estab-
lishments using spring water. 
In the batching of White -fish, Mr: Clark has contended for the use of brook water in preference, 
because of its ·lower and evener temperature throughout the winter, and the consequent retarda-
tion of the hatching of the fish which he bas contended is an essential provision in nature to their 
welfare, and that batching them two months · or more previous to the natural time nuder artifi-
cial conditions is a mistaken method that wilJ not result in the maturing of any considerable num-
bers in the cold waters in which they are releas~d. Although tbh; view has not been established 
by practical observation, yet it raises a question of considerable importance, and one which merits 
a full discussion, in view of its bearing on the practical work of fish culture. 
Mr. Milner's account of the further progress made in this branch of fish culture is resumed in 
another place, as follows : 
'
1 November 11, 1872, I met Mr. N. W. Clark at Ecorse, and ·in company with Mr. George Clark 
we visited Grassy Island for the purpose of obtaining white-fish spawn. The box which Mr. N. 
vV. Clark has devised for carrying ova is constructed so as to carry a greater quantity of eggs, 
with easier carriage, tha,n any in present use. It is a large square can, of zinc, about thirteen 
inches square and twenty-two inches deep. This, for protection, is set inside of a, strong wooden 
box, with a light frame in the bottom, supported on stiff springs. Strong handles are fastened to 
the box, for convenience in handling, and to prevent any necessity for throwing it out of level 
while carrying it. The zinc can contains ten trays, each of which carries fifty-four small boxes, two 
inches square and two inches deep, set in compartments, each compartment having an inch bole 
cut in the center. The partitions hetween the compartments are just high enough (about five-
eighths of an inch) to inclose the bottom of a box and hold it firmly in its place. No cover~ are 
provided for the boxes, but a large cover can be fitted to the zinc can, and a lid, with a good lock, 
i-s fitted to the outside box. Tbe bottoms of all the little boxes are perforated, the position of the 
holes being directly over the circular bole in the compartment of the tray. The zinc can bas also 
holes in the bottom, aud the wooden box bas three-quarter inch holes bored on each side, near 
the bottom, so that there is drainage for the surplus water of all the boxes, and a free circulation 
of air throughout, which is deemed important by some of the :fish-culturists. 
".At the islanu the most perfect arrangements were provided b;y Mr. George Clark for obtain-
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iu tank of about five feet diameter were placed at the edge of the shore a.nd 
1,. rtl. till with wat r. A oon as the bag of the seine ,,ras on the beach the men ·picked up 
tu , bit . h aud pnt tbem immediately into the tanks. The pans for impregnation were close 
, t Li ml aod a ne man lifted the fish above the water in a dip-net, another took it from the net-, 
~ n l with ui; ri(Tht hand over the head of the fish and bis left around the tail he held it over the 
pau tam1iu(T at the left of the operator. The left hand of the operator was put against the back 
of th fl b and tb right band used in manipulating the abdomen. It was found that to induce 
tll lo '" to flow freely from a fully ripe female, all that was necessary was to apply a gentle press-
nr ju 't b ,hind tlie pectoral fins, just where the nudging and bunting of the head of the male 
fl hi appli ,a while racing her through the water. Not until the greater part of the free eggs bad 
fall n iuto the pan was it necessary to slide the hand along the abdomen. The free eggs came 
away in a teady, liquid stream, but from a :fish partially ripe their extrusion was slow, and in 
ma e comparatively dry that did not freely disengage themselves from the fish and fall into 
the pan . 
'The female exllibited the most indications of pain when the pressure was applied in the 
vicinity of the ovipore. The milt from the male will fl.ow in from one to three jets by pressure in 
the vicinity of the anus. 
"The method employed by Mr. N. W. Clark was that which was original with Mr. Seth 
Green, n ing the smallest quantity of water possible. The eggs, after falling into the pan, and _,. -
th milt, having been stirre<l up with the water, were allowed to stand about half an hour, when 
th • milt, ar,d wat r were poured off and the eggs carefully rinsed through several changes of 
wate1·. A mall quantity of water was left with the eggs when they were perfectly clean: By 
r p at d a tual count , and by arra.nging on a plate in a true square, it was found tbat a large 
ta 1 pooo m d rately heaped up, contained about a thousand Pggs. Eight ripe white-fish eggs 
will Ji ntir ly within the space of an inch, and the ninth will lie partially across the line. 
"A pat f mo wa then put into the cups, and a, piece of canton flannel, cut into the form of 
aft r thorough aturation with water, was pressed lightly down into tbe cup, and 
n ta 1 po nful of egg poured upou it. The canto~ flannel was used to line the sides of tlrn 
ox , b au e it wa found that the contact of the zinc was fatal to the. eggs, probably from the 
poi onou element. of tbe oxide. The patch of canton flannel proved to be a great convenience in 
taking ut tbe gg , a all that was necessary was to take the edges lightly in the fingers and 
r mov it fr m the box, and dipping the cloth with the eggs into a pan of water, they were 
rin cl off with a i w quick motion , without any tedious picking and rinsing the eggs free from 
par icl of mo . In arranging the egg for transportation for a short distance, the use of the 
lotb patcb L undoubtedly a good method. After filling the boxes they were placed in the 
tray , and the tray adju ted within the zinc can, when water was poured on until the whole con-
tent w re thor nghly aturated, when the lid wa-s closed and locked and the case was really for 
tr n p rtati n to the hat bing hou . A mall fee to the haggage-master excites considerable 
int r ' in tb at -handliug- f the box. 
"Tw trip w r made fr m E or tb hatchiug hou eat Clarkston, and about 1,330,000 
pnrp 
·if ·r 
w r put iut th trouo-b fr. lark having incr a ed the num lJer of troughs to fifty for the 
f r b upply f g 1-.. One ha1f of the eggs were the property of the 
ntr 11 d b ' :Mr. J. . lark, of Detroit, Mr. George Clark, of 
l rk n. Th gg rec fr 1 att ntion from the econd day 
l.i · u i1 ab u th mid ll f January, the eyes of the embryo 
1 .n t 1 . · b ing Y r: ·mall. 
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"Upon receipt of the instructions to ship a quantity of eggs to the State ,commissioners of 
California, a case sirnila,r to Mr. Clark's was made; substituting a, good quality of tin f<:>r the zinc~ · 
arnl adding a second square can, large enough to contain the can with the trays and cups, and 
lea.Ye the space of an inch on a11 sides. 
"Arriving at Clarkston on the 18th of January, the weather was considered too sm,ere to hazard 
the shipment of the eggs at the time, and it was delayed until the 20th. The thick covering of 
frozen snow and ice prevented the possibility of obtaining- moss, and a good quality of sponge was 
substituted. This was prepared first by whipping out the calcareous .dust that it contained, and, 
after being cut in thin slices, was thoroughly washed through several changes of warm water. 
Pieces were then fitted to the bottom of the cups, and while standing in a pan of water a half 
tablespoonful of eggs was poured in, a thin slice of sponge, fitting the inside of the cup, laid 
lightly over the eggs, and the remainder of the spoonful poured in, when a third piece of sponge 
was put over them to cover them. The tray, with the cups, was then put 1.nto the inner can, 
which was placed within the second can, with one inch of sawdust filling the vacant space on the 
sides, bottom,'and top. · A piece of bnrlaps was tied over the top, and the whole placed upon the 
springs, within the packing-box, and the lid fastened down. The packing-box bad two half-inch 
boles bored near the bottom to admit the air. The filling of sawdust was considered as a neces-
sary safeguard against the cold weather of the time. 
"The case was put in charge of the baggage-master, and I accompanied it as far as Omaha, 
Nebraska, attending to its transfer from one train to ~rnother, and regulating its position in the 
car. At Omaha it was given in charge of the express company, and the messenger instructed as 
to the effect of heat and cold upon the eggEl, and a letter containing fu11 fastructions sent with the 
box to be delivered to the messenger at Ogden, where the box was transferred to bis care, 'there 
being no further charige of messenger between that and San Francisco, California. On two sides 
of the box, in distinct letters, was printed the caution, 'Fish-eggs; must not be jolted or allowed 
to freeze.' 
''The weather continued cold throughout the time the eggs were on the way, an<l they 
arrived at their destination in very bad condition. Mr. Stone attributed tbe damage to the use of 
sponge, and the sawdust packing preventing ventilation. Mr. Rudolph Hessel, an experienced 
fisb-culturist of Offen burg, Germany, while visiting Washington, informed me that be bad used 
sponge for packing eggs for long distances with entire success. The lack of ventilation is a more 
probable cause, though the. deRcription given by Mr. Buckland of the method of packing the eggs 
received from Seth Green's establishment in January, 1870, was similar in the fact that the cups 
containing the moss and eggs were buried in the sawdust. A small quantity, received from Mr .. 
N. W. Clark at the Smitbsonian Institution this winter, was packed in the · same manner, using 
sponge and burying the cups in a pail of sawdust, and they were found to be all alive after a fifty 
hours' journey. 
"The necessity of a certain supply of oxygen to the eggs bas been very thoroughly proven by 
the researches of W. H. Ransom, M. D., of Nottingham~ England, published in the first volume of 
the 'Journal of Anatomy and Physiology.' The experiments were made while investigating the 
nature of the rhythmic contractions of the yelk, known to occur in the living eggs of fishes~ 
Among several experiments, in which by ingenious methods the oxygen of the atmosphere was 
kept from contact with the eggs, those of the stickleback being employed, he relates as follows:: 
"' I therefore made a . series of suffocative experiments on impregnated and unirnprcgnated 
eggs, using aerated distilled water in cells, all of the capacity of .05 cubic inch, sealing the covers 
with hot wax, and varying the number of eggs in each cell. Five observations were made with 
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uuimpr ·~nnt '<l egg:; bnsincr r . p ctivcly, tbfrty-frrn, thirt.y, rigbteen, niue, and seven eggs jn a 
. 11 · au l altll u(Yli jn , n eqnenC'c of the accidental loosening of the·wax, and the entrance of a, 
ittl, 1 nhh1 of. ir th duration of the contractions was not in an cases inversely as the ·nnmbrr 
of ya in th ]l,· y t th genernl re nlt was rhythmic contraction, and tbe pseudo cleavage con-
tiim ·<l long r in the c 11 containing the rna11er number of ova; the eggs whi.ch la,y uearest to tbe 
air-lmbbl, alway b ing tlle la t to cea e to move; the accidentH,l failure of the lnting affording 
tlrn. a lditional vi<lence of the importance of oxygen. In all the cells the contraction ceased in 
fr m tw nty-three to thirty hours, or one-fourth of the time they continued iu aerated water and 
unJirnit d pac . Five similar observations were made on impregnated eggs, wit,h ·forty-eight, 
thirty-eight ernnteen, ten, and seven eggs fo each cell, with similar but more marked rmmlts; 
the yelk eon traction' ceasing earlier thau in the uni.mpreg·nated ova. ~Phe cleavage was more 
rapidly check d than the pseudo cleavage, and still more so than the yelk contractions. Seven 
experiment were then made to ascertain the relative drpendence upon the presence of ox,vgen of 
the mov meut which result in cell multiplication and differentiation, and of the muscular contrac-
tion of tlrn embryo compared with the yelk contractions. Two healthy developing ova, were 
sealed in imilar cells at seventy-six, one hundred and one, one hundred and twenty-seven, one 
lmndre<l and fifty, and one hundred and seventy-four hours each,·after impregnation; and two free 
embryo at twenty-four and forty-ejght hours after batching. Although the proport,ion: of active 
()rgani.c matter to the medium was so very much less than in t~e previous experiments with recently 
impr gnat l egg , yet the process of development ceased in all in about seven hours, and the yelk 
<! ntra ·ti n dhl not continue more than eighteen hourR. . The movements of the heart continued 
a ut th ame time, those of tbe trunk ceasing before the heart . . The embryos 'in the, lat"r stages 
~, 1 pm nt m r quickly ceased to move than those in the earlier. The·inference is, I think, 
11 t t r i t d, that oxygen in the urronndi.ng medium is an essential condition of the exercise 
f th pr p rty f' rhythmic contractility possessed by the food yelk, as well as of the fissile con-
tr, ctility of th formative yelk.' 
r. R u om admit that the quantity of oxygen consumed in these movements 
ap1 ar 1.. b v r · minute, yet jt indicate that a large quantity of eggs, confined, in a small, 
air-tio-lJ ,·pa , would con um the oxygen to an injurious extent, during a long journey, 
alHl :uffi ·i ut , ntilation i to be cou idered as one of the necessities in packing eggs for 
tran,'p rtation. The 'awdu t that fill cl the space around the inner can, in the California 
·llipm nt, w,, ·rowd 'd down with a piec of board, and may have, in consequence, rendered tl.rn 
pa ·kao- m r . mp1 t ly air-tight than in the shipments referred to similarly packed. A later 
hiprn nt arriv d in m t excel) nt condition. The cups in the cases were made four by four 
·nche · ·quar , Y w d ep, with no packing between the cans, and the eggs packed in mosR. 
h m t ampl v- ntilati n wa provid d for in the egg-cases. The oxygen given off by live moss 
i pro a 1y th prin ·ipal r a ou for it pecial adaptation in packing eggs for shipment. 
an -m,., xp riment on th ffi ct of beat have al o a practical value in the trel:li"rneJit 
f fi. h ova, oth ju tr, n ·p rtati u and in th trough . He say : 'Some eggs on the stage of active 
: utra · i n w .r 1 1 until b tb rm m t r placed on th cell tood at 320 F. They all became 
1 bular. Th y w r not frozen; and I do not cloubt that their temperature 
wa · hicth r than th· t in i ·at d l · th therm m t r.' Th ·outractions were afterward::, restored 
·urr nt. In uotb r .· rvation, 'I fr z tlie water in which the eggs w<1re 
om f th m w r mpl t l · and th r incompl tely, frozeu. The frozen egg 
~- •r .! all m r or 1 ," pa 1 • an 1 bacl th ir i11n r ·a·: mptur cl and emptied of yelk in yariou 
h ir 0 1 ma iv · lk l > ula l an 1 darkly r, nular. Tho e which were lea t frozen 
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were slightly opalescent only, and when allowed to thaw they contracted as before, ultimately 
going on to cleave in an irregular manner, the ruptures in their sacs having healed. Slighter 
reduction1:! of temperatures to 40° F. and 48° F. retarded witho~t destroying the contractions. · In 
such cases the commencement of cleavage was delayed. By raising the temperature moderately 
the movements were accelerated; but at about 80° F. (it is difficult ·to speak with certainty of the 
temperature actually obtained by the object) the contractions were arrested, the , yelk-ball 
becoming globular, and the oil-globules being scattered. Such eggs; however, soon recoYeretl 
themselves when left at 58° F., and cleft iu even less· time than eggs <lid which had uot been 
warmed. In other eggs, heated in a chamber at 102 F., the cleav,,ige was retarded to three times: 
the .usual period, and when it took place was wa,nting in symmetr_y. The yelk began to become· 
opalescent at about 1030 F.; but a t,rue coagulation of the albumen <lid not take place, the yelk 
being fluid and opaque. Thus · a temperature too low or too much elevated retards or arrests 
the contractions, but they are not destroyed before commencing physical and chemical changes 
set in.' 
''Whether the point at which the contractions of the yelk ceased was the point at which 
vitality left the egg, might or might not have been the fact, but it is quite evident that the egg 
was, at the temperatures stated, in an abnormal state, and the necessity of sustaiuing a tempera-
ture around the eggs of fishes between these extremes is apparent, if they are to be kept in their 
most favorable condition. 
"Mr. Green and Mr. WiJmot both procured eggs this season from t?e Detroit River. ]\fr. 
Green made use of a newly devised apparatus for hatching, that proved to be a most excellent. 
contrivance, both for the economy of space and the facility for caring for the eggs. By this. 
method he will be enabled to hatch five or six times the quantity of eggs in the same building •. 
The young fishes were distributed in accordance with the excellent plan adopted by the New York 
commissioners for supplying ·demands from all parts of the State, without expense, on applicati011._ 
"The success attained by these persevering experiments is now complete, and the White-fish 
may be restored by artificial propagation, to the same extent as the Salmon, or the Brook-Trout, or· 
the shad. As bas been shown, the White-fish has advantages in this particular that the other· 
species haYe not. The obstruction of streams is no obstacle in the way of their multiplication,, 
because they have no necessity of ascending them, and, unlike the Trout and the Sa,lmon, they 
cannot be suspected of eating each other. 
"Attempts at feeding the young fishes have all been failures, and the only natural food that 
bas been found in their intestines is the species of Diatomacem reported by Mr. Briggs. But as 
they are more vigorous and strong in the earlier stages of growth, there is not the same necessity 
of caring for them until they are partly grown, and they should be put into the waters they aro 
to inhabit soon after the ovisac is absorbed, and allowed to find their natural food for themselves, 
just as the young shad are treated when hatched artificially. 
"Artificial propagation affords advantages that compensate for aU the overfishing and losses 
that the fa;h faunffi sutler from man and natural causes. The great numbers of eggs found in the 
ovaries of fishes in reality afford little evidence of their capacity fo_r populating the waters. It is 
a fact, illustrated in neatly if not all branches of the animal kingdom, that the most fecund species 
do not, by any means, increase the fastest in numbers, but from the greater evils they are subject 
to, and the greater number of enemies they encounter, there is such a fatality during the earlier 
stages of growth that the losses balance the numbers produced, and less fecund species, by being 
better protected, equal them in numbers. The most perfect illustrations of this fact may be found 
among our lake fishes. The muskellunge, Esox nobilior, has a very large number of eggs. A ca,st 
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1, rn'e :C•mal p cimeu, made hy Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland, Ohio, is in the 
with uiau In titution. The ovaries measure over two feet in length, and the 
C'I' _. ~ 1 a u tb ·am diamet r a those of the White-fish; they contain at least :five times 
~ mauy o-CT , a , • p und ·white-fl b, and yet, as regards numberR, the muskellunge is a compam-
tfr •lr r~r fi:b. Th r are, undoubtedly, exigencies attending the egg stage· of this :fish that will 
a · nut fi r thi · fa t. 
Ju th a , f the White-fl. hes, though annually depositing millions of eggs, the delicate 
natur f tll mbryo, antl the numerous spawn-eaters, effect a certain balance of numbers with 
r lation to th g- neral faunre of the lakes, so that, up to the time of the early sEttlement of the 
L, k r gi 11 tlrn fl. h were found in great abundance. The nets now came in as an additional agent 
in pr ,. nting the iucrea e, the pound-net, particularly, killing a large percentage of the fishes that 
Jwcl not matur d ufficiently to a sist the increase by depositing spawn, and in consequence the 
mun b r of ti h were rapidly reduced. 
Th care of the eggs in the hatching troughs has proved, beyond question, the frail nature 
of tbe ego- of the White-fl h. They are smaller, and have a much thinner investing membrane, or 
h 11 and have not the same enduring vitality that the ova of the Trout and Salmon have. So tha,t 
in th op n water of the lakes and rivers by far the greater number are lost because of the 
di, turban e of the bottom by the autumn storms and the deposit of sediment from the muddy 
wat r, the failure of many of the eggs to come in contact with the milt of the male fisli, the 
myriad <l vour <l by the army of spawn-eaters, anrl the additional evils of pollution of the waters 
fr m th dr inage of cities, manufactories, and saw-mills, and the dragging of seines over the 
d. 
n, ntity f White-fl h egg taken from the l>0ttorn of the Detroit River, a very extensive 
pawning r nnd while dredging in company with Mr. George Clark, at the close of the spawning 
a n w r f uncl to d ad and white, or so coated and stained with the black ooze that they 
ulcl no liaY urviv . In tbe pond on Gras y Island, where as many as ten thousand female 
hit -fi ·h 1 po it th ir pawn in a eason, we succeeded in taking between :fifty and sixty embryo 
fi 'b , hy <lr( wing a i11 lined with millinet, and a <liligent search through several hours at the 
nrfaC', in th month of April. 
' 111 ol>via in<r all f th ·e vil , artificial propagation asserts its advantage, and though the 
numl>n f o- that may b bandl di exceedingly mall compared with the millions sown by the 
fi b · , Y t th numl> r f fi b produced may really exceed the present production in a state of 
n ture. Thi a rtion ba ample proof in the restoration of :fisl1es in regions where they have 
b n 11 ar] ' xt rminat d and ven , here uo change was made in the restrictions upon the :fishing 
th t mi 0 -Iit hav a i, t <l the increa e. 
·p ri n e f be pa,' t few y ar ha proved entirely the possibility of increasing the 
nnml)('r.· f th Whit -fl h by artificial propagation. The running water in the troughs supplies 
th oncliti n r uir cl tb gg ; the £ rtilization of the ova in the pan brings every egg in 
ntac with tb milt· th y Ji uu<li:tur d and fr e from injurious sediment or :filthy water; the 
p, wn- t r h Y n a c to th m whatev r and the dead egg are immediately removed from 
c nta ·t' ith th living n ; th y ung fi h are un r control in the troughs until the ovisac is 
c1 wh nth y r r a<ly to e placed in th ir natnral home, the cold waters of the Northern 
Mr. 
a mall utl 
ri r f th 
. 'lark have reduced the loss of the eggs 
f mon y thi :fi h may be restored with a 
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"The losses in the fry stage merit consideration, though there is every evidence to believe 
that they are very small. One great advantage in favor of the young .White-fish is its strength 
and vigor almost from the time it leaves the egg, and its disposition to seek the surface, as 
observed in the troughs and where they were seen in their natural condition in Detroit River." 
DrsE.A.SES.-Nothing definite has been ascertained regarding the diseases to wllich White-
fish are liable. .A roughness, however, on the scales may be observed from about November 15 
to November 20. This roughness has the appearance of small tubercles, a,nd is most apparent on 
the sides toward the vent. The male fish is said to exhibit this possible symptom of disease the 
mo.re plainly. 
Mr. Milner's observations on the White-fish, with regard to its being infested with parasites, 
led him to write: 
'' The White-fish, as far as my observations have extended, is infested with two external and 
two intestinal parasites. The external ones are a crustacean, a Lernma, and an annelid, the Ichthy-
obdella punctata . . The lernean was found only in the Detroit River, adhering to the fish on the 
dorsal region, and with its bell-shaped sucker bur~ed in the epidermal sheat,h of the scales. On 
the ·white-fish swimming in schools near the surface around the edge of the pond in Detroit River, 
it could be detected by close examination fastened to the fish. There were seldom more than four 
on one fish. The Lake Herring, confined in the same pond, swam in close contact with the White-
fish, but in no instance, although careful observations were made repeatedly of the Herring while 
in the water and after capture, was · the lernean found upon them. In Lake Superior they are 
found to be numerous on t,he siscowet. · 
"The lchthyobdella, a leech of three-fourths of an incb long, grayish-white in color7 with 
brown tesselated markings, was seen jn great numbers in the month of .April, _while the fishermen 
were lifting their nets from about fifty fathoms some fifteen miles out from Kenosha, Wisconsin. 
They oovered the nets and fishes of all species, and fell in such numbers on the deck that it became 
slippery, and an old coat was thrown down for the man who was lifting the gang to stand upon. 
They were very tenacious of life, living for a long time on . the deck, and for several da;ys in the 
bilge-water of the fish-boats. They were in such numbers that it was difficult to decide whether 
they had a preference for any species, and were found filled with blood both in the gills and while · 
attached to the body, though it was difficult to imagine that they could fill themselves with blood 
from the epidermal sheath of the scales. They were thought to be most numerous on the White-
fishes, as they were in greater numbers on them than on the Trout, the Lawyer, or the Cisco, the 
only other fishes taken. 
''.A prevailing but mistaken opinion in the vicinity was that the White-fish fed upon the leech. 
Dr. Hoy's investigatious disproved the notion, and all examinations of stomach contents confirmed 
this fact. One of the intestinal parasites resembled the leech somewhat in form. The other was 
an Echinorhynchus. They were never found witpin the stomach, but always in the duodenal 
portion of the intestine near the mouths of the cffical tubes." 
METHODS OF C.A.PTURE.-The methods employed whereby the largest numbers of this fosh 
may be taken varies in different localities. .At Whitefish Point, Lake Superior, the greater 
part of the catch is made with pound-nets. A bout the .Apostle Islands the gill-net is used 
at aU times. The best grounds are along the shore from .Ashland to Onton_agon. From Grand 
to Sauk's Island tlle catch of White-fish is made with pound-nets in the spring and gill-nets in 
the fall. .At the south end of Lake Michigan there are no pound-nets; the fish, consequently, are 
of large size. The White-fish fishery of Saint Joseph is carried on far out iu the lake, formedy 
nearer shore. .About Little and Grand Traverse Bays all the pounds were blown away on 
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Tb · w r re et and were again destroyed at the end of November. From 
~i wt • rnn t n ponn<l-n t~ are used exclusively. 
•r th north rn nd of Lake Huron, from the Straits of_Mackinac to the .Detour ~assage, 
tb Yllit ,.fi h ar followe<l by the fishermen with pound-nets as far as twelve or more miles from 
·b r an l with gHl-n t fifteen to twenty miles. At Port Ontario, Lake Ontario, gill-nets ~.re 
.·t n i,· ly u, I in the capture of White-fish, and at Wolfe Bay it is remarlted by Mr. P.eter Kiel 
tlrn th · auuot be caught with hook and line at any season of the year. Mr. Lanman says 
tha th y ar occa ioual]y taken along Madawaska River, and that he has caught them with rod 
and Jin u low the falls of that river, at its confluence with the Saint John, in the early part of the 
·nmm r. The ame writer tates that in Eagle Lakes the White-fish is caught abundantly by torch-
light with dip-nets. Of its capture in the Grand Lake, Mr. Lanman writes: 
' ome year ·ince this fish was abundant in the Grand Lake, where the writer, in the month 
of l\1ay, aw great numbers taken oi;it of gill-nets set for gaspereau, and thrown away by the fish-
ermen a worthle . At the _same time, the writer caught a number of them with rod and line, in 
one of tho e mall pieces of water connected with the Grand Lake, usually called 'key-holes.' It 
i occa ionally taken in the Saint John, throughout its whole extent. · In the harbor of Saint John, 
in pring, it ha been often caught in the seines and weirs with the gaspereau, and salted with 
that fi b, becau e its value was not known." 
Tb White-fl h caught in Green Ba.y, Lake Michigan, are thus prepared for shipment, if as 
fr ·h fi 11: the gill and viscera are removed and the fish carefully washed. 
R f. rri.ng to th we t shore of Lake Michigan, down as far as Manitowoc, Wisconsin, Kumlien 
thu writ in 1 0 in regard to tbe White-fish market: "The demand for No. 1 WJ;tite-fish is steadily 
iu ·r a ·ing, and a high a ev n and eight cents are often realized when the supply is not abun-
dant. Th , v rag price for the whole season Mr. Niquette estimates will be a trifle over four 
nt p r und, thre an<l a half being pai<l to the fishermen. The demand for fresh fish is such, 
and th fa ·iliti for shipping o good, that very few White-fish are salted now. In 1870 there 
w r a ut , packag nt from Two Rivers, while in 1867 there were above 6,300, and for 
1 7 tlJ r w re n t v r I, U; but a much larger amount of fresh fish has been shipped. The 
vi foity f Two Riv r' h long be n a noted WlJite-tl h ground, and still keeps up its reputation; 
n ulv a f w mil t tb outh, off Manitowoc, it no longer pays to fish for White-fish." 
At\ auk cran, La] Micbirran, '\Vbite-fi h are largely smoke<l. At Oswego and vicinity, Lake 
11tari u "\'\ hit -fi h bav been alt d for :fi\'e :year . Of those shipped from Port Clinton and 
vi ·iuity , l a t two-third t tln -fourth. come from Canada. Five yea,rs ago not more tban 
n ·LHJf w 1r' r • fr d f r bi1 m nt from anada. At the present time more are being sent from 
thi · pla · than ver. Thi bu in · ha· ·teadily increa ed iuce 1855, the increase being tbe most 
triking in· 1 03. th fall , 011 the 1\ladawa ka Ri\·er," writes Mr. Lanman, "the inhabitants 
tal a u for . · arr J' ev ry autumn, which are cnr din pickle for winter u e.~ 
B ·n 1· ,E.-Th f. llowing ob rvation on tlrn abnndance of Wbite-fo;h in the Great 
nd f Lak up rior, and in thi vicinity, tbe White-ti h 
u think tlJat their number· have not uecreased since 1 70, 
arri cl n jn d p r wat r than wa then nece ary. 
f ,'\ liite-fi h in Huron Bay, outh of Keweenaw, 
fift n ar : awclu t, navigation, and overfi bing. 
£ r hipping. A many a, eventy-two 
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half barrels have been taken in one pound-net at one lift (net thirty-five feet). They here rank 
first in importance, are abundant and very large. 
Along the shore of Lake Superior, from Ash~and to Ontonagon, White-fish rank first in impor-
tance. Iu the vicinity of Marquette the decrease of this fish, according to Parker, bas been very 
great within the last fifteen years, _and especially since 1877. At White-fish Point this species 
ra,nks first in importance. 
Down Green Bay White-fish are becoming- more abundant, at Guamico the proportion as com-
pared with the abundance of Herring being about one half barrel of White-fish to fift,y of Herring. 
Ten years ago White-fish were the inost important, but have been driven from their spawning beds 
in the rivers by saw-dust and other causes. The largest hauls here are made by gill-nets through 
the ice in winter. The appearance of this fish here is very irregular, often absent,ing itself for 
several yea;rs from hitherto favorite localities. In June, 1877, lVIr. LevelJe, of Pensaukee, caught in 
one pound-net seven hnndrnd half barrels, besides shippiug a large quantity fresh. They were all 
No. 1 fish. As high a number as :fifty barrels were taken from the net in one morning; other nets, 
which were set on either side of his, took no ·:fish. Mr. Levelle chose a ledge of rock, having a 
light coating of mud, for the spot on which to set his net. One of the :fish which he caught weighed 
eleven pounds; since this large catch many other attempts have been made to catch fish in the 
same place, but without any great success. 
The most important :fish on the west coast of Gneri Bay is the White-fish. In 1843 the prin-
cipal spawning beds for this fish were in the rivers. In 1863 thirty-six barrels were taken at one 
lift of a pound-net; now, fiy·e lrnndred pounds are regarded as a very good catch. In 1878 the 
largest catch on record was eight hundred and fifty pounds. · In 1850 the most profitable grounds 
of this region were in the Menomonee River, where they were taken .in racks on their return from 
spaw11ing. Six hundred barrels were often taken on one rack during the autumn; now, not one 
example has been eaught in the river for twelve yf'ars. The same cause is assigned for their dis-
appearance as from other grounds already spoken of. About 1859, and a few years previous to the 
introduction of the pound-net, the greater part of the White-fish was 1 aken in seines close inshore, 
usualJy having a warp of only thirty rods. In tTu1y and August of 1879 there were large runs of 
small White-fish-five or six inches in length-on Peshtigo Bar; one :fisherman took out several 
boat-loads, and, on account of their small size, was obliged to throw them away. It was thought 
by the fishermen that these :fish had been artificially lJatched by the Wisconsin State fish com-
mission. A ~ore sensible plan on the part of the fishermen would have been to replace them in 
the water to grow, finding them too small for market. 
The temperature of the water is ~upposed to have a great influence upon the movements of 
this fish, especially at the time of their arrival upon the feeding grounds in spring. · "In winter," 
says Mr. Eveland, '· they seek deep water and Jive upon the 'winter feed'-the so-called 'White-
fish worm,' which they seek upon a muddy bottom; but about the middle of June, on an average, 
the water becoming warm enough, they strike inshore on sandy or on slightly gravelly shoals 
and bars and entirely change the character of their food; at this time feeding on the '::;hell fred' 
(small mollusks)." 
Towards Cedar River t.he White-fish are more plentiful tba,n between PrshUgo Point and :riie-
nomonee. They alone are taken almost exclusively in deep-water pound-net&. 
At and near Green Bay City the White-fish has been for years past the most abunc1ant speei('S 
of fish. It is now, according to the :fisherman's language, '' played out." 
This fish is first in importance in the waters at the north end of Green Bay. The principal nrns 
occur <luring the spawning season. There are a great many spawning grounds in this section, espe-
i. Uv t 
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ut th i land . ft r pawning they retire to the deep water in the lake. In 1870 there 
atch of White-fl ,11 in these waters. A point opposite the mouth of Esca-
d a having very superior advantages for the profitable establishment of a 
r the mouth of l\fanistigue River, a specimen we1gbing twenty-nine pounds 
wa ,U""ht. 
w n fanitowoc aud Whitefish Bay the White-fish is of the first importance. At nearly 
ll tb fi h rie the b t runs occur during August and September. A very few are taken in the 
prin"" in tlle ponnd-n t at Cedar Grove. A great many small White-fish are taken in the vicinity 
f Iilwauk e. The White-fish ranks first in importance iu this section. In lSGO the average catch 
wa 011 hundred to the net; it is now not more than one-eighth of that number. Ove.rfislling and 
tlJ •aptur of the pawning fish are assigned as reasons for this decrease. Their size has also o1 
lat dimini bed, many being so small that, were the meshes of the nets not stiff from being tarred, 
th fi 11 could ea 'ily e ·cape. In this vicinity there are no spawning grounds of note. 
At the outh encl of Lake Michigan two varieties or grades are recognized, v1z, the '' shore" 
au<l th ' out ide" fl ' h. The latter are firmer than the" shore" grade and bear shipment with less 
1 . Th 'out ide" :fi hare taken in gill-nets, and the others in pound-nets. The '' outside" fish, 
mor OY r ha a maller head and reddish :fins. There are no spawning . grounds on this coast., 
ancl n Nllit .fl. h, con equently, are taken in autumn. 
B tw n l n aven and Saugatuck the White-fish ranks first in importance. Capt. J. J. 
Brown ay' that at l a t three-fourths of the :fish taken here are White-fish. He recognizes no 
<.litr r •11 Yari ti .:1, and know nothing of the "blood-fish." 
'l h r ha n a d er a e during the last ten years in the wa,ters between the Straits of 
I.wkina · an l h J t ur Pa age; the principal cause being, probably, that the fish have been 
cli:turh '<l th r H th ir pawning grounds. Captain Emmett is of the opinion tha,t :fishermen 
, h nM l>' pr hil>it cl y law from taking White-fish after the first of November. This gentleman 
a.- '<'It.' po.-itin•ly Urn , m of th once mo t famous pawniug grounds are now entirely abandoned, 
il a v a' the <mu e for thi desertion. Too small fish are taken by reason of 
tl1 • 11.- of fin -m ·h cl rth Point, Thunder Bay, is considered the best spot in that 
lo ·alit ' for b aptur, f h Whit .fl. 'h-where it ranks :fir.st in importance-and one of the best 
J> illt' f all th lak r gi n. A few ar caught in gill-nets in early spring, but the bulk is taken 
from th latt r part f pt ml> r until winter, tbe height of runs being from the 10th to the 15th of 
~ ,· ml>rr , t which tim th y ar pawning. It i thouglit that the number of nets has doubled 
<lmi11 "" th J t w y ar , ncl that the fi h have decrea ed fully two-thirds since 1865. Formerly 
a ri 0 • c n i t <l fa oe bund1· d twelve-rod net : now, of two lrnndre<l and :fifty forty-fore. 
rod n t . n ri()' ha ,' lt d tw lv13 hundr d barrel in one ea on. )I ill-refuse thrown into the 
,·tr am, i,' , nppo d to b a prolific cau, e of the decrea e in abundance of this :fi h. 
Th "\ hit :fi h rank 
nrou tug ugr gate at certain season of they ar. 
undantly on th anadian than on the American hor . 
rly priug, th rincipal ea on being from May to 
cl n, ig tion in the river ha driven the White· 
, a nn<lan a th y were formerly. 
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About the Charity Islands, Lake Huron, White-fish rank about third in importance. The best 
time for fishing is in October; some are taken in May aud June. Gill nets take them all the 
summer. About Point Sable are the most profitable fishing grounds. · The deeper the water, the 
more abundant the White-fish appear to be. They spawn in large numbers about the islands 
and at Gravelly Point. It is thought by old fishermen of this region that since 1865 the decrease 
of this fish bas been fully one-half. 
In Maumee Bay, Lake Erie, the White-fish are thought to be as abundant as they ever were, 
though the facilities for capture are better and more eXLensively used than ever before. Within the 
last two years a steady iuerease has been marked, due, it is thought, to artificial propagation. 
Abont Toledo great numbers have been planted during the last few years,.and the universal verdict. 
of the fishermen is that the White-fish are on the increase in that region. In 1875 forty tons were 
in one day brought into the Toledo market. The spring catch is considered as of little importance. 
Between the mouth of the Detroit River and Toledo, Ohio, the Wbite-fa;h ranks first in impor-
tance. On this shore they are all said to be good-sized, mature fish. It is not thought that they 
are on the decrease to any perceptible extent. From Ottawa City westward to Port Clinton the 
spring catch of White-fish is very light. 'fbe fall run usually commences about the first of October . 
.Around the Sister Islands and on innumerable reefs are excellent spawning grounds, whl're they 
~re caught in small numbers by wandering giJl-uetters. The catch about Port Clinton for the last 
five years is said to have been very poor. Gill-net fishing during their spawning season and o,Ter-
fishing generally are assigned as the reasons for this falling off. In 1876, Matthews & Bell, of Port 
Clinton, had on their warehouse floor forty-seven tons of White-fish at one time, and the next day 
thirty tons more~ At Locust Point and Toussaint the vYhite-fish are reported as scarce in spring. 
They there rank about fifth in importance at that season. The runs are very irregular, some years 
being fairly abundant ancl others very scarce. 
Since 1870, in the vicinity of the Upper and Lower Sandusky Bays, the decrease of White-fish 
has been alarming. Its decrease, however, has been irregular, for in 1874 there was quite a large 
catch. Since then the decline has been greater every year. 
It is thought that the spawn is now deposited in places where it becomes a prey to larger fish. 
Some of the best spawning grounds at present are on the reefs off North Bass and north and east 
of Kelley's Island; the principal portiou of the reefa are in Canadian waters. 
ln 1846 .Mr. Anthony was hired by Dr. Ackley, of Cleveland, to convey a _party of students to 
the famous Toussaint marshes for a hunting and fishing expedition. To their surprise, they hauled 
up in their seine some White-fish. Further attempts were made by Mr. Anthony, aided by two 
Frenchmen, and in the morning, after a whole niglit's work, he had taken nearly fifteen hundred 
fine Wbite-fisli. 'l'he,r had never been caught on this ground before. 'fhe fish were. taken to San-
dusky, but the neople would not believe that they had been takpn near their city. In the next 
year a forty-rod seine was fitted out, and with it White-fish amounting to twenty-five hundred 
barrels when salted were caught; this was r~peated the next year with a si_milar success. Iu 1849 
the first pound (twelve feet, deep) was set, and the result was so successful that the seine was dis-
carded. After four years' successful fi~hing they moved to the south poiut of Bass Island and set 
in t hirt,v feet of water; this attempt was successful. At that time the season lasted from Septem-
ber 15 to winter; now, at the same place, it only lasts for a few days in spring·. . 
During the best fishing days of tlie season-in the fall-in the vicinity of Huron, Ohio, a ton 
of White-fish is sometimes taken from ten nets; this is above tlie a.vera,ge. They are thought .to 
have decreased fifty per cent. since 18,5. Before 1868 they appeared to be on the increase; ,-after 
that year their decrease has been continuous to tlie present time. The diminution in their 
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a mcl. n i, attri utetl to over fi bing. In heavy weathe~ these fif,~ leave for deep water. In 
th Yi ini y f rmillioo, Ohio, the White-fish have no ~pawning grounds. A great decrease in 
tb ir a undan ha taken place during the past few yeai:s. In 1879 thirteen nets succeeded in 
taki u l>ut tllr e t n' of 1fi.i fish. 
In r wnb lm Bay Lake Erie, and at and in the vicinity of the mouth of Black River, White-
n h rank £ urth in importance. They were more abundant in 1877 than during many previous 
y ar . B tw en Black River and Dover Bay is a small spawning ground, on a rocky-bottomed 
re f. uring pawning time no White-fish are taken at Black River or Brownhelm Bay. They 
are mo ·t abundant in this pa,rt of Lake Erie during southwest winds, when-on their way from the 
hor to deep water-they are caught in the pounds. At Brownhelm Bay a great number are taken 
in the pring at a point just above Beaver Creek. At Black River but few can be taken, because 
then t can be et but a short distance out from the shore; farther to the westward, however, the 
net can be et at a greater distance from the shore, by which means the catch is greatly increased. 
In the neighborhood of Cleveland, Ohio, and in Dover Bay the White-fish are not very 
abundant, ranking about fourth in importance. The runs are irregular, the largest ones occurring 
in the pring, th}l,t of 1879 being the most abundant ever known up to that time. The fishermen 
there say that on approach of a wind storm they will run into deep water; if they are frightene<l. 
wh n feedin~ or pawning they will not return to their grounds for a long while. They are taken 
only in mild weather. In the waters off Conneaut and Ashtabula, Lake Erie, it is supposed that 
Whit -ft h are not one-third as abundant as in 1870, but since 187(? the anr;iual decrease has not 
b n perceptibl . Near Painesville, Ohio, no spawning or feeding grounds for the White-fish have . 
b n found; but on a shoal-some miles to the east-the gill-nette.rs take a great many during the 
·pawning a on. 
T ward tli ea.·t nd of Lake Erie, around Dunkirk, New York, the first run of White-fish 
tak ' · pla · arly in the pring. In June, July, and the ea.rly part of August also, large hauls of 
h fi ·h r mad ; th be t time is, however, from the latter part of September until November, 
wh n a larg r rad of .fi ' lJ, and on whiclJ 1s preferred for freezing, is taken. Lately (in 1880) six 
th u and pound fr m t rty net and thirty-five hundred pounds from twent.y-fi.ve nets a.re reported, 
Th , l r t h ul iu 1 7 wa nineteen hundr d pounds from one gang of nets. 
> rtOntari , n Lake ntario, Wllit .:fl. ·h rank first in importance. Near Oswego this :fi.sll is 
far fr m b ing mm n, and n ver enter th river. White-fish, up to the year 1867, have been on 
in 1 55 in the vicinity of Port Ulinton, e~pecially so during the years 1865, 1866, 
ince that tim they ha,e deer a ed in numbers to a sma,11 extent. Thi~ decrease is 
lar ly m r ly a uppo itiou, ari ' ing from i 0 ·norance regarding the movements of this fish, and the 
, ppJication f the lat t and b, t methou in fl 1Jing. Probably it is true that the decrease is in 
tb numb r that j ·au ht, not in the uumb r that might be taken. In 1859, forty-njue thousand 
hit -fl h r aid t hav be n t k n at one haul; run,ny ~rere ·mall and young; folly a half of 
thi cat ·h w r thrown away b for h n t could lJe hauled in. At Sto1dngton Beach it is claimed 
that · v n r -fi. v thou and fi. h bav b n taken a, hore by on haul of the -eine. At Chaumont, 
wh r t h hit -:fl., b rank 
· llarb r wb r tb y ar taken in i<le only 
·au ht h r ar u ·uall. larg . In 1 76 an immen e 
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169. THE LESSER WHITE-FISHES. 
By DAVID .S. JORDAN. 
THE MUSQU.A.. W- RIVER WHI'I.'E-FISH-COREGONUS L.A..BR.A..DORICUS. 
The name "Whiting" is said by Prescott to be applied to this fish in New Hampshire. It 
occurs throughout tlle lakes of Northern New England and Northern New York, and in the Great 
Lakes. It is, however, not generally abundant except in. the Great . Lakes. It attains -a smaller 
sjze than the White-fish, those seen by us rarely weighing more than a pound. 
'l'HE .MOON-EYE OR Crsco-OOREGONUS H0YI. 
The Moon-eye or "Cisco" of La,ke Michigan has thus far been noticed only in Lakes Michigan, 
Erie, and Ontario. It is the smallest of' our White-fish, rarely weighing over half a pound, and 
it is seldom taken in shallow water. · It has, from its small size and rare occurrence, little economic 
value. Nothing distinctive is known of' its food or breeding habits. · 
THE LA.KE HERRING~COR.EGONUS ARTEDI. 
This species is almost universally known as the "Lake Herring." The name "Cisco" is also 
often applied to it, especially about the smaller lakes, and in many regions also the name '' Michi-
gan Herring." The Lake Herring is one of the most abundant fishes of the Great Lake region, 
probably second only to the White-fish in importance as a food-fish. It goes in large schools, and 
is taken in great numbers in comparatively shallow waters. It occurs also in the lakes of British 
America, and probably in Northern New England and .New York. Its usual length is little more 
than a foot. Its mouth is much larger than that of the White-fish, and its range of food is doubt-
less greater. It spaw:µs in November and Decemher, coming into shallow water for the purpose. 
It exists in most of the small lakes of Northern Indiana and Eastern Wisconsin (Tippecanoe, 
Geneva, Oconomowoc, etc.), where it is known as the "Cisco." In these lakes it usually remains 
in deep water until the spawning season, when. great .numbers come near shore to spawn. As a 
food-fish the Lake Herring ranks high, although considerably inferior to the White-fish. 
I 
THE BLUE-FIN-00REGONUS NIGRIPINNIS. 
This species is known as the" Blue-fin" or'' Black-fin." It ha,s thus far been taken only in 
the deeper waters of Lake Michigan. At times it comes in considerable numbers to the Chicago 
market, but it is in general a rare species. It reaches a much larger size than the Lake Her~ing, 
which species it very closely resembles. Nothing distinctive is known of its food or breeding 
habits. 
THE MONGREL WHI'l'E-FISH-00REGONUS TULLIBJ;]E. 
This species is occasional1y taken in the Upper Great Lakes, where it is generally considered 
a hybrid between a White-fish and a Lake Herring, hence the name of "Mongrel Wbite-fish." It 
is a rare fish in collections, and nothing distinctive is known of its llal>its. Its range is probably 
to the north ward. 
THE MENOMONEE WHITE-JnSH-COREGONUS QU.A..DRIL.A..TER.A..LIS. 
The only name which I have heard applied to this fish is that of" Menomonee White-fish.~' The 
name of "Round-fish" is given to it by Richardson, and that of "Shad "'.,.aiter" (Winnipiseogee 
Lake) by Prescott. It is founu. in the lakes of New Hampshire, Northern New York, the Great 
Lakes, and northward to the Arctic Seas. In the Great Lakes it is much less abundant than the 
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mm n hit .fi b. It ize i le. s than that of the White-fish. I know nothing of its com-
. 1 ~ I Tbe tom"ch of one specimen examiued by me contamed small Limnrea-ratiY Ye U cc 11 0(, ..., 
rn- h 11 •. "'"Tt tbino- <l finite i, known of its breeding habits. 
H KY :MOUNTAIN WHITE-FISH-COREGONUS WILLIAMSON!. 
'Ihi, p i j u uaJly known as the White-fish; in Utah as the "Mountain Herring." It 
1 no- 11 of a little more than a foot, and a weight of about a, pound. It is found through-
o ky !\fountain region, in cold, clear lakes. It is abundant in Utah Lake, Lake Tahoe, 
and ju rno t of the lake of Wa,shington, Oregon, and Idaho. It is frequent in the market of 
alt Lake City, and sometimes comes into the San Francisco market. It spawns in October and 
ov m r, running from the lakes into the small streams for this purpose. As a food-fish it r_anks 
high b ing imilar to its Eastern relative, 0. quadrilateralis. 
THE CHIEF MOUNT.A.IN WHITE-FISH-PROSOPION O0UESII. 
' A pecimen of a White-fish was taken in Chief Mountain Lake, writes Milner, at the eastern 
edg of the Rocky :Mountains, by Dr. Elliott Cones, U. S. A., surgeon and naturalist of the 
Northern Boun,lary Commission. This specimen is very different in its type of form from any 
peci hitherto described from this continent. In Gunther's arrangement of the species of Oore-
gonu , it would be placed in group (a), with the upper j:1w produced into a cutaneous appendage. 
In thi particular it resembles Ooregonus oxyrhynchus Lin. and O. Lloydii Giinth. Unlike these 
p ci , it i au elongate fish, the proportion of height to length being much the same as in 0. 
William oni Gir. and O. quadrilatera,lis Rich.; it also resembles this t:vpe of form in the narrow 
up11 m ntary bone of the maxillary, and the former species in the shape of the maxillary. 
Tb nly previou r ference to a fish supposed to be of this genus, from the Saskatchewa1t 
r mark appended to the description of 0. l,a,bradoricus in the "Histoire Natnrelle 
1 nci one refers, in the most undecided manner possible, to a :fish which he 
ay to prove that the specimen was in his possession. Be admits that he is 
"D t bl t cl t rmine with certainty the genus"; and, after stating that '' my :first 1mpression 
wa t mak , it, oregonu , ince I ha·rn placed the design by the side of the other species of the 
am g nu , ' nd tbi mo t 1:1-ncertain and undecided effort to determine its relationship, with the 
qu ti n, " oul<l one name it Ooregonus angusticeps?" 
'It may b that tb p cirnen at hand i' a fish of the species indicated in the above name, the 
a ri 11 · lity h iglltening thi po sibility; but there can be no consideration of the matter that 
H aud the name is con ·equently passed over. The character given of fifty-five scales 
ral lin i very far from agreeing with Dr. Ooues's specimen, and, in fact, with any 
d cripti n fa Goregonus we have , een, and may indicate that the author was right in his l.iesi-





ri th in 
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The greatest height of body is equal to tbe length of the head. The least height of tail is 
equal to the length of the snout. The lengths of the caudal peduncle, of the snout, and of the 
mandible are equal to each other. The width of the interorbital area is equal to -the length of the 
maxillary. 
170. THE SMELT FAMILY-MICROSTOMIDlE. 
THE 8"MELT-OSMERUS MORD.AX. 
The Smelt is found along our Atlantic coast from the Raritan River, Jatitnde 40° 30', to the 
Gulf of Saint Lawrence. The northern limit of its range has not been precisely defined, although 
it is known to be extremely abundant along tile northern shores of New Brunswick. It is also 
found in many of the fresh-water lakes of M_aine, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, where they 
have become Ja.nd-locked, and in some instances, as in Belgrade Lake, M~ine, seem to have rather 
been improved b,y the change from salt to fresh water. 
The European Smelt, 0. eperlanus, which, though very similar in form to our own, differs from 
it in the size of its scales, is found in Southern Sweden, as far north as Obristianfa Fjord district, 
latitude 62°, and south as far as the entrance to the river Loire, latitude 47°, ascending the Seine as 
high as Rouen. It is the "Stint" and the "~pearling" of Germany, the "Smelt" or "Sparling" 
of England, and the '' Spiering'' or "Spearling'' of Holland. It is found in the Baltic, and, 
entering the Gulf of Finland, becom~s a member of the fauna of Russia., and is found land-locked 
in cool Jakes, especially those of Norway, and also in many of the lakes of Northern Germany, 
a,nd even as far south as Bavaria. 
The Smelt enters our rivers and brackish bays <luring tbe winter months for the purpose of 
spa,wning, and at tbis period is caught in immense quantities in nets and by hook and line John 
Smith wrote in 1622: '' Of Smelts there is such abundance, _that the Salvages doe take them up the 
rivers with baskets, like sives"; while Josselyn, fifty-five years afterward, remarked: ''The Frost-
.fi8h ( 0. mordax) is little bigger than a Gudgeon, and are taken in fresh brooks; when the waters are 
frozen they make a hole in the Ice, about half a yard or yard wide, to which the fo:h repair in great 
numbers, where, with small nets bound to a hoop about the bigness of a firkin-hoop, with a staff 
fastened to it, they take them out of the hole." 
It is to bo regretted that no one bas made careful observations upon the beginning and close 
of the breeding season of this species at different point~ along the coast, but the spawn appears 
to be deposited, generally, late in the winter a.nd early in the spring. The smelt fishery is incrPas-
iog ;vear]y in importa,nce, owing to the greater facilities for the transportation of fish in ice. As 
long ago as 1853, Storer stated that in Watertown, Massachusetts, alone, about 750,000 dozen were 
annually taken in scoop-nets from the 1st of March to the 1st of June. Perley, wrWng in 1852, 
stated that on the Gulf coast of New Brunswick large quantities \vere used e,ery season as manure, 
while at the fishing stations in the Bay of Cbaleur it was taken in the seine and used as bait for 
cod. At the present time, however, there is an enormous shipment of Smelt from this region to 
the United States, forty ear-loads sometimes being received in New York in the course of one 
winter. As early as 1864, according to a note from Mr. J. Matthew Jones, quantities of Smelt were 
packed at Halifax for shipment to the United States. 
The Smelt feeds, for the most part, on shrimps and other small crustaceans. 
Although on account of their great abundance they sell in the markets at a low price, they 
are among the very choicest of all our food-fishes. The "green" Smelts, as they are called, or 
those which . have neYer been frozen, are much the more highly esteemed, especially those which 
come from the Raritan Bay and other !)Oints in tlrn neighborhood of New York. 
\ 
ANfl\iALS. 
T1rn ' LIFOILTIA. 1rnur-OsMERUS THALEICHTHYS. 
·· 'l hL ·.·write. ,Jor<lan • i' known as Smelt, especia1ly in those parts of the coast where 
tl1t· .. Lilt ri,wp.·i.· n· alifomia m It i unknown. It reaches a length of six to eight inche . It 
r, II:!.· fr un l\IonfrrP-y to Briti.'h Columbia. It does not occur in such almndauce as th~ Snrf 
, 'nwl all(l th Eula hon aml it ha· not been noticed in fresh water. Nothing is known to us of its 
hr 'l' li1w habit·. 1t i tlle prc_y of the Yarious predatory fish, the larger :flounders, salmon, etc. It 
i · u t r ug-!Jt into tlJ market i11 large quantities, a,nu, being a soft-b'odied fish, is not in good 
·01Hliti m wb n kept long. It ha , therefore, little economic value. 
THE .ALASKA SMELT-0SMERUS DENTEX. 
Thi pecie according to Bean, occurs around the shores of Kamtschatka, and ha'S been ob-
flrv d by him at Port Clarence, and by Messrs. Tarner and Nelson at Port Clarence. It is similar 
in ize and appearance to the Atlantic Smelt. It is of much importance to the Eskimos, and is 
dri d in great quantities for use in their boat voyages. .A similar species, perhaps identical, is 
that de cribed by Pallas under the name Osmerus spirinchus. This, it is ·thought by Dr. Bean, 
may pro-v to be an emaciated form of 0. dentex. 
THE SURF SMELT-HYPOMESUS OLIDUS. 
''Thi pecie known a the 'Smelt,"' wl'ites Jordan, ." and sometimes as the 'Surf Smelt.' 
It 1· acb ' a 1 ,ngtb of about a foot. It ranges from the Bay of Monterey to .AJaska, being especiany 
< lnmdant in ug t ound and not common about San Francisco, although occasionally brought into 
th m, rkt•t.. Th y feed upon worms and 8mall cr~1Stacea, and are eaten by all tbe large :flounders 
au l th r pr datory :fi h. They are found at all seasons, but in the month of August they go in 
err , t •h I' near the 'hore. They spawn in the surf along the shore. The females are thought 
t 0111 first and th n the male.. AR a pan-fish this fine oily species is unsurpassed." 
':l1m~ UAPELIN-1\1.A.LLO'l'US VILLOSUS . 
..--pccie inhabit the North Atlantic and North Padtic. It does not occur 
nnH'h , onth f alifax Tova cotia, and never approaches near the shores of New England, but is, 
11 twith tamliug of gr at importanc to .i: ew Eugland :ti herrnen. It abouuds on the shores of New-
fouu<ll,rn<l and on th oa. t of Labrador, and during the month of July occurs in great number, ' 
n ,ar the irg-in I k, th only portion of the Grand Banks al>ove water. It js found, also, near 
hr ,•111:nul and ab ut 1c ladn arnl pitzb rgen, and the entire length of the ScanrlinaYian coa" t, 
from Varano r Fjord, outb to hri tiania ~jorcl, la.titucle 580; the species touches Denmark, hut dors 
not HJ p .art hav he<'11 ob rved around tl1e British Iles. It i the ''Lodde" of Norwa~-, where it 
b , r.· ,·o importaut a relati n t tbe cod fi bery. .According to Richardson, it has been found very 
far up j11 'arnation ulf and Bathur, t Inl t, latitude 700 north, longitude 1250 west. It occnrn on 
the ar ·tic 'Oc. t of ... rth Am rica and it eem probable that its range extends al o into the icy 
· a f i ria. complrtinrr tbe •ir uit of tb .Arctic Sea~. 
Th . firtY yaO' rwbofak notic oftb m,"writeRPennant, "isMasterAnthonyParkbur,t, 
who Yi it '1 tba i. lan ( Tewf undland) in 157 , and gives a very facetiom; account to bis ship 
m, t . f lii: ar in (·harming the aud anoth r fl h he call a squid, into his power. I refer to 
r r . Ha,;klnyt, · 1. iii. p. 1" f, r tb a ·ount. 
1, rkhur. ob:en- • · that tbi fi b, whi ·11 i.· like a Smelt, and i8 called by the Spaniards "..Au-
cliorn ~ ncl h, · th apeli11a,·,' ' commeth al o in the night, but chiefly in the day 
\: ·in" foi · 11 l>v th l th, w ul l <lemur him and therefore for feare comming so near the shore, 
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is driven drie by the surge of the sea on the pibble and sands. Of this, being as good as a smelt, 
you .can take up with a shove-net as plentiful as you do wheate in a shovell sufficient in three ·or 
four hours for .a whole citie." ·• 
In 1880 Dr. Bean found this fish abundant and in immense schools on the cod grounds of the 
North Pacific, and found forty individµals in the stomach of one cod of ten pounds weight. 
The abundance of this fish in northern waters, and the voracity with .which schools of cod 
follow them, have been described by many writers, by none_ perh~ps better than by Anspach, who 
thus describes the appearance of Conception Bay about the year 1818: 
"It is impossible to conceive, much more to describe, the splendid appearance of Conception 
Bay and its harbors on such a night, at the _time of what is there called the Capelin Skull. Then , 
its vast surface is completely covered with myriads.of fishes of various kinds and sizes, all actively 
engaged either in pursuing or avoiding each other; the whales alternately rising and plungil\g, 
throwing into the air spouts of water; the codfish bounding above the waves and reflecting the 
light of the moon from their silv~ry surface; the 0apelins 4urrying away in immense shoals to seek 
a refuge on the shore, where each retiring wave leaves 1countless multitudes skipping upon the 
sand, an easy prey to the women and children who stand there with barrows and baskets ready to 
seize upon the precious and plentiful booty; while the fishermen in their skiffs, with nets made for 
that purpose, are industriously employed in securing a su~cient quanti.ty of the valuable bait for 
their :fishery." 1 
'' The manner in which the Capelin deposits its spawn is one of the most curious circumstances 
attending its natural history. The male fishes are somewhat larger than the female, and are pro-
vided with a ·sort of ridge projecting on each side of their back bones, similar to the eaves of a 
house, :in which the female Capelin is deficient. The latter, on approaching the beach to deposit 
its spawn, is attended by two male fishes, who huddle the female betwee1.1 them, until the whole 
body is concealed under the projecting ridges, and her hea4 only is visible. In this position all 
three run together, with great swiftness, upon the ·sands, when the males, by some inherent 
iwp~rceptible power, compress the body of the female between their own, so as to expel the spawn 
from the orifice and tlrn tail. Having thus accomplished its delivery, the three 0apelins Reparate, 
and, paddling with their whole force through the shallow water of the beach, generally succ~ed in 
regaining once more the bosom of the deep, although many fail to do so, and are cast upon the 
shore, especially if the surf be at all heavy. Like the common Smelt, the Ca,pelin possesses the 
· cucumber smell; but it differs from the Smelt in never entering fresh-water streams." 2 
"Instances are common of vast numbers · of Capelin being found dead, or in a dying state, 
where the schools come inshore to spawn. The sandy bottom of the sloping beach is net "!mfre-
quently strewed with dead fish, and dying Capelin may be seen wandering about and spasmodically 
gasping in the water from which millions of the species had abstracted the oxygen necessary for 
their existence. 
"The Uapelin spawn, as is well known, on sandy, sloping beaches, but they also spawn in waters 
of different depths where the bottom is composed of _· sand. The fishermen take 0apelin with their 
casting-nets in from ·fifteen to thirty fathoms, and probably a]so in water of much greater depth, 
the needed condition being a smooth, sandy bottom ·over which the trio engaged in spawning may 
'run' touching the bottom. In the neighborhood of Baccalieu Tickle, Mr. Jabez Tilly relates 
that in 1864 the :fishermen took Capelin for a month, from the third week in June to the third· week 
in July, in water varying from fifteen to thirty fathoms, with the casting-net~ In the second week 
1 Page 305. 
2 LAN111AN: Report United States Commission Fish and Fisheries, part II, 1874, p. 225. 
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w-u wa rou b up from the bottom in twenty-seven fathoms of water. The 
b rm n t requir about fifteen to eighteen da.rs to arrive at maturity . . The 
y tll -:r aft r thn.t period. They are found near the coast until about the end of 
r iu to b a on, and the contents of the stomachs of murrs and puffins, accord-
z Till , ar ofteu full of young Oapelin at that season. 
i b t I land , in 1 76, the Capelin were taken in deep water about the 20th of June, 
arne in.' Tile appearance of schools of Capelin coming in -to spawn in May, June, 
r July ac rdin to the latitude of the place, has always excited astonishment at their numbers, 
in th pre ent day, in Conceptiou Ba,y and ·some other noted spawning grounds, remark-
a 1 , u · may he witne ed; an idea may thus be formed of the extraordinary number of fry~ . 
rviug a food, which warm even now in the Newfoundla?d seas. Nor is it less easy to conceive 
how gr atly the e innumerable hosts have contributed to the drawing inshore of the deep-sea. fish; 
fir t the adult fi h forming the attraction, next the spawn, then the young fr.v, and thus continuiug 
to th a,pproach of winter. So great bas been the importance attached to the preservation of the 
ap lin that legal enactments have passed the legislature of Newfoundland prohibiting the use of 
this fi h a manure, and the public documents abound with remonstrances against this palpable 
abu e of one of the mo t important means for preserving the Newfoundland fisheries." 1 
MIGR.A.TIONS.-In the opinion of Professor Hind the .Capelin winter with the cod in the 
d oer portion of the bays of N ewfoundlaud and Labrador, though in different zones of water: 
od tak u hrough the ice in January, 1852, _in Saint Mary's Bay, bad undigested Capelin in their 
tomach . Pro£ or Hind remarks that an impression prevails among the fishermen ·that the 
ap lin are m ving north, and that the cod ~re following them, but this opinion is 'not shared lly 
th :fi ·herm n who have occupied the coast _ of Labrador for a century. They have known the 
ap lin a far n rth a ain for many years. On the Admiralty chart of Fort Manvers, latitnde 
57°, l ngitud 62° 7', thirty mile north of Nain, and published in 1871, Capelin Bay is the name 
h to an an horag , from which it i manifest that Capelin were seen there half a century 
fi re the :fi h rm n pa eel Aullik Bay, or even Cape Harrison, nearly two hundred miles to 
the onth. Th Oapelin, however, i not known to the officers of the Hudson Ba,y Co1npanr, or 
to th mi ion ri yond ape Mumford.2 
IMPORT.AN E.-Th Cape1in are consumed in great quantities by halibut, and ·also by whales. 
In Finmark the c d fi bery i divided into two seasons; the fishery which takes place early in the 
pawning ea oo, and the Lodd or Capelin :fishery, which occurs later, and which, when the · 
< p lin i abund nt, i of gr at importance.3 
Th La rador cod ti hery, at one time of considerable importance to Provincetown, Marble-
head, ewburyport, and ther :fi bing towns of Massachusetts, like the Lodde fishery of Fin mark, 
d p n<led entir ly up n the pre, nee of Capelin. 
The apeliu i iten ivel.. u d for bait in tbe Grand Bank fishery, especially by the French, 
by wb m it i tate that ix y thou aud hog head are annually taken about Newfoundland for 
thi purpo . In Greenlan the Cap lin form o important an article of food that it has been 
term the br ad" of th native . In Newfoundland they are dried in large quantities 
and xport ndo , wb re th are sold p.rincipally in the oy ter shops.' 
1Hnro: Fi h ry lao e of the Tr aty of Wahington, 1877, p. 134. 
~RL.'D: Ibid,, part ii, p. 70. 
3 port United tatea ommi sion Fish and Fisheries, part v, 1879, p. 709. 
~L ~M : Ibid, 
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THE EuLACHON-THALEICHTHYS PACIFICUS (Richardson) Girard. 
This species, common in the North Pacific, resembles the Capelin, and is ~suaJly known by the 
Indian name'' Eulachon," or "Oulachan," mo~e commonly pronounced'' hoola.kins" by the English 
at Victo.ria. Those salted and sent south are commonly called "C~ndlt>-fish" by the trade. · In the 
Columbia River a.nd elsewhere southw~rd it is known as "Smelt," being confounded with the other 
species. It reaches a length of'less than a foot. It ranges from Oregon north ward ·to Kamtcbatka. 
It occurs in some ab~m?ance in the Columbia River, w_here little notice is taken of it. In Frazer 
River and streams to the northward it runs in enormous. numbers in spring. . The Eulachon run 
up the rivers and deposit their spawn on gravel beds at no great distance from the mouth of the 
stream, probably not above thirty miles. Their run is from the last of March to the middle of May, 
probably varying in different streams. During the _nm they are beset by all sorts of enemies-
halibut, sharks, sea-birds~ Indians, porpoises, and all manner of predatory fish, some of which 
chase them in the ocean only; · others pursue them up the rivers. Even the sturgeons and the rays 
have their stomachs full of them. 
The Enlachon is greatly valued on account of the oil which permeates its flesh. As a, pan-
fish it has no superior. A factory ~as been established on the Noss River for the manufacture 
of eulachon oil, which is intended to be used as a substitute for cod-liver oil. It has the drawback 
of becoming 8olid and lard-like at ordiuary temperatures. 
"Nature," th~ chief London journal of science,- stated, May 12, 1881: "A new medicinal 
oil has just been introduced into this country by Messrs. Burgoyne & Burbridge, the well-known 
chemists of Coleman street. It _is knowri as Oolachian oil, and is said to be scarcely distin~uishable 
from cod-liver oil. It is obtained from a fish called b)T th~ North American Indians 'Oolachan,' 
or 'Candh~-fish,' from the fact that when dried the fish itself can be used as a candle, on account 
of the large quantity of oleaginous matter it contains. . In America the oil has already a 
great reputation as a valuable and efficient substitute for cod-liver oil, and there is every prob-
ability, as it becomes known in th:s country, of its taking a prominent place as an important 
medicine." Diligent inquiry fails to bring to light e,idences of any extensive use of this oil a~ 
yet in the United States. 
171. FAMILIES RELATED TO THE SALMONIDlE. 
THE SCOPELUS FAMILY-SCOPELID.Al:. 
The species of this family are small and pelagic, and are found throughout all the temperate 
and tropical seas. They are so numerous that the surface net, when used in a night of moderate 
weather~ in mid-ocean, scarcely ever fails to inclose some specimens. They come to the surface at 
night only; during the day, in very rough weather, they descend to depths where they are safe. 
from sunlight and from the agitation of the water. 1 
In the Western Atlantic there are five or six species, which are catalogued in the check-list. 
In California there is only one, Myctophum crenulare, a single specimen of which was taken from 
the stomach · of an albicore at Santa Barbara. 
THE HANDSAW FISH FAMILY-ALEPIDOS.A.URID.AJ:. 
The fishes of this family inhabit very deep water, and are never seen at the surface. The 
Handsaw Fish of the Pacific, Alepidosaurus boreal-is, is occasionally found along the coast from. 
t Gt.JNTHER: Stndy of Fishes, p. 585. 
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l r y t ~. m hatka. Th tlanti ·p cie ' A.. ferox, very closely allied to, if not identical 
it· all · in th a ifi i f uud iu great uumbel's on tlle off-shore banks, being frequenLly 
lll 1 011 th liu , f the halibut trawl ti ·hermen from a depth of one hundred and fifty to 
u of tlle large t and mo t ferocious looking of the deep-sea fi.sh~s, 
a h, If t thr, -quart r, of an in ·h in length. They are very slender and lithe in form, and are the 
p r · ui watiou f rnracity. Gunther tates that from the stomach of one example have been 
tak ·n •y ral ·n tl .ft he , cru taceans, and sea-squirts, a young Brama, twelve young boar-fishes, 
a h r · -mack r •I, and one young of its own species. Nothing is knowri of its breeding habits. Its 
nly imp rtance to the ft h ries lie in the fact that. it cumbers the hooks of t~e fishermen. 
THE ALEPOCEPH.ALUS FAMILY-ALEPOCEPHALIDJE. 
Thi, family i repre ented in the deep water of the Western Atlantic by two species, 
A.lepocephalu Bairdii and .A . .Agassizii, of each of which single specimens have been obtained on 
the off- ·hore bank , a magnificent fish, attaining the length of at least three feet, shaped like a 
lmon, covered with thin 1:;ilvery scales. Only one other species of the genus is known-a rare 
ti h from the Mediterranean. 
THE P ARALEPIS FAMILY-PARALEPIDJE. 
Th e are mall, pelagic fishes, occurri,ng in the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and Pacific. In our 
w ter tb re are three specie : In the Atlantic: Paralepis borea.lis, a Greenla.nd form, of which we 
n on pecimen from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence; in the Pacific there are two, each 
known fr m a ingl pecimen, Sudis ringens, from the Santa Barbara Channel, and Paralepis 
oru can , from the trait of Fuca. 
THE SNAKE-FISH FAMILY-SYNODONTIDJE. 
The family i r pr ented on our Atlantic coast by three species, on the Pacific by one, Synodit~ 
luciocep,'1, which · clo ely related to the Atlantic species1 S. fmtens. The Pacific species occurs 
from an Francisco southward, and is occasionally eaten. The Atlantic forms occur in the West 
ndie and range north to Cape Cod, but are of no economic importance. 
R.-THE HERRING TRIB"E. 
172. THE HERRING-CLUPEA HARENGUS. 
ABUNDANCE AND IMPORTANCE.-The Herring is beyond question the . most important of 
food-fishes. · Distributed, as it is, throughout the whole of the North Atlantic, it affords occupa-
tion, during a portion of the year at least, for immense fleets of fishing boats, and, according to the 
estimate of Professor Huxley, the number taken every year out of the North Sea and Atlantic is 
at least 3,000,000,000, with a· weight of at least 1,500,000,000 pounds. This estimate is perhaps 
more likely to be too low than too high. According to the statement of Carl Dambeck, given in 
the United States Fish Oom~ission Report, volume 3, page 21, the average yield of Herring in 
Norway from 1850 to 1870 amounted to 1,452,000,000 pounds. Widegren1 estimates that the total 
yield of Herring on the Swedish coast of t]?.e Baltic amounts to 300,000,000 pounds. Holdsworth 
placed the yield of Scotland in 1873 at 188,000,000 pounds, their capture requiring 15,095 boats 
with crews of 45,494 men. In the same period in the English fisheries he states that 15,331 boats 
were used. He gives no estimate of the yield, but it is probably not very different from that of 
Scotland. France, Ireland, and Belgium have also herring fisheries o.f considerable extent, and 
Germany in a less degree. In 187 4, according to compilation and estimates of Professor Hind, 
200·,000,000 pounds of Herring were taken in the waters of British North America, aud in 1880 
nearly 43,000,000 pounds were obtained on the east coast of the United States.2 Summing up the 
aggregate of these statements and estimates, and al1owing to Ireland, Belgium, Germany, and 
France a product equal to that cited of Scotland, we have an aggregate of 250,000,000 pounds. 
This total is not presented as an item of statistical information, but simply to emphasize by way of 
illustration the statemeut made at the beginning of this paragraph. 
Commenting upon the supposed injurious effect of the fisheries upon the abundance of this 
fish, Professor Huxley in his well-known lecture upon the Herring, delivered at the International 
Fishery Exhibition at Norwich in 1881, remarked as follows: 
"It is said that 2,500,000,000, or thereabout, of Herrings are every year taken out of the North 
·sea and the .Atlantic. Suppose we assume the . number to be 3,000,000,000, so as to be quite safe. 
It is a large number, undo~btedly, but what does it come to? Not more than that of the Herrings 
1 United States Fish Commission Report, par.t iii, p. 33. • 
2 The Herring appears to have been one of the most conspicuous fishes ju the ·western Atlantic at the time of the 
discovery and early exploration of America, as the fo1lowjng extracts from the voyages o.f early navigators will show: 
Josselyn wrote in 1675: "The Herrin, which are numerous, they take of them all summer long. In Anno Dom. 
1670, they were driven back into Black-Point Harbour by other great fish that prey upon them so near t.he shore 
that they threw themselves (it being high water) upon dry Jand in such infinite numbers that we might have gone 
up half-way the leg amoJ;).gst them for near a quarter of a mile. We used to qualifie a pickled Herrin by boiling of 
him in milk." 
~ ohn Smith, in 1631, remarked: "'Herring, if any desire them, I haue taken many out of tho belHes of Cods, 
some m net.s; but the Saluages compare their store in the sea, to the haires of t.heir heads: & surely there are an 
incredible abundance upon this Coast." And again: "Of Herrings, there is great store, fat, and fair; & (to my 
m~nde) as good as any as I have seene, & these may be preserved, and made a good commodity at the Canaries.' 
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ntain d in on hoal, if it co,,ers half a dozen square miles, aud shoals of much 
n r , rd. It i ,ate to ay tl.iat, scattereJ through the North Sea and the Atlantic, 
a ,ame time, tllere mu t be scores of shoals, any one of which would go a long way 
to,, anl ·upplyiu,?' the whole of mau'' consumption of Herrings." 
rn.- w n kuow.11 wa the Herring from the earliest da,ys to the inhabitants of Northern 
Eur p . an l to tb ir <le cendants who migrated to the western shores of the Atlantic, that one 
11, we, n· , to de ·ignate the fi h in the languages of a majority of the peoples to whom it is 
knowu. It, name in English, Gerni.an, anti Dutch, though differently spelled, is pronounced in 
•xactly tll ame way. To the Scandinavian tribes it is .known by the name '' Sill." Ji,rance in 
tile 11ame Olupee employs a form of the Latin name for fishes of this group by which the same 
fi h i.- known to these na,tions when described in the language of their men of science. Tlrnre are 
certain local names for the Herring which are used not to replace the general one, but to designate 
c rtain condition and ages. To this class belcrngs the name "Sperling," employed by our own 
fl licrmeu of Cape Ann to denote the young Herrings. Corresponding to this name the word 
"J:ftromming" i use<l in Sweden. British fishermen, according to Huxley, distinguish four states 
of tile Herring-: (1) "Fry," or'' Sill," for the young fish when not larger than sprats; (2) "Ma ties," 
.: nam which is a corruption of the Dutch word for a maiden; Herrings in this class are larger 
than fry, but with uu<leveloped roe or milt; (3) "Full," fish with _larger developed ·roe or niilt; 
au<l (4) " p ut" or "Shotten," fish which have recently spawned. ,~ Maties," when gorged with 
their favorite food, mall crustaceans, are called by the Scotch fishermen "Gut-pock" Herrings. 
u w <1 n, ace rding to Widegren, the following names are known in the trade: "Norwegian 
'niug,' Gd\,b n Herring," '' Fat Herring," '' Gotten burg" or "Bohuslau" Herring, "Kulla, 
rriug,' 'Bl king Herring,"'' Small Herring,"'' Ancho,ies," "Skarp Herring,"" Spiced H~rring," 
etc. 1 
Tl)(.', are cited to indicate how many variations are customarily made upon the well-
kuow11 nalll errino-. Iu the United States there are few trade names for this fish, though a 
lar '(• portion f ur Herring pa from producer to consumer under a name which is intentionally 
dec 1 ptiv , that f "French Sardine," and a few are canned in spices and sold under the still more 
imagiuativ name ot "brook" and "sea" trout. "Bloater," "Digby Chicken," and '' Hard 
errin '' ' are th r trade name' u ed on thi' side of the Atlantic; the significance of w bich will be 
explaiued in th paragraph relating to "economic uses." 
~·mall Herriug are fr quently called '' Brit" by the fishermen of Eastern New England. 
".A.uchov • ' i · auoth r name for the e small fish-still in use among our fishermen-and had its 
orio-iu iu one of th d • 1ce of trade. 
D.r far tll, mo t confu ing congeri s of names·, however, is to be found in the literature pro-
du ed iu u ·b lavi Ii quantitie during the pa ·t twenty years by the Scandinavian naturalists who 
hav h' n att mvting to r concil with· fact the theories prevalent among fishermen and others 
in .;..? orth rn ur pe c nc 1 uing be movement of the different_ schools of Herring and the race 
cha a ·t ri tic , n ha it. which were nppo ed to characterize them. 
u th Pr liminarv 1: port for 1873-'74 on the Herring and the Herring Fisheries of the 
.:t ' a ·t f y .A. . Ljuugman,2 are given numerous name of this sort, , uch as 
B untlarv I' at · " "N .i errmg, orwegian Winter Herring," '' Nor-
11 al ea Herring," '' Cattegat Herring," "Sea Herring,'' 
eport, part vi, p . 124. 
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"Fjord Herring," "Scotch Dutch Herriog:," " Lard Herring," '' Half Hetring," and '' Tender 
Herring." In U:1is report Mr. Ljungman attempted to distinguish and described at least four varfo-
ties, and in so doing was much· more conservative than llis predecessor, Professor Nilsson, (') who 
in the year 1832 described, under binomial names, as distinct .species eight of the forms known in 
his country under separate popular names. - In a later report on the salt-water·fisheries of Bolms-
lan, published in 1878, 1 Mr. Ljungman, who bad, in the six years intervening between t~is date · 
and the writing of his first essay, devoted much time to the 1;tudy of the subject, appears to have 
abandoned his early idea, since he makes no attempt to .distinguish t.he races, and simply 
announces himself as maintaining that "more than one mce of Herrings may be found in one and 
the same place." 
GEOGRAPHIC.AL DISTRIBUTION.-The Herring is found in the temperate and colder parts of 
the North Atlantic. On the west its range extends south to Sandy Hook, at the entranc'e of New 
YoFk Harbor, where they are fo~nd occasionall .. n midwinter, and on the north as far as N_orthern 
Labrador, diminishing in numbers perhaps toward the nort,hern ~xtreme. On the cast its southern 
limit is in the vicinity of the Bay of Biscay, while ·northward it is.found in the White Sea and on 
the southern shores of Spitzbergen. It of course does not enter the Mediterranean, though it is 
abundant in the North Sea and in the Baltic. Huxley hazards the coujecture that it perhaps 
inhabit,:, some parts ot the North Sea, and states that there is a very similar, if not identical, 
·species in the North Pacific. His surmise as to the identity of the Pacific Herring with that of . . 
the Atlantic is not confirmed by the recent careful expk>rations of Dr. Bean in that region. 
The fish which he had in mind is probably 0. rnirabilis. 
On our own coast Herring are not known to enter water which is in the least deg_ree brackish, 
except occasionally in the spawning season in Saint Andrew's Bay, where tlle admixture of fresh 
water is but slig·ht. According to Professor Huxley, Herrings spawn freely not only in the nar-
·rows of the Baltic, such as the Great Belt, in which the ~ater is not half as salt as it is in the 
North Sea and in the Atlantic, but even in such long inlets as the Schlei in Schleswig, the water 
of which is quite drinkable and is inhabited by fresh-water fish. 
Ljungman 2 cites instances in which Herrings are said to have ascended rivers iri. Sweden and 
Germany to a distance of several miles. The same author, however, seems inclined to believe that 
the Herring is far from having a predilection for fresh water, and that the few instances in which 
they have been observed spawning in brackish waters have been purely incidental and induced 
by the fact that suitable spawning places could not be found in waters of an ordinary degree of 
saltness. 
The temperature preferred by the Herring has been more carefully determined in Europe than 
here. The observations of the Scotch and Dutch meteorological societies have demoi:Jstrated that 
the temperature of th·e water most favoiable to the summer · herring :fisheries of their respective 
countries is about 5.3°.4 F., though during the Scotch winter :fisheries the temperature ranges 
from 40°.1 F. to 41°.9 F., and <luring the Norwegian spring herring :fisheries it ranges fro~ , 370.4 
F. _to 39°.2 F. Commenting upon these figure's, Ljungman remarks: 
"There is good reason to suppose tbat the Herrings prefer a certain even temperature of t.~e 
water, and that they consequently avoid too warm or too cold water . . This degree of temperature, 
however, differs greatly according to tbe different locations, :fisheries, and races of Herrings. Tbe 
fl bing for spawning Herrings is, for example, on the east coast of Scotland, going on at a season of 
1 Trn.nslation in United States Fish Commission Report, part vi, pp. 143-22Q. 
2 Report United States Fish Commission, part vi, p. 177. • 
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1 r ur of the water is very high (from the middle of July till the middle 
r 1 w ( nuary to March). The observations of the Scotch and Dutch mete-
·i ti made during tb Scotch and Dutch summer herring :fisheries have shown that 
atur f th wat r mo t f:tvorable to these :fisheries is about 13° C. (55°.4 F.). During the 
r fi · ri , how ver, the temperatureof_the water ranges from 4°.5 C. to 5°.5 C. (40°.1 
.J an during the Norwegian pring herring :fisheries it only ranged from 3° C. to 
o . ( ,o. 1 . to 390,.:, F.). But our observations are still so incomplete, and relate so exclusively 
th 1 wuiu o- H rring ', that it is impossible to say anything with absolute certainty excepting 
b f: t th the Herrings, when the temperature of the surface waters is either too high or too low, 
t p r water .' 
Tb heory advanced by Ljungman in this last sentence is perhaps a littl~ premature. Is 
it n t uppo able that local races of Herring exist and perform the various functions of life in 
t ta1ly different scales of temperature! This is trndoubtedly the __ case with sedentary fresh-water 
peci . , uch as the black bass, which, in its extreme northern range in North America, lives in 
water which in mid ummer are colder than those which southern fish ever experience even in 
winter. Thi view is not presented as a new one, but simply for the sake of introducing the 
illu tration. 
MIGRATIONS AND MOVEMENTS.-In Ljungman's report on the .fisheries of Bohuslan, already 
quoted from,1 i given the following recapitulation of the different scientific theories that have been . 
. . 
in the pa t and are now heard con_cer.ning the migrations of the Herrings: 
" n bri fl recapitulating the different scientific theories regarding the migrations of the 
rrin , it will be found that they may all be arranged under the following heads: 
'' a. Th th ory of a central race of Herrings, according to which all Herrings which are in the 
w rld Ion t one great central race, from which all kinds of Herrings, both great and small, 
m . Thi theory is varied a follows: 
'' . Thi ntral 1· ce of Herrings is supposed to live in the northern Polar Sea, from which 
larg migr t~ Yery year to those coasts where herring :fisheries are carried on (Anderson, 
nnan , nd th r ). 
''2. Thi c ntral race of errings i con tautly moving through the Northern Atlantic Ocean 
wb . e xt nt i r gulated by the declbation of the sun (Gilpin). 
i thi r at central ra e of Herrings living in the N ortbern Atlantic Ocean, causing 
r at b rrin fi herie , mall r local races having separated in course of time, ~ausing the 
mall r ft (Luudb ck). 
c rdinO' to he fir t two of tll e tllree theories -there would be no regular migrations, whilst 
u h woul tal plac according to the third. 
' b. Th th ry of eparat race of Herring , according to which the different :fisheries are 
ca.u · b · parat ra of rring , ach having it own locality. This theory is varied as follows: 
1. h th ory of a coa trace of Herring , con iclering the Herring exclusively as a · bottom 
fi b. Thi y aO'ain b ubdivi<led: 
'.a. upp e that th re i only one local race of Herdngs in every place, which, if not 
alwa ' ta, n ar he coa t. There i con equently no difference 
rring and sea Herring , and there are regular 
1 R port, · h Commi sion, part; vi, p. 218. 
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migrations; but the proper homes even of the sea Herrings are the deep valleys on the bottom of 
the sea near the coast (Axel Boeck). 
"2. The theory of a sea race of Herrings, considering the Herring as a surface fish. This 
theory is also subdivided: 
"a. Some deny the ,occurrence of more than one race of Herrings in one and the same place, 
the difference between coast Herrings and sea Herrings (littoral and pelagian Herrings) and regular 
migrations (G. 0. Sars ). 
"b. Others maintain that there is a relative differe1;1ce between coast Herrings and sea Her-
rings, that more than one race of Herrings may be found in one and the same place, and that the 
great schools of Herrings migrate regularly (A. V. Ljungman)." 1 
This table is quoted as an illustration of the uncertainty which even to the present time exists 
concerning the migrations of this fish-an uncertainty which in all probability will never be 
removed. It is safe, however, to say that the .theories enumerated in catalogu~ a had been long 
since abandoned by all scientific thinkers. The views of Sars and Ljungman that the Herring is 
practically a surface fish, not usually descending to great depth; perhaps never more than one 
hundred fathoms below the surface, are supported by many arguments of analogy; at any rate, 
they agree with what many investigators believe to be true concerning certain fish with some 
similar habits, such as the mackerel and menhaden. On the other hand, Herrings are known to 
occur off the Newfoundland coast, a~cording to Mr. Earll, at a depth of fully one hundred fathoms, 
and there is no reason why they may not descend to still greater depths. 
"If _you read," writes Professor Huxley, "any old and some new books on the natural history 
of the Herring, you will find a wonderful story about the movements of these shoals: how they 
start from their home in the Polar Seas, and march south as a great armada which splits into 
minor _diYisions-one destined to spawn on the Scandinavian and one, on our own shores; and 
how, having achieved this spawning raid, the spent fish make their way as fast as they can back 
to their arctic refuge, there to repair their ·exhausted frames in domestic security. This story 
was started in the last century,' and was unfortunately adopted and disseminated by our country-
man Pennant. But there is not the least proof that anything of the kind takes place, and the 
probabilities are wholly against it. It is, for example, quite irreconcilable with the fact that 
I 
Herring are found in cods' stomachs all the year around. And the circumstance to .which I have 
already adverted, that practiced eyes distinguish local breeds of Herrings, though it does not 
actually negath,e the migration hypothesis, 1s very much against it. The supposition that the 
Herring spawn in the north in the early spring, and in the south in the autumn, fitted very well 
into the notion that the vanguard of the migrating body of Herrings occupied the first spawning 
ground it reached, and obliged the rest of the horde to pass on. But, as a matter of fact, the 
northern Herrings, like the southern, ,bav.e two spawning times; or perhaps it would be more 
correct to say that the spawning time extends from autumn to spring, and bas two maxima-one 
in August-September and one in February-March." • 
Discussing the causes of the movements of the Herring schools, Professor Baird in 1877 wrote 
as follows: 
"Although the movements of the Herring appear to be very capricious, they are doubtless 
governed as much by well-defined laws as any other portion of creation, although we are yet far 
from understanding fully the conditions which control their actions. They sometimes frequent a 
portion of the European coast for many successive years, and then abandon it gradually or sud-
denly, presenting themselves usually at the same season in some far remote locality. Sometimes 
1 Report United States Fish Commission, pa.rt iv, p. 178. 
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,1 wiutl hl wing 11 .-b r will f.-1 \. r th ir inwnr<l migration; at other times it appears to have a 
lir :tly < 11 . it, ff, ·t. E,· n "hen th y reach the portion of the coast for which they are bound, . 
tb fo<·iliti •. >t' thtir <'clP nre d •p n 1 upon meteorological con<litions; and the Scott.ish Meteoro-
lon·it·,ll. • ·i ·ty Im.· b, n uow,·ed for everal years in- ascertaining what these are, and how they 
may ht lJ t appli cl by th fi b rmeu.1 
1 •• Tlw inctttit-,r wa n•. t I icted at fir t to the east coast of Scotland, and t.o pond-fishing clistricts ther<>iµ, viz, ·wick, 
uckit- Pdnl.wacl, ~iucl Eycmoutll, tbe la:it iucludiug the fishing ports of Dunbar hnd Eyemouth, Berwick and North 
'nudi·t-1:incl. (.'opi •s of tbc weekly returns sent to the .fishery board from these districts during July to Septt•mber, 
tli, h •asou for tlw hl' rriug iisbing for tlrnt p::ut of Great Britain, for six years, beginning with J867 and ending with 
1 ,:2 gh·iug ti.I(• c·at hp •r week, the number of boa~s out in each district, were extracted from the reports, and an 
anragc of 1be , ix year. calcula,ti-d a,t several of ti.le stations. These were finally compared day by clay with _two 
·rie. of c•a temp ratur :; ; one taken off Harris, and the other neaT Edinburgh., 
' Tl1e trmperntnr of the sea was found tt rise very rapidly about the middle of July, and to keep oscillating 
lightly ahout a uniform temperature of 56° until the 13th of August, when it rapidly rose to the annual maximum, 
name!~·, 57° .~, aud ranged relatively high until the first of September. This period of highest annual temperature, 
nanH·l.r from the middle of July to the :first of Reptember, was found to be coincident with the fishing s··ason in the 
north rn di trict of cotland; and the period when the temperature rises to the absolute maximum is farther coin-
iclrut with th date of tho largest catches during the fishing i,eason. The committee, however, consider it prema·ure 
to Jay gr at stres n the striking coexistence of these facts, since it is impossible, wit.hoat further statistics, to say 
whc•tll r the c n•la ion are of a permanent character. The fishing season did not begin until the sea temperature 
hal rii;en to about 5$½0 in July, nor did it continue after it had fallen below 55½0 in September. 
·'An importaut omi ·siou in these tables is, that they do not show whether they indicate the surface or bottom 
tr.mperntnr of th ea, the dift'erence in this respect being very appreciable. Another omission is, as to the relation 
h t w 11th pawning t:..ea on of the Herring and their shoreward movement. Along the coast of the United States, 
1h' great Hpawning ground of the ea Herring is off the southern end of Grand Manan, where the surface and bottom 
t ·1up r:itnres H m •tint s differ at the pawning season by as many as five or six degrees. 
''An importrLn t. r lation wa al o observed by the committee between tbe exceptional atmospheric temperatures . 
:incl I he migration of th Herting, the fishing season beginning much later in the year, when the summer tewper-
at11r<• ar low tban wh n tb y ar high. As regards the re]ation between barometric observations and the :fi.sheri,·s, 
it app ar · f hat clnring tb period when good or heavy catches were taken, in a great majority of cases the barometer 
wa. hi"h ancl ,· t acly, th wind liO'bt or moderate, and electrical phenomena wanting; when the captures were light, 
tlw ohs<'rvationH ft ·n indi ated a low barometer, strong winds, unsettled weather, and thunder and lightning. 
"Iu ('ouc:111 ion th ommittee r commend that, in further elucidation of the subject, steps should be taken to 
obtain inforrnati n which may 1 ad to tb solution of the following queries: 
"1. What cleterroin th time of the commencement of the fishing? 
'·2. 1 bat cl t rmin the fiuctnations in the catches of Herring in different districts, or in the same district on 
al> nee of Herring during some seasons from certain districts of the coast? 
''4. What cl t rmin the ndin(T of the fishing season 7 
Th information r qnirecl demand -
" 1. An .xten:ion f the area xamined, so a to include the Moray l!'irth, the Shetland, Orkney, and Hebrides 
l ·la111l , and th w t coa t of cotland. · 
' 2. aily r turns of th numb r of boa.ts fishing and the catch. 
'' :3. The r ctioo of elf-registering sea thcrmometlrs at different points on the coast, similar to those now in 
opn,ttion at P t rb n.c.l Ilarbor. 
"4. Tb rmom tric ob. ervations taken by the fl hermen themselves over the grounds fished; as it is only by the 
•rvations of numerons thermomet r in continuous immersi~n that we can hope to obtain accurate mformation 
r 1.,arclin,.,. tho corr nt of cold and warm water ronnd our coasts which are often found to interpenetrate each 
otb ·r, aurl which are supposecl,.with apparently good reason, to influence greatly the migration of the Herring. It 
i aid that th , Dntch fuh rmen d riv valuabl practical advantages from a system of this kind, and there can be no 
donbl that f vorabl r snlts might confidently be look d for if a similar system Wf're generally adopted by our 
fib r m n. 
"It is an int ,r tin fact in the natural hi tory of the Herring that, while the seaeon for their capture is quite 
defioit aud u rally uniform at any one point i varies on different parts of the coast; thus, on the east of Great 
Bri t in, fr II h tl: 11<1 in t he north t I lamborough H ead in the south, it occurs in July, August, and September, 
and, li 1P. earli r in th 11 rth than iu the south. A Yarmouth the H rring season is in Octol>er and November; off 
h I n i. b o· t jn • Y rob r anrr c mh r · alon b ·outh coa of England, from October to December; off 
ancl ,' pt ml •r · in th ~or1h hanu 1 in Jnn and July; and in the Hebrides, May and June. 
· by th c: tti h c·oromitt in their r port that h n the periods of migration on all parts of the 
•isn al nl · t cl cl 1y a in cotland, tb se , ill b fonnd to bear a critical relation to 
mp ratur of tb Thi give a r o \ ed importance to the inqniries undertaken by 
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"In reference to the capture of Herrings far out at sea, Holdsworth · refers to the fact 
that the Lowstoft herring fishery commences early in the spring, fifty to sixty miles from the 
coast, when the fish are poor and the roe very little prominent. The fishermen, however, accom-
. pany the schools in their slow progress to the coast; and when they get within a few miles the 
fish will be fattened up and the roe is in a much more advanced condition." 
In his latest report, already several times quoted, Ljupgman discusses the annual migrations 
of the herring schools and their causes: 
"It bas beeu mentioned before that the young Herrings begin to wander about at an 
early age, chiefly to seek food or shelter from their enemies, or possibly _more agreeable places of 
sojourn. It has frequently been observed that the young Herrings, as they grow up, leave the 
shallow waters near the coast and go into deeper waters farther out towards the ocean, whence, 
after a while, they return to the coast in company with the oider Herrings. The knowledge of the 
details of these migrations is, like our knowledge of their physical and biological causes, so limited 
that very little can be said regarding them. 
'· Regarding the coming of the Herrings from the sea to the coast, we only know that during 
the spawning season· they generally approach the ~pawning places in dense schools, coming from 
the north, and that when visiting the coast for other purposes the schools are smaller and more 
scattered, extending over a larger stretch of coast, and come both from the north and the south. 
Those Herrings .which come to seek food generally remain for some time in the outer waters befor~ 
they come near the coast, and their visits are neither as regular nor as long as when they come to 
spawn. But even the great mass of Herrings does, during the spawning season, not remain near 
the coast longer than one or two months, exceptions from this rule being rare indeed. Herrings 
which have thus remained near the coast over their regular time become almost entirely worthless. 
During the last great Bohuslan herring fisheries this seems to have occurred more frequently. 
"In approaching the coast the Herrings generally begin at a certain point, spre::;t,ding from it 
either to the left or right, or in both directions, influenced in this by the weather, the currents of 
the sea, and the nature of the bottom. The Herrings do not like to visit the place where they 
have spawned a second time. It has also beeu not{ced that the large Herrings do not go as high 
up the fiords as the small ones, and that when the spawning season comes in winter or spring the 
large Herrings spawn before the small ones, whilst when the spawning season comes in summer 
or autumn the sma11 or younger Herrings spawn before the larger an(,l older ones. After spawning, 
the Herrings have often been observed to go nearer the coast than before spawning; fa,hing with 
drag-nets may therefore be carried on long after fishing with stationary nets bas ceased, as the 
'empty' fish (those that have spawned) do not e~ily enter a stationary net. 
the United States Signal Service and tLe Fish Commission, on the American coast, in the way of determining of the 
sea temperature, etc., as connected with a very important branch of onr domes I ic industries. 
"In this connect.ion we may state that the spawning season of the Herring, and the time of its catch, VR,ry 
remarkably in different, portions of our own coast. 'l'hns, in parts of.the Bay of Fundy and in the Gulf of Saint Law-
rence it takes place in May and Juue, as in the Hebrides; at the Southern Head of Grand Manan, the great spawning 
ground, it occurs in Septemuer, cornmeucing possibly in August, and extending into Octol>er; taking place later and 
later in the season as wo proceed south. At the most southern point at which the Herring is positively known to 
spawn, namely, off Nomau's Land an<l possibly Block Island, this does not occur until December and January. 
"From this we may draw tlte inference that a certain minimum of temperature, rn,tber than a, maximum, is 
n , ede<l for the operation in question; and this occurring in the autumn, tha,t the proper temperature is reached later 
and later as we proceed south ward. · 
"It is to be hoped that the temperature observations now being made bf the United States Fish Commission and 
by t he Signal Service may enable us to solve thrse prnl>lems and to co-operate with our Scottish scientific brethren in 
getting at the true relation between physical conditions ·and the movements of such important food-fishes· as the 
Herring, mackerel, cod, etc.-Beport of the Scottish Meteorological Society. 
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f tb H ning i generally a much quicker process than their coming in, and 
t ·h Herring whilst they are leaving the coast we know very little about 
ha e left the coast they do not stay outside any length of time, but imme-
ek food and enjoy the greater protection which the deeper water affords. 
rrin, ha e been to the coast for the purpose of spawning they generally lea,e the 
· a t in , n rth rly dir ction. • 
ith r O'ard t th extent of the annual migrations of the Herrings I have already mentioned 
th differ ut opinion , and I will only add here that the larger a school of Herrings is the greater 
, ill e the ext nt of territory where they must seek their food, and the farther from the coast must 
th y xteud their migrations. It is not known from direct observations how far the largest schools 
f erring extend their migrations, but certainly much farther than Macculloch, Nilsson, Boeck, 
and their follower assert. 
'The annual migrations of the Herrings may be influenced by physical causes both as regards 
their time and their direction. It is well known that favorable, mild weather accelerates, whilst 
bad weather retard "', the approach of the Herrings to the coast, and that wind and current may 
bring a much greater number of Herrings to one part of the coast than to another near it. · The 
g neral rule, however, i that the Herrings, when coming in to spawn, vi.sit the place where they 
were born. When the Herrings come in to seek food they will generally go to those waters where 
th y have been accu to med to find food in the greatest abundance; those physical causes, therefore, .. 
which have an influence on the occurrence of food will also influence the direction of the Herring;s 
mi.rrrati n , a I have had occasion to remark before. 
' Th annual migrations of the Herrings are chiefly caused by the de:sire to propagate the 
p i ek food. For spawning, the Herrings need a suitable bottom for depositing their 
g , ott m which al o mu t contain a sufficient quantity of food for the young Herrings and 
h lt r £ r th m. 11 the e requirements are only met near a coast. Eveu if Herrings, as 
u aid, not without a how of reason, spawn on the Dogger Bank, or other still 
nk in tll orth Sea, thi' does not disprove our assertion, for it -is doubtless only 
, it h whi h th young ~h can reach the coast from these bauks which has made 
b paw there. 
"Th gr wu rri o- mu t again g to the ocean to seek their food, which they chiefly find 
in th curr nt and th wat r whi ·h com from the Polar Sea. In some places, however, they 
:find th r quir d fi od <luring ome part f the year near the coast; and thus there ma.y be fishing 
toward th nd f umm rand the b ginnin o- of autumn, as on the western coast of Norway, or 
during autumn anu winter, a on the coa t of Bohn Ian. The influence which the desire for fooJ 
ex r ·i ' nth annual migration of th rring has ometimes been overrated, so that it bas 
ca ionally n n id red a the chi f cau e, even in case when the desire to propagate was 
und ubt dly th principal cau e. 
rriug , on account of their eing packed more clo ely together and on 
ur e which th y pur ue, are more xpo-ed to the per ecutions of their 
and a tbi dan · the nell:rer th ~y g t to the coa t, they generally go 
awn , in order to find the nece sary helter, and 
u po. e tbat th rring leave the coa t 
n iti D ; f r in tanc ~ Id or vio1entl_y agitat d water. It 
want f ·pa· r b p r cution of enemie have in former 
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times by some been considered as the chief causes of the annual migrations and regular coost 
visits of the Herrings. Such opinions are, however, no longer entertained, and therefore caunot 
claim our attention." . 
PERIODICITY OF. '.l'HE .A.BUND.A.NCE OF HERRINGS ON THE EUROPEAN CO.A.ST.-So far as is 
known, tlrn abundance of Herrings in the Western Atlantic has been constant during the past two 
centuries; at the same time so little is our fishing population dependent on · the herring fisheries 
when compared with that of Northern Europe that variations in abundance not being regarded as 
national disasters would:, except, perhaps, in the case of Newfoundland, scarcely have been placed 
definitely upon record. Concerning the periodicity of the herring supply in · Northern Europe 
Professor Baird writes: 
"Among the various problems of inter(~st in Northern Europe there are few of more econom-
ical importance than that connected with the movements of the Herring, a fish which in some 
years furnishes a supply of almost millions of barrels, and in others a few thousand are all that 
can be secured. While the cod always maintains its numbers and comes with unerring regularity 
in winter to spawn in the Loffoden Islands, and is found in moderate numbers on the coast 
throughout the rest of the year, the Herring appears and disappears without any, at present, 
intelligible cause. This variation in abundance is by some ascribed to a total disappearance from 
the coast, while others believe that it remains within a hundred miles· of the Scandinavian shore, 
far out in the deep water between the banks of the North Sea and the coa,st of Norway, b~t that, 
owing to ·some peculiarity of temperature, currents, or possibly tainting of the water by the abun-
dance of the so-called gurry, or offal, from the herring and cod fisheries, i_t is kept away. Down to 
a late period of the preceding century the ·Herring appeared in immense numbers with tolerable 
regularity, then left the coast, and did nQt return till 1808-a lapse of twenty years. For sixty-
two years after that it presented itself with unfailing certainty, so much so that all fears of a 
possible diminution were banished; but since 1871 it has almost disappeared from the usual 
fishing stations, a few thousand barrels being the maximum catch where a million o~· more was 
the rule. This is what is known as the spring herring. The so-called 'great' Herring fishery has 
since 1870 attained a considerable importance at a distance of from five hundred to seven hupdred 
miles from the spring herring locality. This diminution of the spring herring fishery of Scan-
dinavia was for a few years of considerable advantage to the .American fishery interest." 
The following_ memoranda, communicated in 1878 by Mr. Joshua Lindahl, will serve to show 
the periodicity in the movements of the Herring in Europe: 
"Before the sixteenth century no records were kept of the fisheries. As, however, both king 
and church had some income from taxation and tithe on the Herring, it has been possible to ascer-
tain that such :fisheries have existed periodically ever since the beginning of the eleventh century. 
Before that time the archipelago was har<lly inhabited, and the fishing seems not to have been of 
any importance but to the scanty population on the fiords, who had too primitive implements for 
capturing large quantities of fish, and no means of preparing the article for a <listant market. The 
following is a list of the herring periods of which we have any knowledge: · 
,~ l. About the year 1020. 
"2. In the latter part of the twelfth century. 
"3. From about 1260 to about 1341, thus lasting more than eighty years. · 
"4. About the middle ~f the :fifteenth century. 
"5. From 1556 to 1590, thus lasting for thirty-five years; interval to next_ period, sixty-
nine years. 
• 
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rm t la ting for twenty-one years; interval to next period, sixty-
m 1-r t thu la ting for sixty-two years; interval to next period, sixty-
• . 1'r im .,.. ,- mb r 1 77 t F bruary, 1878. 
"'Iu. m ·t importan period wa the above No. 7, especially during the last twenty years uf 
la: , •ntnry. Jt ua, been alculated t11at in some years during .that time the annual quantity 
rri11g fi ·h din Bolrn ·Ian amounted to at least 1,500,000 ha,rrels. 
Dnriug th , ,ix week J auu:uy 1 to February J 5, this present year, about 160,000 barrels of 
fr ·h aIHl al Herring were ·hipped from the arc.;hipelago of Bobuslan t.o neighboring markets. 
Tll tU1 rmeu and m r llant are preparing largely for makiug big hauls. when the Herring will 
r turu in th fall, a~ i ' 'xpect d." 
A arly a th mi<ldle of t11e la t ceutury one of the periods of scarcity was foretold by Prof. 
Hao, trom of -orway, wllo ob erved that the Herrings during the period they visited .the coast 
f on<lmor (J 736-1756) came later arnl later every year, and predicted, in accordapce with a.n old 
traditi u , nd tll xp rience had at Stat, that the Herring :fisheries of Sondmor would come to an 
nd. This r ally took place in Bohuslan, where it had. been observed alrea<ly towards the middle 
f th la, t gr at fi hery period that the Herrings came to the coast later and later e,ery year, 
whi •h l d p pl to fear that, a in t.ime of old, the Herrings might a,gain gradualJy lea,e the 
w di ·h c a ·t. om what larer (1782) Strom compared the Bohu~lan :fisheries .with those of 
... rwa ·, ancl, ba ing hi. opinion on their evident sirnilarity, predicted that the encl of the Bohus-
la.n ti ,lJ wa n ar at hand. 
nt t 11 y ar lat r Lybecker expre ses himself rn5>re distinctly, as follows: "If with pro-
.y , c nld th future al!tl predict the fate of the fisheries, we might say with -a great 
d gr) f pr bability that a chang will take place soon. 1 We lrnow from history that when 
r th r fi,h f p 0·e arrive near the coast later anrl later, and at the same time keep 
fartb r · nu fal'th raw y fr m th coa t, tbi mean a change in the migratiorn:.'I of the Herrings, 
, ncl m y ev up int t th ir 1 aving the coa t entirely. This bas been the course of the Norwegian 
h rring fi h ri . c nd v u f th wedi 'h h rring fl heries during their older periods, and in fact 
with all th , fi h ri where fi h of pa age are the principal object, with the only exception of 
th · t ·h nd En Ii h ti h ri . . . . If we take into consideration the roving nature of the 
from olden tim s, it i highly probable that the Herrings will come 
1 t r \" r,v y ar and finally l a\"e nr c a t altogether." 
Ith d fr <JU ut1y n maintain d that to much fishing and :fishing with destructive appa-
ratu w r tb pr p r cau f he growing tard.ine s of the arriva,l of the Herrings and might even 
1 ad to h · pl t . ation of th fi 'h ri ; anrl people th refore made futile a,ttempts to obviate 
thi dang r yl i lati n. A 
en driv n toward 
rw gian pring h rring fl h ri , it wa , according to 
cling', th t th rring , which in the b ginning of 
a t till arly in I bruary, gradually came ar]ier and 
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earlier, so that finally the fisheries commenced before New Years; and that this change was followed 
by another, the Herrings coming later and later, till the fisheries did · not commence before Feb-
ruary. This peculiarity, however, was thought to be a consequence of the irregularity with which 
the Herrings visited the same places on the coast. It was not till Axel Boec~ began to investigate 
the matter that this whole question was treated from a more scientifie standpoint,. He showed 
that the coming of the herrings to the coast at different times <luring the p-eriod was subject to 
certain rules, and that this regularity iu tlrn m9vements of the Heniugs was ol)serve<l uot only 
during the Norwegian spring herring fisheries of the seventeenth ar:d eighteenth centuries, but 
also during those herring fisheries which were going on on the coast of Bohuslan during the 
second half of the fifteenth arid seventeenth centuries. This peculiar phenomenon has therefore 
· pecome far more important than it_ was thought to be in former times; and it may well be said to 
contain the key to the question of the periodicity of the great Scandinavian herring fisheries. 
Boeck was not able to assign any cause for these entirely regular changes in tlJe time of the 
Herrings' visits to the coast. This has been attempted, however, by G. 0. Sars and myself, and 
an account of these attempts will be given below. 1 
In a paper entitled "The Great Bohuslan Herring Fishery," 1 .A. N. Ljungman gives a very 
interesting account of the periodR of abundance of Herring in Swellen and of the herriug fisheries 
of that region from 1000 A.. D. to the present date. 
REPRODUCTION.-There are several interesting series of observations upon the spawning 
habits of the Herring, the hatching of the egg, and the development of the young; all of which 
may be found in the later volumes of the Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries. 
In his lecture on the Herring, Professor Huxley describes in a very concise and lucid way 
their spawning habits. He remarks: "We have hitherto met with no case of full or spawning 
Herrings being found, in any locality, during what may be termed the solstitial months, name1y, 
June and December; and it would appear that such Herrings are ~ever (or very rarely) taken in 
May, or the early part of July, iu the latter part of November, or the early pa.rt of January. But 
a spring _spawning certainly occurs in the latter part of January, in Febrnair3-, in March, and in 
April; and an autumn spawning in the latter part of July, in August, September, October, and 
e\7en as late a~ November. Taking all parts of the British coast together, Febrnar.r and March 
are the great months for the spring spawning, and August and September for the autumn 
spawning. It is not at all likely that the same fish spaw11 twice in the Jear; on the contrary, the 
sprtng _and the autumn shoals are probably perfectly distinct; and if the Herring, according to 
the hypothesis advanced above, come to maturity in a year, the shoals of each spawning season 
would be the fry of the twelvemonth before. However, no direct evidence can be adduced in 
favor of this supposition, ancl it would be extremely difficult to obtain such evidence. 
'' I believe that these conclusions, confirmatory of those of previous careful observers, are fully 
supported by all the evidence which has been collected; and the fact that this species of fish bas 
two spawning seasons, one in the hottest and one in the coldest month of the year;is very curious. 
'' Another singular circumstance with the spawning of the Herring is the great variety of the 
conditions, apart from temperature, to which the fish adapts itself in performing this function. On 
our own coast, Herrings spawn in water of from ten to twenty fathoms, and even at greater depths, 
and in a sea of full oceanic saltness. Neyertheless, Herrings spawn just as freely not only in the 
narrows of the Baltic, such as the Great Belt, in which the water is not half sis salt as it is in the 
North Sea and in the Atlantic, but even in such long inlets as the Scblei in Schleswig, the water 
1 A translation of which is published in United States Fish Qom~ission Report, part vi; pp. 221-23a, 
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f "hi •h i nit lri11ka l an l i inhabited by fresh-water fish. Here the Herrings deposit their 
m.-: in tw >r thr ~ t f w, t r; aud they are found, along· with the eggs of fresh-water fish, 
i ·1 ing in a undan 
'"atnr' ; m thu 
pnr ly fr ·h m t r. 
'uch fre h-water plants as Potamogeton. 
to offer u a hint a to the way in which a fish like the shad, which is so 
errinrr, ha acquired the habit of ascencling rivers to deposit its eggs in 
If a fnll t male R rring i gently queezed over a vessel of sea-water, the eggs will rapidly 
p ur ut and ink to th bottom, to which they immediately adhere with so much tenacity that, in 
half an hour, the ve I may be inv-erted without their dropping out. When spawning takes place 
naturally the egg" fall to the bottom and attach themselves in a similar fashion, but at this time 
the a, eml>led fl h dart wil<lly about, and the water becomes cloudy with the shed fluid of the milt. 
The gg become thus fecundated a they fall, and the development of the young within the ova 
ti king to th bottom commence at once. 
The fir t definite and conclusive evidence as to the manner in which herring-spawn is attached 
aud become developed that I know of was obtained by Professor .Allman and Dr. Macbain in 1862, 
in the Frith f Forth. By dredging in localities in which spent Herring were observed on the 1st 
of farch, Profe or .Allman brought up spawn in abundance at a depth of fourteen to twenty-one 
fathom . It wa deposited on the surface of the stone, shingle, and gravel, and on old shells and 
c ar e h 11- ·and, and even on the shells of small living crabs and other crustacea, adhering tena-
iou 1y t what v r it bad fallen on. No spawn was found in any other part of the Forth; but it 
ontinu d to b abundant on both the east and the west sides of the Isle of May up to the 13th of 
'fc r L, at whi h tim the incubation of the ovum was found to be completed in a great portion of 
th pawn and th mbryo had b come free. On the 25th scarcely a trace of spawn could be 
rly the \\ hole of the adult fish had left the Forth. 
llmau draw attention to the fact that 'the deposit of spawn, as evidenced by the 
a.1 p aran · 1 f · ut rring did not take place tnl about sixty-five days after the appearance of 
th• rriug in t11 1 rith,' and arriv• at the conclusion that 'the incubation probably continues 
durinrr a p •docl f l> tw en tweu y-firn to thirty days,' adding, however, that the estimate must, 
for tli' pr · ut, l> r arcl d a only approximative. It was on this and other eYi<lence that we 
a •cl ur ·on -1u ·iou that the o·o- of th H rring 'are hatched in at most from two to three weeks 
aft r <l •p titioo. 
' itbin th la' few year a cl ar light ha ' been thrown upon this question by the labors of 
th· ·t Balti ii ·h r_y mmi · 'ion, to which I have so often hacl occasion to refer. It has been 
foun<l that artificial ti cundation i, a 'ily practiced, and that the young fl h may be kept in 
aquaria for a· I nrr a· fl e month . Thu a great body of accurate information, some of it of a 
v r · u11 xp • ·t clmract r, ha b en obtain d respecti11g the development of the eggs and the 
.arly u<li iou f th · ung Herri11g. 
It turn· ou tha a· i,' th ca with otll r fi ·h , the period of incubation is closely depeud-
nt ur u w rmth. Wh n th waler ha a t mp ratur of 530 F. the eggs of the Hening hatch 
in fr m ix t i ht ay , th a rag beiug ·even day . .And thi i av ry interesting fact when 
w b , r in mind th · n lu ·i n to whi ·h the inquiri of the Dutch meteorologist , .and, more 
of th c ti h fet orol rri. ·al o ·i ty appear to tend, namely, that the shoal prefi r 
5 ° . th p rio l f incu atio i, lengthened to !even days; at 46° 
. i 1 · f r y le , . th orth i usually t lerably cool in tlie 
bl t ' · r llrnan e timate come very near the truth for the 
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· "The young, when they emerge from the egg, are from one-fifth to one-third of an inch in 
length, and so -extremely unlike the adult Herring that th~y maJ properly be termed 'larvre.' 
Thav have enormous eyes and an exceedingly slender body, with a yelk-bag protruding from its 
fore. part. The skeleton is in a very rudimenta1,~y condition; there are no ventral fins; and, instead 
of separate dorsal, caudal, and anal fins, there is one cbntinuous fin, extending from the bead 
along the back, round the tail, and then forward to the yelk-bag. The intestine is a simple tube, 
ciliated internally; there is no · air-bladder, and no branchioo are\ yet developed. The heart is a 
mere contractile vess~l, and the blood is a clear fluid without corpuscles. A.t first the larvm do 
not feed, but merely grow at the expense of the yelk, which gradually diminishes. 
,, Within three or four days after hatching, the length has increased by about half the original 
dimensions, the yelk has disappeared, the cartilaginous sl~eleton appears, and the heart becomes 
divided into its chambers; but the young fish attains nearly doub~e its first length before blood-
cor_puscles are visible. 
"By the time the larva is two-thirds of an inch long (a length which iu attains one month 
_ after hatching), the primitive median fin is separated into dorsal, caudal, and anal divisions, but 
the ventral fins have not appeared. A.bout this period the young animal begins to feed on small 
crustacea; and it grows so rapidly that at_ two mqnths it is one and a quarte,r inche.s long, and at 
ti.nee months bas attained a length of about two inches. 
''Nearly up to this stage the elongated, scaleless little fish retains its larval proportions; hut 
in the latter part of the third month the body r~,pidly deepens, the scales begin to appear, and 
the lar·va passes into the 'imago' state, that is, a_ssumes the forms and proportions of the adult, 
though it is not more than two inches long. After this, it goes on growing at the same rate 
(eleven millimeters, or nearly half an inch) per mc.,mth·, so that at six months old it is as large as 
a .qi.oderate-sized sprat. 
''The well-known 'vVhitebait' of the 'l'hames consists, so far as I have s~en, almost exclusively 
of Herrmgs under six months old, and as the average size of Whitebait _ increases from March 
and AprUonwa:rd until they become suspiciously like sprats in the late summer, it may be con-
cluded that they are the progeny of Herrings which spawned ~arly in the year in the neighborhood 
of the estuary of tbe 'fhan;ies, up which these dainty little fish have wandered . . ' Whether it is the 
general habit of young Herring·, even of those which are spawned in · <leep water, to migrate into 
the shalJow part"s of the sea, or even into completely fresh waters, when such are accessible, is 
unknown. 
"In the 'Report on Trawling' (1863) we observe: 'It is extremely diffieult to obtain any sat-
isfactory evidence as to the length of time which the Herring requires to pass from the embryonic 
to the adult or full condition. Of the fishermen wbo gave any opinion on this subject, some con-
sidered that a Herring takes three, aud others that it requires seven, years to attain the full or 
spawning condition; others frankly admitted that they knew nothing about the matter; and it 
was not difficult, by a little cross-examination, to satisfy ourselves that they were all really in this 
condition, however strongly they might hold by their triennial or septennial theories. Mr. Yarrell 
and Mr. Mitchill suppose with more reason that Herring attain to full size and maturity in about 
eighteen months. It does not appear, however, that there is any good evidence against the sup-
position that the Herring reaches its spawning condition in one year. There is much reasop. to 
, believe that the eggs are hatched in, at most, from two to three weeks _after deposition, and that 
in six to seven weeks more (that is, at most, ten weeks from the time of layii;ig the eggs) the young 
have attained three inches in length. Now, it has been ascertained that a young smolt may leave 
a river and return to it again in a couple of months increased in balk eight or ten fold, and as a 
36 F · 
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1 rrin r liv fi <l a a molt, it appears possible that it should increase 
, ·ir uru tance nine months would be ample time for it to 
t t 11 r I y n inch in length. It may be fairly argued, howm·er, that it is 
in th 
n , ual o-i ally from the rate of growtli of one species of fish to that of 
w 11 to l av th que tion whether the Herring attains its maturity in 
n m nth op n, in the tolerably firm assurance that the period last named 
onclu ion with the results of tho careful observations of the Baltic 
, mmi ·. i n r · it app ar tha we omewhat overestimated the rate of growth of the young 
n rriu ,r and that th vi w taken by Yarrell and J\fitchill is more nearly correct. For, supposing 
tllat th• ra f gr wth aft r ix month continues the same as before, a Herring twelve months 
Id wiJl u n arly . ix inch long, and at eighteen months eight or nine inches. But full Herrings 
with liltl more than even ·nches long, and they are very commonly found not more 
th u uiu in ·li in 1 ngth. 
1Ting wbi ·h bav attain d maturity, and are distended by" the greatly enlarged milt or 
ar r ady t h d th content of the e organ , or, as it is said, to spawn. In 1862 we found 
i r ity of opinion prevailed as to the time at which this operation takes place, and we 
to k a !IT a d al f troubl to ttle ~he question, with the result which is thus stated in our 
fr m 
tain l a very large body of valuable evidence on this subject, derived partly 
x mi nation of fi berm n and of others conversant' with the herring fishery; partly from· 
ti n f th a curat record k pt by the fishery officers a,t different stations, and partl~' 
lono-at d organt:i attached bern-'ath the air-bladder, which lie one on 
avity, and open behind the vent by an aperture common to the two. 
f th mal i d v lop din tlle milt and the eggs of the female m the roe. 
fu11 T £ rm l, m a ure from one-sixteenth to one twenty-fifth of an inch in 
m e timates, which appear to me to be made in 
f tb v ry imple anatomical con ideration that the roe consists of an extensive 
; and, mor over, that a va t number of the eggs which it 
nt in r m in i matur and ar n t b d at th time of spawning." 1 · 
in 1 77, wr t a follow concerning the pawning h~bits of the Herring on 
aiu wr nc th pp art pawn in the spring, especial1y in the vicinity 
fl h h r taken b ing rip with egg . .At that time they come RO 
th ir captur in imm D e number in ein . It i al o thought that 
be ring in th Bay f 1 undy, from th h ad to the 1!1outh. Such 
ay of aint Andrew' , and in certain portion of 
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Passamaquoddy Bay. One principal spawning ground of the Herring in tbe Bay of F~ndy, is 
near the southern bead of Grand Menan; and by a very wise provision of ,the New Brunswick 
Government, a close time was many years ago en·acted, extending from the 15th of Jupe to the 15th 
of September, during which the capture of these fish was forbidden. They now resort to that 
portion of the coast in considerable numbers, and the quantity of eggs deposited is said to be 
something almost inconceivable. 
"The spawning season, too, appears to be later and later as we proceed westw3:rd from Maine. 
Tlms, allowing it to be at its height there in the beginning of August,1 it occurs in September off 
the coast of Maine, and in October off Eastern Massachm-ietts; in November at Cape Cod, and in 
December at Noman's Land and Block Island; possibly still later farther south. 
"The eggs are minute, less in size than those of the shad, and adhere when discharged to 
rocks, . seaweed, etc., being scattered singly or in bun,cbes over a vast _extent of sea bottom. I 
have frequently brought them up at various depths and at a considerable .distance from the shore, 
o·ff Grand Menan." 2 
ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF THE HERRING .......... In · tbe sp1-ing of 1878 the first successful 
experiments in the artificial propagation of Herring were carried on . i~ Germany by Dr. H. 
A. Meyer, of the Commission for Scientific Investigation of the German Seas at Kiel, and in 
the fall of the same year by Mr. R. E. Earll, of the United States Fish Commission, at Glouces-
ter. A translation of Dr. Meyer's paper may be found in part vi, United States Fish Com-
mission Report, pp. 029-638, and a brief summation of Mr. Earll's experiments in the same 
volume, pp. 727-729. 
Foon.-Much has been written upon the food of t,he Herring, but the following translation 
from an article in ''Die Natur," No. 47, 1869, gives in a very satisfactory manner recent views 
of European authorities upon the subject: 
"Of the various fishes tllat inhabit the waters, few have, perhaps, more direct bearing 
npon the prosperity of the maritime people of _ the north than the sea Herring; the shores of 
both hemispheres being visited regularly by countle~s m,yriads that furnish an inexllaustible 
source of food. It is, therefore, not to be wondered at that the attentio~ of :fishermen, as 
well as statesmen and political economists, has been directed to the different questions con-
nected with the migrations and. preservation of these fish, and that _much research should ltave 
been expended in determining various · points connected with their history. Until quite 
1 A large school of Herrings appears annually in the vicinity of Boisbobert Island, ill Eastern Maine, off Mill bridge, 
where they spawn on the rocky bottom.-R. E. EARLL. 
~ A visit in 1872 to the Southern Head of Grand Menan, during the spawning season of the Herriug, ena,bled 
my assistant, Dr. Palmer, to obtain a very interesting series of eggs and young by using ~he dredge, the eggs being 
found at low water, from near the shore, out to a, distance of several miles. ' 
Over au extended area, whenever any gravel, stones, or sea-weed were brought up wilh the dredge they were 
found to be thickly dotted over with t.hese eggs, sometimes single, at others in clusters. 
It would appear that in the operation of exclusion, the eggs fall away into the water· in masses varying in 
size, although in no instance was the entire spawning of any one fish observed in a single mass. The largest aggre-
gations consisted ' of masses of the size of a hazel-nut. Sometimes these heat up and separate entirely. The eggs 
were very minute, not larger than No. ""I shot, and when taken up nearly all the eggs contained embryos, of which the 
eyes were very large and <listinct. The eggs appear to sink to the bottom if not laid there originaJliy, and to adhere 
at once to a<ljaceut objects. A careful straining of' the snrface-water and down to a cousit1erable depth with the 
towing-net, or band gauge-ne , brought up no floating eggs. 
A large number of eggs were brought over to Eastport in salt water and a considerable number of these hatched 
out on tho way, <luring an interval of a few hours, and many others became developed soon after they were brought 
ashore. All the cruLryos had left their envelopes by the next morning. The young could be distinctly seen inside of 
the egg, and when this was ruptnre<1 they were extremely active in their movements through · the wa,ter, spTinging . 
up a.u<l down and crosswise, wriggling precisely like the brvre of a dipterous insect. Their length at this time was. 
about thirty one-hnndre<ltbs of an inch, some few being ln.rgC'r and o~hers rather smaller. 
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• •ntl , h w ,- •r on important 1 meut of their l>iograpby li::1,s been unsolved, namely, the 
1 
·i m tnr. f the food up u whid1 they 'ubsist, at least. during the time when they come 
int th , i ·iuit , of' tli, hor ,, altbougll their varying <legree of excellence throughout the yeur 
1 ·li •v. l t <l ·p ml lm·n-ely upou what they find to eat in the different montlls. 
In imut I.r ·ouu 1 cte<l witli tlli ame subject of the food of the Herring is the fact that 
a tim,. i i. fouud almo ·t impo · ible to preserve the :fisll after being caught, since, notwith-
tamliug tll, prompt u -e of alt, dec:.>mJ_Josition ensues and spoils the entire catch. Indeed, 
, t , •rtaiu , ·on , of tlle year, it is said. that Herrings cannot be preserved at all except by 
tahug tll _ pr caution of retaiuing them alfre in the net for a period of from three to ten days . 
.A rnr.r important communication on the food of the Herring has lately been published 
by a Daui h author, :Mr. Axel Boeck, from which we learn that the herring food, or' meat,' con-
i tiu,r almo -t eutirely of minute invertebrate animals, is divided by the northern :fishermen into 
thr cla e ; the 're<l,' the 'yellow,' and the 'black,' the names being derived from the color of 
thi food wll n liYing, or el -e from its appearance when in the fish's stomach. The red nieat 
(Rodaat) i' the mo ·t common and best known, and occurs along tlle entire coast of Norway and in 
th mouth of the bay (but more sparingly in the bays themselves), and in the .open sea, dimin-
i hin · in amount, apparently, with the depth. At certain periods of summer, however, it appears 
in uch immen e abundance that the sea is colored red by it. Wben :floating in this way upon the 
nrfa it a tracts innumerable schools of mackerel, as well as of Herrings, which are then much 
•by than u ual, and the scene ii:; one of impressive activity, owing to the number of boats 
and n t. employed in fishing. On a careful examination this substance was found to consist · 
alm t ntir ly f mall cru 'tacea , Uopepod, the largest,, scarcely the thirtieth of an inch in 
1 u tll and bar ly di tingui hable by the naked eye. 
' t can hardly be b lie ed that such minute and almost microscopic animals can be of 
o mu h imp rta c to the welfare of a nation; but in reality the mackerel and the autumnal 
rring w th ir fatn to them, the microscope revealing through their thin shells the· fat 
1:vin in di tinct trip b tween the mu cles and intestines. 
Tile · ru cru ·tacean occur al o off Spitzbergen in such abundance as to furnish food 
t iunum rabl wat •r fi wl; and ev n the whales feed upon them to a great extent. 
If, n w, th II rring ha taken in a large quantity of this 'red food,' and is then cap-
tur d and kill d without it haYiag been fully digested, the animal matter in the stomach 
-of the :fi h gin to poil before it can be reached by the salt, an<l. the stomach thus becomes 
w 11 a the large bloodve sel which lies under the back, the coloring matter of 
imparting a reddish tinge to the flesh alongthe backbone. For this reason it is 
r quir law t keep Herring three day in the nets, in order that all the contents of 
tome ch may b c mpletely digested, while the fish is . prevented from taking in a fresh 
up 1. . ometim , however, th wind drift thi herring food into the nets, and fnrni h to 
th rring an oppor unity, which they ~agerly embrace, rendering them again liable to the 
lifficulty ju t menti n d. 
Wh n a rring, on b ing queez cl, di charges a yellow pulp, this is known as 'yellow 
r G1.1.laat. Thi i, not a undant a the other, but appears, like the 'reel meat,' to 
· m I iu part f r n p, r ut opepod ·, together with the larvre of tapeworms and other 
, bi ·h n h It it:i stated that the 
f th· 
wimmin" activ ly about m ;;1,n of certain hairs which 
h · ufficiently <l.evelopcd to permit tlleir 
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identification as the young of Leucodore ciliata. Herring and mackerel feed· largely upon 
these animals, so that _ the 'sellow meat' consists in greater part of the fine hairs which cover 
the exterior of the larvre in question. This kind of food is considered to interfere less with 
the proper curing of the Herring, as it is much more quickly digested. 
·,, The most objectionable kind of herring food, however, is that which is known as the' 'black 
meat,' or Si,artant, sometimes C!l,lled Krutaat, and o_ccurring on the surface of' the sea in the form of 
little granules moving freely about, but which sink on being touched. This is sai<l. to be most 
abundant in rainy seaso11s when there is a ·short interval of fine and clear weather. Herring tllat 
have fed on this substance are considered to be entirely unfit for salting, even when kept in the 
nets for a much longer time than that already mentioned. The salted fisll has an extremely disa-
greeable smell, even after the stomach with its contents has been removed. _A microscopic exam-
ination of this matter showed that it consists entirely of the larval young of small shells found 
among the sea-weed and belonging to the genus Rissoa. These swim by means of two flippers, 
covered with hairs, which are protruded from a transparent shell having from three to se~en turns 
or windings. They are about one-tenth of an inch in le1j~th, and on being touched draw within 
the shell and sink to the bottom. When full grown, these mollusks lose their flippe:rs and creep 
about the sea-weed by means of a large foot. Thus, it is easy to understaud why this 'black 
meat' is more dangerous than the other kind8. While tl!e shells of the anim{Lls forming the 'red 
!lleat' are quite thin and the bodies of the 'yellow meat' are very soft, those of the 'black meat,' 
on the contrary, being inclosed in hard shells, are not so readily reached by the <ligestirn fluid, so 
that while the exterior parts, namely, the swimming flippers, are quickly digested the rest of the 
body within the shell becomes dec.ornposed. On th.is account the flesh of the Herring after feeding 
upon these mollusks soon becomes tainted by their decomposition and gives out a disagreeable 
:smell, notwithstanding the applicat10n of salt. 
4
' It may be asked why the summer and autumnal Herrings feed upon this food and not the 
spring Herring, nor those taken in the open sea, bo,th the latter being capable of preservation 
without any detention in the nets. The reason of this seems to be that the ·spring and open-sea 
Herrings are captured when under the stimulus of the spawning season and in the search for a 
suitable place for the development of their young. At this time the question of food is reduced 
to zero or near it, and a careful examination of the stomachs of Herrings taken under such circum-
stances shows comparatively little animal matter. Summer and autumn Herrings, on the other 
hand, are specially engaged in seeking for food and bringing up their flesh, and that at a time 
when the larv re of the lower animals are found swimming freely about in large quantity upon the 
surface of the sea." 1 
CAPTURE .A.ND USES.-Tbe metho.~s of capture of the Herring are fully described in the 
chapter by Mr. Earll upon the herring :fisheries of the United States (to be printed in a subse-
quent portion of this report). 
"It is not a little remarkable," writes Professor Baird, "that while with most fish the spawning 
1Professor Mobius found that almost tho sole food of the Herring taken in Kiel Bay, in tho winter and spring of 
1872, when t.hey were captured in immense quantities, consisted of a minnte crustaceous animal, near-ly allied to the 
common frosh-water cyclops, and but little larger. The apparatus, ~hich enables the Herring to feed on these 
minnte creatures, is described by Professor Mobius as a sort of basket or "lobster-pot," formed by the arches of the 
gillrs, each of which is furnished with a close-set fringe of teeth, while each of the- latter bears two rowi,; of minute 
spines. The interlacing of these teeth and spines produces a narrow lattice-work, t,brongh which the wa.ter can 
readily pa s, while the little swimming animals contained in it are left behind in the mouth of t.he fish and gradually 
pass down into its stomach. Some notion of the number of little crustaceans consumed by tho Herring may be formecl 
fro~ the fact that Professor Mobius reckons 10,000 as the average number to be found in a Herring's stomach, and ju 
one mstance no fewer than 61,000 were found. The sprat, the mackerel, and some other fishes, are provided with a.n 
upparatus more or less resembling that of the Hening.-.Annals of Natural History. 
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l'' < 11 i <· 11 i 1 r 1 an uud ·irabl p riocl for tlleir capture, with the Olupeidm, such as the shad, 
th ·ti., if an l tll .· • II rriug, the.· ar then thought to be in the greatest perfection; indeed, 
r 1al< ·. fnll f partiall · I " 101 e<l egg., are esteemed a great delicacy, both in regard to the fish 
ancl h, 10 . ... • arly all the Europ an :fisherie , especially those on the coast of Scotland, are 
·au i •d 1 11 \\'h ·n th fi ·h i • in foll 10e, wlJen the taking of fish is considered very prejudicial to the 
1 •rp •tt ati 11 f the ,:1> ·i . Tl.le number taken, however, does not.appear to affect the abund8:nce 
f t , II ufo ': au 1 ind e<l with tlie enormous yield of eggs, a very small percentage of adults 
will I· •pp np th ·upply. 
Th 1 a1 I> r to b a· much uncertainty iu Europe as there is in this country in regard to 
th •xac p riocl of tlle growtll of the Herring, Ljungman 1 remarking that the spring Herring 
. pawu •<l in far ·h attain al ngth of twp and a half to three and a half inches by the end of the 
J ar , 1111 that in the following l\fay, or at the age of one year, their average length is four inches. 
JI tat,_. that the two-,rear-ol<l fish range from five and a half to six inches in length, and that 
th .· of tltr e y ar are six or seven inches long, havin~ the sexual apparatus· complete but not 
hi 1,·hl. · u •v loped. The eight-inch fish are four years old, while those larger are of still greater age." 
In Europe the ways in which Herrings are prepared for use as food are very numerous and 
Yari cl th re b ing many way of salting them, many ways of smoking them, and many ways of 
pr · r\'ing them jn spices. The day is probably not distant when Eu;ope will follow the example 
f th nited tate and employ them extensively in the manufacture of sardines. The European 
fi ·h 'r:r r •port , r full of cod of in truction for preparing the different grades of Herrings for expor-
1 ati n nd lo ·al c n,'umption; but, as a rule, these preparations are not congenial to the Ameriean 
pal. t not h re be particularly describ~d. Our supply of other excellent food fishes is so 
gr ha bu littl att ntio11 is paid by .American :fishermen to the capture of Herrings for food. 
f fr zen Herrings are brought from Newfoundland and the Bay of Fundy to Boston, 
w York n hiladelphia, to "erve for the food of the poorer classes during the Lenten season. 
1u' n ity f pickl <l Ilerring i al o imported from the British Provinces. Smoked Her-
rj g, ar pr du d t the amount of 370,615 boxes in Eastern Maine, and large quantities are 
ii p rt •d fr m T w Brun wi ·k an<l Nova Scotia, wltich are sent chiefly to the West and South, 
th u 0 ·h , mall uantiti . ar c n ume<l in the nrral di tricts of New England. Before the rebellion 
Ea t ·m 1aiu UO'ag d lar ly in b rring- moking for the purpose of supplying the demand of 
th , la\' -owning tat , an<l 1uauy cargoe f fi. h slightly pickled for smoking were brought from 
the ::.\Ia 0 <lal 11 I 'land,· . Thi ' bu ·ine · wa broken up by the war, and most of the smoke-houses 
r mai11 a ucl <l o thi <lay. Con i<lerabl quantitie of smoke<l Herring~ are now put up in 
mall pa ·kag -' with kin an<l bone remov a, under the trade name of "boneless Herring." By 
far U1 P ,.,r at .:;t n umption of H 1Tings for food i in the shape of so-called sa1dines, packed 
ti r tLi~ m 't part inc tt n- d oil, a11<l in can made in imitation of those imported from France. 
Th i it <lu tr. - b gau in 1870 a.n<l incr a e<l yearly until 1880, when the production amounted to 
2 3""7,1-2 on · und an ·, worth 772 176. 
1 r ' ·h H ·rring, an<l , alt d II rring are u ·eel exten iv ly for bait in the halibut and cod fisb-
eri uncl , ,·p ·ial ni <rht fl h •rJ with tol' ·he. £ r :young II rring , or Sperliug, i carried on in the 
fall month, ah u ape Aun, fa.· a bu,·e t f, r the upply of the bore fl bermen. 
Tim ALLE ED E TR C'.I IVENE, OF IIERRI G FI IIERY.-A has already been 
rrin g fi hery i not at pr nt, f uffici nt importance upon our coast to have 
pr t · i 1 f the 1 w although he o ly pla · in the world where the pawning 
r t ·t th la, i th f raud nianan, within twenty-five miles 
I 
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from the western boundary of the Uuited States. Tlle question of tbe protection of tlie Herring 
is n~t likely soon to come up in our legi::,latures. It has, bowever, for man;- years been deeply 
agitated in Europe, and in Great Brituin especially has occupied the attention of learned com-
missions for periods extern1ing over many months. In 1862 a_ml 1865 special commissions were 
engaged in the investigation of the influence of the trawl-net fishery, particularly with reference to 
its connectiun with the herring fishery. .A-nd it is a matter of considergble interest to be able to 
quote in a few paragraphs the conclusions reached by Professor Huxley, who was a member of each 
of these commissions, not because, as already suggested, the question of protecting the herring 
fishery is likely to be agitated in the United States, but beGause the same class of facts and the 
same train of reasoning will apply with almost equal force to the problem of the protection of the 
mackerel, menhaden, and other similar fisheries. He spoke as follows in 1881 in the lecture already 
referred to : 
"I do not believe that all the herring fleets taken together des__tro.v five per cent. of the total 
number of Herrings in the sea in any year, and I see no reason to swerve fr~m the conviction my 
colleagues and I expressed. in o"Q.r report, that their destructive operations are totaUy insignificant 
when compared with those which, as a simple calculation shows, must regularly and normalJy 
go on. 
" Suppose that every mature female Hehing lays 10,000 eggs, that the ~sh are not interfered 
with by man, and that their numbers remain approximately the same year after year, it follows 
that 9,998 of the progeny of every female must be destroyed before they reach maturity. For, if 
more than two out of the 10,000 escape destr1:1-ction, the number of Herrings will be proportion-
ately increased. Or, in other words, if the average strength of the shoals whlch visit a give:il 
locality is to remain the same year by year, many thousand times the uum ber contained in those 
shoals must be annually destr9yed. .And how this enormous amount of ·destruction is effected 
will be obvious to any on~ who considers 'the operations of the fin-whales, the porpoises, the 
gannets, the gulls, the codfish, and the dog-fish, which accompany the shoals and perennially feast 
upon them; to say nothing of the flat-fish, which prey upon the newly-deposited spawn; or of the 
mackerel and the innumerable smaller enemies which devour the fry in all stages of their develop-
ment. It is no uncommon thing to find five or six-nay, even ten or twelve-Herrings in the 
stomach of a codfish, and in 1863 we calculated that the whole take of the great Scotch herring 
fisheries is less than the number of Herrings which would in all probability have been consumed 
by the codfish captured in the sn.me waters if they had been left in the sea. Man, in fact, is but 
one of a vast co-operative society of herring catchers, and the larger the share he takes the less 
tliere is for the rest of the company. If man took none, the other shareholders would have a 
larger dividend, and would thrive and multiply in proportion, but it would come to pretty much 
the same thing to the Herrings. 
".As long as the records of history give us information, Herrings appear to have abound_ed on 
the east coast of the British Islands, and there is nothing to show, so far as I am aware, that, 
taking an average of years, they were ever either more or less numerous than they are at present. 
But, in remarkable contrast with this constancy, the shoals of Herrings have elsewhere exhibited 
a strange capriciousness-visiting a given locality for many years in great numbers, and then sud-
denly disappearing. Several well marked examples of this fickleness are recorded on the west 
coast of Scotland; but the most remarkable is that furnished by the fisheries of Bohuslan, a 
province which lies on the southwestern shore of the Scandinavian Peninsula. Here a variety 
known as the 'old' or 'great' Herring, after being so extremely abundant, for about sixty years, 
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i,· indu try, di appeared in the year 1808, as suddenly as they made their 
, n l h y n t iu e b en een in any number. 
h, l rti n f their ordinary grounds by the Herring has been attributed to all imaginable 
·au ., fr m fi ·hing u a unday to the offense caused to the fis~ by the decomposing carcasses of 
<lr pp cl upou th bottom out of the nets. The truth is, that absolutely nothing is 
, ul>j ct aud that little i likely to be known until careful and long-continued 
m t r J rri •al aud zoologicn,1 ob ervations have furnished definite information respecting the 
·h~mo- , which take place in the temperature of tbe sea, and the distribution of the pelagic 
ru ·ta, a wbi ·h con titute the chief. food of the herring shoals. The institution of systematic 
, •rrntioa of thi kind i an object of international importance, toward the attainment of which 
th, Briti ·h, "candinavian, Dutch, and French Governments might wisely make a combined effort. 
'A great fu ha, been made about trawlers working over the spawning grounds of the 
Il •1-ring. 'It tand to reason,' we were told, 'that they must destroy an immense quantity of the 
'pa u.' Ind ed, thi looked so reasonable that we inquired very particularly into a case of the 
all g <l malpractice wllich was complained of on the east coa·st of Scotland, near Pittenweem. 
Off tlli plac there i a famous pawning ground known as the Traith Hole, and we were tol<l 
that th trawl r worked vigorou ly over the spot immediately after the Herring had deposited 
th ir ·p wn. Of cour e our fir t proceeding was to ask the tra.wlers why they took the trouble of 
doin{r what lo k d like wanton mi chief. And their answer was reasonable enough. It was to 
at ·h th prodigion abundance of flat-fish which were to be found on the Traith at that time. 
11, th n, why did the flat-fl h congregate theret Simply to feed on herring eggs~ which seem 
a rt f flat-fi he ' caviare. The stomachs of the flat-fish brought up by the trawl were, in 
fa t, r mm l with ma e of herring eggs. Thus every flat-fish caught by the tr:;twl was an 
tr · r f Derring arre ted in his career. And the trawling, instead of injuring the 
aptur d c nd r m v d ho t of their worst enemies. That is how 'it stood to reason' 
t t the bottom of the matter. 
a t hink that any n who looks carefully into the subject will arrive at any other 
c n la ion tluiu th tr acb d y my colleague and myself, namely, that the best thing for govern-
m ut to l in r la i n t th b rring fl, heries is, to let them alone, except in so far as the police 
f th n ru d. i h tbi pr vi o, let people fish how they like, as they like, and when 
.c t pr en t I mu t r p at the conviction we expressed so many years ago, that there 
rti ·I of vid n that aast.hing man doe has an appreciable influence on the stock of 
It,. ill b time to m ddl when any ati factory evidence. that mischief is being done 
i pr du d.' 
173. THE HERRINGS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
THE ALIF0RNIA HERRING-OLUPEA MIRABILIS. 
n xc pt in wint r. At an Diego they pawn iu the bay 
a, n c me l_at r. They are so abundant in San 
I> und an ft n ought for twenty cent . They are 
wint r. Th rring are moked and dried, or alted, or 
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sent fresh to the markets. Sometimes herring oil is expressed from them. The principal herring-
curing establishment is at Port Madison, on Puget Sound.'~, 
THE CALIFORNIA SARDINE-CLUPEA S.A.GiAX, 
"This species," writes Professor Jordan, "is everywhere known as the Sardine, or by the 
Italians as 'Sardina.' It is, in fact, almost exactly identical- with the Sardine of Europe. It 
reaches a length of a little less than a foot. It ranges from Cape Mendoci~o to Chili, and is 
extremely abundant southward, especially in the winter, when it fills all the hays. In tbe 
summer it is generally scarce sou thward, although still taken northward. The young are, 
however, seen in San Diego in the summer. It is probably to some extent migratory along the 
coast, but as little attention is paid to it, no definit~ dat~ can be giv,,en. It is ·brought into the 
markets when taken, and is sold with the Herring. The question of the possibility of canning it 
in oil, like the Sardine, has been considerably discussed._ It would probably prove unprofitable, 
from the high price of labor and the uncertain supply of fish." 
174. THE MENHADEN-BREVOORTIA TYRANNUS. 1 
N .A.MES.-The Menhaden has at least thirty popular names, most of them limited in their use 
within narrow geographical boundaries. To this circumstance may be attributed the prevailing 
ignorance rp,garding its habits and migrations, among our fishermen, which ·has perhaps pre-
vented the more extensive utilization of this fish, particularly in the South. 
North of Cape Cod the name "Pogy" is almost universally in use, while in Southem New 
England the fish is known onl,v ai;; the '' Menhaden." These two names a.re derived from two 
Indian words of the same meaning; the first being the Abnaki name " Pookagan," or "Pog-
haden," which means "fertilizer," while the_ latter is the mo~ification of a word which in the 
Narrapansett dialect meant "that which enriches the earth." About Cape Ann, "Pogy" is par-
tially replaced by "Hard-head," or "Hard-head Shad," and in Eastern Connecticut by '' Bony 
Fish." In Western Connecticut the species is usually known as the '' White-fish," while in New 
York the usage of two centuries is in favor of "Mossbunker." This name is a relic of the Dutch 
colony of New Amsterdam, having evidently been transferred from the "Scad," or '' Horse 
Mackerel," Trachurus lacer ta, a fish which visits the shores of N ortheru Europe in immense schools; 
swimming at the surface in much tlie same manner as our Menhaden, and known to the Hol-
landers, as the '' i\larsbbanker." New Jersey uses the New York name with its' local variations, 
such as ''Bunker" and "Marsllbanker." Io Delaware Bay, the Potomac, and the Chesapeake, we 
meet with the "Alewife," ~, Bay Alewife," "Pilcher" (Pilchard), and "Green-tail." Virginia girns 
us "Bug-fish," "Bug-head," and '' Bug-shad," referring to the parasitic crustacean found in the 
mouths of all Southern Menhaden. In North Carolina occurs the name '' Fat-back," which 
prevails as far south as Flori<la, an<l. refe.rs to the oiliness of the flesh'. In this vicinity, too, 
the names "Yellow-tail" and "Yellow-tail~d Shad" are occasionally heard, while in Soutbem 
Flori<la the fish is called '' Shiner" and" Herring." In South America, among the Portuguesr, 
tlle name "Savega" iR in use. On the Saint John's River, and wherever northern fishermen are 
found, ~, Menhaden" is preferred, a·ud it is to be hoped that this name will in time be generally 
adopted. A numbe\ of tra,fo names are emplpyed b.y the manufacturers in New Jersey who can 
this fish for foou; these are "American Sardine," "American Club-fish," H Sha<liue," and. '' Ocean 
Trout." 
In 1815 the species waR described by Mitcbill. of New York, under the name Olupea m~nlwden, 
1 .For a fuller account of this fisn, sec an elaborate memoir in part v of the ReI.>ort of the Commissioner of Fisheries. 
.- r, . 
whh:h h. in .. l . ,11 • m111o11 1y a•· pt 1 d. A prior de criptiou by Latrobe, iu 1802, long lost 
i!.dt it 11 •<:, ·• ar.r a: I lta ,. !._ wb re demonstrated, to a<1opt the specific name 
tymww.. 'l h ~ ,1111 • Jfreroorlia of whicll tbi. pecie i ' the type, was established by Gill in 1861. 
I 1: u•m ·'ll . ·.-Th ,,.,o .. rapbical rang of Brevoortia tyrannits varies from year to year. In 
1 11 it ,, a , 0 far a · it i: cl fiua l in \\'Ord as followf::: The wanderings of the species are bounded 
J. · tilt' pa t. llt•l ,f uortll latitud, 250 and 45°; ou the continental side by the line of brackish 
wat .1 .. 011 t Ii, •, .-t hy th inn r boundary of the Gulf Stream. In the summer it occurs in the 
·oa t ti water: of all h .t. tlantic State from l\iaiue to Florida, in winter only south of Oape 
llattt·ra . The limit of its wiut •r rnio-ration oceanwards cannot be defined, though it is demon-
,· tn1t(•d lrnt th, .·p cie uo · not occur about the Bermudas or Cuba, nor presumably in the Ca-
1 i b an ,a. Ju Brazilian water occurs a geographical race of the same species, Brevoortia 
tyrannu · ' ll ·p ci a1.1,rea (the Olupanodon aureus of Agassiz and Spix); ·on the coast of Paraguay 
aud Pata Tonia by Brevoortia pectinata. j in the Gulf of Mexico by Brevoortia pcdronus. 
1\l Em TT .-With the advance of spring Menhaden appear n~ar our coasts in company with, 
au<l n ·nally ·li
0
'btly in advance of, the other non-resident species, such as as the Shad, Alewife, 
lu •fi ·11 aucl u teagu . The following general conclusions regarding their movements are 
tatement of about two hundred observers at different points on the coasts from 
va 
ppr ach of ettle<l warm weather they make their appearance in the inshore waters. 
tly impra ticable to indicate the periods of their movements except in au approximate 
'Ill mr ri on of two localities di tant apart one or two hundrecl miles will indicate very 
Ii I .. \ h n will r rang r compar cl. there becomes perceptible a certain proportion in the 
.. for ·11 an<l. w J rsey in April and early May ;1 on the south coast of New 
E11gfa11cl in lat A ril aud iay; ff 'ape Ann about the middle of May, and iu the Gulf of Maine 
iu th 1, t r p r f 1ay and th fir t f June. Returning, they leave Maine late in September 
a •bu ~tt iu O t er i: vember, and December, the latest departures being 
tll : f fl h which hav n d taiu d in the narrow bay and creeks; Long Island Sound and 
ec mb r; Che apeake Bay in December, and Cape Hatteras iu 
1 arth r uth th y appear t remain more or less constantly throughout the year. 
It i. a tr ng fact that th ir northern range has become considerably restricted within the 
w nt --ti.v y ar . rl y writing in 1 52, tated that they were sometimes caught in con-
' id r' 1 uum r ab ut aint J hn' , w Brun 'Wick, and there is abundance of other testimony 
t th fa· the t h y £ rmerly fr qu nted the Bay of Fuucly in it low r parts; at present the east-
w· rd w: uc1 ring f th ho 1 d not ext nd bPyond I le au Haut and Great Duck Island, about 
f rt · mil , w t of b f Main and w Brunswick. They have not been known to 
th . limit ti rt n They have tlii year hardly pa Red north of Cape Cou, 
1Th Ii 
u ually r ap cl an exten ive harvest on the coa t of 
fi ·bing ground of ou h rn i: ew England, where Meu-
f tll JI e closely ynchrouou with 
of th harbor ri to 51 ° F., 
ain , tb mid umm r urface tern-
• in 1 1 wa ff Long Branch, fay 6, wh n Gallup & Holmes' steamer 
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peratures, as indicated by monthly averages, fall below 51° F., and that their departure in the 
autiH;m is closely connected with the fall of the thermometer to 51 ° F. and below. In 1877 a cold 
~mmmer seemed to threaten the success of the Maine Menhaden fi.oheries. In September and 
October, however, the temperatures were higher than in the corresponding months of the previous 
year, and the scarcity of the early part of the season was amply amended for. 
The season of 1878 in Maine was fairly successful, the three summer months being warmer 
than in 1877, but cooler than in 1876. The ab~ence of the Menhaden schools north of Cape Cod 
iu 1879 is also ea~ily explained by the study of temperatures of the water of the Gulf o{M aine, as 
iudicated by the observations made in Portland Harbor. The averages for the three summer 
months are as follows, the numerator of the fraction being the average surface temperature, the 
denominator that of the bottom: 1876, 62°.5-57°.9; 1877, 58°.5-56°.7; 18'L8, 61°.5-58°.1; 1879, 
5GO.l-54°.6. 
The average for the three summer months of 1879 is less than that of June, 1876. 
This may perhaps be explained by a study of ocean temperatures. In August, 1878, there 
was a very rapid fall in the temperature of the surface in the Gulf of Maine, so that the average 
temperature of tbat month was less than that of July, instead of being higher, as is usual. This 
may have had the effect of driving the :fish into the warmer water of the bays and estuaries. The 
monthly averages for 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879 are as follows: 
1876-June, 550,9_54,o; July, 66°.7-59~.4; August, 63°.9-60°.4. 
1877-June, 540,9_530,3; July, 58°.1-56°.3; August, 62°.4-60°.6. 
1878-June, 560,3_550,2; July, 66°.9-59°.3; August, 60°.7-59°.9. 
1879-June, 520,9-... 51°.7; July, 55°.9-54°.1; August, 59°.6-58°. 
The arrival of the Menhaden is announced by their appearance at the top of the water. They 
swim in immense schools, their heads close to the surface, packed side by side, and _often tier 
above. tier, almost as closely as sardinrs in a box. A gentle ripple indicates their position, and 
this may be seen at a distance of nearly a mile by the lookout at the masthead of a fishing vessel, 
and is of great assistance to the seiners in settin~ their nets. At the slightest alarm the St.:hool 
sinks toward the bottom, often escaping its pursuers. Sailing over a body of Menhaden swimming 
at a short distance below the surface, one may see their glittering backs beneath, and tbe boat 
seems to be gliding over a floor inlaid with blocks of silver. At night they are phosphore:scent. 
Thmr motions seem capricious and without a definite purpose; at times they swim around and 
around in circles; at other times they sink and rise. While they remain thus at ~he surface, after 
the app~arance of a vanguard they rapidly increase in abundance until the sea appears to bP- alive 
with them. They delight to play in inlets and bays, such as the Chesapeake, Peconic, and Narra-
gansett B.ays, and the narrow fiords of Maine. They seem particularly fond of shallow waters 
protected from the wind, in which, if not molested, they will remain througho.ut the seas.on, 
drifting in and out with the tide. Brackish water attracts them, and they abound at the mouth 
of streams, especially on the Southern coast. They ascenrl the Saint John's River more than 
thirty miles; the Saint Mary's, the Neuse, the York, the Rappahannock, the Potomac nearly to 
W asllington, and the Pa wtuxent to Marlborough. They come in with or before the Shad, and are 
very troublesome to the :fishermen by clogging their nets. I am not aware that this difficulty 
occurs in Northern rivers, though they are found in-the summer in the Hudson and its tributaries, 
the Housatonic, .:\1ystic, Thames, and Providence Rivers, in the creeks of Cape Cod, and at the 
mouth of the Merrimack. A curio11s instance of capriciousness in the movements occurred on the 
coast of Maine, where much alarm was felt, beca,nse their habits were thought to have been 
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influ O f ining'. The shore fishermen could obtain none for bai~, and 
11 w 1 th m far ut t ea, capturing them in immense quantities forty miles from lan<l. 
ri ba I 1 ro lu · d no u ·h ffect outh of Cape Cod, and it was quite inexplicable that 
it· 11 ul<l ha,· be n o mo<lifi. din the north. In 1878, however, after ten years or more, 
b ir form r habit of bugging the shores, and the Menhaden fishery of Maine was 
ogie chool differently from mackerel; the Pogy slapR with his tail, and iu 
tb r you can hear the ound of a school of them, as first one and then another 
, trik · th wat r. Tbe mackerel go along 'gilling,' that is, putting the sides of their heads out 
of tb wat r a · th y swim. The Pogies make a flapping sonnd; the mackerel a rushing sonud. 
om tim · in c lm and foggy weather yon can bear a school of mackerel miles away." 'rhey do 
not attract mall bird a do the schools of predaceous fish. The fish-hawk often hovers above 
th m and ome of the larger gulls occa ionally follow them in quest of a meal. About Cape Cod 
on of th gull , perbap Lar1ts argentatits, is called '' Pogy Gull." 
On w· rm, till, unny day the fish may always be seen at the surface, but cold or rainy 
w th r and preYailing northerly or ea terly winds quickly cause them to disappear. When it is 
r u h th ar n t o often seen, though schools of them frequently appear when the sea is too 
t their net . The best <lays for menhaden-fishing are when the wind is 
t rly in the morning, d,ving out in the middle of the day, and springing up again in the 
n fr m h uthw t, with a clear ky. At the change· of t4e wind 011 such a day they 
t th number . 
t of th weather upon the Menhaden and the Herring ,yields some 
n r • ult. . Th , latt r i a lcl-wat r pecies. With the adrnnce of i:iummer it seeks the 
ur wat r with th approach of cold. Tue Menhaden prefers the temperature 
th Il .. rring, 55° F. and 1 .. s. When the Menha.deu desert the Gulf of :Maine 
th II rring. 'old wea,tl.Jer drive the former to th,e warmer strata, while it 
bring th ·urfac . Tll oudition · mo ·t favorable 011 our coast for the appearance of 
urfac , and wbicb ·orre ·pond preci ly with those whicll have been made out for 
th · a ·t f Eur p , ar l"a 't o for th M uba<lcu . 
. a . 
Thi · th following ·on i<leration ·: 1. That the number of Menhaden in 
in h mouth f a cru tac an para 'ite, ,Yhich iR 
<' )fa.·. 3. That th ,am scllooL' n ua1ly reap-
in , u · · :i\·, . · ar.'. 4. Th, t tu ~ir ry rompt. arrival in the pring 
nc io wat r n ar a b· n . he t th ir 1 ann wb n tb y fir t app ar 
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renders it evident that they have had no food since leaving the coast in autumn. The latter con-
sideration, since they are bottom-feeders, is the strongest confirmation of the belief that their winJ 
ter home is in the midoceanic substrata. 
ABUND.A.NCE.-As is indicated by the testimony of many observers, whose statements are else-
where reviewed at length, the Menhaden is by far the most abundant species of fish on the eastern 
coast of the United States. · Several hundred thousand are frequently taken in a single draft of a 
purse-seine. A firm in Milford, Connecticut, captured, in 1870, 8,800,000; in 1871, 8,000,000; in 
1872, 10,000,000; in 1873, 12,000,000. In 1877, three sloops from New London seined 13,000,000. 
In 1877, an unprofitable year, the Pemaquid Oil Company took 20,000,000, and the town of Booth 
Bay alone 50,000,000. There is no evidence whatever of any decrease fo their numbers, though 
there can be in the nature of the case absolutely no data for comparison of their abundance in 
successive years: Since spawning Menhaden are never taken in the nets, no one can reasonably 
predict a decrease in the future. 
Foon.-The nature of their food has been closely in'!estigated. Hundreds of specimens 
have been dissected, and every stomach examined by me has been found full of dark greenish or 
brownish mud or silt, such as occurs near the mouths of rivers and on the bottoms of still bays 
and estuaries. When this mud is allowed to stand for a time in clear water, this becomes slightly 
tinged with green, indicating the presence of chlorophyl, perhaps derived from th~ algro, so 
common on muddy bottoms. In addition to particles of fine mud the microscope reveals a few 
common forms of diatoms. 
There are no teeth in the mouth of the Menhaden, their place being supplied by about fifteen 
hundred thread-like bristles, from one-third to three-quarters of an inch long, which are attached 
to the gill-arches, and may be so adjusted as to form a very effective strainer. The stomach is 
glol;mlar, pear-shaped, with thick, musc_ular walls, resembling the gi~zard of a fowl, while the 
length of the coiled intestine is five or six times that of the body of the fish. The plain inference 
from these facts, taken in connection with what is known of the habits of the Menhaden, seems to. 
be that their f?od consists in large part of the sediment, containing much organic matter, which 
gathers upon the bottoms of still, protected bays, and also of the vegetation that grows in such 
localities. They also, as was demonstrated by Mr. Rathbun in 1880, feed very extensively upon 
the minute crustaceans, Oopepoda, etc., which are found in great quantities swimming near the sur-
face in the summer months all along our coast. 
Tl.teir rapid increase in size and fatness, which commences as soon as they approach our 
shores, indicates that they find an abundant supply of some kind of food. The oil manufacturers 
report that in the spring a barrel of fish often yields less than three quarts of oil, while late in the 
fall it is not uncommon to obtain five or six g~llons. 
REPRODUC1'ION.-There is a mystery about their breeding. Thousands of specimens have been 
dissected since 1871 without the discovery of mature ova. In early summer the genitalia are quite 
undeveloped, but as the season advances they slowly increase in size and vascularity. Among the 
October fish a few ovaries were noticed in which the eggs could be seen with the naked eye A 
school of large fish driven ashore in November, in Delaware Bay, by the bluefish, contained spawn 
nearly ripe, and others taken at Christmas time, in Provincetown Harbor, evidently stragglers acci-
dentally delayed, contained eggs quite mature. Young Menhaden from one to three inches in 
length and upward are common in summer south of New York, and those of five to eight inches 
in late ::summer and autumn in the southern part of New England. These are in schools, aud make 
their appearance suddenly from the open ocean like the adult fish. Menhaden have never been 
observed spawning on the Southern coast, an<I the egg-bearing individuals when observed are 
h rnri 
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on iderations appear to warrant the theory that their breeding 
whi h kirt the coast from George's Banks to the Florida Keys. 
mall chool of Menhaden possibly spawn at the east end of 
-E~·E.IIE .- m 111)' it· eucmies may be counted every predaceous animal which swims iu 
tl.t a 1 wat ~r . '\'\ lrnle, and dolphins follow the schools and consume them by the •hogshead. 
llark · fall kind, prey upou tllem largely; one hundred have been taken from the stomach of 
ou ·hark. ll th large caruivoron fishes feed upon them. The tunny is the most destructirn. 
I hav ft n writ · a gentleman in Maine, "watched their antics from the masthead of my 
y , 1-ru hiug anu tlira hiug like demons among a school of fish; darting with almost lightning 
wiftue · , atterinrr them in every direction, and throwing hundreds of them in the air with their 
tail . ' 'rh pollock, the whiting, the striped bass, the cod, the squeteague, and the gar-fish are 
a a fo . The word-fish and the bayonet-fish destroy many, rushing through the schools and 
trikin right nd left with their powerful swords. The bluefish and bonito are; however, the 
mo t d ·tru tiv enemie , not even excepting man; these corsairs of the sea, not content with 
wha th ye t hich i of itself an enormous quantity, rush ravenously through the closelr crowded 
h 1,, ·uttiug an tearing the living fish as they go, and leaving in their wake the mangled 
ut . Tr· · ' of their carnage remain for weeks in the great '' slicks" of oil so commonly 
n 11 m th , t r in ummer. Professor Baird, in his we11-known a.nd often-quoted estimates 
ffo dannually · D ' UID dbytheblu ft h,state'thatprobablytcnthousandmillionfisb,ortwent.y-
fi. milli uDCl-' , laily, or tw Ive hundred million million fish and three hundred thousand 
milli n 1 low th real fio·ures. This estimate is for the period of four months 
at a milli n milli u of millions; in comparison with which the quantities 
tr ink iu to in io-ni:fi anc . 
I urmi the M nhad n ' place in nature; swarming our waters in countle s 
myriad· ,, imming in clo Jy p ck d, unwieldy ma e , helpless as flocks of she<'P, near to tlrn 
urfa · an a th m rcy f ry n my, de titute of means of d~fense and offense, their mis ion 
at n. 
· n m ? of natur c rtain ord r of terre trial animal , feeding entirely upon vegetable 
' ' m int u f r ue purpo e-to laborate imple materials into the nitrogenou 
' ry for th foo f th r animal·, which are wholly or iu part carnfrorous in their 
I nhad n f 
1. 
• 
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shores, stimulating the crops for a time, but in the end filling the soil with oil, parching it and 
making it unfit for tillage. Since that time manifold uses have been found. A.s a bait-fish this 
excels all others; for many years much the greater share of our mackerel was caught by its aid, 
while the cod and halibut fleet use it rather than any other fish when it can be procured. The 
total consumption of Menhaden for bait in 1877, did not fall below 80,000 barrels, or 26,000,000 
fish, valued at $500,000. Ten years before, when the entire mackerel fleet was fishing with hooks, 
the consumption was much greater. The Dominion mackerel fleet buy Menhaden bait in quantity, 
and its value has been thought an important element in framing treat,ies between our government 
and that of Great Britain. 
A.s a food resource it is found to have great possibilities. Many hundreds of barrels are sold 
in the West Indies, while thousands of barrels are salted down for domestic use by families living 
near the shore. In many sections they are sold fresh in the market. Within six years there has 
sprung up an important industry, which consists in packing these fish in oil.,. after the manner of 
sardines, for home and foreign consumption. In 187-4 the production of canned fish did not fall 
below 500,000 boxes. 
The discovery made by Mr. S. L. Goodale, that from these fish may be extracted, for the cost 
of carefully boiling them, a substance possessing all the properties of Liebig's "Extract of beef," 
opens up a vast field for future development. A.s a food for the domestic animals in the form of 
"fish meal," there seems also to be a broad opening . . As a source of oil, the menhaden is of more 
importance than any other marine animal. Its annual yield usually exceeds that of the whale 
(from the American fisheries) by about 200,000 gallons, and in 1874 did not fall far short of the 
aggregate of all the whale, seal, and cod oil made in America. In 1878 the menhaden oil and 
guano industry employed capital to the amount of $2,350,000, 3,337 men, 64 steamers, 279 sailing 
vessels, and consumed 777,000,000 fish; there were 56 factories, which produced 1,392,644 gallons 
of oil, valued at $450,000, and 55,'154 tons of crude guano, valued at $600,000; this was a poor 
year. In 1874 the number of gallons produced was 3,373,000; in 1875, 2,681,000; in 1876 2,992,000; 
in 1877, 2,427,000. In 1878 the total value of manafactured products was $1,050,000; in 1874 this 
was $1,809,000; in 1875, $1,582,000; in 1876, $1,671,000; in 1877, $1,608,000. It should be stated 
that in these reports only four-fifths of the whole number of factories were included. In 1880 the . 
number of persons employed in the entire industry was placed at 3,635, the amount of ca1 ital 
inYested $2,362,841, the value of products $2,116,787, including 2,066,~96 gallons of oil, worth 
$733,424, and 68,904 tons of guano, worth $1,301,217. The refuse of the oil factories supplies a 
material of much value for manures. A.s a base for nitrogen ft enters largely into the composition 
of most of the manufactured fertilizers. The amount of nitrogen derived from this source in 1875 
was estimated to be equivalent to that contained in 60,000,000 pou~ds of Peruvian guano, the gold 
value of which would not have been far from $1,920,000. The yield of the menhaden fishery in 
pounds is probably triple that of any other carried on by the fishermen of the United States. 
In estimating the importance of the Menhaden to the United States, it should be borne in 
mind that its absence from our waters would probably reduce all our other sea-fisheries to at least 
one-fourth their present extent. 
175. THE GULF MENHADEN-BREVOORTIA PATRONUS. 
In addition t o the common Menhaden, a second North American species ha~ recently been 
discovered.1 This species has been reported only from the Gulf of Mexico, where the followiug 
observations were made by Mr. Silas Stearns: 
1 See Report United States Commission Fish and Fisheries, part v, pp. 17 and 26, and Proceedings of the United 
States National Museum, vol. i. 
) 
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p L R •• IE .- The Gulf Menhaden has several vernacular names. At Key West it is 
ar lio • in mm n with other fish of the same general appear~nce. At Apalachicpla, 
11,a ola, and ~l il it .i cal1 d 'Alewife'; at New Orleans the names 'Sardine' and 'Alewife' 
th latt r perhap more generally. On the Texan coast it is known as 'Herring,' 
.Al wifi• ar<lin and ' had' ach locality having its peculiar name. 
r hav ou en·e<l th Gulf l\fenhaclen from Key West t.o the Texan coast, and am told that its 
ran"·< xten , along the l\lexican coast. It seems to be most abundant along the coast between 
1 d~ r K y aml .i: w Orlean . On other parts it is only an ordinarily common fish or an occasional 
vi it r. fy ob ervation have been made at Pensacola, where their movements a're as follows: 
On the fir t calm, warm days of April many small schools appear in the bays and sounds. From 
he fir t appearance of these schools they can be seen at all times in fine weather until late in the 
·ummer, when they disappear. They remain in these bays until late in November and December, 
but keep to deeper waters, and are seen, after the close of summer, only when taken in nets. 
MOVEJ:\-fENTS.-''The first which _arrive measure only five to six inches. In June tbey average 
seven mches, and schools have been observed composed of fish of different sizes, as five, six, seven, 
and eight inche long. In July the average size is about eight inches, and in August, September, and 
October the individuals composing the schools measure seven, eight, nine, and ten inches in le:Qgth. 
Tho e fl h caught in October and November in nets are eleven, twelve, and thirteen inches long, 
and are probably full-grown. In fine weather they are first seen approaching the coast in large 
hool but if windy and cold they are not seen until they ham entered the bay and the weather . 
ha: c m pl a ant. When once inside the large schools are broken up into many small schools,_ 
which wim at th urface, rippling the water as they go. Their movements seem not to be a:ffecte<l 
by th till . 'fh ir fa.vorit feeding or playing grounds are in quiet bayous, creeks, and nooks in 
th a· wb r h ) are unmol ted by larger fishes of prey. Brackish water is also much sought 
S th •m, au<.l I think mo t, if not all, of them visit it some time during the season. A person sta-
i u d ~ th mouth fa fr h-water tr am or river, in August or September, will see little schools 
f th' fi h , wimming r und and round at -the surface, just where the two ' kinds of water meet. 
th 'Y c m a.ccu t m d to the fre h water they enter the stream a.nd move upwards until they 
r ach a ui t er k r bayou. Ilow long they tay in the river I cannot determine, for I ha,o 
noticed a· many moving down a up tream. Late in September and October very few or none 
ar n a th urfac of the water, but I have caught many in the river and at its mouth at that 
' a n proving that they are till pre nt. About the first of November I haYe known of a few 
b •iurr tak •n in rrill-n t in or about the river . During the months September and October they 
ar' rar 1: · n in alt wat r, but come to notice again in Novemuer, by being taken in small quan-
titi in along th out ide beach with other fish, such as bluefish, channel bass, and sheeps-
h <l. ft r a fi w catche in :rov mber and December we see or hear nothing more of them until. 
th f< 11 wing prin ; but from thi we cannot afely conclude that they have left these waters, 
fi r lt pr p r n t (gill-net ) in whi h t catch them in deep water are but little used in this 
vi inity an l if th y r maiued ~ey would not be ob erved. 
h n the ulf fenhaden arrfre in pring, each one has a parasite in its moutll, 
a ru ta· , n · 11 d Oymothoa prregu.stator. Thi animal i found always ju one position, clinging 
with it' h k '1a, · t th roof of the fi h' mouth, with it bead looking outwar<l and very near 
h j w f tb n . Th 11ara it r main with the Menhaden as long a the latter is in "alt 
~-at r· in r ki ·h w t r th y' rel fr qu ntly b · rved, di appearing altogether in fresh water. 
ith 11 h f· 11 . b f thi · ci which I ha, examined th re were no parasites. The fish do 
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not seem to suffer physically from the company of this parasite, but I have fancied that it was to 
get rid of them that the fish visit fresh water. I have noticed no other pa-rasites upon them. 
REPIWDUCTION.-"The first traces of spawn are found in May. By July it has become suffi-
ciently developed to be noticed by any person unaccustomed to the examination of such objects. 
In the latter part of September or first of October, at which time they are last seen in abund· 
.ance, the ovaries are sufficiently grown to distend the fish's abdomen, yet not fully ripe. When 
they are next caught, in November and December, on the sea-beach, they are without ovaries 
and show signs of having spawned. 
Foon.-" The Gulf Menhaden are bottom-feeding fish, as their stomachs always contain soft 
brown mud, from which I suppose it extracts microscopic animal or vegetable matter. Some 
believe that it gains its nourishment in the shape of animalculm from the water, as it swims along 
with its mouth open, straining ·water through its gills. It is not a food-fish. A few trials have 
been made to use them as bait for deep-sea fish, such as red snappers, groupers, etc. Such 




S. THE SHAD .AND THE .ALEWIVES. 
By MARSH.A.LL MoDoN.A.LD. 
176. THE RIVER HERRINGS, OR ALEWIVES-CLUPEA .lESTIVALIS AND C. VERNALIS. 
HISTORY AND NOMENCLATURE.-Early · writers on American fishes, especially Mitchill and 
De Kay, seem to have experienced great difficulty in differentiating into species the various forms 
of river Herring or Alewives in our waters. These early writers were, however, apparently more 
discriminating than some of their successors, for they recognized differences which have been 
ignore<l by subsequent writers. They were as much at fault, however, in making too many spe.cies 
as were Storer and Gill in uniting all the forms under one specific name. Mitchill recognized 
seven species, to wit, the "New York" Herring, Glupea halec; the "Tiny" Herring, 0. pusilla; 
the "Little" Herring, 0. parvula; the '' Sprat" Herring of New York, 0. indigena; the "Spring" 
Herring or "Alewife," 0. vernalis; the "Summer" Herring of New York, 0. cestivalis; and the 
"Blue" Hening, 0. ccerulea; all of which are apparently founded upon hasty studies of individuals 
of different ages and varying proportions, and in reality belong to the two species named in the 
heading of this article. The work of Mitchill is valuable, since by him were well defined the 
tw<;> species which we recognize at the present time under the names now accepted by us, the 
"Spring" and "Summer" Herrings, respectively 0. vernalis and 0. cestivalis. These are described 
in such terms that they cannot be mistaken. It is not worth while to attempt an identification of 
the other species, most of which ~re eviq.ently based upon very small individuals. 
De Kay took up and discussed under the same or different names most of the forms enumerated 
by Mitchill, and, taking advantage of bis more accurate methods of description, we are able to 
form a very satisfactory idea of what ·was intended under each name. The Alosa tyrannus of 
De Kay corresponds to the 0. vernalis of Mitchill, while the O. vernalis of De Kay, in the synonym 
of which he cites Mitchill's 0. halec, is without much doubt the summer Herring of Mitchill, 
although De Kay loses sight of Mitchill's name 0. cestivalis. The 0. fasciata of De Kay, to which 
he, without hesitation, refers Mitcbill's 0. pusilla, is probably the young of the summer Herring. 
It is useless to attempt to trace throughout the entire literature on the subject the various 
errors in the identification of the river Herrings. Storer, in bis "History of the Fishes of Massa-
chusetts," distinguishes the two species under the names Alosa cyanonoton and A. tyrannus, and 
supplies figures of each. These are not, however, sufficiently characteristic to be serviceable in 
identification. The name tyrannus, which was used by both De Kay and Storer for the spring 
Herring, belongs by rights to the Menhaden, as has been elsewhere demonstrated. 
Douglass in his "North America,'' Boston and ~ondon, 1740, remarks, in speaking of New 
England: 
"Alewives by some of the country people are called He~rings. They are of the Herring tribe, 
but somewhat larger than the true Herring. They are very mean, dry, and insipid fish. Some of 
them are cured in the manner of white Herrings, and sent to the sugar islands for the slaves, but 
because of their bad quality they are not in request; in some places they are used to manure land. 
They are very plenty, and corue up the riYers and brooks into pond~ in the spring. Having 
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ea. They never take the hook. Many fish go up the rivers into 
rli r r le tC'r in th,. ring to pawn, viz, salmon, Shad, Alewives, tomcod, smelts, etc., 
11 w baY been made in New England to prevent the obstruction of their passage 
T w fr t . th y ar of great benefit to the inhabitants near these rivers and ponds." 
, r m 1 GI uutil 1 o nearly all American zoologists were contented to consider the various 
kind f riv r II rriug a members of a single species, which was designated .Pomolobus pseudo-
harcngu.· th . pe itic name pseudo-harengits having originated 'in Wilson's article in volume ix of 
th m rican cliliou of Ree·' Encyclopredia. There is no positive evidence to prove that this 
" lum wa publi bed prior to Mitcbill's work on the '(Fish of New York," which appeared in 
1 1- and in whi ·h the names now accepted by us were first proposed. The American edition is 
aid by Allibone to have been in course of publication from 1809 to 1820. There is, however, no 
elate upon the title-page of volume ix, and consequently the priority of the name pseudo-harengus 
v r the other i doubtful. At any rate, the description given by Wilson is so vague that it 
cannot w 11 be a signed to one species in preference to. the others.1 If it is to be assigned to 
ith r, it mo t a nre<lly belongs to the species which Mitchill calls 0. vernalis, and which is cha-
ra tcrized by it long hea<l, large eye, and high fin. ,vilson, however, did not distinguish the two 
·pecie ·, and hi intention was evi<leutly to include them both under one name. The only specific 
cltaract ri tic given i the date of it · adveut, which, according to him, precedes that of the Shad 
by about thr week . Since there i no stat£ment of the locality where this occurs, this also is 
quit ind finite. Taking into consideration also the fact that Wilson's article was published 
an nymon 'ly in a book without date, I think we can safely set aside the name pseudo-harengus and 
c n id r that the two names u ed by Mitcbill in the discussion of his spring and summer Herrings 
r d finitely a igned to these two species. 
The att nti n of the zoologi t · of the Fish Commission was first called to the probable exist-
f two p ci by the per i tent opinions of the fishermen of the Potomac, who recognized 
tw f rm -<lift' ring in habit and in general a,ppearance-whicl1 they called the "Branch'i Herring 
and th ' lut" H rring r p ctiv ly. The late Mr. Milner, in the course of bis r[ver work, as 
rly . 1 76, came t th conclu ion that the two forms were specifically distinct, but the problem 
We n t <l finit ly worke out until 1 79. The anuouncemeut of the disco,ery of the two species 
cud cl finiti n of th ir character w re fir t published in the report of the Virginia Fish Com· 
mi · i n fi r 1 79. 
p cie may ea ily be di 'tingui hed from each other by the following characters: 0. 
re ·ti'i:alis i mor el ng te in form, ha a lower body, less elevated fins, and sma.ller eyes than 0. 
vernali . The pr portiou of the b ne of the h ad in O. mstivalis differ from those in 0. vernalis, 
l e · th olor tion of the lining of the abdomen, which in O. mstivalis is black, and in 0. 
y. 
th · fi h · <lift' r i11 alm ·t every river along the coast. 0. 
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From the "Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 1816," 1 are taken the following 
physiological and historical notes on the occurrence of the .Alewife at Wareham, Massachusetts: 
"Of the .Alewife there are evidently two kinds, not only in s1ze but habit, w~ich a~nually 
visit the brooks passing to the sea at Wareham. The larger, which set in some days earlier, 
invariably seek the Weweantitt sources. These, it is said, are preferred for present use, perhaps 
because they are earliest. The second, less in size, and usually called 'Black backs,' equally 
true to instinct, as invariably seek the .Agawam. ~ These are genera·ly barreled for exportation. 
In tlie sea, at the outlet of these streams, not far asunder, these fish must for weeks swim in com-
mon, yet each selects its own and peculiar stream. H~nce an opinion prevails on the spot that 
these :fish seek the particular lake where they were spawned. 
".Another popular anecdote is as follows: .Alewives had ceased to visit a pond in Weymouth, 
which they had formerly frequented. The municipal authorities took the usual measures, by 
opening the sluice.ways in the spring at mill-dams, and also procured live Alewives from other 
ponds, placing them in this, where they spawned, and sought the sea. No .A.le·wives, however, 
appeared here until the third year; 2 hence three years have been assumed by some as the_ period of 
growth of this fish. 
"These popular opinions, at either place, may or may not agree with the laws of the natural 
history of migratory fish. 
"The young .Alewives we have noticed to descend about the 20th of June and before, con-
tinuing so to do some time, when they are about two inches long, their full growth being from 
twelve to :fifteen inches. We have imbibed an opinion t,hat this fish attains its size in a year, but 
if asked for proof we cannot produce it. 
"These fish, it is said, do not visit our brooks in such numbers as in former days. The com-
plaint is of old date. Thus, in 1753, Douglass remarks on migratory fishes: 'The people living 
upon the banks of Merrimack observe, that several species of fish, such as salmon, Shad, and .Ale-
wives, are not so plenty in their seasons as formerly; perhaps from disturbance, or some other 
disgust, as it happens with Herrings in the several friths of Scotland.' .A.gain, speaking of Her-
rings, be says: 'They seem to be variable or whimsical as to their ground.' It is a fact, too, that 
where they most abound, on the coast of Norway and Sweden, their occasional disappearance is a 
subject of remark.3 
'''l'he Herring is essentially different from the Alewife in size (m1_:1ch smaller) and in habit. It 
continues, we believe, in the open sea, and does not seek pond-heads. · .Attempts are sometimes 
made, by artificial cuts, to induce them to visit ponds which bad not before a natural outlet. These 
little cuts, flowing in the morning, become intermittent at noon, as the spring and summer advance. 
Evaporation, therefore, which is very· great from the surface of the pond, should, probably, be 
considered in the experiment, maki~g the canal as low as the midsummer level of the pond, other-
wise it may be that the fish perish in the passage. This may, in other respects, have its incon-
veniences, at seasons when the ponds are full. 
"The town of Plymouth, for a series of years, annually voted from one thousand to five hun-
dred and two hundred bauels of .Alewives to be taken at all their brooks, in former years. 
''In the year 1730, the inhabitants were ordered not to take more than four barrels each; a 
1 Vol. iv, second series, pp. 294-296. 
2 This anecdote was related in a circle of the members of the general court at Boston, when a member from 
Ma~ne remarked that a similar event had occurred in his vicinity. 
3 Previous to 1752 t.he Herrings had entirely disappeared seventy-two years on the coast of Sweden; and yet, in 
1782, 139,000 barrels were cured by salt at the month of tbe Gothela, near Gottenburg.-STUDIES OI<' NATURE. 
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indivi ual apply ind e<l, compared with the present period (1815), when it is difficult for an 
btain two hundr d .Alewives, seldom so many. 
In 17 , at endue the surplus appears to have been sold in twenty-five barrel lots, which 
· t · . 7d. and 4 . the barrel. In 1763. Plymouth and Wareham took one hundred and fifty 
, rr 1 t the Agawam brook; 1 two hundred barrels was the usual vote, down to a modern date, 
p rh p 1776. Menhaden were also taken in quantity at Wareham, and barreled for exportation, 
in former year ." 
The 0. restivalis is the" Glut" Herring of the Albemarle and the Chesapeake, and the" English" 
rring of the Ogeechee River. In the Saint John's River, Florida, it is known simply as the 
H rring." On the coast of Massachusetts it is called the "Blue-back," a name which is common 
to the late runs of the ame species of the Rappahannock. Around the Gulf of Maine this species 
i al o known by the names "Kyack" or "Kyauk," ,~saw-belly," and "Cat-thrasher." Although 
the coa t ft hermen ~f Massachu etts and Maine claim to distinguish the two species, the "Blue-
back " and the "Alewives," their judgment is by no means infallible, for I have frequently h'ad 
them ort out into two piles the fishes which they distinguish under these names, and found that 
their di crimination was not at all reliable. The features to which they mainly trusted in the deter-
mination of 0. restivalis are the bluer color of the back and the greater serration upon the ventral-
ridge. The oth r specie , when the scales on its back are rubbed off, is as blue as this, and the 
rra ion of the b lly i dependent entirely upon the extent to which the back has become stiffened 
in the de~th truggle and the consequent degree of arching of the ventral ridge. The young of 
on or both p , ie8 are sold in the Boston markets under the name " Sprats," and in New York 
th y mak up, large proportion of the so-called "Whitebait." In the report of the Massachusetts 
mmi ion r of Fi herie for 1869, Col. Theodore Lyman called attention to the probable occur-
r nc of tw , p' •ie in l\Ia achu etts, but his diagnostic characters seem hardly well chosen. The 
form whi ·h b all the '' Gray-back" is undoubtedly 0. vernalis, and the "Black-bellies," which he 
i in lin cl to b Ii v di tinct, would appear to be another run of the same species. The river Her-
ring which h p ak of a a large variety, not mu~h esteemed, and supposed to spawn in tidal 
wat r, may p · 'ibl b the ame a 0. restivalis. The Black-bellies, if their habits are properly 
d · rill d hav mu h in common with 0. restivalis. There is, however, much to be learned con-
. rnin ' 11 the fi h of tbi group, and it is more than probable that careful study will reveal facts 
f which wear at pre ent ntir ly ignorant. 
AB r D.A.N0E.-The Alewife is by far the most abundant of our river fishes, and throughout 
th whole utliern r gi n where they are caught, together with the Shad, the number of individuals 
i n t f: r fr m ten to twenty time a great aR that of the Shad. For in 'tance, in the Albemarle re-
gi n, in 187 , 7 ,o had were taken and upwards of 20,000,000 .Alewives. Again, in 1880, about 
6 0 0 ha w r taken from the Potomac, a,nd 11,000,000 Alewives. By far the greatest num-
b r of the ewi tbu taken were "Glut Herring," O. cestivalis; but, since the two species are 
Id tOO' th r, with ut di crimination, no a curate 'tatement of proportional numbers can be made. 
In the .... ortb rn riv r they are not tak n in any great number , owing to the fact that the meshes 
f the net u din tb capture of th had are too large to r tain the :fish. In the Connecticut 
. The treams in which they are taken are so 
hing priviloga in this brook with.in Wareham. The Alewives, arewe told, were more 
n!, r me 
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small, and the fish in their ascent so crowded together, that they appear to be extremely abun-
dant, although the aggregate catch for the entire Cape is not perhaps much greater than the 
yield of many single seines in the South. Here, however, there has been no great decrease in 
abundance, while iri the South the herring fishery is much less productive than in former years. 
Even now, however, the great seines of the Potomac and Albemarle regions could not be operated 
without the herring :fishery, and hauls are yearly made which seem incredible to those who have 
not seen them. In 1879, at Wood's :fishery, on the Albemarle, three hundred thousand .Alewives 
were landed at a single haul of the seine. Hauls of half a million, and even more, were not 
unfrequent prior to the late war. Considerable quantities of these fish are taken · yearly in the 
weirs on the south coast of New England, and form an important element in the bait supply of 
the Massachusetts :fishing fleet. In the report of the Massachusetts Commissioner of Fisheries 
for 1872 are given the statistics of the catch of the Waquoit weir for seven years, from 1865 to 1871, 
inclusive, the yearly average being 105,000. The annual product of two streams emptying into 
the head of Buzzard's Bay is given in the same place,1 one for :fifteen; the other for seven years; 
the average annual yield of t,he first was 539,000, that of the second 366,000. In 1864 the yield 
was 804,000. Numerous details of a similar character may be found by those who are interested 
in the statistical part of this report. 
South of Cape Fear River the Alewife occurs in all the Atlantic streams in considerable 
quantities, but as yet their capture is apparently not of such importance to the :fishermen as to 
cause the formation of a special alewife :fishery between that point and the great fisheries of 
the .Albemarle. 
In the works of early writers occur allusions to the Alewives of our Eastern coast, which 
appear, in almost every instance, to refer to all the fishes known under that name. In Josselyn's 
"Account of Two Voyages to New England," 1615, he remarks: 
"The Alewife is like a Herrin, but has a bigger bellie; therefore, caUed an Alewife; they come 
in the end of .April into fresh .Rivers and Ponds; there hath been taken in two hours' time by two 
men without any Weyre at all, saving a few stones to stop the passage of the River, above ten 
thousand." 
Captain John Smith, in his" Advertisements for the Inexperi~nced Planters of New England," 
London, 1631,2 remarked: 
"The seven and thirty passengers miscarrying twice upon the coast of England, came so ill-
provided, they onley relyed upon the poore company they found, that had Jived two yeares by their 
naked industry, and what the country naturally afforded; it is true, at first there hath been taken 
a thousand Bayses at a draught, and more than twelve hogsheads of Herrings in a night; of other 
fish when and what they would, when they had meanes; but wanting most necessaries for :fishing 
and fowling, it is a wonder how they could subsist, fortifie themselves, resist their enemies, and 
plant their plants." 
Thomas Morton, in his "New England Canaan," London, 1632, remarks: 
'' Of Herrings, there is a great store, fat, and faire; & (to my minde) as good as any I have 
seene, & these may be preserved, and made a good commodity at the Canaries." 
Mr. Higginson, in his "New England's Plantation," 1630, refers to the great abundance of 
Herring in the waters of New England. · 
In the "Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers of the Colony of Plymouth," from 1692 to 1725, 
speaking of Town Brook, Plymouth, Massachusetts, it is stated that before the brook was so much 
impeded by dams vast quantities of Alewives passed up through it annually to Billington Sea. 
1 Page 30. 2 Page 19. 
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in hi ~ w England' Prospects:" London, 1634, remarks: 
h n rrinl'T much like them that be caught on the English coast. Alewives be a kind 
fi h ·hi ·h j, much lik a Herring, which in the latter end of Aprill come up to the fresh Rivers 
1 , 11 in u •h mul itude a i almost incredible, pressing up in such shallow waters as will 
1 rmit tl1 m t wimme, having likewise such longing desire after the fresh water ponds, 
, tinl'T with pole , or forcive agitations by other devices, will cause them to returne to 
till th y have ca t their pawne." 
am writ r make mention of the fact that in the spring·, when the Alewives pass up the 
riv r' < bundanc of ba may be caught in the rivers. 
, o l, writiug in 1633, tates that a little below the fall in Charles River the inhabitants of 
\'\i, t rt wn bad built a wear to catch fish, wherein they took great store of Shads and A.lewjves. 
'Ju tw tid they have gotten 200,000 of these fishes." 
h pf in hi,; "Fi bes of New York," 1788, refers to the American Herring under the name 
. liarengus , tating that it is ._imilar to that of Europe, but that the body has scales which are 
a. ily detached. The back is glistening blue, the belly white, widely carinate, and provided 
, ith aw-lik cute~. The fish which he has in mind is undoubtedly one of the river Herrings, 
. inc he tat tbat it appears in May and June on the coast of New York, later than the Shad 
and n t in uch gr at numbers. 
nnant, in hi ".Arctic Zoology," states that '' Herrings leave the salt water in March and 
run up th riY r and . llallow streams of Carolina in such numbers that the inhabitants fling them 
a h r y hov ·1 , full. Pa senger trample them under foot fording the rivers. They are not so 
a th ' Eu li h,' but xceed them in flavor when pickled." 
E m AL DI. 1'RIBUTION.-The geographical distribution of the two species has not 
h 11 th r ughly w rked out, but a now understood may be stated as follows: The "Blue-back," 
Jut II rrin" . re ·tivali , Mitchill, occurs in the Saint John's River, Florida, and in all the 




riv r,, ut i found abundantly at sea. It is probably the "Spring" Herriug 
Y ' 1. li or L~rman a occurring below the dams in tlle rivers of Massachusetts . 
.c at t a nndan L in the Al emarle and Chesapeake regions. The name of '' Glut" 
d ri fr m the fact that it makes its appearance in great schools, and all at once 
undant a: t glut b market . Th forme1 appears later than the" Spring" Herriug, 
ml me tim aft r the ha 1. It advent is much less gradual than that of the 
rring. t pe uli r rnov ment are du t certain conditions of temperature, which 
db 1 w. 
th l, te tin tigation how, the river range of this species in the Southern 
n xt nd far 1> yond tide water. In early days, before obstructions were placed in the 
I iv r th · ar aid t hav a ceuded a far a Lexington; now they do n·ot reach the vicinity 
ichm ml alth u h th re ar n ob truction below that city. The "Spring" Herring, or 
Mitchill, i m re northerly in it , range. Until di cov red by Colonel 
iv r of orth arolina, in the pring of 1880, it had not been definitely 
h ap ak ay. lthough in that ear thi specie was particularly 
h p ake r gion , · n ituting a, considerable portion of tho 
num r u an tile area of it greate ·t abundance is in th 
lf of ' in L, wr n t ap ay. ha alr ady been tated, tho .Alewive 
i\· r · r bi fly f thi · p ci ', a al o i the erring of the Hudson and of 
tyi g into ape o . In the Chesapeake region this species i from three to four 
• 
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weeks earlier than the other, reaching the maximum of its abundance and beginning to decline in 
numbers before the other comes. The approach of the latter is more gradual, and unlike tbe 
other species, it makes its way into the small streams and branches; -hence the name "Branch" 
Herring. In the rivers of Massachusetts the "Branch" Herring ascends niuch farther toward 
the headwaters than the other species, and in some streams is found to the exclusion of the 
other-facts which will be discussed below when considering the in:ffuences of temperature. 
Perley states that the Gaspereau appears in the harbor of Saint John's in April, but the main body 
does not enter the river before May 10; tha~ the fish is abundant in the Bay of Fundy, but that 
the species is less plentiful and smaller in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. _ He also states that in the 
Bay of Ohaleur it has never been noticed, and that, as in the case of Shad, the Bay of Merrimachi 
would appear to be its extreme northern limit. It ascends the river of the same name to its source, 
spawning in the Merrimachi Lake. In the Saint John's River, New Brunswick, it ascends to Dar-
ling's Lake (Kennebecasis), Douglas Lake (Nerepis), the Washademoac Lake, the Ocnabog Lake, 
the Grand Lake, and the Oromocto River, and in company with the Shad deposits its spawn. Its 
abundance in the harbor of Saint John, New Brunswick, may be inferred from the fact that the 
catch varies from · twelve to sixteen thousand barrels each season, sometimes reaching twenty 
thousand. This statement was made in 1852. 
A very remarkable phenomenon, recently observed, has been the appearance of this species in 
immense numbers in Lake Ontario and lakes of New York. Dr. T. H. Bean has collected a large 
number of facts upon this point, which are recorded in an essay at the end of this chapter. 
MIGRA..'I.'IONS AND MOVEMENTS.-Like the Shad, the Alewives are anadromous in habit. The 
dates of their first appearance in any given river may be very closely determined by an examina-
tion of the tables which show the movements of the Shad. The Gaspereau or "Spring" Herring 
usually precedes the Shad by a period of several weeks, while the run of the "Blue-back" or 
4
' Glut" Herring occurs in the middle of the shad season. 
In 1879 the first Shad made their appearance in the markets of Washington March 25, preceded 
fo?-r weeks by the Menhaden, a little more than three weeks by the Branch Herring, and about 
four weeks in advance of the "Glut" Herring. Colonel Lyman, in his report for 1872, already 
referred to, gives the dates of the appearance of the Alewives, Menhaden, and bluefish at Waquoit 
weir for thirteen years, from 1859 to 1871 inclusive. The Alewives always came first, from 
March 24 to April 7; the scup from a month to forty days later; the Menhaden abol_\t the same 
time with the scup, though usually two or three days later; and the bluefish from ten days to two 
weeks after the Menhaden. 1 
Concerning the time of their departure from the river as little is known as in the case of the 
Shad. Their winter habitat has yet to be found. I am convinced, after several years of 
study, that in mild winters they remain about the mouths of the rivers, ascending them in the 
spring. Late in December, 1879, he captured numerous specimens of both species in gill-nets, 
at Yorktown, in company with Menhaden, and it is my opinion that they might be taken in a 
similar manner in Pamlico Sound. Thus, also, it is possible that many Shad winter in Long 
Island Sound and New York Bay, but we know that in the fall they are found in abundance forty 
or fifty miles at sea in the Gulf of Maine. The Branch Herrings ascend the river probably as far 
as the Shad, and are believed to penetrate_ small streams to a much greater distance, entering 
many waters in which the Shad never occur. The "Blue-back" or "Glut" Herring however 
' ' does not go far above tide water, and the area of .reproduction seems to be confined to the large 
streams or to their tidal tributaries. 
1 Report of Massachusetts Commissioner of Inland Fisheries, January, 1874, p, 64. 
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on.- in the ca e of the Shad, very little is kuown concerning the food of the river 
1 wir · in th ir alt-wat r habitats. It is, however, supposed that they, like other similar 
·i ·t Jar ly upon wimming crustaceans. When in the ~ivers they do npt feed to any 
11. i l •n 1 xtent, alth ugh they have been known in many instances to take the fly. 
EP onucTION.-The eggs of the .Alewife are adhesive, like those of the sea Herring, though 
t a mu •h 1 · degr . The number of eggs varies from sixty thousand to one hundred thousand, 
iu a, onlanc with the ·ize of the indivitlual. They are deposited upon the bottom in shoal water, 
r n wlrnteY r object they may come in contact with. The time for spawning, after the fish have 
nt r. I th river, depends, as in the case of the Shad, entirely on the temperature of the water. 
Th . pawning of the "Glut" Herring takes place under ordinary conditions at a temperature of 
700 to 7:50 F.; that of the "Branch" Herring, when the water is as low as 55° to 60° F. The 
peri d of d velopment varies directly with the temperature. 
Th ea 'On of incubation with the "Glut" Herring is about the same as with the Shad-that 
i ,, about three or four days. With the" Branch" Herring the spawning takes place when the water 
i cold )r, for which reason the period of incubation is donbtless longer. The young .Alewife before 
wint r attain a length of two to three inches, and the period of growth continues, probably, as in 
the Sha<l, f r three or four years. 
' Ther eem to be," remarks Professor Baird,1 '' a, difference of opinion as to the age at which 
l wiv fir t return from the sea, some fixing it at two and others at three or more years. Captain 
Tr at, of Ea port, however, many years ago transported several hundred pairs of breeding fish 
to a mall, h t of water, known as Keene's Pond, situated some five or six miles from Robinston, 
r in and having its outlet into the Calais River just below Red Beach. The level of the lake is 
v r, l hunclr d feet abov that of the river, and the outlet is very precipitous, consisting of 
v al fall ntir ly impa able to fish from below. No Alewives had ever been known in this 
f tlleir introduction by Captain Treat. The ;young fish were seen i i the pond in 
11 · ur · umm r iu myriad , all of them disappearing, however, after a heavy rain in the 
utumn whi h w ll d th water' to produce a sufficient discharge. Due examinatiou was made 
for nee ' j y •ar 'but n t until th xpiration of the fourth were they seen; when the outlet was 
ob rv <l t b alm t ch k d up by a olid mass of Alewives, struggling to make their way back 
frequ ntly been artificially introduced into new waters or 
ov r d rn h th tran portation of fi h of con iderable size. This is constantly done on Cape Cod 
in lh' r 1 -t ·kin r f th herring tream which have been exhausted, and was successfully accom-
pli b d l>y n •ral T . L. Lincoln, in Maine, as long ago as 1750. Colonel Lyman, in his report 
for 1 70 2 d cri tll exp riment by Mr. E. . Had<loway in restocking Eel Uver, Towu Brook, 
Pl ·mouth in 1 6.:S. Th crop own by him in that year came up in 1869 in the shape of a good 
run of fi ·b chi 1iy mal full grown. 
II rring g h ve fr queu ly b n artificially impregnate<l by men engaged in shall culture. 
Th J:ounr, fi IJ. rtifi ially hatched hav in ome instanc been transported. In 1882 two million 
w r , nt t T xa by the nit d tate I i h Commi, ion and deposited iu the Colorado River. 
n ce sary in the ca e of the Alewife than in that of the Shad, 
olumbia, by which pound-net ar 
t,'j h Cornmi ion, part ii, 1874, p. lxi. ~Page 7. 
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out, of the water after June 1, will doubtle_ss have a very important effect in keeping up the supply 
of Alewives in the Potomac. 
SrzE.-According to the ordinary mode of estimating the weight of River Herring in the 
Potomac three make a pound, and the maximum weight per individual does not exceed half a 
pound. 
UsES.-The Herrings, or Alewives, taken in the great fisheries of the South, are almost 
without exception salted for local consumption, though early in the season they are shipped fresh 
from_ the Albemarle region to Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore, and are sold in the 
markets at a low price. There is of course a considerable consumption in the fresh state in the 
region of the fisheries, immense quantities being taken by peddlers and carried by wagons inland 
from the rivers of the South, as well as from the Hudson, Connecticut, and smaller rivers of 
Massachusetts. Great numbers are smoked in North Carolina for local consumption; in fact, 
almost all which are used in the vicinity of the fisheri0s are taken out of the brine (after having 
· been saturated with the salt, or "struck" or "corned") and hung up for a few days in the smoke-
houses belonging to the purchasers who i'ntend them for their own use. 
When intended for sllipment into the interior they are treated in several ways: (i) They may 
be taken out of the first pickle and packed in dry salt; in that case they are called'' salt Herring." 
(ii) The roe Alewives may be selected, the beads and entrails removed and salted down in dry salt 
and sent to market as roe Alewives, of which there are several grades. (iii) They may be packed 
as split Alewives. In this operation the heads and entrails are removed by a single cut and twist 
of the knife, with surprising rapidity and packed in dry salt, or smoked. The heading and 
evisceration are done by a single stroke, and an expert operator will prepare forty to :fifty per 
minute. This work is done by negro women. In Washington a superior brand of smoked 
Alewives i8 prepared and sold as '' Potomac Roe Herring." These are highly esteemed by judges 
of smoked :fish, and command a price of three or four cents each in the city markets. They are 
equal to the :finest Labrador Herring. Small quantities are prepared aaer the German fashion-
Buclcling. 
In conclusion, we quote from Professor Baird's second report as Commissioner of Fisheries 
the following remarks upon the uses and importance of this :fish: 
"I am inclined to think, for various reasons, that too little has been done in our waters 
towards the restoration to their primitive abundance of the Alewife (P01nolobus mediocris), the 
Herring of our Southern and Middle States, not to be confounded with the sea Herring ( Olupca 
elongata). 
"The Alewife in many respects is superior, in commercial and economical value, to the Her-
ring, being a much larger and sweeter :fish, and more like the true Shad in this respect. Of all 
American :fish none are so easily propagated as the Alewife, and waters from which it has been 
driven by the erection of impassable dams can be fully restocked in the course of a few years, 
simply by transporting a sufficient number of the mature fish taken at the mouth of the stream to 
a point above the dams, or placing them in ponds or lakes. Here they will spawn and return to 
the sea after a short interval, making their way over dams which carry any flow. The young 
Alewives, after a season, descend, and return, if not prevented, at the end of their period of imma-
turity, to the place where they were spawned. 
"In addition to the value of tbe Alewife as an article of food, it is of much service in ponds 
and rivers as nutriment for trout, salmon, and other valuable fishes. The young derive their sus-
tenance from minute crustaceans and other objects too diminutive for the larger fish, and in their 
great abundance are greedily devoured by the other species nronud them. Iu waters iuhabited 
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the e fi h find in the young Alewives sufficient food to prevent their 
Tbey are also, for the sam~ reason, serviceable in ponds containing 
, p and v ry abundant food for other :fi.shf's, the young Alewives can be placed in 
haY no connection with the sea by merely transferring from any convenient locality 
} nffi •i n 11nm r of the living mature parents, taken at the approach of the spawning season; 
the · will r main for ernral months, and, indeed, can often be easily penned up by a suitable dam 
and k 1 t throucrhout the 'year. . 
It i in nother till more important connection that we should consider the Alewife. It is 
w ll kn wn that within the last thirty or forty years the :fisheries of cod, haddock, and hake along 
our oa t ha,7 m a urably diminished, and in some places ceased entirely. Enough may be taken 
fir local con umption, but localities which formerly furnished the material for an extensive com-
merce in dried fl h ha.ve been entirely abandoned. Various causes have been assigned for this 
· nclition of thing , and among others the alleged diminution of the sea Herring. After a careful 
c n 'ider~tion of the ubject, however, I am strongly inclined to believe that it is due to the dimi-
nution, and in many in tances to the extermination, of the Alewives. .A.s already remarked, before 
th con truction of dam in the tidal rivers the Alewife was found in incredible numbers along our 
oa t, prob, bly remaining not far from shore, excepting when moving up into the fresh water, and 
at any rat p nding a considerable interval off the mouths of the rivers either at the time of their 
journey upw rel or on their return. The young, too, after returning from the ocean, usually 
warm din the ame localitie , and thus furnished for the larger species a bait such as is not 
1uppli d at Ir nt by any other fi h, the sea Herring not ·excepted. We know that the Alewife 
i, par i ularly , ttra tive as a bait to other fisl1es, especially for cod and mackerel. Alewives 
1 nt r th tr am . on th outh coa t of New England before the arrival of the bluefish; but t,he 
l t rd v te th rn Ive with great as iduity to the capture of the young as they come out from 
their r diug pond . Th utlet of an alewife pond is always a capital place for the bluefish, 
and, a th y om v ry ne r the bore in uch localities, they can be caught there with the line by 
wLc ti all d 'h aving and hauling,' or throwing a squid from the shore and hauling it in with 
h utmo t rapi lity. 
in id nc , at lea t, in the erect ion of the dams, and the enormous diminution in the 
num r f th I wiv s, and the decadence of the inshore cod .fishery, is certainly rnry remarka-
hl · It i pr abl , al o, that the mackerel fl heries have suffered in the same way, as these fish 
fiud in th y rng enhad n and Alewives an attractive bait. 
m remark a to the agency of the Alewife in attracting the deep-sea fishes to the 
P cially near the month of river , apply in a proportional degree to the Shad and 
177. ON THE OCCURRENCE OF THE BRANCH ALEWIFE IN CERTAIN LAKES OF NEW YORK. 
in 
By T.A.RLETON H. BE.A.N. 
l ife, 0. ternali , Mitchill, ba of late years attracted considerable attention 
Lak , w Y rk and in Lake Ontario. The United States National 
r t any indivi ual from ach of the e lake , and upon examination 
th ,p ·i bo named. Thi, would be expected from the well-known 
i£ which a c nd far up tb tr am. and pu he its way into the inte-
ri r hil th h h d · n t r n , 1 · r lati v , th lu 1 wifi app ars never to penetrate far beyond 
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the limits of tidal waters. The United States Commissioner has received many letters concerning 
this Alewife from persons Ii ving on the shores of Lake Ontario and in the vicinity of Lakes 
Cayuga and Seneca. Some thought that these :fish were Shad; others, however, recognized the 
fact of their disagreement from that fish, and spoke of them as a species of Herring. It is note-
worthy that the Alewife, so far as we know, did not appear in Lake Ontario until after the intro-
duction of Shad into that lake by the Fish Commissioner of New York. We have been unable to 
obtain any evidence of.its occurrence in that lake before the Shad was introduced. Again, Lakes 
Seneca and Cayuga are separated from Lake Ontario by obstructions which could not well be over-
come by spawning :fish. The only theory on which the fact of the presence of this :fish in these 
New York lakes can be explained would appear to be either that young Herring have been intro-
<lnced by the employes of the New York Fish Commission when instructed to place shad eggs in 
t,he lakes, or that young Herring have been taken out of the cans in the act of changing the 
water upon the shad spawn prior to their transportation to these waters. It is a significant 
fact that these broods of young Herring have been found only in the lakes in which Shad have 
been introduced. 
We are in possession of information which seems to establish conclusively that the Alewife 
does not occur in the lower waters of the Saint Lawrence River, nor was there any evidence of its 
presence at Montreal until within the last nine years. 
The name which is most universally applied to this species wherever it is known along the 
Saint Lawrence River is ;, Gaspereau." In the vicinity of Cayuga Lake it sometimes receives the 
name '' Cayuga Lake Shad." 
"The Alewife is known to exist in Lakes Seneca and Cayuga, and in Lake Ontario, specimens 
from all these waters being amongst the collections of the National Museum . . It is said to occur 
also in the headwaters of the river Saint Lawrence. and the probability of its presence there is 
strengthened by the following extract from a communication to ''Forest and Stream," August 13, 
1878, by a gentleman who writes under the pseudonym "Piscator": 
" . . . a lively little visitor which came to us in shoals a few weeks ago, and disappeared 
again. The visitor in question was a little, 'silvery :fish, very similar to a Herring, but having its 
belly (as I found to my cost in taking it off my flies) serrated or edged with sharp spines. I pre-
sume it is the same :fish which has appeared in such abundance in the Upper Saint Lawrence and 
Lake Ontario." 
Mr. Fred. Mather, in a letter dated July 22, 1878, says: '' I have heard of their being taken 
with a fly at Quebec (where they are called Gaspereaux), and also above there- on the Saint 
Lawrence." 
They appear to be little known, however, in the Province of Quebec, for Mr. J. F. Whiteaves, 
of Montreal, in a letter dated July 26, 1878, writes: '' So far as I know, the Gaspereau, or Alewife, 
is not found at all in the waters of the Province of Quebec. I have never seen a living or recently 
caught specimen." 
SCARCITY OF ALEWIVES IN THE SAINT LAWRENCE.-Professor J. W. D!1wson, writing from 
Little Metis, Province of Quebec, July 30, 1878, states as follows: ''The species iis quite abundant 
in the Northumberland Strait and the Bay de Chaleur and rivers entering these, but so far as I can 
learn rare in the river Saint Lawrence. . . At this place (Me.tis, which ~7 ou will :find on the 
south side of the Saint Lawrence a little below Father Point), I am told that Gaspereaux are mere 
stragglers, appearing only very rarely and in small numbers; but that they are more plentiful at 
Matane, thirty miles farther east. I do not know of their occurrence on the north shore opposite 
tbi place, but have no positive information. I have never heard of the occurrence of the Gaspe-
reau at Montreal, though the Shad ascends the river to that place, and far up the Ottawa." 
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ve xtrac concerning the appearance of the Alewife in the Saint Lawrence tend to 
t lea t until a very recent period, it has been almost unknown in the lower waters of 
p cim n of the Alewife, obtained by Prof. S. F . Baird, from Croton River, Sing Sing, New 
ork , r in the collections of the United States National Museum. 
r f. amilton L. Smith, Geneva, New York, furnishes the following information, obtained 
fr man lcl angler concerning the appearance of Alewives in the vicinity of Seneca Lake: "Their 
fir t appearance in the neighborhood of Seneca Lake was in the dam below the rapids at Waterloo, 
n r neva, in June, 1868. In the spring of 1869 the surface of the water in the lake here was 
·over d with th m." The species was known in Cayuga Lake as early as 1868. 
Ace rding to Mr. E. Tyler, of Henderson, New York, it was first noticed in Lake Ontario in June, 
1 73 when large quantities were taken in pounds and trap-nets. 
l\1r. W. Ain worth, of Cape Vincent, New York, wrote on August 13, 1878: "This :fish (the 
Alewife) :fir ·t appeared in Lake Ontario and the river Saint Lawrence at Cape Vincent, in 1873, in 
large quantitie ." 
THE ORIGIN OF 'fHE ALEWIFE IN LAKE ONT.A.RIO AND ·THE NEW y ORK LAKES.-As already 
tat d, there eems to be no reasonable doubt that the Branch Alewife was introduced into Lake 
Ontario with Shad, prior to whose introduction no evidence of its occurrence in that lake appears. 
t i · an und ci<led point whether Alewives go down the Saint Lawrence to the ocean in the fall 
au r turn in th pring, as they do upon the Atlantic slope, or whether they spend the winter in 
th deep r water of th lake. We ha Ye not the specimens at hand to enable us to establish the 
fa •t uc rnin the mi rations of this species through the Saint Lawrence. It is noteworthy, 
how v r, tba wb u th y appear in the waters which they frequent, they come in immense schools, 
an at tb • tim of, or a hort time prior to, their spawning season. The first schools that appear 
on i t f large, adult fl 11. It may be that the schools descend the Saint Lawrence in t,he 
fall a a:ceud in prin°·. However this may be, we are justified in belie,ing that Alewives were 
artilicial1 intr duced into Lake Ontario; and this is a more reasonable view of the case than to 
a<lmit at tal ·h u in th ir habit , uch a would be involved by their sudden departure from 
th ir ac n,'tom d water into nev and tmtri <l regions. 
, t their vr enc in Uayuga and eneca Lakes, New York, we have grounds for believing 
that th Y hav , f th ir own accord, penetrated thus far into the interior of New York State. Mr. 
li'r . fath r writ , that h ha s en Alewive, go up the canal locks at West Troy, and Prof. H. 
L. mitb, f G n va, who fir t noticed them in then ighborhood of Seneca Lake in June, 1868, 
tat the: th ·anal w open d about that time, and thinks that they might have come into the 
..i.:r w Y rl· lal · fr m. the he ap ke or Delaware Bays through Elmira and Painted Post. 
e 1 arn fr m rof. Ilamilton L. mith that Alewiv obtained near Geneva, New York, in 
Jun , 1 · w r i ht t nin in ·he long. He al o ent to the National Mu eum specimen from 
n a Lak , fi ur of which wer , r p ctiv ly, three and two-fifths, four and four-fi.ft,h , four arnl 
uin -tenth· an ·i_x and one-fifth in he in 1 ngth. One p cimen, forwarded by Prof. D. S. 
ordan fr tn yu ,a ake, m a ·ur d fiv , and thre -tenths inche . Two spent females, received 
orton Br h ,r · · iu , rth and tain d by hem in Lake Ontario, ranged from eight to 
<1 !a<l iu in11 n · 
\ ng h th ·hi 
iu 1 ngth. ..... arly all th ' cimen rec iv cl from the int rior lak of New 
from L k ~ Ontario, and pre ·ent a om what 
fally uotic a l in the fodividnak which w ~r 
cim n · fr m Lak ntari ar , ou au a verag , e ual in 
tl ntic oa t. Mr. Ain worth ay th, t th e cap-
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tured at Cape Vincent vary in length from one and a quarter to eight inches. He never saw one 
that would weigh over half a pound. Mr. E. Tyler writes that the largest individuals are abou·t 
nine inches long . 
. Reference has already been made, in another place, to the statement of Prof. H. L. Smith con-
cerning the abundance of this :fish in Seneca Lake, New York, near Geneva. 
~r. Ainsworth says that they were present at Cape Vincent in large shoals in 1873, and that 
they increased in numbers until, in 1878, immense quantities were taken throughout the waters of 
the lake and in the headwaters of the Saint Lawrence. He also states that he knew one :fisherman 
to take fifteen barrels of Alewives from a small pound-net at one time. Mr. 'fyler corroborates · 
the statement of their abundance in June, 1873, and in a letter dated July 27, 1878, adds: ''Now 
our waters are literally :filled with them. In hauling seines they are often a terrible nuisan_ce. 
Such countless millions are hauled ashore at times, that it becomes necessary to lift the seine and 
let them run out; it could never be got ashore with safety." 
Messrs. Clark & Robbins, in a letter dated December 19, 1879, state that "they [ Alewives] 
interfere with pound and trap net :fishing, as. they :fill the nets to the exclusion of other fish." 
Mr. George Burn, of the Exchange Bank of Canada, Montreal, says, in a letter dated August 
20, 1878, that the Alewives come into the Saint Lawrence in great shoals at first, ''the water being 
fairly alive with them." 
M0VEMENTs.-It will be observed, from what has already been said, that the Branch Ale-
wife is found in the waters under consideration, just as in the coast streams, at or near the 
surface of the water in immense schools. Mr. W. Ainsworth, in a letter previously quoted from, 
writes: "They swim in large schools and rise to the surface, and, when the water is still, they cause 
a ripple upon it similar to that produced by a school of mackerel." 
Mr. George Burn, it will be remembered, bas stated that in the Saint Lawrence River they 
appear in great shoals at first. 
It would seem that the disappearance of the Alewife from these waters is as sudden as its 
appearance. Mr. E. Tyler, under date of September 1, 1878, remarks: ~' If possible for you to wait 
until October, I will be able to give you every grade from three inches in length to full-grown fish. 
The pound-nets at that time will be hauling, and barrels of them are taken at each ·haul. We can 
get the large Ones at any time with cisco gill-nets." Mr. Tyler was, however, unable to secure 
specimens for us at the time when he supposed they would be abundant, and on January 20, 
1879, he wrote: "VVe set to work every kind of device to get the Alewives. Our cisco :fishermen 
could get none in their gill-nets here, and I went to Sacket's Harbor, a distance of nine miles, 
and made arrangements with the :fish-dealers to notify all the pound-net :fishermen to save some; 
but only one was caught in Chaumont Bay during the fall. I also went once, and sent twice, up 
the shore towards Oswego, seven miles, where an immense seine is hauled, and where, in the 
summer, these Alewives are so abundant that it is impossible to get the net ashore at times; I 
certainly thought I could not fail there; but only one was taken during the fall. Our cisco nets 
are often in one hundred feet of water, and no Alewives are gilled after the 1st of September. 
Mr. George Burn has observed the sudden disappearance of the Alewife at Montreal, but he 
believes that they sometimes reappear after their first disappearance. It would seem from the 
above statements that differe~t schools of Alewives are present at various times during the 
summer, and that all of them leave late in September or early in October. It seems also as if 
they go into the deeper water of the lake, and are sometimes caught in gill-nets. Mr. E. Tyler, 
writing from Henderson, New York, October 5, 1879, makes the following statement: ,~The 
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l wiY 1 f u, a u ual, about August 10, and the Shad also; at least none·have been caught 
in . 
n a 1 tt r dated June 14, 1879, he says: ''Since about August 25 [1878] no Alewives were 
ninth wat r until the fir t of May last [1879]. . . . This spring [1879 J I made arrange-
m nt with the wner of the seine (six miles south of Henderson) to send me the first ones taken, 
and 11 r u lit me five on May 14. . . . I drove over next day, but not one could be foll'tld in 
the n ,t · but in a hort time there was an abundance here, but all of one size. The first that came 
appear d to be large. . . . In answer to your question as to the route by which they come, I 
·an onl reply that the first seen of them was the last of April [1879]; the trout taken at the 
mouth of aint Lawrence were filled with them. From the best information obtainable, they come 
lier from the ocean with the Shad, and return with them in the fall to the same place." 
)fr. W. Ain worth, whom we have frequently quoted, writes that the spawning season !or the 
l wife in Lake Ontario is in June. 
Mr. N. H. Lytle, of Ogdensbm:g, New York, wrote, September 26, 1879, concerning the Ale-
wife a follow : "In June, 1878, a fisherman came into the ',Journal' office with several of these 
fi h. He wa not able to give them a name. I had frequently seen Shad on the butchers' stalls, 
and wa of the opinion that they also were Shad. . . . I opened the fish and found them full 
of gg' and almost r-eady to spawn. A few days later they came up the Oswegatchie River in 
thou 'ttnd as far a the dam, and many were caught by the boys. They were then from seven to 
ten inehe in length. . . . This year they made their appearance again in the latter part of 
,Jun , and came up the O wegatchie River. They were noticed at many points on the Saint Law-
nd in Lak Ontario. Steamers passing up and down the river reported seeing them in 
ent by a correspondent, "H. W. P.," at Waddington, May 31, 1878, 
n burg Journal, and forwarded to us by Mr. Lytle: '' A colony of Shad 
, pp ar d h r Y t relay in full spawning order. John Stark caught thirteen, measuring eight 
inch ancl und r.' It i vident from the ize of these fish and their spawning condition that 
th , mu th v b en 1 wive . Two large females, received from Horton Brothers & Ainsworth, 
wll c Hect cl th min Lake Ontario September 17, 1877, were spent. 
E ·EMIE • D F.A.T.A.LITIE .-According to the statemento of persons living on the shores of 
Lak ntari , l wive are largely con urned by lake trout (Sal1,elinus namaycush), pike (Esox 
l1wi1t ·) pick r l (Esox reticulatus), mu kellunge (Esox nobilior), black bass (Micropterus salmoides 
an M. dolomi i). Th re i no doubt that other predatory fishes destroy large number:s of the 
l wiv ', th wall- yed pike (Stizosted,ium) and burbot (Lota maculosa) doubtless proving very 
d ·tructiv t thi p cie ·. The yellow perch (Perea americana), species of Lepomis, Ambloplites, 
and th r c ntrarchid doubtl s kill va t number of the young. 
·c rding t the t timony of tho e who are familiar with the fisheries of the lakes, incredible 
11umb r, of 1 wiv ar d , troy d by the use of fl ·lling implements intended for the capture of 
di le fi ·h. Va t uan iti of d a 1 wive h} ve b en ob erved upon the shores of Seneca and 
f :rew York. Example of , uch :fl h ha·rn been received by the United States 
, um from n ·a Lake, , hence they were forwarded by Prof. Hamilton L. Smith. 
m of th ·e ·p imen ·h ws that the air-bladder i, abnormally distended, 
rti n f h a minal a i y. What may have been the cause of this disten-
f · ur: mlrn , n, u i will a · · un for the pr nee of the dying ti h at the urface. 
I> n,l l r , ' <! • ra · (th n fr m th ti ·a erald ' and the other from the'' Rochester 
·1 i, n' ) 
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"The cause [ of the sudden death of vast numbers of :fish] is the explosion of dynamite. Fish-
ermen ·deposit crabs and other bait to attract pa,rtieular species of :fish, and when they [the :fish] 
are supposed to be collected, they [the :fishermen] drop a cartridge_, charged with dy~amite, to 
which is attached a fuse, and the explosion of which will kill every :fish within a radius of sixty to 
eighty feet, and shock those at a greater distance; which, though they do not immediately rise to 
the surface, in their gasping, weakened condition, ·take into their gills the sand set free by the 
explosion, which ultimately produces death. , , ,BY this means thousands of fish, not-large enough 
for profitable sale or use, are destroyed; and, if the practice be continued, it will neutralize all 
efforts of our Fish Commission to· stock our Jakes and rivers. The quantity of black bass and 
other choice :fish of Lake Erie and Niagara River daj_ly exposed for sale in the :fish markets has 
been and is suspicious, and led me to make diligent inquiry as to their mode of wl10lesale capture 
and destruction." 
The second extract reads th us : 
''Although' Game Constable' Swartz succeeded in cleaning all the nets out of Irondiquoit Bay 
he has continued to observe that fish were brought from that locality and sold in larger quantities 
than could be taken in a legitimate manner\ At an earl.v hour this morning he set out for the Sea 
Breeze, arriving there about three o'clock. Nobody ,~as seen :fishing; but all along the shore of 
t.he sand-bar, about two hundred yar<ls east of the Sea Breeze House, were found quantit,ies of 
dead fish of all kinds, in some places piled three or four deep, and covering a considerable space 
' . .. , 
of ground. These :fish, consisting chiefly of bass, perch, bull-heads, and sun-fish, were all small. 
On cutting open and examining a munber of them, their air-bladders were found to have burst,_as is 
always the case when :fish are killed by means of nitro-glycerine cartridges exploded in the wate!. 
The conclusion is, therefore, irresistible that the :fish were killed in this way. When they come 
to the surface they are all scooped up and taken ashore, where . the big ones are . sorted out, and 
the little ones left on the sand. The deadly explosive kills every living thing, old and young, 
within reach of it." 
·. CAPTURE.-Specimens have been dredged, by Prof. B. G. Wilder, in Oayuga Lake. Vast 
numbers, too, are taken about the foot of Lake Ontario in pounds, traps, and seines. Small 
numbers are caught in gill-nets, even in the cisco nets, which are set in very deep water. Mr. 
E. Tyler writes that at Henderson, Ne.w York, Alewives- take a fly quite readily. - Mr. Fred. 
Mather writes that he has heard of their having been taken with a fly at and above Quebec, 
on the Saint Lawrence. Mr. George Burn, of Montreal, states that he has caught Alewives with 
artificial flies at that place. 
Inquiries have beerr made as to the methods of utilizing A1ewives as the basis of fertilizers, 
but we do not know that anything has yet been attempted in that direction. Mr. W. Ains-
worth writes under date of August 13, 1878, as follows: "Tl}ey furnish excellent food for salmon, 
trout, pike, pickerel, and black bass. They h?t,ve increased the quantity, as well as improved 
the quality of these fish." 
• 
Mr. E. Tyler wrote on July 27, 1878: ,~ So far. I consider them a blessing. They supply 
all our edible :fishes with an abundancr of food, so that the young fry of bass, trout, pike, 
pickerel, and muskellunge are not destroyed as formerly, but are allowed to mature, and to-day 
all the above fishes are more plentiful than for many years past." 
There can be no doubt that the Alewife would prove useful as food and bait for other 
:fishes. The annoyance whi~h it causes by filling the seines and pounds will, undoubtedly, 
be offset by its usefulness in the :fisheries of the future. 
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178. THE INLAND ALEWIFE OR SKIPJACK-CLUPEA CHRYSOCHLORIS. 
hi bi found in many parts of the Mississippi Valley, has recently been found by 
fr. t rn in th alt water off Pensacola-a surprising circumstance, since the species was. 
th n inhabitant of fre h water exclusively. "It is known to most inland fishermen as. 
writ Profes or Jordan, ''in allusion to its habit of leaping from the water. It is. 
m tim lled Shad' and 'Herring.' It is abundant throughout the Mississippi Valley in 
c n tb lar r tream . In the neighborhoou of the ocean it descends to the Gulf, but in the upper 
ur it i p rmanently resident. It has also entered Lake ~ichigan and Lake Erie since the-
e n tru ti n of the canal . It reaches a length of a little more than a foot. It feeds on small 
ru tac an , worm , and the like, rarely ta.king the book. As a food-fish it is regarded as wholly 
w rtbl , it fie h being poor and dry, and full of innumerable small bones." 
179. THE SHAD-CL UPEA SAPIDISSIMA. 
By MARSHA.LL McDONALD . 
.A.MES.-The following notes on the names of the Sliad are taken from an unpublished man-
u cript by Mr. Goode upon the fisheries of Florida. The Shad appears to have bee considered 
by arly American writers on fish identical with the Shad of England, Olupea jinta.. The first to 
gi to it a i tincti ve name was Alexander Wilson in the American edition of Rees' Ency clo-
p i .1 I quote hi description in full, since it was claimed by Ra:finesque, whose remark bas. 
b en in fr u nily quoted, that Olupea sapidissima was "catalogued, not described," by Wilson: 
'' Olupea apidi.·sima (AMERIO.AN SH.AD).-No spots on the sides; snout entire (not bifid as 
th Eur p an); from ighteen inches to two and a half feet in length ; weighs from six to-
cales large, deciduous, and of a silver color, most delicious. They are 
capes or mo.uths of large rivers, then run into the sea. During March,. 
y, h y a c nd the e river to the freshes, and thence toward their sources, in 
rd r o 1 I it th ir ggs in hallow water, where, hatching, the young fry descends in the-
I t r l rt f th umm r and autumn to th tide waters, and thence down to the salts; ancl 
th adult r tarn lik wi e to the s a, thin, emaciated, and weak." 
R P re L DI TRIBUTI N.-The Shad i found along the whole .Atlantic coast of the-
1 t t , and it , pture con titute one of the most important :fisheries in all the streams. 
drainin int h tla tic betw en th Gulf of Saint Lawrence and the Saint John's River, Floridl!l, .. 
It nor h rn limit i tltu cl fined by . barle Lanman in the '' Report of the United States Fish 
mmi 'i n part ii: 2 
' Tb h di u rar ly n on the Atlan ic coa t of Nova Scotia. It is found in the Gulf of 
awr uc , the vari u. ri\ r of which i asc nd a far north as the Miraruichi, which seems 
it limi in tha dir tion, n ne ha ing be n en in the Bay of Uhaleur." 
llr u b u thi n ire rang the Shad i found in u:fficient quantities to give rise to :fisheries. 
mm rcial valu . Tb r i no run of had into any of the rivers draining into the Gulf 
al h ugh tb cap ur of i olat d indiYidual of thiR p cie ha been reported from the 
'y 1 P dia or Univ al Dictionary of .Art , 'cienc and Literature. By Abraham Rees . . . First 
m ri n di ion in ii rty-on volnme . Philadelphia.. [The American edition is said by .Allibone to have been in 
of puhlica i n fr ru 1 to 1820. Dr. Gill t 11s me that he ha11 evidence to ab.ow that vol. ix was pub-
1 1 .J 
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Alabama River and from several tributaries of tbe Mississippi prior to any steps towards the arti-
ficial propagation of Shad in these waters by the United States Fish Commission. It is; however, 
probable that many of the so-called "vVhite" "Shad were but large specimen~ of the "Golden" 
Shad of the Mississippi Basin. Unquestionably, however, Professor Baird was referring to the 
capture of a genuine Olupea, sapidissima in the waters tributary to the Gulf of .Mexico when he wrote: 1 
"I haYe already referred to the discovery of Shad in the Alabama River, ~hether the result of 
_ Dr. Daniel's experiments already detailed or not; and I am assured . by reliable testimony that 
they are found .at the ·present time in other streams of Alabama. , Of this I am well satisfied, 
having actually received a specimen from Mr. W. Penn Yonge, of Springville, Alabama, taken at 
Elba, Alabama, and preserved in alcohol, and distinguishable in not the slightest particular from 
the Shad of the eastern coast. I have also the assurance of Dr. Lawrence of their capture at the 
Hot Springs of the Ouachita; of Dr. MiddlP.ton Goldsmith, at the Falls of the Ohio, near Louis-
ville; and of Dr. Turner, in the Wabash River of Indiana aud Illinois, and in the Neosho River of 
Kansas." 
If the occasional presence of irnlividuals of this species in the waters tributary to the Gulf of 
• .Mexico be admitted, it seems unaccountable that, since no :fisheries have there been established for 
its capture, that the natural increase should not have been such as to cause at least as abundant 
a run into the rivers emptying into the Gulf as into thol!\e on the Atlantic coast. 
If, moreover, assuming that this species bas been present in these waters in sufficient numbers 
for effective reproduction, natural causes have not combinec]. to establish a run of this fish in the 
tributaries of the Gulf, it can scarcely be hoped that any rnea-.,ures of artificial reproduction would, 
if re11orted to, accomplish the desired result. Nor does existing proof appear sufficiently positi ,·e, 
as yet, to establish more tha?- the occasional occurrence of isolated sped.mens in these waters 
• under conditions simply nat'iiral. It is probable that where true Shad have been found iu the 
tributaries of the Gulf of Mexico explanation m~y thus be made: Occasional indi-viduals have 
strayed beyond their natural geographical range, around the Florida peninsula, and, once in the 
Gulf, they have entered the dvers under the impulse of repro~uction, but never in sufficient quan-
tities to maintain themselves. 
In January, 18797 by direction of Prof. G. B. Goode, the writer was requested to proceed 
to the Alabama River to investigate the question of the natural occurrence that White Sha(l in 
this river. The report then made gives probably all the facts on this subject that have yet been. 
obtained. They are as follows: 
"There is no doubt that 'White Shad,' to the number of two or three thousand, were taken in 
the Alabama River and its principal tributary, the Coosa, in the seasons of 1878 and 1879, and of 
inferior sjze and in smaller numbers in the season of 1877. Whether these runs of Shad were 
the result entirely of the government 'plants,' beginning in 1875, or were due in part to previous 
plants made by individual enterprise, are the questions to the solution of which I have directed 
my investigation. I have not sought to determine the question whether the 'White Shad,' Olupea 
sapidissirna,, is indigenous to the Alabama River. This has been stated again and again. J~dge; 
Phelan, in a letter to the 'Montgomery Advertiser' of April 11,-1878, claims to have eaten 'White· 
Shad' at Centreville, Alabama, not later than 1848. They were taken in traps at the Falls of tlrn· 
Cahaba, and were pronounced 'White Sba<l' by Mr. Samuel Jamison, an old North Carolina fi ~h-~ 
errnan. Judge Phelan further states that some claimed that they were only Hickory Shad. 
"No amount of such evidence can ever settle this question. There is always the possibilitJr 
1 Report United States Fish Commission, part ii, p. 55. 
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f mi t k n the par of ho e making the assertion, and since the presumed or actual introduc-
ti f had int the e water,, we cannot settle the question by actual identification of specimens. 
If t tru Glupea sapid-issima is natural to the waters of the Alabama, or if the plants in the 
. , in 1' and the plant in Conley Creek, near Montgomery, in 1856, were successful, then 
th r, mu t xi t in the waters of the Alabama certain conditions which are unfavorable to natural 
, and all the efforts of the United States Commission to establish an annual run of Shad 
' in th I. bama River b,v artificial plantings will prove abortive. 
u 11.ie other band if the planting operations of the United States Commission are success-
' ' 
fol in , tal>li bing a run of Shad in this river, the result will prove that the Shad are not indigenous 
to the water an~ that previous plants were unsuccessful. Two or three years will settle this 
qn ' tion. 
'There eems to be nothing in the conditions presented by the Alabama River to prevent the 
e tabli bment of a run of Shad in that river, unless the low temperature of the river during the . 
running ea on of the fi h prevents maturity of the ova." 
The geographical range of the Shad, as already stated, was confined to the Atlantic coast of 
th United State until, .by the operations of the United States Fish Commission, its limits were 
va tly extended. Runs of Shad, sufficiently large to be of commercial value, have been est,ab-
li he l in everal of the tributaries of the Mississippi River, notably the Ohio River; and the 
sev ra1 plant' made from time to time in the Sacramento River, on the Pacific coast, have resulted 
in h olonization of this species in all the rivers of the Pacific slope, from j:he Sacramento to 
Puo- t ound. 
II RATION '.-It i doubtful whether there is any general coastwise movement of the 
h d. That there i an occasional migration of this kind is evidenced by the follow_ing facts: 
Th h d f he river of the South Atlantic coast, as a rule, have black-tipped caudal and • 
dor al fin , whi •h di tinctive marks of coloration are absent in the Shad of more northern rivers; 
and Y •t a i nally th e southern Shad are caught as far north as the tributaries of the 
Ch k · and laware Bay . These :fi h have undoubtedly been born and bred in southern 
wat r ·, nd h ir appearanc o far north would indicate that occasionally this southern variety 
str y y ml it n rm l rang .1 At one time 2 it was imagined that the whole body of American 
had havin" winter cl in the outh, started northward with the new year, and as each Tiver mouth 
r a h cl tachm nt would 1 ave the entire mass for the purpose of ascending the river, the 
la r m inino· portion of the immen e school entering the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. 
ta l t r dat it wa thought more rea onable to suppose that the young :fish, hatched out in 
.an ' p rticul r tr am, w nt out into th_e sea and remained within a moderate distance of the coast 
until tb p ri d gain occurred for their upward river migration. Their appearance, :first in the 
extr m th rn ri r of th coa t, the Saint John's, and at later dates successively in the more 
n rth rn riv r ' , w thought to onfirm thi view. It will be seen, in the discussion of the relation 
of th m v ment f th had to the water temperature, that this order-of appearance when 
pr , rv r a ona ly a counted for; there are, however, exceptions. For instance, the 
i, t I iv r j man il n rth of the 'avanuah, and yet the run of Shad in the former is 
u u Uy n with tba in the Ia t r. Thi lead us to believe tha.t the Shad are generally 
di al ng the ·oa at all tim , entering the river as soon as the temperature of the 
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water is suitable. It is but natural that ·the waters of a creek or short stream, not having its 
source iu the mountains, should in th~ spring be_come warm long- before those of a large river 
whose head waters are far tip among the mountains; for which reason we may expect to find, in 
the case of two rivers, the most south'erly of'\'- bich has a longer water-course than the other, that 
the Shad will first enter the more no•tberly, yet shorter, and consequently, at a given date, warmer 
stream. The question, therefore, appears to be rather one of temperature than of geographical 
location. · 
The greater portion of the life of the Sha.d being spent iu salt water, the possibility of close 
observation as to their food, habits, or precise habitat is precluded. The, young fry, hatched out 
in t.be rivers in spring and early summer, remain there until the following fall, when, the temper-
ature of the waters having fallen below 60°, they leave for the ocean. N othiog more is seen of 
them until they return to the rivers as mature fish for the purpose of spawning. In these upward · 
migrations the schools of mature fish ascend the rivers either until obstructed by impassable falls 
or dams, or until the volume of rater becomes very inconsiderable. Before artificial impe<lirnents 
were placed in the rivers, the limit of this movement was the na~ural and insurmountable falls 
to be found at the head of almost all of our principal streams. For example, in the Savannah 
River the Shad used to ascend to the Falls of Tallula, at the w~ry· source of tbe river in the 
northern part of Georgia. In the Potomac they ascend as high as the Great Falls. In the 
Susqu,ebauna River, in which there ~xist no natural obstructions, their migrations extended up 
into the State of New York, a distance of several hundred miles above the pre~ent limit. On 
,, the Hudson River they ascended to Glens Falls. On the Counectfout at one time they went as 
high as Bellows Falls, but recent obstructions in this river have materially reduced the extent of 
their range. 
The present limit of the upward movement of the Shad in our rivers, the natural limit before 
obstructions were interpo~ed, and the extem;ion of the natural limit whicn may be· obtained by 
overcoming these natural and artificial obstructions now existing, are shown in the accompanyin~ 
chart. It will be seen from this that the. breeding area has been diminished from one-half to one-
fourth its original· extent, involving a corresponding reduction in the productive capacity of these 
streams.1 
HEH,EDI'l'ARY INSTINCT OF L0CALI'l'Y.-The annual migration of the Shad in the spring of 
the year into the fresh waters of our rivers has been explained by various theories. Iu regard to 
the salmon, which has been long known and observe<l in EuropeaJ1 waters, the fact seems to have 
been established that the same individual will return year after year to the same stream for the 
purpose of spawning, and that young fish bred in a certain stream usually come back to the same 
upon their return from the ocean as mature fish. Thh, habit bas not been conclusively established 
in regard to any other family of anadromous fishes, but it is gener~llf believed that all salt-water 
species which spawn iu fresh watl:'.r returu for this purpose to those streams in which they them-
selves were deposited. An examination of the literature of fish culture will make it evident that 
this opinion has been held very generally, and, indeed, has furnished to a great extent the argument 
for the prosecution of tbe work of artificial reproduction. It is a common belief, too, among ·fish-
culturists that, the mature inclividuals of all anadrom~ms species, including the Shad, are led back 
to-the waters in which they were spawuecl by a conscious wish on their vart to return to those very 
localities in which they spent their young life. Important exceptions to this rule are, however, 
1 See Chart of ~he River Basins of the Atlantic Slope. 
,-
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, nt ob 1Tatiou . For instance, it is well established that the runs of Shad 
u n hauuc nd Potomac Ri,·ers are characterized by alternations of abundance; that 
, 11 xc ·iy Jy l rge yield. for any gfren .season in the one involves a corresponding dimi-
1111ri n in 11 i ,]cl for the ame eason iu the other, thus precluding the possibility of each 
i ndh·i lua1 r llurnin · annually to its native stream. Again, it was confidently expected that all 
tlJ, - un Atlantic had which were transferred to and pla~ed in the Sacramento River would, 
011 tb ir r turn from th Pacific Ocean as mature fish, find their way back to this stream. This 
, a· n t, b wever, the ca e, for, to the utter astonishment of many fish-culturists, a considerable 
11nmber of the e now mature fi h made their appearance in many streams of the Pacific lyiug far 
JJortb of the Sacramento RiYer-streamR to which Shad bad never been indigenous and iu which 
1ion bad ,er been planted. 
The fact go a long way to disprove the theory of instinct of locality, and indicate that the 
1frer mov ment of the Shad are regulated by involuntary and e:x:.traneous influences. The migra-
tion and colonization of this fish northward along the Pacific coast has been so general that at the 
pn· ent day new generations of a single plant are found in every stream on the Pacific from the 
,tcramento River to Puiet Sound. 
THE "FEEL" OF THE RIVERS.-Some writers,_ notably Mr. Charles G. Atkins, have suggested 
h' idea that the upward river migration of the anadromous fishes is directed by an instinct which 
impel them to swim against the current. It is supposed by him that in their coastwise movement 
th · Shad, when oppo ite the mouths of the rivers, feel the outflowing current and, responding to 
the invitation, immediately turn to and stem it and are thus led into and up the stream. The 
conclu i\" reply to tbi supposition is that in the wide estuaries of our North Atlantic streams there-
i,' n en ible current, excepting that produced by the tidal ebb and flow, which is fa.r too indeter-
min t to be th• dir cting cause of the migrations of those vast schools of Shad, Alewives, and other 
J) ·ie whi b annually enter our rivers. Even if tbe fish were attracted up stream by the gratifi: 
ali n of that presumed impulse or desire to swim against the current, how can we account for 
tl1 ir migrati n down stream, at the appropriate season, this movement being as regular and as 
uniY r al a th upward migration! 
Il.A.NGJ~ OF S.A.LINITY.-It has been luggested that Shad may be sensible of the decreasing 
, linity of th wat r a they enter and ascend the rivers, and that they may be led into continental 
w, t r in rd r to enjoy a more congenial habitat; but in this event it is necessary to explain 
whv th y d t remain in the rivers altogether. 
TER TE rPER.A.TUREs.-Prior to the last decade, very little at~ention was paid to the water 
t mp rature-' in connection with the migrations of fish. We have on record but few series of 
o · rvati n of wat r temperature during the season of our river fisheries. Since the inauguration 
th nit d tate. Fi h Commi ion, howernr, and the establishment of batcbing stations on t,he 
rfr r., it ha become po ible to make a closer study of this subject. It will, however, require a 
·orn1 C't d rie of such ob ervation , made during several seasons and at many stations, in order 
t htain uffici nt data for a sati factory discus ion of "the relation of the movements of fish to 
th water t mp ratur .. . ' Up to th pre ent time tlie drift of investigation goes to prove that the 
m v m ~nt of fl h, ana<lromou and otherwise, are controlled largely, if not entirely, by the tem-
p r, tur of th medium in which the.r live. 
In th ca. e of' bottom-feeder ,' heir movements are dependent, no doubt, principally upon the 
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migrations of their prey; but here again it is probable that the movements of the latter are influ-
,enced by temperature. 
In the case of Menhaden and Shad, which species feed as they swim, the tP,mperature of the 
water is probably the main factor in determining their movements. It is a fact, for example, that 
the disappearance of Menhaden from the coast of Maine 1 was, and has each year since been, co-
incident with a uniformly lower t~mperature of the water along that coast during the menhaden 
,season. 
Th~ causal relations of the migrations of the sea Her-ring to water temperatures is a matter . ' 
recognized by the. pisciculturists and fishermen of the North European Atlantic region; but their _ 
observations, as with our Shad, have not been ·sufficiently extensive to enable them to define accu-
rately the relations of the one to' the other. 
In reg:ard to the ShaH, and presumptively to other :fishes also, it is believed to be true that 
there is a certain temperature of the water in which these .fish prefer to live; in other words, 
that they aim to occupy a hydrothermal area of certain temperature; and, further, that their 
migrations are determined by the shifting of. this area. 
To state this theory somewhat differently, it is believed t~at all migratory fish have a normal 
mnge of temperature in which they seek to remain. As before stated, observations on this point 
.are not as yet extensive, and therefore the limiting hydro-isothermals within which a given species 
may at any time be found cannot yet be absolutely defined. 
So far as this matter has been examined with regard to the Shad, the following conclusion 
has been reached, namelJT, that they occupy an hydro-isothermal belt, or area, limited by the tem-
perature of 60° F. to 70° F.; that they move with this belt, i. e., .as the seaso~ advances, into and 
up the rivers. This movement, at least in the case of the Shad and Herring, takes place at the 
time when they have nearly matured their spawn1 and just at that important cris~s, by means of 
t.hat exact balance and adjustment which nature everywhere provides, the fish are brought by 
influences of which they are entirely unconscious into such relations and under such conditions 
as make reproduction · possible. But, although the operation of spawning is mainly that for 
which the fitness of relations and conditions has been ordained, the following statements will show 
that the fish in moving up the rivers are not always actuated by the immediate desire to deposit · 
their spawn. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SAINT JOHN'S RIVER, FLORI'D.A.-In the Saint John's River, Florida, 
the Shad appear in the river several months before the spawning time, and, although this season in 
the Upper Saint John's is not largely in advance of the same season in rivers as far north as certain 
tributaries of the Chesapeake, yet by reason of their early presence in the Saint Joh n's the shad 
fishel'ies, as has before been noted, are there prosecuted during the entire winter. They do not 
• enter the river at this time for the purpose of spawning. By reference to tables giving the tempera-
tures of the Saint John's River at Jacksonville for twelve months beginning March 1, 1877, and 
-0nding ]'ebruary 28, 1878, it will be seen that in the Sai;nt John's l~iver the temperature of the 
water gradually descends, reaching 00° F. at ·Jacksonville about the last of November. This date 
is coincident with the first appearance of Shad in the Saint John's. 
1 This commenced in 1879, and they have not yet reappeared to any extent. 
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Table of temperatm·es, Saint John's River, Jacksonville, Florida. 
RE RD OF DAILY OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT 3 P.M. 
(Data furnished by Prof. G. Brown Goode.] 
i 
Location of thermometer. Location of thermometer. Lo tion of thermometer. 
D t --- Date. Date. 
r. urface.1 Bottom. Air. Surface. Bottom. Air. Surface. Bottom. 
--
l 17. o F. OF. OF. 1877. OF. o F. op_ 1877. OF. OF. o F. 
Mr. 1. ··· ··· · 69 GO 60 May 1. . ...... 71 69 69 July 1. ....... 90 83 83 2. ······ · 61 61 61 2 .. ······ 76 68 '·" 2 ........ 92 84 83.5 
3 .•....... 70 62 61. 5 3 .....•.. 81 69 68 3 ........ 90 85 85 
4. 76 62 62 4 ........ 80 70 69 4 ........ 95 85 85 
5 ... ...... 7 65 64 5 . ....... 86 70 70 5 ......•. 80 85 85 
6 ........ 5! 62 62 6 ........ 84 72 71 6 .....•.. 96 84 83 
7 --··· · ·· 70 64 63 7 ........ 83 71 70 7 . ...... . 85 82 82 .. ....... 76. 3 6i 64 8 ........ 77 70 70 8 ......•. 83 81 81. 5 
9 .. ...... . 73 64 64 9 .....••. 76 71 70 9 ........ 87 82 82 
10. 51 64 6t 10 ........ 80 73 72 iO .•....• 83 83 83 
11. . ....... 61 63 63 11. ....... 75 70 70 11.. ...... 85 83 82. 5 
12 ..• .... .. 74 65 64 12 ...•..•• 74 70 70 12 ........ 85 80 80 
13 . .•.... .. 76 66 66 18 ........ 80 71 iO 13 87 82 81 
14 .. ... .... 72 65 64 14 ....••.. 79 71 70 14 .....••. 89 82 82 
15 .. ••. .• .. 69 65 64 15 . ....... 78 70 70 15 ........ 89 81 81 
16 . ••••.•.. 72 66 65 16 ....•••. 77 70 70 16 ....•.. 88 80 80 
17 . 77 66 65 17 .....•. . 75 70 70 17 .....••. 87 82 81 
18 . .•....•. 61 65 65 18 . •.•••.. 74 70 70 18 ..•...• . 80 82 82 
19 .. •••••. . 70 64 63 19 ........ 80 70 70 19 . .. . .... 90 82 82 
20 .. .. .... . 74 62 61 20 .....•.. 82 71 71 20 ...•.••. 81 79 79 
21. .••••... 73 62 62 21. ...•••. 84 · 75 75 2~ ...••••• 84 81 80 
22 63 62 61 22 ........ 91 76 76 22 ........ . 80 81 81 
23 . :: :::::: 60 62 62 23 ........ 95 77 77 23 ........ 87 82 81 
24 72 62 62 24 . .. .. ... 78 76 76 24 . .•..... 89 82 81 
25.:: :::: : : 67 63 63 25 ........ 82 76 76 25 ....•... 88 82 82 
26 . ... ..... 54 59 59 26 ........ 74 74 74 26 ...•..•. 91 82 82 
27 .. .••.•.. ·,5 68 57 27 . ••.•••. 72 71 71 27 . . 91 84 84 
2 81 69 57 28 .. ...... 67 69 70 28 ........ 92 84 84 
20: :::::::: 67 60 50 20 . ....... 73 69 68 29 ......•• 97 85 84 
30 ...•.... . 66 60 60 30 . ....... 76 70 69 50 ......•. 98 84 84-
31 77 60 60 31.. ...... 79 70 70 81. ..•.... 87 84 84 
Apr. 1 .. ....... 71 61 60 Juno 1. ....••. 80 71 70 Aug. 1 .. . .•.. 86 83' 82 
2 7 62 61 2 ....•... 81 72 72 2 .... . .. . 85 82 82 . 
3. :::::::: 75 63 62 3 ..•.••.. 84 75 74 8 ..•..... 90 83 83 
4 ..••..... 79 64 63 4 ........ 89 77 76 4 . .•..••. 90 83 83 
5 .. .•.• ... 78 64 63 5 . ....... 89 77 77 5 ........ 90 85 85 
6 •.•...... 70 66 66 6 ... ... .. 86 76 75 6 . .. . .... 92 87 87 
7 ..• . ... .. 8! 68 67 7 ........ 06 78 78 7 . ....... 95 86 86 
········ · 70 64 64 8 ........ 94 78 78 8 . ....••. 92 86 86 0 ......... 75 66 65 0 .... .... 80 80 80 9 . ....... 91 83 83 
10 ........ 62 64 55 10 . ...•.. . 87 80 79 10 . .•...•. · 94 83 83 
1l ······-· 62 (l3 63 11. ...•... 77 79 79 11. ....... 90 84 84 
12 ........ . 68 63 63 12 .. ...... 77 77 77 12 90 83 82 
13 71 64 64 18 . ....... St 76 76 18 .::::::: 92 84 83 
14 .... .•... 1 GO 60 14 ........ 81 7'3 76 14 ..••.... 81 88 83 
15 .. ..... 67 61 61 15 ······ · 85 78 77 15 . ....... 87 82 82 16 74 62 01 16 84 78 78 16 . .•... •. 92 83 82 
17. :: :::::: 77 64 62 17 · ······· 86 78 78 17 .. . ..... 88 88 83 1 ····---- 81 04 63 18 . ....... 88 79 79 18 .•.....• 78 79 7!} 
10 -------- 79 65 61 19 . .•..... 05 83 82 19 ........ 81 79 79 
20 81 66 66 20 --- ---- 80 83 88 20 ........ 83 79 ' 7!> 21.:: :: :: : : 68 67 21 84 84 84 21.. ...... 84 80 80. 
22 ····••·· 74 67 60 u.::::::: 87 83 82 22 . . · . ..•.. 78 70 79 
23 •.. ······ 76 6 67 23 ------- 90 82 81 28 . . . ..... 81 70 7!> 21. ....•.. . 70 GO 24 . . .... . 90 81 81 24 ........ 87 80 80 25 . . ..•. ••. I 4 72 71 25 .. ... . 95 84 84 25 .. . ... .. 80 79 70 2 ............ 70 60 6 26 97 S:i 85 26 82 78 78 27 ········ 8.3 70 70 27 . ::: : :: . 98 8.3 85 27. ::::::: 86 70 78 2 ······-· 83 70 70 28 . ....... 97 8ii 85 28 . ....... 85 70 78 2 7 70 69 20 88 85 85 20 . .. . .... 87 70 78 30::::::::: 75 69 GO 30.: ::: : :: 9 84 84 80 ....... . 00 80 79 
81 ···---- 90 80 80 
• 
'EXTRE 1E A MEA TEMPERATURE , BY MONTHS. 
nrrh: 
Mi:/:::.:::::·.::::::·.::: ::::::::: 
ean ................. •.... . .. . 
ptil: 
• _x_imnm • ...•.• •••.••. •• •.•••••.. 
muoum •........•.....•.......... 
n · ····················· · ·· 
ny: 





















ximnm ..... ...... ............. . o .O 77.0 77.0 
--------------i~I Surface. j~tom. 
Jun : o F. I ° F. I ° F. 
M~~imum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98. 0 85. 0 85. 0 
M1rumum ..... . . .. . . . .... . .. .. .... 77. 0 7L. 0 70. 0 
--------- --
Mean.............. . . ......... . 87. 4 7!l. 4 1 70. 2 
July: 
:f:l:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 












u mum . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71. o . o . o 
.. .. ......... . ....... .... . -----;,-;,- -7-. 3 ?LO I 
Maximum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 0 I 87. 0 
Minimum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81. o 79. 0 
87. 0 
78.0 
Mean . ......................... ~-0 - ,81.-7 - 81.-4 -
Date. 
1877. 
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Table of temperatures, Saint John's River, Ja,clcsonville, Florida-Continued 
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Location of thermometer. 
I 
Location of thormomoter. Location of thermometer. -
Date. Dato. 





OF, OF. OF. 1877. o F. OF. OF, . 1878. 0 ]'. OF. OF. 56 56 56 
Sept. 1. ....... . 94 82 81 Nov. l. .. ---- 80 71 71 Jan. 1. ....... 
90 80 80 2 ...•••.. 83 71 71 
2 ..•..... 58 55. 5 55 
0 
2 .. ....•. . 
3 ......... 83 80 80 3, •..•... 68 70 70 
3 ......•. 60 56 56 
4 ..... .... 85 80 80 4 . ••••... 73 69 69 
4 ...... .. 58 56 ' 56 
5 .. ...... . 88 80 80 5 ........ 78 69 69 
5 ..•... 48 54 54 
6 . ....... . 90 81 81 6 ......• . fi7 68 68 - 6 ..••.•.. 48 52 51. 5 
7 .... .. ... 83 82 81 I 7 . . ···•·· 71 68 68 
7 ........ 48 52 52 
8. ··· ···· • 80 81 80 8 
75 68 68 8 .. ...... 48 52 52 
9 ... , ..... 86 81 80 9 . ••. . . ' .. 66 67 67 
9 ....... , 62 52 51. 5 
10 ......... 85 81 €'1 10 ........ 58 ' 64 64 10 .•.•••.. ~ 
52 52 51. 5 
11. .....•. . 86 81 81 11. •..••.. 59 62 61 
11.. ...... 60 52 51 
12 . ........ 93 82 82 12 . ...... . 63 61 60 12 ··•·· .. 
60 52 51 
13 ......... 91 82 82 13 ..••. 68 60 59. 5 
I 
13 ........ 70 53 53 
14 ......... 84 80 80 14 . .. ..... 73 61 61 14.. •..... 
60 53 53 
15 ... ..... . 86 81 81 15 ..... .. f/0 61 61 15 ........ 
51 52 52 
16 ... .... .. 89 82 81 16 .... . .. ·. 75 63 62 16 .•••.... 
54 52 52 
17 ..... . ... 89 82 82 17 . .•.... 76 63 63 17 •....... 
59 53 52 
18 ......... 86 82 82 18 . . : ..... 73 63 63 18 . ....... 
63 54 53 
19 ......... 88 82 82 19 ........ 71 63 ' 63 19 ......•. 
70 55 54 
20 . .....• .. 90 82 82 20 .. . . ... . 70 63 63 20 ...••... 
73 f,6 56 
21. ........ 88 81 81 21. ••..... 71 63 63 21.. ...... 
67 56 56 
22 . .....•.. 83 81 81 22 . ..••... 64 62· 62 22 ..•••... 62 
56 56 
23 ......... 80 81 81 23 ........ 63 62 62 23 ..••.... 62 
56 56 
24 ....... .. I 82 79 79 24 . ..... .. 64 61 61 24 ..•..... 65 
51 56 
25 .. ...... . 81 78 77. 5 25 . . •• .... 67 60 60 25 ...•. , .. 66 
56 56 
26 ......... 75 77 77 26 . •••.... 67 60 60 26 ..•..... 
fi7 57 56 
27 .•....... 78 77 77 27 ....•... 73 60 60 27 ........ 71 
58 58 
28 . ..•.. • . . 81 76 75 28 ...... ·- 64 60 60 ~L::::: ' 65 58 58 29 ... ...... 80 75 75 29 . ...... . 57 59 59 63 58 58 
30 .. . ...... 73 74 74 30 ......•. 46 56 56 30 ........ 65 
59 59 
ct. 1. ........ 76 74 74 Dec. 1. ....... 51 54 54 :n ........ 61 . 59 58. 5 
2 . ...••... 80 74 74 2 ..•..... 51 52 52 Fob. l. ....... 62 58 
58 
3 80 74 74 3 ........ 66 52 52 2 . .. . ..•. 72 
59 59 
4 . .. ·•···· 81 73 72. 5 4 ......•. 65 53 52 
3 ....... . 56 58 57. 5 
5 .... •••. 72 71 71 5 ........ 65 52 52 I 4 ......•. 50 57 
57 
6 . ...•••. . 70 70 71 6 -····· .. 50 51 51 5. ········ 52 
56 56 
7 . ......•. 71 70 70 7 . ....... · , 54 51 51 6. ····•·· 56 56 
56 
8 ........ . 84 71 70 8 ........ --------·· ---------· ------···· 7 ........ 71 58 57 
9 . ........ 76 70 > 70 9 ........ ......... "I •• --····---- ---------· 8 ........ 71 58 58 
10 ......... 78 70 70 10 ........ ·········· ---------- ....... . ...... 9 ........ 67 58 
57 
11. ......... 79 70 70 11. ....... ............ ............ . ........... 10 ........ 65 58 57 
12 ......... 77 70 . 70 12 ........ ------···· ---------- ............. 11.. ..... . 55 57 57 
13 .... -- ... 76 70 70 13 -----····· ---------- .............. 12 .•...•.. 52 56 55 
14 ......... 78 70 70 14 ........ ............. ---------· ·-·------- 13 ....... . 61 55. 5 55 
15 ......... 77 70 70 15 ........ -· ---. - .. -. ··-------· ---------· 14 ... . .... .70 57 56 
16 77 70 70 16 ........ ··· ······ · ............ ............. 15 ........ 68 57 
57 
17 ......... 80 71 71 17 ........ --------·· ............ ............. 16 ........ 62 58 58 
18 . .. 80 71 71 18 ..... ,:. ·---·--- ··· 17 ........ 60 58 58 
19 . .. . ..... 83 72 71 19 ........ 60 58 58 18 ........ 69 58 
5-8 
20 . ..... ... 81 72 72 20 ..... . .. 62 58 58 19 . ....... 111 58 
58 
21 ........ . 77 71 71 21 ........ 71 60 60 20 ......• 67 59 
59 
22 ....... . . 69 76 70 22 ........ 71 61 61 21. ...... 68 59 
59 
23 ......... 72 70 70 23 ........ 60 61 60. 5 22 . ...... . 72 60 
60 
24 ........ . 71 70 70 24 ... ..... 71 61 fil 23 ........ 66 61 
.61 
25 . . .. . .... 84 70 70 25 . .... . .. 73 (ll 61 24 .. ...... 71 63 
63 
26 ......... 79 70 70 26 ....... . 64 61 61 25 ....... 63 61 
61 
27 ......... 77 70 70 27 ..... . .. 63 61 61 26 ....... 55 60 
60 
28 . ........ 79 70 69 28 ........ 62 61 61 27 ....... 55 59 
59 
29 . ....... . 80 70 69 29 . ....... 67 61 61 28 ....... . 67 60. 5 
59. 5 
30 ......... 82 71 71 30 ...... . . 55 61 61 
31. ....... . 79 71 70. 5 31. .... ... 52 57 56. 5 
EXTREME AND MEAN TEMPERATURES, BY MONTHS-Continued. 
Air. Air. Snrfo,ce. Bot~om. 
September: 0 Jf . 
94. 0 
73. 0 
Surfac~. J Bottom. -:;-i--
0
--F--ll·-D-c-·c-e1_n_b-er-:--·--------l--o- F-·.- --o-F ~ -· - o-F~ 
82. O 82. O Maximum......................... 73. 0 Gl. 0 61. 0 ~f:/:;:_::::: ·.: : ~:::::::::::::::. 74. 0 74. 0 Minimum . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51. 0 51. 0 51. 0 
Mean......................... 62.1 j~4_1 57.3 
January: ___ \ ___ ----
Maximum......................... 73 O 5!! 0 59 0 
Minimum......................... -1s: 0 52: 0 \ ·'i1: 0 
Mo11.n ..... ............... .. ... _6~_\ 54. 8 \- 54. 5 _ 
FebM;~~nro.................... .. . . -7-::-11-6-;;-1~-::--
Mm1mum .. .. . . . . . . .. ... , .. . . . . . . 50. 0 55. 5 55. 0 
Mean......................... 63. 3 \ 48. 3 ~-0 -
Oot~;~~:: :::::::::::: :: ::: : :: : 1 \ :: : I :: : 
Mm1mum .... ·; .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . 70. O 70. O I 69. O 
Mean ........ ...... .. .......... - 77. 7 j 70. 8 I 70. 7 
November: ____ I ___ ---
:r:ii:i1~_: ::: :::::::::::::::: :: ::: :t~ ~~:~ ~~:L_ 
Mean .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 68. 4 j 63. 6 63. 5 
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w in~ 11 b r tr am on th .Atlantic coast, tbe fish appear to wait uutil the temperature 
f h riY r h· ri n above tba of the salt-.water area into which the rirnr empties, before they 
a , 11 1 in b pring. The migration of the Shad into the Saint John's River is clearly not for the 
im i· t pur1 f pawning, a that operation is not performed for months, but in order that 
th y may k p within the limit of the bydro-isothPrmal area appropriate to them. We mu~t 
111 p that th temp rature of the ocean waters, on the continental plateau outside the coast 
Jin i lJirrh r than 600 F., and although uncongenial to the fish, yet they must ne-cessarily 
r main in that temperature until the waters of the Saint John's, coolmg as winter advances, have 
fall n low the temperature of the outside waters. As soon, therefore, as water of a lower tern 
p ratur than that in which they are commingles with the ocean water, it serves as an incentive-
a i w r the ignal-for their migration into the estuary of the Saint John's. 
B ERVATIONS ON THE POTOMAC RIVER IN 188L-In 1881 the writer, then 'in charge of the 
bad-hat ·bing operations on the Potomac River, collected full statistics of the catch of Shad and 
.Al wiv from four of the seine :fisheries occupying that section of the river lying between Indian 
ead and Mount Vernon. From these statistics the fluctuations in the run of the Shad up the 
riv r bav been clo ely approximated, and at the close of this paragraph general deductions rela-
tiY to the ame will be made. Through the courtesy of the Light-House Board and the United 
tc. t i nal Office, observations on the water temperature at Winter Quarter Shoals arid at 
:T rfolk, Virrrinia, ha \-e been obtained. The former point is a light-house in the Atlantic, lying 
abont fifte n mil from the Virginia coast, and situated, it is believed, on the inner edge of the 
1d ar<·ti urr nt that flow down the coast inside of the Gulf Stream. The observations 
1· pre cnt the temperature of the water on the continental plateau between .Cape 
ape nry. The records taken at Norfolk serve as an index of tho temperature 
f th Che ap ake Bay, but are subject to inaccura.cies, Elizabeth River being hardly 
m r than , tidal e tuary, and the temperature of its waters being influenced very materially l>y 
~11 m t r lo 1 al ndition . 
graphi al r pr entation of the temperatures at these two points, as also of the corre-
nclinn· t mp ratur at the Potomac hatching st'ation, is given in the accompanying diagram, 
t illu trate the influence of hydrothermals in determining the direction of the move-
m nt.- f th bad and Al wiv and in limiting their range. ln the diagram are also presented 
th' fin tuati n of the run of the e :fi h in the :fi bing season, as deduced from the records of 
furni h db th four ine fi herie alr ady alluded to.1 
t th diagram it will be seen that during the first seventeen days of April (1) 
f the wat r in the Potomac wa occasionally l~wer than at Winter Quarter Shoals 
p ri d of time; (2) that the water of the Chesapeake Bay was warmer than that 
tw n Cape barl and Cape Henry, and also warmer than the water in the 
I i,T r and that (3) during that time the temperature was in none of those waters above 
n a with the adva ·ing a on the water in the river became warmer than in the 
had ommenced to a ceu l the Potoipac, and when the temperature of the river ro e to 
6 ° 1 • th u_ war run attain d it. maximum; the main bouy of Shad and Herring ascended the 
riv r wh it temp ratur ranged from 56° F. to 660 F.; and, further, that when the temperature 
of th riY r P a ov 66° F. th run of had and Herring rapidly diminished. It may be 
n · 1 tba in g n ral th fl uati n in the run of the Herring closely followed that of the 
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Shad. The run of Alewives indicated by the diagram in the early part of the season at low 
temperature was undoubtedly o. vernalis, or the Branch HPrring, which m_akes its run _on a tern- . 
perature several degrees lower than suitable to the Snad or the Glut Herring. The fact t~iat the 
Shad commence running into the Potomac when the temperature of the river is 56° F. or less, 
does not antagonize the theory here stated, that the hydro-isothermal area which. they prefer to 
occupy is that having the temperature of about 60° F. If, as is probably the case, there is ocean-
• wards a limiting wall of low temperature for the Shad occupying the Chesapeake area, 1 then 
at all seasons of the year the Shad must be found at some point within that area, bA the tempera-
ture exactly what they prefer or not. In other words, the Shad in .their migrations travel on 
temperature paths, the direction being always towards 60° F. 
Shad ready to deposit their spawn seem to prefer waters of a warmer temperature than 60° F. 
Therefore, when- the m_ature Shad, intent on reproduction, leave the . hydrothermal area of 60° 
F. and ascend the rivers into waters-of 65° F. to 70° F. and upwards, they are unaccompanied by 
the half.grown Shad, the latter ceasing to ascend as soon as they encounter a temperature of more 
than 600 F. In 1882, however, when the t,emperature of the water was below 60° F. for the greater 
portion of the season, the spawning had to take place in water colder than the fish would have 
preferred, and therefore mature and young Shad were found tog·ether on the spawning gTounds. 
Observations made during that season show that large numbers of young Shad were taken, 
which would not have been the case had the temperature of the river waters risen above 60° F. 
Iuasmuch as the :fishing operations are conducted with a view to obtain mature fish, and in most 
years the young do not accompany the full-grown fish up to the fishing grounds, it would certainly 
appear as though this was a special provision of nature to secure the continuance of the species, .,. 
providing.against the capture of the young Shad during the :fishing season. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE MOVEMENTS OF YOUNG SHAD IN THE POTOMA.C.-The young Shad 
which are hatched out during May and June remain in their native streams until the temperature 
of the water falls below 60° F. They then move down the rivers as the temperature falls, passing 
into the salt water as soon as the cooler weather has reduced the river temperature below the 
degree congenial to them, and, as a rule, return no more to the fresh water.s until they are full-
grown fish. This statement is borne out by observations made in 1881 by Mr. W. E. Stuart and 
Mr. Gwynn Harris, inspectors of marine products. These gentlemen, who have been largely 
engaged for many years in the Potomac fisheries, whose interest is always manifested in connec-
tion with all matters relating to the :fisheries, undertook, at the instance of Professor Baird, United 
States Fish Commissioner, to observe the movements of the young Shad in the Potomac in front 
of the city of Washington. Their observations show that on November 16, when the thermometer 
showed the temperature of the water to be 68° F., young Shad were present in the Potomac at 
I 
Washington in large numbers. From this date the temperature of the water gradually fell, co-
incident with which the numbers of young Shad decreased until on November 23 the fish bad 
entirely disappeared, the thermometer then showing 58° F. The disappearance of these fish can 
be referred only to the fact that the water bad fallen bel~w 600 F., for as long as that temperature 
was preserved the fish remained in the portion of the river under observation. The lowering of 
the temperature of the water seems to present the only variable fl;l,ctor in the conditions which 
surrounded them, and to this we may reasonably refer their disappearance. 
THE PERIOD OF RIVER LIFE.-The deposit of the eggs of the mature Shad in fresh waters 
· seems to be a necessary condition for their development. The idea has prevailed to some 
1 The Chesapeake area includes tho Potomac River, the Chesapeake Bay and its tributary streams, and the 
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bad un<l r ertain circum 'tances spawn in salt or . brackish waters. Experi-
w \' r b 11 made to verify this supposition, but have proved unsuccessful. 
ti 11 und r ach conditions has been shown to be possible, and development bas 
rtain point, y t before tbe hatching took place the development of the embryo 
Th annual migrations of the Shad into our streams are made apparently for 
tb 1 pur e of r production, excepting in the Saint John's River, Florida, where their :first 
m v m ut into th river eems to be attributable to an influence other than that above mentioned. 
Tb tim f th · migrations into tbe rivers varies with the geographical position of the river. As 
neral rul , it i u ually later as we proceed farther to the north, though we find some excep-
ti n . It may be tated generally that this migration takes place as isoon as the continental 
wat r have b come warmer than the salt-water areas into which they discharge. The schools of 
fi h ha,ing ntered the stream , a cend until they have reached suitable spawning grounds. The 
d po it and fi rtilization of the eggs having been accomplished, their development commences, and 
in a fi w day , the period varyi.qg with the temperature, the young fish, bursting their shells, make 
their app arance. These remain in the rivers, feeding and growing all summer, and leave late in 
th fall, at which time they are two or three inches in length. The life history of the Shad from 
thi time i unknown to us. The young fish, having disappeared, do not again come under our 
ob ervation until they return as mature fish to deposit their spawn. 
Th motive of their movement into the rivers being for purposes of reproduction, we would 
xpect that with the accompli hment of this desire the mature fish would return to salt water. 
hi i th general impres ion among :fishermen, and may be true as a general fact, but there are 
n r c r where a full-grown Shad in good condition bas been taken in our rivers long 
aft r th pawning ea on is over, and even late in autumn. One of the largest Shad I have ever 
h tomac was taken in the vicinity of the White House in the month of November. 
on of 1 , I believ , several full-grown Shad were taken below Holyoke Dam on the 
un ·ticut iv r in th latter part of the ummer. These instances would seem to indicate that 
un r c rtaiu ndition the Shad may r main in our rivers during the whole season. 
Th app ar nc f he pent :fi h, or tho e which have deposited their eggs, enables the fisher-
th m, t once, and variou names have been given to them. From the f~ct that 
d to b moving down the stream when taken, they are called '' Down-runnerst 
a, lim appearanc , they are al o calle<l "Racers." 
b, d mak th ir fir ' t appearanc in the Saint John's River about the middle of Novem-
h h igbt f th ir pawnin a ·on in that river being about the 1st of April. In the 
iv r th y app ar early iu January, and in the Neu e River at a period not much later 
nn h. In b Alb marle the important Shad seine-fisheries begin early in March, 
' t h fi ·h are in the ounc~ 'Orne time before that date; not, however, in numbers 
u cj u to ju tify th reat xp n · attendant upon the operation of these large seines. In the 
ay th Y make th ir appe ran iu F bruary, although the height of the fishing 
pril auc.l i\lay, and at a <lat omewbat later in the more northern 
lawar , 'onn ti ·ut, l\l rrimac, anu Sain John (Zova Scotia) River , Shu.cl 
' ucc ·.·iv 1' 1, t r a w roe d 'farth r north. The uate of their fir t 
a on to ea on, the limit of uch varia-
riv r , which cau e o much perplexity 
ily xpl in l wh n we ke p h1 view what 
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has been already said in regard to the influences of temperature in determining the movements of 
these fishes. 
CA.USES INFLUENCI~G '.J.'HE RATE OF MOVEMENT UP RIVERS.-Tbe rate and duration of the 
movement of Shad in our rivers are influenced by various causes. If, in consequence of warm 
rains at the river's source, the temperature of the water becomes suitable to the Shad at an earlier 
date than usual, then their upward movement takes place very rapidly, and, we may say, tumult-
uously, the great schools of fish crowding in and moving up all at once, so as to produce what is -
termed a "glut." If, however, the temperature of the river rises by insensible degrees with the 
advance of the season~ then the upward movement begins wh~n the water temperatm~e of the river 
has passed above that of the sea, and takes place gradually, the rate of movement in such cases 
being slow and the period prolonged. .Again, when the Shad have entered the rivers, the temper-
ature conditions being such as to determine a rapid upward movement, yet should the fish en-
counter floods and consequent muddy waters, their upward movement is arrested, the schools back 
down before the flood, and if this condition be prolonged, may be driven entirely tmt of the river. 
In short, :fluctuations in the river temperature have corresponding influences upon the shad move- , 
men ts; any sudden change, whether to a higher or lower temperature, apparently arresting their 
upward course_ for a time, and sometimes even determining a retrograde movement. 
Many of the anomalies which perplex :fishermen in the course.of their work may be explained 
by the varying movements of the fish, as controlled by the water temperature in the rivers. We 
find, for example, that while at a particular seine-shore, during one season, a very large catch 
is made, yet in the following season, although the general run of fish in the ~iver has not dimin-
ished, _the fishery in the same locality may prove a failure. If we suppose a seine to sweep , the 
flats at the mouth of such a stream as the Occoquan Creek,1 and if we further suppose that the 
river waters in the cqannel are colder than, or as cold as, the waters of the Chesapeake Bay, the 
Shad in their movement up the river would avoid the main current, and would slowly work their 
way up along the shores and over the flats, where the temperature of the waters will be found to 
·be, under such circumstances, several degrees warmer than in the channel. Such a season would 
be profi.table to a seiue sweeping the flats. .Again, if the waters in the main channel of the river 
were of suitable temperature, then the upward movement of the Shad would take place in the-
chann~l and not along the flats. Under such circumstances a ·"channel seine," e.g., that of the· 
"White Bouse," would make a very large catch, whilst a seine hauled over the flats, as on the 
Pamunkey shore, would probably find very indifferent fishing. 
REPR0DUCTION.-Tbe age at which the Shad reaches maturity and becomes capable of repro-
ducing is not definitely determined; it 1s generally held by fish-culturists, however, that the female 
Shad attains this condition when three or four years old. The period of maturity for the male, if 
the relati~e size of the two sexes be taken as an indication, is much earlier than for the female. 
Males, or" Buck Shad," we~ghing less than one and a half pounds (numbers of which always accom-
pany the schools of larger fish), are found to be milters, and at the shad-hatching stations-
especially d'nring the earlier part of the season-the spa~n-takers are frequently compelled to have 
recourse to these fish in order to get the milt necessary for the fertilization of the eggs. These fish 
cannot be more than two years of age. It appears that the first part of the run of fo;h up the rivers 
cousists almost entirely of males, which precede the females by several days. The records of the 
fishing shores agree with this statement, their main catch in the earlier part of the season being 
composed of "bucks," with a very sparing intermixture of" roe Shad," which lat~er, in their turn, 
1A tributary of the Potomac River. 
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in pr p rti n a th ea on advances. The favorite spawning grounds of the Shad, or 
, a th y are termed by the :fishermen, are on the sandy flats which border the 
and-bar which are found at intervals higher up the river. When the fish have 
r a ·h 1 nit} bl p wning ground and are ready to cast their eggs, they move up to the flats 
· miurrl · in pair '. Th time of this movement is usually between sundown and 11 p. m. When 
iu tll , a , of , iti n they wim close together and near the surface, their back fins projecting above 
th watt>r. The rapid, vigorous, spasmodic movements which accompany this operation produce 
a pla bing fa the wat r which can be plainly heard from the shore, and which the fishermen 
chara · rize a ' wa bing." 
Tbe gg are pun out by the female while iu rapid motion. The male, swimming close to 
her, ej ct hi milt at the same time, and the contact of egg and milt, and the consequent impreg-
nation of the egg, i coincident with or immediately subsequent to the ejection of the ova from the· 
femal . The specific gravity of the egg being slightly greater than that of water, it sinks to the 
bottom, and, under favorable conditions, Elevelops and hake.es out. Large numbers of these eggs 
ar , of cour , de~troyed by the predaceous fishes that have learned to frequent the spawning 
grounds of the Shad. A sudden lowering in the temperature of the water may, and frequently 
doe , produce a large de truction of eggs. Floods, too, bring down mud which may.smother and 
de tr y va t number::;. But, escaping these casualties, they hatch out in a period of from three to 
ight day . Unlike the Salmonidre, although with a sac relatively as large, the new-born Shad 
wim vig rou ly a oon a they break the shell, a,nd, according to Mr. Seth Greeu, make their-
way imm diat ly t th middle of the stream, where they are too small to be an object of prey to 
the larg r fi h , and wh re the maller ones dare not come after them. • 
Tb numb r f rrg in the ovary of a Shad, as in all other fish, bears a certain relation to the-
iz and w i ht f th fi b. the r ' nlt of experience in the artificial propagation of the Shad we 
n '1u • that a rip r had w •i<Thing four or five pounds contains from 20,000 to 40,000 eggs, the· 
av rarr numl, r b iug a ut 25,000. much larger number, however, has been obtained from 
n th a un of 1 1 we obtained from a single Shad, weighing about six 
tain d in large quantitie from the· 
· aft r hatclling ome of th young fry w re-
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observed to eat, and a few days later they were all vigorously engaged in pursuit of food. 
While the ratio of mortality was 'large, some of the fish survived for six weeks-, the last spe/cimen 
having attained a length of considerably more than an iuch, a1id a weight many times ·greater 
than that at birth. 
From these experiments ·we deem it altogether probable that nuder natural conditions the 
CopeP.oda, which are abundant in the Potomac in places frequepted by the young Shad, are their 
natural food during the early stages of their exi~tence. Although we are able to ol>tain from the 
river late in the season young Shad which are two and a half to three ancl a half inches in 
length, I am not a ware tbat such examinations have been made upon the contents of their 
stomachs as to show the character of their food. In order to take observations upon the food . 
of the Shad at the stages indicated above, I procured from the Potomac a number of young-
Shad, two to three inches in length, whicli were placed in the basin under the dome of the United 
States National Museum. These were tempted with vario~s kinds of foorl; oysters, liver, stur-
geon, and beef finely chopped were offered successively to them, but they de~lined to take the food. 
In some ca,ses they would seize particles, which having held for an instant they would eject 
from their mouths with evident expression of disgust. f then tried them with the white of hard--
boiled eggs: This, much to my gratification, they devoured readily. As soon as the particles· 
reached the surface of the water, the fish rose vigorously and seized them as they sank through 
the water, but, strauge to say, in no case did I observe them take the food after it bad touched, 
-the bottom. This would seem to show that their food under natural circumstances is taken 
swimming, and consi~ts probably of swimming crustacean~, or allied forms of life found in salt 
water. Later in the season, in consequence of my absence from the cityJ these fish were neg-
lected and fed irregularly. By way of experiment, I had also placed in this basin a number of· 
young California salmon, and, to my surprise, J -discovered that, the young Shad were pursuing 
and eating them. In several cases I noticed the Shad with the salmon in their mouths hair 
swallowed. Finally the salmon disappeared, and the presumption was that they had all been 
eaten by the young Shad. It is possible, therefore, that Shad in their early lives ' vary their· 
food with minnows and the young of other species of fish. Indeed, from the stomac.h of a Shad, 
taken in ore of the pounds at Saybrook, I found an undigested minnow two or three inches in, 
len_gth. In the fresh-water life" of the mature Shad, the fish do not seem to take food a,t all •. 
Repeated observations of the contents of the stomach show no food whatever. Occasionally, . 
however, they can be induced to rise to a fly dexterously cast on the water. This fact is pre-
smnptiYe evidence that the desire for f~od, although subordinated to the impulse of reproductioni 
(which brings them into the river), is not wholly lost. 
180. THE HICKORY SHAD, OR MATTOWACCA-CLUPEA MEDIOCRIS. 
By MARSHALL McDONALD. 
N Al\iES.-This fish, 0. mediocris, Mitch ill, was first brought to notice in 1815 in Mitchill's paper· 
on the fi shes of New York, wherein it was described under two names, being called the "Staten 
I slancl" H errin g, 0. mediocris, and the "Long I~lan<l" Herring, 0. mattowacca. The latter name· 
wa adopted by Storer for the species, but more recent authorities, guided by a rather question-
able interpretation of the rules of priority, have substituted the name 0. mf.diocris, because it was. 
printed on the page preceding the other. Mitchill stated that the '' Long Island" Herring occu-
pied a mjddle station between the Shad and the '' Staten Island" Herring, but it seems strange· 
that so accomplished an ichthyologist should not have at once perceived the identity of the two. 
Tha name "mediocris" was founded upon small specimens. The names given this species are as-. 
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y, ri 1 , tho f the river Herriiigs. The name "Mattowacca" is of Indian origi~, and is per-
hap , b, pr £ rr d. It i aid by De Kay to have been derived from the Indian name for Long 
I land Jfatto1caka or ]fattou:a.x. De Kay also gives the names of "Fall" Herring and "S.bad" 
rriucr c nd ·tate that in the Connecticut River they are called "Weesick," a name which from 
p r nal knowledge we can tate a having l>een long in disuse in that locality. The name "Ilick-
r , had i applied to this pecies on all parts of the coast from Cape Cod to Florida. It i~ used 
in th Uh apeake and in the Albemarle regions, and on the Ogeechee, Savannah, and Altainaha 
River , wller it i, familiarly called "Hicks." In.the Saint John's River the name "Hickory" Shad 
i al u ed, and in the Alabama River it is applied to this or to some clo::;ely related species. The 
derivation of the name "Hickory" Shad cannot easily be traced. It may be that the word '' Hick-
ory' i u ed in a derogatory sense, but a more reasonable explanation is that it refers to the 
trip d markings on the :fish, which resemble those upon the coarse cotton fabric Jrnown in the 
South a "Hickory," and frequently used by the :fishermen. 
In the Potomac the species i8 caHed the "Tailor Shad," or the "Fresh-water Tailor," in con-
tradi tinction to the bluefish, which is called the c, Salt-water Tailor." The comparison between the 
blue:fi h and this pecies is doubtless due to a fancied resemblance between their jaws, those of 
the ''Tailor.Shad" being very long and strong. The "Tailor Sha,d'7 may be distinguished from the 
common Shad and from the river Herrings by the extreme projection and thickness of the lower 
jaw. Thi pecies i in some rivers called a'·' Forerunner," from the fact that it makes its appear-
anc hortly before the Shad. 
It i the opinion of Mr. Perley 1 that the so-called" Quoddy" Herring, taken in Passamaquoddy 
Bay and vicinity,_ belong to this species-a rather questionable decision and one which needs 
on:firmati n. 
EOGRAPIII0AL DISTRIBUTION.-The "Hic,kory Shad" is most abundant in the region 
b tw nth Uh apeake Bay and Altama,ha River and intermediate waters, ascending the rivers 
a bi ·ha the bad. In the Saint John's River it is somewhat abundant, making its appearance 
tll fir tor cond week in November, and shortly before the Shad. North of New York it has 
11 t b n b erv d to nt r the rivers in any great numbers, and there is no record north of Cape 
1
0d fit bavin b en eeu in fre h water. In the fall small schools of them occasionally enter 
the br cki h tuari and ti~eway of Uape Cod. Hickory Shad are taken to some extent by 
th ma k rel gill-uet :ti hermen of Maine, together with young Shad and Blue-Back Herring, and are 
<loubtl ~ found off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy; although, as has already been stated, their 
id ntit ' with the' uoddy" H rring is by no means proven. There is no record of their presence 
iu th ulf of aint Lawrence. 
ABU DANCE.-ln the Altamaha River, Georgia, the catch of "Hickory" Shad is equal to that 
of' omm n 'or'• W11ite" Shad, :md in the market they t:iell for more than one-half as much. In 
th aint John' ' River they are not exceedingly abundant, and two "Hickory" Shad are equal in 
valn to on bite' had. In the Ogeechee and Savaunah Rivers the proportion of the catch 
f th •Hickory:, to that of ' White" Shad i about one to four. All taken here are used for local 
n um1 ti n, nd ar old at pric s equal to about one-half of the White Shad. Iu the Albemarle 
th Y ar 1 ,' abundan than farther outh and are of less value. Here they are sold with the her-
£ r 1 cal con um tion, two of th m counting for one herring, or are u ed for manure. In the 
k r i nth are not highly teem <l, although great quantities are sold by hawkers, 
P iti , wb re ople are n t w 11 informed, under the name of "Shad." At the 
f T w Brun wick, 1852, p. 209. 
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beginning of the season hundreds of men may be seen going about the city of Washington with 
strings of these fish, which they cry for Shad, and which with great insolence they press upon such 
would-be purchasers as are inclined to question their genuineness. In the pound-nets of the Ches-
apeake in the beginning of the season they are caught in immense numbers, and are shipped to 
the markets with the trµe Shad until their price falls below three cents apiece, after which they are 
sold with the Herring, one counting as two Herrings. The "Hickory" Shad are occasionally seen 
in the fall and winter in the New York market. Mitchill, writing in 1814, remarks : "Some call 
this fish the 'Shad' Herring and some the 'Fall' Shad. He is reckoned to be almost equal to the 
Shad as an article of food." Storer states that in Massachusetts it is a lean fish, and not used for 
food. 
Concerning the "Quoddy" Herring, Perley writes that in flavor and excellence it ranks only 
second to the best Shad of the Petitcodiak. 
SrzE.-Mitchill states that the length of this fish is frequently twenty to twenty-four ,inches, 
its depth is often four and a half to six inches, and that it sometimes attains a weight of four or 
five pounds. At the present time, however, the size of the fish is much less than that described 
by Mitchill. The largest full-roed specimen observed by Colonel McDonald cannot have exceeded 
three to three and a half pounds in weight. 
REPRODUCTION.-No observations have been made on the breeding liabits of this fish, but it 
is almost certain that it spawns in spring, like the other members of the family, but whether in 
salt or fresh water has not been ascertained. It seems more than proba,ble, however, that it 
spawns in fresh water under the same conditions as the Shad, at a little earlier period. 
39F 
• 
T.-F AMILIES RELATED TO THE 01 UPEID~. 
181. THE MUD-SHAD-DOROSOMA CEPEDIANUM. 
The family JJorosomatidre is represented on our .Atlantic coast by a single species, the ' 4 Mud-
Shad," JJorosoma cepedianum, which is abundant in brackish waters along the coast from Delaware 
Bay southward to Mexico. In the Chesapeake region it is known as the "Mud-Shad," '' Winter 
Shad," or "Stink Shad"; in North Carolina as the "Hairy-back" or the "Thread Herring"; in the 
Saint John's River as the "Gizzard Shad,"" Stink Shad," or "White-eyed Shad." 
The names "Gizzard Shad" or "Hickory Shad" refer to the peculiar muscµlar stomach, which 
is of about the size of a hickory-nut and is shaped like the gizzard of a fowl. The fish is found in 
brackish waters, or in the sea, for the whole length of our coast. It enters all streams after 
becoming land-locked in ponds, and throughout the whole Mississippi Valley it is permanently 
resident in large numbers in the larger streams and rsservoirs. Since the construction of the 
canals it has appeared in force in Lake Erie and Lake Michigan. 
This fish is extremely abundant in many localities, particularly in the Saint John's River, 
Florida, where it becomes an annoyance to the :fishermen by getting into their nets, sever~l hundred 
bu hel being sometimes taken in a shad net. They are also sometimes annoying to :fishermen 
u ing gill-net for catching mullet. In the Potomac they are abundant and attain a maximum 
ize and weight. Their flesh is coarse and not delicate in flavor, but they are by no means 
unp, latable, and on the tributaries of the Chesapeake they are extensively eaten by the negroes. 
n the aint John' River they are made into guano. .A factory for this purpose was in existence 
in 1 74 at Black Point, above Palatka. They breed in summer, and are supposed to feed, like the 
Menhad n, to a great extent upon the bottom mud, from which, after swallowing, they separate 
the organic contents. 
In the Great Lake region the Gizzard Shad is sometimes split and salted as "Lake Shad," but 
it probably meets with little sale, owing to the inferior quality of the flesh and the presence of the 
va t number of small bones that make up the skeleton. It is usually thrown away by the fisher- . 
m n, and when brought to market it is only bought by the poor or the ignorant. It is not infre-
quently een in the markets of Washington in spring. In the We~t it is sometimes seined by 
farmer in winter in till places in the rivers and peddled about the towns. 
182. THE TARPUM-MEGALOPS THRISSOIDES. 
In our water the most important member of this fa.mily is the Tarpum, Megalops thrissoides, 
an immen e herring-like :fl h, which occurs in the Western .Atlantic and in the Gulf of Mexico, 
ranging north to Cape Cod and south at lea t to Northern Brazil. It is somewhat abundant in the 
e t Indi , and tragglers have been taken as far to the eastward as the Bermudas. This 
P ci · attain the length of five or six feet, and is covered with enormous circular scales of one 
in h t tw inche and a half in diameter, the exposed portions of which are covered with a 
idermis. The :fl h, when alive, present a very brilliant metallic appearance, and the 
r mn h prized y curio i y hunter and for fancy work in the Florida curiosity shops. 
1 rti le of trade, elling for from ten to twenty-five cents each, the price paid to 
th ing a out fifty n p r doz n. 
,, 
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The sailors' name for this fish, by which same name it is also known at Key West, Bermuda, 
Brunswick, Georgia, and elsewhere, is "Tarpum" or "Tarpon." In Georgia and Florida it is com-
monly called the ''Jew-fish," a name also applied by the fishermen of South Florida to a species 
of percoid which has already been discussed. It.is the" Silver-fish" of Pensacola, the "Grande-
Ecaille" (Large-scale fish), or ''Grandykye," as it is pronounced and sometimes spelled, and the 
" Sa vanilla" of Texas. 
I I 
The species can hardly be said to be common on our Atlantie coasts, though from fifty to one 
hundred specimens are doubtless taken every year between Florida and Cape Cod. In 1874 and 
1875 none were caught in the Saint John's River, thou&'h several had been brought in during the 
previous winter. In the Indian River region these fish are sometimes harpooned. 
Mr. Stearns contributes the following notes upon the fish, as observed by him: 
"The Silver-fish, or Grande Ecaille, is common everywhere on the Gulf coast. It is an im-
mense and active fl.sh, preying eagerly upon schools of young fry, or any small fish that it is able 
to receive into its mouth, and in pursuit of which i~ ascends fresh-water rivers quite a long distance. 
During September, 1879, I saw large numbers of Silver-fish eight or ten miles up the Apalachicola 
River, and am told that that was not an unusual occurrence: They go up the Homosassa River in 
Florida, and several of the Texas rivers, so I have subsequently learned. The Tarpum will take 
a baited hook, but it is difficult to handle and seldom · landed. The Pensacola s_eine fishermen 
dread it while dragging t~eir seines, for they have known of persons having been killed or severely 
injured by its leaping against them from the seine in which it· was in~losed. Even when it does 
not jump over the cork-line of a seine, it is quite likely to break through the netting before landed. 
I have secured several specimens, the smallest of which weighed thirty pounds and the largest 
about seventy-five pounds." 
The Tarpum is sometimes eaten, and is said to be very palatable.1 
183. THE BIG-EYED HERRING. 
The '' Big-eyed Herring" or ''Ten-pounder," Elops saurus, was described by Linn::eus from a 
Caroljna specimen sent to him by Garden. It occurs all along the coast from Martha's Vineyard 
south ward, but only in the summer in the northern part of its range. It is cosmopolitan in its 
distribution, occurring throughout the West Indies, on the coast of South America, on both coasts 
of Mexico, at the Cape of Good Hope, in East Africa, Arabia, and China. At Fort Macon it is 
known as the "Horse Mackerel." It is rarely or never eaten in the U nite<l States, its flesh being 
said to be dry and bony. 
184. THE ANCHOVIES-ENGRAULIDJE. 
A species of Anchovy, Stolephorus Browni, is extremely common about Fort Macon, where it 
is known as the" Sardine" and occurs in large schools. Specimens of this and of an allied s.pecies 
(S. Mitchilli) are occasionally taken in the vicinity of Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, and in greater 
abundance in New Jersey. 
The presence of a true Anchovy in .America was first announced by Professor Baird in 1854. 
A species was noticed by Mitchill, but its relations to the .Anchovy of Europe were not recognized. 
In his l{eport on the Fish of the New Jersey Coast, Professor Baird remarked of S. Browni: "The 
Anchovy made its appearance early in August in the shallow waters along the beach, though of 
very small size; it subsequently became more abundant, and towards the end of the month, while 
hauling a large net in the surf, many were taken, measuring over six inches in length; as the 
1 See statement of W. H. Burrall, Forest and Stream, ii, 1874, p. 324. 
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f h n t w r large, a great portion escaped, but with a seine properly constructed 
ul ured to supply the American market. I procured several specimens of this 
7 at th r id n e of Mr. Audubon, on the Hudson Rirnr above New York." 
1J r i littl re on to doubt that this species of Anchovy might be prepared in salt or in 
p t lik tll t of Europe, and that the results would be equally satisfactory ; as an actual fact,. 
b w , r mo of the Anchovies put up in Europe -do not belong to this genus at all, but are 
impl pilchard or prat pre erved ,in a peculiar manner, the name ''Anchovy" having come to 
,· riptiY of a peculiar method of preparation rather than of the fish which is prepared. 
ur An ·b v • ha recently been old in considerable numbers in New York under the name 
7hit bait 'although the fi hermen distinguish it from the true "Whitebait," the young of the 
h rring calling it" pearing." 1 
O.A.LIF0RN;I.A. ANCH0VY-ST0LEPH0RUS RINGENS. 
Th Ancho,-y of tbe Pacific coast i reported ·by Jordan to be of little economic value. The 
ommone t form i what he calls the California Anchovy, Stolephorus ringens, and which is thus 
l crib d by him: 
"Thi pecie is everywhere known as the Anchovy. It reaches a length of about six inches. 
It ran e from Briti h Columbia to Chili, and is probably found on the coast of Asia also. It is 
found in helter d bay , and i everywhere ·extremely common, qut rather more abundant south of 
an 1 ranci co than northward. It serves as food for the larger species to a greater extent than 
any ther ingle pecie . · The salmon, bonito, mackerel of all sorts, barracuda, sea-bass, the 
Jar r fl under , and, in fact, a majority of the larger fishes make a large percentage of their food 
f Ao hovy. At n Franci co it i occa ionally brought into the market. · Some attempts have 
n mad to pi ·kl th m with pices for the trade, but this amounts to little as yet. A great 
lted by th bin e, who use them as bait for the flounders and rock-fish. Two 
vi , tolephorus compressus (Grd.) and Stolephorus delicatissimus (Girard), 
' n pcion. They have no economic value." 
185.-THE LADY-FISH FAMILY-ALBULID.lE. 
Tb Lady-fl h, Albula vulpes, occurs in the West Indies, in the Gulf of Mexico, on the Atlantic 
and a ific coa t of orth and South merica, and stragglers have been found in the Western 
tlanti a far north a Cape Cod. It i al o found about the Bermudas and Cape Verde Islands,. 
in th In ian Oc an, th Red Sea, and on the coast of Japan. With us it is m~ually called the 
"L d~'-fi h ; in th B rmuda the "Bone-fish," or "Grubber." At the Bermudas htrge schools 
r tak n, and there con iclered mo t excellent food-fish. From personal observation I can te tif'y 
that h ir r I utation i by no mean a fal e one. The "Lady-fo,h" doubtless occurs about Key 
t, al b gh h Tational Mu earn ba a yet received no pecimen from that locality. The 
Jl ci i fi und-in ome number in an Diego Bay, on the coa t of California, where it is taken 
with b mull t. On account of it beautiful color it sells readily, but is not especially esteemed 
a a table fi h. 
186.-THE MOON-EYE FAMILY-HYODONTID.lE. 
of thi famil ar known by th name of "Moon-eye," Hyodon tergisus Le Sueur,. 
rring ' Hyodon alo oides ( af.) J. & G,, and " ilv r Bass," Hyodon selenops Jor. & 
h fir t-nam ant throughout the Lake region and the larger tributaries 
:31 near w York light-ship, every bluefish captured wu 
rved by salting or by grinding intu fine paste with salt. 
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of the Mississippi; the seco~d is found in the Ohio Valley and northward to the Upper Missouri 
and Saskatchewan; the third is confined to the rivers of the Southern States. None of the 
species occur east of the Alleghanies. They are little valued as food. 
THE MOON·EYE-HYODON TERGISUS. 
The Moon-eye is a handsome and gamy fish, taking the hook readily, and feeding upon minnows, 
crustaceans, and insects. It reaches a weight of one to two pounds. In Lake Pepin, according to 
Dr. D. C. Estes, "in some seasons they seem fo ,be qt\ite plenty, and at others but very few are 
seen. On the whole, I have always regarded it a,s a ra,re fish. They are vigorous biters, and . are 
as gamy as the striped bass (Roccus saxatilis). They take freely the minnow or fly, and ~re one of 
the smartest of fishes. They will come up, taste of a fly, le.t go and be gone before the angler has 
time to strike. Therefore, to be a 'Moon-eye' fly.fisher, one must be very sharp and not read a 
book while casting, as I once knew a man to do. As to his bejng a food-fish there is not a single 
doubt. I ate one this very morning for my breakfast, aiid it was excellent, the bones being far 
less in number a,nd of larger size than in the herring." 
rr.-0 ARP, SUCKERS, CATFISH_, AND EELS. 
187. THE SUCKER FAMILY-CATOSTOMIDlE. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
Them mbers of this family, known as "Suckers,"" Mullets,"" Red Horse,"" Buffalo :fish," etc., 
are extremely abundant in all fresh waters of the United States, no stream or pond contain.in~ · 
fl h at all being without them. As all of them reach a length of more than a foot, and are found 
in the markets, all must be considered as food-fishes. In all of them the flesh is coarse and flavor-. . 
less, and the number of small bones is provokingly great. They are therefore al ways the cheapest 
of fl h-food, while from their great numbers they form a large percentage of the food supply of 
the country. Their value is no more than the cost of cat8'hing, and often less. The Suckers feed 
on mollusks, insects, entomostracans, :fi.1::1h-spawn, and some of them chiefly on mud. They rarely 
catch other :fl hes. Like the Oyprinidm, they form a large part of the food of the larger carnivorous 
fishes. The Suckers spawn in spring, many of the species ascending small streams for that purpose. 
At this s ason great numbers of them are speared or snared o:n shallow rapids. The distribution 
of the different pecies can be ascertained by reference to the check-list, and only a few of the most 
important need be mentioned here. 
THE RA.BBI'l'-MOUTH SUCKER-QUA.SSIL.A.BU LACER.A.. 
The 1 ' Rabbit-mouth,'' '' Hare-lip," ,: Split-mouth," or "May Sucker" is found in .abundance in 
many riv r of Tenne ee and in some streams in Ohio. It, reaches a length of about ~ighteen 
inche , being one of the smaller species, but its qualities as a food-fish are said to be better than · 
u ual in this family. 
THE RED HORSE-MOXOSTOM.A. M.A.CROLEPIDOTUM. 
The common "Red Hor e" or "Mullet" abounds in most streams westward and southward of 
New ork. It reaches a length of two feet, and is a market fish of importance. Its coloration is 
attr ctive, but it fl hi tasteless and coarse. Numerous other species closely related to the Red 
Hor , belonging to the genera of Moxostoma, Minytrema, and Placopharynx, ar~ found in the waters 
oi the est and ontb, all going by the general names of Red Horse, White Sucker, and Mullet. 
All are alike poor a food-fishes. 
THE CHUB SUCKER-ERIMYZON SUCETT.A.. 
The' Chub ucker," ''Sweet Sucker," or "Creek-fish" is one of the most abundant and widely 
diffu ed of the Sucker , being found from Maine to Texas. It is one of the smallest species, reach-
i g , 1 n!!th of little more than a foot. It is not essentially different from the rest as food. A 
l ely r lat p ie (E. Goodei) abound in Florida. 
iuh 
TH O:MM0.1:T UCKER-0.A.TOSTOMUS COMMERSONI. 
r k uck r ' i t e mo t familiar and generally abundant of the group. It 
f w t r, larg a d mall from ew England to Colorado. In the Great Lakes 
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it reaches a length of two feet or more. In small brooks it is mature at eight or ten inches. It is 
a soft, poor :fish. It varies much in size, color, and form in the different streams. It bites at a, 
small hook baited with a worm, and is one of the numerous trilJe of boy's :fish which may be found 
on every urchin~s string . 
.All the lakes and rivers of the Rocky Mountain region and the Pacific slope are inhabited 
by one or more species of this genus, or of the allied genera Ohasmistes and Pantosteus. In Utah 
Lake, said to be the" greatest Sucker-pond in the world," are found Oatostomus fecundus and 
ardens, Chasmistes liorus and Pantosteus platyrhynchus, all in abundance. In Lake · T~hoe, Oato-
stomus tahoensis j in the Sacramento 0. ocaidentalis j in the Columbia C. macrochilus j in Klamath 
Lake, Ohasmistes luxatus and Ch. brevirostris, abound, while in the Great Lakes and all waters 
thence to .Alaska and the .Arctfo Ocean C. longirostris is an important food-fish. The Stone-
roller or Hammer-head Sucker, Oatostornus nigriaans, abounds in most waters from .the Great Lakes 
southward. The Stone-roller is extremely abundant in every running stream in the North and 
West, where its singular, almost comical form is familiar to every school-boy. It delights in rapids 
and shoals, preferring cold and clear water. Its powerful pectorals render it a swifter swimmer 
than any other of its family. Its habit is to rest motionless on the bottom, where its mottled 
colors render it difficult to distinguish from the stones among which it lies. When disturbed it 
darts away very quickly, after the manner of the etheostomoids. Th~y often go in small schools. 
I have never found this fisli in really muddy water, and when placed in the aquarium it is the :first 
:fish to die as the water becomes foul. .Although called the" Mud Sucker" in the books, it is most 
characteristically a :fish of the running streams. This species reaches a length of about two feet, 
and is often caught in its spawning season by means of a spear or snare. It is, like 0. Commersoni, 
a "boy's :fish," and not worth the eating. . 
THE BLACK HORSE-CYCLEPTUS ELONGATUS (Le S.) .Ag. 
The "Black Horse," "Gourd-seed Sucker," "Missouri Sucker," or "Suckerel" is found chiefly 
in the river channels of the Ohio and Mississippi. It reaches a considerable size, weighing :five to 
twelve pounds, and is said to be a much :finer :fish in flesh than any other of its family. The writer 
has had no opportunity of testing this. 
THE CARP SUCKER-CARPIODES CYPRINUS. 
The different species (Ictiobus cyprinus, carpio; etc.) known as ''Carp," "Carp Suckers," 
"Spear-fish," "Sail-fish," "Quill-back," etc., abound in all the larger bodies of water south and 
west of New York as far as the Rio Grande. The spe~ies are probably but two in number, very 
similar. They reach a weight of four or :five pounds, and form an abundant but not excellent food. 
THE BUFFALO-FISHES. 
The three species known as "Buffalo-fishes" (Ictiobus b·ubalus, urus, and cyprinella) are found 
mainly in the river channels of the Mississippi and its tributaries. They are the largest of the 
Suckers, reaching a weight of :fifteen pounds or mote. In the· Mississippi and Ohio Valleys they 
form a large percentage of the food-fish consumed. They usually bring a better price than the 
smaller Suckers, excepting the Black Horse, but at the best they are coarse, poor :fishes, the flesh 
being full of small bones and scarcely worth the trouble of picking. The Buffalo-fishes are found 
by Professor Forbes to feed on small crustaceans more than do the other Suckers, and less on 
mollusks. 
• 
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188. THE CARP FAMILY-CYPRINIDlE. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
The specie of this family known as "Minnows;" "Chubs," "Shiners," and "Dace" literally 
ew rm in all of the fresh waters of the United States, as i_n th_ose <?f Europe and Africa. Most of 
th m reach a length of less than six iMhes. Such have of course no value as food. They are, 
h wever, important as furnishing the greater part of the food of all our carnivorous fresh-water 
ft hes-the bass, perch, trout, pike, etc. A few of our ·species reach a considerable size, especially 
in the Sierra Nevada region. Some of these become food-fish of importance. The flesh in all is, 
however, deficient in flavor and full of small bones. Not one of our native species has any high 
money value, and only the Carp (Cyprinus carpio), of all the family, can be c-ompared as, food-fish 
with the percoids and salmonoids. 
Most of the Cyprinidre are carnivorous, the smaller species feeding upon insects, fish-spawn, 
etc. Many large individuals are quite voracious, some of them being very destructive to young 
trout. All of them spawn in spring, some of them running up small brooks for that purpose. 
Some of the more important of our Cyprinidre are the following: 
THE GOLDEN SHINER-N OTEMIGONUS CHRYSOLEUCUS. 
This fish, the American representative of the European Bream, abo.unds in most rivers east of 
the Great Plains. It is a sluggish fish, frequenting ponds, bayous, and cut-offs, preferring those 
in which the bottom is covered with aquatic p]a,nts. It reaches a length of nearly a foot, and is 
sometimes brought to market~ 
THE Cmm OF UTAH LAKE-SQUAL~US RHOMALEUS. 
Thi speci i excessively abundant in Utah Lake, and as it asce.nds the streams to spawn 
almost iruultaneou ly with the trout ( Salmo purpuratus), it is extremely destructive to the young 
of the latter. It i taken in con iderable numbers in seines, and 'is sold in the markets of Salt 
Lake City and other towns. It reaches a length of nearly a foot. 
Numeron other specie , belonging to the same genus and similar in size and habits, abound 
in the region between the Rocky Mountain and the Sierra Nevada, and are used as food by the 
lndi· ns and by the white settlers. Among these are S. niger, S. purpureus, S. obesus, S. pan-
dora, etc. Specie very similar abound in Europe and Asia. 
SQUALIUS GIBBOSUS. 
The "Chub" of the San Francisco markets abounds in the Sacramento River, and is taken 
in great numbers. It reache a length of about a foot, and is eaten chiefly by the Chinese. 
GILA ELEGANS. 
The variou pecies of Gila abounq. in the basin of the Rio Colorado and Rio Gila, and are 
u ed a food in New Mexico and Arizona. They reach a length of about eighteen inches. Gil,a 
elegans robusta, and Grahami are the principal species. 
• THE ACRAMENTO "PIKE"-PTYCHOCHILUS OREGONENSIS. 
Thi pe ie a und in be Columbia and Sacramento Rivers and their tributaries, where it 
tb ' ik ." It reache a length of three or four feet at least, a size much 
ther of our r pre entatives of this family. A great many are brought 
rancis in the winter. Its fie h is of course not much esteemed. A 
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second species (Ptychochilus Harfordi) accompanies P. oregonensis in the Sacramento, and is brought 
with it to the markets. A third species (Ptychochilus lucius) occurs in the lower course of the Rio 
Colorado and is said to reach a still larger size-a length of five or six feet. ' . ' 
MYLOPH.A.RODON CONOCEPH.A.L US, 
This species occurs with Ptychochilus oregonensis in the ~acramento, and is brought with it 
into the markets. It reaches a size scarcely less than that of P. oregonensis, but is less plentiful. 
MYLOCHILUS C.A.URINUS. 
This species abounds from California to Puget Sound in all the streams of Oregon, Washing-
ton, and Idaho, and often enters the sea. It reaches a length of little more than a foot, and is 
little used for food where trout and other better fishes abound. _ Its great numbers, however, give 
it a special claim to notice. 
THE SPLI'.f;-T.A.IL-POGONICHTHYS M.A.CROLEPIDOTUS. 
The "Split-tail" is very common in the Sacramento, and is brought in considerable numbers to 
the San Francisco market. It reaches a length of about eighteen inches. 
THE F .A.LL-FISH-SE:\WTIL US BULL.A.ltIS. 
The "Fall-fish" "Chub'' "Roach" or '~Dace" is'abundant in the streams of the Eastern and ' ' ' . Middle States east of the Alleghanies. It reaches a length of eighteen inches, being the largest 
of the Oyprinidm east of the Rocky Mountains. It has no special importance as a food-fish, 
although often taken with hook and line. According to Thoreau, the Chub is a soft :fish and 
tastes like brown paper salted. 
THE HORNED D.A.CE-SEMOTILUS CORPOR.A.LIS. 
This species abounds in all smaU streams and ponds from Western ·Massachusetts to Nebraska 
and southward. It reaches a length of about a foot, and is par excellence a small-boy's fish. Large 
specimens are often found in streams which the boy can step across, and a small book baited with • an angle-worm will draw the :fish from its lurking place. The" horns" in this and other Minnows 
and Chubs are dermal excrescnces developed on the males in the breeding season,. · 
THE HORNY-HE.A.D-CERATICHTHYS BIGUTTATUS. 
The "Horny-head," "River Chub," or "Jerker" is one of the most widely-diffused of fresh-
water fishes, occurring from New York to Utah and Alabama. It reaches a length of ten or 
twelve inches. It inhabits larger streams than the Horned Dace, which delights in little brooks. 
It takes the hook readily, and throughout the Southwest forms a source of satisfaction to the 
juvenile angler. The flesh of this and other small Oyprinidm is very palatable when fried crisp 
soon after being taken from the water. 
PLATYGOBIO GRACILIS. 
Toward the Northwest this Chub takes the place of the preceding, and reaches a somewhat 
larger size. 
THE SHINER-MINNIL US CORNUTUS. 
The "Shiner," "Red-fin," or "Red Dace" abounds in all streams from New England to Kansas 
and Alabama, being in most waters more numerous than any other species. In clear, cool 
lakes it is often found in great schools. At the mouths of small rivers in Lake Michigan 
J 
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n be tak n in a short time on a small hook baited with worms or flies. This 
1 ng h of about ten inches. It assists to swell the urchin's string, but has no 
port nee a a food-fish. Its flesh spoils very quickly after the fish is taken from the 
th name , Rot-gut Minnow," applied to it in Alabama. A large part of the food of 
trout, and other predatory fish is contributed by the Shiner and by its numer?us 
THE CUT-LIPS-EXOGLOSSUM MAXILLINGU.A.. 
he Cut-lip ," "Day Chub," or "Nigger Chub," bas but a narrow distribution, being found in 
abundance only in the basin of the Susquehanna. It reaches a length of six or eight inches, and 
ha no economic importance. 
L.A. VINT.A. EXILIC.A. UD.A.. 
This species is found in some abundance in most streams of California, and comes occasionally 
into the markets. It reaches a length of about fifteen inches. 
ORTHODON MI0ROLEPIDOTUS. 
Thi pecies occurs in most streams of California in considerable abundance. A good many 
are sent to the market of San Francisco, where they are eaten by the Chinese. It reaches a length 
of about eighteen inches. 
H.A.RD-MOUTH-A0RO0HILUS .A.LUT.A.0EUS, 
'rhe Hard-mouth Chub is found in the rivers of Washington and Oregon. It reaches a length 
of ab n t a foot but is only rarely eaten. 
189. THE CARP-CYPRINUS CARPIO. 
By RUDOLPH HESSEL.1 
TIIE R CE .A.RP-THEIR HISTORY .A.ND H.A.BITS.-+he Carp, Oyprinus carpio, of the 
family Oyprinidm, ha toothle s mouth, thick lips, and four barbels on the upper jaw. In place 
of the u ual te th of the mouth there are a number of stout teeth on the pharyngeal bones, which 
are arrang din hree rows. It has one single dorsal, which is longer than the anal. Both these 
.fin have at th ir origin, on the anterior edge, a strong ray, which is serrated in a downward 
direction. The caudal is of emicircular shape, and the natatory bladder is div.i.ded into two 
ection , with connecting air-pa age. The scales ha~e an entire edge, and the body is compressed 
on the id . The general color of the back and sides is a dark olive-brown, the abdomen often 
of a whiti h-yellow or orange tint. The coloring depends, as with all :fishes, partly upon the age 
and e on, partly upon the water, the soil, and also upon the food of .the :fish. 
e it remarked that the Carp, which has occasionally been compared to the buffalo-fish, has 
no r mblance to it, with the exception of he similarity of their coat of scales; neither does the 
fie h f the u..:ffalo-:fish e er come up to the excellence of that of the Carp. 
cat 
Th arp wa in all probability, originally introduced into Europe from Central Asia many 
a di now ommon in mo t of the large rivers. In ~ome parts of Europe, princi-
Southern, Central, and Northern Germany, it has become domesti-
n import d into England in the year 1504. In Austria, which 
ft eries in ~ urope, the culture of the Carp can be traced as 
V f Germany, by granting sundry privilegest 
i h Commission, part iv, 1875-J76, pp. 865-876. 
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favored the establishment of ponds in his dominions, and the monks were especially assiduous in 
the culture of fii:ih in ponds. As early as the first half of the fourteenth century, Bohemia had its 
first large carp pond, and the culture of this fish progressed in that country, as also in Poland,. 
and that district which now comprises German Austria; also in Upper Lusatia, Saxony, Silesia 
and Bavaria. .A celebrated establishment for carp-culture, with large, extensive ponds, was 
located, as early as the fourteenth century, near the town of Wittingau, in Bohemia, Austria.. The · 
first beginning of it may be traced back to the year 1367. At that time the lords of Rosenberg 
called into existence' and maintained for centuries these establishments on a scale so extensive 
that to this day they are the admiration of the visitor, the main parts having survived, while the 
race of the Rosenbergs has long been extinct. 
The manor of WJ.ttingau suffered greatly from the calamities of the Thirty Years' War, and 
with it, in consequence, its fish-culture. The latter only recovered the effects of it after passing,. 
together with the large estate of a rich monastery of the same name, in the year 1670, into pos-
session of the princes of Schwarzenberg, their present owners. The extent which' carp-culture-
has reached on these princely domains will be seen from the circumstance that their artificial ponds 
comprise an area of no less than twenty thousand acres. The proceeds amount to a:t>0ut five hundred 
thousand pounds of Carp per annum. The ponds of the princes of Schwarzenberg are probably 
the most extensive of the kind on the globe. They are usually situated in some undulating low-
land country, where small valleys have been closed in by gigantic dams for the purpose of forming 
reservoirs. Similar establishments, though not equally extensive, are found in the provinces of 
Silesia and Brandenburg; as, for instance, near Breslau and Cottbus, in Peitz and Pleitz, which I 
visited last year. In Hesse-Cassel, Hanover, Oldenbur~, Mecklenburg, and Holstein there are also 
many hundreds of ponds, none of them covering more than a few acres, but almost every large 
farm possessing at least one of them. 
It will be easily understood that after such an exclusive culture in ponds, continued through 
centuries, as also an existence in open water, where the Oyprinidm were left more to themselves, a 
number of varieties or rather genuiO:e species Oyprinus carpio, showing striking differe~ces from 
the races, were developed: these races, though derived directly from the original type, just as "_'ith 
our domestic animals. They are divided into three chief groups: 
l. Gyprinus carpio communis, the "Scale Carp"; with regular, concentrically arranged scales, 
being, in fact, the original species improved. 
2. Gyprinus carpio ·specularis, the "Mirror Carp"; thus named on account of the extraordinarily 
large scales which run along the sides of the body in three or four rows, the rest of the body being 
bare. 
3. Gyprinus carpio coriaceus, sive nudus, the "Leather Carp"; which bas on the back either 
only a few scales or none at all, and possesses a thick, soft skin, which feels velvety to the touch. 
The two last named are distinguished from the original form by a somewhat shorter and 
stouter but more fleshy body. It is rather difficult to decide which of these three species is the 
most suitable for culture. There are some dist,ricts where only Scale Carp are bred and Mirror 
Carp are not valued, as there is no demand for any but the former in the market, as, for instance,. 
in Bohemia, in the above-mentioned domain of Wittingau. Again, in other districts, as in parts of 
Bavaria and Saxony, etc., for the same reason, Mirror Carp or Leather Oarp only are bred. There 
is, in fact, no sufficient reason for making any distinction among these three varieties, for if they 
are genuine types of their respective species, they are indeed excellent and desirable fish. 
The assertion which bas been made at times that the Scale Carp is better adapted for trans-
portation than either the Mirror or Leather Carp by reason of its coat of scales, which would pro-
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m r fr m the accidents incidental to transfer, as also agai11:st inimical or hurtful 
att k in th pon I (the Mirror Carp having very few and the Leather Carp no scales), is not 
t. In tr 11 p rtation cale are not only inefficient for protection, but they frequently cause 
ath f th fi h p cially in transporting the so-called breeding fish; for if a scale be torn off 
nly ul ration will en ue, and the fish, of course, will die. Again, should any scale be lost, 
p t will very soon begin to fester, or develop a conferva.ceous growth, and the conse-
qu O will be the ame. On the contrary, the Leather Carp, which oddly enough, like the frog, 
i d titut of covering, will bear a great cleal more ill-usage and injury, whether young or _old, 
than the cale Carp. The smooth, lippery skin of the Leather Carp suffers much less from fric-
tion durinO' tran portation than the Scale Carp, and any slight wound will heal up much more 
ea ily, a, the pithelium will cover it immediately and the formation of a new skin can progress 
und r it protection. I have often had the opportunity of seeing such scars upon the skin of the 
firror 1 arp and even more so on that of the Leather Carp. They are the effects of injury 
from the harp dge of the heron's bill, the bite of a pike, or some other h_urt, and I never saw 
anything of the kind on a Scale Carp, for if one of these be wounded it almost in variably dies. 
The arp will sometimes cross with some related species of the Cyprinidm; for instance, Caras-
sius vulgari ; and, in consequence, hybrid ' have been engendered which sometimes resemble the 
g nuine Carp o much that it i often difficult for the student as well as for the professed culturist 
and xperi nc d ft h rman to immediately recognize them. Such fishes are valueless as food, on 
account of th ir b, d and very bony flesh. One of the hybrids mentioned is the Carpio Kollari~ 
Cyprinus stria,,tus, which wa formerly regarded as a separate species. It is a cross between the 
Oarp n Gara sius vulgari.'J (crucian Carp), a very poor and bony fish, which, in Germany, is some-
tim call r man' Uarp." ome varietieR exist of this common :fish. The latter has even 
b n dignifi. d by p cifi. name of it own, Carassius gibelio. 
Th p wnio a on of the crucian ancl the true Carp/coincide, and, where kept together: 
hy rid r may r adily be formed; that period including the time from the month of May until 
ugu t . 
. In ord r to d t rmine thi que tion, I myself managed to bring about such crosses by placing 
(1) fi mal mmon Carp with male crucian CarpJ and (2) female crucian Carp with male common 
rp, in mall tank , con tructed with this end in view; (3) I also put together female Carpio Kol-
larii with mal common Carp; thi for the ole purpose of testing the capability of propagation of 
the C. Kollarii, which had been doubted. In the two former cases I obtained forms analogous to 
th Carpio Kollarii ometime approaching in appearance the true Carp, at others the crucian 
C rp. In the third ca e, however, having placed ripe Carpio Kollarii together wit,h Cyprinu8 
carpio, I obtained a product with difficulty to be di tingui bed from the genuine Carp. I took 
th trouble to fe d tnem for three year , in order to try their fitness for tho table, but their flesh 
wa exceedingly poor and very bony, and could not be compared by any means to that of the 
common arp. 
Con idering, then, the whole exten ive tract of country devoted t:> fish-culture in Central 
Europ , where crucian Carp are to be found from Italy to Sweden and Norway, from France to the 
bound~ry of a tern iberia, onsid ring the many who cultivate on a mall cale an<l. the owners 
f badly t ck p cl , with th ir ifferent d ub ful production , bow often do we :find in the 
which hav n prop gat d t,hrough from three to ten gen-
man - mall be t of water in Germany, fi ranee, 
pro ly l o in England, the proprietor of which 
tocke th ir p nd with good, genuine Carp, which in 
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reality, through careless selection or ignorance, are hybrids which may even have been cultivated 
for two or three generations. In some ponds in Switzrrland, near the lake of Constance, some 
crosses of Abramis brama were found as late as twenty years ago. 
HABITS.-The Carp is partial to stagnant waters, or such as have a not too swift current, with 
a loamy, muddy bottom and deep places covered with vegetation. It inhabits now most of the 
larger and smaller rivers of Europe, particularly the Elbe, Weser, Rhine, Danube, Po, Rhone, 
Garonne, ,Loire, then the Bavarian and Swiss lakes, the lake of Constance, etc.; even .salt water 
seems to agree with it very well. I have taken it in the Black Sea, where its weight often amounts 
. to from fifteen to twenty pounds. It is also foun~ in the Caspian Sea in great numbers, and is 
known there by the name of Sassan. 
It is an advantage that the Carp is able t,0 live in water where other fishes could not possibly 
exist; for instance, in the pools of bog meadows or sloughs. However, it is not by any means to 
be inferred from this that the best locality for ·carp ponds of a superior kind could be in such sit-
uations. The presence of too much humic acid is unfavorable to the well-being of the Carp, as we 
shall see presently in the chapter upon the establishing of fish-ponds.1 
The Carp lives upon vegetable food as well as upon worms and larvre of aquatic insects, which 
it turns up from the mud with the head. It is very easily satisfied, and will not refuse the offal of 
the kitchen, slaughter-houses, and breweries, ~r even the excrement of cattle and pigs. I propost:: 
to enter further upon the subject of feeding it when I speak of its culture in ponds. ' 
I~· the moderate zone, that is to say in Central Europe, the Carp will, at the beginning of the 
cold season, seek deeper water to pass that period in a kind of sleep. This will sometimes occur 
as early as the beginning of.November, if the winter should set in early; and it is to be remarked. 
that they will retire at an earlier period in ponds than in rivers. They do so always in groups of 
from fifty to one hundred and more. They make a cavity in the muddy ground, calJed a "'kettle"; 
i~ this they pass the time until spring, huddled together in concentric circles with their heads ' 
together, the posterior part of the body raised and held immovably, scarcely lifting the gills for 
the process of breathing, and without taking a particle of food. They do not take any food from 
the beginning of October, and continue to abstain from it, in some countries, until the encl of 
March, and in colder districts even somewhat later. It will not ·answer, however, to depend on 
this habit when transporting them for propagation in the spring or winter time, more especially 
young Carp one or two years old. The fish will arrive in a wo~n and hungry condition, and must 
be kept in a tank constructed on purpose for observation, where it has no chance to bUQ' itself in 
the mud; here it will sometimes take a little food. At such times I generally make use of boiled 
barley, or rye flour converted into a kind of tough paste by the addition of hot water, ~nd with 
this I mix a little loam and dry bread; but I continue the feeding only until I can judge from the 
looks of the fish that they have recovered. This method I followed with the Carp which I imported 
from Europe for the purpose of breeding in the winter of 1876-'77. lt is a most striking fact that 
the Carp, though it does not ta.ke any food during this winter sleep in its natural retreat, does not 
diminish in weight, while, in the so-ca.lled "winter chambers," it does so to a remarkable degree. 
These ''winter chambers" are large tanks; one thousand to five thousand square feet in size or 
less; they are somet,imes walled in with masonry, sometimes they are constructed of wood.. Fishes 
intended for sale are kept in them for a few weeks or months during the winter. 
The Carp <loes not grow in the winter. Warmth alone seems to exercise a favorabl.e influence 
upon it and to promote growth. It only grows in the months of May, June, July, and August, 
and does not appear t-0 continue doing so in September. This slight increase in weight which 
1 Report :United States Fish Commissioner, pt. iv, p. 876 et Beq. 
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urin th latt r month seems to grow out of an accumulation of fat which is being 
it d , r und th ntrail . In ponds which contain plenty of food and healthy water, in an 
£ 11 w : 
r, the growth and increase of weight in the year will be represented in_ figures as 
Per cent. of Per cent. of 
original growth. 
weight. 
May. ................................................................ 10-15 13 
.JUDe................................................................. 33 31 
.July . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 36 34 
.A.uguat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 18 




Total........................................................ 110 100 
If the weather in the month of May be mild and warm from the beginning, a better growth 
may be expected, amounting, as in June, to about thirty per centum. This month (May) is decid-
edly of great importance for the growth of the fish during the current year, for, in proportion as 
the fi h Ila grown in the short space of one month, it will take more food in the following one~, as 
th . increa e of it growth and consequent wants will demand. Culturists, therefore, consider the 
month of May as being the most important of the whole period of the Carp's growth. The above-
giv n calculations, of course, are limited to ponds in which no artificial feeding is resorted_ to, but 
in whi h there i ufficient food by reason of the good quality of the water and soil which pro· 
due it. 
n mall p(\lld , ituated in park' or gardens, which possess favorable soil and river water, the 
incr e f w ight will be even a little greater if feeding is had recourse to, for such small ponds 
ring only half an acre) cannot produce sufficient food themselves. On the whole, feeding is 
a m k hift, a will be een pre ently, and which in very large ponds of more than from twenty 
to n th u and acr bould not be made use of. 
Th ab v cal ulation are only admissible for Central Europe, from the Adriatic to the Baltic 
and the orth ea. n countrie farther north, as in Sweden, the growth of t.he Oarp is less, as, 
u th c ntrary, in mor outhern countries t.han Central Europe, for instance in Illyria, Dalmatia, 
u b rn Italy, outhern pain, and partly, also, Southern France, the result is more favorable 
till. Ther a milder an<l warmer climate, an early spring, a very warm summer and autumn, and 
lat wint r, which, in addition, i mild and hort, combine to exercise a favorable influence upon 
th thriving c ndition of th ti he . In these warm climates the fish becomes lively at a much 
earlier a on, if it do at all pa the wint r in that lethargic state, without taking any food, 
than it do in the countri of the northern parts of Central Europe. 
EPR0DUCTION.-Tbe pond Carp of Central Europe generally leaves its winter retreat when 
th ray of th prino- un have warmed the water thoroughly, while at the same time it begins to 
k f r fo d at a mewhat earli r p riod in rivers and lakes. At the beginning of the month of 
gg bav ev loped th m elv con iderably in the body of the fish, and it only needs 
a:£ w w k f warm w atber to bring about the pawning eason. This commences in the middle 
f 1 Yin nch lak and pond of Central and Northern France, Southern Germany and Austria, 
itu ti n and are h 1 er d from the cold wind . It continues in some localities 
u1y a d · rn tim , in more el vated ituation , until Augu t, a , for 
avaria. The pawn f so late a season, however, i scarcely 
h ann t grow u h more during the short pace of warm 
uffi r atly fr he en uing winter weather, and is easily 
/ 
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dwarfed at that time. The spawning of the individual fish does not take place all at once. Days 
and weeks may pass before it will have left the last egg to the care of nature. At times, upon the 
setting in of rainy, cool weather during this period, it will be interrupted, but reassumed as soon 
as the temperature grows warmer again. Culturist~ altogether dislike cold weather at this time, 
as not ouly the eggs but the young fry also suffer much fro'm it. Wet, cold summers are no more 
profitable to the culturists of Carp than to the agriculturist. In the southern part of Europe the 
spawning season commences at an earlier date than in Central Europe~ In Sicily, in the neigh-
borhood of Palermo, 'where there are some private ponds, the Carp begins to spawn at the com-
mencement of the month of April. This is said to be the case also in the French province of Con-
stantine, Algeria, Africa. 
The abundance of eggs in the Carp is very great, and it is this circumstance which will 
explain its extraordinary increase in the natural waters. A fish weighing from four to five pounds 
contains, on an average, 400,00<> to 500,000 eggs. Other statements figure still higher. I not only 
made crlculations myself formerly, repeating them in 1876 on a female Mirror Carp, which I • 
obtained from the environs of Gunzenhausen, Bavaria, and which, curiously enough, at the end 
of November, was entirely ripe, but I also obtained statements from culturists on whom I could 
depend. The calculation I made in the following manner: After freeing the eggs from all the fat 
and the inclosing membrane, :md after having washed them in alcohol, I counted off exactly 1,000 
of them; these I weighed, and according to the result I deduced the number of the whole. In 
the somewhat longer-bodied Scale Carp, I generally found comparatively more eggs than in a 
Mirror or Leather Carp, though all were of equal age and weight. 
During the spawning season an appreciable change takes place in the male, protuberances, 
like warts, appearing on the skin of the head and back, and disappearing upon the expiration of 
that period. This is a peculiarity with most of the cyprinoids. Some time before the spawning 
season sets iJ;i, the falling out of the pharyngeal teet~ takes place; these grow anew every year. 
Some days before spawning the fish show an inpreased vivacity; they rise more often from 
the depths below to the surface. Two or three or m·ore of the male fish keep near the female; the 
latter swims more swiftly on a warm, sunny morning, keeping mostly close to the surface, followed 
by the males. This is called "streichen"=running-spawning, and is more frequent in warm than 
in windy and rainy weather. The female prefers spots which are overgrown with grasses and other , 
kinds of aquatic plants, such as Utricularia, Nymphea, and Alisma. The male fishes follow close 
to the very water's edge, as far as the diminiAhed depth will allow them. They lose all their timid-
ity and precaution, so that they may _be taken quite easily. They lash the water in a lively way, 
twisting the posterior portion of the body energetically, and shooting through the water near its 
surface with short, tremulous movements of the fins. They . do so in groups of two or three males 
to one female fish, and forming an almost compact mass. This is the moment when the female 
drops the eggs, which immediately are impregnated by the milter. As this process i~ repeated 
several times, the female drops probably only from four hundred to five hundred eggs at a time, in 
order to gain resting time, so that it will require days and weeks before it has given up the 
last egg. 
The eggs of the Carp are adhesive, not detached, like those of the Salmonidre, these latter 
lying loosely on the ground, while the former adhere in lumps to the object upon which they have 
fallen. As soon as the egg has left the body of the fish it swells up a little, the mucus, which 
surrounds it, serving as a means to fasten itself upon some aquatic plant, stone, or brush-wood. 
Those eggs which have no such object to cling to are lost. I found numerous eggs on the reverse 
sides of the leaves of the Nymphacea and their stems, the Phellandrium and Utricularia; but the 
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m r of th m I di covered on the Festuca fluitans, which among fishermen is known 
th nam of "water-grass." Its narrow, long, strap-shaped, thin lea:rns spread softly 
v r th w, t r t1rfac , a al o its numerous branches in the water afford to the fish the sought-
p rtu it., to depo it its eggs upon its tender leaves. The seeds of this grass are an excellent 
fi r the arp. Thi may be regarded as a useful indication to be acted upon in the construc-
tion f pond . 
. Th ag will develope themselves quickly if assisted by warm weather. As early ~s the fifth 
or ixtll day the fir t traces of dusky spots, the eyes, will be visible, and toward the twelfth, or at 
the late t the ixteenth day the little embryo fish will break through its envelope. This . rapid 
development takes place only in shallow, thoroughly-warmed ponds, or in such as were expressl_y 
con tructed for hatching, and called breeding ponds. If these ponds are deep, and consequently 
their water i colder, the hatching process may require as many as tweti ty days. In from three to 
five days the young fish has absorbed the yolks, and seeks its food. If the breeding pond be pro-
ductive enough to furnish the necessary food for so many young fishes, these will grow very rap-
idly. I shall return to this subject hereafter. 
I remarked above that the Carp prefers stagnant or slowly-running water with a muddy bot-
tom, and that it lives upon vegetable as well as animal food, aquatic plants, seeds, worms, and 
larvm of water insects; it is therefore no fish of prey. It does not attack other fishes, and bas no 
teeth in its mouth, but only in the throat, and is, on account of its harmlessness, an excellent fish 
for the culturi t, a well as for stocking large lakes and rivers in general. 
GROWTII AND srzE.-Its growth differs, according as the fish inhabits cold or warm water, a 
river, lake, or pond, finding plentiful food therein, or l1eing fed. An additional factor is the quality 
of the oi1, whether muddy or stony. In cold water, or such as has a s~ony ground, the Carp will · 
not pr gre s favorably. For thi reason, the statements concerning lts normal size, attained to 
in a c rtaio given time, differ widely. Very naturally, it will exercise an extremely great influence 
up n the thriving of the ft hes whether the pond contains a great number or only a few of them; 
wh th r it i ov r tocked, a culturists term it, or whether there are only a proportionate number 
of :ft he in it, accor ing to its capability of producing food. Other considerations remain to be 
mentioned, nam ly, Is the pond provided with supplies from brooks falling into -..it, or are thR fishes 
to be fi di The Jatter course i almo t indispensable in the culture of trout. The expenses 
incurr d in thi ca e dimini h tlrn income of the culturist; if not resorted to, the result. will be the 
ame a th value of he fl h will be smaller. This feeding is needless with the Carp, if it be cul-
tivat d judiciou ly in uitable pond , and for tbis reason alon_e the culture of the Carp is preft rable 
to that of the trout. 
In riv r and lake it grows larger, although the same fish; for the reason, probably, that in 
a larg r pac , which at the same time yields more sheltered retreats, it escapes from the pursuit 
of man more a ·ily than in regular artificial pond , and finds more plentiful supplies of food. 
The qn tion of the pecie , or I would rather say the race, is of great ITJOment, particularly in 
re pect to arp- ulture in pond . 
i 
l r ult may be expected from the cultu,re of this fish wherever the necessary water 
it in the north or south, and that, too, as well in ponus as in open lakes and 
arp may attain to in three years, whether it be Scale Carp, 
a a rag of from three to three and one-fourth pounds; that 
con qu ntly i eighteen months old, will weigh two and 
n o -f'. nrth p und the ear following. The ·growth may turn out to be 
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even more favorable in a warm year, or if only a 'few fishes have been placed in a pond, as we 
shall see farther on, in the chapter treating of pond-culture and the operations of the culturist.1 
Carps may reach a very advanced age, as specimens are to be found in .Au.stria over one 
hundred and forty years old. The increase in length only continues up to a certain age, but its 
circumference will increase up to its thirty-fifth year. 
I have seen some common Carp in the southern parts of Europe-in the lowlands of Hungary, 
Servia, Croatia, Wallachia, as also in Moldavia and the Buckowina-which weighed from thirty to 
forty pounds and more, measuring nearly three and one-half feet in length by two and three-fourths 
feet in circumference. 
Old men, whose credibility and truthfulness could not be doubted, assured me and gave the 
most detailed accounts of the capture of this species of fish 'in former years, giants, which weighed 
· from fifty to sixty pounds, and which they had seen t,hemselves. During the Crimean war in 1853, 
a French engineer officer, stationed at Widdin, on the Danube, in Turkey, killed a Carp by a bullet-
shot, some distance below the city; this fish weighed sixty-seven pounds. I had some of its scales 
in my possession, of which each had a diameter of two and one-half inches. Their structure indi-
cated to a certainty that the age of this fish could be no more than twenty-four years at the most. 
It is a well-known fact that two large Carps, weighing from forty-two to fifty-five pounds, were 
taJken several years ago on one of the Grand Duke of Oldenburg's domains in Northern Germany. 
J'hey have been kept in some particularly favorable water, productive o! plentiful food, and had 
been used as breeding fishes. These two specimens might, from their · size, be calculated to be 
comparatively very aged fishes; it was proved that they were only fifteen years old. If we may 
credit the chronicles kept centuries ago by old families, and especially by the monks, who had 
taken possession of all the best localities along the banks of the beautiful blue Danube, then still 
greater giants had been caught, an<l that in the waters of the Danube itself. A chronicle of the 
monastery of Molk, in Austria, refers to a Carp weighing seventy-eight pounds, which had been 
captured on Ascension Day in 1520. A.nother record speaks of a Carp which had been taken in 
the third decennium of the present century in the lake of Zug, in Switzerland, and which weighed 
ninety pounds. These giants are certainly only wonderful exceptions, and have become celebrated 
through the scarcity of such occurrences, but still these facts are encouragiug illustrations that it 
is possible for such large specimens to grow up in favorable waters. All the countries where 
these large fishes have been found, and which are sit~ated between the Black, the North, and the 
Baltic Seas, are pretty nearly such as have a late spring and a, long, cold winter. Near Widdin 
the Danube has been frozen repeatedly. There the Carp passes from five to seven months in its 
winter sleep, during which it does not grow. If this fish thrives so well in the countries which 
have such a very cold winter (on an average they have the same winter temperature as Boston, 
Chicaigo, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York, Baltimore and Saint Louis), where the 
river& have not enough food for these fishes by far, their level being regulated by dams, which are 
a ·subject of constant complaint to the fishermen, how much more would they thrive .in the waters 
of this country with their great riches of food G/ But if we take into account· the rivers of the mild 
South and Southwest of the United States, what success may not be expected for this fish in those 
regions! 
If the Carp finds food in superfluity it will grow much more rapidly than the above statement 
indicates. This gives an inmease of from three to three and one-fourth pounds in one year and six 
months; but this is only the normal one, the food consumed being of an average amount. If the 
fish obtain food very plentifully it will grow more rapidly. In this case, again, it is to be consid-
40 F 
1 Report of the United States Fish Commision, pt. iv, p. 876 et seq. 
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w· t r, f the milder climates of this country possess this advantage, scarcely to be 
tim, t d a it proper value as yet, that the fish may be able during three-quarters 
r v n th whole year round, to take food, and will omit the lethargic winter sleep 
y t1.1e c Id iut r. There is scarcely a comparison to be made, so far as the Carp is 
oncern cl tw n the river of this country, so richly supplied with food, which it will not 
b omp Heel to eek under a constant strife for exis.tence, and the much poorer waters of the 
Rhin , Elbe, I hone, etc. In the waters of its native country, in Oentral Europe, after its first 
w kening from the long winter sleep, it seeks most diligently the contents of the seeds of 
the N1tpliar luteum and Nymphrea alba (the yellow and white water-lily), the Phellandrium aqua-
ticum, Festuca fluitans, etc. The wa~ers of the United States abound in all thes_e plants and 
uum rou other the seeds of which will serve the fish as food; for instance, the wild rice (Zizania 
aquatica £ nd Z. fluitans), the :well known Tuscarora rice or ''water-oats" with it.s great riches of 
eed , and many others, which will yield food profusely, and which European waters do not possess, 
thu gi ing a· great advantage to the American carp culturist. .And then there is the culture of 
ft ·h in ponds. There are culturists in Central Europe who, wishing to see the :fish grow more rap-
idly, take the trouble to feed them with soaked barley, which they occasionally throw out in differ-
ent place , and by doing so they have had a very full success, the fish growing larger, that is, more 
quickly than when not thus fed. By introducing the above-named wild or natural water plants 
in carp ponds they will be perpetuated, and the grains which have fallen to the bottom of the 
water will form an ample article of food for the first spring days, if we do not prefer to give them 
th almo t wor bless offal of the slaughter-houses. I do not advocate the so-called artificial feeding 
of thi ft ·h where the ponds themselves yield food in ample abundance, a consummation toward 
which th Tuscarora rice will Ia.rgely contribute. 
Let u once more consider the fact of its extraordinary increase of weight of about one 
hundr d and ten p r centum in the exceedingly short space of four months, for during the cold 
wint r tim , when ice thickly covers rivers and lakes, nature banishes it into its temporary tomb 
which it choo e and digs for itself, to hold its winter sleep in. This :fish needs from :fifteen to 
eight en month of growth to gain, according to a low estimation, the weight of three pounds 
without bein()' fed. But much more satisfactory results are frequently arrived at when favorable 
circumstance combine and when it will reach a greater weight. There are some culturists who 
obtain in the ame pace of time fishes of four pounds' weight; of course they poss·ess warmly situ-
ated pond which thaw very early in spring, and perhaps they assist nature in some degree by 
feeding the ft he . I have done so myself in two successive years, which were exceptionally warm, 
when I fi d the fishe with the almo t worthless malt refuse or" grains." They increased visibly 
and attai e to the above-mentioned weight in the same space of time. 
Thi fifte n to eighteen months of the ·actual time of growth transpires during a period of three 
year and six month , a intervening months of winter sleep are to be included, during which the 
growth i int rrupted. 
I will not recur to what thi fish promises to become in the milder regions of the South, where 
n ith rice-bound water nor cold temperatures force upon it the lethargy of the winter sleep, where 
it will hav the long r sp ce of from eight to ten months, or may be the whole year, including the 
mil wint r £ r th o vigorou and rapjd de elopment, not, as in Europe, tbe sparingly allotted 
four r fi.v n b . ti not to be doub d bat the Carp will arrive at the weight of from tw0 
-fi u.r h t fi r p un in o e year in ho e warm climates, when in colder regions it 
ix ont . do not think that I am mistaken in this; I am ready to 
rti n, bich the future will surely verify. 
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For a full account -of the methods of culture the inquirer is referred to the Report of the 
United States Commission of Fisheries, part iv, 1875-'76, pp. 876-900, and to other papers in the 
subsequent reports. At the time of the publication of this volume the progeny of the three 
hundred and forty-five young Carp brought over from Germany in May, 1877, have been dis-
tributed to all parts of the United States, and the Carp is almost as familiar to our people as is 
any other kind of domesticated animal. 
"The Carp," writes Jordan, "has b~en extensively introduced into California and Oregon, and_ 
it has thriven admirably. In many parts of California there are now carp ponds, but they are 
most numerous, and perhaps most profitable, in Sonoma County." 
189. THE CATFISH FAMILY-SILURIDlE. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
The Catfishes abound in all the fresh waters of the United States east of the Rocky Mount· 
ains. The species of the three genera, Ictalurus, Amiurus, and Leptops, which constitute the bulk 
of the family as represented in North America, all reach a length of from one to five feet, and are 
all food-fishes of more or less importance. One of the Catfishes, Ictalurus ponderosus, is our 
largest fresh.water :fish, weighing upwards of one hundred and :fifty pounds, and two of the others, 
Leptops olivaris and Ictalurus nigricans, reach a very considerable size. 
The Uatfishes are voracious and indiscriminate feeders, any kind of animal substance, living or 
dead, being greedily swallowed by them. They are also ( especially the species of Amiurus) extremely 
tenacious of life, living for a long time out of water, and being able to resist impurities in the 
water better than any other of our food-fishes. They spawn in spring, and the female fish keeps a 
watch over the school of young, much asa hen takes care of chickens. The Catfishes are especially 
adapted for stocking ponds and sluggish streams with muddy bottoms, or which become partly 
dry in summer, bodies of water not suited for the more aristocratic trout and bass. 
The species of the genus Ictalurus-known as "Channel Cats" are much less hardy than the 
other Catfishes, and do not thrive well except in river channels. - Any water which does not dry 
up absolutely to the bottom in summer will suffice to nurture the common small Catfishes. 
The flesh of all the Catfishes is of fair quality, not delicate nor tender, but of good flavor. 
The Channel Cats have whiter meat than the ordinary small Catfish, but the flesh is drier, and the 
latter are usually preferred. 
THE COMMON CHANNEL C.A.T-lOT.A.LURUS PUNCTATUS. 
The Channel Cat or Blue Cat abounds in all the larger Western and Southern streams, living 
in the river channels. It reaches a weight of five to ten pounds and is readily salable, but its 
flesh is not better than that of its less attractive relatives. It takes the book readily. This specie8 
is abundant in the Saint John's River, Florida. In 1878 many were taken near the bar at Mayport 
in brackish water. For table use they are much more highly esteemed than the Mud Catfish. 
GREAT MISSISSIPPI CAT-lCT.A.LURUS PONDEROSUS. 
This species, the largest of our Catfish, is found in the Mississippi, and probably in its larger 
.tributaries, where it reaches a weight of about one hundred and fifty pounds. Little- distinctive 
is known of its habits, which probably agree with those of the next species. 
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THE RE T LAKE CATFISH; FLANNEL-MOUTH CAT (the young)-IOTALURUS NIGRIOANS. 
hi 1 i , th mo t abundant of the large Catfishes, abounds in the Great Lakes and in 
1 rcr r tr c m of the We t and South as far as Florida. It reaches a weight of fifty to one 
un 1 pound p rhap more. In all the markets of the region where found it is one of the 
mo t imp rtaut p ci , and its flesh, which can be cut in '' steaks" like halibut, is generally 
t m d. :r othing distinctive is known of its breeding habits or rate of growth. Professor Goode 
remark : 'I have obser ed frequently enormous specimens of this species in the Saint John's River, 
wh re th y ar called Mud Oats." 
THE CHANNEL 0.A.T OF '.l'HE POTOMAC-lCTALURUS ALBIDUS. 
The White Catfish of the tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay is very abundant in the Susque-
hanna and Potomac. Rivers, and forms an important part of the fish supply of the Washington 
market. It reaches a weight of two to five pounds, being much smaller than the preceding species, 
which it resembles. 
THE HORNED POU'.1.'-AMIURUS NEBULOSUS. 
The common "Horned Pout," ''Bull-head," "Bull-pout," or "Minister" of the Northern and 
Ea tern States is the most generally abundant and familiar representative of this family. It 
reaches a length of about eighteen inches and rarely exceeds three or four pounds in weight, while 
the majority of those seen in the markets are still smaller. It is probably the hardiest of all our 
fre h-water fi ·hes, thriving in any waters, but preferring those which are quiet and shaded. 
Numerou other species very similar to this occur in our fresh waters. 
The .Bull-head has been introduced from the Schuylkill into the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
River in C ill rnia. It has there very rapidly multiplied, and is now common in all the sloughs 
and bayou of the lower courses of these rivers. As a food-fish it is not very highly valued by 
the Californians, most of those brought to market being taken by the Chinese. 
THE MUD CAT-LEPTOPS OLIV ARIS. 
The "Mud Cat," "Yellow Cat," "Goujon," or ''Bashaw" is found in all the large rivers of the 
est and South. It reache a weight of at least fifty pounds. It is found only in the larger 
stream , wimming near the bottom. It is less attractive in its appearance than the other Oat-
fl he , but we are not aware that its flesh is inferior to that of the others. This species, and other 
of the larger Oatfi hes, are often caught by "jugging,"' the bait being attached to a jug filled with 
air, which will in time tire out the fish and bring it to the surface. 
THE STONE CAT-N OTURUS FLAVUS. 
This pecies reaches a length of about a foot; the other Stone Oats (Noturus) are still smaller, 
and none of them can be considered a food-fishes. 
THE GAFF-TOPS.A.IL 0ATFISH-1ELURIOHTHYS M..A.RINUS. 
Thi pecie , which ranges from Cape Cod to Florida, is found chiefly in brackish water. It is 
not uncommonly take at Arlington, Florida, and Empire Point. It is known here and at Pensa-
cola th ' at,' and at Brunswick, Georgia, as "Gaff-topsail,;' in allusion to the shape of 
the fir t r al fin. ccording to 1r. . S. Williams, it i abundant in the Indian River. It is 
t e f C a t, but is nowh~re valued as food. Many of the fishermen believe 
1v1parous. r. . 0. Clarke, writing from New Smyrna March 31, 1874, 
gg in them a large a cherries." 
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THE S.A.LT· WATER C.A.TFISH-.AJUUS FELTS. 
The Salt-water Catfish is found along the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico to as far north as Cape 
Hatteras. In the first volume of the Proceedings of the United States National Museum, p. 278, 
is an interesting account of its breeding habits, as · observed by Prof. N. T. Lupton. The species 
spawns there in July, and the parent (sex not stated) carries the eggs in its mouth. Silas Stearns 
says of this fish : 
. '' The Salt-water Catfish is very abundant everywhere on the Gulf coast. It is found on the 
sea-beaches, the shores and bottoms of bays and bayous, and even,.. some distance up fresh-water 
streams. It is a bottom-loving fish, feeding upon worms and small crustaceans chiefly, but will 
readily eat anything else-fish, flesh, or fowl, dead or alive. .As the pest of these waters, it is ever 
present and never welcome. It breeds in the summer, in June, July, and .August. The spawn is 
deposited in the depression in the sand and impregnated ·with the milt. Qne of the parent fish 
then takes the eggs in his mouth and by some movement fixes them against the gills, or between 
the leaves of the gills. The eggs are carried in this position until the embryo fish are hatched and 
have become perfect and able to care for themselves. The eggs when full size resemble white 
grapes; they are large and clear. Sometimes the parent fish's jaws are much distended by the 
eggs and young inside and its appearance is comical. 
"The Catfish emits a grunting .noise (similar, although louder, to several fishes of this coast-
the grunt, drum, mademoiselJe, croaker, etc.), which comes, I believe, from the swimming bladder. 
This noise, when there are many fish present and all else is still, is very annoying, and I have passed 
more than one wakeful night from hearing it on the Southern coast, where the fish were swimming 
under my boat. The Catfish will always take the hook, and is not at all particular as to the kind 
of bait; attains a weight of ten or twelve pounds, though the average is much less. It is seldom 
eaten except as a last resort for fresh food; it is, however, quit~ palatable. When caught it is 
almost invariably mangled and consequently thrown away." 
190. THE MORAYS-MURlENIDlE. 
On our Southern coasts are several species of eel-like fishes belonging to this family. On 
account of their sharp teeth and strong jaws they are rather dreaded by the fishermen, who fear 
their bites. Some species, however, are here, as in various parts of the West Indies, in considerable 
demand for food. The ni'ost important species is the Speckled Moray, Side.ra ocellata, which is occa-
sionally brought to the Key West markets. 
CALIFORNIA CONGER EEL-SIDER.A. MORD.AX. 
'' This species," writes Jordan, "is always known as 'Conger Eel' or 'Congeree.' It reaches 
a length of five feet and a weight of fifteen or twenty pounds. It is found among rocks about 
the Santa Barbara Islands, and southward along the coast of Lower California. About the islands 
it is quite common. It is remarkable for its ferocious disposition. When captured it shows fight 
and bites savagely, striking like a snake. Its flesh is very fat, resembling that of .Anguilla, and 
is very palatable when fried. The skin is said by the fishermen to be 'very pizen.' This species 
is brought into the Los Angeles market, where it meets with a ready sale. Considerable numbers 
are salted and dried by the Chinese." 
The Sea-snakes ( Ophichthys ocellatus, 0. chrysops, etc.) are occasionally seen on the. fishing-
smacks in the Gulf of Mexico, having been obtained from the stomachs of large groupers and 
snappers, with which it is a favorite food. Stearns has obtained specimens at Pensacola caught 
with hook and line on the snapper banks, sixty miles east of that port. 
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191. THE EEL-ANGUILLA VULGARIS. 
r TI0N.-There is no group of fishes concerning the classification and history of 
which th re i O much doubt as the Eel family; an infinite number have been described, hut 
m t ar adly characterized or founded on individual or so trivial characters that the majority 
f i htb lo · t will reject them.1 
Catalogue of the Fishes in the British Museum" Dr. Gunther has claimed to retain 
tho a I ci which are distinguished by such characters that they may be recognized, though 
he remark that he is by no means certain whether really specific value should be attached to 
them, remarking that the snout, the form of the eyes, the width of the bands of teeth, etc., are 
vidently ubject to much variation. In his more recent work he remarks, "Some twenty-five 
p cie of Eel are known from the coast waters of the temperate and tropical zones." 
Other recent writers have cut the knot by combining all of the Eels into three or four, or 
even into one, peciee, and it seems as if no other course were rea,lly practicable, since the different 
form m rge into one another with almost imperceptible gradations. In his monograph of the 
family of anguilliform fishes, 2 M. C. M. Dareste remarks: 
"Dr. Gunther has recently published a monograph of the apodal fishes in which he begins 
the work of reduciug the number of specific types. The study of the ichthyological collection 
of the Pari Mu eum, which contains nearly all of Kaup's types, has given me the opportunity 
of completing the work begun by Dr. Gunther, and of striking from the catalogue a large number 
f nominal pecie which are founded solely upon individual peculiarities. 
"H w are we to di tinguish individual peculiarities from the true specific characters f In 
thi matt r I hav followed the suggestions made with such great force by M. Siebold in his 
' i tory f the if h-water Fishes of Central Europe.' This accomplished naturalist has shown 
hat b r l ti pr portion of the different parts of the body and the head vary considerably 
in fi:b f th , me pecies, in accordance with certain physiological conditions, and that conse-
qu ntly th ar f, r from having the importance which has usually been attributed to them in the 
t rmi ati n of , p citic ch racter . 
' The tudy of a very large num er of individuals of the genera Conger and Ang1dlla, has 
folly convince 1 ,m of th jn tice of this ob ervation of Siebold; for the extreme variability of 
proporti n f, rbi 1 u to onsider them a furni bing true specific characters. 
"I al think, with Siebold, that albinism and melanism, that· is to say, the diminution or 
augm ntation of th numb r of chromatophores, are only individual anomalies and cannot be 
r, nk d a , p ci.fic haracter . Ri o long ince separated the black Congers under the name. 
M,urcena nigra. Kaup de cribed a di tinct pecies many black Anguillas. These species should 
uppre ed. I have lsewhere proved the frequent occurrence of melanism and albinism more 
r le mpl t in nearly all the types of ti.she belonging to this family, a fact especially interest-
ing ·inc al ini m ha hitherto been regarded as a very exceptional phenomenon in the group of 
:fi he . Thi. 1 o occur in the Symbranohidw. I have recently shown it in a specimen of Monop-
teru from o bin hina pre ented to the mu eum by M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire. 
" mu t al ignalize a new cau e of multiplication of pecies; it is partial or total absence 
f o. ifi ation in certain individual . Thi phenomenon, which may be explained as a kind of 
raohifs (ri k t ) ha not t my knowle ge b n noticed, yet I have found it in a large number of 
cim o · th k 1 ton of a onger of m dium size, the bones of which are 
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flexible and have remained in an entirely cartilaginous state. Still it is not necessary to prepare 
.the skeleton to determine the absence of ossification, for we can establish this easily in unskinned 
specimens by the flexibility of the jaws. It is very remarkable that this modification 9f the 
skeleton is not incompatible with healthy existence, and that it does not prevent the fish in which 
it is found from attaining a very lai'ge size. 
'' Those fishes in which ossification is absent are remarkable by reason of the great reduction 
of the number of teeth, which, although the only parts which become.hard by the deposit of cal- . 
careous salts, remain however much smaller than in individuals whose skeletons are completely 
ossified. 
'' We can th.us understand how such specimens could present characters apparently specific, 
and that they should have been considered by Kaup as types of new species. These considera-
tions have led me to reduce, on an extensive scale, the number of species in the family. 
"So, in the genus .Anguilla, I find but four species: Anguilla vulgaris, occurring throughout 
the northern hemisphere, in the New World as well as t,he Old; Anguilla marmorata and A. mowa 
of the Indian Ocean, and Anguilla megalostoma of Oceanica. 
"There are at least four distinct types, resulting from the combination of a certain number of. 
characters; but the study of a very large · n~mber of specimens belonging to these four specific 
types has convinced me that each of these characters may vary independently, and that conse-
quently certain individuals exhibit a combination of characters belonging to two distinct types. It 
·is therefore impossible to establish clearly defined barriers separating these four types. 
"The genus .Angi1,illa exhibits, then, a phenomenon which is also found in many other genera, 
and even in the genus Homo itself, and which can be explained in only two ways: Either' these 
four forms have had a common origin and are merely races, not species, or else they are distinct 
in origin, and are true species, but have been more or less intermingled, and have produced by 
their mingling intermediate forms which coexist with those which were primitive. Science is not 
in the position to decide positively petween these alternatives." 1 
It is the disposition of American ichthyologists, at least, to accept the views of Dareste, and 
to consider all the Eels of the northern hemisphere as members of one polymorphic species. 
Gunther is inclined to recognize three species in North .America: one the common Eel of Europe, 
Anguilla vulgaris; one the common American Eel, Anguilla bostoniensis (rostrata), wbich he finds 
also in Japan and China; and the third, .Angitilla texana, described and illustrated by Girard, in the 
'' Report of the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey," under the name of .A. texana, which, 
he remarks, is scarcely specifically distinct from ·A. bostoniensis, from which it differs only in the 
greater development of the lips, a distinction which seems to be imaginary. The distinction 
between A. bostoniensis and A.. vulgaris, as stated by him, consists chiefly in the fact that the dorsal 
fin is situated a little farther back upon the body, so that in the former the distance between the 
commencement of the dorsal and anal fin is shorter than the head, wbile in the latter it jg equal 
to or somewhat longer than it. This character does not appear to be at all constant. 
GEOGRAPHIO.A.L DISTRIBUTION.~Assuming the specific identity of the Eels of the Old and the 
New World, the distribution of the common Eel may be defined somewhat as follows: In the rivers 
_and along the ocean shores of Eastern North America, south to Texas and Mexico, and north at 
least to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, but absent in the waters tributary to Hudson Bay, the .Arctic 
1 These conclusions of Dareste have a very medireval ring. "Science" is certainly in the position t~ say that 
neither of t hese hypotheses can be true. From the stanu point of modern zoology, the common origin of the species 
of Anguilla admits of no reasonal;le doubt. Between the four "species" of Dareste and their Jess sharply defined 
races, no permanent difference exists. The name "species" certainly cannot be refused to forms having supposably 
a common origin.-J. 
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a ific; pr ent in Southern Greenland (1) and Iceland, latitude 65° north; on the 
of :r rway, from the North Cape, latitude 71°, southward; abundant in the Baltic, 
l in th ri\ r f u, ia and Germany which are its tributaries, and along the entire western 
1 cliterran an coa t of Europe, though not present in the Black Sea, in the Danube or. any 
fit th r tributari , or in the Caspian; occurring also off Japan and China and Formosa; also 
in ari u i I nd of the .Atlantic, Grenada, Dominica, the Ber~udas, Madeira, and the Azores. 
AIHTS.-The habit of the Eel are very different from those of any other fish, and are as yet 
but lit le under tood. 
"Thi o far a we know," writes Professor Baird, "is the only fish the young of which ascend 
from the ea to attain maturity, instead of descending from the fresh to the salt water. Its 
natural hi tory has been a matter of considerable inquiry within a few years, although even now 
w ar far from having that information concerning it that would be desirable, in view of its 
normou abundance and its great value as a food-fish. . 
'
1 The egg of tlle Eel are for the most part laid in the sea, and in the early spring, the period 
varying ~ith the latitude, the young fish may be seen ascending the rivers in vast numbers, and 
when arrested by an apparently impassa,ble barrier, natural or artificial, they will leave the water 
and make their way above the obstruction, in endeavoring to reach the point at which they aim. 
Here they bury themselves in the mud and feed on any kind of animal substance, the spawn of 
fi h, the roe of shad, small fish, etc. .At the end of their sojourn in the ponds or streams they 
return to the ea, and are then captured in immense numbers in man? rivers in what are called 
fi h-ba ket . AV- haped fence i made, with the opening down-stream into the basket, into 
which the Eel fall, and from which they cannot easily escape. This same device, it may be 
in i ntally tated, captures also great numbers of other fish, such as shad, salmon, and other 
anadr mou fl h, to their grievous de traction. 
" mi r.t be xpected, however, the Falls of Niagara constitute an impassable barrier to their 
a cent. The ft hi ery abundant in Lake Ontario, ancl until artificially introduc~d was unknown 
in L ke i rie. t the pre ent time, in the spring and summer, the visitor who enters under the 
beet of water at the fo t f the fall will be ast,onished at the enormous numbers of young Eels 
ra lingo r tb slippery rock and uirming in the seething whirlpools. An estimate of hun-
dr 1 f wao-on-loa<l , a en in th course of the perilous journey referred to, would hardly be 
xce . .iv by th e who have Yi ited the spot a.ta suitable season of the year. 
n mi al value of the E 1 a a food-fl h has been well established, and it is now 
greatl ugbt after for introduction into the localitie where, for some physical or other reason, it, 
i unknown. ' be au.vantage', a ummed up by a German writer, are, first, that an Eel will live 
and gr w in any wat r, however warm, and whatever be the general character of the bottom, 
tliough i pr n r he latt r when muddy and boggy; . econ(l, the Eel requires no special food, but 
d vour an thing Ii ing or dead; it is an excellent scavenger, £ eding upon dead fish, crabs, etc., 
a w ll a upon any living pr y it can cure; third, but few conditions can interfere with its 
d v lopment, while it grow wi h very great rapidity, being marketable at the age of three years; 
fi ur h, th young, n ccount of h ir hardin s , can be tran ported in a crowded condition, and · 
to any di ·tan wi h very little ri k f tr i n. 
t li Ii 
f riv r 
e at r u qneh, nna and others farther south 
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_being enormous. It is not unfrequent that, when a gill-net is hauled up, the greater part of the 
catch consists simply of heads and backbones, the remainder being devoured by myriads of Eels 
in the short time the net is left out. The ~pawning shad are considered by them a special delicacy, 
and are found emptied at the vent and completely gutted of the ovaries. Sometimes a shad, 
apparently full, is found to contain several Eels of consideraNe size. They do not seem to be 
very destructive of living fish of any magnitude, although the young fry are devoured with 
gusto." 1 
In describing the geographical distribution of the Eel it was stated that it occurs in the rivers 
and along the ocean shores of North America. This being the case, as might be supposed, there 
are many inland lakes and streams of the United States in which this fish does not occur; for 
instance, the chain of t-he Great Lakes . above Niagara Falls, and the upper waters of other 
streams in which there are considerable obstructions. The cutting of canals in various parts of 
the country bas, however, produced a great change in their distribution; for instance, it is stated 
by l\fitchi1l2 that Eels were unknown in the Passaic above the Great Fal~s until a canal was cut 
at Paterson, since which time they have become plentiful in the upper branches of that river. 
They have also l>een placed in many new localities by the agency of man. Concerning this Mr. 
Milner remarks : 
"The Eel (Anguilla bostoniensis), appreciated in some localities and much vilified in others, is 
another species that has been frequently transplanted. It is pretty evident that it never existed 
naturally in the chain of Great Lakes any higher up than Niagara Falls, although specimens have 
been taken in Lakes Erie and Michigan. Their existence there is with little doubt traceable to 
artificial transportation. 
''A captain of a lake vessel informed me that it was quite a common thing some years ago to 
carry a quantity of live Eels in a tub on the deck of a vessel while on Lake Ontario, and they 
were often taken in this manner through the Welland Canal. He said that it was a frequent 
occurrence on bis vessel when they had become tired of them, or had procured better fishes, to 
turn the remainder alive into the waters of Lake Erie. 
"In 1871 Mr. A. Booth, a lal'ge dealer of Chicago, had an Eel of four pounds' weight sent him 
from the south end of Lake Michigan, and a few weeks afterward a fisherman of Ahnapee, 
Wisconsin, nearly two hundred miles to the north ward, wrote him that he had taken a few Eels 
at that point. It was a matter of interest to account for their presence, and a long time afterward , 
we learned that some parties at Eaton Rapids, Michigan, on a tributary of the lake, bad imported 
a number of Eels and put them in the stream at that place, from which they had doubtless made 
their way to the points where they were taken. The unfortunate aquarium-car in June, 1873, by 
means of the accident that occurred at Elkhorn River, released a number of Eels into that stream, 
and about four thousand were placed by the United States Commission in the Calumet River at 
South Chicago, Illinois, two hundred in Dead River, Waukegan, Illinois, and thirty-eight hundred 
in Fox River, Wisconsin." 3 • 
They have since been successfully introduced into California. 
LIFE HIST0RY.-Concer,ning the life history of the Eel much bas been written, and there have 
been many disputes even so late as 1880. In the article upon ichthyology, contributed to the 
Encyclopedia Britannica, Gunther writes: 
"Their mode of propagation is still unknown. So much only is certain, that they do not 
1 MS. note by Professor Baird. 
2 Transactions Literary and Philosophical Socioty New York, i, p. 48. 
3 Report United States Fish Commissi,on, part ii, 1874, 526. 
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p n in fr h w t r; that many full-grown individuals, but not _ all, descend rivers during the 
wint r nth nd that ome of them at least must spawn in brackish water or in deep water in 
the a· t r in the cour e of the summer young individuals from three to five inches long ascend 
riv r in in redible numbers, overcoming all obstacles, ascending vertical walls or flood-gates, 
nt ri g every larger and swollen tributary, and making their way even over terra jirma to waters 
·hut off fr m all communication with rivers. Such emigrations have long been known by the ,, 
name 'Eeljairs.' The majority of the Eels which migrate to the sea appear to return to fresh 
water, but not in a body, but irregularly, and throughout the warmer part of the year. No 
naturali t ha ever observed these fishes in the act of spawning, or found mature ova; and the 
organ of reproductio~ in individuals caught in fresh water are so little developed and so much 
alike, that the female organ can be distinguished from the male only with the aid of a microscope." 
MIGRATIONS OF EELS.-In attempting to review this subject I am sure I cannot do better 
than to translate at length a communication just received from my friend Dr. Berthold Benecke, 
professor in the University of Konigsberg: 
"The coloration of Eels varies greatly not only in different localities, but in the very same 
places: the back may be dark blue or greenish black; the sides, lighter blue or green; the belly, 
white; sometimes the back is only slightly darker than the sides; sometimes there are olive-green 
individuals with a golden-yellow band upon their back, ~ometimes they are entirely golden-yellow, 
and, very rarely, entirely white. The Eel lives in deep, quiet waters with muddy bottom; it 
burrows out boles and tunnels in which it rests quietly during the day, while at night it comes 
out in search of food. From the deck of a steamer passing through rivers or canals one may ~ee 
upon the banks, which are laid bare by the waves produced by the motion of the vessels, numerous 
E .I with half of their bodies projecting from their lurking holes. 
"The Eel feeds upon all kinds of small water animals, and rna,y be found on the spawning 
plac of other ft h in great troops, going there for the purpose of feeding upon the eggs. They 
£ d al o upon er b at the period when they are shedding their shells, and have in many localities 
in ermany completely exterminated them. Since the Eel is everywhere known as a greedy 
ro ber, many account have been given of their _wanderings, in 'Yhich they have made their way 
int the pea-patch to feed upon pea e. The oldest reference of· this kind is that of .A.lbertus 
Magnu , who r m rks in hi book of animals, published at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1545: 'The Eel 
also come out of the water in the night-time into the fields, where he can find pease, beans, or lentils.' 
1' · tat.ement wa contradicted in 1666 by Baldner,1 who writes concerning the Eel: 'They eat 
ft h, do not come on the land, and do not eat pease, but remain in the water al ways, and are 
nocturnal animal .' 
"Forthwith, new statements were made which tended to show the actuality of the wanderings 
of the Eel in the pea-patche . For instance, Bach,, in his' Natural History of East and West Prus-
ia,'publi bed in 1784, maintained that Eels frequently were caught in the pea-patches in the 
vicinity of the water, where they fed upon the leaves, or, accordjng to oth~r accounts, upon the 
pease them elves, and continue : 'These movements explain the patadoxical fact that in Prussia 
and Pomerania fi h have been caught upon dry land by the use of the plow, for the peasants, 
in warm night when the Eel ar in earch of the pea e, towards morning when it is not yet day 
make furrow with the plow between them and the water, and these are the nets in which the 
1Recht nat rlicho B chr ibn.ng und Abmahlung d Was er-Vogel, Fischen, viol'fiissigen Thier, Insecten uncl 
wirm, y tra burg in den W rn ind, die ich s lb r g schossen und die Fisch gefangen, auch alle~ in meiner 
d ehabt. Leonhar Baldner, Fischer und agmei ter in tras~borg gefertigt worden 1666. Manuscript. (Cited 
by von iebold, ' 1 i:sus1SWiu,sorfi.sche von Mitteleuropa," Leipzig, 1863.) 
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Eels are caught. Since the Eel moves with ease only upon the grass, its return to the water is cut 
off by the soil which has been thrown up. The peasants consider it as a sign of approaching 
stormy weather when the Eels come out of the water upon dry land.' 1 
"A person writes to me from Lyck: 'In storms they come out into the pea-patches, and at this 
time people spread sand or ashes around, and thus prevent their return.' Such tales are even now 
numerous in the newspapers. 
"The small size of the gill-opening makes it possible for the Eel to live for a long time out of the 
water, and it is possible that in their wanderings over moist meadows they may find places in which 
there are snails and other desirable food. The explanation of their supposed wanderings over the 
pea-patches is, that the Eels, which have been found at different times in the fields or meadows, 
have been lost by poachers, who threw them away in their flight. Many times dead Eels have 
been found upon meadows over which they have swam, the meadows being flooded, and, in spite 
of the nearness of the water, have afterwards been unable to return to it. 
"Although the activity and_ tendency among the young Eels to wander is very great, yet we can-
not believe in the wandering of adult Eels over wide stretches of land. According to Spallanzani, 
in Cornacchio, where for many centuries an eel fishery of immense extent bas been carried on, 
although t~ese fish are found in numerous ponds and lagoons, the :fishermen have never yet seen 
an Eel wandering over the land; and once when, on account of the drying up of the water, the 
Eels died by the thousand, not one of them made the attempt to escape by a short journey oyer-
land into the neighboring Jake or into the river Po. · 
"The Eel occurs in all our waters, with the exception of small rapid brooks. The :fishermen 
distinguish many varieties based upon the differences in the form of the head or color and the 
varying proportions in the length of the body and tail; and the older ichthyologists have followed 
their opinions without sufficient reason. 
"By rapid growth the Eel attains the length of twenty-four to thirty inches, and often a greater 
size. On account of their fat, which is very highly :flavored, and the absence of bones, they are 
everywhere valued, and are caught in various ways. The most profitable method ,of capture is in 
eel~weirs- and eel-baskets, and in traps by the use of nets, and on hooks they are also caught in 
great quantities. In winter ma;y Eels are taken with spears on the shelving shores where they 
lie buried in the mud in a state of torpidity. In this :fishery very often more are wounded than 
captured, and, in addition to the large Eels, great quantities of small ones are taken." 
ANCIENT BELIEFS CONCERNING THE REPRODUCTION OF THE EEL.-The reproduction of the 
Eel, continues Benecke, has been an unsolved riddle since the time of ..Aristotle, and bas given rise 
to the most wonderful conjectures and assertions. Leaving out of question· the old theories that the 
Eels are generated from slime, from dew, from horsehair~ from the . skins of the old Eels, or from 
those of snakes, and the question as to whether they are produced by the female of the Eel or by 
that of some other species of fish, it has for centuries been a question of dispute whether the Eel is 
an egg-laying animal or whethe.:: it produces its young alive; although the fishermen believe that 
they can tell the male and female Eels by the form of the snout. A hundred years ago no man 
had ever found the sexual organs in the Eel. 
Jacoby has remarked that the Eel was from the earliest times a riddle to the Greeks; while ages 
ago it was known by them at w~at periods all other kinds of fishes laid their eggs, such discoveries 
were never made with reference to the Eel, although thousands upon thousands were yearly applied 
to culin~ry uses. The Greek poets, following the usage of their day, which was to attribute to 
1A live and active Eel, a few days since, was dug out from a depth of five feet in the soil of Exeter, New 
Hampahire.-Gloucester Telegraph, October 26, 1870. 
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Jupiter aU bildren whose paternity was doubtful, were accustomed to say that Jupiter was also 
r er nit r f the Eel. 
hen we bear in mind," writes Jacoby," the veneratfon in which Aristotle was held in ancient 
ti e and till more throughout the Middle Ages-a period of nearly two thousand years-it could 
no e therwi e than that this wonderful statement should be believed, and that it should be 
em lli bed by numerous additional legends and amplifications, many of which ·have held their 
wn "in the popular mind until the present day. 'Ihere is no anim.al concerning whose origin and 
xi tence there is such a number of false beliefs and ridiculous fables. Some of these may be put 
a idea fabrications; others were, probably, more or less true, but all the opinions c·oncerning the 
propagation of the Eel may be grouped together as errors into three classes : 
"l. The beliefs which, in accordance with the description of Aristotle, account for the origin of 
the Eel on the basis of its development not from the mud of the earth, but from slimy masses which 
are found where tho Eels rub their bodies against each other. This opinion was advanced by Pliny, 
by At,henreus, and by Oppian, and in the sixteenth century was again advocate~ by Rondelet and 
reiterated by Conrad Gessner. 
"II. Other authorities base their claims upon the occasional discovery of worm-like animals 
in the intestines of the Eels, which they describ.ed, with more or less zealous belief, · as the young 
Eels, claiming that the Eel should be considered as an animal which brought forth its young alive, 
although Ari tot le in his day had pronounced this belief erroneous, and very rightly had stated 
that the e objects were probably intestinal worms. Those who discovered theru anew had no 
he itation in pronouncing them young Eels which were to be born alive. This opinion was first 
brought up in the Middle Ages in the writings of Albertus Ma.gnus, and in the following centuries . 
by the zoologi ts Leeuwenhoek, Elsner, Redi, and Fahlberg; even Linmeus assented to this belief 
and tated that the Eel was viviparous. It is but natural that unskilled observers, when they 
open an i el and find inside of it a greater or smaller number of living creatures with elongated 
bodie , hould b satj fled, without further observation, that these are the young of the Eel. It 
may be di tinctly tated, however, that in all cases where Eels of this sort have been scientifically 
inve tigate<l, they have been found to be intestinal worms.1 • 
"III. The la t group of errors includes the varjous suppositions that Eels are born not from 
Eel , but from other fl hes, and even from animals which do not belong at all to the class of fishes. 
b nrd a thi supposition, which in fact was contradicted by Aristotle, may seem, it is found 
at the pre ent day among the eel-catchers in many parts of the world. 
"On the coa t of Germany a ti h related to the cod, Zoarces viviparus, which brings its young 
living into the world, owes to this circumstance its name Aalmutter, or Eel Mother, and similar 
name are fi und on the coa t of Scandinavia." 
"In th lagoon of Cornacchio," continues Jacoby, ,: I have again convinced myself of the 
ineradicable belief among the ft berm en that the Eel is born of other fishes; they point to special 
differences in color, and especially in the common mullet, Mugil cephalus, as the causes of varia-
tions in color an form among Eel . It i a very ancient belief, widely prevalent to the present 
day, that Eel pair with water-snake . In Sardinia the :6 hermen cling to the belief that a certain 
eetle, the so-called water-bee le Dytiscus Roeselii, is the progenitor of Eels, and they therefore 
all thi ' ~ th r of Eel .' ' 
ar fnl as Dr. J acoby should denounce in this connection the well-
who mistook a specie of Zoarces for an Eel, and described the young, 
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DrscoVERY oF THE FEMALE EEL.-A scientific investigation into the generation of Eels 
could only begin when, at the end of the Middle Ages, _the prohibition which the veneration for 
Aristotle bad thrown over the investigations of learned men wa,s thrown aside. With the revival 
of the natural sciences in the sixteenth century we find that investigators turned themselves with 
great zeal to this special ques_tion. There are treatises upon the generation of the Eel written by 
the most reno~ned investigators of that period, such as Rondelet, Salviani, and Aldrovandi. 
Nevertheless, this, like the following century, was burdened with the memory of the numerous 
past opinions upon the eel question, and with the supposed fi,nding of young inside the body of 
ilieE~. ~ 
The principal supporters of the theory that the Eel was viviparous were Albertus Magnus, 
Leeuwenhoek, Elsner, Redi, and Fahlberg. The naturalists Franz Redi and Christian Franz 
Paullini, who lived in the seventeenth century, must be mentioned as the first who were of the 
opinion, founded, however, upon no special observations, that the generation of the Eel was in no 
respect different from that of other fishes. 
In the eighteenth century it was for the first time maintained that the female organs of the Eel 
could certainly be recognized. It is interesting that the lake of Cornacchio was the starting 
point for this conclusion as well as for many of the errors which bad preceded it. The learned 
surgeon Sancassini, of Cornacchio, visiting an eel fishery at that place in 1707, found an Eel 
with its be1ly conspicuously enlarged; he opened it and found an organ resembling an ovary, ·and, 
as it appeared to him, ripe eggs. Thereupon he sent bis find, properly preserve<l, to his friend, the 
celebrated naturalist Vallisneri, professor in the University of Padua, who examined it carefully, 
and finally, to bis own great delight, became satisfied that he had found the ovaries of the Eel. 
He prepared an elaborate communication upon the subject, which he sent to the Academy at 
Bologna.1 
At the very beginning there were grave questions raised as to the correctness of this dis-
Jovery. The principal anatomical authority at Bologna, Professor Valsalva, appears to have 
shared these doubts, especially since shortly after that a second specimen of Eel, which presented 
the same appearance as that which was described by Vallisneri, was sent from Cornacchio to 
Bologna. The discussion coutinued, and it soon came to be regarded by the scientific men of 
Bologna as a matter of extreme importance to find the true ovaries of the Eel. Pietro Molinelli 
offered to the fishermen of Cornacchio a valuable reward if .they would bring him a gravid Eel. 
In 1752 he received from a fisherman a living Eel with its belly much distended, which, when 
opened in the presence of a friend, he found to be filled with eggs. Unfortunately the joyful 
hopes which had been excited by this fortunate discovery were bitterly disappointed when it was 
shown that the Eel had been cunningly opened by the fisherman and filled with the eggs of 
another fish. The eel question came up again with somewhat more satisfactory results when, in 
the year 1777, another Eel was taken at Cornacchio which showed the same appearance as the 
two which had preceded it. This Eel was received by Prof. Gaetano Monti, who, being indisposed 
and unable to carry on the investigation alone, invited a number of his favorite pupils, among 
whom was the celebrated Camillo Galvani, the discoverer of galvanism, to a council at his 
house. This Eel was examined by them all, and pronounced to be precisely similar to the one 
which had been described by Vallisneri seventy years before. It was unanimously decided that 
this precious specimen should be sent for exhaustive examination to the naturalist Mondini who 
. ' 
1 I fail to :find a.uy record of the publication of this paper, except that given by Jacoby, who states that it wa,s 
printed at Venice in 1710, with a plate, and subsequently, in 1712, under the title "De ovario Anguillarum," int.he 
Proceedings of the Leopold Academy. 
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him elf with great zeal to the task, the results of which were published in May, 1777. 
h p p r i ntitled , De Anguillm o~ariis, ., and was published six years later in the Trans-
Bologna Academy.1 Mondini was satisfied that the supposed fish which Vallisneri 
nothing but the swimming bladder of the Eel in a diseased state, and that the 
di uppo d to be eggs were simply pustules in this diseased tissue. In cm;mection with this 
pinion, however, Mondini gave, and illustrated by magnificent plates, a good description and 
d moo tration of the true ovaries of the Eel, as found by himself. This work, which in its 
b autiful plat illu trates also the eggs in a magnified fold of the ovary, must be regarded as 
la ical work, and it is an act of historic justice to state. that neither 0. F. Miiller nor Rathke, 
but really Carlo Mondini, was the first discoverer, describer, and demonstrator of the female 
organ of the Eel, which had been sought for so many centuries.2 
Three years later, entirely independent of Mondini, the celebrated zoologist Otto Friedrich 
Miiller published his discovery of the ovary of the Eel in t,he "Proceedings of the Society of 
Naturali ts" at Berlin.3 
The discovery of Mondini was next specially brought into prominence through Lazzaro 
Spallanzani. This renowned investigator, in October, 1792, went from Pavia to the lagoons of 
the Po, near Cornacchio, for the sole purpose of there studying the eel question. He remained 
at Oomaccbio through the autumn; he was, however, unable to find anything that was new 
regarding the question, but in the report upon his journey of investigation he entirely threw 
a ide the di covery of Mondini, and announced that the ovaries discovered by this authority were 
imply fatty folds of the lining of the stomach.4 
"It wa without doubt this absolute negative statement of such a skilled investigator as 
p llanzani which for a long time discouraged further investigations on the eel question, and 
all w d what had ~lready been discovered to be regarded as doubtful, and finally to be forgotten. 
o wb n r £ or Rathke, of Konig berg, in his assiduous labors upon the reproductive organs 
of ft h , i th year 18i4, d sfaibed the ovaries of the Eel ·as two cuff-and-collar shaped organs 
ob th ide of the backbone, and in the year 1838 described them as new, he was everywhere 
rmany (and to a large xtent to the present day) regarded as the discoverer.4 The first 
pi tur of the ovary after that of Mondini, and the first microscopical plate of the egg of the Eel, 
1 De Bononien i cientiarnm et .Aitium Insiituto atque Academia, Commentarii. Tomus VI. Bononioo, 1783, pp. 
406 et g. 
'Pr f. . B. Ercolani, of Bologna, and also Crivelli and Maggi, in their essays published in 1872
1 
have rightly 
tat d that Mondini' priority of discov ry has been overlooked in Germany. Neither Rathke nor Hohoba.um-
Horns h ch nor chltis r have mentioned his work. S. Nillson, in his "Skandirrnvisk Fauna" 1855 says nothing of 
fondini. Hem ntion d a the :first discov rer of the ovaries 0. F. Muller, while Cuvier, in his "Histoire Naturelle 
d Poi on ," ign the honor rather to Rathk . Th. von Si bold ia the first to announce in his work, published 
in 1 3, ''Di • ti wa erfi che von Mitt leuropa.," page 349, that Mondini, almost contemporaneously with O. F. 
ltill r and indep ndently of him, di covered the ovaries of the Eel. The error, as was discovered by Italian zoologists 
Jat r than by tho of Germany, aro from the fact that the announcement of Miiller's discovery was printed in 1780, 
while that of Mondini', which wa maJe in 1777, wa fir t printed in 1783. 
3 
• ' · r1 · LLER: Bemiihungen b i d n Inte tin:11-wiirmern. Schriften, Berlin. Gesellschaft, i, 1780, p. 204. 
. •" athk , who first, ince fondini, ha in d tail described (1824, 1838, and 1850) the ovariet1 of the Eel, is con-
id r _d ~y o~e to have r cogniz d them; but this, however, is not true, the additions made by him to Mondini' 
d cnpt1on bemg to a. great xtent rroneous. It is not true that the transverse leaflets are wanting in the ovaries 
f th E 1, aa b a rts in h' la t work, contrary lo his former de cription, which was probably bn.sed on the law 
of an I ~ , and tha ther by they are distinguished from tho e of the salmon and sturgeon. It is not true, what 
athke hk r , th t th g uital opening of tb Eel con ists of two small canals, for I have invariably only 
P n in the ur thr . Rathke ha certainly r1escribed th eggs quite exactly, distinguishing the 
1 r' ~ hiti ~ u. _b ving. diam t ·r f abo11t on -fift nth of a Jin , and the smaller transparent ones, with the 
g rmm• 1 v icle m tel · lo fondini lik •wi ay : "innum ras aplia:rulas minim.as, c.equales, pellucidas, di-visas tamen, 
:n tr maettlam oattntl ·ba11 t, • ·idi,' thu bowing h trn natur of the ovari s ancl the eggs, and contra ting 
1 h the fat Y formation and ith he ovari and ggs of other osseous fish."- YRSKI. 
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Hohnbaum,-Hornschuch presented in a dissertation published in 1842~a paper which should be 
rightly considered as of great importance in the literature of this question. The questions 
con~erning the ovaries of the Eel may be regarded as having been brought to a distinct con-
clusion by Rathke, wl10, in the year 1850, published an article describing a gravid female 
Eel, the first and only gravid specimen which had, up to that time, come into the hands of an 
investigator.1 
DISCOVERY OF THE MALE EEL BY SYRSKI.-The history of the search for the female of the 
Eel having been given, for the most part, in a translation of the work of Dr. Jacoby, it seems ap-
propriate to quote the same author concerning the search for the male Eel, which, though much 
shorter, is none the less interesting. 
~ . I 
In the dissertad.on of Hohnbaum-Hornschuch, published in 1842, the opinion was expressed 
that certain cells found by tue author in the ·ovaries, which differed from the egg cells by their form 
and contents, should be regarded as the spermary cells of tbe Eel, and that the Eel should be 
regarded as hermaphrodite. ' Six years later Schliiser presented an interesting dissertation upon 
the sexes of Lampreys and Eels in which he pronounced these opinions of Hohnbaum-Hornschuch 
to be erroneous, and expressed the opinion that the male Eel must be extremely rare, or that it 
was different, perhaps, from the female. From this time up to the beginning of 1870, a male Eel 
was never seen, nor do we find any opinions expressed concerning the form of the male of the Eel 
or its reproductive organs.2 
According to Robin, in 1846 George Louis Duvernoy (Cuvier, Anatomie comparee, ed. 2, 1848, 
tome viii, p. 117) described the _ ruffle-tube type of the testis of the Lampreys and Eels, with the 
free margin festooned in lobules, shorter to the right than to the left, like the ovaries, etc. He 
added: ''.At the breeding season we perceive in it an innumerable quantity of granulations, or 
small spermatic capsules, the rounded form of which bas often led to their being confounded with 
the ovules, at least in the Eels, in which, in reality, these capsules are nearly of the same size 
as the ovu1es, but the latter are distinguished by their oval form." The ovules are spherical, and 
n?t oval; but the other facts are fundamentally correct. It is also in error that Duvernoy adds 
(p. 133): "The Eels and the Lampreys have no deferent canal, any more than an oviduct. Like 
the ova, the semen ruptures the capsules in which it has collected and diffuses itself in the abdom-
inal cavity, whence it is expelled in the same way as in the ova." 
By some droll coincidence the University of Bologna, and soon after that of Pavia, were 
again prominent participants in the eel tournament. .At the meeting of the Bologna Academy, 
December 28, 1871, Prof. G. B. Ercolani read a paper upon the perfect hermaphroditism in the 
Eel.3 
Fourteen days later Prof. Balsamo Orivelli and L. Maggi read a detailed and elaborate paper 
upon the "true organs of generation in Eels." These investigators, without concerted action, bad 
all at once brought up the celebrated issue of the previous century; this time, however, having -
specially in view the male organs of the Eel. All were convinced that they had reached a 
final result by their investigations. The results were certainly very peculiar. In the paper of 
Ercolani it was claimed that the snake-like folds of fat, which had formerly been noticed near the 
ovarium, were nothing else than the spermaries of the Eel, and that upon the left side of the animal 
1 Ja~oby. Der Fischfang in der Laguna von Cornacchio. Berlin, 1880, pp. 23-30. 
i Robin, Comptes rendus, 1881, p. 383. 
3 Jacoby states that in a paper by Rathke, published in 1838 in. the .A.rchiv fu1· Natu1·geachichte, he remarked: "I 
expect soon to be ab]e to say something concerning the male organs of the Eel." It would be very interesting to 
know whether in the papers left by this skillful investigator there may not have been recorded some vaiuable obser-
vations concerning the male Eel. 
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\' loped into a true testicle, while the one upon the right side shrank up and became 
n the work of Crivelli and Maggi, on the other hand, the folds of fat next to the 
"" r r 1 on id r d to be the male organs of the Eel, while the one on the right-hand side 
f th , nim l we con"idered without any doubt to be the male reproductive organ. The· last-
d uth riti de cribed the spermatozoa which they had seen in this stripe of fat upon the 
ri ht id . ince the e tripe of fat were universally found in all Eels, and al ways in connection 
with th former, he inve tjgators could come to no other c,onclusion than that the Eels were 
omplete h rmaphrodite . 
The male organ of the Eel, as described by Ercola.ni, as also by Crivelli and Maggi, shows 
how carefully investigations may be expended upon things which are not in the least equivocal, 
since there wa not the lightest trace of structure like that of a spermary. The cells of this body 
in the lining of the stomach next to the ovary are· simply fat ceUs, with all the characteristic 
peculiarities, ju t as they are given in all the manuals of histiology. Professor Rauber, of Leipsic, 
has xamined these fat cells carefully, and they have also been investigated in many Eels by t_he 
writer, Dr. Jacoby. Never has anything but fat cells and blood-vessels been found in them. The 
so-called permatozoa, described in the work of Maggi and Crivelli, proved to be microscopic fat 
particle or crystalline bodies, such as are commonly found in fat cells.1 
In the mean time, at Triest.e, the question concerning the male organs of the Eel was making 
av ry important advance. Darwin had already expressed the opinion that among nearly all :fishes 
the female was larger than the male. He states that Dr. Gunther had assured him that there was 
not a ingle in tance among fishes in which the male was naturally larger than the female. This 
pinion may, perhap , have induced Dr. Syrski, director of the Museum of Natural History at 
Tri te, now professor in the Univer ity of Lemberg, when he undertook, at the request of the 
mari e official of Trie 'te, the determination of the spawning time of the 1ish which were caught 
in ha.t re ion, and wa obliged to take up the eel question, to devote his attention especially to 
th maller E 1 . Dr. Hermes, in behalf of Dr. Syrski, protests against this idea, stating, on the 
authority of the latter, that the published oi,inions of Gunther and Darwin were unknown to him 
prior t the publication of Jacoby's paper. Up to that time every invest.igator ~ad chosen for 
inve tigation th large t and fatt t of Eels, thinking that the largest arid oldest specimens must 
have th mo t highly de eloped organ of generation. On November 29, 1873, Syrski found in the 
cond pe imen which he inve tigated-an individual :fifteen inches long, which is now preserved 
in th mu eum at Trie te-a completely new organ, which had never before been seen within the 
E 1 by any former inve tigator, although-tens of thousands of Eels had been zealously studied.2 
yr ki publi heq hi discovery in the April number of the Proceedings of the J mperial Academy 
of cienc Vi nna, in 1874.3 The mo t important point of the discovery was stated to be that, 
in all the pecimen of Eels in which the Syrskian organ was found, the well-known collar-and-
u:ff shaped ovary, the female organ of generation, was entirely wanting. It was evident from 
thl that Eel were not hermaphrodites. The gue tion now arose, is the newly discovered organ 
1 In a micro copic inve tigation of fatty ti u it is very ea y for the so-called Brownian molecular movements to 
b m· taken for moving perma.tozoa, e pe in,lly in fish , who· sp :::matozoa, if not very much magnified, show only 
the head and app ar lik little bod i globular. in form. 
1 
"I comm uced my inv igation ," writes yr ki, ' on the 29th of ov rob r last year (1873), and already in the 
second l hich I di ·t d on that day I found the t ticle , l-A.nd therefor a male individual of the Eel. I sent in 
ar ·b f the fo~lowio. -vea.r (1 4) to the .Academy f ci nee in Vienna a preliminary communication, which was 
r d t th P bhc 10n h ld the 15th pril, an printed in the r port of the academy." 
3 
In 1 75 Prot r v n i l ld found male Eel in the Baltic at Wi mar, although this discovery was not at that 
m· le kno n o th public. They ha e in b n found in th German Ocean, in the Atlantic, and in the 
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in the Eel, in its external form, as well as inner structure, so different from the ovary that it 
could be considered as a partially developed or peculiarly shrunken ovary? According to all 
researches which have up to this time been made there is the highest kind of probability that 
this newly discovered structure is actually the long-sought male organ of generation. The inves-
tigator cannot, however, answer this question with complete certainty, since the thing which is 
most necessary to the solution of this question, namely, the :finding and the recognition of the 
spermatozoa, has not yet been accomplished. 
In February, 1879, Professor Packard announced the discovery of spermatozoa in Eels from 
Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, but soon after declared that this was a mista.ke, and that he had 
been deceived by molecular movements among the yolk nuclei in the female organs. The discovery 
of spermatozoa in the spermaries of the Conger Eel, recently an-nounced by Dr. Hermes, of Berlin, 
is, however, sufficient to demonstrate fully the correctness of Syrski's theory. The confirmation 
in the case of the common Eel is solely a matter of time. 
INTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MALE AND FEMALE EELS.-The differences between the 
organs of sex in the Eel are well described by Benecke. The ovaries of the Eel are two yellowish 
or reddish-white elongate organs as broad as one's finger, situated alongside of the backbone, 
arranged in numerous transverse folds, extending through the entire length of. the abdominal 
cavity. They have no special opening to the outside of the body, and their contents must be 
discharged into the abdominal cavity and must find exit through the very small opening situated 
behind the anus. These two bodies, on account of their great size, are of course not easily over-· 
looked, but they contain such a great quantity of fatty cells and the eggs imbedded in them are so 
small and de1icate that one might easily believe, even after a superficial microscopic examination, 
that the whole organ consists only of fat. While the eggs of other fishes measure from one to three 
millimeters in diaIP.eter, and sometimes are much larger, still the eggs in the ovary of the Eel have, 
on an average, a diameter of about one-tenth millimeter, and are so closely surrounded by fatty 
cells with outlines much more strongly marked that it requires g:reat skill to prepare a microscopic 
slide in which they shall be as plainly visible as they are in the accompanying illustration, in 
which they are magnified one hundred and fifty diameters. When a person has a microscope 
·which magnifies only one hundred diameters, it is best to put a portion of the ovary in water when 
• dissecting it, in order that the eggs .may be easily found. It is much easier to find the eggs in 
young Eels, seven or eight inches in length, than in adult fish, since in the former, although the 
ovaries and the eggs are smaller, the fat cells have not made their appearance, a ncl the eggs are, 
therefore, plainly visible at the first glance through the microscope. The numbei· of eggs is extra-
ordinarily large, amounting to many millions. The eggs of larger size which sometimes are found 
in great quantities in Eels that have been cut up, and have been considered to be eel eggs, have 
always proved to be the eggs of other fish which they have swallowed, and in the course of cutting 
them up have been found in the Eel's belly. 
The male Eels, which are found only in the sea and in the brackish water, are much smaller 
than the females, rarely exceeding :fifteen or sixteen inches in length; in them, in the place of 
the ovaries in the female, are found sperrnaries, which differ in appearance in the manner shown 
in the illustration. These consist of two tubes which stretch the whole length -of the body cavity, 
situated close to each other, and provided wit~ numerous sacculations. Ripe spermatozoa are 
as rarely found in these organs as eggs ready to be laid have been found in -the ovaries of the 
female. According to many accounts the male Eels, which later were found also by von Siebold 
in the Baltic Sea at Wismar, differ from the females in the possession of a proportionallv sharper 41 . V 
m.l 
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n picuou dor al fin darker coloration of the back, a more prominent and metallic 
' -th clean white coloration of the belly, and the larger size of the eyes. I 
the original descriptions and figures of Syrski, the discoverer of the 
Having met, writes Syr ki, with many errors regarding the female organs of reproduction 
-in the de ··criptions hitherto given of them, I intend to commence 
by de ·cribing tllese organs, first with the view of rectifying aud 
completing the details, and also for the purpose of compa,rison 
with the male organs. 
THE OVA.RIES OF THE EEL.-The organs (Fig.1) two in num-
berJ are ribbou-shaped, with leaflets on their outer face, and with 
transYerse folds. In the natural position of the live :fisli, the 
oue extends to the left and the other to the right of the aliment-
ary tube. following most of its angles uearly the whole length of 
the ab<lomiual cavity to the place where the dorsal parietes are 
confluent with the lateral. 
The right ovary commences at a point nearly corresponding 
to tliat where on the outside the right_pectoral fin ends, and the 
left ovary commences about two centimeters and ends three to 
four ceutimeters behind the former. They extend three to six 
centimeters back of the anus, into the caudal part of the animal's 
bo<ly; they do not, however, unite in a single body, as some 
l1a vc asserted, but both are toward the end inclosed in a perito-
neal membrane, and are separated from each other by the union 
of the ·e membranes, having each on their inner face an accessory 
_ovary (pars recurrens ovarii). In rare cases is such an accessory 
OYary wanting either on the right or on the left side. 
The ovaries in fuJly grown Eels are iu ·the middle about two 
ntimeters larger, and posteriorly terminate in a thread-like 
form. They are not smooth on both sides, but have, as was said • 
abov , ou tlPir outer side numerous transverse folds (Fig. 2) full 
of gg , (Fig. 3). 
I t i another of Rathke's erroneous a ertions, likewise main-
tain d by other,' , that the genital openiug through which the 
egg · pa ' out from the abdominal cavity is formed by two boles, 
a, ·ight 011 e au l a 1 ft oue. I ha·ve invariably found in all peci-
meu.· •.xamine<l a ·impl e hole, which communicate with the right 
aud 1 ft half of the al>tlominal cavity by mean of a transver e 
:fi ' ·ur b twe n the traight intestine aotl the urinary bladd r 
(fi.·t1 ura recto-vesicalis) and open in the ur thra (Fjg, 4). 
It i.' g erally adrnitt d that the gg , when loo ened from 
th Yari ·, fall intli~·criminately in to the abdominal caYity, but it 
t , hi ·h wa · bej' take in order to go out through th 
h full,r d ' Y 1 ped ovarie lean with their outer 
f th· 1 \'i t,· , and a1, r ach with their free dg th 1 w r 
t k, a furro w, mu8t conclude that the loo en d eggs 
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descend between the abdominal partition and tlle folds and leaflets of the ovary in the above-men-
tioned furrow, and from it pass to the genital aperture without scatteri11g in the abdomina.1 cavity. 
FIG. 2.-Piece of the onary, twice its natural size, with 
ovarian leaflets arranged in transversal rows, 
on its surface. 
The shorter border attached to the dorsal wall 
of the abdominal cavity; the longer being 
free. 
FIG. 3.-Piece of a som<iwhat developed ovary, one hun· 
dred times the natural size, :shuw'ing the trans-
parent eggs with the germinative vesicles and 
the germinative dots. 
As to the development which the ovaries undergo, I have observed from the end of November 
till the beginning of March, in many adult Eels, of the length of 530 millimeters and more, that 
4\,, 1 { p 
: / ,,/,,,. 
I 
a b C 
FIG. 4.-Analpart of a female Eel, twice thencttural size. 
a. Straight intestine. 
b. Fissura recto-vesicalis. 
c. Urinary bladder. 
the ovaries were of the breadth of fifteen to twenty-five 
mHlimeters, and of a yellowish and sometimes reddish-
white color, produced by the development of adipose tissues 
and of the blood-vessels and not by the eggs filled with 
little globules of fat; the genital aperture and the jissura 
recto-vesicalis were open. 
In other Eels, of a length sometimes of 600 millimeters 
and more, I found the ovaries less broad, with but little fat, 
and of a mycous and almost glassy appearance, so that I 
could discern the so-called vesicles and germinative dots 
~.' :#:-i~ii\ion. (nuclei and nucleoli); the genital aperture and the jissura 
f. Urogenital opening. . ; 
g. Outlet of the genital opening in the urethra. recto-vesicalis were closed. 
The ovaries of young I~els, of the length of about 500 millimeters, contained invariably 
but little fat, and the eggs were without globules. The gradual growth and enlargement of 
the ovaries go on simultaneously with the opening of the genital orifice. .According to the quan-
tity of fat contained in the ovaries, they have a mucous and glassy, or more or less opaque or 
white, appearance, _or have small shining dots. From the end of March till October I found in the 
majority of Eels which I examined, measuring GOO to 700 millimeters in length, that the o-varies 
were scarcely white, and that the genital aperture was closed. The number of egg8 contained in 
both developed ovaries reaches, ac.cording· to m_y calculation, five millions. TLe larger eggs 
measured. by me had a diameter of one-fourth to one-fifth millimeter, while the eggs of an adult 
'Grongo' (Conger) had, according to my measurements, a diameter of one-third of a millimeter, 
and those of the 'Murena' (JJ,furmna helena) almost one millimeter, wb!ch explains to me why the 
ovaries of the two last-mentioued species of fish have long since become known. 
In an Eel measuring 500 millimeters, examined on the 6th July, the left ovary was entirely 
wanting, and replacecl by a mass of fat. 
THE SPERM.A.TIC ORG.A.NS.-The posWon of these organs (Fig. 5), wbieh are not ribbon-
shaped like the ovarie ·, but represent two longitudinal rows, each with about fifty lobules (Fig. 6), 
of the width at most of three millimeters, and found only in Eels not more than 430 milli-
meters long, corresponds entirely with that of the ovaries. In these organs are likewise found 
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t w r1 th 1 nd the permatic organs (partes recurrentes), which, however, as is the case 
ith th on ri ·, are ometime wanting. 
FI . 5.-Male E el (natural size). 
a. Ril,!ht ti· tic lo. 
b. L1·f'c t ticl1•. 
c. Ri)!ht a , .. 11ory part. 
d. Lrft nc P ury part. 
e. Dn•i!lini.c m •nilirane. 
/ . I>1·fn1·nt rnnal. 
g. , min. I J1oud1. 
71. Anal d1·1111· . ion. 
i T 1 in11ry blnd1lt r, co\"'er d to a great extent 
bv th,, erniual pouch. 
k. J-'at OU tb I il,!b id , 
k' .. 'imilar f 1·0\MJn, tho tomacb. 
l. Fat on th • left ide. 
111 .. .'to~· b. 
n. P,·loru . 
o. Li"n·r, t!,lroed u p to bow the inner urface 
ailh 1111 ' to th· re pbagus and tho 
tomueh. 
p. Gall-hi· 1l1ln. 
q, q. P ctoral fin11. 
uch r i h •r 
wi h · m r 1 
·u· 11 • 
r ·rmi 
The spermatic organs can be distinguished at the first 
glance from the ovaries of the adult Eels and those of the 
young Eels, not only by their lobular form, but also by their 
hining, glassy appearance, by the surface of the individual 
loues, which is smooth and without leaflets, and by the much 
greater density of the tissue, so that with a pair of pincers one 
can take off a large portion of t.he organ, which could not 
possibly be done with a more developed ovary whose tissue 
ii:i as tender as a cobweb, and is composed of small vessels 
formed of a thin membrari'e and filled with eggs and fat. 
The fibrous tissue of the spermatic organs is composed 
of vascular compartments with thicker pa~titions, inclosing, 
according to the development of the organ, granular 
globules (Fig. 7). 
These compartments are joined toward the inside and 
the base of the lobes, which are united to a tube (vas deferens), 
whicll, crecal at the commencement, runs along the entire 
length of the abdominal cavity, and opens near the straight 
mtestine (rectnm) in a triangular pouch, which likewise con-
taius a vas deferens starting from the caudal part of the 
spermatic organ. This pouch -has its outlet in the general 
orifice, which opens in the urethra (Fig. 8). 
As regards the development of the spermatic organs, I 
FIG. 6.-Three lobes of the right testicle, with the deferent canal (enlarged ten times). 
a. Lobes, s en from theil' outel' Bnrface. 
b. Lob , seen from i ts inner surface. 
c. Di-ferent canal. 
d. Anterior part of the same. 
ha-vc ob erved that the loues of these organs jn young Eels, 
m a uring not more than 200 to 300 millimeters in length, 
ar uot yet -very di tin.ct, forming two thin ribbon differing 
ut little from ovarie of the female in their averag size. In 
E •l lll a uring ab ut 400 millimeter in 1 ngth, the testicle 
: n ea il b di tinguish d from the ovaries. The former, 
ha' en alr ady remarked, much more solid, are prodd d 
rk f v · 1 ; h ir lo are very di tinct aml the d ferent 
ari r · nt the a1 p arance of two continu u ri bon , 
·t mucou app ranee, and contain the egg with the 
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The deferent canals and the genital orifice are closed in young Eels of the male sex, and open 
simultaneously with the development of the lobes. 
In the male Eels examined by me from March to October I have found individuals, of 400 
millimeters and more in length, whose genital orifice and deferent canals were invariably open, 
while in some of the smaller ones they were closed and in others open. 
FIG. 7.-Piece. of the testicle (one hundred and si,xty times enlarged), 
showing the vascular tissue and the small granules. 
FIG, 8.-Anal pat·t of the male Eel, enlarged twice. 
a. Straight intes tine. 
b. Fissura r ecto-v<'sicalis, covered by the out-
side wall of the seminal pouch 
c, c. Outl<'t of the anterior and posterior part 
of the defernnt canal in the pouch. 
d. Urinary bladder. 
Of the 258 Eels examined by me, the males and females were in about even proportion; the 
greatest length of the former was about· 430 millimeters, while the latter were of all sizes up to 
1,050 millimeters, which shows that the males are smaller than the females. 
EXTERNAL CH.A.R.A.CTERISTICs.-The external diflerences presented by living Eels (remarks 
Jacoby), corresponding to the presence of an ovary and the supposed male organ, are very inter-
esting. 
The most important, writes Jacoby, is (1) the difference in the size and length of the animal. 
Syr-ski states that the largest Eels found by him with the supposed male organ measured about 
17 inches (430mm). I have, however, found specimens with this organ at Trieste and in Cornacchio 
which measured 17 to 19inches ( 450 millimeters to 480 millimeters). All the Eels which exceeded this 
size, for instance those which were over three feet in length (one millimeter) many of them growing to 
the thickness of the arm of a stn_mg man, have been hitherto found to be females. The other recog-
nizable external characters in the female are (2) a much broader tip of the snout in comparison 
with the small, either attenuated ur short and sharply pointed, snout of the Eel with the supposed 
male organ; also, (3) a clearer coloration in the female, usually of a greenish hue on the back, and 
yellowish or yellow upon the belly, while the others have a deep darkish-green, or often a very 
deep black upon the back and always a more perceptible metallic luster upon the sides (I, once in 
a while, found Eels covered all over with a brownish tint, always possessing the organ of Syrski), 
usually exhibiting also a white color upon the belly. In addition ( 4) there is an important external 
character in the height of the dorsal fin; all females have these fins much higher and broader 
j 
than the Eels of the same size which possess the supposed male organ. Finally, (5) there is a 
character, which is not always a safe one, in the greater diameter of the eye in the Eels with the 
supposed male organ. Eels with quite small eyes are ~lmost always found to be females; Eels 
with the organ of Syrski usually have comparatively large eyes, yet female Eels with quite large 
eyes are not unusual. 
The following proportional measurements, the average results of the study of a great number 
of Eels measured by me, will be of general interest. Oolumn a gives the total length of the Eel; 
b the bread.th of the snout between the nostrils; c the breadth of the snout between the eyes; a, 
the length of the snout from the center of the eye to its tip; e the average measurement of the 
I 
I 
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th h ad to the gill-opening; g the height of the dorsal :fins, all the measure-
i n in millim ter . 
. Eels with supposed malo organ. B. Female eels . 
_ a. _'· ~1_":_l_c. j. g. _a. _ b· l_c. d. e. f. g. -- --
I ,so , "· • ,. 
1
, 52 5 ,so , .• 
1 
,, 17 5 G2 9 I 
II 470 6 10. 5 12 7 54 G 475 7. 5 14. 5 16 8 59 9. 5 II 
III 445 5 11 12 6 47 6 440 8 12 14 5 56 7. 5 Ill 
IV 411 4 9 12 5. 5 47 6 410 8 12. 5 13 7. 5 51 7 IV 
V 386 4. 5 !) 12 5. 5 46 4 378 7. 5 11 12 5 49 7. 5 V 
VI 370 3. 5 7 10. 5 5 41) 6 3G9 7. 5 11 13 6. 5 51. 5 7 VI 
vrr 344 4 7. 5 10 4. 5 40 5 342 6 8 11 4. 5 44 G. 5 VII 
VIII 310 I 4 7 10 5 40 4. 5 313 5. 5 8 10. 5 3. Ii 41 G I VIII 
.According to the di tinguishing marks which have been given, special reference having been 
paid to the height and narrowness of the dorsal fin, much success has been met with in picking 
out, in the :fi h-market of Trieste, the Eels which possessed the organ of Syrski; absolute certainty 
in recognizing them cannot, however, be guaranteed. 1f one is searching among living Eels with 
no characters in mind with the exception of the first-that ·of length-he will :find in every ten 
E 1 , on an average, ight females, and two with the supposed male organ; but, if the selection is 
made with a careful reference to all these marks of difference, the proportion changes, and out of 
ev ry t n example about eight will be found with the supposed male organ.1 
F r another excellent di cus -ion with figures of the characters of male and· female Eels, the 
read r i re£ rr d to a tran lation of an article by S. Th. Cattie, in the Proceedings of the United 
t t N ti nal Mu eum, vol. iii, pp. 280-284. 
UPPO ED TO BE VIVIP..A.Rous.-The discovery of the two sexes has not, however, writes 
J- , , •ttl < th que tion whether the Eel lays eggs or brings its young alive into the world. 
Ther h· . alw y. b en a strong di po ition to adopt the latter hypothesis, and there are many peo-
pl at th pr nt day who claim to ha e been present at the birth of young Eels, or to have found a 
quanti y f. u <r Eel in adult Eels which have been cut open. Frequently ichthyologists bear 
f cnrrcnc of tbi kind, and receive specimens of supposed little Eels, from one to two 
inch crth which have been kept alive for several days in a glass of water. These are usually 
thr' d worm , Ascaris labiata, which live by tbe hundred in the intestinal cavity of the Eel, and 
whi ,h m y be a U ' di thwui h d from the Eels of the same ~ize by the sharp ends of the body, the 
enc of fin , of eye and mouth, and by the luggi hness of their motions. The smallest Eels, 
1 , tb~ n an inch in 1 ngtb, have alrea y the complete form of the adult, and a,re also transparent, 
th t with a m mifying gla one may perceive the pulsations of the heart, and see behind it the 
browni h-red liv r · the mouth, th pectoral, dor al, anal, and caudal :fins, are easily seen, and the 
b1c k ye a not b overlo ked. In ddition to the inte tinal worms, the young of a :fish of another 
f mil - Zoarces i iparu have given opportunity to the ignorant for many discoveries; for instance, 
rhar 1, in o. 4 of th 'Gartenlaube" for 1874, described and illustrated an "embryo of the 
el,' which in c mpany ith about a thousand similar embryos, had been cut out of the belly of 
n 1. hi t lerably good drawing at fir t ight is seen to represent the embryo of Zoarces, 
Imo t rea y for birth, in e it till po e e a very minute umbilical sac. It is very 
bat th ,minut gg f th Eel uld hardly produce a great embryo with an umbilical sac 
d r h n a hun lred times in ize the whole egg. It is also evident that the 
f th writer had x ggerated the two or three hundred young in the Zoarces to a 
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SEARCH FOR YOUNG EELS.-As might have been foreseen, remarks Jacoby, Syrski's discovery 
drew attention anew to the solution of the eel problem. In the spring and summer of 1877 the 
German and Austrian papers and journals were full of articles and paragraphs upon this subject. 
Among others the following announcement made the rounds of the press: "Hitherto, in spite of all 
efforts, science bas not succeeded in discovering the secret of the reproduction of the Eel. The 
German Fischerei -Verein in Berlin offers a premium of fifty marks to the person who shall first find 
a gravid Eel which shall be sufficiently developed to enable Professor Virchow in Berlin to dissipate 
the doubts concerning the propagation of the Eel." Herr Dallmer, of Schleswig, inspector of.fisheries 
in that province, offered to transmit communications to Berlin, and in 1878,.in the January number 
of the "German Fishery Gazette," he published ~ detailed and very interesting report of his proceed-
ings. He wrote, among other things, that it was quite beyond his expectation that this announce-
ment would have found its way into nearly all the German journals between the Rhine and the 
Weichsel and from the Alps to the sea. The number of letters which he received first rejoiced 
him, then surprised him, finally terrified him, so th~t at last he was obliged to refuse to attend to 
the communications. He had learned at Berlin that an equal number of communications from all 
parts of Germany had been received, sent directly to the address of Professor Virchow. Objects 
which were said to be young Eels cut out of the parents, but which were really thread-worms, 
were sent to him by dozens; the most incredible stories, usually from women, about great thick 
eggs which they had found in Eels, were received by him. A witty Berliner communicated to him 
in a packet sent l>y express the information that the eel problem was now happily solved, since a 
lady Eel in Berlin had given birth to twins. Finally Herr Dallmer found himself compelled to 
insert the following notice in the "Schleswiger Nachrichten'': ,: Since the German Fischerei-Verein 
bas offered a premium for the first gravid Eel, the desire to obtain the prize, curiosity, or the 
desire for knowledge has created so lively an interest upon this point that it might almost be 
called a revolution. I at one time offered, when necessary, to serve as an agent for communica-
tions, but since business bas compelled me to be absent from home a great part of the time, I 
would urgently request that hereafter packages should be sent direct to Professor Virchow in . 
Berlin. I feel myself obliged to inform the public upon certain special points. The premium is 
offered for a gravid Eel, not for the contents of such an Eel, since if only these were sent it would 
be uncertain whether they were actually taken from an Eel. The Eel must always be sent alone; 
the majority of senders have hitherto sent me only the intestines or the supposed young of the 
Eel, which were generally intestinal worms; the Eel itself they have eaten; nevertheless the prize 
of fifty marks has been expected by nearly all senders," etc. By this transfer of the responsibilities 
the inspector of fisheries has rendered a very untha,nkful service to Professor Virchow; he was 
obliged to publish a notice in t,he papers in which he urgently stated that he wished to be excused 
from receiving any more packages, for he would hardly know what to do with them. The comic 
papers of Berlin now circulated the suggestion that hereafter the Eel should be sent to the inves-
tigators only in a smoked state. This amusing episode is.interesting in showing how remarkable 
an interest the whole world was beginning to take in the eel proplem.1 
NORM.AL REPRODUCTIVE HABITS.-" It may be assumed with the greatest safety," writes 
Benecke, "that the Eel lays its eggs like most other fish, and that, like the Lamprey, it only spawns 
once and then dies. All the eggs of a female Eel show the same degree of maturity, while in the 
fish which spawn every year, besides the large eggs which are ready to be deposited at the next 
spawning period, there exist very many of much smaller size, which are destined to mature here-
1 Zoologischer Anzeiger, No. 26, p.193; .AmArican Naturalist, xiii, p. 125; and Jacoby, p. 44. 
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it d in other years. It is very hard to understand bow young Eels could 
d of h ir mother if they were retained until they had gained any considera-
m bryo can live and grow for a ,ery long time supported by the little yolk, but 
h n tlli i n it c n n1, obtain food outside of the body of its mother. The following circum-
. I , l u t 1J lie, that the spawning of the Eel takes place only in the sea: (1) that the 
m I 1 i :fi nn l only in the sea or brackish water, while female Eels yearly undertake a pilgrim-
a fr m th inland water to the sea, a circumstance which has been known since the time of 
ri totl and upon the knowledge of which the principal capture ·of Eels by the use of fixed 
appc ratu i dependent; (2) that the young Eels with the greatest regularity ascend from the sea 
int the river and lakes. 
All tat ments in opposition to this theory are untenable, since the young Eels never find 
their way into land locked ponds i:µ the course of their wanderings, while Eels planted in such 
i olated bodie of water thri-,e and grow rapidly but never increase in numbers. Another still 
more convincing argument is the fact that i~ lakes which formerly contained many Eels, but 
which by the erection of impassable weirs have been cut off from the sea, the supply of Eels 
ha diminished, and after a time only scattering individuals, old and of great size, are taken in 
them. An instance of this sort occurred in Lake Miiskendorf, in West Prussia. If an instance 
of the reproduction of the Eel in fresh water could be found, such occurrences as these would be 
quite inexplicable. 
In the upper tretches of long rivers the migration of the Eels begins in April or May; in their 
lower tret h and shorter streams later in the season. In all running waters the eel fishery 
d pends up n th downward migrations. The Eels press up the streams with occasional halts, 
r mai ing h re and there for short periods, but always make their way above. They appear to 
ke h mo t progre during dark nights when the water is troubled and stormy, for at this 
tim they are captured in the greatest numbers. It is probable that after the Eels have once 
r turned t the e , and there deposited their spawn, they never can return into fresh water, but 
r main th r to di . A great migration of grown Eels in spring or summer has never been reported, 
and it appec r c rtaiu that all the female Eels which have once found their way to the sea are 
lo ·t t the fi herman. In o. of the German" Fischerei Zeitung" for 1878, Dr. Schock published 
certain tatem nt ,·ent to him by Dr. Jacoby: It is remarked in this paper, among other things, 
th t aft r tbe d p ition of the pawn the female Eel dies a physiological death, and that occas~on-
ally the ea in then ighborhood of the mouths of rivers has been found covered with deau !~els 
who e ov~ rie w r empty. Wh n, where, and by whom this observation was made, arnl :,o 
pron un ed up n the empty ovarie in these dead fl h, i, unfortunately not mentioned. 
r t num r of the Eel remain in inland waters while others proceed to the sea, either 
be u. e th ir g(T ar at thi time not ufficiently ripe, or perhaps because they are sterile. It 
would m prob bl that the increase in the size of the eggs in the wandering Eels begins to be 
v ry rapid af er .August and S pternber, while in the earlier months of the yea,r, in all Eels of 
mo l rat fa th eggs were at the utmo t but about 0.09 millimeters in diameter. In Septem-
r of the ,' m y ar, I foun (a an average of numerous measurements) a diameter of 0.10; in 
ct ber .16; in ..:T ember 0.1 to 0.23, while the egg showed other characters connected with 
I pro bing m turity which arlier i the season were not to be een. All the Eels which were 
r nd in January-par of which came from rivers and harbors, pa.rt 
utzi<T ( utziger i k), had eggs me uring from 0.09 to 0.16 millimeters, 
m the fi h examined were ome which mea ured three feet in length. 
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Do MALE EELS LE.A VE THE SE.A .AND ENTER FRESH w ..ATER 1-This problem is one of great 
interest, both to the biologist and the fish-culturist; it is, in fact, the one disputed point still remain-
ing to be solved. Upon its solution appears to depend the final decision of the question, still so 
warmly debated both in Europe and America, "Do Eels breed in fresh water only, in salt water 
only, or in both fresh and salt water'" As h~s already been stated, the theory for a long time 
generally accepted is that the Eels are "catadromous," descending to the sea to spawn. This 
theory is, however, sharply contested by many observers, chief among whom on this side of the 
Atlantic is Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt, president of the American Fish Cultural Association. It 
appears probable to the writer that the truth lies somewhere between these two extremes, and 
that it will be hereafter ascertained that the Eel, like a majority of other animals, has flexible 
habits, sometimes deviating from its ordinary custom, which appears to be to spawn in salt or 
brackish water. 
Male Eels have been found in the following localities: 
(1) In 1874, by Syrski, in the fish markets of Trieste, these markets being supplied with Eels 
from Chioggia on the Adriatic, and to a lesser extent from the lagoons of Cornacchio. 
(2) In 1875, on the coasts of France, by Dareste. 
(3) In 1875, among specimens of .Anguilla marmorata from India. 
(4) In 1875, in the Baltic, at Wismar on the Danish coast, by Professor von Siebold. 
(5) In 1877, in the lagoons of Cornacchio, by Jacoby. Among twelve hundred specimens, five 
per cent. were males; while among those less than fifteen inches in length twenty per cent. were 
males. This was in brackish water. 
(6) In 1879, at Trieste, by Dr. Hermes, who found fifteen males among twenty Eels selected 
by Dr. Syrski. 
(7) In 1880, on the Baltic coasts of Denmark, by Dr. Hermes. Out of one lot of thirty-six 
from Wismar, he obtained eight males, thus repeating von Siebold's observation . . 
(8) In 1880, from the Baltic between Zealand and Saland, Denmark. Out of one lot of thirty-
six, Dr. Hermes obtained eight males. 
(9) In 1880, in Franc~, by Robin. 
(10) In 1880, by Cattie. 
(11) In 1880, by Dr. Hermes, at Cumlosen, on the Elbe, about one h~ndred and twenty miles 
from the German Ocean. 
(12) In 1880, at Rligers on the_ Baltic, by Dr. Hermes, who found forty-four and one-half per 
cent. males in one lot of 137. 
(13) B;y Dr. Pauly, among Eels planted at Hliningen, in Alsace-Lorraine. 
It bas been shown by Dr. Pauly that among the very young Eels [Montee] taken near the 
mouths of rivers is a considerable percentage of males, which, when transplanted t-0 fresh water, 
will there retain their masculine characters and develop into perfect adult males. This discovery 
is, of course, of the utmost importance to fish-culturists making the attempt to introduce Eels into 
new waters. Its importance has already been pointed out by Director Haack. 
The practical lesson to be learned is simply this, that young Eels, for introduction into 
strange waters, must be taken from very near the mouths of rivers, in order that both males and 
females may be secured. The interest to zoologists lies in the fact that Pauly's discovery renders 
the theory of von Siebold less plausible, indicating that the sexes of the young Eels are differ-
entiated before they begin to mount the rivers and that the males do not ascend beyond the limits 
of brackish water. 
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ov r, i O intere ting that I propose to translate his own account of it. The 
a e, I b lieve, in Munich, and the report from which I quote was published in 
u ·tr . un ri n Fi hery Gazette," of Vienna, December 23, 1880. Dr. Pauly writes: 
riu th pa t, ear I have received from Court-fisherman Kuffer a large number of Eels, 
which h v u ed in my inve tigations. The large individuals, all of which came from the lakes 
f rth rn taly were fi males. I received, however, from the same individual, another lot of 
i 1 c n · tinO' of much smaller individuals, weighing from twenty to ninety grams (two-thirds 
' b 
fan ounce to three ounces), also taken in fresh water. At the request of Professor von Siebold, 
I had paid particular attention to the sexes of the Eels which I was engaged in investigating, 
nd to my great a tonishment I found that a large majority of these small Eels (nineteen out of 
twenty- even) were males, possessing, instead of the familiar ovaries, the' Lappenorgan' described 
by Dr. Syr ki. A histological examination of these organs convinced me that the structure of 
the e ti ues agreed with that described by Freud. . . . 
"My next inquiry was very naturally concerning the locality whence these Eels had been ob-
tained. I learned that Kuffer had received them two years before from Director Haack at Hiinin-
gen, and, upon questioning Director Haack, learned that they bad been brought from a French river, 
the Sevre nantaise, where they were caught as young fry [montee] at a distance of ten or twelve 
mile from it mouth, and furthermore were at the time of examination about four years old. The 
mall ize of these fish, their age being taken into consideration, satisfied me that they bad been 
reared in captivity, since uncultivated Eels would have been much heavier. The females in this 
lot of Eel exce ded the males in length and weight, and also exhibited those external characters 
d crib d y Jacoby as indicating sex. 
"The locality in the Sevre niortaise where these fish were taken may easily, especially at flood 
tid , liave been within the limits of brackish water; my observations do not prove, therefore, that 
male E 1 nter fre h water. 
"Dr. Jacoby found male Eel in the lagoons of Cornacchio, where the water is brackish. These 
mal mu t have a cende<.l in the 'mounting' as fry, and probably at the approach of sexual 
maturity de cend with the females to the sea. My investigations and thdse of Jacoby prove only 
thi : th t the young female Eels do not necessarily break away from their parents and from their 
birthplac at ea, and e tirely alone proceed upon their migrations, while the males scatter through 
the a, but that their brother seem to accompany them part of the way upon their journey. But 
h w far o the male know where pure fresh water begins, and are the fry of different sexes found 
min 1led t ()'ether only at the river mouths If we bear in mind the fact that the male organs had 
o 1 ng ped di c very, that, on account of their crystal-like transparency, their detection in a 
o difficult, etc., may we not admit that past conclusions are probably erroneous, and 
that 1 h ugh th u and of fresh-water Eels have been studied by different investigators, male Eels 
may yet be found · our treams, especially when more of the smaller individuals have been 
xamin d " 
Dr. aul ~ hen di cu e the observations of Dr. Hermes, who found eleven per cent. of males 
, m ng E 1 t ken at ittenberge, on the Elbe, about one hundred and twenty miles from the Ger-
an and no male whatever at Havelberg, twenty or thirty miles higher up the stream, and 
clo · hi , Y with the following conclu ion : "Male Eels undoubtedly ascend the rivers, but the 
numerical percentage of tnales to females appears to di,ninish as one proceeds up the streams.'' This fact 
· IP · tot e theory r ed by ome one that young Eels are at :first of undifferentiated sex, 
ndency und r the influence of fre h water to become females under Lhat of salt 
' l p ale character . 
• I 
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BENECKE ON THE MOVJ;}MENTS OF YOUNG EELS.-Benecke gives the following thorough 
discussion of the movements of young Eels: 
The young Eels, batched out of the eggs at sea, doubtless live at the bottom until they grow, 
through consumption of rich food substances there to be found, to a size from one to three cen-
timeters. When they have attained this size they begin their wanderings· in immense schools, 
proceeding to ascend into the rivers and lakes. These wanderings of the young Eels have been 
known for a very long time; for instance, in the lagoons of Cornacchio, in which they may be found, 
for the most part, after they have gained the length of from six to eight millimeters, and in France, 
later also in England, Denmark, Sweden, and, more recently, in Germany they have also been 
observed. 
According 'to the French reports young Eels are hatched out early in the winter, and in Feb-
ruary, having attained the length of four or five centimeters, they appear in the brackish water 
at the mouth of the Loire in immense numbers, soon to begin their wanderings up the stream. 
They swim in crowded schools at the surface of the river right up to the banks, and little detach-
ments of the army deploy at the mouth of each tributary and pursue their wanderings along its 
course. These swarms of young Eels are called in France '' Montee," in Italy, "Montata:" The 
number of the young fish is, as might be expected from the number of the eggs in the ovary of the 
Eel, wonderfully large. Redi has recounted that, from the end of January to the end of April the 
young fish continue wandering up the Arno, and 'that in 1867 over three million pounds of them 
were taken in five hours. Into the lagoons of the Cornacchio the Eels pour from February to 
April. In March and April they have been noticed in many French rivers, in which the migra-
tion continues for from eight to fourteen days. The first account of these -wanderings in Germa,ny 
was that given by von Ehlers. In 1863 he wrote to von Siebold: "This took place about ten 
years ago, in the village of Drennhausen, in the province of W esen, in the Kingdom of Hanover. 
As we were walking, towards the end of June or the beginning of July, on a dike, which at that 
place projects out into the Elbe, we noticed that along .the entire shore there might be seen a 
moving band of a dark color. Since everything which takes place in the Elbe is of interest to the 
inhabitants of that region, this phenomenon immediately attracted attention, and it soon became 
apparent that this dark band was composed of an innumerable body of young Eels, which were-
pressing against each other, as, at the surface of the stream, they were forcing their way upwards 
towards its source, while they kept themselves so close to the shore that they followed all its 
bendings and curves. The wid.th of this band of fish at the place where it was observed (where 
the Elbe has a considerable depth) was perhaps a foot, but how deep it was could not be observed, 
so thickly crowded together were the young Eels. As they swam a great number could be taken 
in a bucket, and it was very annoying to the people who lived along the Elbe that, so long as the 
procession of fish lasted, no water could be taken out of the river which was not full of the little 
fish. The length of the young Eels was, on an average, from three to four inches; tbe thickness 
of the body wa~ about equal to that of a goose-quill~ By themselves might here and ther~ be seen 
swimming Eels of greater size, but none of them were probab-1;7 more than eight inches in length. 
A.11 of them, even the smallest, were dark colored. This wonderful procession of fishes continued 
unbroken and of the same density throughout the whole of the day on which it was first observed, 
and continued also upon the following day. On the morning of the third day, however, not one 
of the young Eels was to be seen." 
Similar observations have been made at Wittenberge, on the Elbe. Kuffer observed great 
quantities of young Eels, of about three centimeters in length, in the brackish water of the Eider 
at Friedrichsstadt; so also did von Stemann. 
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ar write the latter, "from April to the end of '-Tune, there appear great masses of 
hich are pre ent in large schools towards the Upper Eider, seeking in every way to 
th r. In April the fir t Eels show themselves generally singly; cold weather has 
ntly k pt them back up to this time; since this year, until to-day, no ascent whatever has 
t k o plac and now the approach of the great schools is beginning. Where the current is feeble 
h roe s ion i broad; but where the Eels encounter a strong current-near a mill-it becomes 
mall, and pre e close to the shore, in order to o-,ercome the currents. The little animals swim 
ag rly ml rapidly along near the banks until they find a place over which they decide to climb. 
H r th y lie in great heaps, and appear to await the rising of the tide, which makes their ascent 
a ier. The tide having risen, the whole mass begins to separate without delay; Eel after Eel 
climb up on the steep wall of rock, determined to reach the little pools, at the he'ight of fifteen 
or twenty inches, into which some of the water from the Upper Eider has found its way. Into 
the 'e holes the little animals creep, and have yet to travel a distance of forty or fifty feet under 
the roadway before they can reach the Upper Eider. Another detachment betakes itself to the 
sluiceway , and clings to the cracks in the wood; also around the mills their ascent may be 
observed, e pecially about sunrise." 1 
Davy ends a imilar account from Ireland. He was a witness of the ascent of young Eels, or 
"Elva ," at Ballyshannon, at the end of July, 1823; he speaks of the mouth of the river under the 
fall being '' blackened by millions of little Eels about as long as a finger, which were constantly 
urging their way up the moist rock beside the fall." "Thousands," he adds, "died; but their 
bodie , r maining, erved as a ladder by which the rest could make their way; and I saw some 
a cending even perpendicular stones, making their way through wet moss or adhering to some 
Eel that had died in the attempt." 2 
uch i th energy of these little animals that they continued to find their way in immense 
numb r to L ch i rne. 
In the littl E 1 which a cend the rivers _there are no traces of sexual organs, but in the fresh 
wat r they d v lop nly into females. One of the most recent observations made by Dr. Pauly, 
in fonich, would appear to contradict this idea, since he discovered male Eels among the fish 
which were brought with a lot of young Eels to Hiiningen, were kept there for two years in ponds, 
n were finally r lea ed in the fish pond of Court-fisherman Kuffer. We should. bear in mind, 
however, that the e young Eels were captured at the mouths of fresh rivers in brackish water; 
and that among the numerous small Eels which swim in the brackish water there must be many 
larger p ci en , in which the male organ have already begun to develop. Such are doubtless 
th e whi ·h w re nt in the male condition to Hiiningen and Munich, and were there recognized 
a mal . Thi pr mption can be set aside only if male Eels shall hereafter be found among the 
fi h hi h ar cau ht in the upper part of rivers in the condition of young fry. 
rnin another important fact which is connected with the movements of the young fry of 
am acqu inted la t year (in the cour e of an exploration of the waters of the district of 
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Konitzkunde) with the river Brahe, at Miihlhof, above Rittel, where a high dam was built in 1846 
and 184 7 for the purpose of watering a large system of meadows by the overflowing of the stream. 
Below the dam is an inclined plane (constructed of boards), about three hundred feet long, built 
for the purpose of preventing the water, which rushes out when the sluice-gate is opened, from . 
washing away the bottom of the stream and its banks. This plank floor consists of two layers, the 
lower one of two-inch, the upper one of three-inch boards. The grade of the dam at Miihlhof 
·(thirty-three feet three inches) has entirely cut off the ascent of the fry of the Eel into the upper 
part of the Brahe and the lakes tributary to it, and the number of Eels caught above the dam-
which was formerly very considerable-has become reduced almost to nothing. In the year 1847 
the construction of the dam and the inclined plane was completed. In 1852 the upper layer of the 
planks on the plane had warped and sprung up in many places, so that it had to be torn up for 
repairs. The cause of the warping was immediately discovered ; thousands of Eels, as thick as a 
man's finger, somewhat flattened in shape, and, on aecount of the absence of light, of a pure 
white color, filled the space between the two layers of planks, and their united pressure from 
beneath had caused the upper layer to yield; these Eels had found their way between the boards 
as fry, where they had found sufficient food and had grown to such a size that the pressure of their 
united strength had pushed up the roof of their prison. These facts, observed by an old mill-
wright, were communicated to me by Privy Councillor Schmid, of Marienwerder, who supervised 
the construction of the Mlihlhof dam, and he fully confirmed them. 
Eels of four inches in length, which in May are plenty in fish ponds, by the end of October 
reach a length of ten inches and the thickness of a man's little finger; in the following fall they 
measure from twenty to twenty-four inches, and in the third year are ready to be eaten. On 
account of their rapid growth and hardy nature, in consequence of which latter they live in mud-
holes and unprofitable waters of all kinds, the breeding of Eels is a very remunerative business. 
The young fish (of which, at the time of their first appearance at the mouths of rivers, it takes 
1,500 to 1,700 to make a pound, while, when taken later and a little farther from the sea, it takes 
only 350 to 400 for the same weight) may be obtained at low prices from France through Hiiningen, 
or in Germany from Randesberg, and, through the Berlin Aquarium, from Wittenberge, and, when 
the temperature of the air is not too high, may be carried in soft moss throughout all Germany. 
According to the statement of the well-known Paris :fish-merchant, Millet, two pounds of 
Eels, planted in a muddy pond in 1840, in fl ve years yielded 5,000 pounds of fine Eels. 
J A00BY'S TOUR TO COMA0CHIO IN 1877, .A.ND HIS CONCLUSIONS.-" In the fall of 1877," writes 
Jacoby, "l undertook a journey from Trieste, by way of Ravenna, to Cornacchio. Convinced of 
the difficulty of the questions to be solved by my own previous labors, I had not great hopes of 
finding sexually mature Eels, either gravid females or mature males. My highest aim was at 
the beginning to determine the following points: (1) Whether evidences of preparation for breed-
ing might not be found in the Eels which were wandering in the fall toward the sea; (2) to what 
extent Eels with the organ of Syrski could be found participating in -this migration; (3) as far as 
possible to obtain Eels from the sea at a distance from the coast in order to compare their organs 
of reproduction with those of the Eels in the la.goons. 
"In determining the answers to the first two questions I was able to make some new and inter-
esting discoveries, but with regard to the latter, my most diligent efforts were absolutely fruitless. 
"I found that the Eels when migrating to the sea in the fall took no food. In many hundreds 
examined by me, caught during their movement, I found stomach and intestines entirely empty; 
that the Eels <luring their migrations eat nothing is also known to all :fishermen and watermen of 
Cornacchio. At the same time, the Eels which remained in the lagoons were more or less filled 
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f a, 0 1 th e which were not snfficiently mature to migrate, but also a breed of Eels 
t th ea, but remains throughou't its entire life in the lagoons. 
h r ma b found in Cornacchio, and doubtless everywhere where Eels live in great num-
·i h water along the coast, a peculiar group of Eels which, as far as I could deter-
ntir ly of terile females. These female Eels with ovaries present a very peculiar 
non; wh ·n they are opened one finds, instead of the well-known yellowish-white, very 
nff- baped organ, a thin, scummy, slightly folded membrane, not at all fatty, often as trans-
parent a o'la , arid of about the same proportional size as the so-called cuff-shaped organ. When 
thi m mbrane is examined under the microscope there may be seen in it eggs very transparent in 
appearance, with yolk-dots absent or with yolk-dots very small and few. This organ appears to be 
au abnormally developed ovary incapable of fertilization. These sterile females, which I found 
of all ize , even up to the length of twenty-seven inches, present all of the acknowledged female 
characters in great prominence and in an exaggerated degree: the snout is broader, and often, 
e pe ially at the tip of the under jaw, extraordinari1y broad; the dorsal fins are, on the average, 
high('r; the eyes are much smaller, especially in large specimens, and the coloring is clearer; the 
back of a clearer green and the belly yellower than in the normal female. The flesh of these 
terHe f male has a very delicate flavor, and quite different from that of other Eels. I was quite 
a toni. hed at the fine flavor when I tasted them for the first time in Cornacchio. The flesh, as the 
e ·pr ion goe , melts upon the tongue. It is even possible to tlistinguish them while living, by 
fe ling them with the band, their soft bodies being very different from the hard, solid, muscular 
fl h of the other . 
'' In 1oma chio these Eels are called 'Pasciuti.' Coste called them 'Priscetti,' and defined 
h m t b tho Eel which had not become ripe, but which were at least a pound in weight. The 
n me' ri etti' i , however, very incorrect, as I have become convinced by questioning the fish 
in p tor and by h ring the conversations of the fishermen. 'Pasciuto' means 'pastured,' and 
th, fi b r n nn l r tand by thi , tho e Eels which do not migrate, but which remain through the 
wh le y ar fe ding h1 th lagoon . They include, however, under this name, Eels of two kinds-
th t ril female. alr ady de cribed, and the Eels which are not yet ripe, as well as the normal 
:C male and nppo d males whose period of migration is somewhat remote. This circumstance 
i. a au, of mu h difficulty to the fovestigator. 1 
tudi on the 'econd point to be solved were of special interest, viz, the determina-
1 It has b en noticed by many early writerFJ that there are certain Eels which never come to the sea-Risso, in his 
' Ili ir Tatur lle," tome 3, ;p. 198, and S. Nilsson, in his "Scandinavisk Fauna," tome 4, p. 663. The latter called 
tbi vari ty ' r aal," or Gra s-Eel, and spoke of its yellowish-green coloration and the soft, delicious flesh. Strange 
11011gb oth th,. writers spoke of the harper snout of this Eel, and Risso, who founded npon it another species, 
11(]11i la acutil'ostri , described it as hlnckish above and silvery below. These descriptions apply in every particular 
to the non-mi r tory Eel of Cornacchio. Jacoby remarks that all the sterile females brought to him under the name 
' P iuti w r distinguished by their broad snouts. 'rhe following tables were prepared at Comucehio. a gives 
th' tot 11 ·u"'th of the b dy of th E l; b, th~ breadth of the snout between the nasal tubes, in millimeters. 


















B.- ,c ormal females . C.-Eels with supposed malo organs. 
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tion of the presence at Cornacchio, and the behavior of Eels with organs of Syrski. I can answer 
this question very briefly, since among t,welve hundred specimens examined by me at the 
fishing stations and at the so-called eel factories (with the excep~ion of the largest specimen£, 
which a.re always females) I found an average of five per cent. with the organ of Syrski; of 
the Eels under fifteen inches in length (forty-five centimeters) on an average there were twenty 
per cent., so that the concJusions as to their abundance were very similar to those at Trieste, where 
the fish market is supplied, for the greater part, with Eels from Chioggia, and to a less extent with 
I 
those from Cornacchio. 
"In Cornacchio the largest Eels with the organ of Syrski, which I have observed, were about 
seventeen inches (forty-eight centimeters) in length, the smallest about nine inches (twenty-four 
centimeters). All of these were found among the Eels taken during their migration to the sea, 
and, like the females, were found with stomachs completely empty or slightly filled with a slimy 
substance. It was impossible to find in any specimen a more advanced development of the Syr-
sk~an organ than in those examined fu summer at Trieste. 
"With reference to the third question undertaken by me, which relates to the actual kernel of 
the eel question, that is, the possibility of obtaining the Eels which have migrated out to sea, in 
order to obtain in this manner the sexually mature milters and spawners, I have been unable to 
obtain any results. I have, so far as my opportunities permitted, left no stone unturned to gain 
its solution. I went out to s~a from Magnavacca and from Oodigoro, on Chioggian vessels, and 
many times have fished myself, and have stimulated the fishermen by offers of reward to endeavor 
to obtain Eels at sea, but I am forced to the conclusion that with the ordinary means this cannot 
be done. 
"Intelligent, gray-headed fishermen of Chioggia, who by means of their fishing apparatus 
know this part of the Adriatic as well as they know their own pockets, have assured me that 
throughout their entire lives they have never caught a grown-up river Eel in the sea at any dis-
tance from the coast. The Eels which were brought to me at Mannbach as having been caught 
in the sea, and which I found to be the ordinary females, or Eels with the Syrskian organ, were 
either from localities close to the shore where they are not rare, or were taken in the Palotta 
Canal. There was no lack of attempts at deception. Fishermen took Eels from the shore with 
them in order to be able, on their return, to claim that they had been caught at sea. In the imme-
diate neighborhood of the coast they are, as .it has been stated, in the spring-time not rare, and 
there are not the slightest differences between these and the Eels of the lagoons. I found both 
females and Eels with the organ of Syrski with their reproductive organs in the same immature 
condition as in Cornacchio ; evidently they had just come through the Palotta Canal from the 
lagoon into the sea. A certain distance, perhaps one or two marine miles from the coast, every 
trace is lost of the adult Eels which wander by the many thousand into the sea. Strange as this 
problem appears at first sight, it is easily understood when the character of the fishing apparatus 
is considered: the nets are those used in the capture of lobsters, and are thrown over the bottom; 
they have meshes much too large to hold the Eels, or, when they are small-meshed, they do not 
touch the bottom. The problem can only be solved by using apparatus constructed especially for 
the purpose." 1 
Jacoby proposes the following questions, which, in his opinion, cover the still unanswered 
points concerning the natural history of the Eel, and answers them in accordance with the results 
of his own observations: 
1 JACOBY: Der Fischfang in der Lagune von Cornacchio, pp. 45-53. 
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ow an the fact be accounted for that no one has ever found mature females and 
mal p wn r and milters, among the Eels 1 
n wer. The Eel require the influence of sea-water for the development of their reproductive 
organ . i now definitely understood, they leave the rivers and the brackish lakes on account 
of th undeveloped condition of their reproductive organs, for the purpose of becoming sexually 
m ture at ea. That these migrations to the sea take place for the purpose of reproduction appears 
to b c rtainly proved by the fact that the young Eels leave the sea in the spring, and that the 
migrating Eel , like other fishes at the spawning season, abstain from eating. 
Q. 2. When and where occurs the necessary development of the reproductive organs of the 
Eel to a condition in which they are capable of fertilization 1 
A. Development of the reproductive organs takes place in the sea, not close to the shore, 
bnt at a di tance and in deep waters. This development is extraordinarily rapid, when the 
immature i3tate in which the migrating Eels are found is taken into consideration; they must 
b come sexually mature within a few, probably five or six, weeks of the time that they enter the 
a. At Cornacchio the emigration takes place between the beginning of October and the end of 
December. 
Q. 3. Where does the act of spawning take place, the fertilization, and the deposition of 
th eggs 1 
A. There are probably certain definite spawning places in the sea, off the mouths of the 
river . The e are the mud-banks to which the Eels go, for the purpose of spawning, in great 
number . The young fish are developed upon these mud- banks, and from eight to ten weeks 
aft r th ir irth, at the beginning of spring, find their way to the mouths of rivers, which they 
ace d. 
Q. 4. What become of the grown-up Eels after spawning time, and why do they remain 
lo t to i ht nd never again come back into the rivers 1 
. The ld Eel , male and female, without doubt, die soon after the spawning season. 
Th ry mm ·ual ra id development of their reproductive organs has such an effect upon the 
t m of the adult el that they die soon after the act of reproduction. That is the reason 
why th are never se n to wander back again.1 
n int llig nt Chioggian, the owner of a fishing vessel, in answer to my question as to where 
th old Eels taid, an wered, "They die on the mud-banks after they have propagated their 
young." 
Thi hypoth is may be confirm d in a scientific manner by the analogous circumstances in 
the hi tory f the Lamprey. Panizza, in hjs description of the sea Lamprey, Petromyzon marina, 
r mark that b th the ale and females of this species after the spawning period are brought 
up d ad. Concerning the riv r Lamprey, P. fluviatilis, Statius Miiller remarks that when they 
pawn th Y lowly fall away and die. Concerning the little Lamprey, P. planeri, August Miiller, 
th v rer of it 1 rval form, ha recorded the same opinion.2 
192. THE CONGER EEL-CONGER, OR LEPTOCEPHALUS CONGER. 
ng ·r E 1 i o ca i nally e n in the summer on the coast of the New England and 
tat kn wn t ur fi herm n as the '' Sea Eel." No observations ba,ve been 
logi t . 
a confirmation of thi view, von iebold w. the first to make this hypothesis. 
Op. it., p. 53-56. 
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The observations of Dr. Otto Hermes, director of the Berlin Aquarium, who has recently dis . 
. covered the true nature of the organ of Syrski in the Conger, are e~tremely interesting: 
· "Since Syrski, in 1874, found the organs in Anguilla vulgaris-which are called by his name, 














FIG. 9.-.A.. Ripe male reproductive organs of a 
Conger Eel thirty inches in length, 
½ natural size. 
a. Intestinal canal. 
d' , upper, d", middle, d"', lower portion 
of' the liver, which has been thrown 
to one side. 
f. .Air-bladder. 
g. Gall-bladder. 
h . .Anal ape1t11re. 
i1, i 2, ia, i4. Folds of the left spennary. 
k1, k2, ka, k4, k5. Folds of the right sper-
mary. 
l. Seminal pouch. 
m. Urinary bladder. 











FIG. 10.-0, Undeveloped reproductive organ of afemals 
Conger Eel thirty-four inches long, ½ nat-
itral size. 
a. Stomach. 
b. Ccecal appendage. 
c. Spleen. 
d. Liver. 
e. Right ovary. 
e'. Left ovary. 
/. .Air-bladder. 
g. Gall-bladder. 
h. Anal aperture. 
m. U inary bladder. 
p. End of left ovary. 
necessary that a ripe male Eel should be found in order to settle forever the question of the sexes 
of the Eel. Up to this time all efforts have failed to reach the desired result. The histiological 
investigations of the Syrskian organs pursued by S. Freud render it more probable that these were 
young roes; yet there remained all the time a doubt, since the spermatozoa had not been actually 
~F a 
• 
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me rtainty j an insuperable obstacle to the acc~ptance of the Syrskian dis-
·ed di " ry of spermatozoa by .A. S. Packard in the male Eel proved to be 
• n th r l In i 0 . Th ontradiction of this imaginary discovery appeared in N~. 26 of the second 
z 1 gi ch r .Anzeig-er, p. 193, in which it was stated that the motile bodies were not 
nt yolk particle . This correction was also made by von Siebold's assistant, Dr. 
aal · 1 ncl y . Th. Cattie. 
Th r productive organs of Conger vulgaris are very similar to those of .AnguUla vulgaris; in 
th uncl , lope l condition they show the ovaries lying in the same position in a cuff-shaped band 
fa pr por ionally large ize. Since O. vulgaris reaches nearly twice the size of .A. vulgaris, indi-
vidual of ix feet in length are not rare. The ovary is developed in captivity, and this, I am 
onvinc <l, i , often the cause of the death of the Eel. In a Conger which died in the Berlin .Aqua-
rium, and wa cut open, the ovaries protruded yery extensively, and a specimen which lies in the 
Frankfort .Aquarium burst on account of the extraordinary development _of the ovaries. The ova-
ri of thi Eel, which weighed twenty-two and one-half pounds, themselves weighed eight pounds, 
aud the number of eggs was about 3,300,000. The want of a natural opening for the escape of the 
eggs was evidently in this case the cause of death. Male specimens of the Conger in an undeveloped 
condition I have hitherto· never had the opportunity to investigate. I received, however, in the 
fall of 1879 a number of sea Eels, taken in the vicinity of Havre, whose average length was from 
twenty-four to twenty-seven inches. These Eels ate greedily and grew rapidly. Only one was 
tardy in it development, so that it could be easily distinguished from the rest. This, which was 
the m~lle t oft~ Congers in the aquarium, died on the 20th of June, 1880, and was e~amined by 
me on the same day. I was very much delighted when I found the sexual organs very different 
from tho e which I bad ever noticed before . . After a single cut into them, there flowed out a milky 
fluid, which, under the microscope, with a power of 450 diameters, showed a great number of sper-
matozoa, in the liveliest motion, and in which head and t~il were evidently visible. There could 
be o doubt that I had found a sexually mature male of Conger vulgaris. Two fragments o~ the 
roe were laid a~ide for further investigation, and the Eel, which was twenty-eight inches long, was 
prepared fir tin alcohol and then in Wickersheimer fluid." 
In the paper before us Dr. Jacoby presents a full anatomical description of the generative 
organs of the Oonger as demonstrated by himself and Dr. Rabl.Rii~khard. It seems unnecessary 
to repeat tbi de cription, since the organs are very similar to those in the common Eel. By the 
kindne s of Dr. Hermes we are permitted to reproduce the drawings which accompany this 
de cription. 
ompared with the description of the roe, and the figure of the organ found by Syrski and by 
erme , called "Lappenorgan," a great similarity is noticed between them. It must be borne in 
milld that in thi a e we were comparing the entirely undeveloped organs of the Eel with the 
fnlly ripe repr ductive organ of the Conger, so every doubt as to the male nature of the Syrskian 
organ ught to be thrown aside. .Also in the comparison of the size of the male with that of the 
female he C nger hows the ame relations as the Eel investigated by Syrski, to wit; that the 
male are mailer than the females. 
1 .A.nstrian Fishery Gazette, 1880, No. 12, p. 90. 
V.-STURGEONS, SK.ATES, SH.ARKS, .AND LAMPREYS. 
193. THE BOWFINS-AMIID.lE. 
THE BOWFIN OR JOHNNY .GRINDLE-AMI.A. CALV.A.. 
The one species belonging to the single genus in this family is peculiar to the fresh waterij 
of the United States; It occurs in the Great Lakes, where it is called "Dog.fish" and "Sawyer"; 
in the streams of Western Vermont, where it is the "Mud-fish"(!), as also in the streams 
of the Southern .Atlantic coast from the Neuse southward. It is also abundant in the smaller · 
rivers flowing into the Gulf of Mexico and in all parts of the Mississippi Valley, where it . 
is variously called the ''Johnny Grindle," "Bowfin," and "Dog.fish." The Bowfin is an object of 
great interest to naturalists on account of its affinities with the great fossil group of ganoid fishes. 
· It is exceedingly tenacious of life, like its allies, the gar.fishes. It attains the length of two feet 
and tbe weight of twelve pounds. Though not considered eatable in the North, it is very highly 
esteemed by the negroes of the South, who say '' there is.nothing sweeter than a Mud-fish." It is 
often taken by sportsmen on a trolling spoon, and is considered "gamy." 
The Bow.fin is probably more interesting on account of its voracity, and the wholesale destruc-
tion with which it pursµes other :fishes, than by reason of its own intrinsic worth. The young are 
thought to be excellent bait for pickerel and pike. -The best description of the habits of this fish 
is here quoted from the pen of Charles Hallock : 
"They take frogs, minnows, and som~times the spoon. Their habitat is'deep water, where they 
drive everything before them. They are very voracious and savage. Their teeth are so sharp 
and their jaws so strong that they have been known to bite a two-pound :fish clean in two the very 
first snap. They are as tenadous of -life as the eel. The young, when about six inches long-
make a famous bait for pickerel and pike. To use it, run the hook into the mouth right up 
through the center of the head, through the brain, cast a hundred times, catch several :fish, and at 
the end of three to six hours he will kick like a mule. Put one hundred in a rain-barrel and you 
can keep them all summer without change of water. For the aquarium the young have no equal, 
and on account of the spot in the tail are quite attractive; but nothing else but snails can live in 
the tank. He will kill a lizard or any other living thing the instant it touches the water, 
"Dr. Estes says: 'I have sent these young Dogfish hundreds of miles for the aquarium. It is 
only necessary to keep them in water, a_ change scarcely being required. The adults are the great 
'Jumpers' of the lake. On certain days they are to be seen_in all directions jumping clean out of 
the water, and turning complete somersaults before again stri)dng. They spawn in May and June 
among the grass and weeds of the sloughs, if they can reach them in time. .As soon as the spring 
rise comes, usually in May and June, and connects the inland sloughs with the lake (Pepin), they 
run up and over into the sloughs, deposit their eggs, and remain near the beds and young just as 
long as they can and not be shut in by the receding water. The eggs hatch in eight and ten days, 
the parents remaining with the brood two or three weeks, if possible, but will leave them much 
sooner if necessary to save themselves. The young will not -make any effort to escape to the lake 
until the next season, when, if an opening occurs, they come pouring out in countless numbers . 
.At this time we take them by stretching the minnow se~ne across the opening and raising it when 
full. They are now from three to six inches long, fat and chubby. I come now to mention-a 
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f lli fi h, n , ccoun of which I have ever seen; It is this: While the parent still 
b un if the family become suddenly alarmed, the capacious mouth of the old 
~ n l jn ru h th nt~e host of little ones; the ugly maw is at once closed, and off 
f ecurity, when again the little captives are set at liberty. If others are 
fact·, I shall be very glad, if not, shall feel chagrined for not making 
th ku ~'Il 1 n a o.'" 1 
194. THE P ADDLE-FISHES-POLYODONTID.lE. 
Th Paddle-fl h" or "Duck-billed Oat," Polyodon spathula, is one of .the most· characteristic 
ti h of the river of the ,vestern and Southern States. It reaches a length of four to six feet, 
and a w igbt of thir y pound or more. It feeds on minute organisms present in mud. The long 
·oout r patula is u ed to stir up the mud on which, and the animals within it, the fish feeds. 
The fi,·h i rarely or never used as food. Jordan states that it abounds in the lower parts of the 
hi Ri er, where it is often taken in nets. 
195. THE STURGEONS-ACIPENSERID.lE. 
THE STURGEQNS OF THE ATLANTIC COAST. 
Two pecie of Sturgeon are supposed to exist on our Atlantic coast. The most abundant of 
th e, .Acipen er oxyrhynclms, is no~ generally supposed to be identi_cal with the common Sturgeon 
f Europ , .A. st1.trio. The other, .A. brevirostris, which is distinguished from A. oxyrhynchuB by its 
hort r n l blunter nose, has not yet been found north of Cape Cod, and appears to be compara-
tiv 1 1 ' abun<l nt, although both species are found in great numbers in the large~ rivers and 
uring the summer ea on, and are frequently seen leaping from the water, especially at 
dn k. l pin turgeon i a striking object, the whole length of the fish appearing above the · 
urf: e b fore i falls back with a splash into the water. 
Th turg n attain a length of five to twelve feet. In Europe, individu~ls of the common 
turg on eight en ti t long have been secured. The spawning season is in spring and early 
ummer. Th ir ggs have everal times been artificially impregnated by the fish-culturists 
attached to th 1i h Commi ion of tbe United States and of New York. They spawn in the 
1 w r tr tch of the rivers, and p~rbaps also at their mouths, in brackish.water. 
tur eon ar la ed by fl berm.en among the fishes which "live by suction." The mouth is 
ituat d upon th under urface of the head, and is not provided with teeth, but is surrounded with 
a up- haped organ c mpo ed of powerful muscular tissue, by means of which it grubs for its food 
in th mu . t tomach re embles that of the menhaden and mullet, though comparatively more 
mu cular, in , like the gizzard of a fowl, one of its uses is to triturate the food which has been 
wallow d an wbi h con i t largely of mollusks and crustaceans. Around the mouth is a group 
of larg and n itiv tentacle , which aid the fish in it search for food. 
o one ha y t made a careful study of the habits of the Sturgeon in our waters, and in fact 
Eur p an z ol · t h ve made little progre sin the study of their own species. 
Wi hin the pa t few ear t e capture of the Sturgeon for smoking and for the manufacture of 
viar from it g h att ine co iderable importance on the Atlantic coast. 
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THE LAKE STURGEON-ACIPENSER RUBICUNDUS. 
The most satisfactory investigation of the Lake Sturgeon is that published by Milner in Part 
II of the Report of the United States Fish Commission, pages 67 to 75. This species inhabits the 
Great Lakes and the waters lying to the northward, and the rivers of the Mississippi Valley. It 
is especially abundant in the Upper Lakes. It is a smaller species than the Atlantic Sturgeon, 
and has a greater number of plates or scutes upon the sides-according to Jordan, about thirty-
four instead of twenty-eight. 
SP .AWNING H.ABITS.-Milner records the following observations upon the general habits and 
history of the Lake ~turgeon: · 
"The spawning season of the Sturgeon in the more southern lakes occurs in the month of 
June; in Lake Superior it is a little later. Early in June, in the southern end of Lake Michigan, · 
they begin to congregate near the shores and at the mouths of the rivers, the Kalamazoo River, 
emptying at Saugatuck, Michigan, being a favorite spawning ground. They may be seen in the 
evening in this river leaping from the surface, throwing their bulky forms entirely out of the 
water. At Pier Cove, Michigan, on the 11th of June, 1871, schools of St:urgeons were at the edge 
of the shore in a few feet of water, and men from the vicinity were in the habit of wading out and 
drawing them ashore with gaff-hooks. Eighteen were taken in this way the morning we visited 
the locality. They were said to be found in the vicinity every year about this season, remaining 
about a fortnight. It is likely th~y were spawning at the time. Whether the shore of the Lakes, 
where the waves would disturb the eggs in every storm, is a natural s~awning ground is a ques-
tion. They may have been late arrivals seeking the mouth of the Kalamazoo River, a -few miles to 
the north of which they are said to ascend to the first dam, many miles inland . . 
"Mr. J. G. Portman, of Benton Harbor,-successful as a fish-culturist, has seen the Sturgeon at 
this season lying in numbers on a shallow clay ledge at the edge of a stream, several of them lying 
flat on their backs, with their bellies upward, rolling and splashing in shallow water with apparent 
enjoyment. Two or three that were taken with spears were opened and the stomaohs examined 
and found to contafo some of the sturgeon spawn. At the mouth of Calumet River, South Chicago, 
• Illinois, July 1 of the year just referred to, a large lift of Sturgeon were brought ashore, looking 
flaccid and emaciated, and but one specimen out of over ·twenty individuals contaiutd spawn. In 
the vicinity of Bayfield; Wisconsin, on Lake Superior, they were seen late in the month of July with 
the ovaries full of spawn, and the milt of the male fishes large, making it probable that the time of 
spawning was later in colder water than in warm. 
"SrzE.-The Sturgeon of this species attains the largest size of any fish of the Lakes. They 
are taken only within comparatively shoal ~aters and ill' some of the bays, and among the islands 
they are very abundant. The largest specimen it has been my fortune to see did not quite attain 
the length of six feet, though there are traditions in localities 9n the Lakes of nine-foot Sturgeons; 
the average of the mature ones taken is less than five feet. 
"Their food consists almost entirely of the shell-fish of the Lakes, principally gasteropods, the 
thinner-shelled kinds of the genera Physa, Planorbis, and Valva.ta being found broken in the 
sto~achs, while Limnma and Melantho remain whole. A few eggs of fishes have been found at 
different times, but examination of stomachs during the spawning season of some of the most 
numerous fishes did not prove them to be- very extensive spawn-eaters. 
"ENEMIES.-In Green Bay the fishermen set their pounds for fall fishing about the 10th of 
September. The Sturgeon_ are in abundance, and the nets often contain a hundred or more. This 
is said to continue until about the middle of October, when they diminish in number and the white• 
• 
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fi me pl ntifal. the latter are the fish sought for, the Sturgeon . are considered a nui-
nn auc . A f, w fl hermen are considerate · enough to lower the corner of a net and 
ap but the commoner way is to draw them out of the net with a gaff-hook and 
l t t m «0 und d, or to take them a bore and throw them on the refuse heap, asserting that 
thcr will many le to trouble them in the future. A very large number are destroyed in 
tbi w pr ba ly equaUng or exceeding the number taken in the vicinity of Sandusky. 
Th pawn i probably nbjected to the depredations of numerous fishes. It ·is not likely 
th t th young Sturgeon, except in the earliest stages of their growth, suffer from the attacks of 
oth r fi be a they are too well defended with the sharp spine of their shields to.make a comfort-
a le mouthful for any fish of the Lakes, and after the spine disappears have attained a size large 
nongh to render them safe. 
" para ite that troubles the Sturgeon is the Lamprey Eel, Petromyzon argenteus, Kirt., which 
i found v ry frequently attached to the skin. . The circular scars and raw sores sometimes found 
upon the turgeon and attributed to this cause by the :fishermen are correctly accounted for in this 
way. It i probable that their natural food is the slime or mucus exuded in abundance from the 
pore , but they frequently retain their hold upon a spot until they have eaten through to the flesh, 
and de p ulceron cavities occasionally result from the sore. 
''Tb d crea e in numbers is apparent to a certain extent in looalities where the pound-net 
ha been in u e for a number of years. At Sandusky, Ohio, the number brought in from the nets 
anu handled at the curing establishment in a season are said to have nearly reached eighteen 
h u and a:£ w y ar aO'o, while in 1872 the books showed a record of thirteen thousand eight 
un<lr a and ighty r ceived. This fact has several times been advanced as an argument in favor 
f tb poun -net , that the de traction of the Sturgeon, asserted to be an extensive spawn-eater, 
m r than omp n ated for the nu_mbers of white-fish ·taken. 
an rticle of food they are not generally popular. But few people in the cities know the 
m de of co ki g that mak their meat a palatable dish. A certain quantity is disposed of fresh 
b the :p d ler . ith the Canadian-French people of the Lake shore they are in demand, and are 
pr .p r <l in the for of oups (bou-illon). With a good, hearty, outdoor appetite this is very pal-
ata 1 fi od, ut too rich in the flavor of the oil of the fish for ordinary use. The flavor of the 
turg n mea ba very little of the taste of fish, and the bouillon, when carefully prepared by 
kimming ff th oil, i very much like chicken-soup. A very good pickled meat is· made of it by 
b iling it n pre erving it in vinegar. 
ut the b t form of preparing Sturgeon is by smoking it. The smoking of Sturgeon meat 
ha n one at iffi rent point of the ~akes on a small scale, but is only carried on to a large 
xt nt by cha ht Brother , of Sandu ky, Ohio. The method employed by this firm is the fol-
lowi g: The tnrgeon are kinned and the viscera taken away. The thick parts are then cut into 
trip , and after a light pickling ih brine are rooked over a close fire. The thin portions and 
off: 1 ar i1 down for on, the pawn i made into caviare, and from the bladders isinglass is 
manufactur d. 
' The m k d turgeon i a mo t palata le meat, and is quite popular, making an excellent 
n ti ute fi r mok halibut, and, in the o inion of a great many, having some qualities superior. 
viar i ma l y pr i g he ova through sieves, leaving the membranes of the 
in in th ·i e and th gg falling through ~nto a tub. This is continued until 
fr particl of mem r~ne, when they are put into salt pickle and 
e time." 
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OBSERVATIONS BY LUDWIG KUMLIEN ON THE STURGEON OF THE GREAT LAKES.-Mr. Kum-
lien, while engaged in collecting the statistics of the Great Lakes :fisheries in 1880, made a·number 
of very important notes upon the abundance of the Sturgeon and upon the sturgeon :fishery in 
that region, which will be quoted in a subseqnent portion of this work. 
THE ·STURGEONS OF CALIFORNIA. 
'' The common Sturgeon of the Pacific coast, called distinctively the 'White Sturgeon,'" writes 
Jordan, "is Acipenser transmontanus. It reaches a length of eight or ten feet or more, and is said 
to attain a weight of four to :five hundred pounrls. We have seen none of over one hundred 
and :fifty pounds' weight. It is found in the Sacramento, Oolumbia, and Frazer Rivers in abun-
dance, ascending them. at the time of the salmon run in the spring for the purpose of spawning. 
Whether it' enters the small streams, how long the run continues, and how far the Sturgeon ascend, 
are matters at present unknown: The Sturg·eon feeds on crustacea, carrion, etc. In Frazer River 
they gorge themselves on the eulachon. 
"The Sturgeon is one of the most important fish in the San Francisco market, being always 
abundant and very.cheap. Elsewhere the abundance and superiority of the salmon cause it to be 
little used. Many are smoked. Caviare is made from the eggs. 
"Acipenser medirostris is known as the 'Green Sturgeon.' Its s.ize and distribution are the 
same as that of the White Sturgeon. It is, however, much less abundant. It is not used as . 
food, being reputed poisonous. We are unable to say on what facts this evil reputation is based." 
THE SHOVEL-NOSED STURGEON: WHITE STURGEON-SCAPHIRHYNCHOPS PLATYRHYNCHUS. . . 
This species is found fn abundance in all the larger rivers of the West and South. It spawns 
· early in May, ascending smaller streams for that purpose. Jordan states that in the Ohio River it 
is taken in seines in considerable numbers and is used for food, though it does not seem to be 
highly valued. He surmises that its habit~ are very similar to those of the Lake Sturgeon. 
196. THE CHIMlERA FAMitY-CHIM.lERIDlE. 
RAT-FISH OF CALIFORNIA-CHIMJERA COLLIE!. 
"This fish," writes Jordan, "is known as the 'Rat-fish' or 'Rat-tail.' It reaches a length of 
n~arly two feet, and a weight of six to eight pounds. It is very abundant everywhere from Mon-
terey Bay northward along the coast, especially in d,eep bays. It feeds on :fishes and takes the 
hook very readily. It spawns in Ju~y. The egg cases are two or tbree inches long, lanceolate, 
long and slender, without tentacles. 
'' The liver of the Chimrera is_ very large and well :filled with an oil said to be superior to ordinary 
shark oil. The :flesli is worthless and the :fish is too small to be an object of pursuit. It has, 
therefore, no economic value." 
THE ,BLUE CHIMJERA-CHIMJERA AFFINIS. 
A species of Chimrera is frequently taken by the New England fishermen on the off.shore 
:fishing banks. It was described by Professor Gill under the name 0. plumbea, but proves to be a 
species previously discovered on the coast of Spain. It has no economic importance. 
197. THE GAR-PIKES-LEPIDOSTEIDlE. 
THE LONG-NOSED GAR-PIKE-LEPIDOSTEUS OSSEUS. 
This fish is known as "Gar-pike," ''Bill-fish,"'' Swotd-fish," etc., the names "Gar" and "Gar-
pike" usually predominating. It is found in the Great Lakes, and throughout the Mississippi 
• 
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w 11 a in all the tream of the South from Mexico to New Jersey. In all the larger 
i i bund nt sometime extremely so, but in the smaller- rivers it is scarce. It is a· ' . 
tl vor ciou ft h, being u ually considered very destructive to the young of other and 
h . It i fair to say that remains of fishes are rarely found in its stomach. It reaches a 
1 orrth f fiye to ix feet. It is u ually con ·idered wholly worthless, being killed and thrown away 
wh n ' r ·t. k D. The fie h is very tough, and is said to be noxious. I have never known it to be 
at n. It pawn in early ummer, running up smaller streams, often in company with the ,arious 
turg on . t Ogden burg, New York, they come upon the shoals for this purpose about May 20. 
nother pawning ground is on a beach near Point Salubrious, Chaumont Bay, New York, about 
a mile from the po t-office. 
The Short-no ed Gar-pike (.Lepidos"teu& platystomus) occurs in the same waters, reaches about 
the ame size, and is imilar in habits. It is most common southwestward. 
Le r. de Champlain, visiting the lake which bears bis name in the year 1609, speaks of a 
large fi sh, undoubtedly the Gar-pike, there found: 
"Among the re t there is one called by the Indians of the country Ohaousaron, of divers lengths. 
The large t, I was informed by the people, are of eight to ten feet. I saw one of :five, as thick as 
a thigh with a head as big as two :fists, with jaws two feet and a half long, and a double set of 
very harp and dangerous teeth. The form of the body resembles that of the pike, and it is armed 
with cal that the thrust of a poniard cannot pierce, and it is of a silver-gray color. The point 
of the nout i like that of a hog. This :fish makes war on all others in the lakes and rivers, and 
po e e , a the e people a sure me, a wonderful instinct; which is, that if it wants to catch any 
bird it g e among the ru hes or reeds bordering the lake in many places, keeping the beak out 
of he wat r without budging, so that when the birds perch on the beak, imagining it the Jim b of 
a tree, it i ubtle that clo ing the jaws, which it keeps ·half open, it draws the birds under 
wat r y the fe t. The Indian gave me a head of it, which they prize highly, saying that when 
. th y h ve, headache they let blood with the teeth of this :fish at the seat of pain, which immedi-
ately goe way." 1 
THE ALLIGATOR GAR-LEPIDOSTEUS SPATULA. 
Thi peci known almost univer ally as the "Alligator Gar" ; in Spanish, "Manuari." It 
die of water tributary to the Gulf of Mexico, being found in Mexico and Cuba 
nited State . It northern range extends to the Ohio River, where, however, 
it i not ommon. I r ache an enormou ·ize, being sometimes more than ten feet in length. In 
habit it i pr ably entially imilar to the smaller Gar-pikes. It has no value as food, but is 
aid to b m what dangeron to men and dome tic animals.2 
It i found in variou tributarie of the Gulf of Mexico, and also in the headwaters of Saint 
John River Florida. It is di tingui hed by its broad nout. In Arkansas the country people 
1 Doc. Hi t. of . Y., iii, 1 ~o, 6. S e al o, AGARD: Grand Voyage du Pays des Huron, Paris, 1632. 
'A 1A ' FIGHT _ WITn A Fr H.- fr. J ame F. immon , of Redl>one district, had a narrow and peculiar escape 
t~e otber day. H wa fi hing on Flint, Riv ·r, and had attempted to wim across to get a bateau from the opposite 
1 
• Ah ut half way over the atr am he stopped on a root or tree to rest. After remaining there a short timo, be 
plnog doff for th other hore. Ju t as be mad a plunge a tremendous fish known as the Gar struck him catchin 17 
hi thi h in it m uth nd leavio au ugly and painful wound. .A. r gular' battle then took piace bet wee~ the ma~ 
and.th fi h and I t foi' om minut , until finally ?>fr. . got back on his resting place, and bis enemy departed. 
~mn th fight Ir. . thr w th fi h ome fe t above the water, but it continued the attack. Mr. S. wa thoroughly 
fn ht n' a~d. c 11 ln t.ily for help. H b veral ngly and painfnl wounds given him by the fish, yet none 
non · Tht t th fi t time we ev r heard of a Gar attacking a man, yet they say it frequently does so.-Talbotto'P 
.) tandara, July, 1 79. 
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manufacture from it a kind of oil, which is used as a liniment to prevent the attacks of tbe bu:ffalo-
gnat. Mr. Stearns writes : 
"The Alligator Gar is very abundant everywhere on the Gulf coast, living in both fresh and 
salt water. Like the salt-water catfish, it will eat anything. It preys largely upon all fish smaller 
than itself, and the young are., I believe, particularly destructive to fishes' eggs and young fry. 
Some think that this fish does more damage to the small food-fishes than any other fish on the 
coast does. It is simply useless to place 'set-nets' where the Gar is abundant. Many are caught 
in seines with other fishes and are thrown ashore to be destroyed. I have seen Gars that would 
measure seven feet in length; the_ average is two feet. With the larger ones the bill is not pro-
portionately as long as with the smaller ones, but is stouter." 
198. THE RAYS, TORPEDOES AND SKATES-RAilE. 
There are six or seven species of Rays upon the Atlantic coast, none of which are of impor-
tance to man, except so far as they are dangerous or a·nnoying to the fishermen, or are destructive 
of useful marine animals. 
THE STING RAYS. 
The Sting Ray, Trygon centrura, ranges farther to the north than any of the _other species, having 
been observed on the shoal parts of George's Banks; it does not, however, pass the limit of Cape 
Cod. The Sting Ray attains an.enormous size, its disk sometimes measuring five or six feet across, 
and its entire length, including the long, flexible tail, ten feet or more. It feeds e~tirely upon the 
large species of marine invertebrates, such as ·crabs~ squids, clams, and sea-snails. The strong 
serrated spine situated upon the top of the tail near its junction with the body can inflict dan-
gerous wounds, and several instances are on record of serious injury to. fishermen who have had 
their hands or feet transfixed by it. These fish are often taken in considerable numbers in the 
pounds and weirs. 
There are two or three other species of Sting Ray or Stingaree on the southern Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts, the commonest of which, Trygon sabina, is found in the rivers, ascending the Saint 
John's to the upper lakes, and also clear along the coast. Concerning its habits in the· Gulf of 
Mexico, Mr. Stearns writes: 
"'fhe Sting Ray or Stingaree is abundant all along the Gulf coast. It is pr~sent all the year, 
but is most commonly seen is warm weather, while upon the shoals in search of food. I have 
caught these fish with young continuously from April to the latter part of October. The usual 
number o,! a brood is three or four, but I have seen as many as eight or nine taken from large 
individuals. Possibly the age or size of the parent may affect the number of young they bear. 
They feed upo_n shell-fish. Small ones are quite tame, ~oming near the shore in search of food, 
and when disturbed quickly bury themselves in the sand or dart away a short distance. The 
larger and older ones are more wary, seldom c~ming into very shoal water, _and at the least disturb-
ance swim away with great rapidity to deep water. The Sting Ray has a barbed spine on its tail 
which it uses in self-defense. It is so~etimes caught with hook and line, but more often in seines, 
and then it uses its tail as a whip upon its captors, trying to wound them with its spine. Such 
wounds are often dangerous, and very painful and difficult to heal. The Sting Ray attains an 
enormous size, and specimens six or seven feet across the back are frequently caught. I caught a 
specimen off Cedar Keys whose spine had been broken off and replaced by a new one which grew 
out beneath the old one. 
"Capt. Joseph Fogarty, of Manatee, reports having seen a large sqhool of Sting Rays in Long 
Boat Inlet. They were swimming near the bottom, very closely crowded together. 
the 
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an hip Ray are very often eaten on the Gulf coast, and are sold daily in 
mark t." 
THE BUTTERFLY RAY. 
b utterfl Rey, Pteroplatea maclura, although a member of the same family with the Sting 
iffi r v ry much in its external appearance, and would hardly be supposed by the unlearned 
fi h ct all. The tail is exceedingly small, while the pectoral flaps are enormously devel-
ped. The body often attains the weight of ten or twelve pounds, while its length is not more 
th n thr r four feet. The enormous extent of the pectoral flaps, resembling wings, have given 
origin to the common name. In an individual of the above-mentioned size the tail would not be 
more than three or four inches long. This species is tak·en in summer jn the pounds, and, when 
kat s become more popular as an article of food, will doubtless, on account of its great size, be 
of economic importance. Little or nothing is known of its habits. 
THE EAGLE RAYS. 
Of the Eagle Ray family, Myliobatidm, of which there are three species, all except the Bishop 
Ray straggle north to Southern New England in summer, ·but only one seems_ to be found in 
Florida and the Gulf; this is the "Whipparee" or "Corn-Cracker" of the South (Rhinoptera quad-
riloba). It habits are thus described by Mr. Silas Stearns: 
"The Whipparee is common on the Florida coast. It is present in the bays the year round. 
I warm weather it lives on sand bars in shoal water, and in cold weather retires to deeper water. 
t £ e up n molluscous animals, chiefly the razor-shell fish~ which is one of the commonest kinds. 
The hip ay i iviparous and brings forth its young in spring and summer, the breeding season 
ppareutly xtending over :five or six months. I have not found a Whip Ray containing more than 
thr un" one , u ually only two. When the young :fish leave the parent they are quite active 
an l uuuoubt ly able to care for themselves. The adults have stout dorsal spines, which they use 
a weap n of de£ n e. The e pines are barbed and slimy, and wounds from them are very trouble-
ome ncl m time dangerou . The Whip Ray is sometimes six or seven feet across the back. 
During the la t of July, 18 o, I saw large schools of young Whip Rays, probably about half-
gr wn, wimming at the urface at sea off Saint .Andrew's Bay, and also at a point twenty miles 
n that bay." 
he "Eagle Ray," or "Sharp-no ed Ray," Mylobatis Fremenvillei, does not attain a large size 
an i com r tively unu ual in occurrence. Its food, as observed in Southern Massachusetts, is 
c] ly imilar to that of the common Sting Ray. 
The Bi h p ay, Stoasodon narinari, the "Obispo" of Cuba, is found in the West Indies and 
at the Bermuda ; traggler have been observed at Norfolk, Virginia. 
THE DEVIL-FISHES. 
The Devil-ft h, JJ.fanta birostris, has been observed as far north as Cape May, and is said to be 
often ee on the nlf coa t of Florida, as it swim on the surface of the water. This species attains 
an normou iz ; individual. have be n caught measuring thirty feet or more from tip to tip of 
t i peciall undant on the coa t of South Carolina, where its pursuit is a favorite 
am ng he plant r r r h r wa in former year . Every one is familiar with the 
• unt given f hi amu m nt y Hiott in hi "Carolina Sports by Land and Water." 
f mall v J, having been carried out to sea by the e :ti h which 
r r pe . T e appear ce of these :ti h at the urface, e pecially 
}-'igin, d u tl , to me of the tories of sea-serpents current 
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THE SK.A.TES. 
Of the Skates, Raiidm, there are five species on our Atlantic coast, a list of which, with their 
common and scientific names and a statement of their geographical distribution, will be found on 
the check-list in tl;ie appendix. They are all troublesome to the :fisherman, clogging his lines and 
pound-nets; but none of them are of the slightest economical value except the so-called" Barn-door 
Skate," Raia lmvis, which is occasionally salted for use by the ~shermen of Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire, and which has, within the last two or three years, attra_cted some notice in New York. 
Miss Corson, in her cooking school, has called attention to its excellent qualities as a food-fish, 
and Skates may be found on the bill of fare at certain restaurants, such as Mouquin's, on Fulton 
street. Only the " wings," or the :fleshy :flaps to the pectoral fins, are used. 
THE TORPEDO-TORPEDO OCCIDENT.A.LIS. 
The Torpedo is found north' as far as Cape Ann, a specimen having been taken at Lanesville 
in the summer of 1878. It is more or less abundant along the Southern New England and middle 
States coast. 
The Torpedo is occasionally thrown upon the shore, and its capture in the pound-nets is not 
unusual. It is of no economic importance, but is of great interest to physioJogists on account of 
its powerful electric apparatus. The :fishermen know its peculiarities, and carefully avoid handling 
it, since a shock from a living individual is sufficient to knock a man down. It is ~sually called 
the "Cramp-fish," and, in pursuance of the old idea of the influence of signatures in medicines, 
the oil made from the liver is prized by :fishermen as a specific for rheumatism and cramp. Captain 
Atwood writes: 
"I have seen considerable ·many. They run ashore, and they have been harpooned fr~m the 
shore. I have seen five hundred, I think. I used to go and look for them for their livers, for the 
oil. The oil is one of the best lamp oils that I ever saw. · It has been used sometimes beneficially 
in cases of cramp. I got a gallon of oil from one liver. I don't know but I have seen a Cramp-
fish big enough to make three gallons of oil." 
THE RAYS .A.ND SKA'l'ES OF THE P .A.CIFIC CO.A.S'l.'. 
Of the numerous Rays on the Pacific coast only two or three are of economic value, being 
brought into the market of San Francisco, when their pectoral fins are sold to the French and 
Italians. These are of little importance, as they are so cheap that there is no profit iri bringing 
them to the city at all when any transportation charges are paid. One of the Sting Rays (Ptero-
platea marmorata) sometimes comes into the market of Los Angeles, and the tails of Rhinobatus 
productus are sometimes preserved and eaten by the Chinese and Mexicans. 
The following is a full list of the species now known: Manta birostris, the Devil-fish, the largest 
of all Rays; sometimes come north to San Diego. Myliobatis californicus, the common Sting Ray, 
from Cape Mendocino southward ; is destructive to oyster beds, which are always shut in with a 
sort of picket-fence to keep these animals out. The "sting" of this and other species often pro-
duces severe flesh wounds, which may be accompanied by blood-poisoning, and sometin+es causes 
death.1 Pteroplatea marmorata, Trygon dipterurus, and Urolophus Halleri, all Sting Rays, found 
1 On Thursday week, as D. K. Williams, of .Anaheim, was at the landing amusing himself fishing with a net, he 
was severely stung by a fish known as the Stingaree. He was lifting a few small fish from the net and among others 
picked up what appeared to be a small :flounder, when be received a fierce sting from the tail of the reptile on his 
right forefinger. He immediately commenced sucking the poison from the wound, but in a few moments he suffered 
g1·e_at agony and became delirious. His friends took him at ~mce to a house and gave him three pints of whisky;, 
which, together with constant attention, brought him through safely in about fifteen hours, and he is now entirely 
recovered.-.A.naheim Gazette, April 14, 1871. 
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uth f int ncepcion only. Raia inornata, Raia binoculata, Raia rhina, and Raia stellulata, 
, r nging from Santa Barbara or Monterey northward; R. binoculata and R. rhina 
a k . R. inornata and R. binoculata are. brought in_to the market of San Francisco in 
n i l r, 1 numb r . The latter reaches a length of six feet, the former of two and a half feet. 
hinobatu exa peratits, J. & G., in San Diego Bay; Rhinobatus productus, and Rhinobatus triseriatus, 
fr m an Franci co southward, and the Torpedo, Torpedo californica, about -San Francisco, com-
lete th Ii t. 
Only the French in San Francisco can be said to be fond of the Rays, and so long as the 
pre ent abundance of better fish continues none of them will have any special economic value. 
The oil in the liver is so little that it is only preserved by the Indians. 
199. THE SAW-FISH-PRISTIS PECTINATUS 
Of the Saw-fishes, Pristidm, there is at least one species, Pristis pectinatus. on the Florida 
coast. Straggler are taken occasionally in the Chesapeake Bay, and even farther north. A 
specimen ixteen feet thre~ inches in length and four feet in width was taken at Cape May in July, 
1878. Its a_w was four feet three inches long, and was armed with forty-nine teeth. The Saw-
fl hi , however, rarely seen north of Florida. In the Everglades these fish are said to be exceed-
ingly abundant. In the Saint John's River individuals of all sizes, from one to eight feet in 
l n th, are taken as high up as Jacksonville. They are considered by the :fishermen to l>e very 
much of a nui ance, since they are exceedingly powerful and play great havoc with _the shad-nets. 
A h y wim th y move laterally, with a swinging motion, the head and snout, which latter is 
powerfully rmed on ach ide with very strong teeth. Mr. Camps, of New Berlin, told me that 
he ha thr ca t-iron rowlocks broken off close to the gunwale by a single blow of the saw of a 
l rge i dividual. In the Indian River and its tributaries the Saw-fish is said to be very common, 
att i ino- th width f ix or eight feet. On the Gulf coast, according to Stearns, it is rather 
ommon, in(T a bottom fi hand frequently caught in seines. Stearns states that he once saw a 
pecim n iu aint ndrew' Bay that mu t. have been fully :fifteen feet long. 
200. THE SHARKS-SQUALI. 
pecies of Sharks upon our Atlantic coast, some of which are of 
alue, while oth rs are imply of interest as being annoyances to :fishermen. 
T.IIE BONE H.A.RK-OET0RHINUS MAXIMUS. 
Thi a native of the Arctic Seas, bnt has been observed in the Western Atlantic as 
far w Y rk, nd on the European coa t to Portugal. If is known among our :fisher-
men n harl ," and i al o called the "Ba. king Shark" from its habit of basking or 
rem ining ui t for al ng time in one place. It i the" Sun-fl h" of the Irish and Welsh coast ; 
th " il-:fi ·h ' of orthern Great Britain, while in the Orkneys it is callerl the "Hoe Mother," 
ontra d to ' omer'-:- he word ''Homer" ignifying the mother of the spiny Dogfi h which i 
th re kn wn the name ' e. The B ne hark i one of the largest of Sharks, and many 
• Y r ag arned di rtati n wa pn Ii h d by it fir t de c:riber, Bi hop Gunner, of Norway, 
tt mptin t pr ve that h" wa he p ci f fl h whi h wallowed Jonah. Yarrell examined 
a ur d thirty- ix feet in length; a large individual wa 
rk in 1 22, while in 1 28 a maller individual obtained in 
f which were tw nty-eight feet in length and 
poomb r, 1 39, an in ividual thirty-four ieet long wa stranded 
• 
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at Eastport, Maine. Storer records the capture of an individual, taken at Provincetown in 1839 
and exhibited at Boston, which measured thirty feet and three inches; It is not unfrequently har-
pooned by the whalers on the Pacific coast. A specimen was examined at Monterey by Jordan 
and Gilbert. 
Very little is known of its habits. It is usually seen in summer, though this is doubtless due 
to the fact that the :fishermen are then in a position to observe them, while in winter the :fishermen 
remain in harbor and would not be so . likely to notice their occurrence. Yarrell remarks: "When 
north winds prevail they are most frequent on the west coast of Scotland, also on the north· and 
west coast of Ireland; if westerly winds, they are not unusual along the whole line of the southern 
coast." 
If these observations are correct, it seems probable that easterly and northerly winds are mest 
favorable for their appearance in the waters of New England. 
These Sharks are sluggish in their movements, swimming lazily at the surface, and are said to 
be so indifferent to the .approach of boats that they will allow them to touch their bodies without 
moving, though, when struck with the harpoon, they swim away with much rapidity and strength. 
The only observations upon its food have been .made in the vicinity of the Orkneys by Mr. 
Lowe, who states that its stomach contained a red, pulpJ' mass, probably the roe of sea-urchins. 
· Linnreus supposed its food to consist chiefly of medusre or jelly-fishes. The teeth are very small, 
and the structure of the gill-rakers would indicate that it feed8 at the surface, straining its 
food, like the whalebone-whales. The gill-openings extend from the back nearly to the median line 
of the throat. The liver of this Shark is very large and yields ~J great quantity of ·oil. When 
they make their appearance in our waters they are usually harpooned by the fishermen, who con-
sider their discovery as a great piece of good fortune. A.bout the middle of last century there is 
said to have been quite an extensive pursuit of this species in Massachusetts, considerable quan-
tities of oil being tak~n. In_ 1848 a vessel, cruising on the coast of Maine for humpback-whales, 
fell in with many of them off Cape Elizabeth, and secured several of them. Captain Atwood 
writes: "They are ~ery rare now; once in a great while you will see one. I don't think that more 
than half a dozen have been caught near Provincetown since 1810. I b,ave heard of as high as 
twelve barrels being taken from a single one, but have never seen one _which yielded more than 
eight barrels." · · 
In 1835 an individual was caught in a mackerel-net in Provincetown Harbor and harpooned; 
in 1836 or 1837 a second one was caught in a net, and after being secured the carcass was freed 
by the fishermen from the net and afterwards drifted ashore in a state of decomposition. · .After 
· lying on the beach several days a :fisherman visited him in order to get a slice to feed to his hens, 
as is the custom at Provincetown-he supposing it to be a dead whale. .Ascertaining what the 
animal was, he removed · the liver and sold the oil in Boston for $103, it having produced five or 
six barrels. In 1847 a third was captured. The pursuit of this animal is attended with consider-
able excitement and danger. 
Yarrell bas recorded 1 the occurrence in the summer of 1870 at Eastport, Maine, of three speci-
mens, twenty-five to thirty feet in length, and also of one taken in 1868, which measured thirty-
five feet. Oaptain Atwood gives the following account of his experience with one: 
"Coming one time from Boston to Provincetown with my -two boys, I saw the fin of a big 
Bone Shark. We lowered the boat and· pulled up on to him. This was about 1863. I should 
think he was thirty-five or thirty-eight feet long. It was smooth weatber, and I threw ·the harpoon 
1 Bulletin, Essex Inntitute, iii, p. 6. 
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into him and he darted down into the water, and :finally he went down again, and kept coming up 
and g ing down. I began at four o'clock and tried to haul him up until a,bout supper-time, but could 
not, an he towed the mack all night. He came on until he got abreast of the oil works at 
ronnc town and then he turned and I couldn't get him up; he went about as fast as you would 
row a dory moderately. The water became shoaler and shoaler untH there was eight or ten feet 
o r hi back, and then he went towards Beach Hill. We were in the dory and he then came 
ba k within a quarter of a mile of the vessel. ·we went aboard and got something to eat. We 
got him within ix or eight feet of the top of the water and the warp parted and we lost him. I 
don't think one has been killed here for more than twenty years." 
The e mon ters are occasionally stuffed and carried about the country by showmen, advertised 
nuder various high-sounding names. 
THE MACKEREL SH.A.RK-L.A.MN.A. OORNUBIO.A.. 
This species, called at Provincetown the" Blue Shark," occurs in the Northern Atlantic, being 
occasionally seen at various points on the coast of the United States from Newfoundland to Florida, 
and in the West Indies. In the Eastern Atlantic it is found everywhere from the south of the 
North Cape, entering the Mediterranean. It has also been recorded from Japan. It is abundant 
on the coast of Great Britain, where it is known as the "Porbeagle." It also occurs in California. 
The ordinary length of this. species is from eight to ten feet. They roam about in summer, 
often several together, preying upon small :fish and squids, being particularly fond of mackerel. 
'Ih y are --very abundant on the coast of Massachusetts in the mackerel season, and are a great 
annoyance to the :fishermen who use nets, since they become entangled in the twine, destroying 
the net by t aring them and rolling them up. .Although their livers yield a considerable quantity 
f oil, formerly prized by curriers, I am unable to learn that they are now regarded as of any 
practical value. 
Storer wrote, in 1847, that the procuring of oil from these :fish, which was once ·a regular busi-
ne , had at that time been almost entirely abandoned. The practice of saving the oil was a com-
mon one, but ha been abandoned on account of the apparent decrease in the quantity obtaiuable.1 
Stor r al o, in 1846, quoting from Captain At.wood, remarked: '' Seven gallons of oil w~re at that 
time fr qu ntly extracted from the liver of a single :fish, while eleven and a half gallons have been 
taken from one. Of late year thi fish has yielded less oil than formerly, so that they are now 
car ly worth aving. Formerly a barrel of oil was made from the livers of eleven :fish. Captain 
Atwood t 11 me that, many years since, hi father procured often a barrel of oil from eight livers; 
not lecting the b t, but employing large and small indiscriminately; but now at least one hun-
d.r d liver would be required to furni h this amount of oil." 
THE M.A.N-E.A.TER SH.A:RK-0..A.ROH.A.RODON 0.A.ROH.A.RI.A.S. 
The o-called "Man-eater Shark,'' the American form of which has been described under the 
name Oaroliarodon .Atwoodii, in honor of Captain Atwood, who sent specimens to Storer, the histo-
rian of the ' Fi he of [a achusett ," i probably identical with the Great Blue Shark, Caroha-
rias Rondeletii, common hrougbout the Atlantic and Mediterranean, and also known to occur in 
the Indian O an an a ut th ape of Good Hope and Au tralia. In tropical seas it attains an 
I k r 1 hark, m uring nine fe t in length, was seen by two men flouncing upon the flats in this ha.rbor 
on a ur Y 1 , havinrr got utan l in the eel-gra in ahoal water, who went to him and cut his throat. His liver 
m d thr e lion of pure il.-BarMtab"le Patri-0t, ept .m er 8, 1833. 
• 
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enormous size. The British Museum has the jaws of an individual, thirty-six feet in length, taken 
in Aiistralia. Its mouth is wide, its teeth large, and its jaws_ strong; it is probable that this 
species and the Tiger Shark are among the most voracious of their kind. 
This is an exceedingly rare species on our .Atlantic coast. Storer could learn of the capture of 
but three individuals from 1820 to 1860, one measuring six feet in length, a second nine feet, 
and a third thirteen feet. The specimen which he d-escribed was captured at Pr_ovincetown, and 
was brought to Boston for exhibition. When first seen it was swimming in ten feet of water on 
the Long Point side of Provincetown Harbor. A boat's crew having given chase, a harpoon was 
thrown into it, when it turned toward the boat and seized it with great ferocity near the bows. 
In the act several of its teeth were broken off. It was eventually killed by being frequently lanced. 
A specimen was observed at Eastport, Maine, in August, 1872. It is frequently taken in Monterey 
Bay. A specimen lately taken at Soquel, California, had a young sea-lion whole in its stomach. 
Captain Atwood writes: "The Man-eater is rare; I don't remember of having fallen in with 
but four; these were, with one exception, all caught in mackerel-nets. I suppose about two or 
three may be caught every year about Provincetown, but fishermen cut them out of the nets and 
let them go." 
The enormous fossil Sharks' teeth wh_ich are found in the phosphate beds of South Carolina 
belong to a Shark closely related to our Man-eater, and,judging from the proportionate· size of the 
teeth, individuals measuring seventy or eighty feet in length cannot have been at all uncommon. 
The alleged attacks upon men by Sharks, if any credence is to be attached to them, should 
doubtless be credited to this species and to the Tiger Sharks. Such attacks are, however, of very 
rare occurrence, and the stories of them lose nothing of the marvelous in ~epetition. I quote 
one of the few accounts which have found their way into permanent record: 
"On the 12th of July, 1830, Mr. Joseph Bl~ney, aged fifty-two, went out in a fishing-boat at 
Swampscot, Massachusetts, when a Shark overset his boat and killed him. _ [This Shark must have 
been extremely ferocious. Mr. Blaney went out into the bay in one of the large Swampscot boats, 
which he left, and in a small boat rowed away, alone, to fish. After some hours he was seen to 
wave his hat for assistance. Another boat .immediately started toward him, and presently the fish 
was seen -to slide off, .Mr. Blaney still remaining in his boat. But the Shark renewed the attack, 
carrying clown the boat before the other could arrive. It came to the surface bottom up, and the 
unfortunate man was no more seen.]" 1 
THE SAND SH..A.RK-ODONT..A.SPIS LITT0R..A.LIS. 
This species, known also on the coast· of Maine as the "Shovel-nosed Shark," and at Prov-
incetown as the "Dogfish Shark," is found on our coast from New England southward t,o Charles-
ton, and is believed by Gunther to occur also about Australia and the Cape of Good Hope. Little is 
known of its habits or movements; it is occasiona1ly found straggling upon the shores at Cape Cod 
or entangled in the mackerel-nets. It is a sluggish species and hugs the bottom closely, feeding 
upon crabs, lobsters, and squids. The ordinary length is five or six feet, but about Nantucket 
they grow much larger, attaining the length of nine or ten feet and the weight of two hundred 
pounds or more. It is a favorite amusement of summer visitors at Nantucket to fish for them, and 
ten or twelve are frequently taken by one man in a day. Their bodies are used for manure, while 
the livers are saved for the oil which they contain. The liver of a large individual will yield a 
gallon of oil, wor.th about seventy-five cents.2 
1 LEWIS & NEWHALL: History of Lynn, p. 395. 
i JACKSON: Proceedings Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vi, 1857, p. 259. 
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THE THRASHER SHARK-ALOPI.A.S VULPES. 
hr h r hark, known in Europe as the "Fox Shark," and to our fishermen most usually 
h wingl T il," i found in the Northern Atlantic and in the Mediterranean, and also off 
liD mi . lt i one of the most grotesque ·of 'sea animals, the upper lobe of the tail being 
eXCElCUlllg,-1, 1 n('I' curving upward and resembling in. form the blade of a scythe. b) . 
' h Tlm ·her , ttain the length of fourteen or fifteen feet and the weight of five hundred 
p un<l . n individual was taken in November, 1864, in the harbor of Marion, Massachusetts, 
\ hich wa thirt en feet long and weighed four hundred pounds. This species is quite common all 
al ng th coa t of New England, and is frequently an annoyance to the mackerel :fishermen by 
becoming fmtaugled in their nets; otherwise it is quite harmless. It is found also in California. 
The tale which are current regarding the ferocious attacks of these ShaI;ks upon whales are 
appar ntly without foundation. 
The e animals feed upon fish, and it is said by the :fishermen that they kill them by blows of 
the long, flexible tail. When they become entangled in the nets, or are caught on hooks, they 
make a powerful resistance and cause the fishermen much trouble. Their _livers are sometimes 
used by the oil-makers. There is a ~elief widely current to the effect that the Thrasher Shark, 
ingly or iµ companies, is accustomed to attack whales. This belief is undoubtedly founded upon 
rror of ob ervation, as I think I have demonstrated in the chapter relating to the Sword-fish. 
THE HAMMER-HE.AD SH.A.RK-SPHYRN.A. ZYG.lEN.A.. 
Thi p cie is found all along the coast from Cape Cod southward, and, indeed, in tropical 
and ubtr pical sea the world over; it may be easily recognized by the curious form of the head, 
which i broad, flattened, and laterally elongated into two arms, which ha_ve been compared to 
the arm· of a alance. It attains the length of. seven or eight feet. Dillwyn obtained a female 
p i n t wan ea, which contained thirty-nine young ones on the point of birth. 
Th · mmer-h ad Shark i not uncomm_only taken in summer, but is of no special impor-
In Mit hill' "Fi hes of New York," under the head of this species it i~ stated: "Three 
f he hovel-no ed specie were taken (in September, 1805) in a net by Mr. Joshua Turry, 
The large t was eleven feet long. On opening him, many detached parts of a man 
w re fi und in hi b lly; the ·e were collected and buried ; there was also found a striped cotton 
hir p t hed on the side and leeves with bright-colored pieces.m 
It e m probable that the Shovel-nosed Shark referred to in the above paragraph was rather 
a Oarcharias, ince these harks are often called "Shovel-nosed Sharks" by the coast :fishermen. 
BONNET-HEADED SH.A.RK-SPHYRNA TIBUR0. 
Thi P ci i found in our waters in company with the preceding species, and when both are 
kn wn to the :ti hermen, the name "Hammer-head" and ''Shovel-nosed" are used indiscrimi-
nate! fi r both. ili tribution a at pre ent understood is less extensive, since it has been found 
only in the warmer art of the Atlantic and on the coast of China. It is very common on our 
outh tlantic and ulf coa , where it is often di tinguished as the "Bonnet-head." The habits 
of the two pecie are dou tle very imilar. 
THE BLUE HARK .A.ND THE DUSKY H.A.RK-O.A.ROHARIAS 0.lERULEUS .A.ND CAR0H.A.RIAS 
0BS0URUS. 
n 
emewhat common in our waters-south of Cape Cod and which 
Y trained ob erver , attain the length of twelve or fifteen feot, 
'Trane.action& of Literary and Philosophical Society of New York, i, p. 48. 
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a,nd ~re occasioually taken in nets. They are of no special yalue, and cause much annoyance to 
the fishermen. An individu:;i,l taken at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, in July, 1875, measured nine ' 
feet seven inches, and weighed three hundred an'd eighty pounds, the liver weighing thirty-eight 
pounds. It bad in its stomach a bluefish of five pounds' weight. These two species feed upon 
mollusks as well as upon fish. Individuals examined by the Fish Commissio~ were found to 
contain bluefish, flounders, crabs, lobsters, and quantities of a small species of a bivalve shell, 
Yoldia sapotilla . 
. THE BLACK-FINNED SHA.RK-lSOGOMPHODON MA.CULIPINNIS. 
This species resembles in shape the Blue Shark, from which ~t may be distinguished by its 
lighter color and the presence of a prominent black .spot upon· the tip of each fin. The species is 
found in the tropical parts of the Atlantic and Indian Qceans and on the Pacific coast of Central 
America. It was first discovered on our coast in 1875, when _ several specimens were taken at 
W oou's Holl, Massachusetts. 
THE TIGER SHA.RK-GA.LEOCERDO TIGRINUS . . 
This is a species which is found throughout the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and on the coast 
of Japan. It was first noticed in our waters l>y Captain Atwood, who obtained specimens at 
Provincetown, and bas since been observed occasionally. It is one of the most active and grace-
fa l of Sharks, as well as one of the most fe:rocious. Its teeth are like razors. In the -stomach of 
a specimen taken by Captain Atwood at Provincetown, nearly a whole full-grown sword-fish was 
found; ten or twelve ~ounds in the skjn of the Shark gave evidence ot the contest that must 
have occurred. It feeds upon mollusks ·as well as upon other fishes. A specimen caught at 
·wood's Holl in 1871 contained large univalve shells, Buccinum -undatum, and the sea-snail, Lunatia 
heros. 
THE SMOOTH OR BI., UE DOGFISH-MUSTEL US CANIS. 
The Smooth Dogfish of our waters, Miistelus canis, is without doubt specifically identical with 
one of the common European species, M. vulgarfa. The .American name has, however, the right 
of priority. Hitherto, only a single species has been recognized upon Atlantfo coasts. It is quite 
abundant on the coast of Southeru New England. It feeds upon crabs, lobsters, and other bottom-
loving invertebrates, its smooth pavement-like teeth being adapted for crushing the thick. shells ' 
of these animals rather th.au for seizing arid holding active fishe~. 
In Bermuda this fish is known ~s the '"Nurse Sharkt and is highly esteemed by the negroes 
as food, and is also an important bait in the local fisheries. .At Folkstone, England, they are 
dried, and go by the name of '' Folkstone beef." 
THE HORNED OR SPINY DOGFISH.:_SQUA.LUS A.CA.NTHIA.S. 
This species is found in the North Atlantic, 9ccurring on the coast of Europe from the North 
Oape to the Mediterranean, and in our own waters south to New York. On the west coast it 
ranges south to Santa Barbara. Little attention has been paid to its habits. I cannot do better 
than quote fully the observations of Captain .Atwood, who writes: 
'' This Shark is the most common one upon our coast. I have seen it at Gay Head, Martha's 
Viney~rd, but know nothing further about its southerly limits. Both above and below Cape Cod 
it is abundant, and is found all along the coast of Massachusetts, Maine,. Nova Scotia, and the 
Gulf of Saint Lawrence. I myself have never seen them farther north than the Magdalen 
Islands and t,he east coast of Uape Breton _Island, but reliable accounts say that it is found on ·the 
southern coast of Newfoundland. .As the Dogfish appear at Provincetown a little while after the 
43 F 
r h rtly £ re them, I judge that they probably need warmer water than 
no probably go quite so far north. When they :first appear they are 
£ mal al w, excel in numbers the males; but in the early part of 
al , ud all ha. e young in some stages of development, though not in every 
Id m n b tween the young just forming and those nearly grown. The· 
ma b found with the young in. some stages of development during the whole· 
n. m tur male w igh :five or :five and a half pounds, rarely as much as six pounds,. 
whil h £ m I attain the weight of eight or eight and a half pounds. In ~pring they are 
p or, aud th ir li er i of a dark color and lel:1n; but in autumn it is quite fat and large, and the 
am unt f oil lo not iucrease µroportionately with the enlarged size of the liver, but rather 
r a . In h Gadidre, on the contrary, the liver when in poor condition affords no oi,l. Fat 
l o found in the flesh of the Dogfish, which is sometimes used for fuel, burning well when 
Th ame authority al o writes: '' When I first began to go fishing, in 1810 to 1820, the-
ogfi. h ft h ry wa con idered one of the mo::;t valuable fisheries that we had around the shore. 
They appear d here in the pring, and were very plenty, and would last a day or two and then 
all ,vould b gone. Then you would not see a Dogfish again all summer; but about the 10th, or 
mid 1 of ept mb r they came to us again returning south. They would stay into November, 
and during that time the fishermen would get-a man and a boy-all the way from eight, ten, to· 
fift n arrel of il. Twenty-five years ago we would occasionally see Dogfish in the summer .. 
Th 1, t fifte n y ar they have been here all summer. During the war they were plenty all 
nmm r an th liver old for one dollar a bucket, and now they are not worth but twenty and 
nt . Th £ ma.le Dogfish is a good deal the biggest. I have known of Dogfish to 
a wbi h i caused by the presence of Dogfish may be judged from the fact 
that lin , upon wbi h were five hundred hooks, set by the Fish Commission party of 
7 , had n arly one hundred and forty hooks bitten off by the Dogfish at one. 
ettio . 
Capt. S. J. Martin, an experienced 
m r e none within three miles of land off Gloucester. They 
ap nn fi r the mo t part, b fore Octob r, and remain on George's Bank until December .. 
up n h hoaJ of or e' about the 20th of May, and stay all summer in the shoal 
p i, ll , at a 1 p~h f thirty-:fiv to forty fathoms, ori the western part. 
lditi n t tb il yi 1 e y the e little Sharks, the skin is of considerable value, and will 
obtl in futur b m re highly prized than it is at present. It is used by the fishermen 
t p 1i h th ir metallic mack r 1-jig , and · ometimes in polishing the fancy wood-work on .ship-
ard. If prop rly r ught into no ic , the Dog.ft h skins would perhaps be used to advantage-
in ma y epartm nt f metal-working. 
impOS· 
. -'66, pp. 81-82. 
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THE NURSE SHARK OR SLEEPER-SOMNIOSUS MICROCEPHALUS. 
This species, also called by our fishermen the "Gurry" or ." Ground" Shark, is a native of 
tp.e Arctic Seas, but on our coast ranges south to Cape Cod, and in the Eastern Atlantic at least 
to England, while in the Pacific it bas been observed from Puget Sound northward. The name 
'' Gurry Shark" refers to its habit of feeding upon the refuse_ fish thrown overboard from the 
vessels. . 
This species is occasionally observed in Massachusetts Bay, especially when the carcasses of 
whales are floating about. Scoresby writes, in bis work on the Arctic Regions: "This Shark · is 
one of the foes of the whale; it bites it and annoys it when alive and feeds on it when dead. It · 
scoops hemispherical pieces out of its body nearly as big as a person's head, and keeps scooping 
and gorging lump after lump until the whole cavity of its belly is full. It is so insensible of pain 
that, though it has been run through the body with a scythe-knife, yet I have seen it return to its 
banquet upon the whale at the very spot where it received its wound. Besides feeding upon 
whales, these Sharks also eat small fishes and crabs. The sailors imagine that it is blind because 
it pays not the least attention to the presen_ce of a man, and is, indeed, so apparently stupid that 
it never draws back when a blow is aimed at it ~ith a knife or lance." 
Captain _Atwood writes : '' We don't see them very often about Provincetown, but sometime 
they are seen in the bay. They would eat a whale if one were sunk there, arid they eat halibut. 
off the trawl. I have hauled up halibut and like enough the back would be all eaten off. Some 
of them are quite large. Robert E. Smith, of Barnstable, got one about fifteen feet long, half of 
whose liver filled a barrel. I don't know of their having been taken here for a good.many years. 
The liver furnishes five or six gallons of oil; in one case a single half lobe filled a flour-barrel 
and yielded fifteen gallons of oil." 1 
a01. THE SHARKS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
By DAVID S. JORDAN. 
The following is a list of the Sharks known from the Pacific coast. Of these, the three very 
large species, Oetorhinus maxirnus, Oarcharodon carcharias, and Somniosus microcephalus, are valued 
for the oil in their livers, but are captured rather by accident, by whalers and fishermen, than by 
design. Tht>y are never made objects of pursuit. The Sharks Squalus acanthias, Galeorhinus 
zyopterus, and Heptranchias maculatus are regular objects of pursuit for their oil, and in the case of 
Galeorhinus zyopterus for their fins also. The young of several other species are dried by the 
Chinese, who utilize everything which their brethren on the r~ilroads will eat. Others are used as 
craw-fish bait, and for similar purposes. 
LIST OF SHARKS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
Squatina angelus Dumeril. Angel-fish, Angelo or Squat. From San E'rancisco southward. Not 
rare. 
Heptranchias maculatus (Ayres) Grd. Shovel-nosed Shark. Monterey northward. 
1A large winter Shark was driven ashore in the storm of the 20th instant at Cotuit Port. It was fifteen feet · iru 
length, and his liver made fifteen gallons of oil.-Gloucester Telegraph, FeLruary 2, 1850. 
. The sch~oner "Cosmos," of Swampscot, landed a formidable Nursefish at Portsmouth recently. It measured! 
sixteen feet m length and weighed about twenty-five hundred pounds, and was caught on a common trawl line.-
Cape .Ann .Advertiser, March 11, 1881. 
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rinu f nter northward. 
11 t r dontu ran i ci (Grd.) um. Leopard Shark. Point Concepcion southward. 
ntrio u annan. Ground Shark. From Monterey southward. 
( m 1.) onap. Thra her. Monterey Bay. 
·uru · p. · an 
Lamna conrnbica (L.). Monterey Bay. _ 
archarodon carcharia (L.) J. & G. Man-eater i\hark. Monterey Ba,y and southward. 
Oetorhinu 1naximit (L.) Blainv. Ground Shark. Monterey Bay northward. 
phyrna, zygrena (L.) Raf. Hammer-head Shark. San Pedro . . 
(Jardtaria · glau,cus (L.) J. & G. Blue Shark. San Francisco and northward. 
<Jarcharias lamella J. & G. Bay Shark. San Diego. 
Galeocerdo tigrini,s M iiller & Henle. San Diego .. 
Galeorhinus zygoptPrus J. & G. Oil Shark. San Francisco and sout,hward. 
Triacis semijasciatus Grd. Cat Sha,rk. San Francisco and southward. 
Triaci H, nlei (Gill.) Pntu. Monterey and northward. 
Mu ·telu · californicits Gill. Dog Shark. San Francisco and southward. 
qual1.ts acanthias L. Dog-fish; Spinarola. Sarita Barbara to Alaska. 
omnio u microcephalits (Bloch) Gill. Puget Sound northward. 
SHOVEL-NOSED S:S:.A.RK-HEPTR.A.NCHIAS MACUL.A.TUS. 
Thi p cies i usually known as the "Shovel-nosed Shark." It reaches a length of three to 
five :f t. It ranges from Monterey Bay northward, be1ng most abundant in Northern California . 
.A.bout ureka, on Humboldt Bay, it is purimed for its oil, which has some value. For a discus -
sion of hi , ee the account of Humboldt County, California. 
OIL SHARK-G.A.LEORHINUS ZYOPTERUS. 
Thi pecie , which is clo ly allied to the common Tope of Europe, is known in California as 
th "Oil h rk" or ''White Shark." It reaches a length of five to six feet and a weight of thirty 
to£ rty p un<l , th average being about twenty. It ranges from Tomales to San Diego, being 
e p cially abundant in priog about Monterey and Los Angeles, especially at Soquel, Monterey, 
tmin t r, and wport. It feed on other fishes, herring being the best bait. It brings forth 
uug liv fr m April to August, entering small bays and lagoons for this purpose. At these 
i i ·hi fly taken. It i valued for the oil in its liver and for its fins. A liver makes from 
, n -half to g 11 n f oil. The :fin are old to the Chinese, who dry them, and removing the 
fl xtra t from the rays a fine, clear-white gelatine, which is highly valued by them for 
_makino- up . Thi i th only American species the fins of which they consider valuable. 
OGFI H-SQU.A.LUS .A.C.A.N'l'HIAS. 
everywhere called the "Dogfi, h." The Italian :fi bermen also call it" Spina.-
length of about hr i et. It range from Alaska southward as far as Santa 
m ug t ound northward among the islands. It lives 
1 ann 1 , co iug into hallower waters in pursuit of school 
n anvthing, ven it own young, but the herring make the 
forth in June in Puget Sound. It is valued for it 
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202. THE LAMPREY S-PETR0MYZ0NTIDlE. 
In the fresh and brackish waters of the United States occur several species of the Lamprey, 
family. 
NAMES.-The habits of these fishes are not well understood, and in the present dis(}ussion we·. 
shall be obliged to rely to ·a considerable degree on the observations of European zoologists. In, 
the Ur~ited States the fishes, of whatever speciesf are generally known as" Lampreys" and" Lamper · 
Eels," these names being also in use in England, where one of the smaller species, P. bra,nchialis, 
is also known as the "Pride," "Prid," or ~, Sandpiper." The name "Nine-eye" is also common in. 
England, a name which reappears on the continent in the "N eunauge" and "N eunaugel" of Ger-
many and Austria, and the "N ejon ogon" of Scandinavia. This curious name had its origin in the, 
eye-like appearance of the circular branchial openings, of which a considerable number app~ar OD! 
either side of the head. In the common ";Nfoe-eye" of England, however, there are only seven, 
and even if the eye be counted only eight, eye-like circles upon each side. In Germany the 
name most commonly in use is "Pricke" or "Bricke," while in France '' Lamproie" is their usual 
appellation, and in Italy" Lampreta." 
DISTRIBUTION.,-The Lampreys are almost the least specialized of fishes. Although in form · 
resembling. the eels, they belong to a very different group, which by Gill and others of our best 
authorities has been considered a distinct class, and are not even entitled to be called fishes. So, 
slight has been the progress in the scientific study of the Lampreys, that but little can be definitely· 
stated about their geographical distributiou, excepting that they occur in the fresh waters and. 
along the coasts of the temperate regions of both hemispheres. The largest and best known: 
species, and the only one which bas at present any commercial value, is Petromyzon americanusr 
by most authorities !Jelieved to be identical with the P. marinus of Europe,1 which occurs in the 
streams and estuaries of onr eastern coast from Nova Scotia as far south at least as Cape Hatteras. 
HABITS.-The key to the habits oi the Lampreys is found in the peculiar arrangement of their-
mouth. In P. marinus, according to Erqile Blanchard, this is completely circular and forms a. 
great sucker enormously capacious, surrounded by a fleshy lip studded with tentacles and sup-
ported within by a cartilaginous framework. This mouth is covered over jts entire interior 
surface with strong teeth arranged in concentric circles, some single, others double, the larger · 
occupying the central portion, and the smaller forming the exterior.' rows. A large double tooth,. 
situated above the aperture of the mouth, indicates the situation of the upper jaw; a large carti-
lage, supporting seven or eight great teeth, represents the lower jaw:. The tongue also carries 
three large teetll, deeply serrated upon their edges. 
Tbe structure of the intestine, which, as in tlie Sharks, js provided with an extensive spiral 
valve, indicates tha,t these animals are chiefly carnivorous in diet. They are said to feed upon 
worms, insects, and decaying auimal matter. Dr. Benecke, of Konigsberg, and others have found 
their stomachs full of the eggs of fish. The structure of the mouth, however, wo121.ld teach us1 
even in default of observations upon their customary mode of feed.fag, that they are ·semi-parasitiQ: 
lil their habits, a.tta,ching t,hemsel ves to large fish by suctorial action, and, while f-1,ttached, tearing 
the tlesh of the fish with their marvelous miucing machine, which is composed of the teeth within 
the qircular- moutll, while they suck the blood of tlleir victim. The,y are often found attached to 
the larger fishes, such as shad, sturgeons, and Sharks. 
Captain Atwootl states that small Lampreys of a bluish color are found attached to various 
1 GONTHY.R: Catalogue of Fishes of the British Museum, viii, p. 501. 
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bu ett Bay, uch as cod, haddock, and mackerel. They cling to the side 
11 , th th p t ral and uck its blood until the flesh becomes as white as paper. 
h r c n bu little doubt that to the Lampreys may be credited an immense destruction 
f th ,, ri u fi 1-fi he which enter e tuaries and rivers. It is by no means uncommon for / 
fi-11 rm n · nd th m attached to halibut and other large species caught at sea. Lampreys are 
f un far iul ml a c ndin(T mo t of the creeks and rivers of Central Europe and of temperate 
r rth ri : far toward their ources. In fact the distances from the sea at which the so-calle'd 
Lampr :' of Europe i constantly found are so great, when thei·r feeble powers of loco-
m tion < r / u id r cl, that Dr. Gunther in his essay on the fishes of the N eckar was induced to 
:ulvan th th ory that they are carried from the sea to the river sources by the shad, salmon, 
all(l oth r fi h to which the Lampreys attach themselves. This view is combated by Blan-
harl, wh claim that no one. has ever seen Lampreys attached to salmon. If I am correct.ly 
iuf' rm 1, almou are largely annoyed by Lampreys in the United States, but it seems hardly 
ll ·e ary at pre ent to accept Gunther's theory in the fullest extent, since the Lamprey is appar-
11tly not mu ·h inferior to the eel in powers of locomotion, and the eel, it is well known, accom-
pli:he long migrations without apparent inconvenience. 
It ha been cu tomary among writers upon fishes to class the Lampreys among the migratory 
• ii. he , and to d cribe the migrations of the sea Lamprey as beginning in the spring, when they 
ar' uppo d to a cend the rivers for the purpose of spawning in their headwaters. This theory 
t1 m' at pr nt hardly tenable; so little, however, is known of their habits that the theory cannot 
· pr n un ed a olutely incorrect. There are, however, certain species of Lampreys in Europe 
which ar b Ii ed to live entirely in fresh water. A similar statement can most positively be 
m cl regar ing our pecie inhabiting the Great Lakes and other inland waters of North America. 
n th th r bend, many of the a Lampreys remain in salt and brackish water throughout the 
S ar. Th r , pp r , how ver, to be excellent evidence that some of the Lampreys move from 
ra ·ki h wat r int fr h for purposes of spawning. 
n k" ,·p king of the habit of the river Lamprey of the. Baltic, remarks: "Concerning the 
h, lit of ' in · ' in the a nothing is known. In summer they make their way from the 
h Curi be Haff and the Frisches Haff, and toward the end of September begin to 
" · nd th riv r , and are caught in great numbers in baskets and pots. The ascent continues 
untH January. In the upp r reache of the rivers they make their appearance in the early spring, 
an l · pawn in pril aod May in mall chool in hallow places, where the water flows rapidly 
o, r ,·hingly b t m. Th act of pawning ha been observed by us from year to year in the 
p, ao- b tw n th bridge at Braun berg. After the eggs, which are one millimeter in 
di m t r, gravi ·h-y llow in color, and entirely opaque, have been deposited in little masses, the 
L mpr di . 
ev lopm nt of the spawn i extremely dependent upon the weather, so that during 
many Y ar only v ry mall brood of young fi he make its appearance. The young of this 
hav b n fi und y ugu t Muller in the Oder and the Aile, and in the latter (Y) the 
<lryiuo- np of n fit ributarie 11 ar th mill at Pinn give an opportunity every year to collect 
of th rn in h tom mud. Th y are nev r found partially grown, and we must believe 
th y g a k t th a, th r to att in their full ize." 
h ing ha, it of the brook Lamprey, P. planeri, Benecke 
th alli d eci , fe d upon li tle animals, and are found in almost 
ming u er t migrate t th a, although Yarrell claims that he 
r gr r gr yi h-y 11 w gg , which are one millimeter in thick-ba 
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ness, are deposited in March or April. The adult fish gather themselves together in companies of 
from ten to fifty individuals to spawn in water of Httle depth, where the current flows swiftly over 
rough ground. In close proximity to each other they cling with their mouths to the bottom, and 
tl!eir bodies streaming out in the current squirming like the bodies of snakes. Every once in a 
while the observer can see a male, easily recognizable by its size and black color, seize upon one of 
the females with its suctorial mouth, and therewith firmly attaching itself to her close be11ind the 
head. The two then extend themselves with a powerful backward squirm, and while the male, 
with a half turn of its body, brings his abdominal aperture close to that,of the female, a part of 
her spawn may be seen :flowing forth in a clear, semi-opaque stream. This action is repeated 
until the female has deposited all of her eg·gs. The young Lampreys, when hatched, burrow in the 
mud. They require a period of four or five years before they attain the length of twenty centim-
·eters." 
The development of the Lamprey is extremely remarkable. It was first worked out thoroughly 
by Prof. August Miiller in iS56.1 The young was formerly considered to be a member of a distinct 
genus, A.mmoccetes. The young of the brook Lamprey, P. planeri, which, in a general way, corre-
.spond to those of other species, are thus described by Professor Benecke: "They are tawny yellow, 
without any trace of silvery hues, and have half.moon shaped, toothless mouths, not intended for 
:suetorial uses. Their small eyes are hidden deeply under their thick skins, and hardly visible. 
Their gin-openings lie in a deep furrow. The head is small and pointed, and the fins continuous." 
It is a curious fact that as early as 1866 Leonhart Boldner, of Strasbourg, investigated and 
thoroughly understood the developmAnt and metamorphoses of the Lamprey, as is indicated in the 
following paragraph, translated from his work upon the water-birds, fishes, and other aquatic 
.animals of Strasbourg: 
"From August to December, Lampreys with eyes are not often seen and are rarely taken, but 
blind Lampreys are found throughout the entire year. The Lampreys with eyes 1and the blind 
Lampreys are all of the same kind, for the young from the very beginning are all blind, and bury 
themselves at once in the mud as soon as they make their escape from the eggs. The blind 
Lampreys develop no eggs until they develop their eyes." 2 
Like the eel, the Lamprey was formerly believed to be hermap,hrodite.3 
As far as I ~m aware, few observations are on record which indicate the date of the spawning 
-0f ·the Lampreys in this country. P. niger spawns in early spring. Wittmack, in his excellent 
work upon the ''Fishery Statistics of Germany," states that P. ,narinus spawns at Hameln in June, 
and in the Rhine, at Zurich, in March and -April; P. fluviatilis in various parts of Northern Ger-
many, chiefly in March, April, May, and June, though in the Kurisches Haff also in November, 
December, and February. In Bavaria their spawning season is from March to June; in Austria 
in April and May, and in Switzerland in March and April. P. pla-neri is said by the same author 
to spawn in Pomerania in May; in the Rhine Provinces in March and April; in Hanover in May 
and June; in Gotha in March and April, arid in Low~r Ba,Taria in May, June, and July; in the 
'Tyrol in 'March, April, May, and June, and in Switerland in March and April. In the rivers of 
Connecticut, where a lamprey fishery is still carried · on, Lampreys are reported to be abundant in 
May an<l June; and it is probable that these months are included within the period of spawning. 
The artificial propagation of the Lamprey was first successfully ac'complished on the 24th of May, · 
1879, when M. Frauen, employed by the German Fishery Union in gathering sturgeon-eggs in 
1 MOLLER: Archiv itir Naturgeschichte, 1856, p. :125. 
2 VON SIEBOLD: Siisswa.sserfische Mitteleurnpas, p. 378. 
3 SIR EDWARD HOME in Philosophical Transactions, 1815, p. 266. 
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fi rtiliz d the egg of the river Lamprey and placed them in a breeding box . • 
Jun 16 many young were hatched out, and on July 17 the entire contents of 
iDCY X cap d. 1 
h, , alr , <l , b O tated it requires four or five years for the larval La.mprey to undergo 
it m b m rr 11 and become capable of reproducing its kind. The sea Lamprey, P. marinus, 
ft n , ttaiu , th 1 ngth of three feet; but those species which are found only in fresh water are 
U U, lly lllll •h mall r. 
Tb mun Petromyzon igni:fies "a stone-sucker," it being a common habit of these animals to 
fo1o· to t 11 an<l pebble . In swift currents this habit is of great importance to them, since it 
n, 1 · tb m to hold their own where their swimming powers would often be severely taxed. It 
tat d by ar ful ob errnrs that they have some way of transporting stones, and that they build . 
r ratb r circular fortifications of stonework, around the crevices in which they lurk. As 
iufi rr d from what has already been said of the manner in which ~hey prey upon other 
fi ·he , Lampr r are among the most troublei::;ome enemies of many large species. Gii.nther states 
that almon bav often been captured in the middle courses of the Rhine with marine Lampreys 
attach d to th m. MHner, in his "Report on the Fisheries of the Great Lakes," 2 remarks : "A 
p ra it tbat trouble.: the turgeon is the Lamprey Eel, Petromyzon argenteus, Kirt., which is ~ound 
v ry frequ ntl~- attached to the skin. The circular scars and raw sores sometimes found upon the 
tur on, and attributeu to this cause by the :fishermen, are correctly accounted for in this way. 
It i proba 1 that their natural food is the slime or mucus exuded in abundance from the pores, 
but th y fr qu ntly retain their hokl upon a spot until they have eaten through to the flesh, and 
d p ul r u,' cavitie occasionally result from the sore." 
~ co T MIO u E AND CA.PTURE.-The Lamprey was formerly highly esteemed as an article 
f ~ d, and in early <l.ay i ai<l. to ha Ye coustitutecl an important dish in certain civic feasts of 
i ur p . It. wa on th cu tom to drown Lampreys in wine and then to stew them. This process 
d t impart a hi 0·h r flavor to the fie h. It is stated by" Lacepede that King Henry I, 
am to an untimely nd by too full a repast of Lampreys. At the present time, in 
w Ilamp ·hir , and by the Connecticut Hiver al o it pas es into the 'ame 
47, was fir t completed, cveral ca1t-loacls were daily 
In 1 40 l\lr. Jo · ph Ely took thirty-eight hundred in 
cu tom of th country for each family to .:alt <low:n 
' ow, in 1 66,' 11 continue , '' thi Yaluabl fi ·h has 
r mark 'hould int rpreted a applying imply to 
f it lower stretche there is till a 
' nn · i ut, writ und r date of August 25, 1879: 
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'' Previous to the building of the dam over the Housatonic at Birmingham, Lampreys were taken 
in large quantities as far up the river as the falls in the town of New Milford; now none are seen 
above the dam. Then, standing over the, falls on shelving rocks, ?ne could hook them, as they 
clung to the rocks with their suckers, by means of a large sharp hook fastened to a lo g pole, this 
hook being imbedded in the holes in the sides of their necks. Many people formerly salted barrels 
of them for their own consumption. Their use at present has much decreased, owing to the dis-
turbance in the :fisheries caused by the building of the dams. Those now used in the vicinity of 
Bridgewater are taken in the Housatonic at Birmingham, and during the months of May and June 
are peddled through the country by the people who catch them." 
Mr. N. M. Muckett, of Lakeville, Connecticut, .states that in that vicinity the ann__nal average 
catch is about two thousand fish, the implement of capture used being a pole about six feet in 
length with a hook in its end. The :fisheries are located in Salmon River about two miles from the 
Connecticut, just above tide-water, and the Lampreys sell in the markets of the adjoining villages 
at an average price of five dollars a hundred. 
Mr. M; A. Hart, .of Riverton, Connecticut, says that thirty years ago, and before, Lampreys 
were found in the Farmington River in the vicinity of Riverton, but have l~ng ago been exhausted. 
Qua~tities are sold in the city markets of Southern Connecticut, chiefly obtained in the Connecticut 
River in spring and early summer. They are easily caught' with the bands, and :fishermen captur-
ing them in this way always use mittens. 1 
Mr. C. M. Hunt, of Northville, Connecticut, states that in New Milford large quantities are 
consumed in May and June which are caught in the Housatonic at Birqiingham. Before the dam 
was built they were caught everywhere in the Housatonic and the small streams which are its 
tributaries. 
203, THE HAG-FISHES-MYXINID.lE . . 
The "Slime Eel," Myxine glutinosa, is found on the Atlantic coast north of Cape Cod, and in 
the deeper water even further south. It occurs also on the coasts of Northern· Europe. It js a 
great annoyance to the :fishermen, whose baits it devours, and wh" entertain for it a superstitious 
dread. Little is known of itis habits, and its importance to man is very slight. Jordan writes: 
''The Hag-fishes (Myxinidm) are represented ~long the Californja coast by one species, Poli-
8totrema Stouti. It is most a bu nu.ant in Monterey Bay, where it is very destructive to fishes caught 
1 The Hartford (Conn.) "Post,," in June, 1876, contained the following paragraph: 
"CURIOUS HABITS OF LAMPREY EELS.-Two gentlemen from Granby, Connecticut, Messrs. · Dewey and Good-
rich, were in town last week on a visit, and took away with them on th~ir return one hundred and ten Lamprey Eels, 
which they captnred in the creeks hereabout. The Eels were all of goocl sjze, sixty-two of them weighing one hun-
dred pounds. These Eels are esteemed to be a great delicacy by the people of Granby and neighborhood, and are 
held to be worth twelve cents apiece, or they offer to exchange a barrel of pork for a barrel of cured Eels. The 
method of taking these Eeis is quite novel. They are found ouly in isballow water, with stony or gravelly bottom, 
and the :fisherman goes provided with a large bag of netting, the mouth of the bag being distended with a hoop, and 
an instrument of iron about eighteen inches long terminating in a hook. 
"The Eels have what are called nests, made by heaping up stones in a circle of about eighteen inches in diameter. · 
These stones they place in this position by fastening their sucker months thereon and moving themselves laterally, 
drawing the stones along with them. Inside this circle of stones lie usually from three to five Eelt:1, parallel with 
one another, their heads all iu one direction and each Eel made fast by suction to a stone. The l:Jol<l. fisherman ap-
proaches them from behind, and, skillfully putting his book under an Eel, he suddenly brings it up with such force 
that it penetrates the hide, and brings out the :fish, when, after two or three flourishes in t,he air to get, bi m in the 
right position, he is deposited in the bag. Each Eel in the nest is in turn made the subject of a similar operation, 
the creatures often holding on to the stone with such tenacity as to bring it out of the water with them, when the 
aerial flourish causes it to become detached ancl to fly to a considerable distance. 
"These Eels, it is said, are wholly free from bones save the backboue, which is removed in dressing, and when 
salted for a few weeks and fried make an article of food second to none in the wa.y of fish." 
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n th ye , or especially the gills, of fishes and works itself into the 
all the fie h without breaking the skin, so that the fish is left 
kin and b ne . Every gill-net in summer at Monterey ha~ more or less of 
( eba tichthys, Ophiodon, Rhacochilus, Paralichthys, etc.) in it. It is thought by , 
h rm ·n th t tbe Hag-fl h will eat a fish of fiye or six pounds weight in a single night. 
u , hulk i taken out of the water with a Hag-fish in it, the parasite will scramble out with 
Th yr ach a length of fourteen inches." 
204. THE LANCELETS-BRANCHIOSTOMID.lE. 
Tb Lane let, or Amphioxu , Branchiostoma lanceolatum, ·interesting as being the lowest and 
t p ialized of vertebrate animals, has been found at the mouth of the Chesapeake, at Flatts 
illage, Bermuda, and at San Diego, California. 
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205. THE CUTTLES-CEPHALOPODA: 
The mollusks called'' Cuttles" or "Cuttle-fishes" bear a very important relation to the :fisheries. 
and consequently to the food supply of the United States. It has recently been ascertained that 
some of these Cuttle-fishes attain huge bulk and corresponding abilities for destruction. The two. 
species of Architeuthis (A. princeps and A. Harveyi), roaming through the North Atlantic and now 
and then stranded upon the beaches of N ewfoundlaud, have each a total length. of from thirty to 
fifty feet, and a weight of solid flesh amounting to thousands of pounds. 
"The Cuttles," says Dr. Philip Carpenter, "have very acute senses: They have an approach 
to a brain, inclosed in a cartilaginous skull. They can hear sounds, and evidently enjoy the taste· 
of their food. They have a large, fleshy tongue, armed with recurved prickles, like that of tlte Hon. 
They either crawl on their head tail upwards, or swim, tail foremost, by striking with their arms, 
or squirt themselves backwards by forcing water forward through thefr breathing funnels. 
"They are ferocious creatures, the tyrants of the lower orders, and do not scruple to attack. 
and devour even fishes. The larger kinds are deservedly dreaded by man. Their weapons con-
sist in their powerful arms, which are abundantly furnished with rows of cup-like suckers, each 
of which fastens on its prey or its foe like a limpet to the rock. Often these are accompanied with 
sharp-curved teeth, strong enough to be preserved even in fossi1 species." 
The giant Cuttle-fishes of the north (Architeuthis) and the commoner Squids and Ca1amaries of 
our Atlantic .coast belong to the ten-armed division of the order termed Decapods. The three--
smaller species ordinarily met with are Loligo Pealei, Loligo Pealei var. pallida., and 011imastrephes 
illecebrosus. On the extreme southern coast they are 'replaced by an Octopod ( Octopttts granulatus). 
Of these four, Loligo Pealei is the common Squid of Long Island Sound and southward, and 
when full grown it is more than a foot in length. The color when living is very changeable, owing 
to the alternate contractions of the color-vesicles or spots, but red and brown predominate, so as 
to give a general purplish-brown color. An allied -variety or subspecies, named p~llida, is a 
"pale, translucent, gelatinous-looking" creature, with few spots on the back and nearly white 
beneath. Commonly five or six inches long, exclusive of the arms, it frequently grows much larger,. 
and is of broader and stouter proportions than the type-form, from which it is further distin-
guished by 'its broader caudal fin and the larger size of its sucke~s.. It belongs especialJy to the· 
western end of Long I sland Sound, "where it is abundant with the schools of menhaden, on which 
it feeds." 
"1'his species,'' writes Verrill/ "is found along the whole coast from South Carolina to Massa-· 
chusetts B3'.Y· 
"It is the Common Squid from Cape Hatteras to Cape Cod. In Long Island Sound and Vineyard 
Sound it is very abundant, and is taken in large numbers in the fish-pounds and 3eines, and used 
to a large extent for bait. It is comparatively scarce, though not rare, north of Cape Co<l. The · 
young were trawled by us in many localities in Massachusetts Bay in 1878. Large specimens were 
t ~ken in the podnds at Provincetown, Massachusetts, .August, 1879. It was taken in cons~der;able· 
1 R~port U. S. Fish Commission, part vii, 1882, p. 355. 
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10 r , inrr , dition, in the fl 'h-pounds at Cape Ann, near Gloucester, Massachusetts, 
(n1r. borea.li ·). It ba · not l>een observed north of Cape Ann. Its southern limit is not 
ku ,rn u it upp ar to have been found on the coast of South Carolina. 
In tl pth it lia · mT d from low-water mark to fifty fathoms. The eggs I have often been 
t k n . - 11 • in th tra. I m o-reat abuudauce, at many localities along the southern shores of New 
1 u h n 1 iu ti,· t twent,r-tive fathoms. 
I i kn wn to l>e a Yery important element in the food supply of the bluefish, tautog, sea-
,· ·tri1 d a , weakfish, king-fish, and many other of our larger market fishes. 
In th Gulf of l\iexico this species appears to be replaced by another species (Loligo Gahi 
rbiguy). Of thi we l1ave several specimens, collected on the west coast of Florida, at Egmont 
K y near Tampa Bay, by Col. E. Jewett and Mr. W. T. Coons. This species is closely allied to 
L. ealei, but ha a more lender form, with the caudal fin shorter and narrower in proportion to 
tu l ngth of the mantle. The pen has a shorter and broader shaft, and a narrower and more 
oblong blade, which has parallel, thickened, and darker-colored portions between the midrib and 
margin . The tentacular suckers have their horny rings more coarsely and equally toothed, there 
b ing only a partial alternation of larger and smaller teeth. 
"Al ng our outhr.rn coa t, from Delaware Bay to Florida, a much shorter and -relatively 
tout r p ci (Loligo brevis Blainv.) occurs, which might be mistaken by a careless observer for 
th pre nt 'pecie . In addition to its shorter body, it bas very different large, tentacular suckers,. 
witl1 th t th on the llorny rim coarser and all of similar form and size. Its pen is also shorter 
and r latively broader, and difl:'ereut in structure." 
m not aware," be says elsewbere,2 "that any definite information has hitherto been 
pu Ii h d to the rate of growth or length of life of any of our cepbalopods. By some writers it 
b en tated th t the Squids ::.tre all annual, but this seems to be a mere assumption, without 
vid nc fi r it basi . Therefore ~ have for several years past preserved large numbers of 
p cirn o of the young of Loligo Pealei, collected at different seasons and localities, in order to 
a c rt in, if pos ible, the rate of growth and the size acquired during the first season, at lea.st. 
On f th ti llowing table (I) hows some of the data thus obtained.3 
Th r i c n iderable difficulty in ascertaining the age of these Squids, owing to the fact that 
the pawning ea on extend through the whole summer, so that the young ones hatched early in 
June ar a large by September as those that hatch in September arc in the ~ollowing spring. 
winer to the ame cau e, mo t of the large lots of young Squids taken in midsummer include 
vari u ·ize , from tho e ju thatched up to those that are two or three inches long. They are 
often mixed with ome of tho e of the previous year, considerably larger than the rest. Earlier in 
the a on (in May and the fir t part of June), before the first-laid eggs begin to hatch, the 
young t p cimen tak n (6000m to 106mm long) are presumed to belong to the later broods of 
the pr iou autumn, while those somewhat larger are belie,ed to be from earlier broods of the 
previou umm r, ad t r pre nt the growth of one year very nearly. 
' Taking the principle a a guide, I have arrived at the following conclusions from the data 
colle ·t 
RATE OF GROWTH OF YOUNG SQUIDS. 689 
southern coast of New England, and continue to hatcli till the middle of September, and perhaps 
later. 
"2. By the second week in July, the first hatched of the June Squids have grown to the size 
in which the body (or mantle) is 30mm to 48mm long; but these are associated with others that are 
younger, oi all sizes down to those ju-st hatched. They begin t~ show a disposition to go in 
'schools' composed of individuals of somewhat -similar sizes. 
"3. By the second week in August, the largest June Squids have become 50mm to 68mm in 
length of body, and the later broods are 5mm to 30mm long. As before, with thes-e sizes occur others 
of all ages down to those just hatched. It should be observed, however, that in those of our 
tabulated lots taken by the trawl the very small sizes are absent, because they pass freely through 
the coarse meshes of the net. 
"4. By the second week in Septemb~r, ttie June Squids hav~ the mantle 60mm to 82mm long . 
All the grades of smaller ·ones still abound. A few larger specimens, taken the last of August 
and in September, 84mm to 110111m long, may belong to the June brood, but they may belong to 
those of the previous autumn. 
"5. In the first week of November, the larger young Squids taken had acquired a mantle-
length of 79mm to 85mm, but these are probably not the largest that might be found. Younger 
ones, probably hatched in September and October, 8mm to 20mm in length of body, occurred in vast 
numbers November 1, 1874. The specimens taken November 16, off Chesapeake Bay, having the · 
mantle 40mm to 70mm long, probabl.y belong to the schools hatched in the previous summer. 
"6. In May and June the smallest Squids taken, and believed to be those hatched in 'the 
previous September or October, have the mantle 62m1u to 100mm long. With these there are others 
of larger sizes, up to 152mm to 188mm, and connected with the smaller ones by intermediate sizes. 
All these are believed to belong to the various broods of the previous season. In these the sexual 
organs begin to increase in size and the external sexual characters begin to appear. The males 
are of somewhat greater length than the females of the same age. 
"7. In July, mingled with the young of the season, in some lots, but more often in separate 
schools, we take young Squids having the mantle 75mm to 100mm long. These we can connect by 
intermediate sizes with those of the previous year taken in June. l regard these as somewhat 
less than a year old. 
"8. Beyond the first year it becomes very difficult to determine the age with certainty, for those 
of the first season begin, even in the autumn, to overlap in their sizes those of the previous year. 
'' 9. It is probable that those specimens which are taken in large quant.it.ies, while in breeding 
condition, during the latter part of May and in June, having the mantle 175mm to 225mm long in 
the females and 200mm to 27 5mm long in the males, are two years old. 
"10. It is probable that the largest individuals taken, with the mantle 300mm to 425mm long, 
are at least three years, and perhaps in some cases four years old. The very large specimens 
generally occur only in small schools and are mostly males. The females that occur with these 
very large males are often of much smaller size, and may be a, year younger thau their mates. 
'' 11. When Squids of ,ery different sizes occur together in a school, it generally happens 
that the larger ones are engaged in devouring the smaller ones, as the contents of their stomachs 
clearly show. Therefore, it is probable that those of a similar age keep together in schools for 
mutual safe ty. 
'' 12. Among the adult specimens of var; pallida taken November. 16 and December 7, at 
Astoria, there are several young oues, from 75mm to 120mm in length, with rudimentary repro-
ductive organs. These may, perhaps, be the J'Ot1ng of' tbc year. hatched in June.'' 
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nu, ui I in iu ·one irnble numbers, -and even the adults, are greedily devoured by 
Iu fi h. bl, I· a·:, tl'ip d ba s, weakfi~h, mackerel, cod, and many other m~ine animals. 
'Ihu th. y ar r •ally of reat importance as food for our most valuable market fishes. 
tl tl.t, Squid i._ represented by the Sea-arro~ or Flying Calamary, Omma-
ill c brosu om time called "short-finned" in contrast to the long ''fins" characteristic . 
of th L lig wlli h they re emble in size and color. 
rofe or errill ha given the following graphic account of this species: 
''When living, this is a "\"ery beautiful creature, owing to the brilliancy of its eyes and its bright 
nd quickly-changing color . It is also very quick and graceful in its movements. This is the 
mo t common 'Squid' north of Cape Cod, and extends as far south as Newport, Rhode Island, and 
in deep water to the region off Cape Hatteras. It is very abundant in Massachusetts Bay, the 
Bay of Fundy, and northward to Newfoundland. It is taken on the coast of Newfoundland in 
immense numbers, and used as bait for codfish. It occurs in vast schools when it visits the coast, 
but wb ther it seeks those shores for the purpose of spawning. or in search of food is not known. 
I bave been unable to learn anything personally in regard to its breeding habits, nor have I been 
able to a. certain that any one has any information in regard either to the time, manner, or place 
of pawning. At Ea tport, Maine, I have several times observed them in large numbers in mid-
summer. But at that time they seemed to be wholly engag~d in the pursuit of food, following 
t~e chool of herring, which were then in pursuit of shrimp ( Thysanopoda norvegica), which occur 
in the Bay of Fundy, at times, in great quantities, swimming at the surface. The stomachs of the 
quid tak n on the e occasions were distended with fragments of Thysanopoda, or with the flesh 
of the herring, or with a mixture of the two, but their reproductive organs were not in an active 
ondition. Tb same i true of all the specimens that I have taken at other localities in summer. 
From the fact that the oviducts are mall and simple, and the nidamental glands little developed, 
elie that it will eventually prove that this species discharges its eggs free in the ocean, and 
that tb y will be fi und :floating at the surface, either singly or in gelatinous masses or bands, not 
having any complicated capsules to inclose them. Nothing is known as to the length of time 
required by thi speci to attain its full size. It probably lives several years. 
'' Thi Squid i an exceedingly active creature, darting with great velocity backward, or in 
any oth r dir ction, by means of the reaction of the jet of water which is ejected with great force 
from th iphon, and which may be directed forward or backward, or to the right or left, by 
b ncliog th iphon. Even when confined in a limited space, as in a fish-pond, it is not an easy 
matt r to c pture them with a dip-net, so quick will they dart away to the right and left. When 
darting r pidly the lobe of the caudal fin are closely wrapped around the body and the arms are 
held tiCYbtly tog ther, forming an acute bundle in front, so that the animal, in this condition, is 
sharp at th e d , and pa e through the water with the least possible resistance. Its caudal 
1i.n i u d a an acce ory organ of locomotion when it slowly swims about or balances itself for 
some time n rly in one po ition in the water. 
"Th e t ervation of the mode of capturing its prey are by Messrs. S. I. Smith and Oscar 
arg r, wb b rve it at Provincetown, Ma achu etts, among the wharve , in large numbers, 
July 2 , 1 7 , ng "' d in c p aring and devouring the young mackerel, which were swimming 
about in 110 1 ' n at that tim were about four or five inches long. In attacking the mackerel 
tb Y woul 1 enly dart k ar m ng the fl h with the velocity of an arrow, and as suddenly 
1i n 1 · t th r l f and ize a fl b, w bich wa almo t instantly killed by a bite in 
k b rp k . Tb it wa alway mad in the same place, cutting 
u d p nough to pen trate to the pinal cord. The attacks 
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were not always successful, and were sometimes repeated a dozen times before one of these active 
and wary fishes could be caught. Sometimes, after making several unsuccessful attempts, one of 
the Squids would suddenly drop to the bottom, and, resting upon the sand, would change its color 
to that of the sand so perfectly as to be almost invisible. In this position it would wait until the 
fishes came· back, and when they were swimming close to or over the ambuscade, the Squid, by a 
sudden dart, would be pretty sure to secure a fish. Ordinarily, when swimming, they were thickly 
spotted with red and brown, but when darting among the mackerel they appeared .translucent and 
pale. The mackerel, however, seemed to have learned that the shallow water was the safest for 
them, and would hug the shore as closely as possible, so that in pursuing them many of the Squids 
became stranded and perished. by the hundreds, for when they once touch the shore they b~gin 
to pump water from their siphons with great energy, and this usually forces them farther and 
farther up the beach. .At such times they often discharge their ink in large quantities. The 
attacks on the young mackerel were observed mostly at or near high water, for at other times the 
mackerel were seldom seen, though .the Squids were seen swimming about at all hours, and these 
attacks were observed both in the day and evening. 
"It is probable, from various observations, that this and other species of Squids are mainly 
nocturnal in their habits, or at least are much more active in the night than in the day. Those 
that are caught in the pounds and· weirs mostly enter in the night, evidently while swimming 
along the shores in 'schools.' They often get aground on the sand-flats at Provincetown, 
Massachusetts, in the night. On the islands in the Bay of Fundy, even where there are no flats, 
I have often found them in the morning stranded on the beaches in immense numbers, especially 
when there is a full moon, and it is thought by many of the :fishermen that this is because, like 
many other nocturnal animals, they have the habit of turning toward and gazing at a bright 
light, and since they swim backwards, they get ashore on the beaches opposite the position of the 
moon. This habit is also sometimes taken advantage of by the :fishermen, who capture them for 
bait for codfish. They go out in dark nights with torches in their boats, and by advancing slowly 
toward a beach drive them ashore. They are taken in large quantities in nets and pounds, and 
also by means of 'jigs' or groups of l:tooks, which are moved up :ind down in the water, and to 
which the Squids cling, and are then quickly pulled out of the water. They are also sometimes 
caught by fish-hooks, or adhering to the bait used for fishes. 
"Their habit of discharging an inky fluid through the siphon, when irritated or alarmed, is 
well known. The ink is said to have caustic and irritating properties. 
"This Squid, like the Loligo, is eagerly pursued by the cod and many other voracious fishes, 
even wh~n adult. Among its enemies while young are the full-grown mackerel, who thus retaliate 
for the massacre of their own young by the Squids. The specimens observed catching young 
mackerel were mostly eight to ten inches long, and some of them were still larger. 
"This species, like the common Loligo, has the instincts and habits of a cannibal, for small 
Squids of its own species form one of the most common articles of its diet. From an adult female 
of ordinary size (G, of our tables), caught at Eastport, Maine, I took a great mass of fragments 
of small Squids, with which the stomach was greatly distended. These fragments completely 
filled a vial having a .capacity of four fluid ounces. 
''From the rapidity with which the Squids devour the fish that they capture it is evident 
that the jaws are the principal organs used, and that the odontophore plays only a subordinate 
part in feeding. This is confirmed by the condition of the food ordinarily found in the stomach, 
for both the fishes and the shrimp are usually in fragments a.nd shreds of some size, and smaller 
creatures, like am phi pods, are often found entire, or nearly so; even the vertebrre and other 
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• lt niu O' ar ent. On the other hand, in some specimens, the contents of the 
t l.i ar fin l,r cli vid d a if the odoutophore had been used for that purpose." 
1 
' ti 1 , , wlli ·ll tll ft ·llerie u tain through their voracity, however, is probably eqm11i,,zed by 
th · 1 wbi 11 ut l .fi ~11e furni h the carnivorous :fishes and various other denizens of the deep. 
, r ,· mpl tlle perm whale seems to rely largely upon a diet of big Squids, sinking to the 
t Ill wll r the Tare groping about, to drag them up, or nipping off their large arms as they 
·wim , u 11 ar tbe urface. Dolphins and porpoises also prey upon the Cuttles, and all the 
fie h- tin()' fi he pur ue and devour them at every opportunity, particularly the cod and bluefish. 
no, ledO'e of this fact long ago led to the Squid being taken by :fishermen as an attractive 
l>ai . Mor thau half of all the Bauk :fishing is said to be with such bait. When the shoals of 
thi · mollu k. f Loligo Squid] a,pproach the coast hundreds of vessels are ready to capture them, 
forming an e:xten _ive cuttle :fishery, engaging :five hundred s:1il of French, English, and American 
hip . Th ir lutbit of mo'.>n-gazing, also, is sometimes taken advantage of on the coast of Maine 
l>;y th fi. hermcn, wbo capture them for bait for codfish; they go out in dark nights with torches 
m their boats and by advancing slowly toward a beach drive them ashore. Violent storms heap 
gr at windrow::; of dead Squids on the beach, where t:hey are gathered up, and they are also 
·om times taken on lines a<lhering to the bait set for fishes. These "drives" and accidents 
happen in the pring, when Cuttles are :flocking into shallow water to lay their eggs. 
ince tbi solidly-fleshed animal is so extensively eaten by other animals it is not surprising 
to find that men al o hould number it among the edible products · of the sea. "The :flesh of the 
larg cephalopodou animals," says Simmonds,2 "was esteemed as a delicacy by the ancients. 
Mo, t of the Ea tern nations, and those of the Polynesian Islands, partake of it and relish it as 
£ d. Th re exposed for sale dried in the bazaars or markets throughout India, and . . . 
dried 1uttle-fi h may be seen among the articles of Chinese, Japanese, and Siamese food. In 
hili th fl hi al o con idered a delicacy, and in Barbados the bastard Cuttle-fish or 'Calmar' 
(Loligo sagittata Lam.) i u ed as an article of food by the lower classes." 
In th Mediterranean also, particularly near Tunis, and along the Portugal coast, the catch 
and · n nmption of uttl i large, amounting to nearly ::t million pounds a year, most of which 
i ·old · r ece, aft r b ing alted and dried or pickled. These are Octopods. The same sort of 
"uttl -fl h (Octopus punctatits) serves the double purpose on the Pacific coast, from California to 
·ka, f bait i r th fisheries and food for the Indians. For the latter purpose it is chiefly 
ought in ug Sound, where the coast tribes hunt and kill Octopods often large enough to be 
' f. e in a quarrel, by going to their haunts in canoes and spearing them. To some small 
trib ctopu afford the chief supply of animal food. There is no reason why squid-flesh 
fr m then rthem .Atlantic Ocean should not become available as food, and prove desirable-to 
th e who lik it. It would be both wholesome and cheap; and a single Architeuthis would 
furni ham al fi r a frigate' crew. In Bermuda the Octopus granul,atus regularly forms n, portion 
f the f, r of the fi her familie . A the Bermudan :fish and methods of capture prevail across 
a ng th 1 ri a r ef:, nod ub hi habi prevail there al o. In New York City there is a 
n ider bl , f' fr h to foreign r idents, an<l tbe trade is increasing. There seems 
bi fl h hould not be far more thoroughly utilized than it 
onrce f oil (our Ommastrephes has been thu 
al p d contribute two or three useful article 
2, pp. 305-308. 
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to commerce. A large portion of them carry under the skin of tbe back a long, flat, calcareous 
,; bone" or plate, which serves as a stay or support to the frame in lieu of a skeleton. · In some 
species it is long and slender like a quill-pen. This bone, reduced to powder, forms a useful 
pounce, '' used in rewriting over erasures to prevent blotting, and in medicine as an antacid." It 
is also cornbiued into a dentifrice. The principal use for it, nevertheless, is for feeding to caged 
birds requiring lime for their health. -For this purpose several hundred-weight of "cuttle-bone" 
are brought into the United States annually. It is furnished chiefly from Chinese waters, 
but is also coUected floaijng in the Mediterranean. None of our .American species afford a useful 
cuttle-bone, however; so that t~is import can scarcely be diminished. The name '' 0alamary" 
is often applied to a Cuttle-fish, and arises from the fact that each of them carries in an internal 
gland a supply of blue-black, ink-like liquid, which upon the slightest alarm he discharges into 
t,he water, making a dense cloud under cover of which he rapidly retreats.1 This ink, removed and 
dried into little calms, with a greater or less adulteration, forms the sepia of painters and the 
India ink of draughtsmen. Now it is brought almost wholly from Oriental ports, via London, 
but it might probably be saved on our coast as well. Provided with pen and ink on all occa-
sions, these mollusks seem truly to stand at the head of the class of animals they represent-
not wholly because of their superior size and loftier brain and organization, but also on the score 
of literary accomplishments. 
206. THE SEA-SNAILS-GASTEROPODA. 
The Gasteropod mollusks, bearing a shell in a single piece and usually spirally whorled, ,are 
not of much rlirect utility to man, as a rule, on this side of the world, north of the tropics; but there 
are a few species which deserve mention. Their principal claim to notice in ibis connection lies 
in the fact that they figure upon the habitual bill of fare of various :fishes. No doubt the list 
appended might be greatly enlarged if we were better informed: particularly in respect to the. 
southern coast. Th_us far the chief knowledge possessed in respect to the llll)lluscan food of 
American fishes is derived from Gould's "Report upon the Invertebrates of Massachusetts," and 
Prof. A. E. Verrill's report to the United States Fish Commission. From this and other sources 
is compiled the succeeding catalogue of species of Gasteropod mollusks that are fed upon by 
fishes; these, it must be observed, are confined to the .At~a-ntic coast, and, to a great extent, to the 
waters of New England, through lack of information in respect to the similar food of the fishes of 
the southern and the western coast. The list includes about fifty species, and reads: 
Bela turricula, Bclct harpu!aria, Bela pyramidalis, Belct decussata, Admete Goutlwuye, Ncptunea 
despecta, Buccinum undatum, Buccinum ciliatum, Tritia trivittata, llyanassa obsoletct, Trophon 
clathmtus, 1'rophon clathratus · var. scalariformis, Purpura lapillus, Astyris rosacea., Astyris lunata, 
Natica clausa, Lunatia heros, Lunatia grcenlcindica, Lunatia ·imm,aculata, A.m,auropsis islandica,, 
Velutina zonata, Vel11,tina lcevigata., Lamellaria perspicua, LUtorina-severaI species, Triforis nigro-
cinctus, Bittiurn nigrum, Turritella erosa, Trichotropis borealis, Grepidula fornica.ta, Grepidula plana, 
Aporrhais occidental-is, Scalaria grcenlandica,, Scalaria Novanglice, Jl.fargarita cinerea, Margarita 
f}rmnlandica, Margarita argentata, Machceropla,x obscura, Puncturella noachina, 'J.1onicella rnarmora, 
:f.lrachyderrnon albus, Trachyderrnon r1U,ber, Ghiton-various species, Aur-icula vestita ·var. Emerson.ii, 
1 There a{e frightful tales abroad of the ferocity with which the larger of these creatures will attack man, and they 
are greatly dreaded by i.he shell-divers of the South Seas; but the truth is the Cuttle-fish is timid and will hide or rnn 
away whenever he can from anything so large and strange as a man; that is, any Cuttles smaller than the giants of 
Newie, unclland. .A diver who touched a large Octopus would instinctively be seized, of course, since the areature would 
know no different course of action; but volunoory attack is not credited by those who know most about the habits of the 
animal. 
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Odo ton ia triatula, Philine lineolata, .A1mphisphyra hiemalis, .Amphisphyra debilis, Diaphana Gouldii, 
yliclma alba m ng alt-water forms; with m~my species of Melampus, Paludina, Planorbis, 
hy a nd th r fre h-water genera. 
m, ny of the e specie , and several not mentioned here, have additional claims ·to our 
, r xample, Buccinum undatitm, the Cape Ann "Periwinkle," might well serve a.s food, 
i • ur p it ba long been thu, utilized. In all the coast towns of England and Scotland 
thi h 11 j p ddl d for food, under the name "Whelk" or "Wilk," and it may be bought at all 
th ·tre t- orn r in the poorer quarters of Londou, where it is esteemfd a great luxury. Our 
h lk might qually well be eaten, and is very common northward from Cape Cod to the arctic 
r gion living chiefly on rocky shores, but also inhabiting muddy bottoms. It is thus accessible 
to ca taway upon bleak arctic coasts where no other edible shell-fish of consequence occurs, and 
ught not to be forgotten by those who ta.ke the risk of shipwreck in Labrador or Greenland. 
ext demanding attention are two of the largest mollusks on the Atlantic coast north of the 
• 
tropic -Fulgztr carica and Sycotypus canaliculata. North of New Jersey these two are confused 
und r the general names of " Peri winkle,'' " Winkle;" and " Wrinkle." The _former of these species 
ext nd '' northward only to Cape Cod," and is uncommon beyond Long Island, while the second 
i of more frequent occurrence in Vineyard Sound and along the Connecticut shore than south-
ward. Both are carnivorous, and find in the Oysters ~ quiet, easy prey; they consequently do 
gr at damage to the beds, and are properly destroyed by fishermen whenever a chance occurs. I 
b 1i v thi i e pecially true of the Sycotypus. Qn the coast of New Jersey and southward, 
wber the Fulgu,r reaches an immense size, and is known as the "Conch," the oystermen complain 
ry littl of it. 
The ycotypus is more common north of New York, though it does not exist at all beyond 
p · while along the coast of New Jersey and southward it is the Fulgur which is charge-
a le with n arly all mi chief perpetrated, since the other species is rarely seen. Occasionally, as 
V rrill m nti n , pecimens of both may be found crawling on sandy flats or in the tide-pools, 
pecially n_ring th pawning sea on, but they do not ordinarily live in such situations, but in 
1 eper w< t r, on hard bottom off shore. It is needless to say that they do not bu·rrow at all, 
though tl1 y ar ble to insert the posterior part of the foot into the sand sufficiently to afford 
the a trong an horage against currents. A very soft or a very rocky bottom they equally 
avoid. 
Th c nfou gg-ca es of these mollusk , to which the names '' sea-ruffle" and "sea-necklace" 
ar oft n given y fi hermen, always attract the attention of visitors to the sea side, who find 
th m c, · up u the beaches; and we can well echo the pious exclamation of the old historian of 
le rtha' in ard,-"The Author of nature make a wonderful and copious provision for the 
propagation of thi worm I" The eggs are discharged in a eries of disk-shaped, subcircular, or 
r nifi rm, Y ll wi h cap ulP, , parchment-like in texture, uuited by one edge to a stout stem of the 
am kind of mL t ri l often a foot and a half or two feet in length. "The large t capsules, about 
an inch in cliamet r, are in the mid le, the ize decreasing tow rd each end. On the outer border 
i. a mall cir ular or ov 1 pot, of thinner material, which the young one break through when 
th Y ar r dy t 1 ave the cap ule , each of which, when perfect, contains twenty to thirty or 
hell , according to the ea on." Verrill adds intere ting particular , as 
rv d Ful[Jur carica forming it ca e at Fort. Macon, North 
ur th m el\" a few inche low the urface of the and on 
ncover d at low. wat r, a d remain tationary during the process. The string 
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of capsules is gradually thrust upward as fast as formed, and fi~ally protrudes from the surface of 
the sand, and, when completed, lies exposed on its ~ml'face. The string begins as a single shred, 
two or tliree iBches long, without well-formed cases; the first c:-tses are small and imperfect in 
shape, but they rapidly increase in size and soon become perfe,ct, the largest being in the middle; 
the series ends more abruptly than it began, with a few smaller and less perfect capsules. The 
number of capsules varies considerably, but there are usually seventy-five to one hundred or 
more. At Fort Macon Dr. Coues observed this species spawning in May, but at New Haven they 
spawn as early as March and April. It is probable that the period of spawning extends over 
several months. Mr. Sanderson Smith thinks that they also spawn in autumn on Long Island. It 
is not known how long a time each female requires for the formation of her string of capsules. 
There are two forms of these capsules, about equal1y abundant in this region. In one the sides of 
the capsules are nearly smooth, but the edge is thick or truncate along most of the circumference, 
and crossed by numerous sharp transverse ridges or partitions, dividing it into facets. Dr. 
Coues states that these belong to Fulgur carica. An examination of the young shells, rea<ly 
to leave the capsules, confirms this. The other kind. has larger and thinner capsules, with a thin, 
sharp outer edge, while the sides have radiating ridges or raised lines. Sometimes the sides 
are unlike, one being smooth and more or less concave, the other convex an<l crossed by ten 
or twelve radiating, elevated ridges extending to the edge. This kind was attributed to Fulgur 
carica by Dr. G. H. Perkins, and formerly by Mr. Sanderson Smith, but a more careful examina-
tion of the young shells, within the capsules, shows_ that they belong to Sycotypus canaliculata." 1 
Eggs so exposed are subject to numberless accidents, being drifted ashore, ground to pieces 
by storms, and no doubt eat.en by bottom-feeding fishes, so that only a few eggs out of the 
hundreds in each" necklace" are ever born, or, accomplishing that, are able to survive the perils 
of unprotected youth and grow to adult age and strength. Having once done so, however, this 
mollusk probably lives to a very great age. 
An examination of a specimen of either of these speci~s will show that in both the 
muscular part is large and strong and the mouth powerful. The food of the Conch being mainly 
the flesh of other mollusks, its method of killing them is one of brute strength, since it is unpro-
vided with the silicious, file-like tongue by means of which the small '' Drills" set at naught -the 
shelly armor of their victims. The Conch is a greater savage than that. Seizing upon the unfor-
tunate Oyster, unable to run away, he envelops its shell in the concave undr.r surface of his foot, 
and, by just such a muscular action as you would employ in grasping an object in the palm of 
your fist, crushes the shell into fragments and feasts at leisure on the flesh thus exposed. Where 
Oysters or other prey are abundant, this operation is quickly repeated and vastly destructive. 
One planter in the upper part of Buzzard's Bay, where these pests are very troublesome, thought 
one Winkle was capable of killing a bushel of Oysters in a single hour. They do not confine 
themselves to Oysters altogether, of course; any mollusks or other marine animal, sluggish and 
weak enough to be caught and broken up, suffers from their predacity. I was told in New 
Jersey, by an intelligent man, that the Conch would even draw the Razor-shell out of his burrow 
and devour it. If this be 'true, no doubt the Soft Clam also falls a victim to the same marauder. 
The Quahaug is generally safe in his massive shells. 
The oyster-beds most subject to attack and harm by the Winkles and Conchs are those 
planted in water which is quite salt, as is the practice in New England and Long Island Sound. 
The beds of the Great South Bay, Staten Island, and the· southern Jersey coast are well protected 
by the outer beaches from the sea, and to these barriers owe their immunity from the Fulgur, 
while the Sycotypus, though present inside the beaches, seems to do small damage. Oystermen 
1 Report U. S. Fish Commission, part i, 1873, pp. 355, 356. 
in numl r·. 
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whi ·h ar di turbed from time to time by the plauter will suffer more 
a, p cially in ummer. Of course it is to be expected, as reported, that 
n for many y ars, there these predatory mollusks have visibly increased 
In r o-ar<l t ridding our b d f thi pe t, 1 can only adYise, as heretofore, that every effort 
nH l t <1 ·tro, ,v r pecimen tak n and m'ery ''necklace" of eggs which can be got bold of, 
et ., r commended for tlle suppression of sta.r-:fishes, in my Report to t.be 
n th Oy ter Indm;tries, would take up these eggs at the same time, and thus 
rvi . er istent :fighting is the only resource against this enemy, however, as in 
, ome p int of minor intere t may be mentioned before leaving this subject. Both of these 
.·h ll w r u d by the Indian of the coast ceremonially, and as material for the making of white 
w, mpnm tll ir mon y of inferior value, which consisted of bead-shaped sections of the central 
<'<>ln n f the bell. From them, also, were fashioned sundry articles of service and ornament, 
, uch a. trowel , poon , and dippers; they are sometimes even yet called "ladle shells.'' The 
Iudian at, the animal , too, when hard pressed for food, and have been followed in this practice 
by th liit , to some extent. De Voe says they used sometimes ~e sent into Catharine Market, 
w rk from Long I 'land, and found sale; "but," he adds, "they are not generally relished. 
h in()' n1 , bat tron<1 flarnreu. They are mostly used by the poor who live near the coast.'' 
~' •v r: 1 f r i<111 m 11u ·k , not gr atly different, are eaten-generally being boiled-and perhaps 
pr p r · king w uhl mak the e oncl1s more palatable than t11ey have hitherto proved. 
f ,; Drill" i included a numerous claRs of univalve mollusks, which are. 
tar11fr r n in th •ir t t , and armed with a tongue-ribbon so shaped and so well supplied with 
hy m an of it they can file a round hole through an enemy's shell,-a habit 
whiC'h r n<l r' th m of mn ·h account in the fl heries, where the victim they attack is the valuable 
( y.·t 'r, a. th .Y r ', d1y prone to do. The mode in which the entrance is made has been clr.arly 
<l d by I v. \ mu 1 Lock oocl, a follows : 
)t with thre row. of teeth 1ike a file; it is, in fact, a tongue-file, or dental 
n •1101 "'i 'ts th lingual ribbou. . . . Having with the utmost care 
f im the er atur iu the burglarious act, I give the following as my view 
\\i itlJ it· fl lJy di. k, called the foot, it serur s by adhe 'ion a firm hold on the upper 
· ·t r · 'h 11. TlJe <l ntal ribbon fa next brought to a curve, and one point of this 
nv 'X, i<l ronght to be, r directly on the desired spot. At this point the teeth 
ar t P rp ·11<licu1arly nd th cur v , re ting at this point, as on a drill, is made to rotate one 
ir ·lfl r 11 arly , wh n h rotation i rev r ed; and o the movements are alternated, until, 
• ft r 1 Il"' an l pati n la r a p rforati n i accomplished. Thi alternating movement, I think, 
a f: r, 1: n h te tll, t ndinO' to k p them, harp. To understand the preci, e mov ment, 
l r ·r I hi -B r fin (7 r and, in rting th knuckle in the palm of the opposite hand,. 
Y th -ti n f th . wri t, he rt of rotation de cribed. The hole thus effected by 
I i. v r_y neatly counter unk. The bo1e 
, and tllu fe d upon the occupant f 
a m chani ·' y tber i omething 
tr -t d-it is o 'true'; 11 could not do it 
1. · ancl int llig n · . ' 
r ·1.·; au 1 ail- r , / a th y ar variou ly call d, 
nachis, .A. ·tyri , Tritia, Dyanassa, etc.; but the ma t r 
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and most destructive, as well as most abundant of them all, is the Urosalpinx cinerea of Stimpson. 
It is this which is the common "Drill" of the oyster-beds; and it is its eggs, laid in small vase-
shaped capsules, which are often found attached in groups to the under surfaces of stones. 
Several of the small mollusks mentioned above lay eggs in this way, but the Drill's capsules have 
very short stalks, or are almost sessile, and are compressed with an ovate outline, while angular 
ridges pass down their sides. The natural home of the Drill is the tide-pools and weedy borders 
of rocky shallows, where barnacles, hydroids, anemones, rock-loving limpets, ap.d other associated 
forms that find shelter among the algrn afford it abundant food. Though this is precisely where 
the Mussels grow till the rocks are almost black with them, it is said that they are never attacked 
by the Drills. 
The Urosalpinx sometimes strays to the oyster-beds, but is usually carried there with the seed 
supplies, and, finding plenty of nourishment, lives and increases. Though its multiplication is not 
very rapid, it is fast n10ugh to make it a very serious obstacle to success in the course of a few 
years. In nearly every case I was told that formerly there were no Drills, but now the oyster-
beds were overrun. This was reported in particular of the Great South Bay of Long Island and 
at Keyport, New Jersey. I heard less of its ravages in New Jersey, except in the Delaware; but 
in Chesapeake Bay nearly every dredge-haul in any part of Maryland or Virginia waters brings 
them up. The Potomac seems to be the district least infested. Of course, in such natural haunts 
as the rocky shores of Buzzard's Bay and Connecticut they would be present if there were 110 
Oysters, and are all the harder to dislodge. 
Once having attacked an oyster-bed, they work with rapidity, and seem to make sudden and 
combined attacks at considerable intervals. Their disappear·ance from certain restricted localities, 
too, for a long time is unexplained. 
What is t.he best way to combat them, or whether there is any hope of ridding the beds of 
them, are questions often discussed by oyster-culturists. It is certain that a great deal of trouble 
might be avoided it care were exercised in culling seed to throw out-not into the water, but on 
the ground or deck-all the Drills, instead of carrying them to one's beds, deliberately planting 
them, and then grumbling at destruction which previous care would ha,y·e avoided. It would cost 
lcs~ in point of mere labor, no doubt, to prevent this plague than to cure it when it became no longer 
endurable. Some planters clean up pieces of bottom very thoroughly before planting, in order·to 
get all this sort of vermin out of their way, as well as to stir up the mud and fit it for the reception 
of spat. It is on har<l. bottom that Drills are especially troublesome, and hero some planters go 
over the ground with a fine-meshed dredge in order to get them up, but they fail to catch all. 
This is done' at Norwalk, Connecticut, I know, and the men who have steamers find in the celerity 
with which they are able to accomplish this sort of work a great argument against any restriction 
to exclusively sailing-rig. 
The Drill can be exterminated to a great extent, also, by diligently destroying its eggs. Small 
boys might well be paid to search for them and destroy them among the weedy rockA by the shore 
at low tide. A gentleman at Sayv~lle, Long Island, assured me that in those years wheu eels 
were plentiful the Drills were kept down because the eels fed on their eggs. This gentleman said 
in the Great South Bay the Drills were nearly conquering the planters, and he advised the 
removal of an shells from the bottom of the bay, in order that the Drills might have nothing left · 
on which to place their eggs. This might do there, where there are no rocks along the shore and 
the Drill is not native; but I doubt whether so sweeping a measure of protection could ever be 
carried out. 
On the Pacific coast Gastrochcena and various pholadiform mollusks are a great bane to the 
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d but hey p n trate by digging burrows wherein their whole shell is lodged. Where 
er of the e are pre ent, with the help of boring-worms and sponges, they may so 
fa to can e it entire di integration under the first gale. A fourth borer is Purpura 
i •h i f intere t in another direction. The famous Tyrian purple of ancient days-
r rr 1 ]y tb, t wa deemed too splendid a color to be worn by any but kings and nobles-
pr due 1 fr m a sea-snail, and conchologists have busied themselves to discover which 
arti ular one. 
In th works 9f Pliny and Aristotle, the earliest sources of knowledge on the subject, the 
in:fi rmation i too vague to be relied upon. Dr. Roth, of Munich, in a paper read before the Jeru-
alem Literary ociety, says that several years ago (pr~vious to 1857) he found at Jaffa ~he 
Purpura patul,a,, ought as food by the Christians during fast days : "On puncturing this animal 
ther i uecl a greeni h liquid, which, when exposed to · the sunshine, changed to purple. This 
purple incr a ed in brilliancy when it was washed." Comparing this with the accounts left by the 
ancient , Dr. Roth thinks the color be produced is evidently their blue color, for they had a blue-
pnrpl , a deep purple, · and a red-purple. "Between Soor and Saida," according to the same 
author, "the Murex truncatu.~, or trunculus, is found in abundance, and its color is more brilliant 
than that of the Pu,rpura. One of these Murex is sufficient to dye a square inch of cloth, which 
would r quire five individuals of Purpura patula. Wool takes the dye better than any other 
ub tance; ilk take it with difficulty.m 
Linton, in hi work'' On .Ancient and Modern Colours," as quoted by Simmonds(" Commer-
ial Product of the Sea," p. 304), states that the Purpurm of the best description were chiefly found 
n th ro k, of Tyre, on the coa t of Asia. They were also collected at Mininge, on the Grretulan 
h r in Afric , nd on the coa t of Laconia in Europe. The colors varied according to the 
1 lity in which they were taken, and also according to the animal's haunt, as has since been 
prov 1 z lo()'i t . Thu , when it lived among sea-weeds or mud the juice 1t contained was 
c mpar tiv ly w rthle ; when among pebbles its quality was improved; and the dye was best 
when th d nd urrounding were varied. Researches carried sti11 further proved that to 
pr uc th ri h t and mo t co tly dye which art could exhibit, the. liquid must be used in 
c njunction with tb, t pr cur d from other hell-fish. Just what the species were that were used 
it i n w impo ible to tell, ut they were allied to Murex and B~ccinum. Niter, urine, water, salt, 
, nd rt in -w wer al o mixed with the Purpura liquor in compounding certain tints. "In 
the r i o-n f ngu tu ," a,y imrnond , "one pound of wool dyed with the Tyrian purple sold for 
at £. t rliag [ab ut 175]. We need not wonder at this enormous price when the tedious 
natur f th pro i on idered, and the small quantity of dye obtained from each mollusk. 
r fif Y pound of wool the anci nt u ed no le s than two hundred pounds of the liquor of the 
},lurex nd on hundre p und of that of the Purpura, being six pounds of liquor to one of wool; 
con qn ~tly th rich Tyrian purple fabric ied in value even with gold." 
Th liquor w pro ur d pla ing the small hell in a mortar and crushing them. .Animals 
extr_ ct fr 01 the larger hell w r added, and al o urine, pure water, or water in which purple 
nail had b n all wed t putr fy. In thi mixture the cloth wa oaked and afterwards exposed 
to th light · om time nnd r th influ n e of warmth to accelerate the process. 
It i ai that the dy in prop rty i a tran formati n of uric acid into purpurate of ammonia, 
called _mnr xi . Thi i a Jen i u tance wb n pure, pr en.ting in one direction beautiful 
m talhc gr en r flection , an in th rs brown and purple tint . Some chemist assert that it is 
1 PmPsoN: Utilization of iinute Life. London Groombridge & ons, 1864, p. 144. 
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to this substance that the iridescent plumes of humming-birds, pheasants, and peacocks owe their 
.wonderful brilliancy. Murexide is now obtained not only from mollusks, but from guano~ etc. 
Dyes from mollusks have been obtained in all ages and almost all quarters of the world, and 
not only our Purpura lapillus, but also auother species which we share with Great Britain, the 
Whelk (Buccinum iindatum), have been the subject of successful experiments of this sort. "If the 
shell of Purpura lapillus is broken, there is seen on· the back of the animal, under the · skin, a 
slender, longitudinal, wbitish vein, containing a yellowish liquor. When this juice is applied to 
linen, by means of a small brush, and exposed to the sun, it becomes green, blue, and purple, and 
at last settles into a fine unchangeable crimson." The housewives of New England therefore have 
growing abundantly on their sea-side rocks little living bottles of indelible ink which cannot be 
excelled by any manufactured product for either beauty or durability, since neither acid nor alkali 
will affect its color. 
On the Pacific coast occur shells of the genus 0livella, so called b~cause they resemble small 
·olives. There are three species, 0livella biplicata, 0. gracilis, a:fd 0. dama. The first named of 
these shells certainly, and possibly the other two, now and then were made into _money by many 
Californian tribes of Indians, which money circulated widely on the Pacific slope. T~e common 
Indian name for this 0livella money was' " colcol." It was made by grinding off the apex or spire 
of the shells in such a way that they could be strung. They are still used by some tribes in the 
form of double necklaces as ornaments, but are regarded as of small value. Sometimes the shell 
was broken crosswise and ground into little disks which passed as coins . . This money was very 
ancient and widespread through aboriginal traffic in connection with other forms of shell-money to be 
mentioned hereafter, and which the present writer has fully discussed in a paper on "Wampum" 
contained in the American Na_turalist,1 to which the reader is referred. 
Cameos are articles of ornament made by carving portions of various shells in such a way that 
a raised figure of one color shall be relieved against a ground of another tint constituting the-under 
layer of the shell. These colors may vary-white on an orange ground, or on dark claret; pale 
salmon-color on orange; yellow on pinkz....etc. Anciently cameos were cut upon gems with immense 
labor, but latterly this easier imitation in shell has almost entirely superseded the intaglios in 
onyx, agate, and jasper. The cameo artists live mostly in London and Paris, and use several 
species of large shells that combine a white crust with a nacreous understratum of a different tint. 
Two only of these shells come from American ·waters, and these only touch our coast in tropical 
Florida-Cassis rnadagasca,riens·is and Strombus g·igas-the "Helmet-shell" and the "Conch." 
Of the Helmet-shell several sorts are used in cameo-cutting. Our .American example (which 
got its name, madagascariensis, through an error in regard to the locality of the type-specimen) 
has a blackish inner coat, called an "onyx" ground, and shows up white on a dark claret-color. 
It is known to the trade as the Black Helmet, and is highly esteemed by cameo-cutters. 
The Conch or Queen Conch (Strombus gigas) is of less account in cameo-making, because it 
affords a less quantity of surface suitable for the work-a portion of its broad, rose-tinted lip. 
Various other ornaments are often made from this and other large shells by turnin_g and sawing 
with special machinery, and thus a large demand is created, which is satisfied chiefly through 
brokers in London and Liverpool. Just how many shells are sent to England annually it is 
impossible to tell; but the · amount reaches some tens of thousands. There is also a large 
commerce in them both to Europe and to the United States to be used as ornaments alone, and to 
be given away by grocers and tea-dealers to promote their custom. In the West Indies, and on 
1 A.merican Naturalist, xvii, May, 1883, pp. 467-479. 
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ui. n: 1 h ut· i 11 in nlf t. t, ·, th 'onch i perforated at the apex of the spire, and forms 
11 in from tbe field and at dinner. From fragments of this great 
f Joritl, and the Antilles made their most esteemed beaus and 
a,, that the columella of large Conclls were chiefly available for this 
JHll'I> . • ' h , ~ d , r mor or le , c,ylindrical or globular, and always drilled. lengthwise. 
' m , 1 t, 1 rin r, both nd , re embling a cigar in shape, and were two and one-half inches in 
I u th. h a ri ine al o made . . . peculiar pin-shaped articles consisting of a more or 
I · m, , 'i\· ·t m wliich t rrninat sin a round knob." 
trombu nt r , when ground, into the manufacture of porcelain; is extensively burned 
~ r lim ; ancl i, car fully calcined for medicinal purposes. There is also derived from it a 
·c,c rnl, r · pr du t of gr at value-the conch-pearl. When perfect, this pearl is described as either 
r uncl r ·- hap ~d and omewliat larger than a pea, of a beautiful rose-color, and watered, tliat 
i: pr · ntin , wlJen held to the liglJt, the sheeny, wavy appearance of watered silk. It is 
b w r, v r,v rare to find a p arl which possesses all the requ_irements that constitute a perfect 
m autl uch prove an exceedingly valuable prize. Although many of these pearls are annually 
bt, in d by the fi ·hermen in the Bahamas, not more than one iu twenty proves to be a really 
rood. u1. Pin] i the mo t common and only desirable color, although white, yellow, and brown 
p , rl ·, r cca ionally found. Even among the pink ones there is usually some defect which mars 
th ir aut ' and materially injures them; some are very irregular in shape and covered apparently 
with J·u • r protuberance ; others are too small, while many lack the watering which gives 
th m their rr ~bt value and chief beauty. Most of the conch-pearls_ have been sent to London, 
mand £ r th mi· increa ing; a few come to New York. 
Lwnatia hero i, v ry con picuou along our coast, from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence to Cape 
I , tt r, r b · ncl, wh r ver andy hore and pure waters are to lJe found, and it is abnndant 
and f V r . ] l' ,·ize on the outer beaches of· the coast of New Jersey. ,, When in motion the 
whit , rt , r protr d cl from the hell to a remarkable extent and spread out broadly on 
, 11 id , , ,' n a,rly to c nceal th 'hell; the foot is large, flat, and broadly expanded, with thin 
d l>y w an f it the animal is al>le to burrow, like a mole, beneath the surface of the 
, and.' Thi uail lik many o h r of it tribe, drills round holes through the sides of v,-1rions 
biv lv • , h IL b. f h mall tli ty teeth .on its ribbon-like tongue, which acts like a rasp, 
d 
p nin · it iu el't its proboscis and sucks out the contents. All Rorts of 
in thi way fi: 11 victim to this and it close all.v, the Neverita d11plicata. "Nor 
h m •l · to ivalve, but will drm any unfortunate Gasteropods they may happen 
v n parincr th ir own young." Their usual haunts are away from the oyster-beds, 
th, t , ltho.ugh th y ar a familia;r sight in_ tlie dredge, the harm they clo to this 
f m 11 ccount. 
11 ·on id r th y have fri ncl, inc when 
I k forward to a profitable harve t the 
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coming autumn. A Californian species (Fissurella aculea.ta) was usea as money by some of the 
native red men of the coast. 
In respect to the odd pill-bug-like s~ells of the several species of Ohiton of our eastern 
shore I ·can say nothing; but in Bermuda a larger Chiton is gathered for soup, and the broth is 
eaid to be v-cry good. The Bermudans also make use of that Chiton as_ a bait with which to take 
the large lobsters of the island, themselves intended to act as bait for fishes. 
The sea surrounding Bermuda is of great transparency, and the fishermen can readily discern 
the long horns of the lobster protruding from his bidiug place among the rocks, at a considerable 
depth. The only plan by wbicl1 they can get him, however, is to entice him out of bis refuge. 
To do this they mat together a quantity of Chitons until they have formed a ba.U several inches in 
diameter. To this they attach a string, and-having previously baited the bottom in front of the 
lobster's den an<l left him to enjoy it until his confidence was captured-let the ball dangle before 
his nose. Tbinkiug this only a larger tidbit, he seizes it, and, to his amazement, is swiftly drawn 
up to daylight and torn to pieces to form a lure for equally unwary fishes. 
"These shells have been called by different names, all, however, indicative of their form, such 
as' Wood-louse,'' Sea-boat,'' Rattle-snake's Tail,'' Lobster's Tail,'' Sea-bug,' and' Sea-caterpillar.' 
'J}be Freuch say tha,t the animal may be eafen, and we are told that the Iceland fishers swallow it 
raw to quench thirst, and pretend that it is good, also, against sea-sickness." The American 
Indians of the Northwest coast, South Sea Isla.nders, and _other savages find the Obiton acceptable 
as food. 
In Melamprus bidentatus we have a small shell which swarms upon the mud and among the 
eel-gr~ss, affording food to many fishes and acting as a scavenger of the marshes. In addition to • 
this, it has a place i11 these remarks because it belongs to the division of air-breathing mollusks, 
and introduces not only the fresh-water shells Lirnnea, Physa,, Planm·bis, etc.~ that feed the inland 
fishes, but also the edible lftnd Snails. To these latter interesting mollusks I lately devoted a 
chapter in my '' Friends Worth Knowing," 1 from which I quote whatever applies to the present 
purpose : 
" Snails, being great eaters, meet their just reward in being eaten. The paludine forms are 
sought after by all sorts of water birds, particularly ducks and rails; while the thrushes and 
other birds crush the shells of the land Snails and exl ract their juicy bodies. The woodland 
birds, however, will not eat the naked-bodied Slugs: the slime sticks to their beaks and soils their 
• feathers; but the ducks seem to have no such ,lainty pr~judices. Some mammals, like the 
raccoons and wood-rats, also eat them; insects suck their juices, and the ca,rnivorous Slugs prey 
upon one another. Lastly, man, the greatest enemy of the brute creation, employs several species 
of Snails for culinary purposes. By the Romans they were esteemed a great luxury, and portions 
of plantations were set apart for the cultivation of the large, edible Helix pomatia, where they 
were fattened by the thousand upon bran sodden in wine. From Italy this taste spread throughout 
the Old World, aud colonies of this exotic species, survivors of classical 'preserves,' are yet found 
in Great Britain wbe:·r ... 1--~ Roman encampments were. They are still regarded as a delicacy 
in Italy and France, the favorite method of preparation being to boil in ·milk, with plenteous 
seasoning. Frank Buckland says that several of the larger English species are excellent food for 
hungry people, and recommends them ~itber boiled in milk, or, in winter, raw, after soaking for 
an hour in salt and water. Some of the French restaurants in London have them placed regularly 
upon their bills of fare. Thousands are collected annually and sent to London as food for 
cage-birds. Dr. Edward Gray stated, a few years ago, that immense quantities were shipped 
1 Harper and Brothers, New York, 1880. _ 
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liv t th nit tat , as delicacies'; but I am inclined to consider this an exaggeration 
f th fa t that, among our fancy gro'ceries, 'a few jars of pickled Snails, imported 
fr m t 1 , "Ur a, , curio i y, rather than something needed for the table. The same author 
r that th gla men at Newca tle once a year have a snail feast; collecting the animals 
the n Id and hedge on the Sunday before. 
~Ir. . G. Binne., for whom a sirup of Snails was prescribed by two regular physicians in 
ri in 1 63 point out llow old is the belief that land mollusks possess valuable medicinal ' . 
qu liti . In the fiddle Ages the rudimentary shell of the Slug acquired a high rank among the 
num r u bezoar and amulet which were supposed to protect the body from evil influences, and 
to impart health and activity. The accounts of these virtues, copied from one author to another, 
h, ve perpetuated the early superstitions until it is difficult to overcome them by the light of th~ 
pre ent day, when, even in England, Snails are supposed to possess a useful power in cases of lung 
trouble. A full relation of all the absurdities which gained credence would form a curious and 
marvelou page in the bistory of credulity. They have, also, from-very early times, been used in 
tlJ preparation of cosmetic ; and ri·o longer than two or three centuries ago the water procured 
from them by di tillation was much celebrated, and employed by ladies to impart whiteness and 
fre hne to the complexion. Finally, I bear that there is celebrated in Rome, even now, a 
mid ummer £ tfral, upon which occasion all family feuds may be made up, or any differences 
b tw en fri nd ea. ily adjusted, since that i~ the spirit of the day; a,nd a sign or token of this 
renewed friend hip and good-will is the present of a Snail from one party to the other, or an 
xchange of mollu k between them. The symboljsm and virtue reside in the alleged amicable 
inftu n e of the head and 'horns'-why, perhaps comparative mythologists may be able to tell us. 
"In thi country no ucb fanciful notions have ever gained credence. The Snails are too 
b bitu lly bidd n to attract the attenti~n of any but a few; and even when their existence is 
kn wn, they are uufortu~a ely regarded with such a disgust as would preclude any acceptance of 
th m, ith r for food or medicine." 
In Thom V e' 'Market As i taut," p. 312, is the following information, which refers to 
a out th y c r 1 6 : "From the French journals we learn that there are fifty restaurants and 
more than tw Iv hun<lred private tables in Paris where Snails are accepted as a delicacy by from 
io-bt to ten thou and con umer . The market price of the great vineyard Snails is from 2 francs 
5 ntime to 3 franc 50 centime (47 to 66 cents) per hundred, wlltile those of the hedges, woods, 
and fi r t briug only from 2 franc to 2 francs 25 centimes (38 to 43 cents). Snails are, and have 
b u fir v r l year: imported [into New York] from Europe, but are principally used by 
for i ner . Th y ar gener lly tewed after having been scalded out of their shells." 
Tb u t m-hou e count thi import among "fancy groceries,'' so that no separate record is 
obtain· 1 f th mount con um d. In the case of several of the large Southern species, such as 
the ppl - nail (A.1npularia), th Bulimi, and the large pond Snail , their remains in the shell-
h P bow th, tin pr hi t ric time they form d a r gular part of the food of the red men. The 
Seminol , f i lori , , nd variou native r ce we t of the Rocky Mountains, eat them yet. 
207. THE WING-SHELLS-PTEROPODA. 
m 11 k , are a 'mall gr up which wim freely throughout the 
all ize, fr gil , nd mi-tr n parent. Th y form, therefore, 
r f urf c -£ di g fi 'h , , and pc·rticul rly of the cetacea; the 
1m t wbollJ up n rt· in p ci of th m which abound in 
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arctic seas and swarm near the surface at night, so that he need only drop bis jaw and engulf 
them by the hundred in his capacious mouth as he swims along with his head half out of water. 
Probably the same thing is true of the other balamoids. 
208. THE TUSK-SHELLS-S0LEN0C0NCHA. 
The class denominated in Professor Verrill's Check List Solenoconcha includes only one 
mollusk that may concern us at present-Dentalium. This mollusk ( chiefly D. pretiosum) occurs 
all along the northern Pacific coast of .America, and is · known to Americans as the " Tusk-shell," 
to Russians as" Sookli," and to the Alaskan !ndians as" Hya-qua." From Northern California 
all the way to the arctic regions the coast tribes collected this shell, polished it, and arranged it 
on strings as money-a circulating medium of trade, similar to the wampum of the eastern coast. 
There were certain rules as to :fi,neness, arrangement, size, and measurement, which decided the 
value o~ the shells before and after stringing; and so ~seful was this alloco?hick, as 'the California 
Indians called it, that the Hudson's.Bay Company and other traders adopted it as current coin 
in their buying and selling of peltries and provisions. 
The strings of Dentalia were also worn as · necklaces by the women, or twined in the hair of 
both sexes; as trimming for garments, and ornaments for horse-trappings and the equipments of 
war and the chase. - Among other methods of employing tbem to enhance personal charm was to 
insert two of them, point to point, from opposite sides, through a perforation in the partition 
which separates the nostrils, which decoration was further increased by sticking- a bright feather 
in the large end of each of the hollow shells. · This money is going out of use now, and only the 
old Indians, conservators of ancient customs, attempt to hoard it up. A full account of it may be 
found in the article upon ,~Wampum" already alluded to, printed in "The American Naturalist" 
for May, 1883. 
209. THE BIVALVES-LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 
It is in the class of plate-gilled or lamellibrancbiate mollusks, more popularly known as 
"bivalves," that we find the most examples of direct utilization by" man, or immediate contrjbu-
tion to the fisheries. Bivalves are widespread-·and welJ-known. Th~y afford luxuries as well as 
solid nourishment for onr tables, enter largely into manufactured products, serve as ornaments, 
and are so beloved by food-fishes generally that they are useful as bait. 
The .partial list of bivalved mollusks that are ascertained to enter into the diet of Ameri-
can food-fishes includes the following, mainly from the northern .A.tlantic coast as in the case of 
the gasteropods, and is instructive as showing how extensively fishes depend upon molluscan _ 
food: 
Ensatella americana, Orytodaria siliqua, Mya arenaria, Spisula ovalis, Macoma sabulosa, Angulus 
tener, Petricola pholadiformis, Venus mercenaria, Oyprina islandica, G_ardium pinnulatum, Oardium 
islandicum, Oryptodon Gouldii, Venericardia borealis, Astarte quadrans, Nucula proxima, Nucula 
tennis, Yoldia limatula, Yoldia sapotilla, Yoldia myalis, Yoldia thraciformis, Leda tenuisulcata, 
Argina pexata, Mytilus eduli8, Modiola modiolus, Modiolaria discors, Orenella glandula, Pecten 
tenuicostatus, Pecten islandicus, Pecten irradians, and Ostrea virginica; to which must be added 
Unio, Anodonta, and other fresh-water bivalves, and the brachiopods Rhynconella psittacus an~ 
Terebratulina septentrionalis. 
In this liot many species are of importance otherwise, and some worth notice, although not 
fed upon by fishes, are not mentioned ; the first to be named in this latter class is the dreaded 
8hip-worm (Teredo), of which there are seven species in the United States: 
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T, r lo na ·al' , p od to Florida; Sweden to Sicily. 
I r. ape Cod northward. 
Ma achu ett Bay to South Carolina. 
tim Ma achu etts to South Carolina. 
T, r <7 Tlwmp oni Try n. ::ipe Cod, Massachu etts. 
'"ylophaga dor ali , F rb and Hanley. North Atlantic. 
yl try l jimbriata, J ffr . , . Long I land Sound to Florida; British Columbia; Europe. 
h m , commonly ob erved of these is the Tere~o navalis. This is the same species that has 
0 mu ·h attention in Europe, during nearly two centuries, on account of the great 
that it ha don , especially on the coast of Holland. Its history has been reviewed at 
s Profe 'Or Verrill in his "Invertebrates of Vineyard Sound," from which the present 
a ount i principally derived. 
" l hough popularly known as the' Ship-worm,' these creatures are not at all related to the 
w rm , but are true mo11u 'ks, quite nearly allied, in many .respects, to the common 'Long Clam, 
(Jfya) and to the Pholas. Like those shells, the Teredo excavates its holes or burrows merely for 
it own prot ction, and not for food; but the Teredo selects wood in which to form its holes, and 
wh 11 th e have been excavated it lines them with a tube of shelly material. The holes are very 
mall at th urface of the wood, where they were formed by the young Toredos, but they graduat1y 
row larg r a they go deeper and deeper into the wood, uutil they sometimes become ten inches 
r rn r iu length and a quarter of an inch iu diameter; but the size is generally not more than 
half th dime11 'ion . ThP- hole ' penetrate the wood at first perpendicularly or obliquely, but if 
th, ' nt r the ide f the timber or planks across the grain the burrows generally turn horizon-
tall: in th lire ti n of the grain a short distance beneath the surface, unless prevented by some 
oh ·tru ·ti n, r y the pr ence of other toredo tubes, for they never cross the tubes of their 
c mpaui U ' or int ri~re with each other in any way, and there is always a thin layer or partition 
f' wood I •ft b tw th adjacent tube·. lt is, however, not necessary that they should follow 
th rain f th w 1, for they can and do penetrate it in every direction, and sometimes not more 
ha11 half th tu ' ruu in the direction of the grain, and they are often very crooked or even 
t rtu u . 111 y rapi<lly form th ir burrows iu all kinds of our native woods, from the softest pine 
to th ba rd 't oak, and al h ugh tlley u ually turn a ide and go around hard knots, they are also 
a I • t I> 11 •trat thr u h v n tl.Je harde t knots in oak and other hard woods. The Teredos 
gTo\ v 1 r rapidly, a par n ly attaining maturity in one eason, and therefore, when abundant, 
th y may gr •atly dam rr r comp! tely d troy sma11 timber in the course of four or five montl.1.i;:, 
a rHl v •n th lar CJ' · pil ' may b u ·troy cl by them in tlJe course of two orthree years. 
v h n r m Y d fr m it · tu 
r rn r hu : I arat nd div rgent beyoud; th y ar nearl. 
ul ' i, p rhap a Ii tle la,r <r r than th other, an l i fringet1 
h tu . ar whit r y 11 wi h, ometime speckled with 
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reddish-brown. At the anterior end of the body, and farthest_ from the external opening of the 
bole, is seen the srnall but elegantly sculptured white 0ivalve shell. The shell covers the mouth 
and palpi, liver, foot, and other important organs. The foot is a short, stout, muscular organ, 
broadly truncate or rounded at the end, and appears to be the orgap. by means of which the 
.excavation of the burrow is,effected. The shell is covered by a delicate epidermis, and probably 
does not assist in rasping o:ff th·e wood, as many have su~posed. The gills are long and narrow, 
inclosed mostly in the naked part of the body, and are reddish-brown in color. 
'' The Teredos obtain their microsc(?pic food in the same manner as other bivalve mollusks, viz, 
by means of a current of water constantly drawn into the branchial tube by the action of vibrating 
cilia within; the infusoria and other minute organisms are thus carried along to the mouth at the 
-Other end, while the gills are supplied with oxygen by . the same cur1:_ent; the return current 
passing out of the dorsal tube removes the waste water from the ... gills, together with the freces 
and excret~ons of the animal, and also the particles of wood which have been removed by the 
excavating process. 
".As the ani~al grows larger the burrows are deepened, the lining of shelly matter increases 
in length and thickness,_ the shell itself and the pallets increa~e in size, and the terminal tubes 
grow longer. But as the orifices of the terminal tubes must necessarily be kept at the external 
opening of the burrow, the muscular collar at the base of the tubes constantly recedes from the 
,entrance, and with it the pallets; at the same time imbricated layers of shelly matter are usually 
deposited in the upper end of the shelly tube, which are supposed to aid the. pallets in closing the 
aperture when the tubes are withdrawn. When the animal has completed its growth, or when it 
has encountered the tubes of its companions and cannot pass them, or when it approaches the 
-exterior of a thin piece of wood and cannot turn aside, it forms a rounded or cup-shaped layer 
of shelly matter, continuous with the lining of the tub~s and closing up the burrow in front of 
its shell. Sometimes it retreats and forms a second partition of the same kind. 
"This species produces its young in May and probably through the greater part or all of the 
.summer. The eggs are exceedingly numerous, probably amounting to millions, an~ they are 
retain~d in the gill-cavity, where they are fertilized and undergo the :first stages of 'their develop-
ment. The embryos pass through several curious phases during their growth. In one of the 
early stages they are covered with :fine vibrating cilia, by means of which they can swim like 
ciliated infusoria; later they lose these cilia and develop a rudimentary bivalve shell, which is at 
-first heart-shaped, and the mantle begins to appear and larger retractile cilia develop upon its 
-edge, which serve as organs for swimming; but at this period the shell is large enough to cover 
the whole body when contracted. In this stage they swim actively about in the water; later the 
cilia become l,.arger, a long, narrow, ligulate foot is developed, by means of which they can creep· 
about and attach themselves temporarily to solid objects; the shells become rounder, a pair of 
eyes and organs of hearing are developed. After this the little animal begins to elongate, the 
locomotive cilia are lost, the eyes disappear, and the mature form is gradually assumed. These 
young Teredos, when they :finally locate upon the surface of wood-work and -begin to make their 
burrows, are D;Ot larger than the head of a pin, and consequently their holes are at 'first very 
minute, but owing to their rapid growth the holes quickly become larger and deeper." 1 
This species is very abundant along the southern co~st of New England, from Ne~ York to 
Cape Cod, wherever submerged wood-work, sunken wrecks, timber buoys, or floating pieces of 
drift-wood occur. It also infests the bottoms of vessels not protected by sheathing. At Province-
.town, Cape Cod, about forty feet of the end of the steamboat wharf was so weakened by its 
45 F 
1 Report, U. S. Fish Commission, part i, 1873, pp. 384-:~86. 
• 
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c mpl t ly gave way. under a ship-load of merchandise stored upon i~. This pest 
11 11 1 t 1 ur a-wat r, but occuts in the piles and timbers of wharves in harbors that 
, r n ulr racki h but al o muddy and contaminated with sewage. Capt. B. J. Edwards 
t 11 m that fi rm rl. when the cedar channel-buoys in Buzzard~s Bay, Massachusetts, were not 
t k n 111 th · would la t not more than two years, owing chiefly to the attacks of this Teredo; 
u un r th pre ent ystem there are two sets of buoys, which are alternately taken up and 
put d wn ,. ry ix months. After a set has been ~llowed to dry thoroughly they are scraped 
t r mo,· th barnacle , etc., and then receive a thorough coat of verdigris paint each time 
fi r th y are put down. With this treatment they will last ten or twelve years, but they 
ar mor or 1 perforated and injured every year, until finally they become worthless. This 
tat m nt doe not apply to the par-buoys, which are taken up only once a year, in April 
and fay. aptain Edwards says that the Teredos would destroy an . unpainted spar-buoy in 
one y ar, but wh n painted with verdigris they will only work where the paint becomes rubbed 
off. Tb y fir t attack buoy or piles just below the water's edge, but eventually will destroy . 
th entir ubm rged wooden portion. Commenting upon this information, Professor Verrill says: 
'' Ina much a the Teredos produce their young all through the summer, and they develope to 
a ver-y large iz in one eason, it is evident that the best time to take up the buoys would be in 
mid ummer, before the early crop of young have grown large, ·and leaving too little time for the 
lat r crop to b com large, in the buoys thus put down, before winter, when most of them would 
prob bly be killecl by the cold weather. In this way the damage might be materially diminished, 
if not inc n i t nt with the other duties of the officers of the vessels employed in this service. 
Th r ar , a y t, no mean of estimating the extent of the damage done to our wharves, shipping, 
t . ' tbi and the variou other species of Teredo found on our coast, but, judging from their 
l n the whole coa t, it is much greater than is generally supposed. 
'' Tll Terec1o navalis i al o abundant on the coast of Europe, from the Mediterranean and 
la ·1 ,' a. to hri tiania and the coa ts of Great Britain. Its habits have been quite thor-
ou ,rhl ' iny ti , t d by v ral Dutch naturalists, owing to the great damage that it has done 
n th ir coa t, at time even threatening a general inundation of the country by destroying the 
wo d-w rk of the dik . Thi Teredo occupies a zone of considerable breadth, for it often lives 
con id rably ab e low-water mark, and extends several feet below it, even to the depth of four-
t n £ t, ac rding to ome writers. · 
' Th b t remedie in common u e to re ist or prevent its attacks are copper sheathing, used 
chi fly n v I ; broad-beaded nail , closely driven, used for piles and timbers; creosote and 
c al-t, r, fr u ntly applied. The variou poi onous substances that have been applied to timber 
fi r thi purp , howev r u eful they may be in other respects, have little or no effect on the 
r d fi r it do n t de nd upon the wood for it food, and even protects its body externally 
with 1 . · r f , h 11 lining it hole . The only r meclie that are likely to succeed are those 
·alcul, t t pr v nt th 1oclgment and ntrauce of the young ones beneath the surface. Even 
t th r u0 hly applied uw ,er pre nre at th rate f ten pounds per square foot, ha been 
n in ·uffi ·i ut t pr v nt h ir att ck , f r pile thu treated at Christiania were found by Mr. 
ffr Y· t fill with the r cl wi hin wo y at aft r th y were put down. 
Y r l th r p ·i : f T r d · l o occ r n thi · coa t. The Teredo megotara has been found 
1 t T h d L l n <lar buo , etc., at New Bedford, Ma a-
r inc t wn, , ud other place ; it i al o found as 
grow to a large ize, forming tubes 
· ·ur al. , in he pile of wharv~ in this region 
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[Vineyard Sound, Massachusetts]. The Teredo Thomsoni has been found in great numbers in 
the marine railway and also in cedar buoys at New Bedford. It has also ·been found at 
Provincetown in a whaling-ship that had cruis_ed in the West Indies. 
"The Xylotrya fimbria,ta is very similar to the common Tored~, except that it · has long, oar-
shaped pallets, with slender stalks; the blade is :flatte_ne5i on the inside and convex externally, · 
and consists of ten to twelve or more funnel-shaped segments w!1ich set one into another; their 
margins project at the sides, making the edges of the blade appear serrated. This species appears 
to be indigenous on this coast. It has been found living in a sunken wreck in Long Island Sound, 
near New Haven, and I have also taken it from the oa.k timbers of a vessel, the "Peterho:ff," 
employed in the blockading service, during the late war, on the c~ast of the Southern States. It 
grows to a rather large size, often forming holes a foot or more in length and a quarter of an inch 
in diameter, though usually smaller. The pallets are sometimes half an inch long." 
Less likely to .be mistaken for worms, but equally clever at boring,_is a group of shells called 
Pholads, from tb_e Greek word ,pwMw, lurking. Th~y perforate all substances that are softer than 
their own valves, and some that seem to be harder. Woodward says: "It is to be remarked that 
the condition of the Pholades is always related to the nature of the material in which they are 
found burrowing; in so~t, sea-beds they attain the largest size and greatest pe!fection, whilst in . 
hard and especially gritty rock they are dwarfed in size and all prominent points and ridges 
appear worn by friction." The Pholads have white shells, generally very thin but hard and 
strong, and adorned with rasp-like -sculpture. It was supposed formerly that the excavation was 
made by twisting and moving this rough shell in the burrow;. but the muscular, club-shaped foot 
is no doubt the instrument of abrasion. 
We have upon the east coast three specfes, but none of them are of practical importance. 
T~ey might become available for food, however, since the same mollusks are eaten in the southern 
counties of. England, where they are called "Piddocks," and some cousins (Zirphma crispata, 
Platydon canoellatus, etc.) are esteemed delicacies on the coast of California under the name of 
''Date-fish." Other west-coast species (Navea, Gastrochmna, etc.) are enemies of the. Oyster, 
Abalone, and other mollusks which themselves have a commercial importance, since they burr.ow 
into their shells and so ruin them for service to man. There is, nevertheless, an attendant 
advantage in this, since in a state 'of nature the Pholads thus break to pieceR and tend to level 
reefs that would prove obstructive to navigation, particularly in the case of coral bank,s. When 
the object leveled is an expensive dike or breakwater, however, the result is exactly reversed, as 
it is very likely to be where man's arts attempt to change the natural arrangement of things. 
Our Razor-shell (Ensatella americana) is frequently used for food in Europe and in New 
England, and its valves have occasionally been applied to artistic service. It passes under the 
various names of "Razor-fish," "Razor-clam," '' Knife-handle," etc., and is enticed from its sandy 
burrow by sprinkling salt upon the sand under which it lies, or is rooted out with a spade. John 
Josselyn, Gent., records that its '' shell, calcin'd and pulveriz'd, is excellent to take off a pin and 
web, or any kind of filme growing over the eye." Tl?,e Californian Razor-fish (Siliqua patula) is 
also edible. 
Next upon the list comes the "Soft Clam," "Long Clam;" or'' Nanninose" (Mya arenaria)t 
dear to New Englanders and only less numerous than the Hard Clam in the markets of New York 
and Philadelphia. This Olam lives just beneath the surfac~ of the sand and mud above low-water 
mark, and is easily dug out with a hand-shovel. A very large class of persons all along the shore , 
from Maine to Delaware derive their living wholly or in part by digging it and shipping to city 
markets. This is chiefly the case north of New York, however. On the northern coasts of New 
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qu, nbti , f tliis bivalve are collected and salted to be used as bait in the 
L i , nd n, full di cus ion of the habits and artificial culture of this Clam will 
ci, 1 chapter <.lernted to the Ulams. . 
? t rm from the deep sands-down at least to ten fathoms helow the low-water 
b n known a: tlle ' Beach," " Sea," or ''Surf" Clam, the huge Sp'isula solidissima 
c· i nal repa t to the dwellers along the whole Atlantic shore. It is chiefly eaten in 
achu tt , however, and it fie his tough and by some persons considered unwholesome. It 
i ft n a t up in uch great quantities as to become available for manure, mixed with various 
oth r marine animal of all orts and sizes and much sea-weed. The large, smooth, white valves 
ar collected in con iderable quantities to be decorated inside with pictures in oil or India fnk, 
which are again old in the picttlre stores, ·often for a good price. This Clam is also preserved as 
bait. On the Pacific coast an allied species (Spisula falcata) serves the various purposes to 
which the eastern one is applied. 
Following this comes the Quahaug ( Venus mercenaria), which is known in the marke~s as 
"Hard Clam,"" Round Clam," or, in New York, simply "Clam." From Cap~ Cod to Florida it is 
very abundant, but must be gathered by raking, since it does not burrow in the shore-sands like 
the Soft Clam. A commerce still larger than in the case of the Soft Clam is carried on with 
thi species as bait, and also for food, in which respect it ranks next to tlie Oyster in the United 
State . 
On the Pacific coast-where eastern shell-fish are co~stantly sent for transplantation and for 
immediate consumption-=-there are various bivalves used as food, such as Semele decisa, the" Flat 
01 m "; Macoma nasuta, the "Tellens," of San Francisco; Schizothcerus Nuttalli, the "G.aper"; 
Ohione succinota, and allied species, which replace eastern" Little Necks"; and Saxidomus aratus, 
to reli h which was learned from the Indians. 
In r gard to this latter mollusk (Saxidmnus aratus) it is inte~esting to note that its shell was 
broken into pi ces uy the India.n of the California coast and worked into flat, circular disks by 
rubbing upon tone. Eighty of these disks strung upon sinews were in recent use by the Indians 
of Lake ounty, California, as a medium of exchange in trade, and were valued at one dollar. In 
onoma ou ty Saxidomus graoilis eems to have served the same purpose. 
nother form of aboriginal money was made from the valves of the ponderous Hen Clam of 
onthern California (Paohydesma crassatelloides), already mentioned. This money was called 
"hawok," and took the shape of perforated disks which could be strung as beads. The larger 
piece , according to Stearns, were worth twenty-five cents, and were cut from the thicker parts 
of th h 11; while the thinner portions upplied beads worth only four cents each. Further 
inform tion will be found upon thi in my magazine article above referred to. 
Th Paohydesma and it neighbor, the Oardium Nuttalli, are considered edible by the west 
co t pe pl ; but on the tlantic hore, where occur several large species of "Cockle" (as the 
m mb r of the genera Oardium, Astarte, Venericardia, and the like, are called), they are rarely or 
a food. Thi neglect eem curiou , ince thi mollusk is eaten in great abundance in 
Engl n , and may be bought everywhere in London during ummer. "Prodigious quantities of 
thi h ll-fi h re al con urned in Holland, where their cheapn~ss recommends them to the 
principal article f fo d during the winter." In New England Oyprina islandioa 
th n, ut b ar p r r puta ion in c mparison with the Quahaug. In the 
th l rg int d lam (Oalli,c;ta gigantea) i equally available a food, and the 
nathodon cw eatus f th ulf of I xic i lr y an article of diet, a well as useful in road-
ktn"' t hi b tili th r moll k C ntribut in 11 ea- hore town . 
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These thick-shelled bivalves disposed of, a large group of thin-shelled mollusks deserve 
notice. Foremost among these are the Mussels, which ~re of several kinds. In Europe the Mytilus 
edulis (which is not different from our common Black Mussel of botll the east and west coasts) holds 
an important place among sea-foods. In 1873 the mussel fis4ery of France alone was worth over 
800,000 francs ($160,000). In that country they are regularly bred in inclosures of sea-water, 
upon frames and hanging ropes constructed for the purpose, and many persons are employed. 
In England, Scotland, Ireland, along the Mediterranean, in the West Indies, and along the whole 
circumference of South America, edible species of one name or another grow. Our Mytilus edulis 
is circumpolar in its distribution, and is excessively numerous at all rocky points su~table for its 
growth. In New York it is pickled in large quantities and shipped throughout the interior of the 
country. Its shells are extensively used by oyster-planters as a cultch upon which to catch young 
Oysters, and when polished are made into paint-holders for artists and various articles of bijouterie 
and personal ornament. The .American Indians and .the native New Zealanders used them as . 
tweezers in pulling out their beards. 
Mussels of a different sort are the Modiola plicatula, the Modiola modiolus, the Modiola hamatus, 
and Modiola capaxj the first two are of the northern Atlantic, the third is more southern, and 
the fourth a native of California. These are sometimes eaten, but are not considered so good as 
the M. edulis. On ~ coasts of New Jersey and Long Island, however, incredible quantities are 
gathered from the batrs at the inlets through the outer beaches where they grow, and are spread 
upon- sea-shore farm~· as manure. In gathering this fertilizer a large num b~r of vessels and men 
find irregular employment at times when they would· otherwise be idle. 
Another important bivalve in a commercial way is the Scallo11, fisheries for which flourish in 
Long Island Sound, Narragansett Bay, and elsewhere. l,Jarge fleets of vessels are engaged in 
summer in dredging for these shell-fish. The powerful central muscle by which the a~imal opens 
and closes its shells forms the edible portion, the rest being discarded. These white fragments are 
to be seen piled upon platters or strung in strings as a constant delicacy in all-our markets. The· 
common Scallop of commerce is the Pecten irradians. Years ago the very large ~pecies, Pecten 
islandicus, an inhabitant of Eastern Maine and the Bay of Fundy, used to be obtained, and was 
highly prized for its flavor, but it has long been too rare to serve any purpose other than as a 
curiosity to conchologists. .A more common and u~efui species, north of Cape Cod, is Pecten tenui-
costatus, which supplied the Indians with a culinary instrument, and is good food. 
" Scallop shells were formerly w·orn by pilgrims on their hat or the cape of their coat, as a 
mark of their havfog crossed the sea for the p11rpose of paying their devotions at the holy shrine 
in, Palestine; in commemoration of which they are still preserved in the armorial bearings of many 
families of distinction whose ancestors had performed that cere1~10ny. From 'its use by cooks 
now, this shell has given the name to 'scalloped' Oysters. In early_times, when plates and drink-
ing-vessels were not so plentiful as they are now, the concave or hollow valve of the Scallop served 
as a cup, and the flat valve for a plate. The idea has even been carried out by our pottery man-
ufacturers, and plates and dishes have been molded after the forms of bivalve shells. Reticules, 
needle-books, pincushions, and other articles are made by shell-dealers with the scallop shell." 
Of both the Scallop and the Mussel a special account will be given in another place, con-
sidering the value of each commercially. 
The fresh-water bivalves belonging to the large family of the Unionidm ought not to be 
omitted in this review. To the raccoon, otter, muskrat, aud many other mammals and birds, as well 
as to the fishes, they are a steady source of food. Observing this, the Indians adopted them from 
the earliest prehistoric times as edible, and enormous heaps of shells upon the banks of many 
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of ur int ri r ri r , p cially in Penn ylYania, the Ohio Valley, and the Southern States, show 
11 fr I T , 0 c 11 tantly they were sought. White men occasionally eat them, and in case · 
f tr m huu r w uld perhap pronounce a roasted Unio or Anodonta good. Some years ago a 
r t fur r wa er ted by the discovery of a fine pearl in one of the U nios of North Carolina-a 
hin · Jik Iy t happ n in the ca e of ·any of them, since they have an interior which is often as finely 
a· ir u · · th t of the Mother-of-pearl Oysier of the Gulf of California. Hundreds of persons· 
imm cli t ly b gan earching the rivers all over that region; aud total extirpation of the poor Mus-
I w pr vented only by the discouragement of finding few pearls and these of insignificant 
iz . It i probable that from the heavier species, in captivity, good pearls might be obtained 
artificially by following the plan pursued by the Chinese with their sea Pearl-oyster. The experi-
m nt i worth trying. 
h 11 of fre h-water Mussels are.frequently worked up into pocket-books and other fancy arti-
cle , a in the ca e of the Jlfytilus. When the brown epidermis is removed a beautiful iridescent 
poli h is obtainable. There are almost innumerable varieties of these fresh-water Mussels, and 
full cabinet have a considerable value. 
The manufacture of jewelry and shell-flowers consumes large quantities . of small shells and 
and the polished opercula of large ones, chiefly derived from Florida. It is said that in London 
about a. million of the commoner sorts are sold to street-sellers and country peddlers, who retail 
th ru to be made into fancy work and as objects of curiosity. The same thing is frequently seen 
in the United State , though more commonly in the ~hape of the traveling dealer who brings 
a larg and varied tock to a country town, hires a shop for several weeks, and sells his shells 
m inly by auction. 
The prea l of commerce and improved facilities for dredging have made species once rare now 
common; but a toni hing prices, reaching hundreds of dollars for a single specimen, in some cases 
w r P i by owner of conchological cabinets for rare species half a century ago. 'l:his stimulated 
ar •hand di t1:ibuted much money among sea-side collectors. Even now dealers in objects of 
of n tur 1 hi tory derive a large profit by importing shells whose only value is their scientific 
importance; ·while the institutions devoted to their study and the books to which an interest in 
conchology have give!\ rise are entitled to a money estimation not to be despised. 
x.·-A CONTRIBUTION TO THE LIFE-HISlORY Olf THE OYSTER. 
( Ostrea virginica, Gmelin, and 0. edulis, Linn.) 
By JOHN A. RYDER. 
210. OUTLINE SKETCH OF · THE COARSER ANATOMY OF THE OYSTER. 
'' The general structure of an Oyster may be roughly rep.resented by a l?ng, narrow memorandum 
book, with the back at one of the narrow ends instead of at one of the long ones. The covers of 
such a book represent the two shells of. the Oyster, and the back represents the hinge, or the 
area where the two valves of the shell are fastened togetber by the hinge-ligament. This ligament 
is an elastic, dark-brown structure, which is placed in -such a relation to the valves of the shell 
' ,,,,. 
that it tends to throw their free ends a little apart. In order to understand its manner of working, 
open the memorandum book and place between its lea,7es, close to the back, a small ~ieee of 
rubber to represent the ligament. If the · free ends of the cover are pulled together the rubber 
will be compressed and will throw the covers apart as soon as they are loosened. The ligament 
of the oyster-shell tends·, by its elasticity, to _ keep the shell open at all times, and while _ the 
Oyster is lying undisturbed upon the bottom, or when its muscle is cut, or when the animal is 
dying or dead, the edges o'f the shell are separated a little. · 
"The shell is lined by a thin membrane, the mantle, which folds down on each side, and may 
be compared to the leaf next the. cover on each side of the book. The next .two leaves of each 
side roughly represent the four gills, the so-called 'beard' of the Oyster, which hang down like 
leaves into the space inside the two lobes of the mantle. The remaining leaves may be compared 
to the body or visceral ma,ss of the Oyst~. 
"Although the Oyster lies upon the bottom, with one shell above and one below, the shells 
are not upon the top and bottqm of the body, but upon the righ_t and left sides. The two shells 
are symmetrical in the young Oyster, but after it becomes attached the lower or attached side 
grows faster than the other, and becomes deep and spoon~shaped, while the free valve r.emains 
nearly fiat. In nearly ~very case the lower or deep valve is the left. As the hinge' marks the 
anterior end of the body, an Oyster which.is held on edge, with the hinge away from the observer 
and the fiat valve on the right side, will be placed with its dorsal surface uppermost, its ventral 
surface below, its anterior end away from the observer, and its posterior end toward him, and its 
right and left sides on his right and left hands, respectively. 
"In order t0 examine the soft parts, the Oyster should-be opened by gently working a thin, fiat 
knife-blade under the posterior end of the right valve of the shell, and pushing the blade for~ard 
until it strikes and cuts the strong adductor muscle, which passes from one shell to another and 
pulls them together. .A.s soon as this muscle is cut the valve8 separate a little, and the -right 
valve may be raised up and broken off from the left, thus exposing the right side of the body. 
The surface of the body is covBred by the mantle, a thin membrane which is attached to the body 
over a great part of its surface, but hangs free like a· curtain around nearly the whole circum-
ference. By raising its edge, or gently tearing the whole right half away from the body, the gills 
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r fi ur parallel plates which occupy the ventral half of the mantle cavity 
t rior n arly to the anterior end of the body. Their ventral edges are 
ut th ir cl r I {l<r ar unit d to each other, to the mantle, and to the body._ The space 
r <1 n1l t th po t rior end of the gills, is occupied by the oval, :firm adductor muscle, 
-call cl 11 art. 1 or ome time I was at a loss to know how the muscle came to be called 
h • rt ut < fri nd told me that he had always supposed that this was the heart, since the 
when it i injured. The upposed 'death' is simply the .opening of the shell when the 
animal I th power to keep it shut. Between this muscle and the hinge the space above the 
gill· i ccupi d by the body, or visceral mass, which is made up mainly of the light-colored repro-
ductiv organ and the dark-colored digestive organs, packed together in one continuous mass. 
'If the Oy ter ha been opened very carefully, a transparent, crescent-shaped space will be 
s n twe n the muscle and the viscez;~l mass. This space is the pericardium, and if the delicate 
membran which forms its sides be carefully cut away, the heart may be found without any 
difficulty, lying in this cavity, and pulsating slowly. If the Oyster has been opened roughly, or 
if it ha been out of water for some time, the rate of beating may be as low as one a minute, 
or e en le , o the heart must be watched attentively for some time in order to see one of 
the c ntraction ." 1 
Th dark-purple cars near the centers of both valves are simply the areas covered by the 
attachm nt of the adductor, which is composed of a vast number of extremely :fine muscular 
fiber , which coll cti ly pass straight across the space between the inside of the valves, bein) 
firmly fix d at ith r encl of the latter. The tendency to separate the valves at their free border8, 
iub r nt in the 1 igam nt, i balanced or counteracted by the muscle. The head end of the animal 
1i lo, a<rain t the hinge, the point wh~re, as previously described', the two valves are :firmly 
fL l t a h th r by, dark-brown, crescent-shaped body, the ligament, which, while it serves to 
tta ·h , 1 t n<l , by rea on of it ela tic properties, to cause the valves to separate at their free 
rd r hi rd rt all w the pa' age of the water inward to the gills, and of food to the mouth, 
wl i1 it cl · 11 w' th water which ha pa ed through the gills to escape by way of the cavity 
ab v h gill which i prolong d into the cloaca, carrying along witl1 it, in its outward passage, 
th f fr m th v nt. The foregoing lines fairly describe the mechanism of the shell and in 
part th I hy i lo<ri al igni:fi.cance of the ame. 
11 tr · ur f the hell i laminar, or, in other words, it is composed of numerous layers of 
a mG t r'ial id ntical in compo ition with chalk, deposited one on the other by the mantle, the organ 
hich build th wh 1 h 11 in thi way, the chalky substance being derived from the fluids of the 
nim 1 which in turn deriv it from it food. The e layers, deposited as they are internally, in 
h rn;v rgt nic matrix, a growth proceed project in succession pa st each other at the free edges 
of Iv · n l xt •rnal surface of the hell, so that the successive deposits may readily be 
xt rnal urfa~e, giving ri e to a very rough im bricated appearance of the 
n the out ide. Attempts which I have made to determine the age of Oysters 
rio ic epo ition of the helly material, corresponding to the year of it age, I 
im ra ·ti a I . 
h ,·tructur in th lay r of the hell of the chalk or calcic carbonate is minutely pri maitic. 
r h £ n t t certain portions of the shell of the European Oyster contain 
h n ti, ancl for ign pecie are found to have hollow cavitie in the 
Am rican y ter. tudies from the Biological Laboratory of Johns Hopkins 
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" In front of the gills, t~at is, between them and the hinge, there are four fleshy flaps-the 
lips-two on each side of the body. They are much like the gills in appearance, and they are 
connected with each other by two ridges which run across the middle of the body close to the 
anterior end, and between these folds is the large oval mouth, which is thus seen to be situated, 
not at the open end of the shell, but as far away from it as possible. As the Oyster is immovably 
fixed upon the bottom, and has no arms or other structures for seizing food and carrying it to the 
mouth, the question how it obtains its food at once suggests itself. If a fragment of one of the gills 
is examined with a microscope it will be found to _be covered with very small hairs, or cilia,-
arranged in .rows. Each of these cilia is constantly swinging back and forth, with a motion 
something like that of an oar in rowing. The motion is quick and strong in one direction and 
slower in the-other. As all the cilia of a row swing together, they act_like a line'of oars, only they 
are fastened to the gill, and as this is immovable, they do not move forward through the water, but 
produce a current of water in the opposite direction. This action is not directed by the animal,. 
for it can be observed for hours in a fragment cut out of the gill, and if such a fragment be supplied 
with fresh sea-water, the motion will continue until it begins to decay. While the Oyster lies 
undisturbed on the bottom, with its muscle relaxed and its shell open, the sea-water is drawn on 
to the gills by t~e action of the cilia, for although each cilium is too small to be seen without a 
microscope, they cover the gills in such great numbers that their united action produces qui~e a 
vigorous stream of water, which is drawn through the shell and is then forced through very small 
openings on the surfaces of the gills into the water-tubes, inside the gills, and through these tubes. 
into the cavity above them, and so out of the shell again. As tqe stream of water passes through 
the gills the blood is aerated by contact with it. The food of the Oyster consists entirely of minute 
animal _and vegetable organisms and small particles of organized matt,er. Ordinary sea-water 
contains an abundance of this sort <?f food, which is drawn in.to the gills with the water, but as the 
water strains through the pores into the water-tubes, the food particles are caught on the surface 
of the gills by a layer of adhesive slime which covers all the soft parts of the body. As soon as 
they are entangled tbe cilia strike against them in such a way as to roll or slide them along the 
gillR toward the mouth. When they reach the anterior ends of the gills they are pushed off and 
fall between the lips, and these again are covered with cilia, which carry the particles forward 
until they slide into the mouth, which is always wide open and ciliated, so as to draw the ~ood 
through the oosophagus into the stomach. Whenever the shell is open these cilia are in action, 
and as long as the Oyster is breathing a current of food is sliding into Its mouth. 
"The cilia and particles of food are too small to be seen without a microscope, but if finely 
pow(jered carmine be sprinkled over the gills of a fresh Oyster, which has been carefully opened 
and placed in a shallow dish of sea-water, careful observation will show that as soon as the colored 
particles touch the gills t,hey begin to slide along with a motion which is quite uniform, but not 
much faster than that of the minute-hand of a watch. This· slow, steady, gliding ·motion, without 
any visible cause, is a very striking sight, and with a little care the particles may be followed up 
to and into the mouth. 
'' In order to trace the course of the digestive organs, the visceral mass may be split with a 
sharp knife or razor. If the split is pretty near the middle of the body, each half will show 
sections of the short, folded oosophagus, running upward from the mouth, and the irregular 
stomach, with thick, semi-transparent walls, surrounded by the compact, dark-greenish liver. 
Back of the liver and stomach the convoluted intestine will be seen, cut irregularly at several 
points by the section. · 
"There are no accessory organs of reproduction, and the position, form, and general appear-
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f th r pr du tiv rgan i the same in both sexes. There is no characteristic by which ·a 
t r c n b di tinguished from a female, without microscopic examination. As the repro-
du th . r n h an opening on each side of the body, jt is usually spoken of as double, but in 
t r it form one continuous mass with no trace of a division into halves, and extends ' ' 
ntir ly , cro the body and [against] the bends and folds of the digestive tract." 1 
(The la t f the foregoing statement as to the impossibility of discriminating the sexes with-
ou b aid of the microscope is no longer true, though it was true at the time the above was 
writt n. The method of discriminatin~ the sexes discovered by the writer is discussed in another 
porti n of thi ketch of the history of the Oyster.) 
The tomach i pretty definitely marked off from the other portions of the digestive tract. _It 
m, y e aid to be that portion of the latter which is surrounded by the liver. The portion of the 
inte"tine immediately following the short widened region which we regarded as the stomach is the 
mo t paciou portion of the gut, and in it'is lodged a very singular organ which has been called 
th "er talline style." This is an opalescent rod of a glass-like transparency and gelatinous 
con i tence which measures, according to the size of the Oyster, from half an inch up to one and 
a half inche in length. Its anterior end is the largest, and in a large specimen measures nearly 
an eighth of an in~h in diameter, but at its posterior end is scarcely half as thick; both ends are 
bluntly rounded. I fell into an error in supposing that this style was lodged in a special pouch 
or ac a qe cribed in my report to the Maryland commissioner in 1880. The ''crystalline style" 
r all • Ii in th fir t portion of the intestine and extends from the pyloric end of the stomach to 
th fir t bend of the inte tine, where there is a marked constriction of the alimentary canal. .Jt 
app r ther :£ re t be a ort of. loose valve in the cavity of the gut; its function may be to 
pr ent c r particl of food from pa sing, or it may in some way assist digestion. In speci-
in acicl r alco bol tbi rod is destroyed, or at least disappears, so that I have been 
it. The gr at r portion of it ubstance is apparently made up of water. 
Th p uliar ubl induplication of the wall of the intest.ine is described in another place. 
Th f: al m tt r ar extru d din the form of a demi-cylinder, with one side excavated in a groove-
lik mann r. Thi hap f th frecal matters i due to the presence of the double fold. The freces 
th m lv are c mpo ed of xtr m ly fine particles of quartz or sand grains, the tests of diatoms, 
or nic matt r , hu mu , llulo , fragment of the chitinous coverings of some of the minute 
nd r iculat , etc., which hav been swalloweµ and dige~ted _by the animal. The anus 
i ituat d on the d r al ide of the great adductor mu cle where the intestine ends. 
Th orga . of n ation of the Oy ter, though not very highly developed, are of sufficient 
imp rt n to merit att ntiou. The auditory en e, although I have never been able to dissect out 
th , udit ry v i l I am ati fled xi t , b cau e one mmnot noisily approach an Oyster bank 
Oy t r r £ ding wi bout their hearing o that instantly every shell is closed. The 
f ,th m ntl are ften extend d until th ir tips reach beyond the edges of the valves. 
f th animal in thi condition i xp ed to a trong light the shadow of the hand passing over it 
· a u ci nt timulu to au it t r tract the mantle and tentacles and to close its parted valve . 
Th man 1 in lo e , like a curtain, the int rnal oro-an. of the creature on either sine, and lies next 
th h 11 an , lre y , t l ,_ crete and po it the layers of calcic carbonate compo ing 
th la t r. h fr g f th mantl , hi •h are purpli h, are garni bed with mall, highly 
tent 1 f th h ten cl ar ciliated and erve as organs of touch, 
p rt b to m xten itiv t Ii ht. 
• 
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The nervous system of the Oyster is very simple, and, as elsewhere stated, is to some extent 
degenerate in character. It is composed of a pair of gangli~ or knots of nervous matter, which lie 
just over the gullet, and from these a pair of nervous cords pass backward, one on each side, to 
join the hinder ·pair which lie just beneath the adductor muscle. The mantle receives nerve 
branches from the hindmost ganglia or -knots of nervous matter; these, as their centers, control the 
contraction and elongation of the radiating bundles of muscular fibers, as well as those which lie · 
lengthwise along the margin; the former contract and withdraw the edges of the mantle from the 
margin of the shell, while the latter in contr~cting tend to crimp or· fold its edges. The tentacles 
are mainly innervated by fibers emanating from the hindmost ganglia; while the internal organs 
are innervated from the head _or cephalic ganglia. The hind ganglia also preside over the 
contractions of the great adductor muscle. The nerve threads which radiate outward from it to 
the tentacles dispat~h the warnings when intruders are at hand that it must contra.ct and close 
the shells. 
211. THE MINUTE ANATOMY OF THE OYSTER. 
There is a spacious segmentation cavity developed in . the embryo which becomes the 
subdivided body-cavity-schizocrel of later stages. Between the ectoderm and endoderm the 
mesoblastic tissue is developed apparently by proliferatiQn, so that the segmentation or body 
cavity becomes in part obliterated. The m~soblast of the embryo formed as above stated is the 
tissue from which the mesenchyme or- connective tissue of the adult is developed, The blood 
channels or canals are developed in the mesenchyme of the adult-mesoblast of the embryo. 
The large, coarse vesicular connective tissue cells form a sort of trabecul~r network of pillars and 
transverse s1.,1pports between and around which the sanguineous fluids circulate. The blood 
channels or canals are developed directly from the spaces between the columns and their 
conjoining masses of connective tissue cells; an exception to this is found only in the structure 
of the anterior and posterior aortre, the ·heart, and branchiocardiac vessels, "~hich have proper 
walls lined with endothelial cells. · Throughout the greater part of its- extent the mesenchymal or 
connective tissue is spongy, its cells being built around complex anastomosing spaces for the 
blood. There is, therefore, a true schizocrel developed in the Oyster; it has been formed as the 
' mesoblastic tissue has grown into the segmentation cavity and subdivided the latter into hremal 
canals and spaces. The blood cells originate in all probability in the same way. · These are 
amreboid, colorless, and measure about one three-thousandth of an inch in diameter. rhe vascl!lar 
channels have no specialized endothelial walls in the mesenchymal parts of the body. 
The adductor muscle of the shell and the radiating muscular bundles running from the 
insertion of the former to the edge of the mantle are derived from the mesobl~stic cells of the 
embryo, the observations of Dr. Horst on this point having,. I think, completely set at rest what 
was formerly a matter of theory. The radiating muscular bundles.;._pallia.I muscles'-T"of the adult 
• lie just beneath the epiblast or epithelium on the outer sides of . the mantle leaves. These pallial 
muscles in the embryo are represented by two sets of dorsal and ventral muscular bundles, the 
functions_ of which are to retract the velum into which they are inserted. The muscular fibers of 
the walls of the heart are not striated and decussate in every direction. The inner walls of the 
heart are crossed in various directions by muscular bands or trabeculre, and a more or less 
complete muscular septum divides the ventricle in the median line; the heart is, therefore, 
approximately four-chambered. 
. The mesenchymal or mesoblastic tissues comprise the, great bulk of the body of the animal, 
and extend ou.t into and form the greatest proportion of the thickness of the ·mantle, and also 
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d n i t th brancbial ac between their epiblastic or epithelial, ciliated, external walls. It 
< 1 fi r the principal bulk of the ~hick vertical, transverse septa which subdivide the branchial 
u h int r ally and form likewise the bulk of the branchial filaments themselves. These 
1, t r , r num r u and give the surface of t.he gills their furrowed or plaited appearance. The 
indiYi lu I 11 it or ridges een in section are found to be quite complex and to be themselves 
· mp undly rilibed and to have chitinous rods embedded in their substance just beneath the 
t roal epithelium. These rods run len,gthwise through the substance of the branchial riblets. 
Th rancbial capillaries .are excavated in the mesencbymal or connective tissue of the branchial 
filament or tentacles, between which there are numerous openings or ostia for the passage of the 
wat r from the inferior portion of the pallial chamber into the· gill cavities in order to effect 
r piration. It is difficult, however, to make this arrangement understood without the aid o~ 
figure . 
The mesenchyme also gives support to all of the visceral structures, the ultimate secretory 
follicle or saccules of the. liver being imbedded and supported by it. The same is true of the 
generative structures and the intestine. No portion of the walls of the stomach, rosophagus, or 
hepatic ducts can be found the walls of which do not lie directly in contact with this mesenchymal 
or me obla tic ti sue. It also extends out into and forms the greater proportion of the substance 
of the palp or lips of the Oyster, and is very spongy and highly vascular in this region. The 
internal or oral urface only of the palps or lips are closely plaited with numerous folds of ciliated 
epith lium. The e folds may number from one hundred and twenty-five or more. The surface of 
the p lp in the immediate vicinity of the mouth is not plaited or folded. 
The me enchymal cells are much larger than either the epithelial or endothelial cells, and will 
average one five-hundredth of an inch in diameter. They inclose in all cases, both in winter and 
summer, a lar"e, irregular nucleus from which a complex network of intracellular granular fibrils 
radi t in all lirections through the enveloping cellular substance. At one side of the nucleus 
ther are alwa. one or more acces ory bodies, perfectly globular, which complicate the character 
of the nncl u in a ingular manner. These vesicular, very hygroscopic, mesenchymal or connective 
ti sue element are not fat-cells, as has been erroneously supposed by Brooks. Their nuclei are 
invariably central and not parietal in posit.ion, as in fat-cells. These cells are probably very 
hygro copic, a would appear judging from their singular appearance under the microscope. They 
appear to be widely distributed in the molluscous invertebrates; they were originally named 
"v icular connective ti ue cells" by the histologist Schaefer. An Oyster may in the summer 
ea on ab orb water and swell up so as to fill up almost the whole cavity of the shell, and when 
opened it may lo ~ so much blood and water in the course of half an hour that it will have shrunk 
to on -tenth of it original bulk. This i a common occurrence, and is explained by the prob-
able hygro copic character of the connective tissue cells and the spongy nature of the whole 
m ench~ me which con i t of these elements. This al o explains why it is that Oysters may be 
much wollen in a short time by osmotic action, when immersed in water of a less specific gravity 
than the ea-water from which they were first taken. The process has nothing in common with 
hat might be call f ttening, a we shall ee hereafter. 
Th r i an apparent atrophy or wa ting away of the me enchyme of the body-ma and 
m tl uring th pawning sea on, with a great concomitant development of the reproductive 
fi lli ·l or ul . n wi ter the reproductive follicle atrophy, when the mesenchyme again 
iu..,,."u"t;~ in ulk in the y-ma and mantle. It al o und rgoe another remarkable series 
d wint r. ummer it acquires an almost gla -like 
a d uperficial portion overlying the vi cera become 
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translucent. In this condition, if the reproductive glands are undeveloped, the dark mass of 
the liver may be seen through the body walls. Towards the autumn, on the other hand, the 
connective tissue cells acquire a milky opacity and great solidity as compared with their watery, 
transparent condition in summer. This last condition, which involves the whole mantle, the palps 
and superficial portions of the visceral mass, indicates to the oysterman the -condition of fatness. 
The Oysters in this state are plump; do not so readily diminish in · bulk when removed from the 
shell as in summer; but that this clrange is due to storage of fatty matters I have not yet seen any 
evidence of any sort which would amount to proof. There is some oily matter :i.n the Oyster, but 
not enough to account for the changes which we have described. 
The atrophy of the connective tissue during the summer season would appear to indicate that 
the material for the genesis of the reproductive elements was derived from the mesenchyme, by a 
direct transformation of its substance in which the generati~e follicles are imbedded. It is, in 
fact, the great development of the mesenchymal substance in the autumn and winter, when the 
reproductive function is in abeyance, that constitutes the,coridition of the animal known to oyster-
men as fatness. These relations illustrate very beautifully a well-known physiological principle, 
viz, that nutritive processes are very intimately related to the reproductive; they are in fact inter-
dependent . . 
In summer, when the reproductive organs are gorged with their products, their follicles are 
crowded together into contact; in winter, in their atrophied condition, they lie imbedded in the 
superficial portion of the mesenchyme of the body-mass, the same as in summer, but are much 
less developed, so as to appear in sections like a very open networ~ of strands of very small, 
nucleated, incipient embryo cells, the connection of which may be traced into the now collapsed 
and internally ciliated branches of the oviducts. All the parts of the reproductive apparatus are 
therefore present in winter, but in an undeveloped condition. The oviducts· branch and spread 
over each side of' the body-mass just outside · of the stratum of reproductive follicles and imme-
diately beneath the mantle. They do not ramify through the substance of the reproductive organ, 
but traverse its surface, the follicles emptying their contents into the ducts by way of openings 
upon the inner faces of the latter. The·mafo openings of the oviducts of either side open into the 
upper branehial cavity on either side of the hinder and ventral portion of the body-mass just 
below the muscle. There is but one opening on either side, notwithstanding the various- state-
ments to the contrary. 
Embryologically considered, the liver is an endodermal structure, a diverticulmp of the 
stomach. · The great bile ducts pass outward from the cavity of the stomach and subdivide again 
and again and end blindly-in spacious ovoidal hepatic follicles, the simple plicated walls of which 
• consist of hepatic cells. The function of the liver is in all probability both excretory and secretory, 
and takes -an all-important share in the processes of digestion. That the function of the liver is 
partially excretory is rendered all the more probable from the fact that there is little or no 
.· evidence of the existence of a renal apparatus or organ of Bojanus in the Oyster such as is found 
in other mollusks. Dr. Horst looked in vain for a rudiment of this last structure in the embryos 
of Ostrea edulis. Transverse sections through those portions of the body where it would most 
likely be found, made from both native and foreign examples, exhibit no structure in the least 
degree resembling what is regarded as the organ of Bojanus in Unio and Anodonta. 
The wall of the intestine, like that of the stomach, is ciliated throughout, and is also of endo-
dermal or hypoblastic origin. Its wall is folded inward along one side in a peculiar way, so that its 
lumen is more or less crescentic in cross-section. This arrangement, together with the very minute 
minor folds on its inner surface composed of long, columnar, ciliated epithelial cells, incre~ses the 
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nn orbing urface very materially. The internal surface of the stomach is also very 
m h li t l · ut here the fold are both large and 'conspicuous, with small folds often inter-
v iu . h r ar neither annular nor longitudinal muscular :fibers in the wall of the intestine; 
1 m th- fore u ed in the propulsion of the ingested food appears to be exerted by the 
ili· r OT" ring which everywhere clothes the internal surface of the alimentary tract from the 
m nth to th anu . • 
It would appear that the intestine makes two complete bends upon itself at a very early stage 
of m bryonic life, according to the observations of Horst, long 'before it measures a ninetieth of 
an inch in diameter. The development of the liver seems to be at first lateral and somewhat 
ventral; an arrangement traces of which may still be noticed in cross-sections of the adult. 
The cour e of the intestine in the adult may be described as follows: 
The month is a wide op~ning between the upper median angles of the pal pi; so wide, indeed, 
that the animal can scarcely be said to have an resophagus; immediately follows the stomach, 
whi his seen to have very pronounced folds internally, with a ·generally transverse direction, but 
two of these, which lie in a somewhat ventral position, are a pair of inward-projecting folds which 
are them elves plicated. The intestine then follows an oblique course, downward and backward, 
when it makes a sharp bend returning beneath the floor of the pericardial space, passing obliquely 
upward and forward, somewhat to the right and dorsal of the stomach, when it crosses exactly 
over the mouth or very short gullet, passing downward to the left side of the animal, alongside 
and a little to the lower side of the stomach, when it again turns upward and passes over the 
pericardi;l pac to end in the rectum just over the middle of the adductor muscle. The clusters of 
h patic lobul or follicles dip down into the folds of the walls of the stomach, but the liver does not 
follow th cour of the intestine proper, which is provided internally with a curious pair of longi-
tudinal and parall 1 folds, which project into the intestinal cavity and extend from the pyloric end 
to very n ar th anu . The pr€sence of the e folds gives to the frecal matters their singular appear-
anc which ar not in the form of a cylinder as they leave the vent, but in the form of a tube with a 
part of n id removed. Tracing the course of the intestine by sections is not the proper way; 
th y can be ery ea ily di ected out for their entire length by means of the scissors and forceps. 
Tb y temic h art of the Oy ter i that organ which serves to propel and redistribute the 
colorle blood of the animal through the body for its nourishment, and through the gills that the 
lood it If may di charge into the water the poi onous gases with which it is loaded in passing 
throu h e body, and receive a fresh supply of oxygen as fresh supplies of water pass through 
the gill . Th heart con i ts of three principal chamber ; the upper, largest, whitish and partially 
divi l y a m diau septum or partition, is the ventricle, and the two lowermost and smaller, 
browui h pair d chamb rs are known as the auricles. These three chambers which comprise the 
h ar of th Oy ter lie in a ere cent-shaped pace, the pericardia! space, just forward of the 
ad u tor mu cl . The ventricle i almo t globular; its wall are made up of a delicate meshwork 
of un trip d m cular fiber , which are o interlaced a to be altogether untraceable. From the 
v ntri 1 a IYf at po terior and an anterior aortic ve el ari es. These two vessels distribute the 
bloo l t th p tior and anteri r por ion of the body of the animal, but oon divide into paired 
r e the mantl on ither id both ant rior1y and po teriorly, while one great 
a , e forw rd v r he tomach. The blood i really distributed soon after 
1 pe i lly in th· body through th pongy connective tis ue spaces, as 
and i c 11 ·t into a great v ntral canal from which a large part of it pa ses 
rom the four gill or rancbial p uches the blood flows back to the ventric]es 
I 
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through six great branchiocardiac vessels, three of which are arranged on each side; two pairs of 
these are anterior in position and one pair. posterior. 
The circulation of the Oyster is quite different ·in character from that observed in a vertebrated 
I ' 
animal. In the latter the heart pumps the purified blood to and through the gills before it passes · 
to all parts of the body; in the Oyster, on the other hand, the fresh, pure blood is pumped by the 
heart from the gills before it passes to all parts of the body. 
A curious and interesting point which I think it desirable to mention, becau,se I have not 
noticed that attention has hitherto been especially called to it, is the metamorphosis of the 1arval 
Oyster into the aµult. A. de Quatrefages 1 has alluded , to it, but not in explicit terms. I have 
shown in my sketch on the growth of the anima,l that the larval shell was quite different from that 
of the adult, in fact, more like a very diminutive pisidium than anything else. The metamorp~osis 
of the larval shell, or rather its passage into that of the spat, is abrupt. Not so with the soft parts; 
the oldest larvre yet studied by any competent biologist show that the mouth of the larva is 
placed on the ventral side of the embryo, and that the hinge is situated on almost exactly the 
dorsal or opposite side. The ventral position of the mouth of the_larvre and its anterior or cephalic 
position in the adult show that a very important series of changes in the position of the viscera 
must take place .between the time when the larva loses its principal e11:1bryonic features and 
acquires the adult arrangement and relations of its hard and soft parts. In other words, we are 
made aware, after instituting the foregoing comparison, that the Oyster actually undergoes a 
metamorphosis. 
If an Oyster be carefully opened it will be founµ. that the animal adheres to the shell at four 
points, or at two points on either valve. The principal points of attachment are of course the 
insertions of the great compound adductor muscle, made up of two portions which may be 
distinguished by the color of the cut ends of the component fibers. The great shield-shaped 
purple areas on either valve mark the points of insertion of the great adductor in the American 
Oyster, and also in the Portuguese form, which resembles it considerably. In Ostrea edulis, or the 
European species, the insertion of the adductor muscle is very rarely colored, so rarely indeed that 
we may regard this feature as one of the specific marks of this form. But in both the American 
and the European species there is a second muscular attachment, as implied above, which appears 
to have been very generally overlooked. It is situated nearer to the hinge than to the great 
adductor, and is sometimes marked by a slight depression not over an eighth of an inch in its 
greatest transverse diameter. It gives attachment to a feeble muscular bundle which Rprings out 
of the mantle on either side of the visceral mass, and when the animal is torn loose a slight 
whitish scar on the soft part marks its position on the surface of the mantle. I have been 
informed that Mr. W. H. Dall, who has investigated the ,matter, has identified this muscle with 
the pedal muscle of some other acephalous mollusks. 
212. SEX, SEXUAL PRODUCTS, AND DIFFERENCE OF THE SEXUAL HABITS OF THE 
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN OYSTERS. 
"The number of male cells which a single male will yield is great beyond all power of 
expression, but the number of eggs which an average female will furnish may be estimated with 
sufficient exactness. A single ripe egg measures about one five-hundredth of an inch in diameter, 
or five hundred laid in a row, touching each other, would make one inch; and a square inch would 
contain five hundred such rows, or 500 x 500=250,000 eggs. Nearly all the eggs of a perfectly 
1Metamorphoses of Man and the Lower Animals. Translated by H. Lawson, M. D., pp. 104-109. London, 1864. 
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w d u of the ovary into a beaker of sea-water, and, as they are heavier 
~ -wat r th y oon sink to the bottom, and the eggs of a medium-sized female will 
, r th h. t m fa beak r two inches in diameter with a layer of eggs one-twentieth of an inch 
1 p. h ar a f the bottom of a beaker two inches in diameter is little more than three square 
in. . . n 1, 1 · r of go- one-twentieth of an inch deep, covering three square inches, is equal to 
11 th -tw uti th of an inch deep and two square, and as a single layer of eggs is one :five-
hunclr Ith f an inch tllick, a layer three-twentieths of an inch thick will contain seventy-five 
lay r of o- , with 250,000 egg' in each layer, or 18,750,000 eggs. It is difficult to get the eggs 
p rf ctly pure, and if we allow one-half for foreign matter and errors of measurement, and for 
imp rfect contact between the eggs, we shall have more than nine millions as the number of eggs 
laid by an Oy ter of average size, a number which is probably less than the true number. 
'~1obius estimates the number of eggs laid by an average European Oyster at 1,012,925, or only 
one-ninth the number laid by an ordinary American Oyster; but the American Oyster is very much 
larger than the European, while its eggs are less than one-third as large; so the want of agreement 
between the e estim'ates does not indicate that either of them is correct. 1 Another estimate of 
the number of eggs laid by the European Oyster is given by Eyton(' History of the Oyster and 
Oy ter Fi heries,' by T. C. Eyton, London, 1858). He says, p. 24, that there are about 1,800,000, 
and therefor agrees pretty closely with Mobius. 
"An unu ually large American Oyster will _yield nearly· a cubic inch of eggs, and if these were 
all in ab olute contact with each other, and there were no portions of the ovaries or other organs 
mixecl with them, the cubic inch would contain 5003, or 125,000,000. Dividing this, as before, by 
t_wo, to allow for foreign matter, interspaces, and errors of measurement, we have about 60,000,000 
a the po 'ible number of eggs from a single Oyster. 
" lthou h each ~ale contains enough fluid to fertilize the eggs of several females, there does 
not e m to b much difference in the number of individuals of the two sexes. When a dozen 
Oy ter are opened and examined, there may be five or six ripe females and no males, but in 
anoth r ca e a cl z n Oy ter' may furnish several ripe males but no females, and in the long run 
the exe e m to be about equally numerous. Oystermen believe that the male may be dis-
tinguished from the female by certain characteristics, such as the presence of black pigment 
in the mantle, ut microscopic xamination shows that these marks have no such meaning, and 
that there are no difference between the sexes ex_oept the microscopic ones. It is not necessary 
to u. e the micro c pe in every ca e, however, for a little experience will enable a sharp observer 
t recogniz a ripe female without the microscope. If a little of the milky fluid from the ovary of 
a female with ripe or nearly ripe eggs be taken upon the point of a clean, bright knife-blade and 
allowed to flow over it in a thin film, a sharp eye can barely detect the eggs as white dots, while 
the male fluid appear perfectly homogeneous under the same circumstances, as do the contents of 
he ovary of au immature female, or one which has finished spawning. When the eggs are mixed 
wi ha drop of water they can be diffu ed through it without difficulty, while the male fluid is 
more adhe ive and difficult to mix with the water. By these indications I was able in nearly 
very c e to ju ae of he sex of the Oyster before I had made use of the microscope. 2 
my I ubmitted more than a thousand Oysters to microscopic 
examinati n. were carried on during the breeding season, and I did not find a single 
1 !obi 'measurement, from .15 to. millimeter, is given (Austern und Austernwirtbschaft, 1877) as the diameter, 
not of the , but of th embryo, but his figures show that the European Oyster, like the American, does not grow much 
duriu the early st;aa of development, but remains of about the same size as the egg. 
1 w. K. Bn OK : op. cit., pp. 13-15. 
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hermaphrodite. The male cells are. so small compared with the eggs that it would be impossible 
to state that a mass of eggs taken from the ovary contained no spermatozoa, although they could 
not escape detection if they were at all abundant. 
,, On the other hand, a single egg in the field of the microscope, in a drop of male fluid, would 
be very conspicuous and could not escape detection; and the !act that not a single case of this 
kind occurred is sufficient to establish the distinctness of the sexes at the breeding .season." 1 
Writing about this matter in 1880, I said: "No evidence to show that our Oyster is her-
maphrodite ·was found during the entire season; nor were my searches for embryo or eggs ·in 
the mantle or in the gills more successful than those carried on two years before by Professor 
Brooks. There is no doubt whatever that the Oyster of Europe nurses its young in its mantle 
or gi11s for some time; nor can we well ques.tio1_1 the very high authority of Mobius for saying 
that in most cases the sexes are separate: and that only one kind of products, viz, either eggs or 
spermatozoa, are at any time found in the generative organs. Lacaze-Duthier's observations seem 
to confirm the conclusions of Mobius." 
In reference to the structure of the cells which make up the body of the Oyster, as well as · 
regarding the eggs, Dr. Brooks, on page 19 of his essay, writes as follows: 
"Each of these consists of a layer of protoplasm around a centra.l nucleus, which, in the egg, 
is a large, circular, transparent body known as the germinative vesicle. EacJi cell of the body is 
able to absorb food, to grow and to multiply by division, and thus to contribute to the growth of 
the organ of which it forms a part. The ovarian eggs are simply the cells of an organ of the body, 
the ovary, and they differ from the ordinary cells only in being much larger and more distinct 
from each other; and they have the power, when detached from the body, of growing and dividing 
up into cells, which sha11 shape themselves into a new organism like that from whose body the 
egg came. Most of' the steps in this wonderful process may be watched under the microscope, 
and owing to the ease with which the eggs of the Oyster may be obtained, this is a very good egg 
to study." 
Brooks bas represented the freshly laid ova of the Oyster with a spherical nucleus and 
nucleolus; the former is large and clear, and is imbedded near the center of the egg, and inside of , 
it the nucleolus is lodged somewhat to one side. I do not find the latter spherical, as described, 
but formed as if composed of a larger and smaller highly refringent pair of spheres, partly fused 
with each other, or of the same form as the nucleoli of the eggs of Anodonta as described by 
~lemming. 
Some investigations co~ducted under the auspices of the Dutch Government indicate that the 
structure of the generative organs of the European Oyster is not, as has been supposed, strictly 
follicular, but that they may rather be regarded as a mass of anastomosing tubes of irregular caliber. 
The complete proof of this has been developed by the writer in the course of investigations carried 
· out upou our native Oysters, in which the generative organs were very immature during the 
winter season. Both Brooks and myself have spoken of the generative follicles as though they 
had been clearly made out; it now appears th3:t we will be compelled to modify our terminology 
somewhat, in the face of the fact that I have sections of the immature generative organ which 
exhibit it as a network of germinal cells, as well as sections of the mature organs which show a 
more or less distinct tubular structure opening toward the surface into the superficial or surface 
outgoing canals. At the same time the tubes show more or less extensive junction or anastomosis 
with each other at certain points along their length, with a general tendency to be disposed 
vertically to the surface of the visceral mass. This arrangement reminds one somewhat of the 
1 W. K. BROOKS: op. cit., p. 35. 
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ru r r l re llel di po ition of the seminal tubules of the testicles or milt of fishes a~d higher 
0 i al cro . ections of the adult Oyster, whether it be male or female, the repro-
lu, fr, laa 1 c r found to be compo ed of a great number of minute pouches or follicles. In the 
rr .. t n. 0 em nt f the follicles no difference between the sexes is discernible when thin sections 
, r , ·rutiniz (1 with tlt micro cope. Upon making an examination of the contents of the follicles 
ith th mi ·ro' op a great difference at once becomes manifest; in the male the spermatic 
arti ·l in th follicles appear very finely granular, and if mature the tails or flagella of the 
1 rmati particl tend to be directed toward the outlet of the follicle; in the female, sections of 
how th egg in various stages of developme.nt attached by their narrow extremity 
to th wall of tbe reproductive saccules. The egg is pyriform in shape while still in the ovary, 
but th talk i not a long as in the eggs of Scrobicularia, as described by von Jhering. As 
l wher ta,ted, the oy ter-egg is not globular when first extruded. It will be readily uuderstood 
that th ex s may be very readily distinguished by these and other marks observed in sections. 
The immature ova are vastly la,rger than the spermatozoa, which measure under the ten-thousandth 
of an inch at their large t end. The bead of the spermatozoon of both the American and European 
Uy t r i globular; that of the spermatozoon of the Soft Clam (Mya) is ovoidal in form. The tail 
or :flagellum of the permatic particle is the locomotive organ which lashes back and forth very 
rapidly and propel it through the water and finally brings it into contact with the egg. 
213. NEW METHODS OF DISTINGUISHING THE SEXES AND OF TAKING THE EGGS OF 
THE OYSTER. 1 
DISORIMIN.A.TION OF THE SEXEs.-One of the first requisites of a practical system of arti-
fi i 1 f rtiliz tion of the eggs of the Oyster is a means which, in the hands of unskilled persons, 
will ena le them, without the aid of a microscope, to infallibly distinguish the sexes apart. Such 
a m an w n w prop e to de cribe. Having tested it practically, and found it possible to 
in truct p r on of ordinary intelligence in a few minutes, we have no hesitation in offering an 
a count of the method o a to make it more generaily available in the hands of those who may 
be inter t din thi nbj ct. 
ti premi d that the spawn is squeezed from the reproductive glands by the method to be 
d · rib d farther on. A oon a the spawn is emitted from the generative opening in consequence · 
of the pr ure exerted upon the gland and the ramifications of its ducts, it is drawn up by means 
- of m 11 pip tte or medicine dropper, provided with a small collapsible bulb at the upper end 
whi ·hi h 1 betw n the thumb and forefinger. Pressing the bulb between the fingers, then 
imm r in th o en ud of the pipette into the extruded spawn, and then allowing the bulb to 
x1 "ud b i wn el ticity, it will draw or uck up the spawn which has been pressed out very 
n atly · and if on i car ful, ab olutely nothing but the spawn is picked up. One soon becomes 
v ry xp rt in th u e of the pip tte. 
The n xt r qui ite i a hallow gla s di h, or even a plain tumbler will answer, into which 
y h lf gill f •l an ea-wat r ha been poured. Taking up the extruded spawn from the 
f u tit i op u from the pipette into the clear water. This last simple ·operation 
11 wi h ut f il t which x tbe products belong. If the creamy white mass consists 
from the generative opening and is dropped into the water, it will 
nular cl ud a th pawn trike the latter, the granules themselves 
mn 
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being very distinctly visible, especialJy jf the glass vessel be resting upon a dark ground so as to 
bring the whitish granules into relief. The granules are nothing more than the ova or eggs of the 
Oyster, and at once indicate that the individual from which they were obtained is a female. In 
case the products are male, they break up as they mingle with the water into a milky white cloud 
iu which no granules are visible to the naked eye. It is also very important to observe that as the · 
milt is stirred in the water it breaks up at first into long, fleecy whitP, clouds which resemble very 
• strikingly in miniature what are known to meteorologists as cirrus clouds, or, vulgarly, "mare's 
tails," reminding one of these in the way in which the :fine particles of milt give rise to streaks, 
wisps, and :fibers as it breaks up in the water, withou~iving rise to any visible granular appear-
ance as occurs in the case of the female products, but to an opalescent or milky aspect. These 
distinctions, once learned, are so palpable that the novice may as infallibly discriminate the sexes 
of the Oyster apart by their aid as can be done by the most skilled biologist with a powerful 
microscope. 
THE IMPREGN.A.'l'ION OF THE EGGS.-The method formerly used was to :first learn the sex of 
a number of adult Oysters with the microscope, then cut out the generative glands with their 
products and cnop up those of different sexes separately in small disb.es with sea-water. This 
system we may now say is barbarous, because it is crude; ~arge numbers of eggs are destroyed 
by crushing, or are injured by the rough usage to which they are subjected, and, besides, there is 
no assurance that the eggs or milt operated with are quite mature. It is also troublesome to free 
the generative gland from fragments of the liver which help to pollute the water in the focubating 
vessels with putrescible organic matter: and thus interfere greatly with the life and healthy devel-
opment of. the embryos. 
By our methocl the objectionable features of the old plan, as stated above, are overcome. If 
possible, select good-sized Oyster.s; open them with the greatest possible care so as not to mutilate 
the mantle and soft parts. Carefully insert an oyster-knife b~tween the eclg~ of the valves and 
cut the great adductor muscle as close as possible to the valve which you intend to remove, 
leaving the animal _attached to the other valve, which, if possible, should be the left or deepest one. 
The soft parts being firmly :fixed or held fast by the great adductor muscle to the left valve 
prevents the animal from slipping under the e·nd of the pipette, held flat-wise, as it is gently and 
:firmly stroked over the generative gland and ducts to force out the generative products. 
· To prepare the animals to take the spawn from them, after opening, the following precautions 
are to be observed: Note that the reproductive gland in great part envelopes the visceral mass, 
and extends from the heart space, just in front of the great adductor, to within a half inch or so of 
the head 01· mouth end of the animal, which lies next to the hinge. Note also that both sides of 
the visceral mass which incloses the stomach, liver, and intestine are enveloped on either side by 
a membrane which also lies just next the shell and is garnished by a fringe of purplish, sensitive 
tentacles along its entire border except at the head end where the mantle of the left side passes 
into and is continuous with that of the right side of the animal. The ventral or lowermost side of 
the animal, anatomically speaking, is marked by the four closely corrugated gill plates or pouches, 
which are preceded in front by the four palps or lips, but bo~h the gills and palps depend 
d~wnward between the lower borders of the mantle of the right and left sides. Note, too, that 
if the _mantle is carefully cut and thrown back on the exposed side of the animal between the 
upper edges of the gills and the lower edge of the cut 01· exposed encl of the great adductor 
muscle, the lower and hinder blunted end of the visceral mass will be exposed to view. It is on 
either side of this blunted end of the visceral mass between the upper edge of the gills and lower 
side of the great ruusele that the repro,rlnctive gland~ open al most exacrly below the great adductor. 
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m th p ning we will afterwards find, if the animal is sexually mature and the operation is 
0 lu t cl, that the pawn will be forced out in a vermicular, ~reamy white stream. But 
foll. - expo the reproductive organ we should carefully continue to sever the mantle 
f n ·i witb harp penknife or small scissors, some distance forward of the great muscle 
t w, rd tb bead, cutting through the mantle just above the upper borders of the gills a:id following 
c nty which lie between the latter and the lower border of th~ visceral mass. A_ little 
xp rience will t acb one bow far it is necessary to carry this incision of the mantle. For some 
di tance in front of the heart space the mantle is free or detached from the visceral mass and 
r productive organ which lies immediately beneath, and this enables one, if the last described 
iuci ion ha been properly made, to almost completely expose the one side .of the visceral mass 
and the richly tinted, yellowish-white repro~uctive gland which constitutes its superficial P.<?rtion. 
The op ning of the gland and its superficial ramifying ducts being laid. bare on the exposed side 
of the animal we are ready to press out the spawn on that side. Before beginning this, however, 
it is important to ob erve that, the principal duct passes down just along the edge of the visceral 
ma where the latter bounds the heart space, in which the heart may be observed to slowly 
pul ate, and that this gre~t duct ends somewhere on the surface of the ventral blunted end of the 
vi ceral ma s. To expo e the great or main generative duct it may be ne_~essary to ·cut through 
or remove the pericardia.I membrane which inclm:1es or covers the heart space on the exposed side. 
If the Oy ter i sexually mature, the main duct wiJI be observed to be distended with spawn, and 
that, originating from it and branching out over almost the entire surface of t,he visc~ral mass, 
there are minor duct given off~ which again and again subdivide. If these are noted, and it is 
ob erved that they are engorged, giving them the _appearance of a simple series of much branched 
gr at v in filled with creamy white contents, it may be certainly presumed that your specimen is 
m tur nd that pawn may be readily pressed from it. 
Tb r tion of pr ing the spawn out of the ducts requires care. The side of the end of the 
pip tt m< be u d, being careful not to cru h or break open the ducts as you gently and firmly 
tr ke th pip tt flat i e over tb · ide of the visceral mass backward from the hinge towards 
tb h rt an o r the great duct at the border of the latter diagon~lly down ward and 
a kw< rd to the openiug of the reproductive organ. If this has been properly done it will be 
f, und th, t the g n r tive product are being pushed forward by the pipette through the ducts, 
a th pr ure will be een to di tend the l~tter, the contents of the branches flowbig into·the 
lar r and larger trnnk until they are forced outward through the main duct and opening below 
th gr at <1<1uct r w h re they will pour out in a -stream one-sixteenth of an inch or more in diameter 
if be pr duct ar p rf ctly ripe. The sexe may be discriminated as described at the outset, and 
i i' w 11 fir t find a male by the method already given and proceed to express the milt as 
d · tri c b v iut a gill of a-water, adding pipetteful after pipetteful until it acquires a 
1 i1k.v r o , I nt white color. A the milt or egg are pressed out of the opening of the ducts 
th Y r e u k up Y he pip tte and dropped into the water, the mixture of milt being first 
t whi h th "'g may e added a they areexpressedfromthefemales. Thejudgment 
u d ~n mixino- the liquid ; in practice I find that one male will supply 
th g tained from three or four females, and it does not matter if the 
tw nt t hirty minutes' time, a the male fluid, which it is best to prep~re 
- £ r that p riod. 
t b car ful a po ible not to get fragments of other tissues mixed 
n tb a mixture of dirt of any kind is to be avoided. To separate 
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any such fragments nicely, I find a small strainer of coarse bolting or cheese cloth to be very 
convenien~. 
In the foregoing description we have described the ·method of obtaining the spawn only from 
the side of the animal exposed in opening the shell. A little experience will enable one to lift up 
the head end of the animal and throw it back over the great adductor.muscle, expose the opening 
of the reproductive . organ on the left side, or whatever the case may be, and also express the 
spawn from that side, thus· as effectually obtaining all of the ripe eggs or milt as is possible in the 
process of taking the same from fishes. 
It is remarkable to note the success att·ending this method, since almost every egg is perfect 
and uninjured, the percentage of ova which are impregnated is much larger than by the old 
method, reaching, I should say, quite ninety per cent. of all that are taken whe11. the products are 
perfectly ripe. It is also found/ that the products are not so readily removed by my process if they 
are not perfec~ly mature, which is also to a certain extent a safeguard against getting poor or 
immature spawn. In the course of an hour after the products of the two sexes have been mingled 
togethe~ it will be found that nearly every egg bas assumed a globular form, bas extruded a polar 
cell, lost the distinct germinative vesicle and spot in the center, and begun to develop. 
It is n.oteworthy that our practice as herein described has completely vindicated the state-
ment made by the distinguished French anatomist. and embryologist, M. Lacaze-Duthiers, that 
there is but a single generative opening on each side of the visceral mass of the Oyster, and that, 
as we have stateu, it is found to open just below the great adductor muscle. 
We have also discovered, since the foregoing was written, that the use of an excessive amount 
of milt is of no ad vantage. The water in which the eggs are to be impregnated only requires to 
be rendered slightly milky; a very few drops of good milt is sufficient to make the impregnation 
a success. Too much milt causes the eggs to be covered by too large a number of spermatozoa; 
thousands more than are required if too much is used. These superfluous spermatozoa simply 
become the cause of a putrescent action which is injurious to the health.y development of the eggs. 
A drop of milt to twenty drops of eggs is quite sufficient. 
Immediately after the ova have been fertilized it is best to put them into clean sea-water at 
once, using water of the same density as that in which the adults grew; ·· If the attempt is made 
to impregnate the eggs in water much denser than that in which the adults lived, it is probable 
that the milt will be killed at once. This singular fact, which was accidentally discovered by 
Colonel McDonald and myself, shows how very careful we should be to take into consideration 
every variation in the conditions affecting~ biological experiment. If sufficient water is used no 
trouble will be experienced from the pollution of the water by dangerous micro-organisms which 
are able to destroy the oyster embryos. From :fifty to two hundred volumes of fresh, clean water 
may be added to the volume in which the eggs were first fertilized. This may be added gradually 
dqring the first twenty-four hours, so as to assist aeration and prevent the suffocation of the 
embryos. 
214. RATE OF GROWTH OF OSTREA VIRGINICA. 
SrzE OF THE EGG.-The egg of the American Oyster, according to Brooks, is approximately 
-do inch, being very nearly perfectly spherical after the extrusion of the polar or direction cells 
(Richtungsbliischen of the German embryologists). This accords with what the writer has observed 
in our species, and in the Portuguese Oy~ter, probably 0. a'fltgulata Lam., the size of the egg 
appears to be about the same, judging from specimens of the latter examined by me in March 
last. Judging from the figures and the state<l amplifications given in the pape:s of M. Davai.ne, 
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tr a ecluli i Th inch in diameter. Estimates based on the figures of M. Lacaze-
gi,~ i ::i ion of rto inch. These discrepancies I think are probably too great, and 
In t imp rfect micrometric methods. If they are real it would indicate a specific 
f rue importauce between 0. eduli8 and 0. virginica. 
b • tu. l olnme of the egg of the American Oyster would accordingly be a little more 
tll Il .l..____ cubic inch a solid so minute that we are unable to frame any adequate con-< !l 600 olroolf , 
i n of it diminutiveness. Under the best conditions, as seen against a dark back-ground, 
it i vi ible a a grayi h-wbite speck; almost an optical point. It is from this diminutive spherical 
ma f livin<T matter that the young Oyster is developed. The development of the embryo 
pro , a far as I can make out, according to the accounts given by Davaine, Brooks, Horst, 
and oth r imilarly to that of other lamellibrancbs. To Hatschek 1 we are indebted for the most 
e ur foundation for ~ur future. embryological investigations upon this difficult group of mollusks;_ 
and w mu t not forget to mention the very important researches of ~ay Lankester (Phil. Trans., 
1 75), prindpally upon P.isidium. I have not been able to observe the development of the larval 
0. t r b yond the size attained by it after the complete segmentation of the egg, th~ develop-
m nt of the hell, the velum, and alimentary tract. In fact, no embryos which I have attempted 
to rear from artificially impregnated eggs have ever lived long after the time when they began 
to take food, which is immediately after they acqui:r;e the velum, permanent mouth, and vent, 
an are almo t or altogether covered on either side by the very symmetrical larval shells, which 
con i t of carbonate of lime laid down in a matrix of conchioline. The isolation of the conchioline 
is r adily effl cted by the use of acetic acid, the acid dissolving out the lime entirely. I find 
that rook and Dr. Horst 2 have tried a similar experiment with similar results. The latter 
writ .r ha a120 b en able to watch the development of the naturally 'impregnated ova of Ostrea 
ditli, until pretty advanced tage was reached. He disagrees with Brooks in his interpretation 
f tb a trul tag , and thinks that the invagination regarded by the American investigator 
la t por u t be considered to represent simply the first rudiment of the shell-gland. 
In a urning tbi po ition, from what I have been able to gather in the course of my own investi-
tion f th d v lopm nt of the American species, I think we are bound to accept Dr. Horst's 
d t rminati n f tb homology of t.be sbell-gland of the Oyster with that of ·other lamellibran-
cbi t an l c pbal horou mollu k . 
E RLY TAGE OF DEVEL0PMENT.-The oral invagiuation, according to Dr. Horst, originates 
n th ppo it or entral ide of the embryo and bas no connection with the dorsal pallial 
inv ination r hel1- 0'1and. The early tages of the American and European species, like the 
lat r n , a pear to pre ent no marked differences, except that the latter appears, on the evidence 
f or ' t ~!"'bin , and other , to carry the ova and embryo in the mantle cavity, from which 
th fi r 't-naru auth r o tained hi material for study, by breaking a hole through the shell near 
th mar<Tin, a t enable him to introduce a pipette into the pallial chamber. This method of 
ttin <T ,1 ryo i impo ible in our native pecies, which has wholly different bFeeding habits, ;s 
1 pr v d by th in e tigation of Brook , Winslow, Rice, and myself. How much further than 
h r t fi r 1 rook and Win low have been nabl d to carry the development of our native 
v t r m'ing t pa ea on at B aufort, orth Carolina, I have not been able to learn, nor do I 
kn w n thin m r d finitely a to how much ucce bas been attained in the artificial produc-
ti n of streaeduli from artificially-impregnated gg at the bands of Mr. Littlewood, of England, 
d. Tijdschr. 
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who has claimed that he had succeeded in rearing them to the age of five months, specimens of 
~hich it is said were shown at the Fishery Exhibition recently held in Edinburgh. 
EXPERIMENTS AT SAIN'.l' JEROME'S OREEK.-Our experiments made at Saint Jerome's Oreek 
during the past summer gave the most contradictory results, and the interval of development 
between that of our oldest embryo with its diminutive Pisidium-like valves measuring about 6 lo 
inch in diameter, and that of the embryo when its valves first begin to lose their embryonic form, 
still remains unbridged. The dimensions of the embryo or "fry," as we may more properly call it 
when it becomes fixed, are between -j0- and lo inch according as the measurement is made longi-
tudinally or transversely. The difference in . magnitude between the oldest artificially incubated 
fry seen by me and that of the youngest fixed embryos which I collected is very small, amounting 
only to 4 ilo inch, or a ·little more than ·J5 9 inch. To determine the relative volumes of these 
stages, and consequently the amount of food which has ·been taken in and converted into the 
structure of the more advanced stage in addition to the original ~ulk of the egg, we need only 
take the cubes of their respective diameters and compare them. Taking the diameter of the egg, 
or sh inch, as the diameter of the most advanced embryo seen by me, which we will consider 
unity, and comparing it with io inch, or the transverse diameter -of the newly fixed fry, we find, 
after having reduced the last quantity to its simplest form as compared with 1, or the diameter of 
the egg, that we have 5.1+. The diameters then of the first and last embryonic or truly larval 
stages are to each other as 1 is to 5.1+, and consequently their volumes will be to each other as 
the cubes of these numbers, or as 1 is to 132.651+. The difference between these two quantities, 
or 131.651+ t-imes 1, will give us approximately the amount of food material which has been taken 
up by the embryo in passing from the condition when it was first able to feed until it fixed itself, 
showing that the process of growth has been going on vigoro~sly in order to augment the volume 
of the young creature at the enormous rate indicated by our figures. We have, however, been 
dealing not with absolute but with relative or compared volumes only; if the egg contains 
nooto-o--oo cubic inch of protoplasmic matter approximately, the newly-fixed fry, which we will 
assume to be globular, and contains, as shown above, over 132 times as much material, the 
absolute bulk of the latter will be 2 6 0 0 & 0 0 0 0 cubic inch multiplied by 132, or 260H·hoo cubic 
inch, which, in its simplest form, is therefore rnl 076 cubic inch, or the absolute volume of the 
newly fixed fry. Ninety cubed, or 729,000 young Oysters could therefore be contained in a cubic 
inch of space, if taken at the stage at which they begin to be transformed into spat. This large 
number is, of course, small when compared with 125,000,000, the numbe.r of eggs which, might be 
contained by the same extent of space. 
THE LARVAL CHARACTER OF THE YOUNG OYSTER.-The proof of the larval character of 
the youngest fixed stage of the Oyster rests upon the three following well-aRcertained facts: 
1st. The perfect symmetry and great convexity of the valves; 2d. The entirely different shape 
of the shell as compared with those of the spat and adult; 3d. Its wholly different micro-
scopic structure when compared with the later and full-grown stages. The form of the she11, at 
the time the animal is about to begin to develop the spat shell, is suborbicular, very thin, ven-
tricose, resembling in many respects the shell of Oyclas or Pisidi11,m, having the symmetry of 
those genera, with umbones of about the same form and prominence. These features mark the 
larval shell of the Oyster so unmistakably that its valYes may always be very readily recognized 
at the tips of the valves of spat under a year old. The larval valves lie on the tips of the valves 
of the spat like small hemispherical caps, but can usually not be found after the young Oy8ter 
enters upon its second year, as its umbone~, together with the larval shells which surmount them, 
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r d cl y tbe action of the carbonic dioxide in solution in the sea-water. The 
f th I, rrnl b II in an unimpaired eoBdition o~bones of the valves of Oysters 
r fi r an indication that uch specimens are young, probably under a year old. 
h third haracter, alluded to above, which distinguishes the larval shell of the Oyster is 
th p rf t homogeneity of the calcareous matter. Unlike the valves of the spat or translucid 
fie k , fr m th hell of the adult, they exhibit no prismatic arrangement of the calcic carbonate 
in, m trix of conchioline. In the valves of the adult and spat, on the other hand, the calcic 
ar nat t nd to a sume a prismatic arrangement vertical or at right angles to the plane of 
tb length and breadth of the shell. Tbi's distinction is so marked that in very young individuals 
which have nly lately become fixed one may very readily determine wi~h the aid-of the micro-
scope the line of demarkation along_ which the formation of the larval shell ceased and where the 
pri matic calcareous structure of the valves of the spat began to be developed. 
CHARACTERS OF '.l'HE LARVAL SHELL.-The only characters of structure which the larval 
hell has in common with that of the spat and adult are the lines of growth visible in all three. 
Thi shows that the valves grow in extent at all stages by the addition of lime to the 'edges of 
the valve , each layer of mineral matter and organic matrix extending, over successively greater 
and greater ar_eas, as in the growth of the shells of mollusks in general, the urnbones being 
the points from which the valves grow in an eccentric manner in consequence of the gradually 
increa ing extent of the mantle-the shell-secreting organ-as the growth of the animal 
proceeds. Having clearly <lefinetl the nature of .the larval shell of the Oyster, up to the time 
when it i' ready to begin to build or secrete the shell of the spat, we may next discuss the 
character of the tran ition from the one to the other. 
The ran ition is apparently an abrupt one. The excessive convexity of the valves of the fry 
contra t ·trono·Jy with the almo t. flat lower valve and feebly convex upper one of the spat. At 
th fr d' of the larval hells where they pass directly into the structure of the valves of the 
P t hen, is ~ Jnfil'ked off"et or angle marking very distinctly the difference of convexity between 
tlt two ·tarr 1 f hell development. 
1 
OD OI•' 1'IIE YOUNG OYS'.l'ER.-.A.s already remarked, I have seen food in the intestine 
of th~ Y n rr .r t r on the c nd day of development, but bow long it may take before the 
youug m.brs of hi tao-e of growth hall have taken and appropriated one hundred and 
thirty-tw im it· own volume of food material, I am not able to say. This it must do 
b £ re i can ham attain d to the ize of the larva which is transformed into $pat. The food 
i prop 11 d tilrou(Th tho alimentary canal by the action of innumerable vibratory :filaments 
whi ·h lotbc tlte iu ide of the throat, stomach, and intestine as in the adult; the intestine, 
t ma b, and Ii v r ar not, however, as complex as in the full-grown animal. 
Of th metllod of fixation I have a yet learned nothing of value. That this i~ accomplished 
Y ome ort of b.r ·:us I have no doubt. The fact that it is the left valve which is always the 
lowermo · n at , ched one would indicate that the method of :fixation was not capricious or 
ha haz rd in it uatur . 
I \ oul infer from what we learn from the study of other animals that it may require quite a 
week befi re an m ryo r ach the dimen ions of one-eightieth of an inch, but we have no data 
u n which t.o b · a y conclu ion of value. Of the later stage of development we know some-
thing fi ·tely. Th main fact which we have so far decided is the size of the larval shell. 
ATE F GROWTH.-After fixation the growth of spat is very rapid, as may be inferred 
fr th f t t h e found pat upon collectors which had not been placed in position 
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more than a week to ten days, upon which I detected spat one-fourth of an inch across. In 
other cases the following were the observed dimensions: On a collector which had been placed 
near a bed of spawning Oysters for twenty days I obtained a specimen of spat seven-sixteenths 
of an inch across; from another collector immersed for forty-four days I obtained specimens 
thirteen-sixteenths of an inch in diameter; from another out forty-eight days a specimen 
measuring about one inch. Another set of collectors which had been out for seventy-nine days 
had spat attached which measured one and three-fourths inches across. Some still larger spat 
collected by me was not over eighty-two days old, and measured nearly two inches in length 
from the hinge to the distal margin of the valves. / Still larger specimens ha-ve been observed 
by the writer, which bore every evidence of having affixed themselves during the same 
season. 
If we contrast the above measurements with those given by Mobius of the spat of O. edulis 
of known age, I conclude that the .American Oyster grows three or four times as rapidly as the 
former. For fastance, Mobius figures a European Oyster twelve to fifteen months old, which 
measures only one and one-fourth inches in diameter. Contrasting this with the size of the 
American at seventy-nine to eighty-two days old, and measuring from one and three-fourths to 
nearly two inches in diameter, we see how greatly our species surpasses that of Europe in vigor 
and rapidity of growth. 
Of the rate of growth beyond the ages given above I have only a few data, based on the spat 
which was caught on collectors put out in Saint Jerome's Creek fo July and .August, 1880. In the 
following autumn the collectors which had been put out into the creek were taken up and the spat 
:removed from them. This was then put into a box, through which the water· could circulate 
freely, and put back into the creek, in order that we might be enabled to learn how much growth 
these young Oysters would make during the winter and next season. I did not have an opportu-
nity to examine them, however, until the 10th of July, 1882. From the time of their fixation in 
, July and August, 1880, to the time when I made my last examination of these specimens, a 
period of about twenty-three months had accordingly elapsed. One of ~he largest specimens 
examined by me IPeasured three and three-eighths inches in length and two and five-eighths 
inches in width. Another smaller specimen measured two and a half iuches long and two 
and a quarter inches in width. They were about the size of Oysters available for planting, and I 
have no doubt that in the course of two or three years more, if placed under favorable conditions, 
they would reach a marketalile size. The inference, therefore, is that it takes at least four to five 
years for an Oyster to grow large enough, starting from the. egg, to be available for market. 
In order that an Oyster may grow to attain the great size of certain single individuals which 
I have seen, it may take even ten .years. I should think it would take at least that length of time 
for an Oyster to grow until its valves would measure nine inches in length, a few of which I have 
seen of this enormous size. These, it must be remembered, were not '' Raccoon Oysters" or "Cat's-
tongues," as the narrow, elongate individuals are called which grow so densely crowded ·together 
upon the banks as to be abnormally lengthened. Under favorable conditions, I do not think 
it improbable that an Oyster may live to the age of twenty years, attaining corresponding 
dimensions. 
215. THE FOOD OF THE OYSTER. 
OBSERV A.TIO NS A.T SA.INT JEROME'S CREEK.-The following extracts, taken mainly from 
my report for 1880 to the Fish Commissioner of Maryland, will give some idea of the kinds of 
organisms usually encountered on oyster banks and beds. These observations were made at 
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r m r ek a few miles north of the mouth of the Potomac, during the months of J uly, 
' ptem er, and October: 
fi d f this mollu k, as is well known, consists entirely of microscopic beings and 
of organic matter, which are carried by currents from the palps and gills, which have 
b alr y de cribed, to the large mouth ('.)f the animal at the hinge end of the shell. The inside 
of th gullet and tomach, like some other parts of the body, are covered with cilia, so that food 
on e fairly in the mouth will be carried by their action down to the cavity of the stomach, where 
it i carri d into the folds and deep pouches in its walls, and even into the openings of the bile 
lnct , to undergo digestion or solution, so as to be fitted in its passage through the intestine to 
b taken int the circulation, and finally disp(?sed of in building up the structures of the body. 
".A.long with the food which is taken, a very large amount of indigestible dirt, or inorganic 
matter, i carried in, which, in a great measure, fills up the intestine, together with the refuse or 
wa te from the body. This material, when examined, reveals the fact that the Oyster subsists 
larg ly on diatoms, a low type of moving plants which swim about in the water, incased in minute 
'and tone cases, or boxes, of the most delicate beauty of workmanship. These, when found in 
the intestine, have usually bad their living contents dissolved out by the action of the digestive 
juice of the tomach. I have found in our own species of Oyster the shells of three different 
genera of diatom , viz: Oampylodiscus, Goscinodisc·us, and Navicula. The first is a singularly bent 
form; the cond is discoidal; and the last boat-shaped, and all are beautifully marked. Of 
th e three type , I saw a number. of species, especially of the latter, but as I was not an authority 
pon the y t matic hi tory of any of them I had to neglect the determination of the species. No 
doubt many more forms are taken as food by the Oyster, since I saw other form~ in which the 
living m tter in ide the iliceous ca es was brown, the same as in most of the preceding forms 
wllich I h indicated. Some of these brown forms were so plentiful as to color a considerable 
urf wh r n they grew of the same tint as themselves. 
"Be id tlie diatoms and the spores of algre, the larvre or young of many animals, such as 
P ng , bryozoa, bydroid , worm , mollu ks, are small enough to be taken in as aliment by 
th y t r, though their bodie in most cases being soft and without a skeleton, it is impossible 
t find any tra , either in the tomach or intestine, of their remains, to indicate that they have 
B rm d a p r f th bill of fare of the animal. What, however, demonstrates that such small 
1· rv, 1 or ni m d help to feed the Oy ter i the fact that at the heads of the small inlets or 
'f k 1 n"' th he apeake, where the water is but litt e affected by the tides and is somewhat 
bra ki 11 nd inclin d to be stagnant, there always appears to be a relatively greater development 
f om what h r cteri tic urface or hallow water fauna of minute forms. 
erome' Creek the microscopic fauna of its headwaters is entirely different from 
h t f th b y of th ere k; two minute forms inhabit in vast numbers the former, while I 
ght in vain fi r th m in the mor pen and changeable waters of the maiu body of the inlet, 
which r rou ht in o active m v men wice a day by the action of the tides. One of these 
f rm , a info, ri n, 1 on twenty-fifth of an inch in length, was found covering every available 
·urf ce f tta bm nt, that countle · multitudes of the naked young would be swimming about 
in th w t r Ir vi t uil ing the curion piral tubes which they inhabit-admirably fitted in 
hi t, t a f :£ r he y t r. e ide the ype re£ rred to, there were a number of other 
tage · f development would l>eeome a.vailal>le 
ur iff ,r ut p ci , either belongiug or very nearly 
the occun ce of I: cia. producta, right, in the Chesapeake Bay.-.Am. Naturalist, 1880, pp. 810, 811. 
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rel0,ted to the genus Oothurnia; all of the forms built tubes for themselves. I also noticed several 
forms of bell animalcules, the swarmers of which would become available as food for the Oysters 
lying in the vicinity. 
"The diatoms did not seem to me to be more abundant in the headwaters than in the open creek. 
There was one moss animal of remarkable character, which I found in the headwaters only. This 
creature was very abundant, and no doubt its embryos, like those of the infm;oria referred to, were 
available as food. 
"Of free-swimming infusorians, I noticed a number of genera; one especially attracted my 
attention from its snake-like appearance and singularly rapid contortions; it had a tuft of vibrating. 
hairs or cilia at the head end in close relation with the mouth. .Another more abundant type was 
the curious genus Euplotes, with a thick shell inclosing the soft protoplasm of the body; the latter 
was of an oval form, flat beneath and roundeg. on the back, so that the resemblance when th~ 
large foot-like cilia were in motion, carrying the animal about, was strikingly like a very minute 
tortoise, the resemblance being heightened when the animal was viewed from the side. 
"Rod-like algm of minute size, the larvm of crustacea, especially the vast numbers of extremely 
small larval Oopepoda, must enter as a, perceptible factor into the food supply of the Oyster. 
"There is no doubt but that the comparatively quiescent condition of the headwaters of these · 
inlets and creeks, available as oyster-planting grounds, are more favorable to the propagation of 
minute life than the open bay or creeks, where the temperature is lower and less constant. Prac~ 
tically, this is found to be true, for oystermen seem to be generally agreed that Oysters 'fatten' 
more rapidly, that is, feed more liberallY' in the headwaters-blind extremities of the creeks-than 
elsewhere. This notion of the oystermen is in agreement with my own observations during the past 
year. Oystermen also assert that Oysters 'fatten' more rapidly in shallow waters than in deep 
ones, a point upon which I made but few obsen-ations; but such as I did make tended to confirm 
such an opinion. In illustration I may contrast the condition of the Oysters in the pond leased by 
the commission at Saint Jerome's and those dredged off Point Lookout, in twenty or thirty feet of 
water, on tlte 3d day of October, 1880. The Oysters in the pond, by the middle or end of September, 
were in good condition as to flesh, and mH,rketable, while those from deeperwater off Point Lookout, 
and but little later in the season, were still extremely poor, thin, and watery, and utterly unfit for 
market. These differences in condition, it seems to me, are to be attributed in a great measure to 
differences of temperature and the abundance of food, but mainly to the latter." 
These observations give us some hints regarding the advantages arising from the cultiva-
tion of Oysters in more or less stagnant water, in which, as in the French parks or claires, an 
abundance of microscopic life would be generated in consequence of a nearly uniform temperature, 
higher in the early autumn months at least than the waters of the open sea, where cold currents 
also would tend to make it still less uniform and thus interfere with the generation of the minute 
food of the Oyster. In other words, it would appear that the effect of the French method is to 
furnish the best conditions for the rapid and constant propagation of an immense amount of 
microscopic food well adapted to nourish the Oyster. That unlike Oysters exposed to a rapid flow 
of water on a bottom barren of life they grow and quickly come into a salable condition. 
SITUATIONS BES'l' ADAPTED FOR OYSTER CULTURE.-In this country narrow coves and 
inlets with comparatively shallow water appear to furnish the best conditions for the nutrition 
and growth of Oysters; and according to my own experience these are the places where we act-
ually find minute animal and vegetable life in the greatest abundance, and, as might have 
been expected, the Oysters planted in such situations appear to be in good condition early in 
the autumn, long before those which are found in tleeper a11d more active water, where their 
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fi h •h nee to multiply. If the French mode applies successfully to an inferior species, 
ur , hi h grow O much more rapidly, ought to derive a proportionally greater benefit from 
in tr a l in tlJe same manner. However, before we are ready to deal with the material 
o which the Oy t r feeds, we desire a more perfect acquaintance with the microscopic life 
which grow upon oyster-beds and swims about in the adjacent waters. From the fact that 
the lower forms of life in fresh water often appear in great abundance one year, while in the 
next, from ome unexplained cause, none of the same species will be found in the same situation, 
we may conclude that similar seasonal variations occur in t~e phases of the microscopic life of 
a given oy ter-bed and its vicinity. 
INFLUEN0ES OF ENYIR0NMENT.-Such yearly variations in the abundance of microscopic 
life are probably the causes of the variable condition of the Oyst~rs taken from the same beds 
during the same season of different years. Violent or sudden changes of temperature are prob-
ably often the cause of the destruction of a great amount of the minute life upon which the Oyster 
., feeds. Backward and stormy seasons doubtless also affect the abundance of the microscopic life 
of the ea. All of these questions have, however, as yet been scarcely touched, and, judging from 
the di po ition of many of our students of zoology to be content merely with a description of new 
pecie and the compilation of lists, instead of also entering into investigations of the life-histories, 
the relative abundance of individuals, and the influence of surrounding conditions upon the 
forms they study, it will take some time yet before we get the information so much desired. 
When we arrive at this knowledge we will know why it is that Oysters taken from a certain bed 
are in good condition for a season or two ~nd then for one or more years are found to be watery and 
of poor quality, a well a why it is that the Oysters of certain beds, which for years have had a 
high r put tion for their fine qualities, are suddenly found to be more or less green in the beard, 
a have be n informed i now the case with the Oysters of Lynn Haven Bay, Virginia. 
to th influence of bracki h water in improving tile condition of Oysters, let me observe 
her that tho e who hold to that opinion appear to forget to bear in mind that brackish-water beds 
are often iu the c e ju t de cribed; that lying in shallow, relatively quiet water, an abundance 
of food i g nerat d which i rapidly consumed by the animalP, quickly bringing the latter into 
conditi n, the bracki h tate of the water getting the credit of the result. 
"In a p p r publi hed in the report to the British Government on oyster-culture in Ireland, 
70, rof. . Sullivan, of Dublin, remarked that independently of the mechanical constitu-
ion f h 'hore and littoral ea-bottom, i.e., deposition of sediment, the currents, the temperature, 
tc., th n ture of the oil produc a marked influence upon the food of the plants and sedentary 
·a ·mal that inhabit the locality, as well a upon the association of species. Especially is it the 
ca with Oy ter , that the soil exerts so much influence on the shape, size, color, brJttleness of 
h ll, and flavor of the meat, that an xperienced person can tell with great certainty where any 
P rticular p cimen wa grown.1 • • • Were we able to determine t.he specific qualities of 
th il which produce tho e differences in the qualities of Oysters, it would be an important step 
in their cultivation. gain, oil favorable for the reproduction of the Oyster are not always 
qually favorable for their ub equent de elopment; and, again, there are many places where 
Oy ter thri e ut where th y cannot recd. This problem of the specific influence of the soil is, 
ry difficult and co plicat d one. Fir t, because it is almost impossible to separate 
ti n f th · il fr th f th th •r au , num rat d; and next, becau e, though 
Y t r ·, 1 d n know of any sy tematic series of experi-
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ments carried out upon different soils, and for a sufficient length of time to enable accidental 
causes to be eliminated, which could afford a clue to the determination of the relative importance 
of the action of the several causes above enumerated at the different stages of development of the 
Oyster. . . . I believe the character and a~undance of Diatomacea and Rhizopoda, and other 
microscopic animals, in Oyster-grounds, is of primary importance in connection with Oyster 
cultivation. The green color of the Colchester and Marennes Oyster shows how much the quality 
may be affected by such organisms. It is probable that the action or influence of the soil of Oyster-
grounds upon the Oyster, at the various stages of ns growth, depends mainly upon the nature and 
comparative abundance of the Diatomacea, Rhizopoda, Infusoria, and other microscopical organisms 
which inhabit the ground. I have accordingly always noted where the mud .appeared to be rich in 
Diatomacea,Foraminifera,andothermicroscopicorganisms. A thorough a study ofa fewdifferently-
situated Oyster-grounds, exhibiting well-marked differences in the character of the Oyster from 
this point of view, by a competent microscopist, acquainted with the classes of plants and animals 
just mentioned, would be of great scientific interest and practical importance." 
PROTOZOANS OF SAINT JEROME'S CREEK.-The Protozoan fauna of Saint Jerome's Creek 
presents considerable variety; several species of test-building Oothurnim were noticed, one 
Vaginicola, three species of Vorticella ?r beJl-animalcules, free-swimming Euplotes, Nassula; of 
the latter type an exceedingly elongate form was noticed, with a body almost as slender as a 
thread-worm. Monads were noted sometimes in profusion, though some of these may have been 
the spores of algffi. Amreboid forms were very few, and th~ only one which was frequently 
noticed was a form so nearly like Actinophrys sol that I would pronounce it the same. 
The Freia producta Wright was most common; this creature is related to the fresh-water 
trumpet animalcules, and is one of the most beautiful Protozoans I have ever seen. I r~produce 
here, with some changes, my description of the Chesapeake form from the "American Naturalist'~ 
for November, 1880: 
"The tub~s in which the animalcule resides are formed of a narrow transparent ribbon of 
horny consistency, wound into a spiral and terminating in a trumpet-shaped extremity, from which 
the odd peristome of the inhabitant protrudes. · The basal or attached end is l'isually bent at an 
angle to the tube and bears a striking resemblance to the foot end of a stocking resting upon the 
sole. · This portion is not composed, jike the tube, of a spiral ribbon, but is simply a thin-walled 
sac, from the open end of which the ribbon takes its rise, but it is composed of the same kind of 
material. Many of the tubes show a trumpet-like rim pr~jecting from the sides of the former, a 
little above the middle, and of the same form as the terminal rim, showing that this, like the form 
described. by Mr. Wright from British waters, may stop building its tube for a time and then 
recommence. 
'' The adult animal, tube and all, when fnlJy extended, will measure one twenty-fifth of an 
inch in length. It is of the same color as Stentor cmruleus, or bottle-green, but has the power of 
elongating and twisting itself as greatly as S. rmseli. The peristome is quite unlike that of Freia 
ampulla and bears a strong likeness to the blades of a pair of obstetrical forceps. The blades are 
deeply grooved, forming a deep ciliated demi-canal with parallel sides, and at the junction of their 
bases lies the spacious, twisted, and spirally ciliated pharynx, which is bounded dorsally and 
ventrally by the prominent folds which unite on either side with the long, curved lobes of the 
peristome. !here is a small basal disc as in Stentor, and the ectosarc is traversed as in that genus 
by parallel granular bands, regarded as muscular fibers by some writers. The usual food-balls 
and vacuoles are present, and I was enabled to define sharply the endosarc from the ectosarc, 
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e the nucleu . The tube or ribbon-secreting organ described by Wright, I was unable 
i Y r. 
, fh n full extended the basal portion of the animal becomes attenuated to a thin bluish 
fih 1 t , bi h widen towards the peristome, where the body is over half as thick as the inside 
di· m t r f th tube. When fully retracted and resting, the animal resembles in its oblong shape 
. r tr, t d nd r ting Stentor, and measures about / 0 as long as when fully extended. The 
ribu which form the tube makes from four to twenty-four turns in specimens of different ages." 
Thi, organi m I since find to be an inhabitant of the bay also, but is not so abundant as in 
th er k. Small mica collectors fixed to :floating corks in the hatching jars and aquaria used 
durin(J' the pa t eason were found to afford a nidus for Freia as well as Zoothamnium, the latter 
multiplying at a mo t astonishing rate in a very few days. Under similar conditions, amrebrn, 
appar ntly A. proteus, multiplied at a suprising rate; this was the case, too, with a small brown 
diatom which would coat in three or four days the sides of the glass vessels with a thin brownish 
film compos d of countless myriads of individuals of the one species. The temperature of the 
bay-wat r u ed in the aquaria at this time would range from 76° F. to 89° l:!1. The Vorticellidre 
al o soon attach them elves, and next to the hypotrichous infusorians found in the locality are the 
mo t important animalcular forms found in the Chesapeake. At the mouth of the Cherrystone 
Ri er I la t year found Licnophora cohnii in great abundance ectoparasitic upon an unidentified 
hydroid. The heliozoon,Actinophrys sol, is found in the bay and Saint Jerome's Creek, and I think 
it capabl of swallowing dead or enfeebled Oyster eggs and embryos. 
UTU AL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE OYSTER AND ITS PREY.-Mobius calls an Oyster-
b k a Biocmno is or interdependent community of life. The many species of animals f'ound 
on th l>ank and bed are no doubt more or less mutually dependent upon each other for 
"ub ·i ·t , but thi i p rhaps not any more true of Oyster-banks than it is of terrestrial 
faun . Th re are no doubt va t num bns of floating embryos of Oysters eaten by other 
animal' gr wing on the b d which bring their food supply to themselves by means of 
·n r nt pr lu d by ciliary motion. On the other hand, there are no doubt vast numbers of the 
min 1t ·wimming mbr o of the e, drawn in and swallowed by the Oyster, which may, indeed, 
£ r auo-ht w kuow, iu this way swallow many of its own young, for the current produced by the 
S ·t ~r m an of h cilia clothing it gill is by no means a feeble one, though it is exceeded 
in P w r Y he current:flowiug into and out of the siphons of Mya. In the latter I have frequently, 
P n op ning th aniwal, f und everal Oopepoda plainly visibl~ to the naked eye swimming 
. a n in thew ter in th inferior mantle cavity, which had evidently been drawn in by the inward 
·nn n . It i plain in thi ca e that v ry mild means may become effective as preh~nsile and 
<l · ru tiv a,,. nt a to bring remotely related types into intimate vital relations. 
Th ll"h an animal may e apparently invulnerable on account of the effectiveness of its 
•rin '", it nn t mancipate it:elf from the abiding struggle it has to make to obta,in food, no 
m tt r how pa ·ively it may appear to conduct itself. The Oyster bas such a character, yet it has 
n app r nt fr m , hat ha een ob er ed before, that it is entirely dependent for a vigorous 
n the fav rabl n · of , urrountling conditions. The beds and banks in a true sense 
igor may no doubt be impaired by the removal of a single 
t r, t a , r i not for the pre enc of the e sarue mall 
u migh attain uch a d v lopm nt a to be more iujuriou still. 
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There is therefore no doubt but that a delicate balance of power is maintained by these rivals 
which is best for the health of the community. The stability of -permanent oyster-bed8, it must 
be remembered, furnishes the right conditions for the survival of many types. It is a place where 
they find both a home and plenty of food. It is the very favorableness offered by these places 
which tends to induce them to congregate and multiply, and it becomes a serious question whether 
the artificial establishment of banks will not in time cause the proper types to congregate and 
multiply so as to afford the needed food supply for the Oysters. That destructive members of the 
community may also be attracted is admitted, but if the beds are established in shallow waters, as 
I have previously suggested, the destruction of such unwelcome intruders may be very readily 
effected. "Drills" and boring-sp0nges are naturally to be thought of as types which should be 
destroyed, while diatoms, infusoria, small polyps, bryozoa, minute algre, etc., are to be favored in 
every way. Those forms again which the oyster-culturist knows are only there for the purpose 
of g·etting a good living with little trouble to themselves ought to be destroyed. 
It might be an advantage to introduce certain desirable forms onto a bank, which might be 
supposed to be useful as a food supply. Infusoria and diatoms not previously existing might be 
introduced in this way; this, I think, would be especially easy in the case of the former where 
the type was one which is fixed during its adult life. 
216. ON THE CAUSE OF THE GREEN COLOR OF THE OYSTER. 
EXPERIMENTS AT WASHINGTON AND PHILADELPHIA.-! have frequently read accounts of 
Oysters which had become green-fleshed in certain localities, and it has also been asserted that 
competent chemists had discovered poisonous green substances of metallic origin in such speci-
mens. Tests made at the Smithsonian Institution by Professor Endlich in 1879 failed to disc_lose 
anything poisonous in some green Oysters which bad excited the suspicion of the Board of Health 
of the city of Washington. This investigator, it is desirable to. state, resorted to every test known 
to him in order to discover if anything poisonous was present, and failing to discover any harmful 
substance concluded-that the color mm;t be due to some inert material. In oruer to see if the color 
was due to the presence of some green compound of copper, Prof. H. 0. Lewis, of the Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, kindly made some delicate tests for me, using small dried frag-
ments of an Oyster very deeply tinged with green in various regions, especially in the liver, con-
nective tissue, arnl mantle. The fragments were burned in a bead of microcosmic salt and chloride 
of sodium on a clean platinum wfre in a gas flame; this test did not give the characteristic sky-
blue flame which should have been developed had there been the minutest trace of copper present. 
It is therefore clear that the substance, what,wer it may be, is not a corrosive metallic poison 
derived from copper, which if present would almost undoubtedly be detected by a peculiar acrid 
metallic taste, which would be experienced when one ate 1:mch Oysters. In making some practical 
tests as to the relative qualities of such Oysters as compared with white-fleshed ones, oppor-
tunities for which were kindly furnished me by Mr. J. M. Carley, of Fulton Market, I failed to 
detect the slightest difference of flavor. Such also is Professor Leidy's verdict, who informs 
me that he made a similar experiment, and a restaurateur, with whom I discussed the matter, 
declared that he was in the habit of selecting them for his own eating, preferring their flavor to 
that of the white O_r8ters. 
V .ARIATIONS IN C0L0R.-If it be objPcted that the green color indicates an unhealthful 
condition of the animal, it may be stated that other color variations of the flesh have fallen 
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no r m.T b ervation recP-ntly. What is now alluded to is the yellowish, verging toward 
. , which j sometimes noticed in the gills and mantle of both the American and 
n pecie . Thi , in all probability, like the green color, is due to the reddish-brown 
matt r wbi i ontained in much of the diatomaceous food of the animal. 
r. J. 1. Carley ha also called my attention to these variations, and was inclined to attribute 
tb m to the oil in the vicinity of the beds. But if the classical writers are to be trusted, to the 
green yellow, and white :fleshed sorts we must add red, tawny, and black :fleshed ones. Pliny 
t II n, of red Oysters found in Spain, of others of a tawny hue in Illyricum, and of black 
one at Circeii, the latter being, he says, black both in meat and shell. Horace and other writers 
awarded the e the palm of excellence.-(O'Shaughnessy.) However, the black appearance may 
only have been due to an abundance of the natural purple pigment in the mantles of the ~nimal, 
which varies very much in different forms; some, judging· from the dark purple color of the whole 
in ide of the shell, must have the whole of the mantle of the same tint. The amount ·of color in 
the mantle, e pecially at its border, varies in local varieties of both the American and European 
species, as may often be noticed. . 
Sometimes almost the whole of the outside surface of the mantle is charged with dark purple 
pigment cells. That copper is not usually the cause of the green color of Oysters I also llave~the 
additional te timony of Prof. W. K. Sullivan, of Dublin, who says: 
"As the green color of the mantle of Oysters from certain localities just referred to is 
commonly attributed to copper, and as such Oysters are consequently believed very generally to 
b poisonous, and their value therefore greatly depreciated, I made the most careful search for 
traces of that metal in the muds which I had received from grounds known to produce green-
arded Oyster . Oy ter and other mollusca placed in solutions containing copper and other 
metal ab orb them and retain them in their tissues. I have had two or three opportunities of 
examinino- Oysters which had a similated copper, owing to mine-water containing it being allowed 
t .ftow into e. tuaries at places close to oyster-beds. In every case the copper was found in the 
bod,v nJy of th Oy 'ter, which it colored bluishg-reen, and not in the mantle or beard, which was 
not green. In the green-bearded Oyster which I have had an opportunity of examining, the body 
wa not green, and no trace of copper could be detected in any part of the animal. The color, 
too, wa. not the ame a that of the true copper Oysters, but rather that which would result from 
th d po ition of chlorophyl or other similar chloroid vegetable body in the cells." 
The .American con umer, however, need not be alarmed about the presence of copper in our 
pe ie., a. th re are n bed on our eastern coa t into which the washings from mines ever flow, 
a. we b v no workable deposit of copper near any of our beds, as in Cornwall, England. Besides, 
I am inclin d to doubt the tatement of Profe sor Sullivan that Oysters or other -mollusks can 
ab orl opp r alt~ until their ti ues are "colored bluish-green." Every competent histologist 
kn w, how v r readily organi m are killed by tho action of inorganic acids and salts, several of 
whi \h r c u ·tantly u el by biologi t in fixing hi to logical characters. Liebig, in his. "Animal 
Jh mi tr , l D O' ao-o I inted out hat th oxides and metallic compounds of antimony, arsenic, 
pper and I ha a ery r markable affini y for protopla m, producing its immediate death. 
In on. quen , h , ucrge t <1 a very high chemical equivalency for living matter. This has since 
th t f L ew and Pokorny, who found that silver nitrate would produce 
t pla m if ilut t the xtent f one part to a million of water. 
F h GREE " COLOR.- ti highly probable that the green color of the 
I1 ti n fr it · £ f a harml vegeta le pigment. In tbi country 
L n on ger and York H.i er , Virgiuia, on the 
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coast of New Jersey, in New York Bay, and Long Island Sound. I have seen specimeus from a 
number of these localities, ~nd also tasted them both raw and cooked without being able to detect 
any disagreeable or apparently harmful flaYor. 
Diatoms and green algoo occur in great abundance in the stomach of the Oyster, especially the 
former. The iutestine is sometimes packed with countless numbers of the 'empty frustules or tests 
of diatoms, mixed with dark, muddy ooze or sediment and very fine particles of sand or quartz, 
It bas been objected that the green color could not be clerive<l from diatoms, because these organ-
isms are, as a rnle, apparently brown rather than green. This objection I find-to bo based upon 
a, misapprehension of the structure of the Diatomacece, as may be gat.hered from tbe following 
general statement taken from Sachs' "Text Book of Botany," one of the latest and · highest 
authorities. On page 222 he says: "The diatoms are the only a1grn except the Oonjugatce in which 
the chlorophyl occurs in the form of disks and bands, but in some forms it is also found in grains, 
and the green coloring matter is concealed, like the chlorophyl grains in Fucacece, by a buff-colored 
snbi-;tance, diatomine or phycoxanthine." It appears, then, according to the foregoing quotation, 
that it is not impossible for di~toms to be the cause of the green tint in Oysters, which, let me 
remark, is very nearly th~t of some pale green forms of those organisms which I have observed in 
water from oyster coves where I have conducted microscopic studies. Both green and brown 
diatoms may frequently be found iu the stomach, and in making examinations to discover them I 
find it best to tllrust the nozzle of . a pipette directly into the stomach through the mouth and 
resopbagns. The pipette should have a compressible bulb, so as to enable one to draw up the 
contents of the gastric cavity into the tube without injuring the animal or taking up any fragments 
of it to vitiate the experiment. 
OBSERVATIONS OF GAILLON AND JOHNSTON.-Speaking of the abun<lance of the Navicula 
ostrearilt of Ki.itziug, M. Benjamin Gamon, in 1820, said that they inhabit the water of the 
tanks or "parks" in which the Oysters are grown in such immense abundance, at certam seasons 
of the year, that they can only be compared to the grains of dust which rise in clouds and 
obscure the air in dusty weather. Dr. Johnston, speaking of the French Oysters, says that in 
order to communicate to them a green color, which, as with us (in England), enhances their 
value in the market and in the estimation of the epicure, tlwy are placed for a time in tanks 
or "parks,'' formed in particular places near high-water mark, and iuto which tlrn sea can be 
admitted at pleasure by means of sluices; the water being kept shallow and left at rest is 
favorable to the growth of tlie green Oonfervce and Ulvce j and with these there are generated 
at the same time innumerable crnstaceous animalcules which serve the Oysters for food and 
tincture their flesh with the desirable hue. 
This last remark of Dr Johnston's at first struck me as improbable, but I have met with great 
uumbers of small crustaceans, Oopepoda mainly, in tlle brauchial cavity of the common Clam (Mya 
arenar-ia). Cert~in peculiar species have also been de~cribed by Allman from the branchial 
cavities of ascidians. More recently, while investigating the contents of the stomach of the 
Oyster, by the method }:dready described, I find that it also swallows crustaceans, which are digested 
nnd absorbed as food.. Tile tests of 11auplii or very minute larval crustaceans with the contents 
digeste,l out were frequently met with. Doubtless many very small Gopepoda are also swallowed 
and digested, but these are not gree11. Besides the foregoing, I sometimes met with the very young 
shells of larval ga1-;teropods and lamellibrancbs; in<1eed, it is not improbable that the adult Oyster 
may consume its own la.rvm. The remains of bryozoa were also obserTed, such as Pedicellina 
americana. The test of a peculiar elongate rhizopod and the cephalula stage of several worms 
were also noticed. Of the smaller organisms usually associated with more or less clearly marked 
47 F 
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bnn(T , 11 whi h I find ::Llmost uniformly present is a filiform or thread-like organ-
~Jirillurn. It b we r, wa always found in the stomach in great abundance, and 
h 1 ·l ric por ion of the intestine in which the crystalline style is lodged. This 
r t 1] he rmle ; a imilar one is frequently found in both fresh and salt water1 
au 1 ha • t tim , n d v lop din prodigious numbers in tbe reservoirs from which the supplies 
f \Vet r w r Ir, wu for a large city, without any evidence of its having produced a harmful 
n tb : who drank of the water. 
7 IEW F LEIDY, PUYSEGUR, .A.ND DEC.A.ISNE.-Professor Leidy, at a recent meeting of 
tb ad my of atural Sciences of Philadelphia, stated it as his belief that Oysters feed at 
on h zoo p re of certain algre, as those of Ulva latissima (sea cabbage), which he knew 
fr m p r nal ob rvation to be green, and which he thought might possibly be the causr, of 
be gr n oloration of the sof~ parts of the animal as sometimes observed in certain localities. 
ry po ibly thi may be the case, but judging from what I have seen and heard from oyster-
m n, a wf'll a from what I have read in various publications relating to this matter, I am not 
in Jin d to regard thi as the only source of the unusual green tint of the flesh of the Oyster. 
I hope to be able to bow that it is probably of vegetable origin, and therefore quite harmless. 
That it i not copper we may be equally certain, as Professor Lewis' tests have shown, for 
any ach quantity of a copper salt as would produce the green gills, heart, and cysts in the 
mantle, uch a are often observed, would, without doubt, be as_ fatally poisonous to the Oyster 
a to a human b ing. The source of the green has recently been invest~gated by two French 
Vent f L Puy gur and Decaisne, who found that when perfectly white-fleshed Oysters 
uppli d with water containing an abundance of a green microscopic plant, the Navicula 
o trearia f iitzing, their flesh acquired a corresponding- green tint. These investigators also 
£ und tb, t if th O t r which they had caused to become imbued with this vegetable green 
w r pl d in a-wat r d prived of the microscopic vegetable food the characteristic color would 
al ar. "\: 11 ther tbi will finally be found to be the explanation in all cases remains to 
m r · n iuv tig tion appear to indicate that it is possible that a green coloration 
m y due to on of three other causes besides the one described above as 
n olor of h Oy ter. 
OIIL R0PIIYL-C0NTA..INING .A.NIM.A.LS.-Patrick Geddes, in a recent number 
int d at tbat th "Ii t of upposed chlorophyl-containing animals . . . 
cat gorie, : fir t, tho e which do not contain chlorophyl at all, but green 
f unkn wn fu c i n (Bonellia, Idotea, etc.); secondly. those vegetating by their own 
· 1 r phyl ( on oluta, pongilla, Hydra); thirdly, those vegetating by proxy, if one may 
, P k er • pi u al<1 in th ir own ti ue , and profiting in every way by the vital 
TlJi la.tt r i one of the mo t intere ting and importa,nt of modern biological 
tb living animc 1 b di ' may actually afford a nidus for the propagation of green 
pi pJ, ut l no be iojur d ut rath r be benefited thereby. The oxygen thrown 
ff by th tab] organi m app ar, to be ab orbed by the tissues of the animal bo t, 
whil th car ni -a ·i ga tbr wn ff y th latt r i ab orbed by the vegetable para ite, thus 
th r mutu l b l in th pro ·e ·e of nutrition anu excretion. This ingular 
n oc f tll animnJ ho t and v g table guest ha receiveu the ome-
wh a ymbi i wbi h may e tran lated pr tty n arly by the phra e "a 0-
th la £ r th <li n ion of th purely cientific a pect of thi 
r. r ndt, atri k G dde , Geza Entz, and other , and 
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we will therefore only notice their researches in so far as they appear to have a bearing upon 
the origin of the green color of the Oyster. 
ENTZ' DISCOVElUES.-Entz has discovered that he could cause colorless infusoria to become 
green by feeding with green palmellaceous cells, which, moreover, did not die after the death of · 
their hosts, but continued to live, growing and developing within the l_atter until their total evolu-
tion proved them to be forms of very simple microscopic green algm, such as Palmella., Glceocystis, 
etc. My own observations on some green-colored infusorial animals ha,re been of so interesting a 
cl~aracter that I will here describe what I observed in a green bell animalcule ( Vorticellci chloro-
stigma). Upon investigating their structure, I found that next the cuticle or skin in the outer soft 
layer of their bodies, known as the "ectosarc," at all stages there was a single stratum of green 
corpuscles very evenly or uniformly imbedded. In another form (Stentor), as already noticed by 
Stein, the same superficial layer of green corpuscles was observed, reminding one very forcibly of 
the superficial layer of chlorophyl grains observed in the cells of ~ome plants, as, for instance, 
An(l,charis. Now, it is well known that certain anima1cules are at times quite colorless and at 
others quite green; this appears to be the case with Ophryclium. In this last case I have ·a 
suspicion that vegetable parasites may be the cause of the green variety, but as for the othe~s, 
Stentor and Vort-icella, I am not so sure that their green forms are so caused. In them the 
superficial positions of the green corpuscles and their behavior toward reagents lead me to 
think that they must be regarded as integral parts of the creatures in which they are found. 
NATURE OF THE GREEN MATTER IN .A.NIMALS.-A grass-green planarian worm ( Convoluta 
Schultzii), found at Roscoff by Mr. Geddes, was observed by him to evolve oxygen in large 
amounts, like a plant, and "both ehemical and histological observations showed the abundant 
presence of starch in the green cells; and thus t bese planarians, and presumably, also, Hydra, 
SpongUla, etc., were proved to be truly vegetating animals;' While some organisms, likP- the 
forego~ng, appear to have true chlorophyl grains imbedded superficially in their own substance,. 
others, like the radiolarians, some siphonopbores, sea anemones, and jelly-fishes, harbor true 
vegetable parasites, or, preferably, vegetable guests. 
That the green observed in a number of animal organisms is of the nature of chloropbyl, 
or leaf green, has been proved by Lankester by means of the spectro~cope. A. W. Bennett~ in 
alluding to Lankester's observations1 s_ays: '' In all cases the chlorophylloid substance agrees in 
having a strong absorption band in the red-a little to the right or left-and, except in ldotea, in 
being soluble in alcohol, and in having strong red :fluorescence, and in finally losing its color when 
dissolved." 
The vegetable organisms which h·ave been found to inhabit the lower forms of life alluded to 
in the foregoing paper have been regarded as belonging to two genera, which Dr. Brandt has: 
named Zoochlorella and Zooxanthella, and which are probably in part synonymous with the genus: 
Philozoon, afterwards proposed by Mr. Geddes. The latter gentleman, however, claims to have-
first demonstrated the truth of the view that the yellow cells of radiolarians and polyps are algm ;. 
secondly, the foundation of the hypothesis of the licbenoid nature of the alliance between algm· 
and animal into a theory of mutnal dependence; and, thirdly, the transference of that view from 
the region of probable speculation into that of experiml3ntal science. 
Hitherto no one has apparently noticed the occurrence of green vegetable parasites in 
bivalve mollusks except Professor Leidy, who bas ver)7 kindly permitted me to use the facts 
observed by him relating to Anodon, 011e of our common fresh-water Mussels. In this animal he 
some years ago obserYed what must be considered to be algous parasites. He found them in 
great numbers infesting the tissues of the Mussel and of a larger size than the nuclei of the cells of 
the host in which they were imbedded. They were also provided with a nucleus, and were, there-
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r 11 a par 
tim • in ·' r •11<l 
f t 11 animal lmt a <li tin ct ngetable organism. Tbese facts, obRerved. a long 
r it ,- ry prol>ab: ~ that Pro~·e sor Leidy was one of the first to notice the intra-
· 11 Ilar Iara iti. m fa plan in aH animal. 
f tll Os t r, a far as my experience goes, is not intense, as in many greeu 
b •rve iu Stentor, Spongilla, Hydra, etc., but is a pale pea-green tiut. Tl.us 
11 f und t b tb ol e of affected natives as well as of fort>ign ones, the gills all(l mantle 
<li tinctly tinged. Exceptioually the heart i~ affected, its color sometimes 
EXPE DlliNT PON EUROPEAN OYS1'ERS.-lu studying some Oysters which W('re obtained 
fr m Eu Ian l tlJrough the k_ind office of Messrs. Shaffer and Blackford, in response to a reg nest 
c mi1w from Pro£ or Baird, certain ones were found which were decidedly green. Of these the 
F1· ncb p cimen of Ostrea edulis, and a very singular form, labeled "Anglo-Portuguese," lrnd the 
ill a.ff t d, and in ome of the latter the liver, heart, and mantle were Yery <leeply tinged i11 
c rtaiu part , o much o that I decided to make as critical an examination as my resources could 
command. 
p ctro .. copic invc tigations gave only negative results, as it was found impossible to discern_ 
any po itive e idence of cbloropbyl from the spectrum of light passed tllrough thin preparations 
mad from p cimens of green-tinted Oyster-, some of which, like those made from the heart, are 
de i dly r n to the naked eye. There was no absorption noticed at the red and blue en<ls of 
th p trum, u h a is ob erved when the light which enters the slit of the spectroscope first 
pa tbrou h an alcoholic olution of leaf green or chlorophyl; indeed, the spectrum. did not 
app art b n ibly affected by the green substance which causes the coloration of the Oyster. 
att mpt wa. m d tot t the matter with the use of alcoholic green solutions obtained from 
affi ct cl tbe f rmP.r are not ea y to get with a sufficient depth of color, because of the 
r 1 ti •I m 11, m unt of c loring matter present in the animals. Unstained (fresh) prepara.t.ions 




DIF:FEREN1' PARTS.-I find the liver to be normally of a brownish-red color in 
m ri •an and Eur p an Oy ter, ometimes verging toward green. When .the flesh or 
anim 1 i r n, th liv r almo t invariably partakes of this color, but in au inkusi-
tain or tincture appears in some cases to bave affected the internal euds 
follicle or ul imate accules of the liver. This color is able to survive 
hr mic acid and alcohol, and does not allow carmine to replace it in 
n , taiued with an ammoniacal solution of that color, the effect of which 
u · , r , nlt irnilar to double taining in green a.ml red. The singular green l·lc-
t r d f hr u h h c nn ctive ti one remain equally well defined, an<l do not. take the 
<l • . t fir t li v l th e to b parasitic vegetable organisms, and I also 'Up-
in th m which I hy 'ical tests with an iodine solution faile<l to con-
·. tr, wh r th re i a ' much, or p rhap more 
m rnu ·11 more hi blJ· Ol'ganize<l. animals. 
lti ,f· bw,rth ., t r i . in nl, rl T fr .e from tru para.cite of all kind ; the 
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oyster-crab being perhaps the only creature which is ever frequently found within its valves, 
an<l then only as a harmiess messmate. More recently it has been my good fortune to be able to 
study a second lot of European Oysters, in two varieties of which the green color was unusually 
develope·d, especially in the heart. In a specimen of Falmouth Oyster I found a large cyst or 
sac in the mantle nPar the edge :filled with green cells, which, like those in the heart, when opened 
readily separated from one another, being quite as i'. ·dependent of each other as the ordinary 
discoidal corpuscles in the serum of red blood. The hearts of affected specimens were found to, 
have the wall of the ventricle abnormally thick, and covered inside with the readily detachable 
green cells in a thick layer and measming one three-thousandth of an inch in diameter. An appli-
cation of the test for starch with iodine gave a negative result. If iodine was :first applied to-
these cells in strong solution, and they were then treated with sulphuric acid, the characteristic· 
blue reaction was not developed, showing that there was no cellulose wall covering them, and. 
that they were most positively not parasitic, algous vegetable organisms. In potassic hydra.to 
solution they were completely dissolved, a. further proof of the absence of cellulose. 
Their dimensions, one three-thousandth of an inch, is the same as that of the blood-cell of the 
Oyster. They are nucleated; with the nucleus in an eccentric position as in the blood-cell of the 
animal. Their occurrence in the heart and gills so as to tinge those organs of their own color is 
almost positive proof of their true origin and character. :E'urthermore, I find in sections that they 
sometimes occlude the blood-channels. In the cysts in the mantle, as in ti.le heart, they are free,. 
and in the normal untinged heart they are not abundant. AH of the foregoing facts indicate that, 
these green bodies are in reality blood-cells which belong to the animal. How they become green, 
is not easy to determine. The· fact remains that no evidence of the presence of green Micrococci 
or Microbia, as independent exb;tences, could be made out. The fact that I found instances in green 
Oysters where an unusual greenish material was found in the follicles of the liver, the living cells 
of which were also affected, would indicate that the color was probably absorbed from the food or· 
the animal, which, as we know, consists largely of living vegetable matter. It is not improbable, 
that the tinged nutritive juices transuded through the walls of the alimentary canal acquired the--
color of the food whieh had been dissolved by the digestiYe juices. 
How to account for the accumulation of 'the green cells in the heart and in cysts in the· 
mantle is not, however, an easy matter, unless one be permitted to suppose that the acquisition 
of the green color by the blood-cells is in reality a more or less decidedly diseased condition, for-
which we have no ground in fact, since the green Oysters are in apparently as good healt,h as the-
white ones. They were found 'fat' or 'poor,' just as it may have happened that their food was. 
abundant or the reverse. They are also found fa all stages of the 'greened' condition. Sometimes 
they have only a very faint tinge of the gills, or they may be so deeply tinged as to appear-
unpalatable, with the heart of a deep green, or with green cysts developed in the mantle, or with 
clouds of this color shading the latter organ in certain places. A vastly greater proportion of 
green Oysters are eaten in this country, at all events, than is generally supposed, especially of 
those just faintly. ti.aged in the gills. 
The most important glandular appendage of the alimentary tract of the Oyster is the liver. 
It communicates by means of a number of wi<le ducts with a very irregularly formed cavity, which 
we may designate as the stomach proper, in which the food of the animal comes into contact with 
the digestive juices poured out by the ultimate follicles of the liver, to undergo solution preparatory 
to its absorption <luring its passage through the singularly formed intestine. 
If thin slices of the animal are examined under the microscope we :find the walls of the 
stomach continuous with the walls of the great ducts of the liver. These great ducts divide and, 
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• nl <lh·i l r ak up into a gr a,t number of blind ovoidal i:-acs, into which the biliary 
,1 i u i , 1 ur cl fr m tll ll' of their wall·. A thick stratum of these follicles surrounds the 
111, b .· pt at i ba k r dor, al i<le. rt is not correct to spealr of the liver of the Oyster as 
, · . 1 , l· f th Ii, r of , hio-h r animal. Its function in the Oyster is the s·arne as that of three 
diff r nt gl, ucl in u ,,iz the ga tric follicles, the pancreas, and the liver, to which we may add the 
, lirnry m, kincr , total of four in the higher animals which is represented by a single organ in 
tl1 y:t r. In fa ·t xp riment ha' Hhown that the secretion of the liver of molluskR combines 
two, if not three, of the glandular appenda,ges of the intestine of ver~ebrated 
, nimal . Th r ar ab olutely no triturating organs in the Oyster for the comminution of its 
fo 1 · i i ,. imp! macerated in the glandular secretion of the liver and swept along through the 
tinr b. , th combined vibratory action of innumerable :fine :filaments with which the walls of 
th t ma 11 h patic duct., au<l inte tine are clothed. 
In hi. way the nutritive matters of the food are acted upon in two ways: first, a peculiar 
-organi fi rm nt cl rived from the liver reduces them to a condition in which they may be absorbed; 
ondly, in ord r that the latter process may be favored it is propelled through an intestinal 
anal wbi hi peculiarly constructed so as to present as large an amount of absorbent surface as 
po i 1 . Thi i. accompli hed by a double induplication or fo]d which extends for the whole 
tine, the cavit,y of which in· consequence appears almost crescent-shaped when 
. Ont.he concave side the intestinal wall is thrown into numerous very narrow 
1 un ·tudin 1 i ld , which further erve to increase the absorbing surface. Such minor folds are 
tomach, and ome of these may even have a special glandular fnnction. There 
11, mad up of columnar cell which are in direct contact externally with 
whi h i trav r, d by numerous large and small b1oodYessels devoid of 
a rnirably uite] to render the microscopic life found hi the vicinity of the 
, nin fi od uppl_ . Th vortice crea.ted hy the innumerable vibratory filaments 
v r th mantl gill n l palp of the O,yster enable it to draw its food toward itself, 
aod , th ·am tim th mi ro. opic h , t i hurle<l into the capacious tlmmt of the animal to 
nnd rg · ll\' t' l' ·i n into it, uh tanc a de 'Cribed above. The mode in which the tissues may 
h <l hy th c n umpti n of gr en por , diatoms, or det:imids it is easy to infer from 
h ' f r g ing cl ripti n of th dig tiv apparatus of the auimal; and the colorless blood-cells, 
m Yi H o- in , thin wat r liquor anguinis, would, judging from their amcebiform character, readily 
.. fr. 
ny ting- ( quir cl . th latter fr m the inte tinaljuice . 
217. LOCAL VARIATIONS IN THE FORM AND HABITS OF THE OYSTER. 
nima] ' and Plant ,' vol. ii, 2d ed., p. 270) write : "With 
uckland inform m that he can generally di ' tingui h the 
r br ugh from Wa1 and ]aid down i.n beds wh re 
f wo month gin to a · ume the 'native' character. 
ca e of he ame nature, namely, that young 
1 Bull. d la . Imp. d' ·climat., viii, p. 351. 
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:Shells taken from the shores of England and placed in the Mediterranean at once altered their 
manner of growth and formed prominent diverging rays, like those on the shells of the proper 
Mediterranean Oyster. The same individual shell, showing l)Oth forms of growth, was exhibited 
before a society in Paris." 
V ARI.A.TIONS IN 'l'HE SHELL.-The statement by Mr. Buckland in regard to the local forms of 
.Ostrea edulis is undoubtedly · true, as I know from personal observation of specimens obtained .for 
me from various parts of Europe through the efforts of Professor Baird. In some cases the local 
.differences between the shells from different places were so marked that had a person mixed certain. 
lots together indiscriminately without my knowledge I could afterwards certainly have sorted out 
the more marked varieties. Local influences also very largely determine the "greening" of Oysters, 
.as I can assert from personal observation of both the American and E1uopean species. Practical 
-0ystermen affirm that they can readily discriminate the local varieties of Oysters grown in various 
noted localities along the eastern coast of the United States. From what I have seen it is very 
probable that this may be the case, as one may often observe well-marked differences of form as 
well as color. 
Local adaptation undoubtedly takes place, for how else are we to account, for the fact that 
:a change in the specific gravity of the water to which the adult bas been accustomed will kill the 
milM This point has an important practical bearing in relation to the effect of heavy rains in 
,diluting the water when the animals are spawning. Might not a marked change in the specific 
,gravity of the water at the time of spawning kill all the spermatozoa which are set free, and thus 
.also prevent tlte impregnation of whatever mature ova were being thrown out at that time by 
the adults 1 
lNFL DENCE OF TEMPER.A.TURE.-Certain it is that temperature has an influence upon the 
.time of spawning. A lot of Oysters marked "Anglo-Portuguese," which had been transplanted 
from Portuguese to English waters, and which I received in the month of March and others 
in January last, had the reproductive organs remarkably advanced in development as compared 
with specimens of 0. edulis from different parts of England, Wales, Scotland, Holland, and France. 
,So great was tltis difference that, although planted for some time in the colder waters of England, 
the repro<lucti ve organs of thP; Portugueae form had not apparently ltad their disposition to 
,become functionally active at this early season influenced to any great extent. In fact, I obtained 
living mature eggs and milt from a number of specimens of this variety, while I loo~ed in vain 
for ripe spawn in any of the others of the true 0. edulis. This would indicate that the influence of 
-temperature, though not altogether hereditary in this case, was persistent, and bad so impressed 
itself that the reproductive organs of these Oysters, coming from a warmer latitude, had begun 
to mature their sexual produ·cts even after transplanting into more northerly and col<ler waters 
much sooner than the natives of tl10se same latitudes. 
Like this persistent influence of a climate to which certain forms of Oysters have been long 
.accustomed, the influence of the specific gravity of the water of a certain locality may also be 
-persistent. The Oysters of Saint Jerome's yreek seem to be adapted to the specific gravity of 
the water of the vicinity, so that if artificial ~water is prepared, differing much in this regard 
from the nati·rn water, we find that the ·spermatozoa are immediately ki11ed if put into it. From 
this it follows that if the specific gravity to which the adults become accustomed is normal to 
their sexual products, may it not be well to look into the effect of such changes upon the he.•alth 
-0f the adults 1 
I have met with spawning Oysters in December, such at least in which the spawµ was nearly 
.mature, but this was an exceptional case. I find them in .April and May in considerable abun-
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f far, June, and July may, however, be regar<l.ed as their principal spawning 
a, n ma b aringly obtained. in the latter part of August, and even up to 
r, bu th thre months mentioned are the periods during which the experi-
in th fi Id pr pared for work in this, the latitude of Washiugton. What 
a from tlii perfod may be made manifest as we go north or south along the 
f th United tat I am unable to state; and what amount of local variation may 
of a purely local character I am also unable to say, not having examined 
a a ufficient num uer of localities to make such facts as I may possess of any 
V lu . 
218. THE OYSTER-CRAB AS A MESSMATE AND PURVEYOR. 
It i many years since Mr. Say named the little Oyster-crab Pin.notheres ostreum, and its habits 
inc that tim seem to have excited but little interest. Professor Verrill, in his observations pub-
Ii h din the "Report of the United States Fish Commissioner for 1871-'72," records the fact that 
it i the fi male which lives in the Oyster, and that the male, which is smaller and unlike the 
fi m 1 , e p cially in the form of the abdominal segments of the body, is rarely if ever seen t-0 
mate of the Oyster, but that he has seen it swimming at the surface of the water 
in th mi 111 of Vin yard Sound. He also says that they occur wherever Oysters are found. 





t ., f whi h admirable accounts are given by Van Beneden in his work on "Animal 
ml mat ," and al o by Semper in his treatise entitled "Animal Life." 
R PL , o l\IMENS LIS L-Tlle Oyster-crab is a. true messmate, and it is in the highest 
r , 1 th, t b pr enc . of the e animals in the mantle cavity of the Oyster is to be 
l l nt 0• u ratb r than otherwise. The animal usually lives between the ventral 
of h me ntl f it ho t, into which the four lobes of the gills and palps also depen<l, 
Ii i 11 winer ob. rvations, may be the means of indirectly supplying 
porti 11 f f od. During a trip down the Chesapeake in July, 1880, 
, el, some Oyster were dredged up by the crew wlliel1 
. In tb ca I am about to de cribe the included crab was a female 
pon xamining tliese eggs, what wa my astoni h-
ttachm n to a gl'ea.t nnwber of compound colonie of the 
11 auim 1 ·ul Zoothamniu1n arbu oul'um. Upou further examinatiou it wa foun<l that 
f th• uimal al 
ir 
tabli lied, ince we have he vibrione 
of th b 11 animalcule, while the latter i benefited 
f th y t r, an the la t feed it elf and it protege, 
· i ly th Cl crab in ide th 11 11 of it ho. t catche 
y th Oy ter, but in any v nt 
f the crab would e carri d to 
in till anoth r ligllt. ince 
ut natural to uppo e that th y w ul<l 
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propagate rapidly, and. that the branches .of the curious tree-like colonies would also increase in 
numbers. The individuals of the c_olonies m~ltiply in about three ways: first, by branching; 
secondly, by splitting lengthwise; thirdly, certain much enlarged and overfed zooids divide cross-
wise. By the two last modes one-half <;>f the product is often set free, the free animalcules 
so originated being known as "swarmers." These cast-off or free zooids which drop fro_m the 
colonies are no doubt carried along by _the vortex created by the cilia of the gill anci palps, an_d 
hurled into the mouth and swallowed as part of the daily allowance of tbe food of the Oyster. 
We may therefore regard Pinnotheres, in such instances, as a veritable nursery, upon the body an·d 
legs of which animalcules are continually propagated and set free as part of the food supply of 
the Oyster, acting as host to the crab. I do not suppose, however, that such a condition will 
always be found to obtain, and it must also be remembered that myriad~ of Zouthaniniuni colonies 
were dredged up attached to the fronds of the handsome Grinnelia, a red alga commonly found 
in certain parts of Chesapeake Bay. Where this plant grows in abundance on the bottom I have 
estimated that one might find upwards of a hundred animalcules attached to a square inch of 
frond surface, which would indicate an animalcular population of upwards of four millions of 
individuals to the square rod, a number as great as that of the human inhabitants of the city of 
London. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OYSTER· CR.AB.-The Oyster-crab undergoes a development and 
metamorphosis similar to that of our edible crab, Callinectes, but the body in the Zorea stage 
is blotched with dark, branched pigment cells. The eyes also are vastly more developed than 
in the adult, where they are partly suppressed from disuse. There is no dorsal spine, nor are 
the antennary and rostral appendages so well developed as in the Zorea of Callinectes. After the 
young are hatched they probably leave the abdominal covering of the parent, swim out of the 
Oyster for a season, and, if female, seek a permanent abode in some Oyster near by, behaving 
somewhat like the species described by Semper as inhabiting· the water-lungs of certain holothu-
rians. After undergoing further development, the young Pinnotheres reaches the megalops stage 
of its development, when it is probable that the choice of its home takes place. · After it bas 
entered the mantle cavity of its host as a diminutive larva, and has grown to be adult, when 
it measures a half inch or more in diameter, it is probablJ~ ever after a prisoner within the 
shell of its molluscan protector. It undergoes a retrogressive metamorphosis as it grows adult, 
its eyes become relatively less conspicuous than in youth, and it, 11ever bas a tbfok, hard shell . 
like its allies which live in the open water, but the external skeleton l'emains almost entirely soft 
and chitinous, or in ti.le state in which we commonly :fiu<l. the outer covering of an edible crab 
which has just molted. This· arises apparently from the conditions by wbich the animal is sur-
rounded; tlle protection afforded it by its host does away with the need of a thick, hard covering 
such as we find i.nclosing the bodies of its free-swimming allies. Unlike the latter, too, the limbs 
of the Oyster-crab are to some extent degenerate and weakened; its chelre or claws are feeble, 
and, when removed from it~ home, seems a very sluggh;h, helpless sort of creature, without a 
particle of the pugnacity of its allies, and if placed on its back will sometimes remain in that 
position helplessly beating the air with its weak limbs. This is a remarkable instance, wLich also 
serves very admirably to illn tra.te the principle of degeneration in organic evolution, so ably 
dealt wir.h by Prof. E. Ray Lankester. 
The Oyster itself is also an example of the effect of <l.isuse in producing retrograde ckvelop-
ment, and even shows sigos of gradual adaptation when removed from one locality to ;_mother. 
Unlike most other bivalves, the Oyster has no soft muscular foot which· it may protrude out,ward 
from l>etween the edges of its valves. No visible rndimeut of such a prominence can be found 
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iu m ,thiuo- of tlie 'Ort, it i ' ass rtl'd by embryologists, appears to be devel-
th l,ir,·, . , the O · ·t r lo t itt> power of locolllotio11 from tlie uoi.1-development of 
<lu <l n tl , , t a radually acquired sedentary lial>it whicll bas oecome permanent 
th I lal ·trn · ur haY b u almo t entirely aborted, leaYing nothing excepting the poorly 
1 v l 1 • l p lal mn le cl cribed b Dall. There is accordingly little or 110 evidence of the 
f , p al or foot auglion in the Oyster, because there is 110 need for om1 , as in other 
f ruv· it t ha di, appeared with the tructure which required its presence. 
l urning to be con ideration of the Oyster-crab, it is well known tllat it is much relished 
y m· oY I r ·ou . The animal may be eaten alive, aud bas a peculiar, agreeable sweetish taste. 
· utl u nt rpri fog New York party has taken to canning them, the supplies for tllis purpose 
taiu d from ome of the large oyster-canning establishments. The ecor:omic value of the 
.animal a. f od although not great, is sufficiently important to demand a passing notice. 
219. PHYSICAL AND VITAL AGENCIES DESTRUCTIVE TO OYSTERS. 
fo t f the ob ervations which follow were made at Saint Jerome's Creek, Maryland, but 
ina mu ha th phy ical and vital enemies of Oysters appear to be similar the world over, I have 
n he i ti n in reproducing what I have previously published elsewhere. And of physically 
injnri u.· a nt the black ooze or mud found in the viciuity or on the bottom of many of our 
d and planting grounds is probably the most to be dreaded if it accumulates 
in to O'r at quantity. 
'rh rip:in f th black ooze at the bottom can be traced directly to the sediment held in 
n.·i n in h water which slowly ebbs and flows in and ont of the inclosure, carrying with it 
ill i min~ a great d al of Ji<Tht organic and inorganic debris, the former part of which 
i,· 1m inl. · <l ri,T cl from th comminuted fragments of plants growing in the creek. 'This seemed to · 
tht> t1 n , hi.'t r in<li at d by what was noticed in studying the box-collector. The same opinion 
i ,' h lcl a th rio-in f thi mud by both Oo te and Fraiche in their works on oyster-culture. 
rob I. no wor n m:y of the oyster-cnlturi t than this very mnd or sediment. 
m tu b ttom f th oy ter-ground , where in course of time H may become deep 
lli p llution, a well a heavy rain wbicll wash <lel eteriou materials into H. 
Y r whi h ar immer' d in part in this mud·, trnggle bard to hut it out from 
thrir ,· h •11 ; . If n will noti h in ide of the h 1.1 of Oy ters which have grown in a muddy 
n that h r are bli ter-lik cavities around the edges of the valve 
I ck mat rial of a imilar character. There is not the slightest doubt 
h ca' th animal, iu order to keep out the intruding mucl, ba bad 
at it command. A great many oft.he Oy ter in the pond 
ex remely unc rumon to find shell of tbi kind in opening 
It i a y t und r tand that uch effort at keeping out 
the. lifi fore of tb animal, but al o tend to gr atl 
if tin v ry igu 
aturat d with the blacl o ze, th very 
m ·h aud inte. tine loaded to engorge-
ing in a cl cidedly sickened condition. 
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The cause of this was probably that the shell with its tenant ba<l sunken too deeply into the 
mud when the iugestion of the black ooze commeuee<l, giving rise to the remarkable changes 
which I have recorded. No doubt had this condition of things persisted for long the animal 
would ha,-,-e been smothered by the mud. 
MuD AND THE YOUNG FRY.-The accumulation of the slightest quantity of sediment around 
.a young Oyster would tend to impede its respiration, and in that way destroy it, yet in the natural 
beds there are so few naturally clean places which remain so that it is really surprising that so 
many young Oysters pass safely through the critical periods of their lives without suceumbing to 
the smothering effects of mud and sediment. When it is borne in mind that at the time the infant 
Oyster settles down and fixes itself once and for all .time to one p~ace, from which it has no power 
-to move itself, it measures at the utmost one-eightieth of an inch, it will not be hard to under-
stand how easily the little creature can be smothered even by a very small pinch of dirt. The 
.animal, small as it is, must already begin to breathe just in the same way as its parents did before 
it. Like them its gills soon grow as little filaments covered with cilia, which cause a tiny current 
·Of water to pass in and out of the shell. The reader's imagination may be here aJlowed to esti-
mate the feeble strength of that little current, which is of such vital importance to the tiny Oyster, 
.and the ease with which it may be stopped by a very slight accumulation of dirt.. Mobius esti-
mates that each Oyster which is born lrns n 4 ~ 000 of a chance to survive and reach adult age. So 
numerous and effective are the adverse conditions which surround the millions of eggs matured by 
a single female that_ only the most trifling fraction ever dornlop, as illustrated l>y the above calcu-
latior:. The egg of the Oyster, being exceedingly small and heavier than water, immediately falls 
to the bottom on being set free by the parent. Should the bottom be oozy or composed of 
.sediment its chances of development are meager indeed. Irrecoverably buried, the eggs do not 
in all probability have the chance to begin to develop at all. The chances of impregnation r..re 
.also re<Jueed, because the male ~ml female Oysters empty their geuerati vc products directly into 
the surrounding water, whereby the likelihood of the eggs meeting with tlrn male cells becomes 
·dimiuished. What with falling into the mud and what with a lessened cllance of becoming 
impregnated, it is not unlikely that Mobius' estimate is very nearly co1-rect; but the American 
·O,vster, whose yiel<l. of eggs . is much greater, not ouly on account of its larger s;~e, but also 
because the eggs are smaller than those of the European, llas probably Rtill fewer cbances of 
survival. The vigorous growth of small organisms on surfaces fitted for the attachment of youug 
·Oyster:-- also teuds to cause ~edime11t to gather in such places in the interstices of the little 
-orgauic forest, where the eggs of the Oyster no doubt ofteu become entombed or smothered by the 
-crowde<l. growth smToundiug tllem. 
"In a<ldit.iou to the active, animate enemies of the Oyster, the beds suffer seriously, at certain 
t.imes, from the elements. . . . Great storms will sweep the Oysters all off tlle beds, bury 
,them under shifting saml or mud, or heap upon them the drifting wrack torn fron1 the shores. 
Be,ls which lie at the mouths of 1-ivers are liable to be injured by floods also, which keep the 
water wholly fresh, or bring down enormous quantities of silt and floating matter, which settles 
-on Urn beds and smothers the Oysters. 
"A few years ago a large tract of peat was drained at Grangemoutb, Scotland. The loose 
mud and mo:ss wa' carried down t.110 drains upon an oy:ster-bed in the estuary; the consequence 
was that the Oysters were covered over with mud and entirely destroyed. Nothing is so fatal to 
0,v ters as a mud storm, except it be a sand storm. The mud and the sand accumulate in the 
-Oyster's dAlicate breathing organs and suffoca,te him. 
''North of Long Island an enemy is fouud which does not exist in the milder south, in · the 
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t. It i little understood, though often experiencrd. and I 
nlr n n dnt, in r ard to it. It appears that in barrl winters the bottom of 
r z , . Ii I in gr at pat •he y n at a, <leptb of .fifteen or twenty feet. The mud freezes 
h: r l that r. J· • ·ann pr l i11t H; nnd if a stronger implement. like a ship's anchor, is 
ru t om . np in great chunks. 'fhese frozen patches are sometimes 
."CJllar • and · ntinn unthaw d for l011g period . When such 'a11cbor-frost' tak<>s place 
~ 11 y ·t r- •d, f ·om-. th molln. k are frozen olidly into the mas~, and few of tlwm ever 
,'nrvfr th, tr at111 ut. T th ap Cod pla11ters this is a serious obstacle to snccess." 1 
'l'IIER DIAL LIFE.-We have called attention to the probable inter-
-rowtlJ to the fixation of the yonng fry; in practice it is fonnd that the 
tabli h tbemselv<:'s on tbe collectors also become iojurions. 'fhe 
tw m :t · 11.•pi uou type are th es ile ascidiaus or tunica.tes and the baruacles. I llavc 
fr n ntly f mHl full on -half of be urface of a slate coYered with a dense colony of aseidi:ms; 
in tlli 11dition , great p rcentage of available surface is lost which ought to serve for tlie 
atta •hm 11t f pat. The urface o occupied would also be comparatively clean were it not for 
th ro- ni ·m , wllich actually become a, serious annoyance. They, like the Oyster, affix 
to th , late.· while till in the free-swimming larval stage, since the surfaces debigned 
qnally well adapted to tllem. The barnacles, which also affix themselves in 
r~, b om a nui ance for the same reason. The larval barnacle is an extre111ely 
and da he, about in the waiter with great rapidity. As soon as io-- has 
mpl~ttcl thi. tag of H, growth it betakes itself to some object, to the surface of which it 
H lf by th h ad nd, when a singular cbauge taktis placei at t.lJe end of wbfolt jt is 
f n]l(l ha i ha.' o-un th con tructioll of tbe curious conical shell whicll it inhabits. They 
r w ver ' rapi 11~1 bat in a couple of months the shell will already measure over half an incll 
in cli, m t r. In thi: m1,v further imoach; are made upon the room which sbonl<l be takell up by 
' ar"' not alone in taking up space, since infusorians, bryozoans, 
•ulpabl , a w II a. algre, uch as diatoms and the higher forms. 'Jbe 011ly 
· umulation f animal growth on the surfaces of tlle ~lates an<l other collecting 
• paratu. , ill h t ha,· th fram whicli bold the late in positio11 1-10 arranged that rach tile, 
r m v cl in or<l r thn,t it ma_y be readily o,·erlrnnle<l all(l these organisms 
urf} c , l.iicb it i 1 ·ir d hall remai11 cl(•a11. This work wonld have to he 
mall "'r form from the surfaces of the ~late would be 
With this o~ject in ,·iew, 
r frame ' ly in g llorizontall ,v, which would recei,Te the 
mad , i 11 a ' w :,.; a· to hold tl1e111 Yertieallv or ed o-ewisc remleriug 
,J b ' 
urp , · f ·I a11 ·iug, aud th -'ir replacewe11t nu P-c:lS.Y nmtter. Otlier 
11 ' W 'f th 
lp f 11 _. 1,uau witli H, boat could overhaul mauy 
1 
!.. L · ER. LL port on y. t r Indu. try, T nth Cen n . 
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hundreds of slates in a single day, and effectually care for them for a whole season. This last 
contrivance would not answer well perhaps where there was a swift current, but would be a mos_t 
admirable arrangement in still ponds or 'claires.' In such places the whole area might be 
provided wit,h posts grouped or placed in rows, so that when the attendant was at work he could 
pass in order from one row to the other in a narrow boat, or two attendants in one boat could take 
care of two rows, the ones on either hand, at the same time. 
Star-fishes are notorious for the havoc they are capable of making among Oysters. They 
have the power apparently of everting their saccular stomachs and extracting the soft parts of 
their prey from the shell. Whole beds have been seriously injured by the inroads of these 
creatures. They do not seem to be dreaded much in the Chesapeake Bay, however, and appear 
to annoy the oyster-planters of New England most seriously. 
"The oyster-catcher, and some other birds, steal not a few at low tide. Barnacles, annelids, 
and masses of' hydroid growth sometimes form about the shells and intercept the nutriment of the 
poor mollusk, until he is nearly or quite starved; this is particularly true in Southern waters. At 
Staten Island the planters are always apprehensive of trouble from the colonization ·of mu~sels on 
their oyster-beds. The mussels, having established themselves, grow rapidly, knit the Oysters 
together by their tough threads, making culling very difficult, and take much of the food which 
otherwise would ~elp fatt~n the more valuable shell-fish. In the Delaware Bay the spawn of 
squids, in the shape of clusters of egg-cases, appropriately called 'sea-grapes,' often grows on the 
Oysters so thickly, during the inaction of summer, that when the fall winds come, or the beds are 
disturbed by a dredge, great quantities of Oysters rise to the surface, buoyed up by the li-ght 
parasitic 'grapes,' and are :floated away. This is a very curious danger. Lastly, certain- crabs 
are to be feared-chiefly the Oallinectes hastatits, our common 'soft crab,' and the Ganeer irroratus. 
Probably the latter is the more hurtful of the two. I have heard more complaint on this score at 
the western end of the Great South Bay, Long Island, than anywhere else. Mr. Edward Udall 
told me that the crab was the greatest of all enemies to Oysters on the Oak Island beds. They eat 
the small Oysters up to the size of a quarter-dollar, chewing them aU to bits. These are on the 
the artificial beds, for they do not seem to trouble the natural growth. But tolled by broken 
Oysters, when the planter is working, they come in crowds to that point. Mr. Udall stated that 
once he put down five hundred bushels of seed brought from Brookha--ven,. and that it was utterly 
destroyed by .these crabs within a week and while he was still planting. He could see the crabs, 
and they numbered one to every fifty Oysters. It is well known that in Europe the crabs are 
very destructive to planted beds, and it is quite possible that many mysterious losses ma.v ·be 
charged to these rapacious and insidious robbers. By the way, Aldrovandus and other of the 
naturalists of the Middle Ages entertained a singular notion relative to the crab and the Oyster. 
They state that the crab, in order to . obtain the animal of the Oyster, without danger to their 
own claws, watch their opportunity when the shell is open to advance without noit:ie and cast a 
pebble between their shells, to prevent their closing, and then extract the animal in safety. 
'What craft!' exclaims the credulous author, 'in animals that are destitute of reason and 
voice.'" 1 
In a specimen of the common Ostrea -i:irginica, recently handed me for examination by my 
friend, Mr. John Ford, the substance of the shell was thoroughly cavernated so as to render it 
extremely brittle and readily crushed; -in fact, the inner table of the shell left standing showed a 
great number of elevations within, which indicated points where the intruding varasite bad been 
kept out by the Oyster, which had deposited new layers of calcareous matter at these places so 
1 E. INGERSOLL : Report on the Oyster Industry, Tenth Census. 
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n gi,· ri. 
t t p iu th ·a f living- mollu, kR at the nacreous layer. 
1 u x, mininO' ome Scotch Oy ters, ol1tained for me for study b'y Professor Baird, I was 
tru •k with th fact that Yery oue was infested with this organism. The effect of the parasitism 
wa - tlia all f th ,'pecimen' bad abnormally thick shells, due evidrntJy to the effort made by 
th y t r t <l po ' it more an<l more calcareous matter in order to exclude its persistent tormentor. 
Int rnally th h 11 ·bowed irregnla,rities clue to the intrusion of the sponge. It is highly probable 
tba tb rowth of the Oy ters had been impeded by the pa.rasite, in consequence of 
th ff rt mad by th animal' to exclude their enemy by increasin g the thickness of their shells. 
Thi am t nu.ency to increa e the thickness of the valves I ba·ve noticed in specimens of our 
natiY ~ y t r, h hell' of which were infested with this parasite. It is very remarkable that the 
t r hould make an effort to ex.clud.e its enemy by such a means; and it i~ not less remarkable 
t o rve hat tb lime carbonate secreting fonction of the mantle is often st.imulate_d to extra 
ex r i n l QO' before the para ite ha actually intruded into t.he cavity of the shell. 
r. L id. a lucid account of the living sponge as found in Ostrea 11,1ir_qinfona and Venus 
mercenaria. II ay : ' Thi boring sponge forms an extensive R_vstem of g;-tllerie~ between the 
nt r an inu r la. er of the Rh ll , protrudes through the perforation~ of the latter tnbnl::1r 
prvvt:i;:;;:;1;;.::s. fr rn n to tw line long and one-half to three-fonrths of a line wi<l<'. The tubes are 
tw I ind th m t num rou · being cylindrical and expanded at the orifice in a corolla, form, 
with th ir m· r 0 'in bin, tran luc nt, entire, veined with more opaque lineR, and with the throat 
bt·i liner wi h ·ilic u pi ul . Tlie ·econ<l kiu,l of tubes are.comparatively few, abont as one is 
th r, nd are horter, wi<l r, not expanded at the orifice, and the throat unob-
tru t d wi h ,' pi nl. . ome of the e ond variety of tubes are com,titutecl of a confluent p;:iir, 
h hr at f whi •h bifurcat at bottom. Both kinds of the tubes are very slight,Jy contractilr, 
and und r irritati n may O'f dually a ume the appearanee of superficial, wart-like eminences 
witbio h p rf r, ti u f th b 11 occupi d by the sponge. Water obtains access to the interior 
f th lat h th m re numerou tube", and i expelled in quite active cnrre11ts from the 
'P. m, to b effect d by the action of the Jiving ~oft material of the Rponge, 
n whi h hav rec ntly been made by a Russian naturalist, according to 
r,• th t th al ar n matt r is <li olved a:vay by the parasite. I am tolcl by a 
bed nc plant d with Oy ter · which are badly infested by the boring 
f r, m ime, anu. that th bed adjoining become jnfested, for the 
no-e whi h are thrown off in larg numbers from the infested ''plants,' 
tta h th m ' lv to oth r Oy ter , to be.gin their injurious growth and 
in un ll 11 . 
220. NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL OYSTER-BANKS. 
'l'E -BA~~rr .-I ha, , xarnined a number of oy ter-
b 11 w wat r with ratifJ·ing re ult a to the habits 
Th ,' bank , like tho e formed by the 
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European Oyster, always appear to be much longer than wide, but .many of them are almost 
entirely e:iposed to the _ air during low tide, a rare occurrence, according to Mobius, with the 
banks on the Schleswig- Holstein coast of the North Sea. I learned from the owners of 
some of these banks that, although a considerable proportion of the Oysters on them were 
at times frozen to death during the severe winters, the fecundity of those which remained was 
such, combined with the naturally favorable conditions found on the banks for the growth 
of old and young, as to restore the beds to their wonted productiveness iu oue oi: two seasons. 
Whether this description of the fecundity of the beds found in shallow water is overdrawn 
or not matters little, since there was the plainest evidence that we bad here before our eyes 
the best natural conditions for the propagation and feeding of the individuals. The beds are, 
in a word, natural spat-collecting grounds; plaJes where such conditions ol.)tain as will allow a 
large proportion of the swarming brood of the spawning· season to affix itself securely and survive 
in positions where an abundance of food may be got. The tide ebbing and flowing over the beds 
not only carries with it in suspension the microscopic food best adapted for the nourishment of the 
Oysters, but also tends, owing to the peculiar arrangement of the shells on the banks, to keep the 
surface of the latter clean, so as to be well adapted as favorable points of attachment for the young. 
In all of the natural banks which I have had the pleasure of examining in the Chesapeake, 
the individual Oysters assume an approximately vertical position_. The assumption of this position 
seems perfectly natural; with the hinge end down wards and the free edges of the val ·ms directed 
upward the animals are in an excellent position to feed, while the outside vertical surfaces of the 
valves are well adapted to afford places of attachment for the spat. The latter, however, appears 
to attach itself in the greatest abundance to the old Oysters at the surface o( the bank. The result 
is that when one removes the Oysters from the bed they are found to adhere together in clusters,. 
generation after generation being piled one ou top of the other in succession. As many as four 
generations may be made out in most cases; the oldest being buried in the mud and sand below 
and is often found to be smothered bJ: those which ha·ve followed. Even below the last stratum 
of living Oysters, if one keeps digging, it is discovered that the shells of numerous still more 
remote ancestors of the living ones now occupying the bed are disposed vertically in the sand and 
earth beneath. Attached to the upper edges of these dead shells follows, we will say, the first 
living generation and so on to the fourth, composed mainly of young individuals or spat only a 
fe~ days or months old. Whether it is proper .to regard the sup~rimposed series of individuals as 
generations may be questioned, but as no more expressive word occurs to me, I wish to be under-
stood as using it here with qualifications. 
POSITIONS OF THE SP.A.T.-The spat does not fix itself in any constant position; the young 
may have the binge of the shell directed downward, upward, or to the right or l~ft hand. 
Singularly enough the shells <.lo not grow in the directions which the free edges of the valves 
are made to assume in the young. Should the young happen to be fixe<l hinge downward 
the free edges of the valves grow in length directly upward; in case the hinge is directed 
either to the right or to the left, the layers of calcic carbonate will be deposited iu 
such a way upon one side as to cause the free euges of the Yakes to be eventually 
directed upwards, causing the umbonal portion of the valves to describe an arc of uoo. 
In case the hinge is at :first directed upward, the layers of carbonate of lime will be deposited 
in such a way by the mantle as to bring the mouth of the shell upward. The attempt to get 
·into a vertical position will, however, not always be successful in cases like the last; the arc of 
180°, which it is nece sary for the animal to traverse from its starting point in order to build 
its bell with the free edges opening upward, seem to be a feat a little too difficult of accom-
plLhment, in spite of the wonderful persistence of effort manifested by the inhabitant. 
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Th ha1 it of O'f wino· in tile erect po ition, where the banks are prolific and uudisturbed, 
·an: , th inc1h·idual.- to be rnry much crowded togettw.r, so that they do not have a chance to 
,.· paiHl all(l , row into th ir normn,1 sb,1pe. From this cause: overerowuiug, the shells of the 
inclid<lual y. t r' b om -very narrow and greatly elongated; the peculiar forms which result 
ar hl wn t y t rm 11 a "Raccoon Oysters," or" Cat's-tongues," the latter name being probably 
<l ri,· •cl fr ma. n(l'g- tiv re embla.nee to the tongue of a cat. Fossil Oysters appear to have had 
th . am habit. In ome bank t,beir crowclerl condition may be inferred from the fact th3,t I 
unt l a many a forty Oy ter" in an area included by a quadrangle of wire including exactly 
n quar f, ot; thirty individuals to the square foot was a fair average on one bank 
X, min d. 
All of the ob ervant writers upon the Oyster agree that it is essential that the bottom upon 
which oy ter-banks are to be permanent should not be liable to shift or be covered by mud or 
dim nt. The experience of the writer strongly enforces such a conclusion. The permanent 
ank,, owing to the great number of dead shells scattered through the bottom soil upon which 
they have been e tablisbed, acquire a peculiar solidity or fixedness which the currents of tide water 
annot en ibly affect. When these banks are once covered by the clusters of Oysters more or 
1 cur ly held together by the lower portions becoming im bedded in the soil below, and 
mutually w dged and fitted together by the any msurf'aces of contiguous clusters which have 
com neatly adapted to each other by pressure, it is a very hard matter for the tides to smother 
th ank unl ' ufficient soil in suspension is carried by the waters to completely cover the 
anim l . 
i TABLI IIMENT OF ARTIFHJI.A.L BEDS.-The inferences to be drawn from the foregoing 
v ry important. They naturally lead to the inquiry whether artificial Oyster-
I a t be e tablished in shallow water, where the difficulties in altering the 
bottom so a to adapt it to the wants of the Oyster are not practically 
I b liev that thee tablishment of artificia.l beds, which would in time become 
imiJar in r pect to th natural ones, is possible in a moderately rapirl tideway. The 
l ali i , appr hend, are abundant along the shores of the Chesapeake, and I certainly 
know f fi w I l c wb re the exi ting natural conditions for such· a project are any better 
than th 
ran ~ r ly to tbe direction in which the tide ebbs and flow, in , nnd ont of the 
· , Pl ar. t b th ca. with many banks examinerl. The next thing to do woulrl be 
1 niz th . ,. artificial ank · with Oy ters stuck thickly into the bottom, hinge downward, 
irni (j tin th I . i i n f the animal in the natural banks. The cost of such an experimental 
uggestion I have se n the idea 
iv r, Virginia. A heap of Oy ter-. h lls ha<l bPen 
1 vat;on, which wa.., submerged twice a day by th , tide. 
r wn un il th wholP. in two years wa a complet ly an<~ 
a any good natural bank. The de irabilit, 
wn ·to k fr m natural and artificial banks a ''s ed" for planting 
l n cl u t ma profi.ta le wh re bank, of a ufficient xtent 
'UPI 1 ' f ·e d c uld be obtained.. 
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I have been informed by an old oysterman that pine bushes stuck securely into the sea 
bot.tom so as to: be submerge~ in shallow areas have been found very effectual as collectors. 
In fact, he told me that in one case which had fallen under his observation an oyster-planter 
who followed this plan had the satisfaction of seeing his submerged bushes load with spat, 
much of which afterwards grew to marketable size. Afterwards a productive ridge or bank 
was the result where the brush palisade had originally acted as a collector. Thick palisades 
of brush might be stuck into the bottom near permanent oyster-banks with good resuit~. 
Doubtless it would be possible to establish banks by this method if, in addition, oyster-shells 
or stones were strewn on the bottom · along either side of the brush palisade, in order to afford 
a foundation for the fixation of the first generations of oysters: 
SP AT-C0LLECT0RS.-Lieutenant Winslo~, in 1879, used hurdles or nests of half-round tiles, 
eight to sixteen in number; 'the results from one placed in the Big ..Annemessex _were very flatter-
ing. After it had been immersed twenty-four days 1,506 Oysters had attached themselves. A.fter 
forty-five days had elapsed 1,334 still remained, and after ninety-three days wer~ past the number 
still adherent was 539. I have had no such success, but in other parts of the bay, as at Tangier 
~found for instance, spat falls in great abundance. I have seen the inner face of one valve of a dead 
Oyster furnish attachment for over forty spat from one-eighth to three-eighths of an inch in 
diameter. Sponges, pieces of wreck, old shoes, pebbles, iron ore, leather, the external surface of 
the shel1 of Modiolaria, branches of trees and logs which have fall~n into the water act as collectors. 
Oysters are sometimes found inside of bottles which have been thrown upon the bottom, the fry 
baving wandered through the neck and attached itself to the inner surf~ce, growing to the size of 
two inches in diameter and over. The spat is shaped much like the scallop or Pecten, a form which 
it often retains until it measures more than two inches in diameter. The primary requjsite in 
collectors is that they shall pres_ent clean surfaces while the spa:wning season is in progress. 
Small inequalities are probably an advantage, as the very youngest spat is often found in chinks 
and angles on the shells of the adults. No other organisms should be allowed ~o grow and cover 
up or smother the oyster spat. Barnacles, infusoria, moss animals, polyps, and many other 
organisms are liable to accumulate Qn the surface of the collectors to the detriment of the young 
Oysters which have established thems~lves. Many of these animals, polyps especially, eat the 
young fry in the free-swimming stage, as shown by Dr. Horst. 
The use of the methods employed abroad for collecting spat has not been tested in the United 
States upon a scale large enough to enable us to arrive as yet at any very important conclusions. 
Roofing slate coated with mortar promises good results; the valves of oyster-shells strung upon 
wire, pine cones, and brush have been used, but in unfavorable places, so as to vitiate to some 
extent the results which were expected. A coating . of cement will not answer; it gets too hard, 
so that the spat when it is to be removed from the collectors cannot be loosened without injuring 
its delicate, thin valves. The coating of lime and sand should be thick enough so as to make a 
layer of at least an eighth of an inch over the surface of the collector. It should also be allowed 
to thoroughly '' set," as a stone-mason would say, after it has been applied so as not to wash off 
readily. A strong mortar should be mixed for the coating, composed of sharp sand and good 
lime, in the proportions of about equal parts, and thin enough to dip the slates or tiles into the 
mixture bodily. If the first coat is not found to be thick enough a second and third may be 
applied. The tiles or slates after coating should be allowed to dry for two or three days so as to 
allow the coating to "set" firmly. 
48 F 
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• ri f upporting the tile and lates have been devised, cheap forms of which are-
d ti e of o t and Fraiche. The primary requisite in putting down collectors.. 
, pl c d a not to be covered by mud, especially where the bottom is overlaid 
z . In u h a h y mu t be supported so as to prevent their falling into the mud, the, 
ffi ·t f wbi ·h w uld b to mak them useless. In practice, I suspect, that it would be well to, 
I k ft r th ll ·tor occa ionally and to brush off the mud, because in some places I have 
n ti d tb tbi k d po it of ediment soon collect upon the upper surfaces. This accounts for . 
th fa ·t th t ral ob erver have noticed that the spat is disposed to attach itself and survive-, 
u b 1 w r urface of the co Hector . 
I am infi rmed by Mr. C. P. Hull that the practice of strewing oyster-shells as spat-collectors 
on hard a-bottom two or three fathoms deep is becoming quite common on the Connecticut 
b re of L ng I land Sound .. Here, the practice is to scatter two hundred and fifty to three~ 
hundr bu hel of hells over an acre of bottom. The method there has also been so successful 
and profitable a a means of increasing the area of the oyster :fishery that the price of the dead,_ 
h 11 ha increa ed and is likely to continue to do so, since the demand is greater than the supply . . 
r. uJI, him elf a practical oyster-culturist, proposes to introduce this system into pracliice on 
bi pr ~ected plantations on the Chesapeake, where a beginning has already been made by this. 
method under the direction of Captain Hine, at Cberrystone, the supermtendent of the firm of~ 
M l by & . o., of Norfolk, now largely interested as planters in the Cherrystone River. This~ 
m thod i the ame a that extensively practiced 'in Europe. 
ow AN OYSTER TAKES ON FLESH.-Among oystermen the business of fattening or feeding · 
t r i one of the mo t important, from the fact that upon the condition of the market. 
pr duct largely depend its value. Fatness, so called, in the Oyster is a condition wholly 
diffi r nt in natur from the tate known under that name in stall-fed domestic animals. The -
tur iuity f the r productive organ i not usually indicative of fatness, as it appears some authors 
h v upp d, M .. biu being the only one who has apprehended its true nature. The word" fat," 
appli t indicate th condition of the Oyster when in flesh, is a misnomer, since it is not fat 
t 11 , hich i th iI m diate cau of the condition of plumpness which betokens a :fitness for · 
iv po it of protoplasmic matter which bas been assimilated and laid 
t any thinking mind that if the major part of the food 
iv and nutriti e "'terns goes to tbe ovaries or teste to be 
whi h r ually brown off during the breeding ea on, little 
f th body. We have de cri ed exactly what 
h Oy t r thi latitude ar for the mo t part 
a e<.l to flow from the op ning of the . 
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reproductive organs, it is diverted in another direction, but is retained in the system and has to be 
deposited somewhere in the body. The most extensive deposits of this elaborated living matter 
occur in the mantle, body, and palps, the color of which rapidly changes from the watery, trans-
parent condition prevalent during the spawning season to a creamy white. The whole animal also 
acquires a solidity which it did no~ possess before; it loses its watery, impoverished appearance, 
together with its disposition to shrink to·a fraction of its original bulk from an extensive loss of 
fluids when opened. The mantle and palps become opaque and thicker than before, and their 
substance is softer and more easily la.cerated. The change here described undoubtedly affects the 
connective tissue principally, as elsewhere stated. The material of the latter bas the milky 
appearance of the reproductive organ when mutil~ted, and may readily be mistalren for the latter 
by the inexperienced. It appears that the. generative and nutritive functions are opposed to each 
other in the Oyster as in other ,nimals; all or' which indicates, too, the amount of energy which 
must be expended during the breeding s~ason in the . production of germs. What.ever surplus 
nutriment is stored up in the winter appears .to be immediately devoted to the formation of germs 
upon the arrival of the warm months, when food is also probably most plentiful and when the 
external conditions are right for the development of the embryos. The effort which the Oyster 
makes, at the expense of so much material, to reproduce its kind ought to be respected. In the 
protection of the Oyster during the close-season we are simply following the dictates of experience 
anq common sense. 
The account which we have given above of the physiology and interdependence of the 
fattening and reproductive processes of the Oyster, it seems to me, affords an opportunity to 
point out how little philosophy there is in the doctrine that Oysters may be fattened by putting 
them for a day or two in water less salt than that from .which they were first taken, in order that 
they may be water-swollen by the action of osmose, so as to give to them a plump appearance. 
It is surprising how little dependence is to be. placed upon the statements of oystermen and 
fishermen in regard to the habit~ of the objects with which they are supposed to be most familiar. 
And this s_tatement, like many others of a similar kind, has no basis of fact and experimental 
evidence to rest upon. I may sum up the utter · absurdity of the widespread belief in the possi-
bility of fattening Oysters by removing them from salt to less salt water for a few days, by-
saying that it amounts to the same thing as to assert that water is a fatty or oleaginous substance!' 
The results of my most recent investigations upon the minute anatomy of Ostrea virginica may 
be fitly described in this place, since they have an i~portant bea,ring upon the process of fattening .. 
The subject of this investigation was one of the most impoverished-looking Oysters which it has. 
ever been my fortune to :find. It was collected on t~e 20th of July this vresent year (1882) and 
placed in a chromic acid solution of one per cent. for forty-eight hours, when it was washed and 
finally transferred to alcohol, to be cut into sections when convenient. This I have recently done. 
w ·hen the specimen in question was fresh it wa.s characterized by the almost perfect transpar-
ency of the ma,ntle, and, as it afterwards turned out, the total atrophy of the generative organ. 
Before the hardening process had been undergone, the mantle was greatly distended by watery 
fluid, so much so that, after hardening, it had shrunken to about one-tenth of its bulk while in 
the fresh and living state. The hardened specimen was cut into thin sections after imbedding in\ 
paraffine, by means of a modification of the Taylor freezing microtome; the sections for thinness ; 
left nothing to be desired, and revealed a condition of things different from any previously · 
observed by the writer in sections of either native or foreign Oysters. A careful microscopic : 
scrutiny showed that nowhere in the' sectio11 was there a trace of even a rudiment of the gene~a-
tive network described as the atrophied conu.ition in a previous portion of this paper. Not even 
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, nn ti" ti u in which tlrn rudiments of the latter are usually imbedded 
r HH in u th b pt ti £ lli le or ultimate saccules of the 1i ver were lying in immediate 
1 t, ·t , i h th mantl with no ti ue whatever intervening. I have hitherto found the liver 
nrr mcl d , < thi k tratum of connective tissue in all of the specimens examined. The state-
1 •nt · in a 1 r ,i u p rtion of thi e ay in regard to the existence of vessels which traYerse this 
n •tiv ti n ma will therefore have to be modified so far as to say that not ouly docs the 
nu ·ti,· ti ue of the body ma , completely disappear, but also the vessels tllemselvrs whfoh 
r e ·c a d through it ub tance. 
Turning now to tbe con<lition of the mantle, I find this in a no less remarkable st~te. than tile 
vart alr ady de cribed. The "vesicular connective tissue cell,,'' as they have appearc-d to me 
hith rto, have giv n place to an entirely different structure, apparently- much less solid and 
nb tantial. In tead of the clearly defined coarsely cellular structure usually noticed in sections 
mad from 1 impoveri hed individual , the tissue has now become very coarsely areolar, all trace 
of h peculiar nuclear bodies having vanished, together with the internal protoplasmic network 
wbi ·h they o clearly exhibit. The areolre inclosed by the fibers of the connective tissue of the 
mantl ar ery coar e and may mea ure as much as half a millimeter _across in sections of the 
bar 1 n l and hrnnken pecimen. When the mantle was gorged in life, with blood probably, some 
ide· of the coar ene of these meshes may be formed. The meshes may theu have measured four 
r fiv millirn ter in diameter, the resultfog cavernous state of this highly elastic tissue enabling 
th mautle to become gorged or swollen by endosmosis to a remarkable degree, so much so as to 
cau th animal to be apparently bulky, yet in reality distended with sanious fluids merely. The 
, What ha become of tbis connective tissue which has so completely disap-
nly i terpr tation which I can offer is that the connective tissue substance has 
exual product which b~ve been poured out by way of the efferent sexual 
im n repre ents the extreme of exhaustion consequent upon the completed 
tiv function for the season. The animal, in other words, bas now exhausted 
, and mu t begin to feed and store np material for the next season's 
g n r ti t th r for becomes highly probable that the reproductive organs develop 
a. n. fy r a on for thinking o is, that in this specimen the atrophy or wasting 
aw Y f th r r ductiv ro,an ha gone o far that ncr trace even of the efferent ducts of that body 
in July, also shows that the spawning season may be 
nn ctiv ti n f the Oy t r i , therefore, in reality transformed into ova and sperma-
imply upon the ex of the individual whether it shall be the former or the latter. 
he qu tiou wh ther the same individual may not be of a different sex during 
sea.sor1s, in it ppear that the whole reproductive organ disappears and develops anew 
~" ry ar. Thi it i bow v r to e noted i arguing from a very different basis from that of 
om f, r i n wri er who have been ab urdly illogical enough to say that the Oyster was of n, 
ifii r nt x in differ n year , apparently forgetting that it would be impossible to open the ame 
indi vid al wice in ucce ion; ince opening it kills the animal and puts the second examination 
totally ut of the qne tion. 
Th fnncti n f them enchymal r connective tissue in the Oyster i , therefore, of the nature 
·tor fr ma rial-protopla m laid u for the purpo e of conversion into germs a th 
1 p anew. I i then in the hi(J'he t degree improbable that it i of the 
n t n 1J f whi e impo~ ible to form such highly vitalized 
f th it i true that we find the me enchyme 
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developed to the greatest extent during , -~he winter ·when it may be said the Oyster is in the 
best condition as regards flesh, it does not 'ronow that this i>lnmpness is due ~o fatty matters; but 
rather to a larger amo~nt of protoplasm. filling up the mantle; palps, and bmly mass. 
Onr sections of the specimen described above show some other singular features which cannot 
be passed over in silence. The principal of these is the presence of thick-walled vessels in the 
ventral lobes of the mantle. In life we find branching vessels visible i11 the transparent mantle in 
very impoverished specimens, sucll as the one under discussion. These vessels may be followed to 
what are apparently their ultimate ramifications and seem to end abruptly. It is these vessels 
w:µich become obscured when the animal acquires flesh; they are, in fact, bidden in the thick . 
deposit of connective tissue laid down in the mantle. They are gra;yish or whitish in color as they 
shimmer through the transparent external epithelial and connective tissue layers of the mantle 
organ. They are also different in character from other vessels excavated in th~ connective tissue-
of the mantle, and which disappear witll the atrophy of the latter's substanc~, just as we noticed 
was the case with the vessels of the body mass. In a specimen as greatly impoverished as the one 
under discussion, the thick-walled pallial vessels become very conspicuous ill transverse sections. 
They may not have the same function as the bloodvesse1s of the ordinary wall-less form found in 
the connective tissue, from which type they may be at once distinguished by their thick, finely 
cellular walls. 
The almost total atrophy of the mesenchyme or mesoblast during~the spawning season is a 
. very remarkable fact, no less so than its regeneration. It appears, however~ as far as I have been 
able to learn from transverse sections of very small spat, one-eighth to one-sixteenth of an inch 
in diameter, that the absence of a well-developed connective tissue deposit also characterizes the 
soft parts of the young animal. Indeed, the liver follicles here are relatively few in number, 
whereas they are very numerous in the adult. fhe follicles in the young also lie in immediate 
contact with the mantle, resembling in this respect the spawn-spent adults. This, for embryolo-
gical reasons, ought to be so. We find, in fact, according to the u-nanimo testimony of .observers, 
that the mesoblast in the Oyster develops by the proliferation of cells from the outer and inner 
layers into the segmentation or body cavity. Why, then, should it not be absorbed and regener-
ated in the same way in the adult f There seems to be no valid reason assignable why this should 
not be so, if we look upon the mesenchyme with its vessels and areolar tissue and cavernous 
spaces as having been primarily derived from the embryonic body cavity. 
The arrangement of the 'intestine as shown in sections of spat as small as that de~cribed 
above is essentia1ly the same as in the adult,. The second bend of the inte~tine crosses the 
gullet in the same way, bi1t the double lateral longitudinal fold or indup1ication is not so well 
marked as in the intestine of the adult. The_ stomach is more nearly cylindrical and not so 
irregular as in the adult. The contents of both the stomach and intestine show that diatoms 
have formed a large proportion of the food of the young animal, in the sections of which, these 
contents, in a number of my preparations, have been k·ept in situ. 
The sections of the soft parts may be very readily double stained so as to bring out the 
tissues of the reproductive organs very distinctly. To effect this, I throw the section into a 
solution of methyl green for a few minutes, then into magenta, when it will be found that 
the green will dye only the reproductive tissues, leaving the others scarcely tinged, while the red 
will stain the mantle, liver, and connective tissues, mapping · out these parts so distinctly as to 
make a rea11y useful as well as beautiful preparation. 
Considerable care must be exercised in the preparation of the color solutions, so as not to 
have them too jntense. The sections should also be at once and quickly dehydrated or else the 
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al hol will tra t the green and spoil in part the effect of the double stain. In making 
th t n which I have ever made have been prepared from portions of whole 
: t r whi h bad b en imbedded in paraffine, the latter substance having in the molten state 
in rp n trat d all the cavities and spaces in the hardened specimen, which bad been previously 
, l 11 ·dr t d and aturated with oil of turpentine. 
ote on the organ of Bojanus of the Oyster.-In the first part of this paper it is stated that the organ of B~janus is 
rudim ntary or wanting in the Oyster. This statement must now be modified. Within the past year, M. Hoek, of 
L yden bas demonstrated the existence of the organ of Bojanus in Ostrea edulis, and the writer has shown it to be present 
in the merican species as a crescent- haped glandular or canaliculated structure lying just below the adductor and close 
<!lli it, a paired organ which also extends slightly into the substance of the mantle on either side. M. Hoek pas 
bown that, a in other acepbalous mollusks, this organ communicates with the pericardiac cavity and the genital 
p nings. It.s function is excretory. ' 
Valv of the heart.-A pair of very distinct valvular folds separates ea~h of the auricles of the heart of the Oyster 
from the ventricle, opening upward into the latter. They prevent the blood from regurgitating into the auricles, and 
c;iuse the blood-current to assume one constant direction, viz, from the auricles to the ventricles, and from the latter 
tbr ugh the anterior and po terior aortic vessels to the various parts of the body. 
Fixation of the spat.-Recent studies have led me to the conclusion that the existence of a byssus in the fry of the 
y ·ter i v ry doubtful, and that fixation is accomplished at a very early stage, possibly twenty-four hours after the 
mbryo commence to swim, by the border of the mantle, as I have endeavored to show in my paper '' On the Fixation of 
th Fry of the Oy ter," illustrated with figures, and recently prepared for the Bulletin of the United States Fish Com-
mi ion where I al o show that the beaks of the larval valves are constantly directed one way, and that the hinge end 
of the larval shell is inclined upward, the free margin of the left larval valve being brought into close contact with the 
urface to which attachment occurs through the instrumentality of the margin of the mantle. The attachment itself is a, 
v ry firm one, and consists of the horny matrix of the calcareous material which serves as a cement to glue the free 
.margin of the lower valve of the fry and spat to the surface which has been chosen as a permanent abode. 
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221. T;HE CRABS. 
THE FIDDLER CR.ABS_;.GEL.ASIMUS PUGN.AX, Smith; GEL.ASIMUS PUGIL.ATQR, Latreille; GEL.A.SI· 
MUS MIN.Ax, Le Conte. 
Three species of Fiddler Crabs occur upon the Atlantic coast of the United States, and are 
frequently utilized as bait. Congregating together in immense numbers, as they, often do, and 
. ,excavatiug their ho~es generally in convenient localities, above the reach of the tides, they might 
be easily collected in large quantities, were th~y better appreciated by the fishermen. Most 
dwellers upon the sea-shore are acquainted with that peculfarity of the Fiddler Crabs which bas 
given to them their common name, and by which they are readily distinguished from our other 
Crabs. The males are provided with two very unequal claws, one being of large, the other of 
quite small size, in comparison with 1he size of the animal. Of these, the larger claw has been 
likened to a fiddle and tlle smaller one to a bow; hence the derivatfon of the name. The claws of 
the females are, however, of equal and small size. 
The. three species mentioned as living upon the Atlantic coast are Gelasirnus minax, G. 
pugna.r:, and G.pugilator. 'Ihe former species, which is the lflrgest, ranges from the southern coast 
of New England to Florida, and ·lives upon salt marshes, usually farther from the sea than the 
others, and fn·quently wl,ere .the water is nearly fresh. G. pugnax ranges from Cape Cod to 
Florida, and also occurs in the Gulf of Mexico alld among the vVtst Indies. "It makes its 
burrows only upon salt m·arshes, Lut is often seen iu grl'at companies wandering out upon muddy 
or sandy fiats, or even upon the beaches of the ba~·s and sounds." G."pugilator ranges from Cape 
I I 
Cod to ~lorida, upon muddy and sandy flats and llea<'hes. Professor Verrill describes the habits 
and characteristics of these species as follows: 1 
"We find several species of Crabs burrowing in muddy banks along the shores of the 
estuaries, as well as along banks of the streams and ditches of the salt marshes. The most 
abundant of these is the marsh :F'id<'ller Orab, Gtlasirnus pugnax, which is often so abundant that 
the banks are completely h?neycombed and underrniuec.l by them . . These holes are of various 
sizes up to about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and descend more or less perpendicularly, • 
often to the depth of two feet or more. Occasionally in summer these Crabs will leave their holes 
and scatter over the surface of the marshes, which at times seem to be perfectly alive with them, 
but when disturbed they will scamper away in every direction and speedily retreat to their holes; 
but occasionally~ at least, they do not find their own, for sometimes the rightful owner will be seen 
forcibly ejecting several intruders. It is probable that at such t~mes of general retreat each one 
gets into t~e first hole that he can find. Associated with this ':Fidrller,' another related Crab, the 
Sesarma reticulata, is occasionally found in considerable numbers. This is a stout-looking, reddish-
brown crab, with a squarish carapax; its large claws are stout and nearly equal in both sexes, 
instead of being very unequal, as in the male 'Fiddlers.' It lives in holes like the 'Fiddlers' 
' 
1 
Report upon the Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard Sound, etc., in Report United States Fish Commissioner for 
1871-'72, pp, 336, 466. 
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u it h l Uy mu h larger, often an inch or an inch and a half in diameter. It is much 
• idtll r ,' but can pinch very powerfully with its large claws, which are 
I wh nan opportunity occurs. 
u h 1 r h farther up the estuarie , and along the mouths of rivers and brooks, and 
in up v n t place where the water is quite fresh, another and much larger species of 
• i lcll r ra o ·cur , often in abunclance; this is the Gelasinius rninax. It can be· easily 
di ·tinO'ui ·h cl by it much larger ize and by having a patch of red at the joints of the legs. lts 
en car fully tudied by Mr. r. i\1. Prudden, of New Haven, who has also investigated 
it' an tomy. Ac orcling to Mr. Prudden, this species, like Gelasimus pitgilator, is a vegetarian. 
ft n aw it engaged in scraping up and ea.ting a minute green algoid plant which covers the· 
urfa of the mu<l. The male uses its small claw exclusively in obtaining its food and conveying 
it to the mouth. The female uses either of her small ones indifferently. In enlarging its burrows, 
Mr. Prudd n · ob erved that these Crabs scraped off the mud from the inside of the burrow by 
m an of th claw of the ambulatory legs, and, having formed the mud into a pellet, pushed it up 
out of the hole by means of the elbow-like.joint at the base of the great claw, when this is folded 
down. He al o a certained that this Crab often constructs a regular oven-like arch of mud over 
the mouth of its burrow. This archway is horizontal, and Jarge and long enough to contain the 
Crab, who qui tly it in this curious doorway on the lookout for his enemies of all kinds. 
"Thi peci can live out of water and without food for many days. It can also live in 
perfectly fr h water. One large male was kept in my laboratory in a glass jar, containing nothing 
but a little ilice u sand moistened with pure, fresh water, for over six months. During this. 
wh 1 p ri d he m d to be con tantly in motion, walking round and round the jar and trying 
t climb out. H w never observed to rest or appear tired, and after months of confinement and 
tar ati n wa ju t a pu naciouR a ever. 
" ltb u h 'Om of the colonie of this species live nearly or quite up to fresh water, others 
ar fi und farth r cl wu on the mar hes, where the water is quite brackish, and thus there is a 
middl gr und where thi and G. pugnax occur together. This was found by Mr. Pruddeu to be-
th a e both n the mar h lwrd ring West River and on those of Mill River, near New Haven. 
Th y are a u dant alon · both th 'e treams. The boles made by this species are rnucll larger 
th n th f G. pugnax. ome of them are from an inch and a half to two inches iu diameter. 
ache near hicrb-wat r mark, especially where the sand is rather compact antl 
' m what ·b lt r cl, n of the 'Fiddl r Urab ,' Gelasimus pugilator, js frequently found iu great 
i ll r runninn- actfrely al>out o er the and, or peering cautiously from tl..Jeir hole81 
whi h ar oft n thick1 catter d r c usid rable area'. These holes are mostly from, ba.lf a.u 
in h io an inch i iamet r, aud a :C ot or more in depth, the upper part nearl,Y perpendicular, 
b ing h riz nt 1 b ·low, with a chamber at the end. Mr. Smith, by lying perfectly still for 
ti n the ·and, nee d d in witne ing their mode of digging. In doing this they drag 
f m i t · nd which th y carry und r the three anterior ambulatory legs tha.t a.re on 
th r r id , ·Jim ing out of th ir urrow by mean of the leg of the side in front, aided by the 
Io t ri r 1 f th h r ide. Aft r arriving at he mouth of their burrows and takiug a cautious 
f th 1 Du.o,Ja.1.10. th y run quickly t th di tan e often of four or fl. ve fi et from the burrow 
a b fore and carrying the dirt in the same 
f h urrounding , ruu ni rn bly back to the 
in e ry dir ction uddenly di appear, oou 
ay o h in th night and in the brighte t 
t and h w ath r i uitable. In coming out or going into their 
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burrows either Ride may go in advance, but the male more commonly co~es out with the l~rge 
claw forward. According to Mr. Smith's observations this species is a vegetadan, feeding upon 
the minute algffi which grows upon the moist sand. In feeding, the males use only the small 
claw, with which they pick up the bits of algffi very daintily; the females use in~ifferently either 
of their small claws for this purpose. They always swallow more orJess sand with their food. 
Mr. Smith also saw these Crabs engaged in scraping up the surface of the sand where covered 
with their favorite algffi, which they formed into pellets and carried into their holes, in the same 
way that they bring sand out, doubtless storing it until needed for food, for he often found-large 
quantities stored in the terminal chamber." 
As above stated, the Fiddler Urabs are sometimes used as bait; and at the mouth of the 
Mississippi River G. pugnax has been observed, in connection with the river Cray-fish ( Oarnbarits), 
burrowing into and greatly damaging the levees. 
YELLOW SHORE-CRAB OF THE PACIFIC CO.A.ST_:HETEROGRAPSUS OREGONENSIS, Stm. 
PURPLE SHORE-ORAB OF THE PACIFIC COAST-HETEROGRAPSUS NUDUS, Stm. 
According to W. N. Lockington, these two species are by far the most abundant of all the 
California coast Crabs; but they are only eaten by the Chinese. The body of these Crabs is 
nearly square, and the claws large in proportion. In H. oregonensis the anterior hal{ of the 
lateral margins on each side bas two rather deep indentations, resulting in the formation of two 
large spine-like project.ions, which bend strongly forward; in H. nudus these characters are less 
pronounced. ·The four posterior pairs of limbs in H. oregonensis are also more or less hairy, 
while in H. nudus they are naked. The general color of the former species is yellow, of the 
latter purple; H. nudus also has marbled hands and attains a somewhat larger size than H. 
oregonensis, measuring at tirues two inches broad. Hundreds of one or other of these species of 
both sexes and of all sizes ma,y frequently be found together, congregated under a single stone. 
H. oregonensis is especially abundant in muddy sloughs of salt or brackish water, where it 
literally swarms. Hundreds of uplifted threatening claws welcome the intruder wllo ventures 
near these mud flats when the tide is out. Both species occur at Puget Sound, and range thence 
southward to the southern limit of California. H. nudus also occurs at the Sandwich Islands. 
Both species are eaten to some extent by the Chinese, who spit them on wires and cook them 
over their fires. 
THE OYSTER-CRAB-PINN<:YrHERES OS'.l.'REUM, Say. 
"The 'Oyster-crab,' Pinnotheres ostreuni, is found wherever oysters occur. The female lives, 
at least when mature, within the shell of the oyster, in the gill cavity, and is well known to most 
c011sumers of oysters. The males are 1:;eldom seen, and rarely, if ever, occur in the oyster. We 
found them, on Reveral occasions, swimming actively at the surface of the -rater in the middle of 
Vineyard Sound. They are quit,e unlike the fem.ales in appearance, being smaller, with a :firmer 
shell, and they differ widely in color, for the carapax is dark brown above, with a central dorsal 
stripe and two conspicuous spots of whitish; the lower side and legs are whitish. The female has 
the carapax thin and translucent, whitish, tinged with pink." 1 
This Crab has been recorde<l from tp.e Atlantic coast from Massachusetts to South Carolina. 
The females measure, when adult, about half an inch broad and a little less in length. From the 
European Oyster-crab (Pinnotheres pisum) our species differs in having a thinner and more 
membranaceous shell and a larger size. The colors are also different in the two species. 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, p. 367, 1871-'72. 
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iimoth re O treum i eaten both raw and cooked, either along with the oysters with which it 
a ep r t di h. It is also pickled for domestic use and for the trade. 
of Pinnotlieres (P. maculatum) frequently occurs in the shells of the common 
1 ( Mytilu edulis) and the smooth scallop (Pecten tenuicostatus), between _the gills of the 
, nirn I. It attain a larger ize than the Oy ter-crab, and, as in the case of the latter. the females 
I u ar para iti , th male having only been found swimming at the surface of the sea. We 
b y 11 v r h ard of thi pecies being eaten, probably because neither the mussel nor the smooth 
call p ha ,. r b en u eq much as food in this country. . In the summer of 1880, while dredging 
wport, Rhode Lland, the United States Fish Commission steamer :Fish Hawk came upon 
ext n fr bed of the smooth callop, from a bushel of which nearly a pint of these Crabs were 
o taiu d. gain, in 1881, the same i:;pecies was encountered in great abundance by the same· 
party in Vineyard Sound, in Mytilus edulis. As an experiment, they were cooked along with the 
mu el. and found to be very palatable, although their shell is, perhaps, somewhat harder than 
that of Pinnothere ostreum. 
A third pecies of Pinnotheres occurs upon the west coast of the United States, in the shells of· 
Pachydesma and Mytilus californianus. 
THE ROOK CR.A.B-O.A.N0ER ffiR0R.A.TUS, Say. 
DISTRIBUTION AND H.A.BITS.-This is the common Crab of the New England coast, where· 
adult pecimens occur in all depths of water from low-tide "level to about twelve fathoms 
mall r p cimen have, however, been obtained in from thirty to fifty fathoms, both near 
th c a t and on George's Bank, Stellwagen's Bank, and elsewhere. Its entire range, so far 
l t rmin , i from tbe Straits of Belle Isle, Labrador, to South Carolina. In the Gulf of · 
int Lawr nc it i xce dingly abundant, but south of New Jer~ey it is rare. According to 
rof. . I. mi b,1 thi pecies is not common in the muddy bays of the New Jersey coast, but 
i thr wn u in lar e numb r upon the sandy outer beaches; it is abundant ou the sandy shores 
f th uth rn id of Long I land, and on the sandy and rocky shores of Long Island Sound; 
1t i qually bundant, in imilar ituations, along all the rest of the south coast of New 
n 1and aud iu Cap od, fa chu ett ' , and Casco Bays, but is appa,rently less common in 
h Ba f Fundy nd at alifax, Nova Scotia. "When found living between tide.sit is usually 
c nc a1e · rnong r ck or buri d b neath the and. It is usually much more abundant at or just 
l w 1 w-wat r mark, howev r, than b tween tide .'' 
"Th c mmon 'Rock Orab,' Ganeer irroratus, i generally common under the large rocks near 
w-wat r m rk and often Ii n arly buried in the sa,nd and gravel beneath them. It can be 
il~ ingui h d y having nin blunt teeth along each side of the front edge of its shell or 
ar pa , nd by it r d i h color prinkled over with darker brownish dots. This crab also occurs 
in th P 1 wh r the comic l combat of the male may sometimes be witnes ed. It i not 
c nfin t r ky h re , but i common al o on andy shore , as well as on rocky and gravelly 
b ttom off hor . It i widely diffu ed along our coa t, extending both north and outh, and is 
evour 
and 
n on he coa t f Labrador. Like all the other pecies of crab , this i greedily 
y many f the larger :fl. h , uch as cod, haddock, tautog, black bass, and especially 
ting-ray . 2 
AL 0 
w -thir 
AOTER .- e c r p x of the Rock Orab i transversely suboval in outline, 
a long a br d; the upp r urfac i moderately convex, with unequal 
11 VERRILL: Vineyard ound Report, p. 312, 1871-'72. 
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but symmetrically arranged mammillations, some of which are scarcely defined. The surface 
appears nearly smooth, hut is really covered with closely-placed, minute granulations. The eyes 
stand on short, stout peduncles, which lie in deep circula.r holes on either side of the middle of 
the fro_nt margin. Between the eyes there are three small teeth, and on each side, between the 
eyes and the outer edge of the shell, the margin is indented to form nine broad and stout teeth. 
The claws are rather short and stout, the , imrnr margins of the :fingers bearing each a row of 
few, large, blunt, and sometimes double tubercles. · The four posterior pairs of legs. are similar 
to one another, long and slender, with pointed tips. The ground color of the carapax is yellowish, 
closely dotted with dark purplish-brown, which becomes a reddish-brown after death. 
The only species of Crab upon our .Atlantic coast which could possibly be confounded with 
the present one is Ganeer· borealis, of which a description is given following this. The differences 
between the two species being once pointed out, there is no difficulty in distinguishing between 
them. 
ECONOMIC V.A.LUE.-The Rock Crab is not much in demand as an article of food. It is sold 
to some extent in the markets at Boston, New Bedford, Newport, New York, and perhaps 
elsewhere ~ithin the limits of its range, generally, if not always, in a hard-shell condition. 
But even in Boston, where it could be easily supplied, its .place is mainly taken by the common 
edible Blue Crab (C~llinectes hastatus), which is sent there fresh from New York and other 
localities. The two _species of Cancer are~ however, more nearly related tQ the English edible 
Orab ( Cancer pagurus) than is our own common edible Crab, and, were this kind of food more 
appreciated by the American seacoast inhabitants, there i_s no reason why ' the Rock Crab, as 
well as the ''Jonah," should not be utilized to a very great extent. In some. 'places, Newport 
for instance, the two species of Cancer, but especially the Ganeer borealis, are preferred to the 
Gallinectes hastatus, but this is not the rule elsewhere. 
DEVELOPMENT.-The following account of the growth and development of this Orab, by 
Prof. S. I. Smith, will suffice, in a general way, for nearly all the American species of Crabs~ and 
will serve to indicate the curious changes which take place before the simple crab egg becomes a 
well-developed Orab. Such an account as this becomes very valuable in many cases as a means of 
pointing out the essential details to be followed in the artificial breeding of marine ~nimals. 
"All, or at least nearly all, the species of Crabs living on the coast of New England pass 
through very complete and remarkable metamorphoses. The most distinct stages through which 
they pass were long ago described as two groups of crustaceans, far removed from the adult forms 
of which they were the young. 'l'he names Zoea and Megalops, originally applied to these groups, 
are conveniently retained for the two best marked stages in the development of the Crabs. 
"The young of the common Crab (Ganeer irroratus), in the ·earlier or zoea stage, when first 
hatched from the egg, are somewhat like the form figured [reproduced on one of the plates at the 
end of this volume], but the spines upon the carapax are all much longer in proportion, an<l there 
are no signs of the abdominal legs or of any of the future legs of the Megalops and Orab. 
In this stage they are very small, much smaller than in · the stage figured. . After they 
have increased very much in size, and have molted probably several times, they appear as in 
tho figure ju t referred to. The terrrii nal segment of the abdomen, seen only in a side view in the 
figure, is very broad and divided nearly to the base by a broad sinus; each side the margins 
project in long, s piniform, diverging processes, at the base of which the margin of the sinus is 
armed with six to eight spines on each side. When alive they are translucent, with deposits of 
dark pigment forming spots at the articulations of the abdomen and a few upon the cephalothor:ax 
an<l it appendages. In this stage they were taken at the surface in Vineyard Sound, in immense 
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uum r . fr m un 2 t late in August. They were most abundant in t];le early part of July, 
, n 1 t Pl ar l in th r ate t number ou calm, sunny days. 
y r, l z re of thl tage were observed to change directly to the megalops form. Shortly 
f r th •banO' took pla e they were not quite as active as previously, but still contiµued to 
wim l n nntil tlley appeared to be Reized by violent convulsions, and after a moment began to 
wrig0'1 rapi lly ut of th olu zoea skin, and at once appeared in the full megalops form. The 
n w int n-um nt eems to tiffen at once, for in a very few moments after freeing itself from the 
lcl kin then w Megalop was swimming about as actively as the oldest individuals. 
I thi megalop stage the animal begins to resemble the adult. The five pairs of ceph~-
1 th racic 1 g are much like those of the ad.ult, and the mouth-organs have assumed nearly their 
final fi rm. The eyes, however, are still enormous in size, the carapax is elongated and has a 
1 nder ro trum and a long &pine projecting from the cardiac region far over the posterior border, 
and the abdomen i carried extended, and is furnished with powerful swimming-legs, as in the 
Macroura. In color and habits they are quite similar to the later stage of the Zoem fro~ which 
they came; their motions appear, however, to be more regular and not so rapid, although they 
swim with great facility. In this Megalops the dactyli of the posterior cephalothoracic legs :1re 
tyliform, and are each furnished at the tip with three peculiar setm of different lengths and with 
trongly curved extremities, the longest oue simple and about as long as the dactylus itself, while 
th one next in leugth is armed along the inner side of the curved extremity with what appear to 
b minute te th, and the shortest one is again simple. 
• A c r ing to the ob ervations made at Wood's Holl, the young of Ganeer irroratus remain 
in th o-alop ' tage only a very short time, and at the first molt change to a form very near 
th, t f th adult. Notwithstanding this, they occurred in vast numbers, and were taken in the 
t winb-net iu r ater quantities even than in the zoea stage . . Their time of occurrence seemed 
n ly imultaneou ' with that of the Zoem, and the two forms were almost always associated. The 
xact tim any particular individ11al remained in this stage was observed onl:y a fow times. One 
full-grown Zo btain d June 23, and placed in a vessel by itself, changed to a Megalops between 
and 11.3 a. m. f June 24, and did not molt again till the forenoon of June 27, when it became 
a young Cr b f the form described farther on. Of the two other Zoem obtained at the same time, 
,md placed t g ther in a. dish, one changed to a Megalops between 9 and 11.30 a. m. of June 24, 
the other durincr the following night; these both changed to Crabs during the night of June 26 
and 27. 
"In th two or three instances in which the change from the Megalops to the young Crab was 
actually ob rved, the Megalop ' ank to the bottom of the dish and remained quiet for some time 
b fore the molting took place. The muscular movements seemed to be much less violent than in 
th m lting at the clo e of the zoea tage, an<l. the little Crab worked himself out of the wegalops 
kin quit 1 wly. F r a short time after their appear~nce the young Crabs were soft and inactive, 
bu th integum nt very oon tiffened, and in the course of two or three hours they acquired all 
th pugnacity of the adult. They swam about with ease and were constantly attacking each 
th r and their compa1nion in the earlier stage . Many of the deaths recorded in the above 
m randum w r due to them, and on this account they were removed from the vessel at each 
ti n. In thi arly tag the young Crab are quite <l.ifferent from the adult. '.Ihe carapax 
u thr millimeter ' long and slightly le s in breadth. The front i much more prominent 
in the a ult, but till ha he ame numb r of lob and he same general form. The antero-
l t r l mar i i much ore 1 ngituu.inal than in h a<lult, and i armed with the five normal 
t th bi h ar long nd acut , nd £ ur v ry much maller condary te th alternating- with the 
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normal ones. The antennoo and ambulatory legs are proportionally longer than in the adult. TJ1e 
young Crabs in this stage were once or twice taken in the towing-net, but they were not common 
at the surface, although a large number were found, with ~ few in the megalops stage, among 
bydro1ds upon a floating barrel in Vineyard Sound, July 7." 1 
THE JONAH CRAB-CANCER BOREALIS, Stimpson. 
AFFINITIES.-The " Jonah Crab" is very closely related to the common Rock Orab, and is 
also to some extent associated _with it in its distribution. The two species are so much alike jn 
shape and general characters that they were originally regarded as the male and female respect-
ively of one and the sam·e species. They· are, however, quite _distinct, and after the differences 
have been once noticed there is no difficulty in distinguishing between them. The Jonah Crab 
differs from the Rock Crab in the much larger size of adult spechnens, in the rougher surface of 
the carapax and claws, caused by the larger granules covering it, which are of irregular' size, some 
being much larger than others, and by the serrations of the antero-lateral margins being crenate 
and the posterior ones armed with numerous sharp points, instead of being simple as in the Rock 
Orab. The legs of the Jonah Crab are also proportionately shorter .and heavier than those of 
the Rock Orab. The color of Ganeer borealis is yellowish beneath and brick-red above, the limbs 
corresponding more or less in coloration with the lower surface, but of a light reddish tint above. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITS.-Besides being found in moderately deep water, the Jonah Orab, 
in certain localities, inhabits the rocks near low-tide level, in the clear waters of the ocean- shores, 
but it never occurs in muddy or sandy bays and harbors where the Rock Crab abounds. The 
range of Cancer borea~is is from the eastern encl of Long Island Sound to Nova Scotia, but it is 
not found everywhere within these limits, being apparently local in its distribution and abundant 
only within certain more or less restricted areas. The principal localities where it has been 
observed are as follows: off Noank, Connecticut; off Watch HilJ and Newport, and in Narra-
gansett Bay, Rhode Island; Vineyard Sound, N oman's Land, and Salem, Massachusetts ; Casco _ 
Bay, Maine; Bay of Fundy and Nova Scotia. In 1880, the United States Fish Commission found 
the Jonah Orab abundant everywhere in the lower part of Narragansett Bay from about low-tide 
level down to the greatest depths of the bay, and it was likewise very common· off the bay, and 
off the north end of Block Island. The following account of the habits and distribution of this 
species is taken from Prof. S. I. _Smith's account: 2 
"In habits this species differs very greatly from irroratus. The best opportunities which I 
have had for observing it were at Peak's Island, in Casco Bay} August and September, 1873. 
Empty carapaces, chelipeds, etc., of borealis were at first found in abundance scattered along the 
outer shores, far aboye the action of the waves, where they had· evidently been carried by gulls 
and crows, and were also found in considerable numbers half a mile from the shore, in a forest of 
coniferous trees thickly inhabited by crows. For several weeks no living specimens of boreal-is 
were discovered, although the irroratus was found living in abundance all about the island, 
without, however, its remains scarcely ever being found ~cattered about with those of borealis. 
The boreal-is was finally discovered in abundance at low water on the exposed and very rocky 
shores of the northern end of the island. At this locality, between eighty and ninety specimens, 
all females and many of them carrying eggs, were obtained in a single morning. They were all 
found in situations exposed to the action of the waves, and w·ere either resting, entirely exposed, 
upon the bare rocks and ledges, or clinging to the seaweeds in the edge of the waves, or in the 
49 F 
1 S. I. Smith, Vineyard Sound Report, pp. 530-533, 1871-'72. 
'Trans. Conn. Acad., v, p. 40, 1879. 
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lt .,. w r 11 v r found concealed beneath the rocks, where, however, irroratus 
ti , mu 11 heavier and more massive species than the irroratus, and is consequently 
mu ·11 tt r a 1a1 te I than hat pecie to the situations in which it is found. So many individuals 
folliu n· i pr y t bird, i , evidently a result of the habit of remaining exposed between tides, 
, ltbotl"'h tll b a,·· bell mu t afford much greater protection than the comparatively fragile 
f ·rroratu would afford to that species if similarly exposed. The borealis vras also 
fi und, t a m what similar locality, but more exposed to the sea, n Ram Island Ledge, a low 
r ef op n to the full fo rce of the ocean. One specimen of moderate size was dredged in the ship 
hann l betw 1en Peak's I land and Cape Elizabeth, in ten fathoms, rocky and shelly bottom, antl 
'P cimen w re ·e eral times captured in lobster-traps, set at a depth of eight or ten fathoms, 
~ mon <T rock . pecimens were also several times found in stomachs of the cod taken on the cod 
led e. 
"In lie vicinity of Vineyard Sound, this species was not infrequently found thrown upon 
andy beachc , but never upon beaches very far removed from rocky reefs. The following are 
the localitie where it w~s seen in greatest numbers: Along the sandy beach _ of Martha's 
ineyard, from Menemsha Bight to Gay Head; the rocky island of Cutty hunk; and the rocky 
outer hore of N oman's Land, where dead specimens were found in considerable abundance. In 
the vicinity of Noank, Oonnecticut, it was occasionally found dead upon the shores, and was 
·everal times obtained from lobster-traps. 
"The largest specimens I have seen are two males, of almost exactly the same size, one from 
a co Bay, the other from near N oank, Connecticut. The carapax of the specimen from Oasco 
ay i three and one-half inches long and five and three-fourths inches broad." 
ECONOMIC V.ALUE.-'-Oancer borealis is supplied to the Newport markets in small quantities 
during mo t of the summer months, and is much esteemed there as food, being considered by 
many pr £ rable to the Blue Orab ( Oallinectes hastatus). It is taken by the :fishermen on the shore 
and in hallow water. 
AME.-The t rm "Jonah Orab," which we have adopted here for this species, is the one by 
w11ich it i commonly known in and about Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island, and to some extent 
al o about Vineyar Sound, Ma sachusetts, but apparently not elsewhere. The origin of the 
nam w have not been able to ascertain. In most localities where it occurs it is confounded by 
the fl. hermen wi h the commoner Rock Orab. 
THE COMMON OR.AB OF '.l.'HE p .ACIFIC CO.AST-CANCER M.AGISTER, Dana. 
Thi i the largest of the edible pecies of Crabs of the Pacific coast of the United States, and 
lik wi th m t important. It is the only species commonly eaten in San Francisco, although 
two oth r peci inhabiting the ame region, and which are described further on ( Ganeer productus 
and an er antennariu ), are al o dibl and of goon flavor. The carapax of adult males usually 
fr m e en t nine inche in breadth and four to five inches in length; the females 
v rarre mu h maller. The color of th upp r surface is a light reddish-brown, darkest in front; 
th lim n un er urfac are y llowi h. The anterior margin of t.he carapax forms a nearly 
r gular lliptical urv , r a<;hing ack to abou the middle of the sides and interrupted by nine 
Ii btl ' Ir min nt, harp t h n a ·h i . At he t rmination of thi curve on each side, there 
i t t otb pr d ctin dir c 1, outward, and forming- the commencement of the 
·o ·, , bich ar Ion c nd I pe abruptly backwar<l so a to leave but a narrow 
h f th li htly cony x, undulated, and covered with 
v an ribbed at the sides. 
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This species has quite an extended range, having been recorded from Sitka, .Alaska., in the 
north, and from Magdalena Bay, Lower California, in the south; but whether these are its extreme 
northern and southern limits or not is unknown. In the B31y of San Francisco it is very abundant, 
and larg<; quantities are constantly captured and brought to the markets in that city; it is also 
taken for food in Monterey Bay, California. 
It occurs most commonly on the sandy bottoms, below low-tide level, and is seldom found, at 
least to any extent, between tide-marks. The supplies sent to t~e San Francisco markets come 
mainly from the San Francisco side of the bay, especially from the south side of the Golden Gate, 
between the city ana the sea. They are also taken in abundance from about the wharves and piers 
in the Bay of San Francisco. Orab-nets baited with fish and offal are used for catching them. 
Nothing is known regarding the spawning season and habits of this species. The fishermen say 
they spawn in March or April. The occurrence of a female with spawn in the San Francisco 
market has not yet been recorded by any naturalist. 
THE RED ORAB-CANCER PRODUCTUS, Randall. 
This is a very common species in the Bay of San Francisco, although less abundant than the 
last ( Cancer magister). It also attains a large size, adult individuals measuring from five to seven 
or more inches in breadth across the carapax, and from two and a half to four inches in length. 
The proportion of width to length is rather greater in the males than in the females. The antero-
lateral borders of the carapax form an ellipse, broken in the center in front by a slight projection, 
by which the specific name was suggested. The teeth of the front and of the antero-lateral bor-
ders are distinctly separate in the adult, but in the very young exist only as wrinklings of the 
edge of the carapax. The postero-lateral margins are concave and short. The claw_s are of 
medium size compared with the cara.pax, and the posterior limbs are slender and plain. The color 
of adult specimens is an intense dark red or reddish-brown above and yello_wish-white below; the 
young differ from the adults in their more variable coloring, some being of a dark reddish-
brown, others yellow spotted with red, and still others banded with red and yellow. The shape of 
the carapax, with its produced front, sufficiently distinguishes this species of Ganeer from all the 
others on the Pacific coast. 
Cancer productus is found along the entire Pacific coast of the United States, and has been 
recorded from Magdalena Bay, Lower California, and the Queen Charlotte's Islands and other 
localities, in British Columbia. It is very abundant in the Bays of Sait Francisco, Monterey, and 
Tomales, and also occurs at Santa Barbara and San Diego. Its habitat is in the shallow water 
along the shores, principally in rocky sections, and it is frequently found between tide-marks, 
often taking refuge in pools under stones near low. tide level. 
Stimpson, in 1856, recorded seeing this species in the San Francisco markets, but it is no 
longer taken there, unless by accident or inadvertence, the larger and more abundant Cancer 
magister fully supplying the demands. In case of the latter becoming scarce, however, Cancer 
productus would become an important article of capture. 
THE ROCK CR.AB OF THE p A.CIFIO COAST-CANCER ANTENNA.RIUS, Stimpson. 
This species is of about the same average size as Ganeer productus, and is tolerably abundant 
along the Pacific coast, from Queen Charlotte's Islands, in the north, to Magdalena Bay, Lo·wer 
California, in the south. .Although as regards edible qualities it is said to compare favorably 
with Cancer magister, it has not, up to the present time, been brought to the San Francisco 
markets. The carapax of adult specimens measures three and a half or more inches in length, 
' 
' 
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fi.'\"' t ix inche aero . The carpus and hand of the big claws _are smooth or nearly 
th ,·t rn, 1 antennre are very large and hairy. The margins of the abdomen and of 
th r p, 1 t f th l w r urface of the body, as well as the ambulatory feet, are very hairy, and 
tbi h r, ter t g ther with the great length and hairiness of the antennrn, serves as the best 
li tiugui bing fi tnr of the species. Young individuals are more hirsute than adults. The 
I r of the carapax is a dark purpli h brown; the chelipeds in adults are marbled with purplish 
pot. 
The Paci:fic Rock Orab does not often occur on the shore between tides; it appears to frequent 
deeper water than either Ganeer magister or 0. productus, being abundant in from two to three 
fathom , alway , however, among rocks. 
THE Mun UR.A.BS-P AN0PEUS HERBSTII, Edwards; PAN0PEUS DEPRESSUS, Smith; p AN0PEUS 
SAYI, Smith; PAN0PEUS HARRISII, Stimpson. 
Four species of the so-called Mud Crabs occur upon our Atlantic coast: Panopeus Herbstii 
ranges from Long Island Sound to Bra,zil, but is not common north of New Jersey; P. depressus, 
from Cape Cod to Florida, and often carried much farther north with oysters; P. Sayi, associated 
with the last and having the same range; P. Harrisii, from Massachusetts Bay to Florida. 
P. Herbstii i rather the larger species, specimens from Florida and the West Indies measuring 
fully two inche acros the back. The color is a dark olive above, the :fingers of the claws being 
black, though lighter at the tips. This species is occasionally sold as food in the New Orleans 
markets, and i sometimes used as bait. The other three species are more or less abundant in 
num rou localities where they could also be obtained as bait. Professor Verrill refers to them 
a follow : 
"Two mall kind of Crabs are very abundant under the stones, especially where there is some 
mud. The e ar dark olive-brown and have the large claws broadly tipped with black. They 
are ft n called Mud Crab on account of their fondness for muddy places. One of these, the 
Panopeus depressus, i decidedly flattened above, and is usually a li~tle smaller than the second, 
he Panopeu Sayi, which i omewhat convex above. They are usually found together and have 
imilar habit . A. third small species of the same genus is occasionally met with under stones, 
but live rather higher up toward high-water mark, and is comparatively rare. This is the 
Panopeus Harrisii. It can be easily distinguished, for it lacks the black on the ends of the big 
claw and ha a groove along the edge of the front of the carapax, between the eyes. This last 
peci s i al o found in the alt marshes, and was originally discovered on the marshes of the 
Charle Riv r, near Boston.· All the species of Panopeus are southern forms, extending to Florida, 
or to the Gulf coa t of the Southern States, but they are rare north of Cape Cod, and not found 
at all on the coa t of Maine. They contribute largely to the food of the tautog and other 
fishe ."1 
TRE STONE CRAB-MENIPPE MER0ENARIUS, Gibbes. 
f the tw edible pecie of Crabs occurring upon the Southern Atlantic coast of 
t t , Oallinectes hastatus being the other and more important one, on account of its 
greater a nodan . The r corded range of the tone Crab is from Charleston Harbor, South 
ar li , t, I rida ut the o-ca1led Stone Crab of the Gulf of Mexico probably 
long i part t 1 a t, t the ame specie , and it bas also been recently collected on the coast 
1 Vineyard u.nd Report, pp. 312, 313, 1871-'72. 
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The Stone Crab is much stouter and heavier than the Blue Crab, of more solid build, and 
with a much thicker shell-covering both on the ·body and claws. There is, moreo,er, no similarity 
between the two species. The carapax of adult individuals m~asures about three inches in length 
by about four and a half inches in width, and the body is from one and a half to two inches thick. 
The large claws, when folded against the front of the body, measure about seven inches from · 
elbow to elbow. One claw is somewhat larger than the other. 
Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes has kindly furnished the following notes on the habits of this species 
as observed in the vicinity of Charleston, South Carolina: . 
"They live in holes in the mud along the borders of the creeks and estuaries of the coast, 
and are taken by the hand, thrust down several inches, sometimes fifteen to twenty, to reach the 
inhabitant at the bottom, at the risk of a severe bite-from one or both of its claws. They can 
also be found in the crevices between fragments of any solid material, occurring near their haunts, 
such as rejected stone ballast, fragments of brick thrown out as waste from houses or other 
structures in the city or vicinity. Again, they occur in similar situations along the breakwater, 
constructed some forty years ago to protect a part of the front beach ~f Sullivan's Island, at the 
mouth of the harbor, from the destructive action of the waves. They offer a stout resistance to 
being dragged from their chosen retreat, by firmly pressing their powerful claws against the walls 
of their abode. From their holes in the mud they are drawn with some difficulty, with a quantity 
of the mud adhering to them ; and if the walls of their retreat are solid, and cannot be removed 
from around them, they cling to them with such tenacity that not unfrequently they are brought 
out piecemeal, first one claw, then the other, and finally the body." 
Professor Gib bes further states that the Stone Crabs are highly esteemed as food, and preferred 
to the Blue Crab, as the meat of their large claws is more lobster-like in texture a~d flaYor. 
From the difficulty of capturing them, however, they are much less common in the markets than 
the Blue Crab, and command a higher price. They are also apparently less abu.ndant. Like the 
Blue Crab, they are constant dwellers upon our coast, and could doubtless be taken at all times 
during the year. Soft-shelled specimens are seldom if ever brought to market. 
In the Gulf of Mexico, according to Mf. Silas Stearns, the Stone Crab is not so universally 
common as the Blue Crab, although it is found along the entire coast. It seems to be most 
abundant on the southern and western coasts of Florida where the bottom, being more rocky than 
elsewhere, is best suited to its habits. In this section it lives in cavities in the rocks, and in deep 
holes which it excavates in the sand. It attains a larger size than the Blue Crab, measuring in 
adult species one or two inches more across the carapax than the latter species. The people 
living upon the coast where the Stone Crab is so abundant and so large esteem it highly, and 
regard it as an important food supply. Owing to the persistent way in which it keeps on the 
bottom, and in its hiding places, it cannot be captured as easily as the other species. The most 
eommon method of capture is, after finding its hole or place of retreat, to run the hand and arm 
down quickly and drag it out. To one unversed in this practice it seems a dangerous operation, 
but it is not so. The crab lies in its hole with its claws uppermost or outermost, and considering 
its well-known slowness and clumsiness of action, a man's strong grip finds no difficulty in 
controlling them. In other parts of the Gulf, away from the Florida coast, visited by Mr. Stearns, 
he did not find the Stone Crabs nearly so abundant. They were mostly confined to oyster beds 
and stone heaps, and were inferior in size to the Florida specimens. 
As the Stone Crabs generally Ii ve more or less buried beneath the bottom, their movements 
are probably less affected by tides and changes of temperature than the Blue Crabs. They have 
never appeared for sale in the markets of any of the larger cities and towns of the Gulf coast on 
' 
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ifficul y of procuring them. By those who have eaten them they are considered 
up rior to the Blue Crab in flavor. 
- THE GREEN CRAB-CARCINUS lVIlEN.A.S, Leach. 
hi Cr b which is one of the most common species on the coast of Great Britain, also 
' abound upon our Atlantic coast, from Cape Cod to New Jersey and perhaps farther south. It is 
v r undant in Vineyard Sound, Buzzard's Bay, and Long Island Sound. The body is of a 
bright- reen color, varied with spots and blotches of yellow, making it very conspicuous; adult 
p imen mea ure about two inches in width and one and a half inches in length. The surfaces 
of the carapax and limbs are more or less granulated. 
'The Green Crab, Oarcinus mamas, occurs quite frequently well up toward high-water mark, 
hiding und r the loose stones, and nimbly running away when disturbed. It may also be found, 
at time , in the larger tidal pools, It often resorts to the holes and cavernous places under the 
peaty banks of the shores, or along the small ditches and streams cutting through the . peaty 
mar hes near the shore." 1 
It i most abundant between tide-marks, or near low-water mark, and is seldom found below 
a very few fathoms in depth. 
The Green Orab is an article of food in some parts of Europe, where it occurs abundantly. In 
England it is occasionally used as bait, especially while in a soft-shell state. It is said to be often 
very annoying to the salmon :fishermen in that country. "Trout and mackerel are reduced to 
keleton in a very short time, and grilse and salmon often rendered unfit for market by an 
un eemly car, the work of these marauders." 2 
In thi country, the Green Crab is frequently used as bait on the Southern New England 
coa t, pecially for the tautog. In Vineyard Sound and Buzzard's Bay it is known to the 
fi 'h rm n as the" Joe Rocker." 
THE LADY CRAB-PL.A.TYONIOHUS 0CELLATus, Latreille. 
The '' Lady Crab," or "Sand Crab," is abundant on nearly all our sandy shores from Cape Cod 
to Flori a, and in the Gulf of Mexico; it ranges frolll low-water mark to a depth of ten fathoms. 
Thi p ci a. ily di tingui bed from all our other Crabs by the shape and color of its carapax, 
tak n in nnection with the character of its posterior pair of limbs, which are modified into 
irnming organ , a in the edible Crab. Its body is nearly as long as broad, the margins rudely 
indic ing a ix-, id d figure. The front lateral margins bear five spines each, which are directed 
forw rd, and the front margin is deeply indented on each side of a slightly projecting three-
pin d r trum, to fi rm caviti for the eye . The front limbs, those bearing the claws, are long 
r h r 1 n er, and the succeeding three pairs are simple in their structure. "The color of 
i quite right and doe not imitate the sand on which it lives, probably owing to_ its 
mod of concealment. The ground-color i white, but the back is covered with annular spots 
fi rm Y peck. of red and purple. The Lady Crab i perfectly at home among the loose sands 
at low-wat r mark, even o the mo t expo, ed beaches. It i also abundant on sandy bot.toms off 
·bor , an a it i furni hed with wimming organ on its po terior legs, it can swim rapidly in 
th wat r an ha been taken at the urface in se--rnral in tances, and some of the specimens thus 
t k f full ize. hen living a low-wat r mark on the sand beaches, it generally buries 
If Pt i · nd antennoo in t and, watching for prey, or on the lookout for enemie . . 
gli b ckward and downward into the and and di appears instantly. 
1 
EBIULL: Vineyar ound eport, p. 312, 1871-'72. 
1 
IilTE: opular · tory of the British Crustacea. 
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This power of quickly burrowing deeply into the sand it possesses in common with all the other 
marine animals of every class which inhaoit the exposed ·beaches of loose sand, for upon this 
habit ~heir very existence depends during storms. By burying themselves deep they are beyond 
the reach of breakers. 
''The Lady Crab is predaceous in its habits, feeding upon various smaller creatures, but, like 
most of the Crabs, it is also fond of dead fishes or any other dead animals. In some localities 
they are so abundant that a dead fish or shark will in a short time be completely covered with _ 
them; but if a person should approach they will all suddenly slip off backwards and quickly 
disappear in every direction beneath the sand. After a short time, if everything be quiet, 
immense numbers of eyes and antennre will he gradually and cautiously protruded from beneath 
the sand, and after their owners have satisfied themselves that all is well the army· of Crabs will 
soon appear above the sand again and continue their operations." 1 
This species is used as bait on many parts of the coast, especially about Vineyard Sound 
and Buzzard's Bay. It is also an important article of food at New Orleans, Louisiana, and is 
occasionally taken to the New York markets. 
222. THE COMMON EDIBLE OR BLUE CRAB-CALLINECTES HASTATUS, Ordway. 
DISTRIBUTION.-The common edible Crab of the ~astern coast of the United States, generally 
termed "Blue Orab" at the North and "Sea Orab" at the South, ranges from Cape Cod to Florida, 
and also occurs in the Gulf of Mexico, and is occasionally taken in Massachusetts Bay. Next to 
the Lobster, it is the most important crustacean of our waters in a commercial poin~ of view. 
There are several species of the genu~ Gallineates ·living upon the coast of the Southern States. 
' Oallineates hastatus, the genuine Blue Crab, i~ positively known to occur as far south as Louis-
iana, and is probably the only species brought to the New York markets. Gallineates ornatus 
inhabits Charleston Harbor, South Carolina, and e;xtends southward from thl3re, but to what 
extent has not been determined. Two other species, Gallineates larvatus and 0. tumidus, have 
been recorded from Southern Florida and the West Indies. Which of these four species occurs 
in the greatest abundance in the Gulf of Mexico, and is there most commonly taken for food, we 
are unable to state, as no careful examination of market supplies from that region has ever been 
made. 
EXTERNAL CHARAO..TERS.-The shell of the Blue Crab is about twice as broad as long, 
including the stout, sharp spines which project from each side. Between the spine of each side 
and the eye of that side the margin is armed with about eight short and acute spines, which are 
largest at the side and gradually decrease in size toward the eye. Between the eyes, which are 
placed in slight recesses, the margin forms four broad, unequal-sided teeth, with a median spine 
underneath. The front limbs, including the claws, are similar in shape but somewhat unequal in 
size; they have several strong sharp spines above. The three succeeding pairs of limbs are 
slen<ler, similar to one another, and terminate in sharp points. The posterior pair, however, end 
in an expanded oval joint, especially adapted for swimming. The entire body of this species is 
considerably compressed, the carapax being only moderately convex above; the surface, excepting 
near the posterior margin, is covered with minute granulations, which a.re more numerous ove~ 
some portions than over others. The entire margin of the carapax and abdomen is bordered with 
fine hairs, and most of the joints of the limbs are ornamented in the same way. 
The abdomen of the female is very broad, and when not charged with eggs fills in the entire 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, p. 338, 1871-'72. 
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epa tw nth ba es of the po terior pairs of legs. During the spawning season, however, tlle 
e ar nuru rou and form such a· large mass that they throw the abdomen some dit:,tance out 
fr m th I w r urface of the body, causing it to project almost at right angles with the upper 
urfa f the carapax. The upper surf3:ce of the shell and claws is of a dark-green color, and 
the l w r urface of a dingy white; feet blue; tips of fingers and spines reddish. 
AilIT , USE , ET0.-The following account of the habits of the Blue Crab is by Professor 
Verrill: 
'' The common edible Crab or 'Blue Crab' is a common inhabitant of muddy shores, especially 
in heltered coves and bays. It is a very active species, and can swim rapidly. It is, therefore, 
often seen wimming at or near the surface. The full-grown individuals generally keep away from 
the bores, in shallow water, frequenting muddy bottoms, especially among the eel-grass, and are 
al o found in 1 rge uumbers in the somewhat brackish waters of estuaries and the mouths of 
rivers. The young pecimens of all sizes, up to two or three inches in breadth, are, however, very 
frequent along the muddy shores, hiding in the grass and weeds or under the peaty banks at high 
water and retreating as the tiJe goes down. When disturbed they swim away quickly info deeper 
water. They also have the habit of pushing themselves backward into and beneath the mud for 
concealment. They are predaceous in their habits, feeding upon small fishes and various other 
animal food. They are very pugnacious, and have remarkable strength in their claws, which they 
use with great dexterity. When they have recently shed their shells they are caught in great 
number for the markets, and these 'soft-shelled Crabs' are inuch esteemed by many. Those with 
hard hells are al !) sold in our markets, but are not valued so highly. This Crab can easily 
be di tingui hed from all the other species found in this region by the sharp spine on each side of 
the c, rapax. . . . They are usually brought to market early in May, but the' soft-shelled' 
one , which are more highly e teemed, are taken later. These soft-shelled individuals are merely 
tho e that have recently shed th ir old shells, whilo the new shell has not had time to harden. 
Th period of he ding seems to be irregular and long continued, for soft-shelled Crabs are taken 
n arl all summ r. The young and half-grown specimens of this Crab may often be found in 
con ider ble number hiding in the holes and hollows beneath the banks during the flood tide. 
h n di turb d, they Rwim away qui tly foto deeper water. These small Crabs are devoured by 
many of the larg r fi he . During flood tide the large Crabs swim up the streams like many fishes 
and r tr at again with the ebb. They feed largely on fishes, and oft~n do much damage by eating 
:fl h cau Lt in t-n ts, frequ ntly making large boles in the nets at the ;ame time." 1 
B ide d vouring lh-ing animal , tbe Blue Crab "feeds on dead animal matter in its various 
tag of putr c nee, and is one of the many depurators of the ocean. It often buries itself in 
th and, that no part i vi ible but the eyes and anterior antennre; these last are then in 
ontinual m tion, the bi:fid terminal joint acting as forceps to seize and convey to its moutb the 
mall m llu ou animal for:£ od. The shell is cast annually, and they are then known by tbe 
name of ' oft- hell Crab,' are ver-y delicat , and in particular request for the table. In this state 
the rab i' incapa le of any defen e from its enemies; the male usually retires to a secluded 
itu ti n for curity, but the adult f male i protected by a male whose shell is hard. They are 
th n call d ubl 
art of the coa t, Crab. in the oft state are known respectively as" Soft Crabs," 
P el r . The t rm f Crab," "Paper- bell," and "Buckh•r" denote the 
f on i. t n y f th ·h ,u, from th time of bedding until it has b come nearly 
1 Yin yt rd • ound l eport, pp. :~Ci7, :{G , 4G , 1 71- 72. 
''AY: J um. A<:acl .• ·at. ,'.ci. l'liila., i, p. 6G, 1 17. 
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hard again. For instance, immediately after shedding it is a '~ Soft Crab"; as the shell becomes 
slightly hardened it is called "Paper-shell," and just before reaching its normal hardness it is 
termed "Buckler." 
Callinectes hastatus does not appear to be confined to salt and brackish water only, for it has 
been known to ascend the Saint John's River, Florida, a distance of one hundred miles, to where 
the water is. sufficiently fresh for drinking . 
.According to Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes, of Charleston, South Carolina, the Blue Crab is abundant 
in and about Charleston Harbor, and is largely taken for food. Average-sized specimens measure 
about two and a half inches long and :five to :five and a half broad, including the lateral spines. 
It occurs, feeding and swimming on the bottom and between the bottom and the surface, in the 
deeper water of the harbor, and in the shallower waters of rivers and creeks. It is also found 
walking on the muddy borders of creeks or rivers, and on the marshes, when the tide is out. For 
market, these Crabs are occasionally taken by the :fishermen in cast-nets while seeking :fish, but the 
customary crab-net is a sort of dip-net attached to a pole. In the deeper water, it is sometimes 
necessary to ent ice the Urabs to the surface by means of bait attached to cords. Although Blue 
Crabs occur in this region more or less throughout the entire year, they are chiefly taken for the 
market in the spring and early summer months, as they are then in the best condition and most 
highly esteemed for their flavor. Both bard and soft shell individuals are eaten. They seem to be 
as common now as formerly. 
Mr. Silas Stearns, of Pensacola, Florida, writes as follows concerning the habits, etc., of 
Callinectes in the Gulf of Mexico: 
"The Blue Crab is more abundant than the Stone Crab, and is distributed along the entire 
Gulf coast. It is found out in the Gulf, in the bays and estuaries, and very often in fresh-water 
rivers and Jakes that have close connection with some body of salt water. It lives in the shoaler 
waters during the summer months, from about April to November, and retires to the deeper water 
on the approach of cold weather, to remain half dormant until the :first warm day or settled mild 
weather. Its :first move in the spring is to the grass-covered shoals, where various kinds of fishes 
and other marine animals have just deposited their eggs, upon which it feeds greedily. A1l 
through the summer it is found in such places as these, acting both as a scavenger of decomposing 
auimal matter and as one of the most dreaded enemies of small :fish and their spawn. At high tide 
the Crabs come nearer to the shore than at low tide, and at all times the young are more venture-
so~e than the old. Hiding under patches of seaweed, behind and under logs and roots of trees 
and in the sand, the young spend the period of high tide at the very water's edge. 
"The period of spawning and shedding extends through several months, probably the entire 
summer, for some indiviuuals are foun<l loaded with spawn and others in a soft s11ate during the 
whole season. This summer (1880), while at Saint Joseph's Bay, on this coast, I found large 
quantities of females, heavy with spawn, lying just at the edge of the surf on the sea-beach. 
They were quite inactive, and there were no males among them. While shedding its shell, and 
until the new shell has become sufficiently hard to protect it, the Blue Crab remains hidden in 
the mud or among seaweeds. This is the most active of all the Gulf species of Crabs. It swims 
easily and rapidly at the surface at times, and its movements at tlle bottom are remarkably swift. 
It is also very pugnacious, and not only :fights its own kind, but also shows a bold front t~ its 
enemies, including man. The average size of the Blue Crc1b is about six inches broad across the 
shell. 
"Being so common that people nearly everywhere along the coast can obtain any quantity 
for the mere trouble of capturing tllem, they llave given rise to no defined industry excepting in 
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Out id of w Orlean , in fact, there is no regular trade in Blue Crabs. In 
• rl, 1 riucr tb ar trolled from deep water to within reach of a dip-net, by means of a piece 
ta h <1 to, long triug. Later in the season, when the water has become warmer, they 
lipp d ui with,a dip-net all along the shore. About Pen~acola, the catching of Crabs· is 
m nn- the port . During warm summer evenings, parties of men, women, and children 
t nt fi r foded por ion of the bay shore, where they pursue the Crabs, with torches and jigs 
or clip-n t , until they are tired. A midnight supper, made up mainly of the Crabs and .fish they 
hav tak n, follow , and the enjoyment concludes with a moonlight sail homeward." 
THE SPIDER ORABS-LIBINIA EM.A.RGINAT.A., Lea.ch; LIBINI.A. DUBI.A., Edwards. 
The pider rabs are inhabitants of shallow water along the Atlantic coast, from Western 
faine to the Gulf of Mexico. The two species resemble one another very closely, but the 
emarginata i more thickly covered with spines than the dubia,, which is also further distinguished 
by being narrower across the front, and by having a longer rostrum. As a rule, the latter species 
is found more commonly than the former in the very shallow water near shore, and its range is 
more re tricted toward the north, not passing beyond Cape Cod. 
Profe or Verrill says of their habits, that "they are very common on muddy shores and flats. 
They bide beneath the surface of the mud and decaying weeds, or among the eel-grass, and are 
very luggi h in their motions. The whole ~urface of the body is covered with hairs, which 
entangle particle of mud and dirt of various kinds; and sometimes hydroids, algre, and even 
barnacl . grow upon their shells, contributing to their more ready concealment. The males a.re 
mu h laF r than the females, and have long and stout .claws. They often spread a foot or more 
a r the xt n<l cl leg . The females have much smaller and shorter legs and comparatively 
w al ·law ." 1 
Th Spi ler rab are used as bait along the Middle Atlantic States, and probably elsewhere, 
ithin th ir rang . 
THE KELP ORAB-EPI.A.LTUS PR0DUCTUS, Randall. 
Th elp rab of the Pacific coa t is "easily recognized by its smooth quadrate carapax, with 
tw di tiuct te th ou either side. It is the most common maioid Orab on the coast of California 
d OreO'on, and i · u ually found among seaweeds on rocks, just below low-water mark. Its color 
oli c ou wh n ali e." 2 
Thi r.: b i occa ionally taken for food ~y the natives along the coast, but apparently has not 
Y it' way into the San Francisco markets. It has been especially recorded from Puget 
ou d, the month of the Columbia River, the Farallone Islands, Tomales Bay, entrance to San 
Fr n i co ay, and Monterey. 
TrrE RED ROCK CRAB-ECHIDNOCEROS SETIM.A.NUS, Stimpson. 
quite a large and very ornamental red Orab, which is not eaten, but is occasionally 
n Franc· ' CO market as a curiosity. It is procured in moderately deep water about 
ar ll ne I 1 nd , which lie , hort di tance off the coast at San Francisco, California. The 
T of · ult ab ut t n inches both in length and breadth, and the weight 
w n ix a en pound . The carapax is convex and exceedingly 
r cl wi h larg tu r ·le and granule . The front and lateral margins on .each 
ht rincipal t th, he b ak i i ur-lobed. The right claw i much laTger 
b th ar cover d wit tu t · of h ir, nd armed with teeth and tubercles. The ---------
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ground color of the body is vermilion, the granules and spines being generally of a deep blue or 
purple; the entire carapax is covered with minute bristles. _ According to Dr. WiIIiam Stimpson, 
who wrote concerning this Crab in 1857, specimens of this species then readily sold in the San-
Francisco market for five and ten dollars each. A certain demand for them still continues, but 
they are apparently brought to market only occasionally. 
THE SAND BUG-HIPP .A. T.A.LP0ID.A., Say. 
This is rather an odd species of Crab, related to the Hermit Crabs, from which, however, it 
differs greatly in appearance. The body is oval in outline and more than half as broad as long, 
the sides forming a nearly regular cur,e. The · upper part of the body, formed mostly of the 
cephalo-thorax, is convex and rather plain, giving a decidedly bug-ltke appearance to the 
creature, as suggested by its common name. The tail, which is loug and broad, is pressed up 
against the under surface of the body, reaching nearly to the front. The eyes are minute and 
placed at the ends . of long, slender peduncles; the principal antennre are about as long as the 
carapax, and are curved and strongly plumose. 
'' This species burrows like a mole, head first, instead of backward. It can al~o swim quite 
actively, and is sometimes found swimming about in the pools left on the flats at low water. It 
is occasionally dug out of the sand at low-water mark, and is often thrown up by the waves on 
sand-beaches, but it seems to live in shallow water on sandy bottoms in great numbers, for in 
seining on one of the sand-beaches near Wood's Holl for small fishes, a large quantity of this 
species was taken. Jts color is yellowish-white, tinged with purple on the back. It is one of the 
favorite articles of food of many fishes. Mr. Smith found the young abundant at .Fire Island, 
near high water, burrowing in the sand. This species is still more abundant farther south." 1 
The Sand Bug ranges from Cape Cod to Florida, but is much more abundant toward the 
South than at the North. On the New Jersey coast, and probably at other places farther south, it 
is used by the fishermen as bait. It is frequently called by them the "Bait Bug." 
THE HERMIT CRABS-EUPAGURUS P0LLICARIS, Stimpson; EuP .A.GURUS BERNHARDUS, Brandt; 
EuPAGURUS L0NGIOARPus, Stimpson; AND ALLIED SPECIES. 
There are numerous species of Hermit Crabs living upon our coast, in all depths from the 
shore down to several hundred fathoms. Three species which are of large enough size to be 
considered as desirable for bait occur, however, in localities where they might be easily taken by 
the fishermen. One of the species, Eupagurus bernhardus, is frequently used for that purpose in 
England, and could as well be utilized here. The other two species, living in shallow water, are 
E. pollicaris and E. longicarpus. E. bernhardus ranges from Cape Cod northward, and from 
low-water mark to depths of fifty fatbo~s and more. E. pollicaris ranges from Massachusetts to 
Florida, and occurs at low-water mark, but is ~ore abundant on the rocky and shelly bottoms of 
the bays and sounds, and upon oyster-beds. E. longicarpus ranges from Massachusetts Bay to 
the Gulf of Mexico, and from between tide levels to a depth of ten fathoms. 
The Hermit Crabs protect the hinder, soft portion of their bodies in any empty Gasteropod 
shell of sufficient size which is obtainable, carrying this shell upon their back. They move about 
very actively _and are very pugnacious. Their savage disp~sitions toward each other has earned 
for tbern, in England, the name of "Soldier Crabs," but both in Europe and this country they are 
generally termed "Hermits." 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, p. 339, 1871-'72. 
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E. longicatpu i m, 11 r than either of the other species, but is more of a littor~l species, and 
th r f r , ., rul , m re a ily obtainable. 
~ urth p i E. pube oens, might be added to our list of available Hermit Crabs, but it is 
r, · lit it d t d p r water than the others. It ranges from New Jersey to Greenland, but 
uth f a co ay, Line, has not been found as high up as the level of low tide. In Casco Bay 
h , • f Fundy, it ometime', but rarely, occurs upon the shore,just below low-water mark. 
' ctiv and intere ting little' Hermit Crabs,' Eupagurus longicarpus, are generally abundant 
in tho p 1 n ar low water, and concealed in wet places beneath rocks. In the pools they may 
b en actively running about, carrying upon their backs the dead shell of some SJllall Gasteropod., 
m t commonly .A naoMs avara or Ilyanassa obsoleta, though all the small spiral shells are used in 
thi way. Th y are very pugnacious and nearly always ready for a fight when two happen to 
me t, but they are al o great cowards, and very likely each, after the first onset, will instantly 
r tr at into hi shell, closing the aperture closely with the large claws. Tb~y use their long, 
lender antennre very efficiently as organs of feeling, and show great wariness in all their actions. 
The hinder part of the body is soft, with a thin skin, and one-sided in structure, so as to fit into 
the borrowed shell , while ·near the end there are appendages which are formed into hook-like 
organ , by which they bold themselves securely in their houses, for these spiral shells serve them 
both for hield and dwellings. This species also occurs in vast numbers among the eel-grass, both 
in the estuarie and in the sounds and bays, and is also frequent on nearly all other kinds of 
bottoms in the ound . It is a favorite article of food for many of the fishes, for they swallow it 
h 11 aml all. much larger species, belonging to the same genus, but having much shorter and 
thicker claw (Eupagurus pollioaris), is also found occasionally under the rocks at low water, but 
it i much mor common on rocky and shelly bottoms in the sounds and bays. Its habits are 
otherwi e imil r to the small one, but it occupies much larger shells, such as those of Luyiatia 
hero , Fulgur carica, &c. This large species is devoured by the sharks and sting-rays." 
223. THE LOBSTERS. 
TnE SPINY LOBSTER OR ROCK LOBSTER-P ANULIRUS INTERRUPTUS, Randall. 
The well-kn wn Spiny Lobster of the European coast, Palim1,rus vulgaris, is represented 
on the w t rn coast of the United States by a closely allied genus and species, Panulirus 
interruptus. The Spiny Lob t r differs from the common Lobster in wanting the large anterior 
1. w , th fir t pair of ii et \:)eing imple and without pincers, and in having enormously developed 
nt on r feel r which are very large around at the base, and as long as, or .longer than, the 
body. Th ill are imilar in tructure to those of -the true Lobster, but number twenty-one on 
e ch ide. 
The aliii rnia piny Lobster, which, in the region where it occurs, is often called simply 
' Lob t r' or "Cr y-fi h,' attain a total length. of fourteen inches, the carapax in adult 
indi idcml mea urincr a much a five inches. Average- ized individuals weigh from three and 
on -half t fi ur pound . One SI ecimen weighing eleven and one-half pounds has been recorded 
fr m anta rbara., ut very large specimen are now rarely taken in that locality. n range 
uthwar fro oint Concepti n alifornia, the mo t northern point from which it has been 
r cor d n Lui Obi o. .A.t this lace ii i rare, but at Santa Barbara and to the 
outhwar from th r it i very com n. The e Lob tP.r generally inhabit rocky ledges. In the 
·nter th Y r m in in d ep w ter among the kelp, and are captured in lobster-pots; in the 
1 
EBRILL: Vineyard Sound eport, p. 313, 1871-'72. 
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summer they move into shallower water, and are taken by means of dip-nets. The best bait for 
the traps is fresh fish, but any flesh will answer for this purpose. The spawning season for _the 
Spiny Lobster is the early spring, when they are found in abundance close to the shore. At this 
time they are less fat than at others, and are not considered as good eating; some even regard 
them as unwholesome at the spawning time, but nevertheless they are eaten more or less 
continuously through the entire year. When abundant near the shore, catches aggregating five 
hundred pounds have been made by a single person in the short space of two hours. They are 
. . 
not as abundant now as formerly in the places where they are most extensively taken as food, 
this having resulted from overfishing, especially during the spawning season. There is, therefore, 
great danger of the species becoming exterminated, unless some stringent laws are framed to 
protect them. 
224. THE AMERICAN LOBSTER-HOIIARUS AMERIOANUS, Milne-Edwards. 
lNTR0DUCTION.-Although the Lobster is one of the most important of our food inverte-
brates, careful observations regarding its natural history, and especially its breeding habits, 
rate of ~-rowth, etc., haye been strangely neglected. This fact is greatly to be deplored, 
considering that the Lobster has recently become the subject of important legislation by the 
several States which it inhabits, and that its cultivation by artificial means has been frequently 
attempted. It is now an undisputed fact that the abundance, as well as the average size, of 
Lobsters has greatly decreased in our shallow-water areas during the past twenty to thirty years, 
thereby forcing the lobster fishermen to resort to deeper water, and "increasing the hardships of 
their profession. The question has, therefore, very naturally arisen as to whether tpis continued 
decrease can in any way be checked either by the enactment of proper protective laws, or by means 
of artificial propagation. Laws for the protection of the Lobster have been passed by all the 
States interested in this fishery, but their want of uniformity and the· difficulty of enforcing them 
have diminished the benefits which it was hoped might result. The success attending the artificial 
breeding of several of-our food-fishes has inspired the hope that similar methods might succeed 
with regard to the Lobster, and many persons are now awaiting with interest the results of 
experiments in that direction. It is very certain, however, that the breeding of Lobsters can 
ne·rnr be successfully carried on until we have become acquainted with at least the main features 
of their naturar history. The artificial cultivation of animals can only progress through the 
fulfillment of natural laws, which must be thoroughly understood before they can be properly 
applied. As it is, however, the would-be experimenter in the matter of lobster-breeding must 
still follow a very uncertain pathway, meeting with numerous failures which previou~ studies 
might have averted. 
To assist in a small way toward overcoming this difficulty, and as a preliminary to the 
industrial report which will appear hereafter; the author has brought together the following few 
disconnected popular notes, taken in part from pu.blished works, but mainly derived from the 
observations of intelligent lobster .fishermen and dealers, who have always cheerfully responded 
when called upon for information. It is hoped that the meagerness of these notes will act as an 
incentive to observers in this line of research. 
RELATIONS AND STRUCTURE OF THE L0BSTER.-The Lobster belongs to the highest group 
of the Crustacea, the so-called Decapoda, or ten-footed crustaceans, which group is again divided 
into the Brachyura, or short-tailed Decapods (true. Crabs), the A.nomoura (Hermit Crabs, etc.), and 
the Macroura, or long-tailed Decapods (Lobsters_ and Shrimps). The members of the first group 
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iah r in org nization than thoM of the two latter, and the Lobster must, therefore, be 
I w r in the cale of being than our common Crab. 
b t r find ome of their nearest allies among the common fresh-water Cray-fish of our 
mall tr am , with which they agree structurally in most particulars. The principal 
ifl' r n xi ting b tween them, beyond size and shape, are such as would be readily overlooked 
tlJ ·a ual ob erver. One of the most important is as to the number of gills, of which there are 
tw nt p rfect one on each side in the Lobster and only seventeen to eighteen on each side in the 
ray-:fi ·h. ome of the gills also differ in structure in the two groups. The other structural 
<liffi r nc s need not be discussed here, nor do we propose to describe the anatomical peculiarities 
f the Lob ter in this connection, as they have been fully treated of in numerous scientific publica-
tion which are easily obtainable. It will suffice for our purpose to pass over in review the 
principal external characteristics. 
The body of the Lobster, as may be readily observed, is made up of two general divisions~ an 
anterior one, called the carapax or cephalo-therax, and covered by a single shell or shield above 
and at the side , and a posterior one, termed the abdomen, consisting of six segments and a 
terminal flap, or tel on. The dividing line b~tween the head and thorax proper, which are both 
contained within the carapax, is indicated on the upper surface of the carapax by a trans-
ver e, curved groove. Underneath the thoracic portion of the carapax there are :five transverse 
segment , corre ponding to the pairs of legs, of which the four posterior pairs are sµbequal in 
ize nd much smaller than the anterior pair or claws. All of the legs are composed of 
v ral and au equal number of joints; the two posterior ones terminate in simple points, while 
th tw in advance of them end in small claws. The anterior legs are very much enlarged, the 
joint v ry unequal in ize and very unlike in sha,t>e, the terminal joint, forming the claw proper, 
b ino- ry greatly developed, hard and rugged, and very powerful. Each segment of t1e 
a m nor tail al o ha a pair of appendages on the lower side. In the female, the anterior five 
P ir ar mall and lender, and con~titute the so-called swimmerets, to which the eggs are 
tt cbed after extru ion from the body and during incubation. The appendages of the posterior 
a d miual gm nt are large, and each terminates in two broad plates which lie at each side of the 
t 1' n. In the mal , tlle anterior pair of abdominal appendages are modified into the stiffened 
tyle , by mean of which the sex may be easily distinguished. The functions of these different 
app nd g correspond with the same in the Cray-fish, which are described as follows by 
rofi or uxley: 
"Th Cray-fl h wims by the help of its abdomen and the hinder pairs of abdominal limbs; 
lk by m au f the four hinder pairs of thoracic limbs; lays hold of anything to fix itself, or 
i tin climbing, by the two chelate anterior pairs of these limbs, which are also employed in 
t ring the ti eized by th forceps fbig claws] and conveying it to the mouth; while it seizes 
it pre a d defends it elf with the forcep ." 
n the I w r ide of the body, in front of the claws, are several pairs of variously shaped 
m 11 rg n , whi h urround the m uth and ub erve mastication. Still farther in front are two 
long fi 1 r r ant nnre, and two smaller fe 1 r or antenules, ancl also the two compound eye , 
t th 
out between the eye . The gill are 
nu Bomarus, are now r cognized by 
. The American species, Homarus americanus, in 
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which we are now interested, is the largest of the~ all. Next in size, and of ~qual importance, is 
the European species, Homarus vulgaris, which .differs but slightly from our own, the rostrum 
being narrower, and bearing teeth only on its upper margin, while in the former species the lower 
margin of the rostrum is also armed with teeth. The third species belongs ·to t,he southern hemi-
sphere and attains a length of only about:five inches. It is called Homarus capensis, and inhabits 
the region of the Cape of Good Hope. We are not aware of its being used as food. 
N AME.-For a common and widely distributed marine animal, the .American Lobster is 
surprisingly free from the long list of vernacular and local names which encumber some of our 
most important industrial fishes, such as the menhaden. The simple term "Lobster" belongs to it 
wherever it occurs, and in only a few rare instances have the fishermen dared to assert their well-
acknowledged right of adding, through its means, a new word to their already somewhat lengthy 
and interesting vocabulary. On the coast of Rhode Island, Lobsters are sometimes called "Sea-
craws," from their resemblance to the fresh-water Cray-fish; and at Nantucket the young Lobster 
is termed "Grass-hopper"; but such names are not much used, nor are they of importance to our 
discussion. 
The different stages during the process of ~bedding and subsequent hardening of the new 
shell and during spawning are designated by descriptive terms, such as "Black Lobster," "Soft-
shel1," "Berried Lobster," etc., which are describ~d in full.further on. 
In and about Vineyard Sound, Massachusetts, two varieties of Lobsters are recognized, and 
these are distinguished as " School Lobsters" and "Rock Lobsters," or "Groundholders." 
DECREASE IN SIZE.-Lobsters occur of all sizes up to about forty pounds weight, but the 
average size of all Lobsters now caught for market is probably not above two pounds weight. 
It is a well-attested fact that the average size, as well as the abundance of Lobsters, h~s steadily 
decreased from year to year during the past twenty years, and the markets are now supplied with 
a much smaller breed, so to speak, than formerly. Not that Lobsters grow less rapidly at the 
present time than in previous years, or have become in any way dwarfed in size, but the avaricious 
fishing which has been constantly carried on along almost the entire extent of their range has 
caught up nearly all the larger individuals and reduced the bulk of those remaining, suitable for 
market, to near the minimum prescribed by law, and there they will probably remain. Were the 
spawning Lobsters carefully protected, and due respect paid to the laws limiting the size of 
those , taken for food, we might expect to find about as many Lobsters now as in any past time, 
though they might average smaller in size; but such, unfortunately, is not the case. 
Just what the decrease in average size has been we have not sufficient data to determine; 
but it has occflrred so recently and has been so marked that no one who is familiar with the facts 
can refuse to acknowledge it. .A New Haven correspondent states that the average length of the 
Lobsters sold in the markets there to-day is about ten and one-half inches and the average 
weight about two pounds, against an average length of about thirteen inches and an average 
weight of about three and one-half pounds twenty years ago. .A Boston correspondent, who has 
spent much time in studying the lobster question from a practical standpoint, writes that 
"they decreased rapidly until the law was enacted regulating the size of those brought to 
market, the enforcement of which arrested the apparent decrease. I would say here that the 
effect of a law regulating the size of those saved for food is, after a time, to bring a very large 
majority of those offered for sale to about the legal limits, and an improvement can only be 
looked for by increasing the limit from time to time." 
AVER.A.GE JUZE .A.T PRESENT.-From many fishermen and lobster-dealers along the entire 
New England coast we have solicited information as to the average size of Lobsters taken by 
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th th ir trap and sold as food, or received at the markets. The replies were numerous, 
n<l in O undoubtedly reliable. In four of the principal larger markets the average 
iz w re t, ted to be as follows, the length given being exclusive of the claws: 
Inches. 
~i~:~£;~.:~~;::==~~:~~~~~~~~~!~::~~~~~:~~~~::~:;~~~~~~~~~~!~~:~!!~~~~~~~:1::I~t 
The larger Lobsters received at New York probably came from Eastern Maine, and the 
mailer one from Southern New England . 
.According to the :fishermen, the average size of Lobsters taken upon certain sections of the 
New England States runs about as follows, the wide range in the :figures given in some cases 
resulting from the combining of data from different localities : 
Inches. 
Coast of Maine, from Eastport to Portland ______________________________ -- - - _ - -- - -- - -- 8-15 
New Hamp hire _________________________________________________________ .; ___ - --- - - - 11 
Vicinity of Boston __________________________________________________________________ 10-13 
Vineyard ound to New London, Connecticut_________________________________________ 8-12 
Western Connecticut________________________________________________________________ 8-10½ 
The average size is said to be somewhat greater in Eastern than in Western Maine, but even 
at the east the smaller sizes are taken to ~11 to the canneries. On the coast of Nova Scotia 
Lob ters, at present, run larg43r than on the coast of Maine. .According to Capt. N. E. Atwood, 
small Lob ters are selu.om seen at Provincetown, or at least were seldom taken there when the 
lob t r fl hery was extensively carried on at that place. In an entire smack load there would 
not be half a dozen individuals weighing under two p~unds. The average size of Lobsters 
taken in the traps doe not appear to remain the same at any one place throughout the year. In 
m ny pl they are said to run largest during the summer, or from June until the latter part 
of .Auo-u t. Thi may not hold good, however, for all localities. .About Vineyard Sound, Massa-
chu tt , Lob t r average large t in June, and those taken . at that time are called " June" or 
" ~an " Lob ters. They are lighter colored and have thinner shells than those caught the 
r mai <ler of he year. School Lobsters average about -the same in size in the same school, but 
th diifi rent chool may differ more or less from one another in the average size of the Lobsters 
mp ing them, and ome at times consist mostly of one sex and others of the opposite sex. 
L RGE L0BSTERS.-The male Lobsters are said, as a rule, to attain the largest size, and in 
mo t 1 aliti tb y average larger than the females. In some few places, however, we are 
in£ rm d that the females average largest, and where this occu:,s it may possibly result from 
th gr at r protection accorded the latter ex. .A correspondent at Provincetown, Massachu-
tt , e timat hat the l rger females attain there a length of about :fifteen to sixteen inches, 
and the larger male about eighteen to twenty-two inches. Although large Lobsters have been 
mo tly xtermin te<l from · our coa t, we till occa ion.ally hear of the capture of individuals of 
unu a 1 ize. From fi hermen we have obtained information regarding three monster individuals, 
w igbing re pectiv ly thirty-five, thirty-eight, and forty pounds each, but no notice as to the 
ar wh nth y w re taken. L b t r of ornr forty pounds weight have been recorded, but we 
ar in Jin o lo k upo t e e gi nt ith some di tru t, a we cannot ascertain that any of them 
tu 11 w jO' 
l h tl 
t h 
more reliable sources we learn that sixteen to twenty-five pound 
c mmon, have been, and still are, occa ionally found. They do 
to any one part of the coast, a they are recorded all the way 
er ey. 
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Much of the information regarding large Lobsters was ·obtained from lobster-dealers, who 
have had them for sale in their markets. A dealer at New Haven states that twenty years ago 
twelve to sixteen pound Lobsters were common, but during the past ten years a Lobster weighing 
ten pounds . bas been rarely seen. .A Boston dealer writes that during the past season (1880) he 
has ·received and sold several Lobsters weighing from twelve to fifteen pounds each. On the 
Nova Scotia coast, ten-pound Lobsters are said to _be common now. The dimensions of these 
heavy individuals are seldom given. .A specimen taken at Boothbay, Maine, and said to weigh 
between thirty and forty pounds, had such large claws that the meat from one of them was equal 
to that of an entire ordinary-sized Lobster. .Another specimen, weighing thirty-five pounds, had 
a length of four feet. Seventeen to twenty-four pound Lobsters are stated to measure from three 
to three and one-half feet long, and ten-pounders from twenty to twenty-four inches. A nineteen-
pound Lobster, shipped from Eastport, in 1875, measured three feet five inches in length, the 
claws being eighteen inches long and eight inches across. 
LARGE LOBS1'ERS ON THE CO.A.ST OF ENGL.A.ND.-.Altbough the European Lobster never 
attains the extreme size of the .American, still large individuals are occasionally met with. Mr. 
Frank Buckland makes the following records of large Lobsters observed on the coast of the 
British Islands: "The deeper the water and the farther from the shore, the larger are the Lobsters. 
The Skye and the Orkney Lobsters are probably the largest in the British Islands. .At St. 
Mawe's we beard of two Lobsters, one ten pounds and the other nine and three-fourths pounds, 
and at Durgan and Sennen of one of thirteen pounds. .A. large Lobster was caught in a large 
earthenware pot at Gosport in 1870; he weighed eight pounds ten ounces. In May, 1875, a 
Lobster, weight twelve pounds, was found at Saint's Bay, Guernsey." Another specimen caught 
at Hamble., near Southampton, was said to have weighed fourteen pounds. 
CoLOR.-The color of the Lobster is so varied as to almost defy accurate description, even 
in single individuals. It may be described in a general way as consisting of a groundwork of 
yellow or yellowish-red, covered with spots or mottlings of green, or more rarely blue. The 
mottlings are most numerous and dense upon the back, while on the sides of the carapax and 
lower surfaces of the claws the yellow generally predominates. · Along the lower edge of the 
carapax, on each side, there is quite· a broad marginal band of blue or bluish coloration, which 
also extends a short distance up the posterior margin of the carapax. Just above this band, 
which has a distinctly defined edge, the yellow (ranging in intensity from a light yellow to a deep 
orange) begins, and may be nearly pla,in for quite a breadth, or become at once covered with 
roundish spots of dark green or greenish or brownish olive, which increase in size and become 
more closely placed toward the dorsal surface, where they overlap to such an extent that the 
yellow seldom shows through. This combination frequently produces a very dark coloration on 
the back, which sometimes appears as a greenish-black. Often the entire carapax and abdomen 
assume a very dark shade over nearly an the sides as well as back. Sometimes the spots are 
fewer in number than ordinary and stand apart from one another, even on the back, producing 
the so-called " Spotted Lobsters." The green color is often replaced by different shades of blue. 
Occasionally a reddish coloration will predominate over the entire carapax. The rostrum is olive 
green, the spines it bears being of a deep, rich red. The abdomen corresponds in markings with 
the carapax. The depressed line running along the center of the back of the carapax is distinctly 
marked, being generally dark green. The tail-flaps are bordered along their posterior margins by 
a band of dark olive brown. 
The upper surface of the big claws has a decidedly reddish or orange cast, the color deep-
euiug towards tlJe e11d:-;, which are a very deep re<l., fading out, to a whi.tish color just at the tips. 
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r undwork the outer margin of the claw has a broad banding of dark olive brown or 
n nnmeron large spots of the same color cover more or less of the remaining surface. 
he un 1 r id of the larg claws are almost always an orange of variable intensity, the terminal 
j int ing mor intense than the inner ones, which are more or less marked with gre~n or blue. 
Th other I g are much lighter below than the claws, with green or blue markings, especially 
ve and at he ends of the joints. The tips end in deep orange red, while the bunches of hairs 
whlch ornament them and other parts of the body are almost a ruby red, when the specimen has 
just been taken from the water. The soft skin covering the under surface of the abdomen, and 
th swimmerets are of a faint pinkish color, due to the presence of multitudes of very minuter~ 
spo~. . 
These color variations of Lobsters probably depend, to a certain extent, upon the character 
or color of the bottom inhabited by them, but some of the varieties cannot be accounted ~or in 
that manner. 1:·he character of their food may also have some influence in the matter. Lobsters 
obtained from rocky bottoms more or less covered with sea weeds, and from dark grassy bottoms, 
are said to be generally much darker in color than those from sandy bottoms, and also to average 
shorter in proportion to their weight. Lobsters from open sandy bottoms are not only lighter in 
color, but also appear to be, usually, brighter. We have several recorded instances of red Lobsters 
from sandy bottoms, some of the specimens examined having been nearly as red as Lobsters 
ordinarily are after boiling. Nearly white Lobsters also occur occasionally in similar situations. 
One of the most curious color varieties we ever saw had numerous round, bright yellow spots, 
ranging in size from very small to about half an inch in diameter, scattered without order over 
the entire body. It is well known to all consumers of Lobsters that the shell of these animals 
quickly change to a nearly uniform bright-red color on boiling. 
DISTRIBUTION-GEOGR.A.P J IC.A.L R.A.NGE.-The American Lobster ranges along the Atlantic 
oa t from Delaware to Labrador, and has even been found as far south as the northeastern corner 
of Virginia. A corre pondent at J ohnsontown, Virginia, informs us that he has seen two or three 
tr gglers taken in that neighborhood, and he believes them to have wandered naturally to that 
far outh rn limit, a he cannot account for their being carried there through the agency of man. 
The vicinity of the Delaware breakwater can be regarded with greater certainty as their southern 
limit, for there they occur in moderate abunda~ce, and are occasionally fished for with lobster-
pot . They are also sometimes taken ·on the fishing banks off Cape H~nlopen and Cape May. 
The tonework of the Delaware breakwater seems, however, to form quite an attractive place for 
th m at pre ent, though previous to its construction they may not have existed there at all. They 
may b ca1:10'bt in the immediate vicinity of the breakwater in lobster-pots, and are also incidentally 
tak n in gill-net and on hand-line , but the fishery is not carried on regularly, mainly on account 
of heir scarcity, and partly from the fact that the pots are liable to be disturbed by the anchors 
of v 1 eeking the protection of the breakwater. Mr. Burbage, of Ocean View, Delaware, 
tate that he ha occa ionally een small Lobsters in the surf along the beacli, near Indian River 
nlet. 
Along th w Jer ey coa t, Lobster have been recorded from a few places, but are no-
wher ery a undant. A fi herman of long experi nee about Cape May writes that he has never 
en L b t r in that r gion. Off Monmouth County they occur near to and south of Nave-
ink. t Lo Bran h an<l. tlantic City mall amounts are taken annually for local consump-
£ r hi m t to w rk and Philadelphia. Lobsters are more plentiful on a fishing 
f r k a h rt i t n off Long Branch, and those found near the shore are 
r vi it t fr m this locali T , Several instances of large Lobsters are 
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recorded from this region-two in particular from off Atlantic City, weighing twenty and twenty-
one pounds each. 
After passing the New Jersey coast~ we soon come to the region where Lobsters are more 
continuously abundant. At one time they were common in New York Bay, but the establishment 
there of large factories, which pollute the waters, has almost exterminated them and dwarfed the 
size of those remaining. Throughout Long Island Sound, Lobsters are moderately abundant, 
and are fished for at several localities. They become much mor~ plentiful in the neighborhood 
of Fisher's Island, Block Island, Montauk Point, the Elizabeth Islands, Martha's Vineyard, 
and Noman's Land, all of which regions furnish a very important summer fishery. Nearly all 
favorable loQalities on the Massachusetts coast abound in Lobsters, though overfishing has . 
nearly depleted some sections, as at Provincetown. New Hampshire supports a limited lobster 
fishery. 
The M~ine coast excels all others of the States in the abundance of Lobsters, which are more 
or less uniformly distributed from Portland to Eastport, some localities, however, being more 
favorable to their existence than others. The fishery for this State is much greater than for all 
the other States combined, Massachusetts ranking next. 
The Provincial coast, or at least the Nova Scotian part of it, is said to be more prolific in 
Lobsters than Maine, though the fishery there is not of as long standing. We have little data as 
to the relative abundance of Lobsters on the Newfoundland and Labrador coasts, but they are 
apparently less common than to the south. 
B.A.THYMETRIC.A.L R.A.NGE.-The Lobster ranges in depth from about low-water mark to at 
least eighty fathoms, and the fishery is regularly carried on in some localities in depths of fifty to 
sixty fathoms; especially during the winter. At Eastport and elsewhere on the Maine coast, 
in the summer, they are occasionally left upon the shore by the receding tide, either concealed 
under stones and seaweeds or partly buried in the sand. During the s·ame season they may 
also be frequently seen about the wharves of some of the Maine sea-coast towns, attracted 
there by the refuse thrown over from the canneries. Twenty to thirty years ago, or before 
. the fishery had made much advancement, Lobsters were of much more common occurrence 
in the littoral zone, and were often gaffed from the shore by the early fishermen. Even to-day, 
in some places, the pots are set in such shallow water that they are exposed at low tide. 
Several accounts of this shore :fishery have been reserved for the industrial portion of the 
present report. 
As explained elsewhere, Lobsters move towards the shore in summer, and away from it, or 
into deeper water, on the approach of cold weather. D_uring -the principal fishing season, which 
includes the warmer half of the year, they ,are most abundant in depths of a very few to about 
:fifteen or twenty fathoms, and it is within these depths that the pots are mainly set. · 
OFF-SHORE RANGE.-Lobsters have been recorded from the fishing banks off :Nova Scotia, 
from the :fishing banks and ledges of the Gulf of Maine, such as J eifrey's Ledge and Cash e's 
Ledge, and from other more southern off-shore banks. They have also been taken from the 
stomachs of cod caught on George's Banks. There is, however, no off-shore lobster :fishery. 
FRESII .A.ND BRACKISH w .A.'.I.'ER.-Lobsters. will not live in fresh or brackish water, although 
it is an unsettled question as to whether a slight admixture of fresh water is harmful to them or 
not. They are caught at the mouths of large rivers where the water is decidedly brackish on top, 
but when placed in surface cars at the same localities they are said to quickly perish, iudicating 
that the water must be much more salt at the bottom. 
CHARACTER OF '.I.'HE B0TT0M.-Lobsters prefer rocky, gravelly, and sandy bottoms, and, 
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in h , 1 wat r , p ially tho e which are more or less covered with growths of the larger 
er tati n i not, however, essential to their well-being, for they live on the barren 
r nu etown, Cape Cod, and on rocky, stony, and hard bottoms, wherever they 
t the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, they are said to occasionally occur on the 
mu l , nd th· fact i recorded of them in other localities. On rocky bottoms they remain 
m r r 1 oncealed under and among the rocks and stones, watching for their prey. In 
tll B y of Fundy and elsewhere they are often seen lurking under stones at low water, 
, od about the wharves. The lobster-pots are generally set upon gravelly and sandy bottoms. 
In many localitie the young, under eight or ten inches long, are often abundant in shallow 
ov or ay , which are more or less filled up with kelp and other large seaweeds. In such 
pla e a the e they have been commonly taken in the beam trawl used by the United States 
Fi h Commission for bottom fish, in Long Island Sound, Narragansett Bay, and Vineyard 
Sound. One cause assigned for the great decrease in the a)Jt;mdance of Lobsters in Plymouth 
Bay, l\'Ia achusetts, is the raking over of the rocky bottom for Irish moss, which industry is 
arried on to a very great extent, thereby uncovering and destroying the young and damaging 
their grounds. 
MIGRATIONS.-The Lobsters inhabiting the shoaler grounds in summer move into deeper 
water, as a rule, on the approach of cold weather, and return again in the spring. In some 
localitie , however, a few Lobsters are said to remain in moderately shoal water the entire year, 
p cially toward the south. But all Lobsters do not leave their deeper abiding places in summer, 
for th y appear to occur in greater or less abundance in all depths at all seasons. The extent of 
th fall migration i not very great, but the Lobsters move off beyond the influence of the extreme 
lcl in lightly deep r water, generally not far away, where the temperature remains milder 
and more uniform. Tho e who fish for Lobsters in the winter have, therefore, to set their pots at 
a r at r di tan e from land than in the summer, but the winter fishery is of slight importance 
·om1 ar d wi h the ummer. 
L b t r are aid to approach the shores of Nova Scotia in May and to recede from them in 
v mb r, tb ir wint r quarters being in depths of ten to forty-five fathoms. In the summer 
h T ar bundant cl e to hore. At the mouth of the Bay of .Fundy they generally come into 
h al wat r in April, and move off again in October or November. During the summer 
m nth tb y abound under the shelter of overhanging rocks and among the kelp near shore. 
ut five or ix we k are taken up by these migrations. They do not move in a body, \mt 
•h nd rec d radually, a the temperature of the water changes. Throughout the coast 
h pring and fall migrations ~re about the same, but vary more or less according to 
·har~ ct r nd t mperature of the different se~o.ns. Iu the summer, they enter the numerous 
bay u l ind ntati n f the oa t line, which they leave again in the fall. They leave the 
, hall w water of the coa t of ew Ilarnpshire in December or November, and can be caught 
ntir wint r in depth of twenty fathoms. Boston Harbor has always been famous 
a ft. hing r nd £ r Lob t r, ·, ut in the fan it is completely deserted by these crustaceans, 
whi ·h pair t tb e p r wat r of Ma sachu etts Bay, where a winter fishery can be carried 
id n l<l p 11 i aid to end them off .rapidly, and they have been known to entirely 
r fr m h al w t r in h of a day or two. Lob ter fishing ceases at Province-
1 l th 1 tt r pt mb r, a th Lob ter become carce after that time. In 
·omparati ly hallow water the entire year. The same 
,·t r d ot mo e far from their ummer haunt , but 
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merely seek the protection of deeper water, wherever they can find it. The season generally lasts 
from .April to ·October. Off New Haven, Connecticut, Lobsters are occasionally taken in winter, 
on the deeper oyster banks, while dredging for oysters. 
SCHOOLING.-.Although Lobsters do not appear to school in the same manner as some 
fishes, still they often congregate in larger or smaller moving bodies, which travel from place 
to place, as though in search of foo<l. On the central and southern New England coasts, 
especially about Martha's Vineyard ~nd N oman's Land, two kinds of Lobsters are recognized 
by most :fishermen-" School Lobsters," and "Rock Lobsters" or "Ground holders." The latter 
are said to remain more or less continuously in one place during the entire fishing season, while 
the former are migratory and unce1 tain in their movements. These two kinds of Lobsters are 
also stated to differ more or less from one another in appearance, especially as regards color, and 
the Rock Lobsters are s1ipposed to average heavier than the School Lobsters, when of the same 
lengths. To what extent this habit of schooling takes place we have had no means of ascertain-
ing, but for a short period during the spring and fall migrations it is probably more common 
than at other times. During the regular summer movements, the larger or stronger Lobsters 
are said to lead the schools, and the maimed or crippled ones to straggle on behind._ The 
schools are apparently made up more or less of Lobsters of uniform size, as the :fishermen will 
often catch the same sjzed Lobsters in their traps for a certain period, after which this size dis-
appears and another takes its place. These changes are said to occur suddenly, and during 
some years quite frequently. 
The strongest proof of the schooling of Lobsters is the fact that they will suddenly appear 
in great numbers in a region where none have been caught for several days, and as suddenly 
disappear therefrom without apparent cause. It is possible that the habit of schooling arises 
solely from the necessity of migrating, and that, while they ordinarily live more or less scattered 
over good feeding bottoms, yet ·when their common feeding ground becomes exhausted, or the 
temperature too severe, they are impelled to desert it in a body for some other more favorable 
locality. -
.AssocI.A.TION OF MALES .A.ND FEM.A.LES.-The male and female Lobsters generally associate 
together in the same places, in about equal proportions; but some curious exceptions to this rule 
have been recorded. Capt. N. E. Atwood, of Provincetown, Massachusetts, writing in 1866, states 
that at that time about ninety per cent. of all the Lobsters taken at Cape Cod were females, while 
to the northward of Plymouth, ·on the west side of Massachusetts Bay, seventy-five per cent. of 
all those captured were males. In and about Narragansett Bay, the fishermen claim that, during 
July and August, about seven-eighths of the Lobsters taken are females, while during the balance 
of the season the two sexes are about equally abundant. At Eastport, Maine, it is said that, as 
a rule, more male Lobsters are taken than females. The above statements must be taken with 
some grains of allowance, from. the fact that the fishermen may not always be able to readily 
distinguish between the two sexes, especially in the case of females not bearing eggs externally. 
The rude and hasty manner in wliich they handle Lobstc>rs would also_preclude their discrimiTrnting 
between the sexes with certainty, even though they were well acquainted with their anatomical 
differences. Prof. 8. I. Smith examined quantities of Lobsters in the Provincetown market, 
on two occasions, in August and September, 1872, without :finding any decided differences in 
the number of males· and females. At Eastport, Maine, his examinations were made with even 
more thoroughness, and with the same result. Professor Verrill also states that he has found 
the males and females about equally abundant in market supplies received from New Lon-
don, Stonington, and Waterforu, Conuecticut. It is possible that, at some seasons, or unuer 
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rt in nditi u the males and females may live more or less apart from one another, but 
rv, tion of scientific men indicate that this separation is not long continued, if it 
. I. Johnson, of Boston, has recently assured us that the great preponderance of 
fi m I till hol<l true in the case of the Cape Cod region. Of the supplies received from there 
at Boston, during the summer months, he feels certain, from long-continued observations, that 
nearly if not quite ninety per cent. are females, and about seven-eighths of these bear spawn 
externally. The section of coaRt from which these Lobsters are obtained extends along the outer 
i<le of Cape Cod, from off Highland Light to Wood End Light. The Lobsters examined at 
Provincetown, by Prof. S. I. Smith, in 1872, may have come from the bay side of Cape Cod, whence 
Provincetown is supposed to receive its supplies for home consumption. The females may resort 
to the shallow waters of the outer side of the cape to spawn during the season when the fishery 
is carried on there, and this fact, if true; would readily account for their great abundance in that 
region, as has been noticed for so long a time. The males and females approach and recede from 
the shore 'together in the fall and spring. 
WINTER H.A.BI'.l.'S.-Fishermen generally agree that Lobsters do not trap as readily in the 
winter as in the summer, even though the pots are set on what are supposed to be their winter 
grounds. The reason assigned for this is that they are not as eager for food nor as active in 
their movements in cold weather as in warm weather. This may be true to a great extent, but 
we think it is equally probable that they are scattered over broader areas in the winter, 
and their haunts are not as easily found. Evidence in proof of this idea has been recently 
furni he<l u by a prominent Eastern dealer, who has kept large quantities of Lobsters in confine-
ment for the winter trade. The bottom of the area given up·to their keeping is very muddy, and 
the urface of the water sometimes freezes over to a depth of twenty-two inches. On the 
approach of cold weather the Lobsters bury themseh:es in the mud, leaving only the long 
ntennre, the ey , the tips of the claws, and perhaps a small portion of the front of the carapax, 
projecting above it. Over some parts of the in.closure the water is so shallow that the exposed 
appendage can be readily seen from the surface. In these positions the Lobsters lie, presumably 
11 winter, unle di turbed, but whether or not they feed regularly has not been observed. If, 
however, a hoop-net, properly baited, is lowered in front of them, they are not slow to enter it, 
plainly indicating that they are still attracted by the bait, and it is just the same even after the 
urface of the water has become a sheet of ice. As the ice breaks up toward spring, and after-
ward, while the drift ice still remains in this area, the Lobsters become more timid and cannot be 
c ught. Th Y al o seem to l>e easHy frightened at loud noises, and perhaps retire deeper into the 
mu fi r bait appear to have no attraction for them at such times. It is not possible, however, 
th t th y could be influ need in this manner in deeper water. 
It is a que ti n which may never be definitely decided, whether Lobsters bury themselves in 
th ame manner ind ep water as near shore. The temperature there would undoubtedly remain 
more fav ra le to hem than in hallow water, but many of those caught in the pots in winter are 
~or or 1 cov red with mud. 
OVEMENTS.-Lob ter hol quite closely to the bottom and seldom leave it, unless it may 
cape an ne Y, hen they have been een to execute a sort of swimming movement 
a kw r , by m an of their tail, darting up from the bottom, but quickly settling down again. 
m vi g ut t Y e to kim ver he b ttom, u ing their four posterior pairs of feet, 
t rior air r ig claw , being h Id rigidly out in front of them, with the tips pointing 
nd not f- r a · t. Th t il i al o pl'ead ut and well expanded at the ame time. The 
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movements of Lobsters can be easily studied in the shallow cars in which they are kept for 
market, providing there are not too many of them, as the bottom of the ca~ should not be covered. 
Their actions appear easy and graceful, and their swimming powers may be tested by dipping 
t,hem out with a scoop-net and allowing them to fall back again. If allowed to fall in tail foremost, 
a gentle flap or two of the tail is sufficient to give the body the proper slope in the water so that 
in sinking it falls obliquelY. and reaches bottom by a more gradual motion than would be the case 
if it fell directly downward. During the downward movement the tail may or may not be kept in 
motion. But in case the specimen is thrown in head :first or . sidewise, if it be in good, lively 
condition, it may give several vigorous flaps of the tail to right itself, and even swim off in one 
direction or another for a distance of several feet before settling down as in the former case. .As a 
rule, however, the Lobster must be regarded as a bottom animal, exercising its power of swimming 
only in cases of ~mergency. 
We have made the above remarks to correct the current impression among many people that 
the Lobster is a free swimmer and moves about in schools like many species of fish. For this 
belief there is no foundation in fact. 
GROWTH, SHEDDING, ETC.-Soft-shelled Lobsters occur at all seasons of the year, but appear 
to be much less common in the winter than in the summer. The period of their greatest abundance 
is from June to September or October. There is, _therefore, no strictly defined shedding period, 
and no possibility of determining, from present data, how often Lobsters shed. The shedding is 
connected with the growth of the individual, and when the body has attained such an increased 
volume that the hard covering or shell can no longer contain it, the latter breaks open, and the 
Lobster comes forth in a soft state, and considerably enlarged. The possibility, therefore, exists 
that in good feeding regions Lobsters may shed more frequently than in poor ones, for in the 
former it is natural to suppose that the growth would be more rapid than in the latter. .Absolutely 
nothing is_ known, however, regarding this fact, and we must await future observations before 
generalizing. During the younger stages, shedding goes on quite rapidly, but as the Lobster 
increases in age it is probable that the shedding periods become much less frequent, and in very 
old individuals may cease altogether. There is, however, no conclusive evidence to prove that 
Lobsters ever attain a limit in size beyond which there is no further growth. Large individuals 
are occasionally taken with a very thick and heavy shell ~o scarred and worn as to indicate a· 
prolonged and severe service. .At times, the edges and angles of the shell and the exposed 
prominences of the claws are completely worn away. Large Barnacles are often found upon the 
shells of large Lobsters, and this fact is frequently cited as evidence that the Lobster had ceased 
shedding, or at least had not shed for ~everal Se8,sons. But after having examined the slates 
used by the United States Fish Uommission . as collectors for oyster spat, in Chesapeake Bay, in 
1880, the writer can no longer regard this proof as very convincing. In the course of a month or 
two the common Barnacle of that region, a species of Balanus, which had attached itself to the 
• slates in much greater abundance than the oysters, had attained a diameter of nearly an inch and 
gave promise of growing much larger in a short space of time. 
The process of shedding is very interesting, and has been frequently witnessed, although it 
has never been minutely described by a competent observer. The following account has been 
furnished us by Mr. S. M. Johnson, of Boston. .As a preliminary, the carapax generally, but by 
no means always, splits lengthwise along the middle of the back, often with a clean cut, quite to 
the rostrum. Otherwise, the carapax merely separates widely from the abdomen, on the upper 
side. The abdominal segments are the first t9 be withdrawn from their hard investment, 1 and 
1 This is contrary to what happens in the fresh-water Cray-fish. 
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. ar u d in extricating the anterior portion of the body. The entire 
r at mount of violent struggling and pulling, the claws occasioning the 
from b ing o much larger near the tips than at the base. Their fleshy 
h w y r b om om what soft and flabby so as to be easily extensible, and capable of 
d d wn to a maller diameter. The basal joint, called the thimble by :fishermen, 
r , k l n thwi aero the narrowest side, where a groove natur~lly exists, and the base of 
th n xt ucc eding joint splits in the same way. The remainder of this second joint, and the 
£ 11 , ing larO'~r one, are compressed and flattened upon the upper or inner side, where the 
hell i thinn r than el ewhere, the thin area being oval in outline, _distinctly marked off from 
tb urrounding surface, and more or less marked with irregular, elongate, depressed lines. 
r paratory to shedding, this area, by the absorption of certain of its elements, becomes a thin, 
ft, and xtensible membrane, or may be entirely absorbed away. No other hinderances lie in 
the way of the passage of the claws proper, which can be sufficiently compressed to work through 
then xt joint above them, although the latter remains hard and firm. 
The layer of skin which is to form the new shell begins to take on its distinctive character 
b for the old one is cast, but does not harden to any extent. In this state it assumes a dark-
gr n olor and gives rise to the common fishermen's term of "Black Lobster," which is used to 
d i nate the Shedders. As the hard shell is cast, the soft skin exposed presents a velvet-like 
urface. The proce s of shedding goes on rapidly, as often happens in lobster-cars where the 
animal hav been placed awaiting shipment to market. Lobsters which have had no marked 
indication of bedding, when placed in the cars, have cast their coat within a day or two 
ft rw rd . The hardening of the new shell also progresses rapidly. On many Lobsters the 
n wly forming h 11 can be seen inside of the old one, and more or less closely adhering to it. 
It app ar lik a thin, semi-tran parent, gelatinous lining of the old shell, and in some instances 
n r <lily p led oft' from it. Soft-shell Lobsters are sometimes called "Cullin gs," and those 
in hi h h new hell has become slightly hardened are named "Paper-shells." 
Ju befi re and after bedding, Lobsters remain quiet, almost dormant, and more or less 
cone l d un r t ne or among eaweeds. Statements differ as to whether Lobsters seek 
£ whil in the ·oft hell tate. They are said to be captured in the traps at times, often 
·in r at number ; but a the food ordinarily preferred by them, and especially the baitings 
f th tr, p , r uir hard urfaces for their mastication, we do not know how to account for 
th ir pr n e in uch ituations. It i well known that hard Lobsters which entered the traps 
in th t c n ·ti n have hed therein, but in all such cases the cast skin should be present 
tim 
kill t 
tr P re rought to the urface of the water. It is possible that soft Lobsters are 
int th tr p y the mell of the bait, without the possibility of eating it. Most 
f - h 11 L t r handl d, however, are captured before shedding. Very many are often 
way, but th y are not con idered good eating, as their flesh is described as 
Th Y ar mo tly used as bait, although it is stated that they are also sold to . 
t r ar more u dect to dangers than the hard- hell, being helpless to protect 
· They ar gr dily de ured by many pecies of fish, especially the cod, and are 
t e tta k d y hard- bell individuals of their own species. When caught at this 
if turn at once to the water, the light handling they receive is said to generally 
g, a they ar uppo ed to, a much as possible out of harm's way, and 
ft t te, the m rtality j undoubtedly much less than as though 
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The length of time required for the hardening of the new shell has never been recorded from 
observation. The fishermen's statements regarding it disagree, but the hardening goes. on 
probably more rapidly in warm weather than in cold, as in the case of the edible Orab. A careful 
observer at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, says that the shell becomes quite firm in the course of 
twenty-four hours. After three or four days it is supposed to be hard enough to enable the 
Lobster to go in search of food, but the hardening probably continues and the shell increases ih 
thickness, even though it be very gradually, until the next shedding period. 
A short time before shedding, the Lobster is said to be very full of meat and in the best 
possible condition for eating. This would seem to result naturally from the increased quantity of 
flesh which must accumulate within the shell preparatory to the Lobster's assuming a larger size. 
While shedding, but more especially while in the soft state, after the Lobster has expanded to 
its new size, the flesh is considered by most people as unpalatable, although it is probably as 
harmless then as at any time. The fishermen abhor soft Lobsters as a rule, and would not eat 
them under any circumstances, but customers are occasionally found. One fisherman correspond-
ent very aptly expressed his d.islike for them in the following terms: "They are sometimes eaten 
by aristocrats, but never by us." .It seems very strange that soft Lobsters should be so unfavor-
ably regarded, when we consider that the edible Crab is in its best condition just after shedding. 
The female Lobster probably casts its shell soon after its spawn is hatched. The eggs are 
attached so firmly to the swimmerets that they remain hanging to them even after the young have 
gone forth, and there is no other way of getting rid of this great encumbrance · to the abdomen 
thau by shedding. This occurrence has been frequently observed in other species of crustacea, -
and probably happens in the case of the Lobster. In fact, we have numerous recorded instances 
of female Lobsters bearing spawn nearly ready to hatch, and with the new shell in process of 
formation. It i~ the common belief of lobstermen that Lobsters which have lost a claw, or been 
seriously maimed in any way, do not shed until after the injury has been repaired. 
Prof. G. 0. Sars describes the process of shedding with the European Lobster, Hom.arus vul-
garis, as follows : 
"The process of changing its skin is very tedious and dangerous for the Lobster, which may 
be imagined when it is known that not only the outer shell is changed, but even some of the 
inner parts, e.g., the stomach-bag. The process occupies considerable time, and while it is going. 
on the Lobster is sick and utterly unable to escape from its enemies or to defend itself against 
them. It is therefore but natural that under such circumstances it very easily dies in the traps. 
Even after the c~ange of shell is over the Lobster remains weak for some time. · It therefore 
hides among the stones at the bottom of the sea, and remains there until the new shell has become 
sufficiently hard and its strength has returned. 
"The earliest changing of shell which I observed during my journey was in the first part of 
July, near Tananger. I here had an opportunity of observing a Lobster engaged in this process. 
It had just been taken out of a lobster-box, and could be handled without offering the least resist-
ance. The shell on the back was burst in the middle, and the tail and the feet were nearly all out 
of the old shell, while the largest claw only stuck out half its length. This latter portion of the 
change of shell is evidently very dangerous, and, although I observed it for quite a while, I could 
see little or no progress. It is certainly a painful and dangerous process, and probably many a 
Lobsier loses its life at such times. Immediately after casting its shell the Lobster is lean and 
miserable, and only obtains its proper condition after the lapse of considerable time. According 
to my observations, the change of shell takes place chiefly during the month of July. It certainly 
happens that some change later, but by far tb.e larger number appear to shed during that month." 
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wing note regarding the shedding of the European Lobster, abstracted from a report 
ni h natnrali t, 1 goes to confirm our previous statement, that the females shed soon after 
g: 
ter the Lob ter has emitted its roe, and the young have left the mother, she begins to 
b d. She therefore goes to safe places, and does not seem to care much for food while the old 
kin i b ing loosened· the shell finally opens in the back, and the animal goes into the water 
·' naked. It then looks as if it were covered with velvet, on account of the ~onsiderable formation 
of c 11 which i going on all over its surface. '11hese cells afterward grow hard through small 
particles of lime and form the new shell. This shedding of the shell goes on from the middle of 
July to September, but not at the same time all along the coast, being earlier in the southern and 
later in the northern part. The L9bster thus gets sick, as it is called, toward the end of June 
near Sogndal, and the export must then cease, as the mortality among them becomes too great, 
while near Karmo it is still in a healthy condition till July 15. Farther north the shedding of 
the hell begins still later, and Lobster may be caught all through July." 
RATE OF GR0WTH.-Nothing is known regarding the rate of growth of the Lobster for any 
extended period of time. Just how many years must elapse before it·reaches a length of, say, ten 
inches has never been determfned, nor can we expect to solve this problem without a long series 
of careful observations, which it seems almost impossible to make. It is well known that the 
Lob ter increases in size only when shedding. As the old shell is cast away the soft body rapidly 
expand to a certain extent, and then soon becomes invested again with a new hard covering. 
Knowing the frequency of the shedding periods, and the amount of expansion at each, we could 
ea ily determine the age of Lobsters of all sizes; but these are the very data which are lacking. 
It i probabl that the rate of growth is not the same at all shedding periods, but is greater in the 
younger tage than in the older. The early transformation from the embryo to the first perfect 
lob t r form are all accomplished during a single season by several moltings, but beyond this 
p riod we know nothing accurately concerning the intervals between moltings, but in a medium-
iz Lob ter they probably occur only once or twice a year. 
We hav collected from everal sources a few data as to the amount of expansion at certain 
stages of growth, and although we cannot vo.uch for their accuracy, they are probably not far 
from correct. The mea urements given are for the length of the entire body without the claws. 
ne Lob ter eight inches long before shedding measured ten inches after shedding; another 
a ured t o. inche before and twelve inches after shedding; a third ten and one-half inches 
b £ re and leven and three-fourths inches after shedding; and a fourth ten ~nd one-half inches 
fore and tw Ive inches after shedding. If these measurements bad all been taken with care 
th Y would indicate that the rate of growth was not always the same in different individuals of 
about the ame ize. 
The lob t r fi hermen have very different notions regarding the ages of Lobsters, and while 
me con.ten that th y attain a marketable size in two or three years, others extend the period to 
eight or ten ear . The matter i one of con iderable importance, bearing as it does upon the 
framing of pr per rot ctive law , and the fea ibility of lobster culture and breeding . 
. Frank Buckland, in hi report for 1877, gives the two following notes on the frequency 
f bedding and the rate of gr wth of the European Lobster. They are not, however, very 
t· factor ; a.ud we cannot bell ve that the American lobster sheds as frequently after the 
fir t 
me careful ob ervation made at the marine laboratory, Concarneau, it 
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appears that the first year the Lobster sheds his thell six times, the second year six times, the 
third year four times, and the fourth year three times. 
''The following table shows the rate of growth in a Lobster after each shedding of its shell: 
Shed dings. Length. Weight. 
Inches. Ounce. Dr:achms. 
Eighth..................... ..... 2 
Ninth........................... 2½ 
Tenth.... .. ............ .... ...... 2½ 
Eleventh...................... . 3 
Twelfth ......... ·............ ... 3t 
Thirteenth.................... 4 
Fourteenth . . . ........ ....... 4½ I 
REPRODUCTION-GENERAL REM.AR'.KS.-Comparatively little has yet been made known 
regarding the reproduction of the .American Lobster and the habits of the female during the 
spawning season. This is very unfortunate, considering the important bearing of all such 
information upon the que~tion of the artificial breeding of Lobsters, which, if it is feasible, may 
ere long have to be undertaken in order to replenish our already diminished supplies. Many 
obstacles have been mentioned as standing in the way of such an enterprise, but from the 
favorable beginnings already made in Europe, as well as in this country, we are inclined to 
believe it will terminate successfully. 
Most of our larger crustaceans, including the Lobster and common Crabs, although living 
mainly upon the bottom when adult, have free-swimming young, which, as soon as they leave the 
egg, and for a more or less prolonged period, lead a very erratic life. Not only, however, do the 
habits of the young generally differ very widely from those of the adults, but the appearance and 
structure of the two are as widely unlike. As described under "shedding," the Lobster grows 
by a series of molts. A molting or shedding of the skin indicates that the animal has grown 
too large for its inelastic outer coat. Now, the very young, or the larvre, as they are sometimes 
called, grow in the same manner as the adults. When the higher crustaceans first leave the eggs 
they are very unlike the parent, having a very I)luch simpler structure and often resembling one 
of the lower groups of crustaceans. The larva of the Lobster, for instance, is somewhat similar 
in st.ructure and appearance to one of the simplest groups of Shrimps, the so-called Schizopods. 
The free-swimming habits of the young furnish some of the most serious obstacles to the 
breeding of Lobsters. The embryos, after hatching, rise to the surface of the water, where they 
spend much of their time, and are borne hither and thither at the mercy of the _currents, being 
often carried beyond the favorable influences necessary to their development. In many Lobster 
regions along our coast, in calm and clear weather, large quantities of the young may be dipped 
from the surface of the water, in the eddies and smooth streaks formed by the meeting of tidal 
currents. In these quiet spots the varied minute animal life characterizing the upper strata of 
the sea are collected together in the same manner as bits of wood and clusters of seaweed, which, 
from their larger size, are more familiar to the dwellers upon our coast. In stormy weather this 
surface life descends, in greater part, to lower levels. This vagrant life of the young Lobsters 
exposes them to the attacks of all ki11ds of predaceous surface-feeding animals, which consume 
them in immense numbers. In this manner a great mortality occurs-a much greater one, 
undoubtedly, than would arjse did the young remain upon the bottom, where they could find some 
shelter and protection from their enemies. The means of caring for and protecting these wayward 
young should be the first consideration of the would-be Lobster-breeder, and in this matter he will 
probably encounter his greatest difficulties. The length of time required for the young to attain 
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th ther matt r of prime impd'rtance, as the breeder's success must also depend on 
r u in au rly harve t. The age of what may be considered adult Lobsters (ten to 
) i n t known, e timates by different observers placing it all the way from three 
r . If the latter estimate be correct, we would be almost forced to consider lobster-
br ding a an indu try impracticable from the start, as the care, during ten or twelve years, of 
th num r of young necessary to produce salable Lobsters in marketable quantities would involve 
n .xp n e quite out of proportion to the prices which could be obtained for them. We very 
much doubt, however, this prolonged extension of the immature stage of the Lobster, although 
w ha e no direct proof to the contrary. Lobstermen, _as a rule, consider that Lobsters grow to 
b t n inche long in the course of three to five years, and they base their conclu'sions mainly 
on he fact that the increase in size at each molt is considerable; but this q llestion is discussed 
I ewhere in this report. We do not pretend to say that, in case the slow growth of Lobsters 
i proved, breeding would be without many good results; for, if the growth and habits of Lobsters 
could be well understood, much care and protection might be accorded them, which would 
materially increase their numbers. Any new and carefully made observations on the spawning 
habit and growth of Lobsters would be gladly welcomed by all who are interested in the lobster 
que tion, whether from a scientific or a practical standpoint. 
SP.A.WNING SEAS0N.-Lobsters appear to have no definite spawning season, as they are 
found with egg , in different stages of development, during the entire year. .According to the 
tatem nt of lobster fishermen and others who have had abundant means of observation in this 
line, pawning takes place mainly from March until September. It should be remembered, 
how v r, that the winter lobster fishery is of very much less importance than the summer, and 
th t during the former sea on the number of Lobsters handled does not in any way compare with 
the number taken in the latter, so that the proportion of spawning Lobsters to non-spawning 
one , in th tw a ons, may not be as great as would seem to appear. Winter observations on 
tbe n tural hi tory of the Lob ter, as well as of many other of our marine food invertebrates, are 
v ry much de ir d. It is said that on the northern New England coast, from Cape Cod eastward, 
L b ter with pawn about ready for extrusion from the body begin to appear abundantly in 
March, and with the pawn or eggs on the outside, as well as hatching, are most abundant from 
Jun to S ptemb r. In the Bay of Fundy, Lobsters spawn principally from the last of June to 
the I t f ugu t. Southward of these limits the spawning season begins earlier. 
on id ring, now, the fact that spawning Lobsters occur throughout the entire year, we are 
1 ft with ut data as to the frequency of spawning in each individual Lobster. Did a short, 
d fl.nit p wning period exi t for each year, we might assume that Lobsters spawned only once 
Y ar, rat lea t w could a ert that they -spawned no oftener than once a year. The only way 
of t rmining the fact po itively would be to study individual Lobsters for a certain period of 
ti i their natural haunts and under natural conditions, and every one knows how difficult 
uch an undertaking would be with mo t marine animals. .As it is, the . possibility exists of 
L b t r pawning more than once a year, and there is no evidence to prove that they spawn 
with any ex ct r gularity a to time. We have the , tatements of several individuals, some 
publi h d nd oth r not, to the effect that quite fully developed eggs are sometimes apparent 
i th v rie wh n the Lob ter i carrying spawn on the outside of the body. But there is no 
f d t rminin b w 1 ng a time must elap e before the second lot of spawn might be 
tru 'i n. e are ju tified in believing, however, that, as a rule, 
ut nee ar. n the Lob ter, a in many other marine animals, only a portion 
f. rtilized and d veloped at each pawning time, often leaving the ovaries still quite 
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expanded _with their contents, and therefore we must always expect to :find spawn in some stage 
of development within the adult female, whether she is carrying external spawn or not. This 
statement will serve to explain to lobstermen the fact, which they often regard with some 
surprise, of females carrying both internal and external spawn at the same time, the former, of 
course, far less developed than the latter. 
The mature ovaries form two elongate lobes of ·considerable size, on the upper side of the 
body, just within the shell, and imme~iately before spawning Lobsters are considered to be in 
very good, if not the best, condition for eating; it is probable also that at about this stage the 
spawn :first attracts the attention of most :fishermen. 
HABITATS WHILE SPA WNING.-N othing definite seems to be known regarding the haunts 
of spawning Lobsters, or as to whether they change their ground at such times. It is probable 
that, to some extent, they do prefer certain localities for this purpose; b°:t as Lobsters with 
spawn are taken by the :fishermen in their traps at an seasons of the year, and in all depths, this 
rule cannot, by any means, be regarded as universal. By assuming that certain regions are more 
favorable for the development and hatching of the eggs, we can readily explain the great prepon-
dera.nce of female Lobsters with spawn on the sandy shores about Provincetown, Cape Cod, 
during the summer months. Yet, in direct contrast with this region stands nearly the entire 
coast of Maine, rocky in the extreme, where Lobsters are even more abundant, and where they 
probably reproduce in equal proportions. 
SIZE OF SPAWNING LOBSTERS.-Lobsters do not generally begin to spawn until they have 
attained a length of about ten and a half to eleven inches (exclusive of the claws), which is about 
the legal size of marketa,ble Lobsters. We are informed by several correspondents, however, 
that spawning Lobsters have been taken as small as eight, nine, and ten inches; but such as these 
are very rare. It is probable that they become mature at a smaller size at the South than at 
the North, as Lobsters average ·smaller in Southern New England than in Northern New 
England, and yet the age may average the same in both cases. Mr. S. M. Johnson, of Boston, 
who has handled many thousands of Lobsters, states that he has never seen from east of 
Cape Cod more than two or three specimens bearing spawn under ten and a half inches. He 
thinks that but few begin to spawn much under eleven inches in length, and this size, in his 
opinion, would be the proper limit below which none :should be sold in order to fully protect the 
:species. 
~ AIRING.-So far as we are aware, no one has ever witnessed the operation of pairing in 
Lobsters, and an that we know concerning it is mere conjecture. Many of the female Lobsters 
obtaiued from sandy bottoms, as at Provincetown, Cape Cod, are said, by observers, to have the 
carapax more or less abraded along the top, and also somewhat worn over a limited area upon 
the sides. This has led the :fishermen to believe that, in pairing, the female Lobster lies upon her 
back with the male on top, clasping her about the carapax with his claws. ·while in this 
position any strong agitation of the water by the waves in slight depths would probably cause 
the pairs to oscillate backward and forward, and might account for the abraded carapaces of 
the female, which are said to be of common occurrence. This story has been told us by several 
reliable parties, entirely independent of one another; but we cannot s-ay how· much reliance 
should be placed upon it, and the evidence is certainly very slight. 
A large New York dealer i11 Cray-fishes, who keeps large quantities of these lobster-like 
crustaceans on hand during their season, says that he has frequently witnessed them pairing, and 
that the males aud females come together belly to belly, with the claws of one tightly" clasping 
those of the other, and spread out so as to form with the bodies a ruue Y-shaped figure. 
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E OF EGG .-The Lob ter, like many other crustaceans, carries a very large amount 
n th ex rior of the body at each spawning time. The number varies with the age 
L b t r, but to what extent is not known. Mr. S. M. Johnson, of Boston, states 
half pound Lob ters bear externally, on an average, about twenty thousand eggs 
, t im a rding to everal careful computations, made by comparing the weight of a certain 
numb r f (Yg with the weight of the entire mass of spawn attached to the swimmerets. 
Two fi m I which I examined at Eastport, Maine, in the summer of 1882, gave the following 
r ,01 a r gar the number of eggs carried on the swimmerets. The first specimen, measuring 
1 "inch in I ngth, had 875 grains of eggs, there being 20 eggs to a grain, making a total of 
17,500 egg . Th econd specimen measured 13 inches long and carried 480 grains of eggs, with 
25 egg to a grain, making a sum total of a.bout 12,000 eggs. Neither of the above specimens, 
howev r, appeared to have their full quota of eggs, as many of the bunches seemAd to have been 
more or l bru h d away, probably by rough handling. In the last specimen, especially, had all 
the bunch been of equal and full size, the number would have been increased fully one-half. 
According to Mr. Frank Buckland, "the [English] Berried Lobster carries five bunches of 
egg on each ide underneath the tail, making ten bunches in all. I have counted the eggs in 
on bunch and find that there are 2,496, making the number of egg8 in this one lobster 24,960. 
Lob ter are found with berries all the year round; March, April, May are the months when they 
ar full t." 
DESIGNATIONS OF SP.A.WN.-Lobster spawn js variously designated, on different parts of the 
•o t, a ' pawn," "roe," "egg ," "berry," ''seed," "pea," "sweetbread," "coral," etc.; but in most 
plac it i known simply a "spawn," "eggs," or ''berry." On the Nova Scotia coast the term 
" oral" i om times used to designate the nearly mature spawn while still within the body of the 
L t r, nd after it has pa ed to the outside it is ·called " eggs." In the Bay of Fundy the terms 
" ral, ' ro ," and" sweetbread" refer to the spawn before extrusion from the body, and they 
m y al e u ed in a imilar way on other parts of the coast. In some portions of Long Island 
uncl, o ith xternal pawn are called " Black-egg Lobsters." 
THE PAWN AS Foon.-B fore the pawn bas passed from the body to the external appendages 
it i ery much e te med as food, and is generally eaten whenever it can be obtained; it is also 
ann d. The xt rnal pawn, however, although sometimes used to garnish fish dishes and 
ala<l , i n u ually regard d a clible. 
;L'RU ION OF TIIE EGG , ETC.-The spawning of the Lobster is accomplished in about the 
, m mann r a with th Cray-fl h, regarding which m~ny more carefully recorded observations 
rdino- to Huxl y, the fecundating material of the Cray-fish, which is extruded 
fr a mall p rtur n the a l joiut of the binderrrw t pair of legs, is a "thickish fluid, 
wbi h · t in white olid after extru ion." This substance is deposited by the male on the 
f t be f m l , between th ba e of the hinclermo t pair of thoracic limb . The apertures 
fi r the ut ward a o- of th ergs are situated on the ba es of the second pair of legs, back of 
th l r gg , " a th y l ave the aperture of the oviducts, are coated with a, vi 'Cid 
'I h • 
r a lily <lr wn out int bort thread. Th end of the thread attache itself to 
hair.· with hi h the wimmer t are fringed, and a the vi cid matter rapidly 
g ' thu.· b , attach d to th limb by a talk. The operation i rep ated until 
c pl g re thu glued on to th swimmeret . Partaking in the mo, -
)' ar w he ba kward and forward in tbe wat r, and thu a .. rated 
m nt i .1 w an l th young when first hatched, b r a gen ral 
• 
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resemblance to the parent. For some time after they are hatched they hold on to the swimmerets 
of the mother, and are carried about protected by her abdomen. As they become more active 
they sometimes leave the mother when she is resting quietly and creep about a short distance off~ 
but quickly return to her on the first semblance of danger. A few days later they gradually 
forsake her for good. The earlier stages of the embryo Lobster differ considerably from those 
of the Cray-fish, a,s described further Qn. The eggs of the Lobster a.re probably extruded in 
a similar manner, and are attached to the swimmerets by the same viscid substance. Accord-
ing to some American observers, however, the viscid substance is first extruded from the openings 
of the oviducts and a.ppears as a thick, globular mass, which is brushed back over the swim-
merets by the movements of the posterior pair of thoracic legs. The eggs are said to follow: 
immediately afterwards and to be spread about in the same manner. Becoming thus securely 
attached to the swimmerets, they remain well protected and are kept constantly aerated by the 
movements of these posterior flaps until the young are hatched. Without further observations 
we cannot strongly indorse the idea of the viscid material being first excreted; but if such 
occurs in the beginning, there is still no reason why the eggs 11!._ay not be also covered with the 
same substance as they are laid. The eggs are not attached to the smooth surface of the 
swimmerets of the Lobster, but to the long, slender hairs which project from along their sides. 
In that way they hang more loosely and can be given freer motion. 
SHEDDING AFTER SP.A.WNING.-As explained under ''shedding," it is probable that, as a 
rule, the females shed their shells soon after their eggs are hatched; as there is no other way of 
ridding themselves of the broken egg-shells adhering so firmly to the swimmerets by means of 
the tough little threads. Lob~ters with very ripe spawn have frequently been seen in a condition 
preparatory to shedding, thus, in a measure, corroborating the above conjecture. According to 
Prof. S. I. Smith this shedding after spawning is known to occur in some of the Crabs. This 
peculiarity is also affirmed with regard to the European female Lobster, as described elsewhere. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE Y0UNG.-The earlier embryonic stages of the Lobster have been· 
studied by Prof. S. I. Smith, of Yale College, whose observations, however, extended over only a 
limited period. They were made at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, and New Haven, Connecticut. 
Eggs with the embryos well advanced, taken from the females May 2, had the shape of slightly 
elongate spheroids, about 2.1 mm lon_g and U}mm across. " One side is rendered very opaque dark 
green by the unabsorbed yolk mass, while the ot~er shows . the eyes as two large black spots, 
and the reel pigment spots on the edge of the carapax, bases of the legs, etc., as irregular lines 
of pink markings. . . . Fully one-half the embryo is still occupied by the unabsorbed portion 
of the yolk. The eyes are large, nearly round, and with a central portion of black 
pigment. . . . The five pairs of cephalo-thoracic legs are all similar and of about the same 
size, except the main branch of the first pair, which is much larger than that of the others. . . . 
The subsequent development of the embryo within the egg was not observed." 
In the account of his observations, Professor Smith goes on to describe such of the embryonic 
stages following hatching as he was able to obtain. From his long and technical descriptions we 
extract only those portions which can be best understood by the general reader, and which it will 
be well for the breeder to become acquainted with to aid him in his practical labors. We would 
suggest here that the breeder himself, or some intelligent man in his employ, should familiarize 
himself with the workings of an ordinary low-power microscope, in order that he may follow the 
development of the young Lobsters under bis care, and observe whether they are doing well or 
die off soon after hatching. Unless such precautions as these are taken, he might continue to 
work for a long time completely in the dark, an<l without knowing whether he was making 
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ontinuou series of observations would enable him, at all times, to follow 
p rim nt , or determine, perhaps, the causes of his failures. 
uum r f bang or moltings which take place between the last egg stage and 
th general hape and characters of the adult, is not known. Professor 
uch stage , but supposes others to be _wanting. His account of these 
f, 11 wiug o ervations on the young larvre, after they have left the eggs, h~ve all been 
Ill< u1 n p cirn n obtained in Vineyard Sound, or the adjacent waters, during July. These 
p irn n w r mo tly taken at the surface in the daytime, either with the towing or hand net. 
Th y r pr ent three quite different stages in the true larval condition, besides a later stage 
• ppr aching lo ely the adult. The exact age of the larvre of the first stage was not ascertained, 
ut w pr bably only a few days, and they had, most likely, molted not more than once. 
twe n the third. tage, here described, and the last there is probably an intermediate form 
wanting. 
"First tage.-In this stage . the young are free-swimming Schizopods 1 about a third of ai1 
in h (7. mm to 8.0mm) in length, without abdominal appendages, and with six pairs of pediform 
· pbal -tll racic appendage , each with the exopodus developed into a powerful swimming organ. 
Th• y ar brigb~ blue; the anterior portion and the lower margin of the carapax and the 
of th 1 g are peckled with orange; the lower margin, the whole of the penultimate, and 
th ba 'al p rti u of the ultimate segment of the abdomen are brilliant reddish-orange. The 
an unre luw larg , well-dev loped scales, furnished aloug the inner margin with long, plumose 
hair . . . . Tlle ant rior cepbalo-thoracic legs, which in the adult develop into the big claws, 
x ·tl · ~like and no longer than the exterior maxillipeds. The pediform ( outer) branch 
i how v r, ' m what touter than in the other legs, and subcheliform (bearing an imperfect 
·l w) ; th 1 g f the econd a,od third pairs a,re sirµilar to the first, but not as stout. The legs of 
th fi ur h an l :fifth pair ar till more slender, and styliform at the extremity, as in the adult." 
ry rn<lim ntary bran hire or gill are observed on all of the legs ~nd the external maxillipeds. 
h . ab l m u i l nd r, the econ(l to the fifth segments each armed with a large dorsal spine, 
·urv 1 ba ·l·w, r l and with tb lateral angles produced into long spines, and the sixth segment 
with tw l r , l ·pine . Th p terior margin of the last segment is armed with a long and stout 
·utral a h ~de with fourteen or fifteen plumose spines or setre, which are articulated 
tag the young were fir t taken July 1, when they were seen swimming rapidly 
urfa · of thew t r among great numbers of Zoere, Megalops, and Copepods. Their 
lu it· r call at once the specie of Mysis and Thysanopoda, but their motions are not 
quit a· rapid and ar more irr gular. Their bright colors render them conspicuous objects, and 
h · mu.·t r · <lily en nd aptured by fi he . They were frequently taken at the surface in 
iif r•nt p· rt of Vin yard und from July 1 to 7, and several were taken off Newport, Rhode 
I ·land, ' lat .· July 15, and they would very likely be found also in June, judging from the 
f v l pm nt to which th m r 'OS bad advanced early in May in Long Island Sound. 
· the ·p ·im n' tak n in h op n water of th ound, a great number were obtained July 
fr m h 11 f , 1 l t r- ma k, where they wer wimming in great abundance near the 
urfa · t r ha i g urnloubtedl · n r cently hatched. from the egg carried by the 
ar a gro p f, hrimp ·. low r in or~rni,mti n than our common • brimp ( Or/lngon 1 ulgari ) and -very 
~ w En«] ncl · · . 'fh y g n :r.11y. "im. in l._ rge schools, either at the surfa e or at intermediate 
rfuoo and the bottom, oitcn at SOlll0 distance from land. 
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female Lobsters confined in the well. Some of these specimens lived in vessels of fresh sea_.water 
for two days, but all efforts to keep them. alive long enough to observe their molting fai!ed. They 
appeared, while thus in confinement, to feed principally upon very minute animals of· different 
kinds but were several times seen to devour small Zoere, and occasionally when much crowded, so ' . 
that some of them. became exhausted, they fed upon each other, the stronger ·ones eating the 
weaker. 
"Second stage.-In the next stage the young Lobsters have increased somewhat in size, and 
the abdominal legs of the second to the fifth segments have appeared. The rostrum is, ~uch 
broader and there are sev~ral teeth along the edges. The basal segments of the antermulre have 
become defined, and the secondary flagellum has appeared, bu.t is not subdivided into segments. 
The antennre and mouth organs have undergone but slight changes. The first cephalo-thoracic 
legs are proportionally lar~ger and stouter than in the first stage, and )J.ave become truly cheli-
form. The succeeding legs have changed litt.Ie. · The epipodi of all the legs and of the external 
. . 
maxillipeds have increased in size, and the branchial · processes are distinctly lobed along the 
edges, and have begun to assume the form of true branchire. The segments of the abdomen have 
the same number of spines, but they are relatively som~what smaller, and ,the last segm~1:1-t is 
relatively smaller and broader at base. The appendages of the second to the fifth segments differ 
'• considerably iri size indifferent specimens, but are nearly as long as ·the segments themselves; 
. their terminal lamellre,-however, are represented only· by simple, sack-like appendages, without 
sign of segmentation, or clothing of hairs or setre. The penultimate segment is still without 
appendages. Specimens in this stage were taken only twice, July 1 and 15. · They have the same 
habits and general appearance as in the first stage, but are readily distinguished by the posses-
sion of rudimentary abdominal legs. In color they are almost exactly the ·same, only the orange~ 
colored markings are perhaps a little less intense. 
" Third stage.-In the third stage the larvre are about ha,lf an inch (12mm to 13mm) in length, 
and the integument is of a much firmer consistency than in the earlier stages. Tb~ antennulre are 
still rudimentary, and considerably shorter than the rostrum, although the secondary flagellum 
has increased in length and begins to sho:w division into numerous segments. The· antennre 
retain the most marked feature of the early stages-the large size of the scale-°Qut the flagellum. 
is much longer than the scale and begins to show division into segments. . . . The external 
maxillipeds have begun to lose their pediform character. The anterior legs hav~ 1'ncreas.ed 
enormously in size, and those of the second and third pairs have become truly chelate, while the 
swimming exopodal branches of all the legs, as well as_ of the external maxillipeds, are relatively 
much smaller and more unimportant. . . The branchire have developed rapidly and have 
a single series of well-marked lobes along each side. The abd'Omen still has the spines charac-
teristic of the earlier stages, though all_ of them are much reduced in size. The appendages of 
the second to the-fifth segments have become conspicuoug, their lamellre have more than doubl~d 
in length, au<l the margins of the t~rminal half are furnished with very short ciliated setre. The 
appendages of the penultimate segment are we~l' developed, although quite different from those in 
the adult. The outer lamella wants wholly the transverse articulation near its extremity, and 
· both are margined, except the outer edge of the outer lamella, with long plumose hairs. The last 
_.segment is relatively smaller and more quadrangular in outline, and the spines of the posterior 
margin are much smaller. The only specimens procured · in this stage were taken July 8 and 15. 
In color they were less brilli.ant than in the earlier stages, t.he orange markings being d~ller anq. 
.the whole animal slightly tinged with greenish-brown. 
"In the next stage observed, the animal, about three-fifths of an inch (14= to 17mm) long, has 
filF . 
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iz I aracter , and has assumed the more important features of the adult 
till r tain , h w er, the free-swimming habit of the true larval forms, and was 
1 1 tly tak n , t th urface, both in the towing and hand net.· Although resembling the 
11 in an · fi, tur , i differs so much that, were it an adult form, it would undoubtedly be 
r o-, r l, 1 a a di i t O'enu . The ro~trum is bind at tip, and armed with three or four teeth on 
a ·h . id t war 1 the ba e, and in some specimens with a minute additional spine, on one or both 
i 1 lo e t the tip. The flagella of the antennulre extend scarcely beyond the tip of the 
r ·trnm. Tb a tenn 1 ca.lei very much reduced in size, but is still conspicuous and furnished 
with long pluruo e hair alon>g the inner margin, while the flagellum is as long as the carapax. 
Tb palpi of the mandibles have assumed the adult character, but the mandibles themselves 
bav not acquired the massive molar character which they.have in the older animal. The other 
mouth organ ha e ne~rly the adult form. The anterior legs, although quite large, are still 
1 nder and ju t alike on the two sides, while all the ccpbalo-thoracic legs retain a distinct process 
in plac of the wimming exopodi of the larva. The lateral angles of the second to the fifth 
abdominal egment are prolonged downward into long spiniform teeth; the appendages of these 
gment are proportionately much longer than in the adult, and the margins of their terminal 
lam Ure are furnished with very long plumose hairs. The lamellre of the appendages of the 
penultimate segment are oval, and margined with long plumose hairs. The terminal segment is , 
n arl quadrangular, as wide at the extremity as at the base, the posterior margin arcuate, but 
n t xt nding b yond the prominent lateral a,ngles, and furnished with hairs like those on the 
margin of the lamellre of the appendages of the penultimate segment. In color they resemble 
·lo lJ the adult, but the green color of the back_ is lighter, and the yellowish markings upon 
th claw and body are proportionately larger. 
1 
' I thi tage the young Lobsters swim very _rapidly by means of the abdominal legs, and 
cl( rt b ckward, ,vh n di turbed, with the caudal append.ages, frequently jumping out of the water 
in tbi' way like Shrimp, which their movements in the wate'r much resemble. They appear to be 
trul · urfa e animal , a in the earlier stages-, and were often seen swimming about among other 
urface animals. They were frequently taken from the 8th to the 28th of July, and very likely 
occur much lat r. From the dates at which the different forms were taken, it is probable that 
th pa through all the stages here described in the c~urse of ·a single season. How late the 
young, aft~r reaching the lobster-like form, retain their free-swimming habit was not ascer-
taine ." ' 
DEVEL .. PMENT OF THE EUROPEAN L0BSTER.-According to Prof. G. 0. Sars, of Norway, 
the urop an Lob ter agrees more or less closely with our own species in its spawning habits· 
a d d v lopme t, a the following extract from his report will show : 1 
"Th r pagating of the Lob ter does not seem to be strictly confined to a certain season of 
the ar, a Lob ter with roe may be found nearly all the year round. But the rule seems to be 
th t th development of the young goes on during the summer months, from the beginning of 
July un il he early part of September. The inore developed roe can easily be distinguished by its 
light r · 1 r, and artly, al o, by the larger ize of the eggs. A closer examination shows distinctly 
in v ry egg two d rk pot , which are the eyes of the embryo. The more distinct these spots 
ar th ore de 1 di he embryo. When its development is complete the egg-shell bursts, 
e ou g L b t come out. The e are in the beginning very helples and sink to the 
· thin a e h · rt ti e they underg their fir t change of hell. Soon afterward 
hich .ha o far been surrounded by a skin, begins to work, and the 
• 
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young Lobsters soon gambol about -in the water, and come up to the surface, where they remain 
during the entire time of their future development. . . . 
"At the fifth change their metamorphosis is complete, and therewith ends their pelagian life. 
The young Lobster has then entirely lost :ij;s swimming apparatus attached to the fore part of its 
· body, and in its stead the well-known fringes have grown at the lower side of the back part of the 
body. These fringes are the only swimming apparatus which the grown Lol?ster possesses; in the 
female Lobster they also serve to keep the roe in position. The Lobster now leaves the surface 
and goes to the bottom, there_ to lead the same life as its parents. I am not positively certain how 
long a time is required for the entire metamorphosis, but I am_ incliped to believe that it consumes 
a couple of months. 
'' Even after the Lobster has reached its final development, .it continues to change its skin 
regularly at least once a year, and continues to do so as long as it grows: Only when it has 
ceased growing this change of skin does :riot occur so often. We shall, therefore, always find 
that very large Lobsters are more or less thickly covered with scales, which is not so frequent in 
smaller specimens. . . . 
"I did not_ succeed in obtaining Lobsters measuring from an inch to a finger's length, and so 
far as I know none are contained in any museum. I consider it as certain, however, that the 
Lobsters keep near the coast during this stage of their development. The reason why they cannot · 
be caught with the bottom scraper is partly their quick movements and partly the circumstance 
that they hide among the algre ?n the bottom of the sea. The fact that they cannot be caught-
in the common lobster-baskets is easily explained by these having such wide openings." 
The following account of tl,e rep"roduction of the European Lobster on the French coast is 
by the late M. Coste, well remembered from his many interesting and extensive experiments in 
several branches of fish culture. We have no means of determining how accurate these obser-
vations are, nor do we know whether they are the result of · close study or conclusions derived 
from the accounts of fishermen. We offer _them here as affording many_ valuable suggestions 
which may aid observers on our own coast. The seasons do not entirely correspond with ours: 
"The Lobster commences breeding in the ~onth of October, and the pairing takes place 
sometimes as late as January. The couplings are rare at the opening of ·the season, but increase 
in· frequency to the end of December, and but few take place in January. The female emits the 
eggs in about fifteen or twenty days after the pairing. When they have reached the stage . 
proper for their expulsion, the female applies the inner side of the tail against the plastron or 
shell immediately over the stomach, in such a mariner as to form a cup or cavity, in which are 
to be found the openings of the oviduct, placed exactly behind the third pair of legs. Conse-
quently when the eggs escape they fall into this natural cup or cavity, as described above. 
They are expelled i~1 successive jets, to the number of twenty thousand in a single day. 
"The Lobster emits at the same time, along with the eggs, a kind of adhesive liquid, 
which binds the eggs one to the other, and ~ttaches them all to the small feet under the tail, 
where they remain in perfect shelter from all harm until they are sufficiently ripe for fin~l 
expulsion. 
"In order to forward and force the regular incubation of the ova, the females have the 
power to give them more or less light, as t.hey consider requisite, by closing or opening the fold 
of the tail. Sometimes the eggs are kept quite covered, and at other times they give them a. 
kind of washing, by moving the flanges of the tail in a peculiar manner. The incubation lasts. 
, ~ix months, during which time the female takes such good care of the ova that it is rare to find 
an injured embryo or barren egg. 
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the m nth of March, April, and May that the actual birth of the young 
la . Th female , in order to expel the embryos, now ready to burst the shells 
xt nd th ir tail , make light oscillations with the fan and its appendages, so as to 
radually of the young Lobsters, which they succeed in doing in a few days. The 
· uuc-, L b. r oon a born, makes away from its parent, rises to the surface of the water, and 
h r for the deep water of the sea, where it passes the earliest days of its existence 
in a Yag bond taite for thirty or forty days. During this time it undergoes four different 
f hell, but on the fourth it loses its natatory organs, and is, therefore, uo longer 
wim on the surface of the water, but falls to the bottom, where it has to remain for the. 
futur· ; according, however, to its increase of size it gains courage to approach the shore which 
it had left at its birth. The number of enemies which assail the young embryos in the de(jp 
a i normous; thousands of all kinds of fish, mollusks, and crustaceans are pursuing it con-
tinually to de troy it. The very changing of the shell causes great ravages at these periods, 
a the young Lobster have to undergo a crisis which appe·ars to be a necessary condition to their 
rapid growth. In fact, every young Lobster loses and remakes its crusty shell from eight to ten 
time the first year, five to seven the second, three to four the third, and from two to three the 
fourth year. However, after the fifth year, the change is only annual, for the reason that were 
the change more frequent the shel1 would not last long enough to protect the ova adhering 
to the hell of the female duriug the six months' incubation. The Lobster increases rapidly 
in siz until the second year, and goes on increasing more gradually until the fifth, when it begins 
t r pr du e, and from this period the growth is still more gradual." 
1'RANSPLANTING OF THE Y0UNG.-For the benefit of those interested in the question of 
br e in(T Lob ter by artificial means or ca.re, we extract the following paragraph from a commu-
ni ation made by Capt. N. E. Atwood, of Provincetown, Massachusetts, to one of the New York 
pap r bout fifte n years ago : 
'' en w take a cargo of Lobsters on board of a fishing-smack and throw them into the 
w 11, many f th young are so far deveioped that when they strike the water the shell of the · 
egg i br k n, and you can see hundreds of thousands of little Lobsters on or near the top of the 
wat r in the well. After the cargo has been taken on board, the smack sails for Ne~ York, and 
duriug the wh 1 pa age the young are being hatched and are passing out through the holes in 
the l, tlom of the well. On the arrival of the smack at, Fulton Slip the Lobsters are taken out 
and I ut in ar . If any of the eggs are on the Lobsters, not hatched, they are soon eaten off by 
1 whi h g ut and in the car as they please." 
Th . rvation of Uaptain Atwood are exceedingly interesting. It is probable that the 
ung Lob ter ' hatched on the trips of the Cape Cod smacks through Long Island 
oun hav · ntributed toward increa ing the supply of Lobsters along that section of coast. It 
ha am unt d t a transplanting of Lobsters from one prolific region to another much less prolific, 
an th b n-':fi.t thu inadvertently derived were ·possibly considerable. This traffic has long 
c a d, however, and young Cape Cod Lob ters no longer find their way into the waters of Long 
I ·lan<l u d. 
1 oon.-Th Lob t r app ar to feed upon mo t any kind of animal matter within its reach, but 
ai t pr £ r fr h fl ha bait. Feeding naturally, it probably does not discriminate closeiy as 
it .£ d. I ig cla from the bo tom and removes mu el from their places of attachment, 
m 11 •law , and afterward devouring out the soft part . Flounders 
d te ly f 11 a pr y t it appe ite, and it has been een to catch nimbly 
t ry pr ably it £ ed upon all kinds of invertebrate life which 
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are palatable to its taste.and live within easy reach of its claws. Sea-urchins even a.re described 
as furnishing food for it on the Nova Scotia coast. Flounders, sculpins, herring, menhaden, codfish 
heads, haddock, _ and bluefish are commonly used as bait in the lobster-pots. .An experienced 
observer who has watched their habits under peculiarly favorable circumst~nc~s, on the coast of 
Maine, states that, in devouring clams, he has never seen them crush the she_Il, but as i~ were 
they absorb the meat from between the valves, leaving the latter intact. He has never seen them 
catch living :fish, but could not positively affirm that they did not do so at t.imes. 
CASTING A CL.AW.-.A.s is well known, Lobsters have th~ power of dropping or "shooting" 
one or both claws, which may be more or less completely replaced by a new growth. Many 
incentives are quoted for this curious procedure, the principal one~ being handling, especially 
in cold weather, entanglement of the .claws, and fright. Fright, or a 1mdden impulse to free them-
selves from impending danger or pain, is probably the main cause~ however it may be produced. 
The break does not occur between any of the movable ~oints,, but always at one particular point, 
near the upper end of the second or double joint, .where it is smallest and encircled by a distinct 
groove. The claw .cannot be broken off at this or any other place.by main force without injury to 
the Lobster, causing it to bleed to death. 
Occasionally in mild weather, bnt much -more frequently in cold weather, Lobsters will shoot 
their claws if handled by them out of water. This also frequently occurs when Lobsters become 
entangled by their claws in the fishermen's nets. As they are drawn above the waiter, they will 
often, without a motnent's w~rning, slide back into their native element, leaving their disjointed 
member behind. Loud noises, such as thunder, the firing of cannons, etc., are said to incite 
Lobsters to shoot their claws, and also the presence of very impure or fre~h waters; but to what 
extent this happens we cannot say. When a claw becomes injured or broken, or perhaps crushed. 
by an antagonist of the same sp·ecies, so as to re!1der it useless or painful, it is often qispensed 
with,. in order that a new one may take its place. This process of dropping an old and growing a, 
new claw is certainly a wise provision of natme, for th,is appendage is much subject to injury, and 
nothing more deplorable can be imagined than a Lobster with mutilated claws. 
The practice of shooting a cla,w, everi under natural conditions, seems at times to be a very 
common one. Out of one hundred specimens, averaging about eight or nine inches long, collected 
for natural history purposes in Narragansett Bay, in 1880, fully twenty-five per cent. had lost a 
cla.w each, and~ few both claws. From each stump, in al1 these specimens, projected a short soft 
claw, still very imperfect in structure, and measuring from one-fourth of an inch to about an inch 
in length. In some of the specimens, one or more of the hinder legs were being reproduced in 
the same way. The :fishermen state that similar specimens are also sometimes common in their 
catch. The breaking off of a claw, according to .observers; is accomplished so quietly that the 
operation is scarcely perceptible. If a claw of a Lobster be seized by the hands while he is in 
the water, and he casts it, no unusual sensation is felt, but the claw is simply left behind, and the -
former owner darts quickly off. Soon after the break occurs, it is covered with a crust of coagu-
lated blood, which prevents further bleeding until a skin ~as formed, from the center of which the 
new claw begins to grow. How long a time is required for the ·new claw to attain a size propor-
tioned to that of the Lobster, if it ever reaches that size, is not known. Howeve,, the incipient 
claw remains soft and continues to grow probably until the first molt, after which its outer layer 
of skin is supposed to harden like that of the remainder of the Lobster. Specimens ~re 
frequentiy taken with hardened claws of regular shape, but of different sizes below the normal 
one, rather indicating that at least several moltings must take place before the claw can reach its , _ 
full size. , 
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f, u win inciden , furnished by a correspondent, forcibly ipustrates the process of 
ti er 1 w nd point a moral. · .A party who had purchased a number of Lobsters as food 
th uah t k p them fre, h overnight by hanging them _over the side of his vessel, by mean!3 of 
rd~ t1 cl to the claws. In the morning, when he went to examine his live stock, he found 
t ing but the claws remaining fast to the cords, the Lobsters having dropped back into 
h ir fi rmer abode. ~ 
EFORMITIES AND DISE.A.SES.-Lobsters are subject to many deformities ·or malformations, 
which generaUy occur upon the claws, and appear to originate from several causes. A broken 
claw i ometimes mended in an irregular manner, and there are frequent instances of what are 
t rmed double claws, resulting from the formation of a second projection or thumb upon either the 
larger or mailer branch of the claw, and which is more or less perfect in shape but immovable. 
Rarely the two branches of· the claw are not regularly set with refereJ?Ce . to one another, and 
in tead of working in the same plane, and meetin_g edge to edge, they pass one another like the 
blade of a pair of scissors. The thumb or finger of one of the claws occasionally takrs on an 
unusual or fantastic shape, or becomes greatly broadened and thickened, but the variations to 
which the claws are subject are too numerous to warrant description here. Many of them have 
been figured and discussed by Mr. Walter Faxon in the "Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative . 
Zoology" for March, 1881. They probably arise in part from injuries received while in the soft 
tate, but in great measure they have not been accounted for. 
During the past winter, there was sent to the National Museum, from the coast of Nova 
S tia, the carapax of a· medium-sized Lobster, with two small ro~nd openings covered wjth 
membrane , placed symmetrically one on each side of the median line, a short distance 'back of 
the ro trum. By the 'person who sent the specimen, and who saw the Lobster when alive, these 
m mbrane were <l.e cribed as projecting .slightly from the surface, and taking on the appearance 
of a ecbnd pair of eye . Unusual but symmetrical markings also occur upon the dorsal side of 
the carapax. The pecimen was so thoroughly cleaned and dried, however, before ' we received 
it-n thing remaining but the shell-that it is now impossible to form a correct idea as _to the 
r al import of the e strange features. 
i · •a 'e<l Lobster~ are not commonly met with. Individua,l~ are occasionally found in a very 
maci t d condition, and some with soft spots like sores upon the body; but such cases are rare. 
are ometime taken with small portions of the body gone, or with deep scars and dents 
urfa e, the re ult of injury. It is usuau; the older individuals that are marked in 
.A.RA ITE .-Lob ter · do not appear to be much troubled with external parasites or messmates. 
rn 1 oft n grow upon the back and claws, and mussels sometimes atta.ch themse)ves to the 
am plac . The number of Barnacles is frequently so great and they cover so large a portion of 
h xt ,ri r ,·nrface a to eriously impede the movements of the Lobster, but this seldom happens. 
i h-li m n i ned by the fishermen as occasionally occurring on the Lobsters, but as we 
n any pecimen of such it i impossible to determine what they may be, if they 
ara it at all. 
1 ra llE . .- 11 the larger bottom-feeding fish probably feed upon the Lobster, and the sur-
fi. h al ily d our he young. Soft- hell Lob ·ters suffer most in this way, and are 
ly £ un l in th to ach f coLl taken by tb , fi bermen. Shark , dogfish, ray , tan tog, and 
1. eing e pe ially fond of Lob ter , but this Ii t could undoubt-
trou 1 . Wat r-bird ometimes feed upon the maller 
w w t r. uri g th e rli r perio<l of th ir xi tence, while they are till 
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free swimmers and very small, living mostly at the surface of the water, by far the greatest 
mortality must occur. At this . time they ar~ eaten in vast quantities along with other surface 
animals by the more active fish ~nd invertebrates, and probably but a compa~atively small pro-
portion of those hatched from the egg ever survive this stage. We may, however, be justified in 
asserting that the g:matest enemy of the Lobster is man. 
Mr. Frank Buckland, in treating of the enemies of the Europeau Lobster, says that" among 
the animate enemies_ the principal one, I believe, is the cod. A witness _ at Burghead stated that 
'codfish are great enemies to Lobsters; he hardly ever opens a cod without finding young Lobsters 
in the stomach; this is particularly in February and March; _has seen cod throwing up Lobsters 
on the deck of a vessel, as many as five or six Lobsters in one cod. These Lobsters would be 
three or four inches in length, or even smaller. Cod eat Lobsters all the season. In the spring, 
and in January, February, and March, there are many cod about.' ·skates and congers, codling 
and haddock, also eat Crabs and Lobsters." 
DESTRUCTION BY STORMS.-Mr. F. H. Baker, in a recent paper on American Lobsters, refers 
to their being occasionally destroyed in great numbers in shallow water by heavy storms. He 
, cites as an instance the great Saxby storm on the coast of Nova Scotia, after which the dead 
Lobsters were piled up in immense numbers, in several places, '' lining the shores like windrows 
of hay on a field in midsummer, the stench from which was overpowering as the Lo.bsters decayed 
in the sun." 
DISTRIBUTION ..A.ND HABITS OF THE EUROPEAN LOBSTER.-The following account of the 
distribution and habits of tbe European Lobster, Homarus vulgetris, abstracted from a report 
by a Danish-Norwegian naturalist,1 is inserted here to _permit of comparison between these two 
closely related forms, a,nd to fill up some of the numerous gaps in the history of our own species. 
The European Lobster is so similar to our own structurally that we are safe in assuming that 
the habits of the two are in the main alike. In comparing 'the European with the American 
species, however, it must always be borne in mind that the former never attains the extreme size 
of the latter, and also averages smaller m size, while the female begins to spawn when only six 
inches long, although at this size it may possibly be quite as old as the young spawning Amer-
ican female. There are so many important questions of practical value still unsolved regarding 
the American Lobster, that the suggestions set forth by this Norwegian report may lead to their 
proper investigation: 
"The European Lobster seems to have its central location on the southwestern coast of 
Norway, and goes as far north as Finmarken, where, according to Lem, in his.description of the 
Finmarken Laplanders, 1767, it is found north of Traenen, where he ate very fine ones on the 
island of Rodo, while formerly their northern limit was thought to be the island of Brondo; but 
he also thinks that they would be found in Finmarken, if people only searched for them. It is 
very rarely found on th~ coasts of Iceland, where, according to Mohr's 'Islandske Naturhistorie,' 
it bas been found by Dr. Poulsen in Grondevig, but it does not extend to Greenland or Spitzbergen. 
It does not go into the Baltic, but is found all over the Kattegat, especially near Anholt, 
Hirsholmene, Laeso, and Hjelm, and, according to Mr. Fiedler's report, in the Great Belt as far 
as Sprogo. On the coast of Bohuslan it is very common, and is said to go into the Sound as far 
as the island of Hveen. On the west coast of Jutland, it is found wherever the bottom is stony, 
and it is very common near Heligoland. It rarely goes into the inlets on our western coasts, 
chiefly on account, of their great depth. It is very rare in the inner portion'of the Bay of Christi-
ania, and not very common in the Limfiord. On the coasts of England, Scotland, a,Il(l Ireland, it is 
1 AXEL BOECK: Om det norske Hummerfiske og dets Historie. Copenhagen, 1868-'69. 
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n wb r ~ r ther i a rocky bottom, especially near Montrose, Orkney, Lewis, ·and Harris 
ao 1 outbern coa t of England, near Land's End and the Scilly Islands. Near tJhe 
h, on 1 1 nd i 1 common, a well as near several groups of islands on the French coast. In 
lit rran an i i not o common, although it is not entirely wanting; but its substitute as 
ar i ·l f £ l i ,mother large pecies of Cray-fish, the Langusta (Palinuius). It is, therefore, 
t pr d \ r a ery large extent of sea; but it is found in its central locations in very large 
numb r , and there becomes an important article of food and trade. 
It g n ral ize is eight to ten inches from the point of the spine on the forehead to the tip 
end of the tail. It rarely exceeds this size where large :fisheries are carried on; but now and then 
pecimen of a much greater size· are found in places from which none are exported, and where it 
con equently ha time to grow before it is caught. Thus, .Pontoppidan, in his 'N orges naturlige 
Ilistori ' (part ii, p. 279), says that the very large Lobsters are {lalled 'Storjer,' and that near 
Ut a r, on the Bay of Evien, a Lobster had been seen which was so large and ugly that nobody 
dared to attack it, and that it measured a, full fathom between the claws . . This seems certainly to 
be omewhat exaggerated; but I myself have seen the claw of one which must have been ab?u~ 
eighteen inches long. Sir John Graham Dalyell says, in his work 'The Powers of the Creator,' 
1827, that he had seen a joint of the _left claw of a Lobster that measured nine inches in length. 
According to thi , the whole claw must have measured eighteen to twenty-four inches, and t,he 
whole animal thr e to four feet. As a general rule, . those that are taken in the fiords are larger 
than tho tllat n,re caugllt near the islands toward the sea. The color of the animal when 
aliv i g n rally a blackish-green, with several blue spots; but it may also be lighter, especially 
n , r b m Llth of fiords, while farther out toward tlrn sea it becomes much darker. I may 
m ut ion a a curi ity that during this year (1868) I found a Lobster near Haugesund, one-half of 
whi ·h w of gr eni h-black and the other of a light-orange color, there being a shar_p and 
cl , tlY d fin d dividing line, which ran lengthwise, and divided the Lobster in two halves of 
qual iz . 
"'Ih Lob ter liv clo e· to the coast, where there is a rocky bottom, among the large algm; 
bn hl wint r, wh n the wat r grows cooler, it descends as far down as sixteen to twenty fathoms, 
wllil in , pring, wh n the temperature of the sea rises, it stays at a depth of from one to four 
fatb m.·. i , !together a coa t animal, which very rarely seems to go any distance from its. 
birthpl, , if i an readily find there a sufficient supply of food. Sometimes, however, they liave 
n in larcr ma e swimming tow,1rcl 'the land from the sea, and tlley have then been 
:: u o-h inn t . , h, ing en mi taken for a school of herrings; but this is only a consequence of , 
I cal mi grati n , 11 n it goes from the deeper into the shallower waters. It is not able to make 
it · w Y tbr UO'h th~ ea for any length of time by swimming. Its structure cer~ainly allows it to 
mak uick an d fiuit movements, and it can swim freely about in the sea, but this swimming 
n r la t lon e,, a i cannot k ep it elf afloat very long. Neither is it able, while swimming, to 
c t ·h nd ·wall w it f od; but it seize it prey only wlien it can hold on to ·something. At the 
tt m f h a i can cha e it prey, if necessary, with great rapidity, but while eating it 
till. Th L b ter i a very greedy animal, and can swallow great quantities of 
t find pecially during the night by it scent, wliile <luring the day it keep 
t f d c n i ~t chi fly of the roe of fish, and of deau :fi ·b, but like" i e of 
b ~r marin animal . Wh n kept in eonfiuemeut, it can live for a. 
1. Th Lo ter eem to be able to propagate when it is a little 
t 1 i ~ nl £ nud in animal of tbi size); but when the 
it c n ain a gr at quantity of roe. A real act of 
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copulation takes place, the male Lobster placing its double male member ~nto the ~uter genital 
opening of the female; and the eggs are impregnated while they are yet in the ovary. ·This 
pairing seems to take place from autumn to spring, or March and .April, for it is highly probable 
that the roe is emitted from th<'-ovaries immediately aft~r copulation has taken place, just as with 
other crustaceans; and the emitted roe is f~und during the entire win'ter. .After impregnation, 
the eggs ar~ emitted from the outer genital openings of the female, which are found at the bases 
of the third pair of feet, but do not fa]l irito the water, as they are held in a hollow which is. 
formed by the bent tail, ,which, both at the end and on the sides, has leaf-shaped fringes that 
inclose the space formed by the bending of the tail. Under this tail there is fastened a double 
row of the so-called tail-feet, to which the eggs are strung by strong, slimy st.J:)ngs. The embryo 
now begins to develope in these eggs, which are quite mi.merous, two to three thousand in one 
female, according to the size, and occasionally as many as ten to twelve thousand. ']he formation 
of the embryo does not, however, seem to begin till the temperature of the water has become-
milder in spring, even if the pairing should have taken place in autumn or winter; for, although 
loose roe. is often found in winter, it is never seen in any degree developed into embryos. This-
pairing and the development of the roe seem to take place at different times on different portions 
of the coast; for the :fishermen themselves, who have such an excellent opportunity of observing 
th~m, are not agreed as to the actual time. The development of the embryo seems to take at 
least fourteen days from the time of commP-ncement, and it can easily b-e observed till the young 
break the shells of the eggs and begin to lead an independent life. When the young Lobster comes 
out of the egg it measures only a few lines in length, and does not at all resemble the old Lobster, 
but has a different structure. It does not leave the hollow under its mother's tail immediately after 
being hatched, but lives there for some time, and later frequently returns to it. It is particularly 
distinguished by a less complete development of its feelers and tail-feet, and by the feet being 
exceedingly small but furnished with long, brush-like branches, with which it swims vigorously 
on the surface of the water. .After having spent some tim~ in this state, it changes its skin several • 
times and assumes the shape of its mother, when it goes to the bottom.- Its life from this moment 
till it reaches a size of :five to six inches is entirely unknown; for no young Lobsters have been: 
caught, either by :fishermen or scientists, the· sm~llest having been found in the stomach of the 
torsk, so that it is probable that th'ey spend this portion of their life at a greater depth, and live 
in a different manner and on other food than at a later period. There cannot, therefore, be any 
artificial hatching of Lobsters in the sense of artificial :fish-hatching, but all that can be done is 
to keep the Lobster imprisoned during the development of the eggs, and thus protect it from the 
dangers which threaten it and its young. It is impossible to do anything for the tender young, as 
they die very soon when confined. I see, however., that several persons in France, and Mr. von 
Eris, in the Ia.goons of ~riest, near Grado, have batched sev-eral millions of young by keeping 
Lobsters with ripe roe at the bottom ot the sea in perforated boxes. 
'' The greatest enemy of the Lobster, and one who sensi_bly diminishes its numbers, is man. When 
swimming near the surface during its youth, with a number of other small crustaceans, it becomes 
a welcome prey to the herring and the mackerel. .As the grown Lobster keeps at no great depth, 
and where large fish of prey are not commonly found, it is not much exposed to them, but 
occasionally, when lying near the surface, it is taken by large birds of prey. .An interesting scene 
may be witnessed near Bukkeno, north of Stavanger, where an Englishman bas constructed a 
large pond, between some small islands, for keeping live Lobsters. Whenever the pond becomes 
too full-of Lobsters, so that they do not :find sufficient food, they leave the water and crawl about 
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r . h b , ; ut during their wanderings they fall an easy prey to large numbers of 
·r h v rin round, which ta,ke them in their claws, fly high up, and let the unfortunate 
Lo · r dr p own on the rocks, where their shells are broken, so that the crows can eat them in 
mfi rt. Th row are not easily scared away, but show a remarkable degree of sense, only 
flyi "aw when any one approaches with :fire-arms, and later they carry on their 9-epredations 
arl · morning, when they have less to fear." 
n addition to the above we have some interesting remarks on the n~tural history of the 
ur p an Lob ter, from observations made by Prof. G. 0. Sars, about 1875, and published in 
1 7 in a report on the'' Salt-water Fisheries of Norway." In prefacing his remarks, Professor 
ar tate : 
' In order to judge of this matter (the protection required for the :fishery) it is absolutely 
nece ary to have as complete a knowledge as possible of the natural history of the Lobster. But 
in thi re pect very little progress has been made. Although the Lobster is one of the commonest 
marine animals on the coast of Europe, and has been made the subject of special investigations 
by many naturalists, its mode of life is still involved in darkness." 
Farther on he gives the following general accounts of its habits: 
'As to it organization and its analogy with s.imilar crustaceans, the Lobster must doubtless 
be on the whole considered as a stationary animal. It never undertakes long migrations like 
om of our fish. The Lobster certainly moves about with great swiftness and ease, aided by its 
trong tail and the swimming apparatus attached to it; but this mode of moving about is 
vid ntly not the rule. The hard-shell and ponderous Lobster must always make ah extra 
rtion iu moving about, and its movements cannot, therefore, be of long duration. People 
c rtainly talk of tbe o-called 'traveling Lobsters,' which are said to come from the open sea in 
l rg ch 1 ; a d ome even say that they have seen such schools many miles from the coast, 
m ing abo:ut rapidly near the surface of the sea. If this is really so, I consider it as absolutely 
rt in that the e ·chool came from no ,ery great distance, possibly from some of the eleyated 
b t om off the coa t. The grown Lobster is, as every lobster :fisher will know, in its whole mode 
of life a genuine bottom animal, and prefers a stony or uneveu bottom, overgrown with algoo, 
wh re it finds good hiding-places for lying in wait for its prey. During summer and part of 
autumn, th Lob ter goes on higher bottoms in the bays and inlets, and is then frequently caught 
uit n ar the shore among the algoo, at a depth of.. less than a fathom. Toward winter it again 
r tire into the deep ; and still later in the season it has almost entirely disappeared from those 
pla wh re it wa quite common during summer-. Occasionally, however, it is, even in the 
mi le f winter, found in deep water, and I have reason to believe that the Lobster never leaves 
our oa t ntir ly, ut con iders it as its prop& borne. 
may e jutlged from its powerful claws, the Lobstet is a fierce beast of prey, that is 
n t ati 1i with · mall marine animal , but occa ionally attacks all kinds of small :fish that are 
unfi rtunate en ugh to come withiu its reach. The bait used for catching Lobsters consists 
ex -lu i\"' ly of :fl h, principally mall codfi h and herrings. These must, however, be tolerably 
fr h · a o n a they egin to get old the Lobster leaves them to his cousin , the Crabs, which 
ar le fa tidious in their ta t , and they enter the ba kets in great quantities. 
The Lo ·t r i cauti u and cunning. It n v r pursues its pr y openly, but either 
n<l avor t it i whic_h i i grea ly aided by it , very l.tiglll., dernlopeu. en e of rnell, 
p i tly am g th al re ill ·om arin , ani al comes within reach of it claw . I 
r l tim wi h wh au iou n ncl evid nt distru t the Lob ter, attracted 
an xamined L m ral times ou all ide , b fore it has 
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gone in. Only when it is very hungry, as is especially the case later in summer, after the spawning 
season and casting of the shell is over, is it less cautious and more ready to enter the traps. 
"The Lobster is best and fattest in the spring and early summer, while later in the s_ummer 
and autumn it becomes thin, in consequence of which the English will not take it during those 
seasons." 
COMPOSITION oF LoBSTERS.-According to a series of careful analyses by Professor W. 0. 
Atwater, of Middletown, Connecticut, the composition of the flesh of Lobsters is as follows, the 
figures given indicating the average results obtained from three ~pecimens received from the 
coasts of Maine and M~ssachusetts: 
Proportions of edible portion and shell : _ Per cent. 
Total edible portion ___________________________________________________________ 39. 77 
Shell ________________ -· ·- _________ __ _______________________ --------------• . ___ - - 57. 47 
Loss in cleaning ___________ .:. ______________________ ------,;------~------- - ----- - - - 2. 76 
Proportions of water and dry substance in edible portion : 
Water ________________________________________________________________________ 82.73 
Dry substance _____________________________________________________________ · __ 17. 27 
Chemical analysis calculated on dry substance: 
Nitrogen __________________________________________ · __________________________ 12. 54 
Albuminoids (nitrogen X 6.25) ____ :., ___________________________________________ 78. 37 
Fat ____________________________ ______________________________________________ 11.43 
Crude ash ___________________________ · ________________________________ . _______ 10· 06 
Phosphorus ( calculated as P205)- _________________________ ----------------------- 2. 24 
Sulphur ( calculated as S03)-- ---------------- ________________________ -------~-- _ 2. 47 
Chlorine ______________ · _______________________ · ------------------------------- 3.46 
Ch~mical analysis calculated on fresh substance in flesh: 
Water ________________________________________ .· ------------------------------ 82.73 
Nitrogen ________________ " __________________________________________ -~---- _ _ _ _ 2. 17 
Albuminoids (nitrogen X 6.25) ______________ ___________________________________ 13. 57 
Fat __________ _____________________________________________________________ - _ l.•97 
Crude ash _______________________________ · ____ · _ ______ ___ __ __ _ _ ____ _____ __ ____ 1. 74 
Phosphorus ( calculated as P205)--- __________________ ·___ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ __ . 39 
Sulphur (calculated as S03)------------------------------------------------------ . 43 
Chlorine______________________________________________________________________ .59 
Nutritive value of the flesh of Lobsters compared with beef as a standard and reckoned at 100_ 61. 97 
l 
The chemical composition of the flesh of the European Lobster is stated by Mr. Frank 
Buckland to be as follows: 




Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
Nitrogenous matter ........................ 19.170 12.140 21.892 
Fa.tty matter ................................... 1.170 1.444 8.234 
Mineral matter .............................. 1.823 1. 749 · 1. 998 
Non-nitrogenous matter and loss ... !.219 0.354 4.893 
Water ............................................. 76.618 84.313 62. 983 
100.000 100.000 100.000 
In connection with this table, Mr. Buckland makes the following observations: 
"That phosphorus exists in large quantities in Lobsters may easily be proved. .A Lobster in 
hot weather, when it ceases to be fresh, assumes a highly- phosphorescent appearance when seen 
in the dark, equal, if not superior, to that of a glow-worm or luminous centipede. This light 
increases by friction . . . and this phosphorescent appearance is probably caused by the . 
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in h rganic ti ues, when life is no longer present to resist the ordained 
nd d ompo ition; in fact, it is a slow combustion by combination with oxygen. 
h pr n e of pho, phorus in the Lobster is of great importance to the consumers of these 
uri ; th r i no ub tance which conveys phosphorus so readily into the human system 
in 11 agr a I fi rm, and which the system so readily and quickly assimilates, as the flesh of 
r, and L b t r .' 
225. THE CRAY-FISHES-ASTACUS AND CAMBARUS. 
EL TION AND DISTRIBUTION.-The so-called "Cray-fishes" or "Craw-fishes" are common 
inhabitant of mo t of the fresh-water streams of the United States and Europe, but in this 
ountry they are not eaten nearly to the same extent as in some parts of the Old World, and 
th y are not generally regarded here as a staple article of food. 
The North American Oray-:fi~hes, although belonging to but a single family, the Astacidm, 
con titute two di tinct genera, Astacus and Oambarus, and about thirty-eight species, three of 
which do not, however, occur within the limits of the United States. The Cray-fishes bear a strik-
ing resemblance to the Lobsters (Homaru.s), to which they are closely related, but there are 
v ral important tructural differences between them, and none of the Cray-fishes grow nearly 
a large a th Lob ter. 
Eur p contains only three species of Cray-fishes, all belonging to the we11-known genus 
Astacus. They are A. nobilis Huxley (fluviatilis\ A . . torrentium, and A. leptodactylus. Much 
di, cu i n ha tak n place among. naturalists as to whether the above species are really distinct 
from one n tber, or merely form varieties of a single variable species. The relations·of A. nobilis 
t A. torrentiimi are .more marked than of those two forms ' to A. leptodactylus, but probably.the 
, p i:fic diffi r n pointed out are as good as exist between many other unquestioned species of 
th am ·r up in thi country. It matters little to us in this connection, however, what may be 
th tr affiniti f the, e forms to one another, as long as we can define them sufficiently well to 
- p ak f th ir r 1 ti to the fre h-water :fisheries of Europe, as an introduction to our own species. 
Astacus nobili and A. torrentium are the edible Cray-fishes of Western Europe, and inhabit 
fr h-wat r tr am (1' n rally. They "are intermixed over a large part of Central Europe. 
A. torrentium ha a wid r northwe tward, southwestward, and southeastward extension, being 
th 1 occupant of Britain~ and apparently of Spain and of Greece. On the other hand, in the 
n rth rn :rnd a. t rn part of Oentral Europe, .A.. nobilis appears to exist alone. Farther to the 
a t a n w firm, .A.. leptodactylus, makes its appearance." 1 Those who have treated of the two 
w t r p i f Europe from a practical standpoint hav generally spoken of them as a single 
fll i · , to which the Id and well-known name of flitviatilis has been applied. This distinction 
corr . p nd. with th view of th older European naturali ts, and this species thus constituted, 
with it tw or more ari tie , i th common_ fre h-water Cray-fish of European literature, which 
ha m t hav aw rld-wide reputation. 
Th tru ur f the ray-ft h can be best de cribed by defining some of the prfocipal 
b r t r in whi hit diffi r from the common Lob ter, according to Huxley. The general hape 
of h i with it appendag and the gen ral mak -up of the two forms are yery irnilar; 
u th r · h h . o l ighte n pair of perfect gill or branchire at the mo t, and the Lob ter 
h i· 1 fil m nt f th gill are much ·ti:ffer and more clo ely et" 
-ft h . Tb mo t important di tinction, however, i pre ented 
f the thoracic limb , and which number ix pairs 
o, pp. 299, 300. 
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m both the Lobster and the Cray-fish. In the latter animals each of these gills forms a simple 
I 
stem ending above in a plume and plate; in the former this "stem is, as it were, completely split 
into two parts longitudinally, one-half corresponding with the lamina (plate) of the Cray-fish gill, 
and the other with its plume." 
The shedding and the ·spawning ·habits of the Cray-fish correspond very closely with those 
of the Lobster, in connection with the description of which animal the subject has been discussed 
at some length. 
As .stated above, the American Cray-fishes belong to two genera, Astacus and Cambarus, while 
all the European sp,ecies belong to the one genus Astacus. The only marked difference between 
the two genera is this, that while in 4-stacus there are eighteen gills on each side, in Cam'barus _ 
there are only seventeen. This difference in 8tructure is considered to be of sufficient importance 
to warrant the formation of. the two genera, but the external differences, such· as the variation in 
shape of the body, and in t~e proportionate sizes of the ·several external parts, which are more 
apparent and more striking to the superficial observer, have onlY. specific value. On such 
differences as these are founded the thirty· two species of Cambarus and the six- species of Astacus, 
belonging to the North American fauna. More careful and detailed studies of large collections 
of Cray~fishes from different parts of North America may serve to greatly reduce this number of 
species, and if such should follow, it would simply go to prove that some of the differences now 
supposed to be of specific importance are merely varietal. Strangely enough, all of the North 
American species of Astacus are limited to the western slope of the Sierra· Nevada Mountains, 
that is to say, to that portion of our country most distant from Europe; while the genus Cambarus 
is confined to the intervening area between the Rocky Mountains and the Atlantic coast. The 
six ~pecies of Astacus are variously distributed through California~ Oregon, Washington Territory, 
and British Columbia, but onfy one species, A. nigrescens, appears to be used as food, at least to 
any extent. This probably results from the fact that this is the only species found in the vicinity 
of San Francisco, outside of which city there is little or no demand for this sort of food. Adult 
individuals of this species exceed four in<~hes in length,-and when living are blackish in color; 
after death, however, they become of a light grayish tint. According to Mr. Lo~kington, of San 
-Francisco, this species is brought to that city only in small quantities, the demand for it being 
slight. The supply is mostly obtained from Coyote Creek, Santa Clara County, and from the 
sloughs of the San Joaquin. 
The genus Cambarus is pretty generally distributed throughout the region east of the Rocky 
Mountains. No Cray-fishes have ever been found, bowev_er, in the New England States, excepting 
in the extreme western parts of Vermont and Massachusetts· and in Central Maine, and ten years 
ago no species had been recorded from ~ost of the Western Territories, especially between the 
Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, where if any Cray-fishes should be found in the future it 
';Vill be interesting to know whether they belong to the western genus, Astacus/ or the eastern, 
Oambarus. 
At present we know so little, comparatively speaking, of the invertebrate fauna of the rivers of 
the Territories that it is not at a.U strange we should have so few records of Cray-fishes from them; 
but it is very probable that Cray-fishes exist there jn greater or less numbers. New· England, on 
the contrary, has been too well explored to leave much doubt but that Cray-fishes are absent from 
it excepting in tl.te localities above cited. To enter into a discussion of all the species of North 
American Carnbarus would lead us away from the main object of this sketch, which is intended 
principally to point out the range and habits of those species known to be eaten. Suffice it to 
say that· the species are more or less irregularly distributed, some States, or even sections of 
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at ral species, and others again only one or two. Some species· are very !imited in 
h ir re ll'" whil other are widely distributed. Oambarus acutus is an ill_ustration or' this wide 
i tri uti n, rano'ing a it doe through a large number of the States from the Great Lakes 
outllwar t the Gulf, and from Missouri eastward to the . .Atlantic coast. C. Bartonii ranges 
fr m Ca c la to the District of Columbia and Kentucky; 0. obesu,s, from Illinois to Louisiana, and 
fr · . li ouri to New York and Virginia. 0. affinis occurs in all of the Middle States and in 
arylan<l and the District of Columbia, and 0. v-irilis extends froni Lake Winnipeg, British 
America, to Toronto in the east and Texas in the south. Very many of the species have been 
recorded from only a single locality each, but this does not necessarily imply a restricted range, 
as they may occur in other places in which no collections h~ve yet been made. 
ECONOMIC VA.LUE.-.Although .Americans, as a rule, do not regard the eating of Cray-fishes 
with much favor, these animals .are probably used as food in many of the localities in_ which they 
are abundant and can be .easily obtained. The French in this country are perhaps the principal 
consumers of thfa delicacy, as they are in Europe, where their own country can supply only a 
small part of the demand, great quantities ·being annually imported into France from Germany 
and other neighboring countries. In the United States the principal centers for the consumption 
of Cray-fishes are New York City and New Orleans, and we have been unable to learn 9f any other 
cities demanding.a regular supply. New Orleans derives its supplies from the fresh wat.ers near 
at hand, but New York depends upon more distant sources. The Cray-fish season in New York 
City begins early in the spring and lasts until fall, or until frost sets in. The first supplies come 
from the Potomac River at Washington, where the Cray-fishes are first taken soon after ~he 
breaking up of the ice in the river. .About · June 1 the weather becomes almost too warm for 
the hipm nt of Cray-fishes from Washington, and another more northern locality, Milwaukee and 
vicinity, begins to end supplies to New York. In the early part of July, Montreal adds her 
quota to the New York markets, and the shipments from these two latter localities continue as 
tated above until into the fall. The Potomac River Cray-fishes are larger than those fron;i 
Milwaukee, while the Montreal species is the smallest of all. The Milwaukee Cray-fishes are most 
e teemed by epicure , their flesh being less coarse and of a finer flavor than any of the other 
pecie old in the New York markets. The Potomac species is the darkes·t in color when living, 
but do not turn red by boiling, while the Milwaukee and Montreal species do. Small quantities 
of Cray-fl h are very probably brought to New York City from the State and from New Jersey, 
but if o they do not pass through t,he larger markets, and there is no regular supply. 
The Potomac River Cray-fish sent to :New York is the Oambarus affinis Erichson, and the 
Milwauk pecie i the Oambarus virilis Hagen. We have never examined specimens of the 
Montreal pecie . The New Orleans market Cray-fish is the Oambarus Olarlcii Girard, while the 
an Fran i co pecie , a already stated, is the .Astaous nigrescens. One of the Lower Mississippi ~ 
River peci , ither the Oambarus Olarlcii or the Oambarus aoutus, burrows into and eauses much 
damaO'e to tbe lev es f the river in the vicinity of New Orleans. 
HABITs.-Cr y-fi hes differ widely in their habits, and while some species prefer clear run-
ning tream , oth r liv'e in more uiet water , and still others upon muddy banks, where they dig 
hol and remain much of the time out of the reach of water. 
r. 0. C. b ott ha given u the following account of the habits of three of our commoner 
pecie f Ora -ft he, whicb occur near Trenton, New Jersey. 1 They are Oarnbarus acutus, 0. 
d 0. Bartonii, which have already been refeITed to as living in regions where Cray-
re tak n f d: 
1 American J'aturali t, vii, 1873. 
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"It is difficult to say _which of the three species is the most abundant in the general locality 
we have named, inas~uch as they seem to pref~r different streams; one being a plant-loving, one 
a stone-haunting, and the third a mud-frequentin'g speeies. In their respective haunts each is 
apparently as numerous as is either of the others in its chosen borne. . We have found 
Cambarus acutus to frequent running streams which have masses of vegetation growing in them, 
the animal iu question 1'.esting upon the plants, usually near the surface of the water. We have 
found since our collecting excursions, on carefully approaching clear running streams, such as . . 
just mentioned, that this Cray-fish is to be seen resting · on the plants, ·always with the head 
directed down-stream. If disturbed, they would dart backward, down to the roots, appare.ntly, 
of the plant upon which they were sitting. After a lapse of about ten minutes they would return 
to their former resting place, creeping up the plant down whieh they had so suddenly darted tail 
foremost. 
"The Oambarus ajjini8 is apparently the river species of this locality. We have been able to 
find it, .as yet, only in the Delaware River, usually frequenting the rocky bed, but also, in fewer 
numbers, on the mud-bottomed portions of the river. They ar·~ usually found resting under flat 
stones, well out from the banks of the· stream, where the water is of considerable depth. 
Wherever the vegetation is dense, we have failed to find them; nor have we seen anything to 
indicate that it is a 'burrowing' species. . . .. Oamba_rus Bartonii, it appears to us, is the one 
j ' . - • 
burrowing species of this locality. We have found in the deep ditches, with precipitous, muddy 
banks, a medium-sized Cray-fish, which in most respects ·accords with the species called Oambaru8 
Bartonii Fabr. by Dr. Hagen. 
"Cray-fish are strictly omnivorous animals, but, alt.hough excellent scavengers, do not feed 
wholly upon decayed animal and vegetable matters. We have frequently noticed that O. Bartonii 
in an aquarium breaks off the short s;ems of the common river weed, and eats the main stem, 
after stripping it of its minute leaves. So the 0. affinis, from beneath its sheltering flat stone, and 
C. Bartonii, in its safe burrow, will seize the minute young cyprinoids, that pass up and down the 
stream in such myriads, ever and anon peeping into the various little indentations in the banks. 
Such little fish, when once fairly caught by the big claws but _by no means clumsy' hands' of a 
Oambarus, have no chance of escape, and are soon torn to pieces." 
Oambarus Bartonii described by C. Girard as 0. Diogenes, constructs very interesting bur-
rows on the meadow flats of the Potomac River at Washington, which Mr. Girard describes as 
follows :1 
"The holes, as they appear at the surface of the ground, are nearly circular, from. seven-tenths 
of an inch to one inch and one inch and a half in diameter. The depth of the burrows varies 
according to the locations ; this we genera11y found to be from sixteen inches to two feet, and 
sometimes to three feet and more. The construction of the burrow itself is often · exceedingly 
simple; from the surface of the ground the excavation exhibits gradual slope, in direction more 
or less undulating, for a distance of from .five to ten inches, when it becomes vertical for six or 
eight inches, and then terminates in a sudden bott~e-shape enlargement, in which the animal is 
found. The bottom of the burrows having no subterraneous communication, no other issue except 
towards the surface, it is entirely isolated from its neighbors, and leaves no chance of escape to its 
inhabitant. The same burrow may have several external holes connected with it, several inclined 
channels, which, however, meet at the depth where it becomes vertical. We constantly found the 
cavity full of water, but this was in March and April; the bottom, for several inches, was filled 
with a soft and pulpy mud. 
1 Proc. Phila. A cad. Nat. Sci., Yi1 pp. 88-90, 1854. 
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.n re 11, fi und a ingle individual in each burrow, it being either a male or a female, 
t pril, carrying under the tail a bundle of her eggs. Sometimes, when 
um r u · iu li,·i lual · r athered on a small space, it may happen that the windings of the upper 
p· 1 f th ir urr w will cci<.lentally meet and have in this case a communication which was not 
· ut mplat . a h individual, howernr, remains in its own apartment; so at least we constantly 
fi un l t th a . T accompli h the act of breeding, males and females must come together 
at n Jl, rti ·ular tim . In one of the burrows which we examined we found a male and a female . 
.,. ar • in lin to b Ii · v that the male quits its retreat and goes in search of the female, as one 
iu li\"idu I of th former ex wa · found, at one time, walking over t,he surface of the ground. 
Iu tb priu ·, and we are told in the fall also, the burrowing Craw-fish builds over the ~oles 
of i · burrow a chimney of the maximum heiglit of one foot, but most generally lower. This 
cbimn y circularly pJTamidal in shape, is· constructed of lumps of mud, varying in size, irreg-
ul rly rolled up and piled up one upon another, and intimately connected together. Its exterior 
11 r ugh and irr gular appearance, whilst the interior is smooth and as uniform as the .subter-
rc 11e u channel, and having the same diameter as the latter. The cementing of the successive 
ball of mud i ea ily accounted for when we bear in mind that the latter are brought up in a 
v ry oft tate, and that their drainage and subsequent solidification on their exposure to the 
atmo pberic air aud ray of the sun are all that is required to un·i~e these parts. . . . The 
la t t uch con i t in, hutting up the aperture. This is accomplished by means of several balls 
of mud br ught up from underneath, deposited temporarily on the euge of the chimney and 
dr wn ba k in lo e contiguity, so as to intercept all communication with the external world. 
h number f uch chimneys i sometimes very great in one particular locality, distributed 
wi h ut any geom trical regularity, and recalli:i;ig to mind the scattered habitations or village of 
an wly ttled colony." 
226. THE SHRIMPS AND PRAWNS. 
THE co :[MON SHRIMP-OR.ANGON VULG.ARIS, Fabr1cius. 
Thi p ci f hrimp occurs on both sides of the Atlantic, and is eaten both in. this country 
an l in Eur I . It i , th refore, of considerable economic importance, though of less value than 
th Jar r hrirup (Penmus) of t'lle Southern States. Orangon vulgaris, on the American coast, 
ran fr m L brador to North Carolina, and from low-tide level to depths of about fifty 
fatll m . It i foun in.gr ate t abundance in shallow water, and on sandy or weedy bottoms, 
u o ·cur al n mudd.y, h Uy, and rocky bottoms, and extends at least to about fifty fathoms 
t vari much in coloration according_ to the location in which it is found. Upon the 
and li ht- 1 r d a dy bores of Southern New England, specimens are invariably 
n , ry pal in color, · o a to clo ely re emble the· surface upon and beneath which 
up dark- lor·ed muddy bottom they are very much darker in color. Specimens 
1 r d mu y inl t f Vin yard ound and other from dark muddy and sandy 
c tia, are very dark indeed, the pigment spots covering nearly the 
al app dag becoming almost black toward the tips." 1 
t m, or when it burie it elf vartially and sometimes almost 
, 1 nd r ant nnre, it cannot easily be distinguished by its 
pr t ti n y it 1 r . b n left by the tide it buries it elf 
all it f concealment, howeYcr, for it is 
~--------------
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eagerly hunted and captured by nearly all the larger fishes which frequent the same waters, and 
it constitutes the principal food of many of them, such as the weak-fish, king-fish, wliite perch, 
bluefish, flounders, striped bass, etc. Fortunately it is a w~ry prolific species, and is abundant 
along the entire coast, from North Carolina to Labrador, wherever sandy shores occur. The young 
·swim free for a considerable time after hatching, and were taken at the surface in the evening, in 
large numbers." 1 • 
According to White,2 the common Shrimp are in spawn on the English coast during the entire 
summer; "the ova are of a dirty white color." 
We have no published data as to the duration of the spawning season upon our coast, but 
"the young are hatched in the neighborhood of Vineyard Sound in May and June; and arrive at 
the adult form before they are more than four or fi_ve millimP-ters long. Specimens of this size 
were taken at Wood's Holl, at the surface, on the evening of July 3. Later in the season much 
iarger specimens were frequently taken at the surface both in the evening and daytime. 
'' The young of the different kinds of Shrimp, Orangon vulgaris, Palmmonetes vulgaris, and 
Virbiits zostericola, when hatched from the egg, are free-swimming: animals, similar in their habits 
to the young of the Lobster. In structure, however, they are quite unlike the larvm of the 
Lobster, and approach more the zoea stages of the Crabs. When they :first leave the egg, 
they are without the :five pairs of cephalo-thoracic legs, the abdomen is without appendages1 
and much as it is in the first stage of the young Lobster, w)iile the maxillipeds are developed 
into long locomotive appendages, somewhat like the external maxillipeds of the :first stage 
of the young Lobster. While yet in the free-swimming condition the cephalo-thoracic legs 
are developed, the maxillipeds assume the adult · form, and the abdominal limbs appear. The 
young of these Shrimp are very much smaller than the young of the Lobster, but they 
Temain for a considerabl~ time in this immature state, and were very frequently taken at the 
surface in the towing-net." 3 
Althou_gh Orangon vulgaris may be common in the southern part of its range (New York to 
North Carolina), it has not been often recorded from that region, and in fact we know much more 
-about it on the New England coast, along the en~ire extent of which it is very abundant, though 
somewhat less so north of Massachusetts Bay . . About Halifax, Nova Scotia, it is again abundant 
and of large size from low-water mark to eighteen fathoms, on sandy, muddy, stony, and rocky 
bottoms. It is common everywhere in shallow water and at low-water mark on most sandy 
beaches in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. It also occurs in the Straits of Belle Isle. Since this 
report was in manuscript, Orangon vulgaris has been found by the Fish Commission to occur in 
·different parts of Chesapeake Bay in immense numbers and of unusually large size. 
The common Shrimp attains a length of over ~wo inches, exclusive of the anterior appendages, 
but is generally smaller. In the neighborhood of New York and ·about New Bedford, Mass., 
it is taken as food. N orthwa,rd from there it is, so far as we know, only utilized to a slight extent, 
and for bait only. It may perhaps be taken on the southern coasts, where it occurs, in connection 
with Penmus, which is sent in large quantities to New York, but from all the information we 
'have been able to obtain, no notice is taken of it south of New York. 
Mr. W. N. Lockington states that Grangon vulgaris is very abundant upon the Pacific coast 
of North America, ranging from Alaska (Mutiny Bay) to San Diego, California. It is smaller than 
·O. franciscorum, with which it is found associated; and it is also less abundant in the San 
52 F 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, p. 339, 1871-'72. 
2 Popular History of British Crustacea, 1857, p. 107. 
8S. I. SMITH: Vineyard Sound Report, pp. 528, 529, 1871-'72. 
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m rk t Ith ugh comprising no inconsiderable pa,rt of the total catch of Shrimp, and 
n i~ i more common than its congener. The average length of the specimens 
, ific oa t is said to be about two and a quarter inches, but large examples 
tbr in ·b in length. This form, which is a sort of color variety, is easily distinguished 
. Jranci cormn by it black tail, and the large proportion of black upon its body, as well as 
differ nt form of the hand, the movable finger of which is much shorter and folds trans-
" r Jy ·r th tip of the hand. From its black coloring it has received the name of "Black-
t il d ,r, b. 
Thi , hrimp is taken on the west coast in connection with O.franeiscorum, and is sold fresh in 
th mark t a well a ' boiled and dried for exportation to China. 
THE CALIFORNIA. SHRIMP-CR.ANGON FR.ANCISCORUM, Stimpson. 
ccording to note furnished by W. N. Lockington, this is the largest species of Shrimp on 
the Pa i:fic coa t of the United States, and is the Shrimp par excellence of the San Francisco mar-
k t , where large quantities are sold during nearly every month of the year. 
Th total 1 ngth of the body, in the . adults, ranges from three to three and a half inches, 
wlJile in th ame the length of the carapax is about seven-eighths of an inch. 
From the Pacific coast variety of Orangon vitlgaris this species can be distinguished by its 
larg r iz ; by the ab ence of the black tail and large black spots, characteristic of the former; 
by th • mall dot of dark tint which mottle the surface; and i:nost readily by the much greater 
Jen th of he mov bl finger of the hand, which folds parallel with the side of the hand inst_ead 
of 
Orangon franciscorum, ha a somewhat limited range, not being known from north of Puget 
uu<l, n r uth of Point Conception, California. In San Francisco Bay and Tomales Bay it is 
din,._.ly abund nt, frequenting e pecially the sandy coves along their shores. ·Not only is 
hrimp lar ly con urned upon the coast when fresh, but it is also taken by the Chinese in 
imm n qua titie aud hjpped to China after boiling and drying. The Shrimp industry affords 
mpl .., ment to a large number of Chinese, and constitutes an important factor in the export trade 
of an iranci c . The Shrimp are u ually caught in purse-nets, which are conical in sh:we, 
b ut tw nty-:fiv fe t long and ten foet across the mouth; they taper to the lower end, which is 
P u a d 1 d by mean of a "puckering string." It is said that no diminution in the number 
of hrimp r ult fr m the continuous fishing, although the edible species of fish are nearly 
xt rmin t d in an Franci co Bay. 
P of Hippolite (H. brevirostris), of a uniform light crimson or scarlet color, occurs at 
the f Fuca, in San Franci co Bay, and probably along the intervening coast. In San 
Franci co a it i taken with the Orangons for food. 
THE OMMON PR.A WN-P .AL.lEMONETES VULG.ARIS, Stimpson. 
n merican Prawn, which clo ely re embles the English species, although occurring 
undance I ng me porti n of our Atlantic coast, does not rank among our food 
r t ' on a · unt of it mall ize. It frequently makes up for that deficiency, however, 
bout one and one-half inches. The body is translucent, 
with. irr gul r, ill-defined, dark blotches and spots, which 
th i color d and uead leaves of eel-grass, at or near 
it i ' ·t bundant. The American Prawn differs from the 
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English, among other things, in the character of its rostru!ll and in its small~ size. The rostrum 
of the latter is divided ·or double at the tip, _and specimep.s range in length from three to five 
inches. 
P: vulgaris ranges from Massachu~etts Bay to Northern Florida. North of Cape Cod, how-
ever, it is rare. It is very common among eel-grass, etc., in Vineyard Sound, 'Buzzard's Bay, 
Fisher's Island Sound, and Long Island Sound. Thence it has been recorded from the south side 
of Long Island, and from. numerous points along the coa~t o New Jersey and the Southern States, 
as far south as Saint John's :River, Florida. The localities inhabited by this species are described 
as follows by Professor Verrill: 1 
"The common Prawn has its true home among the eel-grass (in brackish water), and her~ it 
occurs in countless numbers. . . . It is also very abundant .in the pools and ditches (9f the 
' . 
muddy Rhores in brackish water), even where the water is but little salt, and also occurs in 
immense numbers on the muddy bottoms." 
It likewise abounds on the muddy bottoms in pure salt water. On sandy bottoms in both salt 
and brac~ish water it often occurs associated with Crangon vulgaris, but not in large numbers. 
THE RIVER SHRIMPS-P AL..tEMON. OHIUNIS, Smith; p AL..tEMONETES EXILIPES, Stimpson. 
Only two species of river Shrimp have yet been described from the United States east of 
the Mississippi River, and they, seem to be used . as food in only a few localities. At New Orleans, 
however, one species, the Palmmon ohionis, is very much esteemed. 
In this species, the carapax or anterior part of the body js smooth, stout, and consi~erably 
swollep, with a short rostrum. Specimens/ from the Ohio River measured in total length of body 
from two to three and one-fourth inches, the carapax occupying about one-fourth of this length. 
The original . specimens from which the species was described were from the Ohio River at 
Cannelton, Indiana, where it is taken for food. Since then it has been found over a larger area, 
including the vicinity of New Orleans. 
Palmmonetes exilipes is a much smaller species than the above, measuring only about~ an 
inch and a half in total length. It bas been recorded from Sandusky Bay, Lake Erie; Ecorse, 
Michigan; Somerville, South Carolina; and from fresh-water streams in Florida. It is probably 
quite widespread in its distribution, but we are not aware of its ever having been used as food, 
probably on account of its small size. 
THE DEEP-WATER PR.A.WNS-P.AND.A.LUS BOREALIS, Kroyer; LEPTOOEROS, Smith; MONT.A.GUI, _ 
Leach; PROPINQUUS, Sars. 
These species of Prawns, which resemble one another very closely in appearance and 
structure, are exceedingly abundant in the deeper waters of Massachusetts Bay, the Gulf of 
Maine, and elsewhere off the coast of New England, the British Provinces, and southward as far 
as Virginia, at least. 
Pandalus borealis grows to a much larger size than the other three species, but all are la.rge 
enough to serve as food, and sufficiently abundant in the localities where they occur. Unfor-
tunately they never approach the shore, and the ordinary methods of taking shrimp in shallow 
W3'.ter will not answer for their capture. If some means of taking them easily could be -devised, 
they would undoubtedly find a ready sale in the Boston and New York markets, for they have an 
exceedingly good flavor. 
Pandalus borealis attains a length of seven inches. As to color, it is, according to Professor 
Verrill, "thickly sprinkled with small, red, stellate spots, which, from closer aggregation, make the 
1 Vineyard Sound Report, 1871-'72. 
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ban the rest of the body. The spermaries are purplish-red, the outer 
ri lu , egg ultramarine blue." Females carrying eggs were taken in 
r 1 77 and 1 , , in and off Massachusetts Bay and off Cape Ann. The 
wh r hi p cie has been found are as follows: Massachusetts Bay, off Salem, 
t fift, f: thorn mud, very abundant; Gulf of Maine, forty to one hundred and sixty 
mud . - ottom , very abundant in some places. In the Gulf of Maine, it was found 
p •ic 11 T ornrnon in a region about fourteen miles southeast from Cape Ann, in fifty 
b ut n hundred fathoms. It was also encountered twenty to thh-ty miles off Cape Sable, 
:r Ya cotia, in depth of fifty-nine to eighty-eight fathoms, and thirty miles off Halifax in 
i h y-:6.ve to one hundred and ten fathoms. Beyond our seas it has been recorded from 
Gr cnland, Norway, and Bering Sea. 
Pandalus Montagui and leptoceros differ from P. borea.lis in coloration, "in · having the · red 
more intense and arranged in clearly defined markings, of which those upon the carapax and 
abdomen are arranged in conspicuous obliquely transverse lines or bars, while the color upon 
the rest of the body and upon the appendages is collected in distinct specks, blotches, or 
annulations." The largest specimens which have been examined were from depths of ninety 
fathom , off Cape Ann, and measured four and one-half inches in length. Specimens over four 
inche long have been obtained from several localities. Only a few individuals have so far 
been seen carrying spawn. They were taken in different places during the months of August, 
ptember, and October. These species range all the way from off the month of Chesapeake 
a to Greenland, and P. Montagui also occurs on the European coast as far south as the 
Briti lt I land . They are more abundant than P. borealis, though of smaller size, and are 
c mon in much hallower water, as well as in the same deeper places resorted to by P. borealis. 
In Ma acbu ett Bay, they inhabit depths of twenty-two to forty-eight fathoms, where the 
bo tom i gra en , andy, and muddy, and have also been found on Stellwagen Bank. In the 
Gulf of Main th y are widespread and exceedingly abundant in many localities, being often 
ciated with P. borealis on muddy bottoms. They live on all kinds of bottom, in depths of 
t n fatb m d wnward. They have been found east of George's Bank in a depth of four hundred 
nd thirty fathom ; in the Bay of Fundy, ten to seventy-seven fathoms; off Nova Scotia, sixteen 
to ev .nty-fiv f thorn ; in Bedford Basin, Halifax, twenty-six to forty-one fathoms; Gulf of Saint 
L wr nee, Labrador, etc. South of Cape Cod they range down to depths of two and three hundred 
f: th m. 
Pandalus propinquus, which has been recognized only since this report was first written, 
o ur a ociat d with the two last specie south of Cape Cod. 
The Unit d tat s Fish Commi sion, in its explorations with the dredge and trawl along the 
w Englan coa ~ during th pa t ten year , has constantly come upon immense schools of these 
d p-wat r rawns, ometime two or more of the species being associated together, at others 
o urring par tely. I ha been no uncommon occurrence for a peck or more to come up in a single 
ca t of th beam trawl, and ev ral such hauls have sometimes been made in a single <lay. These 
r \ n appare ly move in chool , and it i often impossible to ~ecure more than a single catch 
i any p t ton time. Thi fact may re ult from their moving in a regular body from place to 
1 y chance in the cour e of the trawl at times, or, if naturally disposed to 
g in i gle plac , the appearance of the trawl mu t have the effect of frightening 
h Y r acti in h ir m v ment , and are thus seldom taken in the dredge. It 
e ite ate i h mmi ion steamer, when a large haul of Pandali 
·ng 1 t th p im n r quir d for scientific purposes, to turn the 
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remainder over to the mess, and there · are many witnesses to testify to the superior character of 
the deep-water Prawns as an article of food. 
The lobstermen of Biddeford Pool, Maine, who set their pots in the winter from four to six 
miles from shore, occasionally capture these Prawns, and here may be a suggestion as to the 
style of apparatus which might be tried advantageously for their capture. The openings would, 
of course, need to be of much smaller size than those of an ordinary lobster-pot. A light beam 
trawl of large size might, however, answer still better. 
THE CALIFORNIA. PR.A. WN-P .A.ND.AL us DAN.JE, Stimpson. 
According tow·. N. Lockington, this is a moderately large species of Prawn, which is now 
commonly brought to the San Francisco market, and is caught in the open ocean between the 
Fara.Hone Islands and Point Reyes'. The length of the body in the adults, including the rostrum, 
is about five inches, while the average length of the carapax, excluding the rostrum, is about one 
and a quarter inches . . Fresh specimens are finely marked with transverse zigzag lines of white, 
separated by bands of red. 
Pandalus Dance has been recorded from the Queen Charlotte Islands and Puget Sound, north 
of which it is not known; its southern limit is possibly Point Conception, California, the most 
pronounced point of ~ivision between the northern and southern marine faunre of California, 
though this fact has not been positively determined. This Prawn has been much more abundant 
in the San Francisco markets during the past two years than formerly, and the reason assigned is 
that the fishermen, driven out of San Francisco Bay by the constantly diminishing supply of fish 
there, have been forced to resort to the open sea between the Farallone Islands and Point Reyes, 
where. the Prawns live in large .,numbers. It has been noticed with spawn in November, Decem-
ber, and January. A. second species of Prawn is occasionally brought to the San Francisco 
market, along with P. Dance, being obtained in the same places. It is of smaller si~e than P. 
Dance and of a uniform light pink color when fresh; it also differs from the latter in the size and 
shape of the rostrum, appendages, etc., and in_the number of the rostral spines. 
In 1879, several examples of a large species of Prawn, apparently identical with Penceus 
brasiliensis, of Brazil and the Southern United States, were brought to the Sa.n Francisco 
markets; in 1880 none were observed. This species is also recorded fr.om the west coast of 
Nicaragua. Adult specimens examined at San Francisco measured -seven inches in total length, 
including the rostrum. Compared with specimens from the Rio Grande, Brazil, no points of 
difference as regards form or pl'oportion of parts were detected. 
THE SOUTHERN SHRIMPS AND PRAWNS-PEN.JEUS SETIFERus, M.-Edwards; PEN.JEUS BRASIL-
IENSIS, Latreille. 
These are th'e large Shrimps or Prawns which occur in such immense numbers on the coasts 
of the Southern States, and are taken to supply the markets at Charleston, South Carolina. . ' 
Savannah~ Georgia; New Orleans, ·Louisiana; New York, and elsewhere. The two species are 
often found associated together, but Penceus setijerus i~ the more abundant, :md is, therefore, more 
commonly seen in the markets. According to Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes, these species may be dis-
tinguished apart by the following characters: 
"The common Shrimp (P. setijerus) has a groove on each side of the large spine that springs 
from the fore and upper part of the shell or carapax; these run backward and terminate abo~t 
the middle of the length of the shell. In the same tray in the market will frequently be found 
other individuals, far less numerous, in wpich these grooves run the whole length of the shell, 
terminating jnst in front of the hinder edge or border of the shell, at the first joint. This form I · 
have referred to the P. brasiliensis of Latreille. 
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ull- r n i lindual of P. etiferus measure six or more inches in length, from the tip of 
1 r ut ri r , in t th tip of the tail spine, and three-fourths of an inch deep and broad 
b fr O ly part. The e la,rge specimens of both species are known in the markets as 
rawu , r prawn ,' and th half-grown individuals are distinguished as 'Shrimps.' The 
0 app r in our water generally in March, or in warm seasons as early as the latter weeks 
ruary, ancl remain in eason for two or three months, after which the supply diminishes, and 
th pp r to retire for a time to spawn. To what region or localities they retreat I do not 
kn w, nor b ve I b en able to learn anything concerning this matter from the :fishermen. I may 
a d that I h v never een one of the e Shrimp carrying its eggs. It may be that they ascend 
our river fi r the purpo e of pawning, and friends have called my attention to what they call 
fr h-water Shrimp' that differ in no respect from the common Shrimp, and yet are found in the 
river above the reach of salt water. In June and the succeeding months of summer, the half-
grown individual or' Shrimps' are in season, and for tenderness of flesh and delicacy of flavor are 
pr ferre<l to the 'Prawns.' In the autumn they all disappear from our waters, and I suppose go 
uthward or el e into deeper water. .As Prawns and Shrimps die very soon after being taken 
from the water, they cannot be sent fresh to any distance. They are used both as food and 
bait." 
ccording to Stimp on, Penreus brasiliensis "is often found in brackish water, and everi 
a cend tream to points where the water is nearly or quite fresh. It was thus found in the 
Croton iver at Sing Sing, New York, by Professor Baird·, and by myself in a fresh-water creek 
n ar om r Point, ew Jersey." From these places it ranges southward to Brazil, and is found 
m re or le continuou ly along tb e Southern .Atlantic coast, and the Gulf coast to Mexico. 
Penmus setijerus bas not been recorded from north of Norfolk, Virginia, but thence southward its 
range corr pond with that of P. brasiliensis, at least so far as regards the coast of the United 
t t . ' 
Mr. T. . Fi her, of Fernandina, Florida, who bas been interested in the Shrimp industry at 
that pl for r 1 y ar , furni he the following notes regarding the Shrimps and 'Prawns, 
which h di tin«ui h fr m one another in the same way as Professor Gibbes: "It is my belief 
th t th 'llrimp (,mall r individual ) move out into deeper water at the beginning of winter and 
th r r mai uutil ut th full m on in March or thereabouts, when they return to the bays 
.c n l riv r in gr t qu ntiti a 'Prawn ' and a cend the rivers and creeks, I think, to spawn. 
' hi i th tim wh n th y ar tak n as food. .After spawning, or about May or June, they 
r turn t th I r m M y to .August the so-called Shrimp, which then appear, are quite · 
n l 1 d I rin •ipally a :fi h bait; from August to December they grow quite rapidly. 
t r ar b t hrimping months of the ~eason, and May and June are the 
ar , excepting during the col1ler months of winter, when they 
1 a e ea on on the coa "t of South Carolina and Eastern Florida, 
c rr I nd, x epting that in Florida, the climate being milder, the Shrimp 
mu h 1 t r in th ea on or nearly all winter. Mr. Silas Stearns, of 
writ that '' Shrimp are abundant on all parts of the Gulf coast, and 
in th r gi n f L ni. iana and Texas. They live on the grassy or sandy flat-s, and 
n h t ' f ay n and lag ou , in both alt and brackish water. On the 
rncl thr ucr ut he umm r month , and appear to breed in the spring 
f: 11 th Y m k up i chool , and eem bent on migratory movements. 
k ld to he re taurant keepers of the cities. On the 
chooling i much more common, and as the Shrimp 
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are very abundant at all times during warm weather, they can be profitably caught for the 
market. Barrataria Bay, of the Louisiana coast, and Galveston and Matagorda Bays, of the 
Texas coast, are notable places for the shrimp fishery. The fact that these bays- afford unusually 
good feeding grounds and hidi:pg places for the Shrimp will undoubtedly explain their great 
abundance there. Shrimp of marketable size average about four inches in length. Their color 
tends to imitate that of the bottom on which they dwell. New Orleans and Galveston are the 
only cities of the Gulf coast which engage in tbe shrimp trade." 
227. THE MANTIS SHRlMPS-SQUILLID.lE. 
'rHE MANTIS SHRIMP, OR SEA MANTIS-SQUILLA EMPUSA, Say. 
"The Squilla empusa is a very interesting creature, whose habits are still imperf~ctly known. 
It is often thrown on the beaches by the waves, and probably it usually burrows in the mud below 
low-water mark, but in certain localities it has been found burrowing at or near _low-water mark of 
spring- tides, forming large, irregular holes. The very curious, free-swimming young ·were often 
taken in the towing-nets. Large specimens are eight or ten inches Jong and about two broad. 
The body is not so stoutly ·built as that of the Lobster, and the carapax or shell is much smaller and 
· softer, while the abdomen is much larger and longer in proportion. The legs _and all the other 
organs are quite unlike those of the Lobster, and the last joint of the great claw, instead of forming 
a pair of pincers 1Yith tbe next, is armed with a row of six 
1
sharp, curved spines, which shut into 
corresponding sockets, arranged in a groove in the next joint, which also bears sma1ler spines. 
By means of this srngular organ they can hold their ~rey securely, and can give a severe wound 
to the human han.d, if handled incautiomdy'. It also uses the stout caudal appen_dages, which are 
armed with spines, · very effectively. The colors of this species are quite vivid, considering its 
mud-dwelling habits. The body is usually pale green or yellowish green, each segment bordered 
posteriorly with darker green and edged with bright yellow; the tail is tinged with rose and 
mottled with yellow and blackish; the outer caudal lamelhe have the base and spines white, the 
last joint yellow, margined with black; the inner ones are bla.ck, pale at base; the eyes are bright 
emerald-green; the inner antennre are dark, with a yellow band at the base of each joint; and the 
flagellum is annulated with black and white." 1 
This species of Squilla ranges from Cape Cod to Florida, but from its habit of remaining most 
of the time in its burrows it is not very commonly known or met with on the sea-shore, though it 
is probably very abundant in S(?me localities. 
"The Mediterranean species of Squilla are generally found at considerable depths; th_ey live 
in sandy places, where they can easily procure their food, which seems to consist chiefly of annelids 
and fragments of the Actinia ejfmta. According to Risso, the females when they wish to deposit 
their eggs, which they have under their abdominal appendages, retire to rocky• places. The 
Squillm are timid, avoiding danger; they swim much after the fashion of Lobsters." 2 In Europe 
wherever Squilla can be found in sufficient numbers it is much esteemed as food, and the American 
species would probably be as wholesome. On the sh~res where it abounds it might easily be 
obtained by digging, and from deeper water by means of the rake dredge. 
Two other species of Squilla-Squilla dubia and Lysiosquilla glabriuscula-also occur on ·the 
coasts of the Southern States, where one or more of these three species are said to be used as 
bait to some extent. 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, 1871-'72. 
2 WHITE: Popular History of the British Crustacea, 1857. 
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228. THE AMPHIPODS. 
R ND FLE.AS-ORCHESTI.A. .AGILIS, Smith; SCUDS-G.AMM.ARUS L00UST.Ar 
Gould; AND .ALLIED FORM~. 
roup of .Amphipoda, to which these species belong, consists entirely of small 
, 11, ti , , nimal whj h, although not of direct importance from an economical point of view, still 
n · an imp rtant purpo e in the general economy of nature, and deserve at least some mention 
h r . e id erving a food for fish, many of the species act as scavengers ~n the sea-shore, 
, nd cl pit their mall ·ize, are, from their great numbers, able to dispose of a large quantity of 
a 1 r fu matter. Some of the . pecies live entirely in the water, while others are exposed to 
th air <luring low tide, or even most of the time. The experiment of utilizing these small creat-
ur in the pr paration of skeleton for anatomical purposes has been tried with much success. 
Fi h, cleaned of the bulk of their flesh, have been fastened to boards and anchored just below the 
urfa e of the water, near the docks in Eastport Harbor, and within the space of a few hours 
othing ut the bones remained, being cleaned as completely as by any other process, ancl'with 
but little expenditure of time on tbe part of the naturalist. Several species upon our coast are-
abundant nough to act in unison in this way. Some of the deep-water species are as destructive. 
to d ad animal matter as are those which live near the shore. The cod and halibut :fishermen 
ft n uffi r from their depredations, as several of the deep-water Amphipods quickly attack the 
fi h wbi h di after b ing caught on the tra.wl lines before they are hauled up. The gills of the-
:fi. h. app ar to b fir t devoured, but within a few hours they are able to ,eat out the entire 
mu ular and vi ceral matter, leaving only the bones and skin. Cod and hake frequently die 
np n th tr wl ·, and are thu destroyed, but halibut are more hardy and are seldom much 
i jur l. 
of Amphipods upon our coast is very large, but we need refer here to 
p ie to illu trate their.principal characteristics. 
'Th mall crn tacea are of great importance in connection with our fisheries, for we have 
hat the , t g tber with the Shrimps, constitute a very large part of the food of most of our 
mor · Y:c Ina I <libl fl he , both of the fresh and alt water. The Amphipods, though mostly of 
mall · iz c ur in , n h 'immen e number in their favorite localities that they can nearly always 
1 tain d .Y the ft h ~ that eat them, and no doubt they furnish excellent and nutritious 
v nth malle t of them are by no means despised or overlooked even by large and 
fi h h t could ea ily capture larger game. Even the voracious bluefish will feed 
mall cru tacea wh re they can be ea ily obtained, even when menhaden and other 
· b ,' ar pl n Yin th am localitie . They are also the favorite food of trout lake white-fish 
' ' ·b , flo nd r , cup t ., a will be een from the lists of the animals found in the stomachs of 
1i h ne P ie , which c ur in countless numbers beneath the masses of deca,ying seaweeds 
t r wn u a hi h-wat r mark o all the shores by the waves, is the Orchestia agilis Smith, which 
h e r iv d thi nam in allu i n to the extreme agility which it displays in leaping when 
rl ed. T ·vent it i 'Beach-flea,' which refers to the same habit. Its 
n r r wn and much res mble that· of the decaying weeds among which 
ncl u n which i pr a 1 i d . It al o constructs burrows in the sand beneath the 
1 debris. t 1 p f the app ndag at the posterior end of the body. 
of the large t of an the Amphipods, is the Gammarug 
n atb tb , tones and among the rock-weed near low-
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water mark. The males are much larger than the females, and sometimes become nearly an inch 
and a half long. They cannot leap like their cousins that live at high-water mark, but skip 
actively about on their sides among the stones and gravel until they reach some shelter or 
enter the water, when they swim rapidly in · a gyrating manner back downward or sideways. 
But although they can swim they are seldom met with away from the shore or much below low-
water mark. The zone of Fucus is their true home. This species is abundant on_ all our shores, 
wherever rocks and Fucus occur, from Great Egg Harbor, New Jersey, to Labrador. Its color 
is generally olive-brown or reddish-brown, much like that of the Fucus amo~g which it lives. 
The only good English name-that I have ever heard for these creatures is that of 'Scuds,' given 
by a small boy, in reference to their rapid and peculiar motions. . . . Two other r~lated 
species, of larger size and paler colors, but having the same habit of leaping as the Orchestia, 
though not in such a high degree, occur among the weeds, or burrowing in the sand, or beneath 
drift-wood, etc., a little below high-water mark. In fact, the sand is sometimes completely :filled 
with · their holes, of various sizes. Both these species are stout in form, and become about an 
inch long when mature . . One of them, Talorchestia longicornis, can be easily distinguished by 
its very long antennre; the other, T. megalophthalma, by its shorter antennre and very large eyes. 
Both these species are pale grayish, and imitate the_ color of the sand very perfectly. When 
driven from their burrows by unusually high tides or storms they are capable of swim~ing 
actively in the water. They make dainty morsels for :fishes and many shore birds, as well as for 
certain Crabs, especially Ocypoda arenaria." 1 
THE BORING AMPHIPOD-CHELURA. TEREBR.ANS, Phillipi. 
, 
This very destructive little crustacean, which is of common occurrence on the European 
coast, from Southern Norway to the Adriatic Sea, bas so far been noticed on the Atlantic coast 
of the United States at only two places, Wood's Holl and Provincetown, Massac_husetts. At 
both of these localities it was found associated with the "Gribble" (Limnoria lignorum), in the 
submerged piles of old wharves. It is more than possible, however, that it is a common inhabitant 
of our coast, doing a certain amount of the damage hitherto ascribed to other boring animals. 
Without a careful examination, it is quite easy for an unskilled eye to confound Ohelura with 
Limnoria, although they belong to very distinct divisions of the Crustacea. 
The main characteristics of this animal by which it !Day_ be distinguished from all the other 
Amphipods, as well as crustaceans, are the three pairs of caudal stylets, the last pair being 
nearly as long as the body proper of the males, although· much shorter in the females and young. 
As to color, the body is semitranslucent and thickly spotted and mottled above with pink. 
Professor Allman, of England, who has studied living specimens, describes the habits of 
this species as follows: 2 
"Chelura terebrans is an active little animal, swimming on its back and employing its 
thoracic legs to adhere to the timber which it bas selected for its ravages. . . . Its habits 
are truly xylophagous, and· it excavates the timber not merely for the purpose of concealment, 
but with the object of employing i t as food, which is apparent from the fact that the alimentary 
canal may be found on dissection filled witl>; minutely comminuted ligneous matter. . . . 
Timber which has been subject to the ravages of Ohelura presents a somewhat different 
appearance from that which has been attacked by Limnoria lignorurn. In the latter we :find 
narrow cylindrical burrows running deep into the interior, while the excavations of Chelura are 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, pp. 313, 314, 1871-'72. 
2 Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xix, p. 361, 1847. 
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r ly 1 rg r an mor oblique in their direction, so that the surface of the timber thus 
rruin b th e d tructi animal is rapidly washed away by the action of the sea, and 
th x v ti n are xpo cl in the greater part of their extent, the wood appearing plowed 
t p k, rather than burrowed into. Upon the whole, Ohelura would seem to be a still 
d tructive er ature than even .Limnoria." 
229. THE ISOPODS . 
• 
THE GRIBBLE, OR BORING LIMNORI.A-LIMNORI.A. LIGNORUM, White. 
Tbi little crustacean pest, which measures less than one-fifth of an inch in length, is a very 
common habitant of our Atlantic coast from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence to Florida, and also 
occurs abundantly on the coasts of Great Britain and of other parts of Europe. In spite of its 
mall ize, it i very destructive to all kinds of submarine wood-work, which it rapidly eats away. 
It body, which is subcylindrical in shape, consists of fourteen segments, the anterior one being 
the head; the two end are rounded and the sides are nearly straight and parallel to one another. 
The fir t even segments, not including the head, bear each a pair of short legs. It makes its 
burrow· by means of stout mandibles or jaws. In color it is grayish, the upper surface of the 
body being covered with minute hairs, to which more or less dirt usually adheres. 
The Gribble generally lives above and jnst below low-water mark, but has been found at 
time , though very rarely, a low down as seven to ten fathoms. It gnaws burrows into all sorts 
of unken or floating wood near the shore, and lumber or drift-wood left for some time on muddy 
shor i pretty certain to be attacked by it. The burrows are made to a depth of about half an inch, 
and when th y b come num rous enough to reduce the superficial layer of wood to a mere honey-
comb, it cale off, leaving a fresh surface, which is at once attacked. Much damage is done by 
thi little er .atur to the pile of wharves and other submarine wood-work all along our .Atlantic 
co t, and numerous method of stopping its ravages have been devised. It has been observed 
attacking the gutta percha of submarine telegraph cables. Professor Verrill describes its habits 
and the dama&'e it has done on the .American coast, as follows: 1 
"It ha the habit of eating burrows for itself into solid wood to the depth of about half an 
:mch. The e burrow are nearly round, and of all sizes up to about a sixteenth of an inch in 
diam ter, and they go into the wood at all angles and are usually more or less crooked. They are 
often o numerous a to reduce the wood to mere series of thin partitions between the holes. In 
hi tate the wood rapidly decays, or is ·washed away by the waves, and every new surface 
expo di immediately attacked, o that layer after layer is rapidly removed, and the timber thus 
wa te away and i entirely destroyed in a few years. It destroys soft woods more rapidly than 
hard on , but all kind ' are attacked except teak. It works chiefly in the softer parts of the wood, 
between the hard, annual layer , and avoids the knots and lines of hard :fiber connected with them, 
a well a ru t d portions around nail that have been driven in, and consequently, as the 
timber wa ·te away under it attack , these harder portions stand out in bold relief. Where 
a unda tit will destroy oft imber at the rate of half an inch or more every year, thus dimin-
i hin the effective diamet r of pil s about an inch annual1y. Generally, however, the amount is 
prob bly not more than half thi , but e en at that rate the large t timbers will soon be de troyed, 
peci lly when, a oft n happen , the Teredos are aiding in thi , work of destruction. · It li ,es in 
a pretty narrow zone, extending a hort di ' tance above and below low-water mark. It occurs all 
Vineyard Sound Report, pp. 379, 380, 1871-'72. 
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along our shores, from Long Island Sound to Nova Scotia. In the Bay · of Fundy it often · does 
great damage to the tifubers and other wood-work used_in constructing the brush fish-weirs, as 
well as to the wharves, etc. At. Wood's Holl· it was found to be very destructive to the piles of 
the wharves. The piles of the new government wharves have been protected by broad bands of 
tin-plate covering the zone which it chiefly affects. North of Cape Cod, where the tides are much 
greater, this zone is broader, and this remedy is not so easily applied. It does great damage also 
to ship timber floating in the docks, and great losi:;es are sometimes caused in this way. Com-
plaints of such ravages in the navy-yard at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, have been made, and 
they also occur at the Charlestown navy-yard and in the piles of the wharves at Boston. Probably 
the wharves and other submerged wood-work in all our sea-ports, from New York northward, al-'e 
more or less injured by this creature, and, if it could be accurately estimated, the damage would 
be found surprisingly great. . 
"Unlike the Teredo, this creature is a vegetarian, and eats t~e wood ~hich it exca,-ates, so 
that its boring operations provide it with both food and shelter. The burro'Ys are made by means 
of its stout mandibles or jaws. It is capable of swimming quite rapidly, and can leap backward 
suddenly by means of its tail. It can creep both forward and backward. It& legs are short and 
better adapted for moving up and down in its burrow than elsewhere, and its body is rounded, 
'with parallel sides, and well adapted to its mode of life. When disturbed it_ will roll itself. into a 
ban. The female carries seven to nine eggs or young in the incubatory pouch at one time. 
"The destructive habits of this species were first brought prominently to notice in 1811, by 
the celebrated Robert Stephenson, who found it rapidly destroying the wood-work at ·t:iie Bell 
Rock light-house, erected by him· on the coast of Scotland. Since that time it has been investi-
gated and its ravages h~ve been described by numerous European writers. It is very destructive 
on the coasts of Great Britain, where it is known as the 'Gribble.' 
'' The remedies used to check its ravages are chiefly copper or other metallic sheathing; 
driving broad-headed iron nails, close together, into the part of the piles subject t4? their attacks; 
and applying coal-tar, creosote, or verdigris-pain,t, once a year or oftener." 
THE S.A.L VE BuG-lEG.A.
1 
PSOR.A., Kroyer. 
This is the largest species of Isopod living upon the New Engl'and coast, and attains a length 
of two inches and a breadth of one inch. It occurs as a parasite on the cod and halibut. In addi-
tion to its large size, when adult, it may be readily distinguished by its large eyes, which nearly 
,cover the upper surface of the head, and approach clo·sely together at their anterior extremities. 
The first three pairs of legs . are adapted for clinging to the surface of the fish on which it lives. 
The body is oval, and broadest just in front of the middle. The Salve Bugs are used as an unguent 
by the fishermen, who sometimes collect them in large quantities. 
230. THE ENTOMOSTRACANS. 
This order of crustaceans includes a vast number of small, generally minute, free-swimming 
forms, frequently called water-fleas, which abound in both fresh and salt waters, and other and 
generally ]arger species which occur as par~sites on fish and other aquatic animals. The former 
serve as an important article of food for many fishes, such as .the menhaden and mackerel, while 
the latter are frequently injurious to them, being often strangely modified, and burrowing deeply 
into the flesh, from which they suck the juices, causing great irritatfon and at times perhaps 
death. 
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231. THE CIRRIPEDIA. 
TIIE BARN.A.OLES-BAL.A.NUS EBURNEUS, Gould, .A.ND ALLIED SPECIES. 
r 1 p cie f Barnacles (which belong to the natural group of Crustacea, despite the 
h r l moliu ·k-lik hell of most of the species) occur upon our coast and serve as food for some 
of ur fi b but it i mainly their intrusion upon certain of 'the marine industries that gives. ' . 
them a place in thi v lume. A large species of Barnacle, Ooronula diadema, Linne, growing upon 
th kin of one or more species of whales, is eaten to some extent by the west coast Indians. 
In one group of Barnacles the animals are furuished with a fleshy stem or peduncle, by means 
of which they remain permanently attached to :floating objects in the sea. The species of this 
group bear the general name of "Goose Barnacles." Our commonest species is the Lepas 
Jascicularis. The other group of Barnacles, _represented upon our coast by the '' Rock Barnacle" 
(Balanits balanoides), '' Ivory Barnacle" (Balanus eburneus), and oth~r species, has no peduncle, 
but the several valves forming the conical shep are attached directly and permanently to the 
rock or wood on which they happen to dwell. Some of the species of both groups grow upon the 
hull of ships below the water-line, and in connection with seaweed and other species of marine 
animals cause the so-called fouling of the bottom, necessitating constant cleaning and scraping of 
the bottoms of vessels at considerable expense. Barnacles also stand as a serious obstacle in the 
way of oyster culture, as shown by the recent experiences of the United States F!sh Commission. 
They grow with exceeding rapidity, very much faster than the oyster, and are so hardy as to defy 
any attempts at extermination. In the spring of 1880, when the experiments in the artificial 
breeding of oyster were being carried on in Chesapeake Bay, slates coated with plaster were 
u ed as collectors. To these the oyster embryos attached themselves in large numbers, and began 
their growth with good promises of success; but at the same time embryos of the Ivory Barnacle 
were fully a abundant in the water, and, attaching themselves in even greater numbers, rapidly 
outgrew the less hardy oysters. In many places they· completely crowded the oysters out of 
place, and soon occupied entire surfaces. In other places, however, they were less numerous and 
interfered less with the oyster growths. It is very certain that this inconvenience must always 
remain a a certain check on all oyster-cultural experiments on our coast, and must seriously 
interfere with any attempts at artificial oyster-breeding. It is to be hoped, however, that future 
experiments will prove that the Ivory Barnacle cannot entirely destroy the profits of such an 
important indu try, which, in consideration of the greatly impoverished character of some of our _ 
fi rmerly rich oyster regions, it is very necessary should he started at once, and, if possible, carried 
to a high tate of perfection. 
The I ory Barnacle ranges frdm Massachusetts Bay to Florida and the West Indies, while the 
Rock Barnacle inhabits the entire North Atlantic coasts of both continents. The habitats of our 
~ommon pecie are given as follows by Professor Verrill: 
"The common Barnacle of the rocky shores, Balanus balanoides, is also common on the piles 
of wharve and bridges, between tides, and also on the bottoms of vessels, etc. It never grows 
ery large, although it may become so crowded together as to form a continuous crust. It is 
ea ily distingui hed from the other species by its membranous base, which never forms a solid 
plat Iik that of h other pecie . The' Ivory Barnacle,' Balanu8 eburneus, is also common on 
all ki f ·u merged wood-work, whether fixed or :floating. It is usually abundant on the piles 
an timber of wharve , buoy , oy ter- take , bottoms of vessels, etc. It is chiefly found below 
lo -w rm· rk if u :fix d object , and i even more common in the brackish waters of estuaries 
than int ter ou ide, and it is capable of living even in pure, fresh water, for Prof. 
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Jeffreys Wyman ,has sent me specimens collected by himself abo{it sixty-five miles up the Saint 
John's River in Florida where the water is not at all brackish. This species is sometimes found 
' ' . adhering to the carapax of Crabs, the shell of Limulus, and various mollusks. It is easily 
distinguished from most species on account of its low, broad form ;;ind its smooth, white exterior. 
It has a shelly base. The B. crenatus, common on shells and stones in deep water, also occurs on 
vessels. Other species are often found on the- bottoms of vessels that have come from warmer 
latitudes. Some of them are of large size. One of the · most frequent of these is Balanus 
tintinnabulum." 
232. THE XIPHOSURA. 
THE HORSESHOE CRA.B-LIMUL US POLYPHEMUS, Latreille. 
The curious form of marine animal called '' Horseshoe Crab," "King Crab," and "Horse 
foot," ranges along our entire .Atlantic coast, from Casco Bay, Maine, to Mexico, and gives rise 
to an important industry in at least one region-Delaware Bay. It is not, however, a true Crab, 
and its exact position in the animal kingdom is still involved in much obscurity. Some natu-
ralists regard it as a low type- of crustacean, while others place it among the Arachnida, or 
scorpions and spiders. Its nearest allies all occur as fossils, through many geological ages down 
to nearly the oldest of the fossiliferous series. .Another species of the same genus, however, still 
lives upon the eastern coast of .Asia. 
The cara,pax of" the King Crab is very large, with a regularly rounded outer margin, termi-
nating in a spine at the posterior angles on both sides. The abdomen is much smaller, and from 
its hinder end, to which it is jointed, runs out a long, tapering spine. The basal portions of the 
feet on the lower -side of the carapax serve as masticating organs. 
The King Orab is sluggish in its movements, and spends much of its time more or less buried · 
in the mud and sand of shallow water, coming up occasionally to high-water mark. It is most 
abundant on the muddy bottoms of shores and estuaries, where it burrows just beneath the 
surface, and feeds upon various small animals. 
".At the breeding season, however, it comes up on the sandy shores to deposit tlie eggs, near 
high-water mark. .According to the statements of Rev. S. Lockwood, the spawning is done at the 
time of high
1 
tides, during May, June, and Jul;; they come up in pairs, the males, which are 
smallest, riding on the backs of the females and holding themselves in that position by the short 
feet, provided with nippers, which are peculiar to the males. The female excavates a depression 
in the sand and deposits the eggs in it, and the male casts the milt over them, when they again 
return to deeper water, leaving the eggs to be buried by the action of the waves. In aquaria, 
under favorable C\rcumstances, the eggs hatch in about six weeks, but in their natural conditions 
they probably batch sooner than this; under unfavorable condition~ the batching may be delayed 
for a whole year. The eggs are very numerous." 1 · 
From several intelligent observers living on the Delaware Bay side of Southern New Jersey 
we have received interesting notes on the habits of the King Crab, as exemplified in that region, 
and which may alsp hold good for others. While this Crab is comparatively rare on the outer 
· side of Southern New Jersey, on the inner side, along the shores of Delaware Bay, from Cape 
May to Reed's Island, it is unusua11y abundant. It is not, however, always present in the very 
shallow water near shore. During the breeding season, which is mainly confined to the months 
of May and June, but also extends slightly into July, ~he males and females approach and ascend 
the beaches in countless numbers, the latter to lay their eggs, the former to impregnate them. It 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard Sound Report, pp. 340, 341, 1871-'72. 
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n mm n thing fir the female, a she crawls up the beach, to be accompanied by two, 
v n a m. n a ix male , the forward one clinging to the abdomen of the female, and 
h r m in r f: t ne 1 to n another in the ame manner. As a rule, however, each female brings 
r nl , ingle mal . After the ~pawning has been accomplished, they retreat from the 
am ord r. King Crab are not equally abundant at all times during the spawning 
u at are mo t plentiful on the beaches during the spring tides, which occur about the times 
f th n wand full moon. Westerly winds Rnit them best for spawning, and they will not ·come 
a hor in large number during an ea terly wind. They approach with the flood tide and leave 
on aft r the ebb. The egg batch in July and August, at which times the sands become literally 
aliv with the young Crabs. The e soon <lisappear, not to return to the shore until they have 
attained a con iderable size. After the close of the spawning season the adult Crabs are not seen 
in abundance about the shore, but probably live in slight depths of water near at hand. During -
th winter they are often taken out in Delaware Bay by the oyster dredgers. They are very 
much le abundant now than formerly, on account of so many having been caught from year to 
year for u e a a fertilizer. It would appear as though a few years more of indiscriminate capture 
would result in their being entirely exterminated from the regio~. The men catch thP,m mainly 
in their hand , as they come upon the beaches, but they are also captured in pounds and weirs. 
The King Crab is rarely used as food for man, but is often fed to swine and poultry, and, 
after drying, i extensiv ly employed as a fertilizer. It also serves as bait for eels and some 
pecie of fi h. This species of Crab has been introduced on the west coast of the United States, 
th young, it i supposed, having been carried over mingled with the spat of the eastern oyster, 
which ha been largely transplanted into the shallow waters of San Francisco Bay. It has also 
been introduced on the European coast. 
Z.-THE WORMS. 
233. THE ANNELIDS. 
THE MARINE w ORMS, BAIT w ORMS, ETC.-NEREIS VIRENS, Sars, AND ALLIED SPECIES. 
Marine Worms of many differe:fit kinds occur in great abundance along the entire· Atlantic 
and Pacific coasts of the United States, and are available as bait, for which purpose a few species 
are frequently employed by both professional and amateur :fishermen. They are generally easily 
obtained by digging with a spade or trowel into sandy or muddy shores, but are not common on 
exposed beaches of · clear sand. They usually require for their existence a greater or -less 
admixture of mud, gravel, and organic matter, . the latter to serve as food. Shores which furnish 
the common clam (Mya arenaria) usually abo'und in Marine Worms of several varieties, which are • • 
oyerturned in digging for that mollusk. So far as we know, there is no regular trade in this 
marine product on any part of our coast; but occurring as they do within the convenient reach of 
most of the shore :fishermen, these Worms may be obtained at short notice, and deserve menti_on 
here as forming an element of some importance in our marine fisheries. The following account of 
the habits of Marine Worms in general and of some of our commoner species . is extracted from 
th~ report of Prof. A. E. Verrill:1 
'' The Marine Worms or Annelids are very numerous under the r?cks between tides, and 
concealed beneath the surface of the gravel and mud that accumulates between and beneath the 
stones and in crevices. Many kinds also live in the pools, lurking among the roots of the 
algrn, burrowing in the bottom, or building tubes of their own in more exposed situations. Many 
of these Annelids are very beautiful in form and brilliant in color when living, while most of them· 
have curious habits and marvelous structures. Several species are of large size, growing to the 
length of one or two feet. Some are carnivorous, devouring other worms and any other small 
creatures that they can kill by their powerful weapons; others are vegetarians; but many are 
mud-eaters, swallowing the mud and fine sand in great quantities, for the sake of the animal and 
vegetable organisms that always exist in it, as is the case with clams and most of the bivalve 
shells and many other kinds of marin~ animals. 
" All these Annelids are gr~edily devoured by most kinds of marine fishes, whenever they can 
get at them, and, since many of tlte Annelids leave their burrows in the night to swim at the 
s:u,rface, or do this constantly at the breeding season, they make an important element in the diet 
of many fishes besides those that constantly root for them in the mud and gravel, like the tautog, 
scup, haddock, etc. The young of nearly all the Annelids also swim free in the water for a 
considerable time, and in this state are doubtless devoured in immense numbers by all sorts of 
young and small fishes. 
"One of the largest· and most common .Annelids found under rocks, burrowing in the sand 
aud gravel, is the Nereis virens. It lives both at low-water mark and at a considerable distance 
farther up. It grows to the length of eighteen inches or more, and is also quite stout in its 
proportions. The color is dull greenish, ot bluish-green, more or less tinged with red, and the 
surface reflects bright irid~scent hues; the large lamellrn or gills ~long the sides are greenish 
1 Vineyard Sound Report, pp. 317, 318, 341, 342, 1871-'72. 
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an ri rly ut farth r ba k often become bright red owing to the numerous blood-vessel1::1 that 
they c utaiu. It i a y r acti e and voracious Worm, and has a large, retractile proboscis, armed 
with tw tr n , bla k, llook-like jaws at the end, and many smaller teeth on the sides. It feeds 
th r , rm and ariou kin<l of marine animals. It captures its prey by suddenly thrusting 
u it 1 r ci ml izing hold with the two terminal jaws; then withdrawing the proboscis, 
h :fi cl i t ru an<l ma ticated at leisure, the proboscis, when withdrawn, acting somewhat like a 
izzar L Tb e large Worm are <lug out of their burrows and devoured eagerly by the tautog, 
cup and th r .ti hes. But at certain times, especially at night, they leave their own burrows, 
an<l, corning t the surface, swim about like eels or snakes, in vast numbers, and at such times fall 
an a y pr y to many kinds of fishes. This habit appears to be connected with the season of 
r production. They were observed thus swimming at the surface in the daytime, near Newport, 
in April, 1872, by Messrs. T. M. Prudden and T. H. Russell, and I have often observed them 
in the evening later in the season. At Watch Hill, Rhode Island, April 12, I found great 
number of the males swimming in the pools among the rocks at . low water, and discharging their 
milt. Thi Worm also occurs in many other situations, and is abundant in most places along 
sandy and muddy shores, both of the sounds and estuaries, burrowing near low-water mark . 
• It occur all along the coast from New York to the Arctic Ocean, and is also common on the 
northern coast of Europe. 
"With the Ia t, in this region and southward, another similar species, but of smaller size, is 
u ually met with in large numbers. This is the Nereis limbata. It grows to the length of fl. ve or 
six inche , and can easily be distinguished by its slender, sharp, light amber-colored jaws, and by 
th lateral lamellre, which are small anteriorly and narrow or ligulate posteriorly. Its color, when 
full grown, i u ually dull brown, or smoky brown or bronze-color anteriorly, with oblique light 
line on the ide , and often with a whitish border to each of the rings, which form narrow, pale 
band at the articulations; posteriorly the body and lateral appendages are pale red, and the 
longitudinal dor al bloodve sel is conspicuous. 
'' Annelid are quite numerous on the sandy shores where the conditions are favorable. It 
is evident that the e soft-bodied creatures would be quickly destroyed by the force of the waves 
and the agitation of the sand were they not provided with suitable means for protecting tbem-
1 ve . Thi i effected mainly in two ways: the sand-dwelling species either have the power of 
burrowing deeply in to the sand with great rapidity, or else they construct long, durable tubes, 
which de cend deeply jnto the sand and afford a safe retreat. Many of the active burrowing 
pecie al o con truct tubes, but they usually have but little coherence and are not very perma-
nent, nor do they appear to be much relied on by the owners. There is, however, great diversity 
both in the tructure and composition of the tubes of different species, and in the modes by.which 
th rapid burrowing is effected. 
"The large green Nereis (N. virens) is found on the sandy shores in places that are somewhat 
sheltered, e pecially if there be an admixture of mud or gravel with the sand to give it :firmness 
and olidity. This species burrows deeply beneath the surface and lines the interior of its large 
irregular urrows with an abundant mucus-like secretion, which gives smoothness and some 
coherency to the walls, but doe not form a solid tube. With this, and in greater numbers, the 
smaller pecie , Nereis limbata, is also found, and its habits appear to be essentially the same. 
B th thi and the preceding can burrow rapidly, but much less so than some other worms, and 
n equently they are not well adapted to live on exposed beaches of moving sands, but prefer 
c v and har r . The two large species of Rhynchobolus are much better adapted for rapid 
nrr wing. Their head are very small and acute, and destitute of all appendages, except four 
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minute tentacles at the end; the body is long, smooth, and tapers gradually to both ends, and 
the muscular system is very powerful, and so arranged as to enable these Worms to coil them-
selves up into the shape of an open spiral, like a corkscrew, and then to rapidly rotate themselves 
on the axis of the spiral. When the sharp bead is inserted into the loose mud or sand and the 
body is thus rotated, it penetrates with great rapidity and disappears almost instantly. Both 
these species are found on sandy as well a·s on muddy shores and flats near low-water mark, and 
also in deeper water. The one usually most abundant is R. dibranchiatus. This is readily distin- _ 
guished by having a simple gill both on the upper and lower sides of the lateral appendages. 
The other, R . . amer-icanus, has gills that are more or le~s branched on the upper side of the 
appendages, but none on tlte lower side; the appendages are also longer, especi~,lly posteriorly, 
and dffferently shaped. The proboscis is remarkably long and large, and when fully protruded ~t" 
shows four large, black, sharp, fang-like jaws or hooks. Both these Worms are destitute of true 
bloodvessels, such as most of the allied Worms possess, but have the general cavity of the body 
filled, between the v~rious organs, with bright red blood, which shows through the skin, giving a 
more or less red or purple color to the whole body an4 proboscis." 
The principal species of marine Worms which are used as bait are the Nereis virens, Nereis 
limbata, Diopatra ciiprea, Arenicola marina, Olymenella torquata, JJiarphysa sangui~ea, Arabella 
opalina, and Rhynchobolus dibranchiatus. 
The Earth Worm might also be mentioned in this connection, as it is likewise very commonly 
used as a fish-bait, especially in fresh waters. All sportsmen, from boyhood up, are acquainted. 
with this simple form of bait, which is more easily obtained than any other. Large quantities are 
used annually, but no . statistics can ever exist to determine the amount, which is irregular!? 
distributed over the country. 
234. THE LEECHES. 
THE AMERICAN MEDICINAL LEECH-1\f.A.CROBDELL.A. DECOR.A., Verrill. 
Structure of Leeches.-In the true Leeches, which belong to ·the order Hirudinea, the body is 
flattened, divided into numerous short and indistinctly marked segments, and bears neither bristles 
nor appendages of any kind. T4e head is small, with five pairs of minute, simple eyes, and each 
end of the body terminates in a sucker. "The mouth is armed internalJy with three pharyngeal 
teeth arranged in a triradial manner, so that the wound made in the flesh of persons to whom the 
Leech is applied consists of three short, ·deep gashes 1·adiating from a common center." The 
stomach is large, and the nervous ·system consists of a "brain" and ventral cord. The Leech is 
hern:~aphroditic. The eggs, which ra,nge from six to fifteen in number, are contained in a sort of 
spongy, slimy cocoon, from half an inch to an inch in diameter. These are deposited near the 
water's edge and hatched by the heat of the sun. Respiration in the Leeches is carried on through 
small apertures arranged along the under surface of the body. The Leech swirp.s with a vertical 
undulatory motion and mo,~es both in and out of the water by means of its suckers, fastening itself 
first by one and then by the other, and alternately stretching out and contracting its body. 
There. are two or three species of Leeches, kno~n as medicinal Leeches, which afford the · 
most convenient means of drawing blood from the human body. They have been used by 
physicians for this purpose for many years, and have given rise to a very extensive and profitable 
trade. One of the species belongs to North America. 
Distribution and structure of the American Leech.-Although numerous species of Leeches 
abound in the fresh waters of the United States and are related to 'the fisheries in various ways, 
fi3 F 
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f r c fli rd d only a ing'le pecies of true blood-sucking Leech, the Macrobdellar 
d ra f rrm. Thi i th r for , the only known Leech in our country of economic value, . It 
i . , r. wi 1 1 di tii nt cl in the Northern United States, an<l was at <;me time quite extensively 
u . l O, ph, .' i ·ic n . in ornewbat inferior in quality to the European Leeebes, however, it 
ha th T ha b un to import the latter regularly into this country, ceased to be consid-
Th m ri an L ch ha , accordiug to Professor Verrill, a large, stout, an<l broad bod,v, 
whi •IJ i con id rably compre sed throughout. IL is strongly annulated, and iu extension is much 
l n at <1, gradually tapering anteriorly. The larger specimens measure twelv~ i1icbes or more · 
in l ngth, and have a breadth of upwards of an inch. The head is rounded in front, and 'is -
fnrni hed with three stout and prominent maxillre, having the outer edge denticulate with numer-
on acut teeth. The ye-spots are ten in number. The breeding season is in the spring. The · 
color above i a dark livid brown or olive green, with a median dorsal row of about twenty to -
tw nty-two bright or pale red spots, which are sometimes obsolete, and a row of rounded black 
pot near each margin, corresponding in number, and nearly in size, with the red ones. The 
low r urface i a bright or dark orange red or reddish brown, sometimes with black spots near 
the margin. " Tbis species is very common, and widely diffused in the fresh waters of the 
Northern United State . Its range northward and southward is unknown. It is the only true 
blood-sucking Leech known from the Northern States. It is capable .of drawing blood from the 
human kin, but ordinarily subsists upon fishes, frogs, and tadpoles. It often attaches it~elf to . 
the throat, and speedily ki11s them, even when of considerable size." 1 
While the American Leech sometimes attains a· length of twelve inches, four to five inches-
i the average adult size, and the majority of those sold in the shops measure only two to three 
inche . American Leieche are now seldom used by physicians. The foreign species are so easily 
obtained, o cheap, and so much more reliable in the maj~rity of cases, that they are now given . 
the preference n arly everywhere. The .American Leech was formerly exteusively employed, . 
before they began to import the foreign species, and even for some time afterwards, in conse-
quence of the continued high price of the latter. With the gradual decline in the practice-
of leeching the import trade in Leeches bas also fallen off from year to year, the imports for the -
pa t few years being le s than half those for 1856, and the price about one-fourth w)lat it was then. 
Cultivation and economic 1,1alue of the .American Leech.-.Attempts have been made to breed 
and rai e the American Leech in artificial pond after the plan pursued in Europe, but always . 
without ucce . The Leeches in the e inclo. ures have never ~hrived well, and, in addition, the 
light d mand for them has te~ded to render all the attempts in this direction decidedly unprofit-
abl . Mr. Herman Witte, of New York, has perhaps experimented more extensively in leech-
culture in this country than any other per on. Hi ponds, constructed very much like those in 
Franc , to be de cribed further on, are located between Winfield and Newtown, Long Island, . 
w York. They are five in number and cover an area of over fifteen _acres. At present they 
rv m rely a pre er ative ponds for surplu supplies of imported Leeches. Other artificial 
P nd ha e be n started in the State of ew Jersey and near Sail!t Louis, Missouri, but they 
w 'r all peedily giv n up. Turtle , nake , bird , and insects were said to have destroyed great 
u· ntiti of li L ech and di couraged operations. American Leeches, when they were in 
mm nu e, re probabl. ·ollect cl to a gr ater or le , extent in most of the regions where they 
w r mploy 1. Ea t r nn ylvania, Buck and Berks Counties especially, seems, however, to 
b , f rni h d th rin i al c 11 c ing ground, in past times as at present. Numerous ponds in~ 
. Fish Commissioner for 1872-'73, p. 669 . . 
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Eastern Massachusetts, including the southern part of Cape Cod, were formerly no~ed for the 
large numbers of Leeches they contained~ and during the early part of this century many Leeches 
were collected from them for medicinal :purposes. Philadelphia is now the only large city where 
American Leeches are used by physicians, who prefer them to the European for certain kinds of 
treatment. The latter. Leech is the more pow~rful, and extracts the most blood. According to 
the statements of Philadelpliia leechers, about four American Leeches are required to do the work 
of one European, and the chief merit of the former arises from the fact that they can be used more 
freely and with less danger to the patient, and can also be employed on the more delicate parts 
of the body, where the European Leech would act too vigorously. They are especially recom-
mended for the region about the eye, and several are sometimes used, distributed over a wider 
space, when it is thought best not to extract the blood from a single spot by the aid of an 
imported specimen. The American Leech does not attach itself as readily as the foreign, and often 
several specimens have-to be tried before one can be found to fasten itself. They bite much less 
readily out of water than in. The bites of the two Leeches are different; that of the European 
being deeper and more pronounced and bleeding much longer after the Leech has been detached. 
The wound of the American Leech generally closes very soon after the Leech has been released, 
and sometimes immediately. 
The European Leech.-The European Leech belongs, to a different genus from our own, Hirudo, 
and by some authorities is considered to constitute two distinct species, H. medicinalis, the Gray 
Leech, and H. oificinalis, the Green Leech. By others the Green LE;ech and Gray Leech are placed 
in the one species, H. medicinalis of Linn::eus. "They are both marked with six longitudinal 
dorsal ferruginous stripes, the four lateral ones being interrupted or tesselated with black spots. 
The color of the back varies from a blackish to a grayish green. The belly in the first variety is 
of a yellowish color, free from spots, and bord,ered with longitudinal black stripes. In the second 
it is of a gree_n color, bordered and maculated with black. This Leech varies from two. to four 
inches in length. It inhabits marshes and running streams, and is abundant throughout 
Europe.'' 
Prior to thirty years ago nearly all the northern countries of Europe contained Leeches, but 
most of the supplies came from Sweden, Russia, Poland, and Hungary. The swampy regions in 
which they lived were drained from time to time, for one reason and another, until finally vast 
areas which had . once be~n profitable became dried :UP, to the almost entire destruction of the 
Leeches. Then, and for the :ffrst · time was the extent of the injury fully realized over all Europe~ 
and strenuous efforts were made to remedy the evil. Several go:vernments, including the Frencht 
Prussian, and Hanoverian, offered premiums for successful results in leech-culture, but these 
efforts were rewarded only in the former country. At prese'nt the larger share of the Leeches. 
used in Europe and this country come from the ar~ifi.cial ponds or meadows of Southern France, 
although many are also raised in Hungary and in other countries of Southern Europe. .Paris is · 
the principal receiving center, whence they are sent to England, to the English colonies, and. 
the United StateiS, The export trade to South America and the West Indies is largely carried 
Oil through the United States. 
Leech culture.-Tbe localities selected for leech-raising are swampy meadows, where the· 
bottom is .more or less firm and solid. A certain area having been chosen, it is divided into, 
rectangular plots of different sizes by means of ditches. The breeding season is in June andi. 
July. At · this time water is admitted only into the ditches, the meadow flats remaining dry .. 
The eggs are laid in the loose, swampy soil at the margins of the ditches and when the voung"' 
' L 
creep out about six weeks, more or less, afterwards, the meadows are overflowed artificially to a 
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i (l'h iucb . B for the young appear, however, as many of the old ones as 
nd tran ferred to other places. Otherwise they would consume too much of 
l r uir fi r tb young. The young- Le~ches are fed upon the blood of living animals, 
t ., whi ·h ar driYen into the shallow water about twice a week and allowed to 
rt, iu 1 ngth of time. The Leeches attach themselves merely to the feet, but find in 
tho p rtion f their pr y enough sustenance to cause them to grow rapidly and quickly attain 
th r uir d iz . Fr h blood obtained from tbe slaugllter-houses and deprived of its fibriue by 
< gitation i al 'O upplied to them, or they are placed in it, while it is still warm, for a sl10rt time. 
The fi eding i carried on principally in September and October, and again in April and May. 
During the winter the Leeches remain torpid at the bottom. 
Extravagant statements have sometimes been published as to the manner of fee ·og Leeches 
in France. It i said that many of the owners of ponds are accustomed to buy up old and diseased 
hor e , drive them into the ponds, and allow them to be overcome by the Leeches, which fasten to 
all part of the body and kill them by a slow process of torture. This may occasionally take 
plac , but we are a sured by one who bas bad considerable personal experience in the matter 
that it i by no means a common practice. The quantity of blood sucked from the feet injures 
the hor e but little; and they are taken out in time to prevent harm. Some single breeding 
e tabli hments in Southern Europe cover an area of one hundred and twenty hectares. In about 
three years' time, the young Leeches, without being forced in their growth, attain a good medium 
size and are suited to the wants of physicians. Medium Leeches are about two inches long, and 
weigh three and one-half to four pounds to the thousand. The large Leeches weigh about five to 
five and one-half pounds to the thousand, aud this is the preferred ·size. The European Leeches 
are graded in the markets as small, medium, and large. Only the medium and large Leeches are 
u din thi country. The very large ones, however, are generally considered too dangerous for 
use, anq are kept for breeding purposes. The foreign Leeches are transported and generally 
stored iu wooden cases or pails, containing swamp earth or mold. The American Leeches, how-
ever, ar usually kept in glass vessels of water. . 
American Leech ponds.-Mr. Witte's pond1:i on Long Islan<l, where be attempte<l the breeding 
of American Leeches, occupied about three and one-half acres each, and were divided into five 
compartment by ditches, like the French ponds. .A.s before stated, bis efforts were unsuccessful, 
or at lea t unprofitably rewarded. In connection with these large ponds, Mr. Witte bas since con-
. truct d thirt en other of mucll smaller . ize (about twelve by fifteen feet each) for the storage 
nd fi eding of Leeche , which are generally imported in larger quantities than are required to 
upply the immeuiate '<lemaud.s of the trade. Re has had as many as one hundred thousand 
Leecbe in the e mall pon<ls at a time, but the number varies. 
Use of Leeches.-Leeche are not now used nearly as much as formerly, and the practice of 
·.leeching i gradually declining. From year to year the imports have constantly fallen off, and the 
·price of Le che has rapidly decrea ed. Whether this will continue until the olq_ custom of leech-
ing i,· ntir ly replaced by other method of treatment or not cannot be predicted. It is evident, 
b w v r that in Philadelphia the practice has greatly revived during the pa1:it few years, and the 
·t ph:y 'ician are once more advocating the application of Leeches. A.bout ten years ago tb(1 
le ·hin practice r ached it minimum in Philadelphia, and it bas remained at a low stage until 
• r .,. r c ntly. w 11-known Philadelphia leecher say that thirty or forty years ago many mere 
• 1 ri · n Le cb w re u ed in that cit than European, but during the past year be bas applied 
hun r f the former. Another leecher of the same city states that, formerly he 
v rag v r tbr hon and American Leeches a year, while now he uses but a 
· ry f w. 
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The varieties of Leeches.-The terms "Spanish Leeches" and "Swedish Leeches" have in this 
• country lost their distinctive meaning. We are informed by a large importer that the Spanish 
Leech was · a small green Leech brought here occasionally, thirty or forty years ago, by sea-
captains. They were inferior to other varieties, and during the past twenty years none have-
been brought into the country, at least not through regular importing houses. The name· 
"Spanish Leech" is, however, still used in the trade, and ~e have heard ·it frequently referred to· 
by cuppers and leechers, who are probably ig~orant of the real sources of their supplies. .As to· 
the Swedish Leeches, they were probably the first variety brought to this country when the 
import trade began some fifty years ago. They ·then came from the countrJr whence they 
derived their name. Since the beginning of leech-culture in France, this same Leech has been 
raised there artificially, and it is claimed that the .American supplies from France are wholly of 
this kind. The Leeches used in England are also said to. be mostly descendants of the Swedish. 
stock raised in France. Having been shipped originally to London by way of Hamburg, they 
received there the name of Hamburg Leeches, which they still retain. The Leeches used almost 
exclusively in France come from a native stock, .which is now propagated arti~cially. The) are 
small arid of a green color. 
In the Germanleech trade two kinds of Leeches . are recognized, one -of which is called the 
Ger;man Leech and the other the Hungarian Leec_h. The former has a black-spotted belly, while 
in the latter the belly is uniform in color. The first is a native of ~ermany, where It has become 
rare on account of the extent to which it has been caught lip. It is now raised artifidally. The 
Hungarian Leech is imported from Hungary, whence come most of the supplies now used in 
Germany. Other sources of supply are the principalities of the Danube and Plagacz en Posen. 
The Island of Porto Rico and other islands of the West Indies are said to . contain medicinal 
Leeches. Most of the South American countries, however, on both sides are supplied from 




235. THE ECHINODERMS. 
U0UMBERS, OR i'REP .A.NG-ROLOTHURIA. FLORID.A.NA, Pourtales ; HoL0THURIA. 
PRIN0EP~; PENT.A.CT.A. FR0ND0SA, Jreger. 
Th a Cucumbers, or Holothurians, are the highest members of the group of Echinoderms, 
whi h al include the Sea Urchins and Star-fishes. They usually have an elongate, cylindrical, 
fl xibl b dy, co ered with a muscular skin, which varies greatly in thickness in the different 
:p ci . The mouth i located at one end of the body, and is surrounded by a circle of more or 
1 : . compl x tentacles or feelers. That division of the Holothurians to which the economic species 
l Ion are furni hed with the so-called ambulacral feet, which are sometimes arranged in five 
lougitu<linal row or series, and at others are scattered without order over the surface of t~e body. 
Th ody wan · frequently contains numerous minute calcareous plates, of various shapes, which 
ar oft n peculiar to the different species. Many of the species are quite worm-like in external 
ap arance. The Trepang of Chinese commerce. is the dried skin of a large species of Holothurian 
living in the South Pacific Ocean, and used as food in China. 
The large t and one of the most conspicuous of the New England Holothurians is the Pentacta 
frondosa, which inhabits the northern .Atlantic coasts of both Europe and America, from low-water 
mark to a depth of one hundred fathoms or more. It is of a brown color, and measures from a 
fi winch to about a foot in length when expanded. The ambulacral feet form five double and 
irr gular ow , and the tentacles are ten in number, and much branched. Dr. William Stimpson 
r mark. con ruing thi pecies that, made into a soup, it is very palatable ; but it has never 
b n r gularly u d a food. 
Holothuria floridana i a large d~rk-brown species, with the feet scattered irregularly over 
th ody, and, ith mall r tentacles than Pentacta. It occurs abundantly on the Forida reefs, just 
b low 1 w-w, ~ r mark, and grows to about :fifteen inches in length. Holothuria princeps js 
anoth r large Florida S a Cucumber. One or both of these species, but more probably the former, 
gav ri , about 1870,'to a limited industry on the Florida coa ' t, to be 'described hereafter. Larg~ 
quantitie w r coll cted on the reefi, cleaned of their internal organs, boiled, and then dried 
an l hipp d to China; but the indu try was abaudoned after two years' trial, probal:vy having 
n nnpr fl.ta 1 . Chine e coolie a 'i ted in the work. 
THE E.A. UR HIN - TRONGYLOCENTRO'.l' S DROBA.OHIENSIS, A . .Ag.; S'.l'RONGYLOCENTROTUS 
FR.AJ.'{CISC.A.NUS, A. Ag.; ECUIN.A.RACHNHJS PARMA, Gray. 
The a Urchin are r lat c.l to th ea Cucumber , but differ from them in form, and in the 
character f th ir ext rnal co erin . The bod. i g nerally somewhat pberical in bape, but 
m r r le flatt n cl I w, th mouth ing placed n ar the center of the lower urface. The 
vering i, buil I of c, 1-0ar u plate·, clo ly ttiug together, from which project a 
f pin ' , m tim of maU, om time of large 'iz , there being generally a great 
in th ·am indi idual . The larger pine are generally arranged in regular 
wat r y t m; five double row of feet, which run from the center above to 
I 
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. · ·the mouth below; and many pedicellarhe. The resophagus is small a:r;id the stomach and intestine 
somewhat lengthened and curved upon itself. The sexes among Sea Urchins ar~ distinct, the 
·different individuals containing either ovaries or spermaries only. These are :five in number, and 
resemble those of the Star-fish. This portion of the Sea Urchins (the ovaries) are the most 
important in an 'economic point of view, the ovaries alone being eaten. 
The common or green Sea Urchin (Strongylocen·trotus drobachiensis) has a .very wide range, 
.and is very abundant upon our northern coast. It extends from New Jersey to the Bay of 
Fundy, but south and west of the eastern part of .Long Island Sound it is rare. Its bat,hymetrical 
;range is from low-water mark to depths of over four hundred fathoms. Outside of the United 
States, it ranges from Nova Scotia to the Ar:ctic Ocean; from Spitzbergen to Great Britain; from 
Bering Strait to the Gulf of' Georgia; and along Eastern Siberia to Okhotsk Sea, and De 
Castries' Bay. This species -" feeds partly on diatoms and other small algre, etc., which it cuts from 
the. rocks with the sharp points. of its teeth, and it js also fond of dead fishes, .which are soon 
·devoured, bones and all. In return it is swal1owed whole, in large quantities, by the :wolf-fish 
and other large fishes." The green Sea Urchin is not now eaten upon our eastern coast, and 
most Americans would probably regard its use aR food with much repugnance, but it was formerly 
-eaten by some of the native east coast Indian tribes, and is still favorably regarded by the 
Alaskans. Mr. Henry Elliott states that at Saint Paul\; Island the villagers, principal1y Aleuts, 
search for it at low tide, under the shelter of the bowlders, which stand in the tide pools, on the 
rocky shores, during nearly all seasons. Usually the shells are broken, the ovaries removed and 
spread out like raw oysters on a plate, and eaten with salt, pepper, and vinegar. The old women, 
• calle<). "barbies," despise these condiments, however, and suck the Sea Urchins as small boys do 
eggs. The native Alaskan name for this Sea Urchin is " Repkie." 
The common west coast Sea Urchin (Strongylocentrotus franciscanus) inhabits the coasts of 
.Southern Alaska, British Columbia, and the Unit,ed States, as far south as San Diego, California. 
It attains a much larger size than "the green Sea Urchin, and is used as food in some localities: 
In Southern Europe a related species, Strongylocentrotus lividus, is much esteemed as food. 
The'' Sand Dollar," or ''Flat Sea Urchin" (Eckinarachnius p~rma);_ofthe New England coast 
differs so much from the Green Sea Urchin in appearance that it would s~arcely appear to belong · 
to tbe same group of animals, from a superficial examination. Its principal points of difference 
are its extremely compressed form and very small spines, which are nearly uniform over the 
·entire body. The lower side is perfectly flat, and the upper but slight~y convex. Its only 
importance from an economic standpoint arises from the fact that it furnishes an indelible ink, 
which might possibly be utilized in the arts, as it now i_s to a slight exte~t by the :fishermen of 
some parts of the coast. 
The Sand Dollar is commonly met with on sandy shores, but is seldom found living" except 
at extreme low water of spring tides, when it may 8ometimes be found on flats or bars of fine sili-
ceous sand in great numbers, buried just beneath the surface, or even partially exposed._ It creeps 
along beneath the sand with a slow gliding motion, by means of th~ myriads of minute extensile 
suckers with which it is furnisherl. It is far more abundant on sandy bottoms at various depths 
off shore. It has a very wide range, for it is found all the way from New Jersey to Labrador, and 
also on tbe North Pacific coast; an<l in depth it ranges from low-water mark to four hundred and 
thirty fathoms, off ~aint George's Bank, where it was dredged by Messrs. Smith and Harger. 
When living its color is usually a rich purplish-brown, but it soon turns green when taken from 
the water. It gives a dark green or blackish co1or to alcohol, which stains very injuriously any 
other specimens put in with it. The fishermen on the coast of Maine and New Brunswick some-
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r , 11 i li I markino--ink from the ·e' Sand Dollar ,' by rubbing off the si,ines and 
, t r pnlv rizino- making the ma s into a thin paste with water. A number of fishes 
wall w thi unpromi ing creature for food, and the floun<lers consume la.rg0 
IIE Stimpson; ASTERIAS FoRBESII, Verrill. 
nl~' w p i f tar-fish merit our attention in this re.port, not from any good they perform, 
u fr rn tb ir d tructive attacks upon our oyster-beds, which they are said to damage to the 
xt .n f p rhap two hundred thou and a'ollars annually. These two Star-fishes, called Asterias 
vulgari and Asterias Forbesii, are so closely related. to one another and so similar in appearance 
a tor qnire con iderable kill at times to point out their differences; but when living the Asterias 
Forbesii can g nerally be recognized by its bright orange madrepori_c plate on the upper side of the 
b d the corre ponding plate in .A. vulgar-is agreeing more closely in color with the surrounding 
portion f it di k. Tbe fishermen do not distinguish between the two species; to them they are 
both alik and both are designated under the commori but descriptive terms of" Star-fish,"'' Five-
finger," ' .a tar," or ·imply " Star." 
Th tar-ft ' h, a it name implies, is a star-shaped animal, consisting of a central disk from 
which radiait , in tbe ca e of the species now under discussion, five elongate arms, which are not 
mark d off or eparate<l in any way from the disk, but exist merely as prolongations from it. The 
upr r an l low r ides are quite different from one another. '' The upper side presents a rough 
nrfac of a r nisb, browni h, reddish-green, or purple hue, which when it is dried turns to a 
y llowi h-brown. Thi i..., tbe lea"hery membrane covering the skeleton of the animal, which con 4 
i t of mall lim tone plates, united together at their edges by a sort of cartilage. This forms 
th fram w rk of tb arm· and disk, and acts as a chain-armor, encircling and protecting all the 
oft part wi hin. On the lower side of the Star-fish this framework terminates in two series of 
lar r plat . Thi armor i · ufficiently flexible to allow th·e Star-fish to bend himself clumsily 
o r or ar un] nything he i · Hkely to wish to climb upon or grasp." The entire upper surface 
i, ov r d with many hort pine , which are largest and thickest at the edges of the rays and 
upon th pl t bord ring the lower sides of the rays. Around the base of each spine there is a 
circl of curi n 1ittl claw-like appendages called pedicellarim, which may serve to aid in clearing 
the upper urface but who functions are not sa,tisfactorily made out. Scattered between the 
pine ar li le oft, ater tubes! and at one side of the disk on the back is a sieve-like arrange-
m nt, all d he maclreporic plate, for the admission of water. 
The und r ide of the bo<ly i softer than the upper and much lighter in color. The mouth is 
in the c nt r f the disk; it bears no teeth, but is surrounded by an elastic tube. Five furrows 
run from he mouth down the center of each arm. They are filled with numerous extensible soft 
tub , t rminating in a disk and arranged in four row . These are the so-called feet of the Star-
.fl h, and y m a,n of th m it move about. The majority of the Star-fishes are bisexual, but iu 
th t w p ci , r di cu ion the sexes are distinct. 
Our tar-fi he , and e pecially the Asterias vulgaris, attain a large size, specimens 
oft •n m a uring fift n inche ac~o , and upward , on the Maine and Ma 'sachusetts coa t . 
1 r tbi · xtr me w find all the intermediate izes dowu to the very smallest. They inhabit 
Yari u kin i f b tom , from abo e low-water mark to twelve or fifteen fathoms and <leeper, but 
it i in h 11 w ater hat they do the mo t damage. They live on muddy, sandy, rocky, and shelly 
b tt m , and e en on the pil of wharv , an<l are most abundant where they can :find the 
1 VERRILL: Vineyard ound Report, pp. 362, 363, 1871-'72. 
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greatest amount of food, and it is for the purpose of feeding that they visit the oyster-beds in 
such large droves. They are not always abundant in the s·ame places, but .seem to move about. 
Professor Verrill thinks "their habit of coming up to the shore may be connected wit_h their 
reproductive season." They do not enjoy too brackish water, and oysters insuch locations are 
satfe from their attacks. 
Asterias vulgaris ranges from Long Island Sound to Labrador, and A. Forbesii from Massa-
chusetts Bay to the Gulf of Mexico. The former species is, therefore, essentially a northern one, 
and the latt~r a southern one, but over a certain region they overlap, and it is through this region 
and just to the south of it that most of the damage is-done. A. For.besii is the shore species where 
the greater part of the oyster-beds occur, and it must assume most of the blame for the thousands 
of oysters destroyed on these beds. 
236. THE CCELENTERATES. 
THE CORALS. 
Many of the common Florida Corals, from -their graceful shapes and delicately sculptured 
surfaces, are highly prized for ornamental purposes, and have _come to possess a certain commer-
cial value. They .are regular1y kept for sale in most of the larger cities, such as Boston and New 
York, and unusually fine specimens frequently command a high price. The group of Cora.ls, as 
popularly understood, includes members of two classes of the Crelenterata, the Polyp Corals ·and 
the Hydroid Corals, both of which, and especially the former, present, a great variety of forms. 
'rhe principal ornamental Corals found on the coast of Florida are as follows: Among the 
Gorgonia.ns occur the Sea-fans (Gorgoniaflabellum), and the Sea-feathers or Sea-plumes (Gorgonia 
acerosa and Gorgonia setosa). Among the true stony corals are the Stag-horn Corals (Madrepora 
cervicornis, prolijera, and palmata) ; the Brain . Corals ( Meiindrina, labyrinthiformis, clivmsa, and 
sinuosa, Diploria cerebriformis, and ]11anicina areolata); the Fungus Corals (Agaricia, agaricites 
and Mycedium fragile); the Star Oorals ( Orbicella annula,ris and cavernosa,), aud many others 
without common names, such as the Oculina diffusa and Isophyllia dipsacea. L nly a single species 
of Hydroid Coral is commonly seen in show collections ; it · is the so-called Finger Coral or Sea 
Ginger (JJ!Iillepora alcicornis), the lattP;r common name having reference to the smarting sensation 
which it imparts to the skin, on handling, soon after it is taken from the water. Many foreign 
species of Corals, belonging to tlie above groups, are often to be seen in the natural ~istory stores; 
they come mainly from the West Indies and the Pacific Ocean. Neither the precious Coral 
( Oorallium rubrum) nor any other speci~s approaching it in value to the trade occurs in Ameri.can 
waters, but large quantities of the former are imported annually from Europe for making into 
jewelry. 
·• THE JELLY-}fISHES. 
., 
The Jelly-fishes, Sun-fishes, or Medusre, which are well kn6wn to the sea-coast inhabitants as 
tram;parent and delicate floating animals, most abundant in. the summer months, are, at times, a 
source of great annoyance to the net :fishermen. These watery creatures, whose bodies contain only 
a very small percentage of solid matter, vary greatly in shape, and belong to several orders of the 
Orelenterata. They have often been described and :figured in popular books on natural history, to 
which the reader is referred for details concerning their structure and habits. The commoner 
species found on the New England coast are referred to as follows by Prof. A. E. Verrill. 1 
·" A fine, large specimen of the beautiful Jelly-fish Tima formosa has been ·sent me by Mr. V. 
N. Edwards, who captured it at Wood's Holl, April 30. He states that ·the same species was very 
• 1 Vineyard Sound Report, p. 449, 1871-'72 . 
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up f picul , while the fo il forms referred to the same have calcareous 
ort int a<l of picular. 
0 fl b part of the Sponge, which is the truly organized portion, and upon a, 
wl f whi ·h w mu t rely for a perfect understanding of th~ relations of Sponges, i8 tLe 
m · diffi ult t tud , a it i al o the least known. It collapses and begins to decay almo"st on 
th . m m n f th ponge being taken from the water, and alcoholic preparations are of cornpara-
ti ,· ~Iy littl -valu for inve:stigation. The tructure of some forms has, however, been sufficiently 
w 11 made ut to give u a tolerably clear idea of what it must be in the entire grou·p. Prof. A. 
y tt d ribe th gen ral structure of the Sponge as follows: 1 
' Th y are tructurally remarkably uniform, though differing greatly in external aspect. They 
n i tint rnally of a mas or layer of sarcode or mesoderm, containing a greater or less 1mmber 
of tru cell , and have an ectoderm and endoderm of cellular tissue. Tbe maJority of the forms 
ar upported by a keleton of interwoven threads or spicules, or both, of various forms. TLe 
ext rior i perforated by innumerable pores, leading mto channels in the interior, which enlarge • 
and join with group of neighboring channels, forming large branches. These, in turn, ~orm 
junction with other branches, and finally all oi' them unite into one or several large trunks, 
which open outward , like minute craters, on the external surface. The~e are lined with another 
membrane, differing from anything else of its kind in the animal kingdom. It is composed of 
minute cell , furnished on the free side with a long ·whip or flagellum, surrounded by a collar. 
Their interior contain a nucleus and digestive vacuoles, and they, in all respects, resemble the 
in<l. pendent animal known as flagellate infusoria. They take in and digest food in the same 
mann r, and oect excrements in great profusion from the area inclosed by the membraneous collar. 
"The egg and permatozoa are derived from modified cells of the mesoderm, whereas the 
keleton i ither built up partly from the external membrane, and partly from the sarcode by 
rowth, or by the transformation of the loose cells of the sarcode into spiculffi. The 
functi n of the "maller external pores is to admit the water, which is thus strained and deprived 
of it coar er floating material. It is then carried along the canals, by the motion of the cilia, 
and convey it load of minute food to the ampullaceous sacs and zooidal cells. The hydraulic 
pre ure occa ion d by the inward fl.ow of the innumerable minute streams forces it through the 
larg r trunk and OL1t at the craters or ostioles with great rapidity." 
Th ir peculiar cellular tructure caused the Sponges when they were first carefully studied to 
be 1 oked upon as compound ammals, but this idea has been refuted by more recent studies, and 
ach individu 1 Sponge i now considered, "in its simplest adult form, as homol-Ogically a single 
animal with the internal tructure and functions of a colonial organizatio~." 
Tb branch or ubkingdom Porifera is divided into two classes, the Calci -Spongire (calcareous 
pong ) and the Carneo-Spongim (horny and siliceous Sponges). 
The Calci- pongire are again divided into two orders, and the Carneo-Spongire into four orders, 
he Hali arcoidea, Keratoidea, Kerato-Silicioidea, and S-ilicioidea. 
The Keratoidea include all the purely horny Sponges, and the only genus, Spongia, of direct 
importan ·e t mankind. According to Profe Or' Hyatt, the horny Sponges '' appear to require 
for the pro action of the forms in abundance tropical or ubtropical seas, and obtain by far their 
gr ate de lopment in the number of the form· and pecies in the West Indian eas. The 
typi al f rm , the comm rcia1 Spong , are e entially confiued to the waters of the Caribbean 
I ·Ian ·, Bahama rchip lag , an the outhern and -we tern coasts of Florida, in this hemi ·pbere~ 
n 1 t tb {I dit rranean and e<l a in the other. 
at. Hi t., ii, 1875-'77. 
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"Australia affords a few forms, and I have heard, though I cannot substantiate the fact, of 
some species on the Atlantic coast of Brazil. Bermuda also has a few of the co~mercial kinds, 
which, according to Mr. Goode's report, and the suite or' specimens forwarded, are much coarser 
than the Key West, ,darker 1n color, and, in fact, just about intermediate between these and those 
of Australia. They are occasionally found in the stores, but, as a rule, are used only by the 
:fishermen themselves, about their boats, the Bahama Sponges ,,. being preferred for domestic 
purposes by t,he inh8 bi tan ts. 
"The true Spongice are all shallow-water forms. In the Mediterranean, according to Eckhel, 
they are not found below thirty fathoms, and in our own seas about the same, probably, though' 
not :fished to greater than :five fathoms. The greater part of the :fishery is accompfa,hed between 
'the depths of three and twenty feet, according to the report of Dr. Palmer, from whom these 
remarks are principally derived. The commercial grades coincide very closely· here and in 
Europe, but it is quite easy to show that each of them may be considered a distinct species, if one 
has an inclination to multiply fo this direction. The three grades [ of Am~rican Sponges J, Glove 
Sponge (Spongia officinalis), subspecies tubulifera, Wool Sponge (Spongia equina), subspecies gos-
sypina, and Yellow and Hard Head, both under the name of (Spongia agaricina), subspeciesr cor-
lQsia, correspond with remarkable accuracy to the three principal ·grades of cdmmerci~l Sponges 
in Europe. These are the Bath Sponge, Spong,ia officinalis, the Horse Sponge, Spongia equina, and 
the Zimocca Sponge, Spongia agaricina . • This result, in which three species appear on both sides 
of the Atlantic, as representing alone the marketable qualities of the genus Spongia, 'becoll?-es 
of double interest when these varietieR, or local species, as they.might be called, are compared 
• with one another. It is then found that the aspect of the surface is closely similar in each 
of the three; that subspecies tubulijera represents Spongia officinalis, subspecies gossypina offsets 
. Spongia equina in the same way, and, lastly, subspecies corlosia has the same relation to Spongia 
agaricina. 
"The whole group of Keratosa is confined to seas in which the differences observable 
between the winter and summer isotherms are not excessive. None are found north of Cape 
Hatteras and the island of Bermuda, and doubtless a similar limit occurs to the southward of 
the equator. • 
"The :finer skeletons of the Keratosa, those of the genus Spongia, are only to be sought in 
the intermediate zone, where the waters are of equable and high temperature. Again, in examining 
the species of this genus with relation to each other, it becomes equally evident that they ar'e 
:finest and most numerous in archipelagoes or off coasts which are bordered by large numbers of 
islands or long reefs, or in sheltered sea&. 
"The Sponges near Nassau lie on reefs very much exposed to the action of the waves, often 
thirty miles from land, and always in currents, sometimes running three or four miles an hour. 
Such currents are usual wherever groups of islands confine the tide water within certain definite 
channels, and they have also the effect of concentrating the floating food in the channels, or 
wherever tides meet. Both of these conditions are essential to successful sponge growth, namely, 
a continuous renewal of aerated water and a pleI!tiful supply of food, and are probably partially 
the cause of their abundance in such places. 
"The shallow-water Sponges are coarser than the deep-water forms. This is probably due, in 
part, as in other species, to the quantity of sediment, · which is, of course, less in deep than , in 
shallow water, as, for exa,mple, at Key West in the winter time. I am informed that no :fine 
qualities of any Sponges are found within the limits of the milky water, but all the finer qualities 
of the marketable kinds in the deepest water in which the species occur, except perhaps in the 
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R f, and Ilard Head are fished in shallow waters, · grcate -t 
ther ancl ·enerally -finer marketable varieties, in from two to ftrn 
fa h ni. . , I. ·pl in in a mea ure, but not wholly, tbe greater coarseness of onr own 
p 11 fT • 1 , , mp~ r tl wi h th European. For though it may be assumed, from the examination 
f h , t· l •t u.· th, t ... I diterranean Spong are much less expm:;ed to turbid waters, and though 
i may l 11 wn y the micro cope that tbe primary fibers contain less debris, this does not 
wlJ lly xplain th ir gr at r :finene and elasticity. I think that we may attribute this either 
wh 11 or partl , to p uliar climatic conditions. 
oral r f: afford good holding ground for the bases of the colonies, and protection 
fr m th xc i ve urf of ocean bores, while they grow in water the ~emarkable ,clearness of 
which t a con iderable depth is constant subject of remark. These are undoubtedly farnrable· 
oclition , a · they are common al o to the Mediterranean waters. The great quantity of cal-
ar ou diment, however, which is churned. by the waves in the winter, on the borders of ai. 
oral re f, i not pre ent in the Mediterranean;· and tbe average temperature also, which is very 
much higher than that under which the finest Sponge skeletons are produced in the Mediter-
ranean, cannot be con idered as favorable. These last, tben, are probably the direct cause of the 
infi ri rity ~f the ~eleton of the commercial varieties found in tl1is association [ i. e., many of the 
American varietie ]. 
' Th coar ·e t quality of all the Mediterranean Sponges, the Gherbis sort and other coarse 
ort , grow in localities along the coast, where they are most subject to the action of suspended 
mat r in the water; but all of these are, however, on account of the clearness and medium 
t m r tur of the Mediterranean waters, as compared with those of other seas, of much -finer 
quality. 
"Th coar er kind of the ame variety grow nearest the shore, and the finer kinds in deeper 
water, and al o, ccording to Nassau spongers, are more apt to occur on rnarly ground, where the 
dim nt i finer than upon other kinds of bottom. The openness which usually accompanies 
and app ar t correlate with coarseness of the fiber must be considered as one of the elements 
of in:£ riority, which invariably accompanies a skeleton having a loose microscopical texture or 
m h, and bar h or inela tic or easily torn fibers, but is also, though rarely, found in skeletons of 
,. r fin quality, e pecially at an early age. Thu it may be said that it is undoubtedly a 
c mmon charact ri tic of all the inferior qualities of Mediterranean, and of a11 the Caribbean 
mm rcial Spon" without xception, which, though they may have very fine · or very coarse or 
iu la tic fib r , ar al way permeate~ in the interior and have the surface also cut up by larger 
and m r numerou canal than the corre ponding Mediterranean species." 
238. THE GENUS SPONGIA AND THE AMERICAN COMMERCIAL SPONGES. 
The k 1 t n of thi genu , according to Professor Hyatt~ is composed of solid, elastic fibers, 
th rimary one , tho e having their origin in the external integuments, being usually, though 
n t invaria ly, more or le r diator,y in their arrangements; but the secondary or connecting 
fi r ar xce i 1 irr gular, and generally very clo ely intertwined. The primary fl bers are 
p rti · larly n tic a le n the inn r i of the wall of the large or excurrent opening . The 
k 1 ton exhibit av rs r ugh urfac , du to the development of large projecting mas es of the 
on ry r n ctin fl. r , which are parated b horizontal channels of greater or le 
d th. Th primary fi r protru abov the urface of the cushions or ridges tlm formed, 
wi h th m mor r le. of th 
k 1 t culi rly hir~u 
c ndar fiber, and forming a , erie of ,·uperficia,l tuft· , 
a pee . The pore through which the water euter the 
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Sponges are very numerous, quite permanent in their positions, and irregularly scattered over the 
sides of the mass, often remaining open even in dried specimens. The cloacal canals ar~ few in 
number, but exceedingly large, and their apertures are irregularly scattered about, but are , 
almost always on the upper side of the colony. When living, the outer skin is of_ a dark brown, . 
very dark purple, or a black color. The external layer is usually more or· less filled with whatever 
sediment may be prevalent in the water, and, especially in the West Indies, with the siliceous. 
spicules of other Sponges. . 
Only four species or Rix so-called subspecies of commercial Sponges, are recognizecl. from the 
~lorida waters, and these give· rise to the five grades, known to the trade, in the order of their 
importance, beginning with the finest, as Sheepswool, Velvet, (Jrass, and Glove Sponges. These 
same grades and subspecies, with one exception, also occur among the Bahama Islands, the 
sponge fauna of Florida and the Bahamas being more or less identical, but the -corresponding 
grades of these two regions are generally finest i1! the Florida waters, the Florida commercial 
Sponges ranking much higher than the Bahama, and commanding higher prices. · Commercially,, 
Bahama has two or three times as many grades of Sponges as Florida but these commercial 
grades are not of specific or even subspecific importance. They-result from a division according 
to quality for the conyenience of the. trade. Notwithstanqing the many Bahama grades, the 
best of the Bahama Sheepswool Sponges are inferior to the best Florida Sheepswool. 
The following descriptions of the several Florida and Bahama commercial Sponges are taken 
from Professor Hyatt's memoir, "Revision of the N ort-h American Poriferre," with notes on the· 
corresponding Medi erranean species: 
THE GLOVE SPONGE-SPoNGIA 0FFICINALIS, Linn., subspecies TUBULIFERA. 
'' This subspecies, as compared with other American subspecies, bas a skeleton composed of 
remarkably fine fibers, which bleach out to a whitish brown color. The surface is covered with 
fine tufts of primary fibers, which are, howeYer, very pliable. The surface is gencmlly quite free 
from cushions and ridges, and the channels between these when they do occur are neither very 
deep nor long. The result of these characteristics is a form with a smoother surface and a denser 
looking skeleton than usual, pierced on the sides by numerous small apertures, very regularly 
distributed, and at the top by one or more large cloacal oscules. The form is generally dome-like, 
and is never, so far as I know, cup-shaped, though it may become exceedingly irregular, fistular,. 
or even dendritic. The older specimens show a decide(l tendency to increase by the prolongation 
of the parts immediately around the apertures. Thus the main body of the Sponge becomes. 
projected into numerous smaller conical or bead-shaped masses like the young of variety rotunda,. 
and crested masses like those of variety disciformis. At an advanced age t-he fiber becomes very 
brittle and unfit for domestic ·purposes." 
This ~ubspecies generally occnrs abundantly upon hard bottom. While living its color is 
black; the largest specimen ~een by Dr. Edward Palmer, who collected many specimens for 
Professor Hyatt, measured about eight inches in height by about twenty inches in circumference. 
It lives on the coast of Southern Florida (Key West), and among the Bahama Islands (Nassau), 
upon hard bottoms or reefs, in about• six feet of water. Ten varieties are enumerated, all of 
which inhabit .American tropical seas. They are as follows: ·pertusa,, mollis, prava, disciformis, 
rotunda, aperta, corlosiformis, duplex, exotica, and solida. 
The Glove Sponge ranks as the poorest of all the Florida commercial grades, and yet belongiug 
to the same species, under the name subspecies mediterranea, are the Levant Toilet Sponges, the 
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certainty." This sub pecies occurs at the Bahama Islands and Florida. 
ar cl with it by Profe, or Hyatt, gossypiniformis, from Nassau ; fusca and 
i ca -u Bay and K y We st, Florida; the range in depth is from two feet of water 
liirt f t or mor . 
n titut cond grade of .American Sponges, and is very abundant. .Although 
llio at a mu ·h lower price than the Sheevswool it forms an important article of commerce. 
Th 1 diterranean grade cone ponding with it i the so-called Zimocca Sponge. 
239. INJURIOUS SPONGES. 
THE BORING SP0NGE-CLIONA SULPHUREA, Verrill. 
Thi i a common species of siliceous Sponge, which ranges along our Atlantic coast, from 
Cape Cod to South Carolina, in from one to fifteen fathoms of water. It begins to grow on 
mu el, clam, or oyster shells, mostly on dead, but also on living specimens, into which, when 
till very young, it excavates numerous burrows. "As it grows, it penetrates the shell in every 
direction, forming irregular holes and galleries, which continue to grow as more and more of the 
ubstance of the shell is absorbed, until the shells are reduced to a completely honeycombed, 
brittle ma s, or a mere skeleton. Finally the Sponge begins to protrude from the surface~ aud 
grow up into mammiliform masses, or small rounded crusts, which continue to grow and spread 
in every direction, until finally they form masses six or eight inches in diameter. . . . Owing 
to the remarkable boring habits of this and other allied Sponges, they are very important in the 
conomy of the ea, for they are the principal agents in the disintegration and decay of the shells 
tbat accumulate over the bottoms, thus performing the same function in the sea that fungi and 
in ct perform on the land." 1 
There i no question but that the offices of this Sponge are mainly for good, as stated above; 
but they often attack living shell , burrowing into them as far as the inner layer, and greatly 
irritating the animal, which will sometimes deposit one or more new coatings of shell structure, so 
a to cover up the little pores about to open into the inside. They probably also often cause the 
de truction of oysters. The• e burrows sometimes appear on the inside as little prominences, 
cat r dover the urface. Masses of this Sponge, when full grown, measure a foot or more in 
l ng h, and contain tones as large as one's fist, as well as a large quantity of sand. "This 
p cie i of a right ulphur yelJow color, and grows into hemispherical or irregular massive 
forms of firm texture, the surface being covered with scattered, low, wart-like, soft prominences, 
about an eighth of an inch in diameter, which contract when the Sponge is dried, leaving shallow 
pi ·" 
Oliona sulphurea ha the power of burrowing into submerged limestone as well as shells. A 
ca e of tbi ' rt wa brought to notice in 1878, when a wrecked cargo of marble was discovered 
off Long I land, having lain there for several years. The pieces of marble taken up were 
completely riddled by this Sponge to a light depth. 
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rosmarus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
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Odontopyxis trispinosus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 258 
·. Odostornia striatula . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 694 
Ogilby on breeding habits of Manatees.... . . . . . . 118 
the Sucking-fish as a fisher .......... .446, 447 
Oil Shark .......................... ., . . . . . . . . . . 675 
Okow...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 418 
Old English Hake ........... _ ......... _ . . . . . . . . 234 
Old Man.............................. .. . ... .. 65 
Oligocottus analis... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259 
glo biceps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259 
maculosus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 
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Oligoplites saurus.. . . .. . ... .... .••••. •••.. •.... 332 
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gracilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 699 
Oliver on the habits of the Lant...... . . • • • . . . . . . 245 
Ombre Chevalier............................... 501 
Ommastrephes illecebrosa .......•.............. 687, 690 
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Oncorhynchus chouicha ...... ...... ...... .••••• 479 
gorbuscha...... ...•.. .•.••...... 476 
keta . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . 476 
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Opah family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 335 
Ophichthys chrysops...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 628 
ocellatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 628 
Ophidiidoo ..•••...................•••••.... _. . . . 243 
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_.,; Tay lori . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • • . . 244 
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Orange File-fish................................ 171 
Rockfish. ...... .... ...•.. ...... •... ..... 265 
Orbicella annularis...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . 841 
cavernosa ................ _... . . . . . . . . 841 
Orea atra .... .... .... ...... ...... .... ...•.. .... 17 
gladiator .............. -.................... 17 
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Orchestia agilis .... .... .... ..••.. .... .... .. .. .. 824 
Orcynus alalonga.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 320 
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thynnus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320 
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similar to Frigate Mackerel . . . 306 
Oregon Finner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Ormer-shells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 
Orthagoriscidoo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1G9 
Orthagoriscus mola ...................... - . . . . . . 169 
Orthodon microlepidotus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618 
Osmerus dentex . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544 
eperlanus ......... , .... .... ...... ...... 543 
mordax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543 
spirinchus _ ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . 544 
thaleichthys. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 544 
Ostracion bicaudalis.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 171 
quadricornis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 
trigonis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 
triqueter............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 
Ostraciontidoo.................................. 170 
Ostrea edulis .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 711 
virginica ...........•• _ •................. 703, 711 
rate of growth of ......... ·_ ..... 725-729 
Oswego Bass _ ............ _ . _ ................ _ . . 401 
Otaria •. .. ...•. ... ... .. . ... . .. . . .. . . ... . .. .. . .. 37 
californiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
jubata . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 44 
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Otolithus thalassinus...... .. .... ••••.. ...... .. . 364 
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Sea-arrow . . . . . . . ........•••............ ; . . . . . . 690 
Sea Bass . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • . • • 407 
breeding of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . 409 
geographical range of.................. 408 
movements and habits of.... . . . .. . .• . . . 409 
name for Red-fish...................... 372 
size and value of ...•.....•........•.... 409, 410 
White .. . ..•. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . •. . •. . . . 378 
Sea-bat.... . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • . . . • . . . 173 
Sea-boat ..........•..........••.......... ·.•••. . 701 
Sea-Bear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . 49 
Sea-bug........................................ 701 
Sea Cat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • .. 627 
name for Northern Fur Seals . . • . . . . . • . . . 51 
Sea Cat-fishes . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . 248 
Sea-caterpillar . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . • • • • . 701 
Sea-Clam ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 708 
Sea-Cow ....................•.................. 114-116 
Arctic.. . . . . • • . . . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 128 
Sea Crab....................................... 775 
Sea-craws ... . .............••...............• ·... 783 
Sea Cucumbers................................. 838 
Sea Devil ......•••.......•••.••••.•.••••.... _. . 173 
Sea-dog .........•.......•....•.... _ ....•...•... 
Sea-ears ... . .......................•....••••.... 
Sea Eel ...........••.......•..•.•.•..•.••.••..• 
Sea Elephant ...........................•••....• 
California ........•......•..... _ •.. 
Sea-fans .......••..•••.....•.•....••...•....••.•• 
Sea-feathers ...• •..• _ •••.........•..•••...••••.. 
Sea Ginger . ......••••.....•...............•••.. 
Sea-hare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••................••••. 
Sea-Horse family ..........•....•....••.....••.. 
geographical distribution ......•.••••. 
strange shapes-interesting habits .... 
Sea Lawyer. · .................•.........•..•..•• 
Sea Lion ...••..........•• · ..•..•..••.•....••.... 
general history of .......•.•.•.......•. 
geographical distribution ..••••.•••..•• 
California ...•.......•..•..•...••• · ••.. 
Sea Man tis ..•••....•...•.••..•••••.• _ •••.••••.. 
Sea Mullet ........•...••..••••...•.•••••..••••• 
Sea-needle ............••....••.....•••.••.••••. 
Sea-ow 1 . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••.•••..••.•.. 
Sea-perch ....•.......... _ •..•••••..••••..•••.•• 
Sea-pike ........ . ..............•.....•••.. _. _ .• 
Sea-ravens, food of Goose Fish ...•..........••••. 
name for Sculpin ......••••....•.•.• 
Sea-robin ........................•••...•••....• 
distribution of .......•••.••••••.•.•... 






























Sea Salmon . • . • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . . 230 
Sea-serpent.................................... 449 
Sea-snails ...................••..•••.••••...•.•. 253, 6!J3 
Sea-snakes . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . • . . . . 628 
Sea-snipe, name for Silver Gar-fish.... ••• . . • • ••. 488 
Sword-fish .. _.... . . . • . . . • . . 338 
Sea-star . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 840 
eea-toad ...... ••••r ·• •••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••• 258 
Sea Trout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • . . • 267 
Sea T,rout, name. for Squeteague . _.... . . . . • . • . • . . 362 
White Sea Bass .'.. . • . . . . . . . 378 
Sea Urchin . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........••....••..•.•.. 838, 839 
Seal, Bay.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . 62-65 
Bearded . . . . . . . . . . . ..•..... _ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 63 
Common...................... ...... ...•.. 55 
Crested ........ ~ .... _ ...•........•....... 62, 63, 68 
Fjord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Fresh-water . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . ••• . 59 
Fur .•.....•.•......••.....••••.•••• •••. 37, 75-113 
· Northern Fur ................... ~......... 49, 54 
Hair .. !'................... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 37 
Harbor.................................... 55 
Harp . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . 62, 65 
Hooded . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 65, 68 
Leopard. . • . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . • • • . • . • • • . . . • • • . . 59, 73 
Native . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • . . 58, 65 
Ribbon . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • . . . • • . . 67 
Ringed ....•..........•.•.....••..•••..... 56, 63, 65 
Rock . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . • . • • . . . • • • . • • . • • . 62 
S_quare Flipper............................ 65 
tribe, in general . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . • . • . . • . . 32, 33 
West Indian ....•• .••. •..• .... .•.. .... ••.. 67 
Sebago Trout . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . 470 
Se bastes marinus ..................•••.•...•.... / 260 
Sebastichthys atrovirens.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 265 
auriculatus . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • . . • • • • • 264 
carnatus . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 264 
caurinus vexillaris . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 264 
chlorostictus . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . 264 
chrysomelas...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 264 
ciliatus . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266 
constellatus ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 265 
elongatus . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . 266 
entomelas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266. 
:flavidus ...............••......... 264, 266, 
maliger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 264 
melanops . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • • . 266-
. miniatus...... . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 265. 
mystinus ...•.....•..•.•.•.•...... 263, 266. 
nebulosus . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • . 263. 
nigrocinctus .•••••... ·• • . . • • • • . . • • . 263. 
ovalis. .... .... .... .••••. .. ...... 266. 
pinniger .•• ~.. . . . . . . • • . . . • . • • . • . 264, 265. 
proriger . . . . • . . • • • • . • . . . • • . • • . • . 266 
rastrelliger ..........•...•... 264, 265, 266 
rhodochloris ...... ~ . . . • . • • • • . . . . 264-265 
rosaceus . . . • . . • • • . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . 264,265 
ruber.... • . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . 265 
rubrivinctus . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265 
serriceps . . . . . . . • • • . • . .. _ . . . • . . . 263 
umbrosus . . . • . • • • • • .• • • •• . . . • . . • 265 
Sebastodes paucispinis .............•• _.. • . . . . . . 266 
See-catch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . . . 77, 81 
See-vitchie .•... ...... .... ..•••. ••.. •••• .•.• .. 40 
6 INDEX. 
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uorita,-n h of California .................... . 
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rgeant-fi h ................................. . 
rg1iaut 1ajor ............................... . 




Lalandii . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • .............. . 
zonata .......•• .. .....•.............•.. 
Seriphus politus ..........•..............•..... 
Serranoid fishes ..................•.••.••••••.• 
rranus atra.rius ...........•.......••..•...... 
clathratus ........................... . 
fascicnlaris .............•..••...•••..• 
ma.culofasciatus ........•.......••...• 
nebulifer ............................ . 
trifurcns ............................ . 
arm a reticnlata .......•....................• 
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y ........ .................................. . 
Sey Pollack .........••.......................• 
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rivers............ .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 605 
effect of water temperatures on migrations. 598-599 
food of ................................... 606-4>07 
geographical distribution of .............. 594-596 
hereditary instinct of locality in . . . . . . . . . . 597, 598 
migrations of ....•..................... 596-597-598 
name for Gulf Menhaden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
Mobarra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279 
name:i of................................. 594 
ob ervations of, on Saint John's River, Fla. 599 
period of river life of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 603-606 
reproduction of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 605-606 
size of.................. . . . ... .. .. .... .. . 606 
young, ob ervations of movements in Po-
tomac.................................. 603 
Gizzard ................ _ ............. _. . . 610 
Hard-head, name for Menhaden...... . . . . . 569 
Hickory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607 
Long-boned, name for Moharra.. . . . . . . . . • 279 
Mud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610 
School .................................... 201 
tink ................... - -......... - . . . . . . 610 
Tailor..................................... 608 
Trout, name for Sqneteague. •• • .• . • . • . ••• .• 362 
Waiter ..... .... .... ...... ...•.. ...•.. .•.. 541 
White-eyed.. .............................. 610 
Winter............. ..... ....... ........... 610 
Yellow-tail, nama for Menhaden . . . . . . . . . • . 569 
bark, B king...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 667 
Black-finn d . . . . . . . . . . . •. . .. . . . . .. •. •.•• 672 
Bln .............. ........ ...... .....••. 669, 671 
Hon ............• - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • 667 
U nn t-h ade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 671 
Page. 
Shark, Cat ......... , ..•................... - - - . . 675 
Dog-fish ......•...........•........... - . . 670 
Ducky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 671 
Fox. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 671 
Ground . . . . . .. . ..• •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 674 
Gurry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 67 4 
Hammer-bead .. :. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . 671 
Mackerel................................ 669 
Man.eater..... .......................... 669 
Nurse.~ ................•••.•••••..•..••• C72,674 
Sand .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . 670 
Shovel-nosed.... . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • . . • . • • • • • 670 
Thrasher ................................ 671 
Tiger . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . 672 
Sharks, . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•..••.•.. ·- .•...••.•. 667-67 4 
of Paci.fie coast ....••..••••..••••..••... 67 4-676 
Sharp-headed Finner . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . 30 
Sbarp·nosed Ray .... .... .. . .... •... .•.• .... .... 665 
Shedders . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . • • • • . • . . . . . . . • . 776 
Sheepshead . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . . . . 380 
distribution of.. . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 380 
family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . 380 
name for Butter-fish................ 333 
Parrot.fish .•• . . . . • • . . . . • . . 275 
Porgy .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 394 
'l'hree· tailed . • • . . . . . . • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . 445 
Sheepswool Sponge . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 848 
Shiner .......... ...... ........................ . 617, 6.18 
name for Menhaden.......... . . . . . . • . . . . . 569 
Surf-fish . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 278 
Blunt-nosed... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
Golden.. .. .............................. 616 
Pug.nosed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• . . . . . 322 
Shiners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . 616 
Ship.worm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . • . . . . 704 
Shoal-water Cod............. . • • • • • . . • • . . . . • • • • . 201 
Trout.... . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . 488 
Shoemaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332 
Shoemaker-fish .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • . . 326 
Shore Cod...................................... 201 
Shore-crab, Purple, of Pacific coast . . . . . . . . . . . . . 765 
Yellow, of Pacific coast . . . . • . . . . . . . . 765 
Shore Pompano, distribution of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 329 
Short-nosed Gar-pike........................... 663 
Sbovel·nosed Shark .............•.............. 670, 674 
Sturgeon . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 66~ 
Shrimp, California . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 818 
Common .... _ .......................... 816-818 
Mantis................................. 823 
Shrimps and Prawns ..........•................. 816-823 
Southern ...............•••. 821-823 
Shrimps, River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 819 
Shriver, W.W., letter from, claiming first trans-
portation of Black Bass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 404 
Sibbald, on Sperm Whale in England...... . . . . . . 9 




Sidera. mordax ................................ . 
ocellata ........•........................ 
Sifo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Silicioidea ... .... . ......•...................... 










Sill ............•......... · - -• • - · - · • · - - - • · · - · - - -
Sillkung, similar to Deal-fish .....•••....•.• - - - . 
Sillock .....•..•....................•••........• 
Silnridoo . ........ ............................. . 
Silver Bass, name for Moon.eye .•............... 
Eel ...•....••.•.......................... 









Silver Gar-fishes.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 458 
Hake.................................... 240 
uistribution of .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
habits of. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242 
migrations -and movements of....... 241 
uses of . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 242 
Lunge ........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487 
Moon-fishes .......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 322 
Mullet................................... 449 
Perch . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 375 
Salmon . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 477 
Sides ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
Silver-spotte<l. Tunny. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320 
Silver Sq ueteague.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 367 
Surf-fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 278 
Trout.. . ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 475 
Simmonds, on gastronomic value of the Cuttlefish. 692 
Simpson, A. W., on geographical distribution of 
Mackerel....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 281 
Singing-fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253 
Sirenia .. .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 33 
Sirenians.... .... ....... . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 114 
food of............. .......... .. ....... 118 
Siscowet ..................................... .. 485, 486 
Siskawitz .........................••..... ...... 486, 496 
Skarp Herring. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550 
Skate, Barn-door ................. .....•... ~ . . . . 666 
Skates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 666 
Skeponopodus guebucu ...................... _.. 357 
typus. .. . . .. . ... . ... . ... . .... .... 357 
Skip Mackerel, name for Bluefish ........•..... _. 433 
Skipjack............................ .. . . . • . . .. . 460 
name for Bluefish.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 433 
Butter-fish . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . 333 
Cutlass-fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335 
Inland Alewife . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 594 
the J urel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 324 
Leather-jacket.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332 
Pacific Bonito . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 319 
Runner ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 332 
Skipper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460 
Skopster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460 
Skowitz ........ ....... ~ .............. _... . . . . . . 477 
Skrae-fish ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228 
Skullj oe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228 
Skunk porpoise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Sleeper Shark.................................. 6i4 
Slider.. ........... ............................. 155 
Slime Eel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
Slimskin .......... . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Slippery Dick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 4 
Sole ................................. . 188 
Small Herring ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550 
Small-mouth Black Bass........................ 401 
Smelt ...............•.....•. ·. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . . 543 
family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • 543 
name for Lant............................ 244 
Page. 
Smelt, name for Pacific Tom Cod •••••............ · 223 
Alaska...... ...... .... ...••• ...... ..•... 544 
California ................................ 457, 544 
Cittle...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 457 
Green.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
Little..... .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . ••••.. 457 
Surf . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544 
Smelts, Sand................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
Smith, on different varieties of Mackerel . . . . . . . . 308 
John on size of Mackerel (1622)...... .. . . 299 
Capt. J.B., on spawning of Sand Smelts.. 457 
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